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PREFACE.

que:

ficic

With a deep and grateful sense of the very liberal and unprecedented

patronage with which the Mirror has been honoured, the Sixth Volume

is now offered to the Public ; and unless the Editor is deceived, it will be

found to possess all those claims which first recommended it to publio

notice, and created a perfectly new era in the history of periodical litera

ture, more important than any that has occurred since the invention of

printing. The pledge we first gave, that the Mirror would " afford the

most useful instruction, and the most amusement, at the lowest price pos

sible," has not only been redeemed, but its example has led to the throwing

open the gates of knowledge to the humblest classes of society : in the

point of cheapness, it is however yet as unrivalled, as the Editor hopes it

will be found to be in merit. ,

These observations may perhaps be deemed egotistical by those who do

not join in the daily prayer of the Weaver of Kilmarnoch, whose daily

invocation and toast was, " the Lord gie us a gude conceit o' oursels."

Had the weaver been either author or editor, he would have found

such a prayer unnecessary, particularly so far as relates to a preface ; for

we should as soon expect a Court of Justice without litigants, or a London

Gazette without a bankrupt, as to find a preface that did not, however

attempted to be disguised, betray the good opinion the writer entertained

of his own production. If, therefore, we possess this frailty of editorial

nature, we must confess we owe it to the partiality the Public has manifested

towards us ; and if we are, like the honest weaver of Kilmarnoch, to con

sider " a gude conceit o' oursels * a blessing, we should be extremely

ungrateful if we did not acknowledge, that it is to the patrons of the

Mirror we are indebted for that blessing ; the kind reception we received

in our first essay, and the extensive and constantly increasmg support we

receive now, when our work has approached its seventh volume, would

serve as an excuse for vanity in any one not insensible of public favour.

More than six months ago, Mr. Brougham, in his pamphlet on the Educa

tion of the Lower Classes, after praising the Mirror for the taste it dis

played, and " the improving amusement," and " information ot a most

instructive kind" it contained, truly stated, that of some parts upwards of

eighty thousand copies had been sold : should this learned and enlightened

statesman, lawyer, and senator, publish another edition, he might con

siderably add to the number of copies of the Mirror he stat"d had been

sold ; and he might add as a fact, what he stated as a necessary conse

quence, that the great circulation of the Mirror " must prove highly bene

ficial to the bulk of the people."
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Of the present volume of the Mirror, it is not necessary to say much,

for we trust it will speak for itself, to those who have not watched its pro

gress from week to week. In point of originality, spirit and variety, we

trust it has rather advanced than retrograded. Our correspondents, if not

more numerous, have perhaps acquired a more intimate knowledge of our

plan, and have therefore been better enabled to assist it ; to them we owe

much—more indeed than we can express, but we trust they will feel, in

some degree, flattered, when we state that their contributions to the Mirror

have generally received a considerable portion of public approbation. The

engravings in this volume of the Mirror will be found to be on interesting

subjects, well executed ; some of them are from original drawings, with

which we have been kindly favoured, and we not only take this opportunity

of thanking our present contributors in this way, but of inviting others ;

drawings of buildings of general interest, and autographs of distinguished

individuals, will always be acceptable. In conclusion, we have only again

to thank our readers for their past and present support, and to invite its

continuance, assuring them that " though 'tis not in mortals to command

success," we will endeavour to deserve, and even increase that which we

have hitherto obtained.

London, December 26, 1825.
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It is worthy of remark, that Englishmen

make long and often fatiguing journeys

to examine the beauties of other lands,

while they scarcely ever take any steps

to view the rich treasures of landscape

scenery which they possess in their own

country. We trust that our endeavours

will ultimately tend to throw the balance

Vol. yi. B

on the other side, for which we are fully

provided with materials.

Scale Force,* in Cumberland, on the

banks of the Lake of Cromraock Water,

offers to the spectator a fine specimen of

a grand and picturesque cascade. The

* Force, in the northern counties, always sig

nifies a steep fall of waters.

1
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stream which produces It issues from a

tarn or small lake, at the head of a neigh-

bouring volcanic mountain, called Red

Pike, and, after tumbling for a mile down

its rugged sides, precipitates itself into an

awful chasm at one leap, from a height of

a hundred and sixty-eight feet. It then

runs over 'fallen fragments of rock for a

distance of twenty yards, to the face of

the perpendicular mountain, where it

forms another fall, and then flows gently

into the lake. The deep sound of the

falling waters, the blackness of the rock

worn bare by continual friction, and the

lively green of many beautiful trees grow

ing out from its numerous fissures, con

tribute to make this spot one of uncom

mon interest. It is on a much less scale

than the falls of the Rhine or the Rhone ;

but it is just that measure of grandeur

which the eye can comprehend, and the

mind associate with its finest feelings. It

is visited from Buttermere, distant a mile

and a half. The engraving we now give

is taken from a fine drawing by Mr. W.

M. Craig (an artist whose pencil has often

enriched the Mirror), in the collection

of the Duke of Marlborough.

ANECDOTES OF RICHARDC<EUR

DE LION AND THE CRUSA

DERS.

In Number CXLIX. of the Mirror,

which will appear on Saturday, the 2nd

of July, we have inserted an abridgment

of the Talisman, the second of " The

Tales of the Crusadeis ;" and we avail

ourselves of the space left us in the pre

sent Number, to give some anecdotes of

Richard I., who is so important a per

sonage in the tale of the Talisman, and

of the Crusades on which it is founded.

On some future occasion we may be in

duced to give a history of the Crusades,

convinced as we are with Dr. Robertson,

" that every circumstance which tends to

explain or give any rational account of

this extraordinary phrenzy of the human

mind must be interesting."

RICHARD CCEITR DE LION.

In 1090, Richard I. King of England,

and Philip Augustus, Kmg of France,

joined their forces and went intu Syria.

Philip, however, soon returned to his

•tingdom ; but the valiant Richard Cceur

de Lion remained in Palestine. Philip

was rendered jealous of the glory which

Richard had acquired by the siege and

conquest of Ptolemais ; he therefore

pleaded indisposition, and returned to

Prance, leaving with the King ,of Eng

land a body of ten thousand men, under

the command of the Duke of Burgundy ;

with these, Richard attacked the troops

of Saladin, over whom he obtained a com

plete victory, and took the city ofAscalon.

The laws made by Richard for the

preservation of good order in his fleet

when he was sailing to Palestine were as

follows :—He that kills a man on board

shall be tied to the body and thrown into

the sea. If he kills one on land, he

shall be buried with the same. If it be

proved that any one has drawn a knife to

strike another, or, has drawn blood, he

shall lose his hand. If he strike with his

fist, without effusion ofblood, he shall be

thrice plunged into the sea. If a man

insult another with opprobrious language,

so often as he does it, to give so many

ounces of silver. A man convicted of

theft, to have his head shaved, and to be

tarred and feathered on the head, and to

be left on the first land the ship shall

come to. Richard appointed officers to

see these laws executed with rigour, two

of which officers were bishops.

Numerous anecdotes are related of the

bravery of Richard. One day, he, at the

head of only seventeen horsemen, and a

small body of foot, was attacked and sur

rounded by the sultan's army ; the party

of Richard maintained their ground with

so much valour, that the Turks and Sara

cens drew back, quite astonished and ter

rified : their leader found it impossible

to make them renew the attack. Richard

had that day ridden along the whole line

of the enemy, and dared them all to a

single combat with him, but in vain, for

they were all too much intimidated at his

surprising courage, for any one to venture

to attack him singly. Had this circum

stance been related by his own men only,

or by some English historians, it might

rather reasonably have been discredited ;

but an Arabian writer of the life of Sa

ladin would scarcely tell so much of the

prowess of an enemy, was not the account

a fact.

Richard now drew near to Jerusalem

with an intention of conquering and re

storing it to the Christians ; but all the

chiefs of the crusading parties, himself

excepted, were fatigued with the hardships

they had undergone ; a long absence from

their native country induced each of them

to wish to return. The disappointed

Richard was obliged to conclude a truce

with the Sultan Saladin (or, as it is more

commonly spelt hy the Arabian writers,

Saladedin), wherein it was agreed that the

cities he had gained from Saladin should

remain in the hands of the Christians,

and that the Pilgrims should have liberty

to perform their vows at Jerusalem un-.

molested. The truce was concluded for

three years, three months, three weeks,
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b^M I.b,anuthKeh<mTS- After this

fealadin died : he was on the whole a man

ot great generosity, and possessed many

other shmmg qualities. " " —

Hichard was so eager to raise money

when he went to the Crusade, that on

some one remonstrating what a lame ex

£TL Mha?.b«Vt' »«*ard replied,

I would sell London itself couia I find

a purchaser." ' '

THE Smi^K SALADIN.

-The following anecdote of the magna

nimity of Saladin does much honour to

his memory :—At his return from the

siege of Mongol, in Syria, he seized the

whole Lordship of.Emessa, in opposition

to the right of Nasir Eddin, the young

Prmce, .who claimed it, on pretence that

the late father of the youth had forfeited

it by giving countenance to some confe

deracies against the sultan's interest. Sa

ladm ordered that proper care should be

taken of the education ofthe young prince.

-One day, wishing to know what progress

he had made in his learning, he ordered

the prmce to be brought before him, and

asked him what patt of the Alcoran he

was reading, "t am come," said the

youth, to the astonishment of all present,

to that verse, which informs me that he

who devours the estates of orphans, is not

a kmg, but a tyrant." The sultan was

much startled and surprised at the prince's

answer; but after some time and recol

lection, he returned him this reply, « He

who speaks with this resolution, cannot

tail of acting with as much courage : I

therefore restore you the possessions of

your father, lest I should be taught to

fear a virtue I only reverence."

It is said of Saladin, that at the siege

ot Alexandria, he was so much struck

and pleased with the valour of a Christian

kmght, constable of Jerusalem, called

•Humphrey de Thoron, that he requested

to be knighted by him, which by the

leave of the king was immediately grant-

ed, with every mark of esteem and con.

ftdence due to his valour, and the noble

defence he had made during the siege.

THE SIEGE OF ACBE.

-The Siege of Acre, during the third cru

sade, towards the close of the twelfth

century, is one of the most memorable

.recorded in history. The place was in-

vested by two thousand horse and thirty

thousand foot. The siege lasted two

years, and consumed, in a narrow space,

uie forces of Europe and Asia. Never

did the flame of enthusiasm bum with

fiercer and more destructive rage. At the

sound of the holy trumpet, the moslems

of Egypt, Syria, Arabia, and the Oriental

B 2

provinces, assembled under the servant of

the prophet ; his camp was pitched within

niiT "if °SAc[ei ^he loured

mght and day for the relief of hisbre.

thren, and the annoyance of the Franks

Nme battles, not unworthy of the name

were fought in the neighbourhood of

Mount Carmel, with such vicissitude of

tortune, that in one attack the Sultan

towed his way into the city, and in one

sally the Christians penetrated the royal

tent. By means of divers and pigeons, a

regular correspondence was maintained

with the besieged ; and as often as the

sea was left open, the exhausted garrison

was withdrawn, and a fresh supply was

poured mto the place. The Latin '«mp

was thmned by famine, the sword, and

the climate ; but the tents of the dead

were replenished with new pilgrims, who

exaggerated the strength and speed of

tneir approaching countrymen. The vul

gar were astonished by the report, that

the Pope himself, with an innumerable

crusade, was advanced as far as Constan

tmople. The march of the emperor filled

the east with more serieus alarms. At

length, m the spring of the second year,

the royal fleets of France and England

cast anchor in the Bay of Acre, and the

siege was more vigorously prosecuted by

du y°Uthful emulation of the two kings.

Philip Augustus, and Richard the Fust

After every resource had been tried, and

every hope was exhausted, the defenders

oi Acre submitted to their fate ; a capi.

tulation was granted, but their lives and

liberties were taxed at the hard conditions

of a ransom of two hundred thousand

piecesof gold, the deliverance ofahundred

nobles, and fifteen hundred inferior cap

tives, and the restoration of the wood of

the holy cross. Some doubt* in the

agreement, and some delay in the execu

tion, rekindled the fury of the Franks

and diree thousand Moslems, almost in

the Sultan's view, were beheaded by

command of King Richard. By the con

quest of Acre, the Latins acquired a

strong town and a convenient harbour -

but the advantage was most dearly pur!

chased. The minister and historian of

Saladin, computes from the report of the

enemy, that their numbers, at different

periods, amounted to five or six hundred

thousand; that more than one hundred

thousand Christians were slain ; that a

far greater number was lost by disease or

shipwreck ; and that but a small portion

of this mighty host could return in safety

to their native countries.

BLONDEL, THE MINSTREL.

As Blondel, the favourite minstrel of

Richard, is alluded to in the Talisman,
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the following anecdote of him, will, we ' out his days in tlie prison to which he

doubt not, be read with interest

Blondel owed his fortune to Richard

Coeor de Lion, and animated with tender

ness towards his illustrious master (who

on his return from the crusades had been

imprisoned by the emperor), was resolved

to go over the world, until he had disco

vered the destiny of this prince. He had

already traversed Europe, and was return

ing through Germany, when at Lintz, in

Austria, he learnt that there was near that

had been treacherously consigned.

STije Jtobelist.

No. LXXIII.

TALES OF THE CRUSADERS.

The new novel, " The ' Tales of the

Crusaders," in four volumes, by the au

thor of " Waverley," has just appeared.

We need not remind our readers of the

city, at the entrance of a forest, a strong great merit and popularity of the Waver-

and ancient castle, in which there was a ley novels, or that they are almost uni-

prisoner, who was guarded with great versally attributed to Sir Walter Scott,

care. A secret impulse persuaded Blon. The work which has just appeared is, we

del that this prisoner was Richard : he . think, fully equal to any of his former

went immediately to the castle, the sight efforts. It contains two Tales, the Be-

of which made him tremble ; he got ac- frothed and the Talisman, the essence of

quainted with a peasant who often went

there to carry provisions, and questioned

him; but the man was ignorant of the

name and quality of the prisoner. He

could only inform him that he was

watched with the most exact attention,

and was suffered no communication with

any one but the keeper of the castle and

his servants. He told him that this castle

was a horrid abode; that the staircase

and the apartments were black with age ;

and so dark, that at noon- day it was

necessary to have lighted flambeaux to

find the way along them. He added,

that the prisoner had no other amusement

than looking over the country through a

small grated window, which served also

for the light that glimmered into the

apartment.

Blondel listened with eager attention,

and meditated several days of coming at

the prisoner ; but all in vain. At last,

when he found that from the height and

narrowness of the window he could not

get a sight of his dear master, for so he

firmly believed him to be, he recollected

a French song, the last couplet of which

both of which we shall give in this and

the next number, presenting a faithful

narrative of the incidents of the story,

with some of the best scenes, and the

whole of the original poetry. We shall

commence with

THE BETROTHED.

Dubing the long period, when the Welsh

Princes maintained their independence,

the year 1 187 was peculiarly marked as

favourable to peace betwixt them and

their warlike neighbours, who inhabited

those formidable castles on the frontiers

of the ancient British, on the ruins of

which the traveller gazes with wonder.

This was the time when Baldwin, arch

bishop of Canterbury, accompanied by

the learned Giraldus de Barri, afterwards

bishop of St. David's, preached the cru

sade from castle to castle, from town to

town ; awakened the inmost valleys of

his native Cambria with the call to arms

for recovery of the Holy Sepulchre ; and

while he deprecated the feuds and wars of

Christian men against each other, held

out to the martial spirit of the age a

had been composed by Richard, and the general object of ambition and a scene of

first by himself. After he had sung with

a loud and harmonious voice the first

part, he suddenly stopped, and heard a

voice which came from the castle window,

say, " Continue, and finish the song."

Transported with joy, he was now assured

it was the king, his master, who was con-

adventure, where the favour of Heaven,

as well as earthly renown, was to reward

the successful champions. Many Cam

brian chiefs accepted the invitation, par

ticularly Gwenwyn, the Torch of Peng-

wern (so called from his frequently laying

the province of Shrewsbury in conflagra

fined in this dismal castle. The chronicle tion), who continued to exercise a preca-

adds, that one of the keeper's servants rious sovereignty over such parts of

falling sick, Blondel got himself hired in Powysland as had not been subjugated

his place ; and thus at last obtained per- by the Mortimers. Gwenwyn not only

sonal access to Richard. The nobility of seemed now to forget Ms deeply-sworn

England were informed with all expedi- hatred against his neighbours, but was so

tion of the situation of their monarch, far prevailed on by the archbishop, as to

and he was released from his confinement" break bread and mingle in sylvan sports

by the payment of a large ransom ; though with his nearest, and hitherto one of his

but for the extraordinary perseverance of most detetermined, enemies, the old Nor-

the grateful Blondel he might have wasted map warrior. Sir Raymond Berenger, who
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—sometimes beaten, 'sometimes victori

ous, bat never subdued—had, in spite of

Gwenwyn's hottest incursions, maintained

his Castle of Garde Doloureuse, upon the

marches of Wales. Gwenwyn had never

been able, by force or stratagem, to gain

this castle, of which he had a hundred

times vowed the demolition, as well as

the death of Raymond ; yet the arch

bishop prevailed on Gwenwyn to enter

tain Raymond at his palace for a week,

and then return the visit, during the en

suing Christmas, with a chosen, but

limited train.

At this banquet the mountain chieftain

sees and loves the beautiful Eveline Be-

renger, the sole child of his host, aged

only sixteen, and the most beautiful dam

sel upon the Welsh marches, in mainte

nance of whose charms many a spear had

already been shivered, particularly by

Hugo de Lacy, constable of Chester.

Though married himself, Gwenwyn im

mediately determined, with the aid of the

church, to divorce his "own princess,

Brengwain, a childless bride, and, "by es

pousing Eveline, to gain possession not

only of her matchless person, but of the

fortress which was so much the object of

his ambition. Gwenwyn ordered his

chaplain, Jingo, to take the necessary

steps for a divorce ; but still he was

doubtful of the new match being accept

able to the elders and nobles of his domi

nions ; and, in order to propitiate them,

he invited large numbers to partake of a

princely festivity at his castle.

The banquet was spread in a long, low

hall, built of rough wood lined with

shingles, having a fire at each end, the

smoke of which, unable to find its way

through the imperfect vents in the roof,

rolled in cloudy billows above the heads

of the revellers, who sat on low seats,

purposely to avoid its stifling fumes. The

mien and appearance of the company as

sembled was wild, and, even in their

social hours, almost terrific. Their prince

himself had the gigantic port and fiery

eye fitted to sway an unruly people, whose

delight was in the field of battle ; and the

long mustachoes which he and most of his

champions wore, added to the formidable

dignity of his presence. Like most of

those present, Gwenwyn was clad in a

simple tunic of white linen cloth, a rem

nant of the dress which the Romans had

introduced into provincial Britain ; and

he was distinguished by the Eudorchawg,

or chain of twisted gold links, with which

the Celtic tribes always decorated their

chiefs. The collar, indeed, was common

to chieftains of inferior rank, many of

whom bore it in virtue of their birth, or

had won it by military exploits ; but a

ring of gold, bent around the head, inter-

mingled with Gwenwyng's hair—for he

still claimed the rank of one of three

diademed princes, and his armlets and

anklets, of the same metal, were peculiar

to the Prince of Powys, as an independent

sovereign. Two 'squires of his body, who

dedicated their whole attention to his

service, stood at the prince's back ; and

at his feet sat a page, whose duty it was

to keep them warm by chafing and by

wrapping them in his mantle. The same

right of sovereignty which assigned to

Gwenwyn his golden crownlet gave him

title to the attendance of the foot-bearer,

or youth, who lay on the rushes, and

whose duty it was to cherish the prince's

feet in his lap or bosom.

Notwithstanding the military disposi

tion of the guests, and the risk arising

from the feuds into which they were di

vided, few of the fcasters wore any de

fensive armour, excepting the light goat

skin buckler, which hung behind each

man's seat. On the other hand, they

were well provided with stores of offensive

weapons; for the broad, sharp, short,

two-edged sword was another legacy of

the Romans. Most added a wood-knife

or poniard ; and there were store of jave

lins, darts, bows, and arrows, pikes,

halberds, Danish axes, and Welsh hooks

and bills ; so in case of ill-blood arising

during the banquet, there was no lack of

weapons to work mischief.

Twelve eminent bards graced this ban

quet, among whom was Cadwallon, the

chief bard, who was expected to pour

forth the tide of song in the banquetting-

hall of his prince ; but when his harp

was placed before him, neither the anxious

expectations of the assembled chiefs, nor

even the command or entreaties of the

prince himself, could extract from Cad

wallon more than a short and intercepted

prelude upon the instrument, the notes of

which arranged themselves into an air

inexpressibly mournful, and died away in

silence. The prince frowned darkly on

the bard, who again attempted to burst

forth in the tide of song, but the effort

was in vain—he declared that his right

hand was withered, and pushed the in

strument from him.

A murmur went 'round the company,

and Gwenwyn read in their aspects that

they received the unusual silence of Cad

wallon on this high occasion as a bad

omen. He called hastily on a young and

ambitious bard named Carador, of Men-

wygent, and summoned him to sing

something which might command the

applause of his soverign and the gratitude

of the company. The young man was

ambitious, and understood the arts of a,
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courtier. He commenced a poem, in

which, although under a feigned name, he

drew such a poetic picture of Eveline Be-.

renger, that Gwenwyn was enraptured ;

and while all who had seen the beautiful

original at once recognised the resem

blance, the eyes of the prince confessed

at once his passion for the subject, and

his admiration of the poet. The praises

of the prince mingled with those of the

Norman beauty ; and " as a lion," said

the poet, " can only be led by the hand

of a chaste and beautiful maiden, so a

chief can only acknowledge the empire

of the most virtuous, the most lovely of

her sex. Who asks of the noon-day sun

in what quarter of the world he was bom ?

and who shall ask of such charms as

her's, to what country they owe their

birth ?"

Gwenwyn, in a transport of delight,

tore off the golden bracelets which he

wore and gave them to Carador, saying,

as he looked at the silent and sullen Cad

wallon, " The silent harp was never

strung with golden wires." " Prince,"

answered the bard, whose"pride was equal

to that of Gwenwyn himself, " you per

vert the proverb of Taliessin—it is the

flattering harp which never lacked golden

strings."

Gwenwyn was about to reply, when the

Midden appearance of Joiworth, the mes

senger whom he had sent to Raymond

Berenger to ask the lovely Eveline for

wife,' arrested his purpose. Gwenwyn

demanded of him eagerly, " What news

from Garde Doloureuse Jorworth of

Jevan ?" " I bear them in my bosom,"

said the son of Jevan, and with much

reverence he delivered to the prince a

packet bound with silk, and sealed with

the impression of a swan, the ancient

cognizance of the house of Berenger.

Himself ignorant of reading and writing,

Gwenwyn in anxious haste delivered the

letter to Cadwallon, who, in the absence

ofthe chaplain, usually acted as secretary.

Cadwallon, looking at the letter, said

briefly, " I read no ,Latin ; iH betide

the Norman who writes to a prince of

Powys in other language than that of

Britain ; and well was the hour when

that alone, was spoken from Tintadgel to

Cairleoil."

" Where is father Hugo ?" said the

inpatient, prince. "He assists' in the,

church," replied one of the attendants,

" for it is the feast of Saint "

" Were it the feast of Saint David," said'

Gwenwyn, " and were the pyx between'

his hands, he must come up hither to me

instantly."

Hug^d was sent for from the churchy

and on his arrival was ordered' to read the

letter aloud, which, after some hesitation,

he proceeded to do. The letter thanked

Gwenwyn for his offer, but stated, that',

considering the difference in blood and

lineage, Raymond held it fitter to match

his daughter within her own people, and'

that her hand had been sought by the'

constable of Chester, to whom a favour

able answer had been returned. The let

ter observed, that " the sheep and the

goats feed together in peace on the same

pastures, but they mingle not in blood,

or race the one 'with the other."

Gwenwyn was indignant; his* fury'

seemed too big for utterance, when the

silence was broken by a few notes from

the hitherto mute harp of Cadwallon, and''

he was suffered to proceed :—

" We wed not with the stranger,"—

thus burst the song from the lips of

the poet. " Vortigern wedded with the

stranger ; thence came the first woe upon

Britain, and a sword upon her nobles,

and a thunderbolt upon her palace. We '

wed not with the enslaved Saxon—the

free and princely stag seeks not for his

bride the heifer whose neck the yoke hath

worn. We wed not with the rapacious

Norman—the noble hound scorns to seek

a mate from the herd of ravening wolves.

When was it heard that the Cymry, the'

descendants of Brute, the true children of

the soil of fair Britain, were plundered,

oppressed, bereft of their birthright, and '

insulted even in their last retreats?—

when, but since they stretched their hand;

in friendship to the stranger, and clasped

to their bosoms the daughter of the

Saxon ? Which of the two is feared ?

The empty water-course of summer, or'

the channel of the headlong winter tor.

rent? A maiden smiles at the summer-

shrunk brook while she crosses it, but a

barbed horse and his rider will fear to

stem the wintry flood. Men of Mathra-

val and Powys, be the dreaded flood of

winter Gwenwyn, son of Cyverlibck!

May thy plume be the foremost of its'

waves I"

The assembly partook of the indigna-'

tion of their prmce. All thoughts of

peace passed before the song of Cadwal-

loh like dust before the whirlwind, and'

the unanimous shout of the assembly de

clared for instant war ; nor were they

long in carrying their resolution into

effect.

It was upon the second morning after

the memorable festival of Castell-Coch,

that the tempest broke on the Norman'

frontier. At first a single, long, and keen

bugle-blast, announced the approach of

the enemy ; presently the signals of alarm

were echoed from every castle and tower

on the border* of Shropshire,"where every
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place of habitation was then a fortress.

Beacons were lighted upon crags and

eminences, the bells were rung backward

in the churches and towns, while the ge

neral and earnest summons to arms an.

nounced an extremity of danger which

even the inhabitants of that unsettled

country had not hitherto experienced.

Raymond Berenger, suspecting that

such would be the result of his letter, had

sent messengers to the vassals who occu

pied the frontier towers, to be on the

alert, that he might receive instant no

tice of the approach of the enemy. While

Gwenwyn was at Garde Doloureuse, he

significantly looked at the battlements, as

if he thought in them consisted the

strength of Raymond, who, fired at such

an insinuation, declared, if ever the

Cymry came in hostile fashion, he would

meet him in the plain; and, although

Dennis Morolt, his favourite 'squire, and

Wilkin Flammock, a brave but blunt

Flemish artisan, endeavoured to dissuade

him from so rash an act, yet he would

not be persuaded.

Wilkin is left in command 'of all the

defences of the castle ; and Raymond

prepared to descend to certain destruction

without the walls, out of an exact and

chivalrous notion of honour, in strict con

formity with the lofty professions of

knighthood in those days. Dennis still

remonstrated.

" And so we will—we will fight them,

my noble master," said the esquire ;

" fear not cold counsel from Dennis Mo

rolt, where battle is the theme. But we

will fight them under the walls of the

castle, with honest Wilkin Flammock and

his cross-bows on the wall to protect our

flanks, and afford us some balance against

the numerous odds."

" Not so, Dennis," answered his mas

ter—" in the open field we must fight

them, or thy master must rank but as a

man-sworn knight. Know, that when I

feasted yonder wily savage in my halls at

Christmas, and when the wine was flow

ing fastest around, Gwenwyn threw out

some praises of the fastness and strength

of my castle, in a manner which inti

mated it was these advantages alone that

had secured me in former wars from de

feat and captivity. I spoke in answer,

when I had far better been silent ; for

what availed my idle boast, but as a fet

ter to bind me to a deed next to madness ?

If, I said, a prince of the Cymry shall

again come in hostile fashion before the

Garde Doloureuse, let him pitch his

standard down in yonder plain by the

bridge, and by the Word of a good knight,

and the faith of a Christian man, Ray

mond Berenger will meet him as will

ingly, be he many or be he few, as was

ever Welshman met withal."

All remonstrances were useless. The

Welsh forces pour down in overwhelming

numbers ; and are allowed free passage

over the bridge, which could alone have

formed a tenable defence for the small but

gallant band of the Norman knight who

now rushed to destruction, while Eve

line flew to the battlements, her eyes

drowned in tears, eagerly asking for her

father, who had studiously avoided a

parting interview. At the moment when

the trumpets were blown, Berenger gave

signal to the archers to discharge their

arrows, and the men-at-arms to advance

under a hail-storm of shafts, javelins, and

stones, shot, darted, and slung by the

Welsh against their steel-clad assailants.

The veterans of Raymond, on the other

hand, stimulated by many victorious re

collections, confident in the talents of their

accomplished leader, and undismayed even

by the desperation of their circumstances,

charged the mass of the Welshmen with

their usual determined valour. It was a

gallant sight to see this little body of

cavalry advance to the onset, their plumes

floating above their helmets, their lances

m rest, and projecting six feet in length

before the breasts of their coursers ; their

shields hanging from their necks, that

their left hands might have freedom to

guide their horses ; and the whole body

rushing on with an equal front, and a

momentum of speed, which increased

with every moment. Such an onset

might have startled naked men (for such

were the Welsh, in respect of the mail-

sheathed Normans), but it hrought no

terrors to the ancient British, who had

long made it their boast that they exposed

their bare bosoms and white tunics to the

lances and swords of the men-at-arms,

with as much confidence as if they had

been born invulnerable. It was not in

deed in their power to withstand the

weight of the first shock, which, break

ing their ranks, densely as they were ar.

ranged, carried the barbed horses into the

very centre of their host, and well nigh

up to the fatal standard, to which Ray

mond Berenger, bound by his fatal vow,

had that day conceded so much vantage-

ground. But they yielded like the bil

lows, which gave way, indeed, to the

gallant ship, but only to assail her sides,

and to unite in her wake. With wild and

horrible clamours, they closed their tu

multuous ranks around Berenger and his

devoted followers, and a deadly scene of

strife ensued.

The battle had raged for more than'

half an hour when Berenger having'

forced his horse within two spears' length
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of the British standard, he and Gwenwyn

were so near'to each other as to exchange

tokens of mutual defiance. " Turn thee

wolf of Wales," said Berenger, " and

abide if thou darest, one blow of a good

knight's sword ! Raymond Berenger spits

at thee and thy banner."

" False Norman churl," said Gwenwyn,

swinging around his head a mace of pro-

digious weight, and already clotted with

blood, " thy iron head-piece shall ill pro

tect thy lying tongue, with which I will

this day feed the ravens."

They now advanced on each other,

but ere they came within reach of each

others' weapons, a Welsh champion, de

voted like the Romans who opposed the

elephants of Pyrrhus, finding that the

armour of Raymond's horse resisted the

tepeated thrusts of his spear, threw him

self under the animal and stabbed him in

the belly with his long knife. Berenger

made more than one effort to extricate

himself from the fallen horse, but ere he

could succeed, received his death's wound

from the hand of Gwenwyn, who hesi

tated not to strike him down with his

mace while in the act of rising. Dennis

Morolt's horse had, during the whole of

this bloody day, kept * pace for pace

and his own arm blow tor blow with his

master's, but when he saw him fall, his

ewn strength by sympathy seemed to

abandon him, and he also was laid pros

trate among the slain.

The lady Eveline, the faithful and

affectionate attendant, Rose, the daughter

of Wilkin Flammock viewed the fight

from the battlements. Wilkin found

means to strengthen the defences and re-

victual the garrison which was summon

ed to surrender : the wily Fleming tem

porized with the messenger and became

suspected of treason by Father Aldrovand,

a monk, who denounced Wilkin as a

traitor to the Lady Eveline in the chapel.

This roused Rose in defence of her father,

whom she brings to confront the monk.

She declares that if her father prove

treacherous, she will plunge herself from

the Warden's Tower to the bottom of the

moat, and he shall lose his own daugh

ter for betraying his master's.

The lady Eveline made a vow in the

chapel of the castle, before the shrine of

the Holy Virgin, that she would reward,

if needed, even with her hand, the ven

turous knight who should effect their

rescue ; and at dawn of day she visited

the battlements, and encouraged the feeble

garrison to resistance, and to avenge the

death of their leader and his followers

" Will the gallant champions of the

cross," she said, " think of leaving their

native land, while the wail of women and

of orphans Is in their ears ?—it were to

convert their pious purpose into mortal

sin, and to derogate from the high fame

they have so well won. Yes—fight but

valiantly, and, perhaps, before the very

sun that is now slowly rising shall sink

in the sea, you will see it shining on the

ranks of Shrewsbury and Chester. When

did the Welshmen wait to hear the clan

gour of their trumpets, or the rustling of

their silken banners ? Fight bravely—

fight freely but awhile !—our castle is

strong—our munition ample—your hearts

are good—your arms are powerful—God

is nigh to us, and our friends are not far

distant. Fight, then, in the name of all

that is good and holy—fight for your-

selves, for your wives, for your children,

and for your property—and oh ! fight

for an orphan maiden, who hath no other

defenders but what a sense of her sorrows

and the remembrance of her father may

raise up among you !"

This speech made a powerful impres

sion on all. The castle was soon attacked

by the Welsh, in three divisions ; the

postern was the principal point of attack,

and here Wilkin, like another Ajax, wag

working the great engine which he lately

helped to erect, when he was joined by

Aldrovand, who had formerly been a

soldier, though he wished to conceal it.

" How thinkest thou of this day's

work ?" said the monk in a whisper.

" What skills it talking of it, father ?"

replied Flammock ; " thou art no soldier,

and I have no time for words."

" ISay, take thy breath," said the monk,

tucking up the sleeves of his frock ; " I

will try to help thee whilst—although,

our lady 'pity me, I know nothing of

these strange devices, not even the names.

But our rule commands us to labour ;

there can be no harm, therefore, in turning

this winch, or in placing this steel-headed

piece of wood opposite to the cord (suit

ing his action to the words), nor see

I aught uncanonical in adjusting the

lever thus, or in touching this spring."

The large bolt whizzed through the air

as he spoke, and was so sucessfully aimed,

that it struck down a Welsh chief of

eminence, to whom Gwenwyn himself

was in the act of giving some important

charge.

" Well done, trebuchet—well flown,

quarrell .'" cried the monk, unable to

contain his delight, and giving, in his

triumph, the technical names to the en

gine, and the javelin which it discharged.

" And well aimed, monk," added

Wilkin Flammock " I think thou knowest

more than is in thy breviary."

The Welsh were repulsed at all points.

The great Baron de Lacy, constable of
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Chester, was stationed at some distance in

the marches,with a body of troops that were

in that position for the avowed purpose of

watching the Welsh enemy ; and to him

the inmates of the Garde Doloureuse had

naturally looked for succour. It came not,

however, though days had rolled on, and

the beleaguered fortress was at the last

extremity. Wearied v, ith constant watch -

ings and fatigue, Wilkin Flammock

and Father Aldrovand the confessor,

had laid down on the platform on the

walls to slumber. Eveline and Rose

kept watch for them with heavy hearts,

lamenting the fatal vow which had re-

moved from them so many who should

have been their deliverers.

So saying, and overpowered by the

long-repressed burst of filial sorrow, she

sunk down on the banquette which ran

along the inside of the embattled parapet

of the platform, and murmuring to her

self, " He is gone for ever !" abandoned

herself to the extremity of grief. One

hand grasped unconsciously the weapon

which she held, and served at the same

time to prop her forehead, while the tears,

by which she was now for the first time

relieved, flowed in torrents from her eyes,

and her sobs seemed so convulsive, that

Rose almost feared her heart was bursting.

Her affection and sympathy dictated at

once the kindest course which Eveline's

condition permitted. Without attempting

to control the torrent of grief in its full

current, she gently sat her down beside

the mourner, and possessing herself of

the hand which had sunk motionless by

her side, she alternately pressed it to her

lips, her bosom, and her brow—now

covered it with kisses, now bedewed it

with tears, and amid these tokens of the

most devoted and humble sympathy,

waited a more composed moment to offer

her little stock of consolation in such

deep silence and stillness, that as the

pale light fell upon the two beautiful

young women, it seemed rather to show a

group of statuary, the work of some emi

nent sculptor, than beings whose eyes

still wept, and whose hearts still throbbed.

At a little distance, the gleaming corslet

of the Fleming, and the dark garments of

Father Aldrovand, as they lay prostrate

on the stone steps, might represent the

bodies of those tor whom the principal

figures were mourning.

After a deep agony of many minutes,

it seemed that the sorrows of Eveline

were assuming a more composed cha

racter ; her convulsive sobs were changed

for long, low, profound sighs, and the

cousse of her tears, though they still

flowed, was milder and less violent. Her

kind attendant, availing herself of these

gentler symptoms, tried'softly to win'the

spear from her lady's grasp. ";Let me

be sentinel for awhile," she said, " my

sweet lady—I will at least scream louder

than you, if any danger should approach."

She ventured to kiss her cheek, and throw

her arms around Eveline's neck while she

spoke; but a mute caress, which ex

pressed her sense of the faithful girl's

kind intentions to minister, if possible, to

her repose, was the only answer returned.

They remained for many minutes silent,

and in the same posture—Eveline like an

upright and slender poplar; Rose, who

encircled her lady in her arms, like the

woodbine which twines around it.

At length Rose suddenly felt her young

mistress shiver in her embrace, and that

Eveline's hand grasped her own arm

rigidly as she whispered, " Do you hear

nothing ?" " No—nothing but the hoot

ing of the owl," answered Rose, timor

ously. " I heard a distant sound," said

Eveline,—" I thought I heard it—hark,

it comes again—Look from the battle

ments, Rose, while I awaken the priest

and thy father." " Dearest lady," said

Rose, " I dare not—What can this sound

be that is heard by one only ?—You are

deceived by the rush of the river." " I

would not alarm the castle unnecessarily,"

said Eveline, pausing, " or even break

your father's needful slumbers, by a fancy

of mine—But hark—hark !—I hear it

again—distinct amidst the intermitting

sound of the rushing water—a low tre

mulous sound, mingled with a tinkling,

like smiths or armourers at work upon

their anvils."

Rose had by this time sprung up on

the banquette, and, flinging back her rich

tresses of fair hair, had applied her hand

behind her ear to collect the distant sound.

" I hear it," she cried, " and it increases.

Awake them, for Heaven's sake, and

without a moment's delay !" Eveline

accordingly stirred the sleepers with the

reverse end sf the lance, and as they

started to their feet in haste, she whispered,

in a hasty but cautious voice, " To arms

—the Welsh are upon us !" " What

where ?" said Wilkin Flammock, " where

be they ?" " Listen, and you will hear

them arming," she replied. " The noise

is but in thine own fancy, lady," said the

Fleming, whose organs were of the same

heavy character with his form and his

disposition. " I would I had not gone

to sleep at all, since I was to be awakened

so soon!" " Nay, but listen, good Flam

mock—the sound of armour comes from

the north-east:" " The Welsh lie not in

that quarter, lady," said Wilkin, " and,

besides, they wear no armour." " I hear

it—I hear it !" said father Aldrovand,
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who had been listening for tome time.'

" All praise to St. Benedict,!—Our lady

of the Garde Doloureuse has been graci

ous to her servants as ever !—It is the

tramp of horse—it is the clash of armour

the chivalry of the marches are coming

to our relief—Kyrie Eleison I" "I hear

something, too," said Flammock, " some

thing like the hollow sound of the great

sea, when it burst into my neighbour

Klinkerman's warehouse, and rolled his

pots and pans against each other. But it

were an evil mistake, father, to take foes

for friends—.we had best rouse the peo

ple." " Tush," said the priest, " talk

to me of pots and kettles !—Was I 'squire

of the body to count Stephen Mauleverer

for twenty years, and do I not know the

tramp of a war-horse, or the clash of a

mail-coat?—But call the men to the'

walls at any rate, and have me the best

drawn up in the base court—we may help

them by a sally." " That will not be

rashly undertaken with my consent,"

murmured the Fleming : " but to the

wall if you will, and in good time. But

keep your Normans and English silent,

sir Priest, else their unruly and noisy joy

will awaken the Welsh camp, and pre

pare them for their unwelcome visitors."

The monk laid his finger on his lip in

sign of intelligence, and they parted in

opposite directions, each to rouse the

defenders of the castle, who were soon

heard drawing from all quarters to their

posts upon the walls, with hearts in a very
different mood than when they had rde

scended from them. The utmost caution

being used to prevent noise, the manning

of the walls was accomplished in silence,

and the garrison awaited in breathless

expectation the success of the forces who

were now rapidly advancing to their re

lief.

This relief proved to be the well-ap

pointed cavalry of Hugo de Lacy, which

surprised the undefended camp of the

Welsh, making dreadful havock among

them. Damian Lacy, nephew of the

constable, arrived at the castle, ' and on

being introduced to Lady Eveline, stated

that his noble kinsman was bound by a

vow not to come beneath a roof until he

embarked for the Holy Land : Damian

then presented Eveline with the gold

bracelets and chain of linked gold worn

by 'the Welsh prince, Gwenwyn, whom

the constable had slain in the battle.'

The funeral obsequies of Raymond Be-

religer followed, in the chapel within the

castle.

A rich pavilion''was" prepared, where

Eveline meets the constable of Chester,

who proposed himself for her husband,

anVI reminded Eveline of her father's

known wish to have cemented an union

between their two houses. Eveline did

not dispute the fact ; but had some evi

dent scruples as to which of the de Lacys

her father might have intended. She

craved time to form her determination ;

and was honourably escorted by Hugo to

the Benedictine nunnery in Gloucester,

where her aunt resided, and of whose ad

vice and protection she proposed to avail

herself.

At the house of another aunt, a noble

and haughty Saxon, Ermengarde, the lady

of Baldringham, the Lady Eveline is

forced to pass a sort of ordeal, by being

shut up for one night in the mysterious

chamber of the Red Finger : she is

alarmed in the night, and calls for assist

ance, when the door is forced, and she is

brought forth. The reason of Lady Eve

line being put in this chamber, and the

cause of alarm, is thus related at the re

quest of Rose :—

" I know the legend but imperfectly,"

replied Eveline, proceeding with a degree

of calmness, the result of strong exertion

over her mental anxiety, " but in general

it runs thus :—Baldrick, the Saxon hero,

who first possessed yonder dwelling, be

came enamoured of a fair Briton, said to

have been descended from those Druids

of whom the Welsh speak so much, and

deemed not unacquainted with the arts of

sorcery which they practised, when they

offered up human sacrifices amid those

circles of unhewn and living rock, of

which thou hast seen so many. After

more than two years' wedlock, Baldrick

became weary of his wife to such a point,

that he formed the cruel resolution of put

ting her to death. Some say he doubted

her fidelity—some that the matter was

pressed on him by the church, as she was

suspected of heresy—some that he re

moved her to make way for a more wealthy

marriage—but all agree in the result. He

sent two of his Cnichts to the house of

Baldringham, to put to death the unfor

tunate Vanda, and commanded them to

bring him the ring which had circled her

finger on the day of wedlock, in token

that his orders were accomplished. The

men were ruthless in their office, they

strangled Vanda in yonder apartment,

and, as the hand was so swollen that no

effort could bring off the ring, they ob

tained possession of it by severing the.

finger. But long before the return of

those cruel perpetrators of her death, the'

shadow of Vanda had appeared before her

appalled husband, and, holding up to

him her bloody hand, made him fearfully

sensible how well his savage commands'

had been ofceycd. After haunlmg him'

in peace and war, in desert, court, and
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camp, until he died despairingly on a

pilgrimage to the Holy Land, the bahr-

geut, or ghost of the murdered Vanda,

became so terrible in the house of Bald-

ringliam, that the succour of Saint Dun.

stan himself was scarce sufficient to put

bounds to her visitation. Yea, the blessed

saint, when he had succeeded in her ex

orcism, did, in requital of Baldrick's

crime, impose a strong and enduring pe

" Widows wife Mid married maid,

Betroth'd, betrayer, and betray'd !»

The phantom stooped over me as she

spoke, and lowered her gory fingers, as

if to touch my face, when, terror giving

me the power of which at first it deprived

me, I screamed aloud ; the casement of

the apartment was thrown open with a

loud noise—and—But what signifies my

telling all this to thee, Rose, who show

nalty upon every female descendant of the so plainly, by the movement of eye and

house in the third degree ; namely, that lip, that you consider me as a silly and

ofice in their lives, and before their twenty- childish dreamer !"

first year, they should each spend a soli

tary night in the chamber of the mur

dered Vanda, saying therein certain

prayers, as well for her repose as for the

suffering Soul of her murderer. During

that awful space, it is generally believed

that the spirit of the murdered person ap

pears to the female who observes the

vigil, and shows some sign of her future

good or bad fortune. If favourable, she

appears with a smiling aspect, and crosses

them with het unbloodied hand ; but she

announces evil fortune by showing the

After a four months' residence at the

nunnery, Eveline, with a reluctant heart,

but from a principle of strict duty to the

memory, even, of her father, and still

more from a sense of what she owed to

her vow ; consented to wed the constable.

Every preparation was made ; when, on

the day of thefiandailles, Damian, who

had been long consuming with his hope

less passion, managed to evade the vigi

lance of his medical attendants, presented

himself at the nunnery, and overcome by .

his emotions, swooned .away just as his

hand from which the finger was severed, uncle and the young Eveline return from

with a stern countenance, as if resenting the ceremony of the Betrothal.

upon the descendant of her husband his

inhuman cruelty. Sometimes she is said

to speak."

Rose inquired what she saw :—

" Aye, theie is the question," said

Eveline, raising her hand to her brow—

" hbw I could witness that which I dis

tinctly saw, yet be able to retain com

mand of thought and intellect!—I had

recited' the prescribed devotions for the

Hugo observed the tender assiduity

with which Eveline almost unconsciously

assisted the unhappy young soldier, and

gently removing her from the spot, directed

especial care to be taken of Damian, who

was carried to his chamber. But at this

juncture Hugo himself was cited before

the archbishop Baldwin, and after many

struggles of honour, friendship, love,

pride, and glory, convinced by the pre-

murderer and his victim, and sitting late that he was bound instantly to de-

down on the couch which was assigned

me, had laid aside such of my clothes as

might impede my rest ; I had surmounted

in'short- the first shock which I expe

rienced m committing myself to this mys

part, in pursuance of his vow for the

Holy Land, and that he could not as a

true son of the church, complete, with

that vow yet unfulfilled, the ceremony

of his espousals. In order the better to

terious chamber, and I hoped to pass the work on the feelings of the constable, the

night in slumber as sound as my thoughts archbishop even intimated that the indis-

we're innocent. But I was fearfully dis- position of his nephew, Damian, was

appointed. I cannot judge how long I owing to his own breach of promise. The

had slerjt, when my bosom was oppressed constable had scarcely fallen on his knees,

bV an 'unusual weight, which seemed at when Renault Vidal, a fantastically

once to stifle my voice, stop the beating dressed buffoon and minstrel arrives, and

of my heart, and prevent me from draw

ing my breath; and when I looked up

to discover the cause of this horrible suf

focation, the form of the murdered Bri

tish matron steOd'over my couch, taller

than life, shadowy, and with a counten

ance where traits of dignity and beauty

were mingled with a fierce expression of serenade

vengeful exultation. She held over me '

the hand which bore the bloody marks of

her husband's cruelty^ and seemed as if

she signed the crbss; devoting me to de

struction! while with an unearthly tone

she uttered these'wofds':—.

announces that Damian was out of dan

ger ; this the artful archbishop declared

to be a miracle. Vidal refused to accept

of any reward for his good news, and

was ordered to call on the constable after

wards. In the course of the night, the

constable was saluted with the following

« Soldier, wake—the day is peeping,

Honour ne'er was won in sleeping,

Never when the sunbeams still

Lay unreflected on the hill :

'Tis when they are glinted back

From a« and armour, spear and jack,
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That tliey promise future story,

Many a page of deathless glory.

Shields that are the foeman's terror

Bver are the morning's mirror.

** Arm and up—the morning beam

Hath called the rustic to his team,

Hath call'd the falc'ner to the lake,

Hath call'd the huntsman to the brake ;

Tbe early student ponders o'er

His dusty tomes of ancient lore :

Soldier, wake—thy harvest, fame i

Ihy study, conquest; war, thy game.

Shield, that would be foeman's terror,

Still should gleam the morning's mirror.

" Poor hire repays the rustic's pain ;

More paltry still the sportsman's gnin ;

Vainest of all, the student's theme

Ends in some metaphysic dream :

. Yet each is up, and each has toil'd

Since first the peep of dawn has smiled ;

And each is eagerer in his aim

Than he who barters life for fame.

Up, up, and arm thee, son of terror !

Be thy bright shield the morning's mirror."

The singer proved to be Vidal, who

asked leave to accompany De Lacy to the

Holy Land, and obtains permission.

The constable, who had promised not

to prosecute his union with Eveline far

ther, but to proceed to the Holy Land

for three years, had now to make the

lady acquainted with this change in his

destiny, and found her ready to yield to

his wishes, and defer the union ; but her

aunt, the abbess, strongly urged that her

niece should be released from all obliga

tions, and both parties be at liberty to

marry as they pleased. To this the con

stable would not consent, nor did Eveline

wish it.

The constable, overjoyed with the suc

cessful manner in which he had extricated

himself, made preparations for his jour

ney, and on retiring to rest ordered his

new minstrel, Vidal, to sing to him, and

" The Truth of Woman" was given.

After a short prelude, the minstrel obey

ed, by singing as follows :—

* Woman's faith and woman's trust—

Write the characters in dust ;

Stamp them on the running stream,

Print them on the moon's pale beam.

And each evanescent letter

Shall be clearer, firmer, better,

And more permanent, I ween,

Than the thing those letters mean.

" I have stratn'd the spider's thread

'Gainst the promise of a maid ;

I have weigh'd a grain of sand

'Gainst her plight of heart and hand ;

I told my true love of the token.

How her faith proved light, and her word was

broken ;

Again her word and troth she plight,

And I believed them again ere night.*

The charge of the Castle of Garde

Doloureuse and the protection of the lady

: Eveline is'consigned to Damian de Lacy.

The period in which the constable was to

take leave of his affianced bride now ar

rived, and he told her that, if in three

years he returned not, she might conclude

the grave had closed on De Lacy, and

seek out for her mate some happier man.

" After some time had passed in which

the Castle of Garde Doloureuse, which

rather resembled the gloom of a convent

than a hall of banquettes, as in the life

time of Raymond, a travelling merchant

arrived at the castle with some falcons,

and the lady was induced to ride out a

hawking ; the party were long before they

found game, and rode to a greater dis

tance than was prudent, when a heron was

started, and struck by one of the falcons,

and the lady Eveline rode on to assist the

falcon, when, on dismounting, she was

seized by a wild form, who exclaimed in

Welsh, that he seized her as a waif for

hawking on the demesnes of Dawfyd with

one eye : more than a score of others,

well armed, appeared, and the Lady Eve

line had a bandage put over her eyes, and

was carried off, her attendants being un

able to rescue her. She was hurried over

hill and dale, and, though not insulted,

was forced into a subterraneous cavern,

which she could only enter by creeping in /

on her hands and knees : no sooner had

she entered, than the passage was closed

up with stones. Soon after the trampling

of horse, the clashing of weapons, and the

screams of combatants, were heard ; and

Eveline, thinking that her friends had

rallied, and driven off the Welsh, made

great exertions to remove the barrier

which obstructed her' going out; with a

poniard she cleared away the earth and

sods, and thus obtained a glimmering

light and a supply of pure air. She

called for assistance, and was answered,

from without, by the faint voice of one

who seemed just awakened from a swoon ;

this proved to be Damian de Lacy, who

had been severely wounded. Flammock

and his party came up and the lady was

rescued. Damian was borne, despite the

remonstrances of Rose, into the castle,

and carefully tended by order ofEveline, as

her preserver, and the nephew of her be

trothed husband: but the young man,

who had first allowed her to be surprised,

and, secondly, neglected to succour a

little body of English at a station which

he ought to have been at when he flew in

another direction to the rescue of Eveline,

—became utterly inconsolable at what he

deemed to be the loss of his honour, and

such a prey to disease, that he was unable

to raise himself from his bed.
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Symptoms ofinsubordination manifest

ed themselves in the garrison of the castle

of the Garde Doloureuse, which, however,

were subdued by a well-timed and spirited

address of the Lady Eveline. In the

mean time the three years' absence of De '

Lacy elapsed without Eveline taking any

advantage of the privilege she possessed,

when the castle was threatened with new

dangers. Randal de Lacy, a sort of out

cast of the family, took advantage of the

absence of the constable and raised a

body of live hundred men, with which he

joined the king : an insurrection broke

out in Cheshire, and Damian was accused

of having excited it. Monthermer, the

hereditary enemy of the house of Lacy,

appeared before the castle, and demanded

entrance in the king's name, or that Da

mian should be given up. This Eveline

refused, when Monthermer called forth

his pursuivant, who proclaimed Eveline

Berenger guilty of high treason.

More than three months elapsed after

this event, when two travellers, in the

garb of pilgrims, approached the castle ;

these proved to be the constable, Hugo

de Lacy, and his 'squire, Guarine, who

had been wrecked on the Welsh coast,

and saved by the ingenuity of the min

strel, Vidal.

The King, Henry, now moved to this

part of the country to press the siege of

the castle in person, when Wilkin Flam-

mock proceeded to his majesty's tent to

arrange terms of capitulation ; it was,

however, carried by assault, Damian

thrown into a dungeon, and the Lady

Eveline confined to her apartments ; Ran

dal Lacy having reported that Hugo de

Lacy was dead, was appointed by the

king, constable of Chester, and attempted

to get possession of Eveline. He had, as

a pedlar, introduced himself several times

to the castle, and was, in fact, the pre

tended merchant with the falcons, who

induced Eveline to go out hunting, and

endangered her safety when saved by

Damian.

The constable now proceeded to the

castle, leaving Vidal to remain at Battle-

bridge, a place of rendezvous previously

fixed, and where he amused himself by

chanting the following lay :—

" I asked of my harp, ' Who hath injured thy

chords ?'

And she replied, ' The crooked finger, which I

mocked in my tone.'

A blade of silver may be bended—a blade of steel

abideth—

Kindness fadeth away, but vengeance endureth.

" The sweet taste of mead passeth from the lips,

But they are long corroded by the juice of

wormwood;

The lamb Is brought to the shambles, but the

wolf ranpeth the mountain :

Kindness fadeth awuy, but vengeance endureth.

" 1 asked the red-hot iron, when it glimmered

on the anvil,

' Wherefore glowest thou longer than the fire

brand ?'—

' I was born in the dark mine, and the brand iu

the pleasant greenwood.'

Kindness fadeth away, but vengeance endureth.

" I asked the green oak of the assembly, where

fore its boughs were like the horns of tho

stag?

And it showed me that a small worm had gnawed

its roots.

The boy who remembered the scourge, undid the

wicket of the castle at midnight.

Kindness fadeth away, but vengeance endureth.

" Lightning destroyeth temples, though their

spires pierce the clouds ;

Storms destroy armadas, though their sails In

tercept the gale.

He that in his giory falleth, and that by no strong

enemy.

Kindness fadeth away, hut vengeance endureth.*

A procession issued from the castle,

and Vidal, who was always suspected of

some dark design, inquired the object of

it ; he was told the constable of Chester

was about to present the charter the king

had conferred on Flammock. Vidal went

to witness the ceremony. The constable,

with his back to Vidal, was in the act of

bending from his horse to deliver the

royal charter to Flammock, who had knelt

on one knee to receive it. His posture

occasioned the constable to stoop very

low, when at this moment Vidal threw

himself with singular agility over the

heads of the Flemings, who guarded the

circle, and ere an eye could twinkle, his

right knee was on the croup of the con

stable's horse—the grasp of his left hand

on the collar of De Lacy's buff coat, then

clinging to his prey like a tiger, after its

leap he drew a short, sharp dagger and

buried it in the back of the neck. The

blow was struck with the utmost accu

racy of aim and strength of arm. The

unhappy horseman dropped from his

saddle, on which sat his murderer bran

dishing the bloody poniard and urging

the horse to speed. Vidal was seized and

brought before the king, when Guarine

identified him as a household minstrel of

his masters.

" Thou art deceived, Norman," said

the minstrel ; " my menial place and

base lineage were but assumed—I am

Cadwallon, the Briton—Cadwallon of the

Nine Lays.—Cadwallon the chief bard

of Gwenwyn of Powys-land—and his

avenger ! "

As he uttered the last word, bis looks

encountered those of a palmer, who had
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gradually advanced from the recess in

which the attendants were stationed, and

now confronted him. The Welshman's

eyes looked so eagerly ghastly as if flying

from their sockets, while he exclaimed,

in a tone of surprise, mingled with hor

ror, "Do the (lead come before mo-

narchs ? Or, if thou art alive, whom have

I slain ? I dreamed not, surely, of that

bound, and of that home blow ? Yet my

victim stands before me ! Have I not

slain the constable of Chester ?" " Thou

hast indeed slain the constable," answered

the king ; " but know, Welshman, it

was Randal de Lacy, on whom that

charge was this morning conferred, by

our belief of our loyal and faithful Hugh

de Lacy having been lost upon his re

turn from the Holy Land, as the vessel

in which he had taken passage was re

ported to have suffered shipwreck. Thou

hast cut short Randal's brief elevation by

a few hours ; for to-morrow's sun would

have again seen him without land or

lordship."

The prisoner dropped his head on his

bosom in evident despair. " I thought,"

he murmured, " that he had changed his

slough, and come forth so glorious all too

soon. May the eyes drop that were

cheated with those baubles, a plumed cap

and a lacquered baton !"

He was asked why he had dipped his

hands in the blood of a noble Norman ;

" because he at whom I aimed my blow,"

said the Briton, his eye glancing fiercely

from the king to De Lacy, and back,

" had spilled the blood of the descendant

of a thousand kings ; to which his own

gore, or thine, proud Count of Anjou, is

but as the puddle of the highway to the

silver fountain."

Vidal confessed that he had long medi

tated the constable's death, but the vigi

lance of Philip Guarine, or the sacred

character of his being God's soldier, pro

tected him. When he might have suf

fered by shipwreck, or among the Welsh,

Cadwaficn saved him, as he said, because

he would not suffer either wave orWelsh

man to share in his revenge. Vidal, not

withstanding the intercession of the con

stable, was sent to execution. These

doings were told to the Lady Eveline ;

.and Damian, confined in a dreary dun-

"geon, received a vague intimation to pre

pare for a change of dwelling, which he

construed into an intention to send him to

death : he therefore asked'for a confessor,

and a pilgrim was admitted, who stated

that he was returned from the Holy Land,

where his uncle was taken prisoner. He

added, that the only condition of his ran

som was, that with the first portion of

money, the nearest of kin, and next heir

of De Lacy, must be placed in his hands

as a hostage. Damian doubly bewailed

his imprisonment, which thus prevented

him from serving his uncle; and the

palmer' having made full proof of Da-

mian's affection, produced his pardon

from the king, threw off his mask, and

stood forth—the constable. He told Da

mian he must put on his best array,. and be

present at the marriage of the Lady Eve

line ; this his nephew would gladly evade,

until told that she was to be Damian 's

bride—the church, the king, and the lady

having all given their sanction. The

union took place, the king honouring the

ceremony with Ms presence. The faith

ful Rose was united to Amelot, Damian's

'squire,, old Hammock having been pre

viously created a gentleman by coat ar

mour. The constable soon after accepted

a high command in the troops destined

to invade Ireland, and his name is found

among the highest in the roll of the chi

valrous' Normans who first united that

fair island to the English crown. Eveline

was restored to her castle and rewarded

all her faithful servants, and thus with

her unhoped-for union with Damian end

ed the trials and sorrows of The Be

trothed.

LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP CON-

TRASTED.

.(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

These two master passions of the hu

man heart admit, perhaps, of greater

diversity in their operations than any

other tendency of which it is susceptible ;

duly exercised they rouse into action the

noblest faculties of our nature, and direct

them to the most generous and exalted

purposes.

The frequent observation that friend

ship is akin to love, may be true, per

haps, with reference to the infancy of

attachments, as these must have ah ori

gin somewhat more dispassionate than in

their established character is needful.

Love influences by sympathy, exciting a

mutual harmony of feeling that first as

sumes the guise of friendship ; "but this

sentiment is far otherwise than stationary

or permanent ; it must strengthen or sub

side in rational minds. We allude not

to the operation "of those selfish impulses

that reconcile some to the abandonment

of genuine goodness of heart and intel

lectual merit exclusively for worldly ac

quisitions, but to the unbiassed feelings

which give to every quality its relative

value; for without this due estimate of

the requisites for human happiness, ex

perience proves tp every reflecting mind
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. that wealth and aggrandisement, merely,

constitute no recompense for the delight

ful interchange of that affectionate regard

which emanates from the finer sensibili

ties of our nature ; not that they are to

be contemned, being, in fact, as essential

to true enjoyment as intellectual worth

and an amiable disposition.

Friendship, we fear, can only be truly

spoken of in relation to man ; hardly

ever does it exist in a sincere and solid

manner in the bosom of a female ; for

they are, if not formed by nature, yet

certainly modelled and fashioned by edu

cation and society, to receive and nur

ture, almost exclusively, that lively pas-

. aion pf the human breast which we

designate love.

There are two periods of life when our

sex are susceptible of friendship—in the

decline, and in the very spring of exist

ence ; in the former, the hey-day of the

blood is over and it waits upon the judg

ment ; in the latter it has not com

menced, and the vacant heart receives any

image rather than remain in unwarmed

vacuity ; but no sooner does that period

arrive when the expanding feelings tend

all to one point—when the restless soul .

looks abroad and seeks, perhaps vainly,

for some object where it can fix its rest

ing place—some being who shall stretch

his arms to catch the wanderer and fill

the aching void. No sooner does that

period arrive than all that was before

given to friendship is converted into love ;

the conversation of her companions be

come cold and insipid ; their gaiety is

tasteless ; their wit is dull ; the sun has

beamed above the horizon, and all the

little stars that before glimmered in the

hemisphere look pale and fade away. '

Woman turns to man as to her sup

port, her friend, and her protector ; it is

beneath his shade that she would take

root ; there flourish, there fade, there pe

rish ! In the morn of life, when she is

just setting forth upon her joumey, she

seeks her companion; those who were

before dear to her are no longer so ; they

too are employed in the same pursuit.

The much desired object found, 'Jher

throbbing heart is at rest ; she leans

upon his bosom and glides with him

down the rough stream of life. In her

bosom there is no room for effective

friendship ; it would draw her from the

more important duties of her state ; na

ture providentially foresaw this and or

dained that she should fix her whole soul

on man and their mutual offspring. In

all ages she is born a dependant being,

and the consciousness of this, the know

ledge of her weakness, impels her to love

that power by which she is enabled to

tyrannise over the tyrant, to nuke (he

tyrant the slave.

In a bosom so occupied, friendship can

be nothing but an empty name; yet I

grant there are exceptions, but they are

rare and do not refute th« assertion ; they

only demonstrate that in peculiar minds

discordant principles may accidentally

associate.

But in man friendship has been a

stately and vigorous plant; in his luxu

rious soil it has blossomed into beauty

and strength ; the roots have struck

deep in his bosom, and beneath its

spreading branches not only woman has

found her shelter and her rest, but its

ample shade has embraced the feelings of

the kindred sex. Twined with the parent

stem, we have found courage, constancy,

and truth, mingled with the budding foli

age— kindness, hope, desire; and the

Soodlv whole has shewn so fair a sight

lat the eye lppks back with wonder and

delight to where it flourished once in

pride and splendour. There have been

times when friendship was the dearest tie

that ever bound man to man ; when the

sweet intercourse of heart and mind was

apparent in every step of life, smoothed

the rugged path, rendered the bright more

charming, and gave an added lustre to

the sun that shone around ; when all was

tributary to that sacred feeling, and he

who called himself a friend, felt a prouder

sentiment swelling at his heart, pointing

to higher virtues than he could attain

alone, and identified him with another

soul, another body ! In the smile of his

friend he read the applause of the world ;

in his frown he saw the reproaches of his

own conscience; they were as a mirror

to each other in which they beheld the

slightest spot ; to live with him was joy,

to live for him was bliss yet higher, and

to die for him has been thought a height

of rapture that left the soul no wish un

satisfied. Such unalloyed friendship his.

tory records, and of men too whom we

ungraciously style barbarians, of men

possessing such energy of soul, such ex

alted virtue, such an indifference to every

thing affecting corporeal sense, as to fill

us with wonder at man's noble capacity

of endurance. All this hath sprung from

that generous impulse of the heart, whiph

among men, we term friendship ; but

which in the gentler sex assumes a

warmer complexion, and gradually ripens

into love.

To believe that the ordinary accepta

tion of these terms implies their pure

and unalloyed existence in the bosoms of

those who profess such feelings, would

indicate but a slight knowledge of hu

man nature; that friendship is scarce
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Thlch will surmount the test of misfor

tune ; convenient affection and conditional

sincerity are common, provided they in

terfere with no pleasures and require no

temporary humiliation of feeling. The

generality among mankind are willing to

give a feeble assistance while the sun

glimmers above the horizon; they will

lend their arm to prevent a fall while it

compels no personal sacrifice, but in the

season when their succour would be in

valuable to the sufferer needing their as

sistance, the duty is either unwillingly

discharged, or regarded as an irksome

office that intrudes on other avocations

less imperative, but more in consonance

with inclination.

Happy for human nature is it that such

feelings are not universal, every one's ob

servation leaves no room to doubt their

existence ; such friendship is but mere

selfish, partial, worldly acquaintance, and

a gross perversion of "that sacred term.

Alluding rather to what friendship ought

to be than what it is, it must be allowed

that love carries the palm in intensity j

its pleasures are more ecstatic, and its

hopes more fervent ; it exalts, refines,

nay almost deifies its object. It is ac

companied too with a generosity, a noble

ness of character, disinterested in the

highest degree. Friendship, in short, as

it now exists, is infinitely less warm and

energetic ; it is a kind of tacit compact

between two persons to be absolutely civil,

to each other, and in cases of extraordi

nary need, to go somewhat further than

mere condolence ; it is very often a cold

and formal intercourse deprived of ani

mation and destitute of strength, and not

at all to be compared to the vivid, force

ful, and ardent sensations of love.

Janet.

trious Harvey who accomplished it : he

it was who set aside the many absurd

theories which were then afloat, and ex

plained it in a manner of which all ac

knowledged the truth. But it was not

to speak upon this subject that I now ad

dress you ; it was to correct a great ana

tomical error which either he, or the gen

tleman from whom he has quoted, has

committed. He says, "Dr. Clarke de

fines the silver cord to be the spinal mar

row, from which all the nerves proceed,

as itself does from the brain." Now any

one who has studied the structure of the

human frame would at once perceive the

false impression this was sure to make on

those who were unacquainted with it;

the expression, " that all the nerves pro

ceed from the spinal marrow," implies

that there are none arise from any where

else, when there are nine pair have their

origin from the brain, from which all the

senses, except that of touch, are supplied.

I presume that your desire of having

whatever appears in your pages strictly

correct will not think this unnecessary.

May 25, 1825. ' - R. h. B.

THE CIRCULATION OF THE

BLOOD.—THE VEINS.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—I was amusing a few ofmy leisure

hours to-day in perusing some Numbers

of the Mirror, which I had obtained

from a friend. In CXXXVI. I found

an article, signed H. B.', on the circula

tion of the blood, in which he speaks of

the probability of its being known even

at the time of the book of Ecclesiastes

being wrote by Solomon. Is not your

correspondent aware that modern physi

ologists all allow that the ancients were

acquainted with that fluid having motion,

and which they compared to the tides of

the sea ? This was a great light thrown

upon their successors ; it remained for

some future genius to explain the parti

culars of its course, and it was the illus.

ON CHATTERTON. t . . .

' - (Tor the Mirror.)

Is there a breast that heaves the sigh

When worth and madness are hut one ? .

Is there a sympathetic eye . - -

That weeps for Genius' martyr'd son ?

There is : and, injured Chattel-ton, :

In fancy bending o'er thy bier,

That breast bewails what thou hast done,

That eye bestpws the generous tear.

Ill-fated boy ! the. seraph-strain '.

That breathed in beauty from thy lyre.

Awoke not oft, and woke in vain—

Misfortune quench'd the Muse's fire.

Could Misery's pang and Phrenzy's ire

Steal rapture from a soul like thine ?

Could Death thy vernal form require, .

Child of the soft and sky-born Nine ?

Yes, Chatterton, though Science twined

Her fairest garland roond thy brow,

Though Heaven taoght thy minstrel-mind '

What minstrel-minds alone can know.

Reproach, despair, and direst woe ,

Chill 'd thy warm, heart, and tnrn'd thy brain t

And, oh 1 the spoiler laid thee low,

The sweetest of the gifted train.

Eeloved bard ! if mortal prayer ... - t

Avails with Him who dwells on high.

Thy bright and beaming sout is.there.

Thy spirit wanders in the'sky !

And while the sparkling billows lie

Around the shore that gave thee birth,

Each heart shall feel thy melody, '

Each pitying bosom own thy worth.

Norwich. R. W. lUmmt •
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&e&en mooq (Eastle, Scooters fcill.

Seven Droog Castle, of which the

above engraving presents a fine view, is

situated on the brow of Shooter's Hill,

Blackheath, in the county of Kent. For

this view we are indebted to a drawing

forwarded by a correspondent, as well as

for the following account of this interest

ing building :—

Seven Droog Castle consists of three

floors, in the lower rooms ere several

Indian weapons, armour, &c. brought

from Seven Droog, in 1755, by Commo

dore James, as trophies of his victory

The different stories are neatly fitted up,

«nd on the ceiling of the first, in six com

partments, are several views of the fleet

and fortress on the day of the assault.

The summit is embattled with turrets at

the angles. From the windows and roof,

the visitor is gratified with extensive and

beautiful views of a great part of Kent,

Surrey, arid Essex, with the Metropolis

and river Thames. This tower was erected

by Lady James, wife of Sir William

James, who resided at Park-place Farm,

Sltham. Their daughter married the

Vol. vi. C

late Thomas Boothby Parkyns, first Lord

Rancliffe, whose son (George Augustus

Henry Anne Parkyns, Lord Rancliffe) is

now owner of this building, and its sur

rounding grounds.* Over the entrance

there is a broad tablet of stone, upon

which is cut the following inscription :__

This Building

was erected MDCCLXXXIV., by the

Representative of the late

Sir William James, Bart.,

To commemorate that gallant Officer's

Achievement in the East Indies,

During his Command of the Company's

Marine F»rces in those Seas :

And in a particular manner to record the

Conquest of

The Castle or Seven Droog,

on the Coast of Malabar,

Which fell to his superior valour and

able conduct,

On the 2nd day of April, MDCCLV. |

As an account of the reason why this

* This name was taken by a!i his successors.

17
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castle was erected might not be unaccepta

ble to the readers of the Mirhok, I have

taken extracts from " Orme's Hindostan,"

and other valuable works on India, for

their information.

Conagee Angria, a notorious free-

booter, belonging to the Marattoe pirates,

declared war by sea and land against the

Grand Mogul (because he employed an

admiral to protect his Mahometan sub

jects against their depredations) ; and by

means of his prowess raised himself from

a private man to be, not only commander,

in-chief of the Marattoe fleet, but was

entrusted with the government of Seven

Droog, one of the strongest holds belong

ing to the Saha Rajah, or king of the

Marattoes. Having seduced several of

his fellow-subjects, he set up a govern

ment against his sovereign, along the sea-

coast, to the extent of one hundred and

twenty miles, and an inland country from

twenty to thirty miles towards the moun

tains. Their repeated successes, together

with their fortifications, induced the rajah

to let them have peaceable possession,

upon their acknowledging his sovereignty

and paying a small tribute.

In process of time, Angria's suc

cesses made him insolent : he threw off

his allegiance, and slit the noses of the

ambassadors who came to demand the

tribute ;—he indiscriminately exercised

his piracies upon ships of all nations, and

rendered his fleet so formidable, that the

East India Company was at the annual

expense of 50,000^. to keep up a sufficient

maritime force as a check upon Angria,

and a protection to their ships and colo

nies. Rajah, justly exasperated at the

behaviour shown to his ambassadors,

made proposals to the British to attack

this common enemy with their united

forces ; consequently, Commodore James,

at that time commander-in-chief of the

Company's marine forces, sailed on March

the 22nd, 1 755, in the Protector, of forty-

four guns, with a ketch of sixteen guns,

and two bomb vessels. The exaggerated

accounts of Angria's strong holds were

such, that the Presidency instructed Com-

modore James not to expose the Com

pany's vessels to any risk by attacking

them, but only to blockade, whilst the

Marattoe army carried ori their operations

by land. Three days after, the Marattoe '

fleet came out of Choul, consisting of

seven grabs and sixty galiots, having on

board ten thousand land-forces. The

united fleets anchored in Comara Bay, in

order that the Marattoes might victual on

shore, as they are prohibited by their re

ligion either to eat or work at sea. Depart

ing from thence, they anchored again

about fifteen miles to the north of Seven

Droog, when Rama-gee Punt, with"the

troops, disembarked. Commodore James

receiving intelligence that the enemy's

fleet were at anchor in Seven Droog har

bour, was desirous to blockade them

immediately ; but the admiral of the

Marattoe fleet, although highly approving

of the attempt, had not sufficient autho

rity over his officers to make any of them

stir till the morning, when the enemy

discovering them, immediately slipped

their cables and put to sea, flinging over-

board all their lamber, to lighten their

vessels, and hanging their garments and

turbans up to catch every breath of air.—

The commodore threw out the signal for

a general chase, but this was disre

garded, and he bad to proceed alone.

Towards evening, he came within gun

shot of the sternmost; but judging it

prudent, he returned to Seven Droog,

which he had passed several miles. Here

he found Rama-gee Punt, with the army

(as they said), besieging the three forts on

the main land, with one gun, a four-

pounder, at two miles distance ; and even

then did not think themselves secure

without digging pits, in which they were

covered up to the chin, from the enemy's

fire. The commodore judging that these

operations would never take the forts, was

determined to exceed his instructions,

rather than subject the British arms to

the disgrace they would suffer, if the ex

pedition, in which they were believed by

Angria to have taken so great a share,

should miscarry. '

The next day, April 2nd, he can

nonaded and bombarded the fort of Seven

Droog; but finding the walls on the

western side were mostly cut.out of the

solid rock, he changed his station to the

north-east, between the island and main ;

where, whilst his broadsides plied the

north-east bastions, the other fired on

Fort Goa, the largest upon the main land.

The bastions of Seven Droog being so.

high, the Protector could only point her

upper tier at them ; but being only one

hundred yards distant, the musketry in

the round tops drove the enemy from

their guns. At noon the north-east

bastion was in ruins, when a shell from

the bomb-vessels set fire to a thatched

house, which communicated to every

building in the fort, and amongst them a

magazine of powder blew up. On this

disaster occurring, nearly one thousand

persons ran out of the fort, and attempted

to make their escape to fort Goa, in seven

or eight boats, but were all taken pri

soners by the British ketches. This fort

suffered a severe cannonading until the

enemy hung out a flag of truce ; but

while the Marattoes were marching to.
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take possession of it, the governor pet.

ceivipg that Seven Droog had not been

given up, got into a boat with some of

his most trusty men, hoping to maintain

it until he received assistance from Dabul,

which is in sight of it. On this the Pro

tector opened a more severe firing upon

Seven Droog, and the commodore landed

half his seamen under cover of the ship's

fire, who ran up to the gate, and cutting

down the sally-port with their axes, forced

their way into it : on which the garrison

surrendered, and the other forts having

hung out flags of truce, were taken pos

session of by the Marattoes."

This was the work ofone day ; twenty

years after it was completely annihilated,

by the intrepidity of British valour.

Deptford. J. W. Adams.

No. LXXIV.

TALES OF THE CRUSADERS.

In our last Number we gave the first of

the Tales in the new work by the author

of " Waverley," with some interesting

anecdotes of Richard I. and the Crusades.

In the tale of The Betrothed, how

ever, the Crusades are little more than

alluded to ; but in the second and last

tale, The Talisman, they form the

basis and supply nearly all the incidents,

The author is quite an enthusiast on this

subject, and he proves, as far as description

goes, that the age of chivalry is not gone.

It is a splendid work, which alone would

have immortalized the author, had not his

fame been already established. We will

not, however, detain our readers further,

but present them with a faithful digest of

THE TALISMAN.

The burning sun of Syria had not yet

attained Us highest point in the horizon,

when a knight of the Red Cross, who had

left his distant Northern home, and joined

the host of the Crusaders in Palestine,

was pacing slowly along the sandy de

serts which lie in the vicinity of the Dead

Sea, or, as it is called, the Lake Asphal-

tites, where the waves of the Jordan form

themselves into an inland sea, from which

there is no discharge of water.

The warlike pilgrim bad toiled among

cliffs and precipices during the earlier

part of the morning ; more lately, issuing

from those rocky and dangerous denies,

he had entered upon that great plain,

where the accursed cities provoked, in

ancient days, the direct and dreadful ven

geance of the Omnipotent.

The toil, the thirst, the dangers of the

way were forgotten as the traveller re

called the fearful catastrophe which had

converted into an arid and dismal wilder

ness the fair and fertile valley of Siddim,

once well watered, even as the garden of

the Lord, now a parched and blighted

waste, condemned to eternal sterility.

Upon this scene of desolation the sun

shone with almost intolerable splendour,

and all living nature appeared to have

hidden itself from the rays, excepting the

solitary figure which moved through the

flitting sand, and appeared the sole breath

ing tiling on the wide surface of the plain.

This was Sir Kenneth, of the Sleeping

Leopard, a Scottish knight, who had left

Lis country for the Crusades. He wore a

coat of linked mail, with long sleeves,

plated gauntlets, and a steel breastplate ;

his lower limbs were also sheathed like

his body in flexible mail. His surcoat

bore, in several places, the arms of the

owner, although much defaced; these

seemed to be a couchant leopard, with the

motto, " I sleep—wake me not." The

accoutrements of the horse were scarcely

less massive and unwieldy than those of

the rider. All the followers of Sir Ken

neth had disappeared, and even his only

remaining 'squire was on a sick bed, and

unable to attend his master ; but this was

of little consequence to a Crusader who

was accustomed to consider his good

Sword as his safest escort, and devout

thoughts as his best companion. Nature,

however, had her demands for refresh

ment and repose, even on the iron frame

and patient disposition of the knight of the

Sleeping Leopard, and he joyfully hailed

the sight of two or three palm-trees which

arose beside the well, which was assigned

for his mid-day station. His good horse,

.too, lifted his head, expanded his nostrils,

and quickened his pace, as if he snuffed

afar off the living waters, whioh were to

be the place of repose and refreshment.

As the knight of the Couchant Leopard

continued to fix his eyes attentively on

the yet distant cluster of palm-trees, it

seemed to him as if some object was

moving amongst them and beside them.

The distant form separated itself from

the trees, which partly hid its motions,

and advanced towards the knight with a

speed which soon showed a mounted

horseman, whom his turban, long spear,

and green caftan floating in the wind, on

his nearer approach, showed to be a Sa

racen cavalier. " In the desert," saith

an eastern proverb, " no man meets a

friend." The crusader was totally indif

ferent whether the infidel, who now ap

proached on his gallant barb, as if borne

on the wings of an eagle, came as friend

or foe—perhaps, as an avowed champion

C 2
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of the Cross, he might rather have pre

ferred the latter. He disengaged his lance

from his saddle, seized it with the right

hand, placed it in rest with its point half

elevated, gathered up the reins in the left,

waked his horse's mettle with the spur,

and prepared to encounter the stranger

with the calm self-confidence belonging

to the victor in many contests.

The Saracen came on at the speedy

gallop of an Arab horseman, managing

his steed more by his limbs, and the in

flection of his body, than by any use of

the reins, which hung loose in his left

hand ; so that he was enabled to wield

the light round buckler of the skin of the

rhinoceros, ornamented with silver loops,

which he wore on his arm, swinging it as

if he meant to oppose its slender circle to

the formidable thrust of the western lance.

His own long spear was not couched or

levelled like that of his antagonist, but

frasped by the middle with his right

and, and brandished at arm's length

above his head. As the cavalier ap

proached his enemy at full career, he

seemed to expect that the knight of the

Leopard should put his horse to the gal

lop to encounter him. But the Christian

knight, well acquainted with the customs

of eastern warriors, did not mean to ex

haust his good horse by any unnecessary

exertion ; and, on the contrary, made a

dead-halt, confident that if his enemy ad

vanced to the actual shock, his own

weight, and that of his powerful charger,

would give him sufficient advantage,

without the additional momentum ofrapid

motion. Equally sensible and apprehen

sive of such a probable result, the Sara

cen cavalier, when Tie had approached

towards the Christian within twice the

length of his lance, wheeled his steed to

the left with inimitable dexterity, and

rode twice around his antagonist, who,

turning without quitting his ground, and

presenting his front constantly to his

enemy, frustrated his attempts to attack

him on an unguarded point ; so that the

Saracen, wheeling his horse, was fain to

retreat to the distance of a hundred yards.

A second time, like a hawk attacking a

heron, the Moor renewed the charge, and

a second time was fain to retreat without

coming to a close struggle. A third time

he approached in the same manner, when

the Christian knight, desirous to termi

nate this illusory warfare, in which he

might at length have been worn out by

the activity of his foeman, suddenly seized

the mace which hung at his saddle-bow,

and, with a strong hand and unerring aim,

hurled it against the head of the Emir,

for such and not less his enemy appeared.

The Saracen was just aware of the for

midable missile in time to intc. pose his

light buckler betwixt the mace and his

head ; but the violence of the blow forced

the buckler down on his turban, and

though that defence also contributed to

deaden its violence, the Saracen was beaten

from his horse. Ere the Christian could

avail himself of this mishap, his nimble

foeman sprung from the ground, and,

calling on his horse, which instantly re

turned to his side, he leaped into his seat

without touching the stirrup, and re

gained all the advantage of which the

knight of the Leopard hoped to deprive

him. But the latter had in the mean

while recovered his mace, and the eastern

cavalier, who remembered the strength

and dexterity with which he had aimed

it, seemed to keep cautiously out of reach

of that weapon, of which he had so lately

felt the force ; while he showed his pur

pose of waging a distant warfare with

missile weapons of his own. Planting

his long spear in the sand at a distance

from the scene of combat, he strung with

great address a short bow, which he car

ried at his back, and putting his horse to

the gallop, once more described two or

three circles of a wider extent than for

merly, in the course of which he dis

charged six arrows at the Christian with

such unerring skill, that the goodness of

his harness alone saved him from being

wounded in as many places. The seventh

shaft apparently found a less perfect part

of the armour, and the Christian dropped

heavily from his horse. But what was

the surprise of the Saracen, when, dis

mounting to examine the condition of his

prostrate enemy, he found himself sud

denly within the grasp of the European,

who had had recourse to this artifice to

bring his enemy within his reach ! Even

in this deadly grapple, the Saracen was

saved by his agility and presence of mind.

He unloosed the sword-belt, in which the

knight of the Leopard had fixed his hold,

and thus eluding his fatal grasp, mounted

his horse, which seemed to watch his mo

tions with the intelligence of a human

being, and again rode off. But in the

last encounter the Saracen had lost his

sword and his quiver of arrows, both of

which were attached to the girdle, which

he was obliged to abandon. He had also

lost his turban in the struggle. These

disadvantages seemed to mcline the

Moslem to a truce : he approached the

Christian with his right hand ex

tended, but no longer in a menacing at

titude.

" There is truce betwixt our nations,"

he said, in the lingua franca commonly

used for the purpose of communication

with the crusaders ; " wherefore should
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there be war betwixt thee and me ?—Let

there be peace betwixt us."

" I am well contented," answered he of

the Couchant Leopard ; " but what secu

rity doest thou offer that thou wilt observe

the truce ?"

" The word of a follower of the prophet

was never broken," answered the Emir.

" It is thou, brave Nazarene, ftom whom

I should demand security, did I not know

that treason seldom dwells with cou.

rage."

The crusader felt that the confidence

of the Moslem made him ashamed of his

own doubts.

" By the cross of my sword," he said,

laying his hand on the weapon as he

spoke, " I will be true companion to thee,

Saracen, while our fortune wills that we

remain in company together."

" By Mohammed, prophet of God, and

by Allah, God of the prophet," replied

his late foeman, " there is not treachery

in my heart towards thee. And now wend

we to yonder fountain, for the hour of

rest is at hand, and the stream had hardly

touched my lip when I was called to bat.

tie by thy approach."

The knight of the Couchant Leopard

yielded a ready and courteous assent ; and

the late foes, without an angry look or

gesture of doubt, rode side by side to the

little cluster of palm-trees.

The combatants having made ample

proof of each other's valour, became

friends, and proceeded together to a spring

called the Diamond of the Desert. It

was a fountain which some generous or

charitable hand, ere yet the evil days of

Palestine began, had walled over to pre

serve it from being absorbed in the earth,

or choked by the flitting clouds of dust,

with which the least breath of wind

covered the desert. The arch was now

broken and partly ruinous, but it still so

far projected over and covered in the

fountain, that it excluded the sun in a

great measure from its waters, which,

hardly touched by a straggling beam,

while all around was blazing, lay in a

steady repose, alike delightful to the eye

and the imagination. Stealing from under

the arch, they were first received in a mar

ble basin, much defaced indeed, but still

cheering to the eye, by shewing that the

place was anciently considered as a sta

tion, that the hand of man had been

there, and that man's accommodation had

been in some measure attended to. The

thirsty and weary traveller was reminded

by these signs, that others had suffered

similar difficulties, reposed in the same

spot, and, doubtless, found their way in

safety to a more fertile country.

In this delightful spot the two warriors

halted, and each, after his own fashion,

.proceeded to relieve his horse from saddle,

bit, and rein, and permitted the animals

to drink at the basin, ere they refreshed

themselves from the fountain head, which

arose under the vault.

Christian and Saracen next sat down

together on the turf, and produced each

the small allowance of store which they

carried for their own refreshment.

The champions formed a striking con

trast to each other in person and features,

and might have formed no inaccurate re

presentatives of their different nations.

The Frank seemed a powerful man, built

after the ancient Gothic cast of form, with

brown hair, which, on the removal of his

helmet, was seen to curl thick and pro

fusely over his head. His features had

acquired, from the hot climate, a hue

much darker than those parts of his neck

which were less frequently exposed to

view, or than was warranted by his full

and well opened blue eye, the colour of

his hair, and of the mustachoes which

thickly shaded his upper lip, while his

chin was carefully divested of beard, after

the Norman fashion. His age could not

exceed thirty, but if the effects of toil and

climate were allowed for, might be three

or four years under that period. His

form was tall, powerful, and athletic, like

that of a man whose strength might, in

latter life, become unwieldy, but which

was hitherto united with lightness and ac

tivity. His hands, when he withdrew the

mailed gloves, were long, fair, and well

proportioned ; the wrist-bones peculiarly

large and strong ; and the arms them

selves remarkably well-shaped and braw

ny. A military hardihood, and careless

frankness of expression, characterized his

language and his countenance.

The Saracen Emir formed a marked

and striking contrast with the western

crusader. His stature was indeed above

the middle size, but he was at least three

inches shorter than the European, whose

size approached the gigantic. His slender

limbs, and long spare hands and arms,

though well proportioned to his person,

and suited to the style of his countenance,

did not at first aspect promise the display

of vigour and elasticity which the Emir

had lately exhibited. But on looking

more closely, his limbs, where exposed to

view, seemed divested of all that was

fleshy or cumbersome ; so that nothing

being left but bone, brawn, and sinew, it

was a frame fitted for exertion and fatigue,

far beyond that of a bulky champion,

whose strength and size are counter

balanced by weight, and who is exhausted

by his own exertions. The person and

proportions of the Saracen, in short,
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stretched on the turf near to his powerful

antagonist, might have been compared to

his sheeny and crescent-formed sabre,

with its narrow and light, but bright and

keen Damascus blade, contrasted with the

long and ponderous Gothic war-sword

which was flung unbuckled on the same

sod. The Emir was in the very flower

of his age, and might perhaps have been

termed eminently beautiful, but for the

narrowness of this forehead, and some

thing of too much thinness and sharpness

of feature, or at least what seemed such

In an European estimate of beauty.

The provision which each had made for

his refreshment was simple, but the meal

of the Saracen was abstemious ; a hand

ful of dates, a morsel of coarse barley

bread, and a few draughts from the lovely

fountain, constituted his meal. That of

the Christian, though coarse, was more

genial; it consisted of dried hog's-flesh,

and his 'drink derived from a leathern

bottle, was something better than the pure

element.

The knight made known to the Saracen

that he was on a pilgrimage to the holy

sepulchre, and had a passport from Sala-

din, the renowned Soldan of Egypt and

Syria. He also stated that he was to pass

that night in prayer and penitence with a

holy man, Theodoric, of Engaddi, who

dwelt among these wilds. « I will see

you safe thither," said the Saracen. Con

fidence became inspired between them,

and they demanded each other's name,

which was given. That of the Saracen

was Sheerkoft, the lion of the mountain.

As they journeyed forth the Saracen

sung lays in praise of wine, which were

unsuitcd to the grave thoughts of the

fcnight. He afterwards chose a more se

rious subject, and proceeded to chant

the following verses very ancient m the

language and structure, which some have

thought derive their source from the wor

shippers of Arimanes, the evil principle.

« AHRIMAN.

a Park Ahriman, whom Irak still

Holds origin of woe and ill !

When, bending at thy shrine,

"We view the world with troubled eye.

Where see we 'neath the extended aky

An empire matching thine I

* If the benigner power can yield

A fountain in the desert field,

Where weary pilgrims drink;

Thine are the waves that lash the rock,

Thine the tornado's deadly shock,

Where countless navies sink !

* Or if he bid the soil diipense

Balsams to cheer the sinking sense,

How few can they deliver

From lingering pains, or pang Intense,

Red fever, spotted pestilence,

The arrows of thy quiver !

* Chief in man's bosnm sits thy sway,

And frequent, while in words we pray

Before another throne,

Whate'er of specious form be there,

The secret meaning of the prayer

Is, Ahriman, thine own.

* Say, hast thou feeling, sense, and form,

Thunder thy voice, thy garments storm.

As Eastern mngi say ;

With sentient soul of hate and wrath,

And wings to sweep thy deadly path,

And fangs to tear thy prey ?

« Or art thou mix'd in nature's source.

An ever-operating force,

Converting good to ill ;

An evil principle innate,

Contending with our better fate,

And, oh ! victorious still ?

* Howe'er it be, dispute is vain

On all without thou hold'st thy reign.

Nor less on all within ;

Each mortal passion's fierce career,

Love, hate, ambition, joy, and fear.

Thou goadest into sin.

* Whene'er a sunny gleam appears,

To brighten up our vale of tears.

Thou art not distant far ;

*Mid such brief solace of our lives,

Thou whett'sl our very banquet knives

To tools of death and war.

* Thus, from the moment of our birth.

Long as we linger on the earth,

Thou rulest the fate of men ;

Thine are the pangs of life's last hour,

And—who dare answer?—is thy power,

Dark spirit! ended then?* *

These verses, Sir Kenneth, of the Cou-

chant Leopard, considered as an address

to the archfiend, and was hesitating whe

ther he should quit the Saracen, or dare

him to combat, when his attention wars

arrested by a figure of great height and

very thin, which appeared to watch all

their movements. Just as the Saracen

» * The worthy and learned clergyman by

whom this species of hymn has been translated,

desires, that, for fear of misconception, we

should warn the reader to recollect, that it is

composed by a heathen, to whom the real

causes of moral and physical evil are unknown,

and who views their predominance in the system

of the universe, as all must view that appalling

fact, who have not the benefit of the Christina

revelation. On our own part, we beg to add,

that we understand the style of the translator is

more paraphrastic than can be approved by

those who are acquainted with the singularly

curious original. The translator seems to have

despaired of rendering into English verse the

flights of oriental poetry; and, possibly like

many learned and ingenious men, finding it im

possible to find out the sense of the original, he

may have tacitly substituted his own."
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bad finished bin song, the figure sprung

into the midst of the path and seized a

reign of the Saracen's bridle in each hand ;

the hoise and his rider were thrown down,

and the strange figure seized the Saracen

by the throat. Sir Kenneth interfered,

though not by his weapons, and the Sa

racen was permitted to rise. The mys

terious being seemed a wild Hamako,

or holy madman ; he was shocked at

the profane singing of Persian poetry

by the Saracen, who recognised him, and

told Sir Kenneth that he was the anchorite

he wished to visit. Sir Kenneth doubted

and inquired of the Hamako, who re

plied, " I am Theodoric, of Engaddi.

I am the walker of the desert, 1 am friend

of the cross, and flail of all infidels, here

tics, and devil worshippers. Avoid ye,,

avoid ye ! Down with Mahomed, Terma-

gacent, and all their adherents !" So say

ing, he pulled from under his shaggy gar

ment a sort of flail, or jointed club, bound

with iron, which he brandished round his

Lead with singular dexterity.

The warriors now retired to the cavern

of Theodoric, whose wild passion had

subsided. In the dead of night Sir Ken

neth was awakened by Theodoric, and

conducted to a chapel, where, before the

cross they prayed together for some time ;

and the man of loneliness and sorrows

intimated, in mysterious whispers to the

knight, that he is about to gaze on some

extraordinary spectacle, which he, the

anchorite, was unworthy to look upon ;

and it was with a bandage over his own

eyes, therefore, that he conducted the

wondering Sir Kenneth to an iron door,

wheie he sorrowfully paused, desiring his

guest to proceed. The valiant Scot then

entered a small but beautiful chapel,

hewn out of the solid rock, and lighted

with a silver lamp. Here he heard sacred

strains of the most exquisite beauty, and

reverently approaching a magnificent

shrine, its self-moved doors flew open,

and discovered a fragment of the true

cross magnificently encased.

The fervour of his devotions were aided

by many religious associations, and by

the unseen choristers who were chanting

around him the services of his church.

Presently a train of noble damsels ap

peared, and in one of them Sir Kenneth re

cognised the lady of his love, the beautiful

Edith Plantagenet, a niece of Cceur de

Lion's, who is on a pilgrimage there with .

the queen and other ladies, to pray for

the restoration of the king to health, and

whose charms had excited in Sir Kenneth's

bosom a passion which her lofty rank

rendered hopeless. She managed, how

ever, as this procession of the sisters of

Mount Carmel passed round the chapel,

to give him an indication of her favour,

by dropping from her floral wreath two

rose-buds at his feet successively. After

some other adventures in this chapel, the

hermit rejoins him, the iron door is

closed, and they find Ilderim still wrap

ped in the slumbers which his fatigues

had rendered so necessary. To complete

the conference with which the counsel of

the Christian princes commanding the

crusade had entrusted him, Sir Kenneth

remained two days longer at Engaddi,

and then proceeded to the camp of King

Richard, which was stationed between

Jean d'Acre and Ascalon. The king,

naturally rash and impetuous, became

more irritable from a fever, aggravated

as it was by the burning climate, the

feuds of his allies, and the desertions,

diseases and deaths which were every day

diminishing the numbers of the Euro

peans.

The physicians and attendants feared

to assume the necessary authority, and

one faithful baron alone dared to come

between the dragon and his wrath ; this

was Sir Thomas, the lord of Gilsland,

and called by the Normans lord de Vaux.

It was on the decline of a Syrian day that

Richard lay on his couch of sickness,

loathing it as much in mind as his illness

made it irksome to his body. His bright

blue eye, which at all times shone with

uncommon keenness and splendour, had

its vivarity augmented by fever and men

tal impatience, and glanced from among

his curled and unphorn locks of yellow

hair, as fitfully and as vividly, as the last

gleams of the sun shoot through the

clouds of an approaching thunder-storm,

which still, however, are gilded by its

beams. His manly features showed, the

progress of wasting illness, and his beard,

neglected and untrimmed, had overgrown

both lips and chin. Flinging himself

from side to side, now clutching towards

him the coverings, which at the next mo

ment he flung as impatiently from him,

his tossed couch and impatient gestures

shewed at once the energy and the reck

less impatience of a disposition, whose

natural sphere was that of the most active

exertion.

Beside his couch stood Thomas de

Vaux, in face, attitude, and manner, the

strongest possible contrast to the suffer

ing monarch. His stature approached

the gigantic, and his hair in thickness

might have resembled that of Sampson,

though only after the Israelitish cham

pion's locks had passed under the sheers

of the Philistines, for those of De Vaux

were cut short, that they might be en

closed under his helmet. The light of

his broad, large hazel eye, resembled that
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of the autumn moon, and it was only

perturbed for a moment, when from time

to time it was attracted by Richard's

vehement marks of agitation and restless

ness. His features, though massive like

his person, might have been handsome

before they were defaced with scars ; his

upper lip, after the fashion of the Nor

mans, was covered with thick . niusta-

choes, which grew so long and luxiiri-,

antly as to mingle with his hair, and' like

his hair, were dark brown, slightly brin

dled with grey. His frame seemed of

that kind which most readily defies toil'

and climate, for he was thin-flanked,

broad-chested, long-armed, deep-breath

ed, and strong-limbed. He had not laid,

aside his buff-coat, which displayed the'.

cross cut on the shoulder, for more than'

three nights, enjoying but such moment-,

ary repose as the warder of a sick mo

narch's couch might by snatches indulge.

He rarely changed his posture, except to

administer- to Richard the medicine or re

freshments, which none of his less fa

voured attendants could persuade the

Impatient monarch to take; and there

was something affecting in the kindly,

yet awkward manner, in which he dis-'

charged offices so strangely contrasted

with his blunt and soldierly habits and

manners.

Disunion had crept Into the Christian-

host, and the bravest of the Plantagenets

was himself, as well as his court, almost

in despair, when Sir Kenneth returned to

the camp bringing with him, El Hakim,

a celebrated Moorish physician, sent by

the magnanimous and heroic Saladin for

the express purpose of re-establishing, if

possible, the health of the great ,king olf

England—the most formidable and the

most illustrious of his foes. The Moor

ish physician sat cross-legged, after the

Eastern fashion. The imperfect light

showed little of him, save that the lower

part of his face was covered with a long

black beard, which descended over his

breast—that he wore a high tolpach, a

Tartar cap of the lamb's wool manufac

tured at Astracan, bearing the same

dusky colour, and that his ample caftan,

or Turkish robe, was also of a dark hue.

Two piercing eyes, which gleamed with

unusual lustre, were the only lineaments

of his visage that could be discerned

amid the darkness in which he was enve,

loped.

De Vaux, besides having all the ani

mosity of a stout Currfberland man, was

incredulous and diffident upon the sub

ject of admitting El Hakim to„the king's

presence; and Sir Kenneth, whose strait

ened means, and wasted retinue, and de

cent pride, long contended with a sense

of affectionate duty to his sovereign,

against the reluctance which he felt to

introduce a proud and opulent English

baron within his humbler quarters ; at

length shows him in his own tent his

'squire who had become wasted, with a

similar fever, to a miserable skeleton.

The physician met with a cool reception

from the king, who took a scroll, in.

which were inscribed these wowls.:";" The

blessing of Allah and his Prophet Ma- '

hommed," out upon the hound! said

Richard, spitting in contempt, by way of

interjection, ?.' Saladin, king of kings,

Soldan of TEgypt and of Syria, the light

and refuge'of the earth, to the great Me-

lech Ric^Richard.of-EhgJand, greeting.

Whereas, we' have been informed that the

hand of sickness' hath' been' heavy upon

thee, our ioyal 'brother," and that thou

hast with, thee .only such Nazarene and

Jewish mediciners, as work without the

blessing of Allah and our holy Prophet,"

confusion on his head ! again muttered

the English monarch, " we have there

fore sent . to tend and wait upon thee at

this time, the physician to our own per-^

son, Adonebec el Hakim, before whose

face the angel Airael spreads his wings,

and departs from the sick chamber ; who

knows the virtues of herbs and stones, the

path of the sun, moon, and stars, and

can save man from all that is not written

on his forehead. And this we do, pray

ing you heartily to honour and make use

of his skill ; and that, not only that we

may do service to thy worth and valour,

which is the glory of all the nations of"

Frangistan, but that we may bring the

controversy which is at present between

us to an end, either by honourable agree

ment, or by open trial thereof with our

weapon's, in a fair field. Seeing that it'

neither becomes thy place and courage,,

to die the death of a slave who hath been

Overwrought by his task-master, nor be-,

fits it our fame that a brave adversary be

snatched from our weapon, by such a dis

ease. 'And therefore, may the holy——"

. ".Hold, hold," said Richard, " I will'

have no more of his dog of a Prophet !

It makes me sick to think the valiant

and worthy Soldan should believe in a

dead dog.' Yes, I will see his physician.

I will put myself into the charge of this

Hakim ; I will repay the noble Soldan

his generosity ; I will meet him in the

field, as he so worthily proposes, and he

shall have no cause to term Richard of

England ungrateful.' I will strike him

to the earth with my battle-axe—I will

convert him to Holy Church with such

blows as he has rarely endured : he shall

recant his errors before my good cross-

hundlcd sword, and I will have him bap-
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tized in the battle-field, from my own

helmet, though the cleansing waters were

mixed with the blood of us both. Haste,

De Multon, why doest thou delay a con

clusion so pleasing? Fetch the Hakim

hither."

The physician was, at this time, em

ployed in practising his art on Sir Ken

neth's 'squire. When he was invited to

this first test of his abilities be arose

from the earth, on which he had pros

trated himself, and walking into the hut

sick man—" sleep, and awaken free from

malady."

" And with this simple-seeming draught,

thou wilt undertake to cure a monarch ?"

said the bishop of Tyre.

" I have cured a beggar, as you may

behold," replied the sage. " Are the

kings of Frangistan made of other clay ?"

" Let us have him presently to the

king," said the baron of Gilsland. u He

hath shown thai he possesses the secret

which may restore his health. If he fails

where the patient lay extended, he drew to exercise it, I will put himself past the

a sponge from a small silver box, dipt, power of medicine."

perhaps, in some aromatic distillation ;

for when he put it to the sleeper's nose,

he sneezed, awoke, and looked wildly

around. He was a ghastly spectacle, as

The king at length consented that El

Hakim should try his skill, and he was

introduced, accompanied by Amaury the

grand master of the Templars, Conrade

he sat up almost naked on his couch, the Marquess of Montscrrat, and other war-

bones and cartilages as visible through

the surface of his skin, as if they had

never been clothed with flesh ; his face

was long, and furrowed with wrinkles ;

hut his eye, though it wandered at first,

became gradually more settled. He

seemed to be aware of the presence of his

dignified visitors, for he attempted feebly

to pull the covering from his head, in

token of reverence, as he inquired, in a

subdued and submissive

master.

riors.

Richard, when they entered his apart

ment, immediately exclaimed, " So ho !

a goodly fellowship come to see Richard

take his leap in the dark. My noble al

lies, I greet you as the representatives of

our assembled league ; Richard will again

be amongst you in his former fashion, or

yc shall bear to the grave what is left of

him. De Vaux, lives he or dies he, thou

voice, for his hast the thanks of thy prince. There is

yet another—but this fever hadt wasted

" Your eyes witness," said the Arabian mine eye-sight—what, the bold Scot, who

to the archbishop of Tyre, who was present,

"the fever hath been subdued ;_he speaks

with calmness and recollection ; his pulse

beats composedly as yours ; try its pulsa

tions yourself."

The prelate declined the experiment;

but Thomas of Gilsland, more determin

ed on making the experiment, did so, and

eatisfied himself that the fever was indeed

gone.

would climb Heaven without a ladder '(

he is welcome too. Come, Sir Hakim,

to the work, to the work."

The physician, who had already in

formed himself of the various symptoms

of the king's illness,'now felt his pulse for

a long time, and with deep attention,

while all around stood silent, and in

breathless expectation. The sage next

filled a cup with spring water, and dipt

1 This is most wonderful," said the into it the small red purse, which, as for

knight, looking to the bishop ; " the merly, he took from his bosom. When

man is assuredly cured. I must conduct he seemed to think it sufficiently medi-

this mediciner presently to king Richard's cated, he was about to offer it to the sove-

tent ; what thinks your reverence ?" reign, who prevented him by saying,

" Stay, let me finish one cure ere I " Hold an instant. Thou hast felt m

commence another," said the Arab ; " I

will pass with you when I have given my

patient the second cup of this most holy

elixir."

So saying he pulled out a silver cup,

and filling it with water from a gourd

which stood by the bedside, he next drew

forth a small silken bag made of network,

twisted with silver, the contents of which

y

pulse—let me lay my finger on thine. I

too, as becomes a good knight, know

something of thine art."

The Arabian yielded his hand without

hesitation, and his long, slender, dark

fingers were, for an instant, enclosed and

almost buried in the large enfoldment of

King Richard's hand.

His blood beats calm as an infant's,"

the by-standers could not discover, and said the king ; " so throb not theirs who

immersing it in the cup, continued to poison princes. De Vaux, whether we

watch it in silence during the space of live or die, dismiss this Hakim with ho-

f i ve minutes. It seemed to the spectators nour and safety—Commend us, friend,

as if some effervescence took place during to the noble Saladin. Should I die, it is

the operation, but if so it instantly sub- without doubt of his faith—should I live,

sided. it. will be to thank him as a warrior should

" Drink," said the physician to the be thanked."
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Ho then raised] himself in bed, and

took the cup in his hand, and turning to

the marquess and the grand master,—

" Mark what I say, and let my royal

brethren pledge me in Cyprus wine: To

the immortal honour of the first crusader

who shall strike lance or sword on the

gate of Jerusalem ; and to the shame and

eternal infamy of whomsoever shall turn

back from the plough on which he hath

laid his hand !"

He drained the cup to the bottom, re

signed it to the Arabian, and sunk back,

as if exhausted, upon the cushions which

were arranged to receive him. The phy

sician, then, with silent but expressive

signs, directed that all should leave the

tent excepting himself and De Vaux,

whom no remonstrance could induce to

withdraw. The apartment was cleared

accordingly.

The cure of the king was almost mira

culous, when the dissensions of the as

sembled crusaders arrested his attention.

The grand master and the Marquess of

Montserrat mutually confided to each

other their views in hostility to the suc

cess of the crusade—their discontents—

and the yearnings of their ambitios ; and

they parted, Conrade with the conviction,

that " a ducal crown, or a kingly dia

dem," for which he thirsted, might be

most safely and surely won by sowing

dissensions between Austria and Eng

land, and the other powers : Giles Amau-

ry, with the bold, broad suggestion, that

nothing but the assassination of Richard

Cceur-de-lion could really effect the views

of either. Conrade, at a banquet given

by the Archduke Leopold of Austria,

artfully inflamed that dull but haughty

German's animosity, on account of the

banner-royal of England being displayed,

far above the banners of all the other cru

saders, on the summit of a lofty mound.

Irritated by a hundred unavenged insults,

which he conceived Richard to have put

upon him, artfully aggravated by his

wily guest, Conrade, and in the madness

of drunken enterprise and valorous jol

lity, Leopold rushed from his camp, with

his own banner in his hand, and a fixed

determination to pluck down the standard

of Richard, and raise his own in its place.

At this juncture, Richard had just hap

pily overpassed the crisis of his disorder ;

he was still occupied in pouring out his

heartfelt acknowledgments to El Hakim,

and ordering him munificent rewards,

which El Hakim absolutely and inflexi

bly declined, when the shouts and.uproar

of the Austrian rabble reached his ears.

El Hakim insisted on his keeping his

couch for another day ; but Conrade, en

tering the tent, announced the fact that

Austria was pulling down his banner.

The sudden rage of the king was tremen

dous : he leaped from his bed, seized his

sword, shuffled on his mantle, and, fol

lowed only by De Vaux, and one or two

household servants, rushed forth ; he

reached Saint George's Blount, and burst

mg through the disorderly crowd, to the

place where stood Leopold and his friends,

he demanded who had ventured upon

such a presumption as to remove his

standard ? The archduke replied, " It

was I, Leopold of Austria," and Richard

tore down before his face the Austrian

banner, and disdainfully trampling it

under foot, he was attacked by the gigan

tic Hungarian Count Wallenrode. The

vow of Richard preventing him from

striking any one whose shoulders bore the

cross, he seized the Hungarian in bis

arms, and dashed him headlong down the

steep sides of the mount. The Austrians

were clamorous for vengeance ; and the

increasing tumult called the whole camp

to the spot, where Philip, with some dif

ficulty, succeeded in at length appeasing

the disorder ; and Richard retiring, full

of indignation, bequeathed to Sir Ken

neth the guard of this sacred standard, for

which Sir Kenneth professed to answer,

even with his head ; but at midnight he

was summoned by a little dwarf, whom

he had seen in his adventure at Engaddi,

to attend for a few minutes in the queen's

tent, by command of the lady Edith. The

knight doubted the truth ofhis mission ;

but the dwarf showed him the ruby ring

which he had seen on the fair finger of

Edith, in the rocky chapel. Sir Kenneth,

distracted between the dictates of honour,

and the intensity of his love,—the com

mands, of his royal leader and the com

mands of his mistress, reluctantly con

sented at last,—on seeing that the queen's

tent was but little removed from the base

of the mount—to repair thither. And by

the side of the banner he left, as his sub

stitute, his faithful stag greyhound, con

sidering, that if any attempt should be

made upon the frontier in his absence,

the barking of the hound would announce

it to his ear, and he should be able to re

turn in time. Arrived at the queen's

tent, he had the mortification of discover

ing, that he had been withdrawn from his

post and his duty merely to gratify the

desire of Berengaria of Sicily, (Richard's

queen,) to ascertain whether the ring of

the lady Edith, which had been taken

from he; without hei knowledge for this

purpose, would tempt him to such an

excessive proof of his attachment. On

his return, musing on the almost confes

sions of partial attachment which he had

heard the queen impute to Edith ; and
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Edith, in effect, protest for him,—he was

aroused from his abstraction by the groans

of his dog. He Tan onward and found

that the standard had vanished, the spear

to which it was attached broken on the

ground, and his gallant hound apparently

in the agonies of death.-,. The distracted

knight vainly sought in every direction

the lost standard, and was still giving

vent to the execrations of despair, when

he discovered El Hakim at his side. The

Arab tried fruitlessly, to console him ;—

he received his proffered consolation with

scorn, and even contumely : but the knight,

hearing him say that the dog might not

be past cure, presented it to him, and the

Arab's servants removed it. The knight

took the desperate resolution of presenting

himself before Richard, and acknowledg

ing his offence, to declare himself ready

to undergo death. This interview was

terrible :—after several times determining

to immolate him on the spot, the amazed

and fiery Richard, scarcely crediting Ken

neth's own acknowledgments, gave order's

for his execution. When he had been led to

his prison, and was with his confessor, Be-

rengaria, accompanied by Edith and their

ladies, presented themselves before the

lion-hearted, and with many entreaties

supplicated for the knight's life. Richard

solemnly protested that he should die ;

Edith then remonstrated with him,—fear

lessly, undauntedly, despite of the frowns

and anger of the most impetuous monarch

in the world. She made an ingenuous

confession of the queen's folly, 'ut proudly

exempted herself from all imputation ;

and finding appeals to Richard's justice

or mercy to be equally fruitless, she left

him in despair. The hermit of Engaddi

then presented himself before the king

with a similar purpose, and similar bad

success. But El Hakim, the noble and

learned, who had refused all the treasures

in the camp for his services, extorted from

Richard's gratitude that which he had

denied to all other considerations, and

even to his affection for his queen. He

remitted Sir Kenneth to £1 Hakim ; and

the Arab and his bondsman set out on

their journey to the camp of the soldan

Saladin. The archbishop of Tyre pathe

tically representing the evil consequences

of the dissensions in the Christian coun

sels, prevailed on Richard to enter the

council of princes once more, and there

the brave and generous soldier, with a

manly candour and ingenuous frankness

equal to his almost superhuman daring,

condescended to express his regret to every

one whom his momentary passion might

have given umbrage to.

The Templar and Conrade, whose envy

against Richard, and ambition, make

them fit for treasons, stratagems, and

spoils, conspire against the life of Ricrmrd ;

an agent of Conrade is foiled in an at

tempt to assassinate his Majesty ; and

while the powers of the various princes are

passing in array before the king, the dog

of Kenneth, who had returned to the

king's camp as a dumb Nubian slave,

leaped upon Conrade's noble charger', and

seizing the Marquis by the throat, pulled

him from the saddle. " The hound hath

Eulled down the ri^ht quarry, I warrant

im," said the king, who impeached

Conrade of high-treason, and threw down

his glove, appealing him to the proof by

combat. A council was summoned:,

wherein the king of England reiterated

his charges, and a gage was thrown down,

and accepted for decision of the matter in

the usual form, between Conrade and a

champion for the king of England, who,

all eager for the personal combat, was yet

withheld and restrained by the king of

France, on account of the vast superiority

of his rank. Difficulties arising about

neutral ground, it was determined to

apply to Saladin, for his permission to

erect the lists within his camp ; and the

Nubian was despatched with the applica

tion. Before his departure he saw Edith ;

who, imputing his silence to resentment,

for she had recognised him, left him in

high displeasure. Great preparations are

made at the Diamond of the Desert (the

lone fountain where Ilderim and Kenneth

had fought), by Saladin, for the combat.

Richard and his suite proceeded to the

appointed place, where arriving, he as

sumed the foremost place in his troop,

aware that Saladin himself was approach

ing. Nor was it long when, in the centre

of his body-guard, surrounded by his

domestic officers, and those hideous ne

groes who guard the eastern haram, and

whose misshapen forms were rendered yet

more frightful by the richness of their

attire, came the soldan, with the look

and manners of one on whose brow nature

had written, " This is a king 1" In hi»

snow-white turban, vest, and wide eastern

trousers, wearing a sash of scarlet silk,

without any other ornament, Saladin

might [have seemed the most plain-dress

ed man in his own guard. But closer in

spection discerned in his turban that ines

timable gem, which was called by the

poets, the Sea of Light; the diamond

on which his signet was engraved, and

which he wore in a ring, was probably

worth all the jewels of the English crown,

and a sapphire, which terminated the hilt

of his canjiar, was of not much inferior

value. It should be added, that to pro

tect him from the dust, which, in the

vicinity of the Dead Sea, resembles the
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finest ashes, or, perhaps, out of Oriental

pride, the soldan wore a sort of veil at

tached to his turban, which partly ob

scured the view of his noble features.

He rode a milk-white Arabian, which

bore him as if conscious and proud of his

noble burthen.

There was no need of farther introduc-

duction. The two heroic monarchs, for

such they both were, threw themselves at

once from horseback, and the troops halt

ing, and the music suddenly ceasing, they

advanced to meet each other in profound

silence, and after a courteous inclination

on either side, they embraced as brethren

and equals. The pomp and military dis

play attracted no farther notice ; no one

saw aught save Richard and Saladin,

and they too beheld nothing but each

other. The looks with which Richard

surveyed Saladin were, however, mere in

tently curious than those which the soldan

fixed upon him ; and the soldan also was

the first to break silence.

" The Melee Ric is welcome to Saladin

as water to this desert. I trust he hath

no distrust of this numerous array. Ex

cepting the armed slaves ofmy household,

those who surround you with eyes of

wonder and of welcome, are, even the

humblest of them, the privileged nobles

oi my thousand tribes ; for who that

could claim a title to be present, would

remain at home when such a prince was

to be seen as Richard, with the terrors of

whose name, even on the sands of Yemen,

the nurse stills her child, and the free

Arab subdues his restive steed ?"

" And these are all nobles of Araby ?"

said Richard, looking around on wild

forms with their persons covered with

haicks, their countenances swart with the

sunbeams, their teeth as white as ivory,

their black eyes glancing with fierce and

preternatural lustre from under the shade

pf their turbans, and their dress being in

general simple, even to meanness.

" They claim such' rank," said Sala

din ; " but, though numerous, they are

within the conditions of the treaty, and

bear no arms but the sabre ; even the

Iron of their lances is left behind."

" I fear," muttered De Vaux in En

glish, " they have left them where they

can be soon found. A most flourishing

house of peers, I confess, and would find

Westminster-hall something too narrow

for them." '

The combat took place and the cham

pion of Richard, Sir Kenneth, overcame

Coniade, who when defeated confessed

his guilt. The various disguises of Ken

neth now terminated, and he proved to be

David, Earl of Huntingdon, Prince Royal

of Scotland. •

A superb banquet was given by Sala

din in honour of his visit from the king

of England and the other princes ; at this

banquet Saladin was called aside, and by

a dwarf, told that Conrade had been as

sassinated by the grand master of the

Templars, who fearing his own treason

might be discovered, slew Conrade, say

ing at the time Accipe hoc. Saladin re

turned to the company with an unruffled

countenance, and joined in all the com

mendations which had been showered

upon Sir Kenneth, when, upon the grand

master's preparing to drink of some iced

sherbet which had been handed to him

from the Archduke of Austria, the dwarf

once more rushed forward, harshly ex

claiming, Accipe hoc—the grand master's

visage changed, and in a moment the sabre

of Saladm sent his head, severed from its

trunk, rolling on the floor. The Christ

ians suspected foul play ; but Saladin then

brought forward the fatal proof that the

grand masterhad assassinated the unhappy

Conrade, while offering the sacrament

with the usual formula, Accipe hoc. The

dwarf, who had gone to the tent with a

purpose to pilfer, had concealed himself,

and thus witnessed the transaction ; and

Saladin, acting on the law of eastern hos

pitality, which would have precluded him

from allowing harm to come to any

one who had, however slightly, tasted of

his hospitality, would have been obliged

to protect the grand master, and there

fore struck off his head a la Turque, be

fore he had put his lips to the sherbet.

The story now draws to a close ; and the

various masques fall off, when we find

that the good physician, El Hakim, Ilde-

rim the valiant Saracen emir, and the

mighty Saladin, emperor of the East, are

one and the same. Edith Plantagenet is

now united to Sir Kenneth, or the Earl of

Huntingdon, as we ought to call him, and

Saladin sends as a nuptial present the

celebrated talisman, which is still in ex

istence, having been bequeathed by the

Earl of Huntingdon to a brave knight of

Scotland, Sir Mungo of the Lee, in whose

ancient and honourable family it is still

preserved, and though charmed stones

have been dismissed from the modern

Pharmacopoeia, its virtues are still applied

to for stopping blood, and in cases of ca

nine madness.

The two following poems are inserted in

the " Talisman," but as they have no

connexion with the story, we separate

them :—

* TBS sLOOD! VIST.

« 'Twas near the fair city of Benerent, .

When ins wm was setting on bough aiiU bent.
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And knighte were preparing In bower anil tent.

On the eve of the baptist's tournament ;

Wben in Lincoln green a stripling gent,

Well seeming a page by a princess sent,

Wander'd the camp, and, still as he went,

Inquired for the Englishman, Thomas a Kent.

* Par hath be fared, and farther must fare,

Till he finds his pavilion nor stately nor rare,—

Little, save iron and steel, was there :

And, as lacking the coin to pay armouret's

care.

With his sinewy arms to the shoulders bare,

The good knight with hammer and file did re

pair

The mail that to-morrow must see him wear,

For the honour of Saint John and bis lady fair.

« Thus speaks my lady,» the page said he,

And the knight bent lowly both bead and

knee,

* She is Benevent's princess so high in degree,

And thou art as lowly as knight may well be—

He that would climb so lofty a tree,

Or spring such a gulf as divides her from thee,

Mast dare some high deed, by which all men

may see

His ambition is back'd by his chivalrie.

* Therefore thus speaks my lady," the fair page

he said,

And the knight lowly louted with hand and

with head,

« Fling aside the good armour in which thou

art clad,

And don thou this weed of her night gear in

stead,

For a hauberk of steel, a klrtlc of thread ;

And chargj, thus attired, in the tournament

dread,

And fight as thy wont is where most blood is

sbed,

And bring honour away, or remain with the

dead.5*

Untroubled in his look, and untroubled in his

breast,

The knight the weed hath taken, and reverently

hathkiss'd;—

* Now blessed be the moment, the messenger

be blest I

Much hoaour'd do I hold me in my lady's high

behest ;

And say unto my lady, in this dear night-weed

dress'd,

To the firmest-armed champion I will not vail

my crest.

But, if I live and bear me well, 'tis her turn

to take the test."

Here, gentles, ends the foremost fytte of the

Lay of the Bloody Vest.

FYTTE SECOND.

The Baptist's fair morrow beheld gallant feats-

There was winning of honour and losing of

seats—

There was hewing with falchions and splintering

of staves,

The victors won glory, the vanquished won

graves.

O, many a knight there fought bravely and well,

Yet one was accounted his peers to excel.

And 'twas he whose sole armour on body and

breast

Seem'd the weed of a damsel when bound for

her rest.

There were some dealt him wounds that were

bloody and sore,

But others respected his plight and forbore.

« It is some oath of honour,' they said, « and

I trow,

'Twere unknightly to slay him achieving bis

TOw.'*

Then the prince for his sake, bade the tourna

ment cease.

He flung down his warder, the trumpets sung

peace ;

And the judges declare, and competitors yield,

That the knight of the Night-gear was lirsl in

the Acid.

The feast it was nigh, and the mass It was

nigher,

Wben before the fair princess low louted a

'squire.

And delivered a garment unseemly to view

With swor.l cut and spcarthrust, all hack'd and

piere'd through ;

All rent and all tattered, all clotted with blood

With foam of the horses, with dust, and with

mud :

Not a point of that lady's small finger, I ween.

Could have rested on spot was unsullied aid

clean.

This token my master, Sir Thomas a Kent,

Restores to the Princess of fair Benevent;'

He that climbs the tall tree has won right to the

fruit.

He that leaps the wide gulf should prevail In his

suit :

Through life's utmost peril the prize I have won,

And now must the faith of my mistress be

shown :

For she who prompts knights on such danger

to run

Must avouch his true service in front of the sun.

« I restore,' says my master, « the garment

I've won.

And I claim of the princess to don it in turn ;

For its stains and its rents she should prize it

the more.

Since by shame 'tis unsullied, though crim

son'd with gore.*

Then deep blush d the princess—yet kisa'd she

and press'd

The blood-spotted robe to her lips and her

breast.

« Go, tell my true knight, church and chamber

shall show.

If I value the blood on this garment or no."

And when it was time for the nobles to pass,

In solemn procession to miuster and mass.

The first walk'd the princess in purple and pall,

But the blood besmear'd night robe she wore

overall;

And eke, in the hall, where they all sat at dine

When she knelt to her father and proffer'd the

wii.e.

Over all her rich robes and state jewels, she

wore

That wimple unseemly bedabblod with gore.
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Then lords whlsper'd ladies, aa well you may

think,

And Indies replied, with uod, Utter, and wink;

And the prince, who in anger and ahame had

look'd down,

Turn'd at length to his daughter, and spoke

with a frown :

« Now, since thou hast publislrd thy folly and

guilt,

E'en atone with thy hand for the blood thou

hast spilt;

Yet sore for your boldness you both will re

pent,

When you wander as exiles from fair Bene-

Tent."

Then ont spoke stout Thomas, in hall where he

stood,

Exhausted and feeble, but dauntless of mood :

* The blood that I lost for this daughter of thine,

I pour'd forth as freely as Bask gives its wine ;

And, if for my sake she brooks pcuance and

blame.

Do not doubt I will save her from suffering

and shame;

And light wilt she reck of thy princedom and

vent,

When I h«il her, in England, the Countess

ofKent."

EDITH'S SONG.

* The tears I shed must ever fall !

I weep not for an absent swain,

For time may happier hours recall.

And parted lovers meet agnin.

e I weep not for the silent dead,

Their pains are past, their sorrows o'er,

And those they loved their steps must trend,

When death shall join to part no more "

* But worse than absence, worse than death,

She wept her lover's sullied fame,

And fired with all the pride of birth,

She wept a soldier's injured name."

THE ORIGIN OF THE STORY

OF THE TALISMAN.

The origin of the Talisman, which gives

the name and forms so striking an incident

in the preceding tale, is taken from the

Lee-penny, so celebrated in the song,

the acts of parliament, and even the acts

of the general assembly of the kirk of

Scotland. The tradition, however, has

been not a little altered. If you turn up

the statistical account of Lanark, or any

similar work, you will be informed that

the knight of Lee was one of those who

accompanied the earl of Douglas, " good

sir James," when he left Scotland, in

order to deposit Robert the Bruce's head

in the holy sepulchre at Jerusalem. The

earl was slain in Spain, and this knight,

so says the story, carried the king's heart

to its destination, and changed, in con

sequence, his name from Locard to Lock-

heart, assuming at the savne time a bloody

heart in his arms, and the motto corda

serata fero. (The loftier line of the

Douglasses, of course, ' have their cogni

zance from the same source :

* The bloodv heart blazed in the von,

Announcing Douglas'—dreaded name !")

But to come back to " Sir Mungo of the

Lee." He was lucky enough, it seems,

to take a Saracen emir, of high rank,

prisoner. The Turk's wife came to ran

som him, and was paying down the gold

agreed upon, when unfortunately a small

piece of coin, with a little red stone in the

centre, happened to drop upon the table

along with them. She picked this up

again with an eagerness which the canny

Scot by no means overlooked. She tol«l

him it was the most powerful talisman in

Syria that her life and soul depended on

it, &c. &c. No matter—he was firm,

and she yielding, he became possessor of

this gem, which for ages was celebrated

for its medicinal powers over all Scotland,

and, indeed, all over the northern coun

ties of England, too. It is odd enough,

that John Knox tried to excommunicate

this pebble—I beg pardon—this cor

nelian, among others of the devil's inven

tions ; but the assembly soon found the

people would not allow their cattle to die

of the murrain, while they could save

them by sending a cask of water to have

the Lee-penny dipped in it—and they

gave in with a preamble which states that,

" Whereas it hath pleased God to plant

certain virtuous qualities in certain stones

and minerals, and whereas the stone, com

monly callit the Lee-penny, may be,"

&c. &c. ; therefore all people that please

may henceforth drink water in which it

has been dipped without peril to their

souls. I believe nobody has drunk water

thus medicated for these fifty years at

least ; but they say the penny is duly

dipped in the pint bumper, every day

after dinner, at Sir Charles Lockhart's

hospital board News of Literature.

THE ADVANTAGES OF HAVING

A SISTER.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

u When all the world seems cold and stern,

And bids the bosom vainly yearn ;

When woman's heart is litrhtly chaug'd,

And friendship weeps o'er looks e«trang'd,

I turn from all the pangs I prove.

To hail a sister's changeless love.*

Mb. Editor,—It is my fate to have

been favoured with several brothers, but

no sister. This circumstance has drawn

upon me the pity of some of my friends,
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and the envy of others, and I have re

ceived either congratulations or condo

lences, as they are disposed to consider it

an advantage, or the reverse. Perhaps,

therefore, it is the best plan to follow l)r.

Franklin's advice, carefully to state and

weigh the arguments pro and con, and

then to strike an accurate balance between

them. I have accordingly endeavoured

so to do, in the hope that it may aftbrd

some little amusement to the readers of

your publication.

In the first place, a man in the same

situation as myself, has not the annoy

ance of a sister to look after and lead

about constantly. It is well known that

sisters are apt to draw very largely upon

fraternal love in this respect ; not a sight

to be seen, or an exhibition opened, but

the unfortunate brother is forthwith put

in requisition to lionize them to it, and

though this is all very well to a certain

extent, yet too much of i good thing is a

dead bore. Another inconvenience is,

that sisters generally contrive to get the

upper hand of you at home, and if your

wishes and theirs should happen to be

vantage from which the" possession of a

sister exempts a young man.

But the society of sisters at home is

also a grand preservative from that gross-

ness of manners and licentiousness of ex

pression into which those persons are too

apt to fall, who are destitute of so kindly

and salutary a check upon their behaviour.

Independently of these considerations,

what numerous kind offices are received

by a brother at the hands of his sister,

such indeed as nothing but the want of

them can enable him properly to appre

ciate. The thousand little acts of sisterly

kindness can never be particularised or

reduced to a dry catalogue ; they follow a

brother in every place, at all times, and

on all occasions ; and what they want in

individual weight and importance, they

abundantly make up in number and

variety.

From this hasty and imperfect compa

rison, you will immediately perceive,

Mr. Editor, what is my opinion. In

short, Sir, I look upon the want of a

sister to be one of the greatest misfor

tunes incidental to a young man, unless

opposed to each other, which by the bye it be the loss of one, or of a parent. I

is not unfrequently the case, the lady is congratulate those of your young friends

almost sure to carry the day. This rea- who know by experience the happiness

soning applies with double force if the to be found in the society of an amiable

sister is the elder of the two, for then she and accomplished sister, and trust (in-

faas the privilege of seniority, in addition

to the other rights of her sex. If you

must have a sister, you should by all

means pray that she may be younger

than yourself. Such are a very few of

the arguments I have heard alleged in

favour of the dark side of the question.

On the other hand it may be observ

ed, that if a young man has no sisters,

he is in a great measure debarred from

the society of females of his own age ;

he is not possessed of that passport

which a sister alone could give him

among her youthful friends, and which

he might otherwise be years in endea

vouring to acquire, if indeed he suc

ceeded after all. Many instances will,

I am sure, occur to every person in the

course of his acquaintance, of the truth

of the remark I have just made ; and,

if further attestation were required, I

might triumphantly refer him to the nu

merous advertisements which we are in

the constant habit of seeing in the news

papers, from forlorn old bachelors, who

having all their lives been striving in

vain to get the desirable introduction

which a sister would at once have af

forded them, at last are obliged in des

pair to have recourse to this only remain

ing chance of procuring a partner for life.

I conceive the above to be one of the

principal, if uet the very chif disad-

dced it would be ungallant to doubt for a

moment) that the conduct of their sisters

will always be such as to command their

unvaried esteem and affection, and to

prove to them how much more fortunate

they are in this respect than

Your constant reader,

P. Q.

REVOLUTIONARY FESTIVAL8

AT RHEIMS.

In No. 144, of the Mirror, we gave a

full account of the ceremonies attending

the coronation of Charles X. of France,

together with much curious historical

matter connected with the subject, and

engravings of the Cathedral of Rheims

and the Sainte Ampoule. This cathedral

which has so recently been filled with all

pomp and splendour of royalty and aris

tocracy, and all the gorgeous and impos

ing ceremonies of Catholicism, exhibited

in 1793, a very different scene when the

Festival of Reason, or the triumph of de

mocracy and irreligion were celebrated

there. A description of this latter cere

mony may not, at the present moment,

be without interest or piquancy :—On

the 30th of Frimaire, in the year 2, at the

break of day, the great bell rung out, the

drums beat to arms, and the trumpet was

sounded from above the great gate of the
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church, but there was no discharge of

Rrtillery, because in a Festival of Reason

il would be unreasonable to waste powder,

which should be reservedfor the enemies

of the country (precise words of the de

cree of the authorities). The magistrates

and the people assembled on the prome

nade, and having formed into procession,

they moved towards the cathedral, then

called " The Temple of Reason," in the

following order :—A troop of children

carrying upon a litter formed of branches

the statue of Liberty, followed by young

girls dressed in white, with tri-coloured

sashes. The flag carried by the young

boys bore on it, " Hope of the Country."

Then came a little infant burning per

fumes. The tables, upon which were

engraved the Rights of Man, were borne

by two pupils of the national school, sur

rounded by the flags of the popular so

ciety. After these came a band of ma

trons, encircling a funeral urn, upon

which were inscribed the names of those

who had died in the field of honour.

Their relations followed' in mourning

habits. The nine presidents of the Com

mittees of Surveillance held each a sheaf

of wheat (emblem of union) traversed by

a pike (emblem of respect). On the flags

of the popular society were the words

" Liberty or Death." Upon that of the

cannoneers—" To bring tyrants and the

perverse to reason." Upon that of the

National Guards—" Our love for our

country increased with its dangers." Un

der the busts of the martyrs of liberty

were inscribed—" People, weep for ypur

friends !—they died serving you." The

first moral group dragged along a plough,

upon which was seated an old man and

an old woman ; they were escorted by

twenty-four tillers of the earth. The

motto was—" Honour to the plough, re

spect to old age arid conjugal love." In

the midst of the following group was a

cenotaph, with these words—" Remains

of our brethren—honour be given to

them." The third group escorted a car,

upon which was a citizeness (citouenne)

personating Riches, surrounded with cor

nucopia. Close to her appeared a dis

tressed family, to which she was giving

alms. On the car floated the legend—

" The rich should assist the poor." A

car, dressed with white, and garlanded

with flowers, contained a mother leaning

over a cradle, with little children sporting

around her. The motto was—" How de

lightful to be a mother !" A group of

adults drew along a car more magnificent

than the preceding ones, upon which were

seen a family surrounding a sick bed.

The inscription was—" Love dearly your

parents—you will not have them always."

The sixth group was composed of sol

diers, who had been wounded in fighting

for the country ; each one with the only

hand that remained to him, held a flag,

upon which was—" Our blood has flowed

for the country, and what still remains is

at her service." The seventh group was

composed of prisoners of war, whose

wounds surgeons were employed in dress

ing. The inscription in French and Ger

man upon the banner attached to this

group was—" Humanity, sister of Li

berty," and on the other side—" The

madmen ! They fought for a tyrant."

The last group escorted the Republican

Fasces ; upon which were the words—

" Unity—Indivisibility." A statue of

Liberty, larger and more decorated than

the first, was borne by twelve members of

the popular society. The dramatic so

ciety, in Roman costume, followed sing

ing hymns. The car of the Goddess of

Reason, drawn by superb horses, advanc

ed amidst a crowd of male and female

citizens, bearing the attributes of des-

Eotism and feudality reversed. Before

er was a flag, bearing the words—" The

Sovereign !" Upon the standard of a ca

valry regiment, was the decree the Con

vention—" The French Government is

Revolutionary until a Peace." Before

the church, and opposite the Hotel Mon-

tenet (that lately occupied by the Duke

of Northumberland) was a gibbet, bear

ing the effigies of the Pope, the coalesced

tyrants, and La Fayette ; near this was a

pile of wood. In the tribunes of the ca

thedral were a number of women sewing

and knitting. An inaugural discourse

was pronounced from the altar, upon

which was the Goddess of Reason, repre

sented by an actress named Derteval.

Hymns were then chanted, and the So

vereign set fire to the pile, upon which *

were the emblems of despotism. A vast

curtain was then drawn back, and these

words in large letters appeared—" Last

Judgment of the Aristocrats." The trum

pets then sounded ; and the people com

menced dancing the Carmagnole round

the fountain before the church, called the

Fountain of Fraternity. A cup filled

with water by a young child served for

the libations, and a mutual hugging and

kissing, to the cries of Vive le Hepublique !

terminated the extraordinary spectacle.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The answers to Correspondents are unavoidably

deferred to our next.
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by alt Kewsmen and Booksellers.
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NEW ASYLUM FOR FEMALE ORPHANS, LAMBETH.

So active and So extensive is the spirit of

benevolence in the British national cha

racter, that it relieves every species of

distress not provided for by the laws'. We

hove establishments for healing the'sick,

shielding the unprotected, and reclaiming

the criminal. None, however, of these

institutions are more valuable than such

as are devoted to the rearing and pro

tecting of children ; and such is the asy

lum for female orphans at Lambeth,

which Pennant justly designated, "An

institution of a most heavenly nature."

This charity owes its origin to that

vigilant and active magistrate, Sir John

Fielding, who had long observed, that

though the laws of this kingdom had

provided a parish-settlement for every

person, yet many cases continually oc

curred in which it was difficult to ascer

tain such settlement, and therefore he

and others became anxious to form an es

tablishment to remove this evil, so far as

related to female orphans. The children of

soldiers, and sailors, as well as of indigent

persons, whose parish-settlement is un-

Vol. vi. D

known, bereft of their parents, and at a

distance from their relations, are often

left destitute at an age when they am

unable to earn subsistence, and contend

with the dangers which surround them.

Females of this description are particu

larly objects of compassion,: and have a

double claim to the care of the humane

and virtuous, as they are not only exposed

to the miseries of want, but, as they

grow up, to the snares of the vicious, and

to all the dreadful consequences of early

seduction.

To provide for such persons is the ob

ject of this charity ; and so liberal has been

the support it has met with, and so judi

ciously have the funds been managed, that

the benevolent intentions of the founders

have been rewarded with the most signal

success. Two hundred destitute or de

serted females are daily sheltered and pro

tected from vice and want, supplied with

food and clothing, and taught whatever

can render them useful in their future

situations, and happy in themselves.—

Carefully instructed in the principles of

33
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religion, in reading, writing, needle-work,

and household matters, and trained to

habits of industry, a supply of diligent

and sober domestics is formed.

This charity is governed by a president

(fit present his Royal Highness the Duke

of Cambridge), six vice-presidents, and a

number of guardians". A subscription of

thirty guineas at once constitutes the donor

a perpetual guardian, and a yearly sub

scription of three guineas qualifies for an

annual guardian. Legacies of 1002. and

upwards, entitle the iirst-named acting

executor to be a perpetual guardian. The

institution was incorporated in 1800 ; and

holds four general meetings in the year,

on the first Thursdays in January, April,

July, and October.

The asylum is supported by volun

tary donations and subscriptions ; occa- .

sional sermons are preached for its benefit,

at which the young women who have

been brought up there and apprenticed

out return public thanks. Children be

tween the ages of nine and twelve years

are admitted, after it is ascertained that

they are really orphans, and that they are

neither diseased, deformed, or infirm.—

The children are admitted in rotation, as

soon as they can obtain presentations, and

vacancies arise. The guardians present

according to the priority of their sub

scriptions.

The children make and mend their own -

linen, make shirts, table-linen, &c. and

all kinds of needle-work ; and twelve of

, them are weekly selected to assist the

cook, to wash, iron, and get up linen, and

to do the general business of the house

and kitchen. At the age of fifteen, or

sooner,- they are bound apprentices, for

service as domestic servants ; but the

utmost care is taken to provide for them

in respectable familes, whose character is

a guarantee that they will be well treated,

and their morals attended to; and in

order to encourage the girls to serve

their apprenticeships faithfully, they are

presented with five guineas each, at its

termination, if the master or mistress will

certify their good conduct.

A chaplain reads prayers twice every

Sunday throughout the year, and two

morning and one evening preachers are

appointed in addition to the chaplain.

The pieachers are generally popular di

vines, who attract large congregations,

and thus contribute to the support of the

institution. A charity like this needs no

eulogv ; and we strongly recommend it to

the support of the public.

The engraving which heads this article

presents a correct view of the new building

of the Female Orphan Asylum, now

erecting at Lambeth. The dilapidated

state of the old house having rendered

extensive repairs, or a new building im

mediately necessary, the lattter was de

termined on. A committee was accord

ingly appointed to carry the resolution

into effect, when they determined to pur

chase the premises and ground, which

before they only rented, and the advan

tage has been considerable. The former

rent was only 87. 10s. per annum.

The new rent demanded by £s t. d.

the City of London 800 0 0

By the sale of sufficient stock

to raise the purchase-money

the annual income has been

diminished only 493 1 2

Being an annual difference ———

saved to the Charity of ... 306 18 10

The building forms three squares, of a

quadrangle, with a large court in front.

The centre building is appropriated to

the hall, the committee-rooms, and the

residence of the principal officers, and the

wings to the working and sleeping-

rooms of the children. The chapel, has

not been taken down, but is connected

with the new building, which is a chaste,

but elegant structure, from a design by

Mr. Lloyd, the architect. As the ex

pense of the building is necessarily con

siderable, the committee appeal to public

support; and we trust will not appeal in

vain, as unless it can be paid for without

encroaching on the funds of the charity,

the benefits of the institution must be

curtailed, and this we hope will never be

the case.

BLUNDERS IN THE TALES OV

THE CRUSADERS.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sin,—After, a longer lapse of time than

usual, we have another work of the

" Great Unknown "—occasionally mark

ed with signs of hasty composition, simi

lar to those of his former productions.'

In describing the pavilion erected by

Hugo de Lacy's orders for the reception

of the Lady Eveline, he says:—" The

doorway was formed by six lances, the

staves of which were plated with silver,

and the blades composed of the same pre

cious metal. These were pitched into

the ground by couples, and crossed at

the top so as to form a sort of succession

of arches, which were covered by drapery

of sea-green silk, forming a pleasing con

trast with the purple and gold." vol. i.

p. 202. - - :

Again, " As Gillian entered with two

of the maidens of her mistress's house-

. hold, they removed the Lady Eveline, by

Rose's directions, into a chamber at some
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distance, which the latter had occupied,

and placed her in one of their beds,"

Ibid p. 279. What a strange confusion

is here ! " As Gilliam entered" should

be " Gillian now entered," and " and "

should be inserted before " they," for it

is obvious that the two acts of " entering

and removing" could not be simultaneous.

" The latter," according to the order of

the words, refers to " Rose;" whereas

the author means " the maidens." We

must look back to understand what is in

tended by a sentence which would have

been clear thus arranged. " Two of the

maidens of her mistress's household now

entered with Gillian, removed the lady

Eveline, by Rose's direction, into a

chamber at some distance, which the for

mer had occupied, and placed her in one

of their beds," &e.

A similar error occurs m the following

passage. " A stout band of the con

stable's spearmen guarded the gate of the

nunnery, admitting only within the hal

lowed precinct the few who were to be

present at the solemnity with their prin

cipal attendants ; and while the former

were ushered with all form into the

apartments dressed out for the occasion,

the attendants, although detained in the

outer court, were liberally supplied with

refreshments of the most substantial

kind." vol. ii. pp. 5. 6.

The name of Hubert is used for Raoul

a few pages afterwards. " By Saint

Hubert, a proper horseman, and a des

trier for an earl," said Hubert, " and

my lord Constable's liveries in that."

Ibid p. 10.

What is meant by the latter part of

the following ?—" Can it be indeed Hugo

de Lacy, the mirror of the Anglo-Nor

man chivalry, whose thoughts can con-

eeite such sentiments, whose word can

utter them ?'' Ibid p. 42.

What again by this remark ? "A

confined hollow murmur, conveying such

intelligence td her ears, as we may sup

pose the dead to hear from the world they

have qwlttid.'*

Why does the author repeat the same

description of the minstrel's instrument ?

He says, vol. i. p. 57, " And presently

after was heard the sound of a rote (a

small species of lute) the strings of which

were managed by means of a small

wheel."

Again at p. 307 of vol. ii. " He took

from his side a rote (a small species of

violin managed by a wheel.") Quere,

Are lute and -violin synonymous ?

" The unfortunate young lady inquired

in vain at a grim-faced nun." Vol. ii. p.

— contains a Scotticism which seems

incurable. Another instance occurs in

the second tale, " The baron looked

eagerly round for some one at whom he

might inquire the cause of this alarming

novelty." vol. iii. p. 163.

In the same manner he repeats a fai-

vourite simile. Thus we are told : " The

cavalier stood there leaning on his lance,

more Hke a trophy of armour than a

living warrior." vol. i. p. 269. And t

" The wardens without stood motionless

on their parts, rather like armed trophies

than living warriors." vol. Hi. p. 143.

Morning and evening are confounded.

Sir Kenneth, at p. 9, vol. iv. says.

" morning is now breaking ;" and a few

moments afterwards, at p. 11: " my

writhen features should blacken in this

evening's setting sun."

So Moslem and Moslemah are Indiffer

ently used, " He will find, either of us

enough of Franks or of Moslemah, vol.

iii. p. 44. " M'e Moslem also know that

Mohammed found his refuge at Medina,"

vol. iv. p. 10.

In the following passage the author

has borrowed an idea from Goldsmith's

lines, beginning " John Trott was de

sired," Sec.

" Hark thee, Thomas," said the king,

" do thine ears know the singing of

Blondel from the braying of an ass ?"

" In faith my liege," replied Thomas,

" I cannot well say ; but setting Blonde!

out of the question, who is a gentleman,

and doubtless of high acquirements, I

shall never, for the sake of your grace's

question, look on a minstrel but I will

think upon an ass." vol. iv. p. 267-

Without entering into critical minutiffi,

or noticing many other minor points suffi

cient to occupy several pages, we may be

allowed to express a doubt whether such

careless construction as this is creditable.

" Richard's body-guard were surrounded

and almost choked by the dense clouds

of dust enveloping them on each side,

through which were seen alternately and

lost the grim forms and wild faces of the

Saracens." vol. iv. p. 237.

Your's, respectfully,

OCULUS.

ON THE ANCIENT SYSTEMATIC

ArrANGEMENT OP THE HEAVEN

LY BODIES, AND THE SUPERIO

RITY OP THAT OF COPERNICUS.

(For the Mirror. )

Curiosity, and a desire to become ac

quainted with whatever may be presented

to the attention, is inherent in the consti

tution of man, whether it be a work of

art, or the more grand exhibition of na

tural phenomena, the inquisitive and

reflecting mind always feels an anxious

D2
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desire to search and pry Into their secrets, above Saturn, he placed the firmament of

and ascertain the use of the one, or the fixed stars, all at equal distances from the

causes of the other ; such a passion of the earth, and above all these, two solid

mind is in itself both highly useful to the crystalline heavens ; what next fancy

individual and the world—promptingman might have imagined is hatd to tell, but

to inquiry, to search after knowledge, surely this is enough. Scarcely more

" as for hidden treasures ;" he feels too absurd is that of Tycho, he placed the

the pleasures of increasing in wisdom, earth in the centre of the system, and

and when imparting the results of his in- gave it only a diurnal motion, and that

vestigations to the world, he has the dou- about its axis once in twenty-four hours,

ble gratification of knowing he benefits though some say he made the earth abso-

the community, adds to their stores of lutely at rest ; about the earth he revolved

intellectual enjoyment, and has the in- the moon, and also the sun, but then

ward satisfaction arising from the benefits about the sun he placed the orbits of

he diffuses. In the earliest ages of the Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Sa-

world, we find, the ever varying face of turn, in the order in which they are men-

nature, caught the attention of the reflect- tioned ; so that they revolved at the same

ing, and nothing more so than the chang- time with the sun round the earth once

ing forms and appearances of the hea- in a year. From a bare inspection of

venly bodies, the apparent motion of the these systems, the absurdity is at once

sun in the heavens, the " wax and wane"

of the moon, the divers positions of the

planets, and the more portentous appear

ance of a comet, excited inquiry, and

aroused the attention of men, long before

astronomy had become a science, or their

motions, periods, and aspects, had been

calculated to a certainty. Scarcely any

thing is more amusing than the various

conjectures of the ancients respecting

the heavenly bodies, their dread of cer

tain positions of them, their dreadful

prognostics, at the appearance of a

comet, or forebodings, when a meteor

traversed the wide expanse of the hea

vens : they were, indeed, almost as ridi

culous as the old woman in the story,

who, when asked what she imagined the

stars to be, replied, she believed they

were merely holes in the sky, through

which the glories of the heavenly world

shone out. The ancients, regardless of

the surpassing glory of the sun, made the

earth the centre of the system, and be- „..,„ ,. „„,

lieved the glorious orb of day, made its pernicus, further

diurnal journey round the earth, each discoveries of Sir

twenty-four hours. This was the opinion

held by Ptolemy (which we will first

describe) ; he supposed, as above stated

the earth to be the centre of the whole

creation, that it stood foremost in the

rank of worlds, that to it all the others

were subservient, and moved round as

with servile homage, some to yield their

light by day, others their fainter beams

'by night. Next to the earth he placed

the moon, then Mercury, Venus after,

then followed the sun, that fountain of

light and heat, the source of comfort

to our otherwise gloomy world,—but by

its influence made the most delightful,

which he places fourth in order ; next to

the sun he stationed Mars, then Jupiter

and Saturn, all moving in orbits round the

earth, succeeding tach other as described ;

evident, more so, now that astronomy is

become a science of much certainty ;

we are surprised at the inferiority of rank

which the sun held in their systems, that

luminous body which we look upon as

more than equal, both in glory and bulk,

to all the planets which round it roll ; in

one of the systems described above, the sun

holds the third, and in the other, only a

fourth rank in the scale of worlds ; it is,

however, now fully established, and ad

mitted to be, the centre, round which the

planetary orbs, and their attendant sa

tellites, the earth with its moon, Jupiter

with its four, Saturn with its seven, and

Herschell with its six satellites, and re

maining unattended worlds, Mercury,

Venus, and Mars, with three lately dis

covered, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, all move;

for these discoveries we are much in

debted to Pythagoras, who first gave

the sun, the primary place in his sys

tem, which he publicly taught at Greece ;

this was, in later days, revived by Co-

established by the

Isaac Newton and

others, and that which is now established

and considered to be the true system of

our planetary world, and is at present

known by the name of the Copernican, or

solar system. What can be more de

lightful than such a contemplation of the

heavenly spheres, each revolving round

a central world of light, from whence

proceed the genial warmth and luminous

rays, which illumine and gladden the

inhabitants of each. Here all is har

mony—one general motion—free, diver

sified, and unmingled ; from whence con

fusion is banished. Well may we close

with the words of the poet—

" These are thy glorious works, Parent of good,

Almighty! thine this universal frame

Thus wond'rous fair, thyself how woud'rous

then!
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Unspeakable ! who eitt'st above these heavens,

To ns invisible or dimly seen

In these thy lowest works ; yet these declare

Thy goodness bey ond thought and power divine."

T. N- -R.

THE ORIGIN OF THE DIMPLE.

(For the Mirror.)

One day, as Love's Queen was on Ida reclining,

Light Morpheus spread softly bis opiate dew

O'er her love-beaming eyes—and, a garland en

twining,

Wreathed with it her hair, and as softly

withdrew.

Nor long ere she dreamed that Adonis, her

lover,

Impress'd on her cheek the soul-conquering

kiss—

She dreamed that she saw his dark ringlets light

hover

Around his fair face, blushing beauty and bliss.

Soon Cupid espied her so calmly reposing :

"Why slumber thus, mother? 'tis Cupid

oh ! speak !

Bright Phoebus is set, and Night's curtains are

closing—

Awake l»—and his finger imprinted her cheek.

* Befits it a goddess, so fair and enchanting.

On Earth's lowly couch, among mortals, to

rest?

The moon curbs her steeds, for thy star is yet

wanting,

AndVesperawaitsthee to shine in the West."

Soft, soft— e'en as peach-down—it sunk to the

finger,

Kept too, like that fruit, the fond impress

awhile ;

Till, forced to depart, though still striving to

linger,

It fled with her frown—but returned with her

smile.

And hence, as 'Us said, a sweep dimple en

hances

The cheeks ofour virgins, so soft and so fair—

Adds charms to their smiles, and fresh fire to

their glances,

' And shows the young god has been revelling

there.

AlfHEUS.

Had the spire been built at the west

end, it would have been in the high

road, and the effect would have been

beautiful in passing up to it, now it is hid

in a bye-road, till you are close upon it.

An explanation will oblige your's,

Clavis.

BRITISH HEROES.

When Chatham, in bis country's cause.

Upheld her rights with fainting breath.

Stood forth the champion of her laws.

Nor ceased till grasped by icy Death;.

His spirit, from its bonds set free.

Sought the bright realms ofLiberty !

When Wolfe, on Quebec's bloody field,

First heard the shout, " They run ! they run V

And saw the flying squadrons yield,

" Great God!" he cried, "my duty's done;

My soul with joy I yield to thee,

For thou host gain'd the victory !»

When Nelson, on the gore-stain'd deck,

Received his last—his fatal wound,

His gallant spirit felt no check,

Though .bloody slaughter raged around ;

" Great God I* he cried, " my country's free.

For thou hast gained the victory l»

Andrew.

BRIXTON CHURCH.

(To the Editor ofthe Mirror.)

Sir, As you devote a portion of the

Mirror occasionally to architectural re

marks, allow me through that medium

to ask a question, connected with the

science named, of some of your Brixton

correspondents, for certainly you are

hie et uoigue.

Why is the spire of the new church of

St. Matthew, Brixton, placed at the east

end ; seeing that the usual mode is to fix

jt at the west ?

ON DIVINATION, &c.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—There always has been, and e'ver

will be, a strong disposition in human

nature to inquire into that which has been

wisely concealed from their knowledge,—

the events of futurity. This propensity

was formerly extremely prevalent, and

was not then, as now, wholly confined to

the lower orders of society ; so far from

It, indeed, that there were few nobles or

ladies of the court, even to majesty itself,

who disdained to consult an astrologer,

or " cunning man." The Jews taking

advantage of this disposition for oracular

intelligence, when the spirit of prophecy

ceased among them, pretended to a new

kind of revelation, which they called

Bath-col, that is, " the daughter of a

voice," because it succeeded the oracular

voice delivered from the mercy seat, when

they consulted God by Urim and Thum-

mim. They pretended that it was a voice

from heaven, and some say it was attend

ed with a loud clap of thunder. We

have several instances of this oracle in the

Talmud ; one will be sufficient, and serve

as a specimen. " Rabbi Jochanan and

Rabbi Simeon Ben Lachish, wishing to

see their friend the Rabbi Samuel, a doc

tor of Babylon, said, ' Let us follow the

hearing of Bath-col.' Accordingly,
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travelling near a school, they heard a boy

reading these words from the first book

of Samuel, ' And Samuel died.' Whence

they inferred that their friend was dead,

Which was, as they afterwards discovered,

correct." The Bath-col of the Jews was

not unlike the Sortes Vigilianm of the

Heathens, differing merely in this parti

cular, that in the former, the first words

they happened to meet with upon opening

a book of their poetry, was a kind of

oracle, whereby they predicted future

events ; and in the latter, when they ap

pealed to Bath-col, the first words they

heard from any one's mouth were consi

dered as a voice from Heaven, directing

them in their inquiries. The Christians

were far from being entirely free from this

superstition ; they frequently used the

Scriptures in a way similar to that in

which the Pagans did the works of Virgil.

It was practised by Herodius, emperor of

the East, in the beginning of the seventh

century ; for being at war with Cotives,

king of Persia, and in doubt, after a suc

cessful campaign, where to take up his

winter quarters, he consulted the Scrip

tures in the above-mentioned manner, and

was by that determined. It was the prac

tice in France during several ages to use

this kind of divination at the consecration

of a bishop, in order to discover his life,

manners, and future behaviour. It was

the Normans, however, who introduced

this custom into England ; and we are in

formed by the chronicles of the times, that

at the consecration of William, the second

Norman bishop of Norwich, the words

which first occurred on opening the bible

were, " Not this man, but Barabbas."

Shortly after which William died, and

was succeeded by Herbert de Lozinga, a

man well known for his rapacious and

avaricious disposition, ready to do any

thing for gain. At the consecration of

this Herbert de Lazinga, the words which

first presented themselves were those ad

dressed by Christ to the traitor Judas,

"friend, wherefore art thou come ?" This

circumstance, adds the chronicle, so af

fected Herbert, that he thoroughly re

pented of his crimes, the principal of

which had been simony under William

Rufus, and in expiation of them founded

the cathedral church of Norwich, the first

stone of which he laid in the year 1096.

This superstition is far from being yet

wholly extinct, while the desire of pene

trating into the gloom of futurity will

never be entirely eradicated from the hu

man breast, although education, know

ledge, and the press, have, at the present

time, considerably diminished its domain.

T. W.

SPIRIT OF THE

Publie journals.

OLD DUBLIN.

BY LADY MORGAN.

[From an excellent article in the New

Monthly Magazine.]

The town of the hurdles, on its Dubh-lin

or black ford, with its huts of twigs, and

humble and unaspiring architecture, at

tracted the special protection of Heaven,

at a very early period of its existence ;

" for," says Father Jocelyn in his life of

the patron and chief of all Irish saints,

" St. Patrick, departing from the borders

of Meath, and directing his steps towards

Leinster, passing the river Finglass, came

to a certain hill, almost a mlle distance

from Ath-cleath, ' the place of the ford,*

now called Dublin, and casting his eyes

about the place and the land circumjacent,

he broke forth into this prophecy : This

small village (Dublin) shall hereafter be

come an eminent city : it shall increase

in riches, and in dignities, until at length

it shall be lifted up into the throne of the

kingdom."

But as Rome was not built in a day,

neither was Dublin ; and though in the

tenth century it was pompously desig

nated " the most noble city" by King

Edgar, which, saith he, " with all the

kingdoms, and the islands of the ocean,

I have by the most propitious grace of

God the thunderer, subdued under my

power ;" (for the kings of the tenth, like

the kings of the nineteenth century, held

le mime jargon par le mime propos,)

still this " most noble city" was deemed

of so little consequence by the English

invaders, that Henry the Second gave it

to his good subjects of Bristol, as a sort

of " Etrenne" or new year's gift.

The first symptom of the accomplish

ment of St. Patrick's prophecy exhibited

itself in the erection, by the English go

vernment, of a strong fortress, called " the

Castel of Dublin," erected, says the pa

tent, " for the defence of-the English en

tered in Ireland,"—a purpose to which it

has been most religiously applied ever

since.

Still, however, with the exception of

its fortress castle, and of its ecclesiastical

edifices, which for the times were sump

tuous and numerous, the Irish metropo

lis, down to the latter end of the sixteenth

century, continued a city of mud and

hurdles, unable to furnish forth a com

modious or secure residence for the Eng

lish chief governor, and other English

officials, who, with their suite of retainers,

their guards and councils, wore lodged
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and quartered in the stately halls of the

abbeys and monasteries of the capital;

which thus imaged the ancient power and

wealth of the church of Ireland, as the

huts of wicker and hovels of sedge figured

the subjection and dependence of the

people.

It was in oratorios and refectories that

the collective wisdom of the nation then

assembled, that armed senators took their

seats, in the face of cowled monks and

hooded friars (of whom it was impossible

to clear the gallery when abbots sat on

the woolsack, and the crosier was the

mace). It was along " long sounding

aisles and intermingled graves" that some

made their speeches, and others made

their souls ; while the indissoluble union

of church and state was typified by mitred

peers paired off with mailed commoners ;

and some patriot proser, a Geraldine or a

De Courcey, got on his legs to tell them

" right plainly and sharply of their un

fitting demeaning," and threatening if

they did not mend their manners, " that

they would become Irish every ofthem"

—without the least regard to the house,

or fear of being called to order.

Churches and cloisters were then the

scenes of all the ceremonies and pageantry,

which in modern times are exhibited in

palaces and courts.* It was in Christ

Church that Lord Deputy Kildare did

homage, and took the oath of office to Sir

Richard Edgcumb, the king's minister,

and went in state from thence to St.

Thomas's Abbey, (O'Neil carrying the

sword before him) in which abbey he en

tertained the nobility and king's com

mission.

It was in the spacious apartments of the

priory of Kilmainham, that the Lord

Deputy Sussex held his vice-regal court,

and received the homage of Irish toparcbs,

and English Pale-lords ; and that mirror

of magistrates, and model of Irish vice

roys, Sir Henry Sidney, having landed at

Monkstown, and stopped to take a stirrup

* The state of the neighbourhood of the capi

tal in the latter end of the 16th century, it

curiously depicted by an item in the laws, viz.—

" That the deputy be eight days in every sum

mer cutting passes of the woods next adjoining

the King's subgets, which shall be thought most

needful." A " newe ditche," was then aa im

provement, which brought some Mac Adam of

the age emolument and promotion ; and the

boldly cut " passes" of Powerscourt, Strenanlo-

rtigh, Brahwallehangry, and others in the vici

nage of the pale, were then deemed as important,

and now sound as classical in the ears of the

true Irish antiquary, as that of Thermopylae:

" Och ye've soittd the pass," is an ancient Irish

figure of speech applied to some real or supposed

traitor to " th' ould cause."

cup " at the house of one Fitzwilliam of

Merryon," entered the city in state, and

"proceeded forthwith to his lodging in

St. Mary's Abbey."

Many of the great monasteries had then

their " chamber of presence," or " the

king's chamber ;" and " the commons'

house" was an epithet applied to an old

apartment in the cathedral of St. Patrick,

even down to those times when a House

of Commons had ceased to exist in the

realm.

The dissolution of all monasteries, and

the forfeiture, or rather the transfer, of

their immense revenues to the ecclesiasti

cal princes of the new church, at the time

of the Reformation, dissolved the rites of

hospitality between abbots and viceroys ;

the latter of whom, probably, long la

mented the loss of that "right good

.cheer," which the jovial monks of Kil

mainham and St. Mary's so sumptuously

dispensed. Sir Henry Sydney, however,

was the first lord deputy who removed

from his " snug lying in the abbey," and

took up his residence in the " castel."

Previous to his departure, he took special

care toerect " certaine lodgins, and other

fair and necessary roulmes, both for a.

convanient plaice for the lord deputy, and

receaving of ony government hereafter, as

for the better and more commodious re

sort and assembling of the councaill, and

greater ease of all suitors, boath rich and

poore, which heretofore were accustomed

to travail to and from plaices, both farder

distant,"and less commodious for the dis

patch of their causes ; and for the keep

ing of tlte said house and roulmes newly

erected, and sweeping and keaping clane

the walkes upon the walls and platforms,

as for the tending and keaping of the

clock within the castel, an honest, care

ful, and dilligent person was appoynted,

with the fee or enterteynment of sixteen

pence currant money of Ireland per day,

and withall a convaynient roulme for his

lodging within the sayd castel at the as

signment of the governour for the tyme

being."

Ye ploughers ofthe half-acre ofmodern

times, behold here in the " suitors boath

rich and poore," that haunted the castle

in Elizabeth's day, the antiquity of your

vocation ! and you, ye exclusive elegants

of Almack's, ye dandy habitue's of

Brookes's, who canvass the official dig

nities of the Irish vice-regal household

with " all appliances and means to boot,"

behold in the " honest, careful, and dili

gent person," who " kept the roulmes and

walkes of the castel clane," and wound

up the clock into the bargain for sixteen

pence a day current money,—behold the

origin and type of your controllerships,
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your stewardships, and your chamberlain- was, indeed, the revene of that modish

ships, and of all those splittings and and well-wom figure of an oasis m a de-

kicings of an homely office, which once sert; it was a piggery m a parade

Sdegd all your several serv'ices ! Embosomed m picturesque raountams and

Stm, however, even in the reign of luxuriant woods, watered by a noble liver,

EuYabeth, and down to that of he? sue and commandmg its own magnificent bay

fessor James, with the exception of the still it looked like some City of the Plague

« fa" holes'' and castles built of stone of Asiatic clime,, where Nature and man

and lime, by the lords of the pale, and are ever at variance,

the ecclesiastical palaces raised by the ■

wealthy church, the city of St. Patrick's

prophecy and promise made but little

progress in architectural splendour.

The hovels of mud and wattles were,

indeed, exchanged for houses of cage-

work and timber, and covered with tiles

and shingles. But the arts of peace, an

unshackled commerce, the protection of

THE BURMESE.

The Birmah court appears to me an as

sembly of clowns, who have neither im.

proved their manners or their sincerity

by their transposition ; they have retained

their native chicane and vicious propen

sities, and have not acquired the blandish-

the laws, and above all, an equal distri- ments of polish to veil the deformities of

bution of justice, religious tolerance, and vic6, or expansion of mind to check its

national unity, the source of all social im- domination.

provement, and the bases of solid settle

ments, commodious and permanent dwell

ings, were still withheld from that

unhappy country, for which no truce for

suffering had yet existed. The burghers

To their superiors the Birmahs are

abjectly submissive ; towards strangers

audacious and ungraceful ; in power ra

pacious and cruel ; in war treacherous

_.._ 0 _ and ferocious ; in their dealings litigious

of the capital were in perpetual conflict and faithless ; in appetite insatiable and

1 "--T- >..;..- ™™:=.. ™:»™.i.t. avaricious^ in habit lazy ; in their ideas,

persons, houses, and food, obscenely, fil

thy, below any thing I have ever seen

that has claims to humanity.

It must not be denied that they possess

brutal courage; but it tends rather to

debase than exalt them : it is irregular,

uncertain, and not to be depended on.

with the bordering enemies, or in resist,

ance to the encroachments of the church

on personal property.

The mass of the natives without the

pale, warring, flitting, fighting, shifting,

hiding, pursuing or pursued, now pour

ing down upon the capital from their

mountains in its neighbourhood, now

beaten back to their impervious fastness They are strict observers of the ceremo-

(their only fortress and security), now nial part of their religion; charitable to

taking " Irish leave" and bravely attack- their priests and the poor ; in the coun-

mg their oppressors, now " coming in," try, I am told, hospitable, and not yin-

fafiing on their knees, at the feet of the dictjve ; superstitious ; addicted to magic ;

representers of English sovereigns,—the cheerful ; patient under sufferings ; hardy ;

mass of the natives were thus kept at bay frugal to penuriousness, in their diet ; and

from all social improvement, and were

thrown beyond the pale of civilized and

commodious existence, as they were placed

beyond the political boundary of good

laws and wise government.

• If in the reign of Charles the First the

citizens of Dublin began to exhibit some

improvement in architecture and accom

modation, still the rebellion of 1641, the

civil wars of the Commonwealth, the

struggles of the houses of Stuart and

Orange, and above all, and worse than

all, the ferocious penal codes and paraly

sing statutes of Queen Anne and the two

first Georges, produced the same effect

on the material and physical aspect of the

capital and country, as on the moral, so

cial, and political existence of the people.

In all its bearings civilization was re

tarded ; and in the early part of the

eighteenth century, Dublin was one of

the most dilapidated, antiquateU, and

least commodious cities in Europe. It

affectionate parents. They would make

good soldiers in the hands of a skilful

general ; and perhaps, good subjects under

a virtuous magistrate ; but unhappily,

their present-government seems only cal

culated to exalt their vices, and depress

their virtues.

Every great officer, civil or military, is

a justice of peace ; can try petty causes,

and punish trespasses by flogging, fine,

or imprisonment ; for which purpose they

all have tribunals and fire-rooms in their

houses. This authority is also usurped

by the lowest officers of the palace and

courts, and is productive of infinite op

pression and abuse. The only resource

of the people is to enlist themselves under

the banner of some great man, and sub

mit to his impositions in order to obtain

protection from the rest.

Causes are originated in the yhongs,

but may be removed by appeal to the

lootcho, and ultimately to his Majesty in
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council, whera the decisions in general are

pretty just, but the expense of obtaining

a' hearing is enormous.

Trials by Ordeal, varying from those

of India, are common.

'- Calcutta Gazette.

SIMILE FROM FIRDOTJSI.

Bright thoughts, and sparkling language, unex

pressed,

Concealed or slumbering in the human breast.

Are like a diamond lodged within the mine ;

Darkness and dross its dazzling beams confine :

Withdrawn.from thence, its liberated ray

Blazes abroad, and emulates the day.

Asiatic journal.

. LONDON BALLAD SINGERS.

It would be curious to trace the rise and

progress of ballad singers from the golden

days of the virgin queen down to the

dark era in which we live, when by rea

son of beadles and anti-mendicity corpo

rations, the art of itinerant singing has

ceased to add its stimulus to the national

virtue ! We grieve to think how the vo

cal nation, stricken by the hand of perse

cution, has been scattered, as it were, be

fore the winds—its separated members

fleeing from the gainful thoroughfares

where they were wont so creditably to ap

pear, and betaking themselves to distant

habitations (as yet untainted by art), in

order that they may pick up a precarious

means of exemption from the destitute

lot to which they have been so unneces

sarily doomed. We have seen some of

the elders of their communion—some of

the tuneful patriarchs—those who were

wont to occupy the high places amongst

them, turned to the vilest uses, rendered

into hewers of wood and drawers of water,

disposed of in the most contemned offices 1

Iiet us be forgiven if we err—but we are

filled with the conviction that the peace

of the metropolis, and the purgation of

its streets, are purchased at a heavy

charge. We cannot yield to the dynasty

of Mendicity Companies. We have

sciuples about the de jure titles of the

house of Red Lion-square. And yet

piously as we turn to the gentle days

when ballads were chanted in safety,

what can our feeble power accomplish

against the usurpations of hard-hearted

philanthropists ! Bethnal - green ! the

chosen haunt of the harmonious tribe,

often do we pace with lingering foot thy

once verdant and almost rural ways, cast

ing about for some well-known face—

straining after some long - accustomed

note, and then quickly turn from thy

classic sphere to dismiss the sad remem

brance of some cherished spirit now laid

low ! And whither have the tuneful rac e

betaken themselves ? They will not work

and delve—they cannot away with the

laborious dulness of handicraft. Few of

them (so unerring to this hour is the

poet's " si naturum expellas" &c.) that

nave not consoled their captivity by some

felicitous contrivance for the production

of sounds, the growth of their unfailing

love of the art. Whistling (which, though

not forbidden by law, is not much encou

raged by the world) gives occupation to

some faint number. We are acquainted

with ex-ballad singers who have taken to

the device (laughing ingenuity !) of strik

ing music but of their chins ! Ned Buck-

horse, well known once in Covent Garden

as the friend of Shuter, was the author of

this item in the ways and means of his

friends. Nor is it so marvellous a re

source after all, nor so distantly related to

the rational, as that conceit of old Isaac

Vossius, who, be it remembered, in his

" Treatise de Cantu Foematum," labour

ed hard to establish a race of barbers who

could imitate the measure of songs in

combing the hair !—Again, some of our

wanderers have trafficked in bird-calls—

and not a few have devoted themselves to

pandean minstrelsy—Nee illos pceniteat,

&c. The workhouse has received a de

sperate remnant, who, in glorious con

tempt of danger, dared still to uplift their

voices in the public walks, realising by

their example that singular clause in

Pliny's description of the nightingale,

" spirilu prius deficient quam cantu."

Of this faithful band let us mention Ned

Friday, whose tone, was pathos itself,

even after Time strove with severe hand

to derange the organ. We remember

that flower of affecting appeals, his

" Jemmy Dawson,"—the Jemmy Daw

son which was predecessor to, and whose

throne, it cannot be denied, in the popu

lar heart was usurped by Shenstone's ce

lebrated ballad. Friday made a " piece

of work" (as it was called) of this song ;

for to those who seemed more than usually

interested in the sad record, he gave the

full narrative; and though some sixty

years interposed between his day and the

event, yet would he as confidently vouch

for the truth of his story as though he

had witnessed its enactment on Kenning-

ton Common. Friday was acquainted

with young Dibdin (the immortal Tyr-

tanis of our time) in Hampshire. He

sang with him, wandered with him (for

behold Dibdin was a ballad-singer), es

sayed pranks with him, and, in short,

was present at the concoction of that ad

mirable faculty, the maturity of which

we have seen contribute so much to the

exaltation of our naval. glory. Dibdin
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did not afterwards forget his early asso

ciations ; and the humorous manifesto,

" The Ballad Singer," will bear to dis

tent times a testimony of his youthful

predilection for the children of song.—

Mary Grace, a very aged member, claims

our notice by virtue of the point of law

of being found living at the period where

our present history takes its rise—she is

strictly within the meaning of " modern

ballad singers," although the meridian of

her powers was contemporaneous with a

very far by-gone date. The once cele

brated ballad of the " Maid of Baldock"

was Mrs. Grace's earliest and latest fancy.

She knew in her early days Mary Corn

wall ; such was the real name of this far-

famed rustic beauty—and proudly did

she boast of the acquaintance. The gar

rulity of the old woman still luxuriates

over the recollections of the Maid of Bal

dock. Her beauty that attracted a thou

sand suitors—her modesty that shrunk

from their importunate admiration—her

maiden innocence and simplicity which

deserted her not even in her connubial

state, and the virtuous delicacy that made

her avoid, to the day of her death, the

fairs and market-places where her praises

were resounded by obstinate ballad-sing

ers, these things would our ancient di

late with all the tokens of self-sufficiency

and defiance, as if to say, " You can have

nothing of the sort in these days." But

who is there, old or young, amid the busy

population of Tower-Hill, that does not

bear in mind, and will not lend a kind

word towards commemorating, that orna

ment of the profession, Joe Johnson I

Joe was wont to wear, on days of busi

ness, a model (and an elaborate miniature

it was) of the brig Nelson on his hat.

She was full-rigged, had all her masts

set, and looked for all the world as if she

scudded before a gale of wind. The dis

trict just mentioned used to be called,

and will be reported in traditions, no

doubt in technical phraseology, " Black

Joe's Pitch." The man was lame, or, as

he himself used to say, was damaged in

his cock-pit—but in bust, in mien, and

with his swarthy, bony face, half con

cealed by black, frizzy curls, and crowned

by a ship in full sail ; he had the bearing

of an Atlas. He was conversant with

the best of Dibdin's songs—and in the

" British Seaman's Praise," and the

" Wooden Walls of Old England," he

approved himself the Incledon of the

highways. But these, in point of excel

lence, stood in relation to Joe's " Storm,"

as the best of his contemporaries was to

Joe in his other songs. Incledon had voice

and science—Joe's deficiencies in these

particulars were compensated by rude

strength (the song is peculiarly suscepti

ble of vocal force) and by pantomime.

This ballad-singer not only described, he .

demonstrated—he lowered the top-gal

lants, then the stay-sails, and as soon as

the time came for the breeze to freshen,

Joe was seen to set the braces with a

nimbleness and success that would have

extorted praise in the great world of a

man of war. Successively you were

stunned with the boatswain's bawl and

the cheer of the crew. Next of all he

looked like a man possessed with a raging

demon, as he darted from place to place

in mimic fury, cutting down masts, cast

ing guns overboard, and gathering all

hands to the pump. Here was an im-

provementon that difficult grace ofpoetry,

making the words an " echo to the sense."

Joe acted the song—he passed you through

all the perils of the tempest, snatched you

from the imminent wreck, without utter

ing a note. Never shall we forget the

shout of satisfaction with which he con

signed every bitter remembrance to obli

vion, as he fervently cried, " She rights,

she rights, boys ! wear off shore."

( To be concluded in our next.)

Seleet 3$tograj)tjg,

No. XXVII.

THOMAS BEWICK,

.ENGRAVER ON WOOD.

Thomas Bewick was born in the year

1753, at Cherryburn, in the parish, and

near the village, of Ovingham, in Nor

thumberland. He was Educated, toge

ther with his younger brother John, at

Ovingham school, then conducted by the

Reverend Christopher Gregson. At the

age of fourteen, he was apprenticed to the

late Mr. Ralph Beilby, engraver at New

castle-upon-Tyne. At this time, it is

said, he rarely omitted a Sunday's visit

to his father at Cherryburn, a distance of

about fourteen miles. Sometimes, on his

arrival, he would find the river Tyne too

deep to be forded. On such occasions

he would shout his inquiries across the

water, and contentedly return home. He

seems to have early turned his attention

to that peculiar branch of his art for

which he has since become so celebrated.

In 1775, he obtained a premium from the

Society of Arts for his wood engraving of

the " Old Hound." The position of

the huntsman's house in this little cut

betrays some faint traces of his genius.

This success probably incited him to the

more eager prosecution of this species of

engraving. The result was, that the first
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edition of the History of Quadrupeds was

published by Mr. Beilby and himself, foi

they had now become partners, in the

year 1790. This was the spring of his

reputation. In 1795, Mr. William Bul-

mer, the well-known printer, published

" The Traveller," and " Deserted Village

of Goldsmith," and " The Hermit of Par-

nell, with wood-cuts by Thomas and John

Bewick The beauty and novelty of the

engravings strongly attracted public at

tention. Many, indeed, were at first

sceptical, as to the possibility of such

effects being produced from wood.

Amongst the incredulous was said to have

been his late Majesty, who was only con

vinced of the truth by actual inspection

of the blocks. In 1796, " The Chace of

Bomerville" was published in a similar

manner ; and in the same year, Mr.

Bewick lost his younger brother and

coadjutor John, who died of consumption.

He was now rapidly rising to celebrity ;

and in the year 1797, |was published the

first volume of his " History of British

Birds," containing the Land Birds. This,

perhaps, is the best of his works. There

is a little anecdote connected with this

publication. In one of the tail-pieces,

Bewick's strong delight in satirical hu

mour led him a little too far across the

debateable land of decorum. Uncon

vinced, however, and inconvincible did

he remain, until a considerable number

of impressions had got into circulation.

He was then compelled to have the of

fending part in the remainder of the edi

tion daubed over with Indian ink. In

the second edition the block is altered.

The second volume of British Birds, con

sisting of the Water Birds, was not pub

lished until 1804. Lastly, in 1818, were

published Select Fables of iEsop and

others, collected and embellished by Tho

mas Bewick. It may be interesting to

some to know, that the tale-piece at p.

162 of the first edition of this work bears

the date of his mother's death ; and that

at p. 176 of his father's. The final tail

piece is a view ofOvingham churchyard, in

which is the family burying,place Such

is the brief outline of the life and princi

pal works of Bewick. The external his

tory of genius is in general easily told.

That Thomas Bewick has been the

great improver of the art of wood-engrav

ing, it is needless to say. He may indeed

be called the father of the art ; and his

fame has, more than anything else, been

the cause of the attention which has ever

since been paid to this species of engrav

ing. It cannot, be doubted, however,

that in, the mere mechanical excellence

of his craft—in fineness of line—in sharp

ness and in smoothness., he has been out

done by some of his pupil». Bewick's

excellence is not of the mechanical sort.

He will esteem this no left-handed com

pliment. His fame does not rest upon

this. It is his graphic tact—the truth of

his conception and delineation of nature,

that will carry him down to posterity.

He is in reality, in essence, as one may

say, A Painter ; and his fame rests

upon a foundation similar to that of other

painters. It is true he uses the graver,

not the pencil. It is true he has limited

his range of subject. But the great—the

captivating excellence of Bewick is, ne

vertheless pictorial. He is great as an

admirer and faithful exhibitor of nature ;

not as a cutter of fine lines, and a copyist

of the designs of others.

Of Bewick's powers, the most extraor

dinary is the perfect and undeviating ac

curacy with which he seizes and transfers

to paper the natural objects which it is

his delight to draw. His landscapes are

absolute fac-similcs ; his animals are

whole-length portraits. Other books on

natural history have fine engravings,—

they are coloured or uncoloured ; copper

or wood,—but still, to use a common ex

pression, they " are all tarred with one

stick;" neither beast nor bird in them

has any character—like a servant who has

never been at place—not even a bad one.

Dog and deer, lark and sparrow, have all

airs, and countenances marvellously in

sipid, and of a most fiat similitude. A

flock of dandies would not have a more

unintellectual likeness to each other, a

more deplorable proximity of negation.

They ate not only all like each other, but

not one of them like anything worth

looking at. A collection of family por

traits, all " tenth transmitters of foolish

faces." This is no joke. You may buy

dear books or cheap books, but if you

want to know what a bird or quadruped

is, to Bewick you must go at last. Study

Bewick, and you know a British bird as

you know a man, by his physiognomy.

You become acquainted with him as you

do with Mr. Tims, to whom you were in

troduced last Wednesday. You can make

him out even at a distance, as sailors say,

by " the cut of his jib." There is no

need, as in other cases, of counting pri

maries and secondaries, or taking an in.

ventory of his tail before you can identify

him. You may admire him, as a novel

heroine sometimes admires the hero, al

together for his je ne scais guoi—and this

is the very quintessence of refinement in

bird-fancying.

It needs only to glance at the works of

Bewick, to convince ourselves with what

wonderful felicity the very countenance

and air of his animals are marked and
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distinguished. There is the grave owl ;

the silly wavering lapwing ; the pert jay ;

the impudent over-fed sparrow ; the airy

lark ; the sleepy-headed gourmand duck ;

the restless titmouse; the insignificant

wren ; the clean harmless gull ; the keen

rapacious kite—every one has character.

There are no " muffin faces." This is

far beyond the mere penciling of fur or

feathers. It is the seizure and transfusion

of countenance. In this, Bewick's skill

seems unapproached and unapproachable

by any other artist who has ever attempted

this line. ^Vere he to take the portraits

of our friend James Hogg's present flock

of sheep, we, Christopher North, would

bet a thousand guineas that the shepherd

should point out every individual bleater

by his " visnomy," and this is something.

Sir Thomas Lawrence could do no more

for the Royal Yacht Club, and the Con

gress of Verona,

Bewick's vignettes are just as remark-

able. Take his British Birds, and in

the tail-pieces to these two volumes you

shall find the most touching presentations

of nature in all her forms, animate and

inanimate. There are the poachers track

ing a hare in the snow ; and the urchins

who have accomplished the creation of a

" snow man." In the humorous, there

are the disappointed beggar leaving the

gate open for the pigs and poultry to

march over the good dame's linen which

she is laying out to dry—or, what a me.

thodist would call profane, the cat steal

ing the blind man's dinner whilst he is

devoutly saying grace—or the thief who

sees devils in every bush and stump of a

tree—a sketch that Hogarth himself

might envy. Then, in another strain,

there is the strayed infant standing at the

horses' heels, and pulling its tail, the

mother in an agony flying over the stile

—the sportsman who has slipped into the

torrent ; and the blind man and boy un

conscious of " Keep on this side." In

the satiric there is that best of burlesques

upon military pomp, the four urchins

astride of gravestones for horses, the first

blowing a glass trumpet, and the others

bedizened in tatters, with rushcaps and

wooden swords.

Nor must we pass over his sea-side

sketches — all inimitable. The cutter

chasing the smuggler—is it not evident

they are going at least ten knots an hour ?

•The tired gulls sitting on the waves,

every curled head of which seems big

with mischief. What pruning of plu

mage, what stalkings and flappings and

scratchings of the sand, are not depicted

in that collection of sea-birds on the shore !

What desolation is there in that sketch of

coast after a storm,with the solitary rock,

the ebb tide, the crab just venturing out,

and the mast of the sunken vessel stand

ing up through the treacherous waters !

What truth and minute nature is in that

tide coming in, each wave rolling higher

than his predecessor, like a line of con

querors, and pouring in amidst the rocks

with increasing aggression ! And last

and best,—there are his fishing scenes.

What angler's heart but beats when he

sees the pool-fisher deep in the water, his

rod bending almost double with the rush

of some tremendous trout or heavy sal

mon ? Who does not recognize his boy

ish days in the fellow with the " set rods,"

sheltering himself from the soaking rain

behind an old tree ? What fisher has

not seen yon " old codger" sitting by the

river side, peering over his tackle, and

putting on a brandling ? It is needless

to recapitulate. Bewick's landscapes, in

short, are upon the same principle with

his animals. They are, for the most part,

portraits. They are the result of the

keenest and most accurate observation.

You nerceive every stone and bunch of

grass has had actual existence. His moors

are north-country moors, neither Scotch

nor English. They are the progeny of

Cheviot, of Rumpside, of Simondside,

and of the Carter. The tail-piece of the

old man, pointing out to his boy an an

cient monumental stone, reminds one of

the Milfield Plain and Flodden Field.

Having only delineated that in which he

himself has taken delight, we may deduce

his character from his pictures. His

hearted love of his native county, its sce

nery, its manners, its airs, its men and

women ; his propensity

" by himself to wander

Adown some trotting burn's meander,

An* no think lang;"

his intense observation of nature and hu

man life ; his satirical and somewhat

coarse humour ; his fondness for maxims

and old saws ; his vein of worldly pru

dence now and then " cropping out," as

miners call it, into day-light ; his passion

for the sea-side, and his delight in the

angler's " solitary trade." All this, and

more, the admirer of Bewick may deduce

from his sketches.

Arrived at that period of life when

many men become averse to new under

takings, Bewick is busy with a projected

History of Fishes. This might be ex

pected from the strong and knotty charac

ter of his mind. A full-bodied vintage

will improve in raciness for forty years.

The oak grows for three centuries. We

have been favouied with a sight of some

of the cuts for this work, and can answer

for their partaking, to the full extent, of
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the. marked characteristics of his earlier

works. We noticed, especially, two or

three angling scenes, which might make

the heart of a fisher leap at the recollec

tion. Never were the mountain streams

of Northumberland given as Bewick gives

them. The Cockneys, to be sure, will

not understand them, but that is of little

import.

Mr. Bewick is said to have noted down,

from time to time, memoranda of his own

life. We hope it is true. If we are

not mistaken, it will prove one of the best

presents to the heart that artist ever

made. Let him put down his beginnings

and progress, his feelings, his conceptions,

his conclusions, his difficulties, his sue

cess ; in short, the mental formation and

growth of his skill, and the record is in

valuable. Above all, we conjure him to

write from himself. Let him jot down

his ideas as they rise, without clipping or

straining them to suit any set of conceited

rules of composition. Let the book be of

Thomas Bewick altogether, and only.

Let him shun, as he would the plague,

all contact with the race who commonly

style themselves grammarians and critics ;

and if he does not publish in his lifetime,

we think he may as well, unless he has a

particular reason to the contrary, not make

Thomas Moore, Esq. his executor. There

may be little danger in this case ; but

one really would not wish any Christian

book, much more that of a man of genius,

like Bewick, to run even the remotest

risk of being put into the parlour fire to

please " The Ladies."

Blackwood's Magazine.

W)t topograpijer.

No. XIV.

STOCKHOLM.

The entrance into Stockholm, the capital

of Sweden, through the south suburb,

does not give much idea of a capital.

Indeed the city, properly so called, is

very small, but the north and south

suburbs are large, it being half a Swedish

mile from the gate of the former to that

af the latter. Many streets, however, are

destitute of houses ; and in others, they

only consist of one story ; so that, not

withstanding the great extent of Stock

holm, it does not contain more than about

seventy-five thousand inhabitants. Some

of the houses are only built of wood, and

many of those in the suburbs are mere

peasants' cottages. The best inhabited

and handsomest streets, such as Queen-

street and Regency-street, are in the north

suburb, but no one superior in rank to a

merchant lives in the south suburbs.

Few towns in Europe are so ill paved

as Stockholm ; this is particularly dis

agreeable, from there being no public

walk but the royal garden, which is damp

and unwholesome, except in hot weather,

so that the inhabitants have no other re

source than walking in the streets; an

improvement in paving and lighting the

streets is, however, about to take place.

: The city of Stockholm, properly so

called, is situated on an island at the

junction of the Moeler Lake and the sea,

which communicate with each other by

the southern sluices. Nothing can be

more singular and picturesque than this

city ! it is indeed unlike any other, and

affords the most charming points of view.

The great variety of steeples, houses,

rocks, trees, lakes, together with the cas

tles or palaces which present themselves

on every side to the eye, form altogether

a most delightful and interesting prospect.

The harbour is very fine, spacious, and

safe, , though difficult of access ; it fre

quently requiring several days either to

get out to sea or to enter it. This diffi

culty is owing to the necessity of passing

through a variety of rocks, which cannot

be done without a particular wind. The

quays are of very great extent.

The inns are so bad, that those who

purpose staying any time in Stockholm,

must take a furnished lodging, which

may be had for three rix-dollars a week,

and for still less, if taken by the month.

The stoves are extremely well constructed,

and very little wood is required to warm

the apartments. A good valet de place,

who spoke French, was very difficult to

procure, until the accession of the present

king, who is a native of France. Coaches

may be hired for two rix-dollars and a

half a day ; and ftoni fifty to fifty-five

by the month : this last is the best me

thod, as it will ensure a neat carriage, the

generality being very old-fashioned and

inconvenient. Hackney coaches cost three

copper dalers a fare ; a plotle for the first

hour, and four dalers for every succeeding

one ; but these coaches are not always to

be procured.

The royal castle, which forms an ele

vated point of view from every quarter of

the city, is one of the finest modem pala

ces in Europe. It is built of brick, faced

with stone, with an Italian roof, begun

by Charles XI. and completed by Adol-

phus Frederick. Its form is nearly square,

and the inner court is nearly two hundred

and sixty feet long, and two hundred and

twenty-four wide. Among the curiosities

of the palace the most valuable is the

antique statue of Endymion, and nothing
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can certainly be more beautiful : it is in-

deed one of the finest pieces of antiquity

now in existence. He is represented re.

posing at length ; one leg and arm have

been repaired, but not in the best manner.

This magnificent antique was purchased

by his majesty at Rome, in 178-4, and

cost only two thousand ducats.

Among the MSS. in the king's library,

is one in Latin, which is so extremely

large, that it is supposed to be written on

the skin of an ass. This MS. contains

the books of the Old and New Testament,

&c. &c., and is terminated by a confes

sion, in red letters on a brown ground, in

which the sinner accuses himself of several

abominable sins, without specifying the

number, or entering into particulars : this

MS. was taken by the Swedes from a

convent at Prague.

The Spinhaus, or house of correction,

at Stockholm, when visited by De Bois-

gelin, contained a hundred and ninetyj

seven women, forty of whom were Fin-

landers. There were also twenty-two

men, who were mostly either children or

clippies. The greatest part of the women

were confined for theft ; and several for

crimes of a more serious nature, amongst

which the dreadful one of child-murder is

the most frequent. Those convicted of

capital offences are confined for life ; and

the women guilty of destroying their in

fants are not suffered to walk in the court ;

but, strange as it may appear to a think

ing mind, their apartments are neater and

better than any of the rest, and the crown

defrays the expense of violins to amuse

them on Christmas-day, which is their

only recreation throughout the year. Each

person, without any exception, is obliged

to spin two pounds and a half of wool

every day,' which is employed for the use

Of the house. The crown allows two

skellings a day for their subsistence.

Those confined for six years and upwards,

or for life, wear a"blue uniform, which is

renewed every three years; the others

wear their own clothes as long as they

last. No one can be confined, in this

house without an order from the grand

governor, or the police ; when it is settled

in what manner the person is to be treated.

The women sleep two in a bed, unless

they are sick, when they are removed to

another building, in which men, women,

and children, are indiscriminately con

fined. The beds are ranged in a line on

one side of the rooms, and the spinning-

wheels opposite, near the windows, which

in some degree adds to the smell; the

beds are likewise bad.

There is an asylum at Stockholm for

the widows of citizens of a singular kind,

which appears- to merit imitation in other

countries. This asylum contains sixty'-'

two women. On a vacancy happening

by death, or by inheriting a fortune,

which makes the person no longer an

object of charity ; those who succeed are

only admitted twice a year, either at Easter

or in the month of October. Master

tradesmen, and masters in any company,

pay a certain sum annually, and their

widows alone are entitled to partake of

this charity. No one can be admitted

under the age of fifty ; and any one is at

liberty to provide herself with useful ar*

tides ; but these, in case of death, be

come the property of the society. They

are obliged to provide their own bed'

furniture, paying nothing, however, on

entering, and having three meals a day,

two dishes at dinner, and as many at

supper. The rooms are extremely neat,

and every one has her separate bed. The

widows appeared much pleased with their

situation, and perfectly satisfied with the

rules Of the house ; which we never ob

served to be the case in any other charit

able institution. They wash four times

a year, and the sick are never removed

except in contagious disorders. Two

governors have the direction of this asy*

lum ; their appointment is for life, and

they are always either merchants or rich

and reputable tradesmen.

The Palace of Drottningholm is tha

finest in the neighbourhood of Stockholm,

and the most frequented by the court.

This royal residence is' most delightfully

situated in Queen's Island, on the Moeler

Lake, a Swedish mile from the capital.

The library at this palace is ornamented

with a large collection of Etruscan vases,

and enriched with a variety of curious

manuscripts. Amongst the latter is one

containing various reflections, by Queen

Christina, and a manuscript by Charles

XII. when a child, in one part of which

is written, " vincere aut mori." The

Greek, Roman, and antique medals of all

nations, fill twelve hundred drawers in

eight different cabinets.

pitstellam'es,

SWEDISH ARTIFICERS.

The Swedish artificers, like many in this

great metropolis, seldom commence their

work before Tuesday, arid some, not till

Wednesday : if by chance they appear in

their business earlier, it is merely to sleep

off the effects of their Sunday's drink.

Notwithstanding such conduct, they are

very exorbitant in their demands, and the

more they gain, the more they expend iii

liquor; nothing indeed but empty pockets
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can induce them to return to their dif

ferent occupations. Every different trade

has a fund, to which the workmen con«

tribute a certain sum monthly, " for which

they are allowed twenty-four skellings a

week, if unable to work ; and, in case of

death, twenty rix-dollars for funeral ex

penses. Nothing can be so absurd as to

expend twenty-rix dollars on the funeral

of a workman, when that sum would be

of great benefit to his surviving family :

but a magnificent funeral seems a great

penchant amongst the Swedes. Hence

we hear of their having a coffin repository,

where these lively memorials of death are

exhibited in a diversity of tasty and em

bellished modes*

CANADIAN RACING AND

BOXING.

I ONCE (says Mr. Talbot, in his work

on Canada,) went to a horse-race, that I

might witness the speed of their sorry

cheoau.r, as they cantered over a quarter

of a mile course. Four horses started for

a bet of 10,000 feet of boards. The

riders were clumsy-looking fellows, boot

less, and coatless. Before they started,

every one seemed anxious to bet upon

some one or other of the horses. Wagers

were offered in every part of the field, and

I was soon assailed by a host of fellows,

requesting me to take their offers. The

first who attracted my notice, said, he

would bet me a barrel of salt pork that

Split-the-wind would win the day. When

I refused to accept of this, another ottered

to bet me 3,000 cedar shingles that

Washington would distance " every d—d

scrape of them." A third person tempted

me with a wager of 50/6* of pork sausa

ges against a cheese of similar weight,

that Prince Edward would be distanced.

A fourth, who appeared to be a shoe

maker, offered to stake a raw ox-hide

against half its weight in tanned leather,

that Columbus would be cither first or

second. Five or six others, who seemed

to be partners in a pair of blacksmith's

bellows, expressed their willingness to

wager them against a barrel of West

Indian molasses, or twenty dollars in

cash. In the whole course of my life, I

never witnessed so ludicrous a scene. I

succeeded for a while in preserving my

gravity, but the wind of the bellows

blew every trace of seriousness away, and

I laughed so heartily, that I believe the

owners of this unwieldy article imagined

I had detected some of them in making

an American bull. I dare venture to say,

that 10,000 dollars, at least, were lost

and won in property, at this race, without

a single sons in specie being in the pos

session of any one present.—When the

race was over, wrestling commenced ;

which was soon succeeded by boxing in

the modern style of rough and tumble.

This detestable practice is very general

in Canada ; and nothing can be more

abhorrent to good sense and feeling. In

stead of fighting, like men whose passions

have gained a momentary ascendancy

over their reason,—which would to all

intents be bad enough,—they attack each

other with the ferociousness of bull-dogs,

and seem in earnest only to disfigure each

other's faces, and to glut their eyes with

the sight of blood. The contest alway»

opens with a turn at wrestling, for they

never dream of applying their knuckles ;

and he who has the misfortune to be

thrown, generally suffers a defeat. The

principal object of the combatants appears

to be the calculation of eclipses ; or, in

other words, their whole aimis bent on tear

ing out each other's eyes; in doing which,

they make the fore-finger of the right-

hand fast in their antagonist's hair and

with the thumb-^as they term it gouge

out the dag-lights. If they fail in this

attempt, they depend entirely on their

teeth for conquest ; and a fraction of the

nose, half an ear, or a piece of a lip, is

generally the trophy of the victor. The

battle never breaks up before one of the

combatants exclaims " Enough .'" which

is seldom the case until he finds himself

disabled by the loss of blood, or a severe

invasion of his optic, his olfactory; or hit

.auditory nerves.

ANECDOTE OF ALFRED THE

GREAT.

The life of Alfred is full of the most

interesting events. From among numer

ous anecdotes related of him by the old

English historians, the following is ex

tracted, as it affords a striking illustration

of his benevolence, and is a proof of the

privations he, in common with his trusty

adherents, underwent during their seclu

sion in Somersetshire :—" It happened

one day during the winter, which proved

uncommonly severe, that he had sent all

his attendants out to endeavour to procure

some fish, or other provisions ; so diffi

cult was the enterprise considered, that

the king and queen only were excepted

from the employment. When they were

gone, the king, as was his custom when

ever he had an opportunity, took a book,

and began reading, whilst Elswitha was

engaged in her domestic concerns : they

had not long continued thus engaged,

before a poor pilgrim, accidentally pass
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tag that way, knocked at the gate, and

begged for something to eat. The hu

mane king called Elswitha, and desired

her to give the poor man part of what

provision there was in the fort : the queen

finding only one loaf, brought it to Alfred

to show how slender their store was, at

the same time representing the distresses

the party would suffer, should they re

turn from their foraging unsuccessful.

The king, not deterred by this scanty

view from his charitable purpose, but

rather internally rejoicing at this trial of his

humanity, cheerfully gave the poor Chris

tian one half of the loaf, consoling the

queen with this religious reflection, ' that

he who could feed five thousand with five

loaves and two fishes, could . make (if it

pleased him) that half of the loaf suffice

for more than, their necessities.' When

the traveller departed, the king returned

to his reading, and felt that satisfaction

which most surely results from a beriefil.

cent action. Nor was it long unrewarded,

for his companions returned with so great

a. quantity of provisions, that they were

not exposed to any similar inconveniences

during their seclusion.

' - A. W.

- I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."— Wotton.

: , - "-.-. A ; CLERK'S BLUNDER.

A parson reading the first line .or so of

a chapter in the bible, the clerk by some

mistake or other read it after him. The

parson read as follows :— .'.

Moses was an austere man, and made

atonement for the sins of his people. ,

The clerk misunderstanding him, spoke

thus :— i

Moses was an oyster-man and made

ointment for the shins of his people.

A. W. H.

THE FINEST MAN IN THE

WORLD.

A scHOot-MASTEE in Paris 'wished

to prove that he was the finest person

in the world. He argued thus :—Europe

is the finest quarter of the world : France

is the finest country in Europe : Paris is

the finest town in France ; the University

is the finest place in Paris, my room is

the, finest in the University; I am the

finest in my room, ergo, I am the finest

person in the world.

TURKISH MORTAR.

Extraordinary as it may appear, it

is a fact not to be doubted, that the lawyers

in Turkey, when sentenced to capital

punishment, have the privilege of being

pounded to death in a mortar. Baron de

Tott, in his Memoirs, records an event

that happened during his residence at

Constantinople, which occasioned the

pestles and mortars to be dug up by the

order of Sultan Osman for the purpose of

pounding the refractory lawyers to death.

" This order," the Baron adds, "had the

desired effect, and the body of theUlemahs

were all submission." r

As a peculiar and striking instance of the

extept to which commercial transactions

are sometimes carried, I saw the other

day a bill of exchange "two months after

date" for " one pound two shillings." '

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

The History of Music; F. R—y; s. C. ; Mary

Jane Coullart ; B..F. C.N; .Summer ; F. WD;

Jacobus; are intended to appear in our next. -

The following, and several other communica

tions, are under consideration ;—Antoine and

Mathilde; Aliquis; Lilla; I. Y. S. C. O;

F. M. B. ; R. G. i Proteus; Egomet; Minette ;

Crito Galen ; and Edward.

The following articles are approved, and shall

have insertion aseatly as our limits will permit":

W. C—ys Memoir of Sir J. H.; W. S.'s'alliiira-

tive Poetry ; Anatumicus Junior ; ClaVis; Dt

Do Bum; AMirrorian ; G. S. of Edinburgh. '

Were we to enter into a long explanation of

the reasons why we deem some articles inad

missible, one half of the Mirror, would be occu

pied with answers to correspondents.

, The ieHero/Croroely.cquldonlj•beinterest-

Ing as a/rtc simile othis autograph.

H. R. W. is not forgotten, and (he drawing

'shall be returned to him.

We should feel much obliged by the drawing

and description so kindly offered by Diedrich.

The article alluded to by T. N—r shall be

sought for. . • .

George Alexander Stevens's Lecture on Heads

is too well known to need our insertion of the

extract sent by AT. J. R. p. ., t\ ..'.'.. .-

Georgius Novice will Bud a letter for him at

our Publisher's.

Momushas our thanks.

We really can gi'e no more articles on Arith

metic at present, though we thank our cofrej-

pondents tor their contributions. . '**"

The articles sent by F. R. T.C. hate already

appeared in the Mirror. .• ''. .

• Timothy Love a Drop is not to our taste.

Printed and Published by J. L1MBIRO,

M3, Strand (near Somerset House), and-sokl by

alt Newsmen and Booksellers.
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Laneaster Castle anU &t. ptaro.s eimrd;.

The Castle of Lancaster, though not one

of the most ancient of those structures

which were considered at once the pride

and strength of the middle ages, is of

considerable antiquity, and though not

very large, it is strong and neat. It was

erected in the reign of Edward III., and is

intimately connected with the name and

history of its governor, John of (Jaunt,

" time-honoured Lancaster." It is gene

rally believed that there was a Roman

fortress on the site of this castle, as about

forty years ago, in digging in one of the

cellars there were found several Roman

utensils, vessels for sacrilic.es, and coins

of the Roman emperors. Though it has

lost much of its ancient dignity, this

magnificent structure is still much ad

mired for its antiquity, extent, and the

peculiar character of its architecture.

The castle is seated on an eminence,

and on the^top is a large square, keep,

called John of Oaunt's chair., which com

mands a charming and extensive pros-

peet over the surrounding country, and

•SDecially towards the sea, where the

Vol. vi. E

view extends to the Isle of Man. The

castle is now used as the county gaol, and

adjoining to it is the county court and

shire hall. The Church of St. Mary, a

handsome Gothic structure, is near them,

and being placed on the same elevation,

appears as a portion of the same group of

magnificent and venerable architecture.

Allrthese objects will be very clearly dis

tinguished in - the beautiful view with

which we present-our readers.

St. Mary's Church (of which, as well

as Lancaster Castle, we purpose giving a

more detailed account) was endowed so

early as the year 1004 : in 1823, it was

found necessary to put a new roof on the

church, which was done in that and the

following year. ' The old oak timber of

the • former roof was sold by auction, and

some Of the beams even fetched nine shil

lings, per foot. Articles of1 furniture and

turned snuff-boxes were made of the stern

material which had resisted the teeth of

age for more than seven centuries. The

spun-boxes were sold at from six to nine

shillings each,

49
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THE DEAD SEA, OR LAKE AS-

PHALTITES.

In the " Tales of the Crusaders" one of

the scenes m the second tale, the Talis

man, is laid near the Asphaltites, or the

Dead Sea ; and as the author has availed

himself of the traditionary superstitions

respecting it, which the progress of science

and the investigations of travellers, have

exploded, we shall give a description of

the lake, free from ancient fable or the

charms of modern romance.

The lake Asphaltites is more usually

known by the name of the Dead Sea. It

lies in Palestine, and is about fifty miles

in length, and twelve or thirteen in

breadth. It is surrounded by lofty moun

tains, and receives the river Jordan. It

covers the ground on which stood the

cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, buried,

according to Strnbo's report, by an earth-

quake, accompanied by frequent erup

tions of fire, or, according to the scrip

tural expression, by a rain of sulphur.

This lake is rendered remarkable by the

great quantity of the bituminous and in

flammable substance, called Asphaltos,

floating on its surface. This substance,

having been thrown up from its bottom

in a melted state, by the agency of sub

terraneous heat, and having become

solid by the coldness of the water, is col

lected on the margin of the lake—

Dr. Clarke, in his travels, has removed

the superstitious prejudices so long en

tertained relative to the Dead Sea, of

which he gives the following animated

description.

" The Dead Sea below, upon our left,

appeared so near to us, that we thought

we could ride thither in a very short space

of time. Still nearer stood a mountain

upon its western shore, resembling, in its

form, the cone of Vesuvius, and having

also a crater upon its top, which was plainly

discernible. The distance, however, is

much greater than it appears to be ; the

magnitude of the objects beheld in this

line prospect, causing them to appear

less remote than they really are. The

atmosphere was remarkably clear and

serene ; but we saw none of those clouds

of smoke, which, by some writers, are

said to exhale from the surface of lake

Asphaltites, nor from any neighbouring

mountain. Every thing about it was, in

the highest degree, grand and awful.

Its desolate, although majestic, features,

arc well suited to the tales related con-

eerning it by the inhabitants of the coun

try, who all speak of it with terror,

seeming to shrink from the narrative of

' its deceitful allurements and deadly in

fluence. ' Beautiful fruit,' say the}',

grows upon its shores, which is no

sooner touched, than it becomes dust and

bitter ashes.' In addition to its physical

horrors, the region around is said to be

more perilous, owing to the ferocious

tribes wandering upon the shores of the

lake, than any other part of the Holy

Land. A passion for the marvellous has

thus affixed, for ages, false characteris

tics to the sublimest associations of na

tural scenery in the whole world ; for,

although it be now known that the waters

of this lake, instead of proving destruc

tive of animal life, swarm with myriads

of fishes ; that, instead of falling vic

tims to its exhalations, certain birds

make it their peculiar resort ; that shells

abound upon its shores ; that the pretend

ed ' fruit, containing ashes ,' is as natural

and as admirable a production of nature,

as the rest of the vegetable kingdom ;

that bodies sink or float in it, according

to the proportion of their gravity to the

gravity of the water ; that its vapours are

not more insalubrious than those of any

other lake ; that innumerable Arabs

people the neighbouring districts ; not

withstanding all these facts are now well

established, even the latest authors by

whom it is mentioned, and one among

the number, from whose writings some of

these truths have been derived, continue

to fill their descriptions with imaginary

horrors and ideal phantoms, which,

though less substantial than the ' black

perpendicular rocks,' around it, ' cast

their lengthened shadows over the waters

of the Dead Sea.'

The ancients, as it is observed by

Dr. Clarke, the traveller now alluded

to, were much better acquainted with it

than are the moderns ; and it may be

added, the time is near at hand, when it

will be more philosophically examined.

The present age is not that in which

countries so situated, can long continue

unexplored. The thirst of knowledge,

and the love of travel, have attained to

such a pitch, that every portion of the

globe will be ransacked for their gratifi

cation.

ANECDOTE ON CHARITY.

A certain high dignitary of the church

was lately solicited for alms by a very im

portunate beggar woman, who had several

young children with her. "Do, pray,

your honor, have pity upon us ; we have

not tasted bread to-day." " Good wo

man, you should work, and then you

wou'd have bread." " Do, pray, your

honor, have charity." " Good woman, I

have none.", . ' 'G. W.
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GHOSTS SECOND SIGHT.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Yotnt correspondent Vyvyan, in his com

munication on ghosts, second sight, and

superstitions, seems more puzzled than

needs be ; for whilst he knocks dftwn all

the ghosts from a.d. 1640, to the year of

Oar Lord God 1825, with a tremendous

{pte dixit of his own, because, forsooth,

the world is getting more enlightened, and

knowledge is becoming more generally

diffused among the lower classes ; he,

nevertheless, confesses himself to be some

what bothered with the marvellous second

sight of our modern Athens ; so that he

candidly owns, that, because there arc so

many authenticated instances upon re

cord, " he knows not what to make on

it." Possibly he may not. But I ask

him, is he not aware that all the ghost

stories which he has disposed of for life

(and, 1 am fearful, cut off the entail as

Well), have been as well authenticated as

any of those extant on second sight ?

They are all alike, " Par nobile fra-

trum." " I met with a gentleman once,"

" A certain'lady told me," " I heard my

grandfather say," &c. &c. &c. all unim

peachable. " And so are they all, all

honourable men," and stand upon the

same footing as the wonderful ghost story

of Mrs. Veal and a Mr. . , I forget

whom now, related in the preface to Dre-

llncourt ' on Death ; but that has long

since been exposed as a book-selling arti

fice, which answered the purpose. Dre-

lincourt sold well. Every one knew the

famous (qy. in-famous) story, but no one

could give any account of the treatise of

the learned author, it was a lie, one of

Paley's white lies, there was no " of

fence inH ; 'twas only poisoning in jest."

Your correspondent may rely upon

'Wordsworth's text, for this time at least,

when he asserts,

" 'Xis falsely said

That there was ever intercourse

Between the living and the dead."

¥es—the dead belong to a world of their

.own exclusively. They are an anomaly

.here. In them there is no speculation,

so similitude of habit, dress, manner,

•communication. Ifpermitted or tolerated,

t» make us visits, they should be angel

.ones, " few and far between," or they

would disturb the sunny quiet of the day,

make a pause in nature's course, and put

human life to a stand-still. But enough

-of this. Then if Vyvyan admits that a

miracle consists of a violation of the ordi

nary laws of nature (in which he is right),

-what difficulty can there be in maintain

ing that the spiritual intercourse of the

dead and the living is to be classed among

the violations of those laws ? Difficulty,

indeed ! The thing speaks for itself. It

would be a miracle, for it must be the

violation he assumes. It is not according

to the law of nature that such communion

should exist in our world. Was it not

one of the many miracles attendant upon

the crucifixion, and as great a one as the

miraculous darkness which overspread the

earth, that many of the saints rose from

their sepulchres, went into the holy city,

and appeared unto many ? Although the

sacred historians leave us in the dark

(properly) as to the nature, length, and

design of their mysterious visits, when and

how they returned to their dark abodes,

and what effects they produced on the

minds of others during their strange so

journ in Judea, " revisiting the glimpses

of the moon, and making night hideous."

Then as to the brave and warlike Saul,

who fell in the battle of the Lord, is it

possible that your correspondent can be.

lieve that Samuel actually appeared to

the troubled and crest-fallen warrior?

On the eve of that decisive battle, the

proud but courageous monarch drooped,

and he had a presentiment of the isaue of

the morrow's contest. Necromancy was

resorted to, and He whose ways and

thoughts are above ours, used it to fulfil

his divine and unerring counsels, and

announced, in no very welcome terms, to

the hopeless and disconsolate king the

fatal overthrow of the flower of his army,

and the utter extinction of life and king

dom. But Saul never saw Samuel. I

know that mystery, dark, undefinable,

obscure mystery, visits and shadows these

things from mortal ken ; but let me ask

Vyvyan, how are we to explain that pre

sentiment of what is to come, or of what

has already happened at a distance from

us, whether of good or evil, though

chiefly, I believe, of the latter kind, and

which every body, more or less, has felt ?

It may be doubted how much, or whether

any deference should be paid to these

secret intimations of the spirit within us ;

yet who can disregard them altogether ?

They come uncalled, and will not depart

when bidden. If it be a delusion, it is

as old as Sociates. There is something

strange and inexplicable in it ; but so

there is in all the links of the mysterious

chain of attraction and repulsion, sym

pathy and antipathy. Second sight, as it

is called, may be but one of the many

phenomena of this mysterious whole, ef

which we know so little. After all, there

may be nothing more surprising in H,

although we are less able to explain, than

in the common fact of striking upon the

cord of a violin, which produces a eorres

E 2
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ponding sensation in another that is in

unison with it. I am, &c.

Albion-place, June 12, 1825. W. F. D.

AN ABYSSINIAN CORONATION.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—The numerous interesting particu

lars with which you have presented your

readers, on the subject of coronations,

having received such general approba

tion, the subjoined account of the inaugu

ration of an Abyssinian Emperor, will, I

presume, be equally acceptable.

Socinios, the greatest monarch that

ever sat on the Abyssinian throne, was

crowned, after having gained a great vic

tory over the Galla, in the following

manner :—The emperor himself, dressed

in crimson damask, with a large chain of

gold about his neck, his head bare, and

mounted on a horse richly caparisoned,

advanced at the head of his nobility,

passed the outer court, and came to the

paved way before the church. Here he

was met by a number of young girls,

daughters of the umbares, or supreme

judges, together with many noble virgins

standing on the right and left of the court.

Two of the noblest of these held in their

hands a crimson cord of silk, somewhat

thicker than a common whipcord, stretched

across from one company to another, as if

to shut up the road by which the emperor

was approaching the church. When this

cord was prepared and drawn tight, about

breast-high, by the girls, his majesty en

tered—advancing moderately quick, and

showing his skill in horsemanship as he

went along. Being stopped by the ten

sion of the string, the damsels asked,

Who he was? To this he answered, " I

am your king—the king of Ethiopia ;"

but they replied, " You shall not pass—

you are not our king." He then retired

some paces, and again presented himself.

The question was again put, " Who he

was ?" He answered, " I am your king—

the king of Israel ;" but the same reply

was still given by the girls. The third

time, on being asked, " Who he was ?"

he answered, " I am your king—the king

of Sion ;" and drawing his sword, he cut

the cord asunder. The damsels then cried

out, "It is a truth, you are our king—

truly, you are the king of Sion." On

this they began to sing, Hallelujah !

and were joined by the whole army and

the rest of the emperor's attendants.

Amidst these acclamations his majesty

.advanced to the foot of the stairs of the

church, dismounted, and sat down upon

~» stone; which,"in Mr. Brace's opinion,

wu plainly an_\altar of Anubta.'^OT the

Dog-star. After the emperor, came *

number of priests, in proper older.

The emperor was first anointed, then

crowned, and accompanied half up the

steps by the singing priests. He stopped

at a hole made on purpose in one of the

steps, where he was fumigated with

myrrh, aloes, and cassia, after which di

vine service was celebrated ; and he

returned to the camp, where fourteen day»

were spent in feasting and rejoicing.

POLYCAHP.

SUMMER.

(For the Mirror.)

" Now genial suns and gentle breezes reign,

And Summer's .fairest splendours deck the

plain ;

Exulting Flora views her new-born rose,

And all the ground with short-lived beauty

glows."

"Natuhe, in our temperate regions,"

says a modern writer, " appears in this

season to have nearly finished her annual

work, and she begins to lose something of

her variety. Nothing, indeed, can be

more beautiful than the verdure of the

orchards and woods—but the shades of

hue which they exhibit are no longer so

agreeable. The meadows begin to whiten,

and the flowers that adorned them are

mowed down ; the corn gradually assumes

a yellow hue, and the colours that deco

rate the rural scene are no longer so nu

merous. How lately did the glowing

'beauty and variety of these, with the

notes, as various, of a multitude of birds,

display at once all the charms of novelty,

and inspire inexpressible delight ! It is

in the novelty of objects, indeed, in their

appearing at least to be new and uncom

mon, that the more exquisite enjoyment

of them exists. Novelty excites a plea

sure in the imagination, because it strikes

the soul with an agreeable surprise, grati

fies its curiosity, and gives it an idea of

which it was not possessed before. It

contributes, therefore, to vary human

life—it tends to divert and refresh the

mind, and to take off that satiety of which

we are apt to complain, in the entertain

ments to which we are constantly accus

tomed : it is that which gives its charm

to variety, where the mind is every in

stant called off to something new, and the

attention not suffered to dwell too long,

and waste itself, on any particular object.

Novelty, moreover, improves whatever is

beautiful and pleasing, and makes it

afford to the mind a double entertain

ment. Hence we may deduce the reason

why the groves, and fields, and meadows,

which at any season of the year are de

lightful to the view, are never more so
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than in the opening of spring—when

they art all new and fresh, with their

first gloss upon them, and not yet too

familiar to the eye. But in summer, in

proportion as we advance towards autumn,

these pleasing effects insensibly decrease :

the song of the nightingale is no longer

heard ; and that favourite enjoyment of

the country, a walk through fields of

verdure, becomes inconvenient and un.

pleasing, on account of the great heat

which sometimes prevails. Yet summer

has inexpressible charms, and exhibits

proofs every day of the unbounded good

ness of the great Creator : it is that sea

son of felicity in which He dispenses His

blessings more abundantly to every living

creature. Nature, after having re-animated

and enlivened us by all the pleasures of

spring, is incessantly employed, during

summer, to provide those enjoyments

which are most agreeable to the senses—

to facilitate the means of subsistence, and

to excite in our breasts the correspondent

sentiments of gratitude and love."—See

The Contemplative Philosopher, Vol. II.

P. T. W.

SEVEN DROOG CASTLE.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—I beg leave to correct a mistake

that your correspondent J. W. Adams

has made in his account of Seven Droog

Castle ; he states that Lord Rancliffe is

the present proprietor, that is erroneous ;

the present proprietor is John Blades, Esq.

of Brockwell Hall, near Dulwich. Being

well assured that correctness is a prin

cipal consideration with you in your

valuable Miscellany, I have noticed the

foregoing error ; if you think it needs

correction, act accordingly.

Your's, &c.

July 7, 1825. H. M. J.

SPIRIT OF THE

3Publu ^Journals.

LONDON BALLAD SINGERS.

CContinuedfrom page 42.)

After all, Joe was not so prosperous

as the Lascar, a man far inferior in all

.that concerns professional capability. The

Lascar realized a capital (we have it on

food authority), whilst at the same time

e was enabled to cultivate the sensual

man so far by the daintiest supplies, as

absolutely to contract the refined palate

of an alderman. He spitted his goose,

and augmented his capital, every day he

lived. The worst of it was, our Lascar

was a living fraud—he was no true sailor

—he was one of those fresh-water mari

ners (as it is currently said), whose ships

were drowned in Salisbury plain—a mere

pretender,—one who turns, as a last

resource, to the exhaust] ess volume of

naval misfortunes, and whose successful

traffic in the adventures which are de

duced from this source, is so powerful an

evidence of their influence on our sym

pathies. Of this order of innocent im

postors was one of the most remarkable

men of his days, Jack Stuart, famous, like

Homer, for being blind. He was the sole

relic (at the period of his death) of the

old school. He was the worthy deposi

tary of the customs and regulations of

the ancient regime. Whoever has the

good fortune to go to Campsall church

will no doubt (whatever be his habits or

station) be struck with the beauty of a

monument which ornaments that edifice,

and which will communicate, in many a

trait of exquisite art, to the latest hour

which the envious tooth of time will

allow the piece of sculpture to reach un

injured, that it was traced by the chisel

of Flaxman. By far the most elaborate

and the most effective figure in the group

(for the monument consists of a group) is

that of a sailor. Will it be believed P

Jack Stuart, our ballad-singer, our pseudo-

sailor, stood to the sculptor for this figure.

These artists, it seems, are constantly

beating about for models. Flaxman, in

one of his patrols, ran his head against

Jack Stuart, as the poor fellow was

maunding in the Borough. An appoint

ment, succeeded by repeated visits, was

the consequence ; and to this accident was

the ballad-singer indebted for his singular

Ereservation from the common lot. Stuart

aving concentrated all the veneration

that had been entertained for the (now)

decayed race of minstrels ; having im

proved, in some measure, this sentiment

by the expression of a proud conscious-

ness of claims on the esteem of his bre

thren, went out of life the most regretted,

and surrounded by all the testimonies of

being the most important loss to his circle

which its members had experienced. The

patriarch of the vocal tribe, he required

all this homage to make his death-bed

endurable, having survived (hard lot!)

all his relations—outlived the contempo

raries of his prime—and having borne

about him the fragment of many a broken

bond of early friendship. And if, in the

calm of his last hour, the " longing, lin

gering look behind," could have been

perceived to gleam from that expressive

face, it would have settled on the untired

companion of all his fortunes—his help

mate, his guide and protector, the power.
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ful organ of all his wanu, at whose in

tercession many a frozen heart had un

locked the stream of its charity—his

faithful dog Tippo. The curious reader

is referred to Smith's interesting work

" Vagabondiana," for an etching of Stu

art and his dog. This canine treasure is

now under the protection of George Dy>

fall, to whom it came by inheritance;

He is the successor to some of Stuart's

Virtues, and all his misfortunes. The

remains of poor Stuart were consigned to

their resting-place with memorable ho

nours. The body, after lying in a son of

fctate for some time, was borne in a stout

Substantial coffin to Saint Pancras church

yard, where the ashes of many a great

man reposed before him. The funeral

procession, which was very extensive, in

cluded most of the friends to the profes

sion in and near the metropolis. It was

headed by the two Worthmgtons, blind

fiddlers, dressed in the ghastly costume

jjif mourners, who did all in their power

tb perform a dirge. Several of the most

respectable mendicants of the day lent

the aid of their powerful talents to

increase the melancholy interest of the

occasion. But why are we relating

this event in prose, when it is officially,

and so much more worthily, commemo

rated in poetry ? A ballad was composed

on the occasion, (we are told by an author,

of the day) which up to this aay has had

but an oral existence.* It is not to be

found in writing anywhere. Pitts, of

the Seven Dials, the great ballad printer

(the Aldus Manutius of street lore, as

the Italian was of classic.) has granted a

warrant for its apprehension many a long

ftay ago i it has eluded the vigilance of

ills agents : eveh now we are in posses

sion of only fragments of the subject;

but as these will serve to show that the

t)alla<l, in its perfect state, is a specimen

of a peculiar style, we have no hesitation

in submitting them to the curiosity of the

public.

" The history of John, alias Jack

Stuart, commencing with his death and

funeral, being a sad lamentation for his

downfall, likewise his dog Tippo, showing

the true end ofgreatness in this here world."

It vas alt on a fine Saturday night,

And de lads togs in baud about starting,

Tb take, some de left hand, and others de fight,

Bey vould just UK a stave before parting.

Sing ri turn ti tnm ti.

Wken Jack Stuart vas roiss'd ! so ve up to his

". \ t'ed,

And ve grop'd for his heart all around him ;

But pale as his flesh-bag, and colder than lend,

- 'Gr de soul of a beadle, ve found anil.

King ri torn, &o.

» Stuart died I5th August, 1813.

Ve resolved, (dat ve might give our poor hearts

relief^ . . . .»

De corpse to de earth to restore,

In de best of deal boards, and with singing and

grief; . .

For ourselves, sir, ve could not do more.

Siiig ri turn, &c.

Two fiddlersin front took de lead to de grave,

While iSoB and de rest dot was blind,

tVHh myself, Billy Dawson, and old Jemmy

Cave,

Ve made up de chbras behind.

Sing ri turn, &£.

As ve pass'd Gutter Lane, Dyball's fiddle it

stops—

Vas it grief made bis ringers to fail?

Yes-'Uas fumbling for something to vipe the

big drops,

And forgot that his coat had no tail.

Siug ri turn, &c.

" Cant you come it melancholy ?" says George,

turning round,

« Fie I for shame, boys, ye don't keep the

tune 1

* —But 'tis grief drives me on," says de lad,

when he found

That he play 'd out his part all too soon.

Sing ri turn, &c.

In this fashion were the rites and cere

monies ofJack Stuart's funeral celebrated.

But there is now no ambitious talent to

be gOaded-^no generous passiofi to be

kindled by the example of high desert

being crowned with abounding glories.

The seeds of future honours for the re

ward of succeeding worth are no longer

scattered from the wreath that entwines

the brow of merit.

The once thriving establishment at the

Seven Dials, above alluded to, is now

absolutely a losing concern. Bat Corco

ran, Pitt's great ballad factor, who kept

his state in St. Giles's^ still lives to moum

that he survives his independence, his

comfort and influence. The man held

his weekly market at the Beggar's Opeta

jn Church-lane. The house is now called

the Rose and Crown,—so rapid are the

strides of innovation ! Thither flocked

in each Saturday night the unnumbered

brothers and sisters of the profession, to

purchase, to pay, to exchange, to bleed a

tankard, to fathom a rowley-poley, and

blow a cloud. Ah, the glorious confu

sion of those festivals ! Who that has

heard, will ever forget the mingling con-

tribrrtrobS of the hundred voices, exer

cising themselves in the respective pas

times of singing, scolding, swearing, roar

ing, &c. Above the various chorus

swelled the deep tones of Bat Corcoran.

But let us see Bat amidst his customers

—see him riding the whirlwind—let us

take hitn in the shock, the-crists of the

night when he is despatching the erahJ*

of a serifs of applicants. " I say, Mind
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Maggie, you're down for a dozen ' Jolly

Waterman,' thirteen to the dozen.—Pay

up your score, Tom with the wooden leg, I

seeyou are booked for a lot of ' Arethusas.'

—Master Flowers, do you think that

' Cans of Grog' can be got for nothing,

that you leave a stiff account behind you.

—Sally Sallop, you must either give

back ' The Gentleman of England,' or

tip for them at once Friday, my man,

there are ever so many ' Black-eyed Su

sans' against you.—Jemmy, get rid of

the ' Tars of Old England,' if you can ;

I think ' Crazy Janes' are more in vogue.

What say you to an exchange for ' Ho

sier's Ghost ?" This was Bat's way.

Up to this hour, poor fellow, he is a

treasury of choice recollections, and is

absolutely brilliant in his account of some

early worthies. He commemorates the

once celebrated ballad-singer, " Philip in

the Tub," the original performer of

" Jesse, or the Happy pair ;" and he ex

hibits the identical ballad which he ex

tricated from the pertinacious grasp of

the dying vocalist. This is the very

Philip that flourishes in immortal linea

ments in Hogarth's picture of " The

Wedding of the Industrious Apprentice."

Corcoran likewise abounds with some

merry anecdotes of Gravelot, a painter,

who Tetained a room in the Strand for the

purpose of more conveniently receiving

ballad-singers and mendicants, numbers

of whom he induced to sit to him. The

best of this artist's sketches is that of a

blind ballad-singer, whose name we are

at a loss for, but who was famous for the

execution of " There was a wealthy law

yer," and " O Brave Nell." We have

seen an admirable etching of this picture

by Miller. But it is a difficult work to

confine poor Bat to the mirthful mood ;

invariably will he strike into, and appa

rently without design, some mournful

key, and will bewail the lot that leaves

his old age in solitude and sorrow. His

tuneful brethren all are dead,

And be, neglected aud opprest,

Wish'd to be with them uud at rest.

" Ah," would he say, " Blind Peter is

dead, Sally Sallop is dead ; not a hand

remains of the old artists, except Abel

Sandwich the pensioner, and Aby is

scarcely himself. The only two men,"

continued Corcoran brightening up, " that

ever wrote ballads to my fancy, were

slender Ben and ovei -head-and-ears Nic.

Ben had a gift at speeches for the prison

ers at the' Old Bailey. The man saved

lives. The rogues of Itondon Juries

knew all his turns to a hair. You have

heard of Nick ; the poor fellow drank

•.Wmself out at elbows, paid nobody, rowad

watchmen, and played the roaring lion

every where. That was Nick all over,

that was genius to a I ; there's no hope of

a man that doesn't do these things. I

never gave the least encouragement to a

sober decent man in my life. Take Ni

colas, one day with another, and he gave

you value for your money. No man had

a chance with him at a last speech or

dying declaration. He smoothed the bed

of death with the hand of a master. Ah,

Sir, an execution was something in our

way when he lived. His criminals were

the very best of characters, his hangmen

were as good as born gentlemen, and as

to his spectators, they were patterns for

the world ; it would be a blessing for a

man to have such a crowd at his last mo

ments."

At a future opportunity we may hold

an inquest on Bat's Collection of Popular

Ballads.

New Monthly Magazine.

CEMETERIES.

At various times a necessity was felt at

Paris to suppress cemeteries within the

city, and to remove the accumulation of

mortal remains, which had become the

centres of contamination. No progress

however was effectually made in this work

till within a few years before the revolu

tion. In 1785, the council of state de

cided that the greatest of the cemeteries

should be converted into a square, that

the bones and putrefaction of seven cen

turies should be carried from the heart of

the city, and that no more interments

should be permitted in that neighbour

hood to endanger the health of the inha

bitants. In the course of three years this

order was happily executed, and the mor

tal remains of nearly a million and a half

of people were carried to the far famed

catacombs for final deposition. At suc

cessive periods during the revolution, and

under the empire, the exhumations were

continued, and extended to most of the

other churchyards, so that those wonder

ful subterranean vaults abovementioned,

out of which Paris had been dug, re

ceived at last the debris of its countless

generations. While public attention was

thus turned to the evils of the old system,

and while the rage for innovation was

fresh and strong, the National Assembly

in 1790 passed a law, ordering all the

cities, towns, and villages of the kingdom,

to abandon their ancient burying grounds,

and to create new cemeteries without their

precincts. This decree, embracing the

first general measure which any civil au

thority ever adopted on the subject, was

entirely unconnected with those furious
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and insane project! which disgraced a

subsequent period of revolutionary vio

lence. In consequence of this law, three

cemeteries were enclosed for Paris without

the barriers, namely, those of Mont-

martre, of Pere La Chaise,* and of Vau-

girard. Though a generation has scarcely

passed since the new system of extra

mural sepulchres has been adopted, it is

surprising to observe already the density

of their subterranean population. In

two of them there is scarcely a spot un

appropriated.

These grand depositaries of the dead

of Paris are always open to the public,

and much more frequented than the pro

verbial gaiety and frivolity of the Parisi

ans would lead us to expect. To this,

their fondness for display, and their affec

tation of sentiment, may contribute as

much as their taste for contemplation or

their strength of attachment. It has be

come an object of vanity, or a point of

fashion, to dress recently made graves,

to plant flowers or shrubs round them, to

fix a wooden cross or to erect a marble

slab upon them (where more costly monu

ments cannot be easily procured) and to

adorn them with bouquets or garlands,

brought by the nearest relatives or the

most intimate acquaintance. These bou

quets and garlands are sold ready made,

and procured for a trifling sum at the gate

of the cemetery. The fabrication of them

is as much an occupation as that of grave-

digger or undertaker.

Neither in the construction of the mo

numents, noi in the style of the inscrip.

tions which adorn these cemeteries, can

we praise the taste or admire the good

sense of our lively neighbours. We find,

it is true, the parade of sorrow, the mas

querade of sentiment, and pedantry of

knowledge, but no indication of profound

feeling, and no appreciation of real

worth. Every spinster who dies in her

teens is a rose cut off in its bloom ; every

wife is a model of conjugal attachment;

every mother of maternal tenderness ;

every shopkeeper of virtue, grace, and

amiability. The jargon of heathen my

thology, and the pedantry of classic allu

sion, are employed to colour the calami

ties of life and to profane the solemnity

of the tomb. Hence we have the " fates

inflexible and jealous," cutting the thread

of life, and snatching a husband from

the " bed of Hymen ;" hence we hear of

a husband seeking the " wandering shade"

of a father, wife, and daughter in the

cemetery ; and hence we find such trash

as the following lines, which conclude

* For an interesting description of the Ceme.

tent of Pere la Chaise, see No. CXXIl. of the

Miaaoa.

the epitaph on Mademoiselle Chameroy

the actress :—

Les Graces t'aimaient encore dans I'

Eljsee,

Elles aiment ton ombre, et lui j'ettent des fluers.

A member of the Institute dies, and

he must have a Greek inscription, to

show the learning of his surviving friends :

an opera dancer hops off in a pas seul

from the stage of life, and on her monu

ment has the modesty to ask our " tears

and our regrets," if ever we admired her

success in " the art of Te%piichore."

But perhaps, the most curious inscription

in the whole collection is that on M. J.

B. Very. On a column surmounting a

magnificent tomb, we find these words :—

Que tes cendres reposent en paix t

Tu regnes dans not cavrs.

And at the foot of the column :—

Bnn frere, ami sincere,

Toute sa vie tut consacree

Aux arts utiles.

Most of our readers who have had s

trip to the French metropolis have not

returned without eating pottlet a la Ma

rengo, lite de veau awe truffes, or turbot

aux cdpres, and drinking a bottle of

Champagne-Sillery, or Clos Vougeot, at

Very's in the Palais Royal. Well ! then

be it known to all such, that the " useful

arts," to which this illustrious man

" consecrated his life," were the cooking

of the said dishes and the providing of

the said beverage. Let his ashes there

fore repose in peace under the monument

which " good cheer " has raised ; let hit

fame be perpetuated as a " sincere friend,"

and an expert cook, and let his memory

" reign in the hearts " of those whose

stomach's acknowledged the utility of his

life.

It is strange to see under the reign of

the Most Christian King, that amid all

this profusion of laboured inscription,

and this farrago of sculptured sorrow,

that we scarcely find an allusion to Chris

tian hopes, or a thought borrowed from

the Christian faith.

The capital of France does not stand

alone in having obeyed the law for bury

ing without the precincts of towns. The

regulation has been generally observed in

all the great towns over the kingdom.

Wherever French power extended during

the empire it was likewise partially or

generally enforced. In the Rhenish pro

vinces, in Belgium, and in the northern

parts of Italy, it was universally executed.

The Emperor Joseph of Austria, who

began this improvement, extended it, we

believe, over a considerable part of his
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dominions. In Spain, where the power

of the clergy had reached its height,, and

where its bigotry had least relaxed from

its pretensions, the reformation of church-

yards, though not of the church, has

been permitted. - It began under Charles

III., who enacted a law forbidding inter

ment within the precincts of towns. It

will be recollected that the greatest part of

the population of Spain is assembled in

towns, in cities, or in villages of consi

derable size. The habit of burying in

churches and churchyards had followed

the same course in that as in other Ca

tholic countries. • At first, bishops and

martyrs only were interred in cloisters

round the churches—then the bishops en

tered the churches, and the rich laity took

the cloisters—then the clergy were pro

moted to the choir, and the laity entered

the church—then all persons entered the

churchyard, the cloister, the church, and

the chancel, according as their money or

the power of their relatives could be

turned to the advantage of the clergy.

This omnipotent corporation asserted a

more unlimited authority over the disposal

of the dead in the Peninsula than in any

other country. The corpses of all classes

of Spaniards and Portuguese before in

terment were and are habited according

to their direction ; and whatever aversion

a man may have had for monks during

his life, he is compelled to go to heaven

or be prayed out of purgatory in the uni

form of a monk after his death. It was

not, therefore, likely that they would

all at once consent to a measure which,

by abolishing one of the special privileges

of their domain, seemed to limit their

power. The order of the sovereign was

therefore at first partially resisted, and

not till long after its promulgation fully

obeyed, the priests and monks reminding

the people that none but malefactors or

suicides had as yet been excluded from

the old consecrated depositaries of the

Catholic dead. In Portugal no general

rule on this subject is enforced, so far as

we are acquainted with.

" It cannot but appear strange," says a

recent traveller, " that a people so dull

and unenlightened as the Turks, should

in this respect show more sense, and even

more taste, than nations in every other

respect their superiors. Their cemeteries

are in general out of the precincts of their

cities, most commonly on a rising ground,

and always planted with cedars, cy

presses, and odoriferous shrubs, whose

deep verdure and graceful forms bending

to every breeze give a melancholy beauty

to the place, and inspire sentiments very

congenial to its destination."

The English or Protestant burying

grounds at Lisbon, Oporto, Leghorn,

and some other towns on the continent,

seem to be formed on a similar model in

point of ornament, and leave nothing to

be desired in point of seclusion, decency,

and solemnity. They present in this last

respect a profound contrast to our town

churchyards at home. In traversing the

shady walks, surveying the appropriate

monuments, and enjoying the tranquil

solitude of the cemetery of Lisbon in

particular, the mind is led to contemplate

the lot of mortality with a kind of me

lancholy satisfaction, and connecting its

own destiny with that of those who ani

mated the kindred dust around, can think

with a feeling of resignation, that—

Discedam, explebo numerum reddarque

tenebris.—London Magazine

SUPERSTITIONS of MEDICINE-

CHARMS.

It is not only among the rude savages of

India that the virtue of medicinal charms

is implicitly credited. The illiterate and

simple natives of this great and enlight

ened kingdom repose all necessary faith

in the same fascinating delusions; and

there is no ancient woman, in any of our

remote villages, who professes the cus

tomary knowledge and superiority of her

age, who has not a specific charm for

hooping-cough, ague, teething, convul

sions, epilepsy, and every other common

disease. Every one is acquainted with

the efficacy of the " royal touch" in

cases of the king's evil, or scrofula ; and

scarcely a week passes that we do not see

in our newspapers an advertisement for

the disposal of " a child's caul," which

has the miraculous power of preserving

sailors from all the perils of the deep ;

and which may be occasionally purchased

for the trifling sum of twelve or fourteen

guineas.

To many of my readers several of

these charms must be known ; but there

are others to whom a description will be

amusing. A common method of obtain

ing a cure for the hooping cough is, to

inquire of the first person who is met

upon a piebald horse, what is good for' it.

An acquaintance of the late Dr. Lettsom,

who once went a journey on a horse thus

coloured, was so frequently interrupted

by questions about this disease, that he

assured the doctor it was with great diffi

culty he passed through some villages.

He generally silenced their importunities

by recommending a toast in brandy. No

disease has given rise to a more numerous

and curious catalogue of charms than

agues. A common practice is to run

nine timet through a circle formed by a
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briar, that grows naturally in that direc

tion. The process is to be repeated nina

days successively.* A spider given, un

known, to the patient, is a favourite re

medy with some persons; and I have

myself seen a very decided effect produced

by the snuff of a candle.+ Nothing can

be more common than the use of charms

in teething. These are chiefly in the

form of beads, or bands : and who does

not remember the Anodyne Necklace of

the celebrated Doctor Gardiner, which

was thus pathetically recommended by

the learned proprietor :—" What mother

can forgive herself, who suffers her child

to die without an Anodyne Necklace !"

Many charms are, also, employed for the

eute of the tooth-ache ; and, among

others, that of extracting a worm from

the diseased tooth is a profitable source of

deception.} An ingenious female quack

realized in this city (London), some few

years ago, a very handsome income by

imposing upon the public credulity in

the pretended extraction of this worm.

This she effected in the following man

ner :—With the grub of the silk-worm,

a number of which she constantly kept,

—-she imposed upon her patients, by in

troducing it concealed into their mouths,

and after certain manual operations, ex

hibiting it to the admiration and convic

tion of the dupe. That she sometimes

effected a cure I do not doubt ; for the in

fluence of the imagination on the tooth

ache, and on many other nervous pains,

is similar to all of us. The Indian jug

glers, relying on this influence, succeed

in curing many of their patients, by ap

pearing to pull out the disorder, and then

exhibiting bones or some other substance,

which they pretend, to have extracted

from the diseased part.

For cramps a ring is frequently worn

upon the finger : but, to possess the re

quisite virtue, it is necessary that the

ling should be made of some metal taken

by stealth, without discovery. The cramp

bone, or patella, (knee-pan), of the

sheep, is also a good charm. The great

Boyle recommends, for certain diseases,

." a little bag hung about the neck, con-

* This is a druidical ceremony—nine being a

mystic number of high antiquity.

f This can scarcely be called a legitimate

.charm ; for the beneficial result is evidently pro-

jduced by the amuioniacat salt in the snnff. The

dose is as much as will cover the surface of a

half-crown, mixed with somejelly, or any other

, viscid vehicle. /

t The opinion that the virus of the toothache

is a wonn is very old. Many of our elder dra

matists allude to it ; and Shflknpeare in Much

Ado about Nothing, calls it " a humour, or a

%ormv»—Act iH. Sc. 2,

raining the powder made oT alias toad,

burnt in a new pot." The reader, desi

rous of such information, will find a great

deal of curious matter in vol. it. part ii.,

and vol. vi. of Boyle's collected works.

For the cure of epilepsy, or the fallmg

sickness, numerous are the charms which

have been invented. A very common

remedy among the lower orders about

London, and particularly in Essex, is to

cut the tip of a black cat's tail, in order

to procure three drops of blood, which

are to be taken in a spoonful of milk,

from a woman's breast, and repeated

three days successively. If the patient

be a male, the woman from whom the

milk is to be procured must have lain iu

of a girl ; and the contrary, if the epilep

tic person be a female. If the patient be

informed of the composition it loses its

efficacy. Dr. Lettsom met with three

instances within a fortnight, wherein this

method was recommended. For a similar

intention, the patient is to creep, with

his head foremost, down three pair of

stairs, three times a day, for three suc

cessive days. Let us remember that

three is the root of the mystic number

nine, and is still much esteemed by free

masons.—Monthly Magazine.

MORNING CALLS.

Amid the reams of new joint schemes.

With which Die press abounds,

To give us case, cheap milk and cheese,

And turn oar pence to ponnds ;

No patriot yet has torn the net

That social life enthrals,

Denounc'd the crime of killing Time,

And banish'd Morning Calls.

When, spurning sports, in Ruins' courts,

Grim Law coif-headed stalks ;

'Twixt three and four when merchants pour

Round Gresham's murmuring walks ;

When, with bent knees, our kind fll. P.'s

Give up e'en Tattersall's

On bills to sit,—'tis surely fit

We give up Morning Calls.

On clattering feet up Regent.street

To Portland-place you roam,

Where Shoulder-tag surveys your nag,

And answers—" Not at home."

Thus far you win ; but, if let in,

The conversation drawls

Through hum-drum cheeks—what mortal seeks

Aught else at Horning Calls ?

Your steed, all dust, you heedless trust

To some lad standing idle ;

But while you stay he trots away,

And pawns your girth and bridle.

Your case you state ; the magistrate

Cries " Why not go to stalls ?

When loungtxs meet, let horses eat,

V Audlnv'e ikeiv Morning Catis.*
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To My that town ii emptier grown,

. That Spanish bonds look guira.

That Madame Pasta 's gone at last.

And Ma'amselle Garcia's come ;

To say you fear the atmosphere

Is grown too hot for balls,

Is all that they can have to say

Who meet at Morning Calls.

While Fashion's dames clung round St. James,

The deed might soon be done .

But now when ton's so bulky grown

She claims all Paddington.

From Maida-hill to Pentouville,

The very thought appals,—

I really will bring in a bill

To banish Morning Calls !

Neto Monthty Magazint.

THE REPUBLICAN SWALLOW.

The tawny-coloured Swallows of North

America are only now beginning to ap

proach the dwellings of man. They pre

serve in this new abode the social habits

which distinguish them in the solitudes

ih which they live in numerous troops,

executing common labours, rendering

mutual succour, attacking, and defend

ing themselves at the same time. These

habits have entitled their species to the

name of " the republican swallow."

Their troops sometimes consist of several

hundreds of pairs ; and every thing proves

that they are united by an instinct of so

ciability ; for there are occasionally to be

found solitary and silent pairs, confining

themselves to the desert. Consequently,

it is not to any common want that the as

sociations formed by the greater number

of these birds is to be attributed. There

is no time to lose if it be thought desirable,

by accurate and closely followed up ob

servations, to ascertain the present con

dition of the species, in order one day to

compare it with what it will become after

its introduction into cities. According to

Button, beavers had acquired, in the soli

tudes of America, by the necessary effect

ef the instinct of association, certain faint

arts, which they lost when the invasions

and power of man dispersed them, and

reduced them to live more in families.

Will the innocent republic of swallows

be more fortunate ? Will it find an asy

lum among a people who owe it, by so

many titles, favour and protection ? Will

it lose the industry which has produced

for it the name of hirundo opifex ; or will

It become still more skilful in its labours

of construction ? Will it employ more

solid materials, &c. ? Such are the in

quiries which will certainly not be neg

lected in America. They will probably

form a supplement to the researches of

fWr. Andubon, a zealous natorariit of

New York, who has madeseveral joumies

on purpose to observe the swallows in

question. This gentleman has, it is said,

devoted twenty years to the study of

American ornithology ; and possesses a

collection of above four hundred drawings

of birds, made by himself.

Revue Eiwyclapedique.

ftije ^eleetor,

OK,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

XEW WORKS.

CUSTOMS OF THE NEW ENG-

LANDERS.

The New Englanders yet retain a mul

titude of their primitive customs which

arose during the time of their necessity,

when they laboured in turn for one ano

ther.

They have,—together with certain pub

lic, religious and political celebrations, or

festivals there, some, of a nature, between

those of the fire-side and those of the

world ; neither private nor public. There

are three, which now occur to us ; the

Husking, the Raising, and the Quilting.

The Husking, which prevails through

out New England only, is brought about

in this way. After the mai2e, or Indian

wheat is gathered into the barn, the far

mer to whom it belongs, puts a good face

on the matter ; sends round among all his

neighbours ; and gives them notice, that

he is ready to " shell out ;" or, in other

words to undergo a husking. The mean

ing of which message is, that, as he cannot

help himself, on such or such a night he

will permit all the " fellers" and " gals"

to tumble and roll about in his barn all

night long, if they please ; eat his pump

kin pies ; drink his cider, and waste his

apples, under pretence of husking corn.

When the practice began, it was an act

of neighbourly kindness; a piece of down

right labour, done for nothing. It is

now, a wicked and foolish frolic, at ano

ther man's expense. Then, it was a fa

vour, which the owner of the corn went

about asking of others ; it is now a heavy

tax, which he would escape, if he could.

That which they are wanted for, is—to

tear off the long green coats, from the

ear ; leaving two or three in some cases ;

whereby a laige number of ears, when

they are stripped, may be braided strongly

together. That which they do, is quite

another affair. Instead of husking the

corn, they husk the owner ; trample on

the product of his toil ; and push one

another about ; sometimes, to the squal

ling of a bad fiddle.

" The Raising—a word of that, here : it
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will save time, by and by. The people

of New England live in frame-houses.

The frame of any building, any where,

in town or country, being ready, the

public pour in from all sides ; and, for a

mouthful of bread and cheese, or a bit of

mince-pie, and a " twig o' cider" a piece,

fiut up the frame for the owner, in a

rolic.

So too and here, we come back to the

story, again—so too, whenever a young

she-yankee is " laying out" for a husband,

she gives what is there called a " aciLT-

Ino rnone." The women gather about

her; and, for a cup of tea a piece, or

some such matjer, " turn out" a hand

some bed-quilt for her, sometimes in a

single afternoon Brother Jonathan, or

the New Englanders.

SLAVERY IN BRAZIL.

When a traveller first lands at Rio de

Janeiro his attention will be naturally at

tracted by the appearance of the negroes.

Their colour, to which the eye of a

European cannot for a long time become

familiarized, their savage and uncouth

countenances, generally tattooed, or their

naked limbs, only sufficiently covered to

answer purposes of bare decency—their

barbarous language, and noisy vocifera

tions—the wjld melody of their national

airs (if the term may be used), which

they almost invariably sing while at work

-—the clanking of chains, and the iron

collars worn by criminals or runaways in

the streets,—these and other peculiar em

blems of barbarism and misery, all concur

in exciting surprise, horror, and disgust.

The canoes and boats, which ply about

the shipping, and between the two sides

of the bay, are manned by the same un

civilised beings, one mulatto or white man

sitting at the helm. They are ever ready

to profit by any opportunity of plunder ;

and it is accordingly considered unsafe to

trust oneself alone or unarmed in then-

power at night.

BRAZILIAN SMUGGLERS.

The district of Canta Gallo, in the Capi-

tania of Rio Janeiro, until lately a min

ing station, lies about one hundred miles

from Rio Janeiro, in a N. E. direction.

It has not been very long in the occupa

tion of legitimate Portuguese settlers.

The mines, which attracted the attention

of government, were discovered by some

contraband adventurers who, in defiance

of the laws, clandestinely worked, and

realized large profits from them. Their

retreat is said to have been detected by

the accidental crowing of a cock—and

hence the appellation of Canta Gallov

Contraband adventurers of this descrip

tion, from all that I could learn, exist

no longer in Brazil; yet, as they once

constituted a remarkable class of inhabi

tants, and promoted indirectly, by their

enterprises, the improvement of the coun

try, it may not be amiss to relate a few

particulars concerning them. They were,

for the most part, bold and determined

men, induced by the commission of

crimes, or unsettled habits of life, to re

tire from civilised society : men of such '

desperate fortunes, that they were glad

to run any hazards for the sake of acquir

ing wealth. Thus united by the bond of

mutual interest, they wandered in gangs

about the country, through districts yet

unexplored by Europeans, in search of

the precious metal. The Indians were

by turns avoided, conciliated, or subdued,

according as it best suited their purposes,

until they had none to fear but their own

countrymen.

In this manner they traced the courses

of rivers, traversed mountains, passed

through woods almost impenetrable, and

overcame dangers and hardships which

men more happily circumstanced would

never have thought of encountering.

When their toils were rewarded by the

discovery of a mine, or of a river-courso

abounding with gold, all possible pre

cautions were immediately taken to keep

it secret until the treasure became exhaust

ed. In that case, or if the secret hap

pened to be discovered by government,

and measures were employed to dispossess

these adventurers, such as were fortunate

enough to escape apprehension again pur

sued the same course of life in another

place. — Mathison's Visit to Brazil,

Chile, $c.

WILLIAM MITCHELL.

William Mitchell, a crazed white-

iron smith, lived in a cellar in Edin

burgh, and occasionally held forth as an

orator or preacher. What his peculiar

tenets were we do not strictly know, but

understand them to have been founded

upon the opinions held by the rigid party

of the Church of Scotland before the re

volution. Mr. Mitchell was altogether a

strange mixture of fanaticism, madness,

and humour. He published many pam

phlets and single sheets, very full . of

amusing nonsense, and generally adorned

with a wooden cut of the Mitchell arms.

Some of his poetry was reprinted about

twenty years ago by Messrs. Oliver and

Boyd, in small parcels, and sold at one

penny. His verses possess humour equal

to that of some of (his cotemporary) Allan
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Ramsay's, but are debased by great coarse

ness and obscenity. In one of his prose

pieces, he gives a curious account of a

journey which he made into France,

where, he affirms, " the king's court is

six times bigger than the king of Bri

tain's ; his guards have all feathers in

their hats, and their horse-tails are to

their heels ; and their king is one of the

best-favoured boys that you can look

upon—blithe like, with black hair ; and

all his people are better natured in gene

ral than the Scots or English, except the

priests. Their women seem to be modest,

tor they have no fardingales. The great

est wonder I saw in France, was to see

the braw people fall down on their bended

knees on the clarty ground, when the

priest^comes by carrying the cross, to

give a sick person the sacrament.

SAND-GLASS.

In Dr. Cullen's time, it was the custom

of physicians to use a sand-glass instead

of a watch, in counting the pulses of

their patients. I have seen the sand

glass which Dr. Cullen used to carry

about with him in his large skirt-pocket.

It is twice as large as the common kitchen

sand-glasses of modern times, and re

sembles in shape the uncouth chronome

ters which are so prevalent upon old

grave-stones. Considering it valuable as

a memorial of former customs, and still

more so as a relic of the illustrious Cul

len, I exerted myself in obtaining it from

the hands of a private individual, and it

is now in the possession of one who can

well apreciate its value— Sir Walter

Scott—Chambers's Traditions of Edin

burgh.

AMUSEMENTS OF THE REIGN

OF CHARLES II.

To the Bear-garden, where now the yard

was full of people ; and those most of

them seamen, striving by force to get in.

I got into the common pit ; and there,

with my cloak about my face, I stood

and saw the prize fought, till one of them,

a shoe-maker, was so cut in both his

wrists that he could not fight any longer,

and then they broke off: his enemy was

a butcher. The sport very good, and

various humours to be seen among the

rabble that is there.

After dinner, with my wife and Mercer

to the Bear-garden, where I have not

been, I think, for many years, and saw

some good sport of the bull's tossing of

.the dogs—one into the very boxes ; but

it is a very rude and nasty pleasure. We

had a great many hectors in the same

box with us (and one very fine went into

the pit, and played his dog for a wager,

which was a strange sport for a gentle

man), where they drank wine, and drank

Mercer's health first ; which I pledged

with my hat off. We supped at home,

and very merry ; and then about nine

o'clock to Mrs. Mercer's gate, where the

fire and boys expected us, and her son

had provided abundance of rockets and

serpents ; and there mighty merry (my

Lady Pen and Pegg going thither with

us, and Nan Wright), till about twelve

at night, flinging out fire-works, and

burning one another and the people over

the way. And at last, our businesses being

most spent, we in to Mrs. Mercer's, and

there mighty merry, smutting one another

with candle-grease and soot, till most of

us were like devils. And that being

done, then we broke up, and to my house ;

and there I made them drink, and up

stairs we went, and then fell into dancing

(W. Batelier dancing well), and dressing

him and I and one Mr. Banister (who

with my wife came over also with us) like

women ; and Mercer put on a suit of

Tom's, like a boy, and mighty mirth we

had, and Mercer danced a jig ; and Nan

Wright and my wife and Pegg Pen put

on perriwigs. Thus we spent till three

or four in the morning, mighty merry ;

and then parted and to bed.—Pepys't

Memoirs.

AFFECTION OF SAILORS.

Invited to Sir Christopher Ming's fu

neral, but find them gone to church

However, I into the church (which is a

fair large church, and a great chapel),

and there heard the service, and staid till

they buried him, and then out. And

there met with Sir W. Coventry (who

was there out of great generosity, and no

person of quality there but he) and went

with him into his coach ; and being in it

with him there happened this extraordi

nary case—one of the most romantique

that ever I heard of in my life, and could

not have believed, but that I did see it ;

which was this :—About a dozen able,

lusty, proper men came to the coach-side

with tears in their eyes ; and one of them

that spoke for the rest begun and said to

Sir W. Coventry. " We are here a dozen

of us, that have long known and loved,

and served our dead commander Sir

Christopher Mings, and have now done

the last office of laying him in the ground.

We would be glad we had any other to

offer after him, and in revenge of him—

All we have is our lives ; if you will

please to get his Royal Highness to give
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ns a fire-ship among us all, here are a

dozen of us, out of all which choose you

one to be commander, and the rest of us,

whoever he is, will serve him ; and, if

possible, do that which shall shew our

memory of our dead commander, and our

revenge." Sir W. Coventry was here

with much moved (as well as I, who

could hardly abstain from weeping), and

took their names, and so parted; telling

me that he would move his Royal High

ness as in a thing very extraordinary.

The truth is, Sir Chiistopher Mings was

a very stout man, and a man of great

parts, and most excellent tongue among

ordinary men ; and, as Sir W. Coventry

says, could have been the most useful

man at such a pinch of time as this. He

was come into great renowne here at

home, and more abroad in the 'West Indys.

He had brought his family into a way of

being great ; but dying at this time, his

memory and name (his father being

always and at this day a shoemaker, and

his mother a hoyman's daughter, of which

he was used frequently to boast), will be

quite forgot in a few months, as if he had

never been, nor any of his name be the

better by it ; he having not had time to

will any estate, but is dead poor rather

than rich." Ibid.

No. XXVIII.

PHILIP MASSINGER.

Philip Massinger, the celebrated

dramatist, was born at Salisbury, in the

year 1584. He was the son of Arthur

Massinger, who was attached to the family

of Henry, the second Earl of Pembroke ;

but no accounts remain which can lead

even to a conjecture respecting the name

or quality of his mother. When it is

said that the father of this poet was

attached to thefamily of Lord Pembroke,

it is necessary to recall to the mind of the

reader the state of society in England at

that period, when the customs and man

ners were so different from those of the

present times. The state in which the

nobles of that day lived was an epitome

of sovereignty ; and the situation of a re

tainer or dependant in the family of the

great lords and officers of the court was **-****},

far from being deemed humiliating, but the earl.

the celebrated Sir Philip Sidney, having

married his sister—that amiable and

learned lady for whom Ben Jonson wrote

this elegant epitaph :—

" Underneath this marble herse

Lies ilie subject ofall verse—

Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother.

Death, ere thou hast slain another,

Learned, and fair, and good as she,

Time shall throw a dart at thee !"

At the seat of this noble family, at

Wilton, it is generally supposed that tha

young poet received his education, as his

father continued in the service of the

earl above-named, during the life of that

nobleman, and remained with his son and

successor, William, the third Earl of

Pembroke, one of the brightest ornaments

of the court of England during the reigns

of Elizabeth and of James, till his own

decease.

The precise period at which this faith

ful servant of the house of Herbert died,

is not ascertained ; but it is certain that

before that event happened, his son

Philip was entered a commoner at St.

Alban's Hall, in the university of Oxford ;

which is recorded to have taken place on

the 14th May, 1602, and consequently in

the 18th year of his age. During his re

sidence at college, some accounts state

that he applied himself closely to his

studies ; while others assert that " he

gave his mind more to poetry and ro

mances, for about four years or more, than

to logic and philosophy, which he ought

to have done, as he was patronised to that

end." The inference from this latter

statement is, that the devotion of young

Massinger to the Muses offended the earl,

and lost him his patronage ; but Mr.

Gifford, the judicious and erudite editor

of Massinger's Works, assigns a far more

probable cause for the supposed displea

sure of that nobleman towards his pro

tege—in his renunciation of the reformed

religion for the Roman Catholic faith ;

which conversion, Mr. Gifford is clearly

of opinion, actually took place in the

mind of the poet. Be this, however, as

it may, it is certain that Massinger quitted

the university abruptly ; and that, though

he was of a peculiarly grateful disposi

tion, in none of his many references to

the hereditary obligations he owns to the

family, does be ever mention the name of

was considered one of honour, and was

often held by branches of the inferior no

bility themselves. The Earl of Pem

broke was one of the most worthy, as

well as the most powerful, of those nobles ;

and It is no paltry addition to his other

' titles, that he was .the brother-in-law of

Whatever were the circumstances which

induced him to abandon his studies, it

was from that period of his life that

a series of misfortunes opened upon the

young adventurer ; who repairing to the

metropolis, soon exhausted the small re

mains of his father's savings, and then,
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as much from necessity as inclination,

devoted himself to the service of the stage.

It was very much the custom at that

time for men of letters to club or to farm

their talents; an established writer for

the stage would frequently call in the

help ofunknown or little known authors,

to aid him in his productions ; and some-

times authors of celebrity conjointly came

before the public. It is well known that

Massinger wrote in conjunction with

Beaumont and Fletcher; and that he

was a necessitous fellow-labourer with

less celebrated authors is placed beyond

all doubt, by the following affecting do

cuments, which it is impossible to peruse

without a sigh of regret for the distresses

of such men:

" To our most loving friend, Mr. Philip

Hinchlow, esquire, these,

" Mr. Hinchlow,

" You understand our unfortunate ex-

tremetie, and I doe not thincke you so

void of Christianitie, but that you would

throw so much money into the Thames

as wee request now of you, rather than

"endanger so many innocent lives. You

know there is xl. more, at least, to be re-

ceaved of you for the play. We desire

you to lend us W. of that, which shall be

allowed to you ; without which we can

not be bayled, nor / play any more, till

.this be dispatch'd. It will lose you xxl.

ere the end of the next weeke, besides the

hinderance of the next new play. Pray,

sir, consider our cases with humanitie,

and now give us cause to acknowledge you

our true friend in time of neede. We

have entreated Mr. Davison to deliver

"this note, as well to witness your love as

our promises, and alwaycs acknowledg-

inge, to be ever

" Your most thankfull

" and loving friends,

" Nat. Field."

. " The money shall be abated out of the

money remayns for the play of Mr.

Fletcher and ours.

" Rob. Daborne."

"I have ever found you a true loving

ftiend to mee, and in so small a suite, it

beeinge honest, I hope you will not fail us.

. . . " Philip Massinger."

(Endorsed.)

" Received by mee, Robert Davison,

of Mr. Hinchlow, for the use of Mr. Da-

boerne, Mr. Feeld, Mr. Messenger, the

sum of W.

"Rob. Davison."

This authentic letter was discovered by

the assiduity of Mr. Malone, the cele

brated commentator of Shakspeare, among

other relicks at Dulwich College. That

gentleman conjectures that it was written

between the years 1612 and 1615, which

would be about the 29th or 30th year of

Massmger's age ; at which period of his

lite it thus seems certain that his fortunes

were far from prosperous.

From this epoch the prolific genius of

this great English dramatist (second only

to Snakspeare, in the estimation of our

best critics), continued uninterruptedly to

amuse and instruct the age in which he

lived with a series of plays.

When the number and the excellence

ot Massmger's works are considered, as

well as the respect in which, as an au

thor, he was undoubtedly held by his

cotemporaries, it will appear strange that

tne materials for his biography are so

scanty ; very little further of his history

bemg known than what I have already

related. Adversity, at least as far as pe

cumary wants may be so called, appears

to have been his constant lot, notwith

standing the emoluments of his works

and the patronage of powerful friends ;

but the cause of his uniform state of de

pendence is no where discoverable.

The death of this great dramatic poet

happened on the 17th of March, 1640

He had retired to bed in good health at

his house on the Bank-side, Southward

and was found dead in the morning. On

the 20th of March he was buried in the

church-yard of St. Saviour; but not

a stone or inscription of any kind marks

the grave of Massinger !

" I am but a Calkerer and disposer of olhnr

mens stu(r.» - Wollon.

EPITAPH IN BANBURY

CHURCH-YARD, OXFORDSHIRE.

(From Cole's MSS. in the British Mu

seum,)

To the memory of Ric. Richards, who

by a gangrene first lost a toe, after

wards a leg, and lastly his life, on the

7th of April, 1656.

Ah ! cruel Death, to make three meals of

one !

To taste, and eat, and eat, 'till all was

gone.

But know, thou tyrant ! when the trump

shall call,

He'll find his feet, and stand when thou

shalt fall. L.

MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTION.

In Chichester Cathedral, at the north

west corner, is a vault belonging to Mr.

Guy, in the centre of which is a fine piece

of sculpture. On a pedestal is repre-
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sented Time, in a sitting posture, holding

an hour-glass In his left hand—the right

hand extended, holding a scroll, on which

are inscribed the following beautiful and

expressive lines :—

Here, doubtless, marry a trifler on the

brink

Of this world's hazardous and head

long shore,

' Forc'd to a pause, will feel it good to

think,

Told that his setting sun may rise no

more !

' Ye self-deceived ! could I prophetic say

Who next is fated, and who next shall

fall,

The rest might then seem privileged to

play ;

But naming none, Time's voice here

speaks to all I

Learn, then, ye living ! by the mouths

be taught

. Of all these sepulchres, instruction

true—

-That soon or late, death also is your lot.

And the next opening grave may yawn

.' for you 1

At the farther end of the vault is

' Death, engraved on a black marble slab.

. R. L.

t. EPIGRAM.

! (For. the Mirror.)

A ohoceh, announcing in what things

he dealt,

A word with two Te on his card wrongly

spelt—

Reproach'd by a friend, who the error

descried,

A moment he paus'd—and then archly

♦ replied :

" What most we possess sure we most

may display,

(Of this we have proofs, look wherever

we may !)

Then why mayn't a grocer,—whoabounds

most in Teas,—

Where others use one T,—use two, if he

!?" H.

MODERATE WISHES.

The question was lately proposed to a

large company, " What would amount to

a competency in these times ?" One

gentleman said, that he should be satis

fied with a house, a field, and a garden ;

his moderation was much praised until his

objects were fully disclosed ;—they were,

the Custom House, Smith/fe/d, and Co-

vent Garden.

EPIGRAM.

Once at a Masquerade a painted fair,

Was wand'ring o'er the rooms in piteous

case,

"I've lost my mask," she cry'd, with

mournful air.

" No," said a friend, " you, have it on

your face."

THE NEW ARTICLE.

An Irishman went into the shop of his

neighbour, Mr. H. the shoe-maker, Mar

gate, requesting the favour of a small

.piece of leather ; but Mr. H. not being

affected with the truly Christian-like spirit

of " loving his neighbour- as himself, or

doing to others as he would be done by,"

refused, saying he could not oblige

him with it, leather being a. very, dear

article. "Ah, my honey," says Pat,

" and how can that be ? When I went

to school twenty years ago, I was taught

there were but three articles ; but as it

is a long time ago, I suppose they have

invented another, and you know more

than my schoolmaster : well, it is now a,

an, the, and leather—four in all."

ALPHABETS.

The English alphabet contains twenty.

'. four letters ; to which, if we add j and v,

consonants, there will be twenty-six ; the

French contains twenty-three; the He

brew, Chaldee, Syriac, and Samaritan,

twenty-two each; the Arabic twenty-

eight ; the Persian thirty-one ; the Turk

ish thirty-three ; the Georgian thirty-

six ; the Coptic thirty-two ; the Mus

covite forty-three; the Greek twenty-

four; the Latin twenty-two; the Scla

vonic twenty-seven ; the Dutch twenty-,

-six; the Spanish twenty-seven; the

Italian twenty ; the Ethiopic and Tarta

rian, each two hundred and two ; the In

dians of Bengal twenty-one ; the Bara-

mese nineteen; the Chinese have, properly

speaking, no alphabet, except we call

their whole language by that name ; their

letters are words, or rather hieroglyphics,

to about eighty thousand.amountmg t

Justus.

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

We are compelled to defer our general answer»

to Correspondents until next week ; in tie mean

time F. B—y ; Janet; Tim Tobykin ; Clavit;

ttl T.A.N. ft,- and P. T. W., will find latter*

at oar publisher's on Wednesday next.

Printed and Published by J. UMBtRD 14$,

Strand, (near Samerut- Home,) and aid by ait

Neictmen and Booksellers.
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P?ouse in toijiefj Sutler toas torn.

Samuel Butler, the celebrated author

of " Hudibras," was born at the village

of Strensham, near Pershore, in Worces

tershire ; and the house where he first

saw the light is still called Butler's tene.

meat. Of this house the above engraving

is a correct view ; and there are, we sus

pect, few admirers of the works of Butler

(and whoever reads must admire them),

that would not, if travelling in Worces

tershire, step a few miles out of the way

to see the birth-place of a man " whose

name," as Dr. Johnson observed, " can

only perish with his language."

The precise day of Butler's birth is not

known, but it is supposed to have oc

curred early in 1612, as he was christened

on the 14th of February, in that year.

his father's rank in life is variously re

presented ; some state that he was wealthy,

and others that he was an honest farmer

with a small estate ; it seems equally

doubtful whether his son had the benefit

of a college education, though it is most

probable he had not, for it can hardly be

imagined that he was six or seven years

at college, as some ot. his biographers

state, with so little distinction as to leave

his residence uncertain.

Butler was for some time clerk to a

Vox, vi. F

justice or peace, and here, no doubt, he

became acquainted with those legal tech

nicalities of which he makes such good

use in his burlesque and satiiical poem

of " Hudibras ;" he never appears to

have practised the law, but marrying a

widow lady of good family, lived upon

her fortune and his own literary talents,

which were very niggardly remunerated.

When his " Hudibras " appeared, the

King quoted, the courtiers studied, and

the whole party of the royalists applauded

it ; but praise was the author's sole re

ward ; and although Clarendon gave But

ler reason to hope for places and employ

ments of value and credit, yet no.such

advantages did he ever obtain. Notwith

standing this discouragement and neglect,

Butler prosecuted his design, and pub

lished, in 1678, a third part of " Hudi

bras," which, however, still- leaves the

poem imperfect and abrupt. Butler is

said to have lived for some time in Rose-

street, Covent-garden, and also that he

died there in 1680, which is not impro

bable ; but, as Dr. Johnson observes,

" the mode and place of his education are

unknown ; the events of . his life are va

riously related ; and all that can be told

with certainty is, that he was pcor."

G5
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PLACE VENDOME.

DEGRADING A FRENCH SOLDIER.

(For the Mirror.)

The open spaces in Paris are either deno

minated Markets, Hulls, Carrefours, or

Places. The attributions of the former

are known by their names, the Carrefour

is the intersection of three or four Streets,

as the Carrefour de Bussy in the Faubourg

St. Germain. A Place is what we call a

Square, but this denomination would but

ill suit nearly all the Places in Paris,

which would defy Euclid himself to assign

them a geometrical figure, being deter

mined solely by the caprice of the builders,

who too often resembled the Madrid

architects, and built houses on the site

that pleased them, without any regard to

symmetry or their neighbours. There are

only four regular Places in Paris—the

Place Vendome, the Place des Victoires,

the Place Royale, and the Place Louis

XV.

The Place Vendome was built , during

the reign of Louis XIV., from plans ap

proved by the Minister (Louvois), the

form is a regular quadrangle, with the

corners cut off octagonally. In the ori

ginal plan these angles were intended to

form so many Streets, leading from the

Place, and their being closed, affords a

singular proof that the Grand Monarque

who said, " The State!—It is me!"

.was, notwithstanding all his pride, obliged

to submit to the will of his Minister ; but

as soon as Louvois was dead, the first

order Louis gave, was to build upon the

open spaces left in the angles of the Square

Vendome ; observing, I can have my own

way now abou t the Square. The houses

are all built regularly; and it was formerly

adorned with a fine statue of Louis XIV.

On the spot was erected an altar to liberty,

and a monument to Marat, during the

Revolution, and Napoleon, after the bat

tle of Austerlitz (which he gained with

the army intended to invade England)

ordered a column of bronze to be erected

there in honour of the Grand Army, and

to be made of lite cannon taken in the

campaign.

When we look at this column and the

non-desciipt figure erected by " the Ladies

of England" in Hyde Park, of cannon

taken in the Spanish campaign, we sigh

for the silliness of all who projected and

directed the silly monument, and the still

more silly inscription, for a figure which

resembles, at a little distance. DonQuixote

with sugar-loaf legs, brandishing Mara.

brino's helmet in guise of a shield. The

column in the Place Vendome was built

on the model of Trajan's Pillar at Rome,

under the direction of the celebrated Buron

Denon. The column is decorated with baa-

reliefs running in a spiral form the whole

length of the shaft, and representing the

principal scenes of the campaign of 1806.

In casting the bronze plates the Baron

Denon found many imperfections, which

he was at a loss how to remedy, he at

length hit upon a plan that succeeded

completely, and with which he was greatly

delighted, regarding it as an important

discovery, of which the merit was exclu

sively bis own ; but there is nothing new

under the sun ! The Baron was destined

to receive a still greater pleasure than that

of his discovery, from a source which

would have been a severe mortification to

a mind less exalted than his own. He

became possessed of a small antique sta

tue of the Greek school, in which he

found thatthe defects in casting had been

remedied by precisely the same means

with that he had invented. The Baron

displayed with a feeling ofpride and plea

sure the statue to those of his visitors

whom he found able to appreciate the

singular coincidence.

The column was formerly surmounted

by a colossal statue of Napoleon, but the

Marquis de Monthadon, to show his loy

alty to the Bourbons, had a rope put

round its neck ; and as a numerous mob

wished, on such an occasion, to d^plsy

their hatred of the fallen " Usurper" the

rope was extended above one hundred

yards on the ground, to afford loyalty a!

pull, and loyalty did pull, and it was a

long pull, a strong pull, and a pull alto

gether. Unfortunately the statue would

not come down at their bidding ; but if

the statue would not fall, loyalty did; for

those at the end of the rope pulled those

nearest the statue completely offtheir legs,

and there they hung dangling fiom the

rope, fit emblem of the demerits of most

of them, they clung tight, but those be

hind iu no wise relaxing in their efforts,

many of them dropped down, and their

fractured limbs gave them time for re

flection in the hospital.

There are, however, various versions of

the story relating to the mutilation of this

column, for so the Gothic act of despoil

ing it of the statue of Napoleon must be

called.

In a work upon the column of the

Place Vendome, written by M. Tardieu,

the author accuses M. Launy, the founder

of the column and statue of Napoleon,

which surmounted it, of having offered

his services to take down the latter, and

of having afterwards broken it to pieces,

and remelted it. M. Launy has just pub

lished a refutation of this calumny, which

he says made him an object of universal

horror. This refutation is accompanied
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By justificatory documents, the authenti

city of -which is incontestable. The fol

lowing is M. Launy's account of the

transaction :—" On the 3rd ofApril, 1814,

M. Monthadon called on me, and asked

me if I was not the founder of the column

and statue of the Place Vendome. On

my replying in the affirmative, he told

me that I was required to take down the

statue, being the only person who knew

how it was fixed upon the column. This

I refused to do, and he went away, stating

that he would return with an order to

compel me. The next morning he came

back, and presented me with an air of

triumph a written paper, which on pe

rusing, I found to concern him alone, and

as my name was not mentioned in it, I

again refused. He then took me in his

carriage to the hotel of a general officer,

in the Rue Taithout, No. 18. This per

son, whom we found in bed, addressed

me in a harsh and haughty manner, and

on my once more refusing to do what was

required of me, he told me that if I did

not obey, I should be shot, and added,

' I give you three days to think of it.'

Findmg myself thus coerced, I demanded

that the statue should be left in my pos

session as a security for 80,000 francs,

still due to me. This was acceded to, and

at the general's request I repaired to the

head quarters of the Emperor of Russia,

where the following order was put into

ray hands :—

' In execution of the authorization

given by us to M. de Monthadon to have

the statue of Bonaparte taken down at

his cost, and upon the declaration of the

said M. de Monthadon that M. Launy,

the founder of the column, is the only

person capable of doing it successfully,

we order the said Launy, under pain of

military execution, to proceed without

delay to the said operation.

(Signed) ' De Rochechouart,

' Colonel Aid-de-Camp of the Emperor of

Russia, Commandant of the Place.

* Head-quarters, April 4, 1814.'

At the head of this order was written

' To be immediately put into execu

tion.

(Signed) ' Pasgiuier,

' Prefect of Police.'

M. Launy then goes on to state

that he showed the utmost respect to the

stxtue in taking it down, and diduiet, as

was falsely asserted, attach a rope round

Its neck. During Napoleon's sojourn at

Elba numbers ofpersons, both natives and

foreigners, came to M. Launy's foundry to

see the statue. On the return of the Em

peror the statue was given up to the Go

vernment, but on the second return of the

Bourbons it was broken to pieces, and the

bronze employed in making the statue of

Henry IV., which has been erected on the

platform of the Pont Neuf.

At the Place Vendome the soldiers

condemned by the criminal tribunal to

the galleys are degraded, and the regiment

in garrison is brought out and lines ge

nerally two sides of the Square. The

criminal is then brought forward, his

sentence read in the centre of the Square,

and his uniform stripped off in the pre

sence of all the troops ; he is then led

blindfold down the lines, and between the

front and rear rank, dragging a bullet

after him. This is frequently a heart

rending scene, not only for the culprit,

but the troops on duty, where the party

has formerly bome a good character, and

it is pleasing to find invariably on those

occasions that sympathy disdains to in

quire into circumstances. A man who

has worn the livery of honour is stripped

of it, and instead of shedding his blood in

defence of his country is doomed to pass,

perhaps, the rest of his life as a galley

slave. As soon as the painful ceremony

is over the populace run to the poor fellow

and give him the unasked mite to soothe,

by the purchase of a few comforts, the

horrors of his degraded existence.

What a contrast between the composi

tion ofthe English and the French armies !

Of the former, we may say with Sheridan

in the Critic, " where stands the youth

whose crimes have stamped him soldier."

In France, any young man in the nation

is susceptible of being drawn in the bal

lot and serving as a private soldier ; but

then he has the marshal's staff in per

spective, and he has the pride of know

ing, that no man convicted of a crime or

a misdemeanor is ever permitted to dis

grace the uniform of the brave. This

composition of the French army accounts

for the good fellowship and familiarity

existing between the soldiers and officers,

which make an English officer stare, and

cry out against the shameful insubordi

nation, which, however, only exists in his

own limited and imperfect view of the

organization of the French army.

ARACHNE'S PETITION.

It chane'd upon n cleaning day,

Sometime about the month of Mar,

An eight-legg'd weaver did espy

The fatal broom was drawing High,

"Ah, me ! I fear a dreadful doom.

How can I save my lffe and loom ?

My lengthen'd work, they plainly see.

No hiding place is left for me ;

Save Folly Shit, no friend have I

Upon whose faith 1 dare rely ;

Her mistress has my work eepied,

ElsePoM had never me decried,

P 2
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Besides to her, some labour less,

I know the truth she will confess :

She thinks ber mistress over nice

To serve us like the rats and mice.

I'll thank her for the favours past,

And beg her clemency to last.

0 Poll ! thy marcy now extend,

My trembling limbs before thee bend ;

6, screen me ere it be too late,

Nor wanton kill and call it fate :

Thou mayst have sisters in distress,

Friends and relations, more or less ;

While they the frowns of fortune bear,

Mayst thou the garb of pity wear.

The last remaining- branch, ah ! me,

That here did peace and plenty see ;

A fruitful and a numerous band

Around their drap'ry did expand,

Brothers and sisters full sixteen,

Within this fortnight have I seen

Crush'd to the ground ; of life bereft,

No social tie of friendship left ;

My aged parent and his wife,

And last thou seek'st my wretched life.

1 see the broom approaching fast,

I dread with fear the die is cast.

Though prejudice the adage brings,

That spiders carry venom'd stings,

'Tis no mch thing I must declare-

Then shun us not, ye lovely fair.

Though call'd a vile unseemly crew,

We ne'er do aught to injure you,

But strive to lire without offence,

Though ofttimes flies provoke defence.

And these we labour to destroy,

That they your peace may not annoy.

Industrious habits claim our time ;

We build, nor ask for stone or lime,

Nor claim a fee for our designs,

Or ever sip your tea or wines,

Like noisome flies whose tribes abound,

And teaze you with their buzzing sound ;

Nor like your parrot's canting chat,

Or treach Tons as your favourite cat.

Your great grandmother held it good,

And used our wefts to stop the blood ;

Its healing pow'rdid ease impart,

Nor sought the surgeon's skilful art.

Thrice three of us, when bruis'd, they say,

Will charm the ague far away ;

And many virtues yet unknown,

May be found out when we are gone.

When first you did uprear the bed,

A filament we o'er it spread ;

Behold ! you cried and thank d our pains,

An omen this of future gains.

Then why thus treat us with disdain ?

Since nature form'd no race in vain,

We neither life nor webs regret,

If we in peace pay nature's debt.

Besides we, too, with open eyes.

When all is hush 'd, save cricket cries,

Nor sound is heard of hinge or latch,

Creep out, and are your nighily watch,

To warn thee by our tic, tic, tic.

That tkne is passing very quick,

Lest mis-spent hours should swell th'iunount.

And hruig thee to a just account ;

Men for their virtues meet reward,

But, ah ! for insects death is hard.

Their keenest feelings who can tell?

To them as though a giant fell.

But why should I complain of fate, i

Since monarchs that have rul'd a state,

When envy's broom was lifted high,

Were swept from thrones and doom'd to die.*

In vain, alas! Arachne's pray'r,

The fatal besom cleaves the air,

And now had laid the suppliant low,

But fate preserv'd her from the blow :

Just in the nick, a lengthen'd note

From some poor Savoyard's tuneful throat,

Did on the maiden's ear alight,

And fill her bosom with delight ;

Enraptur'd with the pleasing sound,

She dropt the besom on the ground,

Straight to the open casement flew,

Where the sweet warbler met her view,

For passing time no thought or care,

She listen 'd to the plaintive air.

Arachne, trembling, search'd the ground,

And safety in a crevice found.

ON POLITENESS.

(For the Mirror. )

There is something so extremely pleas

ing in the very nature of this nearly half

virtue (if the reader will allow the phrase)

that it seems to varnish over even the

blemishes of men's characters; and al

though it does not exactly put a gloss on

the deformity of vice^ it almost appears to

diminish its depravity.

A celebrated Author has defined Wit,

" the seasoning of Reason," and Polite

ness may, perhaps, without impropriety,

be called the seasoning of Good-nature—it

is to a good heart what wit is to good

sense—an addition of inexpressible deli

cacy and grace-—the one to reason, the

other to goodness. Politeness is an agree

able and delicate manner of speaking and

acting ; answering to urbanitas, or morum

elegantia with the Romans ; it consists,

properly, not merely, in saying arid doing

nothing which may give offence, but also

in saying and doing every thing that can

prove agreeable, and while civility prin

cipally regards the matter of our conduct,

foliteness respects also the manner of it.

t is, however, highly proper to distin

guish between true and false politeness ;

the former is always modest and unob

trusive; unostentatious, when doing a

kindness, it rather conceals it, and prac

tises the most amiable qualities, not from

a solicitude of being taken notice of, but

from suavity of disposition alone ; while

on the other hand, false politeness is ser

vile, flattering, ambitious of praise, and

rather desirous of obtaining applause by

mean assiduities than the performance

of worthier actions ; more studiously

exact in punctilious ceremony, than

anxious to deserve esteem and win the

heart by gentleness and benevolence.
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Politeness can only be attained by long

acquaintance with the world, and a care

ful attention to the usage of the best com

pany—no particular instructions alone

will form it in our manners—for they can

neither include every thing that is neces

sary to be regarded, nor communicate a

capacity for practising it ; but besides the

artificial aids of a knowledge of the world,

and an imitation of the most polite models

in society, there are some natural qualifi

cations requisite to complete the character

of a polite man ; these are, a great share

of humanity, good humour, a quick

perception of what is most proper in all

circumstances, and a delicate way of say

ing and doing accordingly—and this may

be done without the least obsequiousness,

which, as it too plainly bespeaks insince

rity to be mistaken bythemost indifferent

judge, will disgust rather than please.

An honest frank opinion generally proves

more agreeable than a studied compli

ment, because it carries an unaffected and

genuine air about it, for when a person

praises with too much ingenuity, we

suspect he rather aims at our good opinion

of himself than testifies his own of us.

The company of the ladies it is com

monly admitted is the best school of

politeness ; and without it, no man can

expect to be even tolerated by them, as

they would sooner pardon even his want

of sense than his want of manners. He

can never expect to be agreeable with the

ladies who, although possessed of intrinsic

worth and a fine understanding, is defi

cient in that agreeable address, that

genteel and easy behaviour which so

eminently distinguish the well-bred man.

Politeness is nearly the most advan

tageous character we can have ; there is

no other sort of merit which pleases so

universally ; but every body is fond of

the acquaintance of a polite man. With

out this amiable quality there is no living

in society, for it creates both love and

esteem, and carries at least the appearance

of many considerable virtues.

Jacobus.

WONDERFUL INSTANCES OF

FECUNDITY.

(For the Mirror.)

An elm, one year with another, yields

329,000 grains or seeds, each of which,

-if properly lodged, would grow up into

a tree : now an elm ordinarily lives 100

years, consequently, in the course of its

life, it produces near 33,000,000 seeds,

all which arise from one single seed. The

same elm, by frequently cutting off its

head, &c. might be brought to produce

15,840,000,000 seeds, and consequently,

that there are so many actually contained

in it. This is shown by .11. Dodart in

his discourse on this subject in the

Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences.

M. Petit is said to have found in the'

carp 342,144 eggs; and Lewenhoeck in

a cod of a middling size 9,384,000. Dr.

Baster says he counted 12,444 eggs under

the tail of a female lobster, besides those

that remained in the body unprotruded.

The following is an experiment of M.

Lyonet on the generation of a moth

which comes from the chenille a brosse—

out of a brood of 350 eggs, that he had

from a single moth of this kind, he took

80, from which he got, when they arri

ved at their peifect state, 15 females ;

from whence he deduces the following

consequence: if 80 eggs give 15 females,

the whole brood of 350 would have pro

duced 65 ; these 65, supposing them as

fertile as their mother, would have pro

duced 22,750 caterpillars, among which

there would have been at least 4,265 fe

males, who would have produced for the

third generation 1,492,750 caterpillars,

M. de (Jeer counted in the belly of a

moth 480 eggs, reducing these to 400,

supposing one-fourth only of these to be

females, and as fruitful as their mother,

they will give birth to 40,000 caterpillars

for the second generation ; and for the •

third, supposing all things equal, four

millions of caterpillars.

" It is not surprising, therefore (says

Adams on the Microscope) that they are

found s'o numerous in years which are

favourable to their propagation. But the

Creator of all things, has for our sakes

limited this abundant multiplication, by

raising up hosts of enemies, who, be

sides sickness, &c. destroy the super

fluous quantity." In the milt of a jack

10,000 animalcula were discoverable, in

a quantity not bigger than a grain of

sand, exactly in appearance like those of

the cod fish. Upon viewing the milt of

a living cod fish (with a microscope)

such numbers of animalcula with long

tails were found therein, that at least

10,000 of them were supposed to exist

in the quantity of a grain of sand.

Whence Lewenhoeck argues that the

milt of that single cod fish contained

more living animalcula than there ate

people alive upon the face of the whole

earth at one and the same time. But

with this immense fecundity, Bently says,

" God could never create so ample a

world, but he could have made a bigger ;

the fecundity of this creative power never

growing barren ; nor being exhausted."

Ray, the naturalist says, " Some of the

ancients mention some seeds that retain
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their fecundity 40 years; and I have

found that melon seeds after 30 years,

are best for raising of melons." There is

no end to the fecundity of seeds.

* Each seed includes a plant; Hint plant, again,

Has other seeds, which other plants contam ;

Those other plants have all their seeds ; and

those,

More plants, again, successively enclose.

Thus evry single berry that we find,

Has, really, in itself whole forests of its kind.

Empire and wealth one acorn may dispense,

By fleets to sail a thousand a.us hence ;

Each myrtle-seed includes a thousand groves,

Where future bards may warble forth their

loves.*

P. T. W.

THE HISTORY OF MUSIC.

(Continuedfrom page 404, Vol. V.)

MUSIC IN EUBOPE.—THE TROUBA

DOURS.

During the dark ages no work of ge

nius or taste in any department of science

seems to have been produced in any part

of Europe ; and except in Italy, where

the cultivation of music was rather more

the object of attention, that art was neg

lected equally with all others. There

has always been observed a correspondence

in every country between the progress of

music and the cultivation of other arts and

sciences. In the middle ages, therefore,

when the most fertile provinces of Eu

rope were occupied by the Goths, Huns,

Vandals, and other barbarous tribes,

whose language was as harsh as their

manners were savage, little perfection and

no improvement of music is to be looked

for. Literature, arts, and refinements,

were encouraged more early at the courts

of the Roman pontiffs than in any other

country ; and owing to that circumstance

it is, that the scale, the counterpoint, the

best melodies, the dramas, religious and

secular, the chief graces and elegances of

modern music, have derived their origin

from Italy. In modern times, Italy has

been to the rest of Europe what ancient

Greece was to Rome. The Italians have

aided the civilization of their conquerors,

and enlightened the minds of those whose

superior prowess had enslaved them.

Having mentioned counterpoint, it

would be improper not to make one or two

observations on an invention which is

supposed to have been the source of great

innovation in the practice of music.

Counterpoint, or music in parts, seems to

be an invention purely modem. The

term harmony meant in the language of

antiquity what is now understood by me

lody. Guido, a monk of Arczzo in Tus

cany, is, in the general opinion, supposed

to have entertained the first idea of coun

terpoint about the year 1022: an ait

which, since his time, has experienced

gradual and imperceptible improvements,

far exceeding the powers or comprehen

sion of any one individual. The term

counterpoint, or contra punctum, denotes

its own etymology and import. Musical

notation was at one time performed by

small points ; and the present mode is

only an improvement of that practice.

Counterpoint, therefore, denotes the no

tation of harmony or music in parts, by

points opposite to each other. The im

provements of this important acquisition

to the art of music kept pace at first with

those of the organ ; an instrument admira

bly adapted to harmony : and both the

one and the other were till the 13th cen

tury employed chiefly in sacred music.

It was at this period that secular music

began to be cultivated.

Before the invention of characters fox

time, music in parts must have consisted

entirely of simple counterpoint, or note

against note, as is still practised in psal

mody. But the happy discovery of a

time-table extended infinitely the powers

of combined sounds. The ancients had

no other resource to denote time and

movement in music except two characters

(— w), equivalent to a long and a short

syllable. But time is of such importance

in music, that it can impart meaning and

energy the repetition of the same sound t

without it variety of tones has no effect

with respect to gravity and acuteness.

The invention of the time-table is attri

buted by almost all the writers on music

ofthe last and present century to John de

Muris, who flourished about the year

1330. But in a manuscript of John de

Muiis himself, bequeathed to the Vatican

library by the Queen of Sweden, that ho

nour seems to be yielded to Magister

Franco, who appears to have been alive

as late at least as 1083. John de Muris,

however, who there is some cause to be

lieve was an Englishman, though not the

inventor of the cantus mensurabilis, did

certainly by his numerous writings greatly

improve it. His tract on the Art of

Counterpoint is the most clear and useful

essay on the subject of which those times

can boast.

In the eleventh century, during the

first crusade, Europe began to emerge

from the barbarous stupidity and ignor

ance which had long overwhelmed it.

While its inhabitants were exercising in

Asia every species of rapine and pious

cruelty, art, ingenuity, and reason, insen

sibly civilized and softened their minds.

Then it was that the poets and songsters,
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known by the name of Troubadours, who

first appeared in Provence, instituted a

hew profession ; which obtained the pa-

tronage ofthe count of Poictou, and many

other princes and barons, who had them

selves cultivated music and poetry with

success. At the courts of their munifi

cent patrons the Troubadours were treated

with respect. The ladies, whose charms

they celebrated, gave them the most ge

nerous and flattering reception. The

success of some inspired others with hopes,

and excited exertions in the exercise of

their art; impelling them towards perfec

tion with a rapidity which the united

force alone of emulation and emolument

could occasion. These founders of mo

dem versification, constructing their songs

on plans of their own, classical authority,

either through ignorance or design, was

entirely disregarded. It does not appear,

however, during the cultivation and fa

vour of Provencal literature, that anyone

Troubadour so far outstripped the rest as

to become a model of imitation. The

progress of taste must ever be impeded by

the ignorance and caprice of those who

cultivate ah art without science or princi

ples.

During almost two centuries after the

arrangement of the 'scale attributed to

Guido, and the invention of the time- ,

table ascribed to Franco, no remains of

secular music can be discovered, except

those of the Troubadours or Provencal

poets. In the simple tunes of these bards

no time indeed is marked, and but little

variety of notation appears : it is not

difficult, however, to discover in them the

germs of the future melodies, as well as

the poetry of France and Italy. Had the

poetry and music of the Troubadours

been treated of in an agreeable manner by

thewriters who have chosen that subject,

it would have been discovered to be wor

thy of attention : the poetry, as interest

ing to literature ; the melody to which it

was sung, as curious to the musical his

torian. Almost every species of Italian

poetry is derived to the Provencals. Air,

the most captivating part of secular vocal

music, seems to have had the same origin.

The most ancient strains that have been

spared by time, are such as were set to

the songs of the Troubadours. The Pro

vencal language began to be in favour

with poets about the end of the tenth

century. In the .twelfth it became the

general vehicle, not only of poetry, but

of prose, to all who were ignorant of La

tin. And these were not the laity only.

At this period violars, or performers on

the vielle or viol, juglars or flute-players,

musars or players on other instruments,

and comics or comedians, abounded all

over Europe. This swarm of poet-musi

cians, who were formerly comprehended

in France under the general title of jongr

leurs, travelled from province to province,

singing their verses at the courts of prin

ces. They were rewarded with clothes,

horses, arms, and money. Jongleurs or

musicians were employed often to sing

the verses of Troubadours, who them

selves happened to be deficient in voice or

ignorant of music. The term Trouba

dour, therefore, implies poetry as well as

music. The jongleurs, menetriers, strol

lers, or minstrels, were frequently musi

cians, without any pretensions to poetry.

These last have been common at all times ;

but the troubadour or bard has distin

guished a particular profession, either in

ancient or modern times, only during the

early dawnings of literature.

In the thirteenth century the songs were

on various subjects ; moral, merry, amo

rous : and at that time melody seems to

have been little more than plain song or

chanting. The notes were square, and

written on four lines only like those of

the Romish church in the clitF C, and

without any marks for time. The move

ment and embellishments of the air de

pended on the abilities of the singer. Since

that time, by the cultivation of the voice,

modern music has been much extended,

for it was not till towards the end of St.

Louis's reign that the fifth line began to

be added to the stave. The singer always

accompanied himself with an instrument

in unison. x

( To be continued.)

pttaeellames.

HURRICANE IN JAMAICA.

Me. BECKroRD in his description of

the Island of Jamaica, after having dwelt

at some length upon the general effects of

the hurricane on the 3rd of October, 1780,

thus eloquently paints its horrors :—

" When the night was past, and our

minds hung suspended between the danger

we had escaped, and the anticipation of

what we might expect to ensue ; when the

dawn appeared as ifunwilling to disclose

the devastation that the night had caused ;

when the sun-beams peeped above the

hills, and illumined the scene around—

just God ! what a contrast was there ex

hibited between that morning and the

day before ! a day which seemed to smile

upon Nature, and to take delight in the

prospect of plenty that waved around,

and which produced, wherever the eye

could gaze, the charms of cultivation,

and the promise ofabundance ; but which
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fallacious appearances, alas ! were to be

at once annihilated by that extensive and

melancholy view of desolation and despair

in which the expectations of the moderate,

and the wishes of the sanguine, were to

be so soon ingulphed.

The horrors of the day were much

augmented by the melancholy exclama

tion of every voice, and the energetic ex

pression of every hand : ' some of which

were uplifted in acts of execration ; some

wiped the tears that wore flowing from

the eye ; while others considering/from

whence the visitation came, were seen to

strike their breasts, as if to chide the

groans which it was impossible to restrain.

An uncommon silence reigned around :

it was the pause of consternation : it was

a dumb oratory; that said more, much

more, than any tongue could utter. The

first sounds proceeded from the mouths

of the most patient of Nature's crea

tures—from the melancholy cow that had

lost its calf, and with frequent lowings

invited its return ; from the mother ewes,

th'at with frequent bleatings recalled

their lambs, which were frisking out of

sight, unconscious of danger, and un

mindful of food : . and which solemn and

pathetic invitations, after such a night,

the contemplation of such a scene, and

the disposition of the mind to receive pa

thetic impressions, came home with full

effect to those who had suffered, but who

wished not to complain !

If the distresses of the feathered tribe

be taken into this description, their na

tural timidity, their uncertainty of food,

of shelter, and domestic protection, be

duly considered ; trifling as these obser

vations mav appear, they certainly help

to swell the catalogue of distress, to

awaken the sigh of sensibility, and to

teach us, that their existence and their

end are in the hands of the same Creator.

The morning of the 4th of October,

presented us with a prospect, dreary be

yond description, and almost melancholy

beyond example; and deformed with

such blasted signs of nakedness and ruin,

as calamity, in its most awful and de

structive moments, has seldom offered to

the desponiiing observations of mankind.

The face of the country seemed to be en

tirely changed : the y.alleys and the plains,

the mountains and the forests, that were

only the day before most beautifully

clothed with every verdure, were now

despoiled of every charm ; and to an ex

pected abundance and superfluity of

grain, in a few hours succeeded sterility

and want ; and every prospect, as far as

the eye could stretch, was visibly stricken

blank with desolation and with horror.

Th« powers of vegetation appeared to be

at once suspended ; and instead of Nature

and her works, the mind was petrified

by the seeming approach of fate and

chaos. .

The country looked as if it had been

lately visited by fire and the sword; as

if the tornado had rifled Africa of its

sands, to deposit their contents upon the

denuded bosom of the hills ; as if /Etna

had scorched the mountains, and a vol

cano had taken possession of every height.

The trees were up-rootcd, the dwellings

destroyed ; and in some places not a

stone was left to indicate the use to which

it was once applied. Those who had

houses, could hardly distinguish their

ruins ; and the proprietor knew not

where.to fix the situation of his former

possessions. The very beasts, of all des

criptions, were conscious of the cala

mity: the birds, particularly the do

mestic pigeons,' were most of them de

stroyed': and the fish were driven from

those rivers, and those seas, of which

they had before been the peaceful inhabi

tants. New streams arose, and exten

sive lakes were spread, where rills were

scarcely seen to trickle before ; and ferry

boats wereobliged to ply where carriages

were used to travel with safety and con

venience. The roads were, for a long

time, impassable among the mountains ;

the low-lands were overflowed, and num

bers of cattle were carried away by the

depth and impetuosity of the torrents ;

while the boundaries of the different

plantations were sunk beneath the accu

mulated pressure of the inundation.

THE SILK WORM

Is hatched by the heat of the sun from

eggs laid by a lively moth in the preceding

year ; its food are leaves of mulberry, in

which tree it lives in warm climates.

Shortly after it attains its full growth!, it

winds itself in its silky web attached to

one of the leaves, and in this cone of silk

is converted into a lifeless chrysalis ; in

a few days the chrysalis produces a lively

and delicate moth, which eats its way out

of the cone of silk, flutters its wings for a

few days, lays eggs for future supplies of

silk-worms, and then dies. The size of a

cone of raw silk is about a pigeon's egg

in bulk, and it will measure a quarter of

a mile.

PARSON.

Though we write parson differently, it

is but person ; that is, the individual

person set apart for the service of such a

church ; and it is in Latin persona, and

personalis is a personage.—Schlen. '
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aneient Crosses, ^anUfcaefi, Cfosirire.

The period when the ancient crosses at

Sandbach were erected is uncertain, hut

it is supposed they were raised on the

»ery spot where one of the four priests

that attended Peda out of Northumber

land, first preached the gospel in that part

of Mercia after his conversion to Christi

anity, in the year 653. The crosses are,

undoubtedly, the most perfect, and pro

bably the oldest remains of Christian an

tiquity in the kingdom : both the crosses

are almost covered with figures ; the lar

ger one is nearly occupied with scriptural

subjects. On the lowest part of the east

side, within a circle, is the salutation of

Elizabeth by her cousin Mary ; above

this circle is the annunciation, with the

Holy Ghost descending upon the blessed

Virgin Mary, in the form of a bird, with

extended wings ; a little above this is the

birth of Christ, a child in swaddling

clothes ; on each side is an ox looking

into the manger, behind is an angel,

whose wings overshadow the whole ; im

mediately above the head of the angel, is

file crucifixion, at the foot of the cross is

Mary of Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene ;

in each quarter formed by the transverse

of the cross, are the emblems of the four

evangelists ; in the upper dexter-quarter

there is an angel for St. Matthew : the

opposite, a lion for St. Mark ; in the

lower dexter-quarter, is a bull for St.

Luke ; in the last, an eagle for St. John ;

above the cross is Pilate seated in the

judgment hall ; in front of him is Christ

bound ; over the head of Christ is a man

with his head downwards : presumed

to be the fall of the traitor Judas ; still

higher up are the implements of the pas

sion, the hammer, pincers, &c. ; at the

top are two figures of men much muti

lated. On the west side of the cross is a

plain cross ; in the lower quarters are

two dread fiend-like animals in the act of

biting the transverse part of it, one of

their tails are fretted, gnawed, and termi

nating with a snake's head, in an angle,

formed by the foot of the cross sloping

Off to each side in cheveron form ; the tail

of the other is mutilated ; the upper quar

ter is guarded by two angels, now much

mutilated : still higher up, and separated

from the angels by a cross bar, is the

angel Gabriel appearing to Zachary in

the temple, where he is seated on a chair,

struck dumb ; above them is a man walk

ing with a club in his hand, and followed

by Simon the Cyrene, carrying over his

shoulder the cross ; above this is Christ

bound by the hands with a cord, which

extends over the shoulders of a man in

front, who is dragging him before Pilate ;

above are four mutilated figures of men.

The south side from the top, about one-

third downwards, is composed of beauti

ful filligree work, crossing and intersecting

each other, while one of the ends termi
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nates in an animal, the other runs to the

bottom in an undulating line, interspersed

with branches, and animals of the non

descript kind ; in the midst is a man,

probably John the Baptist, in the wilder

ness. The north side is occupied with

the descent of the Holy Ghost, in shape

of cloven tongues on the apostles, they

are placed in narrow cells, in a double

row from the bottom, to about three

quarters of the way up ; it is remarkable

to observe that the division on which each

stands is cut off at one hand, so as not to

touch the sides, leaving an uninterrupted

communication between the whole, which

is not observable in any other parts ; the

uppermost figure is leaning over the up

right division, and looking down upon

the figures on the opposite side from that

on which he stands, whilst the cloven

tongues immediately over his back and

head, issues from the mouth of a figure,

not unlike a fish, whose tail runs in an

undulating line to the top : this cross has

been surmounted with a sculptured stone

four feet in diameter, now much mutilated,

but sufficient remains to tell us, it was

once circular.

The north side of the small cross is

divided into a double row of cells, in each

a figure of a man, all in the act of walk

ing, some with short daggers in their

hands, others without, which, in all hu

man probability, represented Peda setting

out for Mercia with all his nobility and

attendants into Northumberland to solicit

the hand of Alchflida, king Oswy's

daughter. On the west side is a triple

group of figures in small cells, some

kneeling and some standing, at the bot

tom are angels looking upwards to the

group, whilst above them are three

figures, with a dove descending upon the

left shoulder of the centre one, this pos

sibly represented Peda with his attend

ants receiving the sacred laver of regene

ration in the front of baptism ; the parts

above this are mutilated. On the south

side are the like figures and cells as on

the north, with this difference, that instead

of the cells being square over each of their

heads, they are on this as well as on the

west side, invariably arched, and instead

of daggers, they are now travelling with

staves in their hands. The east side is

divided into five lozenge compartments,

but originally there was more ; the in

terstices are occupied with figures of men

and animals : in the uppermost lozenge

is the figure of a bull with his head re

flected on his back ; in the top part of

the next lozenge, is the figure of a man

with his hands stuck in his sides, and

his legs extended from one side to the

other, in the base arc two men endorsed ;

the next is partly mutilated, but appears

to have been filled with something of the

reptile kind ; the next two are each filled

with a man with a club in his hand : the

whole of the subjects on the east and west

sides of this cross are enclosed within a

margin of fret work, laced, gnawed, and

indented, one over another, in various

patterns, and of most exquisite design

and workmanship, but so much mutilated,

that it requires the nicest examination to

trace out their various turns and twist-

ings ; at each angle of both the crosses,

the cabel moulding, a well known Saxon

ornament, runs from the bottom to the

top.

The time when the larger cross, and

the upper part of the smaller was pulled

down, is equally as uncertain as their

erection ; great violence has been used in

pulling them down, as is clearly discernible

on reference to the engraving, where the

large cross in its fall has torn away the

greatest part of the socket-stone, in which

it had been firmly fixed, on the opposite

side from that on which it fell, when it

broke into several pieces^ the bottom part

was split up the middle with wedges, and

long served to protect the sides of a neigh

bouring well ; other fragments were

placed as steps for door-ways, and at the

corners of walls, to protect them from

carts ; others weje, in the memory of

some of the old inhabitants, buried in the

foundations of the church-yard wall ; the

middle part ofthe large crobs, and several

portions of the smaller one, were trans

ported from Sandbach to Tarporley, and

from Tarporley to Oulton, where they

served to adorn a grotto, at one end of a

garden, with the four following lines in

old English letters, cut on one of the frag

ments belonging to the small cross, but

now covered up with Roman cement :—

* With awful steps approach this shrine,

Sacred to Druids erst divine ;

Here ancient Virtue still preserve,

Nor ever from its precepts swerve;*

Some years ago the inhabitants of

Sandbach became anxious to have the

crosses restored as far as possible, and

the whole that could be collected being

got together in the month of Septem

ber, liilb', Mr. Palmer, of Manchester, to

whom we are indebted for this account,

was sent for to re-fix them. By the aid

of George Ormerod, Esq., the historian

of Cheshire, he was enabled to arrange

the whole, and supply .the deficiencies

with new stone, as shown by the plain

parts in the engraving, which gives a very

correct view and idea of these remains of

antiquity.
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SPIRIT OF THS

39ufclit ^Journals.

THE ENGLISH IN ROME.

It is peculiarly fortunate for the Romans

that their city still continues to attract

foreigners ; for, were it not for them, the

workmg classes would never see a crown,

nor the higher ranks acquire a new idea.

Whence comes it, then, that the English,

who form the immense majority of the

foreigners who visit the " eternal city,"

are, with a few honourable exceptions,

the objects of profound hatred to the peo

ple, and of ridicule to the good company

of Rome ? The two following anecdotes

which came under my own observation,

may serve to explain the sources and mo

tives of this disposition of the inhabitants

of Rome towards the English, who enrich

them. There is in a small chapel in the

town-house ofVelletri a celebrated picture,

which I went to see. At the gate I met

four English travellers, one of whom, the

son of a rich London merchant, spoke

Italian fluently. We entered together,

and were conducted by the porter through

the apartments, and into the little chapel

where the picture was to be seen. On

quitting the place, the young Englishman,

who spoke Italian, gave to the porter, for

his companions and himself, a mezzo

paolo, about five French sous. The por

ter, fired with indignation, overwhelmed

the whole party with a torrent of impre

cations ; for in this country such have

been the effects of three centuries of des

potism, that the people have lost all re

spect for intermediate rank—they see only

the Pope and his power. The Roman

people respect a man only according to

what he spends or gives. This is their

general feeling, with the exception of the

respect which they pay to the families of

the Borghese, Ohigi, Oabrielli, Falconieri,

and one or two others, whose palaces,

filled with the wonders of ancient and

modern art, are open to the public ad

miration.—The second anecdote I have

to mention, took place in the Piazxa iP

Espayna. An Englishman sent a fowl

ing-piece to a gunsmith in the Piazza d'

Espagna to be repaired. On its being

lent back to him, the messenger demanded

two crowns for the repairs ; the English

man found the sum exorbitant, got into a

passion and refused to pay : the messen

ger gave him the fowling-piece but re

tained the ramrod, saying, with that per

fect sang-froid remarkable in the Romans,

and which lasts until they explode into

the most violent anger, " that as his

master had told him to receive two crowns,

he should take back the ramrod, and that

the Signore Inglese might call at his

master's shop and bargain with him.

The Englishman accordingly went, ac

companied by one of his countrymen, to

the gunsmith's ; a discussion took place,

in the course of which the Englishman

called the Roman a cheat ; the gunsmith

retorted by another- insulting expression,

when the other Englishman struck him

with his whip. A young lad of sixteen,

employed in the shop, on seeing his father

thus maltreated, snatched up a cutlass

and stabbed the Englishman in the thigh,

who fell bathed in his blood. The young

assassin fled. After the death of the

Englishman, his countrymen in Rome,

who visited at the Duke Torlonia's and a

few other houses, gave free course to tho

most injurious reflections on the Roman

character, and this while speaking to Ro

mans in their own houses. Now would

an Englishman have permitted himself

to act towards an English gunsmith, as

this ill-fated traveller did towards the ar

mourer of the Piazza d'Espagna ? Would

an Englishman suffer foreigners at his

table to declaim in the strongest and most

offensive terms against the character of

the British nation ? Would an English

man offer a mezzo paolo, or two-pence

halfpenny, to the guide who should shew

him through Hampton Court ? It may

be objected to what I have stated, that

amongst the immense crouds of English

who inundate Italy, there must be some

not belonging to the better classes of so

ciety. But in the instances above-men

tioned this was not the case : both the

individual who gave two-pence halfpenny

to the porter at Velletri, and those who

went to the gunsmith's shop, were wealthy;

and undoubtedly belonging to the class of

gentlemen. The real cause of such con

duct is this : Englishmen, for what reason

I know not, seem to think that they may

act on the Continent, and particularly in

Italy, in a manner that they dare not do

in London. If you strike one of the

lower classes in Florence, he will humble

himself the more before you ; for Florence,,

since the time of Cosmo II., has been a

thoroughly aristocratic country. If you

.strike a Frenchman belonging to the

working class, should he happen to have

served in the army, he will propose a duel

to you ; as was the case some years ago•

with the driver of a cabriolet, who, on

being struck by a Russian officer, very

coolly took the cross of the legion of ho

nour from his pocket, fixed it to his

button-hole, and then returned the blow,

A meeting with pistols was the conse

quence, and chance was, at least in this

instance, on the sidcofjustice ; the insolent
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aggressor fell. With this single excep

tion you may strike a French workman

with impunity. But such is not the case

with the Romans ; and it is for this trait

in their character that I esteem that people.

New Monthly Magazine.

SUTTEES IN NEPAL.

Nepal Jan. Tth.—General Bheem

Syre's eldest nephew, Vizier Singh, hav

ing been at Palpa, arrived at Nepal in

the latter end of November, and on the

3rd of December died. The following day

the body was burned, and along with it

two of his wives and three slave girls ;

the latter, however, had not the honour

of being burned on the same pile with

their lord and master, but had a pile to

themselves. The brother of the deceased,

with his nephew in his arms, lighted the

funeral fires—such being the custom !

Suttees are not unfrequent in the valley.

A curious one took place some months

ago, of a woman burning herself with her

seducer, who had been killed by her own

husband. So much for religious ordi

nances !—[ Cal. John Bull, Jan. 19.

NILGHERRY HILLS.

After spending a few days very plea

santly at Calicut, I mounted my palan

quin at daylight, and took the road to

Coinbetoor, in preference to another of

only half the distance, but considered

rather dangerous. A part of my way,

indeed, lay through an extensive ele

phant-jungle, for which, however, I was

well provided ; my cavalcade, including

bearers, amounting to at least fifty peo

ple : the greater part of these were armed

with hunting spears, swords, and blun

derbusses, so as to cut a very formidable

figure, and I was almost sorry not to

meet with an adventure, being so well

prepared. My servants, with my light

baggage, stumbled on an old elephant

with her cub, but they fled on the firing

of a gun. On the morning of the fifth

day I arrived at the foot of the hills, and

began the ascent in the middle of the

next night. At day-break I found my

self amidst all the charms of mountain-

scenery—rocks and mountains, and

woods and streams ; and, after an ascent

of some hours, reached a little station

called Dinhutty, where a few Europeans

have built cottages, to breakfast at ten

o'clock. The thermometer, which below

stood at 98 deg., was here exactly 30 deg.

lower ; and I was glad at night to get

under two good blankets. I cannot des

cribe to you the delight I felt at the

change ; I forgot that I had been ill, and,

notwithstanding my fatigues, was out all

day, almost believing myself in England.

The scenery at- Dinhutty is exceedingly

beautiful ; the hills are very precipitous,

and strongly resemble the paintings of

Swiss scenery. The climate delicious ;

and there is so much in every respect

resembling England, that one ceases to

think one's self in India : I am sure I

did, when I walked out with the ladies

two miles to a three o'clock dinner in the

month of May ! After a few delightful

days, I continued my ascent on horse

back, about fifteen miles, t6 this place,

called Ootacamund, about 2,000 feet

above Dinhutty, and of course somewhat

colder; the scenery, all the way up,

grand and beautiful in the extreme.

Here the country is different from that

about Dinhutty, and I think I like it less :

this may be described as a hilly country,

at the top of lofty mountains, and we

are very near the summit. Dodabet, the

crown of the Nilgherries, rises just over

our head here, between 8,000 and O,tMX)

feet above the sea. A great part of this

consists of open downs, and gently swel

ling hills, rising one above another to a

great height, covered with fine verdure,

and occasionally broken by a rugged mass

of rock. Here is no pestilential jungle or

noxious marsh ; beautiful little woods, as

in England, are scattered over the country,

and give to the whole aspect the appear

ance of a grand park, excellently well

laid out, in some hilly country at home.

These little woods fringe every ravine

between the hills, through each of which,

without exception, little crystal torrents

rush down on every side. With the ex

ception of the want of cultivation, every

thing here is English ; the woods are

carpeted with strawberries, anemone, and

violets ; the white dog-rose, honey-suckle,

and jessamine twine themselves over all

the trees ; and blackbirds and laiks in

numerable make the hills ring with their

song : but the violets are shaded by

groves of gigantic cinnamon and rhodo

dendron, with its great masses of scarlet

blossoms ; and the song of the black

birds is interrupted by the croaking of

the monkeys, and the screams of the pea

fowls and jungle-cock. The whole, how

ever is delightful.

It seems almost incredible that such a

country and climate should exist so near

the equator, and surrounded by such

burning climes. In truth, all the people

below are quite sceptical, and will not

make the trial, except the civilians of

Coinbetoor. This region was not known

till 1819, when the first visitors were

pinched with the frost. The greatest ad

vantage of the climate is its equality, the
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temperature varying little after the mon

soon has once changed. At this moment

my hands and feet are so cold that I can

hardly write ; I am obliged to blow on

my fingers, in a little close shut-up room,

with curtains and all the apparatus of

English apartments, except fire, of which

I should be very glad. The thermometer

before me now stands at 56 deg., at 1 1 in

the morning ; but the S.W. monsoon is

just set in, and the hills are covered with

mist and a drizzling rain. The mercury

here never rises beyond 70 deg. ; during

May, the hottest month, it never exceeded

that in the shade : so that the climate

offers no obstruction whatever to Euro

pean labour or enjoyment. The English

here, including some farming and garden

ing men and their families, are all as

stout, and strong, and healthy, and work

just as hard, as at home ; and the chil

dren with their fat rosy faces, are unpa

ralleled in India. I am out all day

wandering over hills and woods, quite en

chanted. In the warmest days there is

so fine an air, that no sort of inconve

nience is felt ; in short it is wholly Euro

pean. The soil is deep and rich beyond

measure ; all European fruits, and vege

tables, and flowers, vegetate luxuriantly ;

and nothing which England produces

would fail here.

You will readily understand how I re

joice in having made this experiment, in

preference to going to the eastward or to

the Cape. It answers all the purposes

of a voyage to England; and I have

written to some friends to suggest a sub

scription for an invalid bungalow, which

might be managed extremely well. There

is not, perhaps, a country to be found

which nature has so fully prepared for

the hand of man : one half of the wasted

labours of the poor Algoa people would

have converted it into a paradise. Mr.

Johnson, a man who has set up a large

garden and farm here, under Mr. Sulli

van's auspices, was a Cape settler : he is

delighted with this country, and already

furnishes large supplies of vegetables and

seeds to the country below: the potatoes

are equal to English.

(Asiatic Journal.)

Wbt STopo0rapfjer.

No. XV.

ORIGIN OF THE METROPOLI

TAN NAME, AND VARIOUS

PARTS OF THE METROPOLIS.

London, called by the Saxons Lunden-

burgh, takes its name from Llyn, a lake,

and Din, a town, because formerly the

whole of the Surrey side of the Thames

lay under water ; and having the appear

ance of a lake, might have given rise to

the name of Llyn-din, or the City on the

Lake. This, most probably, was the

original name ; and that derived from

Llong, a ship, and Din, a town, might

have been bestowed when the place be

came a seat of ttade, and famous for the

concourse of shipping.

Westminster, from Minster, or Con

ventual Church and West ; in opposi

tion to the New Abbey on Tower-hill ;

that being East Minster, from being built

East of London.

Southtvark was called by the Saxons

Suthverke, or the South Work, in respect

to some fort or fortification bearing that

aspect from London. It was also called

the Burg, or Borough, probably for the

same reason.

Lambeth is variously written Lamb-

hyde, Lamhyte, &c. &c.—viz., a dirty

station ; from the circumstance of its

being overflowed by the Thames.

The Adelphi is derived from a Greek

word, signifying "a brother," it being

built by two brothers.

Aldermanbury, from being the court-

hall or Bury, as it was called, where the

aldermen met previous to the erection of

Guildhall, thence called Alderman's

Bury. Alderman signifies Aelder Man,

a man advanced in years, and accordingly

supposed to be of superior wisdom and

gravity.

Aldgate was originally Eald Gate,

signifying Old Gate, it being one of the

earliest gates that was built.

Barbican, or Watch-tower ; belong

ing to every fortified place. That of

London stood near the present street

called Barbican : hence its name.

Basing Hall Street owes its origin

to Basing's Haugh, or Hall, built by one

of that name, now called Blackwell Hall,

after Sir Ralph Blackwell, an eminent

tailor, who founded the market for woollen

cloth now held there.

Bell Savage Inn is a corruption from

La Belle Sauvage, a beautiful woman,

described in an old French romance, as

being found in a wilderness in a savage

state.

Blossoms Inn is named from the rich

border of flowers which adorned the ori

ginal sign, that of St. Lawrence. These

were the effects of his martyrdom, " for

(says the legend) flowers sprung up on

the spot of his cruel martyrdom."

Bull and Mouth Inn is a perversion

of Boulogne Mouth, or Harbour, which

grew into a popular sign after the costly

capture of that place by Henry VIII.

Bird Cage Walk (St. James's Park)
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takes its title ftom the cages which were

hung in the trees ; belonging to an aviaiy

adjacent, made by Charles II.

Bishopsgate Street owes its name to

one of the gates of London, which stood

near the end of Camomile-street : it was

originally built by Erkinwald, Bishop of

London, A.D. 675, and from him called

Bishop's Gate.

Blackfriars proceeds from the frater

nity of Dominicans, or Black Friars, who

built a large house in that place.

Bow Church was originally built on

arches—hence its name St. MarJ le Bow,

or de arcubus. The Arches Court de

rives its name from being formerly held

in this church.

Bond Street, named after the proprie

tor—a baronet of a family now extinct.

Bridewell, springs fromawell formerly

in that neighbourhood, dedicated to St.

Bride, or Bridget.

Bucklersbury.—One Buckle had a

large manor-house of stone in this place,

from whence came Buckles Bury.

Charing Cross.—Here formerly stood

•one of the crosses erected by Edward I.,

in memory of hi3 beloved queen Eleanor.

This being then a village called Charing,

gave the name of Charing Cross.

Charter House, a corruption of Char-

treux (a Carthusian friar), a priory for

twenty-four monks of that rigid order

having been founded on the spot where

tlie gardens now are.

Cheapside received its name from

Chepe, a market, as being originally the

g^eat street of splendid shops. In the

year 1246 it was an open field, called

Crown Field, ftom an inn (with the sign

of a crown) at the east end.

Clerkenwell.—Here was formerly a

well, at which the parish clerks of Lon

don were accustomed to meet annually, to

perform their mysteries or sacred dramati

cal plays : hence the name Clerkenwell.

In 1409 they performed the Creation of

the World, which lasted eight days, and

most of the nobility and gentry honoured

them with their presence.

Conduit Street, from one of the con

duits which supplied this part of the town

with water.

Covent Garden, originally Convent

Garden, being attached to a convent be

longing to the Abbot of Westminster.

Coventry Street, from Coventry-

House, which stood at the end of the

llaymaikct.

Cripplegate owes its name to the

number of cripples and beggars which

formerly haunted that gate of the city.

Crutched Friars, from the House of

the Crutehed, or Crossed Friars, a frater

nity which wore a large red cross on

their garments : hence " The Red Cross

Knights."

Devonshire Square, from the man.

sion formerly there, belonging to the Earl

of Devonshire.

Dowgate, or properly Dwrgate, or

Watergate, where there was a ferry te

join Watling-street with the military way

to Dover. The Britons are supposed to

have given it the name of Dwr or Dwy,

water ; and the Saxons added the word

gate, which signifies away.

Drury Lane.—Near this place stood

Druty House, the habitation of the great

family of the Drury's—built by Sir Wm.

Drury, K.G., from which it derived its

title. It is singular that this lane, of

later times so notorious for intrigue,

should receive its title from a family

name, which, in the language of Chaucer,

had an amorous signification

Of bataille and of chevalrie,

Of ladies' love and druerie,

Anon I wol you tell.

Dukes Place (city) the great resort of

the Jews, took its name ftom Thomas,

Duke of Norfolk, who, in 1562, had hl»

residence here.

Eastcheap, from Chepe, a market,

and East, the aspect it beats to the Chepe.

side. This street was famous, in old

times, for its convivial doings. " The

cookes cried hot ribbes of beef rosted ;

pies well baked, and other victuals. There

was clattering of pewter pots, harpe, pipe-,

and sawtrie." Evident marks of the

jollity of this quarter.

Exeter Change is so called from being

on the site of Exeter House, built by

that great statesman the lord treasurer

Burleigh, and named originally Burleigh

House.

Finsbvry Square, or rather Fens-

bury, from its being a large fen. This

was the case in the days of the historian

Fitzstephen. In his description of the

pastimes of the Londoners, he gives an

account of the awkward substitute for the

skate. He says, " And when that vast

lake, which waters the walls of the city

towards the north, is hard frozen, the

youth in great numbers go to divert them

selves on the ice ; some taking a small

run, for an increment of velocity,, place

their feet ut a proper distance, and are

carried sliding sideways a great way.—

Others will make a large cake of ice, and

seating one of their companions upon it,

they take hold of one's hands and draw

him along, when it happens, that, moving

swiftly on so slippery a plain, they all

fall headlong. Others there are who are

still more expert in these amusements on

the ice : they place certain bones, the leg
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bones of animals, under the soles of their

feet, by tying them lound their ankles,

and then taking a pole shod with iron

into their hands, they push themselves

forward by striking it against the ice, and

uTe carried on with a velocity equal to the

flight of a bird, or a bolt discharged from

a cross-bow.

Gerard Street, from Gerard House,

the residence of Gerard, the gallant Ka»l

of Macclesfield.

Golden Square was formerly Gelding

Square, from the sign of a neighbouring

inn; but the inhabitants, indignant at

the vulgarity of the name, changed it to

the present.

Goodman's Fields,^ from farmer

Goodman, who had a farm here—"at

which farme I myselfe (saysStowe) in my

youth, have fetched manye a halfe-peny-

worth of milk, and never had lesse than

three ale pints for a halfe-peny in the

summer, nor lesse than one ate quart for

a halfe-peny in the winter, alwaies hot

from the kine."

Hatlim Garden, from the residence of

the Lord "Hatton's, built on the gardens

belonging to Ely House, which were

famous for strawberries : recorded by

Hollinshed, who informs us, that Richard

III., at the council held in the Tower the

morning he put Hastings to death, sent to

request a dish of them. Sir C. Hatton,

the founder, was a great favourite with

Queen Elizabeth, and by her interest he

extorted the gardens from the Bishop of

Ely, Richard Cox, who for a long time

time resisted the sacrilege. Her letter to

the poor bishop was dictated in terms as

insolent as indecent :—

" Proud Prelate ! you know what you

was before I made you what you are now.

If you do not immediately comply with

my request, by * * * I will Unfrock you,

" Elizabeth."

Haymarket, from what it still re

mains—a hay-market.

Jlolborn is corruptedfrom Old Bourne,

one of the brooks which ran through

London, and over which was Old Bourne

Bridge, now Holborn Bridge : up to

which the river Thames flowed through

the Fleet Ditch, and brought barges of

considerable burden.

Hounilsditch was formerly a filthy

ditch, into which was thrown dead dogs

and all manner of filth—hence its name.

Into it was thrown, as worthy of no better

sepulture, Edric, the murderer of his

master, Edmund Ironside, after having

been drawn by his heels from Biynard's

Castle, and tonnented to death by burning

torches.

Ki'ii/'s'Mews,{tom the buildings which

formerly stood there, having been used

for keeping the king's falcons.—Mews,

signifying cages, seems an odd name for

stables. ,

Knight Rider Street is so named from

the gallant train of knights who were

wont to pass this way in the days of chi

valry, to the gay tournaments at Smith-

field.

Lamb's Conduit Street is derived

from the conduit erected there by William

Lambe, one of the gentlemen of the cha

pel to Henry VIII.

Lombard Street dates its origin from

the Lombards, the great money-lenders

and usurers of former times, who cams

from Lombardy, and settled in that street.

The sign they made use of was the three

gold balls, which the pawnbrokers use to

this day.

London Wall explains its own origin,

from there being, till within a few years,

a long tract of the old wall of London

standing on the north side of that street.

Long Acre takes its name from being

built on a piece of ground called the seven

acres.

Mary-le-bone, corrupted from Mary

Bourne, a brook, which in the year 1238,

furnished nine conduits to supply Lon

don with water ; but the introduction of

the New River superseded the use of

conduits.

May Fair, from a fair formerly kept

in May about the spot where the chapel

now stands.

ilillbank, from a mill which formerly

stood there.

Minories, is named from certain poor

ladies of the Order of St. Clare,or Minor-

esses, who were invited into England, by

Blanche, Queen of Navarre, (wife to

Edmund Earl of Lancaster,) who in

1293, founded here a convent for their

reception.

moorgate, one of the gates of London,

takes its name from the grounds beyond

the wall being, in former times, an ex

tensive marsh.

Newgate, also formerly a gate of the

city, originally called Chamberlain's

Gate. It was used as a prison, so long

back as 1218, and for persons of rank,

before the Tower was used for that pur

pose. In 1412 this gate was rebuilt by

the executors of the famous Sir Richard

Whittington, out of the effects he had al

lotted for works of charity ; his statue

with the cat, remained in a niche to its

final demolition, on the rebuilding the

present prison. The Gate was destroyed

in the fire of 1606, and rebuilt in its late

form, whence it obtained the name of

New Gate.

Old Jewry, derives its origin from the .

great synagogue which stood there till the
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unhappy race of Jews were expelled the

kmgdom, a.d., 1291.

Pall.Mall and The Mall,(St. James's

Park), take their titles from being used

as a walk, or place for the exercise of the

Mall, a game long since disused.

' Peerless Pool, was originally called

Perilous Pool, from the number ofyouths

who had been drowned in it while swim

ming.

Piccadilly, from Piccadilla Hall,

built by one Higgins, a tailor, and so

called, because he got his estate by mak

ing stiff collars, in the fashion of a band,

then called Piccadillas or Turnovers, for

merly much in fashion.

Queenhithe, its original name was

Edred's Hithe or Harbour ; in Henry the

Third's time, it fell to the crown, and

was called Ripa Regince or the Queen's

Wharf. It was probably part of her

Majesty's pin-money, by the attention

paid to her interest.

Shoreditch, takes its title, not from

Jane Shore, as is generally supposed, but

from its lord, Sir John de Sordich, a

valiant ' knight, in the time of Edward

III.

Soho Square, called originally after

the Duke of Monmouth, who lived in the

centre house, Monmouth Square, after

wards King Square, was subsequently

named Soho Square, being the word of

the day at the field of. Sedgemoor. The

name of the unfortunate Duke is still re

tained in Monmouth Street.

The Steel Yard, (Thames Street,) is

not named, as might be supposed, from

steel, the metal usually kept there, but

from Stael hoff, contracted from Stapel

Hoff, or general house of trade of the

Germans, who formerly possessed exclu

sively this wharf, and there had their

Guildhalda Teutonicorum, or Guildhall

of that nation.

Strand was originally an open high

way, with here and there a great man's

house, with gardens to the water's edge ;

hence the name.

St. Clement Danes, so called from

being the place of interment of Harold

the Harefoot.

St. John's Gate, is the only remaining

part of a priory founded there by the

Knight's of St. John of Jerusalem,

whence the title, as well as that of " the

Old Jerusalem Tavern."

St. Olaves, takes its name from the

Danish Prince Olaf, who was massacred

by his pagan subjects. The Abbot of

Battle had a house in this parish, which

gave the name to Battle Stairs : and the

street called the Maze, from the luxurious

intricacies in his magnificent gardens.

Temple Bar.- The Strand was for

merly divided from Fleet 9treet, by

nothmg but posts,' rails, and chains ;

hence the name of bar. From being near

the house of the Knights Templars, (a

religious military order,) it received the

title of Temple Bar.

Threadnecdlc Street, having Mer

chant Tailors' Hall in it, decides its

origin at once. •

' Tyburn, formerly the place of execu

tion, does not receive its name from tye i

and burn, as if it were called so from the

manner of capital punishments formerly ;

but from Tye its proper name, and

Bourne, the Saxon word for brook.

Walbrook, took its name from VVal

brook or River of Wells, which formerly

ran in the place where the street now is.

Warwick Lane, from a house in it

belonging to the Earl of Warwick. '

Windmill Street, (Haymarket) from

a windmill, which stood in a field on the

west side. Clavis.
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* I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."—JVottoru . t

LAW AND PHYSTC.

If thou study law and physic, endeavour

to know both and to need neither.

EPITAPH IN A CHURCH-YARD

IN IRELAND.

Hehe lies Pat Steele.— .

That's very true :

Who was he ? What was he ?—

What's that to you ?

_^ ^_— Dl Do J)uM'

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

/wmmmwitj Lines to a Young Lady are not suf

ficiently correct.— W. M's verses not spirited

enough. - .

Mr. Gale's letter shall be noticed shortly.

We feel much obliged by Mr, Bail's contribu

tions and offer.

The delay alluded to by E. W. does not arise

either with the Editor or Publisher, but in the

difficulty of carrying their ob;ect into effect.

An Old Inhabitant of Tottenham shall be at

tended to.

The drawing offered by Justus will be very

acceptable ; but we cannot promise the insertion

of the article of which he offers the continuation,

until we have the whole before us.

£.*$ Ode to the Greeks is not sufficiently po

lished.

An offer like that of L. could not fail of being

acceptable.

Numerous communications have been receiv

ed, some of which are in type, and others are

intended for insertion.

Printed and published by J. LIMB1RD

143, Strand (near Somerset Hou, - -- .

all Newsmen mid Booksellers.
ousej.audtotdby
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St. Gehmains is the largest of the 161

parishes that form the county of Corn

wall ; it contains 1io less than seventeen

villages, and extends twenty miles in cir.

cumference. In this parish are a greater

number of gentlemen's seats than perhaps

in any other parish in the kingdom 01 the

size. It is situated in the hundred of

East Comwell, between Saltash and

Liskeard, on the river Tidi, which, is a

branch of the Lyner, apd derives its name

from St. Germanus, a bishop of Auxere";

who, we are informed, came over here to

extirpate the Palagian heresy from Britain

in the year 429, and to whose memory

King Athelstan here founded a priory of

secular canons. The cathedral church is

the chief object (and I may add the only

one) worthy of notice and admiration.

It was originally part of the priory, and

situated within its walls, but that being

destroyed, it now stands unencompassed,

though much altered and less in extent.

In the year 1 592, some necessary repairs

having been neglected, the ancient chancel

fell suddenly to the ground, a short time

Vol. vi. e . .

only after divine service had been per

formed in it. The interior as it now

stands consists of two aisles and a nave ;

the latter, and the south aisle are nearly

of equal dimensions, but the north aisle is

much lower and narrower. The west

front (as exhibited in the above engraving)

is furnished with two towers, both of

which originally were octagonal. The

upper part of the southern tower which

is now square, and surmounted with em

brasures, though the lower part cor

responds with that on the north, which

is nearly enveloped in ivy. Between the

towers is the ancient entrance, which is a

most beautiful circular receding arch, in

width 20 feet ; of this space six feet are

allotted to the door, and the remainder to

the pillars and sides of the arch. There

are four pillars on each side, which have

plain square bases and capitals, and are

contained in semicircular niches. The

arch contains seven mouldings ; the in

nermost are plain and round, the third

and fourth have a ?.ig-zag ornament, the

next is round, and the sixth and seventh
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are zig-zag. A sculptured ornament sur

rounds the whole, and is terminated at

each end with a rude ornament, resting

on the capital of the outer pillars. Be

tween the pillars, which are seven feet

six inches high, is a zig-zag ornament in

alternate succession. The height of the

door is ten feet, and the whole height of

the arch sixteen feet. In the interior the

ornaments and architecture of the aisles

differ much one from another ; the whole in

short appears a complete piece of patch-

work,and there are many verycurious relics

and devices to be found in it. In several of

the windows are coats of arms of different

dates on painted glass. In that part now

employed as the chancel is a rude ancient

seat, commonly called the Bishop's Chair,

but more probably nothing more than a

stall seat of one of the monks. Its height

is about three feet. Beneath the seat is

carved the figure of a hunter, with game

on his shoulder and accompanied by dogs.

Leland, in his account of this church

gays, " also upon another creke, west of

the said river (Tamar) and nearer up, is

a town called St. Germains, wherein is

. now a priori ofblack canons, andaparoche

church in the body of the same. Beside

the high altar of the same priori, in the

right hand, is a tumbe in the walje, with

an image of a bishop ; and over the tumbe

XI bishops, paynted with their names

and verses, as tokens of so many bishops

beried there, or that there had been so

many bishops of Cornwall that had theyre

seet there : and at this day the Bishop of

; Exeter hath a place called Cuddon Boke,

joining hard upon the south-east of the

said town."-—There is a curious Latin

inscription of eight lines upon a monu

ment, so contrived that the initials letters

of the words at the beginning and middle

of the lines when connected, form the

words JOHANNAS GLANVILLE,

and the letters at the end of each line,

MINISTER.

Carew, in his survey of Cornwall, in

describing the town of St. Germains, and

the .priory, relates in the following words

the manner in which the site was obtained

by Champernoun :—

" The Church Town mustereth many

inhabitants and sundry ruins, but little

wealth ; occasioned either through aban

doning their fishing trade, as some con

ceive, or by their being abandoned by the

religious people, as the greater sort ima

gined ; for in former times the Bishop of

Cornwall's see was from St. Petrock's in

Bodmyn, removed hither, as from hence,

when the Cornish diocese united with

Devon it passed to Crediton. But this

first loss received relief through a succeed

ing priory ; which, at the general sup

press ion, changing his note with his boat,

is now named Port Elliot ;* and by the

owner's charity distributeth pro virili the

alms accustomably expected and expend

ed at such places. Neither will it, I

think, much displease you to hear how

this gentleman's ancestor, of whom Master

Elliot bought it, came by the same.

" John Champernoune, Sonne and heire

apparent to Sir Philip, of Devon, in

Henry the Eighth's time, followed the

court, and through his pleasant conceits,

of which much might be spoken, won

some good grace with the King. Now,

when the golden shower of the dissolved

abbey-lands rayned well;near into every

gaper's mouth, some two or three gentle

men, the king's servants, and Master

Champernoune's acquaintance, waited at

a door, when the king was to pass forth,

with purpose to beg such a matter at his

hands. Our gentleman became inquisi

tive to know their suit ; they made strange

to impart. This while out comes the

King ; they kneel down, so doth Master

Champernoune ; they prefer their petition,

the Kmg graunts ; they render humble

thanks ; and so Champernoune. After

wards he enquireth his share ; they deny

it ; he appealed to the King : the King

avoweth his equal meaning in the largesse ;

whereon the overtaken companions were

fayne to allot him his priory for his part-

« Port Elliot, the seat of Edward Craggs,

Lord Eliot, oceupies.the site, aud a great part

consists of what w«3^ibrmerly the lodgings and

offices of the Priory of St. Germains,

E. H s.

ON RECEIVING A KISS FROM A YOUNG

WOMAN,

sY sORN S. *

Balmy seal of soft affection,

Tenderest pledge of future bliss.

Dearest ties of young connexion,

Love's first snow-drops virgin kiss.

Speaking silence—dumb confession— '

Passion's birth—and infant's ploy—

Dove-like fondness—chaste concession-

Glowing dawn of brighter day.

Sorrowing joy—ndien's last action

When lingering lips no more mast join ;

What words can ever paint affection

So thrilling and sincere as thine !

* The Edinburgh correspondent to whom we

are indebted for this poem by Burns, states that

he believes it was never before printed.—En.

CARRIER PIGEONS.

It is stated in some of the daily papers,

that the first intelligence of the result of

a boxing match between two pugilists, of

the names of Ward and Cannon, last

week, at Warwick, was brought to towr*

by a carrier pigeon of the Flemish breed,
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which performed the distance, ninety-one

miles, uv.three hours. The bird ofpeace

and innocence could scarcely be more un

worthily employed; and we are surpiised

that carrier pigeons are not employed on

more useful occasions.

When pigeons were first employed as

messengers is unknown, but the practice

is certainly very ancient. Hirtius and

Brutus are said to have held a correspon

dence with each other by means ofpigeons,

during the siege of Modena ; and Ovid

relates that Taurosthenes gave notice to

his father of his victory at the Olympic

Games, by sending a pigeon stained with

purple to him at ^gina.

In modern times, the pigeons of Aleppo

have been most celebrated ; they served

as couriers at Alexandretta and Bagdad.

Lithgow states, that one of these birds

would carry a letter from Babylon to

Aleppo, which is thirty days journey, in

forty-eight hours.

Pigeons are trained to this service in

Turkey and Persia, by being carried first,

while young, short flights of half a mile,

afterwards more, until at length they will

find their way from the most distant parts

of the kingdom. Every Bashaw had a

basket of these pigeons bred in the serag

lio, which upon any emergent occasion,

such as an insurrection or the like, he

despatched with letters under their wings

to the seraglio. This was a speedy and

a safe method, but he sent out more

than one in case of accidents, but it has

been discontinued within the last century,

in consequence of the frequency with

which the Curd robbers killed the pigeons.

An instance of this sort occurred at home

last week, and adds to the many traits of

brutality which are associated with prize-

fighting; independent of the pigeon

which brought the news of the battle

from Warwick, a second was sent offwith

the same message, and being seen going

over Hounslow was shot by some person

eager to leam the result of the brutal

contest. The custom of intercepting car

rier pigeons seems to have been frequent,

and would indeed be the greatest obstacle

to employing them on mercantile or poli

tical errands. Teonge, the naval chap

lain, in his diary of events a century

•go, published a short time since, relates

the following anecdote on this subject:—

" A carrier pigeon being killed on its

way from Scandaroon to Aleppo, the let.

ter conveyed by it, instead of reaching the

person ror whom it was intended, fell

into the hands of an European merchant

of a different nation. It contained infor

mation of the excessive price to which

gall nuts, the most valuable article of

•ommerce procured from Aleppo, had

risen in Europe. The merchant, who had

thus obtained the notice, immediately

bought up all the gall nuts he could find,

and by this means acquired a very consi

derable gain. The circumstance natu

rally produced a great deal of jealousy

and ill-wlll among the Europeans, and at

length, to prevent the chance of a repeti

tion of such dishonourable conduct, it was

resolved by them, that in future no cou

rier of the kind should be used. Since

that period, therefore, the practice has

been discontinued. The pigeons had

been known to perform the journey, 60 or

70 miles, in two hours and a half.

LOVE'S FORGETS.

(For the Mirror.)

The dews of night may fall from heaven.

Upon the witherd rose's bed.

And tears of fond regret be given,

To mourn the virtues of the dead ;

But morning'.! breeze the dews will dry.

And tears will fade from sorrow's eye.

Affection's pangs be lull'd to sleep,

_ And even love forget to weep.

The tree may mourn the fallen leaf,

And Autumn's winds bewail its bloom,

And friends may heave the sighs of grief

O'er those that sleep within the tomb :

But now will Spring renew the flowers.

And time will bring more smiling hours ;

In friendship's heart all griefwill die.

And even love forget to sigh.

The sea may, on the desert shore,

Lament each trace it wears away ;

The lonely heart its wail may pour

O'er cherish'd friendship's fast decay :

But when all trace is lost and gone,

The waves dance bright and lightly on :

Thus soon affection's bonds ore torn,

And even love forgets to mourn.

R. C—b.

THE GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

OF THE ANCIENT GREEKS

AND ROMANS.

(For Hie Jtlwror.)

In commencing an account of the games

and exercises of the ancient Greeks and

Romans, I shall divide the subject into

two parts, viz. first, their public ; secondly,

their private games and exercises.

The public games of the ancient Greeks

were four in number, viz. the Olympic,

the Pythian, the Nemasan, and the Isth

mian. The Olympic games being by far

the most splendid, and a victory ob

tained therein considered the most ho

nourable, will form the first subject of

consideration. Their name is derived

either from Jupiter Olympus, to whom

they were dedicated, or to Olympia, where

G 2
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they were celebrated, originally a city of

the Pisseans ; but being overcome by the

Heraclidee, in their division of the Pelo

ponnesus, was assigned to the Elians ; it

was situated on the beautiful banks of

the Alpheus, a distance of about thirty

miles from the city of Elis, and which

had been consecrated to Jupiter from the

most remote antiquity, and deemed pecu

liarly sacred. The ancient historians

vary most materially in their accounts of

the founder of these games ; some as

cribing it to Jupiter after his defeat of

the giants, some to Pisus, some to Her

cules, one of the Dactylia, some to Her

cules in honour of Pelops, and others to

Pelops himself. The Elians had an an

cient tradition ascribing their origin to

Jupiter, in commemoration of his wrest

ling with Saturn, whom he overcome,

and banished. Whoever was the first

founder of these games, cannot be correctly

stated, suffice it to say, that the Greeks

and other nations considered them of di

vine origin. Pausan lib. 5, gives us the

name of Oxylus, one of the Heraclides,

as the last chieftain who celebrated them

before their renewal by Iphitus, and he

relates that so long an intermission of the

ceremony had occurred that the memory

thereof was almost lost.

Iphitus, great grandson of Oxylus, and

a descendant of Hercules, ascending to

the throne of Elis, found his small state

harassed and annoyed by the continual

incursions and depredations of his more

strong and powerful neighbours, was de

sirous that his people should be relieved

from these external attacks, and that they

might enjoy an almost perpetual peace,

had recourse to religion, and sent to con

sult the Oracle of Delphi to remedy these

evils. The whole of the states of Greece

were at this time in a state of discord

and civil war, and was told by the Py

thoness that the safety of all Greece de

pended upon the renewal of the Olympic

games ; the non-observance of which, she

said, had drawn down the vengeance of

Jupiter, and indignation of Hercules, by

whom they were instituted. Conferring

also the sole superintendence of them to

the Elians, ard threatening any one who

should disturb the peace of that people,

with the vengeance of Apollo. Theright

of superintending the games by the

Elians alone, was at first strongly ques

tioned, but at length universally acknow

ledged by the other states of Greece, and

although we find some Olympiads at

which others presided, the Elians erased

them from the publicregister and they were

called by all Greece Ai/oAu/iirmSas, un

lawful Olympiads. Thus were the Olym

pic games re-established by Iphitus, and

his friend Lycurgus, under the command

of the Delphic Oracle, seven hundred and

seventy-six years before the birth ofChrist,

and eighteen or twenty before the com

mencement of the building of Rome, by

common chronology, or (by Sir Isaac

Newton's chron.) one hundred and forty

nine, four hundred and eight years after

the destruction of Troy, from which time

the number of Olympiads were reckoned,

one hundred and eight years after Cho-

raebus, who gained the victory in the

course of the Stadium, was first inscribed

in the public register of the Elians ; this

practice was continued and the names of

the victors indicated the different Olym

piads, and formed fixed periods in chro

nology. They were celebrated every fifth

year, and commenced on the tenth day of

the month EKOTo^So«»t;,amonth consisting

of thirty days, beginning on the first new

moon after the tjoitos Btgivas, summer

solstice, answering to the latter end of June

and beginning of July. The heat in

Greece during this Emnth is most exces

sive, and to increase the difficulty and fa

tigue of the games, they were performed

in the afternoon, when even the specta

tors were sometimes unable to remain

exposed to the sun. They lasted five

days, and during the festival there were a

cessation of hostility to all the states of

Greece. During the first fifty Olym

piads, they were superintended by one

person only, who was of the family of

Oxylus ; after that time two persons were

appointed and continued this number

until the one hundred and three Olympiad,

when they were increased to twelve, one

chosen from each tribe of the Elians. In

the next Olympiad, the tribes being re

duced by war to Eight, the president*

also were eight ; 105 Olympiad they

increased to nine, and the 108 again in

creased to ten and kept to that number ever

after ; they were called tWnvoSutai, and

resided together in a place called eWr/raSt-

kcuov ten months preceding the games to su

perintend the preparatory exercises of those

who were to contend and to be instructed

in the laws of the games by the keepers

of the law, and thus qualify themselves

for the high and important character of

Judges ofall Greece as their title imparts ;

they were under the obligation of an oath

to proceed with the strictest justice in all

cases ; this oath was administered in the

Senate House, and before the statue of

Jupiter Horcius ; they were compelled

to spend the greatest part of the day in

the Gymnasium and thus acquire infor

mation, so that it was impossible for any

case to occur in which they were not

competent to decide. One of their duties

also consisted in excluding from the con
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tests, those who were not possessed of the

qualification required by Iphitus. Dur

ing the time they continued in office they

possessed considerable power, adjudging

the prizes, punishing by scourging, and

fines those candidates who were guilty of

any irregularity ; and they had the power

of excluding not only individuals but the

whole inhabitants of a state from partici

pation of the games. An Athenian named

Calippis being fined by the Hellanodics'

for bribing his adversaries in the exercises

of the Pentathlon, the Athenians out of

regard to their fellow citizens sent one of

their greatest orators, Hyperides, to the

Elians, praying them to remit the fine,

but they would not be moved by the rhe

toric of Hyperides or the pride of the

Athenians who refused to submit to the

decree, and were in consequence excluded

from the games. Consulting the Oracle

of Delphi some time after the Oracle re

fused to answer them while under the

ban of exclusion, consequently the Athe

nians, to remove this excommunication,

were obliged to pay the fine demanded by

the Elians, who with the money erected

six statues to Jupiter. At the solemnity

they sat naked, having the crown of vic

tory before them till the exercises were

finished, when they adjudged it to the

victor. The integrity of these judges

was never questioned, but an appeal lay

from them to the Olympian Senate. His

tory makes mention of but one appeal,

and that was given in their favour. To

preserve peace and good order, there were

appointed certain officers who were called

Alutar, over whom was a president styled

a\vrapx'is-

Giovacchino A

( To be continued.)

ON THE DIGNITY OF HUMAN

NATURE.

On comparing the 108th number of the

British Essayists, vol. 3, with a subse

quent number in the same volume, upon

pride, by an anonymous writer, I am

compelled to acknowledge the extreme fa

cility there is in putting the most im

portant and practical moral qualifications

in a ridiculous light. Every virtue seems

nearly allied to some opposite vice.

However easy it may be to confound dig

nity with pride, whose qualifications do

not differ less widely, on that account,

than ridicule and argument. Addison,

and more particularly Young, are in

debted for no inconsiderable share of their

celebrity, to the able manner in which

they have treated this subject. Both

rest their opinions upon the scripture ;

the former by a general reference, the

latter by very many citations. Of these

none appears to me to be more applicable

than Jacob's dream. Heaven and earth

appear to be so " shot" into each other,

as it were, that there is not room to wish

for a readier intercourse.

But quitting this figure, which I feel I

am not competent to sustain, I may, per

haps, without profanity, be allowed to

substitute another. Humility may be

said to be the root of religion. It is a

principle, which, while it is anxiously

cherished, should be as carefully buried

in its native soil of concealment. Avowed

pride is, at worst, deserving of ridicule ;

but a counterfeit humility ought certainly

to be the object of a serious aversion.

But I am disposed to view the former in

a much more favourable light ; unlike

our anonymous author, who considers it to

be a certain indication of madness ; or at

least an infirmity that may be easily ag

gravated to insanity. Humility is often

clad in a robe of pride. None are so

proud as those who, like the half naked

philosopher Diogenes, are ostentatious of

their humiliation.

I know it has been objected to the

stoical code, that it inculcates self-esteem.

Be it remembered it is to this dogma that

Addison has given his concurrence. Nor

has it been altogether without plausibi

lity. There is nothing created that does

not impress the contemplator with a sense

of the lavish power of the Creator, and

without exciting a desire of sharing more

largely in that inexhaustible prodigality,

whose gifts appear to be measured only

by a capacity to receive. Man's only

fear should be, not lest he should ask un

worthily, but lest the object of his peti

tion should be unworthy of himself.

Let me not, however, be misunder

stood to have recommended a maxim of

self-estimation without its proper quali

fications. I recommend it'only as a mat

ter of feeling, and Lnot of comparative

merit. Faith is the prostration of reason

before the throne of revelation. The

pride of the understanding is the least

equivocal description of idolatry. The

pagan world were condemned because

they shut out the light of nature. The

finger of providence was, to them, clearly

discernible in all his works. Their con

templation could not fail to convince the

understanding ; but it was a conviction

that only gave them a more exalted opi.

nion of its faculties, thereby enlarging

their affection for the creature, while the

Creator still continued unadored.

Though few, perhaps, are to be found

at the present day, who refuse to offer the
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sacrifice of awe and admiration at the

shrine of the universe, yet are there not

wanting those, who seem unwilling to

pay that deference to a moral dispensa.

tion which they do not withold from those

immutable laws by which the natural

world is governed. Although there is not

any precept more clearly laid down, or

more earnestly enforced than the subject

of the present speculation ; yet is there

not any topic treated with so little per

spicuity, and with so many reservations.

The difference between pride and dignity,

in what, after all, does it consist ? It is

to be found in that which constitutes all

dissimilarity. It is the difference, as I

have before intimated, between what is

comparative, and what destroys all com.

parison. It is the difference between that

which levels, and that which produces in

equality. There is no respect of persons

in the Christian system. The author of

the " Night Thoughts" has insisted with

much propriety, that whatever levels can

not be said to exalt. The same excellent

moralist has also said that, " man cannot

think too meanly of himself, or too highly

of his nature." Whatever dignity he

possesses, is shared alike by the whole

human race. His crimes and infirmities,

on the contrary, are confined to his own

bosom. He is unable, therefore, to con

ceive any one more debased than himself

by crime, or less exalted by conversion.

In this view of the question, human

nature affords a picture of unillumined

humiliation. But we are surveying an

unfinished performance. There is yet

another consideration that will shed an

hallowed effulgence over the scene. The

infirmities under which men labour—the

sufferings they undergo—are all borne by

Him who still exists in mysterious union

with human nature. To Him, whose

resources are unlimited, the load is, in

deed, light ; but need they distrust an

extension of the same succour, or rather,

might they not neglect the sequel, when

the toil to be undertaken is thus simul

taneously endured ? Humilis.

SAGACITY OF THE DOG—

HYDROPHOBIA.

(For the Mirror. I

'Soon the(sagacious Brute—bis curling tail,

nourished m air, low bending plies around. "

SOHERVILLE.

The services of this truly valuable

creature, have been so eminently useful to

the domestic interests of man in all

" ages, that to give the history of the

Dog, would be little lets than to trace

mankind back to their original state of

simplicity and freedom, and to mark the

progress of civilization." Bewick.

Amongst all the extraordinary works

of nature, there are none more sur

prising than the sagacity with which

some animals are endowed : more parti

cularly the elephant and the dog. Of the

latter animal's sagacity we shall giye

an instance. —Every one, who has at

all observed the manners and habits of

dogs, will agree with what I have said.

—Their great utility cannot be denied,

and in many situations, they are in short,

totally indispensable to the wants of man

kind.

That they are often a pest, rather than

a benefit, is certainly the case ; but what

should we do without them ?

The Setter is a favourite dog of mine,

and the following lines describing his ha

bits, are so beautiful, that the reader will,

I make no doubt, pardon their insertion

here.

" When Autumn smiles, nll.beauteons in decay.

And paints each chequer'd grove with various'

hues,

My Setter ranges in the new-shorn fields,

His nose in air erect : from ridge to ridge

Panting he bounds—his quartered ground di

vides

In equal intervals, nor careless leaves

One inch untried. At length the tainted gales

His nostrils wide inhale—quirk joy elates

His beating heart, which, awed by discpline

Severe, he dares not own, but cautious creeps

Low cowering, step by step. At lastattains

His proper distance ;—then he stops at once,

And points with his instructive nose upon

The trembling prey."

I expect that those who read the fol

lowing anecdote, will take me for a first

cousin to Baron Munchausen, or, per-

haps^ to the still more celebrated Ferdi

nand Mendez Pinto.

" Ferdinand Mendez Pinto was but a Type of

thee,

Thou liar of the first magnitude !"

However what I relate, occurred almost

under my own eyes.' A dog, who is now

in my possession, was formerly the pro

perty of some carriers in the town,

where I then resided. This animal, which

is, I think of a Spanish or Dutch breed,

was kept for thfe purpose of guarding

their stables at night. He is very good-

natured to the human, but exceedingly

fierce amongst the canine race. One

evening when the carriers were shutting

up the stables for the night, the dog

rushed out, to their no small surprise,

and though he was both coaxed and beat,
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obstinately refused to re-enter. Think-

ing this rery odd, they went again into

the stable to see if every thing was right,

and perceiving nothing, they suffered the

animal to go home with them to their

lodgings.—About 3 o'clock in the mom.

ing they were aroused from their beds by

the cry of " Fire !" and arrived in time

to witness their stable a prey to that

" devouring element."

This fact was current all over the town,

and this it was which made me desirous

to possess the dog.

It seems to be a vulgar error that dogs

are more liable to become mad in warm

than in cold weather. " In hot countries,"

observes a writer in a popular work,

" the disease is, indeed, almost unknown,

and any body who reads the accounts in

the newspapers, may remark that as

many cases occur in winter as in summer.

On the continent, where the disease is

often caused by the bite of wolves, it

seems to occur oftener in winter than in

summer."

I have observed a very excellent plan

in the papers, which if adopted in this

country, might be the means of pre

serving many valuable lives to the com

munity annually. It is merely a basket

so contrived, that, the dog is suffered to

eat and drink while at the same time it

prevents him from biting. This is com

mon in Paris. Hydrophobia, (which in

English is Water Fear,) is not caused

only by the bite of a dog, but frequent

instances arc given from that of the fox,

cat, horse, ox, ass, and hog, and even

from that of a hen, a goose, a duck, &c.,

but varying in the symptoms, and in dif

ferent degrees of violence.—It is to be

remarked that a scratch is equally dan

gerous with a bite. The poison will re

main in the constitution for a conside

rable period of time; in one case, in

deed, which occurred under Dr. Bardsley,

at the Manchester Infirmary, twelve years

had intervened. Many remedies and

modes of treatment have been proposed

for hydrophobia when confirmed ; but

there has yet been none found to answer

the high expectations excited at their

first appearance. That of M. Majendie,

which is injecting water into the veins,

has turned out a complete failure.—I

shall reserve a few more observations on

this interesting subject, as well as some

anecdotes of dogs. Vtvyan.

THE MAXIMS OF CHILO.

Ma. Editor.—The following brief ac

count of Chilo with a few of his maxims

may be worthy insertion ih the Mirror.

He lived in days of yore, and his maxims

are of sterling merit. He was one of the

seven sages of Greece, and flourished 550

years before Christ. He was a magistrate

and acted with so much sagacity and in.

tegrity, that in his old age, he said,

he recollected nothing in his public con

duct which gave him regret, save that in

one instance, he had endeavoured to screen

a friend from punishment. iKsop is said

to have once asked him, " how Jupiter

employed himself;" he replied, " in

humbling those that exalt themselves,

and exalting those that abase themselves."

He lived to a great age, and expired'

through excess of joy in the arms of his

son, when he returned victorious from .

the Olympic games. The following are

some of his maxims. Three things are

difficult :—to keep a secret, to bear an

injury patiently, and to spend leisure

time well. Visit your friends in mis

fortune rather than in prosperity. Never

ridicule the unfortunate. Think before

you speak. Gold is tried by the touch

stone, and men by gold. Honest loss is

preferable to shameful gain, by the one

a man is a sufferer but once, by the other

always. It is better to be loved than

feared. Speak no evil of the dead. Re-

verence the aged. Know thyself.

P. T. W.

NEWSPAPER BLUNDERS.

It has hitherto been believed that our

Earth was, with a few trifling defects

pretty well finished ; we find, however,

from .the following advertisement, that

it was" only completed the other day by

Messrs. Addison and Co. ; and moreover,

that it is to be seen at their warehouse,

which must be rather a large one.

" Messrs. Addison and Co., Globe-

makers, by appointment, to his Majesty,

respectfully informs the nobility and

gentry, subscribers to the above, that the

TERRAauEous Globe is completed.

They invite not only the subscribers but

all scientific ladies and gentlement to view

it at their manufactory, 50, London Street,

Fitsroy Square, where may be had globes

of various sizes, &c."—Morning Herald,

June 24.

A Scurvy Advertisement.—A gentle

man and his wife may be accommodated

with board and lodging in a private family,

27 miles from London, in the immediate

vicinity of a fine mineral, whose medici

nal properties are Antiscorbutic.— Times,

June 20.

To very young Couples.—A man and

his wife wanted, about 30 years of age,
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in a referable school, near Ilendon.— —New Times, June 23. A hundied

Times, June 20. Of course the man and pounds a yard, perhaps, or some other

wife are to be but 15 years old each. unusual price

Cheap Living.—The John Bull of

two Sundays lately has contained long

articles on the high price of butcher's

meat : how unreasonable its complaints

on that subject are, will appear at once,

by the following quotation from its own

columns, June 19th : " At the Rainbow

Tavern, 76, Cornhill, joints are ready

from one to six o'clock, at one shilling

and sixpence each." Sure this is not dear

for ajoint!

To ugly Cooks.—Wanted in a gentle-

man's family at Brighton, a plain cook.

Morn. Chron. June 22.

Short Commons.—Wanted, by a sur

geon residing at Guildford,too apprentices

who will be treated as one of the family.

—New Times, June 23. How the young

gentlemen may manage for food we can

guess ; but how they are to do with but

one pair of breeches between them, passes

our powers of imagining.

*"* An incapable Teacher.—A clergyman,

D.i). and member of one of the Univer

sities, will undertake to qualify but a

very limited number of pupils for College.

—Times, June 23. If this clergyman

will undertake to qualify but a very

limited number of pupils in the way he

mentions, we think it most likely that he

is unable to qualify any at all.

To tall Butlers.—Wants a situation

under a butler, a young man twenty

years of age, five feet seven inches high.

.—New Times, June 23. If this be the

height of a footman who is to be under

the butler, of what height must the

butler be?

Valorous Tailor.—Ajourneyman tailor

wishes to engage with any person whom

he may happen to suit.—Times, June

23. Does this mean that the tailor in

sists first on having a set-to with any per

son he may have occasion to measure ?

or merely that he undertakes to fight any

man of his own weight.

A question to be asked.—A lady's

school to be disposed of on very advan

tageous terms.—Morning Herald, June

24. To which party are the terms to be

advantageous ? We opine to the seller.

A doubtful Puff—AlC and Co.'s,

Oxford Street, silks, gros de Naples, &c.

are now selling off at very unusual prices.

Another question to be asked.—An ex

perienced Classic is willing to devote his

time, on moderate terms, during the vaca

tion, in teaching Latin and Greek, &c.

Which Classic can this be ? Cicero is a

likely name—or Quinctilian may be the

person who offers his time to the citi

zens on moderate terms—they are both

experienced classics.

To persons who never laugh.—A young

lady, 25 years of age, wishes for a situa

tion in a serious family.—Morn. Herald,

June 24. Of course no cheerful family

could think of addressing themselves to

this advertiser.

Mathematics of the Chronicle.—The

Morning Chronicle of June 23rd, in de

scribing the late fiie in Mortimer Street,

&c. tell us that it burned round an angle

that runs parallel to Oxford Street.

THE SLAVE TRADE.

The horrible traffic in human flesh still

flourishes on the coast of Africa, under

the protection of the French flag : the ap

proach of a white man is a signal fot war

among the natives ; and the approach of

a Christian man is welcomed by the firing

of hamlets, and the destruction not only

of families, but of whole villages. A na

tive chief, who, having pledged himself

for the supply of a number of young

slaves, lately attacked a peaceful village

in the night, and after burning their huts,

and murdering all the adults, men, wo

men, and even the infants, the youths

were dragged away to fulfil his promise.

On another occasion, the natives wanting

rum and other foreign productions, a

powerful tribe in the interior rushed down

on the coast, carrying fire and desolation

with them. In one short week, eight vil

lages were destroyed, and the inhabitants,

who were not slaughtered, were sold as

slaves to the European villains, who com

manded the vessels off* the coast. In the

course of one year only, there were 362

cargoes of slaves shipped from two small

streams, so small, that their situation was

scarcely marked on the map of Africa ;

those cargoes, reckoned at a moderate

average, would consist of 105,600 persons.

Can it, then, be doubted that the misery

and wretchedness countenanced on the

coast of Africa is beyond parallel in the

history of nations ?
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&t.®&muhU'S ©fcapel, anU Coinper.s monument.

Ik No. 96 of the Mikror, we gave a

view and description of the house in

which William Cowper, the poet, was

bom, and we now present a view of the

Chapel in which he was buried, and of

his tomb at East Dereham, in the county

of Norfolk.

East Dereham is a fine large town, and

has several hamlets belonging to it. St.

Wilburgh, the youngest daughter of king

Annas, founded a monastery here before

the year 748, which was destroyed by

the Danes in 974. From her grave, in

the body of the church, issues a very fine

spring of water, which runs through her

temb, and forms a bath in the church-

yard : it was formerly reputed to perform

miracles. The church, which is un

doubtedly of great antiquity, is a very

large Gothic structure, supported by pil

lars of various forms, and having a steeple

in the centre, open to the body of the

church. The font is a very fine piece of

antiquity, erected in the year 1468 ; it is

adorned with carvings, representing the

seven sacraments of the church of Rome.

The organ is a singular instrument, built

by a German of the name of Bernard

Schm,idt, for the Hon. Roger North,

Attorney-General to Charles the Second's

queen. At that time it was esteemed one

of the greatest efforts of human ingenuity

for the melody of its tones, although its

pipes are made of wood instead of metal.

This ingenious piece of mechanism was

sold for a trifle by some of the descen

dants of its first possessor to an inhabi

tant of this town, from whose widow the

parishioners purchased it for £30. but so

incompetent were they to judge of its

merits, that for years it was accounted

good for nothing, and lay neglected as

useless lumber. At length, a better

judge having shown its melodious pro

perties, it was put up in the church in

the year 1786, and is now esteemed one

of the best instruments in the kingdom.

Cowper was buried in St. Edmund's

Chapel, in this Church, on the 2nd of

May, 1800. Over his grave a monument

is erected, bearing the following inscrip

tion from the pen of Mr. Hayley :—

In memory of William Cowper, Esq, born in

Herefordshire, 1731, buried in this Church,

1800.

Ye, who with warmth the public triumph feel.

Of taler.ts, dignified by sacred zeal,

Here, to devotiau's bard devoutly just,

Pay your fond tribute due to Cowper'sdust !
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England, exulting in his spotless fame,

ilanks, with her dearest sons, his fav'nte name ;

Sense, fancy, wit, suffice not all to raise

Sn clear a titie to affection's praise ;

His highest honours to the heart belong,

His virtues formed the magic ofhis song.

deleet Bioffrapijff.

No. XXIX.

DR. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

This eminent physician was a native of

Wakefield, in Yorkshire, where he was

born, in the year . At the age of 1&

he was entered of University College,

Oxford, where he became a senior scholar,

and took his first degree. Afterwards he

obtained a fellowship of Lincoln's Col

lege, where he recommended himself to

the favour of his friends, more by his

ready wit and vivacity, than by any dis

tinguished acquirements in learning. His

sociable talents made him the delight of

his companions, and the most eminent

scholars in the University were fond of

his conversation. Though he ran through

the usual course of studies connected with

medical science, his library was so scanty,

that when Dr. Ralph Bathurst, then

head of Trinity College, asked him one

day in a surprise, " where was his study ?"

Radcliffe pointed to a few phials, a skele

ton, and and an herbal, answered—" Sir,

this is Radcliffe's library."

On taking his bachelor's degree in

physic, he began to practise in quite a

new method, paying little or no regard to

the rules then universally followed, which

he even then ventured to censure with

such acrimony, as made all the old physi

cians his enemies. One of the principal

of these was Dr. Gibbons, who observed,

by way of ridiculing Radcliffe, that it

was a pity his friends had not made a

scholar of him. This sarcasm was re

paid by Radcliffe, by fixing upon its au

thor the nick-name of Nurse Gibbons,

which unfortunate appellation stuck to

him to his dying day.

He adopted the cool regimen in the

small-pox with great effect ; and by some

surprising cures in families of the first

rank, -his reputation and his wealth in

creased daily.—In 1677 he resigned his

fellowship, and in 1682 took his doctor's

degree, though he still continued to reside

at Oxford, where he rooted out the per

nicious tribe of urinal-castors.

On removing to London, Radcliffe

found that his reputation had gone before

him ; so that before he had been twelve

months in town, he gained more than

twenty guineas per day—as Dandridge,

his apothecary, who himself acquired a

fortune of 5<*,000/. by his means, often

asserted. Surprising instances of his

professional skill and sagacity are re

corded : he cured several persons of high

rank, after they had been given over by

other physicians ; he relieved King

William from a very dangerous asthma,

which had baffled the efforts of Dr. Bid-

loo, and other men of great eminence.

When Queen Mary was seized with

the small-pox, which the court physi

cians were not able to raise, Radcliffe was

sent for by the council, and upon his pe

rusing the recipes he told them plainly

that her Majesty was a dead woman ;

and he said, after her death, that this

great and good princess died a sacrifice by

unskilful hands, who out of one disease,

had produced a complication, by impro

per remedies.

In 1703, the Marquis of Blandford,

only son of the Duke of Marlborough,

being taken ill of the small-pox, at Cam

bridge, the doctor was applied to by the

Duchess to attend him ; but having the

Marchioness of Worcester then under his

care, he could only oblige her Grace by a

prescription, which not being followed by

the Cambridge doctors, the small-pox

was struck in, on which she again applied

to Radcliffe, who having heard the parti

culars of the symptoms and treatment as

detailed in a letter from the tutor, said—

" Madam, 1 should only put you to a

great expense to no purpose, for you have

nothing to do for his lordship now, but to

send down an undertaker to take charge

of the funeral ; for I can assure your

Grace that he is by this time dead of a

distemper called the doctor, and would

have recovered from the small-pox, had

not that unfortunate malady intervened ;"

nor was he out in his judgment, for the

duchess, on her return home, had the in

telligence of her son's death.

Sometime before this, the son of Mr.

John Bancroft, an eminent surgeon in

Russell-street, Covent Garden, uas taken

ill of an empyema, of which Dr. Gibbons,

who attended him mistaking the case,

the child grew worse. Dr. Radcliffe was

then called in, and told the father that he

could do nothing to preserve his son, for

he was killed to all intents and purposes ;

but that if he had any thoughts of putting

a stone over his grave, he would furnish

him with an inscription. Accordingly,

in Covent Garden church-yard, a stone

was erected, with a figure ofa child, laying

one hand on his side, and saying hie dolar,

" here is my pain," and pointing with

the other to a death's head, where are

these words—Ibi medicus, " there is my

physician."

Towards the close of^lifc, Radcliffe
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wanted case and retirement ; he therefore

bought a house at Carshalton, and re

commended Dr. Mead to a great part

of his practice, saying to him—" I have

succeeded by bullying, you may do the

same by wheedling mankind."

When Queen Ann died, Radcliffe was

censured most severely for his refusal to

attend her ; and so violent was party re

sentment against him, that he was

threatened with assassination. The me

naces he received from anonymous cor

respondents filled him with such appre

hensions, that he could not venture to

remove from his country seat ; and this,

with the want of his old companions,

produced a melancholy which hastened

his end about two months after the death

of the queen, November 1, 1714. His

body was removed to Oxford, and there

solemnly interred the third of December

following, in St. Mary's church.

When Radcliffe lived in Bow-street,

Covent Garden, he had for his next door

neighbour Sir Godfrey Kneller, the cele

brated painter. Encllcr's garden was

richly furnished with exotic plants and

flowers, of which Radcliffe was very fond ;

and to oblige him, Sir Godfrey permitted

him to break a door out in the wall which

divided the two gardens ; but the doctor's

servants made such havoc among the

hortulary curiosities, that Sir Godfrey

found himself under the necessity of

making a complaint to their master.—

Notwithstanding this, the grievance still

continued, so that the knight at last let

the doctor know, by one of his domestics,

that he should be obliged to brick-up the

door-way. To this the doctor, who was

often in a choleric mood, returned for an

swer, " that Sir Godfrey might do any

thing he pleased to the door except paint

ing it."

When Sir Godfrey heard this, he said,

" did my very good friend Dr. Radcliffe

say so?", then go back, and after pre

senting my service to him, tell him,

" that I can take anything from him but

physic."

One of Radcliffe's contemporaries was

a noted quack, named Dr. John Case,

who united the two professions of physi

cian and astrologer. He took the house

wherein the famous William Lilly had

resided ; and over his door he placed the

following distich, by which he earned

more money than Dryden did by all his

works :

" Within this place

Lives Dr. Caac."

Upon his pill-boxes he had these very

curious lines :

" Here's fourteen pills for thirteen pence ;

Enough in any man's own conscience."

W Seleetor;

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

The following is an amusing specimen

of the dialect of the New Englanders : it

is the relation of a rencontre with a bear :

Out broke a dozen voices, " O, Walter !

Walter! are you come at last?—where

t»he? where's the Injunn ? what's become

o' him $ What luck a' gunnin ? any

bears ? any beaver ? any wood-chuck ?—.

Be the niggers railly up or no ? rather

ryled, I guess, in Carrylyi.ee ?—Dod bum

his hide !—what's he laughin' at ?—why

don't he speak up ?"

" One at a time—one at a time, if ye'

last the longer ! hul-/oa: .' marsy on us,

what a gabble ! flock o' wile geese—-in a

hurrycane. What a clatter, to be sure! "

"Where's Watty !"—" Close by;"

changing his wnole manner— " Bald

Eagle's runnin' for his life ; and Watty's'

in the woods yet, I ruther guess."

" Why ? you don't say so ! not in the

woods!"

_ " Guess he is tho' ; be here soon—see'd

him jess now, comin' over the smoky

mountain there—sun about anhour high."

" Gracious God !" cried the preacher,

"what is the meaning of all this?—out

with it—peace, children, peace ! who is

that crying there ? what has happened ?"

" Why, darn it all, Parson Harwood,

can't ye let a feller get his breath Hole

still, Jotty, boy, can't ye hole still ? Ony

lass Sabba'day"—glancing at Peters, who

sat with a portentous frown over his

brow—" ony lass Sabba'day, 'at ever was

me and Bald Eagle, what a feller he is !

and Watty, boy, what dooze they do, but

in they goes both on 'em, by gosh !

plump—into a snarl o' Mohawks campin'

out ! in they goes ! fecred o' nothin*,

them are fellers—not they; by'm by—

told 'm so long aforehand : you know

Watty's way, no whoa to him, I guess,

what dooze they do? but Watty he knocks

up a wrastlin' among 'em ; Watty's

nation sleek at arm's length, you know,

Parson Harwood. Well, and so I sees

what's a-comin'. I do, and Watty he

throws 'em all, one arter tother same as

nothin', which Bald Eagle he dooze jess

the same. So that mads 'em, and I clears

out.—Bym by, naiterat enough, there

they go ! all a quarrellin'. A word and

a blow with Watty, boy, chock full o'

fight, I guess ; proper chap, too, in a

tussle ; seen him afore to-day, I guess,

haint you, mister ?—tumble sharp feller

as ever you- seed ; as bitf as you be ;
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dont't care for you ; dozen more jess like

you, with all your stuffy looks."

" No more of that," said the preacher,

" no more of that, if you please ; tell us

what has happened."

" Well, and so, Watty boy, he knocks

'em about, fust one side, then tother;

faster 'n sixteen more '11 pick 'em up.—

So one o' the tribe, he outs with a knife,

and he ins with it into Bald Eagle chock

up to the hilt, slick enough !"

" The old one !—he didn't though ?"

" Guess he did though ; but our Watty

—he walks into one o' the rest, / guess

about right. Then for it 1 away they

go off like a shot. Bald Eagle he runs

like a deer ; an' Watty—he takes right

into the woods, an' then back again, which ,

whan I seed him next, he had his face

painted, and so I paints mine. " Oh,

my !"—" nation .'"—" yah ! how they

pulled foot when they seed us commin.'

Most off the handle some o' the tribe, I

guess."

" God forbid !" exclaimed the preacher,

" we shall have the Mohawks upon us !"

" What a 'tamal shot he is tho', that

'ere Watty—hits where he. likes when

he's arter squrrl's, picks 'em off like a

daisy ; seen 'em pop 'em off many a

time, that's what I have, with ony one

leetle buck-shot, when he could only see

the tip, eend of a nose, right out of a

clever white oak tree, jess like nothin'

at all too, allays hits 'em in the eye, hecred

the nooze ?"

. " What news ?"

" Niggers up in Viginny !"—"No !—

" Yes ; "—"Ah ! "—" Injunns out all

over the wood ; whew ! tones risin', all

in a buzz ; pocket full o' bubble-bees.—

We'll have a tussle soon, or I miss my

guess."

" Well, if ever 1 heern tell o' sich a

feller," cried Miriam, who had caught

his eye. " Haw, haw, haw !" added

Master Jotham, " he's ony pokin' fun at

us, all the time, I know !" " Scoundrel !"

said Peters, growing pale as he spoke, and

grinding his teeth. "Scoundrel; how

dare you come here with such a pack of

lies to fright our"—

"Find out by your larnin', squire;

never seed a wood-chuck in a toad-hole,

I guess ? I know you ; don't care for

you ; land o' liberty ; walk into you any

time for half a sheet o' ginger-bread.—

Out with you, Jotty ! out with you !

come along I say. What are you arter

there squattin' so, jess like a cub in a

bear-trap ? Well, well, how goes it,

Maryam ? how do you carry yourself

now ?"

"Why, none the better for you."—

" There, take that"—giving her a smack.

" Ve great beast."—" Hope you're the

same."

The narrator had encountered a bear,

and however tedious he makes the account

of his adventure, he was only released by

Walter's shooting the animal. Peters,

during the narration, lost all patience,

asking if he would never finish.

" To be sure ! All the time there was

Watty makin' his way through the

bushes, halfleg-deep, thrashin' about an'

tumblin' over the logs like fun—well,

arter that, now for it, says he, by 'em by—

nowfor it, stand outo' the way. I can't,

says /. Move a little, says he. I can't,

says I—I can't see nothin' at all o' his

eyes—what's that 'ere bobbin' about afore

'em now ? says he. That's my head,

says I, fire away."—" Well, if ever !"

" Great sulky beast he was too, would'nt

wrastle fair."—" How so ?"—" How so !

begins to bite and gouge, an' trip, an'

scratch afore I was half ready—if that's

what you call fair—did his best I tell

you—would a' turned my trduzers inside-

out if he could, I know."—" The great

nasty crittur !"—" Yes, an' every time he

slipped, why burn your hide if his great,

cold nose—didn't go—lolloppin' over—

my neck—jess like a dead fish."

" Will you never finish ?" '

" Hole on your grip ! says Watty, says

he, bawlin' so, you might 'a heered him

a mile. Hole on your grip, says he. I

can't says /. I'm gettin' tired, says /,

my hands are poottily fixed, cramped like

any thing, I guess, and slobbered all

over. So, says he, hold still ! says he.—

I can't, says /, jess let me get a good aim,

says he. If I can I'm darned, says I.—

Why don't you kick his shins, and make

him lay down ? says he. I have, says I,

over and over again, says I, but he wun't

lay down. He's too plaguy stuffy for

that, says I. In fact—J thought—my

time—hadcome—sure enough—I guess."

We preserve the last line as a gem ofpure

Yankee ; and, as a sort of key to the lan

guage, have marked the quantity.

Brother Jonathan.

THE RECORD.

He sleeps, his head upon his sword,

His soldier's cloak a shroud ;

His church-yard is the open field—

Three times it has been plough "ti ;

The first time that the wheat sprung up

'Twas black as if with blood,

The meanest beggar turn'd away

From the unholy food.

The third year, aod the grain grew fair.

As it was wont to wa'e ;

None would bare thought that golden corn

Was growing on the grave.
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His lot was but a peasant's lot,

His name a peasant's name;

Not his, the place of death that tarns

Into a place of fame.

He fell as other thousands do,

Trampled down where they fall,

While on a single name is heap'd

The glory gain'd by all.

Yet even he whose common grave

Lies in the open fields,

Died not without a thought of all

The joy that glory yields.

That small white church in his own land,

The lime trees almost hide, .

Bears on the walls the names of those

Wbo for their couutry died.

His name is written on those walls,

His mother reads it there,

With pride,—oh ! no, there could not be

Pride in the widow's prayer.

And many a stranger who shall mark

That peasant roll of fame,

Will think on prouder ones, yet say

This was a hero's name.

The Troubadour, %c. by L. B. L.

taken care of, and advanced him in hi»

service.

Fraxer'i Journey into Khorasan.

ANECDOTE OF NADIR SHAH.

Many are the anecdotes related of this

prince, illustrative of his admiration for

courage, and his intolerance of cowardice.

One day a dealer in arms brought for the

king's inspection a parcel of swords (for

which, if of fine quality, he was known

to give almost any price). He took one,

and after examining it, he observed that

it was a good sword, but too short. " Ek

kudum peish" (one step forward), said a

Jroung man among his attendants, in a

ow tone ; meaning that it needed but to

advanceone step further towards an enemy.

Nadir bent upon him his stern eye, and

after a while said, " and will you make

that one step 9" " If it please your ma

jesty," said the youth. " Well, then,

remember !" rejoined the king, and threw

him the sword. Some time afterwards,

in an engagement which was very hot,

Nadir called for the young man, and said,

" Now, Ek kudum peish." " Be

chushm," (by my eyes, touching them,)

said the youth, and dashed into the thick

of the conflict, from whence he soon re

issued, bearing an enemy's head to Na

dir's feet. A second time and a third

time he thus plunged into the throng, and

with a similar success. But he had not

escaped without hurt, and in the fourth

charge he was overpowered, and would

have been slain, when Nadir, who had

been quietly and silently looking on,

called out, " Save that youth, he is a

brave fellow." Rescue was timely sent,

and the youth, bleeding and faint, was

brought to Nadir, who ordered him to be

ACCOUNT OF THE TOORKO-

MANS.

The wild region of Khorasan is inha

bited by various tribes, chiefly the Tuckeh,

the Gocklan, and the Yamoot : of these

eastern Koords (who must not be con.

founded with the Koords of Koordistan)

we select as many of the most curious no

tices as our present limits allow.

The Toorkoman women are not shut

up, or concealed like those of most Ma

hometan countries, nor do they even wear

veils ; the only thing resembling them is

a silken or cotton curtain which is worn

tied round the face, so as to conceal all of

it below the nose, and which falls down

upon their breasts. They do not rise and

quit the tent upon the entrance of a

stranger, but continue occupied uncon

cernedly with whatever work they were

previously engaged upon. They are, in

truth, rather familiar with strangers ; and

have even the reputation of being well

disposed to regard them with peculiar

favour ; it is said, indeed, that they not

unfrequently assume the semblance of

allurement, with the treacherous intention

of seducing the incautious stranger into

improper liberties ; upon which the alarm

is given, the men rush in, and convicting

their unhappy guest of a breach of the

laws of hospitality, they doom him with

out further ceremony to death, or capti

vity, making a prize of all he may have

The head-dress of these women is sin

gular enough ; most of them wear a lofty

cap, with a broad crown resembling that

sort of soldier's cap called a shako ; this

is stuck upon the back of the head, and

over it is thrown a silk handkerchief of a

very brilliant colour, which covers the

top, and falls down on each side like a

veil thrown back. The front of this is

covered with ornaments of silver or gold,

in various shapes ; most frequently gold

coins, mohrs or tomauns, strung in rows,

with silver bells or buttons, and chains

depending from them ; hearts and other

fanciful forms with stones set in them ;

the whole gives rather the idea of gor

geous trappings for a horse, than orna

ments for a female. The frames of these

monstrous caps are made of light chips of

wood, or split reeds, covered with cloth ;

and when they do not wear these, they

wrap a cloth around their heads in the

same form ; and carelessly throw another,

like a veil, over it ; the veil or curtain

above spoken of, covers the mouth, de
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scending to the breast ; ear-rings are worn

in the ears, and their long hair is divided,

and plaited into four parts, disposed two

on each side ; one of which falls down

behind the shoulder and one before, and

both are strung with a profusion of gold

ornaments, agates, cornelians, and other

stones, according to the means and quality

of the wearer.

It is the custom among the Toorkomans

for a man to purchase his wife, a certain

number of camels, sheep, or cattle, con

stituting the price. The women are va

luable as servants, not only attending to

the household matters, but manufacturing

such articles as the family sells, the men

paying little attention to any thing be

yond the larger cattle and their plunder

ing expeditions. It is somewhat singular

that, in these bargains, a widow who has

been some years married, bears a far

higher value than a young girl : the latter

will bring from two to four hundred

rupees ; the former as many thousands.

Jive camels is a common price for a girl ;

from fifty to a hundred are often given for

a woman who has been married, and is

still in the prime of life. The reason as

signed for this curious choice is, that the

former is not supposed to be as yet by

any means acquainted with the manage

ment of a family, or with the occupations

and manufactures that render a woman

valuable to her husband; and so great

may be the difference of degree in this

species of knowledge, that a woman

known to excel in it will command the

large price above stated.

It is, however, rendered highly proba

ble from this high price, that polygamy

must be less common among the Toor-

koman tribes than in other Mahometan

countries. Whether from this cause or

not, I cannot say ; but it is certain that

their women are by far more prolific than

others, even, as I was assured, in the

proportion of two to one. I can myself

assert, that out of every camp we passed

through, such crowds of children issued,

that one of my servants in amazement,

cried out, that it was " like an ant-hill."

They were stout, healthy, hardy little

creatures, almost quite naked, and it was

admirable to see the courage and uncon

cern with which infants, that seemed

scarcely able to walk, would splash and

plunge through streams that would have

made an European mother scream. Every

thing about them told of the rough school

in which they were receiving their educa

tion. My host, Khallee Khan, though

by no means much advanced in life, had

ten fine sons, born of his two wives.

When one of these Toorkomans dies,

they wash the body on the spot where he

breathed his last, or as near it as possible ;

and on that spot they raise a little mound,

by digging a circular trench, two or three

feet wide, throwing the earth up in the

centre ; and in this mound they plant a

tree, or pole, to mark the place. The

plain is studded, in some places pretty

thickly, with these traces of mortality. The

body is carried for interment further into

the plain. There are numerous burying-

grounds to be seen all over this country,

even in the plains near the rivers,—sad

proofs of former population and pros

perity, now totally disappeared.

Ibid.

SPIRIT OF THE

publie journals,

PROPOSED AEROSTATION COM

PANY.

Looking at the vast powers which man

is rapidly acquiring, by means of steam,

gas, &c., I see no reason why he should

not, at some future period, possess equal

sway over the element of air, as he does

now over those of earth and water. The

first navigators never ventured to sail but

with a fair wind ; and yet look at the light

bark bearing up directly against the wind,

see how

"She walks the waters like a thing of life,

Anil seems to dare the elements to strife." '

Why might not a machine, somewhat re.

sembling a boat, be constructed, with ten

or twelve wings on each side, to be put in

motion by steam with such velocity, that,

aided by the buoyant power of the gas,

the whole might be elevated or depressed

at pleasure, and turned in any direction ?

As the times arc ripe for associations for

all kinds of improvements, I should liko

to propose an Aerostation Company,

formed for the purpose of affording an

expeditious, easy and agreeable mode of

travelling, by means of aerostatic dili

gences, with a prospectus announcing the

different routes ; for instance, that the

" Balloon " coach, from London to Exe

ter, would be replaced by the real balloon,

and that that dreadful eyesore to English

travellers, ycleped the Hirondellc Dili

gence, which runs from Calais to Paris,

would be forced to hide its diminished

head from the London and Paris Swallow

Balloon, &c. ; stating also, that these

wonderful contrivances had been con

structed under the superintendence of a

committee of the first engineers in the

kingdom ; that patents had been granted

for them from the different governments

on the Continent ; that they were calcu.

lated to stand any weather, fitted up in a
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superior style, with every accommodation,

&c. &c.—why, the very day after the an

nouncement of so important an undertak

ing, there would not be a share left; it

would throw all other companies into the

shade ; people would laugh at rail-roads

and steam-boats, no one would think of

being suffocated with dust, or tormented

with sea sickness, when he could take his

place in an aerostatic diligence. Consider

the great advantage with regard to meals

on the road : the landlord of the inn of a

country town, where the passengers alight

to breakfast, goes to the top of his house

about the usual time, with a spy-glass,

descries the coach at a distance, gives di

rections to the waiters to lay the cloth on

the table ; when it approaches nearer, he

discerns, marked on a white flag or board,

the number of passengers, and he imme

diately orders the waiters to set out the

corresponding number of plates, knives,

forks, chairs, &c. The vehicle now ho

vers for a moment over the town, com

mences its descent, and when about fifty

yards from the ground the machinery is

gradually stopped, ropes are thrown out

to the balloon-boys (stage coach ostlers

exist no longer), who guide it gently down

to the inn yard, and the passengers find

the means all ready of satisfying their vi

gorous appetites, the salutary effects of an

aerostatic voyage. But aerostation would

not be confined to public conveyances ; we

should soon see every gentleman as eager

to keep his aerostatic as his tilbury or

pleasuTe-boat. Conceive the delight which

a Londoner and bis spouse would feel on

seating themselves in such a vehicle, after

its apparatus had been properly adjusted,

and forcing their way through the great

Babel's smoky atmosphere into the salu

brious ether ; and this, merely by turning

either the direction wheel, or the elevation

and depression wheel, as occasion may re

quire. Then, too, as a military man, I

cannot help contemplating the great re

volution which such powers will naturally

effect in the art of war ; naval and land

engagements will be nothing compared to

aerostatic warfare, in which machines, si

milar to flying ships, will charge impe

tuously upon one another, and where flying

artillery will attain the highest degree of

perfection.—But it is time I should leave

off building castles in the air. » • • « •

London Magazine.

FBENCH MILLINEBS.

We believe the " restrictive system"

never reached the importation of French

milliners and dress-makers. We think

these precious foreign commodities are not

even subject toa protecting duty on being

imported. They, therefore, naturally

enough, are"very plentiful in the metro

polis. We cannot, do what we will, en

tirely close our ears to scandal ; and we

absolutely have been assured, that there

are British ladies of high rank, who, when

they order their dresses, give strict injunc

tions that these shall only be touched by

the outlandish people. We have been

further assured, that these British ladies

of high rank are constrained to act towards

the French women, as the nurse acts to

wards the spoiled child, when she wishes

to keep it from an outrageous fit of squall

ing. We have been ever further assured,

that these British ladies of high rank, en

dure insulting impertinence and insolence

from the Gallic damsels, almost as though

they were matters to be proud of.

It is quite impossible for us to believe

this ofour lovely countrywomen. That a

British Peeress, or the lady of one of our

country gentlemen, should thus lavish her

favours on a foreign ingrate, and studi

ously withhold employment and bread

from the humble, obliging, and indus

trious daughter of her own country, is a

thing that can be believed by no one. It

is the more incredible, because no earthly

cause can be assigned for it. If our Eng

lish girls were devoid of taste, and could

only stitch with packthread, and needles

six inches long, the case would be differ

ent ; but a man has only to look at the

females of the middle classes, to be con
vinced !• that English hands can make

dresses capable of giving the utmost ef

fect to the charms of any female whatever.

We, however, think, that when the Eng

lish dress-makers are so fully employed

that not one can be obtained, a lady of

rank will then reluctantly employ a French

one. We think this, because we have oc

casionally seen ladies of rank garbed in

dresses, so grotesque and unbecoming, and

having such a murderous effect upon their

beauty, that we have been quite convinced

these dresses never could have been made

by English fingers.

As to the calumny, that a British lady

of rank will submit to the impertinence

and insolence of the outlandish women, it

is really shocking. The wives and daugh

ters of our high-minded nobility—the fe

males born on the soil of England, and

filled with that blood, in which pride and

lofty spirit luxuriate to the last—submit

to disgrace like this ? No, no—it cannot

be. It would be just as possible for them

to fall in love with apes and monkeys.

We hear, too, that among our females

the partiality for foreign silks, laces, and

gloves, is as great as ever. This we are

compelled to believe. We lament it, and

are ashamed of it. It will, however, in
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due time, greatly benefit trade, and this

must satisfy us.—Blackwood's Magazine.

EPIGIUH ON » NOTHING."

wRITTEN AT THE sFgUEsT Of A LADY. '

gttistelianies

THE COCOOY, QUEEN BEETLE.

Titis astonishing insect is about one

inch and a quarter in length, and what is

wonderful to relate, she carries by her

side, just above her waist, two brilliant

lamps, which she lights up at pleasure

with the solar phosphorus furnished her

by nature. These little lamps d,o not

flash and glimmer, like that of the fire

fly, but give as steady a light as the gas

light, exhibiting two perfect spheres, as

large as a minute pearl, which afford light

enough in the darkest night to enable one

to read print by them. On carrying her

into a dark closet in the day time she im.

mediately illuminates her lamps, and in

stantly ' extinguishes them ' on coming

agairi into' the light. But language can

not describe the beauty and sublimity of

these lucid orbs in miniature, with which

nature has endowed the queen of the in

sect kingdom.

Nete York Advertiser, June 23. ;

.'" ANECDOTE OF

CHARLES TOFNSEND. ;

Mr. Charles Townsend used every

morning,,, as he came from his lady-mo

ther's to, the Treasury, to pass by the

canal in the Park, and feed the ducks

with bread or corn, which he brought in

fiis pocket for that purpose. . One morn

ing having called his affectionate friends,

the duckcy, duckey, duckeys, he found

unfortunately that,he had forgotten them.

—" Poor duckiivs !" he cried, "1 am

sorry I am in a hurry and cannot get you

some bread, but here is sixpence for you

to buy some," and threw the ducks a six

pence, which one of them gobbled up -

At the office he very tritely told the story

to some gentlemen with whom he was to

dine. There being ducks for dinner, one

of the gentlemen. ordered a sixpence to

be put into the body of a duck, which he

gave Charles to cut up. Our hero, sur

prised at finding a sixpence among the

seasoning, bade the waiter send up his

master, whom he loaded with epithets of

rascal and scoundrel, and swore bitterly

he would have him prosecuted for robbing

the king of hie ducks,- " for," says he,

" gentlemen, this very morning did I

give this sixpence to one of the ducks in

the canal in St. James's Park."'

c I

Write on nothing ! Lady ! ihsme so to puzzla

roe ;

For something, Lndy, ne'er can nothing be :

This nothing must be something, and I see.

This nothing and'this something—an in thee. '.

doctor. :

tE&e (Satfjerer, . ; '

',' I am lint a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."— IVqliu'n. ' ',

/IMPROMPTU.,' , .'[

Translation of a Latin inscription on a

cannon-ball, which killed Mr. Nioholls,

Governor of Long Island, in 1672.Ci''

" fnstrumentum mortis et immortalU

' . 1811s.",. . ' ' ','/'.."

Though you' charge me with ill, curse

' the day of my, birth, . .' . '

And accuse me of fearing a saint from

the earth— ' ". ". ' ""

Yet still to the deed let due credit be
given, . .-.''•

It has hastened the flight of an angel to

" heaven. . ' T. O. M.' '

• Sre Mirror, No. 137. r i :::i ' 1

bees. '.-.,.J*".fc /

The honey-bees not only labour in com

mon with astonishing assiduity and artj '

but' their' whole ' attention and affections '

Seem to centre in the person of the queen

or sovereign- of the hive ; when she dies

by accident, the whole community are in

stantly in disorder,' all their labours cease,

no new cells are constructed, and neither

honey nor wax are collected. "- '

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

' Lord Cochrane, or tie Bero't Jtflvm, with

the letters of Janet, Yiiyan, and M. in our

next. . . ' i - . • .r .

. » * H. has our best thanks; his article shall

have insertion, bat we think we have seen a

better view of the Abbey.

The articles by F.t R—y shall be resumed.

The view alluded to by Otrynite'is not for

gotten, but shall appear in No. 155. "We'shall

feel much obliged by the promised drawing.

T. A. N. chs request shall be attended fo.

The" * Ceil ci "' we are sorry to say is flu* too

long; it shall be left with our publisher for the

author.

A temporary absence from town must be an

apology . to our otber'correspondeatj for not an

swering them until nextweek. , . . - r

Printed and Pub,ished by J. UmTBIRD;

143, Strand, (near Somerset House,! msold

f';• alt S'evsmen and Rvotsef.'en. . - - —*^'
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In the progress of improvement it is cu

rious to see the changes which take place

in various sites of London. The great

fire of 1666 destroyed a considerable num

ber of churches, many of which were

never rebuilt, but the ground was occu-

pied by houses ; and since that time the

absorbing nature of our commerce has

called for the demolition ofother edifices of

a sacred character. A part of the Bank

of England stands upon the site of a

church dedicated to St. Christopher ; the

new post office occupies the ground on

which there was once a monastery, and in

a few years the ancient cathedral church

of St. Katharine will be removed, and

vessels will float where the devout now

PraT. ,

This church, which is situated on the

east side of the Tower of London, is at

tached to the oldest ecclesiastical commu

nity existing in England, and which sur.

vived the shocks of the Reformation and

the puritanical frenzy of the succeeding

age. We reserve, however, for another

trambeT of the Mirror, the history of

Vol. vi. H

St.. Katharine's hospital, and shall con.

fine ourselves to an account of the church,

of which we present a very fine view,

from Mr. Nichols's History.

The hospital and church of St. Katha

rine were founded in 1148; but the

body of the present edifice is supposed by

Dr. Ducarel to have been built by Tho

mas de Beckington, who was master of

the hospital in 1438.

This edifice stands due east and west,

and has a cloister on the north side,

formed by the masters and brothers'

houses. The sisters and beadswomen'»

apartments, lately removed, were on the

south side.

The length of the church is sixty-nine

feet ; breadth sixty feet; length of the

choir sixty-three feet; breadth thirty-

two ; height of the roof forty-nine.

This venerable building has undergone

so many repairs, and has been so much

altered and disguised, that it is almost

impossible to describe its original features.

The repairs were doubtless necessary ; but

the workmen should have been compelled

97
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to adhere to its original outline. Any

man possessed of the least taste must ac

knowledge this truth.

The church was repaired in 1618; had

a gallery built at the west end in 1613 ;

and great additions were made thereto in

1621. In 1629, Sir Julius Caesar, then

master of the hospital, caused the whole

outside to be covered with rough-cast at

his own cost, which amounted to 250/.

At the same time a clock-house was

built.

Hollar has fortunately preserved a

south-west view of the church, as it ap

peared in 1660. But he is incorrect in

giving six windows on the side of the

south transept, instead of five.

The most interesting memorial in this

church is the fine monument to the me

mory of John Holland, Duke of Exeter.

On the south side of the altar is an en

graved copper-plate, enchased in a semi

circular arch ; under which, on copper,

are the effigies of a man and his wife in

the dress of the times, kneeling on tasselled

cushions, at a double desk. Their hands

joined in the attitude of prayer. On the

desk a book lies open before each of

them. On the velvet covering hanging

round the desk are these words :—

* He deceased

ye 4th daye of

March, 1599,

• jTltiitis svte L."

Under the above is the following inscrip

tion :—

- * Here dead in part, whose best part never

dleth,

A benefactor, William Cutting, lyeth ;

Nor deade if good deedes could keepe men alive,

Nor all dead since good deedes do men revive :

Gunville and Kaies his good deedes maie record,

And will (no doubte) him praise therefore afford :

Saincte Katrins eke, near London, can it tell,

Goldsmythes and Merchant Taylors knowe it

well;

Two country townes his civil bounty blest,

East Derham, and Norton Fitz Warren West.

More did be than this table can unfold,

The worlde his fame, this earth bis earth doeth

hold."

Such is the church which is to be taken

down in order to form a new dock. Our

engraving is a north-east view, which was

taken by B. T. Pouncy, in 1779.

LORD COCHRANE'S WELCOME; C

THE HERO'S RETURN.

(For the Mirror.)

Wilcomr, Cochrane ! welcome back I

Rest awhile on Britain's shore ;

England's sons, and English hearts

Gre«t thee to their land once more.

Deathless laurels deck thy brow-

Laurels gain'd in Freedom's cause !

Welcome back to Albion's soil,

Crown'dwith trumpet-tongued applause t

Farand wide thy deeds have blazed—

Far and wide thy bravery's known ;

And the pile thy valour raised

England proudly calls her own ! . ;

Welcome hero—welcome back ! "a

Furl thy flag awhile in peace ;

Or, if glory leads thee on.

Let thy sword be drawn for Greece .'

Let thine arm for Greece be nerved ;

Bid thy thunder smite her foes ;

Strike the Ottoman tyrant down ;.

Give the Grecian world repose ; J

England's eye is turn'd on thee ;

ifyro/i-like thy aid impart !

Byron, he whose spirit cries—

" Cochrane, hurl the avenging dart !»

Utopia.

ON THE SEASON OF YOUTH.

/ To the Editor ofthe Mirror. )

" That blest sunny time/

When the brow is unwreath'd with the roses of

spring-

When undimmed by a tear, and unstained by a

crime,

The heart is yet true, and hope still on the wing.*'

At the risk of being suspected to be an

old maid, I will venture to expatiate u

little on a period which I regret to think

has escaped me, and on the departure of

which so much unavailing regret is felt

over the whole surface of society.

Who has not felt delight in retracing

juvenile pleasures, and expressed a wish

for their renewal, provided maturity of

intellect could be blended therewith, so

as to divest them of every thing likely to

interfere with the full tide of enjoyment ?

Indeed, I much question, if the renewal

of that delightful portion of existence

was practicable, whether most of us would

not eagerly embrace the opportunity of

again realizing that checkered era of joy

and grief. Experience shows us that

real sorrow widely differs from the petty

disquietudes of childhood, and seeing that

unalloyed pleasure robs that sensation of

half its charms, it is fair to conclude that

a course of uninterrupted happiness is

not so enviable as one might at first be

disposed to imagine.

No doubt the lingering recollections of

many are deeply tinctured by the convic

tion that this most valuable portion of

existence has been misapplied or idly sa

crificed, but most generally it is fair to

imagine its escape is regretted, rather

from the persuasion that no other period

offers enjoyment so pure and 'felicitous ;
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and certainly the associations with which

they ate blended constitute no slight

feature in the interest they excite.

Our entrance into the world is bounte

ously cared for by a superintending Pro

vidence, and parents and kind friends

abundantly supply all our wants and ne

cessities ; by them we are indulged al

most to a fault, and without their generous

attachment to our well being, health, and

every other blessing would utterly desert

us. No sooner, however, are we capable

of putting forth our own strength, than

the ordinary course of nature compels a

dependence on our own resources ; and it

is then that the fabric of our happiness

begins to decay. Friends and relations

have tasted of our cup of joy or sorrow,

but imperious nature withdraws them

successively, and time, the noiseless tenor

of whose way nought interrupts, renders

die bright reality of our youthful days an

insubstantial pageant, a gay vision of de

light, that dwells in the deepest recess of

the heart. It is true we can shadow forth

at will both time and circumstances ; but

it is mournful to reflect, that it is because

no after pleasures are so intense as to sup

ply their place :—A feeling heart demands

sympathy and participation in its weal or

woe ; selfishness is foreign to its nature ;

whatever, therefore, of joy or sorrow as

sails it, in the absence of attached and

kindred feeling, is fleeting and evan

escent ; and such reminiscences task, in

stead of agreeably exercising the memory.

If this faculty is sterile as regards a well

spent youth, and luxuriant only in what

may be characterised as thoughtless levity

and vicious indulgence, what a valuable

auxiliary to human happiness is sacri

ficed ! for what is life

" When its freshness is o'er.

If its purest and holiest feelings are fled—

Deprived of the charms that enhanced it before,

Who values the stalk if its blossoms be dead ?"

It has been as beautifully as truly said

by an author of varied research into the

wonders of creation, and with pious re

verence for the great first Cause, that a

tree which has borne the most beautiful

blossoms, but which is found destitute of

fruit when the ripeness ofsummer arrives,

and hindering by its shade the growth of

the plants around it, is viewed with in

difference and often contempt by its pos

sessor ; is it not still more sad to see one

who, in the sun-shine of youth was

adorned with personal beauty, the gifts of

fortune and the smiles of friends, when the

summer or autumn of that life arrives,

not merely disappointing the expecta

tion so naturally excited, but by that very

idleness becoming a bar to the fruitful-

ness of others, so far as evil example may

conduce to this end. How doubly in-

cumbent on us is it then, if life is spared

to the " sear and yellow leaf," to give

evidence of careful culture in the spring,

of watchfulness in the summer, in order

to the bearing a worthy part in the

bounteous display of autumn. This,

indeed, will gain the praise of men, and

what is past human estimation, the ap

probation of God !

Janet, i

A WORD OR TWO IN REPLY TO

W. F. D's LETTER ON GHOSTS

AND SECOND SIGHT.*

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

« Another and another still succeeds."—Rows.

Sir,—I was much amused with W. F.

D's article in No. 151 of your interesting

periodical. Some people have the faculty

of being great even upon potatoes, but

your correspondent is truly great on

ghosts. The article he attempts to cut

up, was written some time ago, and was

occasioned by a perusal of Jarvis's Ghost

Stories.

He commences by observing, that I

" knock down all the ghosts from Anno

Domini 1640 to 1825—because the world

forsooth is getting more enlightened," and

sneers also at my remarking that the

increased diffusion of knowledge of late

years, amongst the lower classes was one

of the principal causes of their " decline

and fall." A writer in a popular period

ical has justly observed that " Ghost»

are going out of fashion." Now I should

be led to conclude from the above, that

W. F. D. was one of the thick-and-thin

believers in those foolish affairs yclept

" Accredited Ghost Stories," if it were

not disproved by some other passages in

his letter. Now as *to my " knocking

down " Messrs. the Ghosts with a tremen

dous ipse dixit of my own." Has your

correspondent mixed with the world,—if

he has, he must be aware that stoiies of

this nature are now subjects of ridicule

and laughter, more than fear and trem

bling; not only amongst the better classes

but owing to the superior degrees of in.

formation which pervades all classes of

society,—also among the lower orders.

Further, it is my settled opinion that

Ghost Stories and " Authenticated Nar

ratives " have principally emanated from,

the weak and disordered brains of ignorant

people. Ignorance is generelly admitted

to be the mother Of superstition (with a

* See Mirror, N'u. 161, p. 07.

H2
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es

LINESfew exceptions) therefore what was im .
plicitly believed as true in A . D . 1725 . On Miss Anne Maria Tree's retirement from the

Stage, on Wednesday, 15th of June, 1825 .
has been thought a childish affair, a hun .
dred years after, even so late as the year

ar ENCHANTING Girl ! I cannot part with thee
Without a sigh - thou who hast been so long1750 ' there were frequently occurring in .
The themeof public wonder and applause .

stan
I cannot gee thee leave the mimic scene ,

drowning ) of poor old women , by persons where thou so often hast enchanted me

moving in a respectable sphere of life, With strains that, streaming from thy dewy lips

because they were suspected of dabbling Like balm from roses , sink upon the heart
in witchcraft. So softly sweet the tunefal spheres above

W . F . D . says that I " seem to be seemed pouring forth their silver melody. .

morę puzzled than needs be,” alluding, I Ah ! no, I cannot part with thee without

presume, to an observation of mine, on One last faint tribute to thy matchless worth .

Second Sight My putting the word And now in fancy ,as I take thy hand,

authenticated in italics, was intended to Gaze on thy face - lighted with sunny smiles

And on thy head invoke eternalblessings ,
be ironical. The second anecdote on

In spite of all the proud philosophy . .
Second Sight I accompanied with the re- That stoics'boast, mine eye betrays a tear .
mark “ if it be true." Yet in the face There is ,when parting with a favourite,
of this, he asserts , that I declared them A nameless feeling flashes on the mind,
to be all “ unimpeachable .” Facts are As if a valued friend were leaving us
stubborn things Mr. W . F . D . I was To inhabit other worlds ; - there is a pang
staggered with the first instance, knowing Comes o'er the heart, that wakes the trembling
the parties concerned , the individual there sigh ,

Resuscitates the joys ofby-gone bours,alluded to was of " unimpeachable ” ho
nour, and is since dead . I certainly And makes keen thoughts rush to the throbbing

breast.
never had the fortune of meeting with Farewell ! farewell ! - and may the happiness
any thing in a “ questionable shape ” That waits upon domestic retirementThe

Be ever thine !- may all the permanent joys
stage ” and I gave the anecdote as I That should encircle wedlock shine round
heard it. thee I

May no deceitful friends' insidiousness

many parts nearly as superstitious as Destroy thy peace, and tear from offthy cheek
ever. ( I do not allude to the highlands) The glow of sweet simplicity and innocence !

notwithstanding the boast that is madeade Oh ! may you long live , and your future years

of their superior intelligence , they cer. Become sweet dreamsof conjugal affection !
J . W . C .tainly are , generally , considerably better .

informed than a similar class in England ,
though a great deal of exaggeration on SLAVES AND SLAVERY IN THE
this subject is gone abroad , that every UNITED STATES.
Scotchman can read, write , and dabble
in numeration ” which I can assure you , “ I would not have a slave to tillmy ground ,

To carry me, to fan mewhile I sleep ,I have found to be by nomeans the case.
And tremble when I wake , for all thewealthIt would be trifling with your patience,
That sinews bought and sold have ever

Sir, and with that of your readers, were
earn ' d . ” COWPER .I to argue with W . F . D . as to the iden

tity of Samuel's re-appearance to Saul. The toleration of slavery in the United
It would be as unprofitable as it is stale. States of America, is certainly a strange

We have merely the authority of Holy anomaly , and totally at variance with the

Writ for it , that is all ! and yet your free institutions of that country ; and al.

correspondent goes so far as to assert, though it is confined to a few states only ,
“ But Saul never saw Samuel.” yet throughout the whole republic, the

VYVYAN . ' negro race is treated with an insult and
contempt bordering on proscription . In

P . S . Has W . F . D . ever read “ Hib - Georgia, where an unblushing advo.
bert's Philosophy of Apparitions,” I cacy of slavery is avowed , the introduce
should advise him , if not, to purchase a tion of slaves was at first prohibited by
copy forth with . the laws of the colony, butwhen it pass

ed from the hands of trustees under the
* * Our correspondent will see by the news. royal anthority, slaves were openly im
papers, that within the last fortnight a man was ported in great numbers. The laws by
made to swim , to prove that he was not a wizard , which the infamous vassalage is protected
in the county of Suffolk . ED . are so strict, that they preclude individual

humanity , and no owner can emancipate

his own slave without the sanction of the
legislature. As the subject is not only

La
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interesting in itself, but occupies a good If he obtains his ' liberty , he will often

deal of the public attention at present, we devote the first years of his own to the
are sure the following account of the slaves purchase of their freedom ; thus setting an
and slave trade of the United States, ex . example of conjugal and parental affection ,

tracted from “ Letters from the South,” which the white men may indeed admire ;

will beacceptable to our readers : but, it is feared , would seldom imitate.
66 I am led into these reflections by a

SLAVES IN THE UNITED STATES. rencontre we had yesterday , with a person

The blacks form a distinguishing who was on one of those expeditions to
feature in the Lowlands of the South , but buy slaves for the Southern market. At
diminish in numbers as you travel to - one of the taverns along the road ,we were -
wards the mountains. They are of a set down in the sameroom with an elderly

great variety of shades, from jet black to: man, and a youth who seemed to be well
almostwhite. Indeed , I have seen some acquainted with him ; for they conversed
of them who were still kept in bondage, familiarly, and with true republican inde.
whose complexions were rather lighter pendence for they did not mind who
than their masters. I was much puzzled heard them . From the tenor of his con
to account for these apparent caprices of versation, I was induced to look particu .
nature in bestowing such singular varieties larly at the elder, who was an ill-looking ,
of complexion ; but I soon found that she hard- featured , pock -marked , black -beard .
had good reason to justify her. ed fellow ,whom a jury would have hanged

“ The negroes are in general a harmless upon very doubtful evidence.
race , although they are more apt than their “ Hewas telling the youth something
masters to transgress the laws, because a like the following detested tale ; - Hewas
greatmany things that are lawful to white going, it seems, to Richmond , to inquire
men, are forbidden to the blacks. Being, about a draft for seven thousand dollars,

in general, more ignorant than the whites which he had sent by mail, butwhich not
of the poorer classes, they are of course having been acknowledged by his corres.
more given to petty vices, and are, per - pondent, he was afraid it had been stolen ,
haps, not so honest. They seldom , how . and themoney received by the thief. Í
eyer, commit any capital crime, except in should not like to lose it,' says he, " for I
revenge for a long series of execrable ty - worked hard for it, and sold many a poor
ranny practised by some unfeeling brute of d lof a blacky to Carolina and Georgia
an owner or overseer. They seem , indeed, to scrape it together.' He then wenton to
a gay, harmless, and unthinking race ; for tellmany a black perfidious tale, which I
those who are likely to have few agreeable tried to forget, and threw them from my
subjects for their thoughts, Providence memory as the stomach does poisons. All
seems kindly to divest, in some degree , of along the road , it seems, hemade it his
the capacity to reflect long on any thing . business to inquire where lived a man who
They are by far the mostmusical of any might perhaps be tempted to become a
portion of the inhabitants of the United party in this accursed traffic ; and when
States, and in the evening I have seen them he had got some half dozen of these poor
reclining in their boats on the canal at creatures, he tied their hands behind their
Richmond, playing on the banjo, and backs, and drove them three or four hun
singing in a style I dare say, equal to a dred miles, or more , bareheaded , and half
Venetian Gondolier. Then they whistle naked, through theburning Southern sun .
as clear as the notes of the fife ;- and Fearful that even Southern humanity
their laugh is the very echo of thoughtless would revolt at such an exhibition of hu

inan misery and human barbarity , he gave

“ Woe, woe to the man who adds one out that they were runaway slaves he was

feather to the weight they are destined to carrying home to their masters. On one
bear. He shall assuredly meet the ven - occasion a poor black woman exposed this

geance of the Being who is all mercy to fallacy , and told the story of her being

the weak and the ignorant- all justice to kidnapped ; and when he got her into a
the wise and the strong. Woe to those, wood out of hearing , hebeather, to use bis

who, tempted by avarice, or impelled by own expression, ' till her back waswhite.' ,
vengeance, shall divide the parentfrom the “ I would not tell such tales, except
offspring , and sell them apart in distant that chance may bring them to the ears of

lands ! a cruel and inhuman act ; for it is themagistrateswhomay enforce the laws,
seldom we see the ties of kindred or of if any there be,against this inhuman trade;
conjugal affection stronger than in the or if there be none, that the legislature

poor negro. He will travel twelve, fif. may be induced to wipe away this foul :
teen , or twenty miles to see his wife and stain . There was a mixture of guilty

children , after his daily labour is over, and hardihood , and affected sanctity, about
return in the morning to his labouragain , this animal, - for he could not be a man..

hilarity .
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It seems he married all the men and wo

men he bought himself, because they

would sell better for being man and wife !

Once,—he told it with high glee,—he

sold a negro who was almost blind, ' to a

parson,' these were his very words, ' for

eight hundred dollars.' Returning that

way some time after, the parson (can it be

possible?) accused him of cheating him,

by selling him a fellow who could'nt see

half a yard after sundown. ' I denied it

stoutly,' continued this fine fellow, ' the

parson insisted ; and at last I bought the

fellow back again for fifty dollars less than

I sold him for. When the bargain was

concluded, Pomp, said I, go and water

my horse. Pomp pretended he could not

see, for it was then dusk ; but I took a

good cudgel, and laid on till the fellow saw

as plain as day light, and did what he was

bid as well as any body could have done it.

There, said I, you see the fellow is no

more blind than you or I. The parson

wanted to get him back : so I sold him

again for eight hundred dollars, and made

fifty by that speculation.'

" ' But,' said the youth, ' were you not

afraid in travelling through the wild coun.

try, and sleeping in lone houses, these

slaves would rise and kill you.' ' To be

sure I was,' said the other, ' but I always

fastened my door, put a chair on the table

before it, so that it might wake me in fall-

ing, and slept with a loaded pis-tol in each

hand. It was a bad life ; and I left it off

as soon as I could live without it: for

many is the time I have separated wives

from husbands, and husbands from wives,

and parents from children ; but ' then I

made them amends by marrying them

again as soon as I had a chance. That is

to say, I made them call each other man

and wife, and sleep together, which is

quite enough for negroes. I made one

bad purchase though,' continued he, ' I

bought a young mulatto girl, a likely

creature,—a great bargain. She had been

the favourite of her master, who had lately

married. The difficulty was, to get her to

fo ; for the poor creature loved her master,

lowever, I swore most bitterly I was only

going to take her to her mother at ,,

and she went with me ; though she seem

ed to doubt me very much. But when she

discovered at last that we were out of the

state, I thought she would go mad, and

in fact, the next night she drowned herself

in the river close by. I lost a good five

hundred dollars by this foolish trick, and

began to think seriously of quitting this

business ; which I did soon after, and set

up a shop. But though I lie to every

body, somehow or other, I don't get on

very well; and sometimes think of return-

ing to my old trade again.'

" Oliver and I had intended to sleep at

this place, but the confession of this abomi

nable caitiff determined us to rid ourselves

of his society, for fear the house would

fall, or the earth open and swallow us up

for being in such company. So we left

the house, praying that Providence, in

pity to a miserable race, would either per

mit the caitiff to prosper in his present

business, or graciously cause him to be

speedily hanged. In justice" to our own

country, I ought to mention that he was

not a native of the United States : had he

been, I would have suppressed this story,

for such a monster is sufficient to disgrace

a whole nation.

" I ought to have mentioned that the

negroes of Maryland and Virginia, for

some reason or other, have an invincible

repugnance to being sold to the South

ward. Whether this repugnance arises

from an idea that they will be treated with

more severity, or is only the natural dis

like every human being, except our

fashionable ladies, feels to going to live

in a strange land, far from all association

with early scenes and first born attach

ments, I cannot tell. I know not that

these poor souls are worse treated in Ca

rolina and Georgia, nor have I any reason

to believe so ; certain it is, however, that

they discover an unwillingness amounting

almost to horror, at the idea of being sold

there, and have a simple song which they

sometimes, as I am told, sing with a

mournful melancholy cadence, as they row

along the rivers, in remembrance of home.

It is merely the language of nature :—

Going away to Georgia, ho, heave. O I

Massa sell poor Negro, ho, heave, O !

Leave poor wife and children, bo, heave, O 1

" The negroes have a great number of

songs, of their own composition, and

fgunded on various little domestic inci

dents ; particularly the deaths of 'their

masters and mistresses, who, if they have

been kind to them, are remembered in

their homely strains, some of which sound

very affectingly, but would probably make

no great figure on paper. I have heard

that in some instances they go to their

graves, and invoke their spirits to inter

pose, if they are treated ill, or threatened

to be sold at a distance. There is some

thing of the true pathetic in all this, were

these people not negroes. This spoils all ;

for we have got such an inveterate habit

of divesting them of all the best attributes

of humanity, in order to justify our op

pressions, that the idea of connecting feel

ing or sentiment with a slave, actually

makes us laugh. I have read, that after

the death of the famous Alphonso Albu

querque, called the conqueror of India, it
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was long the practice of the natives, when

they were oppressed, to go to his grave,

and call upon his gallant spirit to arise

and be again their protector. Such things

touch the innermost heart, when told of

Indians ; but Black sentiment, feeling, or

gratitude, is not of the real fashionable

colour.

" Jogging along from the house where

we left the caitiff, who will one day, I

fear, bring down some great calamity on

the country of his birth, it was our fate to

meet with another example of the tricks

men will play before high Heaven, when

not only custom, but the laws, sanction

oppression. The sun was shining out very

hot, and in turning an angle of the road,

we encountered the following group :—

first, a little cart, drawn by one horse, in

which five or six half naked black chil

dren were tumbled, like pigs, together.

The cart had no covering, and they seem

ed to have been actually broiled to sleep.

Behind the cart marched three black wo

men, with|head, neck, and breasts, unco

vered, and without shoes or stockings;

next came three men, bare headed, half

naked, and chained together with an ox

chain. Last of all came a white man,—

a white man ! Frank,—on horseback,

carrying pistols in his belt, and who, as

we passed him, had the impudence to look

us in the face without blushing. I should

like to have seen him hunted by blood

hounds. At a house a little further on we

learned that he had bought these misera

ble beings in Maryland, and was marching

them in this manner to some one of the

more Southern States. Shame on the State

of Maryland ! I say ; and shame on the

State of Virginia ! and every State through

which this wretched cavalcade was per

mitted to pass !" •

* For some interesting particulars respecting

Slavery in the United States, see the Minium

No. 108.

ffitseful 39omt.stie faints.

; TO PREVENT AND RECOVER

FROM DROWNING.

The newspapers state that more than

sixty persons were drowned in the course

of a fortnight, principally in the river

Thames, by incautiously bathing. Not

withstanding the directions issued by the

Royal Humane Society, the most gross

ignorance prevails in the treatment of

drowned persons. One person recom

mends the use of the stomach pump,

which is absurd, as water scarcely, ifever,

enters cither the' passage to the stomach

or lungs, in cases of drowning. The idea

has given rise to a practice of the most

dangerous tendency—that of suspending

persons by the heels, which is never re

sorted to but by the most ignorant, as

nothing can be more injurious, or more

likely to destroy any remains of vitality

that may exist. The most active and

useful practice is to endeavour to restore

breathing, by pressing on the chest so a»

to excite its natural actions, after drying

the patient, and placing him in a horizon

tal position in bed, between two blankets,

applying warmths in the quickest and

most convenient possible manner, both to

the pit of the stomach and to the feet—

rubbing the hands, arms, legs, &c. either

with the hand or flannel, and persevering

in this manner until medical aid can be

obtained, even if no symptom of vitality

should appear. Many individuals lose

their lives in consequence of raising their

arms above water, the unbuoyed weight

of which depress the head. Animals

have neither notion nor ability to act in a

similar manner, and therefore swim natu

rally. When a person falls into deep

water, he generally rises to the surface,

and continues there if he does not elevate

his hands ; or should he move his hands

under water in any manner he pleases, his

head will rise so high as to allow him

free liberty to breathe : and if he moves

his legs as in the act of walking (or ra

ther as if walking up stairs) his shoulders

will rise above water, so that he may use

less exertion with his hands, or apply

them to other purposes. These few plain

directions are recommended to the atten

tion of those who have not learned to

swim, as they may be the means in many

instances of preserving life.

Camden Town, April 25, 1825.

Sir,—I forward you this week some

highly approved recipes, which may con.

tribute to the comfort and relief of those

who will make a trial of them. The

wine recipes I have in manuscript, and

are excellent ; and the others, having, by

our own family, beenfound efficacious, I

may render, perhaps, a trifling service to

your readers by making them generally

known through the medium of your use

ful publication. W. G -h.

RECIPE FOR GINGER wINE.

To every 0 gallons of water, put 15

pounds of lump sugar and G ounces of

the best ginger sliced; bail the water,

sugar, and ginger together, till the scum

is completely risen ; when that is taken

off, pour the boiling liquor on the peels

of 18 lemons, and when the liquor is cool,

put in the juice of tile lemons, and a few

spoonsful of yeast; let it work two. or
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three days, then put it Into the barrel

with a pint of brandy, close the barrel,

let it stand a month or six weeks, then

bottle it off.

. . GINGER BEER.

One and a half ounce of ginger sliced,

1 ounce of cream of tartar, 1 pound of

loaf sugar, and a lemon sliced, put them

altogether into a large pan, and pour upon

them 6 quarts of boiling water ; when

sufficiently cool, let it work with yeast ;

let it stand till the next day, then bottle

it, tying down the corks : it will be fit

to drink in three days, but will not keep

good longer than a fortnight.

GINGER CORDIAL.

One gallon of water, 4 pounds of moist

sugar, 3 ounces of white ginger, the thin

yellow rind of a large lemon, these to be

set on the fire, and simmer half an hour ;

when it has stood till blood warm, add

one pound of sun raisins and a spoonful

of yeast ; to be put in a large pan, and

stirred twice a day whilst the fermenta

tion continues; then press the raisins,

and put all the remainder into the cask ;

add 1 drachm of isinglass dissolved in

half a pint of brandy ; when done hiss

ing, stop it down close.

cowslip wine (to make eight gallons).

Twenty-four pounds of lump sugar,

the rind of 7 lemons sliced with the su

gar and water ; when cold, put in the

juice of the lemons and 4 pecks of cow.

slips, with a little yeast ; work it 4 days,

stirring it every day : put it in a cask,

and let it stand 6 weeks.

RED CURRANT wINE.

. For an eight-gallon cask put in 10 quarts

of juice, C gallons of water, 4 quarts of

raspberries, and 27 pounds of lump sugar.

for spasms.

Camphor-julep 3 or 4 table spoonsful,

add 15 or 20 drops of sal-volatile. This

is one dose, and may be repeated 2 or 3

times a day.

eye-water.

Two drachms of white vitriol of Alex

andria, 2 drachms of Iris of Florence, put

into a bottle of Bristol water, shake it

well, and cork it close ; use it as often in

a day as necessity requires.

for an obstinate cough.

Take a half-pound of the best honey,

and squeeze the juice of four lemons upon

it ; mix them well together, and add a

small portion of sugar-candy. A tea.

spoonful may be taken every time the

cough is troublesome, and in a very short

time a cure will be effected.

FACULTIES OF MEN AND

BRUTES. .,./

There have not been wanting, every

one knows, great opinions to maintain

that the faculties of men and brutes differ

rather in degree than in kind. The de-

liglnof a pointer when his master pots

on his shooting jacket is at least prima

facie evidence that his ideas are associ

ated as well as our own. Who that has

heard the stifled bark and whine of a

sleeping hound, can deny that he dreams ?

and ignorant as we are of the theory of

dreams, to dream at least implies memory

and conception. And we can ourselves

relate an instance which did not reach us

through the ivory gate at which our

author dismisses his listeners, where s>

terrier displayed cunning that would

have done honour to an Old Bailey at.

tomey. Our Oxford readers are probably

aware that dogs are forbidden to cross the

sacred threshold of Merton common room.

It happened one evening that a couple of

terriers had followed their masters to the

door, and while they remained excluded,

unhappily followed the habits rather of

biped than of quadruped menials, and

began to quarrel like a couple of Chr&r

tians. The noise of the fight summoned

their masters to separate them, and as it

appeared that the hero of our tale had

been much mauled by a superior adver

sary, the severe bienseances of the place

were for once relaxed, and he was allowed

to enjoy during the rest of night, the soft

ness of a monastic rug ; and the blaze of

a monastic fire—luxuries which every ini

tiated dog and man will duly appreciate.

The next day soon after the common-

room party had been assembled, the

sounds of the preceding evening were

renewed with ten-fold violence. There

was such snapping and tearing, and

snarling, and howling as could be ac

counted for only by a general engage

ment :—

The noise alarmed the festive hnll

A nd started forth the fellows ail-

But instead of a battle royal, they found

at the door their former guest, in solitude

sitting ob his rump, and acting a furious

dog-fight, in the hope of again gaining

admittance among the guieti ordines de

Brum.
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Ufre $s*a't at Hampton «otm.

The labyrinth or maze was known to the

ancients, and was usually a large intricate

edifice, cut into various aisles and mean

ders, which so run and intersected each

other as to render it difficult to get out of

it. There were four labyrinths among

the ancients : the Egyptian, the Cretan,

a third at Lemnos, and a fourth in Italy,

made by Porsenna, King of Etruria, for

his tomb ; the real object of labyrinths

teems to have been to deter persons from

violating tombs, by the danger and dif

ficulty of finding their way out of them.

The labyrinth of Egypt was, according

to Pliny, the oldest, and was standing in

his time, though 3,600 years old. He

says it was built by King Petesucus or

Tithoes, but Herodotus makes it the

work of several Kings ; it stood on the

banks of the lake Moeris, and consisted

of twelve large contiguous palaces, con

taining 3,000 chambers, 1,500 of which

were under-ground.

The Cretan labyrinth is the most famed

in history or fable. Diodorus Siculus

relates as a conjecture, and Pliny as a

certain fact, that Daedalus constructed

this labyrinth on the model of that of

Egypt, though on a less scale : there is,

However, much doubt as to the truth of

this account.

Pliny mentions the custom of boys

makingmazes for their play ; and Stuke-

ley says, a round work formed into a

labyrinth, at Aukborough, it called Ju

lian's Bower.

In England there are many labyrinths

or mazes ; but what generally appears at

present is no more than a circular work,

made of banks of earth or paths, as on

Catherine's Hill, near Winchester.

A labyrinth at Wickdown hill, Wilt.

shire, has the appearance of a large bar

row, surrounded by circlet within circles.

At Trinity College, Oxford, there is a

labyrinth formed of yew hedges.

The maze in the gardens of Hampton

Court, of which the above is a correct

drawing, is also formed of hedges, which

are carefully cut. It is an object of great

attraction to visitors, who would be sadly

bewildered were there not a guide at

hand to direct their steps. The rule,

however, is simple enough when known ;

it consists in merely turning to the left

on entering, and then keeping close to

the right of the hedge, until you reach

the centre.

SPIRIT OF THE

tyuWt ajotmials.

ORIGINAL LETTERS OF DR.

FRANKLIN.

NO. 1. TO HIS MOTHER.

Philadelphia, Sep. 17, 1749.

Ho»». Mother,—We received your

kind Letter by this Post, and are glad to

hear'you still continue to enjoy such a share

of Health.—Cousin Josiah and his Spouse

arrived here hearty and well last Saturday

noon ; I met them the Evening before at

Trenton, 30 miles off and accompany'd

them to Town. They went into their

own House on Monday & I believe will

do very well for he seems bent on In

dustry and she appears a discreet notable

young Woman. My Wife has been to

see them every Day, calling in as she

passes by, and I suspect haa fallen in

Love with our new Cousin, for she enter

tains me a deal when she comes home

with what Cousin Sally does and what

Cousin Sally says & what a good con

triver she is and the like.
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I believe It might be of service to me

in the matter of getting in my debts, if

I were to make a voyage to London ;

but I have not yet determined on it in

my own mind, & think I am grown al

most too lazy to undertake it.—

The Indians are gone homewards,

loaded with presents ; in a week or two

the Treaty with them will be printed & I

will send you one.

My Love to Brother and sister Mecom

& to all enquiring Friends.

I am your dutiful Son

b. Franklin.

NO. 2. TO HIS DAUGHTER (AFTER

wARDS MRs. RICH. BACHE).

Reedy Island, Nov. 8th, 1764. 7 at night

My dear Sally,—We got down here at

sunset having taken in more live stock at

New Castle with some other things we

wanted. Our good friends Mr. Galloway,

Mr. Wharton, and Mr. James came

with me in the ship from Chester to New

Castle and went ashore there. It was

kind to favour me with their good com

pany as far as they could. The affec

tionate leave taken of me by so many

friends, at Chester was very endearing.

God bless them and all Pennsylvania.

My dear child, the natural prudence

and goodness of heart God has blest you

with, make it less necessary for me to be

particular in giving you advice ; I shall

therefore only say, that the more atten

tively dutiful and tender you are towards

your good Mamma, the more you will re

commend yourself to me ; but why should

I mention me when you have so much

higher a promise in the commandments

that such conduct will recommend you to

the favour of God—You know I have

many enemies (all indeed on the public

account, for I cannot recollect that I have

in a private capacity given just cause of

offence to any one whatever) yet they are

enemies, and very bitter ones, and you

must expect their enmity will extend in

some degree to you, so that your slightest

indiscretions will be magnified into crimes,

in order the more sensibly to wound and

inflict me. It is therefore the more ne

cessary for you to be extremely circum

spect in all your behaviour that no ad

vantage may be given to their male

volence.

Go constantly to church, whoever

preaches ; the act of devotion in the com

mon prayer book is your principal busi

ness there, and if properly attended to,

will do more towards amending the heart

than Sermons generally can do. For they

were composed by men of much greater

piety and wisdom than our common com

posers of sermons can pretend to be; and

therefore I wjsh you would never miss the

prayer days ; yet I do not mean you

should despise sermons even of the

preachers you dislike, for the discourse

is often much better than the man, as

sweet and dear waters come through very

dirty earth ; I am the more particular

on this head, as you seemed to express a

little before I came awaysome inclination

to leave our church which I would not

have you do.

For the rest, I would only recommend

to you in my absence to acquire those

useful accomplishments, Arithmetic and

Book-keeping. This you might do with

ease if you would resolve not to see com

pany on the hours you set apart for those

studies— I think you and every body

should if they could, have certain days

or hours • • [a few lines lost] • * •

she cannot be spoke with ; but will be

glad to^see you at such a time.

We expect to be at sea to morrow if

this wind holds, after which I shall have

no opportunity of writing to you till I

arrive (if it please God I do arrive) in

England. I pray that his blessing may

attend you which is worth more than a

thousand of mine, tho' they are never

wanting. Give my love to your brother

and sister * as I cannot write to them and

remember me affectionately to the young

ladies your friends and to our good

neighbours. I am my dear child Your

ever affectionate father

B. Franklin.

NO. 3. TO HIS SISTER MRS. JANE

MECOM.

London, Jan. 13, 1772

My dear Sister, — I received your

kind letters of September 12 and Nov. 9th.

—I have now been some weeks returned

from my journey through Wales, Ireland,

Scotland and the north of England, which

besides being an agreeable tour with a

pleasant companion, has contributed to

the establishment of my health, and this

is the first ship I have heard of by which

I could write to you. I thank you for

the receipts ; they are as full and parti

cular as one could wish—but can easily be

practised only in America, no Bayberry

wax nor any Brassiletto being here to bo

had, at least to my knowledge. I am

glad however that those useful arts that

have been so long in our family, are now

put down in writing. Some future branch

may be the better for it. — It gives me

pleasure that those little things sent by

Jonathan proved agreeable to you; ' I

.». GovernorFranklin and lady.
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write now to Cousin Williams to press

the payment of the bond : there has been

forbearance enough on my part, seven

years or more without receiving any

principal or interest. It seems as if

the Debtor was like a whimsical man in

Pennsylvania of whom it was said that

it being against his Principal to pay

Interest and against his interest to pay

the Principal he paid neither one nor

t'other. 1 doubt you have taken too old

a pair of Glasses, being tempted by their

magnifying greatly. But people in

chusing should only aim at remedying

the defect. The glasses that enable them

to see as well at the same distance they

used to hold their book o1 work while

their eyes were good are those they should

chuse, not such as make them see better,

for such contribute to hasten the time

when still older glasses will be necessary.

All who have seen my grandson agree

with you, in their accounts of his being

an uncommonly fine boy, which brings

often afresh to my mind the idea of

my son Franky tho' now dead 36 years,

whom I have seldom since seen equalled

in every thing and whom to this day I

cannot think of without a sigh.—.Mr.

Bache is here. I found him at Preston

in Lancashire with his mother and sisters,

very agreeable people and I brought him

to London with me. I very much like

his behaviour. He returns in the next

ship to Philadelphia. The gentleman

who brought your last letter, Mr. Fox,

staid but a few minutes with me, and has

not since called as I desired him to do.

I shall endeavour to get the arms you

desire for cousin Coffin ; Having now

many letters to write, I can now only add

my love to cousin Jenny and that Sally

Franklin presents her duty ; Mrs. Ste

phenson desires to be affectionately re

membered.

I am as ever your affectionate brother

B. Franklin.

P. S. No arms of The Folgers are to

be found in the Herald's office. I am

persuaded it was originally a Flemish

family which came over with many others

from that country in Qu. Elizabeth's time

flying from the persecution then raging

there.

Dr. Franklin had three children, of whom the

eldest, Francis Folger Franklin, died in child

hood ; his second son, William, was the gover

nor ofN. Jersey, and sided with the crown in

the revolutionary contest; his only daughter,

Sarah, was married to Mr. Richard Bache, men

tioned above, whose children and grand children

now reside in Philadelphia.

Cousin Josiab, mentioned in the first letter,

was Dr. Franklin's nephew, a son of his favour

ite sister Jane, to whom the last of the above

letters is addressed.

London Magazine.

THE CURIOSITY HUNTING

WIFE.

(In a Letterfrom Mr. Mark Higginbotham.)

Fashion has been pleased to decree that

our drawing-rooms shall be overlaid, and

littered, and lumbered with every species

of trumpery rubbish known by the name

of nick-nacks and curiosities ; and my

wife has been pleased to decree that her

own apartments shall in this respect

stand perfectly unrivalled. For the good

of my fellow-creatures I sincerely hope

that they are so, for I would not wan

tonly inflict upon others the daily mar

tyrdom which I myself experience. I

fear, however, that there are too many

victims to this mania, for the great in

crease of " curiosity shops," as they are

technically called, of which I believe

there are a dozen in Regent-street and the

Quadrant alone, affords a fearful evidence

that our superfluous wealth is taking this

childish and fantastic direction. From

the wild beasts with which they were

studded, I used to compare my rooms to

Noah's Ark; but methinks they now

rather wear the semblance of a broker's

in Moorfields, or a Brobdignaggian

baby-house, or a cosmopolitan lumber-

room, where all the uncouth, grotesque,

and barbarous ciinkum-crankums, gew

gaws, and toys, that have been cast away

as worse than worthless, have been dili

gently collected to form a miserable mu

seum. Of such wretched varieties, scarce

because few people have been fools enough

to manufactuie them, my wife is an eager

and everlasting purchaser. Ebony stands

and Japan tables of all calibres are loaded

with sonorous gongs, shells, Chinese

shoes, glass cases of humming-birds and

butterflies, huge China jars and bowls,

and Lilliputian tea-cups (all equally in

valuable because all equally useless),

Mandarins nodding their heads at me as

if in mockery, tun-bellied idols, bits of

lapis lazuli and malachite, jasper and

soap-stone, and geological specimens, ar

ranged in frames by Mr. Mawe, and

figures of bisquit and alabaster, and little

boxes of French bonbons, and every

thing, in short, that can be either named

or imagined, provided always that it be

neither useful nor ornamental. Conceive

the horror of a stout gentleman like my

self being obliged to move edgeways

through my own rooms, in momentary

apprehension of occasioning a smash of
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porcelain, and knowing by sad experience

that my wife is by no means " Mistress

of herself though China fall." O how

have I been taunted and twitted with

mj gaucherie, as I attempted to squeeze

my unwieldy figure through the straits

and defiles of this bazaar ; and with what

sorry jokes have I attempted to retaliate

the attacks to which I was exposed !

" Do take care, Mr. Higginbotham, you

are rubbing against that beautiful bowl."

" Those who play at bowls, my dear,

must expect rubbers." " If you knock

down that China Joss, I shall never be

able to buy another so cheap." " There

you are mistaken, my dear, for after a

fall you always buy things cheaper"—

(By the by, I admire at her calling such

a bauble cheap, for I remember the auc

tioneer of Fall-Mall exclaiming as his

hammer tell—" unly twainty-four guineas

and a haif") " Good gracious ! Mr.

Higginbotham, one would really think

you were tipsy ; you will certainly knock

down that Mazarine cup." " And how

can I do better, if I have had a cup too

much ?" Miserable jokes, but how could

they be otherwise when the utterer was

kept in a state of perpetual misery ?

Nor have my guests <uid visitors less

reason to complain than the unfortunate

wight who is thus baited and beleaguered

in his own house. My friend, Admiral

Binnacle, whose wooden leg describes a

horizontal parabola of some extent, lately

tipped down a japan table, covered with

a whole wilderness of china monkeys, and

though my wife really bore the calamity

with firmness, the worthy Admiral, who

naturally concluded they were invaluable,

because they were both frightful and use

less, was proportionably affected by the

catastrophe, asking me, however, in a

parting whisper, whether I felt authorised

to set steel-traps and spring-guns in such

a public thoroughfare. Old Lady Dot-

terell's poodle, on the very following day,

jumping upon a cabinet to snap at a

plumpudding-stone,madefrightful havoc,

shivering to atoms a china shepherd in

pink tiffany ineffables, blue silk stock-

ings, a gilt-edged cocked hat, a yellow

satin waistcoat, and a flowered jacket,

who, from an arbour of green and silver

foil, looked tenderly out upon a couple of

tinsel sheep with golden hoofs, forming

altogether, as my wife had often main

tained, the sweetest and most natural

scene of the pastoral she had ever wit

nessed. And what was moie provoking

than all, the four-footed author of the

mischief, having ensconced himself behjnd

a nest of glass cases, and threatening to

run a muck if he were maltreated, was

obliged to be coaxed out of his sanctuary

with a large piece of pound cake, which

the unfeeling brute seemed to consider a

very satisfactory set off against the plum-

pudding-stone. Scarcely a day elapses

out I hear a smash, a slap, and a squall,

when the angry exclamation of " mis-

chievous little monkey !" or " careless

little hussey !" convinces me that either

Alfred or Matilda have thrown down

some worthless invaluable in threading

this Cretan labyrinth. From squabbles

with visitors and children, I am only re.

lieved by perpetual altercations with the

servants, who are so frequently accused

of purloining, breaking, or misplacing

some of our troublesome trumpery, that

I am constantly presented with sulky

looks and new faces. Forlorn as is the

hope, I actually look forward with plea,

sure to the time when, my means be

coming exhausted sooner than my wife's

rage for collection, my museum must

come to the hammer, like those of Font-

hill, Wanstead, and so many others; and

in the mean time I live under the con

viction, that one of the most pitiable

objects in creation is the husband of a

curiosity-collecting wife, and the keeper

of an amateur bazaar.

New Monthly Magazine. ,

THE JEWS IN JERUSALEM. '

You would expect to find that the syna

gogue of the Jews was in some measure

worthy of their capital ; but, like the

Christians, they appear to avoid every

appearance of ornament or comfort with

out. Their chief place of worship is a

sorry and mean-looking building, to

which you descend by a flight of steps.

It is situated in the midst ol the Jewish

quarter, and is supported, however, by

some ancient pillars. The most striking

ceremony of this people, is one which

sometimes occurs without the walls of the

city when they assemble to celebrate the

festival of the tombs of their fathers.

They are not allowed to do this without

the permission of the Turkish governor,

which they are obliged to obtain by the

bribe of a handsome sum of money. The

whole Jewish population gather together

in the Valley of Jehosaphat, which is

their favourite burying-place ; because

there they are to be finally judged. The

ceremony is conducted with great de

cency, and is without any clamour or

noise. They sit for some time in silence

on the tombs of their fathers, with sad

countenances, and their eyes fixed on the

ground. Men, women, and children, are

all assembled, and it is an interesting

spectacle to see this fallen people mourn-

ing in the Valley of Jehosaphat, where
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their kings have offered sacrifices ; where

their prophets have uttered their divine

inspirations ; and where they believe the

trump of the archangel shall finally wake

them to judgment. But even this con

solation of assembling round the ashes of

their lathers, they are obliged to purchase

with money. It is well their sensibilities

are blunted, and their spirit utterly bowed,

or else the draught that is given them to

drink would have too much bitterness,

and the iron rod of the oppressor would

enter into their very soul.

Ibid.

&\)t jaobelist.

No. LXXV.

BOTTLE-HILL,

AS IllISH FAIRY LEGEND.

Come, listen to a tale of times of old,

Come, listen to me.

we had nothing at all for him to take, when

that good doctor gentleman at Ballydahin

come riding and asking for a drink of

milk ; and how he gave us two shillings ;

and how he sent the things and the bot

tles for the child, and gave me my break

fast when I went over to ask a question,

so he did ; and how he came to see Billy ;

and never left off his goodness till he

was quite well."

" Oh ! you are always that way, Mol

ly, and I believe you are right after all,

so I won't be sorry for sellmg the cow ;

but I'll go to-morrow, and you must put

a needle and thread through my coat, for

you know 'tis ripped under the arm."

Molly told him he should have every

thing right ; and about twelve o'clock

next day he left her, getting a charge not

to sell his cow except for the highest

penny. Mick promised to mind it, and

went his way along the road. He drove

his cow slowly through the little stream

which crosses it, and runs under the old

walls of Moume ; as he passed he glanced

his eyes upon the towers and one of the

old elder trees, which were only then

little bits of switches.

"Oh, then, if. I only had half the

It was in the good days when the little

people, most impudently called fairies,

were more frequently seen than they are

in these unbelieving times, that a farmer,

named Mick Purcell, rented a few acres

of barren ground in the neighbourhood of money that's buried in you, 'tisn't driving

the once celebrated pieceptory of Mourne, this poor cow I'd be now 1 Why, then,

situated about thiee miles from Mallow,

and thirteen from "the beautiful city

called Cork." Mick had a wife and fa

mily ; they all did what they could, and

that was but little, for the poor man had

no child grown up big enough to help

him in his work ; and all the poor wo

man could do was to mind the children,

and to milk the one cow, and to boil the

potatoes, and carry the eggs to market to

Mallow ; but, with all they could do,

'twas hard enough on them to pay the

rent. Well, they did manage it for a

good while ; but at last came a bad year,

and the little grain of oats was all spoiled,

and the chickens died of the pip, and the

Sig got the measles—she was sold in

lallow, and brought almost nothing ;

isn't it too bad that it should be there co

vered over with earth, and many a one

besides me wanting it ? Well, if it's

God's will, I'll have some money myself

coming back.""

So saying, he moved on after his beast ;

'twas a line day, and the sun shone brightly

on the walls of the old abbey as he passed

under them ; he then crossed an exten

sive mountain tract, and after six long

miles he came to the top of that hill—

Bottle-Hill 'tis called now, but that was

not the name of it then, and just there a

man overtook him. " Good morrow,"

says he. " Good morrow, kindly," says

Mick, looking at the stranger, who was a

little man, you'd almost call him a dwarf,

only he was'nt quite so little neither : he

and poor Mick found that he hadn't had a bit of an old, wrinkled, yellow face,

enough to half pay his rent, and two

gales were due.

"Why, then, Molly," says he, " what'll

we do ?"

" Wisha, then, mavournene, what

would you do but take the cow to the fair

for all the world like a dried cauliflower,

only he had a sharp little nose, and red

eyes, and white hair, and his lips were

not red ; but all his face was one colour,

and his eyes never were quiet, but look-

at every thing, and, although they were

of Cork and sell her," says she ; " and red, they made Mick feel quite cold when

he looked at them. In truth, he did not

much like the little man's company ; and

he couldn't see one bit of his legs nor his

body, for, though the day was warm, he

was all wrapped up in a big great coat-

Mick drove his cow something faster, but

the little man kept up with him. Mick

didn't know how he walked, for he was

almost afraid to look at him, and to cross

Monday is 'fair day, and so you must go

to-morrow, that the poor beast may be

rested again the fair."

" And what'll we do when she's gone ?"

says Mick, sorrowfully.

" Never a know I know, Mick ; but

sure God won't leave us without him,

Mick ; and you know how good he was

to us when poor little Billy was sick, and
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himself, for fear the old man would be

angry. Yet he thought his fellow-tra

veller did not seem to walk like other

men, nor to put one foot before the other,

but to glide over the rough road, and

rough enough it was, like a shadow, with

out noise and without effort. Mick's

heart trembled within him, and he said a

prayer to himself, wishing he hadn't come

out that day, or that he was on Fair-Hill,

or that he hadn't the cow to mind, that

he might run away from the bad thing

when, in the midst of his fears, he was

again addressed by his companion.

" Where are 'you going with the cow,

honest man ?"—" To the fair of Cork

then," says Mick, trembling at the shrill

and piercing tones of his voife " Are

you going to sell her p" said the stranger

" Why, then, what else am I going for but

to sell her ?"—" Will you sell her to me ?"

Mick started—he was afraid to have

any thing to do with the little man, and

he was more afraid to say no.

" What'll you give for her ?" at last

says he.—" I'll tell you what : I'll give

you this bottle," said the little one, pull

ing a bottle from under his coat.

Mick looked at him and the bottle,

and, in spite of his terror, he could not

help bursting into a loud fit of laughter.

" Laugh if you will," said the little

man, " but I tell you this bottle is better

for you than all the money you will get

for the cow in Cork—ay, than ten thou

sand times as much.

Mick laughed again. " Why, then,"

says he, " do you think I am such a fool

as to give my good cow for a bottle—and

an empty one, too? indeed, then, I

won't."—" You had .better give me the

cow, and take the bottle—you'll not be

sorry for it."—" Why, then, and what

would Molly say ? I'd never hear the

end of it; and how would I pay the rent?

and what would we all do without a penny

of money ?"—" I tell you this bottle is

better to you than money ; take it, and

give me the cow. I ask you for the last

time, Mick Purcell."

Mick started.

" How does he know my name ?"

thought he—The stranger proceeded :

" Mick. Purcell, I know you, and I have

a regard for you : therefore do as I warn

you, or you may be sorry for it. How do

you know but your cow will die before

you go to cork ?"

Mick was going to say, " God forbid !"

but the little man went on (and he was

too attentive to say any thing to stop him ;

for Mick was a civil man, and he knew

better than to interrupt a gentleman, and

that's what many people, that hold then-

heads higher, don't mind now).

f And how do you know but there will

be^much cattle at the fair, and you will

get a bad price, or may be you might be

robbed when you are coming home ? but

what need I talk more to you, when you

are determined to throw away your luck,

Mick Purcell."—" Oh ! no, I would not

throw away my luck, sir," said Mick ;

" and if I was sure the bottle was as good

as you say, though I never liked an empty

bottle, although I had drank the contents

of it, I'd give you the cow in the name"

. "Never mind names," said the

stranger, " but give me the cow ; I would

not tell- you a lie. Here, take' the bottle,

and when you go home, do what I direct

exactly."

Slick hesitated.

" Well, then, good bye, I can stay no

longer : once more, take it, and be rich ;

refuse it, and beg for your life, and see

your children in poverty, and your wife

dying for want—that will happen to you,

Mick Purcell !" said the little man, with

a malicious grin, which made him look

ten times more ugly than ever. " May

be, 'tis true," said Mick, still hesitating :

he did not know what to do—he could

hardly help believing the old man, and

at length, in a fit of desperation, he seized

the bottle—" Take the cow," said he, '

" and if you are telling a lie, the curse

of the poor will be on you."

" I care neither for your curses nor your

blessings, but I have spoken truth, Mick

Purcell, and that you will find to-night,

if you do what I tell you."

" And what's that ?" says Mick.

" When you go home, never mind if

your wife is angry, but be quiet yourself, -

and make her sweep the room clean, set

the table out right, and spread a clean

cloth over it ; then put the bottle on the

ground, saying these words, ' Bottle, do

your duty,' and you will see the end of

it."

" And is this all ?" says Mick.

" No more," says the stranger. " Good

bye, Mick Purcell—you are a rich man."

" God grant it !" says Mick, as the

old man moved after the cow, and Mick

retraced [the road towards his cabin ;

but he could not help turning back his

head to look after the purchaser of his

cow, who was nowhere to be seen.

" Lord between us and harm !" said

Mick : " He can't belong to this earth ;

but where is the cow?" She, too, was

gone, and Mick went homeward mutter

ing prayers, and holding fast the bottle.

—" And what would I do if it broke ?"

thought he. " Oh ! but I'll take care of

that ;" so he put it into his bosom, and

went on, anxious to prove his bottle, and

doubting of the reception he should meet
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from. his wife; balancing his anxieties

with his expectation, his fears with his

hopes, he reached home in the evening,

and surprised his wife, sitting over the

turf fire in the big chimney.

" Oh ! Mick, are you come back ? Sure

you weren't at Cork all the way ! What

has happened to you ? Where is the

cow ? Did you sell her ? How much

money did you get for her ? What news

have you ? Tell us every thing about

it."—" Why, then, Molly, if you'll give

me time, I'll tell you all about it. If

you want to know where the cow is, 'tisn't

Mick can telLyou, for the never a know

does he know where she is now."—" Oh !

then you sold her ; and where's the mo

ney ?"—" Arrah ! stop awhile, Molly,

and I'll tell you all about it."—"But

what bottle is that under your waistcoat ?"

said Molly, spying its neck sticking out.

—" Why, then, be easy now, can't you,"

says Mick, " till I tell it to you ;" and

putting the bottle on the table, " That's

all I got for the cow."—His poor wife was

thunderstruck. " All you got ! and what

good is that, Mick ? Oh ! I never

thought you were such a fool ; and what'll

we do for the rent, and what" " Now,

Molly," says Mick, " can't you hearken

to reason ? Didn't I tell you how the

old man, or whatsoever he was, met me

—no, did not meet me, neither, but he

was there with me—on the big hill, and

how he made me sell him the cow, and

told me the bottle was the only thing for

me?"

" Yes, indeed, the only thing for you,

you fool ! " said Molly, seizing the bottle

to hurl it at her poor husband's head ;

but Mick caught it, and quietly (for he

minded the old man's advice) loosened

his wife's grasp, and placed the bottle

again in his bosom. Poor Molly sat

down crying, while Mick told her his

story, with many a crossing and blessing

between him and harm. His wife could

not help believing him, particularly as

she had as much faith in fairies as she

had in the priest, who, indeed, never dis

couraged her belief in the fairies : may

be, he didn't know she believed in them,

and may be he believed them himself.

She got up, however, without saying one

word, and began to sweep the earthen

floor with a bunch of heath ; then she

tidied up every thing, and put out the

long table, and spread the clean cloth, for

she had only one, upon it, and Mick,

placing the bottle on the ground, looked

at it and said, " Bottle, do your duty."

" Look there ! look there, mammy !"

said his chubby eldest son, a boy about

five years old—"look there ! look there !"

and he sprung to his mother's side, as two

tiny little fellows rose like light from the

bottle, and in an instant covered the table

with dishes and plates of gold and silver,

full ofthe finest victuals that ever were seen,

and when all was done went into the bottle

again. Mick and his wife looked at

every thing with astonishment ; they had

never seen such plates and dishes before,

and didn't think they could ever admire

them enough ; the very sight almost took

away their appetites ; but at length Molly

said, " Come and sit down, Mick, and

try and eat a bit : sure you ought to be

hungry after such a good day's work."

. " Why, then, the man told no lie about

the bottle."

Mick sat down, after putting the

children to the table, and they made a

hearty meal, though they couldn't taste

half the dishes.

" Now," says Molly, " I wonder will

those two good little gentlemen carry

away these fine things again ?" They

waited, but no one came ; so Molly put

up the dishes and plates very carefully,

saying, " Why, then, Mick, that was no

lie sure enough : but you'll be a rich man

yet, Mick PurceU."

Mick and his wife and children went to

their bed, not to sleep, but to settle about

selling the fine things they did not want,

and to take more land. Mick went to

Cork and sold his plate, and bought a

horse and cart, and began to show that

he was making money ; and they did all

thev could to keep the bottle a secret; but

for all that, their landlord found it out,

for he came to Mick one day, and asked

him where he got all his money—sure it

was not by the faun ; and he bothered

him so much, that at last told him of the

bottle. His landlord offered him a deal

of money for it, but Mick would not give

it, till at last he offered to give him all

his farm for ever : so Mick, who was very

rich, thought he'd never want any more

money, and gave him the bottle; but

Mick was mistaken—he and his family

spent money as if there was no end of it;

and to make the story short, they became

poorer and poorer, till at last they had

nothing left but one cow ; and Mick once

more drove his cow before him to sell her

at Cork fair, hoping to meet the old man

and get another bottle. It was hardly

daybreak when he left home, and he

walked on at a good pace till he reached .

the big hill : the mists were sleeping m

the valleys, and curling like smoke wreaths

upon the brown heath around him. The

sun rose on his left, and just at his feet a

lark sprang from its grassy couch and

poured forth its joyous matin song, as

cending into the clear blue sky,—
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« TIB M form like a iptck in the airiness blend-

tag,

And, thrilling with muiic, was melting in light."

Mick crossed himself, listening as he

advanced to the sweet song of the lark,

but thinking, notwithstanding, all the

time of the little old man ; when, just as

he reached the summit ot the bill, and

cast his eyes over the extensive prospect

before and around him, he was slartled

and rejoiced by the same well-known

voice : " Well, Mick Purcell, I told you,

you would be a rich man."

" Indeed, then, sure enough I was,

that's no lie for yon, sir. Good morning

to you, but it is not rich I am now—but

have you another bottle, for I want it now

as much as I did long ago ; so if you

have it, sir, here is the cow for it."—

" And here is the bottle," said the old

man, smiling ; " you know what to do

with it."—" Oh ! then, sure I do, as

good right I have."—-" Well, farewell for

ever, Mick Purcell : I told you, you

would be a rich man."

"And good bye to you, sir, said Mick,"

as he turned back ; " and good luck to

you, and good luck to the big hill—it

wants a name—Bottle Hill. Good bye,

sir, good bye :" so Mick walked back as

fast as he could, never looking after the

white-faced little gentleman and the cow,

so anxious was he to bring home the bot

tle. Well, he arrived with it safely

enough, and called out as soon as he saw

Molly,—" Oh ! sure I've another bot

tle!"—" Arrah ! then, have you ? why*

then, you're a lucky man, Mick Purcell,

that's what you are."

In an instant she put every thing right ;

and Mick, looking at his botije, exult-

ingly cried out, " Hottle', do'yWUr duty."

In a twinkling, two great stout men with

big cudgels issued from the bottle (I do

not know how they got room in it), and

belaboured poor Mick and his wife and

all his family, till they lay on the floor,

when jn they went again. Mick, as soon

as he recovered, got up and looked about

him ; he thought and thought, and at last

he took up his wife and his children ; and,

leaving them to recover as well as they

could, he took the bottle under his coat

and went to his landlord, who had a great

company : he got a servant to tell him he

wanted to speak to him, and at last he

came out to Mick.

" Well, what do you want now I"—

*' Nothing, sir, only I have another bot

tle."-—•" Oh ! ho ! is it as good as the

first ?"—" Yes, sir, and better ; if you

like, I will show it to you before all the

ladies and gentlemen."—" Come along,

then." So saying, Mick was brought

into the great hall, where he saw his old

bottle standing high upon a shelf. " Ah !

ha ! " says he to himself, " may be I wont

have you by and by."—" Now," says

his landlord, " show us your bottle."

Mick set it on the floor, and uttered the

words: in a moment the landlord was

tumbled on the floor ; ladies and gentle

men, servants and all, were running and

roaring, and sprawling, and kicking, and

shrieking. Wine-cups and salvers were

knocked about in every direction, until

the landlord called out, " Stop those two

devils, Mick Purcell, or I'll have you

hanged."—" They never shall stop,**

said Mick, " till I get my own bottle that

I see up there a' top of that shelf."—

" Give it down to him, give it down to

him, before we are all killed !" says the

landlord.—Mick put his bottle in his

bosom : in jumped the two men into the

new bottle, and he carried them home. I

need not lengthen my story by telling

how he got richer than ever, how his son

married his landlord's only daughter, how

he and his wife died when they were very

old, and how some of the servants, fight

ing at their wake, broke the bottles ; but

still the hill has the name upon it ; ay,

and so 'twill be always Bottle Hill to the

end of the world, and so it ought, for it is

a strange story !

STfce (Satijerer.
« I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."—ffotton.
_—— J

EPIGRAM.—FROM MARTIAL.

Sly Paul buys verse as he buys mer

chandise,

Then for his own he'll pompously re

cite it-

Paul scorns a lie—the poetry is his—

By law his own, although he could not

write it !

SOCIABILITY.

We are but passengers of a day, whether

it is in a stage-coach, or in the immense

machine of the universe ; in God's name,

then, why should we not make the way

as pleasant to each other as possible ?

Short as our journey is, it is long enough

to be tedious to him who sulks in his

corner, sits uneasy himself, and elbows

his neighbour to make him ride uneasy

also.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Wiu, our correspondents allow us another week

at Brighton ? They will see we have neglected

no part of the Mirror except the answers to

correspondents. ^^_

Printed and published by J LIMB1RD,

143, Strand (near Somerset House), andsold by

all Newsmen and Booksellers.
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BRIGHTON CHAIN PIER.

The watering and sea-bathing places in

Great Britain are so much an object of

attraction in summer, and some of them

even in winter, that we doubt not we

shall be doing an acceptable service to

the readers of the Mirror in making

them the subject of a series of articles,

which we shall illustrate with views of

objects the most interesting. Of ge

neral advantages of sea air and sea

bathing, we require no better evidence

than the healthy appearance of the in

habitants along the coast and the sea-port

towns, when contrasted with those who live

secluded in cities. As, h.owever, the sub

ject of sea-bathing will be treated of in a

separate article, which shall appear in our

Von VJ. I

next Number, we shall do nothing more

here than refer to it.

In commencing our descriptive account

of the principal sea-bathing places, we

have selected Brighton on account of its

being honoured with the occasional resi

dence of the King and a great portion of

the nobility and gentry, many of whom

have splendid mansions, in which they

reside as much as in town.

Brighton, or Brighthelmstone, as it

was formerly called, has, like many other

towns, risen from obscurity ; for although

it is a place of considerable antiquity, and

once had stiong fortifications, yet half a

century ago it was an obscure place, little

known, and scarcely ever visited except

113
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by persons who lived In its' immediate

neighbourhood. FortunatclyforBrighton,

however, it attracted the notice of his pre

sent Majesty when Prince of Wales, and

.to his royal patronage it owes its extent,

its wealth, and its popularity. It would

be difficult to name the extent of a place

which is constantly increasing ; but at

the last census of 1821, Brighton con

tained 3,947 houses, and no less than

24,429 persons ; the population, however,

necessarily varies according to the season

of the year, and is sometimes much more

than we have named.

The town of Brighton is pleasantly si-

tuated on the south side of a range of

hills, called the South Downs. The air

is very salubrious, the heat of summer

being assuaged by fresh breezes from the

sea ; and it is protected in winter from the

ruder blasts of Boreas by the hills in its

immediate neighbourhood. The early

history of Brighton possesses little in

terest to the antiquary, being known only

as a fishing town : but there are the remains

of a wall on the beach under the cliff, sup

posed to have been built by Queen Eli

zabeth, and it is thought that there was

once a street on the beach, which the

ocean usurped ; this seems doubtful,

though it is certain the sea has encroached

considerably of late years, and that in 1699

it swept away about one hundred and

thirty houses.

Brighton is of a quadrangular form,

and the streets intersect each other at

right angles ; those which have been

erected of late, particularly those to the

eastward of the Steyne, consist of excel

lent houses, but in many of the old streets

the houses are of a motley character. The

Steyne is a very fashionable promenade,

which extends to a considerable distance,

winding through the hills. There is

also the New Steyne at the East end of

the town, leading to Rottingdean, and the

North Steyne or Level.

The principal building in Brighton is

the Pavilion, once the favourite, but now

deserted, residence of his Majesty. It

was commenced in 1784, and has been

enlarged by various additions at an im

mense expense. It is situated near the

North-West corner of the Steyne, and

originally consisted of a circular building

crowned with a dome, and a range of

apartments on each side. In 1802, two

wings were added, and its front now ex

tends a length of two hundred feet. The'

architecture of the exterior resembles that

of the Kremlin at Moscow,* and the in

terior is furnished in the Chinese style.

* For a view and description of the Kremlin

of Moscow, and an account of its destruction,

see the Mirror, No. 71.

The grounds attached to the Pavilion are

well laid out, and on the North side of

them a splendid suite of stables has been

erected for the royal stud. On the East

side it was intended to build a racket

court,. but it is unfinished. The King

has not resided at the Pavilion for nearly

two years ; some attribute his absence to

the advice of his physicians, who repre

sented the sea air as too keen ; while

others say that his Majesty's subjects at

Brighton have given him some offence.

The New Chapel Royal, which was con

secrated on the 1st of January, 1822, was

originally the assembly-rooms, and thus

the place where men went, perhaps, "• to

mock, n%w remain to pray."

There' are no public buildings in

Brighton that claim particular notice,

unless we give that name to that inge

nious construction, the New Chain Pier

and Esplanade, of which our engraving

gives so faithful a view. The Chain Pier

and Esplanade have been constructed un

der the direction and superintendence

of Capt. Brown, of the Royal Navy, the

gentleman under whose direction the first

structure of the kind, that at Leith, was

erected.

Many doubts have been expressed of

the capabilities of a pier, constructed on

piles, as that at Brighton is, to sustain

the attacks which will be made upon it

by the S. W. gales and heavy seas which

prevail occasionally on this part of our

coast ; but there are many proofs existing

of the power of piles to resist the sea on

the most exposed coasts. These proofs

are to be found in the existence of the

Sheers, the Whittaker, the. Gunfleet, and

other beacons on the north coast; the

Jetty at Yarmouth, the Pier at Ostend,

and many others have stood firm for

years against heavy, seas from the S. E.

and N. E., and no reason can be assigned

why the Chain Pier at Brighton should

not be equally .capable of resisting effec

tually all the wrath of Old Neptune.

The pier is erected directly opposite

the new Steyne, some feet from the end

of which an excavation was made for the

reception of the four ponderous chains by

which the whole fabric is suspended.

These excavations run through the

Cliff, across the Marine Parade, at the

depth of 54 feet from the carriage-road,

under which it runs. To the end of

each chain is attached a large iron plate,

weighing upwards of 2,500 lbs. weighf ;

and after the chains had been thus secured

the excavations were filled up with bricks

and strong cement ; thus rendering it

almost impossible that die chains should

draw in the snghtest degree. The foun

dation of the pier is formed of four clus
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ten of pile», at the distance of about 260

feet from cluster to cluster. These piles

were driven by the usual mode, namely,

with the machine called by builders a

monkey. The monkey used for this pur

pose weighed upwards of a ton weight.

This was constructed on a raft movable

from place to place to suit the conve

nience of the workmen. The first three

clusters of piles consisted .each of 20 in

number, driven perpendicularly, besides

horizontal ones, and bracings. The

fourth cluster being on that which the

head of the pier was laid, had 100 per

pendicular piles, besides numerous ones

driven diagonally with bracings and other

binders, the whole being driven in the

shape of the letter T. Galleries are

erected below the platform at this point

of the pier, with flights of stairs de

scending to the high and low water

marks, to facilitate the embarkation, or

the landing of persons at different stages

of the tide- The piles are driven into a

bed of chalk, some to the depth of 10

feet ; whilst others do not penetrate more

than 7 feet, owing to the resistance they

met with. Their height above high

water-mark is 14 feet.

Upon each cluster of piles two iron

towers are erected, one on each side the

platform. These towers are of a pyra-

midical form, and stand at the distance of

about 12 feet from each other, and are

connected at the top by an ornamental

arch running across. The basements of

these towers will be fitted up as shops

for the sale of refreshments, leading-

rooms, &c.

The platform itself is something more

than 12 feet wide, and is formed of

planks about four inches in thickness,

somewhat raised in the centre to facilitate

the running off the water in wet weather

into a channel. Fixed at the extreme

edge on each side the platform is a hand

some iron railing, 3 feet 2 inches in

height, which makes it safe ; it runs the

whole length of the pier at each side.

The whole weight of the platform is sup-

"ported by the chains which have been

already mentioned, four in number on

each side. Each chain consists of 104

links, or rods, 10. feet in length, and

weighing individually, 1121b*. These

rods, or links, are connected by mov

able joints, the junction-bolts being co

vered by a cap'or saddle. These saddles

are hollow, and from each of them a sus

pending- rod, as it is denominated, runs

downward and supports a strong bar of

Iron, on which the rafters upon which the

platform is laid, rest. With the excep

tion of 'the flooring, and the rafters on

which it is- laid, the bridge of the pier is

constructed of iron. The chains are of

wrought iron, and each link five inches

and a half in circumference. They are

carried over the tops of the iron towers,

and after passing over the tower at the

greatest distance from the shore, th*

chains diverge in an angle of about 37

degrees, passing through the platform.

They are bedded in the bottom with a

weight of about C0 tons of Purbeck stone

attached to them. The south west face

of the pier is to be protected from being

injured by vessels accidentally striking

against it by a boom-chain, which passes

from the head of the pier over a dolphin

erected at some distance, and from thence

carried to the shore, and there made fast

with anchors.

The Esplanade, commencing at the

end of the old Steyne, is constructed

about midway between the top of the

cliff and the beach, being raised several

feet above high water-mark, having a

carriage-road 24 feet in width, and a

pavement, similar to that on the Steyne,

for promenaders, upwards of 10 feel

wide.—The bank is defended from the

rolling surges by a substantial sea-wall,

on the top of which is a neat railing of

wood, about 3 feet 6 inches in height.

This Esplanade, which is 1,250 feet in

length, terminates at the entrance of the

Chain Pier. The toll-house is at the

commencement of the Esplanade.

There are twelve edifices devoted to

religion in Brighton, exclusive of the

Pavilion chapel already noticed. The

church, which is somewhat ancient, is

dedicated to St- Nicholas, and is situated

on an eminence to the North-West of

the town. It contains a curiously sculp

tured font, said to have been brought

from Normandy in the eleventh century,

and a monument to Capt. Nicholas Tet-

tersell, who commanded a small vessel in

which Charles II. embarked at Brighton,

on the 14th of October, 1654, after the

fatal battle of Worcester. The house

now known by the name of the King

Charles's Head was at the time kept by

a landlord of the name of Smith, who re

cognised the Prince, but kept the secret

either from loyalty, or other equally strong

motives. Captain Tetterscll, who, on

the restoration, moored his vessel oppo

site Whitehall, to remind the King of

the services he had rendered him, and

who, in return, had a pension of 1001. a

year to him and his heirs for ever, was

buried in the church-yard of St. Nicholas,

near the chancel door, and a block of

black marble bears a memorial of his

loyalty. It is intended to build' a new

chuTCh at Brighton very soon.

The Chapel Royal, which was erected

12
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in 1793, and where his present Majesty

and the royal family formerly attended

divine service, is situated in Prince's-

place. The Dissenting chapels are, Mr.

Kemp's, in Ship-street ; Lady Hunting

don's, in North-street ; the Baptists',

Bond-street; the Methodist chapel, St.

James's-street ; the Calvinists', Church-

street ; the Quakers' meeting, near the

top of Ship-street; the Presbyterian

church, Union-street ; the Unitarian cha

pel, New-road ; the Roman Catholic cha

pel, High-street ; and the Jews' syna

gogue, West-street.

Hotels, inns, and boarding-houses form

an interesting object in every watering-

place; that they are invariably expen

sive is a general complaint : it is, how.

ever, fair to consider, that although they

have to pay rent all the year, yet their

opportunity of reimbursement is limited

to a few months, and even that depends

much on the weather. The principal

hotels and inns are, the New Steyne Ho

tel, at the head of the New Steyne, which

commands a full view of the sea, as does

the Marine Parade Hotel; the Royal

York Hotel, at the South end of the Old

Steyne, is splendidly fitted up ; the New

Inn and Hotel; the Old Ship Tavern

and Assembly-Rooms, where there are

balls every Monday, and assemblies on

the Thursdays ; the New Ship, nearly

opposite. There are also a number of

inns, the Star and Garter; White Horse;

Norfolk Arms ; the Regent Hotel, New-

road ; the Gloucester Hotel, Gloucester-

place; the Pavilion Hotel, Castle-square;

and many other inns, where the accom

modation and the expense necessarily

vary. At the principal boarding-house,

the terms are by consent uniformly two

guineas and a half per week for board

and lodging, exclusive of wine, or two

guineas for board only. Servants and

children, as at a show, at half price.

There are numberless houses where

board and lodgings, particularly the lat

ter, may be obtained at various prices.

The market-days are Tuesday, Thurs

day, and Saturday, though, as in London,

the principal articles of consumption can

be had any day except Sunday. Fish is

generally dear at Brighton, notwith

standing the great quantity caught; for

as it is the nearest fishing-town to Lon

don, the fishermen piefer a regular de

mand from the metropolis to the preca

rious trade at Brighton.

Among the amusements at Brighton,

we may first name the theatre, which is

situated between North-street and Church-

street ; it was built in 1807, but the first

theatre opened in Brighton was built in

17W. The present theatre is neatly

fitted up, and frequented in proportion to

the attractions it presents, or the number

of visitors to Brighton. A cricket*

ground and tea-garden (call-d Vauxhall),

on the Lewes road, have been lately pre

pared for the athletic and the economical ;

and there is a club at Humphrey's, on

the South-parade, for those who are blessed

with the good things of this life, and wish

to include play among their sea-bathing

amusements. It consists of two hundred

members, principally Members of the

two Houses of Parliament. The mem

bers are elected by ballot ; the admission

fee is three guineas, and the subscription

is the same sum annually.

Brighton of course contains a post

office ; it is situated in East-street, and

the mail leaves nightly (Saturdays ex

cepted) about ten o'clock : letters how

ever should be there by nine o'clock,

though for a penny they will be received

at half-past nine, and if after that until

ten for sixpence. The facility of travel

ling between Brighton and London is

greater than between any two towns in

England, and in summer, coaches are

almost setting off every hour in the day

from each place. The baths it is not ne

cessary to enumerate, since every visitor

soon makes himself acquainted with them.

Some go to the subscription baths, but

the machines are in the greatest request,

the ladies usually resorting to those on

the east, and gentlemen to those on the

west of the town. Gilburd, at the New

Steyne Hotel, pumps the water up every .

tide, a distance of 600 feet, through the

rock of chalk, by means of a steam

engine.

The visitor to Brighton ought to make

his own health the first consideration, and

take care to benefit as much as possible

by sea air and sea bathing ; he may also

vary the monotony which an absence

from friends may occasion, with the in

nocent amusements the town presents ;

but if he has any share of curiosity, and

a due portion of good taste, he will par

ticipate freely in the walks and rides in

the neighbourhood. Above all things let

him go to the Devil's Dyke, which is

about five miles distant, and decide if he

can, whether art or nature has formed

that singular cleft which divides the

South Downs from Dyke Hill, though

we advise him to be cautious how he

looks down the precipitous sides of the

chasm, lest, as Shakspeare says of the

cliff at Dover, " he topple headlong."

Dyke Hill commands a view of nearly

the whole of Sussex and a considerable

portion of Hampshire, Surrey, and Kent,

with the whole of the Downs ; it is Indeed

a beautiful panoramic view. Rotting
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dean, New Karen, Shoreham, and many

other places in the vicinity of Brighton

ate worth visiting ; we of course can only

indicate the most prominent ; but he is

an indolent or incurious traveller who

does not soon ascertain by one means or

another what is really worthy of notice

wherever he may go.

In concluding No. I. of the Watering

Places, we may as well say that we shall

be happy to receive descriptive commu

nications (post paid) from residents and

visitors ; they can assist us much in

giving what we are anxious to do, a very

faithful and interesting account of the

Watering and Sea Bathing towns in

Great Britain.

©rigins anU Unbeiuions.

No. V.

JURIES.

Some authors have endeavoured to trace

the original of juries up as high as the

Biitons themselves, the first inhabitants

ef our islands ; but, certain it is, they

were in use among the earliest Saxon

colonies, this institution being ascribed

by Bishop Nicholson to Woden himself,

their great legislator and captain. When

the Normans came in, William, though

commonly called the Conqueror, was so

far from abrogating this privilege ofjuries,

that, in the fouith year of his reign, he

confirmed all King Edward the Con

fessor's laws, and the ancient customs of

the kingdom, whereof this was an essen

tial and most material part. Afterwards,

when the great charter, commonly called

Magna Charta, which is nothing else than

a recital, confirmation, and corroboration

of our ancient English liberties, was made

and put under the great seal of England

in the 9th year of King Henry III. a.d.

1225, then was this privilege of trials

by juries, in an especial manner, con

firmed and established, as in the four

teenth chapter ;—" That no amercement

shall be assessed but by the oath of good

and honest men of the vicinage." And

more fully in the nine-and-twentieth

chapter :—" No freeman shall be taken

or imprisoned, or be disseized of his free

hold or liberties, or free customs, or be

outlawed or exiled, or any other way de

stroyed, nor shall we pass upon him, or

condemn him, but by lawful judgment of

his peers." This grand charter having

been confirmed by above thirty Acts of

Parliament, the said rights of juries

thereby, and by constant usage and com

mon custom of England, which is the

common law, are brought down to us as

our undoubted birth-right, and are, in fact,

the best inheritance of every English

man.

" A jury of twelve men are, by our

laws, the only proper judges of the mat

ter on issue before them."—Coke's In

stitutes, pp. 4, 84. The king's justices

are to take the verdict of the jury, and

thereupon to give judgment according to

law, for the office of a judge, as Coke

weli observes, is not to make any law by

forced interpretations, but plainly and

impartially to declare the law already

established ; or, in the words of Black-

stone, " he is only to declare and pro

nounce, not to make or new model the

law." In a word, as Lord Coke again

observes, the jury must have the guilt

proved to them, not by suspicion, not by

conjecture or inference, but proved in all

ihefull unerringforce that moral demon

stration will allow. And it is to be ob

served, as an excellent golden rule, that,

in cases where the matter is doubtful,

both lawyers and divines prescribe rather

favour than rigour. The very eminent .

and learned judge, Fortescue, says, cap.

27, " That he had rather twenty evil

doers should escape death, through ten

derness or pity, than that one innocent

man should suffer unjustly ;" and again,

as Lord Chief Justice Vaughan well says,

in his Reports, p. lib, " If a man differ

in opinion or judgment from his fellows,

whereby theyare kept a day and night,

though his dissent may not in truth be as •

reasonable as the opinion of the rest that

agree, yet, if his judgment be not satis

fied, one disagreeing can be no more cri

minal than four or five disagreeing with

the rest." And Lord Coke's most ex

cellent advice, which he addresses to all

judges, may, with not less propriety, be

applied to jurors :—" Fear not to do

right to all, and to deliver your verdicts

justly, according to the laws ; for, fear is

nothing but a betraying of the succours

that reason should afford ; and if you

sincerely execute justice, be assured of -

three things :

" 1. Though some may traduce you,

yet God will give you his blessing.

" 2. That though thereby you may

offend great men and favourites, yet you

shall have the favourable kindness of the

Almighty, and be his favourites. i

" 3. That, in so doing, God will de

fend you as with a shield ; as the Psalmist

says, ' For thou, Lord, wilt give a bless- i

ing unto the righteous, and with thy fa

vourable kindness wilt thou defend him

as with a shield.' "

AGRICULTURE.

The Egyptians ascribe the invention of

Agriculture .to Osiris, the Greeks to '
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Ceres and her son Triptolemus, and the

Italians to Saturn or Janus. But the

Jews, with more reason, ascribe this

honour to Noah, who, immediately after

the flood, set about tilling the ground and

planting vineyards. A griculture has been

the delight of the greatest men. We are

told, that Cyrus the younger, planted and

cultivated his garden in a great measure

with his own hands ; and it is well known

that the Romans took many of their best

generals from the plough. Hollinshed

says, " When Caesar invaded Britain,

agriculture was unknown in the inner

parts : the inhabitants fed upon milk

and flesh, and were clothed with skins."

" Julius Caesar," says history, " was of

opinion that agriculture was first intro

duced into Britain by some of those colo.

nies from Gaul which had settled in the

southern part about 100 years before the

Roman invasion." It appears that they

were not unacquainted with the use of

manures, particularly marie. Pliny tells

us that it was peculiar to the people of

Gaul, and of Britain ; that its effects con

tinued 80 years ; and, that no man was

known to marie his field twice. The es

tablishment of the Romans in Britain,

produced great improvements in agricul

ture, insomuch, that prodigious quan

tities of corn were annually exported from

the island ; but when the Roman power

began to decline, this, like all other arts,

declined also ; and was almost totally de

stroyed by the departure of that people.

There are many curious laws respecting

agriculture, particularly by the Saxon

princes, one of which, by Ina, King of

the West Saxons, who reigned in the 8th

century, observes that a farm, consisting

of 10 hides or ploughed lands, was to

pay the following rent :—" 10 casks of

honey, 300 loaves of bread, 12 casks of

strong ale, 30 casks of small ale, 2 oxen,

10 wethers, 10 geese, 20 hens, 10 cheeses,

1 cask of butter, 5 salmon, 20 pounds of

forage, and 100 eels." Towards the 14th

century, the progress of agriculture re

vived, and received very great improve

ment. In the 15th, it seems to have been

cultivated as a science ; being a no less

honourable than profitable art, evidently

held in the highest esteem among the

ancients, and equally valued by the mo

derns. The practice of agriculture in

many nations is patronised by the throne

itself; as, for instance, the Emperor of

China, attended by his court, ploughs up

publicly, in the vicinity of Pekin, a few

ridges, in different parts of a field, with

his own hand, to excite, by his example,

the industry of the husbandman, after

wards Rowing them with wheat, rice,

millet, beans, and a sort of grain called

caoleang. This is performed By hini

every spring, and the produce is depo

sited in the imperial granary, for reli

gious purposes. The husbandman whose

superior skill in cultivating his lands en

titles him to distinction, is constituted a.

mandarine of the eighth order, with per

mission to visit the governor of the city,

and to sit in his presence ; and, after his

decease, this title of honour is registered

in the hall of his ancestors. The Chinese

collect every species of dung that seem*

calculated to give strength to the soil ; and

among the rest, the shavings of the head

are preserved by the barbers, and pro

duce them about a halfpenny a pound.

They pull up the grain, after it has risen

to a considerable height, .for the purpose

ofplanting it in checkered lines ; and theht

lands are so smoothly rolled, that they

resemble extensive gardens. The custom

of ploughing is performed by the King of

Siam, who ploughs annually a piece of

land with his own hands. Agriculture

is likewise held by the Tunisians in the

highest estimation, as may be collected

from the story of Mahomet, Bey of Tunis.

This sovereign, being dethroned by his

subjects, implored the protection of the

Dey of Algiers, who promised to restore

him to his government, on condition he

would discover to him the grand secret of

the philosopher's stone, of which he was

reputed to be possessed ; and, on his en

gaging to fulfil this agreement, he was

reinstated in his kingdom. He then,

with great pomp and ceremony, sent a

vast quantity of plough-shares and mat

tocks to the Algerine prince ; intimating

that wealth could only arise from a pro

per cultivation of the earth ; and that

good crops might easily be converted

into gold. In thrashing their corn, the

Arabians lay the sheaves down in a cer

tain order, and then lead over them two

oxen, dragging a large stone. This mode

of separating the ears from the straw is

not unlike that of the Egyptians. In

Syria, the Sheaves are spread in the open

fields, and oxen drag over them a plank

loaded with stones. The Arabians being

less superstitious than the Jews, make

no scruple of sowing a field with a mix

ture of different grains, whenever they

suppose that this may be done with ad

vantage.

GOVERNMENT AND SOCIETY.

The distinction between the origin of

Government and the origin of Political

Society, is thus defined in Cooper's Letters

on the Irish Nation, 1799:—

" From the writings of Aristotle, we

are taught to consider the origin of go

vernment not as a work of art, cr of in -
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tellect, much less as the result of con.

tract ; but as the consequence of a na

tural instinctive impulse towards comfort,

convenience, and security. Government

was riot made, created, or covenanted

about ; but arose out of human nature.

It is coeval with society, and society is

coeval with man. Laws, indeed, which

were afterwards added, are artificial aids

and contrivances to prop and support go

vernment. They thwart, control, and

subject the passions of individuals, in

order to prevent their injuring society.

But the origin of political society is to

tally distinct. It was dictated by nature,

and cherished by a conviction and sensa

tion of its utility. The same principle of

general convenience, which for the well-

being of mankind, necessarily gave lise

to government, still holds it together,

and must ever continue to do so. Utility

is thus the moral principle upon which the

obedience of citizens and the protec

tion of magistrates rests. It was na

ture which established the subordina

tions of servant and master, of family to

father, aod of wife to husband. These

three branches of domestic economy are

the germ of all government. Principium

Urbis el quasi Seminarium Reipublicte."

" The British Government," says Mon

tesquieu, " is one of the wisest in Europe,

because there is a body which examines

it perpetually, and which is perpetually

examining itself; and its errors are of

such a nature, as never to he lasting, and

are frequently useful, by rousing the at

tention. In a word, (he adds) a free go

vernment, that is to say, one for ever in

motion, cannot support itself, unless its

own laws are capable of correcting the

abuses of it." The benevolent Hanway

skys, " Government originates from the

love of order. Watered by police it

grows up to maturity, and in the course

of time, spreads a luxuriant comfort and

security. Cut off its branches, and the

mere trunk, hbwever strong it may ap

peal", can afford no shelter." Police

being one of the means by which an im- .

proved state of society is produced and

preserved, is defined by Mr. Colquhoun

to be " a new science ; the properties of

which consist not in the judicial powers

which lead to punishment, and which

belong to magistrates alone ; hut in the

prevention and detection of crimes, and

in those other functions which relate to

internal regulations for the well-ordering

and comfort of civil society." " Again,"

says he, " to effect this purpose, ines

timable in a tiational point of view, and

benevolent aiid humane to all whose vices

and' ettortaities it tends to restrain; a

police must be "resorted to opon the broad .

scale of general prevention, mild in its

operations, effective in its results/; having

justice and humanity for its basis, and

the general security of the state and in

dividuals for its ultimate object."

F. R y.

lUmtmseentts.

No. XVI.

DR. JOHNSON.

Doctor Johnson was a great' tea

drinker, and, it is said, has been known to

take sixteen cups at a sitting ; upon one

occasion, not finding the refreshing bever

age sweetened to his taste, instead of using

the tongs, he put his fingers (which were

never any of the cleanest) into the sugar

basin, and accommodated it to his palate ;

the lady of the house, gave him a severe

look in reproof for his breach of polite

ness, immediately rung the bell, and

desired the servant to bring some more,

the doctor felt the rebuke, but remained

silent ; and having taken a quantum sitff.

he very deliberately dashed his cup and

saucer under the grates the lady became

almost frantic with rage, and asked how

he could presume to act so by spoiling

her best set of curious old china.

" Madam," replied the doctor with much

warmth, " if by merely once dipping the

tip of my fingers in your sugar, it be

came so entirely contaminated as to be

rendered unfit for further use, what a

scandalous pollution must have been

given to a vessel which has been fifteen

times employed in rinsing my throat !"

' Johnson being once in company where

Foote, as usual all life, was engrossing

the whole conversation with puns and

quirks, to which the doctor was always ex

tremely averse, observed, that punning was

the lowest species of wit. True, Sir, re

plied Sam, and therefore" it is the very

foundation of it. Johnson piqued at the

retort, morosely rejoined, " the man who

plays with puns would not hesitate to

pick pockets."*

The doctor was a pretty general at

tendant at the theatre, and commonly

indulged in the habit of talking and

laughing very loud to the company in the

box—Garrick, who was upon friendly

terms with him, took an opportu

nity to remonstrate on this, impro

priety, and observed, that " it hurt his

feelings very much." " What ! (answered

Johnson, with a sarcastic sneer) what,

Sir ! Punch have feeling ?"

Once when disputing with Macklin,

Johnson interlarded his sentiments by

* We have often heard this observation attri

buted to Johnson but douht it much.—Ed.
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continual quotations of Greek and Latin ;

" I don't understand the classical lan

guages," said Macklin. " A man who

pretends to argue," said Johnson, with

much self importance, " should under

stand every language ;" " Very well,

Sir," said Macklin, and immediately

quoted Irish.

When ballooning (now all the rage)

was first introduced, Sir Thomas Little

ton recommended Johnson to ascend with

some one, and prove what he had stated

in a number of the Humbler, that

" a fool will ever be a fool in whatever

atmosphere you place him ;" " that you

can easily do, said the doctor, by going

up alone"

Notwithstanding his general brutal

moroseness,' Johnson was possessed of

much goodness of heart ; and it is but

due to him to state, that when Goldsmith

was greatly embarrassed, he relieved his

distress, and also personally disposed of

the Vicar of Wakefield to a publisher,

who, however, did not submit it to the

public till the Deserted Village becoming

popular, encouraged him to bring out

that celebrated tale.

Jacobus.

THE FISHING CORMORANT.

The modern Chinese train up this bird,

in all parts of China, for the purpose of

fishing, where lakes and canals are very

numerous. " To this end," says Buffon,

" they are educated as men rear up spa

niels, or hawks, and one man can easily

manage a hundred. The fisherman car

ries them out into the lake, perched on

the gunnel ofhis boat, where they continue

tranquil, expecting his orders with patient

attention. When arrived at the proper

place, at the first signal given, each flies

a different way to fulfil the task assigned

it. It is very pleasant, on this occasion,

to behold with what sagacity they portion

out the lake, or canal, where they are

stationed on duty. They hunt about, they

plunge, they rise a hundred times to the

surface, till they have at last found their

prey ; then they seize it in the middle

with their beaks, and carry it regularly

to their master. When the fish is too

long they then give each other mutual

assistance ; one seizes it by the head, the

other by the tail, and in this manner they

carry it jointly to the boat : there the

boatman stretches out one of his long

oars, on which they perch ; and, being

freed from their burden, they again fly oft"

to pursue their sport. When they are

wearied, the proprietor suffers them to

enjoy a short interval of rest, but they

are never fed till their task is accom

plished. In this manner they supply a

very plentiful table ; but still their natu

ral gluttony cannot be reclaimed by edu

cation. They have always, while they

fish, a string tied round their throats, to

prevent them from devouring their prey ;

as otherwise they would at once satiate

themselves, and discontinue their pursuit.

This bird has a very disagreeable smell,

worse than carrion, even in its most health

ful state. " Its form," says Mr. Pen

nant, " is disagreeable ; its voice hoarse

and croaking; and all its qualities filthy."

No wonder, then, that Milton should

make Satan resemble this bird, when he

describes him as surveying, with pain,

the beauties of Paradise, and devising:

death on the tree of life. And Bishop

Newton, in his remarks on Milton's lines,

defends the poet's choice of this voracious

sea-fowl, as a proper emblem of the de

stroyer of mankind. The lines are the

following :—

* Thence up he flew, trod on the tree of life.

The middle tree, and highest there that grew.

Sat like a cormorant ; yet not true life

Thereby rcgniu'd, hnt sat devising death

To them who liv'd," &c. &c.

And Shakspeare somewhere says—What ?

—confound it,—it has slipped my me

mory. And so I'd better .leave off quoting

any more, and only quote myself,

Diedrich.

THE AMERICAN COWSLIP.

[The following account of the American Cowslip

is copied from No. 7 of " Maund'a Botanic

Garden," a very elegant little work, which

contains every thing that is curious and inte

resting relating to the hardy flower plants cul

tivated in Great Britain, their scientific and

English names, approved mode of culture, &c.

Each number is also enriched with beautifully,

coloured engravings.—Ed.]

The American Cowslip (Dodecatheon

Meadta) is one of those attractive flowers

that will bear the most scrutinous exami

nation, and still leave us the more in ad

miration of its beauties. The grains of

the farina or dust of this flower, when in

spected with the assistance ofa compound

microscope, will be found peculiaily

beautiful. They are distinctly organized

minute pearls, so minute, that one square

inch will contain upwards of three millions

of them, and as squares cannot be covered

by circles, more than one fifth of the space

will be left unoccupied : or, to be more

particular in numbers, presuming that a

square inch will contain three millions of

circles in direct rows each way, the area

of each circle will be the 3,819,709th.

parts of the area of an inch.
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2*ale abbe!?, IBerbgslnre.

The above view is a correct representa

tion of the sole remaining fragment of the

east end of the Chapel of Dale Abbey,

Derbyshire, as taken by a young lady in

the year 1821 ; since which time no per

ceptible alteration has taken place in it.

When seen from the surrounding hills,

rising from the green, quiet, and open

valley, beyond the little scattered village

of Dale, no one can fail to be forcibly

struck, and delighted with its beauty.,

As you approach it from the village, to

the right is the chapel, built by the god

mother of Serlo de Grendon, and what is

most singular, ]and probably without a

parallel in British antiquities, an inn

under the same roof, bearing the same

indubitable marks of age with the chapel

itself. To the left are two picturesque

old cottages, partly formed with the ruins

of the abbey ; in the windows are] a few

panes of painted glass with inscriptions.

About one hundred yards further, a little

inclining to the right, is the old hermitage.

" The cave," says the author of the

Forest Minstrel, " originally scooped by

the hermit, is still entire. It is cut in a

precipice which stands pleasantly elevated

above the valley, and overhung with wood,

in full prospect of the fine, lofty, remain

ing arch of the abbey. It is one of the

most picturesque and perfect hermitages

remaining in this country, though proba

bly not less than seven hundred years old,

the abbey itself being founded in 1204."

The following account of this once mag

nificent and opulent abbey, and the tradi

tion of the origin of the hermitage, and

of the Abbey of Dale, given in Pilking-

ton's View of Derbyshire, affords a curious

portraiture of eremitical and monkish life :

" This abbey was a religious house of

the Premonstratensian order, and dedi-

catcd to the Virgin Mary. We are fur

nished with a more full and particular

account of it than of any other in Derby

shire. A monk, who belonged to it, has

left in manuscript a history of its foun

dation, as related by Maud de Salicosa-

mara, who built the chapel belonging to

the abbey. The following are the prin

cipal facts and circumstances related in

this history :—

" We are told, that there once lived in

the street of St. Mary, in Derby, a baker,

who was particularly distinguished by his

great charity and devotion. After having

spent many years in acts of benevolence

and piety, he was, in a dream, called to

give a very trying proof of his good prin

ciples. He was required by the Virgin

Mary to relinquish all his worldly sub

stance ; to go to Depedale, and lead a

solitary life in the service of her son and

herself. He accordingly left all his pos

sessions and departed, entirely ignorant of

the place to which he should go. How

ever, directing hU course towards the east,

and passing through the village of Stan

ley, he heard a woman saying to a girl,

' Take with thee our calves and drive

them to Depedale, and return immedi

ately.' Regarding this event as a parti

cular interposition of divine providence,

he was overwhelmed with astonishment,

and drawing near her, said, ' Tell me,

good woman, where is Depedale ?' when

she gave him this answer, ' Go with the

girl, and she, if you please, will show

you the place.' Upon his arrival, he

found it a very marshy land, and very

distant from all human habitation. Pro-
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the e di

ceeding from hence to the east, he came * The Devil, one night, as he chanc'd to sail
to a rising ground , and under the side of Io a stormy wind, by the Abbey of Dale.

Suddenly stopp 'd and look ' d wild with surprise ,
the hill cut in the rock a small dwelling,8 That a structure so fair ia that valley should
and built an altar towards the south , and

rise :

When last he was there it was tonely and still :
service, with hunger and cold , and thirst And the hermitage scoop'd in the side of the
and want. hill,

“ It happened one day , that a person with its wretched old inmate his beads a telling ,

of great consequence, by name Ralph , Were all could be found of life , dweller , and
the son of Geremund, came in pursuit of dwelling.
the diversion of hunting into his woods . The herinit was seen in the rock no more ;
at Ockbrook , and when he approached The nettle and dock had sprung up at the door ;

And each window thé fern and the hart's tonguethe place where thehermit lived , and saw And
hung o 'er .

the smoke rising from his cave, he was within 'twas dampness and nakedness all :

fled with indignation and astonishment. The virgin , as fair and boly a block

that any one should have the rashness As ever yet stood in the niche of a rock ,

and effrontery to build for himself a dwel. Had fall a to the earth and was broke in the fall.

ling in his woods without his permission . The holy cell's ceiling, in idle hour,

Going then to the place, he found a man When kaymaker's sought it to "scape from the
clothed with old rags and skins, and in shower,
quiring into the cause and circumstances Was scored by their forks in a thousand scars,

Wheels and circles, ovats and stars.
of his case , his anger gave way to the
emotions of pity ; and to express his

But by the brook in the valley below ,

Saint Mary of Dale ! what a lordly show !
compassion, he granted him the ground

The Abbey's proud arches and windows bright ,
where his hermitagewas situated , and the
tithe of his mill at 'Burgh (Burrowsash )

Glitter'd and gleam 'd in the full moonlight."
" However, in process of time, when

for his support.
· 66 It is related , that the old enemy of the canons already mentioned had long

the human race then endeavoured to ren . been separated from the social conversa

der him dissatisfied with his condition ,. tion of men, they became corrupted by the
but that he resolutely endured all the prosperity of their situation , and

« Forsook missal and mass,

calamities of his situation . One of the To chant o 'er a bottle, or shrive a lass ;
greatest evils which he suffered , was a Nomatin 's bell call' d them up in the morn ,
Want of water ; however, from this he was But the yell of the hounds and the sound of the

relieved by discovering a spring in the horn ;
Western part of the valley ; near this he No'penance themonk in his cell could stay,
built a cottage and an oratory in honour But a broken leg or'a rainy day ;
of the blessed virgin , and ended his days The pilgrim that came to the abbey door,

in the service of God.” With the feet of the fallow deer found it nail' d

Serlo de Grendon, lord of Badely , a * O 'er ;

knight of eminent valour, great wealth , The pilgrim that into the kitchen was led, ..

and distinguished birth ,whomarried first,
On Sir Gilbert' s venison there was fed ,

Margery, thedaughter oftheabove Ralph ,
And saw skinsand antlers harig over his head !

and afterwards Maud , lady of Celson, . " The king hearing of their insolent

gave to his godmother, during her life, conduct, commanded them to resign every

the place of Depedale, with its appurte thing into the hands of their patron , and

Dances, and someother land in theneigh to return to the place from whence they
bourhood. She had a son, whom she came. Depedale was not long left deso
educated for holy orders, that he might late, for there soon came hither, from
perform divine service in her chapel of Tapholme, six white canons of the Pre

Depedale, and herself resided' at a small monstratensian order.”

distance southward of this situation . But. The abbey wus surrendered in 1539

in a short time afterwards, with the cona by John Staunton and sixteen monks ;
sent and approbation of this venerable and eleven years after the abbey clock

matron , Serlo deGrendon, invited canons was sold for six shillings; the iron, glass,
from Kalke, and gave them the place paving stones, and grave stone, for £18 ;
of Depedale. When these canons were and there were six bells, 47 cwt. ' The

settled here, they, with immense labour whole number of abbots was sixteen , and

and expense, built a church and other the period of their government 312 years,

offices ; their prior also went to the court six weeks, and one day. . so

of Rome, and obtained several important * * From Howitt's “ Forest Minstrel'and other

privileges for them ; and the place was Poeins ;" a quaker production , and as such it

much frequented by persons of all ranks ; might be supposed by many to be of a 'vigidly
some of whom were large benefactors to serious cast, but the “ Legend of Dale Abbey,

u from which we have quoted, has no great claimThis religious cstablishment."
" . . . to that claraeter, since it is a facetious poem .

'
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Tiie abbot's bed, richly adorned in

antique style, is yet preserved ; and the

furniture of the Inn, under the chapel

roof, is of oak, quite black with age,

doubtless as old as the abbey. A place.

is shown to visitors where the partition

wall betwixt the chapel and Inn, gave

way to the thirsty zeal of the pious monks ;

for tradition honours them with the con

ceit of having their favourite liquor

handed to them through it whilst at mass.

Several years ago when the village un

derwent some alteration, a great portion

of the remains of the abbey were used

in mending the roads; many beautiful

masses of stone, we are told, were dis

posed of in this way by its ignorant de-

spoilers. A spirit, or rather disposition

of this nature still lingers amongst the

men of Dale, who lately proposed to con

vert the hermitage into a club-room,

thinking it would tend to promote their

interests, by proving a greater temptation

to strangers, than whilst in its venerable

and antique state.

SPIRIT OF, the;

public ^Journals,

APPROVED METHODS OF SET

TING HOUSES ON FIRE.

There are two or three modes of per

forming this experiment. The operator

may place the candle by the bed-side, on

a chair or a table, and suffer the curtain,

which must not be carefully looped up,

to fall down on it, or she may take the

candle into the bed itself, and fall asleep,

or lean over it in her night-cap and do the

same thing, or forget to snuff it, and al

low the mushroom to tumble into her

pocket-handkerchief, or to become a thief.

Ingenious experimenters will discover

other modes of operating ; and it is a very

good way to hold the candle in the hand

when getting into bed, and to whisk it

past the curtains. It is a sort of corollary

firom this mode, that without going to bed,

my lady's maid, or the house-maid, should

similarly make up the bed, or make it

down, which is the proper phrase, with

the candle in one hand, and she may then

whisk it along the bed curtains or the di

mity window curtains, or sit down on the

bed with it in her hand; all of which

modes wehave known highly successful.

Should the experiment be much de

sired, especial care must be taken that no

candle has a glass shade ; and if it should

succeed, the windows and doors must im

mediately be opened, and the party must

scream and run down stairs); for we have

known the experiment utterly fail by the

application, in time, of the watier jug, or

by squeezing the diseased part in a towel,

or by pulling down the curtains, or shut

ting the door close and leaving the room

quietly.

Thus much respecting beds and cur

tains, and thus much as to young ladies

when they set up to operate on houses.

On themselves, they possess other modes

of experimenting, by means of muslin,

whether in the form of gowns, caps, or

handkerchiefs. Such, for example, as

sitting or standing near a wood fire, par

ticularly if it be oak and has the bark on,

or fir, which answers neaily as well,- or

standing by any fire when it burns well;

and there is ah Open door or winctbw, uni

no guard, or reading a romance with the

knees inside the felider, or meditating

over one with the chin on the hahd and

the candle under the cap. And in all

these cases, should the lady prove as in

flammable as the romance and the candle

are inflammatory, she should scream and

run out of the room, by which means it is

probable she will serve as a torch for the

curtains, or the chair covers, or the sofas,

or the bed, if there happens to be one

present, and by which means also she

will ensure perfect success as to her own

person.

But the fair sex, not being ladies,

young or old, possesses other resources,

in the shape of nursery maids, laundry

maids, kitchen maids, maids of all work,

or maids of no work, such as are the

housekeeper who keeps a deputy, and my

lady's maid. It is necessary that the nur

sery maid should have a fire, or how

should she boil the infant's pap, or make a

" comfortable drop'of tea" for herself.'And

she must keep it alive all night, that she

may dry the clouts. Or rather, because

that is too much trouble^ she makes a

roaring fire before she goes to bed, the

clouts begin to singe, the children and*

the nurse try which shall snore the loud

est, the clouts flame, the horse takes fire,

so does the waihscoat, and then the ceil

ing, and then " the neighbours are alarm

ed, and cry out, Fire," and a successful

experiment is the result.

But we can instruct the nursery maid,

the laundry maid, the kitchen maid, all

the maids, how to effect their purposes in

another way, not less efficacious, and as

little suspected. When a kettle is to be

lifted off the fire, it is apt to be hot in the

handle, and to burn the fingers, a towel is

a convenient intermedium. The towel,

being dry and hot, is seized oil by the

point of a flame, or a spark, arid it is

then proper to throw it over a chair back,

or into a corner, or into any other-incom

bustible place. The spark' spreaas into'*
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circle, as it does in. a tinder box, or wan.

den about like the parson and the clerk

when a child " has burnt to tinder some

stale last year's news," and, in due time,

the engines arrive, and Nobody has set

the house on fire. We vouch for the suc

cess of this experiment, because it once

succeeded perfectly well with us on a

bit of wainscoat.

All these methods, however, bear a cer

tain air of vulgarity ; for which reason we

shall point out at least one elegant mode

of effecting this desirable object. Being

founded on optical principles, it cannot

fail to be acceptable to the ladies who

have learnt their Ologies, who know the

length ofCaptainKater's pendulum, think

Captain Basil Hall a greater man than

Cook, Frobisher, and Raleigh united.

This expedient is perfectly Galilean,

and consists in [choosing a globular de

canter, which is to be filled with water

(ladies, the water needs not be distilled),

and then placing it on some sunshiny day,

supposing that such a thing ever happens

in England, in the sunshine, on a table,

in a window, covered (the table) with a

fair toilette table-cloth. The focus (that

is the word,) concentrating the sun-beams,

and.—in short, sets the house on fire. It

is even so indeed ; for we have known it

happen twice. As to other scientific and

chemical means of producing the same

results, such as by a phosphorus bottle,

or a bottle of oxymuriatic matches, they

are too vulgar to be introduced into so

profound a treatise as this. Nor need we

Inform school-boys how they may manage

for the same purposes by gunpowder and

squibs, since we profess to deal only in the

obscurer and more profound expedients for

exciting what the lawyers call arson.

The cook, the kitchen maid, the scul

lery maid, the whole genus dealing in fires

and the great art of nutrition, possess

such obvious means of their own, ofmak

ing fireworks of any dimensions, suited to

the scales of their respective houses, that

we consider it beneath our dignity to de

scend into their regions.

With respect to the stable, the quin.

tessence of the pyrotechnic art, in this

case, is for the coachman and grooms, and

stable boys, one, each, or all, to get

drunk, and the drunker the better. That

being done, it is proper to lie down on the

hay with the candle burning, or to go up

into the hay loft similarly, or to amuse

themselves with setting fire to spiders, or

smoking, or with drinking still more, if

they have not drunk enough already.

Drunk or sober, it is not amiss to have a

nocturnal assignation with some gentle

air one at midnight, to dap- the candle

Under a stable bucket as a Substitute for

a dark lantern, and forget it, or else to

tumble it into the hay in the confusion of

the moment, or, finally, to prevent dis*

covery, whether of this, of purloined oats,-

stolen hay, or a stolen horse, fairly set the

whole on fire. That it is generally judged

good policy to fire a stable occasionally, is

indicated by that exquisite invention a

stable lantern, partaking of all the obvious

qualities of a safety lamp, and unques

tionably the hint whence it was derived.

If, indeed, it is nothing to the purpose of

safety, if a spark may fly out, or a straw

get in, conducting to other straws, it is

very much to the purpose which we have

here all along kept in view.

Our advice to bricklayers, carpenters,

and plumbers, admits of being brief, for

we cannot teach them much. They are

adepts already. Bond timber is, however,

the fundamental secret ; because brick

and lime being naturally incombustible,

inasmuch as they have both been burnt

already, no other method of destroying

the walls with the interior, the shell with

the oyster, could have been devised.

Luckless was the day, and dark the hour,

that substituted stamped and taxed paper,

amianthine paper paste and lime, tor fat,

red, fiery Norway fir ; but he was no

small philosopher in fire, who taught us

to build houses on drumsticks, that, like

mousetraps, they might tumble at the

pulling of a trigger.

But even bond timber will not burn

unless it receives the contact of the ele

ment destined to communicate life and

motion to the dormant and sluggish mass ;

and how should the whole mine of beams

and timbers, and rafters and floors, be

taught to aspire to heaven, unless the

train were laid which may in due time

rescue them from their bondage, and make

them exult in liberty, hailing their eman

cipation in crackling and sparkling bon

fires. The train is laid into the chimney,

and where better could it be laid ? This,

at least, is the most efficacious; but it

occasionally succeeds if laid below the

hearth stone ; where, gradually drying,

more gradually charring, perhaps favour

ed by some delicate crevice to admit air,

or a spark, it is at length found that the

house smells strangely of burning wood,

then smells of smoke, then smells of fire,'

and, at length becomes sensible to the rest

of the seven senses, and to the insurance

office. As to the plumbers, they under-

stand so well the art of burning down a

church or a cathedral, that we need not

lose our labour in attempting to instruct

them.

It is often convenient to bum down

divers manufactories of various kinds, but

the modes are endless, and would exhaust
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•ur patience. Yet we particularly re

commend to varnish makers and the rest

of this fraternity, always to work at an

open fire, because if they used any fur

nace of any kind, this desirable event

could never happen. Carpenters, che

mists, distillers, bakers, and the rest,

must be allowed to follow the established

rules in this art, for we doubt if we could

teach them any thing new.

Powder millers, we believe, may yet

learn from us ; though they have hitherto

appeared .to understand their trade tole

rably well, as Hounslow can testify. It

is highly necessary to grind their combus

tible dust with stones, because these ate

noted for striking fire, even though they

be limestones, and never to use iron or

copper, because then a mill could not pos

sibly blow up. For the same reason, it

is expedient that the powder should be

granulated in the midst of its own dust ;

that, amid the said dust, cranks should

be revolving and gudgeons grinding in

their sockets, and that care should be taken

not to oil them too much, lest they should

not become hot enough to fire, first the

dust, then the powder, lastly the house ;

terminating all with a dispersion of heads,

legs, and arms, into the air.*—London

Magazine.

• « Dean Swill's Advice to Servants" is well

known, as it has been published in all shapes

and at all prices. Under the mask of advising;

servants bow to screen faults, it ironically ex

poses their tricks, and was vindicated on the

ground of its putting masters and mistresses on

their guard, but in the present age of cheap liter

ature and universal education, when many young

servants are better read than their old masters,

we have some doubts whether Swift's Advice to

Servants has not instructed more servants how

to conceal faults, than masters and mistresses

how to detect them. « The Approved Methods

of Setting Houses on Fire" is a very ingenious

essay, on the same plan as that of Swift, but of

less equivocal advantage, since it is not likely

that any person in reading it will be tempted to

endanger his neck by committing arson. It is,

in fact, an admirable ironical exposure of the

careless habits by which fires are occasioned,

and the writer, towards the conclusion, after

expressing a wish to make carelessness punish-

able, shows his real object, and justly remarks,

that " the lady, or the lady's maid who reads a

romance in bed, the plumber who melts his lead

on a wooden roof, the stable boy who falls asleep

with his caudle in the hay, know that they may

set fire to their respective places, and they must

all know the amount of the consequences. It is

so with many more cases ; and, we will venture

to say, that nine-tenths of our fires are the pro

duce of neglect or wantonness that might have

been avoided, and that would be avoided if there

were a threatened punishment held out."—Ed.

No. LXXVI.

JOHN DOE.*

The old devotion to private skirmish,

ing of the Irish peasantry is well known.

Skirmishing would, indeed, be tool mild

a word to express the ferocious encounters

that often took place among them when

patties, or, as they are locally termed,

factions of fifty or a hundred met, by apt

pointrtent, to wage determined war ; when

blood profusely flowed, and sometimes

lives were lost. On festival days, when

they met at a " pattern," or merry-mak

ing, the lively dance of the girls, and the

galloping jig-note of the bag-pipes, usu

ally gave place to the clattering ofalpeens

and the whoops ofonslaught; when kick'

ing up of a " scrimmage" was as much

matter of course, as the long draughts of

ale or whiskey that closed a bargain. At

one of these patterns, two young officers,

Graham and Howard, quartered in Ire

land, attended. Graham danced with

the peasant girls, and every thing was

perfectly quiet, and even jovial, and the

officers were afraid they would be disap.

pointed of a row, when Paddy Flinn sud

denly seized an alpeen, and upsetting

every person and thing in his way, flou

rished the weapon, and made a deadly

blow at a gentlemanly-dressed man who

was just entering. The foremost of a

considerable body of peasants who came

in with this person guarded off the blow,

and in turn struck at the aggressor.

Their sticks crossed and clattered ; but

at last Paddy felled his man, crying out

at the same time, as the rest of the hostile

party pressed upon him—" Where are

ye, my boys, abroad !—Come on, for the

right cause !—Look afther Purcell !—

he's goin' to escape!"— then, turning to

the people in the tent—" neighbours,

neighbours !—neighbours an' all good

christhens !—stand up for honest men!—

This is the divil's-bhd, Purcell! stand

up for the orphans he made ! for the wi

dow he kilt ! for the daughter he ruined,

and the son that's far away !—whoo !"

" Such, indeed, was the case ; Purcell

* We have abridged this highly interesting

novel from the Tales of the O'Hara Family,

recently published; a work which critics unite

in considering as approaching more nearly to

the Scottish novels, than any work of fiction that

has been produced. The knowledge the author

displays of Irish life, and the admirable delinea

tion of character in tho Tales of the O'Hara

Family, portrayed as it is by vigorous and gra

phic description, gives an apparent reality to-

the romance, and a body to what is in reality

but a picture.—B»,
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wat a tithe-proctor, a demon in human

shape. Privately he stirred up the wretch

ed and ignorant people around him to re

sist rack-rents that he throve by as pri

vately exacting. When he got them

involved, by his agents, he informed

against them, running their blood into

money. Those who held lands on rea

sonable terms he thus contrived to turn

adrift on this world, or launch into the

next, bidding for the vacant land himself,

and then letting it at tenfold its value, to

starving creatures, who, though they

sweated like the beasts of the field, which

they do, could not meet their rent.day.

There was one family in particular, a

mother, and a son and daughter, and an

old grandfather ; the father was long dead.

Purcell, by his underhand practices, en

snared the son, a lad of eighteen or nine

teen, in nightly combinations : then he

arraigned him before the landlord ; and

then, for their lease was expired, son and

all were turned out of their home, the old

man and all ; all except the daughter."

" And what became of her ?" said

Howard, to Sullivan the narrator.

" Villain ! eternally damned villain !"

exclaimed Sullivan in another burst, and

while his youthful face and figure took a

stern and formidable appearance ; " what

became of her % He had trod her down

beforehand—seduced her, and she went

with him into his house. She left her

sick'mother, and her ould grandfather, on

the field before their own door, and turned

to the menial hearth of him who—pardon

me—the night wears—we walk too slow."

" Pray continue ; what of the rest of

this poor family ?"

The narrator, touched perhaps as well

by Howard's evident sympathy, as by the

subject he was about to enter on, answer

ed in a broken voice—

" The mother, as I said, was ill : she

could get no farther than the ridge that

gave her a last look of her ould cottage.

She sat there till night came on. 'Twas

a bad night—and—she died in it," he ad

ded, with a voice scarcely audible.

' " Dreadful !—and the son ?"

* f The wretched son was not then at

heme. He returned with an oath to re

venge his poor mother; Purcell gained

information of his purpose, and, at the

head of a body of soldiers, hunted him

through the country. In the north the

boy escaped him ; and there, it is believed,

took shipping for America."

The name of the victim of Purcell's

infamy was Cauthleen Kavanagh. The

villain had not however found the de

struction of this now helpless creature an

easy exploit. She had withstood his

smiles, his oaths, and bis ardours-—his

gold she at once spurned—until, in III*

fervency of passion, even the constitu

tionally calm villain had given her, in

writing, a solemn promise of marriage.

Then she fell, and with her all her in

fluence, attraction, and hopes. Years

passed over without any disposition on

Purcell's part to perform his contract ;

and the victim could at first only weep,

and kneel to him for mercy and justice,

and then, when she gradually saw the na

ture of the man to whom she had aban

doned herself, and felt in words and acts

the effect of that nature in reply to her

supplications, the wretched girl could only

mourn in silence ; or if she did speak, it

was in the tone of a poor slave abjectly

begging a favour, rather than in the voice

of conscious right demanding the fulfil*

ment of an obligation.

Purcell began to get rich, and became

weary of poor Cauthleen of whom he

wanted to get rid, in order that he might

marry Mary Grace, the daughter of a

rich attorney ; but before he did this, it

became necessary to get back his written

promise, which she kept carefully. Re

peatedly he demanded it, and one night

more earnestly than ever.

" Where, is it ? Cauthleen, I must

see that . cursed scribble, for your own

sake; I have a particular reason. Go

for it. 'Tis in your room, isn't it ?—

Why don't you go ?—then I'll go myself

—and by—-—drawer, box, or press, shall

not keep it from me—I'll break them

into splinters sooner than let it escape

me"—and he rose and took a candle.

" Stay, Stephen," said Cauthleen, also

rising-—." it would be useless—quite use

less—indeed it would—that paper is not

in any room in the house—I declare so

lemnly it is not."

A startling apprehension crossed Pur

cell's mind at those words, and, resuming

his seat, he said—

" Then you have sent it to the attor

ney ?—What ! is that the way you would

treat me?"

The reproach, the insult, the voice and

manner completely overpowered Cauth

leen, and she sunk into her chair con

vulsed with tears. •»

" Answer !—have you sent it away ?

have you put it out of your hands ?—an

swer, I say !" and he took her violently

by the shoulder.

" Spare me, spare me, Stephen," cried

Cauthleen, falling on her knees—" I have

not sent it out of the house to any- one—I

could never send it where you say—indeed

I could not."

" Where is it then, woman ?" he

asked, stamping, and holding out his

clenched hands. At this-moment Cauth
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ken drew a handkerchief from her bosom,

and a crumpled slip of paper fell on the

carpet. One glance of Purcell's eye re

cognized the long-sought document, and

he was stooping to pick it up, but

Cauthleen hastily anticipated him, snatch

ed it, and restored it to her bosom.

" I'll have it by heaven !" exclaimed

Purcell, stooping towards her; but

Cauthleen, startmg up, rushed into a

corner, and there again kneeling, ad

dressed him,—

' " Do not, danot, Purcell !" she said,

'J I'll give it to you when you hear me—

to-morrow when you hear me calmly, I'll

give it to you—do not," raising her voice,

and wringing her bands as he approached

—" for the love of that heaven whose

love we have both missed !"

" So," resumed Purcell, now standing

over her, " you had it about you at the

very time I asked for it, and you would

not let me see it !"

" .You should not be angry with me

for that, Stephen ; I'll tell you about it

—when you are away from me, and that

lam quite alone in the world, I draw

Out that paper and read it over and over,

and kiss it, and cry over it, and lay it on

my heart—'tis my only hope—and, if

there is any, my only shadow of excuse

to myself and before God."

" Nonsense!—trash !—folly !—give it

into my hand this moment I"—and he

caught her by the wrists.

" And sometimes, Stephen," she ran

on, out of breath, blinded in tears, and

struggling with him—

" Sometimes I steal up with it to the

cradle where our last and only boy lies

sleeping—the rest were taken from us,

one by one, for a judgment—we deserved

that curse—and there I kneel down by

the infant's side, and ask him, in a voice

that would not waken a bird, to look at

it, and understand it, and see that he is

not entirely the child of shame, and that

his mother is not entirely the guilty

creature they will tell him she is."

" Come, Cauthleen," interrupted Pur

cell, bending on one knee, and using more

force—" give it me, if you have any fears

for yourself !"—but in the paroxysm of

passion that Cauthleen felt, he encountered

more resistance than he had expected ;

and, exasperated to the utmost by her

continued struggling, the mean and cow

ardly ruffian did that which we blush and

burn to record—he raised his clenched

hand—it fell—Cauthleen fell under it—

and Purcell got possession of the. paper,

and instantly approached the fire. Cauth

leen, though stunned and stupified, wildly

understood his movement, and screamed

and tottered after him ; but she was too

late; Purcell cast it into the flame, and

then saying—" There—since we have so

often quarrelled about it, that's the only

way to end disputes," sunk into his seat.

Cauthleen, with clasped hands, and her

tears now dried up at their source, looked

a moment at the the, and then in the

hollow tones of despair said

" And now you can wive with Mary

Grace to-morrow."

Purcell, at first startled, turned quickly

round ; but his features only wore a bit

ter mockery, while he asked—•

" Who told you that fine story, Cauth

leen ?"

" Never ask me, Purcell, but answer

me !" she exclaimed, in a manner the

very opposite to her late meekness and

timidity—" is it true ?—am I not to ne

vour wife indeed ?—after all your oatha

—the oaths that stole me from my mo

ther's side, and then broke my mother's

heart—will you take Mary Grace to your

self, and leave shame as well as sorrow

on Cauthleen ?"

" Fear nothing ; I'll provide for you."

" It is true, then ?—and this, at last,

is to be the lot of Cauthleen Kavanagh ?—

and at your hands ?—whose ?—the hand*

that brought ruin on all of her name !"

" Silence, Cauthleen—or " . ,

" Or what ?—you'll make me ? how ?

—kill me ?—do—I wish it—ask for it

expect it. Yes, Purcell, I expect it—

the robber—the perjurer and the murderer

need not disappoint me 1"

" Fool ! take care what words you.

speak—and listen to me in patience—I

courted and won you, because I loved

you :—listen to me !—I can love you no

longer—and why should we live in hatred

together ?"

" Cursed be the hour I saw you, Pur-.

cell !—accursed the false words that drew

me, from virtue and happiness, under

your betraying roof—your roofthat I now

pray God may fall on us as we stand here

damning each other !—oh ! I am punish

ed ! I trusted the plunderer of my family,

and the murderer of my mother and my

brother, and I am punished !"

" I told you to have a oare, Cauth

leen," said Purcell, starting from his seat,,

pale, haggard, and trembling with rage—

" I warned you to weigh your words, and

you will not;" tad his distended eye

glanced on a fowling-piece that hung

over the chimney.

" I know what you mean, Purcell !"

resumed Cauthleen, in a still wilder fren

zy—." I saw where your eye struck—aid

knowing and seeing this, I say again,

robber and murderer, do it !"

" By the holy saints—then !" he ex

claimed, snatching at the weapon ofdeath.
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" Aye, by the saints and all ! the mur

derer will not want an oath—pull your

trigger, man !—but, stop a moment !—

first hear that !"

Pureell had the piece in his hand, and

was raising it, when the faint cry of an

infant reached them from an inside room ;

his face grew black, and he flung the

weapon on the ground, and turned away.

" Leave my house," he added, after a

moment's pause.

" You and your brat together—leave it

this instant!"

"I will," muttered Cauthleen—" I

intended to do it:" she rushed through

a door, and returned with the infant on

her arm. • *

" The night draws on, Pureell," Cauth

leen continued, " arid it was just in

such a night you sent my mother from-

oui own old home, that, in her agony

and sickness, too, the cold blast might

deal on her. I leave you, praying that

it may so deal on me! My mother

cursed you as she went ; I pray to have

that curse remembered ! and I add mine !

take both, Pureell—the mother's first—

the daughter's last—may they cling to

you !"

Having spoken these words, Cauthleen

caught closer in her arms the wretch they

encircled, and, bare headed and unman

ned, rushed out of the house of crime.

After an instant's lapse, Pureell heard

her wild and already distant scream-

mingling with the wail of her baby, and

the bitter gust of the cold winter night.

(To be concluded in our next.)

STije (Batfjem.

0 I am but a Gatherer and disposer of otUer

men's stuff."— Wotton.

NUMBER OF GRAINS OF CORN

IN A BUSHEL.

A Gloucestershire farmer has given

the following as the result of an experi

ment to ascertain the weight and number

of a Winchester bushel of each of the un

dermentioned sorts of grain :—

"Wt. in lbs. No. in grains.

Wheat 62 550,000

Barley 521 520,000

Oats 32 1,260,000

PoplarPeas 64 :... 110,000

Horse Beans 64 37,000

.

ARMSTRONG, THE JESTER.

The custom of keeping jesters or fools

at court ceased with Archibald Armstrong

In the reign of Charles the First. Archy,

as he was Usually called, lies interred m

the church-yard of his native parish of

Aruthret, in Cumberland ; and by'an odd

ihcident suitable to his profession,.the day

of his funeral happened to be the first of

April. Archy had long shot his bolt

with great applause, till he unfortunately

fell upon Archbishop Laud, for which he

was degraded, had his fool's coat pulled

over his head, and was expelled the

court. When the news arrived of the

tumults in Scotland, occasioned by an

attempt to introduce the Liturgy there,

Archy unluckily met the Archbishop,

and had the imprudence to say to hi»

grace, " Who is fool now ?" Of this the

prelate complained to the privy council,

to which he was then going, and in con-'

sequence, the following entry was made

in the council book, ." Ordered that

Archibald Armstrong, the king's fool, be

banished the court for speakmg disre-'

spectful words of the Archbishop of Can

terbury."

According to Howell, Archy had the

honour of attending Charles, when

Prince of Wales, on his romantic expe

dition to Spain, where his fool's coat

gained him admittance into the presence

of the Infanta and her ladies of honour,

who were pleased with his wit and ex

travagance. One day they were discours

ing what a marvellous thing it was, that

the Duke of Bavaria, with less than fifteen ; '

thousand men, after a long march, should

encounter and defeat the Palsgrave's army,

consisting of above twenty-five thousand,

in consequence of which, Prague was

taken. When Archy heaid this, he an

swered, that he could tell them a stranger

thing than that, " for was it not very

surprising (says he) that in the year 1588,

there should come a fleet of one hundred

and forty ships from Spain to invade

England, and that not ten of them could

get back to tell what became of the rest."

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

In answer to the numerous inquiries when we

shall resume the Music in the Mibror, we have

the pleasure to inform our readers that « The

Spaniard to his Country," an original patriotic

Ballad, written and arranged to a Spanish me

lody never before published, and dedicated to

General Mina, shall appear in the course of the

present mouth.

Risor ; Jacobus ; Clara, and 5. Ball shall

have early insertion. The drawings forwarded

by S. O. B., and M. shall be engraved ; in the

mean time we beg them to accept our best thanks.

We believe Mr. Within is mistaken, and that rue

Lines to a Kiss which a correspondent attributed

to Bums are as old as the time of Dryden.

Printed and Published by J. L1MB1RD,

143, Strand (mar Somerset House), and sold by

all Newsvten and Bookseller*.
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A man of a more wayward genius than

Jean Jacques Rousseau, perhaps never

existed, and yet that he possessed genius

of a high order will not be disputed

by any one in the least acquainted with

his works. Geneva, once a flourishing

republic, and one of the first free states

that adopted the reformation, and now

the principal city in Switzerland, gave

birth to Rousseau, in the year 1711, and

the above engraving is a view of the

house in which his father, a respectable

watchmaker, lived, and where he was born.

Geneva has long been celebrated for

the education of youth, having a publie

school and university in which there are

fenerally about a thousand students,

t possesses a public library, a botanic

garden, and several individuals have col

lections of natural history, to which

students are readily admitted. Hence

Geneva has produced many men of talent,

among whom, independent of Rousseau,

we may enumerate Tronchin, Saussura,

the first traveller who aseended Mont

Blanc, and is called the " Father of the

Alps," Bonnet, Burlamagni, Mallet de

Vol. Vi. K

Pan, M. Necker, the minister to Louis

XVI., his daughter, the celebrated Ma

dame de Stael, Berenger, Picot, Pictet,

and Sismondi, the living author of a

" History of the Literature of the South

of Europe," which has been very well

translated by Mr. Thomas Roscoe.

The life of Rousseau was a checkered

one ; he was apprenticed to an engraver,

from whom he ran away, he lived some

time as a servant, and afterwards sup

ported himself by copying music : he,

however, neglected no opportunity of im

proving his mind, and became so distin

guished by his works that in 1791 his

remains were translated with great pomp

to the church of St. Genevieve (then

the Pantheon) and on the sarcophagus

containing his ashes, was the following

inscription :—

" Ici repose 1'homme de la nature et

de la verite."

We do not here propose to give a me

moir of Rousseau which we may be

tempted to do hereafter, we shall there

fore only remark that he died in July

1778, and conclude with two anecdotes

129
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of him, for which we confess ourselves

indebted to the Percy Anecdotes. -

Among other persons of literary emi

nence who were pensioned by his late

majesty, George the Third, in the early

part of his reign, was the celebrated

Rousseau ; but his majesty, on making

the grant, insisted that the matter should

not be made public, which was intended

as a peculiar mark of respect for that

wayward and extraordinary character.

The philosopher of Geneva, however,

after having gratefully accepted the fa

vour, and returned his thanks for the

manner in which it was bestowed, re

turned it on quarrelling with his friend,

David Hume. He did this however in a

manner which plainly indicated a desire

to keep the grant, provided he was court

ed to it ; but having once declined the

royal bounty, it was not thought proper

to make the monarch a suppliant to an

adventurer. Madame de Stael, in her

extravagant panegyric on Rousseau, has

most absurdly praised him for refusing

a pension from the king of England,

without however stating the particulars of

the story, or noticing the excessive mean

ness of her hero, who actually endea

voured to get the pension renewed when

it was too late. Rousseau, however,

bore testimony to the virtues of his ma

jesty. "It was not," said he, "the

great monarch whom I reverence, but

the good husband, the good father, the

virtuous, the benevolent man."

The end of Rousseau, with some ec

centricity, had much in it of the sub

lime. He is represented to have ad

dressed his wife, a few minutes before

his death in these words :—" Be so good

as to open the windows, that I may have

the pleasure of seeing once more the ver

dure of that field. How beautiful it is !

how pure the air ! how serene the sky !

what grandeur and magnificence in the

aspect of nature — Look at that sun,

whose smiling aspect seems to call me

hence ! There is my God—God him.

self} who opens to me the bosom of his

paternal goodness, and invites me to

taste and enjoy, at last that eternal and

unutterable tranquillity, which I have

so long and so ardently panted after!"

A SUNDAY AT BOULOGNE.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Restlessness, which forms an active

Sart of the character of most men, in-

uced me to wander a little beyond the
a white pliffs of Albion," and pass a few

day» at Boulogne, and then to wish my

self back again to my native soil ; such

being the love ef curiosity, that, however

the previous anticipation may be fulfilled,

the appetite soon becomes glutted, and

the same spirit of change again manifests

itself. But, Mr. Editor, my object at

the present moment is merely to relate

one or two facts connected with the man

ner in which the inhabitants of Boulogne

spend their Sundays. I had previously

heard that religious ceremony ceased at

sun-set, and that after (that hour enter

tainments of the theatre and dancing com

menced ; from which I drew the conclu

sion, that the Sabbath was held in some

veneration,—a conclusion I now find per

fectly erroneous ; indeed, were I to speak

what I think, I should feel inclined to

say, that the only difference existing^ be

tween their Sundays and other days, is to

be found in this, that on the Sunday the

garden for dancing is opened—that the

theatre is opened—that the drinking-

rooms (or, as some would say, Cafe Cht-

nois) are crowded to excess—that various

games, after the style of English nine

pins, and a species oT bagatelle, are played

at ; while on other days some places are

closed, and those that are open are empty.

This, as I have already observed, appears

to be the only manifest difference, which

insinuates, that Sunday is not only a day

of labour like other days, but also one of

pleasure. How far this may be con

sistent I shall not now contend ; suffice

to say, that it appears a little strange for

an Englishman to see such anjusements,

religious exercises, and manual labour

jumbled together on the Sabbath.

Their churches, which are plain,

meagre, white-washed buildings, not

equal either to those at Calais or Paris,

are open all day, so that those persons

who are desirous ofrepeating theirprayers,

are at liberty to walk in and take down

their chair (chairs being the only seats

used, and those of the most common de

scription, which are placed upon one an

other by hundreds in various corners of

the church), exercise their devotional

powers, and retire ; and that it is no novel

sight there to see a labourer at his prayers

with tools under his arms, either return

ing from or proceeding to work. Ship

builders, too, are to be found at their

employment ; indeed, without enumer

ating further, the shops are all open,

trading vehicles are in motion, and arti

cles of merchandise are purchased with

as much facility as on any other day.

It ft a lamentable truth, that the la

bouring women of Boulogne, and of

France generally, are degraded beyond

all idea by their various employments.

Frenchmen should recollect, that women

are the sweet solace of man's life, whose

duties were never intended to extend to
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th« performange of manual labour, and But, ah I with me, who boast noryV(« nor bell,

« i - * t i I V,» aiimniiinno hfitiniicst tun- - 11 nm i n '/I liall

that man, and man only, should labour

by " the sweat of his brow." How dis

gusting is the common practice of seeing

women yoked like so many cattle, drag

ging to the custom-house a sort of cart

loaded with luggage, belonging to the

various foreign vessels that arrive in their

harbour. After this laborious em

ployment, they work like common por

ters until the arrival of the owners of the

luggage, and then convey it to their re

sidences. This is not the only laborious

employment women are subjected to. A

number of them are constantly engaged in

No sumptuous banquet nor illumin'd hall.

How different is the case with me to-night.

Who my kind friends with promises invite.

To give them reasons foor why thus I dare

To ask their presence at my humble fare !

Reason the flrst, stand forth ! (the eldest son en

ters), a goodly boy,

The father's pride, a mother's anxious joy |

Come in, my second reason \ (the eldest girl en

ters) ; do I bear

Th' enlivening plaudit and benignant cheer 7

Enter a third! (the second son enters), more

tenner still in years—

And now my last (the youngest child enters),

not least in love, appears.

bringing large buckets of sand from the These are the reasons, these the motives keen

seashore, a task beyond the strength of That urge my efforts in this toilsome scene ;

many Englishmen ; and all this on the And, ifl know onr frame, they stand contest

day of rest, Sunday. To use the expres- '

sion of a female resident, " France is a

Paradise for men, and a hell for women.''

I have stated on Sundays their theatre

and garden for dancing (champetre) are

open. It may not be, perhaps, extending

this article too much, to say that their

theatre is of the most wretched character.

The well-known private theatre in Ber

wick-street is as much superior to it as

Covent-garden theatre is to that in Ber

wick-street; indeed, it ought to be known

by no other name than the theatrical

barn. Their performances certainly ap

pear none of the worst ; but their ma

nagement is tiresome, as I did not once

witness a change of scenery in one evening ;

by the bye, I did not stop longer than

half an hour at one time. Their prin

cipal dancing gardens are of a very inferior

character, much below all our common

-tea-gardens, and at an immeasurable dis

tance from those of Paris.

Yours, &c.

August 8, 1825. A. B. C.

In every husband's, every parent's breast.

: f

A COJJPAR'SOX.

It was ev'ning's bright ray

That gilded the sky,

And the lust spark of day

Biush'd a deep crimson dye.

Yet it glow'd but awhile.

And its beauty soon fled,

For its lovely soft smile

Was with darkness o'erspread.

I then thought on the beam

That hope sheds o'er the breast.

Like this fast fleeting gleam

Gliding on to the we^t.

For when bope has departed,

The deep shades of woe

Fill the soul, from whence started

Her last ev'ning glow.

H. S.

ORIGIN OF FRUITS, &c. IN ENG

LAND.

(For the Mirror.)

«See various trees their various fruits produce.

Some for delightful taste, and some' for use ;

See sprouting plants enrich the plain and wood,

For physic some, and some design 'd for food ;

See fragrant flowers, with different colours dy'd,

THE FOUR REASONS; OR, THE

ACTOR'S APPEAL.

f To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir, The following lines were spoken On smiling meads unfold their gaudy pride.

at the Royalty Theatre by a performer at ; Blactmore on the Creation.

:his benefit in February last. In imitation jN ^ ^^ 0f Elizabeth, Edmund

of Mrs. Siddons's example at Bath, about Q^wlall, afterwards Archbishop of Can-

,thirty years ago, he produced his children terijury5 transplanted here the tamarisk.

. as his reasons for soliciting the public fa- Qranges were brought here by one of the

vour. If you think them worthy of a Carew famjiy. To Sir Walter Raleigh

place in your miscellany, they are much we are m(jebted for that useful root, the

potatoe. Sir Anthony Ashley first planted

cabbages in this country. The fig trees

planted by Cardinal Pole, in the reign of

Henry VIII. are still standing at Lam

beth. Sir Richard Weston first brought

clover grass into England in 1645. The

mulberry is a native of Persia, and ia

said to have been introduced in 153(6.

JThe almond warinttodueed Ih 15JO, and

at your service. Amicijs.

Northampton-sauare., July, 1825.

Wbin at the qplend;d ball pr festive treat

The wealthy host invites his friends to meet,

No need has be to fear their, hesitation,

JNor qffer reasons for his invitation ;

iThe jovs, the grandeur of th' expected fite.

Superfluous render every artful bait.

« We come, we come," cries each delighted elf,

The host may keep bis reasons to hu»self.»

K 2
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came from the east. The chegnut is a

native of the South of Europe. The

walnut is a native of Persia, but the

time of its introduction is unknown.

The apricot came from America about

1562. The plum is a native of Asia,

and was imported in Europe by the Cru

saders ; and the damascene takes its

name from the city of Damascus. The

alpine strawberry was first cultivated in

the king's garden in 1760. Thepeach is a

native of Persia. The nectarine was first

introduced about 1562. Cherries are

said to have come originally from Cera-

sus, a city of Cappadocia, from which Lu-

cullus brought them into Italy, and they

were introduced into Britain about the

year 53." It appears that they were

commonly sold in the streets in the time

of Lydgate who mentions them in his

poem called Licipenny.

' Hot pescode own began to cry,

Strawberys rype, an cheryes in the ryse."

Filberts were so named from Phillipert,

king of France. The quince called Cy-

donia, from Cydon, was cultivated in

this country in Gerard's time. The red

queen-apple was so called in compliment

to queen Elizabeth. The cultivation of

the pear is of great antiquity, for Pliny

mentions twenty different kinds. Most

of our apples came originally from France,

see Faulkner's History of Kensington.

Miller mentions eighty-four species of

pear, whose names are all enumerated in

his Gardener's Dictionary, a work of

great celebrity, and may be said to have

laid the foundation of all the horticultu

ral taste and knowledge in England. To

the afflictions and exiles of Charles we

are indebted for many ef our best vege

tables, which were introduced by his fol

lowers from the continent—thus by the

industry of man are the gifts of the

earth transplanted from clime to clime.

■ See how the rising fruits the gardens crown,

Imbibe the sun, and make his light their own."

Blackmore.

P. T. W.

* Cherries were sold upon sticks above one

hundred years ago.—See GuardianforJuly 2nd,

1713.

WISDOM.

(For the Mirror.)

Get Wisdom.—Proverbs.

Wisdom is a rich treasure, but like all

other acquisitions, derives its real value

from the use which is made of it. The

all-wise Creator has endowed men with

many means of acquiring it, and thereby

enlarging and improving the soul. Ob

servation is one of the principal ways by

which knowledge is obtained, and nature

the book, which is given to all, and suited

to every capacity. The care of the hen,

the faithfulness of the dog, the diligence

ofthe ant, will teach us what are the duties

of a parent and a friend, and the advan

tages of industry.

The power, wisdom, and goodness of

Ood are displayed in all his works—in a

blade of grass as well as the mighty oak

—in our own small planet, as much as in

the solar system. Thus knowledge may

be acquired without labour or expense.

Those who have time and means may en

ter more deeply into these subjects by

perusing books which treat of them.

But though much instruction is to be

drawn from nature, it is in revelation we

must seek for true wisdom—that wisdom

which shall continue when tongues shall

cease, and all other knowledge vanish

away, and

" Like the baseless fabric

Of a vision, leave not a wreck behind."

There cannot be a more beautiful de

scription of this wisdom than that given

us by St. James: "The wisdom from

above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle,

easy to be intreated, full of mercy and

good fruits, without partiality and with

out hypocrisy. Happy they who possess

treasure though in an earthen vessel ;

wherever they may be they are bright and

shining lights, diffusing around happi

ness, patterns of virtue, and ornaments of

society. G.

LINES

Addressed to Robert Lemon, Esq. on his discs-

very of Milton's literary manuscript, entitled

" De Dei Cultu," in support of the truths of

Christian religion.

Lemon, to thee the shade of Milton turns,

His mighty genius shines once more through

you;

And whilst his last great work with brightness

burns,

To thy discovery let the praise be due.

Utopia.

* On application to the King, to know his

pleasure in regard to this manuscript, so long

deposited in the State Paper Office, bis Majesty

was pleased to give this answer : " A wort of

Milton's must bemade public, and shallbe made

public.''

SWIMMING—DEATHS BY

DROWNING.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sib—In your Mirror, No. 154, page

103, you have given a short piece ofgood

advice to persons falling into deep water

that cannot swim. You say " the body

generally rises to the surface ;" I believe
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you may say without exception it does so.

About seven years ago, having in my

possession four successive yearly lists of

the parish clerks of London, I was

shocked at seeing the prodigious number

of deaths by drowning.* In consequence

I made some experiments to discover

whether the body immerged or emerged

in water, and found the latter to be the

case, and that I could lie on my back

with my arms stretched (not spread) be

yond my head, keeping them under the

water, without any motion whatever, and

with perfect ease, provided the water was

not agitated at the time. About the same

time there fell into my hands a little pub

lication called Instruction for Swimming ;

the author of which, I suppose, chose not

to put his name, for a very good reason.

He asserts that those who dive for any

thing in water must go in with their eyes

open, for when under water they cannot

open them, nor shut them when they are

open. About the same time another and

similar work met my eye, at the end of

which was added, what the author called

" Doctor Franklin's Advice to Bathers ;"

this piece contained the sanfe assertion.

I looked one of these catch-penny things

through, and found such a variety of

wonderful antics taught to be performed

in the water, that I never saw performed

or heard of, and believe no man ever did

perform. I was a swimmer at a little

more than ten years of age, and have

taken some pains during 40 years to im

prove,-)- but have not even learned to

put on my shoes while in water, though

this connoisseur teaches you to put on

your boots while under water. This clever

person gives a philosophical reason for

the not being able to move the eyelids,

viz. the pressure of the water on them.

The assertion was almost too ridiculous

for me to take pains to refute, however,

I did do this both in shallow and in

water 9i feet deep, where I found no

more difficulty in vibrating the eyelids

than in the open air, though there was

some 'difference in the number of vibra

tions in a given time, which I took the

trouble to ascertain with precision, and

calculated the pressure of the water on

the eyelids at different depths. These ex

periments I published in the Monthly

Magazine for November 1818, page 317,

and an errata in January following.^

Shortly after this was published, I car-

* About 118 in each year.

t And for the last ten years I have Been in the

water at least three times a week all the year

round.

X If Mr. Bloor will favour us with the corrected

copy of the article, we shall be happy to reprint

it.-EB.

ried one experiment a little farther, to

prove the precise specific gravity of the

body, in order to which I had, while on

my back, as before described, three pounds

weight laid on my breast; this just

plunged me under, not pressing me to

the bottom, but just amounting to an

equipoise. If you think this scrap of in

formation worth a place in your MirROr,

it is quite at your service, and if it will

be any inducement for people to leam to

swim, in order to the better preservation

of their lives, and at the same time en

joying the luxury and benefit of cold

bathing, 1 shall be much gratified.

I am, Sir,

With all due respect, &c.

W. Blook.

86, Paul-street, Finsbury,

8th August, 1825.

PARODY

ON THE SPEECH OF YOUNG NORVAI., IN THE PLAT

OF * DOUGLAS."

(For the Mirror.)

My name is Scragg'em. On fam'd Mutton-hill

My father sells his pies ; a frugal man.

Whose constant care was to wio the toss,

Increase his store, and keep my humble self at

home.

But I had heard of winning, and I long'd -

To follow to the hill, to call oat head or tail,

And Heaven soon granted what my aire denied.

Yon gas, which blazed last night long as my

stick,

Had scarce burst into flame, when by its light

A half-starv'd, hungry mortal rushed furiously

On my stall, devouring mince and mutton.

The watchman fled for succour; I alone,

In Crib-like attitude, hover'd about the enemy,

Then pounc'd suddenly upon his meagre carcass.

And drew a half-munch'd pie from his devouring

jaws.

I fought and conquer'd. Ere a Charley came,

I'd drawn the claret from his olfact'ry organ.

Returning home in triumph, I disdain'd

The vulgar cry of apple, mince, or mutton ;

And having heard of Sir Walter Scott

And Bernard Barton, bard of broad-brim'd

beaver,

Filling their pockets with the produce of a pen,

I left my stall, took up the grey goose quill,

And wrote these lines, with the intent

That Mirhoe's page should gild my humble

name.
Scbaggik, Juit.

ARTHUR'S TOMB.

Iw the reign of Richard I. the bones of

Arthur, the famous king of Britain, were

found at Glastonbury, in an old sepulchre,

about which stood two pillars, on which

letters were written, but could not be

read, they being in so mutilated a state.

Upon the sepulchre was a leaden cross,

whereon was engraved, " Here lieth the

noble king of Britain, Arthur."
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Miscellanies.
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dered very great, when compared with a
population of 187millions of inhabitants
that Europe is supposed to contain .

STEAM ENGINES. The author compares the number of

An intelligent lecturer lately stated, that foundlings with that of births: he is only

he had good reason for helieving that are able to give a correct statement during

this time 12,000 steam engines are in
the last six years, with the exception of

action in Great Britain ! te estimated Paris ; the relative progressive numbers

that by these engines the work of 250 ,000 in this city havebeen
On 100

horses were saved ! Supposing each Year. Births.

horse to consumeannually the produce of From 1710 to 1720 ............. 973
two acres, 500,000 acres are thus set free 1720 1730 .. .. ...

for other purposes. T . A . C . 1730 1740 .. 14.48

1740 1750... .. .. .. 18:21

1750
FOUNDLING HOSPITALS.

1760 .. 23.71

1760 1770 ..
BÝ Ñ . DE CHATEAUNEUF. 1770 1780 .. . . 33.06

POPE INNOCENT the Third founded in 1780 1790 . .. . . . . . . . .. 28: 70
Rome the first asylum for the reception 1790 1100 ... . . ... . . .. 17.69

of children abandoned by their parents, 1800 1810 .. ..... ... .. 20.95

towards the middle of the eleventh cen . 1810 1820 ............ 22.88
tury ; all the other establishments of a Paris is not, however, with comparison

similar kind were not introduced into the to its population , in so bad a state as

other states of Europe till a more subse - other towns in Europe ; for instance , on

quent period. It was only in the 18th 100 births, the subjoined account is the
century that foundling hospitals were number of foundlings in

erected in England, Germany, Sweden , Vienna....:23 431 Rome.........27.90

and Russia . It does not appear that there Madrid ..... 25 .58 Moscow .. .... .27 .94

were any in France, till St. Vincent de Lisbon ...... 26 -28 | Petersburgh..45 .00
Paule founded one in Paris at the latter

end of the 17th century. Excepting a Thus in Catholic countries, and under

few 'countries (Belgium for instance), the desithe despotic governments, the corruption of
number of foundlings has increased in morals , misery, or other causes, produce
every country in Europe, since forty a more extraordinary effect than is wit .
years', and in none has the increase been nessed in Paris. ' In large towns the
proportionably greater than in France : number of foundlings increases in the
The number has gradually augmented sameratio as the population . When the
from the year 1640 to 1773 : in the for- population of a town increases in 'arith .

mer year there were only 400 foundlingsmetical progression, thenumber ofchildren
in France, in 1772 the numberwas 7.676 . augments in a kind of geometrical pro

and not much more than half the num portion. Among other causes which pro

ber from 1793 till 1801. In 1796 there duce the 'number of foundlings, is the

were 3 , 122. The number again increasedpod very natural one of the birth of illegiti.very
from the commencement of this century mate children.

till 1814 ; 'since the latter period, as com M . De C . separates France into two

pared with the population , the number |parts ; on one side he places the middle

has remained stationary, amounting at Pprovinces, which are in general the least

this moment to about 5 ,000. In the yearsproductive, the inhabitants of which are

1784, there were not more than 40,000 poor; on theother he arranges the frontier

foundlings in thewhole French territory ; 4departments , where the people live in

"but in the following years the numbers more comfort ; he includes in the latter

were
enumeration the fortified towns and ports

In 1798 ..:51,000
of Brest, Nantes, Toulon , Marseilles ,

In 1817... 92,200 Bourdeaux, Rouen,Metz, and Strasburg.

1809. ..69, 000 1 818 ... 98 ,000 These populous, commercial, and opulent

1815 ... 84,500 - 1819... ,96, 000 towns contain a great number of foreign
" 1816 — 87,700 1821... 105,000 ers, soldiers, sailors, and workmen, and

1st Jan. 1822...138,500 vet notwithstanding these circumstances,

Thus the number of foundlings, during according to official returns supplied by
the last mentioned periods, amounts ' to Government in 1821, out of 30 ,000 found
about a two hundred and fiftieth part of lings, the frontier provinces, with a po
the whole population . The number of pulation of 19 millions, did not exceed
children abandoned by their parents the number of children 'abandoned in the
amounts annually from 230 to 250,000 ; ''middle provinces, although the popula .
this number, he adds, cannot be consi. tion of the latter is notabove 12 miliona.

18 .
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THE MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

.... ( For the Mirror.)

Observations on the Migration of Birds that frequent the Sea Shores, Marshes,
and Hedges, near King's Lynn , in the county of Norfolk .

By J. LLANGIRB, during Thirty years strict attention .

e found.

. . . . .

Names. First Seen . Last Seen . Where Bred .
[ Rising river, about an

Wild Goose, grey legged. Oct. 6 . ... Feb. 10....Hudson 's Bay.
hour before sun -set- on
their return from

Ditto small .. .... Nov. 10.... Jan. 29....
corn

Ditto
Ditto Brent ... ... Dec . 18 .... Feb. 3. ...

fields. They drink in this
Ditto ...... fresh stream , then retire

. ( on the sands.

Duck and Mallard .. ....all theyear at sea by day ; return to land aboutan hour after sun -set.
Shell Duck. :. . ... . .. .. .. .. : Do. ...at the mouth of fresh -water Creeks..

Teal. .. .. .. ... ... ... .... ... . Oct. 20... . March 6 . Ireland. ... ... ... ...In fresh rivers.

Pocher, red head.. ... ... .. Nov. 19... . March 3 . Ditto .. .... ... ... | In flocks at the mouth of

Ditto, golden eye'd .... .... Nov. 29.. .. Feb . 10 .... Ditto . .... ... .... fresh -water creeks.
Ditto tuff ' d . ....... ... ... ... Dec. 15 ... Jan . 19 ... .Orkney Isles. ... ... In fresh water creeks. ..
Ditto , long tail ... ....... Dec . 20 .... Jan. 14 .... Ditto ......... .In the channel. ;

Ditto , ball head .. .. .. . ... Dec. 26 ... . Jan . 19 ... . Ditto .. .. .. .. .In the creeks.

Goosander , grey ... ... .... Dec. 18.. .. Feb . 4 . ...Ireland . .. ...... .... In fresh -water rivers.

Ditto , orange breast . ... Dec. 23.. .. Jan . 20 . ...Ditto . .. ... ... ... .. .In fresh -water rivers ( rare )

Coote .. . .. . . . . .. .. . ... . ...all the year in fresh water rivers. .. .. .. .. .... In the fens. . "

Water Hen . ... ... ... ... ... Do. .. ....... ....... .In Ponds. ... .... ... In ponds.
Didopper.................... Nov. 16.... Feb. 10. Orkney Isles.. .....In fresh -water rivers.
Heron .. .... ... ... ... .. .... .all the year. . ... .... . ...... In Woods. ........ .. In rivers and ditches.

Cirlïew , sea. .... .. .. .... ... Sept. 4 . . .. Feb . 6 . ... Ireland . ... .... .. On land by day ; on the
Ditto , land ...... .......... July 14 .... May 6 . ... Ditto ............ saltmarshes by night.

On the salt marsh by
Ditto, jack ......... . ..... Sept. 3. ... Nov. 10. Ditto ............ creeks. ..

Redshank ................. April 10 . Oct. 29....On the SaltMarsh . By the side of creeks.
Sea Pie .. .. .. . .. . .. ... . ...all the year. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..On the Beach . .. .On the sands. ,

Plover, green ............. Feb . 27.... Dec. 3 . ...Salt Marshes. ..... .On landsadjoining the sea .
Ditto , grey . .. ... .. .. .. ... . Aug 26 . Dec. 1 . ...On the Beach . .. .On the sandsin large flocks

Ditto , golden . ... .. ... .... Nov. 5 . ... Feb . 6 . ...,Ireland. .. .... ... ...On the salt marsh in flocks

Knot .............. Aug. 28.... Feb. 3. .. .On the Beach . .. .On thesands in large flocks
Snipe, Common .. .. . .. ... Sept. 1 . ... March 6. In low Marshes. In drains and broad ditches

Ditto , jack . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 10 . . . . Marci....... Sept. 10 .... March 6 . Ireland. ......... )
Ditto , black .............. May 6 . ... Oct. 14 ....In our Marshes. . ..In ponds.

Stint . . .. . .. . ......all theyear. . ... ... .. ... ...On the Beach . .. .Flock on thesands in Sept.

Cormorant ...... .. .... Oct. 6 . . .. April 4 .... Orkney Isles . ... ... In the creeks.

Loine .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. July 29.... Oct. 10 .... Ditto . ......... In the channel.

Grey Gull .. .. Aug. 4 . ... April 10 . Beach ............. On the sands.

Blue Gull . ... Aug. 4 . ... April 10. Ditto .. ... .... ...

Common Sea Mew . ......all theyear. ...............On the Salt Marsh.By the sea side.

Black Cap Ditto ....... Sept. 3.... Dec. 4. ...On Rocks. ......?- - is on land by day, sea by
night.

Red legged Ditto ....... March 4 . Aug. 12 . On the Beach....
JOn ploughed lands (good
1 to eat).

King Fisher .............all theyear. ..... . ........with us. ........ .By sluices in fresh rivers.

Royston Crow ............. Oct. 3. ... March 22. Norway. ....... On themarshes and lands.
On the saltmarshes ; only

Norway Spinks .......... Dec. 18.... Jan. 20 ....Ditto ............ seen in a severe frost.

Flocks in December on
Larks .......................all the year. with us. ........ the marshes.

Marsh Linnets . ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ditto October ditto

Buzzard Hawk . .. Afterplover,starlings, & c .
Common Hawk .... .. .. . . .After larks, linnets, & c .
Grey Owl 1 . ... ) In the fields after mice ,

Barn Owl .. Do. & c., of an evening . ,

Rooks .... .................. ... .. .. ... . Ploughed lands. She

Wherever carrion lies in

Crow ......... Do. . . .... ... . **. . . the fields. Our

Duzzara HawK . . . . . . . . . . 10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E l10.

Do.Do.

Do. . . . . .
Wo

o .

Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Namei. First Seen.

Jack Daw alltheyeer..

Haven Do. ...

Pidgeon's Wood Do. ....

Ditto, blue Do. ...

King dove Do. ...

Do.

Do.

Starling ' Do.

Fieldfare Nov. 10. Feb, &

Thrash alltheyear,

Swallow, Aprill& Oct. 31..

Marten May 4. ... Oct. 16..

Sand Marten May 29.... Sept. 6.

Swift May 29.... Sept. & .

Goatsucker....:.... Sept.7 Sept. 27.

Wryneck. April26. Sept. 10.

Cuckoo .).. May 1 J«dy 10.

Nightingale April 25. Sept. 20.

White-throat April 22. Sept. 16.

Wheat-ear May 4. ... Sept. 26.

Whinchat June 1, ... Sept.21.

Willow Wren. April 23. Sept. 24.

Land-rail. Sept. 1. ... Oct. 20..

Woodcock Oct. 20.... April L

Quail Aug. 2a... Oct. 7—

Avossett Aug. 12.... Oct. 1...

It may not be unworthy of remark to add,

that the wild fowl are taken upon these shores

by means of stratagem. The sportsman digs

a hole in the sands to conceal himself, some

distance from low-water mark, and where the

tide is the longest to overflow ; thus concealed,

as the tide rises the fowl run upon the sands,

or swim in the creaks within gun-shot ; thus,

with a good fowling-piece, the sportsman

seldom fails to make a good day's work.

Wild fowl, generally, are found in large

flocks. ...

Thus are the wild geese shot in the month

of October. The sportsman cenceals himself,

as before observed, within gun-shot of a fresh

river, called Beverley Creek, where the geese

first alight on the sands, then go to the river

to wash and drink, before they fly to the

more remote sands for repose ; thus they fall

victims to the calls of nature : they return of

an afternoon from the cornfields about four

o'clock, as regular as an army ; and fly of a

morning about sewn o'clock with the same

precision | but the greater quantity of fowl

are shot by persons having a small boat with

a long gun, such as are used in the fens of

Lincolnshire. Of the quantity killed by this

method ; I have known persons who have

taken at one shot, upwards ofthree dozen and

a half of birds ; and it has been frequently

the case to kill two dozen duck and mallard

at one shot; thus, reckoning. the duck and

mallard at 2s. 6d. per pair, a man gets 30*.

at one shot ; upon an average they reckon

Where Bred, WTiere fottnrf-

. with us. Old church steeples.

Do- IWolwsrtonWood-

j On sand hills and rabbit

— \ warrens.

,. Do Rofley&Wolvertonwood

(In large flocks on the

marsh, by day; in the

fens by night, on haw

thorn bushes.

,. Do. On the hedges.

• ®° i In our fields, streets, &c.

Do. Sandpits.

.. Do.. In the fields.

Do. "'"'"."'.'. }0nhed8e8.

.. Do. On lofty trees.

•.. P° I In our hedges.

.. Do On our marshes.

t- ( On commons, among furze

.. "°. ;\ bushes.

.. Do. On decayed trees.

Do In dry ditches.

j Under thick cover in

"^ rotten ditches.

Do On high lands.

Norway On the sands.

three shots per week good work ; but it must

be observed, they often shoot at small flocks,

and sometimes do not get one shot in a fort-

night. I may fairly state, than an indus

trious man may earn 30s. per week.

JOHN SOBIESKI.

The Emperor Leopold, who was a weak

prince, and without courage, upon the ap

proach of the Turks to attack his capital,

quitted Vienna with precipitation, and retired

to Lentz, and when he was informed that the

enemy had actually invested Vienna, he fled

still farther—as far as Fassau, leaving the

Duke of Lorrain at the head of a little army,

which had been already defeated by the Turks,

to take what care he could of the fortunes of

the empire. Every one believed that the Grand

Vizier Cara Mustapha, who commanded the

Ottoman troops, would have soon reduced the

place ; but his presumption and brutal con.

tempt of the Christians proved his ruin. Hit

delays gave time for the arrival of John So.

bieski, of Poland, who being joined by the

Duke of Lorrain, fell furiously on the Otto-

man multitude and forced them to abandon

the siege. The Emperor returned to his capi

tal under the shame of having quitted it, and

made his entrance at the time when his deli-

verer was coming out of the church, where they

had been singing Te Deum, and where the

preacher, for his text, had taken these words ;

—" There was a man sent from Ood, whose

name was John." Momcs.
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jFountain of ttje Qlepfiant, in ^aris.

Among 'the projects of Bonaparte for

improving the city of Paris, there was one

for erecting a fountain in the centre of

the Place ue la Bastille, so called from

its being the site of that celebrated prison

which was demolished in May and June,

1790, in pursuance of a decree of the

National Assembly. According to the

original design, which was furnished by

Denon, a semicircular arch over the Canal

Saint Martin was to bear a bronze ele

phant, more than seventy-two feet high,

mcluding the tower or throne supported

by the animal. The water was to issue

from the trunk of this colossal figure,

each of whose legs was to measure six

feet in diameter, and in one of them was

to be a winding staircase leading to the

tower. The preparatory works have been

continued tardily since the restoration of

the Bourbons ; but it is not certain that

the oiiginal plan will be adhered to.

ON SEA BATHING*

Bathing has been practised from the

earliest periods of society among the in

habitants of every nation, either as a reli

gious ceremony, as the means of preserv

ing cleanliness, or as a source of comfort

and pleasurable gratification. For the lat

ter purposes, in the warmer climates,

nature first prompted its use ; and hence

arose a knowledge of its salutary effects in

contributing to general health. Indeed,

the various accounts which we have of this

custom, from the remotest times, amongst

savages as well as refined people, fully

prove, hot only that it is of very high an

tiquity, but that it was almost universally

followed; and in modern times, almost

every person living near the coast, or pos

sessing the means of going there, indulges

in sea bathing. For the following obser

vations on this subject we are indebted to

the Oracle of Health 1

" According to Kirwan, the mean tem

perature of the English coast in the month

of August Is 64" F. whilst the sea water

never descends below 59° F. Yet not

withstanding this small difference, the sea

water feels considerably colder than the

atmosphere, owing to the diversity of

media. On immersion, a shock or a

strong sensation of cold is felt on coming

out of the water, the cold is greater even

than when in the bath, and which may be

attributed to evaporation. This, however,

is soon followed by a feeling of pleasing

warmth, learnedly called by Buchan the

re-action of the vital principle. The

same rule applies here as in the use of the

cold bath, namely, to suspend its use if

the genial glow above mentioned does not

soon come on.

" The principal advantage derived from

the constant use of the cold bath, is to

lessen very considerably the morbid sen

sibility to changes of weather—to accus

tom the body gradually to every species of

temperature—and to procure in this res

pect, for the rich, the benefits of an active

and laborious life, without an abandon

ment of the pleasures of luxury. On this

principle it is that they who bathe in the

sea during the Autumn, are observed to

be less liable to rheumatism and catarrhal

affections during the following Winter.
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"It is an opinion very generally dif

fused, that the period best adapted to sea

bathing is before dinner, or early in the

morning, when the stomach is empty—

since it has been found, that persons who

bathe' immediately after dinner, experi

ence flatulencies and eructations, a sense

of heaviness at the stomach, and other

symptoms of indigestion. It is very pro

per to rise early in the morning, as the

longer sleep is prolonged beyond its natu

ral and necessary duration, the more is

the body debilitated and rendered torpid.

But persons of a delicate constitution are

commonly too much disordered by the

morning cold,and diminished temperature

of the water, at such an hour, for re-action

to be effected as it ought, and for produc

ing the glow of warmth on coming out

of the sea; and without this, the cold

hath is always injurious. Such persons

ought to begin by taking a walk in the

open air before breakfast, without, how

ever, prolonging the exercise so far as to

produce fatigue, and not to use the bath

until some time after having taken food,

and then repeat a short walk before bath

ing, so as not to enter the water with the

slightest sense of coldness.

"The strong and robust, who bathe

for pleasure, may choose their own time,

but to the infirm we must hold a different

language. These ought to wait for that

season in which the water is warmest,

which in England is in the month of

August. The medium temperature of

the water of the English coast is at this

time 61° F. though sometimes it is ele

vated to 70° F., but on the approach of

rain and stormy weather is much dimi

nished. The best time for bathing is at

high tide, when this happens from noon

to one o'clock. It was once the custom to

bathe in the evening, and this is the pe

riod still chosen by those, especially the

youthful, who do it simply for pleasure.

A bath in the evening usually procures

tranquil sleep, a property well known to

the Romans. But the selection of this

time is only fitted for those who are ac

customed to eat temperately at an early

hour, who are not weakened by the fa

tigues of the day, and who perspire with

difficulty. It would therefore be the

height of imprudence for those to bathe

in the evening who are fatigued and ex

hausted by the exertions of the day, who

dine late and banquet sumptuously, and

who are prone to perspire when asleep;

since the bath generally augments such a

disposition, and under these circumstances

cannot but be pernicious.

"There is no opinion more generally

diffused, and at the same time more er

roneous, than that which forbids the use

of the cold bath when the system is heat

ed. Dr. Currie has clearly proved, that

all the inconveniences adduced to show

the bad effects of immersion in cold water

after the body has been heated by violent

exercise, depends not on the preceding

heat, but on the debility and exhaustion

of the bather at the time. In such cases,

the salutary re-action and glow that ought

always to succeed the bath cannot be pro

duced, owing to the loss of that vigour

and energy which should arouse it. The

most favourable moment indeed, for the

use of the cold bath, is during the great

est heat produced by moderate exercise,

and when the body is yet in its full

strength. Immediately after running,

wrestling, or other gymnastic exercises,

by which the Roman youth weje inured

to the fatigues of war, they darted from

the Campus Martius into the Tiber, and

swam across it once or twice. The Rus

sians and Finlanders, on issuing out of

their sudatories, in which the thermometer

rises to 167° F. roll themselves in the

snow at a temperature of 13° to 35° below

zero F.—and so far from this transition

rendering the impression of cold more

hurtful, they are, on the contrary, thereby

insured the good effects of it. We can

not, in fact, too strongly urge on bathers

the propriety of taking exercise before

cold affusion or immersion.

i' Another consequence of this theory

is not to undress until the moment of imr

mersion, or when undressed it is proper to

throw over the body a flannel gown, which

may be laid on one side at the time of

going into the water, and resumed im

mediately on coming out. Immersion in

the water during the whole time of bath

ing, is far preferable to the person's com

ing out and plunging in again at inter

vals, which last practice is apt to produce

debility, and prevent the glow from fol

lowing. The prevalent fashion of dipping

the head first in water is also repiehensi-

ble, as unnatural and hurtful, often oc

casioning head-aches, and in one case

related by Mr. Odier, water in the head

followed the plunging head foremost into

the water.

" Immediately on coming out of the

bath it is proper for the person to dress

himself quickly, and it is of the greatest

advantage for him to wrap himself up in

a flannel gown destined for the purpose.

After this a short walk may be recom

mended—keeping within that exertion

which would produce perspiration or fa

tigue. If the heat be slow in returning,

a bowl of warm soup, or a weak infusion

of orange peel, ginger or mace, may be

taken, or if fasting it will be well to take

food, It is a bad custom to go to bed
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after the bath, unless the sensation of cold

amount to shivering, and be accompanied

with great weakness, in which case the

person may be put to bed, and a bladder

filled with warm water applied to the

stomach.

" The frequency of the repetition of

the baths and their duration, must be re

gulated by the temperament of the pa

tient. Weak habits should be limited to

a bath every second day. In taking it

daily, it often happens that they expe

rience fatigue and become reduced, effects

which do not follow if a day intervene

between the baths.

" The pain of the head occasionally

%upervening on sea bathing is of two

kinds : the first and most dangerous pro

ceeds from a congestion or fulness of the

"blood-vessels, and ismanifested by a sense

of heaviness in the head, accompanied

with a flushed face, and red and sparkling

•eyes, and is most apt to occur in persons

.of a sanguine temperament and robust

.habit. In such cases the bathing ought

to be preceded by cupping ; and if this be

useless, it ought to be discontinued. The

-other kind is of a very different descrip

tion ; it is announced by an external pain,

-accompanied by a sensation of cold in the

-tack part of the head, and is analagous to

what is felt in intermittent fever and hys

terics. This is obviated by coveriug the

head after bathing with a woollen cap, or

- by taking some cordial, or tincture of iron.

To prevent both kinds of pains, it is ne

cessary always to dip or wet the head as

well as the rest of the body. Cullen and

Buchan both relate cases of a violent pain

in the head after bathing, owing to the

•'•persons covering the head with a cap, and

carefully avoiding to wet this part.

u Though we may not prohibit the

pleasures of the table, or dancing, to those

whose situation does not contra-indicate

'these indulgences, yet we are bound to

"Observe that nothing is more dangerous

" than bathing in cold water in the morn

ing, after having eaten or drunk too much

' the r/receding evening, or danced too long

in a room in which the temperature was

above that of the atmosphere ; or finally,

when still underthe feelingof fatigue from

walking or «ther exercises on the preced

ing day. Instances are on record, of the

most alarming consequences from a neg

lect of these precautions.

" In cases where the cold sea bath can

not be borne, or where it is of doubtful

efficacy at first, it is better to substitute

' water of a rather more elevated tempera

ture, or sponging the surface for several

' times pi ior to the use of immersion."

STtje Selettor;

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

XEW WORKS.

HORRORS OF THE FRENCH

REVOLUTION.

The following narrative shows to what

an extent of savage ferocity, the most

polished people in the world, as the French

would make us believe they are, went dur

ing the Revolution. We allude to the

massacres in the prisons, planned by Dan-

ton and his associates on the night of the

30th and 31st of August, 1793 :—

" Three years before, a person named

Maillard figured at the head of the band

of women who marched to Versailles on

the famous 5th of October. This Mail

lard was a bailiff by occupation ; in mind

intelligent ; in disposition sanguinary ;

and, since the unquiet times of the revo

lution, had left every man at large to

exert his own influence, without any con

trol or impediment, he had collected to

gether a band of ignorant and low-born

associates, who were prepared for every

desperate undertaking. He himself was

captain of this band ; and, if we may

credit a discovery which transpired so

long a time after the event it refers to, he

was employed by Danton and his party

in the execution of the most atrocious

cruelties. He was ordered to place him

self in a situation best calculated to effect

his dire intention ; to prepare instruments

of death ; to take every precaution to stifle

the cries of his victims ; and to have

vinegar, holly-brooms, lime, and covered

carriages in readiness for all those pur

poses."

On the 3rd of September,—

" The ministers assembled at the hotel

of the marine department only waited for

Danton, to hold their council. The whole

city was on tiptoe. Tenor reigned in the

prisons. The royal family, to whom

every noise seemed menace, anxiously de

manded the cause of so much agitation.

The gaolers of the several prisons ap

peared struck with consternation. He

who had the care of the Abbaye sent away

his wife and children in the morning.

Dinner was served to the prisoners two

hours before the accustomed time ; and

all the knives were taken from their plates.

Alarmed at these circumstances, the vic

tims demanded the cause with importu

nity, but could obtain no answer. At two

o'clock the generale commenced beating

to arms ; the tocsin sounded, and the

alarum cannon was fired. Troops of

citizens crowded to the Champ de Mars ;
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others surrounded the commune and the

assembly ; and all the public places were,

in like manner, thronged to excess.

" This was the moment chosen for the

transfer of eighty recusant priests from

the Hotel de Ville to the Abbaye. They

were removed in hackney coaches, escorted

by Breton and some confederates, and

conducted at a slow pace towards the

Faubourg St. Germain, along the quays,

the Pont Neuf, and the Rue Dauphine.

The rabble surrounded the carriages, and

heaped upon them every insult. The

confederates pointed them out : 'Behold,'

■aid they, * the conspirators who had

designed to murder us, our wives, and

children, whilst we were on the frontiers.'

These words heightened the indignation

of the multitude. The doors of the coaches

were opened, and the unfortunate within

endeavoured to shut them to shelter them

selves from the outrages which assailed

them, but the attempt was ineffectual.

and they were forced to sit patiently

under the assaults of the infuriated popu

lace. They at last arrived at the court of

the Abbaye. An immense crowd had

collected there to meet them. This court

led to the prisons, and communicated

with the saloon where the sections of the

* Four Nations' held their sittings. The

first carriage drew up before the door of

the committee, and was immediately sur

rounded by a throng of furious-looking

men. Maillard was already there. The

coach door being opened, the priest nearest

to it descended, and was making his way

towards the committee, when he feu

covered with a thousand wounds. The

second endeavoured to draw back, but

was dragged out by force, and suffered

the fate of the former. The two others

shared the same fate, and their murderers

then abandoned the first carriage, and

betook themselves to those which fol

lowed. These entered, one after an.

other, the fatal court, and the last of the

eighty priests expired amidst the savage

acclamations of the furious rabble.

" At the moment of the consummation

of this bloody deed, Billaud-Varrennes

arrived on the spot. Of all those con

cerned in these frightful massacres, he

alone dared constantly to approve of them,

and appear personally active in their per

petration. He now came boldly forward,

and, with his scarf of office on his

shoulders, walked in the blood, and

trampled on the bodies of the murdered

priests, addressing at the same time the

butcher throng about him : ' People,'

said he, ' you have done your duty, you

have sacrificed your enemies.' The voice

of Maillard was immediately after heard

above the crowd : ' There is nothing more

to be done here,' cried he, 'let us go to

the church of the Carmelites.'

" In this place two hundred priests

were confined. The gang broke into it ;

and the unhappy victims, giving up all

hope, ejaculated a prayer to heaven, em

braced one another, and resigned them

selves to death. The archbishop of Aries

was first sought out, and, being soon dis

covered, was despatched by a sabre-cut

over the neck. But the sword was found

too dilatory a weapon ; fire-arms were,

therefore, resorted to, and general dis

charges of musketry quickly strewed the

church with the bodies of the dead ; some

also fell in the garden, others, in attempt

ing to climb over the walls, and some in

the trees, where they had endeavoured to

conceal themselves.

" Whilst this massacre was carrying

on at the church of the Carmelites, Mail

lard, with a party of his band, returned

to the Abbaye. He presented himself at

the section of the Four Nations, covered

with perspiration and blood, and demand

ed ' wine for his brave comrades, who

had delivered the nation from its enemies.'

The committee, struck with consterna

tion, granted him twenty-four pints.

" This was served out upon tables in

the court, in the midst of the mangled

bodies of those slain in the afternoon.

The wine was scarcely drank when an

other atrocious scene took place. Mail

lard, who was the leader in all these mas

sacres, pointing to the prison, cried out

' d VAbbaye,' (to the Abbey). He then

led the way, and was followed by his

gang, who assaulted the gate of the pri

son with violence. The poor wretches

within heard the din, and considered it a

signal for their death. The gaoler and his

wife faintedthrough fright. The doors were

burst open. The first prisoners who were

laid hold of were dragged out by the feet,

and thrown bleeding into the court, to be

butchered by the mob. Meanwhile Mail

lard and some of his most faithful com

rades demanded the gaoler's register, and

the keys of the several prisons. One of

the gaolers, however, more bold than the

rest, endeavoured to remonstrate; and,

advancing towards the wicket of the door,

he mounted on a stool, and addressed the

multitude : ' My friends,' said he ' I see

you are bent upon the destruction of the

aristrocrats, the enemies of the people,

who have conspired against the lives of

your wives and children. In this you are

undoubtedly right; but you are good

citizens, you love justice, and would be

shocked to dip your hands in innocent

blood.' ' Yes, yes,' cried out the execu

tioners.' ' I ask, then,' resumed the

gaoler, ' if you do no expose yourself to
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the danger of confounding the innocent

with the guilty, when you rush like tigers

upon your prey, making no distinction,

and listening to no appeals.' Here he

was interrupted by one of the gang, who,

flourished his sabre, exclaimed : ' Would

you have us sleep in the midst of danger ?

If the Prussians and Austrians were at

Paris, would they distinguish between

guilt and innocence ? I have a wife and

children, whom I will not leave in danger.

If you think fit, give the scoundrels arms,

and we will engage an equal number of

them, but Paris must be purged before

we depart.' ' Right, right,' exclaimed

many voices, and a push was made for

ward ; nevertheless they were at last pre

vailed on to desist, and consent to a

species of trial. The gaoler's books were

then given up, and it was decided that

one of the band should be appointed

president, to read the names, and the

cause of every prisoner's detention, and

that immediate sentence should be passed

on all the culprits. The business of

electing a president now engaged the at.

tention of all, and the name of Maillard

was shouted from every quarter. This

blood-thirsty butcher was, therefore, in

stantly invested with his terrific but con

genial authority ; and, seated before a

table covered with the gaoler's registers,

and surrounded by a few of his gang,

chosen at random from the multitude, to

assist him by their advice, the prisoners

were summoned, one after another, before

his appalling judgment-seat. They were

led out to their trial by hands already

dyed in blood, and then thrust among

the wild beasts, panting for their destruc

tion. The sentence of condemnation was

pronounced in these words : " Monsieur,

a la Force,' (to the prison of La Force),

and the unfortunate victim was then pre

cipitated through the partition which

separated the judges from the execu

tioners, and found his death on the blades

of sabres already clotted with carnage.

" The first who were brought before

this dread tribunal were the Swiss soldiers

imprisoned in the Abbaye, whose officers

had been removed to the Conciergerie.

' You are those,' said Maillard, ' who

assassinated the people on the 10'h of

August.' ' But we were attacked,' re

plied the unfortunates, ' and obeyed our

commanders.' ' It does not signify,' re

sumed Maillard, coldly, and pronounced

the sentence ' A la Force.' The wretched

victims could not mistake the dire import

of these words, for they perceived the

menacing sabres on the other side of the

wicket ; they hung back, and crowded

behind one another in fearful recoil, till

one, more bold than the rest, asked,

' Whither he muit pass.' The door Wat

opened to him ; and, stooping his head,

he rushed with hopeless desperation into

the midst of sabres and pikes. The rest

followed his example, and shared his fate.

" The females were all now locked up

together in the same room, and other

prisoners were brought forward. Several

accused of forgery next suffered. After

them the celebrated Montmorin, whose

acquittal had caused so much discontent,

but had not gained him his freedom, was

led out. Being presented to the blood

stained president, he declared that he had

been tried by the regular tribunal, and

could acknowledge no other. ' Be it so,'

replied Maillard, ' prepare nevertheless,

for a different sentence.' The ex-minister,

who understood not this language, asked

for a carriage. He was answered ne would

find one at the door. He then demanded

permission to take with him a few neces

saries, but, receiving no answer, he ad

vanced towards the wicket, and there dis

covered and fell into the snare of death.

" After him, Thiery, the valet-de-

chambre of the king, was led forward.

' Like master, like man,' exclaimed

Maillard, and he was instantly assas

sinated. Buob and Bocquillon then ad

vanced. They were accused of having

been members of a secret committee held

at the Tuileries, and this was sufficient

for their condemnation and death. The

night was now fast approaching, and

the prisoners, hearing the acclamations of

the assassins, felt they had but a few mo

ments to live.

" This frightful massacre lasted the

whole night. The executioners and

judges alternately exchanged their situa

tions. Wine stimulated their thirst for

blood, and the goblets out of which they

drank were marked with the prints of

their blood-dropping fingers. Yet in the

midst of this carnage some victims were

spared, and their lives were granted to

them with every frantic demonstration of

drunken joy. One young man, who was

claimed by one of the sections, and de

clared free from aristocracy, was acquitted

in the midst of acclamations of ' Long

live the nation !' and carried in triumph

in the blood-stained arms of the execu

tioners. The venerable Sombreuil, go

vernor of the invalids, was afterwards led

forth and condemned. His daughter,

from the middle of the prison, heard his

fate pronounced, and springing forward,

darted into the midst of the pikes and

sabres, clung round her father, and im

plored mercy from the murderers in such

an heart-piercing accent, and such tor

rents of tears, that their fury was for a

moment suspended. To put her sensl
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bility to the test, they offered her a gob

let full of blood. ' Drink,' said they,

' drink the blood of the aristocrats !'

She drank, and her father was saved.

The daughter of Cazotte also succeeded

in rescuing her parent in like manner ;

but she was still more happy, and obtain

ed his safety without undergoing such a

horrible test of her affection.

" These scenes caused tears to stream

from the eyes of the assassins, yet they

returned immediately to demand fresh

victims ; and one of those who had dis

played this sensibility, instantly resumed

his dreadful office of leading out the pri

soners to death, and was on the point of

killing the gaoler, because he had not

supplied his victims with water for the

last twenty-four hours. Another of these

singular monsters interested himself in

a prisoner whom he was leading to the

wicket, because he heard him speak the

language of his country. ' Why arc you

here,' said he, to M. Joumiac de Saint

Meard, ' If you are not a traitor, the

president, who is no fool, will give you

justice. Do not tremble, but answer

me.' He was presented to Maillard,

who, looking over the register—' Ah,'

'said he, ' M. Joumiac, you are he who

wrote in the journal of the court and the

xnty.*' ' No,' replied the prisoner, ' it

is a calumny ; I never wrote in it.'

' Take care,* replied Maillard, ' false

hood is punished here with death.'

* Did you not recently absent yourself to

join the army of the emigrants ?' ' This

is another calumny,', replied he ; 'I

have a certificate attesting that I have

been for the last twenty-three months in

Paris.' ' Whose certificate is it? Is

the signature authentic ?' Happily for

M. de Joumiac, a person was present to

whom the subscriber of the certificate

was personally known. The signature

was, therefore, declared worthy of credit.

' You see then,' resumed M. Joumiac,

' that I have been calumniated.' ' If

the calumniator was here,' replied Mail

lard, 'he should receive terrible justice.

But answer me, were you imprisoned

here for nothing ?* ' No,' answered M.

de Joumiac, ' I was known for an aris

tocrat.' 'Aristocrat?' 'Yes, aristocrat;

but you are not here to judge of opinions,

but actions ; mine are blameless ; I have

never conspired ; my soldiers, in the re

giment which I command, are devoted to

me, and, when, at Nancy, urged me to

seize on Malseigne.' Struck with such

courage, his judges fixed their eyes on

him with astonishment, and Maillard

gave the signal of pardon. Immediately

the cries of ' Live the nation !' resound

ed from all parts. All hastened to em.

brace him ; and two of the by-standew,

enclosing him in their arms, led him

safe and sound through the hedge of

swords and pikes which a few minutes

before menaced his life. M. de Joumiac

offered them money, but they refused it,

and only asked permission to embrace

him. Another prisoner, saved in the

same manner, was conducted to his

house with similar enthusiasm. The

executioners, all covered with blood,

begged to be permitted to witness the

joy of his family, and immediately after

returned to the carnage. In such a state

of over-wrought excitement, the mind is

keenly alive to all the emotions and in

stincts of its nature ; they succeed each

other rapidly and convulsively, alternately

melting and firing the soul, and hurrying

those who have resigned themselves to their

unrestrained sway from one extreme to

the other with wild caprice ; the passions,

which seemed one moment quenched

in tears, rise the next in flame; the

whole man is subject to delirious changes,

and he weeps and assassinates, with

the same heartfelt sincerity, in the short

space of a few minutes. Whilst wading

in blood, he is arrested by admiration of

courage or devotion ; he is sensible of

the honour of appearing just, and vain

of the semblance of disinterestedness.

The events of the deplorable period

which we are now narrating afford many

instances of these striking contrarieties ;

and among this number must be recorded

the circumstance of the robbers and mur

derers of this night depositing the jewels

found on some of the prisoners with the

committee of the abbey.

" But the massacre of the captives

was not confined to one prison. The

gang, having set their tools to work at

the abbey, detached parties to follow

their example, at the Chatelet, the Con-

ciergerie, the Bernadius Salpetriere, and

the Bicetre prisons, all of which were

surrounded with mangled carcasses and

streams of blood. When the morning

dawned upon the havoc of this frightful

night, the spectacle it presented to the

broad glare of day was as sickening as

it was horrifying. Billaud-Varrennes re

paired early to the abbey, where, the

evening before, he had encouraged his

workmen, as he termed them. He now

again addressed them. ' My friends,'

said he, ' in slaughtering these wretches

you have saved your country. France

owes you an eternal debt of gratitude,

and the municipality is at a loss how to

acknowledge your merit. It however

offers you twenty-four livres a-piece, and

you will be paid immediately.' These

words excited shouts of applause, and
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those to whom they were addressed fol

lowed Billaud-Varrennes into the com

mittee, to receive the payment which he

had promised them. But here a difficulty

arose. ' Where shall we find the funds,'

said the president to Billaud, ' to pay

this debt ?' Billaud replied by again

eulogizing the massacres, and declared

that the minister of the interior ought to

have money to be expressly devoted to

this purpose. The crowd then immedi

ately hastened to the house of Roland,

but he sent them back with indignation,

and refused to listen to their demands.

The assassins, thus disappointed, re

turned to the committee, and threatened

its members with instant death if they

were not immediately paid the wages of

their crimes ; every one, therefore, was

obliged to contribute from his private

pocket, and they at last departed satis

fied. The commune afterwards repaid

these contributors; and several other

sums, dedicated to the same purposes,

may be seen entered in the account-books:

1,463 francs were paid to the executioners

up to the date of the 4th of September."

—Thiers' and Bodhi's History of the

French Revolution.

LORD COCHRANE.

In detailing the actions of single or de

tached ships, those of the Pallas or the

Imperieuse, commanded by that distin

guished and promising officer, Lord

Cochrane, stand pre-eminent. The career

of this young nobleman had been marked

by a series of actions, useful to his coun

try, and honourable to himself. Their

value was always greatly enhanced by the

skill and judgment with which they were

executed ; the effect of this was particu

larly observable on reference to his lists

of killed and wounded. No officer ever

attempted or succeeded in more arduous

enterprises with so little loss. In his at

tacks on the enemy, the character of

vigUans et audax was entirely his. Be

fore he fired a shot, he reconnoitred in

person, took soundings and bearings,

passed whole nights in his boats under

the enemy's batteries—his lead-line and

spy-glass incessantly at work. Another

fixed principle with this officer was, never

to allow his boats to be unprotected by

his ship, if it were possible to lay her

within reach of the object of attack.

With the wind on shore, he would veer

one of his boats in by a bass-halser (an

Indian rope, made of grass, which is so

light as to float on the surface of the

water) : by this means he established a

communication with the ship, and, in case

of a reverse or check, the boats were hove

off by the capstan, while the people in

them had only to attend to the use of

their weapons.

At the breaking out of the Spanish

war, in 1805, his lordship was appointed

to the Pallas, a new frigate of thirty-two

guns, which he fitted for sea, and manned

with a celerity peculiar to himself, at a time

when seamen for other ships could rarely

be procured. Having got off the Western

Islands, he soon returned to Plymouth

with prizes to an enormous amount.

In April, 1806, Lord Cochrane was

stationed in the Bay of Biscay, under the

orders of Vice-Admiral Thornborough.

Off the Gironde he obtained information

of an enemy's corvette being in the mouth

of that river : after dark, on the evening

of the 5th of April, he anchored his ship

close to the Cordouan lighthouse; and,

sending his boats in, they boarded the

vessel, and brought her out, although she

lay twenty miles above the intricate shoals,

and- within two heavy batteries. This en

terprise was conducted by Lieutenant Has-

well, of the Pallas : daylight and the tide

of flood found this gallant officer and his

prize still within the probability of re

capture. Another French corvette weighed,

pursued, and brought him to action, but

was defeated, and only saved from capture

by the rapidity of the tide. The prize

which had been so nobly acquired, and

so bravely defended, was called La Tapa-

geuse ; mounted fourteen long twelve-

pounders, and had ninety-five men.

While the officers and a part of the

ship's company of the Pallas were away

on this duty, Lord Cochrane perceived

three vessels approaching him. He weigh

ed, chased, and drove them all on shore,

and, with the injury of only three men

wounded, furnished to the admiral the

following surprising result of this enter

prise :—

VESSELS TAKEN'.

La Tapageuse...l4 guns, 95 men.

La Pomone (a merchant brig).

Another ditto (burnt).

And two chasse-marees.

VESSELS WRECKED.

La Malicieuse 18 guns.

Imperial 24 guns.

Imperial (also), a ship of 22 guns.

And a chasse-maree.

(Brenton's Naval History.)

SPIRIT OF THE

tfublie Hournals.

THE WONDERS OF THE AGE.

A few days ago the Enterprise, steam-

vessel, left the River Thames for India!
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This fact suggests some curious reflec

tions ou the changes effected by that

great revolutionist—Time. It is not 40

years since the first successful attempts

were made to obtain a rotatory action

from the alternate elevation and depres

sion of the beams of steam engines, then

called fire engines. Only three years be

fore that, the first engineer of the time

declared such an effort to be impossible.

He added, that no dependence could be

placed on those engines for regular action,

on account of their liability to sudden

and frequent stoppages, which in the then

state of science, could not be prevented ;

and now this power is relied upon to con

duct a vessel, in less than three months to

the mouth of the Ganges !

This change in mechanical science,

however, is not more striking (indeed

rather less so) than the moral and political

revolutions of the present day. That lively

writer, Mrs. Graham, in her " Journal

ofa residence in Chile" presents us with

ihe following remarkable observation :—

" What in Addison's time would have

been romance, is now every day matter of

fact. I was in the Mahratta capital,

while it was protected by an English

force. I have attended a Protestant

Church, in the Piaxza di Trajano, at

Rome. I sat as a spectator in an English

Court of Justice at Malta—and what

wonder, that I should now listen to the

free deliberations of a National Represen

tative Meeting in a Spanish Colony V

looking, back to the time of the Specta

tor, we ;may easily figure to ourselves the

surprise, or rather the pity, with which

old Sir Roger de Coverley, would have

listened to a crazed politician (so the

worthy Knight would have deemed him)

who should have foretold all those events.

Sir Roger may be supposed to have heard

of the Great Mogul; but, what must he

have thought, to be told that this mighty

Sovereign would be dethroned and 'kept

in durance by the Mahratta Freebooters,

till in his old age he should be liberated

by an army raised and directed by or

ders from Leadenhall Street—that King

George III. should number sixteen times

as many subjects in Asia, as Queen Anne

had in England ; or that a Bishop of our

Church should exercise his functions in

person over territories to which Alexander

the Great in vain attempted to penetrate ?

Still more would he have been puzzled to

hear of millions of money sent from the

City of London to the region of gold and

silver"mines in Mexico and Peru—or to

be told that the country of the Mohawk

Savages (whom he contemplated wilh

astonishment on their visit to London)

should become the seat of a powerful and

civilised Republic, spreading from the St.

Lawrence to the Mississippi—that the

Grand Monarque should reside for se

veral years in Buckinghamshire—that a

Corsican Notary's son should become the

Despot of the European Continent—and

that a second Marlborough, more glori

ous than the first, should plant the British

standard in Paris. Equally incredible

must he have deemed it, that despatches

should be communicated in 15 minutes

from London to Portsmouth ; or that

inflammable air should flow like water

through the streets of the Metropolis,

furnishing us every night with a brilliant

illumination New Times. ,

Stye ®atfjmr.

'M am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."— ffotton.

EPIGRAM ON THE WEDDING-

RING. 4.'jp

This precious emblem well doth repre

sent

That evenness that crowns us with con

tent,

Which, when it wanting is, the sacred

yoke -

Becomes uneasy, and with ease is broke.

At a small village, four miles west of

the metropolis, on the window.shutters of

an apothecary's shop are written,

" Stick no bills." •

To which some wag has added underneath,

" Take no pills."

PHILOSOPHICAL EPIGRAM.

Says the Earth to the Moon, " you're a

pilfering jade,

What you've stole from the Sun is be

yond all belief."

Fair Cynthia replies, " Madam Earth,

hold your prate,

The receiver is always as bad as the

thief." B. M.

EPIGRAM.

(For the Mirror.)

It is said that to love,

And be lov'd in return,

Is a bliss that no wise

Man or woman should spurn.

But what nonsense is this,

Since each lover we find

Either mopish and sad,

Or distracted in mind.

H.

.
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fvtfrpttyiQl at p&olt, to movMk.

A School-house may seem to have

little attraction to the general reader, un

less the celebrity of the school, or the

beauty of its architecture demanded it.

Neither of those claims, however, does

the free-school at Holt present, but an

other, that in a commercial country will

•we are sure be found sufficient,—it was

in this school that Sir Thomas Gresham,

the " Royal Merchant" as he was called,

received.the first rudiments of education.

Reserving for a future opportunity a me

moir of this eminent merchant, we shall

merely observe, that such was his muni

ficence, that he feasted ambassadors, and

entertained princes. More than once did

England's Maiden Queen partake of his

hospitality, both at his mansion in town,

and at Osterlcy House, in .Middlesex. To

Sir Thomas Gresham the city of London

is indebted for the Koyal Exchange,

which he erected at his own expense, and

liberally endowed a College for lectures,

which are now almost a dead letter, as

few persons ever think of attending the

Gresham Lectures, which are given dur

ing the law Terms.

Vol- vt. ' L

Holt is a market town in Norfolk.

The Free Grammar-school, of which we

give an engraving, is in the patronage of

the Fishmonger's Company, and is for

the education of thirty boys. To the

school belongs a scholarship and fellow

ship in Sidney College, Cambridge. The

school and school-house are among the

principal buildings in the town.

When the Gresham lectures were es

tablished, the Lord Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commons left in trust to see proper

professors appointed, sent letters to the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge,

stating, that '' for want of judgment to

discern men of most sufficiency in the

said faculties, they might make default,

and commit some error in the election ;"

they therefore prayed each University

to nominate two proper persons to fill the

offices of Professors. Strange as it may

seem, the heads of Cambridge were jea

lous of these lectures, nor was it until

Lord Burleigh gave them leave, that they

consented to act.

...I
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THE COUNTY OF KENT.

Kent was called by the Greeks, Kunjrat,

and by the Latins, Cantium. Lambard

derives it from the Welsh Cairte, a leaf,

because the county formerly abounded in

woods ; but Camden, from Canton, a

corner, " because England in this place

stretcheth out itself in a corner to the

north-east." Kent being situate nearest

the continent of Europe, has often been

the theatre ofgreat actions. It was in this

county that Julius Caesar landed, when

he came to invade Britain ; it was the

place first seized by the Saxons, after they

had defeated the northern barbarians;

andjpopery was first preached at Canter

bury by Austin and his followers. At

the period of the arrival of the Romans,

it was governed by four British chiefs,

and it was the first, although not the

largest, of the kingdoms of the heptarchy.

Canterbury is called, by Bede and

others, Dorobernia ; by the Saxons, Cauc-

bana-bynej, which signifies the city of

the people of Kent, by the Britons, Caer

Kent, or the city of Kent ; and by the

Latins, Cantuaria. This place is gene

rally agreed to have been the Roman

Durovernum—and it is famous for being

the archiepiscopal seat of the Primate of

all England. The Saxon Kings of Kent

had their residence in this city, from the

arrival of Hengist till the end of the sixth

century.

The chief ornament of this city is its

fine cathedral, partly built by Ethelbert,

the first Christian King of Kent, and en

tirely rebuilt in 1080, by Archbishop of

Lanfranc, who filled it with 150 monks,

and, till the Reformation, it had thirty-

seven altars. Here was the once famous

shrine of Thomas a Becket, who, having

been murdered here in 1170, was after

wards canonized—and even miracles pre

tended to be performed at his tomb.

Pilgrims visited it from all parts of Eu

rope, and to such an extent was the ado

ration of Becket carried, that in one year

the offerings at his tomb amounted to

£954. Vs. 3d. ; at that of the Virgin's,

£4. 1*. 8d. .' and at that of the Deity

not a single farthing ! ! ! In 1 179, Louis

VII. of France made a pilgrimage to this

place in disguise, and bestowed on the

shrine a jewel, called Regal of France,

which Henry VIII., at the dissolution of

the monasteries, appropriated to his own

use, and wore as a thumb ring. All the

other treasures were also seized, together

with the estates of the monastery, and

the cathedral was then established on the

new foundation of a dean, twelve preben.

daries, six preachers, six minor canons,

and other officers and servants.

From the west door to the choir steps,

the body of the church measures 178 feet;

from north to south, including the side

aisles, 71 feet ; and, to the vaulted roof,

in height 80 feet. The choir is considered

the most spacious in the kingdom. The

altar-piece was designed by Sir James

Burrough, master of Caius college, Cam- .

bridge ; and the great stained window

iivals any thing of the kind in England.

. Behind the altar is the beautiful chapel

of the Holy Trinity, in the,middle of ,

which stood the shrine of the famous

Becket. It contains the episcopal chair,

and the monuments of Henry IV. and

his Queen ; Edward, the Black Prince, &c.

There are eleven other churches in this

city; and there were formerly several

others, no remains of which are now left.

In and near Canterbury are many ruins

of ancient buildings, particularly of a

strong wall, supposed to have been built

by the Saxons, the work not being in the

Roman taste. This has been suffered by

the inhabitants to fall to decay, though

its remains, and those of several other

antiquities in this city and its vicinity,

are still worthy the attention of the curi

ous traveller.

Maidstone was anciently called

(Cebpaejerrun, Sax., which signifies

Medway town, from its being seated on

the river of that name. Nennius, who

wrote about the ninth century, calls it

Caer Megwad—corruptly, as is supposed,

for Medwag—or the Medway city ; and

states that it was the third considerable

city in Britain, before the arrival of the

Saxons ; and it appears from Domesday

Book to have been a borough by prescrip

tion, although it did send representatives

to Parliament till the reign of Queen Eli

zabeth, when it received a charter of in

corporation to be governed by a mayor,

assisted by twelve of the principal inha

bitants. t _

When the foreign protestantji»found

shelter in England, many of them settled

at Maidstone, where they carried on trade,

and there being a manufactory of bays, at

the time of the reformation, and hops

planted at the same time, the following

distich was often repeated :—

u Hops, reformation, bays, and beer,

Came into England all in a year."

Maidstone is the county town, and con

tains above 8,000 inhabitants. It has a

gaol, a spacious stone building, a large

handsome church, a neat theatre, and. ex

tensive barracks for horse and foot. The

trade, by means of the Medway, is con

siderable, particularly in hops, of which
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there are numerous plantations around

the town. It is considered to have been

anciently a Roman station of great repute.

The chief antiquities are the gate of St.

Mary, and All Saints' College, built by

Archbishop Courtney, in 1396. The

privilege of returning two Members of

Parliament, was conferred by Edward VI.

and confirmed by Queen Elizabeth. The

assizes for the county are holden here.

Sevenoaxs received its name from

seven tall oaks, which formerly grew on

the spot where the town is built. In the

reign of Henry V., one Sir John Sevenoke,

lord mayor of London, and once a poor

foundling, brought up by the benevolence

of the people, and named of course, after

the place in which he was found, a cus

tom generally adopted by the parish

officers, built an hospital here, for the

support 0/ aged persons, and a free school

for the education of the youth of the

town, in gratitude for the charity he had

himselfformerly received from the inha

bitants. His school was afterwards fur

ther endowed by Queen Elizabeth. In

the ancient market house, standing' near

the middle of the High Street, the assizes

were holden several times in the reign of

Elizabeth, as they have been twice or

thrice since. The church of this town is

a spacious and handsome structure, form

ing a very conspicuous object for several

miles round, from its elevated situation at

the south end of the town.

ASIATIC AND AFRICAN CON

DESCENSIONS.

Iw Turkey, the Grand Seignior every

morning in his progress from the apart

ments of his favourite Sultana to his

morning prayer, receives in person the

petitions of the meanest of the faithful.

In the year 1695, Yamausc, the Grand

Vizier of Mustapha IV. and the son of

Fatima, his favourite mistress, was em

paled, because he stood between his

sovereign and the petition of a poor

shoemaker of the Crimea.

In Persia, the Schah, or king, sits

three days in the week upon his throne to

give public audience, and any minister

who prevents even the poorest Persian

from free access to his royal master, un

dergoes a painful but ludicrous punish

ment. The hinder part of his body is

bereft of the skin, and under a burning

sun, upon a saddle of yellow leather,

the criminal is forced to ride upon an ass

through the streets of Teheran, with a

label round his neck proclaiming his

offence.—Morier's Travels in Persia.

The Dey of Algiers, in the apart

ments of his Zenana, every morning ad-

ministers justice to, and hears the com

plaints of, his people ; and Mohammed

Mahadi, in the year 147fi, put out the

eyes of his Sultana Zegavai, because she

detained him beyond the hour when his'

subjects were accustomed to carry their

petitions to the foot of his throne.

In China, the emperor, though se.

eluded from the woild, is never for a

moment inaccessible to his people. Sur

rounded by ministers, by mistresses, and

minions, degradation and death await

upon even the greatest favourite who in

tercepts the supplications of the people

in their passage to his foot-stool.

In the Missionary History of China

we read that, in the year 1685, the em

peror Tehun-Tsong bastinadoed and cut

off the ears of his grand Chawlaa, or

favourite, Yan-Mo-Ut-Chin, a white

eunuch, because he told a silk weaver of

Canton that the emperor had something

else to do besides listening to the cata

logue of his grievances.

Even amongst the Galla, the most

savage nation in Africa, we read in Bruce,

that every fifth day the king dresses him

self in fresh-drawn entrails, and seating

himself upon the reeking hide of a cow,

killed newly for the occasion, listens to

the simple complaints of his naked and

oily subjects. Wasili Oslro, prime

minister of that nation, was flayed alive,

because he plotted with Ozaro Hert, the

king's mistress, for the purpose of pre

venting Gorgi, the fourth sovereign of

the Galla nation, from receiving the peti

tion of one of his slaves.

NOBLE DARING OF A BRITISH

SAILOR.

When Captain Boscawen was cruizing

with a single ship in the Bay of Biscay,

he was chased and near being captured

by a French squadron. A rope of great

consequence in the position of the wind

was stranded, it was the fore topmast

studding-sail tack. A young seaman,

who saw the officers anxiously looking at

it without ordering any one out to repair

it, seized a stopper, ran aloft, and at the

imminent risk of his life went out on the

boom and made it fast. Called down on

the (luarter-deck, the good Captain (after

wards Admiral) Boscawen gently rebuked

him for his rashness, and observed, " Had,

you fallen overboard, I must have hove

the ship too, and should probably have

been taken in my attempt to save your

life." " I hope, Sir," said the young Bal

four, " your honour would not have con

sidered my life when his Majesty's ship

was in danger."

The excellent captain was delighted

L2
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and affected at this manly answer ; " Say

you so, young man—then we don't part."

He immediately took him on the quaiter-

deck, and advanced him in time to the

rank of lieutenant. He was a companion of

the late Sir John Laforey, at the famous

cutting out of the Bienfaisant from the

harbour of Louisberg, in the island of

Cape Breton, and he died a yellow admi.

ral ; for his friend Boscawen died, " and

other Pharaoh's were at the Admiralty,

who knew not Joseph."

Andrew.

THE MAELSTROM WHIRL-

POOL.

The following account of this singular

phenomenon is contained in a letter from

a gentleman in Washington to the Hon.

A. B. Woodward, Judge of Middle Flo.

rida :—

" This wonderful phenomenon is situ-

ated between two islands belonging to a

froup off the coast of Norway, called the

low-instaff Islands, between Dronthiem

(being the most northern port of com

merce) and the North Cape. I had occa

sion, some years since, to navigate a ship

from the North Cape to Dronthiem,

nearly all the way between the islands or

rocks and the main. On inquiring of my

Norway pilot about the practicability of

running near the whirlpool, he told me

that with a good breeze it could be ap

proached near enough for examination

.without danger. I at once determined to

satisfy myself. . We began to near it

about If) a. M. in the month of Septem

ber, with a fine leading wind N.W. Two

good seamen were placed at the helm, the

Mate on the quarter-deck, all hands at

their station for working ship, and the pi

lot standing on the bowsprit between the

night-heads. I went on the main-topsail

yard, with a good glass. I had been

seated but a few moments, when my ship

entered the dish of the whirlpool ; the

velocity of the water altered her course

three points towards the centre, although

she was going eight knots through the

water. This alarmed me for a moment.

I thought that destruction was inevitable.

She, however answered her helm sweetly,

and we run along the edge, the waves

foaming round us in every form while she

was dancing gaily over them. Jmagine

to yourself an immense circle q.unning

round, of a diameter of one and a half

miles, the velocity increasing as it approxi

mated towards the centre, and gradually

changing its dark blue colour to white—

foaming, tumbling, rushing to its vortex:

very much concave, as much so as the

water in a tunnel when half runout; the

noise too, hissing, roaring, dashing—all

pressing on the mind at once, presented

the most awful, grand, and solemn sight

I ever experienced.

" We were near it about 18 minutes,

and in sight of it two hours. From its

magnitude, I should not doubt that in

stant destruction would be the fate of a

dozen of our largest ships, were they

drawn in at the same moment. The pilot

says that several vessels have been sucked

down, and that whales had also been de

stroyed. The first I think probable'

enough, but I rather doubt the latter."

©rigins auU Snbemuins*
No. VI.

CROWNS.

In Scripture there is frequent mention of

crowns, and the use of them seems to have

been very common among the Hebrews.

The high priest wore a crown, which was.

a fillet of gold placed upon the forehead,

and tied with a ribbon of hyacinth colour,

or azure blue. It seems also as if private

priests, and even common Israelites wore

a sort of crown, since God commands

Ezekiel not to take off his crown, nor as

sume the maiks of one in mourning.

This crown was no more than a ribbon or

fillet, with which the Jews and several

people in the east girt their heads ; and

indeed, the first crowns were no more than

a bandalet diawn round the head, and

tied behind, as we still see it represented

on medals round the heads of Jupiter,

the Ptolemies, and kings of Syria. After

wards they consisted of two bandalets ;

by degrees they took branches of trees, of

divers kinds ; at length they added flow

ers, insomuch that Claudius Saturninus

says, there was not any plant whereof

crowns had not been made. The wooda

and groves were searched to find different

crowns for the several deities, and they

were used not only on the statues and

images of the gods, by the priests in

sacrificing, and by kings and emperors,

but also on altars, temples, doors of

houses, sacred vessels, victims, ships, &c.

Some authors conclude, from passages in

Eusebius Caesarensis, that bishops had

likewise anciently their crowns. The

Roman emperors had four kinds of

crowns, still seen on medals, viz. a crown

of laurel, a radial or radiating crown, a

crown adorned with pearls and precious

stones, and the fourth a kind of bonnet or

cap, something like the mortier. The

Romans had also various kinds of crowns,

which they distributed as rewards of mi

litary achievements, as, 1. The ovalcrown,

made of myrtle, and bestowed upon gene

rals, who were entitled to the honours of

the lesser triumph, callcdOvation. 2.
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The naval, or rostral crown, composed of

circles of gold, with ornaments represent

ing beaks of ships, and given to the cap

tain who first grappled, or the soldier

who first boarded an enemy's ship. 3.

The crown called in Latin vallaris, or

castrensis, a circle of gold raised with

jewels or pallisades ; the reward of him

who first forced the enemy's intrench-

ments. 4. The mural crown; a circle

of gold, indented and embattled, given to

him^who first mounted the wall of a be

sieged place, and there lodged a standard.

5. The civic crown, made of the branch

of a green oak, and given to him who had

saved the life of a citizen. 6. The tri

umphal crown, consisting at first of

wreaths of laurel, but afterwards made of

gold ; proper to such generals as had the

honour of a triumph. 1. The crown

called obsidimialis, or graminea, made of

grass growing on the place ; the reward

of a general who had delivered a Roman

army from a siege. 8. The crown of lau

rel ; given by the Greeks to their athlete,

and by the Romans to those who had ne

gotiated or confirmed a peace with an

enemy ; this was the least honourable of

all. We meet also with the corona aurea,

often bestowed on soldiers, without any

additional term ; the radial crown, given

to princes at their translation among the

gods ; athletic crowns, and crowns of

laurel, destined to crown victims at the

public games, poets, orators, &c. All

these crowns were marks of nobility to

the wearers ; and upon competition with

rivals for rank and dignities, often deter-

minded the preference in their favour.

Radiated, or pointed crowns, are those of

the ancient emperors, which had twelve

points, representing, as is thought, the

twelve months of the year. Those crowns

were called pearled, or flowered, which

have pearls or leaves of smallage, parsley,

&c- ; such were anciently almost all

crowns, even those of sovereign princes,

though they were not used on their armo

ries till about 200 years ago. In modern

heraldry we have the following order and

description of the various crowns now in

use :—The Imperial crown is a bonnet

or tiara, with a semicircle of gold, sup

porting a globe with a cross at top. The

British crown is adorned with four crosses,

between which there are (ourJleurs de lis ;

it is covered with four diadems, which

meet at a little globe supporting a cross.

The French crown is a circle of eight

Jleurs de lis, encompassed with six dia

dems, bearing at top double^wrs de lis,

which is the crest of France. The Spanish

crown is adorned with large indented

•leaves, and covered with diadems termi

nating in a globe sutmounted with a

cross. The crowns 'of almost all other

kings are adorned with large leaves, bor-'

dered with four, six, or eight diadems,

with a globe and cross at top. The Papal

crown is composed of a tiara, and a triple

crown encompassing it, with two pen

dants ' like the bishop's mitres. These

crowns represent the pretended triple ca

pacity of the Pope, as high priest, su

preme judge, and sole legislator of Chris

tians. An Electoral crown, or coronet,

is a scarlet cap turned up with ermine,

and closed with a semicircle of gold, all

covered with pearls, with a globe at top

surmounted with a golden cross. The

Prince of Wales's crown consists alter

nately of crosses and Jleurs de lis, with

one arch, in the middle of which is a ball

and cross, as in the royal diadem. That

of all the younger sons and brothers of

the king consists likewise of crosses and

Jleurs de lis alternately, but without an

arch, or being surmounted with a globe

and cross at top. That of the other

princes of the blood consists alternately of

crosses and leaves, like those in the coro

net of Dukes, &c., the latter being com

posed of leaves of smallage or parsley :

that of a Marquis, of flowers and pearls

placed alternately ; an Earl's has no flowers

about the circle like the duke and mar

quis, but only points rising, and a pearl

on every one of them ; a Viscount has

neither flowers nor points raised above the

circle, like the other superior degrees, but

only pearls placed on the circle itself,

without any limited number ; a Baron's

has 8nly six pearls on the golden border,

not raised, to distingnish him from the

earl, and the number of them limited, to

shew he is inferior to the viscount. i

SCEPTRE.

The sceptre is of greater antiquity than

the crown. The Greek tragic poets put

sceptres into the hands ofthe most ancient

kings they ever introduce. Among the

Romans, the sceptre was first assumed by

Tarquin the elder. We are informed by

Le Gendre, that the sceptre borne by the

first race of the French kings was a golden

rod, crooked at one end like a crosier, and

almost always of the same height as the

king himself. The pastoral staff or

crosier, used by the bishops in the church

of Rome, and held in the hand when they

give the solemn benediction, as likewise

the custom of bearing this symbol of pas

toral authority before bishops, is very

ancient. Regular abbots are also allowed

to officiate with a mitre and crosier, ex

cept in regard to the Greeks, where none

but a patriarch had a right to the crosier.

The sceptre is likewise prominent in the

regalia, or ensigns of royalty used for the

apparatus of a coronation, as the crown,
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the sceptre with the cross, that with the

dove, St. Edwards' staff, the globe, and the

orb with the cross, four several swords, &c.

CARDINAL.

The cardinals were originally nothing

more than deacons, to whom was en

trusted the care of distributing the alms

to the poor of the several quarters of

Rome ; and as they held assemblies of

the poor in certain churches of their seve

ral districts, they took the title of these

churches. They began to be called car

dinals in the year 300, during the pontifi

cate ot St. Sylvester, by which appel

lation was meant the chief priests of a

parish, and next in dignity to a bishop.—

This office grew more considerable after

wards, and by small degrees arrived at its

present height ; in which it is the reward

of such as have served his holiness well—.

even princes thinking it no diminution of

their honour to become members of the

college of cardinals. The cardinals com

pose the pope's council, and till the time

of Urban VIII. were styled—Most illus

trious ; but by a decree of that pope in

1630, they had the title of eminence con

ferred upon them. At the creation of a

new cardinal, the pope performs the cere

mony of shutting and opening his mouth,

which is done in a private consistory

The shutting his mouth implies the de

priving him of the liberty of giving his

opinion in congregations ; and the open

ing his mouth, which is performed fifteen

days after, signifies the taking off this re

straint. However, if the pope happens to

die during the time a cardinal's mouth is

shut, he can neither give his voice in the

election of a new pope, nor be himself

advanced to that dignity. The cardinals

are divided into six classes or orders ;

consisting ofsix bishops, fifty priests, and

fourteen deacons, making in all seventy ;

which constitute the sacred college. The

number of cardinal-bishops has very sel

dom been changed ; but that of priests

and deacons have varied at different

times. The privileges of the cardinals

are very great—they have an absolute

power in the church during the vacancy

of the holy see—they have a right to elect

a new pope, and are the only persons on

whom the choice can fall : most of the

grand offices in the court of Rome are

filled by cardinals. The dress of a car

dinal is a red soutanne, a rochet, a short

purple mantle, and the red hat. When

they are sent to the courts of princes, it is

in quality of legates a latere ; and when

they are appointed governors of towns,

their government is called by the name of

legation. The title of cardinal is also

given to some bishops, as those of Mentii

and Milan, to the archbishop of Bourgec;

and the abbot of Vendome calls himself

cardinalis natus. It is likewise a title

applied to secular officers. Thus the

prime ministers in the court of the

emperor Theodosius were called car

dinals.

SALICHTE-LAW.

The ancient and fundamental law of

the kingdom of France, usually supposed

to have been made by Pharamond, or at

least by Clovis, in virtue whereof males

are only to inherit. Du Haitian, after a

critical examination, declares it to have

been an expedient of Philip the long, in

1316, for the exclusion of the daughter of

Lewis Hutin from inheriting the crown.

Father Daniel, on the other hand, main

tains that it is quoted by authors more

ancient than Philip the long, and that

Clovis is the real author of it. This law

has not any particular regard to the crown

of France ; it only imports, in general,

that in salic land no part of the inhe

ritance shall fall to any female, but the

whole to the male sex. By salic lands,

or inheritances, were anciently denoted,

among us, all lands, by whatever tenure

held, whether noble or base from the

succession whereto women were excluded

by the salic law ; for they were by it ad

mitted to inherit nothing but movables

and purchases wherever there were any

males. F. R—T.

OR,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

THE MAUSOLEUM OF IMAUM

REZA, AT MUSHED, IN PERSIA.

This magnificent cluster of domes and

minarets is situated in the centre of the

city ; to them all the roads lead, and to

them the gaze of all approaching travel

lers, from the greatest possible distance

is attracted.

The first thing that strikes the eye on

arriving at this point is a noble oblong

square, inclosing an area of about one

hundred and sixty yards long, by seventy-

five broad, built in the manner of a cara

vanserai, having two stories of apartments

all round, which open in front into a

handsome arcaded gallery. In the centre

of each side and end there is a magnificent

and very lofty gateway, and the whole is

completely incrusted with mosaic work of

tiles, painted and glazed, and arranged in

figures of the most tasteful patterns and

colours. This superb square is called by

the natives, the Suhn.

The area of this court is nagged with
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grave-stones, which form almost a conti

nuous, though not a very smooth pave

ment; under which lie interred the re

mains of the noblest Persians, whose

bodies have been brought hither from all

parts of the country, to rest under the

protection of their favourite saint. In

the centre there is a building called Succah-

Khaneh, or water-house, highly orna

mented with gilding, and surrounded by

small aqueducts, filled from the dirty

stream of the canal that runs through the

principal street. These are for the pur

pose of ablution.

The gateways at either end, which con

tain wickets for the purposes of entrance

and exit, form magnificent specimens of

this style of eastern architecture ; but no

description, unaccompanied with a minute

drawing, can convey a just idea of them.

Of the mausoleum itself, little is seen

externally except the dome, which is co

vered with a coating of gilded tiles, re

lieved in some places around the neck,

with'bands of azure blue, bearing Arabic

inscriptions in gold letters ; but the most

striking ornaments are, I think, two mina

rets of a very beautiful model; one of

which springs from a part of the mauso

leum itself; the other from behind the

opposite gateway ; each ofthese is adorned

near the top with a handsome carved gal

lery of wood work, which, with the greater

part of its shaft, is richly gilt.

A silver gate, the gift of Nadir Shah,

admits the devotee into a passage that

leads to the centre and chief apartment,

beneath the gilded cupola. This is of

magnificent dimensions rising loftily into

a fine dome, like the centre nave of a ca

thedral, and branching out below into the

form of a cross ; the whole is highly

ornamented with tiles of the richest co

lours, profuse of azure and gold, disposed

in the most tasteful manner into garlands

and devices of flowers, mingled with texts

from the Koran. From the centre de

pended a huge branched candlestick of

solid silver.

A doorway in the arch to the north

west, gives entrance into an octagonal

room with a fine dome, which, with the

walls and floor, are ornamented as richly

as the first; the latter being partially

covered with a fine carpet ; the sacred

shrine in which reposes the dust of Imaum

Reza, and that of Caliph Houron-al-

Rasheed, the father of his murderer, oc

cupies the south-western part of the room ;

it is surrounded by a massy grating of

fine wrought steel, within which there is

an incomplete rail of solid gold, and other

glittering objects, which, with the uncer

tain light, prevent the possibility of dis

tinguishing what might be thus enclosed.

At the north-eastern end, there is a

door to the shrine covered with gold, and

set with jewels, richer in appearance than

in reality, the gift of the present king ;

several plates of silver engraved with

writing in the Arabic character depended

from the grating, and there were many

glittering and showy things besides, but

the dim religious light, and the shortness

of my visit, with the dangerous circum

stances under which it was made, pre

vented me from ascertaining further par

ticulars.

From the arch-way to the south-west

in the great central chamber, a broad

passage leads through the mausoleum, to

a court which belongs to a mosque, by

far the most beautiful and magnificent I

have seen in Persia, and which owes its

origin to Gauher Shahud, the wife of

Shah Rokh, son of the Great Timoor ; it

has but one dome, and one archway, which

rises to a great height, in a noble screen

that conceals the neck of the dome.

Both sides of the area are formed of

buildings like those of the Sahn, having

two stories of niches of compartments ; it

is rudely paved with flag-stones, and in

the centre there is a small tank, which,

with several jars in different corners, is

kept full of water for the purposes of ab

lution, or quenching thirst. The whole

forms a very magnificent court.

Fraser'a Khorassan.

IMPERTINENCE REBUKED.

We saw besides, at Spa, a young and

charming Spanish lady, the Countess of

Rechtereu, married to a man who might

have been her father, but whom she really

loved, as she proved by the attentions she

paid him, and by her spotless behaviour ;

she was at once clever, ingenious, pretty,

and a fine woman. At Spa she occasioned

many unhappy attachments ; among others

the Duke of L , a young and hand

some nobleman of the court of France,

became desperately in love with her. As

it was always very difficult to approach

her ear, she remaining constantly near the

count, he thought he had found a favour

able moment one morning at the breakfast

at Vauxhall, as Madame de Rechtereu

was not op that occasion seated by her

husband. The duke and several other

gentlemen, who hail the gallantry to serve

the ladies, had not sat down to table,

and his grace placed himself behind Ma

dame de Rechtereu; he enteied into con

versation with her, but in an under tone,

and leaning over her, he whispered in her

ear, in a low voice, a formal declaration

of love. Madame de Rechtereu, after
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listening quietly to what he was saying,

made this reply :—" My lord duke, I do

not understand French very well, so that

I have not comprehended a word of what

you have been saying ; but my friend

there" (so she always styled her husband)

" is much better acquainted with it than

I ; go and tell him all these pretty things,

and he will explain them all to me very

clearly." The duke, instead of following

this advice, withdrew precipitately, with

a visible air of vexation. The piquant

answer of Madame de Rechtereu made

every one comprehend what the duke had

revealed to her with an air of so much

mystery.—Memoirs ofMadame deGeniis.

INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG

SPORTSMEN.

The following directions to young sports

men is copied from an excellent work,

with the above title, by Colonel Hawker,

who is an excellent shot and in much

practice :—

First, let the young sportsman take a

gun that he can manage, and be shown

how to put it to his shoulder, with the

breech and sight on a level, and make

himself master of bringing them up to a

wafer.

Then, with a wooden or bone driver

(instead of a flint) let him practise at this

mark ; and, when he .thinks he can draw

his trigger without flinching, he may

present the gun to your right eye, by

which you will see at once, if he is mas

ter of his first lesson. In doing this he

must remember, that the moment the

gun is brought up to the centre of the

object, the trigger should be pulled, as

the first sight is always unquestionably

the best.

Then send him out to practise at a card

with powder, till he has got steady, and

afterwards load his gun, occasionally,

with shot ; but never let the time of your

making this addition be known to him,

and the idea of it being, perhaps, im

possible to strike his object, will remove

all anxiety, and he will soon become per

fectly collected.

The intermediate lesson of a few shots,

at small birds, may be given ; but this

plan throughout must be adopted at

game, and continued, in the first instance,

till the pupil has quite divested himself

of all tremor at the springing of a covey,

and observed, in the last, till most of

his charges of shot have proved fatal to

the birds. If he begins with both eyes

open, he will save himself the trouble of

learning to shoot so afterwards. An aim

thus, from the right shoulder, comes to

the same point as one taken with the left

eye shut, and it is the most ready method

of shooting quick.

Be careful to remind him (as a begin-

ner) to keep his gun moving, as follows :

before an object, crossing ; full high for

a bird rising up, or flying away very

low ; and between the ears of hares and

rabbits, running straight away (all this of

course, in proportion to the distance}

and if we consider the velocity, with

which a bird flies, we shall rarely err<

by firing, when at forty yards, at least

five or six inches before it). Till the

pupil is an fait in all this, he will

find great assistance from the sight,

which he should have precisely on the

intended point, when he fires. He will

thus, by degrees, attain the art of killing

his game in good style, which is to fix

his eyes on the object, and fire the mo

ment be has brought up the gun. He

may then, ultimately, acquire the knack

of killing snap shots, and bring down a

November bird the moment it tops the

stubble, or a rabbit popping in a furze-

brake, with more certainty than he was

once used to shoot a young grouse in

August, or a partridge in September.

SCARRON.

SCAiin on was called the buffoon of the

French court, he had a good share 01

wit, and on that account had a pension

from the crown. In the dedication of a

book of his, Scarron speaks in this man

ner to the king :—

" I shall endeavour to convince your

majesty, that to do me a little good

would be doing yourself no great hurt";

if you did me a little good I should be

more cheerful than I am ; if I was more

cheerful than I am, my comedies would

be merrier ; if my comedies were merrier,

youT majesty would be more diverted ; if

you was more diverted, your moneycould

not be said to be thrown away. All

these conclusions hang together so natu

rally, that methinks I could not hold

out against them, were I a great monarch,

instead of being a miserable indigent

creature.

DESCARTES.

A NOBLEMAN who was very ignorant,

being at the same table with Deseartes,

and seeing him eat of several nice dishes

with pleasure ; "how!" said he to him,

" do philosophers meddle with dainties ?"

" Why not?" answered Descartes; "is

it to be imagined that the wise God

created good things only for fools."
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* I want to see Vn. Japo's hand U'ritmp, that I

may judge other temper."—Shenstone.

Although theatrical criticism makes

no portion of our work, which we think

is in many respects much better occupied,

yet we are sure the popularity of the per-

formers whose autographs we this week

present, will render a brief notice ofthem,

and a fac-simile of their hand-writing

acceptable, and therefore without further

introduction we commence.

HISS O'NEILL.

This delightful actress though now re.

tired from the stage and enjoying the

olium cum diynitale of domestic life as

the wife of Mr. Becher, M. P. for Mai.

low, is too well remembered for her his

trionic talents not to be entitled to a niche

in our Mirror, particularly as her cha

racter and conduct were so correct that

they have nothing to fear from reflection.

Miss O'Neill was the daughter of Mr.

John O'Neill, the manager of a provin

cial theatre in Ireland, and was either

bom or brought up at Dundalk. Her

mother, to whom she was principally

indebted for her education, was before her

marriage, a Miss Featherstone. When

very young she became the heroine of her

father's little theatre, and was afterwards

engaged by Mr. Talbot to appear at Bel

fast, where owing to the penchant of Mr.

T. she much more frequently appeared

in comedy than tragedy. From -Belfast

she proceeded to Dublin, where she made

her debut as the Widow Chetrly. The

Dublin critics seemed at first insensible

of her merits, and mentioned her as " a

tolerable substitute for Miss Walstein,

but deficient in power and conception."

In the second season, however, her per

formance of Juliet gained her immense

applause, and led to her engagement at

Covent Garden Theatre, where she made

her first appearance on the 6th of October,

1814, and from that moment she became

a distinguished favourite of the public,

both in tragedy and genteel comedy ; it

was, however, in the former that she ex

celled. She was certainly the greatest

actress of her day ; and in the present

age had not her equal except Mrs. Sid-

dons: in 1819, Miss O'Neill was mar

ried, and the stage lost its brightest or.

naraent.

In private life Miss O'Neill was ex

tremely amiable ; out of the proceeds of

her profession, which, after her London

engagement, produced from ten to twelve

thousand pounds a year, she purchased a

lieutenancy in the army, for one brother,

established another in the medical pro.

fession, and made liberal provisions for

her other relations ; nor was it to these

alone that her bounty was confined ; a

shopkeeper to whom she and her father

had been indebted for some acts of kind.
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Dees, afterwards fell into indigence, she

so sooner heard this than she sent for

him to London, and having supported

him for some time in her own house,

gave him money sufficient to enable him

again to commence business.

MB. MATHEwS.

This genuine son of Momus, Charles

Mathews, is the son of the late Mr. James

Mathews, a respectable bookseller in

the Strand, where he was born June

28, 1776. At an early age he disco

vered a strong predilection for the stage,

which his father, who was very religious,

discountenanced. In 1793 he made his

first public appearance on the Richmond

stage, in the characters of Richmond in

Richard III., and Bowkitt in the Son-in-

Law. He afterwards played at Canter

bury ; but it was not until he had pro

ceeded to Dublin that he made any

decided impression. He made his first

appearance at the Dublin theatre, on the

19th of June, 1794, in Jacob Gawky and

Lingo. From this time he became a

favourite ; and after performing for five

years at the York theatre, under Tate

Wilkinson, he was engaged at Drury-Lane

theatre, where he made his first bow

Sept. 16, 1804. With this company he

remained several yeara, and accompanied

them to the Lyceum in 1809, when burnt

out of Drury-Lane. He left his " old

companions of the war" in 1811, and was

immediately engaged by the Covent-

Garden managers, where he made his

first appearance as Buskin, in Theodore

Hook's farce of Killing no Murder,

Oct. 12, 1812. Considering, however,

that he was not afforded sufficient scope

for the display of his abilities, he left

this establishment in 1816, and soon after

formed the idea of presenting for public

approval, that agreeable and successful

milange, entitled Mathews' At Home :

this, in conjunction with Mr. Arnold, he

carried on at [the Lyceum until the com

mencement of 1822, with both " honour

and profit" to both parties. In 1822-3,

Mr. Mathews visited that " Land of pro

mise " yclept America, and reaped, we

believe, a golden harvest. He returned,

however, to his native country in August,

' 1823, and on the 18th of that month made

his re-appearance at the Lyceum, in The

Adventures of the Polly Packet, and

Monsieur Tonson, in both of which he

was greeted with a hearty welcome-

Last season he appeared at the English

Opera House, in a neta piece called

The Memorandum Book, written, we

believe, conjointly, by Mr. Moncrieff and

Mr. Peake, and which was the most lu

crative of all his At Homes.

MB. YOUNO.

Ms, Youno, who is no less celebrated

for his amiable private character than for

his talents as an actor, is the son of a re

spectable surgeon, and was born in Fen-

church Street, on the 18th of January,

1 776. Under a private tutor, and after

wards at Eton, and Merchant Tailor's

school, he received an excellent education.

At the age of eighteen he was placed in

the counting-house of an eminent mer

chant, in the city ; but a love for the

drama led him to a private theatre, and

afterwards to Manchester, where he first

appeared in the name of Green, but [soon

assumed his real name, and during the

first year of his engagement played first-

rate characters. He afterwards visited

Glasgow and Liverpool ; and on the 22nd

of June, 1807, made his debut on the

London stage, at the Haymarket theatre,

in the character of Hamlet, with the most

complete success. From this period he

became a great favourite with the London

public, and, with the exception of one or

two seasons, has had a liberal engage

ment at the principal theatres as a tra

gedian. Hamlet is perhaps his best cha

racter, though his lago to Kean's Othello

is admirable, and this tragedy was per

haps never better performed.

ME. MUNDEN.

This excellent comedian, who has just

quitted the stage, and in his line left no

one to succeed him, was born in Brook's

Market, Holborn, in 1758. He was suc

cessively placed with an apothecary, an

attorney, and a writing stationer ; but

Joseph Munden was destined for the

stage, and it was no use to contend

against the fates. He first appeared in

some humble characters in Liverpool,

and after leading a life as miserable as

provincial comedians usually do, he ap

peared in some private plays at the Hay-

market Theatre, in 1780. It was not,

however, until he had been a strolling

player for ten years more, that he got an

engagement in London, where he appear

ed at Covent Garden Theatre, December

2nd, 1790, in the characters of Sir Francis

Gripe, and Jemmy Jumps, in both of

which characters he was honoured with

immense applause. He afterwards played

at this, the Haymarket, and Drury Lane

Theatres, and quitted the stage at the

latter house, on the 31st of May, 1824.

Munden shone in everything he under

took, but if there was any one character

in which he was pre-eminent, it was in

that of Old Dornton, in the comedy of

the Road to Ruin, by Holcroft.
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MR. ELLISTO*. SPIRIT OF THE

Robert Wm. Elliston, the present

lessee of Drury Lane Theatre, was bom

in Orange Court, Bloomsbury Square,

in the year 1774. He was educated in

St. Paul's School, and intended for the

church, but preferred the sock and bus

kin. He first appeared at a private

theatre as Pyrrhus, to Mr. Mathews's

Photnix, in the Distressed Mother, it

being the debut also of the latter. Mr.

Elliston's first appearance on a public

stage was at Bath, on the 21st of April,

1791, in the humble character of Tresset,

in Richard the Third. The leading cha

racters both in tragedy and comedy being

occupied, he had little room for display

ing his talents, and returned to his friends,

whom he had abruptly quitted. But he

soon returned to the stage, and on the

24th of June, 1796, made his first public

appearance in London at the Haymarket

Theatre, as Octavian, in the Moun

taineers, and Vapour, in the farce of My

Grandmother. In both he was com

pletely successful, and had afterwards the

merit, by his performance of iStr Edward

Mortimer, to give great popularity to

Colman's play of the Iron Chest, which

had been condemned at Drury Lane

Theatre, owing, as the author said, to the

bad acting of Mr. Kemble in the same

character. Elliston afterwards played the

principal parts in tragedy and comedy, at

the Haymarket and Drury Lane Thea

tres. Mr. Elliston was for some time

proprietor of the Surrey and Olympic

Theatres, and in 1 8 1 9, became the lessee of

Drury Lane Theatre, at a rent of £10,200

a year. His management has been gene

rally spirited, but not always judicious.

MR. TErrY.

Daniel Terry is a native of Bath, and

at the Grammar School of that city he re

ceived the first rudiments of education.

At the age of IB he was articled to an

architect, with whom he remained five

years, but at the expiration of this term

he indulged his eaily predilection for the

stage, and in 1803 appeared at Sheffield,

as an amateur, in Macready's company.

Two years afterwards we find him regu

larly in the profession. It was, however,

at Edinburgh, that he first acquired po

pularity. On the 25th of May, in the

year 1812, he first appeared before a Lon

don audience, at ihe Haymarket Theatre,

in the character of Lord Ogleby, in the

Clandestine Marriage, and has since dis

tinguished himself by his performance of

old men, at both the winter theatres.

Mr. Terry possesses some literary talents,

and has adapted some of the Scotch novels

to the stage.

3|utiIie journals,

HINDOO SUTTEE, OR SELF-IM

MOLATION OF A WIDOW.

Extract from a letter dated Soemdroog,

Wth September, 1824.

" I left this early yesterday morning

to visit ——— at Broondie and Koo-

rundah, and, on returning, was sur

prised to find an immense concourse of

people assembled on the shore at the fur

ther end of the village of Murood. On

inquiring of my hammals, I found that a

suttee was about to be performed, and of

course immediately stopped. The pile

was already prepared, and the corpse

placed on it. The deluded victim had

arrived at the ground, and was preparing

for the last and dreadful scene.

The poor wretched woman I found

seated on a mat, and surrounded by about

forty or fifty females, who all seemed to

be in a state of perfect indifference, and

were frequently laughing to each other.

I was particularly anxious to discover if

any intoxicating draught had been admi

nistered to her, but of this there was no

appearance, as she appeared to be in the

possession of all her faculties, and gave

distinct answers to all my questions. She

told me that she had no family ; that her

mother-in-law had burned with her hus

band on the same spot about two months

ago ; that she was resolved to follow her

footsteps ; that in so doing she obeyed

the commandment of God, and was cer

tain of everlasting happiness. I endea

voured to set before her the absurdity of

such conduct, and to shew how much it

was at variance with the character of the

Divine Being, and that in place of per

forming an acceptable service, she was

doing the very thing which he had com

manded not to be done ; and assured her

that if poverty had driven her to her pre

sent resolution, if she would abandon it,

I would find her adequate support. After

reasoning with her a long time, I took

higher ground, and plainly told her she

was a self-murderer ; and that, instead of

finding happiness after death, as the re

ward of her conduct, she must be visited

with the punishment which a murderer

deserves. She told me that she was not

poor; that she had never committed any

sin ; that her heart was holy ; that she

had gone to God, and that he had ordered

her to do what she was about to do. This

last expression she explained by saying,

she had gone to the idol, and that it had
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told her to bum. ' It immediately struck

me that some interested individual had in

duced her to go to the temple, and had

employed means to. give her such an an

swer ; but on this subject I could obtain

no information, as her answers were vague

and unsatisfactory.

" The ceremonies performed on the oc-

casion were few, and have often heen

described. The widow took off her or

naments, and gave them to her sister-in-

law, who was the only person in the whole

company, that seemed in die least affected.

She partially undressed and bathed in the

sea, from which she returned singing

some verses, while a brahmin sprinkled

her with a red powder, which seems to

be frequently used in their religious ser

vices. She then sat down in front of the

pile, surrounded by five or six aged

brahmins, and, at their dictation, repeated

certain prayers. She walked twice round

the pile with her hands clasped; and

then distributed some beetle-nut and spice

to those around, who fell at her feet and

did her reverence, as a being of a supe

rior nature. She ascended and calmly

laid herself dawn on the pile, without

the smallest assistance; and nothing I

have ever witnessed surprised me more

than the indifference with which she went

through the whole. She was a young

woman of perhaps about twenty-two, in

the full vigour of health and strength,

There appeared no symptom of grief for

her departed husband, and I should cer

tainly have thought her in a state of

stupor, but for the answers she gave to

our questions, and the composure with

which she performed all the ceremonies.

No sooner had she laid herself down on

the pile, than her husband's brother

heaped around the entrance an additional

quantity of dried grass, calmly gathered

his flowing garments around him, and set

fire to the whole. I shall never forget the

Satanic joy which at this moment was

displayed by the whole multitude, by the

clapping of hands and c shout, which

sent to my inmost soul a thrill of inex

pressible horror !—Asiatic Journal.

TO GAME PRESERVERS.

Philanthropists may preach in vain

Christians may echo back the strain.

Jurists may scold and wrangle ;

Bnt country life, they must confess.

Is insupportable unless

Squires may hunt and mangle.

Agrarian boobies I who admit

So plentiful a lack of wit,

That for a short-lived season

Your dullness cannot have recourse

To any intellectual source.

Or exercise of reason.

Large-acred, fools \ ye may be right,

.Gainst time and vapours to unite,

(Those coalesced encroacbers),

And yearly struggle to appease

Your wing'd or four-legged deities

With sacrifice of poachers. ,

Pass laws that Draco would disown,

Let guns and gins be thicker strown,

Shoot, banish, trap the peasant ;

Since game must live let none compare

A fellow-creature with a hare,

A Christian with a pheasant.

But hope not vainly to unite

Respect, esteem, and peaceful right,

With sanguinary rigour ;

If ye must live the oppressor's life,

Look for his enmities and strife.

Ye tyrants of the trigger.

New Monthly Magazine.

efbtUtt Biograpfcg.
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THEODORE COLOCOTRONI,

THE GREEK CHIEF.

The public attention has within the last

few weeks been particularly called to the

affairs of Greece ; not that they have

ever ceased to excite a lively interest in

this country. Four successive campaigns

had terminated in the defeat and disgrace

of the Ottoman power. The fifth was

commenced on a larger scale than any of

the preceding, and with better prospects of

success, an army from Egypt having

landed in the Morea, under the command

of the Pacha's son, Ibrahim Pacha. This

army gained some advantage, and took

Navarino, when the Greeks, whose dis

sensions have been very injurious to their

cause, resolved on an act of amnesty.

Among those who by this act were libe

rated from prison was Theodore Coloco-

troni, a brave chieftain, who had been ar

rested and conveyed to Hydra on a charge

of treason, but not brought to trial. Op

being liberated, he took a solemn oath in

the church of Napoli di Romania, with

all the solemnities of religion, that he

would be faithful to his country. The

Greeks have great confidence in his ta

lents, and not without reason, for he is a

very skilful and daring chieftain; and if

the intelligence from Greece can be trust

ed, the affairs of that country have im

proved much since the chief command

was given to him. But to whatever ex

tent this may be true, or owing to his

influence or exertions, Colocotrpni is no

ordinary person, and a memoir of him,

for which we are indebted to the Iris,

cannot fail of being acceptable to our

readers:

" Colpcolroni, one of the most spirited

and celebrated of the present.Greek chief
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tains, is the son of a famous leader of

mountain Keflis (or robbers), as the Turks

call them, who avenged upon the Alba

nians the atrocities which that savage peo

ple inflicted on the unfortunate Greeks,

when the latter were deserted by the Rus

sians in 1770. To avoid the loss of

Greece, the Turks, who were then warmly

engaged in carrying on the war against

Russia in another quarter, let in upon

the Morea 70,000 Albanians, who carried

Are and sword wherever they went ; all

the inhabitants who could not gain the

mountains were massacred. Being de

serted, and left defenceless by the Rus

sians who had incited them to revolt, the

Greeks were hunted like wild beasts, and

threatened with utter extermination. Cities

were overthrown, and the Turks, per

ceiving the loss which they would sustain

by this devastation, endeavoured to check

rJie fury of the Albanian hordes, but the

latter refused submission to the mandate,

and revolted. The famous Hassan Pacha,

when sent to reduce them, found that it

would be impossible to conquer such re

doubtable bands without the aid of the

other mountaineers, and he called to arms

the Greeks who had escaped to the moun

tains, furnished them with ammunition,

and swore to pardon their last revolt, on

condition of their joining him against the

Albanians. It was then that Colocotroni

the elder, the most famous of the Greek

rnomntaineers, made the summits of Me-

nelaus resound with the cry of war, and

that the Keftis burst forth from their

rocky fastnesses, and sought vengeance on

the " Albanian wolves." They extermi

nated whole races of that savage people.

A song still extant represents the suffer

ing and terror of the Albanians, when

pursued by the indefatigable Colocotroni ;

sinking with exhaustion, and a prey to

despair, they stopped on the banks of the

Erynites, and exclaimed, ' O terrible

Christians, let the brave drink, and kill

them afterwards.'

" The victorious Colocotroni was invit

ed by the Turks to a feast. He had saved

the finest of their provinces, and in the

midst of the festivity he reminded them

of the brilliant promises which they had

made in the time of danger, and by so

doing he roused their jealousy. He was

perfidiously seized, loaded with irons, and

put to death with the most horrible tor

tures. His three sons, of whom Theo

dore, the Greek chieftain, was one, being

then a youth, escaped to the mountains,

and soon became leaders of a daring

.mountain band, which hurled vengeance

T'n their father's murderers. Theodore

was the most daring and enterprizing, and

he frequently executed the most dreadful

and indiscriminate retaliation : he sur

prised and massacred all the Turkish in

habitants ofwhole villages. He had never

been taught pity or mercy by the Turks,

and he never practised either. His war

fare was particularly directed against the

petty district tyrants ; he surprised the

agas of the villages, and the governors of

small towns, whom he put to the sword,

nor did he spare their families, or any of

that race which he so much hated. After

having given up the place to plunder, he

usually reduced it to ashes, and then re

turned to the mountain fastnesses with his

spoil, before any of the Turkish soldiery

could arrive. To guard against these in

cursions of the Keftis, the Turks erected

in each town and village, a sort of citadel,

which is called a Pyrgos, on the same

plan as the ancient baronial castles, hav

ing moats, drawbridges, and loopholes,

from which they could fire on the assail

ants ; some of these pyrgos are so strongly

built, as to withstand artillery. They

were invariably the abodes of the pacha,

and the depositaries of his treasures. The

Turks, however, in such places were often

kept in a state of siege ; communication

was cut off between district and district,

or could only be kept up by a very strong

force, which was frequently harassed by

a handful of mountaineers, who lay in

wait for it, scattered death amongst the

Ottoman ranks, as they wound through

the defiles, and sometimes obliged them

to abandon their baggage. At length the

Turks found it necessary to make every

Sacrifice of blood and treasure to reduce

these mountaineers, of whom the Coloco-

tronis were the leaders, and a number of

dreadful conflicts took place, in which the

Turks were unsuccessful. What they

could not gain by force, they at last par

tially obtained by bribery and treachery.

They promised pardon and rewards to the

Colocotronis, and two of them, having

ventured to rely on these promises, were

treacherously seized and beheaded. The»l

dore, who escaped, got away to the island

of Zante, where he entered into the Bri

tish service, and served nearly four years

as a lieutenant, and subsequently as cap

tain of an Albanian regiment. It is re

lated of him, that from that island, he

often turned his fierce aspect towards the

blue tops of the mountains of Menelaus,

and sorrowfully exclaimed, ' Will the

days of battle never return ? shall the

gun of Colocotroni no more make the ca

verns of the Peloponnesus resound with

the echo of its thunder ?'

" He acquired additional military

knowledge in the English service, and

appeared destined to perform a principal

part in the scenes which, were preparing
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in Greece. Towards the latter end of

1820, he landed at the port of Karacos,

with seven men from Zante, and gained

the mountains. The celebrity of his name

induced the bravest of the mountaineers

to join his standard, and they soon spread

revolt throughout the whole country, in

conjunction with the agents of the Greek

priesthood, who had spread themselves

abroad for that purpose.

men, is tainted with the vice of avarice,

but his passion for gold has never counter

acted his love for his country.

" When the Greeks besieged Tripo

litza, several Turkish officers came out

of that city, and went to his tent with pre.

sents. Two of them advanced, and threw

themselves on their knees to kiss the earth

at his feet, according to the oriental cus

tom. ' What means this to me ?' said he :

Colocotroni is now fifty-nine yeais of ' keep these degrading marks of slavery

age, and he has preserved all the activity

which is necessary for the leader of a band

of mountaineers. In person, he is tall

and well made ; he has a haggard and

sunburnt visage, sunken eyes, with

for your Pachas, but speak to me stand

ing, like men.' The envoys then placed

before him vases of precious stones, which

they had brought with them for his ac

ceptance. ' See these asses' heads, who

fixed, piercing, and determined look, a scarcely give themselves the trouble of

large, sharp aquiline nose, an enormous shaving,' said the rough chieftain to them

pair ofblack mustachios, black hair,hang- in derision. 'What, infidels! do you.

ing in long lank locks from under a small expect to move me by your gifts ? Know

blood-red cap, which covers one side of that this is not an affair of Keftis, (ban-

his head. He wears the mountain dress ditti) : we fight for the safety and the

of Greece, ' the snowy camese, and shaggy happiness of millions of men, whose fate

capote,' (('. e. a white kilt, and a white we are about to decide. Take back your

fur cloak), with pistols and sabre, and

always marches with his hand upon one

of the pistols in his belt. He is one of

the most remarkable characters that mo

dem times have produced. His mind, in

some measure corresponds with his exte

rior, he inherits all the daring and inde

fatigable bravery of his father, with a

rooted sense of his wrongs, and a hatred

of tyranny. He is impatient of control,

unhesitating in the expression of his sen

timents, and, independently of all com

mand, has generally fought with his band.

From his character, it may be conceived

presents, then. I love money, (why should

I disown it ?) yes, I love it, but I will

gain it with my sabre,—I will take these

riches in Tripolitza.' After the dreadful

scene of the storming of that place, where

few who were of the Turkish race escaped

the vengeance of the Greeks, not less than

fifty mules were laden with his share of

the spoil.

" He is not like others of the Greeks,

implicitly submissive to the clergy. On

one occasion, when a debate took place

between the leaders of the army, the

Bishop of Patras interposed, but

that he is highly popular amongst those speedily silenced by Colocotroni, who

rude and daring men, who, like himself, bade him confine himself to the affairs of

are partial to a desultory system of war- his church, and sent him out of the tent,

fare, and no sooner does the mountaineer " A female once begged of Colocotroni

hear the sound of Colocotroni's drum, to perform some favour, and throwing

whose herself at his feet, said, ' My lord, render

me that service, and I will be your slave.'

' Weak woman,' cried he, starting up,

' we fight for liberty, and thou wouldst

be my slave !'

" After he had acquired considerable

riches at the capture of Tripolitza, his

views enlarged with his success, and from

being, on his first arrival in the Pelopon

nesus, the dreaded captain of the most

numerous band, with whom riches were

apparently the sole object, his ambition

aspired to the office of generalissimo of

the Peloponnesus, which was also claimed

by Mavrocordato. The new government,

embarrassed by their conflicting interests,

tried to balance them. Colocotroni openly

expressed his discontent at finding his

services, as he conceived, not duly appre

ciated, and from that time fought as an

independent chieftain.

" In a conversation which he had with

Girei hopes to the valiant, atnl promise of war."

Than

• To the wolf and the vulture ho leaves his wild

flock,

f And descends to the plains, like the stream

from the rock. "

" Colocotroni has been generally at the

head of nearly 3,000 men, who have.fought

bravely, though irregularly, against the

enemies of their country. They fre

quently would not concede to the regular

troops the post of honour in mounting

the breach when a tower was to be taken

by storm. But it must be confessed, that

this right was more frequently claimed

from the hopes of being first to share the

plunder, than from their being ambitious

of the glory to be derived from it. Colo

cotroni, like most others of his country-
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an European officer, he said to him, ' Who

are these new men arrived to-day in

Greece, who have engrossed all power,

and who would give us laws ? What are

their rights to command us ? Is it be

cause they have gained in Europe know

ledge that is refused to the inhabitants of

this unfortunate land? It is not with

choice language, and softer manners, that

we shall free ourselves. It is by steel,

and by that bravery and experience which

we have acquired through severe trials in

our mountains, in times when they were en

joying all the refinements of civilization.'

" We cannot conclude our sketch of

the Greek chieftain without observing,

that in the death of the greatest poet of

our day, amongst other and deeper rea

sons of regret at our lot, may be included

one arising from the probability that, had

he lived, he would have perpetuated, in

" Thoughts that breathe, and words that burn,'*

the interesting character of those who,

like Colocotroni, distinguished themselves

in the arduous struggle for Grecian inde

pendence."

ptiseellames.

A FEMALE WARRIOR.

At the siege of Namur by King William,

an ensign, called Robert Cornelius, was

observed to shew more than ordinary

bravery. This person, after having re

ceived several wounds, being carried to

be dressed by the surgeons, was disco

vered to be a woman. The novelty was

so great and so surprising to many in the

army, who had seen her bravery on this

and other occasions, that it soon came to

the king's ears, who had the curiosity to

see so extraordinary a warrior. The ac

count she gave of herself was very parti

cular ; she affirmed that she was born of

Dutch parents, who, to prevent the loss

of a small annuity, which they were to

enjoy on the birth of a male child, had

caused her to be christened as a boy, and

bred her up as such to an advanced age,

before they thought fit to entrust even

herself with the secret. Among other

diversions suitable to her supposed sex,

she had learned to beat the drum, and at

last enlisted as a soldier. This adven

turous female, who began, it seems, by

taking a fancy to that instrument ofnoise,

was soon after made a sergeant, and after

that an ensign. She had been in many

actions undiscovered, as she said, until

this occasion. After the peace of Bys-

wick, she had a pension given her in

England. She was at that time married

to one of her former comrades, and lived

with her husband in Chelsea college.

TO-DAY AND TOMORROW.

To-day, man lives in pleasure, wealth, and pride;

Tomorrow, poor, of life itself denied.

To-day, lays plans for many years to come ;

To-morrow, sinks into the silent tomb.

To-day, his food is dress'd in dainty forms ; .

To-morrow, is himself a feast for worms.

To-day, he's clad in gaudy, rich array ;

To-morrow, shrouded for a bed of clay.

To-day, enjoys bis halls, built to his mind;

To-moiTow, in a coffin is conan'd.

To-day, he floats on honour's lofty wave ;

To morrow, leaves his titles for a grave.

To-day, his beauteous visage we extol ;

To-morrow, loathsome in the sight of all.

To-day, he has delusive dreams of heaven ;

To-moiTow, cries too late to be forgiven.

To-day, be lives in hopes as light as air ;

To-morrow, dies in anguish and despair.

GRETNA GREEN.

We have, in a former Number, given

some account of the far-famed Gretna

Gieen, where the famous son of Vulcan,

in his day, was no less celebrated for his

skill in forging hymeneal chains, vul

garly called silken bands, than for his

amazing cleverness in rivetting them

round his customers in a way which he'

could never undo. But we warrant many

have never seen one of those singular do

cuments—a certificate of a Gretna Green

marriage. Under this impression, there

fore, we now take up our pen to give them

one verbatim, which, though by no means

remarkable for correctness of diction or

orthography, is, we think, nevertheless,

very amusing, and undoubtedly genuine.

" Gretnay Green Febry 17 1784.

" This is to Sertfay to all persons that

my be Cunserned that William Geades

from the Cuntey of Bamph in thee parish

of Crumdell and Nelley Patterson from

the Sitey of Ednbiough Both Comes be

fore me and Declares them Selvese to be

Both Single persons and New Mareid by

the way of thee Church of Englond And

Now mareid by the way of thee Church

of Scotland as Day and Deat abuv

menchned by me David M'Farson

his

William y, geades

Witness Mark

Danell Morad nelly Patorson."

EXTRAORDINARY EXECU

TIONS

Of the Mayor of Bodmin, in Cornwall,

by Sir William Kingston, in the reign

of Edward VI.

A rebellion happening in the reign

of King Edward VI. upon the alteration

of religion, and the rebels being defeated,

what shameful sport did Sir William

Kingston make with men in misery, by
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virtue of his office of Provost Marshal !

One Bowyer, mayor of Bodmin, in Corn

wall, had been among the rebels, not wil

lingly, but by constraint. Sir William

sent him word he would dine with him

on such a day, for whom the Mayor made

a hospitable entertainment. A little be

fore dinner, the Provost took the Mayor

aside, and whispered in his ear, " That

there must be an execution that after

noon ;'! and therefore ordered him to causa

a gallows to be set up over against his

own door. The Mayor obeyed his com

mand ; and, after dinner, the Provost took

the Mayor by the hand, and desired him

to lead him to the place of execution ;

which, when he beheld, he asked the

Mayor, ' " If he thought it ' was strong

enough.". " Yes," says the Mayor,

" doubtless it is." « Well, then," said

Sir'William, "get up and try, fordt is

provided for you." " I hope, Sir," said

the Mayor, " you are not in earnest ?f

r1 By my troth," says the Provost, " there

is no remedy, for you have been a busy

rebel ;" and so, without delay or liberty

to make his defence, the poor Mayor was

executed. Near that place also lived a

miller, who had been very active in the

rebellion, and, fearing the Provost's

coming, told a stout young fellow, his

servant, that he had occasion to go from

home, and therefore willed him, if any

gentlemen should come a fishing in his

absence, and inquire for him, " He should

.tell them himself was the miller, and

ready to serve them." The Provost not

long after came, and, asking for the mil

ler ; out came the servant, saying, " Sir,

I am the miller;" upon which the Pro

vost commanded his servants to seize him,

*' and hang him upon the next tree."

.The poor, fellow hearing this, cried out,

." I am not the miller, but the miller's

servant." " Nay, friend," says the Pro

vost, " I will take thee at thy word. If

Jthou art the miller, thou art a busy knave

and a rebel, and deservest to be hanged.

If thou art not the miller, thou art a false

lying knave, and canst not do thy master

better service than to hang for him ;"

and so, without more ado, he was exe

cuted. W.M.

FOUR REQUISITES.

Hops, reformation, baize, and beer,

Came into England all In one year.

-" I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

i wen s stuff." - Wolton .

!The great Lord Burleigh used to say,

" I will never trust any man not of sound

religion ; for he that is false to God can

never be true to man."

w. e-K.

EPITAPHS.

This tombstone is a Milestone ; hah !

how so ?

Because beneath lies Miles, who's Miles

below.

~IN SBLBY CHHRCH-YARD, TORS'-

SHIRE.

Here lies the body of poor Frank Rowe.,

Parish clerk and grave-stone cutter ;

And this is writ to let you know.

What Frank for others used to do

Is now for Frank done by another.

JOHN SULLKN.

Here lies John Sullen ; and it is God's

will,

He that was SuUen should be ,SW*wstill ;

He still is Sullen, if the truth ye seek,

-Knock until doomsday, Sullen will not

speak.

EPIGRAMMATIC EPITAPH.

Beneath yon humble clod, at rest,

Lies Andrew, who, if not the best,

Was not the very worst man ;

A little rakish, apt to roam ; '

But not so now, he's quite at home,

For Andrew was a dustman.
' r G.W.

PROVIDENTIAL ACQUITTAL.

A lap, named Male, was tried at the

.Old Bailey Sessions on the 14th of Sept.

1772, for a highway robbery, and fib

identity positively sworn to by several

witnesses. When called upon for his de

fence, he persisted in his innocence, and

said that his witnesses would prove it.

These witnesses were the books of the

court, by which it appeared, that on the

very day and at the very hour when he

was stated to have committed the robbery,

he was on trial at the bar, where he then

stood for a similar offence, in which he

was likewise unfortunate enough to be

mistaken for the guilty person ; he was,

of course, honourably acquitted.

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

The conclusion of the Novel of John Doe. and

the continuation of the .History of Music, wi""

the favors of several correspondents, in our

nest.

Printed and Pualished by J. LlMBlRD, M'j

Strand, (near Somerset-House,} and sold by ««*

Newsmen and Booksellers.
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The abode of genius, as a modern au

thor observes, though humble, is always

interesting, and the contemplation of it

is calculated to impress pleasing sensa

tions on the mind. Many of these resi

dences have been given in the Mirror,

from the birth-place of that gigantic

genius, Shakspeare, to the humble cot

tage of that ill used but great poet, Ro

bert Burns, one of the most calumniated

of men, whose treatment will ever be a

reproach to Scotland, which all the mo

numents they can erect to his memory

will never efface.

We this week present our readers with

a view of a bouse once the residence of

IV. Goldsmith, situated at the corner of

Vol. vi. M

Break-neck Stairs, Green Arbour Court,

Old Bailey. In this house, says the

Life of Goldsmith, " a friend of the

Doctor's paying him a visit in this place

during the month of March 1 759, found

him in lodgings here as poor and mise

rable, that he should not think it proper

to mention the circumstance if he did not

consider it as the highest proof of the

splendour of Dr. Goldsmith's genius and

talents, that by the bare exertion of their

powers under «very disadvantage of per

son and fortune he could gradually emerge

from such obscurity, to the enjoyment

of all the comforts, and even the luxuries

of life. At this time the Doctor was

writing his Inquiry into the Present

161
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State of Polite Learning, in a wTetched

loom in which there was but one chair ;

and when he from civility offered it to his

visitant, he himself was obliged to sit in

the window. While they were convers

ing some one gently tapped at the door,

and being desired to come in, a poor

ragged little girl of very decent behaviour

entered, and asked the favour of the

loan of a few coals."

The house in which Goldsmith wrote

many of his works, was about twenty

years ago occupied by a chimney sweep ;

it is now let out in lodgings ; it is how

ever a classic house, which every admirer

of Goldsmith (and whoever reads his

works must admire him) will be pleased

to visit.

AUTUMN.

(Far the Mirror.)

" Autumn, nodding o'er the yellow plain.

Comes jovial on.*—Thompson.

" who with lavish stores the lap of

Nature spreads."—Hughes.

This is the third season of the year,

being that in which the harvest and the

fruits of the summer are gathered. It is

commonly represented by painters under

the figure of a female crowned with vine

branches and bunches of grapes ; naked

in that part which respects summer, and

clothed in jthat which corresponds to win

ter. Her garment is covered with flowers,

like that of Bacchus, f In Autumn,""

says a modern writer, " the promise of

Spring is fulfilled. The silent and gra

dual progress of maturation is completed,

and human industry beholds with triumph

the rich prdductions of its toil. The ve

getable tribes disclose their infinitely va

rious forms of fruit ; which term, while

with respect to common use, it is confined

to a few peculiar modes of fructification,

in the more comprehensive language of

the naturalist includes every product of

vegetation by which the rudiments of a

future progeny are developed, and sepa

rated from the parent plant. These are

in part collected and stored up by those

animals for whose sustenance during the

ensuing sleep of nature they are provided.

The rest, furnished with various contriv

ances for dissemination, are scattered by

the friendly winds which now begin to

blow over the surface of the earth which

they are to clothe and decorate. The

groves now lose their leafy honours ; but,

before they are entirely tarnished, an ad

ventitious beauty, arising from that gra

dual decay which loosens the withering

leaf, gilds the autumnal landscape with a

temporary splendour superior to the ver

dure of spring, or the luxuriance of sura-

mer. The infinitely various and ever-

changing hues of the leaves at this sea

son, melting into every soft gradation of

tint and shade, have long engaged the

imitation of the painter, and the contem

plation of the poet and philosopher."—

See Contemplative Philosopher, vol. I.

" The fall of the leaf," says a modern

physiologist, " is that spontaneous sepa

ration of the leaves of trees and shrubs

from their branches, which regularly

takes place every autumn in such species

as are, for that reason, termed deciduous;

and which happens, sooner o1 later, to all

leaves whatever. American trees and

shrubs in general, and such European

ones as are botanically related to them,

are remarkable for the rich tints of red,

purple, or even blue, which their leaves

assume before they fall. Hence the au

tumnal foliage of the woods of North

America is, beyond imagination, rich and

splendid. In tropical countries, though

many trees lose all their leaves regularly

in the rainy season, or winter, the gene

rality are evergreen, parting with them in

succession ordy, so as never to be naked."

P. T. W.

THE HISTORY OF MUSIC.

(Continued from page 11.)

BRITISH HARPERS, WELSH MIN

STRELS, MUSIC IN ENG-EaND AND

SCOTLAND.

British harpers were famous long be

fore the conquest. The bounty of Wil

liam of Normandy to his joculator or bard

is recorded in the Doomsday book. The

harp seems to have been the favourite in

strument in Britain for many ages, under

the British, Saxon, Danish, and Norman

kings. The fiddle, however, is mention

ed so early as 1200, in the legendary life

of St. Christopher. The ancient privileges

of the minstrels at the fairs of Chester are

well known in the history of England.

The extirpation of the bards of Wales

by Edward I. is likewise too familiar an

incident to be mentioned here. His perse

cuting spirit, however, seems to have been

limited to that principality ; for we learn,

that at the ceremony of knighting his son,

a multitude of minstrels attended.

In 1315, during the reign of Edward

II. such extensive privileges were claim

ed by the minstrels, and so many dissolute

persons assumed that character, that it

became necessary to restrain them by ex

press laws.

The father of our genuine poetry, who

in the 14th century enlarged our vocabu-:

lary, polished our numbers, and with ac.
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quisitions from France and Italy aug- he composed several anthems, or vocal

fnented our store of knowledge (Chaucer), pieces of sacred music, which shows that

entitles one of his poems "The History of his knowledge of the science must have

St. Cecilia ;" and the celebrated patroness been very considerable. It Is likewise

of music must no doubt be mentioned in known, that organs were by him intro-

a history of the art. Neither in Chaucer, duced into the cathedrals and abbeys of

however, nor in any of the histories or Scotland, and choir-service brought to

legendary accounts of this Saint, does any such a degree of perfection, as to fall little

thing appear to authorise the religious ve- short of that established in any country of

neration paid to her by the votaries of Europe. By an able antiquary of the

music; nor is it easy to discover whence present day, the eraof music, as of poetry^

It has arisen. As an incident relative to in Scotland, is supposed to have been from

the period of which we speak, it may be

mentioned, that, according to Spelman,

the appellation of Doctor was not among

the degrees granted to graduates in Eng

land sooner than the reign of King John,

about 1207 ; although, in Wood's His

tory of Oxford, that degree is said to have

been conferred, even in music, in the

reign of Henry II. It is knbwn that the

the beginning of the reign of James I.

down to the end of the reign of James V;

During that period flourished Gavin

Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld, Bnllen-

den, Archdeacon of Murray, Dunbar,

Henryson, Scott, Montgomery, Sir Da.

vid Lindsey, and many others, whose fine

poems have been preserved in Bana-

tyne's Collection, and of which several

title was created on the continent in the have been published by Allan Ramsay in

12th century ; and as, during the middle his Evergreen.

ages, music was always ranked among the

seven liberal arts, it is likely the degree

was extended to it.

After the invention of printing, an art

which tended to disseminate knowledge

with wonderful rapidity among mankind,

music, and particularly counterpoint, be-

Before the Reformation, as there was

but one religion, there was but one kind

of sacred music in Europe, plain chant,

and the descant built upon it. That

music likewise was applied to one lan

guage only, the latin. On that account,

the compositions of Italy, France, Spain,

came an object of high importance. The Germany, Flanders, and England, kept

names of the most eminent composers

who flourished in England, from that

time to the Reformation, were, Fairfax,

William of Newark, Sheryhgham, Tur-

ges, Banister, Tudor, Taverner, Tye,

Johnson, Parsons ; to whom may be ad

ded John Marbeck,; who set the whole

English cathedral service to music.

Before this period Scottish music had

advanced to a high degree of perfection.

James I- was a great composer of airs to

his own verses ; and may be considered

pace in a great degree with each other in

style and excellence. All the arts seem

to have been the companions, if not the

produce, of successful commerce, and to

have pursued the Same course. Like

commerce, they appeared first in Italy,

then in the Hanscatic towns, next in the

Netherlands ; and during the 16th Cen

tury, when commerce became general, in

every part of Europe;

In the ICth century music was an in

dispensable part of polite education ; aH

as the father of that plaintive melody the princes of Europe were instructed in

which in Scotch tunes is so pleasing to a

taste not vitiated by modern affectation.

Besides the testimony of Fordun and

Major, who may be suspected of being

under the influence of national prejudice,

we have that of Alessandrio Tessani, to

the musical skill of that accomplished

prince. " Among us moderns," says this

foreigner, " we may reckon James, king

that art. There is a collection preserved

in manuscript called Queen Elizabeth's

Virginal Book. If her majesty was able

to execute any of the pieces in that book,

She must have been a great player ; a

month's practice would not be sufficient

for any master now in Europe to enable

him to play one of them to the end.

Tallis, singularly profound in musical

of Scotland, who not only composed many composition, and Bird, his admirable

sacred pieces of vocal music, but also of scholar, were two of the authors of this

himself invented a new kind of music, famous collection.

plaintive and melancholy, different from During the reign Of Elizabeth, the ge-

itll others ; in which he has been imitated trius and learning of the British musicians

by Carlo Gesueldo, prince Of Venosa, who were not inferior to any on the continent ;

In our age has imprbved music with new an observation scarcely applicable at any

and admirable inventions." other period of the history of this country.

Under such a genius in poetry and mu- Sacred music was the principal object of

«ic as king James I. it cannot be doubted study all over Europe,

that the national music must have been In the 17th centiiry, the musical writers

greatly improved. It is certain that and composers who acquired fame in Eng--

M 2
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it could cany the monument on its back

or leap from Hyde Park to Greenwich.

This extraordinary curiosity the pri

soner lost when in a state of intoxication,

at a public house on Clerkenwell Green.

E. B. K.

land, were Dr. Nathaniel Giles, Thomas a flea in proportion to its enormous bulk;

Tomkins, and his son of the same name ; ' " * — :.- > i-

Elwy Bevan, .Orlando Gibbons, Dr. Wil

liam Child, Adrian Batten, Martin Pier-

son, William Lawes, Henry Lawes, Dr.

John Wilson, John Hilton, John Play-

ford Captain Henry Cook, Pelham Hum

phrey, John Blow, William Turner, Dr.

Christopher Gibbons, Benjamin Rogers,

and Henry Purcell. Of these, Orlando

Gibbons, Pelhanv Humphrey, and Henry

Purcell, far excelled the rest.

About the end of the reign of James I.

a music lecture, or professorship, was

founded in the University of Oxford by

Dr. William Hychin.

In the reign of Charles I. a charter was

granted to the musicians of Westminster,

incorporating them, as the king's musi

cians, into a body politic, with powers to

prosecute and fine all who, except them-^

selves, should, " attempt to make any

benefit or advantage of music in England

or Wales ;" powers which in the subse

quent reign were put in execution.

About the end of the reign of Charles

II. a passion seems to have been excited

in England for the violin, and for pieces

expressly composed for it in the Italian

manner.

( To be continued.)

EXTRAORDINARY WORKMAN

SHIP.

IT has been stated at Hatton Garden Office,

that some years ago, a prisoner, a man of

extraordinary talents, made a coach with

four wheels, of gold and ivory, not bigger

than a pea, with a complete set of gold

harness for two fleas which drew the car

riage ; each flea had a chain of gold

round its neck consisting of one hundred

and sixty links, fastened on by a small

gold padlock and which they drew along

a table, and being examined by a mi

croscope, appeared quite perfect in all

parts, and when he unfastened them from

the coach he let them feed on his wrist or

on the back of his hand, and then put

them into a small box in whkh was a bit

of cotton, the coach he kept in a sepa

rate box, each not bigger than a nut ;

and this extraordinary curiosity was

shewn at the time to their late majesties,

and the principal nobility in the king

dom. A gentleman present expressed

his doubts that two fleas could be able to

draw a coach and harness of that size and

weight, the gentleman remarked, that a

flea was the strongest living thing in na

ture, that it could carry a thousand times

its own weight, and leap upwards of two

thousand times its own length, and had

but an elephant the strength and activity of

LORD BYRON'S MONUMENT.}

An elegant Grecian tablet of white mar

ble, executed by Messrs. . Walker, of

Nottingham, has been placed, during the

present week, in the chancel of HucknaU

church." The following is a copy of the

inscription. The words are in • Roman

capitals, and divided into lines aa under :

In the vault beneath,

where many of his ancestors and his

mother are buried,

lie the remains of

George Gordon Noel Byron,

Lord Byron of Rochdale,

in the county of Lancaster :

The author of " Childe Harold's Pilgri

mage."

He was born in London, on the

22nd of January, 1788 ;

. He died at Missolonghi, in Western

Greece, on the

lilth of April, 1824,

Engaged in the glorious attempt to

restore that country to her ancient

freedom and renown.

His sister, the Honourable

Augusta Maria Leigh,

placed this tablet to his memory.

Z]th August, 1825. J. W. E.

* No. 99, of the Mirror, contains a view nnil

description of HucknaU Cbnrcb, with several

highly interesting anecdotes of his Lordship,

tributes to his memory, &c. No. 85, is entirely

devoted to a Memoir of his Lordship, as is No. 90

to the Recollections of Byron, with a Portrait

of the noble Poet, engraved on steel.—To the

friends and admirers of Byron we recommend

these Numbers of the Mihbor, as containing a

more interesting and copious account of his

Lordship than if to be found in any other work.

—ED.

INTRODUCTION OF VEGETA

BLES, &c., INTO ENGLAND.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—In No. CLVI. of your interesting

publication we are presented, by a cor

respondent, P. T. W., with an account

. of the origin of fruits, &c., in England,

to which the following may serve as a

conclusion :—Currants came originally

from Zan te, and were introduced into this

country in the year 1533 j gooseberries,

pippins, artichokes, and carrots, were

first cultivated in England in the reign
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of Henry VIII. Previous to this period,

Queen Catherine, of Arragon, when she

wanted a salad, was compelled to des

patch a messenger to Holland or Flan

ders on purpose. Cos lettuces came from

an island of that name, near Rhodes, in

the Mediterranean. Saffron was intro

duced from Arabia, in the reign of King The Polar ices—(Parry did not find them

Edward III. Hops came from the Ne- So pleasing to his taste as those we eat,

therlands, about the year 1525 ; and are LoimSiug o'er counters, whilst there stands be-

mostly cultivated in Kent, Worcester- hind them

shire, and Herefordshire. Asparagus, - ?™rt *m»,,» M we see io every streef~

cauliflowers, beans, and pease, were

planted in England about the time of

the Restoration. Turnips were brought The Polar ice—Afric's burning sands, .

from Hanover. Melons were conveyed A"• a"» thou "hew'st us when" it suits our

from Armenia to Rome, and thence to leisure

------ To look ou thee, thou work of many hands,

His was a wondrous glass, It is most true,

To shew a fleet one hundred leagues away I

But what of that, when thou giv'st to our view

Objects as far apart as night from day :

Vesuvius' fires from our chairs we gaze on,

The grand Turk's turban, and the conch he lays

on. . ....

A kind of man-trap, set to catch our glances;

Woman, the joys of eating e'en enhances !)

England. Nor can we claim the jes-

samine, the lily, the tulip, &c. &c.—for

the jessamine came from the East Indies;

the' lily and the tulip from tie Levant ;

the carnation and pink from Italy ; the

auricula from Switzerland ; and the tube

rose from Java and Ceylon.

Your correspondent, P. T. W., has

committed a mistake in asserting that po

tatoes were introduced by the celebrated

Sir .Walter Raleigh ; for I know it as a

certainty that we owe this valuable root

to Admiral Sir John Hawkins, the great

navigator in the time of Queen Eliza

beth.—($ee the appendix to Robinson's

Hume and Smollett, and Evans'sJuvenile

Tourist, p. 370—compilations of authen

ticity.)—The writer of these pages has in

his possession a manuscript which would I've found it so ! It makes me misanthropic

Fountain of mirth, intelligence and pleasure !

But to break of the glassy simile,

I'll thank thee for the amusement thou hast

given me.

Hail then to thee ! all potent Editor !

Thy mandate terrible at once decides.

The fate of those thouit give no credit, or

Suffer to appear within thy margined sides.

Health on thy years attend thee as they pass.

But let me be reflected in thy glass.

" To Correspondents" next my muse inclines,

Utopia's verses much I must admire,

I wish he may succeed in all's designs,

And may bis poetry ne'er light a fire.

For sometimes, when young Love our bosom

claims,

Sonnets and Valentines oft feed the flames.

further prove the fact, if it were necessary,

. POLYCARP,

ODE TO THE " MIrrOR."*

Ht.iL magic glass f. thou general reflector

Of wit and wisdom \ May thy surface bright

Be ne'er obscured by any dull defect I or

Get crack'd in hoary headed Time's fast flight ;

But like the glass of Ptolemy.f exhibit

Thought to our view beyond our vision's limit.

* Modesty in Editors is a thing so unfashionable

in the present day, that the person who pretended

to it would be set down for a hypocrite or an

ideot ; as we are not ambitious to be thought

either, or to boast of a virtue the public does not

expect in us, we print our correspondent's very

flattering Ode, merely remarking that we should

have paused in this step, had not justice to the

correspondents he notices demanded Us inser

tion.— Ed.

t We read*in several ancient authors, that

Ptolemy Energetes caused to be placed on the

tower of Pharos, at Alexandria, a mirror, which

represented every thing that was transacted

throughout Egypt, on water and land. Some

writers affirm, that with this mirror an enemy's

fleet could be seen at the distance of 100 leagues.

—Percy Anecdotes.

When e'er I think on't. So adieu, adieu

To all such thoughts—for thus I'll change the

topic,

By thanking for his essays P. T. W-

WithTosYKiN and others, 'mongst them Clavii,

Shines brightly forward like a rara avis.

And now, to put a finis to my song,

A line to Janet will conclude it well ;

So then, sweet maid, whoe'er thou art, prolong

Thine essays, tales, thy pen so well can tell.

I thauk you all ; but truth bids me declare,

None had been thanked had the day been fair.

August, 1825. s W. Corfield.

MEMENTO MORI.

(For the Mirror.)

Death to remember, doth on man impose

A solemn task—life's brevity implies—

Vaiu transient space !—man like the blushing

rose,

In one short moment blooms ; another dies !

Dear Saviour, grant me knowledge of thy will,

Keep me in virtue, then I'll fear no ill ;

E'en death defied, my soul, its frail abode

Yielding wiMcant , takes its flight to God F

Clavis.
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THE CELEBRATED DUETT,

In the Opera of " II Croclato in Egitto," trans

lated from the Italian of " Da questo i»-

stantu," by Miss K. Thompson,.

(For the Mirror, i

From this blest hour 'till life shall part

And terminate in sad decay ;

'Till death shall sever heart from heart,

And waning nature fade away ;

May the firm bond that links us now

Still blend onr mingling souls fn one;

And ev'ry thought and action flow

In hallow d sweet communion.

And while thai at thy side I live.

While 'round my heart thy thoughts entwine:

What more has Hope or Heaven to give ?

Ah ! where a fate so blest as mine !

THE FATE OF CONQUERORS.

Since the reign of Augustus, the world

has seldom been so free from war and

bloodshed as at the present moment. The

Turks and Greeks, in a small spot on the

confines of Europe and Asia, are carrying

on a petty warfare ; but excepting in that

quarter, Europe may be said to enjoy the

most profound repose. All the great

States, that in their turn have contended

for the mastery, are at peace with one

another, and most of them are free from

internal broils.' Asia, Africa, and Ame

rica, with the exception of a few occasional

skirmishes, seem to follow the example

of Europe, which, indeed, for ages has

not only been the great theatre of war,

but the original cause of most of those

commotions that have devastated the

world. At the present day, when the

blessings of peace are so justly appre

ciated, one is astonished at the madness

of the people in following ambitious

leaders to war and death, and disposed to

ask, what benefit these leaders themselves

derived from the miseries of which their

insatiable ambition was so frequently the

cause ? History, " the great mistress of

wisdom," points out two remarkable cir

cumstances in their fatCj which cannot

fail to strike the most careless observer.

Of all the mighty conquerors that have

been praised by poets, admired by their

followers, and adored for a moment by

their countrymen—that have made babes

fatherless, wives widows, and carried ruin

and devastation in their train—how few

have fallen in battle, and yet how few

have come to a timely end ! Perhaps not

one in ten has died a natural death. They

made themselves conspicuous for a time,

they marked the age in which they lived,

but they seemed to rise above the stream

of time rather as beacons to deter, than as

guides to be followed. Poison, assassi

nation, or disappointed ambition, com

monly put an end to their dazzling career.

Witness the fate of those who, in ancient

times, were sumamed the Great, and

deemed the first warriors of their age.

Cyrus the Great, after conquering Medea,

Eydia, and Assyria, had his head cut off

by a woman, who threw it into a vessel

filled with blood, and addressed it in these

words, " Go, quench there that thirst for

blood which seemed insatiable." Milti-

ailes, who commanded the Athenians at

Marathon, and was reckoned the most

celebrated general of his age, was accused

of treason by the Athenians, and con

demned to death. The sentence was com

muted for a fine, which he was unable to

pay, and he died in prison. Pausanias,

who conquered at Plataea, and slew about

300,000 Persians, was starved to death in

the temple of Minerva, whither he had

fled to save himself from the fury of his

countrymen. Thcmistocles, who was

called the most warlike and courageous of

all the Greeks, who destroyed the for

midable fleet of Xerxes at Salamis, and

slew and drowned countless thousands of

Persians, was banished by the capricious

Athenians, delivered himself, like Napo

leon the Great, into the hands of his for

mer enemies, and died (by poison, according

to some) in exile. Epaminondas, the

Thcban, by his extraordinary talents

raised himself to the first rank in the

State, defeated the Lacedemonians at the

famous battle of Leuctra, was afterwards

accused as a traitor, and about to be con

demned to death, when his countrymen

pardoned him on account of his former

services, and placed him at the head of

an army, where he was slain, in the forty-

eighth year of his age. Philip of Mace-

don, who, by his intrigues and arms,

conquered all the neighbouring states, and

finally destroyed the independence of

Greece at the battle of Chaeronea, was as

sassinated at the age of forty-seven, when

on the point of leading his victorious

armies against the barbarians of the East.

His son, Alexander the Great, who con

quered Asia Minor, Egypt, Media, Syria,

Persia, and deemed the world too small

for his conquests, was prematurely cut off

in the thirty-second year of his age, sup

posed to have been poisoned at the insti

gation of his favourite General, Antipa-

ter. Pyrrhus, the Epirot, declared by

Hannibal the greatest of captains, fell by

the hand of a woman. Hannibal himself,

the prince of generals, after conquering

Spain, and retaining possession of Italy

for sixteen years against all the power of

the Romans, was defeated by Scipio at

Zama, fled to Syria, thence to Bithynia,

where he poisoned himself, to elude the
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swords of his enemies. Scipio, his con

queror, as famous for his virtues as a

citizen as his military qualities, was ac

cused of extortion, and was obliged to flee

from Rome. He died in exile at Inter

num, in the forty-eighth year of his age,

and left, as his dying request, that his

hones might not be laid with those of

his ungrateful countrymen. Mithridates,

King of Fontus, who by his skill and

bravery opposed the Roman power for

thirty years, and was declared by his ene

mies a more powerful and indefatigable

adversary than the great Hannibal, Pyrr-

hus, Perseus, or Antiochus, was doomed

to death by his unnatural son, attempted

to poison himself, and not succeeding, fell

upon his sword. Antiochus was mur

dered by his followers in the Temple of

Belus, at Susiana. Perseus was carried

captive to Rome, and died in prison.

Scipio the younger, who wept over the

ruins of Carthage, of which he had been

the unwilling cause, was, after the most

astonishing victories, on the point of being

made dictator, when he was found dead in

his bed, murdered at the instigation of his

wife, and the triumvirs Carbo, Gracchus,

and Flaccus. Cinna was assassinated by

one of his own officers. Marius and

Sylla, the most cruel of Roman generals,

died in their beds ; but their death was

hastened by excessive drinking, in which

they indulged, to blunt the stings of a

guilty conscience. For a time the trium

virs Cassar, Pompey, and Crassus go

verned the world. Crassus was treacher

ously put to death by Surena. Pompey

the Great, the friend of Cato, who con

quered Mithridates, was defeated by Caesar

in the plains of Pharsalia, and assassi

nated by the command of Ptolemy, whom

he had protected and placed on the throne.

The fate of Cassar himself is well known.

By his astonishing abilities he raised him

self to the first rank as a general and an

orator. After defeating all his enemies,

he triumphed in one day over five different

nations, Gaul,Alexandria, Pontus, Africa,

and Spain ; he conquered three hundred

nations, took eight hundred cities, slew a

million of men, was created perpetual dic

tator, and became master of the world.

He generously forgave his bitterest ene

mies, and was assassinated by his most

intimate friends in the fifty-sixth year of

his age. Cicero was beheaded near Gaeta,

and Cato stabbed himselfin Utica. Brutus,

Cassius, and Antony fell on their swords.

Of the twelve Casars, the successive mas

ters of the world, nine suffered a violent

death.

Similar instances might be produced in

modern times, to show how fortune sports

with the destiny of the mightiest men ; but

it will be sufficient to close this moral ca

talogue with the tragical end of two con

temporaries, the greatest commanders, on

their respective elements, that the world

ever saw. Nelson, by his undaunted

courage, his skill and perseverance, raised

himself far above all his compeers, de

feated every fleet that opposed him, and

when at the summit of fame, and the last

shot was fired at the enemy, died, at a

premature age, of a wound which he had

received in battle. Bonaparte, the hero

of the age, commanded the most effective

and powerful armies that ever went forth

to battle, who made and unmade kings at

his pleasure, was defeated at Waterloo,

banished for ever from his native country,

and died of a broken heart on the bare

rocky island of St. Helena. Old Dio

genes, in his tub, with a little sunshine,

amusing himself with the foibles and frail

ties of the surrounding multitude, and

quietly slipping into his grave at the pa

triarchal age of ninety-six, had some

reason to treat with contempt the vanity

of the demi-god Alexander.

STfje CHRaiering plaees.

No. II.

HERNE BAY.

It is a little remarkable, that this de

lightful place should so long have escaped

the notice of those persons who annually

deem it necessary to visit a sea-bathing

place, either for pleasure or health ; it

would be better, perhaps, to say general

notice, for there are a few who have found

it out, and properly appreciate its beauties.

It is situated in the parish of Heme, on

the coast of Kent, and forms a romantic

little bay, the indent of which may be

seen on the map, nearly equi-distant be

tween the fishing town of Whitstable and

the ruins of the ancient nunnery of the

Rcculvers. There are terraces perfectly

dry along the whole extent of the bay, at

a sufficient distance from the sea at high

water to protect the houses from the spray,

yet commanding a large extent of sea, with

distant views of the opposite shore to

wards the North-West. The country

round the bay is well wooded, and it is

surrounded by extensive and flourishing

farms. It reminds us more of the beauti

ful villages on the coast of Devon, than

any place we know of in this part of Eng

land ; and, like them, its walks and rides

are singularly diversified and picturesque

—that to Canterbury, a distance of about

eight miles, through the village of Heme

and the ancient town of Sturry, is, per

haps, not exceeded by any thing in this

country so near the sea, where beautiful
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timber is So" rarely to be met with. The

clmrdj.clfi the; former place, as you ap-

proach itifrom Canterbury, is one of the

most striking objects we have ever noticed.

hantV-none are genuine but those that

have this mark.

On Friday, a man was whipped at the

.cart's tail—the ceremony was performed

A few, years ago, some gentlemen of .by his Grace the Archbishop of York.

Canterbury commenced building at Heme , Yesterday, a chimney-sweeper^ boy.

but whether the speculation did

not" answei, or from want of spirit to pro

ceed, we know not; certain it -is, that

.only a few houses were then built, and

those, without any regard to taste. This

seems the more remarkable, as the pro

prietor of the land offers to dispose of it

in fee, which has led a spirited individual

from London to renew the attempt. He

under seven years—attended a Cabinet

Council in Downing-street;

Yesterday, the five condemned male

factors—appeared in court with the col

lars of their respective orders.

. This morning Lady D was deli

vered ofaprince—tobe continuedannually.

, Yesterday, being the last day of termthe villains made off, after doing all

has already built a few houses, in one of the mischief, and escaped,

which he resides with his family during The most audacious robberies are daily

'the summer, and he has purchased a con- committed—by his Majesty's royal letters

siderablo tract of land for, the erection of patent. . . Join* Field.

The bathing is excellent. : There . . , , •. 1— •
more.

are warm baths also to be had, and what

is a gieat recommendation, the people of

the place are civil. Their charges are

low ; but whether they may continue so

when the place grows into more- notice, is

what we cannot venture to prophecy.

That It will become a favourite place we

boldly predict, at least with those who

like quiet and' retirement, "and who are

getting disgusted with the influx of per

sons of all descriptions, emigrating from franca o'f income.

WHO WANTS A WIFE ?

In Paris there is a regular bureau foi

negociating marriages ; and such is the

variety of female candidates, that the

most captious taste may be suited.' The

following advertisements appeared lately

in the Journal d'Jfficftes :—'

" MArrIAGES.

" 1st. Fifty widows, with 2 to 20,000

London in .the season, into everyplace

where a steam-boat can unload.. It is

strongly indicative, that our prophecy is

about to be fulfilled, when we learn that

there is already an hotel, moderately com

modious—an attempt at a library—that a

doctor has ventured to put up a smart

brass plate proclaiming his profession—

" 2nd. One and fifty damsels, with

from 10,000 to 600,000 francs of dowry.

" 3rd. Four hundred young ladies and

widows, with a small fortune.—Apply to

M. Porre, &c." •..".* -*

. Another marriage broker a'dvertises as

- at his disposal, .'.'','"

" 1. Two young ladies, of between 15

and a church of ease is about to be erected aJ)d 18 s of with between 30 and

forthwith, the distance from Heme being 60,000 francs of portion. ' '

about two miles. There is at present a „ 2. Two others, between 30 and 36

small chapel for the Establishment, and with 35^0 francs . and several

another for Disserters. - damsgfe of all ages, with between 4,000

The bay itself, from its generally un- and fi 0(M) f^^^ of income . with lots of

ruffled state, except during the prevalence widows of incomes from 1,000 to 6,000

of a northerly wind, affords the finest francs." • ...

boating on the coast. Margate is only . Surely such an assortment cannot faU

distant a few miles, and a trip by sea from to be interesting to prudent middle-aged

that place to Heme Bay often affords to bachelors ; but- if money is not the ob-

the residents of the 'former place a few
ject, M. Porre tells us fhat he has at his

days' retirement, which they seek m vam .disposai "several young ladies of ancient

either at Ramsgate or Dover. families, with little fortune, but with all

.•»-'' , ,M. the qualities which should accompany

—— fortune."

CROSS READINGS.

(For the Mirror. )

Last night a gang of notorious villains

were apprehended—the Earl of S——

spoke half an hour in his own defence.

Lady A. M. S——has engaged to eat

a leg of mutton and turnips at one sitting.

Yesterday a man was branded in the

BON MOT;

It was observed to the Re*. S. Smith,

that Lord must have felt himself

considerably astonished at becoming the

father of a clever son—" Yes," replied,

the Rev. Jester, " he must have felt like

a hen that has hatched a duck, and sees,

it suddenly take water." .-
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Mtmams of t&e &abop palaee.

The site of the once celebrated Savoy

Palace which some thirty years ago was

even magnificent in its ruins, is now oc

cupied by new buildings in part, and

will be wholly so era long. The precinct

of the Savoy takes its name from Peter,

earl of Savoy, who built a large house

here, 1245, and gave it to the fraternity

of Mountjoy, of whom queen Eleanor,

wife of Henry III. purchased it for her

son, the duke of Lancaster. When it

came into the hands of Henry VII. he

founded here an hospital, and called it

the hospital of St. John the Baptist i and

Mr. Weaver says, that the following in

scription was over the great gate :—

Hospitium hoc inopi tnrba Savola vocatum,

Septimus Henricus fuudavit ab imo Solo.

This hospital consisted of a master

and four brethren, who were to be in

priests orders, and officiate in their turns,

and they were to stand alternately at the

gate of the Savoy, and if they saw any

person who was an object of charity,

they were obliged to take him in, and

feed him. If he proved to be a traveller,

he was entertained for one night, and a

letter of recommendation, with as much

money given him, as would defray his

expenses to the next hospital.

The ^avoy has been reduced to ashes

several times, particularly by Wat Tyler

and Jack Cade ; and at other times by

accident.

This hospital was suppressed in the

seventh year of Edward VI. and the fur

niture given to the hospitals of Bride

well, St. Thomas, &c. but falling after

wards into the hands of queen Mary I.

she new founded and endowed it plenti

fully, and it was under the care of a

master and four brethren in holy orders,

and a receiver of the rents, who was also

the porter, and locked the gates every

night ; and he chose a watchman.

The original rents amounted to

£22,000. per annum, which being deem

ed too large an endowment, an Act of

Resumption was obtained in the fourth

and fifth of Philip and Mary, so that

the lands reverted to the crown. But

they who had taken leases from the

master of the Savoy, had their leases

confirmed to them for ever, upon the

payment of twenty years purchase } a

reserve being made of £800. or £1,000.

a year, in perpetuity for the master and

four brethren, &c.

STfje Jiobelist,

No. LXXVII.

JOHN DOE.

(Concludedfrom paye 128.)

While Purcell was driving from his

door the wretched Cauthleen he had be

trayed, and his and her infant, he medi

tates an attempt at abduction on Mary

Grace, who was enamoured of Lieutenant

Howard; and at the same time endea

voured to induce Mullins, one of the

White Boys, to•assassinate his rival. The

attempt to murder Howard was prevented

by the villain being shot at the moment

by a stranger of the name of Sullivan, who

persuades Howard not to go to Mr. Grace's,

whither he was proceeding, but to return

and let him take a note of apology.

Sullivan, who, as may be anticipated,

was Kavanagh, gets the note written in a

cabin, takes it to the house, is admitted,

and invited to stop all night. While

there, the attack is made by Purcell and
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his party to carry. off Mary Orace. Sul

livan, whom Mary had by this time re

cognised as Kavanagh, advises.resistance,

and attempts to shoot Purcell, whom he

recognised through the key-hole, but

misses him. Mary is carried off, together

with her father, a Mr. Somers, and Ka

vanagh. When Howard heard of the ab

duction, he mustered his. men, and went

in search of then*. - The party were led

to a cottage, where there was an old man,

who commanded Purcell to let go the

hand of Mary Grace. Purcell insisted on

Mr. Somers, a clergyman, to marry them,

buthe refused : and then called onTack'em,

an unprincipled priest i but he was de

terred, partly from the illegality of the

act, and from a promise of Mr. Grace to

give him more money than he would get

by the job. Purcell, thus battled, was on

the point ofcarrying offMary, and punish

ing the refractory priests, when the old

man exclaimed, " Stand out, grandson !

Harry Kavanagh, stand out !" Then Ka

vanagh stood forth without disguise, and

was hailed by the whole party. He blew

a hom, and was soon surrounded by an

overpowering force, wearing loose blue

coats, and strongly armed. They at

tacked Purcell's party, and some were

killed on both sides, but he escaped.

Purcell now applied to Howard for as

sistance ; but, wishing to sneak away,

and exciting some suspicion, was dragged

forward more like a prisoner than a Tallen

combatant. Howard came up with Ka-

vanagh's party, and learnt that he had

rescued Mary from Purcell and his party.

Kavanagh now avowed himselfto be John

Doe.

While speaking these words he engaged

his hands in unbuttoning the close frock

that we have described as fitting tight to

his figure ; and when he had ended, Ka

vanagh, laying the reins on his horse's

neck, flung it aside altogether, and dis

played an inside dress, consisting of a

white vest, or jacket, over which was a

red waistcoat, with bunches of green rib

bon for shoulder-knots, and a broad green

•ash round his waist. He also wore a

belt, or girdle, in which were seen two

eases of pistols.

Kavanagh then calls on his " Twelfth

Sub-division of the Flying Army of the

Hills" to' show themselves, and they im

mediately cast off their great coats. Mul-

lins is Sergeant Moonshine, and Flinn

Lieutenant Starlight. Howard expresses

his regret that he must do his duty, and

bids Kavanagh surrender, while he, on the

contrary, orders his party to disarm that

of Howard.

He had scarcely done speaking when

ihc party which he headed rushed forward

with tremendous cries, and, as they had

been ordered, discharged a volley into the

faces of Howard's soldiers, Mary, her fa

ther, and his reverend friend, still in the

thick of the assaulters ; while, at almost

the same moment, the ambushed foes in

Howard's rear jumped upon the road, at

either side, broke through his ranks, and,

more than three to one, instantly grappled

with the royal muskets, simultaneously

assisted by Kavanagh's men. The soldiers,

taken by surprise, and their arms shoul

dered, made little or no resistance ; in

the midst of the smoke and flash and ex

plosion of the unexpected volley levelled

at them, every man in the line found him

self in the sudden gripe of at least three

enemies, front and rear, so that every effort

was paralyzed : some few shot, indeed,

escaped them ; but this happened while

they vainly struggled against an over

whelming force, and while their pieces,

already seized by tugging hands, were

pointed upward ; a few others, who might

have fired straight on, saw Howard's

friends immediately before them, and re

membered his orders ; and, in fact, a mi

nute had not elapsed until Howard found

himself at the head of an unarmed body,

wearing red coats and military caps, in

deed, but deprived of every outer badge

of warfare, as even their pouches and belts

had been ravished in a twinkling.

Himself, too, did not longer than any

of his soldiers retain the means of defence.

While all was yelling and uproar around

him, Lieutenant Starlight advanced, with

simply a short stick in his hand, and—

"Captain, honey," he said, " I'mcomin',

first, to keep my promise with you ; I

tould you in the barn, that we'd show

you Doe, some time or other ; well,

i-vich, sure, there he is ; an' now, ho

nour bright, just lend me a loan o' your

sword, a moment, an' I'll take the best

care in the world o' you."

Howard only answered by a pass at his

antagonist, which Flinn skilfully parried ;

they then set to, nearer to each other, and

the contest ended in Lieutenant Starlight

striking the sword out of the hands of

Lieutenant Howard, and immediately

flourishing it aloft, and then dropping

the point. At the same moment Sergeant

Moonshine came up, dismounted, with a

sword also girded round his loins, the

property, a few moments before of his

more loyal brother, who now accompanied

him as his prisoner.

Kavanagh seizes Purcell, and ail the

party and their prisoners move towards

Grace's house. Flinn and Mullins were

sent forward on a special mission. One of

them being asked by the other if he ever

did a good deed in his life,says he did'two :
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he killed a gauger and shot, an attorney.

Kavanagh led Mary Grace forward, and

endeavoured, with all the eloquence of

true love, to induce her to renew her af

fection for him : this she firmly refused.

Kavanagh then, half distracted, heaped his

reproaches on Purcell—

Furcell, starting and clasping his

hands, here uttered a loud cry,—" Lights

in my house ! in every window !" he ex

claimed, " what is this ?"

" Lights in your house ! and in hell,

tyrant !—a shadow of the flame,that shall

soon, and for ever, swathe you. Look

again ! 'tis brighter and redder than the

midnight blaze that shone over your

costly feasts, and on the worms that

crawled round to share them :—look

again I"

The fierce light grew stronger at all

the windows ; then waned ; and then

flared out again, as it proceeded in its de

stroying course.

"My house on fire ! my property

wrecked'! my papers ! my wealth ! my

all !—and was it for this, plunderer and

assassin; was it for this you led me

here ?" he continued, turning in fury on

Kavanagh.

" For this ?—fool, fool, prepare your

self ! If you have ever learned a prayer,

repeat it."

" Mercy ! I am now below your ven

geance," cried Purcell, suddenly chang

ing his tone and manner ; " I am a beg

gar, and at your feet. Look on me, I am

at your feet !"

" There would I have you be ! by the

round world, I have prayed and wept for

it ! For such a scene and hour have I

thirsted, and my tongue hath burned with

thirst !—thus, in my dreams have I seen

it, and shrieked and laughed to see it !—

Look at your house again !"

While he spoke, the crackling of slates

and glass was heard, and, a second after,

the flame shot out through the windows

and door, clear and straight, like a broad

side from some great war-ship. Imme

diately followed the smoke—the volumes

of smoke, massy, thick, and curling, and

showing, amid the red light and the

murky relief of the hills around, white as

a morning vapour that the sun calls from

the bottom of the valley. The moon had

set, and here and there in the sky black

wreaths of clouds moved swollen and

slowly along ; while through them, and

between them, the " chaste stars " glim

mered wildly on the phenomenon ; re

duced by the contrast of lurid light to the

appearance of cold silvery specks set in a

frozen ground of intense blue. The side

of every hill and every break, for miles

adjacent, caught the sudden glow, remov

ing it, fainter and farther, into almost de

sert solitude, till it was at last devoured

by remote darkness. But the rugged

features of all the nearer heights became

fitfully enveloped in the blaze, and, grim

and haggard, broke out into the night ;

nay, at a very considerable distance, high

peaks, white in snow, blushed faintly, and

without form, like the shadowy indica

tions of grand scenery caught and lost in

a dream. The lawn immediately before

the house seemed perishing in light, and

the pond of water, flaming like molten

ore, reflected and heightened the imme

diate horrors and magnificence of the

scene.

Kavanagh was on the point of filling up

the measure of his vengeance on the life

of Purcell, but was prevented from it by

Mary, O'Clery, and others; he then

handed Purcell over to Mullins and

Flinn, for the purpose of being despatch

ed, but he was at this time spared.

" And your hand again, Mary Grace,"

resumed Kavanagh, when they had left the

height, " and be quick—be quick ! why

do you draw back and shiver ? Mine is

not yet blotched. Howard!—men, let

him advance ; here—take her—she is

your's—virtuously your's—you will be

kind to her, for her own sake, for my

sake."

A sudden explosion of fire-arms reached

them, and, almost at the same moment,

the roofof Purccll's house fell in, and one

tremendous spire of flame darted to the

heavens, illuminating for a few seconds

more fiercely than ever all contiguous ob

jects, and even the remotest distances.

Then succeeded the vomiting and expand

ing smoke, and the red fragments of burnt

timber that the exploding air impelled

upward ; and then almost utter darkness

wrapt once more the hills, the fields, and

the blotted sky. But ere thickest shadow

had veiled the countenances of all near

him, Howard, for the first time, brought

to mind, while looking on Kavanagh^ the

features of the young man who had so

much interested him in the tent, on the

evening of the pattern.

While all paused in consternation, Doe

continued :—" 'Tis over ! mother, and

sister, you are revenged !—yet, now, I

hear that sound, and see that sight in

more sorrow than my first yearnings pro

mised—who comes ?"—interrupting him

self as the faint hut wild ciy of a female

was heard advancing ; and, immediately

after, Cauthleen tottered forward, and

sunk at his feet, exclaiming—

" Brother, spare me, 'tis poor Cauth

leen."

" Spare you, my poor girl, spare you I"

he repeated, tl pse, come to your brother's
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heart—you have a brother still! I did

not think to see you so soon, Cauthleen,"

he continued, pressing his flushed cheek

to her pale one ; " but, but—oh, Cauth

leen I—sister !" he wept on her neck.

" I always loved you, Harry—and^I

—hoped—I—" she could not, amid sob

bings and chokings, utter the words 'till

she sank, fainting, in his arms. " The

health has faded from your cheek, my

girl," he resumed, " and you are worn

and wasted-—a shadow of my once beau

tiful Cauthleen !— 'tis over!". looking

round—" farewell all, and every thing,

but this poor bruised flower, which, to

raise up and nurse, and to call back to

bloom, must now be my life's only care

and occupation I Farewell, country ! my.

native hills—my hearth made desolate^—

my lost love !—Mary, I ask not now to

touch your hand with mine—Farewell !"

He bore his insensible sister on his arm

down the hill, and was followed by all his

party ; Mr. Grace, Mary, Howard, their

reverend friends, and the disarmed sol

diers remaining behind : and the outcast

brother and sister were never again heard

of in the land of their birth, their sorrows,

and their crimes.

W$t ^eleetor;

OB,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

XBW WORKS.

EXECUTION OF LOUIS XVI. OF

FRANCE.

This melancholy event took place on the

21st of January, 17!I3. On the day pre

vious, a terrific scene took place in Paris.

Some few generous souls dared to express

their indignation ; but the mass, either

indifferent or terrified, remained passive.

One ofthe body-guard, named Paris, had

resolved to avenge the death of the king

on one of his judges. Lepelletier Saint

Fargeau, like many others of his rank,

had voted for the death of Louis, to avert

the odium caused by his birth and for

tune. He had excited great indignation

among the royalists, on account of the

class of society to which he belonged.

On the evening of the 20th he was pointed

out to Paris, at a tavern in the Palais-

Royal, whilst he was seating himself at

table. This young man, wrapped in a

great coat, went to him, and said, "Is it

you, scoundrel, Lepelletier, who voted for

the death of the king ?"—" Yes," replied

he; "but I am not a scoundrel, fori

voted according to my conscience."—

" Hold,'*- resumed Paris, " here is your

recompense !" and he plunged his sabre

in his side, and disappeared before any

one had time to seize him.' •

The news of this event spread with ra

pidity through all parts of Paris. It was

announced at the convention, the Jacobin

club, and at the commune. This inci

dent gave countenance to the report of the

conspiracy of the Royalists, who, if was

said, meditated massacreing their enemies,

and rescuing the king when at the foot of

the scaffold.- : The Jacobins declared their

sittings permanent, and sent new messen

gers to all their authorities to rekindle

their zeal, and to call the whole popula

tion to arms.; . . . :...•,«., —.i.«

• On the next day, the 21st of January,

as the Temple clock struck five, the king

awoke, called for Clery, and dressed him

self with the most perfect tranquillity.

He congratulated himself on having ie-

composed his mind by sleep. , Clery

lighted the fire, and moved a chest of

drawers; which served for an altar. "M.

Edgeworth put. on his sacerdotal .vesti

ments, and commenced solemnizing the

mass ; Clery assisted at it, and the king,

on' his knees, gave, deep attention to the

ceremony. He then received the commu

nion from the hands of M. Edgeworth,

and the mass being finished, rose with in

creased strength, and awaited with sere

nity the moment in which he was to be

transported to the scaffold. He demanded

scissors to cut his hair himself, to avoid

the humiliating operation from the hands

of the executioner; but the commune,

suspecting the possibility of suicide, re

fused his request. - ; . . . . . .i

- The drum now beat through the streets

of the capital. All those .who belonged

to the armed sections joined their com

panies with the most perfect submission.

Those who were not obliged to make

their appearance on this terrible day, con

cealed themselves in their houses. Their

doors and windows were all shut, and

they awaited, at home, the tidings of this

heart-rending event. It was reported that

four or five hundred men, devoted to the

king, had designed to burst their way to

the carriage, and carry him off. The

convention, commune, executive council,

and Jacobins were all assembled.

At eight o'clock in the morning, San-

terre, with a deputation of the commune,

of the department, and of the criminal

tribunal, proceeded to the Temple. The

king, hearing the noise of their approach,

rose, and prepared to depart. He had

determined not to renew the sad scene of

the preceding evening by seeing his fa

mily again. He charged Clery to give

his adieu to his wife, sisters, and children.

He also begged him to carry them a lock
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of his hair and some jewels , which he gave

htm for. that purpose. He then squeezed

his hand, and thanked him for his ser

vices. ' He afterwards addressed one of

the municipal officers, begging him to

transmit his will to the commune. This

officer, named Jaques Roux, had formerly

been a priest ; be answered him in a bru

tal manner, that it was bis business to

conduct him to the scaffold, not' to run'

on his messages. Another charged him

self with this commission, and Louis,

turning himself towards his conductors,

gave, with firmness, the signal of depar

ture. :. •

. Officers of the gendarmerie were placed

in front of the carriage in which Louis

was transported to the place of execution;

he himself and M. Edgeworth were seated

behind. During this transfer, which was

Tather long, the king read, from the

breviary of M. Edgeworth, the prayers

appropriate to his situation. The two

gendarmes were astonished at his piety

and tranquil resignation. They had or

ders, it was said, to stab him if the car

riage should be attacked. No hostile

attempt, however, was made from the

Temple to the Place de la Revolution.

The armed multitude formed a street.

Profound silence prevailed, and the car

riage advanced slowly. At the Place de

,1a Revolution, a large vacant space was

left round the scaffold. Tiers of artillery

surrounded this space ; the most demo

cratic confederates were formed round the

scaffold ; the very refuse of the rabble,

always ready to insult genius, virtue, and

misfortune, when they received the signal

from,higher authorities, pressed behind

the ranks of confederates, and manifested

their execrable satisfaction by many hate

ful gestures of triumph and revenge ;

whilst, every sentiment of commiseration

was suppressed by terror, and buried in

silence. Louis, alighting from the carri

age, advanced with a firm step and un

dismayed air, towards the place of execu

tion. ~"

puted to me; I pardon the authors of

my death, and I pray that my blood may

not be upon France." He would have

continued, but the drums were now or

dered to beat ; the voice of the king was

droWncd in their noise, the executioners

seized upon their victim, and M. Edge-

worth inspired his last moment with this

sublime exclamation : " Son of Saint

Louis, ascend to Heaven !" The furious

wretches who surrounded the scaffold then

dipped their pikes and handkerchiefs in

his blood, spread through Paris, shouting

f Live the na'ion ! live the republic ?"

and even went to the gates of the Temple,

to manifest that false and brutal joy which

the multitude always experience on the

opening of a new era, and at the downfall

of the great,— Thier's and Bodin's His

tory of the French Revolution.

THE WAR IN THE PENINSULA.

' ' THE ENTrY IHTO OFOrTO.

We halted here the next day for a supply

of provisions, of which we were much in

want, while the light division of the army

followed up the enemy ; and I took this

opportunity of paying my good old

palrone a congratulatory visit on the ex

pulsion of the French. My astonishment

may be more easily conceived than de

scribed, when, on arriving at the scene of

my late happiness, I found nothing but

bare walls remaining. The house had

been completely stripped of all its costly

furniture and every thing that was valu

able, by the desperate robbers who were

now flying before us. To witness the

destruction occasioned in this beautiful

residence was truly pitiable : on entering,

I perceived the fine balustrades broken ;

the ohandeliets and mirrors were shattered

to pieces; all the portable furniture had

been taken away, and the remainder cither

wantonly burned, or otherwise destroyed ;

the choice pictures were defaced, and the

walls more resembled a French barrack

Three executioners came forward ; than the abode of a Portuguese Fidalgo,

. he rejected their interference, and disrobed

himself. But when they attempted to

bind his hands, he experienced a move

ment of indignation, and seemed involun

tarily about to defend himself. M. Edge-

worth, whose expressions were, at this

.moment, full of sublimity, seeing his

.emotion, said to him, " Suffer this indig

nity, as a last resemblance to the God who

:is about to be your recompense." The

victim became resigned, and suffered him

self to be bound, and led to the scaffold.

from the obscene .paintings that were

daubed upon them. The beautiful garden

was entirely ransacked ; the charming

walks and fragrant bowers torn up and

demolished ; the fountains broken to

pieces ; and the crystal-like water drained

off to catch the little fish, I suppose to

satisfy the wanton appetites of these all-

devouring marauders. However, I was

somewhat relieved from my apprehension

and sorrow on the account of this worthy

family, by being informed that they had

. Suddenly he advanced one step in front of made their escape to England, in a vessel

the executioners, and addressed the peo- of their own, at the time we sailed, with

\ pie. " Frenchmen," said he, in a strong all their plate, money, and most valuable

,voice, " I die innocent of the crimes im- propertyr
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While here, 1 went to visit a Welsh

gehtleman who had married a Portuguese

lady. He was a resident of this town, on

whom I had been billeted on our first

landing here, and from whose family I

received much attention, but had been

unable to wait on them on my last arrival,

owing to indisposition. He was not living

at the same house, but I was directed

where I might find him. My interview

with him proved of the most painful de

scription : he met me on the stairs, and

received me with great kindness, but ap

peared in a very dejected state of mind.

He showed me into the parlour ; and,

pointing to an arm-chair, told me that in

that seat a French officer had, a few hours

before, blown out the brains of his poor

old father-in-law, because he would not

resign one of his daughters to gratify the

abominable lust of this detestable assassin,

who suspected she was secreted in the

house, though in reality she had fled to

the mountains on the first approach of the

enemy. There was no corroboration of

this shocking catastrophe necessary, as

the blood and parts of the skull were still

visible in the chamber, but the body had

been removed. His amiable wife, from

whom I had received the greatest civility,

and whom I wished to congratulate on

the liberation of their town from such vile

miscreants, to my regret could not make

her appearance ; she was too much over

whelmed with grief. My friend was about

to enter into the particulars of his mis

fortunes, occasioned by the arbitrary con

tributions and severities of the French,

when the drum beat for us to fall in, and

continue the pursuit of the routed army.

Capt. Wood's Subaltern Officer.

THE BATTLE OP VITTOHIA.

Night put an end to the bloody fray and

equally bloody pursuit ; when we halted,

leaving Vittoria some miles in our rear.

We had not had a morsel to eat the whole

of this day, as we moved off our ground

before the supplies had arrived : bread,

indeed, we had not received for two days

previous ; we therefore oppeased our hun

ger by plucking the corn from the ears,

as We trampled over the fields of it with

which this fine country abounds, and

which was at this moment fit for the

sickle. This expedient satisfied our

craving wants till the action commenced,

when our attention was attracted by other

objects. One of my men picked up a

French haversack, out of which he got a

large biscuit, which he began eating most

greedily without offering his comrade any

part : at this instant a shell burst very

near him, a splinter of which broke his

leg ; he hopped screaming away, and let

fall the bread, which his comrade snatched'

up and ate, observing, that it served the

other right for his greediness.

At this time we were halted } and were,

in some measure, compensated for the loss

of bread, by the plentiful supply we got

of water, which, indeed, was a great ad

vantage, after the heat and fatigue of the

^day.

We had now taken up our ground, and

piled our arms, when some of the men*

went up to the rear under various pre

tences, but soon returned : some with

bread, brandy, fowls, and all kinds of

eatables ; others with dollars, doubloons,

plate, and every article that could be pro

cured from the French baggage, which

we had passed, but dared not fall out of

our ranks to take possession of at the

time, having a more serious duty to per

form than attending to plunder,—that of

first beating the enemy away from it. I

certainly must confess I regarded these

waggons loaded and broken down with

specie, over which we were obliged to

drive the foe, with a wishful eye i but

honour being with a soldier preferable to

riches, I relinquished the latter for the

.former. We were, however, amply sup

plied with every thing that was good, by

those who had the good fortune to share

in the spoil. Indeed, for my own part,

I could not complain, having contrived to

get a very fine young horse, belonging to

the Polish Lancers, which came running

in my way without a rider, completely

accoutred ; and a handsome quilt, which

I found very useful at night. Such plenty

now prevailed, that I do not suppose there

was a man in the field who had not a good

meal that night from the stores of the

enemy, which were copiously supplied

with every comfort, and now came to us

so very seasonably ; for, although every

man had not an opportunity of partaking

in the plunder, yet there was so great ah

abundance of every necessary brought

into camp, that they were enabled to

share the provisions with each other. We

also got a most seasonable supply ofthose

valuable articles—good shoes, taken from

the French magazines. Our men had

been constantly on the tramp for many

weeks together, without having time Or

opportunity to get their old ones mended ;

indeed several of them had marched for

the last few days barefooted. Not get

ting quite enough to supply all my men,

(having the charge of a company,) I sent

the remainder to exchange theirs with

the dead men, many of whom were found

scattered about the field with much better

shoes than their living comrades had on ;

so that all got completely suited in this

respect. We likewise obtained a good
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supply of salt, an article of great luxury vaults and corridors ; or prized for the
in this part of the country , where it is produce of its fields : the people are
very dear and scarce ; and also tobacco, entirely forgotten ; - one would scarcely
which could not be obtained previous tó think, indeed, by the indifference with
this day 's victory, - a victory that crown - which we are treated , that we are de
ed us with almost every desirable gift scended from the masters of the island .

that honour and good fortune could Every Englishman knows something of
confer .

foreign parts of the continental coun
To paint the scene that now ensued tries of Asia , Africa, and America ;

after the battle, among the troðps, would butof Wales he seems to know no more
be far beyond my power. Somewere ca . than he does of the inside of the Chinese
rousing over their spoils, others swearing empire : it is a little spot of earth , which
at their ill-luck at not obtaining more ; appears to have entirely escaped his ob
somedancing mad with eau -de-vie , others servation and inquiry. I sometimes can
sharing doubloons, dollars , watches, gold notavoid thinking John Bull a very long
trinkets, and other valuable articles. The sighted personage, who sees with more
more rational and feeling were talking of accuracy the objects which are placed at
their suffering comrades, somewhat in an immense distance , than those which
the following strain :

lie immediately under his eye ; I doubt,
“ This was a devil of a fight sure -ly ! not, if Wales were situated at the North

that was a woundy crack poor Barney Pole , that he would have numberless
got, wor'n 't it, Joe ?” — “ Ah ! but poor ships fitted out for numberless expedi
Bill Flint got a worse : he be laid low tions to our outlandish region , and some

enough , poor fellow !” “ But what do of the chief people , - myself, for in
you think of that fine young lieutenant stance, or Miss Vaughan , ormymother,

of the grenadiers ? ” “ Why, dang it, ormy redoubtable neighbour, Mr. Moró
his limbs be shivered to splinters; but í gan Hughes, who keeps a shop in the
hope as how I shall see the brave fellow cwm , - brought to the English capital as
on a timber- toe some of these odd days ; living curiosities : as it is, we have no
for he be a dam 'd good officer " " Ay ! right to expect any such distinction ; the

that he be : and bad luck to the French Hottentot and Otaheitan have eclipsed

frogs, if they don 't hop away too fast us there ; and the only reason why we

for us, we will pay them off for it yet , are not such marketable articles is be.

but we can 't help trifles ; so comealong, cause we are placed too nearMr. Bull's

Joe ! here's to ye, and let's have the old shop -door : had he to cross his broad

song, Our lodgings be on the cold . quay and wealthy docks, and to rum
ground.' "

mage for us amongst wild beasts ' skins,Amidst this extraordinary and novel sugar -casks, and rice barrels, he would
scene, with a bottle of French brandy in consider us worth the trouble of stowing
one hand, some biscuit in the other, the into his warehouses, and prescrying

fine large quilt thrown over me, and two against the ensuing season .
fat fowls under my head , I sunk on my

Ambition a Novel.pillow to sleep . Morning now came,
and we rose from our verdant couch , with

spirits become light as air, to continue GERMAN CEMETERIES.
the pursuit. Our provisions being issued, BEYOND Frankfort, on the great road to
we set off completely elevated by our late Breslau , there is almost as little to inte .
success, and the defeat of the enemy. rest the eye as before ; the Oder is left to

Ibid . the right, and the verdure which clothes
its banks is the only beauty that nature
wears. A solitary enclosure, on the sumWALES
mit of a small rising ground , turned outIs the little Switzerland ofGreat Britain , to be a Jewish burying place, as lonely

and, like that country, is neglected in its situation , and as neglected in its

by adjoining nations, and sought only appearance, as can well be imagined . In

by the traveller of á far -distant clime. so dreary a scene, these habitations of the

Wales is a spot which our neighbours dead look doubly dreary . The inscrip
seldom think of, or, when remem . tions were all in Hebrew , and the stones

bered by them , is visited but by the an . were overgrown with coarse rank grass.

tiquary, — the searcher after the remains The Christian cemeteries, on the contrary ,

of ancient splendour, and the relics of in this part of Germany, are kept with
ancient bravery ; or valued only for its great neatness. Every grave is, in gene.
mountains, its falls, its ruined castles, ral, a flower -bed. I walked out one

its desolated monasteries, its subterranean morning to the great cemetery of Berlin ,
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to visit the tomb of Klaproth , which is to the top, and with the utmost delibera .

merely a cross , :and announces nothing ; tion took off the weather -cock and de
but his Daine.and: age. ; Close by , ' an ele scended with it. On Wednesday he

derly looking woman, in decent mourn . . resumed his labour, and in the evening

ing, was watering the flowers with which had taken down about a yard of thespire.
she had planted the grave of an only . . . . . as anoti
daughtet. (as the sexton afterwards told . i i .
me), who had been interred the preceding : PROBLEM :
week. The graye formed nearly a square : Önndifimul miestinn brozisht for solution

of about five feet. It was divided into

little beds, all crossed , kept with great
into the Ecclesiastical Court.

-
care, and adorned with the simplest fow - , A WONDROUS couple * here behold , . ,
ers. Evergreens, intermixed with :daisies, i : . Who come to stand the test .
were ranged round . the borders ; little : ; Of Law ; for they ( in virtue bold , + ,
clumps of violets and forget-me-not were ; Would know which is the BEST.
scattered in the interior, and in the centre : . ' . r 'is . .. .DIALETICUS.

a solitary,lily hung down its languishing . : * Mr.and Mrs. B . ' imiro

blossom . The broken -hearted mother had it Virtue is bold , and goodness never fearful.
just watered it, and tied it to a small stick - Shakespeare. .

to secure it against the wind ; at her. side : Prir . . . . .
lay the weedswhich she had rooted out. CONCLUSION OF LENT IN
She went round the whole spot again and ! ROME. . ,
again , anxiously pulling up every blade. mur

* The fast of Lent, in which is ordered the
of grass. then gazed for a few seconds on ,

the grave -walked towards the gate, and
most rigorous abstinence from flesh , is at

hurried out of the churchyard . Frona !
4 an end on Easter -day, and then, in Rome,
" you see all the tables of theeating -housesRussell' s Tour in Germany. . . . ; decorated with flowers, and the joints of

meat gilded and illuminated . Bladders

The Gatherer. ' of fat are hung out at the ham shopš bril .
liantly ornamented , and every thing seems

“ I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other teeming with joy that the days of fasting

“ men's stuff. Wotion . . il are over, and that the season is again

. ; - . i restored when all may eat, drink , and be

AFRICAN MANUFACTURES. * merry. The illumination at St. Peter's,

A cotton shawl,manufactured by Afric and the splendid fireworks from the Castle
cans from the growth of their own country , of St. Angelo , finish the whole matter.

has been received at Baltimore. It con . As the rockets fly up and disperse in the

sists of five pieces, woven three yards in , a
air , all remembrance of the penance and

length , and six inches in width , sown abstinence of Lent vanishes . The giorni

together. and is considered a favourable di grasso (days of fat) are commenced .'

specimen of arts yet in their infancy and the whole of the people give them .

amongst that rude people . Cotton, of the selves up to merrimentand pleasure . ..

quality of which this shawl is manufac - !

tured , is said to " grow in abundance over

a track of country extending to 40 de.. DANCING.
grees of latitude, and 51 or 70 of longit. Swift called dancing 6 voluntary mad .

tude, inhabited by , many millions of ness.” The Chinese seem to think it

naked human beings. useless fatigue ; for when' Commodore
Anson was at Canton, the officers of the

- THE STEEPLE BUILDER.
Centurion had a ball upon some Court
holiday ; while they were dancing , a

THE top ofthe spire of St. Peter's Church , Chinese,who surveyed the operation , said .

Nottingham , has for sometimebeen in a softly to one of the party , a Why don 't

dilapidated state, and about a fortnight' you let your servants do this for you ?

ago, a part of the ball fell from it. It

has been deemed necessary to repair the TO CORRESPONDENTS.

spire , which is about fifty yards high ,fifty yards high, Janet, Clavis , Mr. Bloor ,,and soveral other
and the intrepid steeple-builder, Philip Correspondents shall have insertion next week, "

Wootón , has been engaged to perform the when weshall also decide on sundry cases in our ,
task . On Tuesday afternoon he com . Court of Chancery,
menced the undertaking, and in less than =
two hours had reared three long ladders, . ' Printed and Published by J. LIMBIRD,

by which means, in the presence and 143 , Strand (near Somerset House), and sold by .

cheers of crowds of spectators,heascended “ all Newsmen and Booksellers.
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Sit, Raul's CatfjeUral,

In a preceding volume of the Mirror,

' (No. XLIV.), we gave an inteiesting ac

count of the commencement of the election

of St, Vaul's Cathedral by Sir Christopher

Wren. Our readers need scarcely to be

told, that it was built on the site of the old '

cathedral, which was burnt down in the

Ct fire of 1666. Dryden, who has cele-

ed this awful year as the Annus Mi

ni hilts, in noticing the destruction of the

cathedral, has a very happy allusion to its

profanation, during the time of the Com

monwealth, when the body of the church

was converted into sow-pits, and stables

for soldiery. Dryden says,

* The .daring flame» peep'd in, and law from far

The awful beauties of the sacred quire ;

But since it was profan'd by civil war,

Heav'n thought it fit to have it purg'd by fire."

. The first stone of the new cathedral

was laid on the 21st of June, 1675, by

the great architect himself, who lived to

see his son, then but a few months oH,

thirty-five years afterwards, deposit the

highest stone of th'e lantern on the cupola.

During the early progress of the work,

an incident occurred, which, even in a

Vox., vi. N

less superstitious age, might have been

considered a favourable omen, without

any charge of extraordinary credulity.

Sir Christopher was marking out the di

mensions of the great cupola, when he

ordered one of the workmen to bring him

a fiat stone, to use as a station. A piece

was brought : it was the fragment of a

tomb-stone, on which but one word of the

inscription was left—that word was re-

si; roam. Some authors suppose this

circumstance to have been the origin of

the emblem sculptured over the south

portico, by Cibber, namely, a phcenix

rising out of its fiery nest, with this word

as an inscription.

During the whole time that the cathe

dral wasbuilding, Sir Christopher, in order

to preserve the new temple from profana

tion, affixed orders on various parts of the

building, prohibiting the workmen from

swearing, on pain of dismissal.

In 1693, the walls of the new choir were

finished, and the scaffolding removed ;

and on the 2nd of December, 1097, it was

opened for divine service, on occasion of

the thanksgiving for the peace of Rys-

wick. The morning prayer chapel was

177
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opened for divine service the 1st of Fe

bruary, 1699.

It is remarkable, that this mighty

fabric was begun and finished by one ar

chitect, Sir Christopher Wren; one prin

cipal mason, Mr. Strong ; and during one

bishopric, that of Dr. Henry Compton,

bishop of London.

The time occupied in its erection,

though, in truth', marvellously short, com

pared with that devoted to other build

mgs similar in magnitude, was thought,

at the period, to have been unnecessarily

protracted. Nor was this the prejudice of

the ignorant vulgar merely. In the 9th

of William and Mary, parliament passed

ah act " for completing and adorning the

cathedral church, in which there was a

clause for suspending a moiety of the sa

lary until the said church should be

finished ; thereby, the belter to encourage

him to finish the same with the utmost

diligence and expedition." And what

does the reader imagine was the salary,

the suspension of a moiety of which was

to have this encouraging influence ? Only

200/. ! Who, but a man whose genius

soared far above that of the times in

which he lived, who looked forward to

the admiration of future ages as his re

ward, could have brooked so unmerited an

indignity ? The whole time occupied in

this building did not exceed thirty-five

years ; while St. Peter's at Rome, the

only fabric in modem times which can be

placed in competition with it, was not

completed in less than one hundred and

forty-five.

The total expense of the building was

. 736,752*. 2s. 3d.

The dimensions of this cathedral, com

pared with that of St. Peter's, are, ac

cording to the Parentalia, as follows :—

St. Pauls. St. Peter's.

length, within 500 669ft.

Greatest breadth .... 223 442

Height 340 432

In the construction of the edifice, the

architect was forced to observe the gene

ral shape of a cross, and yet it exhibits

little or none of the awkwardness of that

form of building. By means of an ad-

ditional transept or arm he has given due

breadth to the west end or principal front ;

the east end terminates in a projecting

semicircle ; and at the extremities of the

principal transept, there are also semicir

cular projections for porticos, while the

angles of the cross are occupied with

square appendages, which serve as but

tresses to a magnificent dome or cupola.

The front of the building on the west

presents a grand portico of the Corinthian

and Composite orders, surmounted by a

spacious pediment, with a lofty tower or

steeple of great elegance and richness on

each side. In the tympanum, the con

version of St. Paul has been well sculp

tured in basso relievo, by Bird ; on the

apex is a colossal statue of St. Paul, and

on either hand, at different distances along

the summit of this front, are similar sta

tues of St. Peter, St. James, and the four

evangelists. The semicircular porticos

at each end of the principal transept are

of the Corinthian order, and are also

crowned by statues of the apostles. The

tympanum of that on the north side ex

hibits a sculpture of the royal arms and

regalia, supported by angels ; and that of

the other, the phoenix rising from the

flames, as before mentioned. The side

walls of the building present the appear

ance of a two storied structure, there being

two ranges of pilasters all round, one of

the Corinthian, and the other of the Com

posite order ; the intervals between which

are occupied with windows. The dome,

or cupola, is the most striking feature of

the whole edifice. A plain circular base

ment rises from the roof of the church to

the height of twenty feet ; above that,

there is a Corinthian colonnade of thirty-

two columns; and every fourth inter-

columniation is filled with masonry, so

dispersed, as to form an ornamental niche

or recess, while, at the same time, the

projecting buttresses of the cupola are

thus concealed. " By a happy combina

tion of profound skill and exquisite taste,

a construction adapted to oppose, with

insuperable solidity, the enormous pres

sure ofthe dome, the cone, and the lantern,

is thus converted into a decoration of the

most grand and beautiful character. The

columns being of a large proportion, and

placed at regular intervals, are crowned

with a complete entablature, which, con

tinuing without a single break, forms an

entire circle, and thus connects all the

parts into one grand and harmonious

whole." The entablature of the peristyle

supports a handsome gallery surrounded

with a balustrade. Within this rises an

attic story, with pilasters and windows,

from the entablature of which springs the

exterior dome. Round ah aperture on

the summit of the dome, there is another

gallery, from the centre of which ascends

an elegant lantern, surrounded with Co

rinthian columns, and surmounted by a

ball and cross richly gilt.

For this account of St. Paul's Cathedral

we are indebted to the Percy Histories of

London, and we copy from the same work

some further remarks on the subject.

The great dome over the central area

is supported by eight stupendous piers,

four of the arches formed by which open

into the side aisles. The cathedral church
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of Ely is said to be the only other one In

this country in which the central area is

thus pierced by the side aisles. The ad

vantages of this mode of construction are,

that it gives an air of superior lightness

to the clustered columns, affords striking

and picturesque views in every direction,

and gives greater unity to the whole area

of the building. The view upwards into

the interior of the dome is extremely

striking. It has been so constructed as

to shew a spacious concave every way;

and from the lantern at the top, the light

is poured down with admirable effect over

the whole, as well as through the great

colonnade that encircles its basement.

The inside is divided into eight compart

ments, in which there are as many paint

ings of subjects from scripture, by Sir

James Thornhill ; but though originally

executed with much animation and relief,

the colours are now So faded, that they

present to the eye of the observer below

only a confused mass of stains. Sir

Christopher Wren wished to have beauti

fied the inside with the more durable

monument of mosaic work ; but in this,

as in other instances of correct foresight,

he was unhappily overruled.

The choir is separated from the body

of the church by handsome iron railings.

Over the entrance to it is the organ gal

lery, and an organ in it supposed to be

one of the finest in the kingdom. It was

erected in Mi94, by Bernard Schmydt, or

Smith, for 2,000/. On the south side of

the choir is a throne for the bishop ; on

the north another for the lord mayor;

. and besides these, there is on each side a

long range of stalls. The whole are

richly ornamented with carvings by Gib

bons, who was the first, according to

Walpole, who succeeded in giving to

wood " the loose and airy lightness of

flowers, and chained together the various

productions of the elements, with a free

disorder natural to each species." In the

chancel, or semicircular recess at the east

end, stands the communion table. What

is called the altar piece, has four fluted

pilasters painted in imitation of lapis la

zuli, and is besides ornamented with a

profusion of gilding ; but its appearance

is On the whole insignificant, when con

trasted with the lofty windows above it,

and the general magnitude of the choir.

-It is due, however, to the memory of

Wren to notice, that he had other designs

for this part of the building than those

which have been realized. " The paint

ing and gilding," says the Paientalia,

" of the east end of the church, over the

communion table, was intended only to

serve the present occasion, till such time

as materials could have been procured for

a magnificent design of an altar, consist

ing of four pillars wreathed, of the richest

Greek marbles, supporting a canopy he

mispherical, with proper decorations ofar

chitecture and sculpture, for which the

respective drawings and a model were

prepared. Information and particular

descriptions of certain blocks of marble

were once sent to the Right Honourable

Dr. Henry Compton, bishop of London,

from a Levantine merchant in Holland,

and communicated to the surveyor ; but

unluckily the colour and scantlings did

not answer his purpose ; so it rested in

expectance of a fitter opportunity, else

probably this curious and stately design

had been finished at the same time with

the main fabric." The pulpit and read

ing desk are both splendid objects ; the

former was designed by Mylne, and is

richly carved and gilt ; the latter consists

entirely of brass gilt, and is very light

and airy.

In the south end of the western transept

there is a chapel for morning prayers,

and in the north the consistory ; both are

divided from the aisles by screens of in

sulated columns and ornamental carved

work.

Few of the persons to whom monu

ments are erected in the cathedral, have

been really buried here. Among the

number, the first who claims our notice

is the great architect of the building, Sir

Christopher Wren. Descending to the

vaults by a broad flight of steps, you see

beneath the south east window, inscribed

on a low tomb, the following simple epi

taph : " Here lies Sir Christopher Wren,

Knight, builder of this Cathedral Church

of St. Paul, who died in the year of our

Lord MDCCXXIII., and of his age

XCI." On the wall above, there is an

additional inscription in Latin, with which

the public are more familiar, and which

may be thus translated :—

" Beneath lies Christopher Wren, the

builder of this church, and of this city,

who lived upwards of ninety years, not

for himself, but for the public good.

" Reader, would'st thou search out his

monument ? Look around.

" He died 25th February, 1723, aged

91."

Admired as this inscription has been,

yet we can say from experience, that the

direction to " look around," when the

reader is in the midst of a dark gloomy

vault, has a very contrary effect to that

intended.

At the suggestion of the late Mr.

Mylne, the architect, it has been repeated

on a tablet in front of the organ gallery

in the choir ; yet even there the effect is

incomplete. Considering that Wren was

N 2
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in truth the builder both " of this church

and this city," the reader should be en

abled to " look around" on both, to be.

hold " his monument."

In these vaults, also, repose the mortal

remains of that Prince of Enterprize, the

Immortal Nelson, and of his friend and

companion in victory, Lord Collingwood,

both of which were deposited here with

all those funeral honours, which a sor

rowing country could bestow. Here, too,

lie interred those eminent masters, Rey

nolds, Barry, and Opie, in contiguous

graves ; the eloquent and sagacious

Loughborough ; the learned and pious

Dr. Newton, bishop of Bristol ; Dr.

Boyce, the organist and composer ; the

eccentric disciple of Animal Magnetism,

Mainandot ; and a few others of inferior

note.

After examining all that is to be seen

in the lower part of the cathedral, the

visitor has still to make the ascent to the

summit, to examine the interior of the

vast dome, and to enjoy the magnificent

views which the outside galleries furnish

of this vast metropolis, before his curi

osity can be fully gratified. You ascend

by a spacious circular staircase, to a gal

lery which encircles the lower part of the

interior of the dome, and is called the

Whispering Gallery, from the circum

stance, that the lowest whisper breathed

against the wall in any part of this vast

circle, may be accurately distinguished

by an attentive ear on the very opposite

side. The paintings within the dome,

you find, even on this nearer inspection,

scarcely distinguishable. All the lower

parts have perished utterly, and the rest

are in a state of rapid obliteration. The

subjects were all chosen from the life of

St. Paul, as recorded in the scriptures,

from his Miraculous Conversion near

Damascus to his shipwreck at Melita.

Branching off from the circular staircase

at this place, there are passages which

lead to other galleries and chambers

over the side aisles. One conducts you

to the Library of the chapter, which is

immediately over the consistory. The

floor of this apartment is a great curiosity,

being entirely constructed of small pieces

of oak, without either nail or peg, and

disposed into various geometrical figures

with the utmost nicety. Above the chim

ney, there is a good half-length portrait

of the Protestant bishop, Dr. Compton

who bequeathed the whole of his books

to the library, which is not, however, of

much value as a collection. Over the

morning prayer chapel, at the opposite

end of the transept, is a room called the

Trophy Room, from being hung round

with various shields and banners used at

the ceremony of Lord Nelson's funeral.

In this room are kept the rejected model,

according to which Sir Christopher Wren

first proposed to erect this cathedral, and

also the model of the altar piece, which

was left unexecuted.

ON THE APPEARANCE OF

SAMUEL TO SAUL.

(For the Mirror.)

The circumstances attending the pre

dictions of the sorceress consulted by Saul,

as to their fulfilment, &c. have led some

to imagine that persons of her description

have power, by the assistance of evil spi

rits, to foretel future events. Others, who

deny the possibility of such information

from that quarter, imagine, by the sur

prise evinced by the woman, that the ap

pearance and information of Samuel was

more than she herself had been used to ;

and that the predictions were dictated by

Jehovah himself. To the first we observe,

that to foretell future events is a miracle,

and a certain criterion whereby to judge

of the pretensions of any one to divine

teaching ; that if witches or magicians

by the power of evil spirits were capable

of performing such a miracle, or indeed,

of any other miracle, we should have no

certain criterion by which to judge of the

truth or falsehood of any teacher whatever.

It was by the miraculous powers possess

ed by Moses and the Prophets, that the

Jewish system was introduced and estab

lished—it was by this power that Jesus

proved the divinity of his mission. But

if other beings,—beings which are repre

sented as having only the cause of vice in

view, were likewise capable of performing

miracles, there would be no argument

from this source why we should not give

the preference to the champion of vice and

falsehood, rather than to the advocate for

virtue and truth ; at least it places them

on equal ground. But the Scripture is

conclusive against this idea, " lam God,

saith Jehovah ; and there is none like unto

me, declaring the end from the beginning,

and from ancient times the things that

are not yet done." Isa. xlvi. 9, 10.

Again, it is supposed that the woman

saw more than she expected, and that Je

hovah himself interposed in the affair,

and revealed to Saul what should befal

him. 1 In order to make this opinion fea

sible, it is supposed Saul had forsaken

God, and not inquired of him ; and when

he did inquire, even though it was by a

sorceress, he made use of that occasion to

reveal his will. It is true (from 1 Chron.

x. 13, 14.) that Saul did not consult

Jehovah at some part of his life, but by

comparing this fact with 1 Sam. xxviii. 6,
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I think we may reasonably conclude, that

he had neglected and despised the com

mands of his God so long (particularly in

his conduct to David, whom he knew was

chosen by God for peculiar services, that

when he did consult him, he attended not

to him ; for in that passage it is said, that

when Saul inquired of Jehovah, he an

swered him neither by dreams, nor by

urim, nor by prophets. But those who

hold this opinion, should endeavour to re

concile a contradiction attending it. For

is it not astonishing that God should make

use of those very means to instruct Saul

which were the offspring of idolatry, and

against which he had denounced the se

verest punishments.—See Lev. xx. 27 ;

Deut. xviii. 11. Whether there was any

real occasion for the surprise and fear

which the woman evinced, will be seen in

the sequel. Having in our opinion shown

the unreasonableness of both these opi

nions, we proceed to show that the part

of the woman was that of a juggler ; that

there was not any appearance of Samuel ;

that the predictions as to events were

natural deductions from certain facts ;

and as to time, ambiguous and uncertain.

The woman in our translation is called

a woman that hath a familiar spirit; but

the Hebrew is a mistress of Aub, or Ob.

The word Ob is generally nnderstood as

conveying the idea of a bottle, or of a

cavity in general; and the usual inter

pretation of it in this place is, that the

persons thus denominated were so called

in consequence of their speaking from

their bellies, or using ventriloquism. That

they did avail themselves of that art, is

highly probable, and we even conjecture

that it was the method used by the wo

man at En-dor ; but that positive inform-

ation thereof may be derived from the

word Ob, we deny. For let it be observ

ed, this is the word used by Saul himself

to his servants when he said, Seek me a

. mistress of Ob ; but let common sense

decide whether this ought to be interpret

ed, Seek me a woman that speaksfrom her

belly. If this was Saul's meaning, it must

be evident to every one that Saul knew

the whole mystery of the oracle, and he

might as well have said, Seek me a woman

thai may cheat me, for J have a great de

sire to be deceived. The absurdity of this

interpretation is so'evident, that it needs

no further refutatien.

Better information as to the true mean

ing of the word probably cannot be ob

tained than in the following extract from

Mr. Bryant's Analysis of Ancient My

thology :—" Oph signifies a serpent, and

was pronounced at times, and expressed

Ope, Oupis, Opis, Ops, and by Cicero

Upis. It' was an emblem of the sun, and

also of time and eternity. It was worship

ed as a deity, and esteemed the same as

Osiris, by others the same as Vulcan. A

serpent was also in the Egyptian, language

styled Ob, or Aub, though it may only

be a variation of the term above. We are

told by Orus Apollo, that the basilisk or

royal serpent was named Oubaios. The

deity so denominated was esteemed pro

phetic, and his temples applied to as

oracular. This idolatry is alluded to by

Moses (Lev. xx. 27; Deut. xviii. 11.)

who in the name of God forbids the Is

raelites ever to inquire of those demons

Ob and Ideone, which shows that it was

of great antiquity. The symbolical wor

ship of the serpent was introduced into all

the mysteries, wherever celebrated. The

Greeks called Apollo himself Python, (a

Hebrew name for a serpent), which is the

same as Opis, Oupis, and Oub. The

woman at En-dor is called Oub, or Ob,

and it is interpreted Pythonissa. The

place where she resided seems to have

been named from the worship there in

stituted ; for En-dor is compounded of

En-Ador, and signifies the fountain of

light—thenracle of the God Ador. This

oracle was probably founded by the Ca-

naanites, and had never been totally sup

pressed."

From these circumstances we think our

selves justified in calling this mistress of

Ob, a Pythian or Ophite Priestess, and

in asserting that she was a person of some

consequence ; and this may be drawn

from the circumstance of her being so

readily known by the attendants of the

king ; and to her acquaintance with them

may probably be. attributed her continu

ing in the practice of the art, although

Saul hadput away those who hadfamiliar

spirits, and the wizards out of the land.

It is necessary that we briefly view the

situation of affairs in Israel at this time.

Previous to the accession of Saul to the

throne of Israel, the Philistines had re

duced that people to the lowest pitch of

slavery ; for, not content with conquering

them in the field, and disarming them, they

went so far as to take with them in their

return from conquest, every smith from

among the Israelites, in order to prevent

them forging arms to assist them in rebel

lion. As soon as Saul came to the throne,

his people were unexpectedly supplied with

arms. In consequence of his son Jonathan

and his armour-bearer's slaying a few men

of the outposts of the Philistines, a panic

ran through the whole camp, and every

man's hand was against his fellow : the

Jewish multitude took the advantage of

this, and from the spoils of their former

masters supplied themselves with arms ;

foi from this time the armies of Israel
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seem to have been well accoutred. It

is not to be supposed that the Philis

tines, ever a warlike people, would quietly

put up with the loss of the Jewish terri

tory, and with the disgrace the late events

had made them subject to, they therefore

gathered together their armies to battle at

Shochoh ; at which place the memorable

combat between David and Goliah took

place, when the latter was killed, and his

people suffered considerable slaughter;

this repulse being little expected the Phi

listines returned with a tremendous army,

to endeavour to regain their lost posses

sions, and they gathered their armies to

gether for warfare to fight with Israel.

It is to be remarked that this dreadful in

vasion took place during the absence of

David ; that Saul was scarcely served,

even through fear; that having so re

peatedly acted contrary to the revelations

which God had made concerning David,

and'habitually consulted witches (1 Chron.

x. 13.) he now refused to answer his in

quiries. Under these circumstances, and

subject to hypochondria, dejected and

afraid, his heart greatly trembling,

he applied for information respecting the

issue of the invasion to a heathen oracle.

Behold now the king of the chosen

people of Jehovah entering the cave of a,

Pythian priestess ! Notwithstanding he

had disguised himself, he could not

prevent his being known ; kings are not

so seldom seen in the infancy of a mo

narchy, as not to be known by one who,

from the nature of her profession ought to

be acquainted with every one of note ;

besides, from his being so much taller

than any of his people, it was impro

bable that any one who had once seen

him should not recollect him ; nay, those

who had not seen him, might from this

peculiarity conclude, untold, that he was

the king. However, the woman affected

not to know him, till she began to prac

tise the mysteries of her art ; she even

speaks of him in the third person—Thou

knoivest what Saul hath done, how he

hath cut off those which havefamiliar

spirits, and wizards,out of the land:

wherefore, then, layout thou a snare

for my life, to cause me to die 1 And

Saul sware to her by Jehovah, saying,

As Jehovah liveth, there shall no pu

nishment happen to thceforthis thing.

Then said the woman, whom shall I

brinn up unto thee? And he said,

bring me up Samuel.

We may readily imagine the pomp of

ceremony commenced at this instant ;

awful incantations, accompanied, perhaps,

with mysterious configurations by the

priestess, before the altar of the serpentine

god, and apparently painful contortions of

hei body, arrested the attention of the

superstitious king, and rendered useless

the small degree of rationality which he

possessed. But while his passions predo

minate, his pulsations beat quick, and he

breathes short with fear and expectation,

his ears are assailed by the screaming of

the woman. She pretended to have dis

covered by her art who her consultor was.

And was this of such importance? No

doubt it increased his faith in her art,

and 'this probably was what it was done

for, for we find it excited his eagerness,

and curiosity. Then the king eamforts,

her, and asks her what she saw $.

And the woman said unto Saul, I saw a.

Judge ascending out ofthe earth. And

he said unto her, What form is he of9

And she said unto him, An old man

oomethup, and he is coveredwith a mantle.

And Saul perceived that it was Sa

muel.

Perhaps it need not be pointed out that

we have no direct proof that Saul saw

Samuel ; we rather have evidence that he

did not. 1. Had he himself seen him,

why need he ask the woman what she

saw ? Why should he ask her what form,

he was of ? 2. Again ; had Samuel ap

peared, why need the woman describe

those particulars, when Saul, by looking

himself, would have prevented the infor

mation. 3. The historian remarks, thai

when the woman had given this descrip

tion (not from 'what himself had seen,

but from what she had said), Saul per

ceived that'itwas Samuel, and he stoop

ed with hisface to the ground, and bowed:

himself.

It needed no attired figure to enable

the priestess to describe the dress of an

Israelitish judge or prophet ; one, too,

who had been free of access all his life,

and without doubt known to every body

in Israel. Saul had named Samuel as

the person he wished to be raised up ; as

the apparition was not intended to be

seen, but only heard, she merely had to

give the general idea of a man in years,

and the dress usually worn by the judges

of Israel. This she did, and Saul was

weak enough to imagine, in consequence

thereof, that Samuel himself must be

there. Following the narration, we find

that she related to him the following par

ticulars:—1. That the kingdom was (o»

should be) taken from him and given to

David. 2. That Jehovah would deliver

him and the host of Israel into the hands

of the Philistines. 3. That he and his

sons should die. We will speak briefly

on each of these particulars. 1. That the

kingdom should be taken from Saul and

given to another, the priestess learnt from

Samuel when alive. The ^evidence lb;
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this is as follows :—In ph. xiii. ver. 13,

14, Samuel told Saul that had he kept the

command of; God, he would have esta

blished his kingdom upon Israel for ever ;

but that in consequence of his disobedi

ence, his kingdom should not continue ;

that Jehovah had sought him a man after

his own heart, and commanded him to be

captain over his people. Again, in ch.

xv. 28, after Samuel had been reproving

Saul for his disobedience in saving a cer

tain part of the spoil of the Amalekites,

which wasprohibited, as Samuel turned

about togo away, Saul laid hold upon the

skirt ofhis mantle, andit rent ; and Samuel

saidunto him, Jehovah hathrent the king-

dom ofIsrael from thee this day, and hath

given it to a neighbour of thine that is

better than thou. To be more particular

as to who was to succeed him. This

could not be a secret ; for in ch. xvi. ver.

13, we are informed that Samuel anointed

David in the midst of all his brethren.

It was even known in an enemy's court ;

for (ch. xxi. 11) the servants of Aehish

said unto him, Is not this David the king

of the land ? Jonathan, Saul's son, knew

it (xxiii. 17), and he told David that his

father was apprised of it. Where, then,

is the wonder that the priestess of an

oracle, whose business it was to be par

ticularly acquainted with such things,

should know it ?' 2. That Saul and his

army wouldfall into the hands ofthe Phi-

listines, was deduced from the then ex

isting state of the Jewish army. The

main strength of the enemy seems to have

been drawn forth on this occasion ; seve

ral kings united their forces ; they brought

into the field against the Hebrews 30,000

chariots, 0,000 horsemen, and infantry

almost innumerable, on a former occasion,

and we can suppose they now had fewer,

for at the sight of the enemy, Saul was

afraid, and his heart greatly trembled.

Favourable circumstances could not be

presaged from such data ; the prospect

was melancholy indeed ! 3. That Saul

and his sons would fall was highly pro

bable; he was subject to melancholy;

he had an implacable enemy to with

stand ; it was under Saul that the Jews

revolted from the Philistines; hit life,

therefore, should he be taken, would be

the forfeiture, as well as of each of his

children. And when the woman leamt

(by the artful question, Why hast thou,

disquieted me to briny mc up ?) that

God had FORSAKEN him, and as he

could not then be less than seventy years

of age (supposing him to be thirty when

he came to the throne, Acts xiii. 21), she

naturally concluded, that this was the

time at which the kingdom would be given

to David—that the battle would be lost—

and that Saul would be slain. Thus we

see there was no occasion for supernatural

tuition in any part of the predictions of-

this oracle. But some imagine the pre

diction was inspired on account of its

exact fulfilment as to time. Let us ex

amine this. The oracles of antiquity

have been represented, and not without

truth, as giving such indeterminate an

swers to questions referred to them, that,

however the event might happen, their

prediction could be so interpreted, as to

appear to foretel it. Several instances of

this might be pointed out ; we think tha

narration before us contains one. Samuel

is represented (ver. 10) as saying to Saul,

To-morrow shalt thou and thy sons.

be with me ; but the word which is trans

lated to-morrow is used also to convey

the idea of any future period, however

distant ; and the passage might be trans

lated, Hereafter shalt thou and thy

sonsfie with me. So that had her poli

tics failed, and Saul had lived any length

of time, or had died that very night, the

prediction would have been equally true.

As we do not wish to advance any thing

without proof, we will refer to a few pas- ,

sages where this word is used to express

indeterminate future time, Gen. xxx. 33.

Jacob, in making <he agreement with

Laban concerning his hire, after having

proposed his terms, relying on the justice

thereof, says So shall my righteousness

answer me to-morrow (in time to

come). Again, Exod. xiii. 14. All tht

first born ofmanamong thy children

shalt thou redeem. And it shall be-

when thy son asketh thee to-morrow—

in time to come—hereafter—What is

this 1 that thou shalt say unto him,

Sfc. &c. This is the word likewise used

by the oracle to Saul. It may be ex

pected that we should propose some me

thod by which it is probable the sorceress

effected her purpose, or how her decep

tions were carried on. This might be

done various ways, either, first, by means

of a confederate, concealed in some conve

nient part of the cave, or apartment ; or,

secondly, by means of ventriloquism.

We incline to the latter. The Abbe de

da Chapelle (in a work published in 1772i

entitled " Le Ventriloque") takes occa

sion to account for all the circumstances

attending Saul's conference with the

Witch of Endor, and endeavours to

shew that the speech, supposed to be ad

dressed to Saul by the ghost of Samuel,

actually proceeded from the mouth of the

reputed sorceress, whom he supposes to

have been a capital ventriloquist- He

afterwards brings many instances to provcj

that the ancient oracles principally sup

ported their credit, and derived theij
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influence, from the exercise of this particu

lar art. Many otherlearnedmen have given

the same account of the witch of Endor.

The art, according to this author, does

not depend on a particular structure or

organization of these parts peculiar to a

few individuals, and very rarely occur

ring, but may be acquired by almost any,

ardently desirous of attaining it, and de

termined to persevere in repeated trials.

The judgments we form concerning the

situation and distance of bodies, by means

of the senses mutually assisting and cor

recting each other, seems to be entirely

founded on experience (see Reid's " In

quiry into the Human Mind," page 70,

edit. 2) ; and we pass from the sign to

the thing signified by it, immediately, or

at least without any intermediate steps

perceptible to ourselves. Hence it fol

lows, that if a man, though in the same

room with another, can, by any peculiar

modification of the organs of speech, pro

duce a sound, which, in faintness, tone,

body, and every other sensible quality,

perfectly resembles a sound delivered from

the roof of a house opposite, the ear will

naturally, without examination, refer it to

that situation and distance; the sound

which the person hears being only a sign,

which from infancy he has been accus

tomed, by experience, to associate with

the idea of a person speaking from a house

top. A deception of this kind is prac

tised with success on the organ and other

musical instruments, and there are many

similar optical deceptions. Perhaps our

mode of interpretation may be objected to

by some, from a consideration that the

historian expressly states that Samuel

replied to the questions put, and does not

say that it was either a confederate or by

means of ventriloquism. We ask, By

whom are the particulars of the affair re

lated ? By the priestess or by Saul's

attendants ? By one of these they must

be. If by the former, is it to be supposed

she would betray the secrets of her profes

sion, that the historical account might

be given with truth and impartiality ?

If by the attendants of Saul, is it proba

ble they would have advised him to apply

to one they knew was an impostor ? the

mystery of whose art theymere acquaint-

ed with! But if either of those had

assisted the historian in his collection of

materials (and no other person immedi

ately could), where is the wonder that it

is told in their language, and according

to the then generally received notion of

things ? We will observe further, that

the historian himself might not believe

the minutiae of the circumstances related

concerning this consultation, and only re

corded it as an instance of the very great

disobedience and superstition of Saul.—

Biblical Researches.

Clavis.

EVILS OF FORTUNE TELLING.

Da. Moore being at Berlin, went to see

the execution of a man for the murder of

a child ; his motive for this horrid deed

was still more extraordinary than the ac

tion itself. He had accompanied some of

his companions to the house of a fellow,

who assumed the character of a fortune

teller, and having disobliged him, by

expressing a contempt of his art, the fel

low, out of revenge, prophesied that this

man should die on a scaffold ; this seemed

to make but little impression on him at

the time, but afterwards, haunted his

mind so incessantly, that he was rendered

completely miserable, and he resolved to

commit murder, but thinking if he mur

dered a grown person he might probably

send a soul to eternal torments, he in

consequence murdered a child of his

master's, of whom he was extremely fond,

and thus the random prophesy proved ita

own completion.

George R , ..

LEVEL OF LONDON STREETS.

The following are the Levels in Lon

don above the highest high water mark

—(according to the Parliamentary Re

ports) :—

r. i.

North End of Northumberland-

street, Strand - .... 19 7

North of Wellington.street, Strand 35 (i

North of Essex-street, Strand- - 27 0

West of Coventry-street ---520

South of St. James's-street - • 13 3

South of Air-street, Piccadilly - 49 8

North of St. James's-street . - 46 7

West of Gerrard-street ... 61 4

North of Drury-lane .... 65 0

South of Berners-street ... 74 3

South of Stratford-place ... 59 4

North of Regent-street - - - 76 0

South of Orchard-street ... 70 4

North of Cleveland-street . - . 80 10

Centre of Regent's-circus - - . 77 2

North of Gloucester-place - . 72 3

North side of Aqueduct crossing

Regent's Canal .... 102 6

Opposite south end of King-street,

Great George-street - ... 5 6

The whole of Westminster, except the

Abbey and part of Horseferry-road, is

below the level of the highest tide
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autograpijs, toittj IStograpirieal 0otitts,

No. VIII.

« I want to fee Mrs. Jago's hand writing, that T

may judge of her temper."—Shenston£.

We have this week the pleasure of pre

senting our readers with a facsimile of

the hand-writing of his late Majesty,

George III a sovereign who reigned

for a longer, and during a more eventful,

period than any that has occurred in Eng

lish history. Reserving for a future oc

casion a detailed memoir of the life of

his late Majesty, which, amidst all the

turmoils of state, was a life of domestic

virtue and happiness, we shall merely

remark that George III. whose ancestry

is as ancient and as illustrious as that of

any sovereign in Europe, was bom on the

4th of June, 1738, that he succeeded

his grandfather, George II. on the 25th

of October, 1760. His Majesty was

married to the Princess Charlotte of

Mecklenburgh Strelitz, who died on the

17th of November, 1818, leaving 'his

present Majesty and several other princes

and princesses. During the last ten

years of the life of his late Majesty, he

laboured under a mental affliction, from

which he was released on the 29th of

January, 1820, when he died. During

the time of his Majesty's malady, the

empire was governed by his present Ma

jesty as Prince Regent.

. ANCIENT MONUMENT.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—Being at Bishop Burton in the

summer of 1823, on a visit to a friend, I

was shewn an ancient monument, stand

ing in it field in that parish, about two

miles from Beverley, on the left side of

the turnpike road leading to York, and

on making inquiry, the following account

was given me of it :—

INSCRIPTION.

Orate pro anima Prayfor the soul

Magistrl Wilielmi ofMaster William

d'Waltho. de Walthon.

" The above inscription was made

out by Mr. Topham, of Hatfield in Hol-

derness. The said Mr. Topham was

the son of the Rev. William Topham.

When he made out the above writing

(which he did in the year 1773) he resided

in London, as an antiquarian, being em

ployed by government to translate old

deeds into English. Mr._Topham thought

this stump cross to be a sepulchral monu

ment, and that William de Walthon was

buried under or near it, and by the Latin

he thought it had been erected about the

year 1400."

I beg to add, that the monument is

about 6 feet high and square, each of the

sides being about twelve inches over ; it

is much declined from' the perpendicular,

and but few of the letters are visible.

The inscription appears to be written in

square text.

Should the above be thought worthy a

place in your entertaining little work, I

should feel myself much gratified at

seeing it inserted, and possibly some of

its numerous readers may be able to give

an account of the person for whose me

mory the monument was erected.

I am, your constant reader,

. Newmarket. Francis Baker.
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No. I.

" A thing of shreds and patches."

THE TRIP TO MARGATE, &c.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Distinguished by your complimentary

notice, Mr. Editor, far beyond my desert,

I again venture to coquet with my

"Mikror"—conscious that if I can en.

dure without wincing its dazzling reflec

tion, I may rejoice in having passed the

Rubicon, and fairly escaped, with flying

colours, your worship's discriminating

censorship. But why talk we ofescape ?.

Is such a word to be tolerated by ama-

zonian prowess ? Assuredly not; besides,

you are too gallant to be vastly scrupu

lous. Be it known, then, worthy Sir,

to you and all whom it may, or may not,

interest, that !,*•••, par indulgence

an occasional scribbler in your most agree

able miscellany, having jeopardized my

five sentences, as the man says in the

play, in an excursion to the isle of Thanet,

in search of our mutual and justly es

teemed friend, Tim Tobykin (for the

pleasure of whose society, a trip even to

the Antipodes would be no inordinate

sacrifice), was therein most pleasurably

gratified. For this object I cheerfully

encountered fire and water, and the

grievous el cetera of evils consequent

thereon, rather than forego my purpose :

and I am happy to think the fearful

hazard was amply compensated.

A word or two in eulogy of steam will

not, it is hoped, be deemed unseasonable,

even to those who are familiar with its

merits—the uninitiated I would urge to

patronise it by all means. If the weather

be tranquil, and the atmosphere cheerful,

the novelty of the scene, and the steadi

ness and rapidity of the motion, effectually

banish the least approach of ennui ; and

if conversationally disposed, the incli

nation may be pleasantly indulged by

every degree and condition ; a change of

station instantly remedies the annoyance

of a morose or, otherwise, objectionable

compagnon du voyage—an alternative

that land carriage does not present ; and

though, with respect to scenery, but little

possessing interest or variety courts atten

tion, the shrewd observer finds ample

scope for observation and amusement in

what is passing around him : for there

A motley group enjoy promiscuous chat,

Whose faces prove an index to the wind ;

Nor Gall nor Spurzeheim need be here consult,

In each their ruling passion may be traced

The man of trade, with anxious care-worn brow,

Reluctant mingles in discourse on aught

That savours not of gain ; and if perchance

His penetrating eye can single out

An old associate from among the crowd,

It welcome speaks and glistens with delight

In hopes on fav.rite theme, the passage to be

guile.

The Invalid—sore stricken by disease

Impatient looks to gain the happy shore

He fondly hopes his vigour will renew ;

The cheering thought, as onward speeds the

bark,

Diffuses through his feeble frame unwonted

strength ;

A flush of health revisits his wan cheek.

And bids him hope his suffering's at an end.—

The pursy dame and daughter fair, alike on

rambling bent,

On tiptoe with delight, rejoice to quit their home.

And taste the sweets of pleasure's giddy maze ;

Industrious habits for a time take wing.

And mirth and revelry usurp their place :

The one, a stately dame, exults in dress—

The other simpers with delight, and thinks of

beaux.

The city spark too, boldly gazing round,

Until transfixed by glance etherial from fair

maid

(Whose charms to him seem moulded with a

grace

Beyond the reach of art) resistless feels

Fond rapture check th' erratic course of thought,

And admiration mute his state betrays !

But pause we here, for we have much to say

In plainer guise,—Kind reader—if you please— .

Of all on board we now will take our leave.

Perceiving that it is your intention,

Mr. Editor, occasionally to gratify your

readers by describing favourite places of

summer resort, this desultory sketch may

not be unacceptable, as it is not likely to

trench upon formal detail, a pains-taking

practice I would be the last in the world

to interfere with ; you must not expect,

therefore, other than fugitive ideas, which

I shall note down as memory serves.

I am ashamed to say I regarded Mar

gate and its vicinity with considerable

prejudice, grounded on the very light esti

mation in which it is held in common,

parlance—namely, as being almost exclu

sively the resort of a class of individuals'

having greater pretensions to wealth than

polished manners : if it be the case, in no

other place are unpleasant manners so

unobtrusive. Propriety of behaviour

seems a distinguishing characteristic ; and

though fashion may stigmatise all that are

not so eccentric as itself, ton is not ex

clusively a' criterion of excellence. It is

also to be regretted that pleasing situa

tions, like favourite music, and indeed

many other attractive mundane sources of

felicity, are no sooner pretty generally

appreciated, than their very celebrity

begets indifference ; and what we should

else prize for its intrinsic merit, absurd

caprice induces us to think lightly o£

because attainable by all.

But a truce to sage comment for the
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present. Our friend Timothlus must feel

impatient at being so long overlooked.

I exchanged cordial greetings with him,

his amiable bosom companion Mr.

M'Tantrum, and little Bobbikins, as he

jocosely calls them ; and being duly re

freshed after the fatigues of the voyage

(determined to enlist both air and exer

cise in our behalf), we planned an active

campaign—a practice, by the bye, but

little attended to by the majority of the

visitants, if we may fairly judge from the

retired character of our rambles. The

following morning we took the field,

and directed our course to St .Peters ; the

most delightful walk, in this thirsty

soil, we perhaps could have selected;

the chalky surface of its dusty roads

proving an intolerable nuisance, for no

genial shower for months had wept in

sympathy. And here I cannot help apos-

Thls is the time for happy meeting,

When friendship's chords more sweetly twine ,

How many a kindred heart is beating,

But, oh I how desolate is mine.

For me each dear, each hallow'd tie,

Each tender link of love's denied ;

And life, when it has floated by,

Save grief, what has it brought beside?

For me, for me alas t there springs

No boon of hope my fate to bless,

Dim sadness 'round my pathway clings.

And all is widowed loneliness.

And oft at parting evening, when

I gaze upon the fading sky ;

How many a thought is wafted thea

To sorrow, and to Italy.

AN ADIEU.

(For the Mirror.)

trop&ng the easy negligence rimirtbfe AwsU *£** Emma' but WiOTft ""* to BltoT*

My heart swells with sorrow, end is ready to

burst;

'Tib distraction to think that thy William must

leave thee.

But my father is cruel and insists that I must.

Let me kiss off the tear from thy blue eye that's

starting, .. .

And enfold thy soft frame in embraces once

in the apparel of the gentlemen, for you

nowhere observe the prescribed formali

ties of the drawing-room attended to in

this particular, which seems an abandon

ment of ceremony, much to the increase of

personal comfort, no doubt, but strange

in appearance to such as are not accus

tomed to it.

In our progress Nature's rich products,

lavishly abundant in various kinds,

gladdened our sight in every direction;

and, fanned by the grateful sea breeze, we

Ob, repress grief's convulsions, and now that

we're parting,'

Repeat the fond vows thou so oft bast told o'er.

pursued our course with joyous hearts Was the neart ot my ,;re not enslavd by bis

towards this interesting village. Although,

the verdant mead is but rarely encoun

tered in this neighbourhood, yet tillage is

by no means deficient in variety ; but

corn seems the staple. Tbe surface of

the ground exhibits a more pleasing coup

<TceU than in other parts is often to be

met with. Being but scantily intersected

by hedge rows, and often unobstructedly,

exposed, the sight has freer scope for ob

serving the beautiful diversity its patches

present : these, small in extent, do not

tire the eye with eternal sameness, but

lead from tint to tint, till the whole range

harmonizes in the most pleasing manner

imaginable. We sauntered leisurely

along, inhaling a wilderness of fragrant

sweets, alive to all around us, and be

guiling the time in cheerful converse,

until we reached a sheltered, pleasant,

little retreat—of which, more anon.

( To be continued.)

treasure,

And had e'er felt as I do the transports of love ;

TUy merit by riches no longer he'd measure,

But confess that thy charms e'eu a monarch

Vould move.

Oh, then fortune defy, ond fulfil my fond wishes.

Our wealth be contentment, and love be thy

dower ;

We will scorn the base fools who their bliss sell

for riches,.

A cottage our palace, our mansion a bower.

When we lie down to rest at each evening's re

turning,

To Emma a pillow my bosom shall be ;

The bright flame of love in my heart will be

burning,

Wbich ceaseless will beat with affection (o thee

W. Jones.

Origins an& ttobenrtona,

No. VII.

LINES

Translated from an Italian MS. Poem,

By Miss P.M. T- n.

(For the Mirror.)

'Tis evening hour, and less and less

Her parting twilight gilds the sea,

And many a heart she comes to bless.

But not for me—but not for me.

TRUMPETS.

The Trumpet is said by Vincentio Ga

lileo, to have been invented at Nurem

berg ; and there is extant a memoir,

which shews that trumpets were made to

great perfection by an artist in that city,

who was also an admired performer on
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that instrument ; it is as follows : " Hans

Meuschell, of Nuremberg, for his accu

racy in making trumpets, as also for his

skill in playing on the same alone, and

in the accompaniment with the voice, was

of so great renown, that he was frequently

sent for to the palaces of princes, the dis

tance of several hundred miles. Pope

Leo X., for whom he had made sundry

trumpets of silver, sent for him to Rome,

and after having been delighted with his

exquisite performance, dismissed him

with a munificent reward." They were,

according to chronology, first sounded be

fore English kings a. d. 790.

COATS OF ARMS.

Harry, sumamed the Fowler, Emperor

of the West, who regulated the tourna

ments in Germany, was the first who in

troduced those marks of honour, armou

ries, or coats of arms. Before that time

we find nothing upon ancient tombs but

crosses, with gothic inscriptions, and de

corations of persons entombed. The time

of Clement IV. who died a. d. 1268, is

the first whereon we find any arms ; nor do

they appear struck upon any coins before

the year 1336. Camden refers the origin

of hereditary arms in England to the time

of the first Norman kings. Chronology

says, coats of arms and heraldry were'in-

tioduced in 1100, and that the arms of

England and France were first quartered

by Edward III. 1358.

HOUSE OF BOURBON.

The illustrious Duke of Sully, was the

youthful friend, the military companion,

and the constant counsellor of Henry,

Prince of Beam, who was just seven

years older than this great man, being

'born on the 13th December 1553, and

was the immediate heir to the crown of

France, on the possible extinction of the

house of Valois, in the person of the

reigning monarch and his younger bro

thers the Dukes of Anjou and Alencon.

The latter diedln 1 584, and^the former,

Henry III. being assassinated in 1589,

the prince of Beam .then ascended the

throne as Henry IV. This young prince

was the son of Anthony de Bourbon,

Duke of Vendome, and Jane d'Albert,

Queen of Navarre, who by this marriage

gave the title of king to her husband.

Anthony was descended from Robert, the

sixth son of St. Louis, the ninth of that

name, and the ninth king of France, from

Hugh Capet, the first of the third race of

the French monarchs. Robert, who was

bom in 1256, married Beatrice of Bur

gundy, the daughter of Agnes, heiress of

the House of Bourbon, in consequence of

which his son Louis took the name of

Bourbon, and with that title was created

Duke and Peer of France. As the sove

reignties of France, Spain, and the Two

Sicilies, &c. are now in different branches

of the house of Bourbon, and the former

further secured by the Coronation of

Charles X. this account of the origin of

that house may not, at this particular

period be thought superfluous.

TITLE OF DAUPHIN OF FRANCE.

In 'the times of the feudal system, the

kingdom of France was divided into many

petty sovereignties, as the empire of Ger

many is at present. Humbert, or Hu

bert II. the Count of Dauphiny, married

in 1332, Mary de Baux, who was allied

to the house of France, and by her he had

an only son. One day, it is said, being

playing with this child at Lyons, he let

him accidentally fall into the Rhone, in

which he was drowned. From that fatal

period, he was a prey to all the horrors of

grief ; and feeling, moreover, a deep re

sentment for the affronts he had received

from the house of Savoy, he resolved to

give his dominions to that of France. This

cession, made in 1343, to Philip of Va

lois, was confirmed in 1349, on condition

that the eldest sons of the kings of France

should bear the title of Dauphin. Philip,

in gratitude for a cession which thus united

Dauphiny to the crown, gave the donor

40,000 crown pieces of gold, and a pen

sion of 10,000 livres. Humbert next en

tered among the Dominicans, and on

Christmas day, 1351, received all the

sacred orders from* the hands of Pope

Clement VI. who created him Patriarch

of Alexandria, and gave him the adminis

tration of the Archbishoprick of Rhcims.

Humbert passed the remainder of his

days in tranquillity, and in the exercises

of piety, and died at the age of 43, at

Clermont, in the province of Auvergne.

CORONATIONS.

In addition to the variety of information

as connected with the origin of coronations

in No. CXL1V of the Mirror, it may

not here be uninteresting to detail, shortly,

some ofthe modes now or formerly adopted

by different nations on these important

occasions. The first coronation cere

monial recorded to have been performed

in' the metropolis was that of Edmund

Ironsides, 1016. Chronology likewise

informs us, that" the first sermon preached

at any coronation was at that of Edward

the Confessor, in 1041 ; and the first who

is stated to havetouched for the king's evil,

in 1058. The first king's speech said to

be delivered was that of Henry I, 1107 ;

but it is not a little singular that the first

coronation feast in England is observed to
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be that which was given on trie crowmng

of Edward I, 1273. The oath taken at

the coronation of Hugues Capet, is re

corded to be as follows :—" I, Hugues

Capet, who, by the grace of God, will

soon be made king of the French, pro

mise, on theday of my sacre (consecration)

that I will distribute justice according to

the laws of the people committed to my

charge." Henry IV. was anointed the

27th February, 1504, at Chartres. He

made his abjuration on the 25th July

preceding, at St. Denis. On the day of

his sacre,'$ays Sully, the Liguers ran in

crowds to see him ; they were delighted

by his noble appearance; they raised

their hands to heaven, dropping tears of

joy, and they exclaimed in extacy—Ha !

Dieu le benie. At the coronation of the

emperors of China, it was customary to

present them with several sorts of mar

bles, and of different colours, by the hand

of a mason, who was then to address the

new emperor to this purpose—'.

Choose, mighty Sir, uoder which of these stones

Your pleasure is that we should lay your bones.

They brought him patterns for his grave

stone, that the prospect of death might

restrain his thoughts within the due bounds

of modesty and moderation in the midst

of his new honours. The Dey of Algiers

is elected from the army ; and, as the

meanest person has the same right to

sovereignty as the highest, every common

soldier may be considered as heir-appa

rent to the throne. Every person, besides,

has a right to vote on the election ; and

this being concluded, he is saluted with

the words, " Alia Barek !" that is, God

bless you, and immediately invested with

the caftan, or insignia of royalty : the

cadi addressing him in a congratulatory

speech, which concludes with an exhoita-

tion to the practice of justice, equity, and

moderation. The deys, after their ex

altation, generally disdain the meanness

of wishing to disguise their humble ex

traction ; on the contrary, when Mahomet

Basha was in possession of that dignity,

in a dispute with the deputy-consul of a

neighbouring nation, he is said to have

thus frankly acknowledged his origin :—

" My mother sold sheep's trotters, and my

father neats' tongues ; but they would

have been ashamed to have exposed to

sale so worthless a tongue as thine." The

kings of Poland are crowned in the ca

thedral dedicated to St. Stanislaus, a

majestic structure in the city of Cracow,

and where are preserved the relics of that

saint, the ancient bishop and patron of

the nation ; who being murdered in this

church, in the 11th century, by Boleslaus

the Bold, the king and nobles walk in

procession to his shrine the day before the

coronation, to expiate the crime ; and se

veral kings on these and other occasions

have offered vessels of gold and silver at

his tomb. In Turkey, the Mufti, as

high -priest or patriarch of the Maho

metan religion, girds on the sword to the

Grand Signior's side, which ceremony

answers to the coronation of our kings ;

and here, perhaps, it may not be amiss to

observe that the mines of Golconda, in the

East Indian empire, have, it is said, fur

nished the principal diamonds which

adorn all the crowns in the world.

CRESCENTS.

The Crescent was the symbol of the city

of Byzantium, now Constantinople,*

which the Turks have adopted. This de

vice of the Ottoman empire is of great

antiquity, as appears from several medals,

and took its rise from an event related by

Stephens the Geographer, a native of By

zantium. He tells us that Philip, the

father of Alexander the Great, meeting

with mighty difficulties in carrying on the

siege of that city, set the workmen in a

very dark night to undermine the walls,

that his troops might enter the place with-

out being perceived, but luckily for the

besieged, the moon appearing, discovered

the design, which accordingly miscarried.

" In acknowledgment of this deliverance,"

says he, " the Byzantines erected a statue

to Diana, and thus the crescent became

their symbol.

MAMALUXES.

About the year 1160, Assareddin, or

Saracon, the general of Narradin, the

Saracen Sultan of Damascus, subdued the

kingdom of Egypt, and usurped the do

minion of it, and was succeeded by his

son Saladin, who reduced also the king

dom of Damascus, Mesopotamia, and

Palestine under his power ; and, about the

year 1190, took Jerusalem from the

Christians. This prince established a

body of Troops in Egypt, like the Turk

ish Janissaries, composed of the sons of

Christians taken in war, or purchased of

the Tartars, to whom he gave the name

of Mamalukes, which is said, signifies

slaves, from their being devoted in a pe

culiar manner to the service of their sove

reigns.

ATHEISM.

Atheism was first taught in France by

Lucilio Vanini, a Neapolitan gentleman,

* The principal entrance into the Seraglio, or

palace of the Grand Signior is a huge pavilion

called Capi, the gate, or port, from whence

some imagine the name of Porte has been ap

plied to Constantinople, but rather, perhaps

by way of eminence, from its admirable port or

harbour.
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who was convicted and condemned to suf

fer death. When he was brought out to

the place of execution, he was pressed to

ask pardon of God, of the king, and of

justice. He answered, he did not believe

there was a God ; as for the king, he had

never offended him ; and with respect to

justice, it might go to the devil. His

tongue was first cut out, and then his

body burned to ashes, April 9th, 1629.

INQUISITION.

The Inquisition, or Holy Office, as it is

Impiously termed, may be traced to Pope

Lucius, who, at the council of Verona, in

1184, ordered the bishops to procure in

formation of all who were suspected of

heresy, and if they could not effect this in

person, they were to enjoin it as a duty on

their commissioners. In the beginning

»f the 13th century this order was re-

enforced, and the poor Albigenses and

Waldenses severally felt its fury. Do

minie, usually called Saint Dominie, re

duced this to practice, and was, if not the

first Inquisitor, yet the founder of that

order to which the management of the In

quisition ' was committed. In 1251 the

Inquisition was established in Italy ; in

1255 it was extended into France. The

horrors accompanying the practice of this

office soon excited universal disgust in

the best disposed Catholics. It was not

fully established in Spain till 1478 ; but

when it was established, it triumphed in

all its fury. In Portugal it was received

about 1536. The gradual progress of

knowledge checked the bloodshed of this

tribunal; and it rarely, of late years,

terrified the world by displaying ranks of

heretics led to the stake. The triumph

of humanity in the entire abolition of this

most cruel depository of power, terrestrial

and spiritual, Jwas a prominent good

arising from the evils of the French Revo

lution. It lingered last of all in the

Peninsula ; but the Spanish Cortes, after

much discussion, passed a law for its ab

rogation. Is it again to be revived by

Ferdinand, King of Spain ?—Alas ! whe

ther with all the dreadful torments which

formed its original splendour, or merely

as an engine of state policy, is not yet

. fully ascertained ; but the worst is feared,

for " what has been may be again."

F. R—y.

saseful domestie ffctnts.

TO KILL FLIES.

To a table-spoonful of milk, add one tea-

spoonful of black pepper, and one tea-

spoonful of brown sugar. Put them in a

small plate or saucer, and place it where

the flies are most numerous. I have tried

this myself, and find it always clears my

house. R. F. H.

PARSNIP WINE.

Wine made of parsnip roots approaches

nearer to the Malmsey of Madeira and

the Canaries than any other wine ; it is

made with little expense or trouble, and

only requires to be kept a few years to

make it as agreeable to the palate as it is

wholesome to the body ; yet fashion in

duces us to give pounds for foreign wine,

when we can obtain excellent wines of

our own country for as many shillings.

Parsnip wine surpasses the other home

made wines in the same ratio of excellence

that East India Madeira is superior to

Cape. To every 41bs. of parsnips, clean

and quartered, put one gallon of water ;

boil them till they are quite tender; drain

them through a sieve, but do not bruise

them, as no remedy would clear them

afterwards. Pour the liquor into a tub,

and to each gallon add 31bs. of loaf sugar

and half an ounce of crude tartar. When

cooled to the temperature of 75 degs. put

in a little new yeast : let it stand four

days in a warm room, then turn it—The

mixture should, if possible, be fermented

in a temperature of 60 degs. September

and March are best seasons for making

the wine. When the fermentation has

subsided, bung down the cask, and let

the wine stand at least twelve months be

fore bottling. i fi.'. .

oi,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

CHEVALIER DE JAUCOUR AND

THE GHOST.

The Chevalier de Jaucour had an agree

able countenance, a round face, full and

pale, black eyes, handsome features, and

brown 'hair, which he wore in disorder,

and without powder ; he really deserved

his sobriquet of moonlight. His shape

was noble, and he had a good air ; his

disposition was excellent, full of sincerity

and honour. He had served in several

campaigns ; he entered the army at the

age of twelve, and had shown as much

military knowledge as courage. His un

derstanding was like his disposition, solid

and reasonable. At one of these suppers

my aunt happened to say that I was afraid

of ghosts. Upon this, Madame de Gour-

gues begged the Chevalier de Jaucour to

relate bis grand story about the tapestry.
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I had always heard of this adventure as

being perfectly true, for the Chevalier de

Jaucour gave his word of honour that he

added nothing to the story, and he was

incapable of telling a lie, in which, be-

sides, in such a case there would have

been no pleasantry. The adventure be

came prophetic at the period of the revo

lution. I can repeat it with scrupulous

fidelity, because, knowing the Chevalier

de Jaucour intimately, 1 have heard him

relate it five or six times in my presence.

The Chevalier, who was born in Bur

gundy, was educated at the college of

Autun. He was twelve years of age when

his father, who wished to send him to the

army under the care of one of his uncles,

brought him to his chateau. The same

evening, after supper, he was conducted

to a large room, where he was to sleep ;

on a stool ;in the middle of the room was

placed a lighted lamp, and he was left

alone. He undressed himself and went

immediately into bed, leaving the lamp

burning. He had no inclination to sleep,

and he had scarcely looked at his room

on entering it, he now amused himself

with examining h. His eyes were at

tracted by an old curtain of tapestry

wrought with figures, which hung oppo

site to him ; the subject was somewhat

singular ; it represented a temple, ofwhich

all the gates were closed. At the top of

the staircase belonging to the edifice stood

a kind of pontiff or high priest, clothed

in a long white robe, holding in one hand

a bundle of rods, and in the other a key.

Suddenly, the Chevalier, who gazed earn

estly on the figure, began to rub his eyes,

which,' he thought, deceived him ; then

he looked again, and his surprise and

wonder, rendered him motionless !—He

saw the figure move, and slowly descend

the steps of the staircase !—At last it

quitted the tapestry, and walked into the

room, crossed the chamber, and stood near

the bed ; and addressing the poor boy,

who was petrified with fear, it pronounced

distinctly these words :—

" These rods will scourge many—when

"thou shalt see them raised on high, then

stay not, but seize the key of the open

country, and flee!" On pronouncing

these words, the figure turned round,

walked up to the tapestry, remounted the

steps, and replaced itself in its former po

sition. The chevalier, who was covered

with a cold sweat, remained for more than

a quarter of an hour so bereft ofstrength,

that he had not the power to call for

assistance. At last some one came ; but

not wishing to confide his adventure to a

servant, he merely said that he felt un

well, and a person was set to watch by

his bedside during the remainder of the

night. The following day the Oonnt de

Jaucour, his father, having questioned

him on his pretended malady of the pre

ceding night, the youngman related what

he had seen. In place oflaughing at him,

as the chevalier expected, the count

listened to him very attentively, and then

said—" This is very remarkable ; for my

father, in his early youth, in this very

chamber, and with the same personage

represented in that tapestry, met with a

very singular adventure." The chevalier

would very gladly have heard the detail of

his grandfather's vision, but the count re

fused to say any more upon the subject,

and even desired his son never to mention

it again ; and the same day the count

caused the tapestry to be pulled down, and

burnt in his presence in the castle court

yard.

Such is the detail of this story in all its

simplicity. Mrs. Radcliffe would have

been glad to have heard it ; and I dare

say the Chevalier de Jaucour thought of it

at the time of the Revolution : for the

fact is, that when he saw the rods raised,

he seized the key of the open country,

and fled. He quitted France Genlia*

Memoirs.

DEATH OF WALTHEOF, THE

SAXON CHIEF.

William the Conqueror was so jealous

of the power of the Normans getting on

the wane, that he wished to regulate their

marriages, and was quite indignant that

Ouillaume, the son of Osbert, his first

captain, should marry his sister Emma to

Raulf de Gael, a Breton by birth, and

Count of Norfolk. The marriage cere

mony took place at Norwich, and, at the

nuptial feast, some harsh things were

said against the king ; these were follow

ed by a feeble conspiracy, which was se

verely avenged by William. Raulf de

Gael was dispossessed of all his property,

the family of Oswald completely ruined,

and even the town where the marriage

was held was visited with indiscriminate

punishment. The arrival on the English

coast of a Danish fleet afforded the king

an opportunity to glut his vengeance on

Waltheof, a Saxon chief, who had mar

ried the king's niece Judith. He was

accused of having invited the Danes (who

never landed), and was condemned to

death at Wmchester.

Early in the morning, while the people

of Winchester were yet asleep, the Nor

mans led the Saxon chief without the

walls of the town. Waltheof walked to

the place of execution clothed in his

count's apparel, which he distributed

among some clerks and poor people who
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had followed him, and w".iom ih_• Nor

mans permitted u' approach, on account

of their small numbers and their entirely

peaceful appearance. Having reached a

hill at a short distance from the walls, the

soldiers halted, and the Saxon, prostrat

ing himself, prayed aloud for a few mo

ments ; but the Normans, fearing that

too long a delay would cause the rumour

of the execution they wished to perform

to be spread in the town, and that the

citizens would rise to save their fellow-

countryman, said to Waltheof, " Arise,

that we may fulfil our orders !" He

asked, as a last favour, that they would

wait only until he had once more repeat

ed, for them and for himself, the Lord's

Prayer. They allowed him to do so ;

and Waltheof, rising from the ground,

and resting on his knees, began aloud,

" Our Father, who art in Heaven ;"

but at the last verse—" and lead us not

into temptation," the executiohei, seeing,

perhaps, that daylight was beginning to

appear, would wait no longer, but, sud

denly drawing his large sword, struck off

the Saxon's head at one blow. The body

was thrown into a hole dug between two

roads, and hastily covered with earth.

The English, who could not "save Wal

theof, put on mourning for him, and made

him a saint and a martyr, as they had

made martyrs of the ancient chiefs killed

by the Danes, and as they had more re

cently made one of Bishop Egelwin, who

had died of hunger in one of the Nor.

man donjons. " They have sought,"

says a cotemporary, " to efface his me

mory from this land, but they have not

succeeded ; wc firmly believe that he

dwells among the blessed in Heaven."

It was rumoured among the Saxon serfs

and townspeople, that, at the end of a

fortnight, the body of the last chief of the

English race, carried away by the monks

of Crowland, had been found unchanged,

the blood being still warm. Other mira

cles, springing in like manner from patri

otic superstition, were worked at Wal-

theof's tomb, erected, with William's

permission, in the chapter of the Abbey

of Crowland. The Norman wife of the

K\yz #atlierer.

( am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men s stuff. » - Wolton

The Edinburgh Reviewer, in speaking

of the novel of Rob Roy, has the follow

ing words :—" This is not so good as

some others of the family ; but it is better

than any thing else."

IMPROMPTU ON READING THE

ABOVE.

" Better than any thing else."—Indeed !

Then this same writer doth exceed

All our great sons of wit :

Pope, Dryden, Milton the divine !—

Nay more,—his book wc must opine,

Has place of Holy Writ.

Incredulus.

IMPROMPTU

On reading in the papers—" An Asses

Milk Company is about to be established."

Ned calls our isle—the isle of gulls,*

Tomsays—no swallow like John Bull's,^

Such schemes ! and of all classes.

Now here's a Company (the ilk %

Was never) to sell Asses Milk,

Sly rogues ! that's Milk for Asses.

Risor.

* See a Comedy so called.

t " No swallow like a true-born Englishman's.

A man in a quart bottle—the Cock-lane ghost ;

Give it him—down it goes, glib, glib."

See Upholsterer, a Farce,

i The Ilk—in old language, the Me.

PHILOSOPHERS DISPUTING.

A Cartesian and Newtonian disputing

in a coffee-house at Paris, fell to fighting;

after they were parted the Newtonian

made a heavy complaint of the blows

which he had received. A merry fellow

who had seen the affair, said to him,

"you must forgive your adversary, he

was determined by a superior force ; at

traction acted upon both ; and the reper-

such an impetus, as occasioned a colli

sion.'

decapitated chief was disturbed by the cussive force unhappily failing, he was

news of these prodigies ; and, in order to carried towards you in a direct line with

conjure the supernatural power of the

man whom she had betrayed, and whose

death she had caused, she went trembling

to Waltheof's tomb, and laid over it a

•.ilk pall, which was instantly thrown afar

off, as by some invisible hand.

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

We are again, though reluctantly, compelled to

defer our answer to Correspondents, for another

week.

Printed anil Puelished by J. l.tMBlRD. 143,

Strand, (near Somerset- HouseJ and sold by all

Newsmen and Booksellers.
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If there is anything to be regretted in

the modern improvements of the British

metropolis, it is in the destruction of those

places with which some ofour most pleasing

recollections are associated. Many a spot

in London, once the residence ofthe good

and great of the olden time, is now very

differently occupied. A few of these,

however, remain, and amongst them, the

residence of the greatest of philosophers,

and one of the best of men, Sir Isaac

Newton, of whose house we present an

engraving. This house is situated in

St. Martin's Street, the south side of

Leicester Square, and was long occupied

. as an hotel for foreigners, and kept by

Mr. Pagliano, though it is now more ap-

Vol. VI. O

propriately used foi the purpose of edu

cation. '
About theyear 1814, Mr. Pagliano left

this house, when the committee of the

Sunday school belonging to the chapel

adjoining took it, for the puipose of con

verting it into school-rooms for boys and

girls, for which purpose it is still used.

The observatory, which is at the top,

and where Sir Isaac Newton made his

astronomical observations, had lain dor

mant, and been in a dilapidated state

for some years, when, in 1824, two gentle

men, belonging to the committee of the

school, had it repaired at their own ex

pense, and wrote a brief memoir of the

great and immortal Newton, which wa»

193
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put up In the observatory, with a portrait

of him.—The chair, in which Newton

studied "was lost in the removal of the

hotel to Leicester square.—The observa

tory is now used as a library for the use

of the teacher of the Sunday school, and

lectures have occasionally been given in

it.

ORIGINAL ANECDOTE OF THE

LATE EARL OF SANDWICH.

(For the Mirror.)

An old servant in the family of Sir John

St. Aubin, relates the following anecdote

of the late earl of Sandwich. He says,

when a boy, in taking a walk one day,

he observed a pony bridled and saddled

coming full speed towards him, which he

succeeded in stopping, and immediately

returned with it in search of its rider :

he had not returned far when he observed

a little boy nearly senseless lying on the

ground, he rendered him every assistance

necessary and soon got him replaced on

the saddle, the little fellow seemed very

grateful, and thanked him, telling him

if at a future period he requested a fa

vour and would write, mentioning this

circumstance to the earl of Sandwich, it

should be granted. A number of years

intervened, and nothing happened until

the next generation that made it neces

sary to avail himself of the circumstance,

being the whole of the time in the service

of Sir John, However, his son, who had

served his time to a watch and chrono

meter maker, being out of his time, and

an excellent situation being vacant at the

Chronometer Station at Portsea, recol

lecting the circumstance of the pony, he

immediately wrote to the carl of Sand

wich in his son's behalf, but with very

little hopes of success, it being such a

considerable time since, and both being

boys at the time of the promise : how

ever, the following laconic answer from

the earl was shortly after received:—

" Your son is appointed." The situation

he has now filled several years, and gives

general satisfaction.

I am, Sir, yours,

A Subscriber.

I beg therefore to point out a test, by

means of which salt may be detected in

sugar, even when in the minute propor

tion of a hundredth part.

Put any quantity of the suspected

article into a gallipot or wine glass, and

drop into it a small quantity of strong

oil of vitriol, sufficient to moisten it well,

stirring them together with a glass rod or

tobacco pipe : if it be a genuine unso

phisticated sugar, it will be turned black,

and have a peculiar faint smell, but if it

contain sah in the above proportion, or

more, on adding the vitriol a strong suf

focating odour will immediately arise,

similar to spirit of salt ; which in fact it

is, in an aeriform or gaseous state. If

no odour be perceptible and the article be

perfectly soluble in boiling water, it may

be concluded to be a genuine sugar :

sand being insoluble in water would fall to

the bottom of the vessel and consequently

be easily detected. As a satisfactory proof,

let a small quantity of salt be mixed with

some sugar and treated as above ; the

effect will be inost strikingly apparent.

Clavis.

AN EASY METHOD OF DETECT.

ING SALT IN SUGAR.

Several adulterations in the article of

sugar having lately been exposed, the

public should be aware of an easy mode

of detecting such sophistication; and I

know of no readier method to apprize it,

than through the medium of the widely

circulated Mirror.

SYMPTOMS.

or VANITY.

To place £100. at a banker's in order to

give a check, sometimes for £2.

To go to Calais, return next day, and

afterwards talk of a continental tour.

To go into a coffee-house, ask in a

loud tone if the Champagne be good,

and in a low voice order a bottle of soda

water.

of foresight.

To give up a debt of d£100. in order to

avoid a law-suit.

To dine before visiting an author.

To burn a MS. in lieu of placing it in

the hands of a bookseller.

( i

OF ECCENTRICITY.

To pay 10s. for a bottle of Port, at

's hotel.

To eat beef at Paris, and omlets In

London.

OF SIMPtlOITY.

To speculate on the Stock Exchange in

virtue of intelligence in the newspapers.

To purchase Spanish Bonds at 95 per

cent. loss.

To inquire for a recent work at a cir

culating library.

To regard all officers as gallant, and

all lawyers as learned : all actors as

artists, and all writers as literary men.
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0t$ 0m nook.
No. II.

a A thing of shreds and patches.-*

THE TRIP TO MARGATE, &c.

(Continued from page 187J

The sheltered retreat alluded to in my

last, which we encountered in our route

to St. Peter's, is called The Shallows ; a

spot interesting to my companion, who

had there passed many a rational and

pleasant hour in the society of endeared

friends, now, alas !

" or slumbering on Earth's bosom cold,

Orscattered wide on Life's tempestuous shores :*

and while thought, brooding over the past,

idealized the gay vision, emotion would

■ot be repressed ;—.nor is it indeed de

sirable on such occasions that it should.

Language but poorly expresses intensity

of feeling, and would need a more elo

quent pen than mine to convey its imagery;

but truly might he have exclaimed, in the

-words of the highly-gifted Bowring—

.* Ah.' those were blissful moments : yet

I revel in their memory,

And present cares and fears forget

lu their deported ecstacy.

To me it whispered joy and love—

Of hope and peace a blended sound ;

Heaven's azure aroh was spread above,

And laughing nature all around.

Yes ! they are fled—-those hours are fled !

Y«t their sweet -memories smiling come,

Like spirits of the hallowed dead,

And linger round their earlier home.

&apt In the- thought, my passions seem

To drink the exhausted cup of bliss ;

And, 6k' I dream ?—Was ever dream

So bright—so beautiful as this ?

The dreams which early lifehas stored—

.Hopes 's sunny summer hours are o'er;

And my lone bark at last Is moored

On sullen Reason's rocky shore.

I tread my melancholy road,

No more by vain delusions driven,

Hold solemn converse with my God,

And track my onward way to heaven !

Why should I mnrmur ?—O'er this scene,

Tho' night descend and thunders roll,

Man may create a heaven within—

lu the atill temple of thesoul."

Such, I would fain imagine to have

been the train of thoughts that followed

up my valued friend's early .recollections,

for to that purport did his observations

tend.

Our walk hitherward had been delight

ful ; the day was beautifully clear, and a

refreshing breeze floating over the cliffs

from the sea, tempered the sun's rays so

agreeably, as to prevent the lassitude

usually attendant on an exposed track at

this season of the year. at the same time

diffusing the aromatic fragrance of the

blooming clover, its delicate hue peeping

from emerald tint in great luxuriance, ana

adding materially to the beauty and en

joyment of our s troll. After perambulat

ing its garden, and admiring its neatness,

we seated ourselves in one of its embow

ered arbours; and whilst partaking of

some refreshment my companion, as I

have already observed, pleasurably

beguiled the passing hour with re

miniscences of times which have ever

lastingly departed except from memory.

Those only who have similarly indulged

can truly appreciate the luxury of feel

ings thus powerfully excited ; and pain

ful though they may be to the heart,

their influence is salutary to the under

standing, for they tend to detach it from

the pernicious influence of terrestrial ex

citements and gratifications, by directing

it to a channel of profitable reflection,

calculated to chasten and subdue aH un

ruly and irregular impulses.

It would be an unpardonable oversight

to quit 7'he Sltalloies without eulogizing

our rustic hostess's excellent cake and

new milk, of which we partook with real

enjoyment. I believe she furnishes little

else than such humble fare : the descrip

tion of entertainment she professes to fur

nish is, simply that required by domestic

tea parties ; and any accession of enjoy

ment beyond those simple auxiliaries, is

dependent on the temperament and dis

position of her visitants. It may readily

be inferred from this circumstance, that

they are by no means numerous ; for toi

society, the majority are dependant on

amusement, instead of feeling a pleasure

in conferring it; and to this portion,

there is no want of attraction elsewhere

better calculated to afford it. '

Proceeding onward, we soon reached

the grave-yard of that venerable fane, St.

Peter's, where by prescriptive right we

loitered away another half hour, in " mo

ralizing o'er the dead." The inscriptions,

as a matter of course first attracted our

attention—one of them, a brief memorial

of the indiscriminate rapacity of our re

lentless enemy, is a memento of no ordi.

nary character, and well deserves a place

in The Mirror; it runs thus

* An angel form, for earth too pure, too bright,

Glanced in sweet vision o'er parental sight,

Then fled.—This holy hope to faith is given,

To find that vision realized in heaven."

Perhaps no surer test of truly Christian

feeling and elevation of character can be

instanced, than in the calm relinquish

ment of a sole and tender pledge of con

nubial felicity to the will of our Heavenly

O 2
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Father, its untainted innocence softens

the calamity, and teaches the heart to

aspire to " a habitation not made with

hands," where destiny may speedily effect

a reunion of endless duration, impressing

upon it the necessity of a virtuous life for

the accomplishment of this momentous

object, for " where the treasure is, there

will the heart be also."

Time, we found, had escaped us so in

sensibly, as to indicate the propriety of

our return homewards ; but our admira

tion of this pleasing village was too

strongly excited to be satisfied with such

a transitory visit, and our departure was

therefore accompanied with the resolve

that we would speedily gratify our curi

osity more satisfactorily.

( To be continued.)

ON CRUELTY.

(For the Mirror.)

Humanity is a virtue so strongly im

planted in our nature, that every violation

of its benevolent precepts is derogatory to

the character of man. The whole black

catalogue of crime exhibits no atrocity

greater than cruelty ; for there is scarcely

any injustice which may not be traced to

this as its parent seurce. Most other

offences may plead some inducement,

some darling passion, by way of mitiga

tion ; but cruelty admits of no such pal

liation, since it arises from a bad heart

alone, and bespeaks a depravity of dispo

sition that is prepared for every other

enormity. The breast that cherishes it,

while utterly apathetic to the-charms of

pity, knows not the sweet reflections

which result from conscious benevolence,

nor reflects that, as Cowpcr sings

« Mercy to htm that shows it, is the rule

By which Heaven acts in pard'ning guilty man ;

Anil he that shows none, being ripe in years,

And conscious of the outrage ho commits,

Shall seek it, and notfind it in his turn."'

Cruelty, moreover, acts in opposition to

the v/ill of the great Author of being ;

for, by inflicting pain on even the mean

est of his creatures, we embitter that ex

istence which He graciously bestowed for

enjoyment. A celebrated writer observes,

that " habits of tenderness towards the

brute creation, naturally beget similar

feelings towards our fellow-creatures :"

and we may take it as an invariable rule,

that any one who feels gratified it tortur

ing the former, is merely restrained by

the dread of exposure and punishment

from exercising his cruelty upon the latter:

« A man of teeling to his beast is kind ;

Jim brutal actions mark a brutal mind.''

The most admired authors, both an

cient and modem, abound in precepts en

joining the duty ofhumanity, and severely

reproving a disposition to cruelty. It is

certain that education greatly inspires the

mind with sentiments of good feeling, by

refining the taste, harmonising the milder

passions, and restraining the bad ones :

the truth of Ovid's moral distich must in

deed be forcibly admitted, that

* Ingenuas didicisse fideliter artes,

Eniollit mores, nee sinit esse/erof."

(To have accurately learned the liberal

sciences, polishes our manners, nor permits

us to be brutal). Hence, it is highly in

cumbent upon parents and preceptors, to

check any disposition to cruelty in their

youthful charge. Such inclinations are

but too often displayed, and cannot cer

tainly be too seasonably restrained ; for

vice is extremely rapid in her march, and

trifling offences, by " growing with our

growth," are gradually ripened into ma

tured and hardened villany.

I have been led to these remarks from

a consideration of several brutal exhibi

tions which are of late become too com

mon. Among others, a Frenchman has

recently shown some revolting trials upon

dogs, under a plea of scientific improve

ments. That in an age which boasts of

its refinement, men of rank and fortune

can so far forget their dignity, as not only

to witness, but even to promote pugilistic

combats, badger-baits, lion-fights, &c.

is hardly to be credited. What shall we

say of the presence of ladies in such

places ? (Oh ! cruel curiosity !)

Example, it is admitted, is more pre

valent than precept ; and it is much to be

feared that such disgraceful scenes may

prove injurious to society, by rendering

the heart callous to better feelings.

Jacobus.

THE OLD DOG ; OR, THE WINTER'S

DAY.

(For the Mirror.)

Lay down old dog, the winter's day

Forbids thy hobbling feet to stray :

The wind roars far and wide—

The streets are wet—the roads are bad—

And thou for clothes but thinly clad,

Lay down by the lire-side.

'Tis true we've trudg'd some years together,

Like friends, defying wind or weather,

But then, 'twas Spring's green age !

0 'er hills and fields we have walked or run ;

But now our labour's nearly done,

We are going to quit the stage.

Yet we have seen strange things and ways

To strike beholders with amaze ;

And what strange times can do !

We have seen too oft, both ups and downs.

Some men got shot, and others crowns.

To scare both me and you.
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Then we have witnr ss'il here and there

What bold faced knaves and villains dare,

And priestcraft can exhibit :

Seen bailies bBrt down modest merit,

And fawning creatures live in credit

. That would disgrace a gibbet.

Nay more—we've known, both you and I,

Protected cowards give the lie.

Who trembled while they spoke ;

Have seen hypocrisy look biff

Beneath a star and powdered wig,

And virtue deemed ajoke !

Then we have lived (nor lived for nought)

To see proud pomp byfeathers caught,

And vice in coaches roll :

Seen honesty kicked out of doors—

Seen pensions gave to pimps and

And panders pawn their souls !

But where, friend Lion, have we got ?

.On the rag-worn-out murmuring trot '

Like croakers, never still.

This thing or that will bring to view

A bone for all the grumbling crew.

Let fools say what they will.

Well ! be it so ; still thou, old dog,

In sun-warmed days shall with me jog,

Tho' almost blind and grey !

The task shall now devolve on me,

To do those traits of love for thee

Thou did'st in LiTe's young day.

Utopia.

RURAL LIFE.

( To the Editor ofthe Mirror.)

Sir,—In the present rage for writing and

reading Tours—Travels—Narratives, and

such like productions—perhaps the fol

lowing journal, of ten days spent at ray

country friends lately, may not be deemed

unworthy of perusal, especially by those

of your numerous readers, who, during

this fine season, feel a great inclination

for, but have little idea of what rural

life is.

First day, Saw the neck of two fowls

twisted, and then held by the feet till

dead with convulsions, for next day's"

dinner.

Second day, Witnessed the operation

of nine pigs being ringed ; in accomplish

ing which, the assistant's hand became

horribly lacerated by a bite of one of

them.

Third day, Fine sport in fishing, with

a poacher's net—not content with a rod

and line, but must destroy hundreds for

the " fun of the thing."

Fourth day, Sold a calf; and the buyer's

most expeditious mode of killing was by

suffering it to bleed gradually to death,

in order that the meat might be white.

Fifth day, After a sleepless night, the

cow roaring and moaning all night for its

calf. The only novelty trie day produced,

was in drowning kittens, and afterwards

placing ducks' eggs under a hen.

Sixth day, Brought the operator's visit

to the piggery.

Seventh day, Being a day of rest, only

fifteen visitors called in succession, some

to dinner and some to tea.

Eighth day, Parted with a favourite

lamb, brought up in the house with the

same care and fondness as you wo.uld a

child ; at the same time ordered a loin of

it for next day's dinner.

Ninth day, The only occurrence this

day, was in seeing a knife thrust into the

throat of an old worn-out boar—the blood

carefully preserved for the manufacture

of black puddings ; and flesh fsr bacon,

for Londoners.

Tenth day, In taking a long promised

ride, escaped most providentially being

killed, the horse having been stung by a

harvest fly, kicked the family chaise to

atoms, and was consequently obliged to

take the ladies home in a conveyance

yclept-^-a dung cart.

These are the pleasures of a country

life.

I am, your's, respectfully,

August 11, 1825. G. W.

RETROSPECTION NOT ALWAYS

PLEASING.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—By inserting the following Essay

in your valuable miscellany you will con

fer an obligation on your's most respect

fully, R. W. B.

O memory, thou fond deceiver.

Still importunate and vain,

To former joys recurring ever.

And turning all the past to pain !

Golosmith.

Much has been said by poets and es

sayists on the pleasures of memory, while

the painful sensations that frequently arise

from a retrospection of the past, have

rarely been painted with equal force of

colouring or equal truth to nature. This

is not adopting the equitable maxim of

Audi alteram partem. It will readily be

conceded that the feelings resulting from

the consciousness of a well-spent life

must ever be of a pleasing and consola

tory kind, but, alas ! who can look back

upon the past stages of his existence

without discovering indiscretions that

might have been avoided, opportunities

which might have been improved, vices

that have tarnished the purity of his

virtues, and joys that have left nothing

behind them but the bitter conviction

that they are gone, perhaps for ever !

Earthly happiness is but a comparative
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good. Consequently, the only legitimate

method of ascertaining the real advan

tages of retrospection, is to contrast

present circumstances with past. And

let us begin with the spring of life, the

season when the soul may be said to put

forth its blossoms, when reason begins to

assume its province, and mind to assert

its rights.' What are the feelings of the

school-boy as he cons his heavy task ?

Is there a soothing power in the recollec

tions that weigh upon his heart ? Assu

redly not. Nursling of hope, the past

seldom mingles with his reveries ; if,

however, memory should intrude, it re

calls with painful accuracy the pleasures

of the last vacation, compares the free

dom from care and confinement which he

then enjoyed with existing privations and

present restraints, and far from being a

source of consolation, it adds tenfold

poignancy to his griefs

Let us proceed a step further, and con

template the human blossom in its ex

panded state, at the period when

■ Life's gay Are,

* Sparklet, boras bright, and flames in flerco

desire.*

It is a melancholy fact, that the further

we advance in the career of life, the more

thorny becomes the path. Infancy and

boyhood have fewer, or at least, more

trivial causes of infelicity than the suc

ceeding stages of existence. An accu

mulation of years is too often accompa

nied by an accumulation of sorrows.

Childhood and youth have their respec

tive cares, but those cares are frequently

rather imaginary than real, limited in

their duration, and restricted in their

influence to the immediate subjects of

them. But how different is it in the

more advanced period of manhood. The

important relations of husband and

fether have doubtless many charms at

tached to them ; but, alas ! those charms

Weigenerafly counterbalanced by the ad

ditional duties imposed upon the mind.

A father cannot wrap himself up in the

selfish .consitleration that no misfortunes

can affect him but those of which he may

be the direct object. His connections are

near to him and dear to him ; they are

members of the same body. Consequently,

the distresses by which they are assailed

must necessarily extend to him their con

tagious influence. Well then may he

Mgret in the hour of adversity the loss of

tliat " sunshine of the breast," that buoy

ancy ofspirit which characterised his boy

hood, and enabled him to bear its petty

afflictions with light-hearted resignation.

Well may he sigh for those halcyon days,

when his joys were not embittered by the

anticipation of approaching evil, when

his cares were trifling and transient, and

produced merely by the casualties and

changes of his own being. In manhood

such reflections must too frequently at

tend the exercise of the retrospective

faculty.

Nor does the case vary in old age when

man is declining into the vale of years.

The same causes of regret still operate ;

to which perhaj's is added the recollec

tion of some bright unclouded hours,

which, like the verdant oases in the wilds

of Africa, shed a cheering influence over

the desert of life, and teach us for a

while to forget the perils that surround

us. Finally, in every stage of our mor

tal pilgrimage, the remembrance of op

portunities neglected,—indiscretions com

mitted,—joys departed,—and cares, per

chance, needlessly contracted, must ever

be a sad drawback upon the pleasures of

memory. In conclusion it may be ob

served that if memory sometimes imparts

consolation, it as frequently awakens

regret ; and, therefore, that a retrospect

of the past is less calculated to soothe the

mind than a contemplation of the future.

R. W. Barker.

Norunch.

A FRAGMENT,

TRANSLATED FROM AN ITALIAN M.S. POEM, IT

MISS E. THOMPSON.

( Tor the Mirror. )

I SAw ber—she was k;ppy . On her brow,

Radiant with hope, and dreams of fairy bright

ness,

Young Joys own image sat ;—and there did

beam

Around Iter Iips'asmile—Ah ! such a smile,

Speaking of such supreme felicity,

That you would think the ieart which sunt it

there

Had heaven in it, and that its buoyant lightness

Had scarcely power to heave the happy breast

It beat against. And I did mark

.The lamp of gladness that came beaming from

Her dark and laughing eye. I saw that glance

Shining the planet of internal peace : ,

Ob ! such a glance of speaking happiness,

That joy might light a thousand tapers there

Again I passed her ; on her faded cheek

Sat sorrow—bitter .sorrow. The fair.smile

Of cheerful beauty lingered there no more,

And all that spoke of happiness was' fled.—

Quenched was the lustre of that sunny eye,

For grief had waved her murky banners there ;

And all that once so joyous did appear

A -wasted wreck now met me.—Why wsbb it so ?

Go ask the grave of Love.
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SOLITUDE.

(Far the Mirror.)

Sweet the first peepings of the opening day

To bira who watchful waits the approach of

morn;

Sweet the soft notes of Philomela's lay.

She charms the night upon the whitening

thorn.

The balm of sleep is sweet to weary eyes.

And cooling draughts to raging thirst are sweet ;

Sweet from pale sickness' conch in health to

rise,

And sweet the hour when friends long absent

meet.

The melting kiss to lovers' lips is sweet,

And sweet the hope the martyr's breast that

warms.

Oh, Sympathy I thy glistening tear how bright I

And Melody, how sweet thy magic charms !

Tho' sweet are these—yet sweeter far to me

Is lovely Solitude's enchanting bower ;

The world's foul discord how I love to flee,

And calm repose find in her peaceful power.

Here as I lay me on her mossy bed,

And distant view the world's tumultuous strife.

To happier scenes by contemplation led,

Retirement shields me from the ills of life.

W. 1.

SPIRIT OF THE

39ufclie journals.

THE BATTLE OF BAYONNE.

Two of the most severe engagements

during the whole Peninsular war took

place after the peace of 1814 had been

concluded, owing to the armies on the

Spanish frontier not being officially ap

prised of it ; we allude to a sortie made

by the French garrison at Bayonue when

a part of our army besieged it, and the whose unceasing fire gave evidence that

battle of Thoulouse. The governor-gene- they still held out in the church of St.

uninterrupted roar of artillery and mus

ketry than was now going on, I hardly

recollect to have witnessed.

As the attacking party amounted to

five or six thousand men, and the force

opposed to them fell somewhat short of

one thousand, the latter were, of course,'

losing ground rapidly. The blue house

was carried ; the high road, and several

lanes that ran parallel with it, were in

possession of [the enemy ; the village

of St. Etienne swarmed with them;

when Sir J ohn Hope arrived at the en

trance of a hollow road, for the defence

of which a strong party had been allotted.

The defenders were in full retreat. "' Why

do you move in that direction ?"' cried he,

as he rode up. " The enemy are yonder,

Sir," was the reply. " Well then, we

must drive them back—come on." So

saying, the general spurred his horse. A

dense mass of French soldiers, was before

him ; they fired, and his horse fell deadl'

The British picquet, alarmed at the fall

of the general, fled ; and Sir John, being-

a heavy man,—being besides severely

wounded in two places, and having one

of his legs crushed beneath his horse, lay'

powerless, and at the mercy of the assail

ants. His aid-de-camp, having vainly

endeavoured to release him, was orged by

Sir John himself to leave him ; and the

French pressing on, our gallant leader

was made prisoner, and sent bleeding

within the walls.

Of this sad catastrophe none of the

troops were at all aware, except' those

in whose immediate presence it occurred.-

The rest found ample employment both

for head and hand, in driving back the-

enemy from their conquests, and in

bringing succour to their comrades,^

ral Thouvenot had been told that peace

was concluded, but he would not believe

it, and at three o'clock in the morning

made a sortie on our camp, which is thus

well described in an article entitled the

Subaltern, in the last number of Black-

wood's Magazine.

Immediately on the alarm being given,

Etienne. Towards that point a (ietermineeV

rush was made. The French thronged

the street and church-yard, and plied our

people with grape and canister from their

own captured gun ; but the struggle soon

became more close and more ferocious.

Bayonets, sabres, the butts of mustets,

were in full play ; and the street was

Six John Hope, attended by a single aid- again cleared, the barricade recovered,

ae-camp, rode to the front. Thither also and the gun re-taken. But they were

flew*Generals Hay, Stopford,. and Brad- not long retained. A fresh charge was

ford, whilst the various brigades hurried made by increased numbers from the

after ,th.emj at as quick a pace as the citadel, and our men were again driven

pitchy darkness of the night, arid the back. Numbers threw thcrnselyes into*

tugged and broken nature of the ground the church as they passed, among whoni

would permit. Behind them, and on was General Hay ; -whilst the rest gjaduj

either hand, as they moved, the deepest ally retired till reinforcements came up,

and most impervious gloom prevailed ; when they resumed the offensive, and

bju-t the hori/oii before them was one blaze with the most perfect success. 'Ttius was-

pf light. 1 have listened to a good deal the street of St. Etienne, "said the field-'

of heavy firing in my day - t'vt a more piece at its extremity, alternately in
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possession of the French and allies ; the

latter being taken and retaken no fewer

than nine times, between the hours of

three and seven in the morning.

Nor was the action less sanguinary in

other parts of the field. Along the sides

ef the various glens, in the hollow ways,

through the trenches, and over the barri

cades, the most deadly strife was carried

on. At one moment, the enemy appear

ed to carry every thing before them ; at

another, they were checked, broken, and

dispersed by a charge from some batta

lions of the guards: but the darkness

was so great that confusion everywhere

prevailed, nor could it be ascertained,

with any degree of accuracy, how matters

would terminate. Day at length began

to dawn, and a scene was presented of

absolute disorder and horrible carnage.

Not only were the various regiments of

each brigade separated and dispersed,

but the regiments themselves were split

up into little parties, each of which was

warmly and closely engaged with a simi

lar party of the enemy. In almost every

direction, too, our men were gaining

ground. The French had gradually re

trograded; till now they maintained a

broken and irregular line, through the

church-yard, and along the ridge of a

hill, which formed a sort of natural

crest to the glacis. One regiment of

guards, which had retained its order,

perceiving this, made ready to complete

the defeat. They pushed forward in fine

array with the bayonet, and dreadful was

the slaughter which took place ere the

confused mass of fugitives were sheltered

within their own gates. In like manner,

a dash was made against those who still

maintained themselves behind the church

yard wall ; and they, too, with difficulty

escaped into the redoubt.

A battle, such as that which I have

just described, is always attended by a

greater proportionate slaughter on both

sides, than one more regularly entered

into, and more scientifically fought. On

our part, nine hundied men had fallen ;

several soldiers of both nations, whose

heads had evidently been dashed to pieces

by the butts of muskets. Arms of all

sorts, broken and entire, were strewed

about. Among the number of killed on

our side was General Hay : he was shot

through one of the loop-holes, in the

interior of the church. The wounded,

too, were far more than ordinarily nu-

merous ; in a word, it was one ' of the

most-hard fought and unsatisfactory affairs

which had occurred since the commence

ment of the war. Brave men fell, when

their fall was no longer beneficial to their

country, and much blood was wantonly

shed during^ period of national peace.

A truce being concluded between Ge

neral Colville, who succeeded to the com

mand of the besieging army, and the

Governor of Bayonne, the whole of the

15th was spent in buring the dead. Holes

were dug for them in various places, and

they were thrown in, not without sorrow

and lamentations, but with very little

ceremony. In collecting them together,

various living men were found, sadly

mangled, and hardly distinguishable

from their slaughtered comrades. These

were, of course, removed to the hospitals,

where every care was taken of them ;

but not a few perished from loss of blood

ere assistance arrived. It was remarked,

likewise, by the medical attendants, that

a greater proportion of incurable wounds

were inflicted this night than they remem

bered to have seen. Many had received

bayonet-thrusts in vital parts ; one man,

I recollect, whose eyes were both torn

from, their sockets, and hung over his

cheeks ; whilst several were cut in two by

round shot, which had passed through

their bellies, and still left them breathing.

The hospitals accordingly presented sad

spectacles, whilst the shrieks and groans

of the inmates acted with no more cheer

ing effect upon the sense of hearing, than

their disfigured countenances and mangled

forms acted upon the sense of sight.

on the part of the enemy, upwards of a THE SORROWS OF A DONKEY.

thousand : and the arena within which I am the most unfortunate of an unfortu-

they fell was so narrow, that even a ve- nate race. The most wretched of the

teran would have guessed the number of wretched who have no rest for the soles

dead bodies at something greatly beyond of their feet. Mistake me not—I am no

this. The street of St. Etienne, in par- Jew—would I were but the meanest

ticular, was covered with killed and amongst the Hebrews !—butmyunhappy,

wounded; and round the six-pounder despisedgenerationlaboursunderasterner,

they lay in heaps. A French artillery- though a similar curse. We are a pro-

man had fallen across it, with a fuse in

his hand. There he lay, his head cloven

asunder, and the remains of the handle

of the fuse in his grasp. The muzzle

and breach of the gun were smeared with

blood and brains ; and beside them were

verb and a bye-word—a mark for derision

and scorn, even to the vilest of those scat

tered Israelites. We are sold into tenfold

bondage and persecution. We are deli

vered over to slavery and to poverty—w»

are visited with numberless stripes.
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No, tender-hearted Man of Bramber ! we

are not what thy sparkling eyes would

seem to anticipate—we are, alas ! no ne

groes—it were a merciful fate to us to

be but Blackamoors. They have their

snatches of rest and of joy even their

tabors, and pipes, and cymbals—we have

neither song nor dance—misery alone is

our portion—pain is in all our joints—

and on our bosoms, and all about us, sits

everlasting shagreen.—Dost thou not, by

this time, guess at my tribe ?—

Dost thou not suspect my ears ?

I am, indeed, as thou discemest, an infe

rior horse—a Jerusalem colt; but why

should I blush to " write myself down an

ass ?" My ancestors at least were free,

and inhabited the desert !—My forefathers

were noble—though it must rob our pa

triarchs of some of their immortal bliss,

if they can look down from their lower

Indian heaven on their abject posterity !

• • • •

Fate—I know not whether kindly or

unkindly—has cast my lot upon the coast.

I have heard there are some of my race

who draw in sand-carts, and carry pan

niers, and are addressed by those Coptic

vagabonds, the Gypsies—but I can con

ceive no oppressions greater than mine.—

I can dream of no fardels more intolerable

than those I bear ; but think, rather with

envy, of the passiveness of a pair of pan

niers, compared to the living burdens

which gall and fret me by their continual

efforts. A sand-bag might be afflictive,

from its weight—but it could not kick

with it, like a young lady. I should fear

no stripes—from a basket of apples. A

load of green peas could not tear my

tongue by tugging at my eternal bridle.

All these are circumstances of my hourly

afflictions—when I am toiling along the

beach—the most abject, and starved, and

wretched of our sea-roamers—with one, or

perhaps three, of my master's cruel cus

tomers, sitting upon my painful back.

It may chance, for this ride, that I have

been ravished from a hasty breakfast—.

full [of hunger and wind—having at six

o'clock suckled a pair of young ladies, in

declines—my own unweaned snaggy foal

remaining all the time unnourished (think

of that, mothers !) in his sorry stable.

It is generally for some child or children

that I am saddled thus early—for urchins

fresh from the brine, full of spirits and

mischief—would to Providence it might

please Mrs. D , the dipper, to suffo

cate the shiieking imps in their noisy

immersion ! The sands are allowed to

be excellent for e gallop—but for the sake

of the clatter, these infant demons prefer

the shingles ; and on this horrible footing

I am raced up arid down, till I can harely

lift a leg. A brawny Scotch nursery

wench, therefore, with sinews made all

the more vigorous by the shrewd bracing

sea air, lays lustily on my haunches with

a toy whip—no toy, however, in her piti

less li red right hand ;" and when she is

tired of the exercise, I am made over to

the next comer. This is probably the

Master Buckle—and what hath my young

cock, but a pair of artificial spurs—or

huge corking-pins stuck at his abominable

heels.—No

—gentle knight comes pricking o'er the plain.—

I am now treated, of course, like a

cockchafer—and endeavour to rid myself

of my tormentor ; but the bruteling, to

his infernal praise, is an excellent rider.

At last the contrivance is espied, and my

jockey drawn off by his considerate pa

rent—not as the excellent Mr. Thomas

Day would advise, with a Christian lec

ture on his cruelty—but with an admo

nition on the danger of his neck. His

mother, too, kisses him in a frenzy of ten

derness at his escape—and I am discharged

with a character of spitefulness, and ob

stinacy, and all that is brutal in nature.

A young literary lady—blinded with

tears, that make her stumble over the

shingles—here approaches, book in hand,

and mounts me—with the charitable de

sign, as 1 hope, of preserving me from a

more unkindly rider. And, indeed, when

I halt from fatigue, she only strikes me

over the crupper, with a volume of Duke

Christian of Lunenberg—(a Christian tale

to be used so !)—till her concern for the

binding of the novel compels her to de

sist. I am then parted with as incor

rigibly lazy, and am mounted in turn by

all the stoutest women in Margate, it

being their fancy, as they declare, to ride

leisurely.

Are these things to be borne ?

Conceive me, simply, tottering under

the bulk of Miss Wiggins, (who, some

aver, is " all soul," but to me she is all

body,) or Miss Huggins—the Prize Gi

antesses of England ; either of them sitting

like a personified lumbago on my loins !—

Am 1 a Hindoo tortoise—an Atlas ?—

Sometimes, Heaven foigive me, I think I

am an ass to put up with such miseries—

dreaming under the impossibility of throw

ing off my fardels—of ridding myself of

myself—or in moments of less impatience,

wishing myself to have been created at

least an elephant, to bear these young

women in their " towers," as they call

them, about the coast.

Did they never read the fable of

" Ass's Skin," under which covering a
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princess was once hidden by the malice of

fairy Fate ? If they have, it might in

spire them with a tender shrinking and

misgiving, 'lest, under our hapless shape,

they should, peradventure, be oppressing

and crushing some once dear relative or

bosom-friend, 'scjme youthful intimate or

school-fellow, bfaund to them, perhaps, by

a mutual vow. of eternal affection. Some

of us, moreover, have titles which might

deter a modest mind from degrading us.

Who would think of riding, much less of

flagellating the beautiful Duchess—or

only a namesake of the beautiful Duchess

of Devonshire ? Who would think of

wounding through our sides the tender

nature of the Lady Jane Grey ? Who

would care to goad Lord Wellington, or

Nelson, or Duncan ?—and yet these illus

trious titles are all worn—by my melan

choly brethren. There is scarcely a

distinguished family in the peerage—but

bath an ass of their name.

Let my oppressors think of this and

mount modestly, and let them use me—a

female—tenderly, for the credit of their

own feminine nature. Am I not capa

ble, like them, of pain and fatigue—of

hunger and thirst ? Have I, forsooth, no

rheumatic aches—no cholics and windy

spasms, or stitches in the side—no verti

goes—no asthma—no feebleness or hyste-

ricks—no colds on the lungs ? It would

be but reasonable to presume I had all

these, for my stable is bleak ; :•[ damp—

my water brackish and my food scanty—

for my master is a Caledonian, and starves

me.—I am almost one of those Scotch

asses that "live upon a brae 1"

• • * *

Will you mention these things, ho

nourable and humane Sir,* in your place

in Parliament?

Friends of humanity !^—Eschewers of

West Indian sugar !—Patrons pf black

drudges—pity also the brown and grizzle-

grey ! Suffer no sand—that hath been

dragged by the afflicted donkey. Con

sume not the pannier-potato—that hath

helped to overburthen the miserable ass !

Do not ride on us, or drive us — or mingle

with those who do. Die conscientiously

of declines—and spare the consumption

of our family milk. Think of our babes,

and of our backs. Remember our mani

fold sufferings, and our meek resignation

—our life-long martyrdom, and our mild

martyr-like endurance. Think of the

" languid patience" in our physiognomy !

I have heard of a certain French Me

tropolitan, who declared that the most

afflicted and patient of animals was " de

Job-horse:"—but surely he ought to

* Mr. Martin is the guitlcman ail.Urcssed, we

presume.

have applied to our rate the attributes

and the name of the man of Uz !

London Magazine.

Zf>t Jj&elenor;
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CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF

THE HAIR.

The following observations and recipes

are from an excellent work, just pub

lished, entitled, The Art of Preserving

the Hair :—

COLOUR OF THE HAITI.

We think that the most useful hints on

this subject may be derived from the sci

entific modes of dyeing woollens and silks

of a black colour, as both of these are

animal substances of similar chemical

composition to the hair. We should re

commend, therefore, to procure from the

dyers a quantity of walnut water, which

is prepared by steeping for a year in water

the green shells of walnuts, and with this

to wash the hair, as the first part of the

process : then to make an aromatic tinc

ture of galls, by scenting the common

tincture with any agreeable perfume, and

with this to wet the hair, which must next

be moistened with a strong solution pf

sulphate of iron.

If this be properly done, we have no,

doubt that it will tinge the hair black or

dark ; but care must be taken not to let

any pf the substances touch the skin or

the linen, as they will have a similar

effect on these. It is most absurd, in

deed, to pretend that any preparation will

dye the hair and not tinge the skin, if ap

plied to it; for the skin being of pre

cisely the same chemical composition with

the hair, it must be affected by the same

chemical agents. The advertised nos

trums, therefore, which are said to dye

the hair, and not to discolour the skin or

soil the linen, must be a gross imposition

on the public.

CLEANING) THE llAIK.

When the hair becomes greasy and dirty,

it pught to be washed with warm (not too

warm) soft water and soap ; an operation

which is very requisite when pomatums

and hair oils are much used, as they are

apt to combine with the scales which are

always coming off from the skin, and

form a thick crust very detrimental tp the

gloss and beauty of the hair.

Frequent cutting of the hair is of ad

vantage to the eyes, the cars, and, indeed,
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to the whole body ; in like manner, the

daily washing of the head with cold water

is an excellent remedy against periodical

head-aches. In coryzas, or defluxions of

the humours from the head, and in weak

eyes, the shaving of the head often affords

immediate relief, while, at the same time,

it opens the pores, and promotes perspi

ration. It is altogether a mistaken idea,

that there is a danger of catching cold

from the practice of washing the head, or

leaving it exposed to the free air after

having been washed. The more fre

quently the surface is cleansed of scorbutic

and scaly impurities, the more easy and

comfortable we feel.

Should any of our readers, however, be

prejudiced against washing the hair, we

would recommend it to be cleaned by

means of a brush moistened with harts

horn, or rather with hartshorn to which

one-half or two-thirds of soft water has

been added. This will combine at once

with all greasy or oily substances, form a

kind of soap, and cleanse the hair more

completely than even water will do.

After washing the hair or cleansing it

in the way just directed, it will be neces

sary to use some of the following oils, as,

by being deprived altogether of its natural

oil, it will without this be left feeble and

lank ; whereas the fresh oil will give it a

body, and impart a gloss as fine as the

particular sort of hair operated upon is

capable of receiving. In this case, the

soap is not so good as oil for imparting a

fine gloss.

OILS FOR THE HAIR.

Imperial Oil.—Take a gallon of salad

oil, and put it into a pipkm, with a bag

containing four ounces of alkauct root,

cut and bruised. Give the whole a good

heat, but not a boiling one, until the oil

is completely impregnated with the red

colour ; then pour the whole into a jar,

let it stand till cold, and then add four

ounces of essence of bergamot, four ounces

of oil of jasmine, and three ounces of eau

des mille flews. When properly mixed,

put the compound liquid into small bot

tles for -use.

Macassar Oil.—The following is given

in some late works as the genuine receipt

for this oil :—Take a pound of olive oil,

coloured with alkanet root, and add to it

one drachm of the oil of origanum. It

may be remarked, that olive oil is an ex

cellent basis for hair oil, and it is also the

most economical ; for a thin, stale, olive

oil, at ten shillings a gallon, will do

equally well as a superior oil at fourteen

shillings the gallon, because the powerful

odour of the perfumes takes off or de

stroys any disagreeable smell peculiar to

stale and thin olive oil. When you have «.

mixed your perfume with it, you must

shake the bottle in which it is contained, .

twice a day, for at least one week.

Another way of giving the hair a beau

tiful gloss is, by means of soap, which,

in the case of hair that is apt to be greasy,

is better than any sort of oil, as it moistens

without matting it, as oil in those cases

usually does ; if it is not put on in too

great quantity. The best preparation of

this kind is the

Essence of Soap.—Put two pounds of

good common soap, cut small, into three

pints of spirit of wine, with eight ounces

of potash, and melt the whole in a hot-

water bath, stirring it the while with a

glass rod or wooden spatula. When it is

thoroughly melted, leave it to settle, pour

off the liquor clear, and perfume it with

any fragrant essence you please.

Or you may mix together equal parts

of essence of violets, jasmine, orange

flowers, and ambrette, with half the quan

tity of vanilla and tuberose. Mix with

these rose and orange flower water, so as

to form in all about three pints of liquid,1

in which dissolve, as in the first case, two

pounds of good soap sliced, eight ounces

of potash, and proceed as before. Add

some drops of essence of amber, musk,

vanilla, and neroli, to make it more

agreeable.

CURLIna OF THE HAIR.

The stronger hair is, the more easy it is

to be brought into curl, and the longer

also it will remain curled ; because, when,

k is weak and lank, it appears to be more

elastic than when it is stronger. Hair

also which is weak and dry at the' same

time, which frequently happens to be the

case,'as well as hair which has a tendency

to be greasy, will not take nor keep curl

ing well. The processes of cleaning the;

hair above directed, particularly that in

which we have recommended the use of

hartshorn, will be found to promote the

tendency of the hair to curl, and also to

retain the curls which have been formed.

The liquids which are sold for the pro

fessed purpose of assisting in the curling

of the hair, are chiefly composed of either

oily or alkaline substances ; and perhaps

you will find that the essence of soap, for

which we have given the receipt above, is

as good as any other. Any combination

of potash or hartshorn with some of the

aromatic oils, will answer every purpose

of the most expensive curling fluid.

Oils, if not put on too copiously, for

this will destroy the effect intended, arc

the best preparations for keeping in the

curls during moist or damp weather, or in

ball-rooms and theatres, where they arc
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exposed to moisture from perspiration and

from the breath ; because oil, when spread

over the hair, prevents it from imbibing

moisture^ which will infallibly cause it to

lose curl.

THE CROSS—CRUCIFIXIONS.

The Cross appears to have been used as

a very general instrument of punishment

among various nations, from the earliest

times of which we have any record. The

" hanging on a tree," in Scripture, has

been interpreted by many commentators

of crucifixion; although, again, others

have believed that the Cross was unknown

among the Jews till the time of Alex-

ander Jannaeus, when the word " crucify"

is expressly used by Josephus. In Thu-

cydides, we read of Inarus, an African

king, who was crucified by the Egyptians.

The similar fate of Polycrites, who suf

fered under the Persians, is detailed by

Herodotus ; who adds also, that no less

than 3,000 persons were condemned to

the Cross by Darius, after his successful

siege of Babylon. Valerius Maximus

makes crucifixion the common military

punishment of the Carthaginians. That

the Greeks adopted it is plain, from the

cruel executions which Alexander ordered

after the capture of Tyre, when 2,000 of

the captured sufferers were nailed to crosses

along the sea shore. With the Romans

it was used under their early monarchical

government, and it was the death to which

Horatius was adjudged, and by which he

ought to have suffered for the stern and

savage murder of his sister. Though ori

ginally a punishment extending indiscri

minately to every rank, it latterly, at least

among the Romans, became the most dis

honourable of all deaths, and was con

fined principally to the lowest orders and

to slaves.

Before the sufferer was exposed upon

the Cross, it was customary to scourge

him ; and the column to which our Sa

viour was fastened during this cruel in

fliction, is stated by St. Jerome to have

existed in his time in the portico of the

Holy Sepulchre, and to have retained

marks of the blood of our Lord. Bede

plices this column within the church,

where we believe it is still shown, and

Gregory of Tours dilates on the miracles

wrought by it. The criminal carried the

instrument of his punishment, or, most

probably, only the transverse part of it,

to the place of execution. Here he was

fastened naked upon the Cross (which oc

casionally was not raised from the ground

till after his affixion), by cords, or, more

frequently, by nails (and sometimes by

both), driven through the hands and feet.

The number of nails by which our Sa

viour was thus fastened, has been a sub

ject of very learned dispute. Nounus

affirms that three only were used, both

feet having been confined by the same.

Nicolaus Toutanus, aphysician, to whom

the question as to the capability of the

hands to support the weight was pro

posed, decided in the affirmative, upon

experiment.

The Martyrologies are full of extraor

dinary relations of the length of time

during which some of those condemned

to the tortures of the Cross have continued

to endure them, before they were released

by death from their pangs. St. Andrew

is said to have remained alive two days.

Victorinus, who was crucified with his

head downwards, under the reign of Ner-

va, for three ; and Timotheus and Maura,

no less than nine ; a marvel which it is

scarcely possible to exceed. Some who

have been taken down while yet alive, are

said to have recovered. Josephus men

tions, that such was the case with one out

of three of his friends, whose release he

obtained from Titus.

At length, in the reign of Constantine,

this horrible punishment was abolished

in the Roman world. Postgztam Vitam ip-

sam interfecit non diu illi vita, is the no

lessl untrue than the quibbling observa

tion of Lipsius, for more than three cen

turies had then elapsed since the death of

our Saviour. The edict of Constantine

for the suppression of the Cross, is attri

buted to the holy vision which preceded his

engagement with Maxentius, and henc-

forward that instrument, which had pro

verbially betokened infamy, was exalted

on the standard by which the warriors of

the empire were wont to rally on the field

of glory, and became the symbol of mili

tary honour in the Labarum.

ErKycloptedia Metropolitana.

Seleet 3Siograpij».

No. XXXI.

THE EMPECINADO, DON JUAN

MARTIN DIEZ.

The Nero of the present age, Ferdinand

VII. king of Spain, who has all the

cruelty of the Roman Emperor, without

his courage has recently added to the long

list of his victims by the execution of an

individual, the Empecinado, to whom he

was more indebted than to any single

person for the throne on which he is

seated. A feeling of horror and indig

nation at the barbarous manner in which

the brave Empecinado has been put to

death universally prevails, if we except
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Spain, which from a brave and generous

nation has sunk into a state of the most

cowardly apathy or despair. In the war

of independence, the Empecinado parti

cularly distinguished himself, and his

talents as well as his melancholy death

are such as we arc sure will render a me

moir of him acceptable to our readers.

The Empecinado was one of the first

Guerilla chiefs, who raised the standard

of opposition to the French, and in the

province of Guadalajara early took the

field with a small band, chiefly composed

o£ men of his own occupation, over

whom he had ascendancy. This party,

accustomed to every kind of hardship and

privation, was extremely useful, being

always out in the country, cutting oft* the

enemy's communications.

John Martin Diez was born in Septem

ber, 1775, in the town of Castrilkj de

Duero, near Valladolid, in Old Castile.

His parents, John and Lucy, were re

spected peasants, descended from persons

of the same class ; and John Martin, from

.his infancy, seemed destined to pursue

the same course of life as his forefathers.

By labouring in the fields he acquired

great bodily strength, and gave early

proof of the desire he felt to employ it in

the service of his country ; for, befoie he

had attained his sixteenth year, he ran

away from his family and enlisted. He

was, however, discharged, at the earnest

entreaties of his parents, upon the fair

plea of his being under age.

His father, it seems, died at the very

moment that war was proclaimed against

France, at the commencement of the

French Revolution. John Martin, fol

lowing the dictates of his heart, resolved

to be a soldier, and instantly volunteered

his services during the tetm of the war.

He was admitted as a private into the re-

timent of Dragoons of Spain, in which

e served until the peace ; and was al

ways distinguished for his gallantry in

the field, and for his subordination and

regularity in quarters.

At the close of the war he was dis

charged and returned to his home : soon

after, he married Catalina de la Fuente,

and went to live in the town of Fuentecen,

two leagues from Castrillo, and there re

sumed the labours of the field.

When Napoleon, under the insidious

pretext of being the ally of Spain, was

meditating its subjugation, Martin openly

declared that the French troops ought to

be considered as enemies ; and when he

was told that king Ferdinand had passed

through Aranda de Duero, he exclaimed,

" the French are an infamous people ;

Napoleon is the worst among them ; and

if Ferdinand once enters France he will

never get out of it until we go and fetch

him."

This spirited conduct and correct opi

nion seemed to portend that he was one of

those Spaniards destined by Providence

to espouse the cause o( his country, to de

fend her, and to free' her from the slavery

with which she was threatened by the

despot of France.

The instant it was known that King

Ferdinand was at Bayonnc, the Empeci

nado determined to make war against the

French, and at the close of the month of

Mareh, having persuaded two of his

neighbours to accompany him, he took

the field, and thus most justly acquired

the title of the first proclaimer ofnational

liberty. One of his two companions was

a boy of sixteen years old, Juan Garcia,

of the town of Cuevas, near to Castiillo.

He took post upon the high road from

France to Madrid, close to the village of

Onrubia, four leagues from Aranda de

Duero, conceiving this spot well calcu

lated for the purpose of intercepting the

French couriers. In a few hours he. got

possession of the correspondence of a cou

rier, who escaped only by the neetness of

his horse, but who left behind him the

guide and letter bags.

A few days afterwards he intercepted

and killed another courier, and thus sup

plied himself with a horse and arms.

We next find the intrepid chief with

twelve or fifteen companions, undertaking

the most dashing affairs ; and at last he

is seen at the head of from 1,500 to 5,000

brave men, facing the strongest columns

of the enemy in the field, baffling armies

sent to surround him, shutting up garri

sons, and cutting off supplies, by an ac

tivity which seemed to quadruple his

force, and make the name of Empecinado

a shield to the people, and a terror to

their invaders.

During the months of May, June, and

July, 1808, the enemy was harassed or

attacked by these gallant men amounting

now to twelve in number. There is no

doubt but that, in the course of these

three months, above 600 Frenchmen were

put to death by Martin and his gallant

comrades. They could give no quarter,

as there was no depot to which prisoners

could be sent. In one day alone, in the

beginning of June, ten sergeants and

eighty-three soldiers fell by the hands of

these patriots, who were often much as

sisted by the peasants, who, though un

armed helped to intimidate (by appear

ing in bodies) and were not backward in

assisting to destroy the stragglers.

Amongst the early and bold operations

of this chief, one in particular deserves

notice, the capture of a convoy, in which
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was a carriage conveying a female relation

or friend of Marshal Moncey. This coach

Was escorted by twelve soldiers, in the

Centre of two columns of six thousand

men each, about a mile asunder. The

Empecinado with eight of his people was

concealed close to the town of Caravias.

He allowed the leading column to pass,

then boldly rushed upon the convoy, put

to death the whole of the escort, seized

and carried off the carriage ; and when

the alarm was given, Martin and his

prize were in safety in the mountains,

and he effectually eluded the long and

strict search which was made after him.

He was only able to save the life of

one of the men-servants and of the

lady, whom he not only saved, but as

she was with child, he sent her to his

own house that she might receive care and

attention. The convoy turned out a prize

of great value: it consisted of money,

gome jewels, and a variety of ornamental

trinkets for women, military effects, such

as officers' epaulets, gold and silver lace,

and sword blades. Martin divided a

^>reat portion of these things amongst his

men; he took a -share himself; but he

reserved for the government the principal

part, which he placed at the disposal of

General Cuesta, in Salamanca ; thus

-giving an unequivocal proof of his disin

terested feelings, for an order had been

Issued by the government (the central

Junta,) that every thing taken from the

enemy by the patriot parties should ex

clusively belong to them.

On the retreat of the French beyond

the Ebro, the Empecinado and his men

particularly distinguished themselves.

They frequently co-operated with our

own divisions, and the name of this bold

and persevering patriot was repeatedly

mentioned in the public despatches of the

day.

The virtue the French could not con

quer in the Empecinado, they tried to

corrupt, and employed a renegade Spa

niard, General Hugo, toinvitejiim over

to the side of King Joseph. * To this

proposition the Empecinado sent the fol

lowing answer :—

Sir,—I value as I ought the opinion

you have formed of me ; I have formed a

very bad one of you : nevertheless, if you

sincerely repent your atrocities, and, tired

of being a slave, you wish to recover your

liberty in the service of a free nation, va

liant as she is generous, the Empecinado

offers you his protection.

That Massena and his army surrendered

on the 4th of November last would seem

to admit of no doubt ; but allowing it to

be untrue, certain it is that if he has not

already perished he will soon be destroyed;

for fortune his mother has for a long time

turned her back upon him.

There is little doubt that the actual

state of things must soon terminate, for it

appears that all the nations of Europe are

combined against the French : however,

without that circumstance, Spain has al

ways had, and now particularly has, more

force, energy, and constancy, than are re

quired merely to humble the legions of

your king.

Corrupt and venal men alone can find

in your Joseph the First King of Ma

drid ! those qualities which you suppose

him to have—if he be so good a man, why

does he commit and suffer to be committed

such atrocities ? a proud and perfidious

usurper can never be a good man ! the

Spaniards who take part with the brother

of Napoleon must be very few ; but if

there were many, they must always be the

vilest and most detestable: the sound

part of the nation, which is the great ma

jority, and which constitutes her strength,

abhors and detests even the very name of

a Frenchman.

I am quite astonished at your holding

out and breathing sentiments of huma

nity! Publish your humanity at Gua-

dalaxara, Siguenza, Hucte, Cefuentes,

Frillo, Douon, Ita, in the towns of the

valleys, in short in every village and spot

that has had the misfortune to be visited

by either you or your soldiers ! will they

believe you ? and I who have witnessed

your deeds, how am I to credit your

words ?

In vain do you labour if you think to

dissuade either me or any of my soldiers

from our honourable undertaking ; be

well assured, that so long as one single

soldier of mine is alive, the war will be

carried on ; they have all, in imitation of

their chief, sworn eternal war against Na

poleon and those vile slaves who follow

him. If you please you may tell your

king and your brethren in arms, that the

Empecinado and his troops will die in

defence of their country.

They never can unite themselves to men

debased, without honour, without faith,

and without religion of any kind ! Be

good enough to cease to write to me.

I am the Empecinado.

The Empecinado had, as might be ex

pected from his daring courage, many

hair-breadth escapes. On one occasion

when he had got a respectable force, he

singled out the French commandant and

they engaged, the Frenchman wounded

the Empecinado by a thrust of the sword,

which ran through his arm and penetrated

into his side. This seemed but to in

crease his courage and double his ex

ertions ; he avoided another blow, seized
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the French commander by the neck, drag-

eed him off his horse, fell with him, but

kept the upper hand : both were disarmed

and struggled violently : the Frenchman

would not surrender; the Empecinado

collared him with one hand and with the

other snatched up a stone and put him to

death.

On another occasion the enemy advanced

against Siguenza, but our chief beat them

back to Mirabucno, where they were re

inforced ; and next day they marched again

upon Siguenza. An action commenced

Upon the heights of Rebollar, and a heavy

column of cavalry, profiting by a momen

tary confusion in a part of the line of

Spanish infantry, made a desperate charge

and took above one thousand prisoners.

Our chief was not in that part of the line

where this occurred, but immediately re

paired to it in the hope of remedying the

evil, when he was recognised by the per

jured corps of Spaniards under the orders

of the infamous Villagarciaj who rushed

upon him, and he was only able to save

himself by the desperate means of throw

ing himself down a precipice ; preferring

even that sort of death to falling into the

hands of the renegade Spaniards.

He was saved ; but the consequence of

his fall was a severe illness, which obliged

him to go to Monterigo, Almadovar, and

Arcos, for the recovery of his health. He

was driven from one town to the other by

the enemy when they discovered where

he was ; however he escaped their per

secution.

Our general was celebrated for taking

as bold a part in every enterprise and

battle that was fought, as the bravest sol

dier of his division ; and in this affair he

gave a signal proof of the attachment he

felt for every individual of it : one of his

trumpeters, who was made prisoner and

was guarded by three dragoons, called out

to him, " General, I was once in Joseph's

service, they arc going to shoot me." He

instantly rushed alone upon this party

like lightning, and set at liberty the pri

soner : two officers of French dragoons,

who knew the person of the Empecinado,

charged at him ; the first who came up

he shot dead, and whilst resisting the at

tack of the other, some of his own sol

diers came up, and the second officer

shared the fate of his companion.

On the 14th he returned to Guada-

laxara, and the following day the garrison

surrendered to him ; on the 16th he took

possession of that city, which for three

years had been the focus of the banditti

who had been persecuting him.

The surrender of this place enabled the

Empecinado to equip his corps brilliantly ;

grenadier caps, accoutrements, caps for

the infantry, clothing ;" in short, his divi

sion put on the appearance of highly

dressed soldiers.

The Empecinado's forces did not aug

ment very rapidly, but, slender as they

were in numbers, they did good execu

tion ; his promotion, however, was rapid

enough ; he became a brigadier-general

of cavalry in the national army, attended

the Duke of Wellington to Madrid, and

was by him appointed to an important

command at Tortosa. After the return

of Ferdinand, in 1814, he retired to his

home, and chiefly spent his time in do

mestic pursuits, although distinguished

by several marks of special approbation

from his sovereign. He did not step for

ward in public till the revolution of La

Isla had been completed, and when, it

will be remembered, the King adhered to

the Constitution, and solemnly announced

this his determination in his memorable

Decree of the 9th of March, 1820, ad

dressed to the Authorities and People,

and in which he says, " Spaniards ! pursue

the Constitutional path, and I will be the

first to lead you on."

From that time to the late invasion of

the French, El Empecinado took no other

part in public affairs than as a military

commander of a small district, neither his

inclination nor the previous education he

had received, allowing of any thing more.

Again called upon to repel a foreign ag

gression, he joined the army of General

Placencia in Estremadura, acted under

his orders, and jointly with him capitu

lated with the Royalist General Laguna,

the French having at the time no division

in that quarter ; but this capitulation was

sanctioned and confirmed by the Regency,

the Supreme Authority, the French

themselves had instituted in the country.

After lingering in prison a long time,

the sanguinary Ferdinand ordered the gal

lant Empecinado to an ignominious death.

The pretext on which he was con

demned, without, however, having been

heard or tried, is the following :—A few

weeks before the capitulation, and when

the war was carrying on against the

French and the Royalist Spaniards, the

Empecinado happened to be operating

with his division near the town of Cazeres,

in Estremadura, and had occasion to

transmit certain orders to the local author

ities of that place, connected with the ser

vice, which were not obeyed. Cazeres

was noted for being favourable to the ser

vile party, with which a clandestine cor

respondence was there kept up. The

Empecinado, finding his orders disobeyed,

and the movements of his division conse

quently paralysed, renewed them, adding,

that if they were not immediately carried
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into execution, ' he wouM chastise the

town for its treachery. They were again

disregarded, and he marched up before

the place. The traitors, in the mean

while, had organized a force, which was

posted in the advances to the town. The

Empecinado's division was attacked, and

feeling indignant at the manner in which

he was treated, he led his men on, over

came his opponents, and punished the

ringleaders for their audacity. This is

the crime for which he has suffered, al

though a solemn capitulation intervened,

as well as the lapse of upwards of a year,

during which time he has endured all

kinds of indignities, even that of being

shewn about in an iron cage, like a wild

beast ! The Empecinado, after the several

armies had capitulated, and the Consti

tution had been put down, retired home,

unconscious of having done anything

beyond his. duty, and provided with a re

gular discharge and passport from the

Royalist Authorities who had succeeded.

He was then near the frontiers of Portu

gal, and had he apprehended any future

reproach, flight was open to him.

The following account of the tragical

end of this distinguished patriot is fur

nished by an inhabitant of Rueda, where

the unfortunate General was hanged.

When be came out of the prison to un

dergo his punishment, he became violent

with rage on finding that it was intended

to put him upon an ass. He refused,

and walked to the place of execution with

great firmness. When he had reached

the foot of the gallows, he suddenly made

so great an effort, that he burst the cords

by which his arms were confined. He

then attempted to rush through the line

of soldiers who surrounded him, and no

doubt he would have escaped if he had

been armed; but as it was, he was at

tacked and beaten dewn with blows. • A

rope was then passed round his neck, and

the hangman, who was upon the gallows,

leaped upon him, and with the assistance

of some bystanders put him to death. As

this wretch was returning to Valladolid,

after the execution, he was welcomed in

-several villages by the ringing of the

bells.

The author of " The Military Exploits

of the Empecinado," to which we ac

knowledge ourselves much indebted for

some of the materials of this memoir,

gives the following account of the person

fend character of this brave patriot :—

The Empecinado was a little above the

middle stature, with a firmly knit and

muscular frame, which indicated a capa

bility of sustaining privation, and fatigue :

his complexion was dark, his beard strong

and of a sable hue, his eyes black, ani

mated, and sparkling. His mental powers

were strong, and calm in acting, and both

clear and quick in perceiving. Of this

superiority he has given unequivocal

proofs in the high military talent he dis

played ; for he was active, enterprising,

judicious, and by his personal example

inspired the brave with heroism, and the

timid with resolution—in his letters—in

his celebrated address to his king—and in

the manner in which he bore adversity,

calumny, and prosperity. The qualities

of his heart were ofa corresponding stamp.

.• I am hut a Gatherer and disposer of oilier

men's stuff.*— WottoH.

CHARACTER.

See thou thy credit keep ;—'tis quickly

gone ;

'Tis gain'd by many actions, but 'tis lost

by one.

EPITAPH.

The following inscription is on an oval

stone monument, against the south wall

of St. Mary's Church, Beverley, Under

two swords crossed :—

" Here two young Danish souldiers lie*

The one in quarrell chane'd to die ;

The other's head, by their own law,

With sword was sever'd at one blow,

December the 23rd, 1689."

- . EPITAPH

On. Joan Kilchin, in Burp St. Edmund's

Church-yard.

Here lies Joan Kitchin ; when her glass

was spent,

She kick'd up her heels and away she

went.

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

A new Chapter from Edgars Common-Place

Book ; Mr. Bloor, on Swimming ; the History

of Music, and the favours of several Correspon

dents, in our next.

Jacobus, Terence, Andrew, Wilhelmina, W. S.

and Caution, have been received, and are under

consideration.

J. R. J. of Reading, shall be obliged as far as

is in our power.

P. T. W., Mr. Ball, and Macmaurs, in an

early number.

Our poetical contributors increase beyond all

power of gratifying them, unless, instead of a

sheet, we priuted a volume a .week. Childish

rhymes on Love, or Addresses to Females, unless

of great merit, are inadmissible.

Printed and Published by J. L1MBIRD,

143, Strand (near Somerset House), and sold by

all Newsmen and Booksellers,
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The Palace of Versailles, of which the

above engraving is an excellent view, was

long a favourite residence of the French

monarchs. It is situated in a town of

the same name, ten miles from Paris.

The palace stands upon a height, and

is approached by three fine avenues or

roads, which terminate at the great square

or Place d'Amies, in front of the palace.

This extensive edifice forms one side of

the square ; the remainder being chiefly

occupied by the hotels of the members of

the household, the stables, and other

buildings connected with the palace. The

stables in particular are very considerable,

and distinguished as handsome structures.

The appearance of the palace from the

town by no means corresponds with its re

putation : it displays, indeed, a vast extent

of buildings, but by no means remarkable

either for elegance of construction or unity

of plan. The new facade, or front, to

wards the park, is truly magnificent : it

is about 800 yards in length, is composed

of a ground floor, first story, and attic,

and is decorated in its whole length by

Ionic pilasters : there are fifteen projec-

Voi.. vi. P

lions, supported by Ionic columns, and

ornamented with colossal statues, repre

senting the Arts, the Seasons, and the

Months. Bronze statues of Apollo, An.

tonius, Bacchus, and Silenus, are placed

along the middle pavilion. These pos

sess much merit.

The Chapel is a model of elegance ; its

interior is adorned with paintings, sculp

ture, and bas-reliefs, by the ablest artists :

the tribunes are decorated with sixteen

Corinthian columns, and twenty-two half

columns, the pavement is of marble.

The Theatre was begun by Louis XV.

in 1753, and completed in 1770, at the

marriage of his successor. Although de

spoiled ofthe greater part of its ornaments,

there are sufficient remains to enable the

spectator to judge of the extraordinary

splendour which formerly characterized

this celebrated area. Some portraits by

Lebrun, and others ofno mean talent, but

ill preserved, are scattered about, and

there is altogether a woful appearance of

dilapidation. Half a franc is given to

the man who attends, and who is himself

a curiosity, a mass or whim and anecdote.

209
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The grand gallery is 222 feet in length,

30 in breadth, and 37 feet high ; is lighted

by 17 large windows, opposite which a*e

arcades, with mirrors reflecting the gar

dens, fountains, &c. Between the win

dows and arcades are 48 marble pilasters

of the composite order, with gilt vases

and capitals. The ornaments were de

signed by Lebrun, and sculptured by

Coysevox ; the ceiling is painted by Le

brun, with allegorical representations of

the most memorable epochs of the reign

of Louis XIV.

The Gardens are magnificent beyond

all comparison. The immense and lofty

terraces are artificial, and excite the asto

nishment of every beholder ; whilst the

statues, grand fountains, and ponds, vast

plantations (an orangery, in itself as large

as a palace), the baths ofApollo, the open

and circular rotunda, and the minor flower-

gardens, render this spot the triumph of

French gardening. Some portions are in

the finest taste ; and it must be admitted,

that, though formality makes gigantic en

croachments, grandeur or beauty present

themselves occasionally with admirable

effect.

Descending by a noble flight of steps,

decorated with fourteen marble vases after

the antique, we arrive at the basin of

Latona, who is accompanied by her child

ren, Apollo and Diana. Statues, some

from the antique, border the fine avenue

to the great fountain and canal.

The Orangery, built by Mansard, con

tains, among an extraordinary number of

trees and rare plants, an orange-tree,

styled Le.Graiid Bourbon, which was

planted nearly 400 years ago.

LONDON FASHIONS, FOOLERIES,

SIGHTS, AND SPECULATIONS.

(For the Mirror. )

Crops like hedgehops, small white hats,

Whiskers like Jew Moses ;

Collars padded, black cravats,

And cheeks as red as roses ;

Short frock-coats that reach the knees,

Waistcoats striped and gaudy,

Pantaloons as wide as drays,

And stays to brace the body.

Cabriolets, that hold but three,

Along the ground are dragging ;

Hacks that weary all the day.

In Rotten-row are fagging.

Bludgeons like a pilgrim's staff,

Or canes as slight as oziers.

Doubled hose to show the calf,

And swell the bill of hosiers.

Hum-ti-tum, and boxers bold,

Fancy swells attending ;

Beauty to be bought or soW,

And folly never ending.

Married women who have seen

The fiat of the commons,

Lots of sharps, with flats between,

And bailiffs with a summons.

Playhouses iu every street.

Sometimes audience lacking ;

Puffs of every kind we meet,

Bears-grease, and liquid blacking.

Magazines at every price,

Education aiding;

Gambling Greeks who cog the dice,

Achilles, masquerading.

Boats that go to Spain by steam,

America, or Ireland ;

Gas-lights that above us gleam,

Enough, I'm sure, to fire land ;

Smuggled lace (that's made in town).

Beauty's charms to heighten,

Sold for ready money down,

To various greens at Brighton.

Exhibitions, great and small.

Fit for folks of breeding ;

Ex'ter Change—hyenas squall

For their hour of feeding.

Almacks, with its gay quadrilles,

Cavaliers advancing,

Other steps at treading mills,

A different kind of dancing.

Authors with their plays unplaced,

Tailors beyond measure,

Tradesmen without any trade,

And dickey-birds of pleasure.

Lawyers still a thriving lace,

.No matter who is undone,

Courtiers in and out of place.

Make up Life in London.

Loan contractors, who can raise

Supplies for every nation;

Roads improv'd, and mended ways,

By Macadamization.

Aldermen with bellies round,

And numerous carbuncles ;

Judges with their wigs profound,

And pop-shops of my uncles.

Phrenology, which plainly shows

Every organ human ;

Mutton pies all hot ; old clothes

To sell by every Jew man.

Bankers tumbling up their gold,

With their copper shovels ;

Made-up goods, by auction sold,

The great unknown's Scotch novels.

Companies of every kind,

Each trade monopolizing,

Only meant John Bull to blind,

In bubbles most surprising ;

Various shares not worth a rush ;

Long live speculation !

While so many make a push,

To humbug all the nation.

ORIGIN OF THE WORD BIGOT.

The word bigot is derived by that judi

cious antiquary Camden, from the follow

ing circumstance :—When Rollo, Duke

of Normandy received GisJa, the daugh
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terkf Charles the Simple, King of France,

in marriage, together with the investiture

of that dukedom, he would not submit to

kiss Charles's foot: and when his friends

urged him by all means to comply with

that ceremony, he made answer in the

English tongue, " Ne se, by God," i. e.

Not so, by God. Upon which, the king

and his courtiers deriding him, and cor.

ruptly repeating his answer, called him

bigot, from whence the Normans were

called bigodi, or bigots.

The. great Rollo was a Norwegian

duke, but in consequence of his piratical

conduct, was banished from Norway by

the king, Harold Halfager. From thence

he proceeded with his fleet to the Hebri

des, and finally settled in Normandy, then

called Neustria. Rollo was afterwards

converted to Christianity, which made

him an altered man ;—he was no longer

Rollo, the pirate, but the exemplary

Christian ; and having governed his

duchy with considerable justice, he de

ceased, A. D. 917, respected by all as a

religious, wise, and munificent prince.

Polycahp.

jaSn Commonplace Book,

No. XI.

THE LITERATURE OF THE DAY.

The season of literature is abundantly

dull at this time of the year ; and yet

there are novelties enough in this chang

ing and changeable world in every hour

of every day, for any reasonable man.

But " London is out of town " yet, and

though the newspapers still continue to

tell us that such a work is preparing for

the press, and such another is just pub

lished, yet they fall from the press with a

fearsome weight in the summer and au

tumn months. Well, be that as it may,

the fields are looking very unsuramerlike

now, symptoms of the " sere and yellow

leaf "are beginning to shew themselves.

We shall have winter anon, and the long

headed, fellows will give us something

rich that cast up during the recess no

doubt, and the witlings will be getting

all in readiness to give the public a

handsome broadside of good things, ge

nuine, new, such as will make the very

sun to stare, and the man in the moon to

take an extra pinch of snuff. New Mil-

tonic MSS. perchance may rejoice in be

ing restored to light ; letters and memoirs

of wonderful personages behold the day,

and stories so affecting be concocted, as

to make the very torn cats of Leadenhall-

street and its vicinity, ring their hands—

so "my pensive public wherefore are you

sad?"

This place of cockney resort is very

pleasant now, breezes fresh, and life and

spirit the order of the day. By the way

Siddall's library at which I am now scrib.

bling is one of the novelties this season,

and from its situation, and the unwearied

civility of its conductors, worthy the

patronage of the public. Directly fronting

me is the pier, and of course a noble view

of the green ocean, one of the most mag

nificent objects in nature, and of which

the eye seldom or never wearies. The

bathing rooms, where music, and love,

and beating hearts, &c. are in full action

from morn till night, are seen with their

green painted fronts, and the bay here

where the Londoners have their annual

dip, with the tide just coming up, and

the white chalky tinted element, can

really furnish my mind at present (al

though poetically disposed) with no

finer simile than a capacious basin of

pease soup. Don't turn away fair ladies

at my vulgar and odious comparison;.

This here Margate is after all a place not

to be sneezed at by any means. Here

you have fine air, fine walks, noble don

keys, sea breezes, lots of fun, frolic, and

vulgarity, and what more would you

have ? Here Liquorpond-street at least

may be forgotten pro tempore—desks,

quills, reams of paper, ledgers, maybe

whisked to " aula Hornie," and—and

all the horrors of a London winter may

be lightened by the pleasant recollections

of these things, in each and all of which

however, it must be said that many are

more merry than wise ; but I have spent

at this same place many a merry day and

more thoughtful ones, many in the bustle,

but more in the stillness of retired life,

and upon the whole, Margate, as I may

never see thee again, we part in peace

and friendship. St. Peter's, Minster,

Reculver, Canterbury will return with

its merry faces and sunny remembrances

to my mind's eye, when Margate and all

its scenery are far enough remote from

the retina of my visible optics.

But what have you got here, Mr. Sid-

dall ? — behold the Lady's Magazine,

with a couple of neat prints at the com

mencement, and nothing else earthly

to claim a lounger's notice; see the

Gentleman's Magazine, hallowed by

hoary age and excessive ponderosity.

The Edinburgh Review stares me next

in the face, and then I think. of Frank

Jeffrey, and anon the ghost of the Rev.

Sydney starts to my view. " Fare the*

well, thou blue"and yellow, still for ever

fare thee well," I can have none of thee.

What next ? the Monthly Review, Me

moirs of the Rev. Charles Wolfe, who

it appears was an amiable man, a curate

P 2
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in the north of Ireland. He possessed

some talents which as usual in small

literary coteries were considered by his

friends as* very remarkable. His existence

would never have been heard of in this

country but for the introduction of his

verses on the burial of Sir John Moore

into Medwm's Conversations of Lord

Byron. This circumstance prompted the

publication of all the loose papers which

he left behind, of course, with a memoir

by some kind friend. Wolfe was born

in 1701, was bred at Winchester, entered

Trinity College, Dublin, in 1809, dis

tinguished himself there by obtaining a

scholarship, and other collegiate honours ;

graduated in 1814, became a country cu

rate, exerted himself usefully and ho

nourably in his sacred profession, anddied

of a consumption in February, 1823. The

papers here collected consist of a volume

of sermons, which are not in any re

spect remarkable above the usual run of

such compositions, and never could have

been intended for the public eye ; some

letters, useful to no one but to the owner ;

a few mediocre prose pieces, and a dozen

copies of verses, of which the lines on

Sir John Moore are by far the best. So

much for the Monthly Reviewer. The

verses have been inserted in the Mib.roa

a pretty considerable time back ; they were

sent by a very worthy friend of mine

and although well worth recurring to,

need not be again inflicted on our readers.

But let me have a few words with this

Trojan. I think this the most heartless

scrap of criticism I ever saw. The work

reviewed, has never met my eye, but

from the very few extracts which the

kind ciitic gives, I would venture to say

there was more real genius in poor Wolfe,

and more acquirement ofsplendid thought

and genuine knowledge, than ever the

said gentleman reviewer can by any

chance be guilty of, let him even num

ber up the " threescore and ten years"

which are allotted much oftener to the

dull, uninteresting fool, than to the gifted

and noble mind ; I will venture to say,

the work itself will prove it, which has

now been given to the public, and from

its contents alone, that public will be

able with interest and sympathy to take

into account the workings of a mind

and its high and holy musings, when ba

nished indeed from the world, he was

communing with his God, " anxiously

striving to aid in the greatest and best of

all works, the eternal weal of the human

race, the life of sedentary and retiring

men of genius rarely supplies any thing

for the biographer," says this hugeous

gomeral : he was then a man of genius !

and yet he only possessed some talents."

In these days every body possesses talent

and information, and it would be a scan

dal were it otherwise ; but men ofgenius,

alas ! are few, even with all the advan

tages of mental culture which we possess ;

but I am really tired to death of being

in a rage, and shall calm my own mind,

please my readers, and conclude this

paper with some lines of the Rev. Charles

Wolfe's, quoted from the Monthly Re

view, which need no comment.

(Air.—Grai>uchj.ee.)

« Iv I had thought thou could'st have died,

I might not weep for thee ;

But I forgot, when bj thy side,

That thou couldst mortal be :

It never through my. mind had past,

The time would e'er be o'er,

And I on thee should look my last,

And thou sbould'st smile no more.

* And still upon that face I look.

And think 'twill smile again ;

And still the thought I will not brook.

That I must look in vain !

But when I speak—thou dost not say.

What thou ne'er left'st unsaid ;

And now I feel, as well I may,

Sweet Mary !—thou art dead!

« If thou would'st stay, e'en as thou art.

All cold and all serene—

I still might press thy silent heart,

A nd where thy smiles have been !

While e'en thy chill, damp corse I have,

Thou seemest still mine own,—

But there—I lay thee in thy grave,

And I am now alone !

* I do not think, where'er thou art,

Thou hast forgotten me ;

And I perhaps may soothe this heart,

In thinking, too, of thee ;

Yet there was round thee such a dawn

Of light ne'er seen before,

As fancy never could have drawn.

And never can restore I"

The following stanzas are not less fine,

although in a different way :—

Oh, my love has an eye of the softest blue,

Yet it was not lhat that won me ;

But a little bright drop from her soul was there,

'Tis that that has undone me.

I might have pass'd that lovely cheek.

Nor, perchance, my heart have left me ;

But the sensitive blush that came trembling

there,

Of my heart it for ever bereft me.

I might have forgotten that red, red lip—

Yet how from the thought to sever ;

But there was a smile from the sunshine within.

And that smile I'll remember for ever.

Think not 'tis nothing but mortal clay,—

The elegant form that haunts me :

'Tis the gracefully delicate mind that mores

In every step that enchants me.
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Let me not hear the nightingale sing,

Too' I once in its notes delighted ;—

The feeling and mind that comes whispering

forth.

Has left me no music beside it.

Who conld blame, had I loved that face.

E'er my eye could twice explore her i

Yet it is for the fairy intelligence there,

And her warm—warm heart I adore her.

Edoar.

THE COMMEMORATION OF

HANDEL.

The splendid Musical Festival at York

last week, of which we shall next week

give a better account than has yet ap

peared, with an appropriate engraving,

involuntarily reminds us of the Comme-

moration of Handel in 1784, which it so

nearly approaches. Of the talents of

Handel it is not now our intention to

dwell ; he was, perhaps, the most sub

lime musical composer the world has pro

duced ; and the grandest and most exten

sive musical display ever witnessed was

that at Westminster Abbey, on the cen

tenary of his birth, in the year 1784. No

sooner was it proposed to pay such a tri

bute to the genius of Handel than the plan

gained the support, not only of the musi

cal world, but of the nobility, and even of

the sovereign, who honoured it with his

sanction and patronage.

In order to render the band as powerful

and complete as possible, it was deter

mined to employ every species of instru

ment that was capable of producing grand

effects in a great orchestra and spacious

building. Among these the sacbut, or

double trumpet, was sought ; but so many

years had elapsed since it had been used

in this kingdom, that neither the instru

ment, nor a performer upon it, could

easily be found. It was, however, disco

vered, after much useless inquiry, not

only here, but by letter, on the continent ;

that in his Majesty's military band there

were six musicians who played the three

several species of sacbut, tenor, bass, and

double bass.

The double bassoon, which was so con

spicuous in the orchestra, and powerful

in its effect, was likewise a tube of 16 feet.

It was made, with the approbation of

Mr. Handel, by Stainsby, the flute-

maker, for the coronation of his Majesty

George II. The late ingenious Mr.

Lampe, author of the justly admired mu

sic of " The'Dragon of Wantley," was the

person intended to perform on it ; but,

for want of a proper reed, or for some

other cause, at present unknown, no use

was made of it at that time ; nor, indeed,

though it has been often attempted, was

it ever introduced into any band in Eng

land till by the ingenuity and persever

ance of Mr. Ashly, of the Guards.

The double-bass kettle-drums were

made from models of Mr. Ashbridge, of

Drury-lane orchestra, in copper, it being

impossible to procure plates of brass large

enough. The Tower drums, which, by

permission of his Grace the Duke of

Richmond, were brought to the Abbey, on

the occasion, were those which belonged

to the ordnance stores, and were taken by

the Duke of Marlborough at the battle of

Malplaquet, in 1709. These were hemi

spherical, or a circle divided ; but those

of Mr. Ashbridge were more cylindrical,

being much longer, as well as more capa.

cious, than the common kettle-drum ; by

which he accounted for the superiority of

their tone to that of all other drums.

These three species of kettle-drums, which

may be called tenor, bass, and double

bass, were an octave below each other.

The excellent organ, erected at the west

end of the Abbey, for the commemoration

performances only, was the workmanship

of the ingenious Mr. Samuel Green, in

Islington. It was fabricated for the ca

thedral of Canterbury ; but before its de

parture for the place of its destination, it

was permitted to be opened in the capital

on this memorable occasion. The keys

of communication with the harpsichord,

at which Mr. Bates, the conductor, was

seated, extended 19 feet from the body of

the organ, and 20 feet 7 inches below the

perpendicular of the set of keys by which

it is usually played. Similar keys were

first contrived in this country for Handel

himself at his oratorios ; but to convey

them at so great a distance from the in

strument, without rendering the touch

impracticably heavy, required uncommon

ingenuity and mechanical resources.

In celebrating the disposition, disci

pline, and effects of this most numerous

and excellent band, the mciit of the ad

mirable architect, who furnished the ele

gant designs for the orchestra and galleries,

must not be forgotten ; as, when filled,

they constituted one of the grandest and

most magnificent spectacles which imagi

nation can delineate. All the preparations

for receiving their Majesties, and the first

personages in the kingdom, at the east

end ; upwards of 500 musicians at the

west ; and the public in general, to the

number of between 3,000 and 4,000 per

sons, in the area and galleries ; so won

derfully corresponded with the style of

architecture of this venerable and beauti

ful structure, that there was nothing visi

ble either for use or ornament, which did

not harmonize with the principal tone of

the building, and which may not me

taphorically be said to have been in
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perfect tune with it. But, besides the of St. Paul, the Abbey, Windsor, and

wonderful manner in which this construe- the Chapel Royal.

tion exhibited the band to the spectators, Few circumstances will seem more as-

the orchestra was so judiciously contrived, tonishing to veteran musicians, than that

that almost every peiformer, both vocal there was but one general rehearsal tor

and instrumental, was in full view of the each day's performance ; an mdisputaWe

conductor and leader ; which accounts,

Jn some measure, for the uncommon ease

with which the performers confess they

executed their parts.

proof of the high state of cultivation to

which practical music has attained in th»

country. At the first of these rehearsals

in the abbey, more than five hundred

At the east end of the aisle, just before persons found means to obtam admission

the back of the choir-organ, some of the This intrusion, which was very much to

pipes ofwhich were visible below, a throne the dissatisfaction of the managers and

was erected in a beautiful Gothic style, conductor, suggested the idea of turnmg

corresponding with that of the Abbey, the eagerness of the public to some pro.

and a centre box, richly decorated and fitable account for the chanty, by nxmg

furnished with crimson satin, fringeu the price of admission to the rehearsal,

with gold, for the reception of their Ma- at half a guinea each person,

jesties and the Royal Family : on the On the subsequent rehearsals, the au-

right hand of which was a box for the dience was very numerous, and rendered

bishops, and, on the left, one for the dean the whole so popular, as to mcrease tbe

and chapter of Westminster ; immedi- demand for tickets for the grand perform-

ately below these two boxes were two ance so rapidly, that it was found peces-

others, one on the right for the families sary to close the subscription. Many

and friends of the directors, and the other families, as well as mdividuals, were

for those of the prebendaries of West- attracted to the capital by this celebrity s

minster. Immediately below the king's and it was never remembered to have

box was placed one for the directors them- been so full, except at the coronation ot

selves, who were all distinguished by white his late Majesty. Many of the pertor-

wands tipped with gold, and gold medals, mers came from the remotest part ot the

struck on the occasion, appending from

white ribands. These their Majesties

condescended to wear at each performance.

Behind, and on each side of the throne,

kingdom at their own expense, so eager

were they to offer their services on this

occasion.

The commemoration of Handel is not

there were seats for their Majesties' suite, only the first instance of a band of such

maids of honour, grooms of the bed- magnitude being assembled together, but

chamber, pages, &c fhe orchestra was of any band at all numerous, performmg

built at the opposite extremity, ascending in a similar situation, without the assis-

regularly from the height of seven feet tance of a manu conductor, to regulate

from the floor to upwards of forty from the measure; and yet the performances

the base of the pillars, and extending were no less remarkable for the multipli-

fiom the centre to the top of the side aisle, eity of voices and instruments employed,

The intermediate space below was filled than for accuracy and precision,

up with level benches, and appropriated This festival exhibited in a most strik.

to the early subscribers. The said aisles ing degree the extraordinary effects of

were formed into long galleries ranging music.

with the orchestra, and ascending so as to

contain twelve rows on each side : the

fronts of which projected before the pil

lars, and were ornamented with festoons

of crimson morine.—At the top of the

orchestra was placed the occasional organ,

Mr. Burton, a celebrated chorus singer,

well known to the musical world at that

time, was on the commencement of the

overture of " Esther," so violently agij.

tated, that after being in a fainting fit for

some time, he expired. At intervals he

in a Gothic frame, mounting to, and was able to speak, and but a few mmutes

mingling with, the saints and martyrs re- before he died, he declared that it wap

presented in the painted glass on the west the wonderful effect of the music, which

window. On each side of the organ, close had thus so fatally operated, upon him.a..

to the window, were placed the kettle- Dt. Halifax, the Bishop of Gloucester,

drums described above. The choral bands during one of the performances of the

were principally placed in view of Mr. " Messiah," at the same commemoration,

Bates, on steps seemingly ascending into was so much affected, that he wished to

the clouds, in each of the side aisles, as quit the abbey, fearing he should not be

their termination was invisible to the able to bear up against its extraordmary

audience. The principal singers were effects.

ranged in the front of the orchestra, as A country gentleman who was present

at oratorios, accompanied by the choirs a' the same time, declared before the pec-
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formatted commenced, that curiosity and

a wish to save his credit with his neigh

bours at his return, were his chief mo-

tives for attending, as he never expe

rienced much pleasure from music. He

was, however, soon so affected that the

tears trickled down his cheeks, and he

confessed that he felt transports of which

he had never before formed the slightest

conception.

Another gentleman who had never in

his life been able to attend an oratorio,

and very seldom an opera without falling

asleep, so tedious did they seem, was so

unconsciously delighted at the commemo

ration of Handel, that the whole day's

performance seemed to him but the work

of a single hour. Such are the effects of

music in its most refined state, on minds

insensible to its ordinary charms.

all the power, craft, and subtiltie of the

dcvill, and to the benefit and profit, of

the souls of them that bee dead, (espe

cially if they bee rich, and can paye the

sexton well,) and for many other like

thynges. Insomuche that the belles are

so holy, that so long as the church and

the people are (upon any occasion) ex

communicate, they may not bee rung."

J. F.

EXTENSIVE PROSPECTS.

-(Par the Mirror.)

Among the variety of scenery that di

versifies a complete and extensive pano

rama presented to view from the summit

of Fairlight Downs, near Hastings, may

be distinguished three bays of the sea,

six castle ruins, fourteen market-towns,

fifty-seven village churches, and the

coast of France.

GAMING.

BAPTISM OF CHURCH BELLS.

Church Belis used formerly to be

baptized, anointed, exorcised, and bless

ed by the bishop. For instance, the bell

belonging to the church of Holywell,

was christened in honour of Saint Wine-

frede. On the ceremony, they, all the

gossips, laid hold of the rope, bestowing

a name on the bell; and the priest,

sprinkling it with holy water, baptized

it in the name of the Father, &c. &c. ;

thus blessed, it was endowed with great

powers ; allaying (on being rung) all

storms, diverted thunderbolts, and drove

away evil spiiits.

The baptism of bells is further con

firmed by an old author, John Stell, in

his " Beehive of the Romish Church,"

1586, p. 18. The following are his

words:—

" Nowe, over and above all this, the

belles arenot only conjured and hallowed,

but are also baptized ; and have apoynted

for them godfathers, which hold the rope

(wherewith they are tied) in their handes,

and doe answere, and say, amen, to that

which the saffragane or bishop doth speak

or demand of the belle ; and then they

put a new coat or garment upon the belle,

and so conjure it, to the driving awsy of

, (For the Mirror. )

What a delightful, what a laudable

employment is gaming ! and what a pity

it is that this noble and fashionable

amusement has not been assigned its due

rank among the cardinal virtues ! Surely

nothing redounds so much to the honour,

interest, and prosperity of a nation as its

being distinguished for a spirit of

gaming !

Again ; how beneficial how admira

ble are its effects ! To enumerate them

all would be tedious ; let us, however,

mention a few.—By gaming we overcome

the tedium vita with which that invete

rate enemy Time too often assails such as

complain of having nothing to do ; thus

it is a sovereign remedy against the hyp.

By gaming we learn the art of patience

under losses, and become enured to dis

appointments : gaming also teaches the

virtue of humility, by occasionally taking

us a peg lower ; it moreover tries the

genius, and keeps all the faculties upon

the alert, especially when sharp's the

motto, and you play high.—By gaming

we also'acquire a noble contempt for both

time and money, and gradually become'

emancipated from that troublesome Weak

ness of humanity, which some are apt to

feel for their wives and families. Gaming

likewise elevates and enlarges the soul ;

to evince this, what a noble creature is

your losing gamester !—hear him—what

sublime expressions !—what magnani

mity, thus to censure the whole fabric Of

the universe, nay, almost to arraign Om

nipotence itself, because, forsooth, he did

not, upon a critical emergency hold—

" the ace of spades!

Such, together with many others

equally valuable, are the inestimable re

sults derived from gaming ; and even its

bitterest enemies can merely urge three

trivial objections against it, namely,

that it is the parent of Robbery, Bias.

phemy, aUdMitrder!

JacobV».
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USEFUL HINTS TO SPORTSMEN.

The following recipe for keeping wet

out ,of leather I have proved to be ex

tremely useful as a sportsman :—Take

one pint of linseed oil, half a pound* of

mutton suet, six ounces of bees' wax, one

halfpenny worth of rosin finely powdered ;

boil them all in a pipkin together, stir

ring them all the time until well mixed.

Brush the dirt off your shoes or boots, set

the pipkin on the fire, when milk-warm

lay the above mixture on with a little

hair brush or hare's foot.

A small pebble in the mouth will

allay thirst.

When ovei-heated, never drink water ;

a dessert spoonful of brandy will cool the

body and prevent cold.

If the sportsman's hands aro benumbed,

rub them smartly on your dog, and the

friction will cause circulation and heat-

John Lancirb.

SPIRIT OF THE

yuftlft journals

THE UNIVERSAL CULPRIT.

* Assist me, knight, I am undone—fly, run, hue

and cry !» Shakspeabe.

« Then first the Culprit aniwer'd to his name."

Deyden.

"The manifold intricacies and subtleties

of the law have too long occasioned it to

be compared to a cobweb,'which catches

the small flies, and allows the great ones

to break through ; or to a bramble-bush,

through which the most innocent lamb

cannot force a passage without leaving a

considerable portion of his wool behind ;

or to a gridiron, which greases the bar by

roasting and extracting all the fat out of

the clients ; or to the well-known arbi

trator, who swallowed the oyster, and left

the shells for the plaintiff and defendant ;

or to the honest fellow in a mob, who

eases you of your purse and watch while

assisting you to secure the rogue that ran

away with your handkerchief; or, finally,

to fifty disparaging similitudes which we

hold it not seemly to enumerate. It is

high time to remove this stigma from a

profession, the members of which have in

variably been upright when it was better

policy not to stoop, who have been loudly

and even indignantly virtuous, when it

was their interest to be just, and have

nobly preferred truth, even to Plato him

self, whenever she stood arrayed on the

winning side. This expurgation, so de

voutly to be desiderated, could not be

more satisfactorily accomplished than by

their immediately and gratuitously bring

ing to condign punishment a high and

hardened criminal, whose mysterious cha

racter, Protean devices, and subtlety in

eluding all proofs of his identity, have

hitherto enabled him to perpetrate enor

mities of every description with an abso

lute impunity as to any legal penalty ;

though his scandalous misdemeanours

have fixed an indelible brand of infamy

upon his moral character. To enable our

readers to escape his machinations, as well

as to assist the public in general in the

great purpose of his apprehension, we

flunk it right to apprise them that this

notorious delinquent was not only the real

author of the disastrous expedition to

Walcheren, and of every other great go

vernment failure, but that he is respon

sible for all the gross robberies and abuses

of the Ecclesiastical and Chancery Courts,

and has been the original projector of the

bubbles, chimaeras, and joint-stock com

panies, by which the most thinking people

of England have been lately gulled, ca

joled, and bamboozled.

Nor are his mischiefs and misdeeds in

private families a whit less flagrant and

notorious than his public guilt. Neither

Puck himself, nor all the evil gnomes and

fairies of the household, ever equalled

him in domestic atrocity. He is univer

sally admitted to be the real party t d blame

in all matrimonial squabbles ; and as to

the demolition of household furniture, and

more particularly of crockery and glass,

from common pots and pans up to French

mirrors, cut chandeliers, real china bowls,

and porcelain vases, every housekeeper

who wants to discover the author of the

mischief, may say to this ubiquitous and

Briarean-handed felon, as Nathan said

unto David, "thou art the nan." Not

contented with these malignant pranks,

he is perpetually spilling oil upon costly

carpets, leaving finger-marks upon silk

curtains and white doors, or scratching

varnished tables in a most frightful and

disfiguring manner ; while it is notorious,

that whenever a window has been left un

fastened, so that the thieves have entered

and made away with the plate, it was hi»

business to have shut it, and that he is to

blame for the robbery.

With all these misdeeds upon his head,

and in defiance of the old adage, that

honesty is the best policy, this unprinci

pled rogue is singularly fortunate in his

operations of every description. He gets

all the great prizes in the lottery, is a con

stant winner at the gaming-table, even

including Fishmongers' Hall, and holds

Foreign Stocks without quaking for the

payment of the dividends, beyond those

that have been retained in this country.

Moreover, he is the general finder of ail
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lost and missing articles, except the wits

of the crazy, which the man in the moon

preserves in jugs, under a patent granted

to him by Ariosto. All waifs and strays

find their way to this universal receiver,

though the real owners seek his address

in vain ; and he comes in for the whole

of the unclaimed dividends upon bank

rupt estates, together with the secret fees

and official pickings of all sorts which are

extorted without due authority.

Knave as the fellow is, he is by no

means a fool. Nay, his knowledge upon

many subjects is almost peculiar to him.

self. He knows a person who was really

cured by one of Prince Hohenlohe's mira

cles. Perhaps, however, his own charac

ter has a small tendency to credulity, for

he conscientiously believes there would

be political danger in Catholic emancipa

tion ; and maintains the efficacy of the

Sinking Fund, which creates Stock at

fifty or sixty to buy it back at ninety or a

hundred. He has great faith in the vi

sions of the night, although, among other

vagaries, he actually dreams of going to

afternoon church, a benefit play, the ex

hibition of the British Artists in Suffolk-

street, and the Gresham lectures at the

Royal Exchange ; of success in converting

the Hindoos ; of Harriette Wilson's vera

city ; of wearing topped boots and buck

skin breeches, or long cloth gaiters and

hair powder ; of the Parliament reform

ing itself, and ofthe Chancery commission

inculpating its own chairman ; of a cer

tain pea-green personage being worth ten

pounds next year ; of reading Richard

son's novels, and Southey's History of

Brazil ; of eating roasted pig, water Soot-

je, toasted cheese, and sour krout ; or of

drinking Cape wine and cider ; of know

ing the way to Bloomsbury and Russel

squares ; of being in London in Septem

ber, and other similar extravagances.

- Some of his waking opinions are not

less liable to the charge of singularity, for

he thinks the latter novels of the Great

Unknown (of whose real name he is igno

rant) as good as his earlier productions ;

while he maintains that there are no abuses

in the church of Ireland, and that it is by

no means overpaid. As a proof that he

knows himself, a species of wisdom which

is, perhaps, peculiar to the individual,

he confesses that he is rather wrinkled,

and not quite so good looking as he was ;

while he candidly admits that his facul

ties begin to fail him, and frankly dis

closes his real age whenever the question

is asked. As to his genealogical claims

and honours, few persons can compete

with him, for there is reason to believe

that he was born before the beginning of

the world, and it was unquestionably one

of his descendants that put out the eye of

Polyphemus, if we may take the word of

the Cyclops himself, who expressly ac

cused him by name, when denouncing

him to his companions, as the author of

his total blindness. There is also an an

cient ballad, written about the year 1550,

preserved in the Pepys collection, British

Museum, and Strype's Memoirs of CrBn-

mer, entitled " Little John Nobody,"

which evidently immortalizes some mem

ber of the same family, who is there ac

cused by a splenetic Papist as being the

author of the then recent Reformation in

religion. Alas ! how has his descendant

of the present day fallen off from the glo

rious reputation of his ancestors, for the

existing inheritor of the name denies any

reform to be necessary either in church or

state, and will not of course ever signalize

himself as the champion of improvement.

But we trust we have said enough of him

and of his delinquencies to raise a general

hue and cry for his apprehension ; or if

this article should meet the eye of the

great offender, he may, perhaps, be induced

to spare any further trouble, by surrender

ing himself forthwith to justice. Should

we be disappointed in this expectation,

he may depend upon it that, although we

have for the present forborne any mention

of his real name, otherwise than by im

plication, he will shortly be advertised

with an accurate description of his person,

and his patronymic appellation at full

length.

Hew Monthly Magazine.

THE PREPONDERATING MOTIVE.

Said Lady Blue to Lady Brown,

* The speech was read today,

Where shall we go, on leaving town.

To wear the time away ?

* Brighton's a winter place, you know.

And therefore will not do ;

Tower cits at Margate overflow,

And pester Ramsgate too.

* Broadstairs and Southend common are,

Cheltenham is out of season,

Tonbridge too near, Scarborough too far—

In Worthing, perhaps there's reason.

« Fashion and grave society,

I'm told are mingled there,

And parties form continually.

And 'tis the purest air."—

Said Lady Brown to Lady Blue,

* Dear Lady Bine, believe,

I would not disagree with you;

The bare thought makes me grieve.

* But Worthing is a dull, dull town,

Whist, and religion too,

Are needful there to force time down,

And these will scarcely do.
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« I mast hare rout, and ball, and play.

Love, scandal, and champagne ;

I cannot dribble life away

In sentimental pain.

* Pore o'er dull books, or walk the strand,

Yawning the livelong day ;

I am for Tonbridge, hate flat sand,

Sea-dipping, air and spray.

* And then, my dear/ said Lady Brown,

* You are too wise for me ;

So let us go to Tonbridge town,

And leave Geology."—

* Dear Lady Brown," said Lady Blue,

« With you I can't agree,

Being ' intellectual' In my view,

To leave Geology.

« I love to look at cliffs and sail,

And rear a theory :

And always find well-paid my toil,

When studying near the sea.*—

* No, Tonbridge, Tonbridge, come you will !

Sir Gregory is there,

Who sbew'd you, upon Ephraim hill,

To make the circle square.

* He spoke ofyou—but I am mum !

Who knows what things may be ?—

Years pass my dear, and age will come—

How sweet is company !»—

« Well then, I lay my studies by

For your sake, Lady Brown—

If you will say, with certainty.

Sir Gregory's in the town l»

ON THE DANGER OF DRINK

ING COLD WATER IN HOT

WEATHER.

BY AN AMERICAN PHYSICIAN.

The excessive heat of the present season

seems to hare occasioned a greater num

ber of deaths from immoderately drinking

cold water, than has ever been known in

any one season before in our country. The

public attention is therefore very naturally

called to the subject, and various reme

dies have been recommended to remove

the effects of this imprudence. In one of

the public prints the Tincture of Cam

phor is said to be a specific. Emetics and

Bloodletting are recommended in all cases

by others, and Laudanum it is well known

was the favourite and sole remedy of the

celebrated Di. Rush. These means, so

opposite in their character, cannot, it is

obvious be adapted to every case, though

each may be serviceable in some particu

lar form of the affection. The oversight

consists in ^recommending one remedy as

adapted to every variety of the disease ;

for the effects of cold water are very dif

ferent, in my opinion according to the

state of the system at the time it is taken.

I will endeavour to explain as briefly

and intelligibly as- 1 can, my views' on the

subject, which are not the result of any

preconceived opinions, but are derived

solely from facts that have come under

my observation. When the cold water is

taken in large quantities into the body,

heated perhaps to 110 or 115 by exercise

or exposure to the sun, while the tempe

rature of the water is not more than 55, if

Ac body be not debilitated by heat and

excessive perspirations, and the muscular

strength is unimpaired, the effect will be,

as far as my observation extends, spas

modic action of the stomach in the first

instance, and immediately after, violent,

irregular, convulsive action of the heart,

by which a great quantity of blood is

forced upon the brain, and the patient be

comes apoplectic. Usually he is totally

insensible, at ether times, though dull

and stupid, he may be roused sufficiently

to point out the seats of his pain, and he

will tell you, if he can speak, that it is in

his stomach, heart, and head. In these

cases the skin is hot, and generally, I may

say, I believe, always dry, and the pulse

is full, strong, and irregular. The eyes

are frequently suffused (bloodshot), and

in the worst cases have a glazed appear

ance, and oftentimes remain wide open.

I will ask any medical man, if he were

called to a case of this kind, as I several

times have been within a fortnight, whe

ther he would give an emetic, or the tinc

ture of camphor, or laudanum ? I am

confident that his answer would be No,

and that blood-letting would be immedi

ately employed and continued till the stu

por was removed and the pulse reduced.

It notunfrequently happens thatlaudanum

may be required afterwards to remove the

spasmodic action of the stomach, if it

should continue, or even that an emetic

may be necessary, though I have not

found it so.

But the injurious effects of drinking

cold water are exhibited in another form,

which requires a different mode of treat

ment. The body is frequently exhausted

by copious and long-continued sweating,

andthe muscularpower extremely reduced

by labour and exposure to the beat, at the

very moment when the water istaken into

the stomach. This organ then is thrown

into violent and irregular contractions, in

which the heart participates; these con

tinue however but a very short time, the

vital power seems to have been nearly ex

hausted before the introduction of the

cold liquid into the system, which pros

trates it completely, and the patient falls

down almost lifeless. The skin is cold

and moist, the pulse is hardly perceptible

at the wrist, and when it is, it is round to

be excessively weak and irregular. Many

Ibid.
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of these cases terminate fatally before ad

vice can be obtained, but if a physician

should arrive and find the patient still

alive, with such symptoms as I have enu

merated, would bleeding even so much as

enter his head, among the remedies to be

employed ? I think not ; at any rate

I do not hazard much in saying that if

he could unfortunately succeed in drawing

any blood from such a patient, that in my

opinion all hopes of his recovery might

be abandoned at once. The system evi

dently requires stimulants, both external

and internal, of the most active kind.

The feet, and if possible the whole body,

should be put into hot water ; and if it

can be only applied to the feet, a bladder

of hot water should be laid on the pit of

the stomach, or a very strong mustard

seed poultice, the body should be rubbed

with hot camphorated spirit, and if the

patient can swallow Laudanum, Mlher,

Tincture ofCamphor, and Spirits of Am

monia, one or all, may be administered in

such doses as the urgency of the case de

mands. Emetics might be proper if there

were vitality of the stomach enough to

allow of their operation ; but I do not

believe that this is the case, and I have

usually found that the first effect of the

stimulants I have named is to produce an

evacuation of the stomach. Such has been

the method which I have employed, and

though my means of observation may have

been limited, when compared with those

of many of my professional brethren, and

the cases which have come under my ob

servation may not have been of the worst

character, yet I have seen a number of

severe affections from imprudently drink.

ing cold water, without yet meeting with a

fatal case.

In conclusion I would remark, that if

tile view I have taken of the subject be

correct, it must be obvious that the admi

nistration of the remedies recommended

should be confided to none other than me

dical men, as few, if any other persons

would be able to determine what was

adapted to each particular case. The ad

vice to call in a physician in every in

stance of this kind is given without any

apprehension that it will be attributed to

a mercenary motive, when it is recollect

ed that the class of people most usually

affected in this way are those who are, of

all others the least able to make any pe

cuniary compensation to their professional

attendants New York Mercantile Ad

vertiser, July 26.

€$e Eleetor;

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

ANECDOTE OF~DR. DONNE.

Doctok DoiinE was of a somewhat

eccentric turn, and on the persuasion of

Dr. Fox was induced to give orders for his

own monument.

A monument being resolved upon, Dr.

Donne sent for a carver to make for him

in wood the figure of an um, giving him

directions for the compass and height of

it, and to bring with it a board of the just

height of his body. These being got,

then without delay a choice painter was

got to be in readiness to draw his picture,

which was taken as followeth :—Several

charcoal fires being first made in his large

study, he brought with him into that place

his winding-sheet in his hand, and having

put off all bis clothes, had this sheet put

oh him, and so tied with knots at his head

and feet, and his hand so placed as dead

bodies are usually fitted, to be shrouded

and put into their coffin or grave. Upon

this urn he thus stood, with his eyes shut,

and with so much of the sheet turned aside

as might shew his lean, pale^ and death

like face, which was purposely turned

towards the east, from whence he expected

the second coming of his and our Saviour

Jesus. In this posture he was drawn at

his just height, and when the picture was

fully finished, he caused it to be set by

his bed-side, where it continued and be.

came his hourly object till his death, and

was then given to his dearest friend and

executor, Dr. Henry King, then chief

residentiary of St. Paul's, who caused

him to be thus carved in one entire piece

of white marble, as it now stands in that

church.

Upon Monday, after drawing this pic

ture, he took his last leave of his beldved

study ; and, being sensible of his hourly

decay, retired himself to his bed-chamber ;

and that week sent at several times for

many of his most considerable friends,

with whom he took a solemn and deli

berate farewell, commending to their con

siderations some sentences useful for the

regulation of their lives ; and then dis.

missed them, as good Jacob did his sons,

with a spiritual benediction. The Sun.

day following he appointed his servants,

that if there were any business yet undone,

that concerned him orthemselves, it should

be prepared against Saturday next ; for

after that day he would not mix his

thoughts with anything that concerned

this world ; nor ever did ; but* as Job,
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so he waitedfor the appointed day of his

dissolution.

He lay fifteen days earnestly expecting

his hourly change ; and in the last hour

of his last day, as his body melted away,

and vapoured into spirit, his soul having,

I verily believe, some revelation of the

beautiful vision, he said, " J were miser

able if I might not die ;" and after those

words, closed many periods of his faint

breath by saying often, " Thy kingdom

come, thy will be done." His speech,

which has long been his ready and faith

ful servant, left him not till the last mi.

nute of his life, and then forsook him,

not to serve another roaster,—for who

speaks like him,—but died before him ;

for that it was then become useless to him,

that now conversed with God on Earth,

as angels are said to do in Heaven, only

by thoughts and looks. Being speechless

and seeing Heaven by that illumination

which he saw it, he did, as St. Ste

phen, look stedfastly into it, until he saw

the Son of Man standing at the right-

hand of God his Father ; and being satis

fied with this blessed sight, as his soul

ascended, and his last breath departed

from him, he closed his own eyes, and

then disposed his hands and body into

such a posture, as required not the least

alteration by those that came to shroud

him.

Thus variable, thus virtuous was the

life ; thus excellent, thus exemplary was

the death of this memorable man.— Wot-

ton's Lives of Dr. Donne, Sir Henry

Wotlon, fyo. (Major's edition.)

' WATCHMAN I WHAT OF THE NIGHT.

Watchman ! tell us of the night,

What its signs of promise are :

Traveller! o'er yon mountains height

See that glory-beaming star !

Watchman i doth its beauteous ray

Aught of hope or joy foretell ?

Traveller I yes ! it brings the day,

' Promis'd day of Israel.

Watchman ! tell ns of the night i

Higher yet that star ascends :

Traveller i blessedness and light

Peace and truth its course portends.

Watchman ! will its beams alone

Gild the spot that gave them birth ?

Traveller I ages are its own.

And it bursts o'er all the earth.

Watchman ! tell us of the night.

For the morning seems to dawn :

Traveller ' darkness takes its eight.

Doubt and terror are withdrawn.

Watchman I let thy wand'rings cease ;

Hie thee to thy quiet home :

Traveller ! lo ! the Prince of Peace,

1.0 ! the Son of Cod is come."

•V Bowrinff's H'jmnt.

SEA ELEPHANTS AND SEA

LIONS. . .

The amphibious animals of South Ame

rica have been hitherto the only produc

tion which foreigners have turned, to ad

vantage. Among these the sea-elephant

ought to have the first place. The.

male of that species, when it has attained*

its full bulk, is from seven to seven anrJ

a half varas in length, and from five to1

five and a half in circumference. The

females never exceed four varas in length,

with proportionate thickness. Its forma

tion is like that of the rest of the phoca

genus, differing only in the head, which

is smaller in proportion. The large males

go out on the beach in August, September,

and October, sooner or later, according as

the spring has been more or less cold.

At their cry the females assemble in a

gang around the strongest male ; and, if

any rival comes, they fight terribly, until

the one overcome again betakes himself

to the sea. The females produce on land,

during these months, one, but rarely two-

young, which at first are black, and re

tain that colour three weeks or a month,

during which time they suck. Afterward*

they change their hair to a dark grey ;

they are then abandoned by their mothers,

who rut, become with cub again, and

betake themselves to the sea, as well as

the large males. The young ones go in

gangs of from fifty to sixty, and always

remain two months on the shore. The

males and females of a year old quit the

sea in November and December, change

their hair, and remain a month, or a

month and a half on shore. During the

rest of the year some of them quit the

sea, but in small numbers, and in genera]

lean. It is worthy of remark, that while

these animals remain out of the sea,

which sometimes is for the space of from

two months and a half to three, they eat

nothing.

The killing ofthese animals commences

with the first, which leave the sea in

September. The fishermen, armed with

spears, approach a gang. The females,

which are sometimes at a distance from

the males, draw near to him, in order

that he may defend them. He rises on

his fins, shows his tusks, and makes a

horrible noise, but all in vain ; his weight

renders his strength useless, and the fish

ermen pierce him with their spears in the

breast. If at first he does not fall, find

ing himself wounded, he covers the wound

with a fin, going backwards till he dies.

The females crowd together, and, as they

offer no resistance, the business of death

is soon over with the whole group. The

fat is found between the skin and the

flesh, and is sometimes six inches thick ;
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and tlie blubber is extracted by frying

the fat. The skin is of no use whatever.

Some elephants hare yielded as much as

two pipes of blubber.

The sea-lion, or pelucon, is from four

to five varas in length, with a head more

bulky, in proportion, than the elephant.

The males hare a mane ; and, as they

are infinitely more nimble than the ele

phants, and it is dangerous to attack

them with spears, they are generally

killed with fire-arms. In their manner

of living they resemble the elephants last

mentioned ; only with this difference,

that they go more frequently into the sea.

As the sea-lions have but very little fat,

and their skin is of inconsiderable value,

they are not persecuted, and are, there

fore, very numerous. Some of them go

from the sea to the smooth head-lands on

the banks of the North ; but their prin

cipal rendezvous is on the shores of the

South, in the vicinity of San Antonio and

San 'Jose.

The sea-wolf, with two kinds of hair,

is a vara and a half in length ; and has a

dark grey fur, long and coarse, which

covers another that is very fine ; and it is

this that makes it valuable. Their man

ner of living is the same as that of the

lions. They are killed with sticks ; but,

having been very much persecuted, they

have become extremely fierce ; and on

the least alai m they plunge into the sea,

not rising again for the distance of more

than half a league. At present there are

some of them in the bay of Buenos Ca

bles, to the North of the river Negro,

and in some places between San Antonio

and San Jose.

The sea-wolf, with one kind of hair, is

somewhat larger than the former : it has

only one sort of fur, very ordinary and

dark grey. As they are of no value, they

are left unmolested, and are therefore not

so fierce as the others.—Account of Rio

tela. Plata.

THE COSSACS.

We observe that the annals of the times

of Wassily the Dark, in the year 1444,

mention theRjasan Cossacs, a peculiar kind

of light troops, who have rendered them

selves so famous in modern times. Thus

we find that the Cossacs were not exclu

sively in the Ukraine, where their name

occurs in history about the year 1507 ;

but it is probable that their name is older

in Russia than Batu's irruption (1241-2),

and belonged to the Torks or Berendeji,

who dwelt on the banks of the Dneiper,

below Kiev. There we also find the ha

bitations of the Cossacs of Little Russia.

The Torks and Berendeji were called

Cherkessi ; so were the Cossacs. If we

call to mind the Cassogi, who, according

to our annals, dwelt between the Caspian

and Black Seas, it will naturally bring us

to the Kassachie, placed in that country

by the emperor Porphyrogenita. The

Ossets still call the Cherkessi, Kassachs:

all which circumstances lead us to con

clude, that the Torks and Berendeji, who

called themselves Cherkessi, were also

called Cossacs ; that some of them lived

protected by their rocks, reeds, and

marshes, on the islands of the Dneiper,

independent of the yoke of both Tartan

and Lithuanians; that many Russians,

flying from their oppressors, joined them

there, and together formed the nation of

the Cossacs, which the more readily be

came Russian, as their forefathers, who

had lived in the territory of Kiev, since

the tenth century, had themselves nearly

become Russians. Increasing in num

bers, and nourishing a spirit of fraternity

and love of independence, they formed a

republic of Christian warriors in the south-

em parts of the Dneiper, where they built

villages and towns in a country laid waste

by the Tartars, and became the defenders

of Lithuania against the Crimcans and

Turks. For these services they obtained

many privileges and immunities by Sigis-

mund I., who also granted them lands

above the falls of the Dneiper, where they

gave their name to the town of Cherkassy.

They divided .themselves into hundred*

and regiments, whose chiefs, or hetmans,

obtained from the Polish king Stephen

Bathory, as a mark of particular esteem,

a royal standard, a horse's tail, a com

mander's staff and seal. It was these

warriors, burning for liberty and the

Greek church, who, during the first half

of the seventeenth century, freed Little

Russia from its foreign oppressors, and

restored the province to its lawful sove

reigns. The Cossacs called Saporogi

(dwelling below the waterfalls) formed a

part of those of Little Russia : their

ssjetsha (mud forts) were originally the

rendezvous of unmarried Cossacs, who

had no other trade but war and plunder ;

but subsequently they settled in them. It

was probably from the example of the

Ukraine Cossacs, who were constantly

armed and prepared to receive the enemy,

that the northern cities caught the idea of

forming a similar militia. The territory

of Rjasan, which was most exposed to the

attacks of the nomade robbers, wanted

this kind of defenders more than any

other; and the immunities offered, and

the prospect of booty, induced many

young men without property to enlist

themselves as Cossacs. In the history of
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subsequent periods, ve find horde Cos

mos, Assovian, and Nogaia Cossacs :

the name at that time Implied volunteers,

partisans, or adventurers, but not rob-

here, as some pretend, referring us to the

tense which the word bears in the Turkish

language. It cannot be a term of insult,

since warriors, who died for their liberty,

.country, and religion, called themselves

thereby.

By this short sketch it appears evident

that the Cossacs have not only originated

in different tribes, but that many of them

are a mixture of different races, of which

the real Russians form no small propor

tion ; a supposition rendered the more

probable from their great conformity with

that nation in features, language, religion,

and habits. But still there is a difference

in their capacities and feelings, which is

perhaps more owing to the peculiar mode

of life they have been pursuing for seve

ral centuries past, than to a natural dif

ference of disposition. They are by far

more active, intelligent, and enterprizing

than the other Russians in private life, as

much as in war ; and although fierce to

wards an enemy, they are of a gentle and

tractable disposition, and candid, upright

and hospitable to the stranger who so

journs in their land : what distinguishes

them above all from the rest of their

countrymen, is their spirit of indepen

dence and love of liberty.

They have proved of incalculable be

nefit to the Russian government, not only

in actual warfare, but also in guarding

its extensive frontiers in the south and

east, against the predatory tribes which

hover around them,—in protecting mer

cantile caravans and political missions

over mount Caucasus, and through the

steppes of the Kirghis,—in conveying go

vernment orders, escorting prisoners, &c.,

their activity and strength, courage, vi

gilance and fidelity being proof against

the severest trials. Armed with his pis

tols and lance, and seated on a pony as

nimble and as indefatigable as himself,

the Cossac will travel hundreds of miles

with scanty food, and without any other

rest than a few short snatches of sleep

taken on the hard ground, and under

the canopy of heaven, while his faithful

animal is grazing near him ; and never be

satisfied till his commission, whether it

be the simple conveyance of a letter, or

the intercepting of a convoi, be fulfilled.

There is stifl another circumstance in

which they have been very useful to

Russia, and under which they are least

known in this country, viz. discoverers.

The vast countries of Northern Asia, si

tuated between the Ural mountains and

the Eastern Ocean, the Arctic Sea and

the river Amoor, now known by the ge

neral name of Siberia, were all discovered

and rendered tributary to Russia by Cos

sacs ; and that at a period when the mo

narchy itself (during the seventeenth

century),struggling against the imbecility

of its rulers and the rude attacks of fo

reign invaders, was on the point of being

dissolved. A few of these adventurers,

encouraged by some Russian merchants,

and followed by some hundreds of vaga

bonds from all parts of the country, con

quered the country as far as Tobolsk,

before they received any aid from govern

ment. A few hundred of them even ef

fected a settlement on the banks of the

Amoor, bearding the power of thousands

of Chinese and Tartars, and would per

haps have extended their conquests far

into Mongolia, had they been properly

assisted. In short, we may say,—As

Providence bestows on every country that

which its climate and situation seem

most to require, so it gave to Russia her

Cossacs, without whom she would have

remained a prey to the Tartars, and could

even now scarcely subsist as an empire.

Asiatic Journal.

LAST ILLNESS OF JAMES II.

King James is very ill : it is not thought

he can recover ; he is no longer in a state

to think of going to Fontainbleau, so

that there will be more room for the

courtiers. The poor king is dying like a

saint, and the unhappy queen is in great

affliction. The king went to St. Germain

at two o'clock to see the king of Eng

land, who was very desirous of seeing

his majesty before his death. The king

found the king of England a little better ;

but it is not thought he can last long.

He spoke to the prince of Wales his son

with much piety and firmness, telling

him, that however splendid a crown may

appear, there comes a time when it is

quite indifferent ; that there is nothing to

be loved but God, nothing to be desired

but eternity : that he should always re

member to behave with respect to the

queen, his mother, and with attachment

and gratitude to a king from whom they

had received so many favours. He de

sires to be buried in the church of St.

Germain, without any pomp, and like

the poor of the parish. The poor king

had sent in the morning for the prince of

Wales, to whom he said, " Approach,

my son ; I have not seen you since the

king of France made you king (alluding

to Louis's promise of recognising him :)

never forget the obligations which you

and me have to him ; and remember that

God and religion are always to be pre
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fared to all temporal advantages." He

then relapsed into his lethargy, from

which no remedy could rouse him.

Whenever he has an interval of quiet,

he speaks with a degree of piety and

judgment that edifies every one ; he seems

even to speak more rationally than before

bis illness.—Dangeau's Memoirs.

According to Dr. Johnson's folio edi

tion of his Dictionary, the English lan

guage consists of 15,799 words. A

gentleman a few years ago, undertook to

form a table of the languages from which

they were derived, and the result of his

labour was, that 0,732 were derived from

the Latin,

4,612 French, 691 Dutch,

1,148 Greek, 106 German,

211 Italian, 75 Danish,

95 Welsh, 50 Icelandic,

56 Spanish, 31 Gothic,

50 Swedish, 15 Teutonic,

16 Hebrew, 6 Irish,

13 Arabic, 4 Flemish,

4 Kunic, 3 Syriac,

4 Erse, 2 Irishand Erse,

3 Scottish, 1 Irish and Scot

1 Turkish, tish,

1 Portuguese, 1 Persian,

1 Persic, 1 Frisec,

1,665 Saxon, 1 Uncertain.

Ct.AVIS.

PAUL JONES, THE PIRATE.

Some anecdotes have recently been pub

lished of this daring Buccaneer,—a

memoir of him is in preparation in

this country, and another has recently

been published in America. In No.

LXXXlII. and LXXXIV. we gave an

interesting biographical notice of this ex

traordinary man, and we now subjoin an

anecdote in which he is intimately con

nected, which contains an account of,

perhaps, the most desperate naval action

on record.

Of the various engagements which took

place at sea between the English and the

Americans in the year 1760, several had

been very remarkable for the courage and

obstinacy exerted on both sides : but that

which attracted most notice was on the

coast of Yorkshire, between Captain

Pearson of the Serapis, a large frigate

accompanied with a smaller, and an Ame

rican squadron, consisting of two ships of

forty guns, one of thirty, and another of

twelve, commanded by the celebrated

Captain Paul Jones. After exchanging

several broadsides, Captain Pearson's

ship and that of Captain Jones, from the

anchor of one hookmg the quarter of the

other, lay so close to each other, fore and

aft, that the muzzles of their guns touch-

ed each others sides. In this singular

position they engaged full the space of

two hours. During this time, the quality

and variety of combustible matter thrown

from the American ship into the Serapis,

set her on fire no less than ten or twelve

different times ; and it was not extin

guished without the greatest difficulty

and exertion.

During this conflict of the two ships,

another of equal force to the Serapis kept

constantly sailing round her, and raking

her fore and aft in the most dreadful

manner. Almost every man on the main

and quarter deck was either killed or

wounded. Unhappily for the Serapis, a

hand-grenade thrown from the enemy

into one of her lower deck ports set a

cartridge on fire: the flames catching

from one cartridge to another, all the way

aft, blew up '.the people that were quar.

tered abaft the main-mast ; from which

unfortunate circumstance all those guns

were rendered useless for the remainder

of the action.

After an hour and a half's fight, the

people on board the American ship called

out for quarter, and said•they had struck >

Captain Pearson hereupon called upoH

Captain Jones, to know whether he had

struck or asked for quarter. No answer

being returned, after repeating the ques

tion two or three times, Captain Pearson

ordered his men to board the enemy ; but,

on preparing to execute his orders, they

perceived a superior number lying under

cover, with pikes in their hands ready to

receive them : hereupon they desisted and

returned to their guns ; continuing the

fight half an hour longer ; when the other

ship coming across the stern of the Sera

pis, poured a whole broadside into her ;

her main-mast went by the board ; while

from her position she was not able to

bring a single gun to bear upon that ship.

Finding it impracticable to stand out any

longer with the least prospect of success,

the Serapis struck. Had it not been for

the accident of the cartridges taking fire,

and the consequences that ensued, there

was no doubt the latter must have proved

victorious, notwithstanding the great su

periority of the enemy. The American

ship was in the greatest distress; her

lower deck quarters were drove in, and

all her lower deck guns dismounted : she

was on fire in two places, and had seven

feet water in her hold. Her people were

obliged to quit her, and she sunk the

next day. Out of three hundred and

seventy-five men, which was her com
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plement, three hundred were killed and

wounded. The other frigate, the Scar-

borough, Captain Piercy, that accom

panied the Seiapis, shared the same fate ;

being taken by one of greatly superior

force, after a desperate resistance. Cap

tain Paul Jones displayed great personal

bravery throughout the whole engage

ment, and fully maintained the reputa

tion he had already acquired.

ORIGINAL ANECDOTES.

When Rodney first put in practice that

manamvre (which, like that of Columbus,

had employed his attention for years), he

appeared lost in thought for. some mo

ments, then starting from his reverie, he

stamped with his foot on the quarter

deck and exclaimed, " Formidable 1 sink

or break that line !"

Major-General Arnold, after the

termination of the American war, fell

into company with some American offi

cers at Martinique, when, in the course

of conversation, he asked them " what

the Americans would have done with his

body had he fallen in some particular en

gagement he. mentioned, and they had

got possession of it?" " We should have

buried your right leg where you received

two wounds at the siege of Quebec, with

the honours of war ; the rest of your car

cass would have been buried under the

gallows!''

John WitKESstoodfortheCity; when

he saw the day going against him, he knelt

down on the hustings upon one knee, and

wrote his address to the freeholders of

Middlesex, which election he carried.

W)t @attjem.
'* I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

.... men's stuff."—ffotton.

A gentleman passing through Fleet-

market, was surprised at being hailed

from the well-known college by a friend,

who was in durance vile. " Ah ! Tom,

why how come you there ?" asked the

gentleman. " Oh, a very rascally piece

of business ; I am imprisoned for telling

a lie." " For telling a lie : impossible !

theie must be some mistake." " No,

it's true enough, I promised to pay my

tailor?s bill and Ididn't."

' . ,. : EPIGRAM.

Some say Charlotte good is not ;

. A few, she is not evil ;

But Billy says, and he knows best,

| She is a very devil.- ...

POLTROON.

It was a custom among those Romans

who did not like a military life, to cut off

their own thumbs, that they might not be

capable of serving in the army. Some

times the parents cut off the thumbs of

their own children that they might not

be called into the army. According to

Suetonius, in Vit. Augutt. c. 24. a

Roman .knight, who had cut off the

thumbs of his two sons, to prevent them

from being called to a military life, was,

by the order of Augustus, publicly sold,

both he and his property. Calmet re

marks, that the Italian language has

preserved a term poltrone, which signifies

one whose thumb is cutoff, to designate

a soldier destitute of courage and valour.

We use poltroon to signify a dastardly

fellow, without considering the import

of the original. '

———— i

EPITAPH. ' '

' In memory of Sarah Lloyd,

who departed this life March 9, 1803,

' Agii 34 years. • r - ,

REFLECTIONS BY A FRIEND.'

This humble grave though no proud

structures grace,

-Yet truth and goodness sanctify the place.

Oh, 'scap'd from death,' oh, safe on that

calm shore, *"." ,

Where pain, where grief, where sorrows

are no more,

What never wealth could buy, nor power

decree,

Regard and pity wait sincere on,thee.1

Lo, soft remembrance drops a pious tear,

And holy friendship stands a mourner

here.

.. — -i : ?
TO COrrESPONDENTS.

In our next we shall si'e a finely-engraved view

of York Minster, with an historical notice, and

an account of the late splendid Yorkshire Mu

sical Festival. xtVJt

My Note Book, No. 3, with several articles

Intended for insertion in our present Number,

shall appear next week.

Florio ; Mr. Palin ; N.B.; A.B. C. ; F. R—y ;

P. T. ;' Thomas Z ,- Montagu ; Calebs, and

Julian, shall hare early attention. - • i '-•'

We shall avail ourselves of the Pamphlet seat

by Mr. Armitage, and thank J. W. fl'r his hint.

We must again observe, that with all our

respect for the muses, yet as our poetical contri

butions are to those in prose in the proportion of

ten to one, and the taste of our readers we

believe runs in an opposite direction, we find it

impossible to gratify a great portion of our

poetical correspondents.

Printed and Published by J. LlMBIRD,

143, Strand, (near Somerset House,.' and sold

by all Newsmen and Booksellers. .
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The Cathedral, or Minster as it is there

called, at York has always been consi

dered as one of the most splendid archi

tectural structures in Great Britain, and

we are sure our readers will be gratified

by a view .and description of this noble

pile.

The first religious foundation raised

here by the Christians was about the year

627, when Edwin the Great, King of

Northumberland, being converted to

Christianity, permitted Paulinus, Arch-

• bishop of York, to found a small oratory

of wood on the very spot where the pre

sent cathedral now stands ; in this the

king, his two sons, and most of the nobi

lity, were baptized. Shortly afterwards a

more magnificent fabric was erected of

stone, which was not completed until the

year 669, when the walls were repaired,

the roof fixed, and the windows glazed.

By a calamitous fire in 1*137, the mins

ter was burnt down, and lay in ruins

until the year 1171, when Bishop Roger,

the honest opponent of Thomas a. Becket,

built the choir with its vaults, which he

lived to complete : this part was after

wards pulled down to improve the build

ing. The South transept was erected by

Walter de Grey, in the year 1227 i the

i North transept was built in 1260 by John

le Romaine, treasurer of the church. He

added also a steeple, which was after

wards removed for the present tower.

John le Romaine, archbishop, son of the

above, laid the foundation ,of the nave

about the year 12!(1. The nave, with its

two towers, was finished, about the year

1330, by William de Melton, archbishop.

One of the greatest benefactors to this

church, was the archbishop, John Thors-

by, who took down the choir erected by

Bishop Roger, and laid the first stone of

the present choir in the year 1361 : he

contributed towards the work 1,670/., and

completed it about the year 1370. The

present tower was added about the same

time, by Walter Skirlaw, bishop of Dur

ham, who had formerly been a prebendary

of York.

This minster, which was thus gradu

ally erected, is a most superb building,

being highly enriched both within and

without. On viewing the West front, of

which our engraving presents a beautiful

and correct view, from a drawing made

hy Mr. Carter in 1806, the immensity of

the pile is what first strikes the imagina

tion ; and when the eye has leisure to

settle on the ornamental parts, the mind

becomes equally surprised at their profu

sion. This front is composed of two

uniform towers, diminishing regularly

upwards by ten several contractions, and

being crowned with pinnacles : the but

tresses at the angles are highly decorated ;

and in some of the ornamental niches still

remain statues. These towers flank and

support the centre part of the building,

in which is a highly enriched door-way,

and above it a magnificent window, full

of tracery-work ; the whole front presents

an image of grandeur highly interesting.

Over the West door is the figure of Arch

bishop Melton ; and below, at the sides,

those of Robert le Vivasour, and Robert

de Percy, both of whom were great bene

factors to this building.

The South entrance presents an equally

noble display of architectural beauty, it

being 'highly enriched with niches and

figures. The North and South sides of

the nave are each divided into eight equal

parts, each part containing a window be

tween two buttresses, which support the j

lateral aisles : from these again spring

flying buttresses, sustaining the more ele

vated walls, or cleristory, of the nave ;

and between every two is a window, cor

responding with the one below.

The East end is a fine piece of uniform

workmanship, highly characteristic ofthe

good taste of the builder, and presenting,

among other excellences, one of the most

noble windows in the world. Before en

tering the church, one cannot forbear ob

serving, that the Great Tower is consi

derably too low for the vast magnitude of

the whole building : as it is evidently

unfinished in its present state, it is pro

bable that a spire was originally pro

jected ; and if so, it is to be lamented that

it was not executed, as such an ornament

would add considerably to the majesty of

the whole.

This cathedral having, as we have

seen, been erected at different periods, is

somewhat irregular in its parts : this is

particularly observable on entering the

church, the North and South transepts

not corresponding with each other ; yet

still there is more attention to unity than

is often observed in those ancient build

ings which have been produced by,dif

ferent hands. From the time that VVal-

ter Grey began the South Cross, nearly

two hundred years had elapsed before this

fabric was completed.

After the mind has disengaged itself

from the effect produced by the vastness

of the structure, it naturally looks for par

ticulars on which it may dwell with more

repose. On advancing up the nave, the

first object that arrests the attention, is

the beautiful screen which separates the

choir from the body of the church. This

elegant piece of architecture is divirlW into

a number of canopied niches, highly etj-

riched, in which is placed a regular suc

cession of our kings, from William the
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Conqueror to Henry the Fifth : the last Feet,

niche had formerly held the statue of Height of the body of the church... 99

Hemy the Sixth ; yet this was removed, Breadth of the side aisles, north and

probably on the final success of hisoppo. south 18

nent, and the place left vacant for many Height of the side arches of ditto. . . 42

years; but on James the First visiting From the west end to the choir door 261

this city, the Dean and chapter filled up Length of the choir from the steps

the vacancy with a figure of that monarch. ascending to the door to the pre-

These statues are in a most wretched bad seQt communion-table 1&7J,

style of sculpture, the execution not evinc. Breadth of the choir 461

ing the smallest taste in the artist. On From the choir door to the east end 222

entering the door which is in the middle Height of the east window 75

of this screen, all the beauties of the choir Breadth of ditto 32

are displayed, to the delighted spectator. Height of the chapter-house 67

Themostfastidiouscriticmustbecharmed The diameter of ditto 63

with it; nothing can exceed the beauty Length of the library 34

and sharpness exhibited in the wood-work Breadth of ditto 22$

of. the stalls ; and their rich dark colour Length of the treasury 30

coming in opposition with the stone pro- Breadth of ditto 20J

duces a most happy effect. Thescreenat Length of the inner vestry 30

the back of the communion-table forms Breadth of ditto 23

another most elegant specimen of the Length of the vestry 44J

Gothic, and abounding in beauty and fine Breadth of ditto 22|

taste. It is composed of light traceiy- Height of the screen, which divides

work, which is .'now filled up with glass, the choir from the nave 24

and when viewed from the opposite side, __—_—

by receiving the reflection of the painted *~

glass of the East window, produces a de- THE GRAND MUSICAL FESTI.

ception altogether magical, the spectator VAL AT YORK.

appearing to stand between two windows. « There is in souls a sympathy with sounds,

There is a great profusion of painted And as the mind is pitch'd the ear is pleasd

glass in this church, which may please With melting airs or martial, brisk or grave ;

those who look for no higher excellence Some chord in unison with what we hear

than such as merely results from the ma- I» touch'd within us, and the heart replies.'

nufacture of that article ; but should a Cowrca.

higher degree of merit be sought for, the The gentlemen who proposed to give a

spectator will be disappointed. Many musical festival on a grand scale at York,

ignorantly suppose that the art of painting for the purposes of charity, must have

on glass is lost ; but the fine window of been of opinion with Cowper, that there

New College Chapel, at Oxford, is in is in souls a sympathy with sounds ; and

itself sufficient to convince the world, that that sympathy they wished to direct to

il was never found till now. wards charity. Two years ago, a grand

Among the numberless curiosities in musical festival was given at York, in aid

this Cathedral, some of the ancient tombs of the York County Hospital, and the

are well worthy of attention. Those mo- Infirmaries of Hull, Leeds, and Sheffield,

dem performances which profess to give which, after paying all expenses, yielded

the representations of humanity, are ex- a sum of 1 ,800/. to each. Encouraged by

ecrable ; the best is to the memory of the this success, it was determined to have a

Honourable Thomas Watson Wentworth, musical festival on a much larger scale

and bad is the best : they rather disgrace this year, and so confident were the gen-

than ornament the building. tlemen who undertook the management

The dimensions of York Cathedral, as of it, that they built a concert room, at an

given in Dayes's " Picturesque Tour expense of 6,000/., the cost of which is

through Yorkshire and Derbyshire," are not only covered by the receipts, bnt there

as follows :— is a surplus of 2,000/. beyond this out-

Feet, lay and all other expenses. Thus has

The whole length from east to west is 524| the cause of humanity been promoted,

Breadth from east to west 105 and musical science advanced in the

Breadth of the west end 109 country.

Length of the transept, from north The arrangements for the festival this

to south 222 year were on the most extensive scale;

Height of the lantern tower to the nearly all the musical talent in the coun-

vaulting 188 try, vocal and instrumental, was engaged

Height of ditto to the top of the for the occasion, and several of the per-

leads , 213 formers were engaged at salaries of from

Q2
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200/. to 250/. each for the four days ; nor

large as this sum may appear, do we think

it by any means extravagant, considering

the distance from town, and the expense

of travelling so far.

The preparations in the cathedral had

been going on for several weeks previous

to the festival, and they were made in

very good taste. Not the famed cathe

dral of St. Remy, decorated for the im.

posing ceremony of the coronation, though

it might be more garish in its ornaments,

could be more impressive in its effect, than

the nave of the venerable Metropolitan

church of York, in its fitting up for this

great occasion. It presented the same

simple magnificence, so accordant with

the solemn style of its architecture, which

was observed at the festival of 1823, yet

from the additional arrangements to ac

commodate the increased assemblage of

visitants, the coup d'ceil was heightened

and improved. The enlarged extent of

the orchestra and the patron's gallery, at

the east and west ends of the spacious

centre aisle, corresponding so exactly with

the side galleries, which ascended in the

southern and northern aisles, to the ele

gant

* Storied windows richly digbt,

Casting a dim, religious light,"

gave an appearance of completeness to the

whole, more resembling the solid archi

tecture of the surrounding masonry, than

the temporary accommodations of a few

days' performances. As might be anti

cipated, when the gallery was filled with

the dignified and ennobled, and diversi

fied with the variety and elegance of fe

male attire ; when the orchestra from its

front to the grand organ which crowns its

summit, was occupied by its numerous

band of voealists and instrumental per

formers, and the centre and sides all

erowded with the anxious audience, the

effect was magnificent in the extreme.

The splendid Music Hall, also, which

was opened for the evening concerts, pre

sented its lighter beauties to the eye in

pleasing succession. Its walls, of a pale

straw colour, with its elegant marble co

lumns, its spacious entrance to the gallery

stair-case, terminated by a recess, in which

was an elegant statue of Apollo, the

ample gallery itself, with its front of rich

crimson drapery, and the richly carved

frieze, designed by the celebrated Rossi,

all attracted by turns, until the whole

area appeared one magnificent building,

equally an honour to the city which con

tained it, and a credit to the architects by

whom it was designed. This spacious

building was lighted for the evening per

formances, by a number of lights, sup

ported on. massy gilt and bronze stands,

by two richly gilt chandeliers suspended

through the sky-lights, which admitted

the solar rays by day, and by several clus

ters of lights, disposed along the sides.

The chandeliers contained 30 lights each,

and the whole threw an excessive bril

liancy throughout the building. The

large entrance from the Assembly Room

is a fine object of contemplation from the

interior of the Music Hall. Through the

expanded leaves of this ample gateway,

the noble columns of the grand Egyptian

Hall terminate the long perspective, while

the entrance doors themselves, of a bronze

colour, and the panels surrounded with

highly polished brass, form an appropriate

opening to the scene. The orchestra, &c.

are fronted with a beautiful imitation of

rose-wood, and the music-stands form a

very elegant musical device. When the

whole suite of rooms were opened and

thronged with the character and costume

displayed at the grand fancy ball, a scene

of splendour was presented not to be sur

passed in the grandeurs of the great me

tropolis itself.

For several days previous to the festival

the influx of strangers into York was

great and successive ; there was scarcely

a post horse or chaise in the county that

was not; in requisition, and many persons

were detained at Harrogate, Ripon, Tad-

caster, Boroughbridge, &c. for want of

relays of horses.

FIRST DAY.

The festival commenced on Tuesday

the 13th of September, but on the Satur

day previous, a rehearsal of the chorus

singers took place in the cathedral, ac

companied on the organ, and by two

double basses. The effect was very power

ful, although upwards of 100 of the

chorus singers had not then arrived, and

the precision and readiness with which

some of the most difficult passages in the

choruses were executed, gave an earnest

of that superior and perfect style in which'

their grand performance wassubsequently

conducted.

Every hour now brought en accession

of visitors to York, and on Monday

evening the town might be said to b«

full. On the ensuing morning Old Ebor

was all bustle, and crowds of elegantly

attired females were seen pressing towards

the cathedral, the doors of which were

opened at ten o'clock. When the doors

were thrown open, the rush was for some ;

time a little alarming, but fortunately no

serious accident happened, and a very

short time served to spread the numbers

which so recently beset the approaches

over the great aisle and the side galleries,

as well as to fill the west gallery. The

performance did not commence till twelve
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o'clock, and in the mean time the prin

cipal parts of the Minster set apart for

this festival were filled with such an au

dience as no other county in England,

Middlesex alone excepted, could produce.

The number of persons present was

4,000. The performers began to assemble

a little time before the opening of the

morning performance, and exhibited the

following brilliant list :—

Mademoiselle Garcia, Madame Cara-

dori, Miss Travis, Miss Goodall, Miss

Stephens, Miss Wilkinson, and Miss

Farrar ; Mr. Vaughan, Mr. Sapio, Mr. W.

Knyvett, Mr, Terrail, Mr. Braham, Mr.

Bellamy, and Mr. Phillips ; the grand

chorus consisted of 90 cantos, 70 altos, 90

tenors, and 100 basses. Mr. Greatorex

conducted the instrumental part of the

performance, assisted by Mr. Camidge, Dr.

Camidge, Mr. White and Mr. Philip

Knapton. Dr. Camidge presided at the

organ, and Mr. Greatorex at the piano

forte. Mr. Cramer led the band, and

Mori played the first violin. The total

number of performers (was 15 principal

vocals, 250 instrumentals, and 350 chorus

singers.

The orchestra having been occupied by

its numerous' band, the necessary busi

ness of tuning was attended to. When

the chaos of discord had settled into the

creation of harmony, a rest, as sabbatic

as that which followed the formation of

the " beautiful visible world," from the

heterogeneous elements of darkness suc

ceeded. Breathless anticipation arrested

every motion, and intense anxiety per

vaded every countenance. At length the

signal was given—and " Glory be to the

Father," from Handel's Jubilate, shouted

from the host of voices, and thundered

from the brazen clarion, the roaring bass,

the rolling drum, caused an electric thrill

of devotion—of awe—of ecstacy—which

they only who experienced it can com

prehend. The sweet retiring cadence of

the violins, as the loud praises ascended

towards the heavens to which they led,

composed the agitated nerves for a fresh

accession of sound, loud as the " noise

of many waters, even of the mighty

waves of the sea." This grand piece, so

well adapted for the opening of the festi

val, was succeeded by the beautiful and

appropriate duet by Dr. Boyce—" Here

shall soft charity repair," and it was per

formed byMr. Vaughan and Mr. Phillips,

with all that melting pathos, which its

peculiar composition allows.

Handel's chorus from Deborah, " See

the proud Chief" re-awakened all the

thunders of the choir, which again sub

sided into the plaintive and melting tones

of Miss Travis, as she sang " Agnus

Dei" from a service by that inimitable

musician, Mozart, with the most touching

effect. This lady's concluding cadence

was admirably chaste and beautiful. A

chorus from the Oratorio of Joshua, by

Handel, followed—" Behold the listening

Sun ;" and here the varied emotions of

its subject received their full effect from

the band. The close

" Breathless Hey pant—they yield—Ihey fell—

they die,"

was grandly expressive ; and as thesounds

died into silence, the complete conquest

ofJoshua over the Canaanites was brought

with strong effect to the mind of the

biblical reader. Mozart's delightful Motet,

'.'.Lord have mercy upon us," was hap

pily gone through ; and the expression

given by Mr. Terrail to the words " peace

on earth and good will to men," was

sweetly effective. A tenor solo by Mr.

Vaughan, " Enter into his gates," was

sung with good taste. The grand chorus

" Praise ye the Lord," followed. Miss

Farrar, in Handel's song, " OhI had I

Jubal's lyre," was accompanied in the

most delicate style, and with admirable

precision. An anthem by Purcell—

Psalm cvi. 1, 2, 4, 48, was sung by

Misses Travis and Goodall, and Messrs.

Vaughan, Knyvett, Sapio, Terrail, Phil

lips, and Bellamy, in a pleasing manner ;

and the organ accompaniment, by Dr.

Camidge, displayed the masterly hand of

the performer, and the excellence of the

instrument. The air and chorus from the

Detlingen Te Deum—" O Lord, in thee

have I trusted," &c. concluded the first

part.

The Second Part opened with Handel's

first Grand Concerto, and furnished a

rich treat to the musical amateur, whilst

it displayed the masterly performance of

Mr. Cramer, who led the band with grand

effect. That celebrated recitative, from

Handel's " Sampson," " Oh, loss of

sight .'" was given by Mr. Braham, with

an effect which almost chilled the blood.

The words " My very soul in real dark

ness dwells" were so harrowingly ex

pressive, that a momentary gloom over

spread the mind. The accompanying air,

" Total eclipse," was a grand piece of

singing—as judicious in its expression as

it was powerful in effect ; and the giving

of the words " sun, moon, and stars,

are dark to me," conveyed an idea of'

the wretchedness of being deprived of

" glorious light" the most complete and

the most affecting. The performance o.

the succeeding chorus did not weaken

the impression Mr. Braham had produced.

Miss Wilkinson, a daughter of J. Wil

kinson, Esq., the late manager of York
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theatre, next made her debut in York, by

giving the recitative " Relieve thy Champ

ion,'" and the air " Return O God," in a

ttyle of pathos and feeling, which fully

justified the expectation previous reports

of this young lady's talents had excited.

The remainder ofthis part was a continua

tion of the selections from " Sampson,"

and embraced the recitative " Justly these

evils have befallen," with the air, " Why.

does the God of Israel sleep," which were

tastefully sung by Mr. Vaughan, whilst

the grand accompaniments well depicted

the sublimity of divine awakened ven

geance. The air, '. How toilling, " by

Mr. Bellamy, was given extremely well.

The recitative, " Heaven, what noise !"

and the distant chorus of the Philistines

sinking beneath the ponderous ruins of

Dagon's temple, partook of that fine

effect which had throughout the day's per

formance characterized those imitative

pieces. This part was closed by that fine

air, " Let the bright seraphim," which

was sung by Miss Stephens in her best

style. As a whole, the song' and its ac

companiment demand the warmest praise

for Bliss Stephens and Mr. Harper. The

grand chorus, " Let their celestial con

certs all unite," left the hearers in the

unsatiatcd enjoyment of the performance,

and improved zest for

The Third Part, which was opened by an

Anthem and GloriaPatri, by Dr.Camidge,

preceded by an instrumental production,

rteh in science, and replete with beauties.

The excellence of the instrumental band

was greatly displayed in this performance,

and- the oboe of Mr. Erskine was heard

with fine effect. The vocal parts were

not less pleasing. Madame Caradoti was

next introduced to us in a recitative, and

air from " II sacraftzio tPAbram," by

Cimarosa. The next piece was a quar

tette, with double choir and chorus, being

a National Hymn by Haydn, now first

performed in this country, from the origi

nal score, and with words written for the

present festival, by Mr. Crosse, of Hull.

Bft; Sapio gave the recitative, "To

heaven's Almighty King we kneel,"

and_ the beautiful air " O Liberty! thou

choicest treasure." In the latter he was

accompanied by Mr. Eiindley in a violon

cello obligate, which was a master piece

of art. Himmel's chorus, " Hark ! the

grave its portals open," in the loud thun

ders. at its opening, forcibly brought to

mind the statement of scripture, " The

heavens shall pass away with a great

noise," whilst the piercing tnuripet heard

at intervals seemed to cry '"Awake ye

dead, and come to judgment," and the wild

tumult of the " wreck of crumbling

worlds" was well softened and relieved by

the sweet harmony of "angels in their

song." Miss Stephens next gave the re

citative " Alas! I feel the fatal toils are

set," from the Oratorio of " Susanna,"

with great effect. We noticed particu

larly her expression of the words, "Which

words shall ne'er suppress, nor fear con

trol ,-" these were given with all the

dignified determination which virtuous

courage can inspire against the machina

tions of the malevolent. The air which

followed, " If guiltless blood," was also

chastely and judiciously sung. A fine

chorus, beginning, " Glory to God," from

a service by Beethoven, as introduced into

the Oratorio of Judah, by W. Gardiner,

Esq., was next in order. The recitative

" Thus saith the Lord, I do set my bow,"

&c., from " The Deluge," by Bochsa,

was given by Miss Goodall, whose voice

harmonized with the charming accompa

niment of trumpets and horns, with as

much delicacy as the hues of the ethereal•

bow blend their tints together. This part

and the day's performances were closed-

by the double chorus from Beethoven's

"Mount of Olives," "Behold him f

Behold him !" In this piece, the deep'

voices of the numerous bass gave such a

dreadful truth to the taunting sarcasm-

against the Redeemer as actually to cause

an involuntary shudder. We were greatly

relieved from the painful sensation by the

cheering song by Mr. Vaughan.—

u Over siu and death victorious

Hail him conqueror and king."

And the final chorus of " Hallelujah to

the Father," dismissed the assembly with

feelings of thankfulness to him who had

on our behalf so wonderfully caused " the

wrath of man to work out his praise."

The performance concluded about five

o'clock.

SECOND DAY.

Wednesday, September 14.

The Oratorio of " The Messiah" was

appointed for Wednesday morning's per

formance ; and at half past eight o'clock

in the morning, many. who were anxious

to hear this sublime production, had con

gregated at the several doors of admission

into the Cathedral, and when the doors

were opened the crowd in the Cathedral

was extreme.

At twelve o'clock the performances

commenced with the appropriate Overture

which introduces the Oratorio. The

charming symphony to the recitative of

" Comfort ye my people," next arrested

the mute attention of every one. Mi.

Vaughan's performance of this beautiful

recitative was everything that could be

desired; We dwell less on tins piece as
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it is so well known. The chorus, " And

the glory of the Lord" was rich and

charming—Mr. Bellamy gave the reci

tative " Thus saith the Lord of Hosts" in

a powerful and distinct manner, and in

the following song, " O who may abide,"

there was much to commend. Miss Wil

kinson gave the recitative and air, " Be

hold a Virgin shall conceive," and " O

thou that tellest," with great judgment

and feeling. Miss Stephens had the diffi

cult and delightful task to perform the

recitative " And there were shepherds,"

which she did in the most happy manner ;

to this " Rejoice greatly," Mademoiselle

Garcia gave all the effect of her superior

talents. Miss Wilkinson gave the sweet

pastoral air, " He shall feed his flock,"

with much taste and feeling, though the

second part, " Come unto him all ye that

labour," by Madame Caradori was omit

ted. The chorus, " His yoke is easy,"

closed this part.

The Second Part, which opens with

" Behold the Lamb of God," in the pow

erful effect given to it on this occasion,

seemed to place the suffering Son of God,

" visibly in the midst," whilst the touch-

ingly pathetic declaration " He was

despised and rejected of men," which Mr.

Knyvett gave in a strain of the most

melting softness. The swelling of the

chorus " All we like sfieep," again re

ceding into the softness ofrepentant regret

at " The Lord hath laid on him the ini

quity of us all," was again heightened

and augmented in the strong and expres

sive recitative by Mr. Sapio—" All they

that see him laugh him to scorn" and the

chorus " He trusted in God." Mr. Bra-

ham opened the recitative, " Thy rebuke

hath broken his heart," with such a deep

expression of sorrow, that it would per

haps be impossible for the human voice,

to give the idea stronger effect.—When

he described the Saviour as having looked

for succour, and " there was no man,"

a sensation of desertion and distress was

awakened, which spoke to the truth and

feeling of the performance. The accom

panying song, " Behold ! and see, if

there be amy sorrow like unto his sorrow,"

turned the full tide of pious sympathy on

the sufferings of Christ, whilst the " Glory

that should follow," was delightfully in

troduced by Miss Travis, in the words,

" Thou didst not leave his soul in hell."

The semi-chorus, by all the principal

singers, " Lift up your heads, O ye gates,"

was a sweet piece of harmony. " He is

the King of Glory," pealed and re-echoed

through the mighty aisles, as if the hea

venly hdst had acknowledged the title

through its opening portals. Miss Goodall

sung** Hiw beautiful are the feet ofthem

that preach," &c., in a charming manner.

Mr. Phillips was heard with much effect

in the song " Why do the nations," and

the noisy opposition of impotent rage

expressed in the chorus " Let us break

their bonds asunder," was answered with

great truth in the succeeding recitative

and song by Mr. Sapio, " He that dwel-

leth in the heavens shall laugh," &c.

The grand Hallelujah chorus, which

fmishes the second part, called forth all

the powers of the Orchestra.

The Third Part opens with that fine

song, " / know that my Redeemer liveth,"

and its execution by Miss Stephens was

delightful—chastely mingling the confi

dence of faith with the humility of devo

tion. Her delicate and intricate cadence

at the close was heard by the immense

assembly with mute attention, and was

followed by a murmur of approbation

which the sanctity of the place alone pre

vented from breaking forth into louder

plaudits. " The trumpet shall sound"

was given by Mr. Bellamy with all its

sublime effect. Mr. Terrail and Mr.

Vaughan sang the duet " O Death where

is thy sting," with a sweetness and har

mony that were enchanting ; and Miss

Goodall was judiciously chaste in her

style of singing " // God be for tis."

The sublime closing chorus of " Worthy

is the Lamb," now burst upon the asto

nished ear, in all the powerful thunders

of the numerous host of musicians. And

the ascription of " blessing and honour,

and glory and power," ascended to the

skies, whilst the sweet symphony of the

violins to the long " Amens," occasion

ally arrested the full peal of sound which

again broke forth with increased grandeur

and effect. The performance was finished

a little after four o'clock.

( To be concluded in our next.)

#ij? mtt Eooft.

No. III.

" A thing of shreds and patches."

THE TRIP TO MARGATE, &c.

(Continuedfrom page 196'.)

Ode friend Tobykin's anxiety, I should

observe, was unmingled with a particle of

apprehension as to his reception on his

return, for Mrs. T. possesses one of the

sweetest dispositions imaginable, never

suffering herself to be disconcerted by

those unavoidable crosses which will oc

casionally interfere with family arrange

ments ; and perhaps few of such petty

occurrences arc more tiresome than a

spoiled dinner, the extent of our present .

delinquency; To his credit be it men-
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tinned, that it is his delight, on every pos

sible occasion to evince his estimation of

her amiability, by strict punctuality in

his movements. What a vast portion of

useless and unavailing discontent would

be banished from home, where nought but

unanimity should breathe, by the univer

sal adoption of a line of conduct so praise

worthy ; but the varieties of temper and

disposition we encounter in the world are

too often constitutionally permanent, and

but seldom controlled in the season of

trial by discretion and good sense. We

will digress no farther on this subject,

which demands a more experienced pen

• to render it instructive ;—perhaps, were

it treated most elaborately it might an

swer as little practical purpose as did the

discourse of a grave divine, who (partial

to his glass) after delivering an eloquent

sermon on Job's prominent virtue—pa

tience, discovered on his return home, to

his great dismay, that during his absence

a cask of his liquid treasure had drained

out, and on being recommended to imi

tate the self-possession of that exemplary

personage, passionately exclaimed, " He

never had such a cask !"

Mais asscz tics reflections.-—After due

refreshment, the fatigues of the day were

most agreeably terminated by a delightful

saunter along the cliffs in the direction of

North-Down. On our way we observed a

spirited undertaking for the formation of

new bathing accommodations, which pro

mises to become a valuable acquisition to

its populous vicinity ; it consists of all the

needful appurtenances, and communicates

with a secluded and extensive range of

excellent sands (superior in every respect

to the spot at present frequented) by a

gradual subterranean descent ; and, with

the aid of sufficient funds to give it a sub

stantial and durable character, bids fair to

become a favourite resort. Indeed, it is

surprising that the idea has been followed

up so tardily, for the old bathing situa-

tion is objectionable in so many respects,

that few respectable visitors are induced

to patronise it at all. The water is so

impure when the tide is in, from its wash

ing over a low chalky ledge of rock, the

marine safeguard of Margate ; and its si

tuation is so exposed, as to render it both

unpleasant and unfit for the purpose. At

the new station these annoyances will be

obviated, and this salutary practice will

be more generally indulged in by visitors

than appears to be the case at present.

It is to be regretted that so little taste

is observable in the laying out of the ex

tensive newly created neighbourhood of

the Fort ; the situation of the houses over

looking the sea is bold and commanding,

affording a fine opportunity for raising

showy and elegant structures', calculated

to redeem the character of the place, at

present so lightly estimated, and so de

pendant on external appearance for its ce

lebrity. Its showy rival Kamsgatc ought

to have excited a spirit of emulation, but

of this feeling there is no demonstration ;

the builders here seem to have but one

idea in the construction of a house, a tire

some sameness observable wherever you

move.

Proceeding on our walk, we soon ar

rived at a very prettily laid out station

belonging to the preventive service estab

lishment, the neatness of which bore strong

evidence of their industry, and attention

both to appearances and comfort. Their

garden would do credit to an adept in the

art, and though from its being so near the

sea but few shrubs would thrive,' (and

such as they managed to raise seemed

stinted in their growth) there was no

scarcity of such flowers, plants and vege

tables as were congenial to the soil and

exposed situation.

So much is said about mental improve

ment of the humbler classes, that I am

sure if it is worthy of consideration, these

poor men might very reasonably put in a

claim for some attention in this respect.

One of them, off duty, speaking of the

strictness of their discipline, said, their

watch lasted four hours each man by

day and eight by night ; during which

they were prohibited from indulging in

reading, talking, or anything else likely

to interfere with a strict look out. It may

seem a hardship to prohibit conversation ;

but when it is considered to what abuse

it might lead in their peculiar employ,

this privilege seems very properly with

held. Tobykin slyly observed, that it

would be an admirable punishment to en

tail this sort of duty on female convicts,

to whom taciturnity, he presumed, would

be intolerable. From the pitiful tone in

which the poor fellow spoke of his hard

ships, it is questionable if he did not con

sider the prohibition as irksome as any

female could ; and if we bear in mind the

listless and monotonous vacancy ofthought

to which their solitary duty subjects them,

their case is really pitiable ; and the sooner

their services can be dispensed with, the

better for all parties.

Following the devious track that edged

the cliff, our ears were gladdened by the

even.sorg of the venturous lark hovering

above with grateful note, a mere speck on

the azure vault of Heaven, into which it

had soared, as if to enjoy the very latest

beams of the setting sun. The latter,

fast verging on the gilded wave, yet shone

with softened glory over the face of na

ture, and the splendid lamp of night,
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already high in the firmament, appeared

reluctantly to veil her brilliancy in the

presence of her more lustrous rival. My

companion, eager to rhapsodize on the

sublimity of the scene, " his eye in a fine

frenzy rolling," glanced from sun to

moon, from moon to sun again, ere he

decided which first claimed homage ;

the brighter orb was, however, making

such a rapid exit, as at once to decide the

point—and from one to the other the

transition was easy ; but neither memory

nor ability serves at this present to do jus

tice to the force and energy of his imagi-

tion. The task must, therefore, rest with

his abler pen.

It is only away from the busy haunts of

men that we can truly enjoy the splendours

of creation, and entertain becoming reve

rence for that Being whose generous care

exceeds our finite comprehension beyond

what imagination can conceive ; who,

disregarding our unworthiness, graciously

scatters unsought, unnumbered blessings

around us, as if to compel in our hearts

emotions of gratitude and thankfulness ;

and shall we undervalue such mercies ;

rather should we exclaim in the language

of a favourite poet,

* Nature's a temple worthy Thee, that beams

with light and love,

Whose flowers so sweetly bloom below, whose

stars rejoice above ;

Whose altars are the mountain cliffs that rise

along the shore.

Whose authems the sublime accord of storm

and ocean roar.

* On all Thou smil'st—and what is man before

thy presence, God ?

A breath but yesterday inspir'd—to-morrow

but a clod ;

That clod shall moulder in the Tale, til) kin*

died, Lord, by thee,

Its spirit to Thy arms shall spring—to life, io

liberty !»

(To be continued.)

JOE GRIMALDI.

(For the Mirror.)

Son of frolic, mirth, and glee,

Laughter weeps to part with thee ;

Momus (sighing) droops his head,

Now his great vicegerent's fled.

Where is now the jest and song

That in thee did shine so long ?

Where are now the joy-throng'd crew

That were wont to follow yon ?

Where is now the grin and wile

That so often fore'd the smile ?

Where is now the trick and joke

That in thee so proudly spoke ?

Where is now the fun-fraught clown

That brought the thund'ring plaudits down ?

Vanish 'd, vanish'd—gone with theef

Child ofwhim and jollity !

Fare thee well ! then, matchless Joe !

Mirth's delight and Sorrow's foe I

Pare thee well ! for truth to say,

« Yes, Grimaldi had his day.*

Now must Harlequin repine,

Till some Clown appears like thine !

Mourn, and say with grief sincere,

« Joe Grimaldi is not here I"*

Utofi*.

* It was once observed by the Editor of the

Examiner, when speaking of the illness of this

inimitable Clown, " that there would be a blank

in the annals of humour when Grimaldi quitted

the stage.* The prediction has in some manner

been verified; though it is but justice to say of

bis son, that as far as promise goes, it looks well.

INTRODUCTION OF VEGET.

ABLES, FLOWERS, &c. IN ENG

LAND.'

(For the Mirror.)

The advantages arising from the explora

tion of foreign regions are scarcely to be

enumerated. To the discovery of Ame

rica by the illustrious Columbus, we owe

the introduction of that truly useful root,

the potato. The pear, the peach, the

apricot, and the quince, were respectively

brought into Europe, from Epirus, Car

thage, Armenia, and Syria, and by degrees

into England. Cherries are of very an

cient date with us, being conveyed into

Britain from Rome, A. D. 55. In the

King of Saxony's Museum, at Dresden,

there is a cherry-stone, upon which, aided

by a microscope, more than a hundred

faces can be distinguished. Dr. Oliver

was shown a cherry-stone in Holland

with one hundred and twenty-four heads

upon it ; and all so perfect, that every

one might be seen with the greatest ease

by the naked eye. Melons were origi

nally brought from Armenia.

According to Mr. Andrews, fruit was

very rare in England, in the reign of

King Henry VII. ; that gentleman in

forms us, that apples were then not less

than one or two shillings each ; a red

rose, two shillings ; and that a man and

woman received eight shillings and four-

pence for a small quantity of strawberries.

Cabbage, carrots, &c. were introduced

about the year 1547. Previous to this

period, Queen Catharine, of Arragon, first

consort of Henry VIII, when she wanted

a salad, was compelled to send to Holland

or Flanders on purpose. About this time,

apricots, gooseberries, pippins, and arti

chokes were first cultivated. The currant-

tree came from Zante, and was planted in

England, A. D. 1533. Cos lettuces were

brought from the island of Cos, near

Rhodes, in the Mediterranean.

• See Mirkob, No. 156 and 158.
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Asparagus, beans, pe-is, and cauli

flowers, were introduced in the beginning

of the reign of Charles II. Nor can we

claim the jessamine, the lily, the tulip,

&c. &a ; for the jessamine came from the

East Indies ; the lily and the tulip from

the Levant ; the tube-rose from Java and

Ceylon ; the carnation and pink from

Italy ; and the auricula from Switzerland.

Thus it appears, that nuts, acorns,

crabs, and a few wild berries, were almost

all the variety ofvegetable food indigenous

to our island.

Poltcarp.

DR. RADCLIFFE AND DR. CASE.

(To the Editor ofthe Mirror.)

Sib,—As you have alluded to Dr. Case

in your biography of Dr. Radcliffe,

(No. 153, p. 91,) allow me to present you

with the following anecdote :—

Dr. Radcliffe being in company with

Dr. Case, drank to him, " Brother Case,

here's to all the fools—your patients."

" Thank you, brother Radcliffe," replied

the other, " let me but have that part of

the practice and you are quite welcome to

all the rest."

Dr. Case (according to his biographers,)

wrote a work entitled " The Angelical

Guide ;" I have never seen it, and should

be obliged to any of your correspondents

who have, to state where it may be met

with.

I am, Sir,

Your friend and subscriber,

Civis.

COURTSHIP IN FIFE.

The mode of courtship in some parts of

Fife is curious. When the young man

hath the felicity to be invited of the same

party with the maiden that hath won his

affections, then doth he endeavour to sit

Opposite to her at the table, where he

giveth himself not up to those unseemly

oglings and gajings which he practised in

other parts, to the offence of aged virgins

and other persons of much discretion ;

but, putting forth his foot, he presseth

and treadeth withal upon the feet and

toes of the maiden ; whereupon, if she do

not roar forth, it is a sign that his ad

dresses are well received, and the two

come in due course before the minister.

This form of attack is known by the name

of Footie, and the degree of pressure doth

denote and measure the warmth of the

passion. Such young men as be bashful

do hence make good speed ; these do take_

with them a more forward friend, who

shall vicariously, and in their stead, give

a light pressure and treading ; and a per

son who doth thus melt the ice of coyness

between the parties, is, in these parts,

called Lightfoot from the lightness of his

pressure.

Civis.

TO BTlRNS, while living.

Dear Burns,

Unkind I lo'e your lays,

Ih troth they merit.mickfe praise ;

Weel may ye fare through a' your days.

Ay pipe an' singf

An' ne'er want either brose or cutis',

Or ony thing. *

Wi' walth o' Greek and Latin lare

Some chields can hammer out an air;

But ane like you affronts them sare,

An' proves wi' birr,

That nature can do ten times mare

Than apes o' her.

As Scotland's bard weell be ye kent,

I hope fraeher ye'H ne'er be rent,

On proud Parnassy's birsy bent .

Lang may ye shine.

An' far an' near your fame be sent

Through ilka clime.

I wish ye mony a happy year,

Wi* routh o' fame and walth o' gear,

Abundant health to crown your cheer,

An' a' that's good ;

I wad be glad frae you to hear

In merry moodc.

:

LINES

On the conduct of ***, commanding a division

of the army under General Lord

C lor the Mirror. )

Thraso was sent to storm a place,

But march'd back with this saving' grace,

« Inattackable, my Lord."

«How! inattackable, d'ye say?'

None comprehend you here, away*!

-Tis not an English word.*

Veteran us.

SPIRIT OF THE

l&ublte gfotmtate,

STUDYING THE LAW IN

SCOTLAND.

There, as far as we can judge, the

young aspirant for legal honours does not

encumber himself with much classical

lore. It is necessary to know something

of Latin—as a naughty intrusive quota

tion from a Roman poet may occur. It

is very unreasonable in authors of living

works, to introduce scraps of the dead

languages ; but since it does happen, it

may be very disagreeable (when reading

to ladies especially), to beput to a stapd,

as if the hieroglyphics of Egypt"had sud-
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denly been arrayed before one's eyes.

There is not an equal necessity to attend

to quantity ; and no Scotch barrister, at

least of trie olden time—say twenty years

ago—could have been more offended than

by being twitted, as a critic in longs and

shorts. Greek is quite out of the ques

tion ; unless, perhaps, the student ventures

on subscribing to Valpy's Edition of the

Classics. That looks well ; and if the

volumes be regularly bound, with broad

margin, a la Dibdin, it shews taste ; and,

besides, there can be no detection from

uncut leaves. French, Italian, and Ger

man, are, however, pretty generally mas

tered, with a fair proportion of mathema

tics. Belles I .cures are in great demand;

and, more or less, metaphysics, whether

they are understood or not ; above all, it

is requisite to be able to talk scoffingly of

the Lake Poets, to have a veneration for

black letter, and to sneer at Cantabs and

Oxonians. To this must be added the

taking, for two years, tickets at the Scotch

and Roman law classes; that is highly

recommended by the professors of these

chairs, but attendance is not vitally es

sential.

Matters being thus prepared, it is men

tioned by aunts and cousins, that Mr.

So-and-So is going to the bar. His

father makes a pomt of bowing to the

different attorneys whom he may have

happened to meet at dinner ; and their

daughters are invited to petit soupers and

quadrille parties. The young man em

braces an early opportunity of declaring

his political sentiments, generally in ac

cordance with the Ins ; or, perhaps, if he'

be of particularly prudential habits, he

watches how the straw flies, to ascertain

the likely current the political gale may

take. He then purchases law books ; has

them bound in plain calf, but handsomely

lettered; always has half a dozen dog

eared on his table ; goes through his pri.

vate and public examinations without fear

(as a well regulated bow will stand either

for etiam or non), and arrives at the bar.

It is now nearly time to study law ;

and he does so with very praiseworthy

perseverance. But he loses none of his

relish for the " dulce ridenlcm Lalayen ;"

and considers Bacchus as infinitely a more

amiable personage than Apollo. He gets

his clothes from Stultze or Nuyce ; yields

to none in the whiteness of his French

kid, or the cobwebness of his bird-cage

hose. He talks trippingly of the last

novel, and has by heart the tender pas

sages of Little. You will see him about

nine in the morning, when the claret that

was in his head is evaporating by the

heels, half walking, half leaping, towards

the Parliament House. Speedily he is

lost in the profanum vulgus. Then he

emerges near the stove, and joins in the

roar and revelry of that centre of quiz and

scandal. Suddenly he is perceived at the

side bar, " submitting to his Lordship,"

" astonished at his brother," or, " depre

cating the idea." As he escapes from

the thick and dusty atmosphere, a client,

with anxious face and inquiring look,

watching for some consolation amidst the

wreck of hopes, hears him curse the

" Bannatyne Club," for seducing him

into last night's debauch—propose a hop-

ping-match at the " Hunter's Tryst," or

volunteer the mixing a bowl of punch in

the gallery encircling the base of the dome

of St. George's—and next morning when

the disconsolate litigant creeps, in fearful

anticipation of the worst, to the dreaded

arena, he finds his counsel master of the

case prepared on all points, and certain of

success.

If you are stumbled with a decision,

the Scotch barrister does not inquire what

was decided, but what on principle ought

to have been the judgment. Even if the

House of Lords has been unfavourable,-

he says, " We will give the Hon. House

another opportunity of fixing the point."

Sometimes he is not particularly respect

ful to statues, and sputters with very

wrath if he be met with an English opi

nion. He proves that his view is right,

by a reference to first principles. He

draws his arguments from every subject,

and strengthens them by the analogies of

every science. He is not particularly

scrupulous as to the source from which he

draws his elucidations, nor their connec

tion with the subject matter under disi-

cussion. Thus, if the action be to re

cover a favourite blue greyhound, you

may depend upon his detailing the whole

evidence on record of the existence of a

black swan. The consequence is, that

the law papers become volumes, and the

night's rest of the judges is either dis

turbed or confirmed according to the na

ture of the contents. It also leads to a

host of quotations. Horace is made an.

authority in questions of feudal law, and

Ennius in disputes of thirlage—Cicero is

referred to in matters of insurance, and

Tacitus in actions of putting to silence.

Then conies the hit and thrust of wit and

repartee. He parries—he feints—he

lunges—until he is out of breath, the

judge out of patience, and the client out

of funds. Thus the law is settled and

unsettled a thousand times. The H Dic

tionary of Decisions" boasts of near twenty,

thousand pages, and what the next will

extend to, Heaven only knows.

-European Magazine.
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CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

Oun calendars of crime are full enough,

our prisons are enlarging, our penal in.

Mictions are increasing in number; and

with the knowledge that prize-fights and

other exhibitions of the same character in

crease the aggregate number of offenders,

and always add a fresh victim or two to

the vengeance of the law, out of the

crowds that flock to them, we are asto

nished at the supineness, if a term so

complaisant may be used, when a stronger

one would be more appropriate respecting

those whose duty it is to prevent their re

currence. In vain may the press repro

bate, and the judges set in a right light

the question of power possessed by those

who have the peace of the country con

fided to them—in vain the better part of

society may discountenance them ; they

are still tolerated—still suffered to render

us a spectacle to foreign countries. We

are still seen defying the increased know

ledge of the age, and proclaiming that our

anxiety for knowledge is a pretext. We

think ourselves the best of all possible

people : our laws, institutions, manners,

and customs, unequalled ; but, in our

self-inflation, we overlook the blemishes

that are for ever staring us in the face.

Attached as we are to our native land,

knowing that we are a great and envied

nation, and allowing that England con

tains a vast mass of noble and generous

feeling, we are bound to confess, that the

proverb is but too true, " that England is

the hell of dumb animals." It is almost

impossible, to say nothing of the country,

to pass by the alleys and stable-yards of

the metropolis, and not see some exhibi

tion of cruelty, a cat-hunt, a dog " tail-

piped," (as the phrase is), or the over

worked horse, covered with galls and

sores, labouring in torture. Here we en

counter a party of bullock-hunters ; and

there a bird-catcher sits burning out the

eyes of a singing bird, under the pretence

of increasing the power of its music. But

animals in the metropolis are far better

off, en. masse, . than those of the country,

where more ingenious methods of tor

menting may be everywhere [seen. The

treatment of the animal creation will be

hardly classed as the best thing in this

the best of all possible countries ; for

whatever the conventional laws of society

may be, there cannot be a greater proof of

their want of moral justice, than their

neglect of guarding the grade of creation

but a little below ourselves, with special

and definite protection.

New Monthly Magazine.

OR,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

THE PINDAREES.

A short sketch of the origin of the

predatory hordes, passing under the ge

neral denomination of Pindarees, and of

the chiefs under whom their numbers

were arrayed in 1814, will lead to a more

distinct view of their actual condition at

that time. The name of Pindara is coeval

with the earliest invasions of Hindoostan

by the Mahrattas ; the actual derivation

of the word is unknown, notwithstanding

the researches of several etymologists.

The designation was applied to a sort of

roving cavalry, that accompanied the

Peshwa's armies in their expeditions,

rendering them much the same service as

the Cossacs* perform for the armies of

Russia. When the Peshwas ceased to

interfere personally in the affairs of Hin

doostan, leaving that part of the Mahratta

empire to the Sindheea and the Holkar

chieftains, the Pindarees were thenceforth

ranged in two parties, assuming respec

tively the appellation of Sindheea-shahec,

or of Holkar-shahee, accordingly as they

attached themselves to the fortunes of

either family. They still preserved,

however, all the peculiarities of their own

mode of association ; and the several

leaders went over with their bands to one

chief or the other, as best suited then-

private interests, or those of their follow

ers. In 1794, the principal leaders first

obtained assignments of land from Sind

heea, in the valley of the Nerbudda, and

amongst the hills which skirt it on the

north. From that time till about 1800,

there were two principal chiefs, the bro

thers Heeroo and Burun, whose standards

were annually raised in that valley at the

season of the Dussera (an annual festival

that takes place at the end of October or

beginning of November), as a rallying

point for all loose spirits and unemployed

military adventurers. Here they con

sulted upon the best means of providing

for the necessaries of the year, by the ex

ercise of rapine, accompanied by every

enormity of fire and sword, «pon the

peaceful subjects of the regular govern

ments. Until the close of the rains and

the fall of their rivers, their horses were

regularly trained, to prepare them for

long marches and hard work. The rivers

generally became fordable by the close of

the Dussera. The horses were then shod,

* Pindara seems to have the same reference to

Pandour that Cozak has to Cosaac.
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and a leader of tried courage and conduct

having been chosen, all that were so in

clined, set forth on a foray or luhbur, as

it was called in the Pindaree nomencla

ture. These parties latterly consisted

sometimes of several thousands. All

were mounted, though not equally well ;

out of a thousand, the proportion of good

cavalry might be four hundred: the fa

vourite weapon was a bamboo spear from

twelve to eighteen feet long ; but, as fire

arms were sometimes indispensable for

the attack of villages, it was a rule that

every fifteenth or twentieth man of the

fighting Pindarees should be armed with

a matchlock. Of the remaining six hun

dred, four hundred were usually common

luteeat, indifferently mounted, and armed

with every variety of weapons ; and the

rest slaves, attendants, and camp follow

ers, mounted on tattoos or wild ponies,

and keeping up with the luhbur in the

best manner they could.

Prinsep's India..

PAUL JONES'S ATTACK ON

WHITEHAVEN.

While the British troops occupied a

great portion of America, Paul Jones

formed a plan for attacking the coast of

England. He sailed for France, and had

the honour of the first salute the Ameri

can flag had received ; he then determined

to make a descent on Whitehaven.

The harbour of Whitehaven was one

of the most important in Great Britain,

containing generally four hundred sail,

and some of a very considerable size.

The town itself contained near 60,000

inhabitants, and was strongly fortified.

When night came on, the wind became

so light, that the Ranger could not ap

proach as near the shore as its commander

had originally intended. At midnight,

therefore, he left the ship, with two boats,

and thirty-one men, who volunteered to

accompany him. As they reached the

out-pier, the day began to dawn ; in

spite, however, of this circumstance,

Jones determined not to abandon the en

terprise, but, despatched one boat with

Lieutenant Wallmgferd with the neces

sary combustibles to the north side of the

harbour, he proceeded with the other

party to the southern side. There was a

dead silence when Jones, at the head of

his party, scaled the walls. He succeeded

in spiking all the cannon of the first fort ;

and the sentinels being shut up in the

guard-house, were fairly surprised. Hav

ing succeeded thus far, Jones, with only

one man, spiked up all the cannon of the

southern fort, distant from the other a

quarter of a mile.

These daring exploits being all per.

formed without disturbing a single being,

Jones anxiously looked for the expected

blaze on the north side of the harbour.

His anxiety was further increased, as all

the combustibles had been entrusted to

the northern party, they, after performing

their task, having to join him to fire the

shipping on the south side. The an

xiously expected blaze did not, however,

appear; Jones hastened to Lieutenant

Wallingford, and found the whole party

in confusion, their light having burnt out

at the instant when it became necessary.

By a sad fatality his own division were in

the same plight, for, in hurrying to the

southern party, their candles had also

burnt out. The day was breaking apace,

and the failure of the expedition seemed

complete. Any other commander but

Jones would, in this predicament, have

thought himself fortunate in making his

retreat good ; but Jones would not re

treat. He had the boldness to send a

man to a house detached from the town

to ask for a light ; the request was suc

cessful, and fire was kindled in the steer

age of a large ship, which was surrounded

by at least one hundred and fifty others,

chiefly from two to four hundred tons

burden. There was not time to fire any

more than one place, and Jones's care

was to prevent that one from being easily

extinguished. After some search a bar

rel of tar was found, and poured into the

flames, which now burnt up from all the

hatchways. " The inhabitants," says

Jones, in his letter to the American com

missioners, " began to appear in thou

sands, and individuals ran hastily to

wards us ; I stood between them and the

ship on fire, with a pistol in my hand,

and ordered them to retire, which they

did with precipitation." The flames had

already caught the rigging, and began to

ascend the mainmast ; the sun was a full

hour's march above the horizon, and as

sleep no longer ruled the world, it was

time to retire ; we re-embarked without

opposition. After all my people had em

barked, I stood upon the pier for a con

siderable time, yet no person advanced ;

I saw all the eminences around the town

covered with the enraged inhabitants.

When we had rowed a considerable

distance from the shore, the English be

gan to run in vast numbers to their forts.

Their disappointment may be easily

imagined, when they found at least thirty

cannon, the instruments of their ven

geance, rendered useless. At length,

however, they began to fire ; having as I

apprehend, either brought down ship

guns, or used one or two cannon which

lay on the beach at the foot of the walls,
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dismantled, and which had not been

spiked. They fired with no direction,

and the shot falling short of the boats,

instead of dping any damage, afforded us

some diversion, which my people could

not help showing by firing their pistols,

&c. in return for the salute. Had it been

possible to have landed a few hours

sooner, my success would have been com

plete ; not a single ship out of more than

two hundred could possibly have escaped,

and all the world would not have been

able to have saved the town.—Life of

Paul Jones.

Miseellanies.
i * *

ANECDOTES OF LAW AND

LAWYERS.

George Alexander Steveks drolly

satirises the prolixity of our laws, by. one

Counsellor at the bar referring to the

084th page of the 120th folio volume of

the abridgement of the statues.

" The laws of China (Mr. Barrow tells

i>s) are but sixteen small volumes ; and

probably they have lasted for thousands

of years, for a population which. is equal

to that of one-third of the universe.

The Code Napoleon, we believe, is in

a single volume octavo.

The pictures of the Twelve Judges in

Guildhall, are those of the virtuous Sir

Matthew Hal«, and his eleven contem-

?onirics, who, after the dreadful fire in

lOndon, 16GG, regalated the re-building

of the city by such wise rules, as to pre

vent the endless train of vexatious law

suits which might have ensued. These

judges sat in Clifford's Inn, to compose

all differences between landlord and

tenant.

Richard Watts, who was a Member of

Parliament in the days of Queen Eliza

beth, being taken suddenly ill, he em

ployed a Proctor to make his will ; and

on his recovery, found that he had con

stituted himself heir to all his estates.

He gave a lasting testimony of his re

membrance of this, by building an alms

house at Rochester, with this notice over

the door:—"Six poor travelling men,

not contageously diseased, rogues, nor

Proctors, may have lodging here one night

freely, and every one four-pence every

morning." This inscription may be seen

to this day,

Voltaire records a law-suit that lasted

above sixty years, in France, and if not

at last compromised, would have ruined

the parties.

One of the longest law-suits is to be

found recorded in Camden's Britannia.

It was commenced between the h«u» of

Sir Thomas Talbot, Viscount Lisle, on

the one part, and the heirs of Lord

Berkeley on the other, about certain pos

sessions lying in Gloucestershire, not far

from Wotton-under-edge ; which suit be

gan in the end of the reign of king Ed

ward IV. and was depending until the

beginning of king James, when it was

finally compromised.

Summary Justice.—The prime minis

ter at Mahratta himself, perambulate»

the bazaars, or market places : and if he

happens to detect a tradesman selling

goods by false weight or measure, this

great officer breaks the culprit's head

with a large wooden mallet, kept espe

cially for that purpose BroughtotC*

Letters from a Mahratta Camp.

That most inimitably facetious law

case, called Jlullcm ;im\ Boalem, fashion

ed by George Alexander Stevens, jn big

Lecture on Heads, seems to be founded

on an anecdote to be found in a work, in

two vols, called Colloquia Facetia, S[C.

Lutheri, Francfort, 1571. It runs thus :

" A law case. Christophorus Gross used

to relate the following doubtful case. A

miller's ass wanting to drink, stepped

into a fisherman's boat, which was loosely

floating on the water ; and being thus

put in motion, carried the beast down

the stream. A law-suit was instituted

between the parties. The fisherman

complained that the miller's ass had

stolen his boat. The miller replied to

the accusation, by saying that the fisher

man's boat had run away with his ass.

Here issue was joined. Martin Luther

decided this point of dispute by saying,

that each party was to blame, being both

equally guilty of caielessness, in the first

instance."

COMBATS OF ANIMALS.

Combats of wild animals were frequent

entertainments in the days of Queen Eli

zabeth, when the whole court, with her

Majesty at its head, was accustomed to

attend them. An anecdote appears in

Mow's Annals, of a battle between three

mastiffs and a lion, the result of which

was favourable to the dogs. " One of

the dogs," it is said, " being put into the

den, was soon disabled by the lion, who

took him by the ; head and neck, and

dragged him about. Another dog was

then let loose, and served in the same

manner ; but the third being put in, im

mediately seized the lion by the lip, and

held him for a considerable time ; till

being severely torn by his claws, the dog

was obliged to quit his. hold; and the

lion, greatly exhausted by the conflict,
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refused to renew the engagement, 'but

taking a sudden leap over the dogs fled

into the interior part of his den. Two of

the dogs soon died of their wounds, the

third survived, and was taken great care

of by the Prince, who said, ' He that had

fought with the king of beasts, should

never after fight with an inferior crea

ture.' " The latest exhibition of this

kind, however, on record, took place in

the reign of James I., in the summer of

the year 1,609—the King, Queen, Prince,

in person, with a large retinue of nobles

being present. The story is very strangely

told in the first volume of Seymour's Sur

vey, but the event has a striking simila

rity to that which has just now occurred

at Warwick. " A bear," Seymour says—.

(-we quote from memory, but his words

are pretty nearly as follow)—" A bear

was turned loose into an open yard, and

a lion was let out of his den upon him ;

but the lion refused to attack him. Pre

sently two lions were turned in ; but nei

ther of them would assault the bear. A

horse was next put into the yard with the

two lions and the bear ; but the horse

only fell to grazing quietly beside them.

Two mastiff dogs were then let in, who

flew at the lion and fought with him,"

(with what success does not appear.)

" Afterwards six more dogs were let in,'

who attacked the horse—he being the most

conspicuous object ; but three bear-herds

then entered, and tescued the horse, and

brought away the dogs, while the lions

and the bear stood staring at them."

The Germans, as late as down to the

middle of the last century, were much

addicted to sports of this same kind ; and

Dr. Burney, in his Musical Tour,(Vn<i),

gives a translation of a curious bill which

he saw of such an exhibition at Vienna :

—1st, there was " a wild boar to be bait

ed ;" 2nd, " a great hear to be torn by

dogs ;" 3rd, " another boar to be baited

by very hungry dogs, defended by iron

armour ; and lastly, to use the words of

the exhibitor, the spectacle would con

clude thus—" a furious and hungry bear,

which has had no food for eight days, will

attack a wild bull, and eat him alive upon

the spot ; and if he should be unable to

complete the business, a wolf will be in

readiness to help him."

A third anecdote, related of a noble

man of the Milanese, who delighted in

fighting wolves, &c. with dogs, suggested

the ground, probably of a laughable

drama, called The Bear and the Pacha,

which was first acted in France, and at

most of our minor theatres, about three

years ago. The story is related very te

diously by an old Italian novelist ; but the

catastrophe is striking. Three peasants,

carrying a large bear in a caravan from

Genoa to Casteljo Sorbente, are stopped

by a party of banditti, who suppose that

the machine contains treasure. Finding

only the bear, and learning from the car

riers that it is sent from Archangel'to the

Marquis Marialvaj they resolve to indem

nify themselves for their disappointment

by robbing the chateau of his Grace. Ac

cordingly, the peasants are detained ; the

bear is killed and flayed, and one of ,the

gang causes himself to be sewed up in the

skin. On arriving at Castello Sorbente,

the Marquis is from home—this the

rogues knew, and have laid their account

accordingly. The supposed bear is deli

vered in his cage—the domestics being

afraid almost of the sight of him—and

placed for security, until the Lord comes

home, in the vestibule of the chateau. In

the night, when all seems safe, he lets

himself out of the machine, and proceeds

to admit his companions ; but, crossing

through the gardens for this purpose,

without adverting to what may affect him

in his assumed character, he is seized by

the wolf-dogs who are loose in the grounds

at night, and, before his cries can bring

assistance, torn to pieces as a bear.

BANKERS, ANCIENT AND MO

DERN.

Mr. Fosbroke, in his " Encyclopaedia

of Antiquities," on the authorities of the

encyclopaedists and others, gives the fol

lowing short account of their early his

tory :—

" The Trapezita* of the Greeks, and

Argentarii or Nammularii of the Ro

mans, were persons who lent money upon

usury, kept the accounts of other usurers,

and exchanged worn for new money, for

a profit, but did not deal in cheques,

drafts, &c. Beckmann, however, says

that they did pay money by a bill, which

process was termed prascribere and re-

scribere, and the assignment or draft at.

tributia, and dealt besides in exchanges

and discounts. Philip the Fair, in 1304,

ordered a bank to be held upon the great

bridge of Paris ; and they had booths

and tables before church doors, &c. called

' mensa combiatorum,' (our scriptural

' tables of the money-changers,') stands

at fairs for changing money, &c. They

were obliged to give security in property,

and were formed into guilds. We had a

.set of them called Caursini, from the fa

mily Caursini at Florence, it being agreed,

that however divided, they should take

the name of that family, penes guamsum.

ma mercatura erat. All the Italian

merchants who practised usury, were

called Lombards; hence our Lombard.
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street. The draft of one banker upon

another, and the cheque, occur in Rymer.

The deposit of money to be let out at in

terest is a practice of the Roman Argen-

tarii, who exercised their trade in the

Forum, under the inspection of the town

Magistrate ; and when they ceased to

show themselves, their bankruptcy was

declared by these words, foro cessit. "

Such is their, ancient history—with re-

gard to modem times Pennant says, re

gular banking by private people resulted

in 1643 from the calamity of the time,

when the seditious spirit was incited by

the acts of the Parliamentary leaders.

The merchants and tradesmen, who before

trusted their cash to their servants and

apprentices, found that no longer safe,

< neither did they dare to leave it in the

mints at the Tower, by reason of the dis

tresses of Majesty itself, which before

was a place of public deposit. In the

year 1645, they first placed their cash in

the hands of goldsmiths, who began pub

licly to exercise both professions. Even

in my days were several eminent bankers

who kept the goldsmith's shop, but they

were more frequently separated. The first

regular ' banker was Mr. Francis Child,

goldsmith, who began business soon after

the Restoration. He was the father of the

profession, a person of large fortune and

most respectable character. He married

between the years 1665 and 1675, Martha,

only daughter of Robert Blanchard, citi

zen and goldsmith, by whom he had

twelve children. Mr. Child was after

wards,knighted. He lived in Fleet-street,

where the shop still continues in a state

of the highest respectability. Mr. Gran

ger, in his Biographical History of Eng

land, mentions Mr. Child as successor to

the shop of Alderman Backwel, a banker

in the time of Charles the Second, noted

for his integrity, abilities, and industry,

who was ruined by the shutting up of the

Exchequer in 1672. His' books were

placed in the hands of Mr. Child, and

still remain in the family.

The next ancient shop was that possess

ed by Messrs. Snowe and Benne, a few

doors to the west of Mr. Child's, who

were goldsmiths of consequence, in the

latter part of the same reign. Mr. Gay

pelebrates the predecessor of these gentle

men, for his sagacity in escaping the

ruins of the fatal year 1720, in his epis

tle to Mr. Thomas Snow, goldsmith, near

Temple Bar :

O thou, whose penetrative wisdom found

The South Sea rocks, and shelves where thou

sands drowned,

When credit sunk, aud commerce grasping lay,

Thou stood'st, nor sent one hill unpaid away.

To the west of Temple Bar, the only

one was that of Messrs. Middleton and

Campbel, goldsmiths, who flourished in

1622, and is now continued with great

credit by Mr. Coutts. From thence to

the extremity of the western end of the

town, there was none till the year 1756,

when the respectable name of Backwel

rose again, conjoined to those of Darcl,

Hart, and Croft, who with great reputa

tion opened their shop in Pall Mall.

8$e ©attjerer. ~
" I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff.* - Wollon.

POPE'S NURSE.

There is in Twickenham church-yard,

an inscription to the memory of the wo

man who nursed Pope, of which the fol

lowing is a copy :—

" To the memory of Mary Beach, who

died Nov. 5, 1725, aged 78. Alexander

Pope, whom she nursed in his infancy,

and whom she affectionately attended for

twenty-eight years, in gratitude for such

a faithful old servant, erected this stone."

GAMING.

An Imitation of the Verses of Madame

Deshouliers, on the Love of Play.

Amusement which exceeds the measure

Of reason, ceases to be pleasure.

Play, merely for diversion's sake,

Is fair, nor risks a heavy stake.

An ambassador, who arrived from Con

stantinople to reside at Rome, retained in

his mind so high an idea of the grandeur

of the Ottoman empire, that having occa

sion to address Pope Leo, he thus ac

quitted himself. Having used the titles

of St. Barnard by calling the Pope Abel,

with respect to his eldership ; Noah, by

his government ; Melchisedech, by his

order ; and Aaron, by his dignity ; he ff . -

added, as characters paramount to all the ^ £

rest, Sultan of the Catholic Church, and fcPf

Grand Turk of the Christians.

TO CO-RESPONDENTS.

In our next we shall give an engraving of the

Boncasier Gold Cup, of 350 guineas value, with

several interesting articles from our correspon

dents, whose favours we fail not .to appreciate,

though we may seem tardy in acknowledging

them.

New Window-Bills for the Mirror, and other

Popular Works, published by J. Iito'ikd, are

now ready for delivery, at the Office, 143, Strand.

Printed and BttOlished by J. LlMMRD, MS,

Strand, (near Somerset-House,) and sold by all
Newsmen and Booksellers. . • '
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Soneasur dtoltj ttup, for isas

Among the sports and pastimes of the

people of England, there is not one so

generally attractive, o1 in which so large

a number of persons can participate at one

time, as horse racing. From the Sovereign,

who patronises horse races by his presence,

and supports them by his bounty, to the

humblest of his liege subjects, they are in

general popular, and we therefore are, we

presume, pretty sure of gratifying a con

siderable portion of our readers,, in select

ing for one of the embellishments of our

present Microu, a correct representation

of the splendid Gold Cup which was con

tended for at the Doncaster races which

have just closed.

Vol. vi. R

This cup, which is one of the most

massive and elegant prizes ever contended

for on the turf, was given by the stewards

of the Doncaster race meeting, the Mar

quis ofIiondonderry, and Sir John Vanden

liempi.li' Johnstone, Bart. The cup was

of the value of three hundred and fifty

guineas, and while it evinced the taste

and liberality of the spirited donors, it

also reflected great credit on the ingenuity

of Mr. Bright, of Doncaster, the silver

smith, who has for many years furnished

the gold cups at these races.

This magnificent vase (says the editor

of the Annals of Sporting, in language

somewhat obscure,) is of the low and wide

241
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picturesque form, prevalent in the reign of

Louis Quatorze ; the ornaments are of the

same Arabesque style : a horse of Araby,

rampant and exceedingly spirited, forms

the prominent object on either side, whilst

from the stem rich acanthus and lotus

foliage curls gracefully to their feet. A

very free and beautiful scroll-work encir

cles the body of the vase, and a varied

and projecting carving of leaves drops

over the rim. The crest is formed of a

basket, rich with fruits and flowers, a

portion of which seems to drop naturally

and gracefully on the cover. A fluted

circular pedestal, richly ornamented by

a frieze of scroll foliage issuing from the

two ends, and which form the handles,

supports the vase. The arms and names

of the stewards are on each side, and are

most distinctly and beautifully executed.

Doncaster races commenced on Monday

the lpth of September ; on the following

day the great St. Leger's stakes was run

for by thirty horses, and won by Mr.

Watt's Memnon.

TheGold Cup, of which our engraving is

a beautiful representation, was contended

for on Wednesday the 21st of September,

and excited intense interest. The cup was

free for any horse ; three years old, to

carry 7 st.; four years, 8 st. 3 lbs. ; five

years, 8 st. 10 lbs. ; six years old and aged,

9 st. The winner of the St. Leger to

carry 3 lbs. extra if he started, but Mr.

Watt selling Memnon for 3,500 guineas

to the Earl of Darlington, with the con

dition that he should not run for the cup,

he, of course, did not start. The distance

was two miles and five furlongs. Nine

horses started, but only three were named

coming in in the following order :—

Mr. Whittaker's br. p., Lottery, by

Tramp, 5 yrs. ..... 1

Mr. F. Craven's b. c., Longwaist, 4 yrs. 2

Mr. Lumley's gr. c., Falcon, 3 yrs. - 3

The other horses that run were Cedric,

Figaro, Zealot, Starch, Crowcatcher, and

Mr. Duncombe's ch. f., by St, Helena.

The odds at starting were 13 to 8 against

Lottery, 2 to ) against Cedric, 7 to 1

against Longwaist, and 10 to 1 against

Figaro. At the word " go," Lottery went

off leading, and at a quick pace, but very

closely followed by Longwaist : the riding

round by the Judge's stand was beautiful,

and Sam Day getting, at the turn, his

horse's head close upon the haunches of

Lottery, the pace was now severe and the

struggle to keep in good places not the

easiest. All tried in their turn to reach

the leader, but George Nelson knew that

if his horse was headed or collared, he

would probably shut himself up and drop

«ood running at the press, and he, there.

fore, kept on at a killing rate over every

inch of the ground. Chiffhey, upon

Figaro, made his run at the Red-House,

but, though his hoise was fast, (he says,

as fast as the first and second,) his jour-

neyings had leg-wearied him, and he could

not sustain his speed. At the distance

Longwaist actually run up, and headed

Lottery, the others were by this time dead

beat, and Nelson was compelled to use

whip and spur with no moderate degree

of infliction ; fortunately for him and Mr.

Whitaker, the horse answered, and he

won by half a neck,—two or three lengths

more and the result might have been dif

ferent. This was decidedly the finest race

of the meeting.

In our next Mmaou we shall give an

historical account of horse-racing, ancient

and modem.

THE WEDDING-RING AND THE

RING FINGER.

There are few objects amongst the pro.

ductions of art contemplated with such

lively interest by ladies after a certain

age, as the simple and unadorned annular

implement of Hymen yclept the wedding-

.ring ; this has been a theme for poets

of every calibre ; for geniuses of every

wing, from the dabbling duckling to the

solar eagle. The mouldy antiquary can

tell the origin of the custom with which

it is connected, and perchance why a ring

is round, and account for many circum

stances concerning the ceremony of the

circlet, on the most conclusive evidence,

amounting to absolute conjectural demon-

stration ; amidst all that has been said

and written in reference to the ring, I

believe the more lovely part engaged in

the mystic matter, the taper residence of

this ornament has heen neglected; now

this is rather curious, as there are facts

belonging to the ring finger which render

it in a peculiar manner an appropriate

emblem of the matrimonial union ; it is

the only finger where two principal nerves

belong to two distinct trunks ; the thumb

is supplied with its principal nerves from

the radial nerve, as is also the fore-finger,

the middle finger, and the thumb side .of

the ring finger, whilst the ulnar nerve

furnishes the little finger and. the other

side of the ring finger, at the point or ex.

tremity of which a real union takes place ;

it seems as if.it were intended by. nature

to.be the matrimonial finger.

That the side of the ring finger next

the little finger is supplied by the ulnar

nerve is frequently proved by a common

accident,—that of striking the elbow

against the edge of a chair, a door, or any

narrow hard substance ; the ulnar nerve
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is then frequently struck and a thrilling

sensation is felt in the little finger, and

on the same side of the ring fmger, but

not on the other side of it.

Anatomicus Jraior.

YORK MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

( Concluded from page 2'il.)

THIRD DAY.

Thursday, Sept. 15.

The disappointment sustained by many

persons yesterday seemed to hare had its

influence upon those desirous of witness

ing this sublime music which palls not

the appetite, but seems to "make the

meat it feeds upon." The Cathedral was

more crowded than ever ; and hundreds,

who would willingly have been present,

were obliged to submit to a disappoint

ment, not a ticket being procurable.

The First Part opened with the first

and last movements of the Overture in

" Saul," which was succeeded by a selec

tion from " Judas Macoabceus," com

mencing with the chorus, " Mourn, ye

afflicted." Then followed—

Duet—Miss Ooodall and Miss Travis,

" From this dread scene."

Recit. and Song—Mr. Braham, " Sound

an alarm.'*

Chorus—" We hear, we hear."

Song—Miss Goodall, " Come ever smil

ing liberty."

Recit,—Mr. Sapio, " So wffl'd my Fa

ther."

Trio and Chorus—" Disdainful of Dan

ger." Messrs. Knyvett. Terrail, Vaug-

han, Sapio, Phillips, and Bellamy.

Song—Miss Wilkinson, " Father of

Heaven."

Chorus—" Fall'n is the Foe."

Recit. and Song—Mr. Phillips, " The

Lord worketh wonders."

Song—Miss Stephens, " Wise men flat

tering."

Duet and Chorus—Miss Travis and Miss

Farrar, " Sion now."

Recit. and Song—Madame Caradori, " So

shall the lute."

Song—Mr. Bellamy, " Rejoice, O Ju-

dah."—Chorus, " Hallelujah."

The words which close the first

chorus, " Your father, friend, and hero,

is no more," was given with an effect pe

culiarly touching. Miss Goodall and

Miss Travis sung " From this dread

scene," in which their voices were blend

ed in the sweetest and most touching

tones. We had, indeed, a rich treat in

the performance of " Sound an alarm,"

by Mr. Braham, whose soft but effective

opening of the song was followed up with

a spirited and brilliant execution hardly

to be equalled, particularly in the fine ex.

pressioi: he gave to the words, " and call

the brave, the only brave around." This

call was well answered in the following

chorus, " We hear," which was very

spiritedly performed, and the piano part

" If to fall ; for laws, religion, liberty,

we fall," was managed with the most ju

dicious effect. Miss Goodall gave the

song " Come, ever smiling Liberty," in

a very pleasing manner, throwing into its

execution a chaste but becoming spirit.

The recitative by Mr. Sapio, " So will'd

my father," was rich in its expression.

The trio and its chorus " Disdainful of

danger," opened by Messrs. Knyvett,

Terrail, Vaughan, Sapio, and Bellamy,

seemed like the leading of the generals to

the attack, and the roaring voices and in

struments which followed as the advance

of the victorious force, whose triumph

was sweetly carolled forth in the delight

ful air, sung by Miss Wilkinson, " Fa

ther of Heaven," &c. Mr. Phillips exe

cuted the air " The Lord worketh won.

ders," with much effect. Miss Stephens

next delighted us with the air " Wise

men flattering may deceive you" which

was given in a very chaste manner, and

the flute in the accompaniment finely

blending with the voire added greatly to

its pleasing effect. Madame Caradori

warbled the air " So shall the lute and

harp awake," in her sweetly dulcet notes,

which she swelled out with much spirit

at the closing cadence. The grand cho

rus " O Judah rejoice," closed this part,

awakening every feeling in its loud ana

re-echoing Hallelujahs.

The whole of the pieces were admira

bly performed ; and the song of " Wise

men flattering," would induce us to

think that Handel was by no means so

insensible to the uses of, and beautiful

effects to be produced by wind instru

ments, as he is represented to have been.

The flutes, hautboys, and bassoon obli

gate were beautifully expressive in the

responses which they made to each other,

and to the voice in this beautiful melody.

The Second Part was from the opening

of Haydn's Creation, and included the

following :—

Overture, Chaos.

Recit.—Mr. Phillips, " In the begin

ning."

Chorus—" And the spirit."

Recit. and Song—Mr. Vaughan, " Now

vanish."

Chorus—" Despairing."

Recit. and Air—Mr. Phillips, " The

dreadful tempest."

Air and Chorus—Miss Travis, " The

glorious hierarchy,"

R2
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Recit. and Song—Mr. Bellamy, " Roll

ing in foaming billows."

Recit. and Song—Madame Caradori,

" With verduie clad."

Recit.—Mr. Sapio, " And the heavenly

host."

Chorus—" Awake the harp."

Recit. and Air—Mr. Braham, " In splen-

' dour bright."

Chorus—" The heavens are telling."

This most celebrated of all Haydn's

works, was commenced by him in 1755»

when he was about 63 years old. It was

finished in 1758 ; and brought out at

Vienna the same year. It was published

in score in England, in 1800, when it

was performed at Worcester.

It opens with an overture representing

chaos ; one of the most singular compo

sitions perhaps upon record. The ear is

struck by an incongruity of sounds,

which in horrid discord strike harshly on

the sense. Many images are suggested—

but nothing is completed : and if it is

possible for music to impart sense to

sound, we thing no bad notion of those

ideas which impress our imagination,

when we endeavour to picture to ourselves

" Chaos and the world unborn,"

is conveyed by this celebrated overture.

Still the idea is fanciful and wild ; and

many persons might hear it without re

cognizing chaos in the composition, un

less they had received a previous intima

tion. So thinks Haydn's biographer.

The overture was performed in a style of

surpassing excellence, exceeding, we

think, anything we ever before heard.

The opening of Haydn's " Creation"

commenced the Second Part. The reci

tative " In the beginning,** was given by

Mr. Phillips with majestic expression,

but it was in the chorus " And the Spirit

of God," that the powerful effect of this

fine composition was principally mani

fested.—The divine command " Let there

be light," pronounced in the sweetest

tones of the semi-chorus, leaves the hear

ers as it, were totally unguarded as to the

stupendous effect, the description of which

is continued in still softer strain, the words

" and there was" being sung by the prin

cipal performer only, the whole force of

drums, trombones, trumpets, basses, and

the. hundreds of instruments and voices

bursting at once in the expression of

" Light."' The effect was overpower

ing in the extreme and the sudden start

of the audience owned its electric influ

ence. The sweet Tecitative which pre

cedes, the song " Nov) vanish before holy

beams," " And God saw the light," was

finely performed by Mr. Vaughan ; the

chorus " Despairing," &c. completing

this dramatic representation of the world's

emerging from Chaos, with the most

sublime close. The accompanied recita

tive by Mr. Phillips " The dreadful tem

pest now is roused," was rich in beauty

and magnificence, and the " awful thun

der," the " reviving rain," the " waste

ful hail," and the " flaky snow," seemed

in imagination to descend from the store

house of heaven. Miss Travis was heard

with much power and effect in the air

" The glorious hierarchy of heaven,"

and Mr. Bellamy's air " Rolling in foam

ing billows," again brought before us the

grand and the majestic in the birth of

nature. Madame Caradori continued the

pleasing description, in the air, " With

verdure clad," and the sweet tones of her

mellifluous notes seemed to claim affinity

with the vernal beauties which formed

the subject of her song. The chorus

" Awake the harp, the lyre awake," fol

lows most appropriately. Mr. Braham

again came forward in the accompanied

recitative " In splendour bright," which

he commenced with a brilliancy of execu

tion adapted to the nature of the subject.

His peculiar emphatic expression of the

words " the sun emerging darts his glo

rious rays," was extremely grand, and

the chastened tone of the words " With

softer beams" well expressed the retiring

of " the greater light," and the silver

beaming of the gentle moon. The grand

chorus " The Heavens are telling," with,

the fine trio " Day unto day," charmingly

sung by Miss Goodall, Mr. Sapio, and

Mr. Phillips, ended the Second Part.

The Third Part was a selection from

the second and third Parts of the " Cre

ation," and contained the chief beauties

of those parts of the Oratorio, including—

Recit. and Air — Miss Goodall, " On

mighty plumes."

Trio—Miss Goodall, Messrs. Sapio and

Bellamy, " How beautiful."

Chorus — " Jehovah reigns." (Solos

doubled.)

Song—Mr. Phillips, " Heaven now in

fullest.

Recit. and Air—Mr. Braham, " In na-.

tive grace."

Hymn (Doubled)—" By thee with bliss."

Chorus-^" For ever blessed."

Duet—Miss Stephens and Mr. Bellamy,

" Gentle Consort."

Chorus—" Accomplished is the glorious

work." .

The most striking beauties were the air

On mighty plumes, sung by MissGoodall ;

the air Heaven now infullest splendour,

by Mr. Phillips ; and the air by Mr.

Braham In native grace, which with its

peculiar sweetness formed a fine contrast

to the more sublime and martial themes
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in which he had before engaged at the

morning performances. Miss Stephens

and Mr. Bellamy sang the duet between

Adam and Eve, beginning Gentle con

sort thee possessing, with that tender

expression suited to the composition ; and

the chorus Accomplished is the glorious

work, ended the third day's perform

ance.

FOUrTH DAY.

F'jiay, September 10.

If possible, an increased eagerness was

manifested to be present at this last of the

series of grand sacred performances. The

doors were again besieged at an early

hour, and as the time of the commence

ment arrived, all the wonted pressure was

felt by their early occupants.

The selection for this day was replete

with all the variety and sublimity the

" heaven born science " can furnish. The

first part consisted of the

First and fourth movements of the " Det-

tingen Te Deum." . . . Handel.

Song—Mi&s Travis, ""What tho' I

trace." (Solomon) .... Do.

Chorus—" Let none despair." . Do.

Song—Mr. Phillips, " Tears such as

tender fathers shed."—(Deborah) Do.

Dead March—(Saul. ) . . . .Do.

Quartet—MissGoodall f

MissTravis, Messrs.

Knyvett, Terrail,

Vaughan, Sapio,

Phillips, and Bel

lamy, " When the

ear heard him."

Chorus—" He deliver

ed the poor."

Song—Miss Stephens,

Lord," (Esther.) ....

Grand Chant—Venile emltemus

Jubilate Deo . . P. Humphreys.

Recit. and Song—Mr. Vaughan, " Gen

tle airs," ( Athalia) . . . Handel.

St. Mathew's Tune, as arranged for the

Ancient Concert by Mr. Greatorex—

Miss Travis, Messrs. Knyvett, Vaug

han, and Bellamy . . . Dr. Croft.

Motett—" The arm of the Lord," (in

troduced in the Oratorio of Judah, by

W. Gardiner.) Haydn.

Recit. and Air — Miss Ste- .

phens, "As from thepower." (Handel.

Chorus — "The dead shall j

live." (Dryden's Ode.) '

The piercing notes of the trumpet in

the seraphic ascription to the " Holy

Lord God of Sabaoth," was overpower-

ingly grand. This chorus was followed

by the song What tho' I trace, by Miss

Travis. The air by Mr. Phillips, Tears

such as tender fathers shed, was given

with great feelmg, and the succeeding

(Funeral

Anthem.)
Do.

Praise the

Do.

and

celebrated Dead March, in Saul, formed

a solemn prelude to the fine funeral an

them, composed by Handel, on the death

of queen Caroline, the consort of George

II. the quartet, When the ear heard, &c.

was finely performed. The chorus was

admirable, and the canto and alto voices

came in with fine effect, between the full

harmony of its louder parts. Handel's

song from Esther, Praise the Lord with

cheerful voice, was sung by Miss Ste

phens, and accompanied on the harp by

Mr. Bochsa. This was a charming per

formance, and displayed Miss S.'s vocal

talents to greater advantage than any of

her previous songs had done. The ac

companiment was a brilliant exhibition

of Mr. Bochsa's execution on his favou

rite and elegant instrument. The grand

chants, Venile emltemus and Jubilate

Deo, by P. Humphreys, afforded a grand

specimen of the beauties of this species

of church music, when performed by so

stupendous a choir. The next treat was

the singing of Gentle airs, melodious

strains, by Mr. Vaughan, with an in

imitable accompaniment on the violon

cello, by Mr. Lindley, which was fol

lowed by the 10th Psalm (O. V.) sung

to St. Mathew's tune, and had a very

good effect. The motet, The arm of the

Lord, introduced into the Oratorio of

Judah, by W. Gardiner, Esq. was re

plete with overpowering sound and sweet

harmony. As from the power of sacred

lays, afforded Miss Stephens another op

portunity of displaying the richness of

her voice, and the trumpet, introduced

in the accompaniment, was heard with

superior effect. The chorus, The dead

shall live, closed the First Part In a

most impressive style.

The Second Part consisted of—

Fourth Concerto (Oboe) . . Handel.

Luther's Hymn-Mr.Braham - M.Luther.

Chorus—" He gave them f

hailstones" ....

Chorus—" He sent a thick

darkness"

Chorus—" He smote all"

the first-born" . ,

Chorus—" But as for his

people" ...

Song—Mademoiselle Garcia, " Gratias

agimus" Guglielmi.

Chorus—" He rebuked the Red Sea,"

(Israel m Egypt) . . . Handel.

Duet—Messrs. Bellamy and Phillips,

" The Lord is a man of war" (Ditto)

Handel.

Song—Miss Wilkinson, " Lord to thee"

(Theodora) Handel.

Recit. Solos, and Double Chorus—Miss

Stephens and Mr. Braham, " The Lord

shall reign" (Israel in Egypt) Handel.

Israel

in

Egypt.
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Luther's Hymn (In which Madame Ca

talan! shone so pre-eminently last Festi

val), lost none of its interest in the hands

of our celebrated English vocalist ; and

the attenuation of sound, from the trum

pet of Mr. Harper, is we suppose, as near

perfection as it is possible for humanity to

go. Mr. Braham's expression of the

words " the graves restore" in the softest

Piano, and the closing words " Prepare

my soul to meet him," which he swelled

out with a power (hat penetrated and

shook the mighty temple, thrilled through

the soul with the most awful sensations.

The grand chorus " He gave them hail

stones for rain" was sublime in the ex

treme. The opening symphony increased

upon the ear like the drops that fall pro

cursive to the storm, the tremendous force

of which was shortly poured forth with

overwhelming fury. The trumpet in the

part " fire mingled with the hail ran

along the ground," was astonishingly ex

pressive of that awful visitation, and the

subsequent parts of this chorus was equally

well performed. The Bravura " Gratias

agimus tibi" was brilliantly sung by

Mdlle. Garcia, accompanied by Mr. Will-

man on the clarionet. This was followed

by another magnificent chorus from

" Israel in Egypt,"—" He rebuked the

Red Sea" in which the rolling drums,

and the murmuring bass seemed like the

foaming of the angry billows, whilst the

voices in their close enunciation, not un

aptly expressed the steady march of the

Israelites between the walls of waters.

" The Lord is a man ofwar" was finely

sung by Mr. Bellamy and Mr. Phillips.

A pleasing song by Miss Wilkinson, from

Handel's " Theodora"—Lord to thee each

night and day" intervened between the

above duet and the grand double chorus

of " The horse and his rider," which

ended the Second Part.

The Third Part included—

Becit. March, Air, and Chorus—Mr.

Sapio, " Glory to God" (Joshua)—

Handel.

Becit.Accompanied, Mr.Braham "Deeper

and deeper still" (Jephthah) . Handel.

Song—"Waft her angels" (ditto) - ditto.

Chorus—" O God who In thy heavenly

hand (Joseph) Handel.

Duet—Miss Goodall and Miss Wilkinson,

" Te ergo quffisumus" . . Graun.

Hymn in D—" Glory praise" . Mozart.

Song—Mr. Bellamy, " The Seasons"—

Callcott.

Chorus—" Bex Tremendae" . . .

Quartet—Mademoiselle Garcia, Ma

dame Caradori, Miss Wilkinson,

Messrs. Knyvett, Vaughan, Sapio,

Phillips, and Bellamy, " Bene-

dictus" (Requiem)

Song—Madame Caradori, "Holy, Holy,"

(Redemption) i . . . . Handel.

Coronation Anthem—" Zadok the Priest"

—Handel.

The recitative and air were given with

great spirit by Mr. Sapio, and the chorus

well performed by the band. " O mag

nify the Lord,"—Handel, was introduced

by Miss Travis, by particular request,

and gave much gratification by the pleas

ing style in which it was sung. That

fine recitative " Deeper and deeper still,"

was given by Mr. Braham, with a feeling

and a pathos of which no description can

convey an idea; the expression of the

words " a thousand pangs that lash me

into madness," was an Inimitable effort.

The air " Waft her angels," was delight

fully sung. The duet " Te ergo quasu-

mus," was sung most charmingly. " An

gels ever bright and fair, was sung by

Miss Stephens in a manner the most de

lightful and affecting. A Hymn by Mo

zart, had a very good effect. " These as

they change," by Mr. Bellamy, was fine

in its execution. The sweet song " Holy,

Holy, Lord God Almighty," was sung in

the most simply pious strain by Madame

Caradori, who, if she does not always ex

hibit intensity of feeling, never offends in

the smallest degree by imperfect intona

tion.

The day's performance, and the Festi

val concluded, very appropriately, with

the " Coronation Anthem ;" and at its

commencement, by command of the

Dean, the West doors were thrown open,

and the crowd assembled without were

admitted to hear that sublime composi

tion, and to join with their hearts, if not

with their voices, in the choral shout of

" God save the King—Long live the

King—May the King live for ever !"

The Festival has been altogether the

greatest musical gratification which has

been experienced in England since the

Commemoration of Handel, of which we

gave an account in No. CLXI. of the

M i HitoR. The superiority of Handel as

an oratorio writer, was strongly proved at

this Festival, which was attended by all

the rank and fashion not only of York

shire, but of the neighbouring counties,

as well as numerous visitors from the

Metropolis, and not a few^from the Con

tinent.

Three conceits were given on the even

ings of Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs

day, which were well attended ; and the

vocal and instrumental performances were

of the highest order. The receipts at the

Festival in 1823 amounted to 16,174/.

and the expenditure was 8,80!)/. ; the re

ceipts of 1825, 20,560/., expenditure

18,000/.
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The band cost more than the one in

1823, by 2,5<KM. This of course is in

cluded m the latter sum ; and it also in.

eludes C,0(MH. expended in the site and

erection of the New Music Hall. It,

however, should be understood, that there

are two distinct funds—one formed by

the receipts at the Rooms—the other by

those at the Minster. The Music Hall

was to be paid for out of the former—but

the receipts there being deficient for the

purpose, and the Hall haying been de

voted for ever to the public charities; it is

more than probable that the two funds

will be joined in one, for the purpose of

liquidating the debt.

The following is a correct statement of

the number of tickets issued for the vari

ous performances, during the Festival of

1825:—

MORNING PERFORMANCES.

Tickets, at

One guinea - -

Fifteen shillings

Seven shillings -

Five shillings

3,3s9 5,736 6,102 5,107

CONCERTS.

l Tuesday's Concert - - 1,179

Wednesday's ditto - 1,804

Thursday's - ditto - - 1,353

BALLS.

Monday's Ball, at seven shillings . - - - 734

Friday's (Fancy) Ball, at fifteen shillings . 2,262

Numbers present in 1823 .

. Cathedral.

1st Morning - - 3,050

2nd ditto - - - 4,685

3rd ditto - - - 4,840

4th ditto - - - 4,145

1st Concert •

2nd ditto - .

1st Ball . -

2nd ditto - -

. 1,355

- 1,525

- 1,450

THE MArr ED STATE.
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A SONU.

«, (For the Mirror,)

[The following Song is copied from a manuscript

in the British Museum. Whether it has ap

peared in print before, or not, the gentleman

who sends it cannot say. It is certainly very

old.]

Master Tommy's married ;

Fray what says St. Paul ?

If I'm not mistaken,

Marry not at all.

Tol de rol de rol de,

Tol de rol de rol de.

If I take a wife,

Whosoe'er she be,

Tho' she be an angel.

Still she's wife to me. . .

If she brings me money,

Will it be forgot i

If she brings me nothing,

Can we boil the pot ?

If she is a beauty,

Then the Spaniards say

She'll be ever gadding;—

Very like she may. »

If she is a wit,

The Lord have mercy then ; ,

For if her tongue is silent,

She'll employ her pen.

If she's weak and silly,

She'll disgrace my name ;

If I choose the folly,

I must bear the blame.

But if in domestics, , .

Madame is no fool, . .

All the night I'm lectured,

All day long at school.

Thus, Sir, I have run thro'

All the married. state;

When I am more knowing,

I'll communicate.

Tol de rol de rol de,

Tol de rol de rol de.

A POETICAL EPISTLE

Sent to a Widow of the name of Britton, who

carried on the business of Boot-making, after

the death of her husband.

(For the Mirror.)

One would think that I lived as far offas Thames

Ditton,
As you don't send the lad with my boots, Mrs.

Britton;
Those you sent me before, I in no way could get

on,
And he promised to bring me some more—Mrs.

Britton ;

'Tis asubject not worthy to exercise wit on,

But I don t understand this neglect- Mrs.Britton ;

Of boots or of shoes I have scarcely a bit on,

So pr'ythee be speedy, my good Mrs. Britton ;

This plan is the best that, I trust, I could hit on,

To get what I ordered from you—Mrs. Britton;

Pray send him to-morrow, with others to fit on.

Then I'll say, none so punctual as you—Mrs.

Britton ;

But if you omit it, I'll say I ne'er lit on

Such a negligent sole as you are—Mrs. Brittou.

Leather Lane. Barnab* Barefoot.

A BLIND WATCHMAKER/

(For the Mirror.)

It has often been recorded that persons

deprived of that most inestimable bles

sing, eye-sight, have, by dint of per.

severance and by possessing other facul

ties to a greater degree of perfection than

usual, been enabled to read, write, draw,

play cards, &c. and have produced many

specimens of their knowledge of the

Mechanical and Fine Arts, that would
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have reflected honour on any artist. In-

stances of this kind seldom occur, but

when it does, it show* the benevolence of

our Creator, who in depriving us of one

faculty, bestows the .others in greater

abundance. We have been led to these

remarks by witnessing a few years since,

at Barnstaple, a sign over a door, de

noting that clocks, watches, &c. were

repaired by Wm. Huntley, a blind man.

On making ' inquiry, we were informed

that this man was bom blind, or at least

that he has no recollection of ever see

ing. He was bred by his father, who

was a watch and clock maker, to that

business, which he now follows, and has

plenty of" employment, being considered

by the inhabitants very superior in his

profession ; he repairs musical clocks and

watches, and seldom meets with any

difficulty in repairing the most compli

cated. It often occurs that in cases

where others have failed in completely re

pairing a watch or clock, this man has

discovered the defect.

EPITAPH

(Copiedfrom a stone in the church-yard

of East Grinstead, in Sussex.)

In memory of Russell Hall

And Mary his wife.

. He died March 25, 1810,

Aged 79 years.

. She died August 22, 1800,

Aged 58 years.

The" ritual stone thy. children lay

O'er thy respected dust,

" Only proclaims the mournful day

When we our parents lost.

To copy thee in life we'll strive,

And when we that resign

May some good-natured friend survive

To lay our bones by thine.

the novel sounds were gladly heard, and

the people flocked to the " village spire

which points to Heaven." The stranger

proceeded with the service, and delivered

a discourse that fully convinced his ad

miring hearers there was no lack of re

verend qualification for his office. Upon

the eve of his departure, the prcaeher left

a record in the vestry-book, under the

proper date, to this effect :—" Divme ser

vice was performed here this day, by the

Bishop of Bath and Wells."

INDOLENCE REBUKED.

A CURE of Souls, in one of the parishes

of the county of Somerset, failing to

be closely attended by its spiritual shep

herd, as was his duty, one Sunday

morning a gentleman rode up to the

church-door, and not finding it open, as

he appeared to expect, inquired for the

clerk or sexton, to whom he put the ques

tion, whether there would be any service

that' morning? "Why, non, Zur, "

said John, " I donH think there wool;

we mus'nt expect measter here to-day!"

"Well, never mind him," said the in

quirer, " go and ring the bell ; I am come

to do this day's service." John's dutiful

instinct being sufficiently alive to the com

mand, without the ceremony of first learn

ing the name and quality of his director,

AWKWARD EXECUTIONS

Some of the daily newspapers have got

up a very strange story about a man who

was hanged at Bari, in Naples, recovered

under the hands of a surgeon—found him

self stark naked—demanded his clothes

from the hangman, and on the very offi

cial refusal of that functionary to deliver

up his perqjuisies, drew a knife and slew,,

or almost skw Jack Ketch ; for which he

is to be hanged again. There is a de

gree of verisimilitude about this, story,,

which is quite refreshing. We can only

approach it in our history. When Major

General Harrison was hanged for being

one of the Judges of Charles I., the rope

broke, and the undaunted regicide, pre

vious to being tied up again, struck the

hangman a sound box on the ear for hi*

negligence in tying him up. A more

wonderful but less tragical and notorious

similarity took place in Cork, where a

tailor was hanged, but revived under the

hands of Glover, a player at that time

performing in Cork. The first use the

incorrigible tailor made of his revivifica

tion was to get dead drunk, in which state

he went to the theatre where Glover per

formed that evening, and thanked him in

presence of the astonished audience, from

the gallery, for his kind exertions. Bras-

bridge, the ex-silversmith and Horace

Walpole, of Fleet-street, also deposes to

this fact, which he had from the lips of

Glover, a competitor of his in days lang

syne.

BEAU BRUMMELI*

Beau Bruiimeli, in the zenith of hit

reign, was one day accosted by a notorious

garnisher, with "Do you go to Mrs.

Boehm's masquerade to-night, Brum-

mell ?"—" Yes, certainly/' was the reply.

" Good ! and pray do you go in disguise,

or as a gentleman?"—Soured, but not

moved from his natural coolness, by such

a question, BrummeR replied, " I think

of going as Apollo, and, if so, shall take

you as my lyre !"—(Quaere, liar ?)
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tablet to tfft ptemorp or ?LorU Vgron.

IN THE VAULT BENEATH,

WHERE MANY OP HIS ANCESTORS AND HIS MOTHER ARE sURIED.

LIE THE REMAINS OF

GEORGE GORDON NOEL BYRON,

LORD BYRON OF ROCHDALE,

IN THE COUNTY OF LANCASTER:

THE AUTHOR OF " CHILDE HAROLD'S PILGRIMAGE."

HE WAS BORN IN LONDON, ON THE

22"I' OF JANUARY, 1788;

HE DIED AT MISSOLONGHI, IN WESTERN GREECE,

ON THE 19™ OF APRIL, 1824,

ENGAGED IN THE GLORIOUS ATTEMPT TO RESTORE THAT

COUNTRY TO HER ANCIENT FREEDOM AND RENOWN.

HIS SISTEr, THE HONORABLE

AUGUSTA MARY LEIGH,

TLACED THIS TABLET TO HIS MEMORY.

,-PE
■■111If

Unwilling to detain from our readers

anything which relates to that noble bard,

whose fame will be coeval with the per.

manence of the English language, we in

serted, in No. CLVIII. of the Mirror,

the inscription on a Grecian tablet of

white marble, erected in August last, to

the memory of Lord Byron, in the chan

cel of Hucknall church, without waiting

until we could give an engraving of this

simple tribute to the greatest poet of his

age. We have since procured a very

correct drawing of the tablet, and lose no

time in presenting our readers with an en

graving from it.

A person of Lord Byron's genius needs

not the aid of marble to perpetuate his

fame or memory, for though

« Some when they die, die all; their mouldering

clay

Is but an emblem of their memories."

Yet Byron has left ' '

. « A mark behind,

Shall pluck the shining age froin vulgar time,

And give it whole to late posterity."

We fear, however, respect for the illus

trious dead is not a virtue that increases

in this country. The first of modem

dramatists, Sheridan, slumbers in West

minster Abbey, with no record of his

fame save a plain stone which covers his

remains. Charles Dibdin, who deserved

a national monument for his patriotic

sea songs, which not only manned our

navy with volunteers, but won our battles,

remains without a single memorial ; and a

plain tablet, with an inscription niggardly

of praise, is all that is given to Byron.

On this subject, and the respect in which

the memory of this great poet is held, we

cannot do better than conclude with the

following interesting article from the

Nottingham Review :—
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LORD BYRON.

The name of Byron is immortalized

by the splendour of his genius and the

transcendant beauty of his poetical com

positions, no less than by his ardent love

of liberty, which led him to volunteer his

services, his purse and his person, and to

yield his dying breath in the cause of

the Greeks. It is no wonder, therefore,

that the spot ofground which contains the

dear deposit of his body should be

visited by many who honour his name,

and are desirous of paying a tribute of

respect to his memory. Some of those

distinguished foreigners who had the

happiness of being acquainted with him

in other countries, have, on their arrival

in Britain, with eager haste sought for

his grave, kneeled upon his tomb, and

bedewed the hallowed ground with their

tears. But these have not been alone in

their mourning—many of his countrymen

.who have read his works, have felt their

souls inspired by the ever-living Are which

pervades his writings, and acknowledging

the triumphs of his mighty pen, in the

use of which he had no compeer, they

have also paid their silent homage at his

last earthly resting place. Amongst these,

a stranger, whose name we know not,

presented himself at Hucknall, in July

last, a few days before the monumental

inscription to the memory of Lord Byron

was fixed in its destined place. The

stranger inquired of the clerk of the

church whether there was not a book in

which strangers who visited the tomb of

this great man might inscribe their

names ? and on finding their was no such

record, he promised to send one, and in a

few days afterwards that promise was ful

filled/ The clerk of the parish has been

so obliging as to show us the book : it is

a small octavo, very nearly bound, and in

the first three pages is an inscription and

a few stanzas, which we have copied be

low. There are many blank pages to re

ceive the names of visitors, and there are

some very respectable names, both of

Englishmen and foreigners already in

scribed ; but the stranger who furnished

the book has not given his name, neither

have we any key to it further than the

initials' J. B.'

' TO THE IMMORTAL & ILLUSTRIOUS

FAME Or

LORD BYRON,

TBE FIRsT POET OF THE AGE

IN wHICH HE LIVED,

THESE TRIBUTES,

wEAK AND UNwORTHY OF HIM,

BUT IN THEMSELVES SINCERE,

ARE INSCRIBED

. WITH THE DEEPEST REVERENCE.

July, 1825.

' At this period no monument, not

even so simple a slab as records the death

of the humblest villager in the neigh

bourhood, had been erected, to mark the

spot in which all that is mortal of the

greatest man of our day reposes—and he

has been buried more than twelve months.

' So should it be—let o'er this grave

No monumental banners wave ;

Let no word speak, no trophy tell

Aught that may break the charming spell.

By which, as on this sacred ground

He kneels, the pilgrim's heart is bound.

A still resistless influence,

Unseen, but felt, binds up the sense ;

While every whisper seems to breathe

Of th' mighty dead who rests beneath.

—And though the master band is cold.

And though the lyre it once controlled

Rests mute in death ; yet from the gloom

Which dwells about this boly tomb.

Silence breathes out more eloquent,

Than epitaph or monument.

One laurel wreath—the poet's crown

Is here, by hand unworthy thrown :

One tear, that so much worth could die.

Fills, as I kneel, my sorrowing eye.

This the simple offering ' i. .-- .

(Poor but earnest) which I bring,

—The tear has dried— the wreath shall fade.

The hand that twin'd it soon be laid

In cold obstruction ; but the fame

Of him who tears and wreath shall claim

From most remote posterity

While Britain lives, can never die.

July 26, 1825. J. B.

SOPHIA HYATT, THE WHITE

LADY.

8INGULAR TRIBUTE TO BYRON'S

MEMORY.

[The following interesting but melancholy narra

tive is copied from the Nottingham Review,

a provincial journal of very superior merit,

which, while it omits none of the useful details

of a country newspaper, is not inattentive to

the progress of literature and the arts.—Ed.

MiRKoa.]

In our last we recorded the melancholy

death of Sophia Hyatt, who was, in con

sequence of her extreme deafness, run over

by a carrier's cart, at the entrance of the

Maypole Inn-yard, on the 28th of Sep

tember, and unfortunately killed. At that

time we stated that she had come that

morning in a gig from Newstead, Pap-

plewick, or somewhere in that neighbour

hood, and we again advert to the lament

able occurrence, because some very singular

and mysterious circumstances are con

nected with the melancholy accident.

The unfortunate deceased Sophia Hyatt,

had been, for the last three or four years,

a lodger in one of the farm-houses belong

ing to Colonel Wildman, at Newstead

Abbey. No one knew exactly from
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whence she came, nor what were her con.

nexions. Her days were passed in ramb

ling about the gardens and grounds of the

Abbey, to which from the kindness of

Colonel Wildman, she had free access ;

her dress was invariably the same ; and

she was distinguished by the servants at

Newstead as the " White Lady." She

had ingratiated herself with the New.

foundland dog which came from Greece

with the body of Lord Byron, by regu

larly feeding him ; and on the evening

before the fatal accident which terminated

her existence, she was seen, on quitting

the gardens, to cut off a small.lock of the

dog's hair, which she carefully placed in

her handkerchief. On that same evening

also, she delivered to Mrs. Wildman a

sealed packet, with a request that it might

not be opened till the following morning.

The contents of the packet were no less

interesting than surprising ; they consist

ed of various poems in manuscript, writ

ten during her solitary walks, and all of

them referring to the mighty bard to whom

Newstead once belonged, and whose fame

is imperishable. A letter, addressed to

Mrs. Wildman, was enclosed with the

poetry, written with much elegance of

language and native feeling ; it described

her friendless situation, alluded to her pe

cuniary difficulties, thanked the family

for their kind attention towards her, and

stated the necessity she was under of ie-

moving for a short period frem Newstead.

It appeared from her statement that she

had connexions in America, that her bro

ther had died there, leaving a widow and

family : and she requested Colonel W.'s

assistance to arrange certain matters, in

which she was materially concerned. She

concluded with declaring, that her only

happiness In this world consisted in the

privilege of being allowed to wander

through the domain of Newstead, and to

trace the various spots which had been con

secrated by the genius of IiOrd Byron.

A most kind and compassionate note was

conveyed to her immediately after the pe

rusal of thi* letter, urging her, either to

give up her journey, or to return to New

stead as quickly as possible. With the

melancholy sequel our readers have been

made acquainted ; and it now only remains

to say, that Colonel Wildman took upon

himself the care of her interment, and

that she has been buried in the church

yard of Hucknall, as near as possible to

the vault which contains the body of Lord

Byron. We have been favoured with a

sight of the last poem she composed ; and

the public will perhaps feci gratified by

its insertion. It seems to have been dic

tated by a melancholy foreboding of what

was so shortly to take place :—

MY LAST WALK.

IN THE GARDENS Or NEwSTEAD ASSET.

Here no longer shall I wander

Lone, but in comtnnuion high,

Kindred spirits greet mc—yonder

Clows the form that's ever nigh.

Rapt in blissful contemplation,

From that hill no more I gaze

On scenes as fair as when creation

Rose,—the theme of Seraph's lays.

And thou, fair sylph, that round its basi*

. Driv'st thy car with milk-white steed;

Oft I've watch 'd its gentle paces,—

Mark'd its track with curious heed.

Why ? oh 1 why thus interesting

Are forms and scenes to me unknown ?

Oh, you, the muses' power confessing,

Define the charm your bosoms own.

Why love to gaze on playful fountain.

Or lake that boro him on his breast ?

Lonely to wander o'er each mountain,

Grove, or plain his feet have press'd ?

It is, because the muses hover,

And all around a halo shed ;

And still must every fond adorer

Worship the shrine, the idol fled.

But 'lis past ; and now for ever ,

Fancy's vision's bliss Is o'er;

But to forget thee, Newstead,—never,

Though I shall haunt thy shades no more.

SPIRIT OF THE

publie journals.

SPATOLINO, THE ASSASSIN.

Spatolino had been an assassin for

eighteen years, and had, in that time,

committed the most atrocious crimes in

Italy. About the year 1807, the French

government, finding it impossible to ap

prehend him, entrusted that service to one

Angelo Rotoli, a very active commissary

of police. This man, seeing that the as

sassin was not to be openly subdued, had

recourse to stratagem, and sent him a

message, stating that a commissary of

police desired to speak with him, and

bade him fix upon a place fit for the pur

pose, whither he would repair alone and

unarmed, hoping that Spatolino, bearing

no base mind, would offer him no vio

lence; he trusted entirely to him, and

added that the conference would relate to

very important affairs. Spatolino credited

all that was alleged in Rotoli's message,

and in his reply, named a place to which

the commissary was to repair by night to

confer with him. Accordingly, Rotoli

went thither, unarmed and alone; he

found Spatolino armed, who said, " Signor

Rotoli, are you come to betray me, or is it

true, as you have written to mc,' that you
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have importantbusiness to communicate ?"

Kntoli answered, " I am no traitor : the

years have I been an assassin, and neve

was overreached by any man ; who would

French government wishes by means of have thought that this was reserved for

thee to seize all thy band, and will give Rotoli ! Well, I must have patience ; I

thee a general pardon, and thou mayest have been too honest ; I thought a man's

live upon the money thou hast amassed.

Spatolino was, indeed, weary of the life

he was leading, and would have been very

glad of a pardon ; he therefore said,

" Look you, 8ignor Rotoli, I am an as

sassin, but I have a sense of honour, and

I give you my word that I will enable

word of honour was good for something ;

I deserve what I have got ; I wished to

betray my companions ; I have betrayed

myself." When he saw that his wife also

was bound, and must be carried to prison,

he exclaimed, " My wife ! she is inno

cent ! Doubt not, my wife, I will save

you to apprehend a part of the men, if thee ; thou shalt not die ; I will be thy

not tfye whole ; but I will be assured of defender."

my personal safety." Rotoli answered, The gens-d'armes having now secured

" On that point thou mayest be quite all the men, conducted the whole party

certain ; I give thee my word of honour." that night to the dungeons of the Strada

—" Well, then," said Spatolino, " this Giulia in Rome with all possible secrecy,

evening, at eight, come to this place again The Commission instituted a process, and

with twenty gens-d'armes, in the garb of after a lapse of five months, having col-

peasants ; here you shall find me, and we lected four hundred witnesses to prove his

will go to a house, and we will take seven various assassinations, the trial of Spato-

or eight ofthem : this is all I can do. In

that house there will be my wife, who

must be free as well as myself." Rotoli

gave him his word for it, and said, " As

for yourselves, be under no concern, I

will take caie of you." They had much

lino commenced. He was brought up,

with his height companions and his wife.

Rising from his seat at the bar, the first

words he said were, " Signor President,

I know well enough that it is all over

with me ; I chose to trust Signor Rotoli

further talk, in the course of which, Spa- on his word of honour ; that's enough,

tolino promised Rotoli a present of two and there is no remedy ; I have been too

thousand dollars on obtaining his freedom, honest, and must endure the consequence.,

adding, that he had great sums of money I will myself undertake to inform you of

buried in secret places. After a long con- all my crimes, and ofevery particular con

versation they parted. nected with them. One favour I have to

Rotoli returned to Rome, and gave an ask of you, which is, an hour's talk with

exact account of his procedings. In the my wife ere I die." The President pro-

evening he and the gens-d'armes went to mised that he should have leave before

the place appointed by Spatolino, who in his execution to speak with his wife

a short time came ; and having hailed

Rotoli, laid, " Come, let us be going ;

they are now at supper." Accordingly

Rotoli went arm in arm with Spatolino,

closely followed by the gens-d'armes.

" Recollect," said Spatolino to Rotoli,"

" I trust myself to you ; don't deceive

me, for it really seems to me impossible

that the French government can be wil

ling to pardon me." Rotoli answered,

long as he pleased. Spatolino added,

" This surely will not be such a promise

as that of Signor Rotoli, who assured me

I should be pardoned, and now takes my

life away." All this he said with a very

cheerful air. " Doubt not," Teplied the

President, " I promise thee." " Well,"

rejoined he, " we shall see what comes of

this promise !" He then added, " Signor

President, we are ten of us brought to

" Don't doubt it ; I am guarantee for thy trial, but of these ten all do not deserve

life." Having by this time reached the to die ; I will enable you to tell which is

house, Spatolino whistled ; the door was innocent and which is guilty." " Be

instantly opened ; Spatolino entered first, assured, Spatolino," answered the Presi-

and then all the gens-d'armes. Spato- dent, " we shall judge them according to

lino's comrades believed the strangers to their merits." The trial commenced ;

be other comrades,—and for that reason and as each witness was called to give

kept their seats. The gens-d'armes, as

soon as they had posted themselves, con

veniently, seized all at once ; four of them

fell on Spatolino, disarmed him, and

bound him like the others. Then said

Spatolino, " Signor Rotoli, you have be-

testimony against the assassin, Spatolino

would rise from his seat, and say, " Ex

cuse me ; you do not remember rightly : I

committed that assassination in such and

such a manner ;" thus explaining the mi

nutest circumstances of every successive

trayed me." Rotoli replied, not without crime, without caring whether he aggra-

agitation, " It is a mere matter of form ; vated his guilt, his sole aim being to in-

to-morrow thou wilt be set at liberty." volve in his own fate four of his compa-

Then Spatolino exclaimed, "Eighteen nions, whlle he saved the lives of his wife
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and of fom* other comrades. He repre

sented that his wife had always acted

under his authority, and had been threat

ened with death in case of disobedience.

The four comrades last mentioned he al

ways exculpated, and with such effect as

to save their lives, constantly asserting

that he had compelled them to become

assassins much against their will. All

who heard him were diverted; he kept

the whole audience in continual mirth ;

and occasionally, on hearing a laugh, he

would turn round and say, " Gentlemen,

you laugh now ; but three or four days

hence you will not laugh, when you see

Spatolino with four bullets in his breast."

Turning to the spectators as usual, on one

of these occasions, he noticed one of the

gens-d'armes, who were stationed around

him as guards, and recognised him to

have been formerly an assassin along with

himself. After eyeing him a consider

able time, to be sure that he was not mis

taken, he turned to the President and

said, " Signor, I could never have be

lieved that the French government would

admit such men as this among the gens-

d'armes." " How ! what is it you say ?"

asked the President. " I am quite sure

thatthisgens-d'arme, who stands on guard

behind me, served with me for four years

as an assassin ; we committed such and

such crimes ; we assassinated such and

such gentlemen ; and that the truth of

what I say may be proved, call that

witness theie, for his servant was killed,

and he will recognise the man." The

witness pointed out by Spatolino was ac

cordingly called ; tile gens-d'arme was

confronted with him, and was recognised

to have been the man who killed this gen

tleman's servant. Even without such tes

timony, the manifest confusion of face

which the gen-d'arme showed when Spa

tolino had begun to view him, would

have made any one suspect that he was

guilty. The President ordered him to

be instantly disarmed, and <• be placed as

a culprit on the same seat with Spatolino.

" All in very good time," said the latter :

" here at my side thou art at thy proper

post; we have been assassins together,

and we shall go to execution together,

merrily enough." The gen-d'arme had

not a word to say ; he hung down his

head, and had not even strength to walk

to his dungeon. The trial lasted eight

days, and I think it impossible that there

should ever be such another assassin, with

presence of mind to recollect thousands of

crimes, and to recount them with all ima

ginable coolness, making his own com

ments, and manifesting disappointment

when Tiis remarks on any particular indi

vidual failed of their intended effect. For

instance, when the post-master of Clvita

Castellana was called to give evidence,

Spatolino rose from his seat and said,

" Signor President, thrice with my own

hand have I wounded this worthy gentle

man ; on the last occasion I shot him in

the left arm, and he lost the use of it ; I

shall die bitterly regretting that I did not

kill him, for the post-master of Civiti

Castellana has always been the greatest

enemy that I have had in life, or that I

shall have in death." , ,

After this trial of eight days, the Com

mission passed sentence of death on Spa

tolino, on four of his comrades, and on

the gen-d'arme ; the wife was condemned

to four years' imprisonment ; and of the

other tour assassins whom Spatolino wished

to save from death, two were sentenced to

ten, and two to twenty years' captivity in

irons. When the trial was over Spatolino

said, " Signor President, remember the

promise you made me, that I should speak

with my wife." " Doubt it not, Spato

lino ; I have promised thee, and I shall

be as good as my word." Accordingly,

the wife was allowed an interview of an

hour and a half with Spatolino, in the

strong room of the prison. His purpose

was to tell her the amount of his treasures,

and reveal to her the places where he had

buried them. After this conference, he

caused himself to be shut up in the strong

room, saying, he wished to be molested

no more by any person until the moment

when he was to be removed to the Mouth

of Truth (Bocca della Verita, the place

where assassins are shot), to undergo his

sentence. He would neither listen to nor

speak with a priest ; and declared that

the first who transgressed his order, by

coming into the strong room, should be

massacred. At this every body laughed ;

but Spatolino was serious, for, in a few

minutes, he pulled up all the bricks from

the floor of the strong room, and piled

them in a heap against the door, resolving

that when any one ventured to transgress

his prohibition, that moment should be ,

his last. It is to be understood, that in

Rome the prisoners confined in the strong

room (segreta) are not bound ; they can

walk about the room as they like, so that

Spatolino had scope for action. The

gaolers attempting to enter, he struck one

of them such a blow that they durst not

venture in. They tried from without to

persuade him. He said, " It is useless ;

I must die at ten o'clock to-morrow ;

come for me at nine, and I shall be ready.

I will not be tormented by priests or

chaplains." Some priests went to the

door of the strong room to ask if he had

confessed himself. " I shall confess my

self," answered Spatolino, "as soon as
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you have brought me the postmaster of . Who that could perish so ,
Cività Castellana , and Signor Rotoli, who Would live to be a slave ? .

betrayed me, that I may kill them both , . Can brave men crouch so low ? . . .

and instantly go to confession.” _ They No ! “ Honour to the Brave !

importuned him a good deal,but he would Honour unto the Brave,

give no further answer to any one. Who bore their banner high ,

In themorning, on being informed that Above the stormy wave,

it was nine o 'clock, he said , “ Very well ; Beneath the stormy sky ; '

I am ready.” The gaolers were unwil.
They sleep the hero ' s sleep .

ling to enter the room ; but he said , “ Come
In many an ocean cave,

But their fame is on the deep
in ; I shall do you no harm .” They ac Then “ Honour to the Brave !"

cordingly bound Spatolino, and led 'him
to execution . On the way, somepriests Honour unto the Brave,

wished to speak to him ; but he said ,
Where'er they draw the sword ;

“ Don 't teaze me ; let me armuse myself
Honour to those who crave

But fame as their reward ; . .

for the last time, by viewing themany
fair ladies of Rome, who are looking at

In camp, in regal hall,
On mountain , or in cave,

me from their windows ; ” and he walked Atbeauty ' s festival,

gaily along; bowing to the girls at the Still « Honour to the Brave !»

windows, and rebuking his comrades for BERNARD WYCLIFFE.

giving heed to the priests. On arriving Oriental Herald .

at the fatal place, however, he shook hands
with his fellow culprits, and said , “ We .

have made so many people suffer , that it EPIGRAM .

is orly fair we should suffer in our turn ; FROM PASEHASIUS.

therefore, let us die contented ; we have Kind Asper will do anything you choose

committed our share of crimes. ” Then But lend his ass, - and that you must excuse ;

turning to the people, he added, “ Re. His time and toilhe freely will expend
member, Spatolino dies regretting that he on your behalf - his asshe'll never lend.
has not been able to revenge himself on He'd fetch and carry at your call or beck ,
the postmaster of Cività. Castellana, and But would not lend his ass to save your neck : -

that traitor of a commissary , Angelo Ro. None in self-knowledge Asper can surpass,
toli , who, with all his pretended good Who justly rates himself below an ass !

Asiatic Journal.

faith , has been the death ofme. ” Then ,
bidding the soldiers fire, he said , " give

me, I pray you, four good bullets in my
breast ; " and without allowing his eyes

RECOLLECTIONS OF GARRICK .

to be bandaged , he fell and expired . ' In OF David Garrick I must be permitted
Rome, his adventures were dramatised ,' to indulge the remembrance . I am , per .

and became very popular. haps, one of the few now living who have

London Magazine. had the happiness of seeing him on what
may be justly called the theatre of his
glory, the stage 'of Drury-lané. At an

HONNEUR AUX BRAVES . early period of life it wasmy good fortune
The Emperor Napoleon and his suite were rid .' to pass a winter in London , and that'hap

ing slowly towards Esling , wben they encoun pened to be the last season of his appear.
tered a numerous body of captive Austrians,

most of whom were wounded - many severely .
ance. He performed regularly twice

Napoleon and his Staff immediately turned out a -week ; and I very rarely missed an op .
of the road, and as the prisoners ' filed past, the portunity of being present. It was, in .'

Emperor, uncovering himself with respectful 80- deed , a work of no small difficulty to one

Jemnity , repeated in noble and touching accents,

« Honour to the brave ! Honour to the brave purpose of seeing him to greater advan .

who bleed for their country !" - Manuscript Me tage, for I was obliged to go long before
moirs of a French Officer. the doors were opened , and to encounter

Honour unto the Brave, · a scene of confusion and jostling, in which
Honour to those who fall many suffered severely, though youth and
Where Freedom 's banners wave, ? strength like mine found nothing serious
Where glory 's trumpets call : ? in the obstacles to be overcome. The
The laurel that alone difficulties, however, - and had they been
Should shade a hero's grave

Will bloom when we are gone
ten times greater, the result would have

Then « Honour to the Brave !" been the same in my estimation , were

Honour unto the Brave ,
- overpaid by the appearance of Roscius,

Honour to those who bleed and the wonder -working power of his

Their native land to save , inimitable performance,

Oh ! theirs is fame indeed . . . . When a student in the University of
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Dublin , I had frequent opportunity of with a hope of seeing Mr. Garrick. In
seeing almost all the great performers of truth , many minutes had not elapsed after :

that day — Roscius alone excepted - Bar- he began to speak, before I becameaware,
ry, Sheridan, Mossop , & c. ; and to say not only that I had seen nothing likehim ,

the truth , they appeared to me to carry but that I had formed an erroneous judga
their various excellencies to the highest ment of what acting ought to be ; that,

degree of theatrical excellence. The first in short, the general usage of the theatre

of these derived great advantage from a had framed a plan for itself, and that Na.

beautiful countenance and fine person ; ture, as exhibited by this her favourite

and there were in consequence a few parts disciple, had laid down another. Every

in which he has never been surpassed . I word , look , gesture, and movement, in
had even adventured to spoutmyself, that none of which was the smallest show of

is, to recite parts of tragedy with what I the artificial, were so exactly suited to the
then thought the necessary graces of thea - character , that the idea of a part acted was

trical strut, measured cadence , and voci, out of the question - it was not Garrick

ferous ranting. The fameofMr.Garrick acting Lusignan , it was Lusignan himself
naturally excited a great curiosity to see - by a kind ofmagic like that of Belno
his performance , in order that I might borbo, the old king was conjured from his

employmy own judgment in ascertaining grave, and exhibited to the spectators in
how far he was justly entitled to pre- emi. propria personá , as just liberated from
nence in an art which I had seen exercised the long confinement of his dungeon

with what I thought consummate ability , first unable to distinguish objects in the

I had heard , indeed, that he was a closer light, after such a length ofgloomy incar.

copier of Nature in his representation both ceration , and afterwards gradually recover .

of comic and tragic parts, but not per. ing the power of vision . Garrick was

ceiving anything unnatural in the repre- completely excluded from mymind, and
sentation of heroic dignity ,as exemplified my feelings were wholly engrossed by the

in the performance of the great actors I affecting situation and pathetic language
had seen , and being quite satisfied with of the old and venerable object before me.

the skill of those who excelled in the Another striking peculiarity , applicable

comic line, I could not clearly conceive in also to every part he played, and which

what Mr. Garrick 's superior delineations belonged but very partially to any other

of natural action could consist. This, of actor I ever saw , was that exquisite art of

course , increased my impatience to behold elocution which compelled you to believe

the man who was universally allowed to that what he spoke was not a conned les .
have reached the highest attainable per - son , butsuggested by the exigency of the

fection of his art. moment, and the immediate dictate of his

The play -bill in which I first saw his own mind. You could not prevail upon

name announced as an actor, was for the yourself to think that it was an actor re

tragedy of Zara , the part of Lusignan by peating words he had got by heart, and

Mr. Garrick . There was something of endeavouring to suit the action to the
disappointment in this , for the old King speech , which is the usual idea of drama.

does not appear till the third act, has tíc deception, and under which , while you

little to do, and that little, as it seemed to applaud the performance, the idea and
me, of too trifling a nature to give scope name of the actor are always present to
to any display of great or peculiar powers. your mind, - no, in the inimitable Roscius

The three principal parts were well sus. you forgot the representation, and thought
tained , particularly that of Zara, by Miss only of the thing represented . It was not

Younge (afterwards Mrs. Pope), whose Garrick, but Lusignan, Richard , and
only want was that of beauty. Though Lear, that were before your eyes, nor was
probably there were not many, who, like it until the exhibition was at an end that

myself, had never seen Mr. Garrick , yet you had leisure to reflect upon themagic
the general impatience for the third act illusion by which he was enabled to re
seemed equal to my own ; there was a present them so faithfully to your view . .

good deal of noise in the house , and few . In comedy he shone with at least equal
appeared to be very attentive. At length lustre, and it is one of themost incon .

a general buzz proclaimed his approach, ceivable things in theworld , how oneman

and all was hushed when he enteredmá should have been able to exhibit such an

pin might have been heard to fall . The amazing co :atrast and variety of powers as

power with which he rivetted the auditors, fell within the range of his performances,

of whom , while the scene lasted , every in most of which he had nothing like a

eye was- fixed on him alone,was, you may rival, and in none of which was he sur.

be sure , peculiarly felt by me, a native of passed . The sameset of features which ,

another country , and onewho, until a few in the animating or pathetic scenes of a

days before, had never flattered himself tragic part, could thrill the very soul,
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ettlt it into" admiration, or sink it ia

irresistible distress, were with equal art

eraplayed in the most delightful display

of comic gaiety or laughable humour.

The strictest adherence to propriety was

always observed, the droll never descend

ing to buffoonery, nor the lively into ex

travagance. In no single instance, I be

lieve, was lie ever known to transgress the

rules so admirably delivered by his Ham

let, .or to outstep the modesty of nature ;

a temptation, which, ever since his time,

and under the force of his example, few

have been able wholly to resist. Won

derful, indeed, it is to think that the ac

tion, features, and demeanour which con

vulsed the spectator with laughter in the

living Valet, in Scrub, or in Abel Drug-

ger, should be capable of so great a me

tamorphosis as was exhibited in the heart

rending distress of Lear, the tyrannic vi

vacity of Richard, or the terrifying remorse

of Macbeth. Wonderful it is to think

that something of the tragic cast of coun

tenance should not occasionally appear in

the low comedian, or something of the

droll be exhibited in the hero. But alike

true to nature in all the enchantment that

rivetted the temporary attention of the

spectator, he never suffered it to wander

into a thought of anything beyond the

object presented to his view.

Blackwoood's Magazine.

&tje ©atberer.

* I am hut a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."— tfolton.

EPITAPH

On a tomh-stone in tfte burying-ground of

Church Crettow, a village in Shrop

shire^ on the road between Ludlow and

Shreivsbury, is this epitaph :—

On a Thursday she was born.

On a Thursday made a bride,

On a Thursday put to bed,

On a Thursday broke her leg, and

On a Thursday died !

Benedict the Thirteenth had a dislike

to certain of the clergy wearing wigs ; in

1724 he issued a bull, imposing an im

prisonment often days upon transgressors .

LOQUACITY. '\*

Men of great loquacity and moderate in

tellect are represented in an Arabian pro

verb as mills whose clatter we only near

without ever carrying away any flour. A

proclamation was issued by Henry VIII,

" that women should not meet together

to babble and talk, and that all men should

keep their wives in their houses."

TO CORRESPONBENTS. * ♦

Janet is requested to send to our office for a

letter.

Lady Byron's Answer to her Lord's Farewell ,-

The History of Horse-racing ; Edgar ; Everanl

Endless's Leaves from a Journal; J. F. P—r,-

C. P. N. W.; C. M. T.; The History of Music,

and several other interesting articles, are intend

ed for insertion in our next.

We shall endeavour to And a place early for

the following—Theodosia ; Home ; Curioni ,-

, Tim Tartlet ,- S, G. ; The Happy Girl ;**H.

We thank a Periodical Reader for his good

opinion, but we should be liable to the imputa

tion of vanity if we printed his letter.

The following communications are marked for

insertion us early as we can conveniently make

room for them—George Piercy ; A short Histo

rical Collection touching the. Succession to the

Crown ; G. S. (whose Cromlech is not forgotten) ;

J. W. ; Aliquis'; Antiquarius; Justus; Henry

Morland; R. W. A. ; R. IV.,- G. rT iV.

Vivyan's Critical Letter, though good, does

not exactly come within the range of our plan.

By Ihe bye he is sadly misinformed as to the sale

of a much-puffed though obscure periodical.

The Drawing sent by S. J. B. is in hand.

We are obliged to onr old Correspondent

A. B. ft—Has he verified the correctness of the

extract he gives on the faith of the E. M. ? If this

is ascertained, wc shall insert his excellent letter.

A Correspondent, in answer tonn inquiry from

Civis, begs us to state, that * Mr. Hurcombe, of

St. Paul's Church-yard, has a copy of Dr. Case's

* Angelical Guide.' -

We thank our Rending friend for his Auto

graphs; they shall appear, and his inquiries be

promptly answered.—Original autographs of

eminent persons, if sent us, will be carefully

returned.

We cannot interfere in affairs so important as

that ofMatilda and the whiskers of her lover.

We thank our Correspondent for the drawing

of Ludlow Castle, which we shall insert.

Mr. Gompertz's Poem of Devon may be all that

his admirer ilunks it, but he will see, by a con

temporary of last Saturday, that critics disngree

on that point. At Ml events the extracts sent are

much—very much too long for us.

The following are under consideration—/. F. ;

Julia S. ; 5. J. ; J. N. B. ; Jean ; J. P., W.Jones;

Sleepy; M. L. ; Lolmirjun.; Florio.

In order to facilitale the despatch of business

in our court ofjudicature, we have a plan in con

templation. It is not, however to create a Vice

Chancellor, whose decisions may be reversed nine

times out of ten. We shall establish a Court of

Claims, where allcaseswillbe at once registered,

and such as are not, from some informality regis

tered in the outset, will be referred to a superior

tribunal, which we hope, in the language of

Magna Chartn, will not delay nor deny justice to

any applicant.—To drop all metaphor, we are

making arrangements for a more speedy decision

on all communications sent for the Mirrob,

which we cun assure our readers will be as great

a relief to us as it will be to them.

Printed ami published hy J. L1MB1RD,

143, Strand (near Somerset House), and sold by

all Newsmen and Booksellers.
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Intending in the progress of our work

to give engravings of all the royal resi

dences in England, and having already

given Windsor Castle and St. James's

Palace, we now present our readers with

a view of Buckingham House, which has

recently been taken down in order to

erect a new Palace ; ljut whether on a

Kale worthy the residence of the sovereign

of the first nation in the world, or not,

seems doubtful. We are sure that in

these times of peace and prosperity the

country would not begrudge the sum ne

cessary to erect a splendid palace, such as

should do credit to the taste and muni

ficence of the country, rather than having

a few thousands every year frittered away

in repairing old buildings. The money

expended on the Pavilion at Brighton, at

different times, would have been sufficient

to construct an extensive and noble edifice,

and yet it appears an incomplete piece of

architectural patchwork.

Buckingham House was erected in

1703, on the site of what was originally

called the Mulberry Gardens, by John

Sheffield, Duke of Buckingham, who

held the office of Lard Privy Seal, under

Queen Anne.

Vol, vi. S

Buckingham House, built of brick

and stone, is situated at the west end of

St. James's Park ; has a lawn, enclosed

with iron rails, in (rout, and spacious

grounds behind. It was much altered by

their late Majesties : the front was mo

dernized, and the grounds, which were,

according to the old style, over-orna

mented with parterres, fountains, statues,

&c. were changed to the succeeding style,

which excluded ornament altogether. Hy

an old folio print, we perceive that there

was a fountain on the front lawn, in the

basin of which were Neptune and his

Tritons. The house too was ornamented

over the attics with an acroteria of figures,

representing Mercury, Secrecy, Equity,

Liberty, &c. In the centre of the enta

blature of the eastern front was inscribed,

in large gilt Roman capitals, " Sic sit i

i.jF.TANTua Lares ;" and on the front

to the north was inscribed, " Rus ijt

Urbe :" above which were figures of the

four Seasons.

The situation of this noble mansion,

when occupied by its founder the Duke of

Buckingham, must have been delightful ;

no buildings extending beyond St. James's

to the left, the north open to Hampstead,

257
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and the view of the Thames almost un - THE LAST ASCENT OF MONT
intercepted from the south -west corner of BLANC.*
the park . The beauty of the surrounding
scene, and the general agremens of the Berne en Suisse , 4th Sept. 1825.

site were sensibly felt by the noble founder Among other eccentricities of my life, I

of the house , and may be dduced as one have just completed the difficult and dan .
among many instances to prove, that gerous task of reaching the summit of

wealth does not necessarily preclude the Mont Blanc. A few hasty particulars
blessing of domestic enjoyment ; and a may amuse you . Dr. Edmund Clark ,
succeeding age has rendered the walls sa - myself, and twelve guides started from

cred to that happy state ; hence a poet Chamouni on Thursday, the 25th of
might be allowed to say , that the genius August ; we reached the summit on Fri.

of connubial felicity laid the first stone of day , the 26th ; and arrived back at Cha

Buckingham House. mouni on Saturday , the 27th . The two

Buckingham House was purchased by nightswewere absent we slept, of course,
his Majesty George III. as a Palace for on the eternal snows, in an atmosphere

her Majesty Queen Charlotte, had she of 12 deg. below freezing. The dangers
outlived her royal consort, in lieu of So - and difficulties of passing the Glaciers
merset House, which ancient building des Bossons and that of Tacconai, and

had been held as the town residence for subsequently traversing the immense
queen dowagers of England. The pur plains of snow to arrive at the top , will

chase was made soon after the birth of all be more fully detailed in a pamphlet

the heir apparent at St. James's Palace, which is to be published at Geneva in the

which being the seat of government, and course of ten days, as soon as our narra .

the Queen 's House being more elegant tive is ready. The barometer was ten

and retired , their Majesties removed inches lower with us than in the Valley
thither, and it became their town resi . de Chanouni, where we had a man sta .

dence, and the birth - place of all their tioned to observe the mercury . The

succeeding children . thermometer at twelve o 'clock in the sun
Mr. Pyne, in his “ History of the was 2 - 12 below freezing only ; our pulses

Royal Residences," gives a very minute varied from 100 to 150 ., The rarity of
description of the interior of this Palace, the atmosphere had very serious effects

which was enriched with a very valuable on us all ; one or two of the guides bled

collection of paintings, purchased for or profusely at the nose ; one spit blood
ordered by his late Majesty , who was a during a whole day ; I vomited during

liberal patron of the fine arts. eighteen hours with little intermission.
On the ground floor the suite ofapart. Sleep overcame us at every moment ; but

ments, although sufficiently spacious to my principal guide, Coutet, son of him
admit of splendid decoration , wereremark . who went with Monsieur de Saussure in

able for their pląinness, being in charac - 1787, would not permit me to sleep on
ter with those habits of simplicity which the snows a long time, fearing the frost,

some great men have affected , but which & c. One of the most remarkable things

in his Majesty George III. were the off. is themost perfect silence which reigns
spring of a genuine love for domestic on the top ofMont Blanc. You do not
quiet in the bosom of his family. They hear any one thing. The sky is dark ,
were not without splendourhowever ; but quite indigo. The full moon in such a

the ornaments selected by this virtuous black ground was the finest thing ima
sovereign were such as change not with the ginable ; one star was visible only ; our
fashion of the times, being of a character faces almost all peeled , and our eyes were

to suit the mind which delights to dwell very much swollen . It was a hazardous

upon the works of good and ingenious thing. The last ascension was four years

men . The walls were covered with well- since, when three guides perished by an

selected pictures and the library was amply avalanche. We sealed up a bottle with

stored with the choicest treasures of lite . names and dates, and plunged it in the

rature. It was in the contemplation of snow . Somehundred years hence it will
these that hisMajesty, in retirement from perhaps come to light, for we have ascer

public duties, lengthened his many days tained the probable rate of movement of
of happiness.
One apartment in Buckingham House

was entirely appropriated to the works of
* For this very interesting account of the re

Mr. West, and contained some of his best
cent ascent of Mont Blanc by our enterprising

couutrymen , we are indebted to the kindness of
paintings, including Regulus returning

a gentleman whose urbanity in the discharge of
to

an important public situation is only equalled by
thousand guineas; and several other ex . the amiability ofhis character in private life.

cellent pictures. Ep .

ave
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TO

H . :

the glaciers. We found no autographs part of the last century a drink called

of any sort ! God bless you . is two-penny,” which with ale and beer
MARKHAM SHERW ILL.* were the malt liquors in general use

* A recent number of the Journal of Savoy in London ; and it was then customary
contains a letter written by Jacques Batmat, one to call for “ a pint of half and half,"
of the guides of Chamouni, relative to the above (or more) that is , half of beer and half

described ascent to the top ofMont Blanc. This of ale, or half of ale and half of two

guide, who has obtained the cognomen of Mont penny . In the process of time the taste
Blanc, from his many hardy enterprises upon of the day was for a mixture of the three

that mountain , has ascended to its ridge no less liquors, and thus became the call for " a

than a dozen times ; and this father of guides re- pint of three - thirds,” meaning a third of

laxes not even in his 66th year from the painful each . This did not over much please the

labours of his youth . The services which he has

rendered , and the fatigues to which be has been

to three different casks for a pintof liquor,subjected all his life , are of a nature to inspire a

true interest in his favour. The letter is in these and had not in those days the conve
terms: nient beer engines of the modern taps.

« I take the liberty of sending you some in . However, to avoid this inconvenience, a
telligence of the number of visitors who have brewer of the name of Harwood , set to
been lately to see Montanvert, Le Gardin , Mont work and produced a liquid which par
Breven , and La Flaisiere. Two Englishmen as- took of the united flavours of ale, beer,
cended Mont Blanc on the 26th of August, at and two-penny, and called it entire, or
three quarters past two in the afternoon . They entire butt, meaning that it was drawn
could remain only eighteen minutes on the sum - from one cask or butt, and as it was a
mit , but were unable to catch the ensemble of

very hearty and nourishing beverage,themountain , as the summits and valleyswere

wrapped in clouds. These gentlemen are Cap soon gained favour with porters and other
tain Markham . and Dr. Edmund Clark, of labouring people, and thus obtained the

London . They had the utmost difficulty in as- nameof porter.

cending, and found the rarity of the air very

painful at the top .”

LEAVES FROM A JOURNAL.
THE REV. MR. FLETCHER AND

( For the Mirror.)HIS MYRMIDONS.

SIR , Being desirous of hearing Mr. LIKE AND UNLIKE.
Fletcher, of Grub Street, preach , I went A GENTLEMAN was speaking somewhat
to his chapel last Sunday morning, but paradoxically in a mixed company, a
was disappointed, he being in Edinburgh. fool, said he, could not reconcile such
I did not, like one third of the congrega- apparent contradictions, “ then said the
tion, quit the chapel immediately after other, “ by a new example I will make
the serinon, but waited till the whole of the possibility plain to the meanest ca .
the service was concluded , and was about pacity . You are both like and unlike
to retire when a genteel dressed young Brutus in his earlier days, like him be
man, who sat in the same pew with me, cause you appear an idiot, and unlike
asked me if I would give him leave to him because you are one.

insert my name as a Subscriber towards

defraying the expenses ofMr. Fletcher's LAYING A WAGER .
chancery suit, or if I felt disposed to give Two gentlemen eminent on the turf
anything towards it ; 1, of course, refused chanced to meet in Regent-street, when

to do either, and immediately left the one thus addressed the other, D - n
chapel. Ascot Heath , the races have cleaned me

Your's, obliged, out, I hav'n 't a farthing left ; could you
Sept. 17th . X . U . lend me fifty pounds or so ." " No,

hang it, I'm just the same, not a bawbee ,

minusall and every thing — nota sixpence
THE ORIGIN OF PORTER , AND

to help myself, hav’n ’t got enough to buy
THE WORD “ ENTIRE.” a ha 'porth o ' gingerbread .” “ That you

MANY of the readers I believe of the have I 'll be bound.” “ That I hav'n 't.”

MIRROR do not entirely comprehend the " Done for a thousand.” “ Done."
meaning of “ Barclay , Perkins, and Co.'s
Entire, 66 Meux and Co.' s Entire, ” BEN JONSON .

& c . on the boards of our public houses. The following anecdote of this immortal
Most of them may consider that the poet is so little known that it deserves to

meaning is porter, but the following will be inserted here. Lord Craven once in .

shew the origin of the word , as here vited him to dine at his house. At the

made use of. There was in the early appointed time, Ben trudged off in his
S 2
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usual poor clothes, patched all over, and

knocked at his lordship's door. The as

tonished porter scratched his head, and

before he conducted the stranger in, sent

to inform Lord Craven that a shabby

clod-hopper, who called himself Ben

Jonson, desired to see him. His lord

ship flew to the door to welcome the poet,

but started back in surprise when he saw

such an odd figure, " you Ben Jonson,"

said he, " you Ben Jonson, indeed !

shouldn't care for your clothes, but your

face, zounds, you couldn't say bo to a

goose." " Bo," said Ben. His lord

ship burst into a hearty laugh and satis-

fied by the joke of the personal identity

of his famous guest, conducted him in.

THE CHARLATAN.

A charlatan once said he could tell a

person's thoughts. One of the company

laughing, desired him to tell his, "Why,"

said he, " you think what I asserted im

possible." The gentleman was forced to

acknowledge the truth of the answer.

" Besides this," continued the man, " if

you get into the other room and shut the

door, I'll tell you what you are doing."

The gentleman did so, and balanced a

chair on his head, thinking it would be

impossible for the charlatan to guess this

curious occupation. Finding he con

tinued silent for some time, the gentle

man called out, " what am I doing."

" Asking me what you are doing," said

the charlatan. The gentleman then tried

another method, finding himself thus

foiled, and took a companion with him

into the room, who asked aloud, " what

is the gentleman doing," " something

foolish," said the man, and his opponent

became so chagrined at these answers,

that he ceased tormenting the charlatan.

. Johnson's dictionary.

A frenchman who visited England

was so afraid of being at a loss for words

that he always carried a Johnson's Dic

tionary about with him. One day hav

ing spent a pleasant evening with a very

merry old gentleman, he asked him who

he was, " I am a stock-jobber," said his

companion. This last word puzzled the

foreigner, who consulted his Johnson,

over in a ship to England broke from

his den and burst out upon the deck.

The sailors fled in terror, and were pro

posing several means to effect the destruc

tion of the monster, when the serpent,

mistaking the sea for a green field, plung

ed in and was drowned.

RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE.

The commander of a slave ship finding

the Ophthalmia had broken out amongst

the unhappy captives ordered them to be

thrown overboard. A few months after,

a ship whose captain had in vain pro

tested against the horrid deed, learned

that the diabolical precaution had been

too late, and saw the blind monsters

tossed about in a storm at the mercy of

the winds and waves.

PREVENTION BETTER THAN CURE.

A man whose mind was left distracted

at being condemned to death was visited

by an Irish friend. " Is it possible !"

said the criminal, " and is it really de

creed that I shall ignominiously perish by

the hands of the commoner executioner,

oh, horrid thought." " I know how you

can prevent it," said the Irishman,

"oh, I conjure you, tell me," exclaimed

the unhappy man. " By hanging your

self," said the Hibernian, as he retired.

Everard Endless.

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF

HORSE-RACING.

" Or all the various sports in which the

brute creation are in any shape concerned,

none is so pure in principle, or suscep

tible of practice, with so little trespass

upon the claims of justice and humanity,

as that of English horse-racing."

So says Honest John Lawrence, a lite

rary farmer, and the oldest living writer

on the horse ; and there is certainly much

truth in the remark. One advantage

there is in horse-racing, that is, it improves

the breed of this very useful animal. At

what period, or in what country horse

races originated is unknown ; they cer

tainly formed a portion of the amuse

ments of the Romans, although their

races seem rather to have resembled featsand replied, « vat, sare, you are den a Ia,ce.s seem ra'h.er "? 0ave .re,5em°led '«*8

low wretch who gets money by buyine °/ horsemanship than trials of speed ;

and selling in the funds," which is thi *5f sPOTte w.ae "P^0 "' apparent

explanation given by the great colossus £ndl«ss succession, not only at the circus,

of literature. It is "needless to add that

the Frenchman descended the stairs

quicker than he came up.

a boa constrictor.

which was more than a mile in circum

ference, and calculated to contain from

150,000 to 250,000 spectators, but at six

similar though smaller courses in the city

and its immediate vicinity. It docs not

seem certain whether jockeys were used inAn,,., , . , seem certain wneiner jocKeys were uscu in
A boa constrictor which was brought the Roman races, but it is probable that
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they were run as in modern Italy, with-

out riders.

It is, however, in England that horse-

races have assumed their highest perfec

tion, and so popular are they, that scarcely

a year passes in which they are not intro

duced into some distant ieirion. In II in-

dostan, in the New states of South Ame

rica, in the United States, in Russia and

even in France, which is so slow to acknow

ledge itself indebted to England for any

thing, races, according to the English

fashion, are peculiarly attractive.

At what time horse-races were intro

duced into England seems very doubtful ;

it is more than probable that we owe them

to the Romans, but certain it is that they

were among the amusements of the Anglo

Saxons. Bede says, the English began

to use saddle-horses about the year 631

when prelates and others rode on horse

back. So far, however, as relates to

English horse-racing we do not know

that we can do better than quote the his

torical notice of Mr. Sandivir, a surgeon,

of Newmarket, whose observations on the

antiquity and progress of horse-racing

appeared a few months ago in the Annate

ofSporting. The account is certainly not

elegantly written, but it contains the facts,

which in a case of this sort, are of more

importance.

Mr. Strutt, in his book on the Sports

and Pastimes of England, informs us, that

several race-horses were sent by Hugh

Capet, in the ninth century, as a present

to Athelstan, when he was soliciting the

hand of Ethelswitha, his sister : and the

first indication of a sport of this kind

occurs in a Description of London, writ

ten by Fitzstephen, who lived in the reign

of Henry II. He informs us that horses

were usually exposed to sale in West

Smithfield, and in order to prove the ex

cellency of the most valuable hackneys

and charging horses, they were matched

against each other. His words are to this

effect :—when a race is to be run by this

sort of horses, and, perhaps, by others,

which also in their kind are strong and

fleet, a shout is immediately raised, and

the common horses are ordered to with

draw out of the way. Three jockeys, or

sometimes only two, as the match is made,

prepare themselves for the contest ; such

as being used to ride, know how to ma

nage their horses with judgment ; the

grand point is to prevent a competitor

from getting before them. The horses,

on their part, are not without emula

tion,—they tremble, are impatient, and

are continually in motion ; at last, the

signal once being given, they strike down

the course, hurrying along with unremit

ting velocity :_thc jockeys, inspired with

the thoughts of applause and the hopes

of victory, clap spurs to their willihg

horses, brandish their whips, and cheer

them with their cries.

In the old metrical romance of Sir

Bevis of Southampton, it is said,

In somer, in Whitsontide,

When knightes most on horseback ride,

A courselet they make on a day,

Steeds and pain-aye for to essaye :

Whiche horse that hest may ren

Three miles the course was then,

Who that might ryde him shoulde

Haue forty pounds of redy golde.

William the Conqueror brought many

horses from Normandy, and encouraged

their breed in England : but Roger de

Bellesmc, created Earl of Shrewsbury by

the victorious monarch, rendered a most

essential service to the nation by intro

ducing the stallions of Spain into his es

tate, in Powisland, and through them,

perhaps, a nobler breed than this king

dom had ever known. Cambrensis takes

notice of them, and Drayton, the poet,

celebrates their excellence ; he confirms

the account given of racing in Smithfield,

by Fitzstephen, in Henry the Second's

time.

In the romance of Richard I. coeval

with Sir Bevis, we find that swift running

horses were greatly esteemed by the he

roes who figure in romance, and rated at

prodigious prices ; for instance, in an an

cient poem, which celebrates the warlike

actions of Richard I. it is said, that in the

camp of the emperor, a» he is called, of

Cyprus,

Two steedes fownde king Riohard

Thatt von Favell, that other Lyard ;

Yn this worlde they hadde no pere,

Dromedary, rabyte, xte cammele,

Goeth none so swifte withoute fayle ;

For a thousand pownde of gold

Nc shoulde the one be solde.

And though the poet may be thought

to have claimed the license for exaggera

tion respecting the value of these two fa.

mous steeds, yet it plainly indicates that,

in his time, there were horses very highly

prized on account of their swiftness. We

do not, indeed, find that they were kept

for the purpose of racing only, as horses

are in the present day, but for hunting,

&c. &c., and to be used by heralds and

messengers in cases of urgency.

Running horses are frequently men.

tioned in the registers of the royal expen

diture, and king John was so fond of

swift horses and dogs for the chase, that

he received many of his fines in the one

or the other ; but it does not appear that

he made use of the horses for any purpose

of pleasure, beyond the pursuits of hunt

ing, hawking, &c. &c.
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Edward II. and Edward III. imported

horses from the continent ; but they were

large strong horses, fit to carry men com

pletely armed. Sir Thomas Chaloner,

who wrote in the early part of Elizabeth's

reign, mentions Henry VIII. as a great

admirer of horses, and of his having im

ported some from Turkey, Naples, Spain,

and Flanders, to improve the breed. The

light and fleet breed of horses originated

with the invention of gunpowder, and ge.

neral use of fire-arms ; the heavy armour

falling into disrepute, a lighter and more

active sort of horse of course became ne

cessary. Racing is mentioned and con

demned by Lord Herbert, of Cherbury,

as cheating frequently attended it.

In the reign of Edward IIL there were

running horses purchased for the king's

service, at the price of thirteen pounds six

shillings and eight-pence each ; and in

the ninth year of his reign, the king of

Navarre sent him a present of two run

ning horses, when the king gave the per

son who brought them no less than one

hundred shillings for his reward.

It has been customary, says a Chester

antiquary (the elder Randel Holme,)

time out of mind, upon a Shrove Tues

day, for the Company of Saddlers, be

longing to the city of Chester, to present

to the Drapers a wooden ball, embel

lished with flowers, and placed upon the

point of a lance.

This ceremony was performed in the

presence of the mayor, at the Cross in

the Roody, an open place near the city ;

tut this year, 1540, continues he, the

ball was changed into a silver bell, valued

at three shillings and sixpence, or more,

to be given to him who shall run the best

and the furthest on horseback before them

on the same day, Shrove Tuesday.

These bells were denominated St,

George's bells, and we are told, that, in

the last year of James I. John Brereton,

innkeeper, mayor of Chester, first caused

the horses entered for this iace, then called

St. George's race, to start from the point

beyond the new tower, and appointed

them to run five times round the Roody;

and, says my author (the younger Ran

del Holme), he who won the last course,

or trayne, received the bell, of a good

value, eight or ten pounds, and to have it

for ever ; which moneyes were collected

of the citizens for that purpose. By the

author's having added that the winner of

this race was to have the bell for ever, is

implied, that it had formerly been used as

a temporary mark of honour by the suc

cessful horseman, and afterwards return

ed to the corporation : this alteration was

made April 23, 1024.

Racehorses were prized, on account of

their breed, in the time of Queen Eliza

beth, as appears from the following ob

servations in one of Bishop Hall's Sa

tires :—

Dost thou prize

Thy brute beast's worth by thelrdam's qualities;

Say'st thou thy colt shall prove a swift-paced

steed,

Only because a Jennet did him breed ?

Or say'st thou this bame horse shall win the

prize,

Because his day was swiftest Trunchefice

Or Runcevall, his sire, himself a gollaway,

While like a tireiingjade he lags halfway ?

John Nsrthbrook, a puritanical writer

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, who,

though very severe against cards and dice,

vain plays, interludes, and other idle pas

times, allows of horse-racing ; a proof

that it was no uncommon amusement at

that time, when (two centuries back) it

was considered a liberal pastime, prac

tised for pleasure rather than profit, with

out the least idea of reducing it to a sys

tem of gaming. It is ranked with hunting

and hawking, and opposed to dice and

card-playing, by an old Scotch poet, who

laments that the latter had, in a great

measure, superseded the former ; and

• Commenius says, at this day, 1590, tilt

ing, or the quintain, is used when a ring

is struck with a truncheon, instead of

horse-races, which, he adds, are grown

out of fashion.

In the reign of king James I. public

races were established in many parts of

the kingdom ; the races were then called

bell courses, because the prize was a silver

bell ; and such horses as had given proofs

of superior abilities became known and

famous, and their breed was cultivated.

Gatherley, in Yorkshire ; Croydon,

near London ; Theobald's, on Enfield-

Chase, when the king was resident, were

the spots where the races were run. Food,

physic, exercise, sweats, and weight at

this time were rigidly attended to : the

usual weight was ten stone. It is ima

gined, that at this time of day the win

ning of a race was attended with more

honour than profit. This king (James I.)

bought an Arabian horse of Mr. Mark-

ham, and gave £500 for him. He was

the first of that country which England

had ever seen.

The Duke of Newcastle mentions him

to have been of a bay colour, a little horse,

and no rarity for shape ; he was trained,

but disgraced his country by being beat

in his race by every horse that ran against

him.

Boucher, in his Survey of the town of

Stamford, informs us, that a concourse of

noblemen and gentlemen met together in

the vicinity of the town, in mirth, peace,
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and amity, for the exercise of their swift

running horses, every Thursday in March.

The prize they run for is a silver and gilt

cup with a cover, of the value of seven or

eight pounds, provided by the care of the

alderman for the time being ; but the

money is raised out of the interest of a

stock formerly made by the nobility and

gentry which are neighbours and well-

wishers to the town.

Boum, a writer of the seventeenth cen

tury, tells us, that horse-racing, which

had formerly been practised at Eastertide,

was then put down as being contrary to

the holiness of the season.

Races were held at Newmarket in 1640,

although the round course was not made

till 1660.

In Charles the First's time, Sir Ed-

ward Harwood mentions the scarcity of

able horses in the kingdom, there not

being so many as two thousand that were

equal to a like number of French horses,

the cause of which he supposes to proceed

from the strong addiction which the na

tion had to racing and hunting horses,

which, for the sake of swiftness, were' all

of a lighter and weaker mould.

In this king's reign it was customary

to have races performed in Hyde Park i

this appears from a comedy called the

Merry Beggars, or Jovial Crew, 1641.—-

" Shall we make a fling to London, and

see how the spring appears there, in

Spring-Garden and Hyde Park, to see

races, horse and foot ?"

Burton, in his Anatomy of Melan

choly, mentions horse-races as the dis

ports of great men, and good in them

selves, though many gentlemen, by such

means, gallop quite out of their fortunes.

After the Restoration, horse-racing

was revived and much encouraged by

Charles II. who frequently honoured this

pastime with his presence. He establish

ed the breed of our present race of run

ning horses, by importing mares from

Barbary and other parts, which were call

ed royal mares i the first horse we have

on record, whose pedigree can be authen

ticated, was bred by him and called Dcds-

worth ; and, for his amusement when he

resided at Windsor, appointed races to be

run in Datchet mead ; and at Newmar

ket, where it is said he entered horses,

and run them in his own name : he built

a house for his better accommodation, and

he also occasionally visited other places

where horse-races were instituted,—Bur-

ford Downs, in particular, as may be in

ferred from the following doggerel verses,

written by Matthew Thomas Baskervile,

about the year 1690 :—

Next, for the glory of the place, '

Here has been rode many a race :

King Charles the Second I saw here,

Bnt I've forgotten In what year;

The Dnke of Monmouth here, also.

Made his horse to sweat and blow ;

Lovelace, Pembroke, and other gallants.

Have been venturing here their talents ;

And Nicholas Bainton, on black Sloven,

Got silver plate by labour and drudging.

At this time (Charles II.) it appears

that the prizes run for became more valu

able than they formerly had been, they

being bowls, or other pieces of plate, which

were usually estimated at one hundred

guineas each; and upon these trophies

of victory the exploits and pedigrees of

the successful horses were most commonly

engraved, whence, perhaps, much curious

information might be obtained.

According to the younger Randel, the

sheriffs of Chester would have no calfs

head feast, bv4t put the charge of it into a

piece of plate, to be run for on Shrove

Tuesday ; and the high sheriff borrowed

a Barbary horse of Sir Thomas Middle-

ton, which won him the plate ; and, being

masjer of the rafe, he would not suffer

the horses of Master Massey, of Pudding-

ton, and of Sir Philip Egerton, of Oul-

ton, to run, because they came the day

after the time prefixed for the horses to

be brought and kept in the city, which

caused all the gentry to relinquish our

races ever since.

William III. was also a patroniser of

this pastime, and his queen not only con

tinued the bounty of her predecessors,

but added several plates to the former

donations. George I. (1720), instead of

a piece of plate, gave one hundred gui

neas, to be paid in money.

(To be continued.)

Words arranged to a beautiful MS. Spanish

Air, for the Harp, in the possession ofMrs.

EUiston.

Bv Misa C. M. T- -N.

Cease lady, cease that strain,

Tho' dear 'twas once to me,

Wake not its tones again,

Tho' sweet their melody.

For, ah, each note wafts hither

Some thought of days gone by ;

Sweet eyes that beam'd to wither,

Fond hopes that bloom '.d to die.

'Twas in my days of brightness

First on mine ear it rung ;

When life was robed in lightness,

And I and Hope were youug.

But joy has now pass'd o'er.

Like moonlight on the sea,

And youth shall bloom no more

Nor Hope be bright for me.
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A FRAGMENT. ,

Dwells tliere on earth one sunk iu crime so

low,

Can laugh at grief, aud mock another's woe ?

Shall not the tear by virgin sadness shed,

Tend to draw down a blessing on her head ?

Shall not the matd a sure protection find?

Can man forget that tenderness of mind

Due to a woman's tears, and stern, despise

The pleading softness of her suppliant eyes ?

C. P. N. W.

€ije Seleetor*

OR,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

XEW WORKS.

ANECDOTES OF RICHARD

BRINSLEY SHERIDAN, ESQ.

Justice has at length been done to the

genius and memory of Sheridan in the

publication of his memoirs by Mr. Thos.

Moore, the poet. The work, while it

contains those fine tqjiches of imagery

which Mr. Moore knows so well how to

introduce, Is an extremely well written

and spirited memoir, in which the foibles

of Sheridan's character are not concealed,

nor his good qualities ostentatiously bla

zoned forth. In one word, Mr. Moore's

life of Sheridan Is an honest work, and

we are sure our readers will be gratified

by our detailing a few passages.

sHEBIDAN AT SCHOOL.

Dr. Pabb, who was under-master at

Harrow school when Sheridan was there,

says, " There was little in his boyhood

worth communication. He was inferior

to many of his school-fellows in the ordi

nary business of a school, and I do not

remember any one instance in which he

distinguished himself by Latin or English

composition, in prose or verse. Natha

niel Halhed, one of his school-fellows,

wrote well iu Latin and Greek. Richard

Archdall, another school-fellow, excelled

in English verse. R. Sheridan aspired

to no rivalry with either of them. He

was at the uppermost part of the fifth

form, but he never reached the sixth ;

and, if I mistake not, be had no oppor

tunity of attending the most difficult and

the most honourable of school business,

when the Greek plays were taught—and

it was the custom at Harrow to teach these

at least every year. He went through his

lessons in Horace and Virgil and Homer

well enough, for a time ; but, in the ab

sence of the upper master, Doctor Sum

ner, it once fell- in my way to instruct the

two upper forms, and, upon calling up

Dick Sheridan, I found him not only slo

venly in construing, but unusually defec

tive in his Greek grammar. Knowing

him to be a clever fellow, I did not fail

to probe and to teaze him. 1 stated his

case with great good humour to the upper

master, who was one of the best-tempered

men in the world ; and it was agreed be

tween us, that Richard should be called

oftener, and worked more severely. The

varlet was not suffered to stand up in his

place, but was summoned to take his sta

tion near the master's table, where the

voice of no prompter could reach him ;

and, in this defenceless condition, he was

so harassed, that he at last gathered up

some grammatical rules, and prepared

himself for his lessons. While this tor

menting process was inflicted upon him,

I now and then upbraided him. But you

will take notice that he did not incur any

corporeal punishment for his idleness ;

his industry was just sufficient to protect

him from disgrace. All the .while, Sum

ner and I saw in him vestiges of a supe

rior Intellect. His eye, his countenance,

his general manner, were striking.' His

answers to any common question were

prompt and acute. We knew the esteem,

and even admiration, which, somehow or

other, all his school-fellows felt for him.

He was mischievous enough, but his

pranks were accompanied by a sort of vi

vacity and cheerfulness which delighted

Sumner and myself. I had much tali?

with him about his apple-loft, for the

supply of which all the7 gardens in the

neighbourhood were taxed ; and some of

the lower boys were employed to furnish

It. I threatened, but without asperity, to

trace the depredators, through his asso

ciates, up to their leader. He with per

fect good humour set me at defiance, and I

never could bring the charge home to him.

All boys and all masters were pleased

with him. I often praised him as a lad

of great talents, often exhorted him to use

them well; but my exhortations were

fruitless. I take for granted that his

taste was silently improved, and that he

knew well the little which he did know."

sheridan's cotjbtshif.

It was in the year 1770, that old Mr.

Sheridan and his family took up their re

sidence in Bath, where Mr. Linley and

his family then resided ; an acquaintance

between the fathers ripened into intimacy

between the junior branches of each fa

mily, and, without knowing it, young

Richard Brinsley and his brother Charles

both became deeply enamoured of the

all-accomplished Miss Linley.

Her heart, however, was not so wholly

unpreoccupied as to yield at once to the

passion which her destiny had in store for

her. One of those transient preferences,
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which in early youth are mistaken for

love, had already taken lively possession

of her imagination ; and to this the fol

lowing lines, written at that time by Mr.

Sheridan, allude :—

« TO THE RECORDING ANGEL.

«Cherub of Heaven, that from thy secret stand

Dost note the follies of each mortal here,

Oh, if Eliza's steps employ thy hand,

Blot the sad legend with a mortal tear.

Nor, when she errs, through passion's wild ex

treme,

Mark then her course, nor heed each trifling

wrong;

Nor, when her sad attachment is her theme,

Note down the transports ofher erring tongne,

But, when she sighs for sorrows not her own,

Let that dear sigh to mercy's cause be given :

And bear that tear to her Creator's throne.

Which glistens in the eye upraised to Hea,

ven I"

But in love, as in everything else, the

power of a mind like Sheridan's must

have made itself felt through all obsta

cles and difficulties. He was not long in

winning the entire affections of the young

" Siren," though the number and wealth

of his rivals, the ambitious views of her

father, and the temptations to which she

herself was hourly exposed, kept his

jealousies and fears perpetually on the

watch.

Among the competitors for Miss Lin-

ley, it would have excited little surprise

that one should be found whose motives

were base and dishonourable, had not her

modesty and virtue been as distinguished

as her beauty.

Captain Mathews, a married man,

and intimate with Miss Linley's family,

presuming upon the innocent familiarity

which her youth and his own station per

mitted between them, had for some time

not only rendered her remarkable by his

indiscreet attentions in public, but had

even persecuted her in private with those

unlawful addresses and proposals which a

timid female will sometimes rather endure

than encounter that share of the shame

which may be reflected upon herself by

their disclosure.

In consequence of this persecution,

and an increasing dislike to her profession,

which made her shrink more and more

from the gaze of the many, in proportion

as she became devoted to the love of one,

she adopted, early in 1772, the romantic

resolution of flying secretly to France,

and taking refuge in a convent, intending,

at the same time, to indemnify her father,

to whom she was bound till the age of

twenty-one, by the surrender to him of

part of the sum which Mr. Long had

settled upon her. Sheridan, who it is

probable had been the chief adviser of her

flight, was. of coir.se, not slew in offering

to be the partner of it.

It will be recollected that Sheridan

was at this time little more than twenty,

and his companion just entering her

eighteenth year. On their arrival in Lon

don, with an adroitness which was, at

least very dramatic, he introduced her to

an old friend of his family (Mr. Ewart, a

respectable brandy-merchant in the city),

as a rich heiress who had consented to

elope with him to the Continent ; in con

sequence of which the old gentleman, with

many commendations of his wisdom, in

having given up the imprudent pursuit of

Miss Linley, not only accommodated the

fugitives with a passage on board a ship

which he had ready to sail from the port

of London to Dunkirk, but gave them

letters of recommendation to his corres

pondents at that place, who with the same

zeal and despatch facilitated their jour

ney to Lisle, and at a little village not

far from Calais, they were married about

the latter end of Match 1772, by a priest

well known for his services on such occa

sions.

BHErIDAM's duel.

Captaiw Mathews"vented his rage and

revenge in an advertisement in the Bath

Chronicle, in which he called Richard

Brinsley Sheridan names which no gen

tleman could brook ; and on the return of

the latter to this country, he followed

Captain Mathews from Bath to London,

and demanded satisfaction. A duel en

sued, which Mr. Sheridan, In a letter to

Captain Knight, the second of Captain

Mathews, thus describes :—.

" Mr. Ewart accompanied me to Hyde

Park, about six in the evening, where we

met you and Mr. Mathews, and wetwalked

together to the ring. Mr. Mathews re

fusing to make any other acknowledgment

than ne had done, I observed that we had

come to the ground : Mr. Mathews ob

jected to the spot, and appealed to you.

we proceeded to the back of a building

on the other side of the ring, the ground

was there perfectly level. I called on him,

and drew my sword (he having previously

declined pistols). Mr. Ewart observed a

sentinel on the other side of the building ;

we advanced to another part of the park.

I stopped again at a seemingly convenient

place : Mr. Mathews objected to the ob

servation of some people at a great dis

tance, and proposed to retire to the Her

cules' Pillars till the park should be clear;

we did so. In a little time we returned.

I again ;drew my sword ; Mr. Mathews

again objected to the observation of a per

son who seemed to watch us. Mr. Ewart

observed that the chance was equal, and
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engaged that no one should stop him,

should it be necessary for him to retire to

the gate, where he had a chaise and four

which was equally at his service. Mr.

Mathews declared that he would not en

gage while any one was within sight, and

proposed to defer it till next morning. I

tHmed to you and said that 'this was

trifling work ;' that I could not admit of

any delay, and engaged to remove the

gentleman -who proved \o be an officer,

and who, on my going up to him, and as

suring him that any interposition would

be illumed, politely retired. Mr. Ma

thews, in the meantime, had returned to

wards the gate ; Mr. Ewart and I called

to you, and followed. We returned to

the Hercules' Pillars, and went from

thence, by agreement, to the Bedford

Coffee-house, where the master being

alarmed, you came and conducted us to

Mr. Mathews, at the Castle Tavern, Hen

rietta-street. Mr. Ewart took lights up

in his hand, and almost immediately on

our entering the room we engaged. I

struck Mr. Mathews's point so much

out of the line, that I stepped up and

caught hold of his wrist, or the hilt of his

sword, while the point of mine was at his

breast. You ran in and caught hold of

my arm, exclaiming, ' Don't kill him.'

I struggled to disengage my arm, and said

his sword was in my power. Mr. Ma

thews called out twice or thrice, ' I beg

my life.' We were parted. You imme

diately said, ' There, he has begged his

life, and now there is an end of it ;' and

on Mr. Ewart's saying that when his

sword was in my power, as I attempted

no more, you should not have interfered,

you replied that you were wrong, but that

you had done it hastily, and to prevent

mischief—or words to that effect. Mr.

Mathews then hinted that I was rather

obliged to your interposition for the ad

vantage ; you declared that ' before you

did so, both the swords were in Mr. She

ridan's power.' t Mr. Mathews still seem

ed resolved to give it another turn, and

observed that he had never quitted his

sword. Provoked at this, I then swore

(with too much heat perhaps) that he

should either give up his sword, and I

would break it, or go to his guard asain.

He refused—but on my persisting, either

gave it into my hand, or flung it on the

table, or the ground (which, I will not

absolutely affirmY. I broke it, and flung

the hilt to the other end of the room. He

exclaimed at this. I took a mourning

sword from Mr. Ewart, and presenting

him with mine, gave my honour that

what had passed should never be men

tioned by me, and he might now right

himself again. He replied, that he ' would

never draw a sword against the man who

had given him his life :'—but, on his

still exclaiming against the indignity of

breaking his sword (which he had brought

upon himself), Mr. Ewart offered him

the pistols, and some altercation passed

between them. Mr. Mathews said, that

he could never show his face, if it were

known how his sword was broke—that

such a thing had never been done—that

it cancelled all obligations, &c. &c. You

seemed to think it was wrong, and we

both proposed, that if he never misrepre

sented the affair, it should not be men

tioned by us. This was settled. I then

asked Sir. Mathews whether, as he had

expressed himself sensible of, and shocked

at the injustice and indignity he had done

me in his advertisement, it did not occur

to him that he owed me another satisfac

tion ; and that, as it was now in his power

to do it without discredit, I supposed he

would not hesitate. This he absolutely

refused, unless conditionally ; I insisted

on it, and said I would not leave the room

till it was settled. After much alterca

tion, and with much ill grace, he gave the

apology which afterwards appeared. We

parted, and I returned immediately to

Bath. J, there, to Colonel Gould, Cap

tain Wade, Mr. Creaser, and others, men

tioned the affair to Mr. Mathews' credit

—said that chance having given me the

advantage, Mr. Mathews had consented

to that apology, and mentioning nothing

of the sword. Mr. Mathews came down,

and in two days I found the whole affair

had been stated in a different light, and

insinuations given out to the same pur

pose as in the paper which has occasioned

this trouble. I had undoubted authority

that these accounts proceeded from Mr.

Mathews, and likewise that Mr. Knight

had never any share in them. I then

thought I no longer owed Mr. Mathews

the compliment to conceal any circum

stance, and 1 related the affair to several

gentlemen exactly as above."

The apology which Mr. Mathews gave

was immediately inserted in the Bath

Chronicle by the Sheridans ; the follow

ing is a copy :—

" Being convinced that the expressions

I made use of to Mr. Sheridan's disad

vantage were the effects of passion and

misrepresentation, I retract what I have

said to that gentleman's disadvantage, and

particularly beg his pardon for my adver

tisement in the Bath Chronicle.

" Thomas Mathews."

A second duel ensued, in which both

were wounded.
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LINES ON A WOMAN OF FASHION.

In noticing the " School for Scandal,"

which Mr. M. does at some length, he

inserts the following verses found in Mr.

Sheridan's hand-writing, as the founda

tion of the specimen Sir Benjamin Back

bite gives of his poetical talents. Mr.

Moore thinks it was probably written by

Tickell and Mr. S. to ridicule some wo

man of fashion :—

* Then , behind, all my hair is done np in a plat,

And so, like a comet's, tuck'd under my hat,

Then I mount on my palfrey as gay as a lark.

And, follow'd by John, take the dust in High

Park.

In the way I am met by some smart macaroni.

Who rides by my side on a little bay ponv—

No sturdy Hibernian, with shoulders so wide,

Bat as taper and slim as the ponies they ride ;

Their legs are as slim, and their shoulders no

wider,

Dear sweet little creatures, both pony and rider!

« But sometimes, when hotter, I order my

chaise,

And manage, myself, my two little greys

Sure never were seen two such sweet 'little

ponies.

Other horses are clowns, and these macaronies,

And to give them this title, I'm sure isn't

wrong,

Their legs are so illm, and their tails are so long.

* In Kensington Gardens to stroll up and'down,

You know was the fashion before you left towii,

The, thing's well enough, when allowance is

made

For the size of the trees and the depth of the

shade,

But the spread of their leaves such a shelter

afford*

To those noisy impertinent creatures called

birds,

Whose ridiculous chirruping ruins the scene,

Brings the cauutiy before me, and gives me the

spleen.

* Yet, though 'tis too rural— to come near the

mark.

We all herd in one walk, and that, nearest the

park,

There with ease we may see, as we pass by the

wicket,

The chimneys of Knightsbridge and—footmen

at cricket.

I must though, injustice, declare that the grass,

Which, worn by our feet, is diminished apace,

In a little time more will be brown and as flat

As the sand at Vauxhall, or as Ranelagh mat.

Improving thus fast, perhaps, by degrees,

We may see rplls and butter spread under the

trees,

With a small pretty band in each seat of the

walk,

To play little tunes and enlivenour talk.-'

SHEttlDAN's MAIDEN SPEECH.

He made his first speech in Parliament

on the 20th of November, 1780, when a

- petition was presented to the House, com

plaining of the undue election of the sit

ting members (himself and Mr. Moncton)

for Stafford. It was rather lucky for him

that the occasion was one in which he felt

personally interested, as it took away

much of that appearance of anxiety for

display which might have attended his

first exhibition upon any general subject.

The fame, however, which he had already

acquired by his literary talents, was suf

ficient, even on this question, to awaken

all the curiosity and expectation of his

audience ; and accordingly we are told,

in the report of his speech, that " he was

heard with particular attention, the house

being uncommonly still while he was

speaking." The indignation which he

expressed on this occasion, at the charges

brought by the petition against the elec

tors of Stafford, was cooly turned into ri

dicule by Mr. Rigby, paymaster of the

forces. But Mr. Fox, whose eloquence

was always ready at the call of good

nature, and, like the shield of Ajax, had

" ample room and verge enough" to pro

tect not only himself but his friends, came

promptly to the aid of the young orator ;

and, in reply to Mr. Rigby, observed,

that " though those ministerial members

who chiefly robbed and plundered their

constituents might afterwards affect to

despise them, yet gentlemen who felt pro

perly the nature of the trust allotted to

them would always treat them and speak

of them with respect."

It was on this night, as Woodfall used

to relate, that Mr. Sheridan, after he had

spoken, came up to him in the gallery,

and asked, with much anxiety, what he

thought of his first attempt. The answer

of Woodfall, as he had the courage after

wards to own, was, " I am sorry to say I

do not think that this is your line—you

had much better have stuck to your for

mer pursuits ;" on hearing which, Sheri

dan rested his head on his hand for a few

minutes, and then vehemently exclaimed,

" It is in me, however, and, by G—, it

shall come out !"

sheridan's jeux-d'espkit.

Between Tickell and Sheridan there

was a never ending " skirmish of wit,"

both verbal and practical ; and the latter

kind, in particular, was carried on between

them with all the waggery, and, not un-

frequently, the malice of school-boys.*

* On one occasion Sheridan having covered

the floor of a dark passage leading from the draw

ing room with all the plates and dishes of the

house, ranged closely together, provoked his un

conscious play-fellow to pursue him into the

midst of them. Having left a path for his own

escape, he passed through easily ; but Tickell,

falling at full length into the ambuscade, was
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Tickell, much less occupied by business

than his friend, had always some political

jets* d'esprit on the anvil ; and some

times these trifles were produced by them

jointly. The following string of pasqui

nades, so well known in political circles,

and written, as the reader will perceive, at

different dates, though principally by

Sheridan, owes some of its stanzas to

Tickell, and a few others, I believe, to

Lord John Townshend. I have strung

together, without regard to chronology,

the best of these detached lampoons. Time

having removed their venom, and with it,

in a great degree, their wit, they are now,

like dried shakes, mere harmless objects

of curiosity :—

* Johnny W—Iks, Johnny W—Its,*

Thou greatest of bilks,

How chang'd are the notes you now sing !

Your fam'd Forty-five

Is Prerogative,

And your blasphemy, ' Ood save the King/

Johnny W—Iks,

And your blasphemy, 'Ood save the King.''

* Jack Ch—ch—11, Jack Cb—ch—11,

The town sure you search ill,

Your mob has disgraced all your brags ;

When next you draw out

Your hospital rout,

Do, prithee, afford them clean rags,

Jack Ch—ch-D,

Do, prithee, afford them clean rags.

* Captain K—th, Captain K—th,

Keep your tongue 'twixt your teeth,

Lest bed-chamber tricks may betray ;

And, if teeth you want more,

Why my bold commodore,

You may borrow of Lord G—11—y,

Captain K—th,

You may borrow of Lord G—11—y.

* t Joe M—wb—y, Joe M—wb—y,

Your throat sure must raw be,

In striving to make yourself heard ;

But it pleased not the pigs,

Nor the Westminster Whigs,

That your knighthood should utter one word,

Joe M—wb—y.

That your knighthood should utter one word.

very much cut in several places. The next day

Lord John Townshend, on paying a visit to the

bed-side of Tickell, found him covered over with

patches, and indignantly vowing vengeance

against Sheridan for this unjustifiable trick. In

the midst of his anger, however, he could not

help exclaiming, with the true feeling of an

amateur of this sort of mischief—« But how

amazingly well done it was I*

* In Sheridan's copy of the stanza written in

this metre at tue time of the Union (beginning

«Zooks, Harry! zooks, Harry!" he entitled

them—" An admirable new ballad, which goes

excellently well to the tune of

' Mrs. Arne, Mrs. Arne,

It gives me consarn,'&c.

f This stanza, and I rather think the next,

were by Lord John Townshend.

« M—ntm—res, M—htm—res.

Whom nobody for is,

And for whom we none of us care ;

From Dublin you came—

It had been much the same.

Ifyour lordship had stayed where you were,

M—ntm—res,

If your lordship had stayed where you were.

« Lord O—gl—y, Lord O—gl—y,

You spoke mighty strongly,

Who you are, though, all people admire !

But I'll let you depart,

For I believe in my heart,

You had rather they did not inquire,

Lord O—gl—y,

Yon had rather they did not inquire.

a Gl—nb—e, Gl—nb—e,

What's good for the scurvy?

For ne'er be your old trade forgot—

In your arms rather quarter

A pestle and mortar,

And your crest be a spruce gallipot,

Gl—nb—e.

Your crest be a spruce gallipot.

* Gl—nb—e, Gl—nb—e,

The world's topsy-turvy,

01 this truth you're the fittest attester;

For who can deny

That the low become high,

When the king makes a lord of Silvester,

Gl—nb—e,

When the king makes a lord of Silvester.

* Mr. P—11, Mr. F—11,

In return for your zeal,

I'm told they have dubb'd yon Sir Bob ;

Having got wealth enough

By coarse Manchester stuff,

For honours youilnow drive a job,

Mr. P—I,

For honours you'll now drive ajob.

* Oh, poor B—ks, oh, poorB—ks,

Still condemn'd to the ranks,

Nor e'en yet from a private promoted ;

Pitt ne'er will relent,

Though he knows you repent,

Having once or twice honestly voted.

Poor B—ks.

Having once or twice honestly voted.

* Dull H-l—y, dull H—1—y,

Your auditors feel ye,

A speaker of very great weight.

And they wish you were dumb,

When with ponderous hum,

You lengthen the drowsy debate,

Dull H—I~y,

Tou lengthen the drowsy debate.*

There are about as many more of these

stanzas, written at different intervals, ac

cording as new victims, with good names

for rhyming, presented themselves—the

metre being a most tempting medium for

such lampoons. There is, indeed, ap

pended to one of Sheridan's copies of

them, a long ljst (like a tablet of proscrip

tion\ containing about fifteen other names

marked out for the same fate ; and it will

be seen by the following specimen that

some of thorn had a very narrow escape :—
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«WU1C—rt—I ...»

« V—n»—t—t, V—n»—t—t, for little thou Start."

* Will D-nd-a, Will D-ud-s, were you only an ass.-*

* L—ghb—h, thorough."

« Sam H—ral—y. Sam H—ral—y . . coarsely."

« P-ttym u, P-ttym-n, speak truth if you cau."

BYXOX's CHARACTER 01 SHERIDAX.

The following extract from a diary in

my possession, kept by Lord Byron,

during six months of his residence in

London, 1812-13, will show the admira

tion which this great and generous spirit

felt for Sheridan :—

" Saturday, Dec. 18, 1813.

" Lord Holland told me a curious piece

of sentimentality in Sheridan. The other

night we were all delivering our respective

and various opinions on him and other

hommes marquans, and mine was this :—

' Whatever Sheridan has done, or chosen

to do, has been, par excellence, always

the best of its kind. He has written the

best comedy (School for Scandal), the

best opera (The Duenna—in my mmd far

before that St. Giles's lampoon, The

Beggars' Opera), the best farce (The

Critic—it is only too good for an after

piece), and the best address (Monologue

on Garrick) ; and, to crown all, delivered

the very best oration (the famous Begum

Speech) ever conceived or heard in this

country.' Somebody told Sheridan this

the next day, and on hearing it, he burst

into tears ! Poor Brinsley 1 If they

were tears of pleasure, I would have rather

said those few, but sincere words, than

have written the Iliad, or made his own

celebrated philippic. '. Nay, his own co

medy never gratified me more than to

hear that he had derived a moment's gra

tification from any praise ofmine—hum

ble as it must appear to ' my elders and

my betters.' "

(To be continued.)

SPIRIT OF THE

SJJufoUe journals.

MINUTE PENMANSHIP.

Mr. Beedell, of Ottery St. Mary, has

been for some time engaged on a beautiful

specimen of penmanship. This admirable

piece of skill and ingenuity is now finish

ed, and the most elaborate description

would fail in doing justice to the merits

of it. This inimitable piece is surround

ed by an elegant border, of six weeks'

labour, and contains, in a beautiful and

tasteful arrangement, the following figures,

&c. Common hare, varymg hare of the

northern countries of Europe, pine mar

tin, otter, wild cat ; harrier (hunting

piece) ; three foreign birds on a tree ; a

correct representation of Ottery St.Mary's

church, surrounded by a beautiful border ;

ruins of a castle, encompassed by a very

neat and pretty border.

At the bottom of the piece Mr. Beedell

has written another specimen of his mi

nute penmanship. He has elegantly

written, in the circumference of a com

mon sized pea, the Lord's Prayer, Belief,

and two verses of the third Psalm ; the

whole is written with the naked eye, and

without the least abbreviation. Not so

many words, in a similar compass, have

ever been written by any one but this

gentleman ; it is certainly the most rare

species of micrography that England

(and I think I may truly say the world)

can produce. It is absolutely so extra

ordinary as to excite astonishment, and

which, but for ocular evidence, would

defy credibility. This is certainly a

grand display of the power of the human

eye.—Monthly Magazine.

ON WRITING AND WORKING IN

GENERAL WITH BOTH HANDS.

Is it not a most extraordinary thing that

we should be intentionally restricted in

our bodily powers by the present mode of

teaching to write ?—We know not whe

ther we have reason to wonder more that

this should be the case at this enlightened

period, or that it should ever have been

the case at all ; and the wonder is increased

when we find that the right hand has been,

as it were, chosen from all time to be

employed in handling weapons of defence,

and to be put before the other in every

situation. It is a common doctrine that

the left arm is weaker than the right, and

that on account of the organization of the

body, the right is best adapted to labour.

If there be any difference in the strength

of the arms, we believe it will have pro

ceeded from want ofequal exercise to both.

—Look, for instance, at left-handed peo

ple, and youfind the left arm the stronger ;

look at those who use both hands and

arms alike—those few favoured men or

enemies to prejudice, who have become

ambidexter, and they never complain that

one wearies before the other. Indeed,

analogy shews this idea of the greater

natural power of the right arm to be an

argument of nought. Does any body

argue that we should always set the right

leg foremost when we walk, or that we

should turn the right ear to sounds, or

look at anything with the right eye alone ;

or that the most correct smell is. to be

procured through the right nostril ? Be

sides, where real labour comes—where

actual strength is required, both hands

are generally employed. Where the left

hand might he most useful by itself, as a
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substitute for the right, the labour is very

trifling indeed—such as the weakest left

hand and arm in the kingdom might with

a little practice safely, and to its own

credit; venture to undergo. And amongst

other labours which the hands do singly,

what is there so important to be taught

te both hands as the art of writing ?—

Suppose a man to lose his right arm by

mortification, or by a cannon ball, or to

lose even the fingers from his right hand.

How many are there to. whom such an

accident as this has occurred at mature

age, who have never afterwards been able

to write at all ! To a man like Lord

Nelson, who had only very small use for

his right hand as a penman, this was not

of so much moment ; but imagine that

this should happen to a great writer—to

a man whose whole soul was bent on com

position. There have been many such,

and most able men, who could not dictate

to an amanuensis. Imagine that this

fatal accident should occur to such a

person. The world has lost his services.

Thousands of the brightest thoughts, of

the most noble suggestions, perhaps, for

the improvement of mankind, are buried

in the mind, which was hardly ever on

the alert till the pen was in operation ; and

all for want of a little extra trouble in the

education of the hands when the unfor.

tunate was yet a boy. The same thing

might happen to thousands of accountants

and writers in offices, who depend entirely

on their right hands for their bread, when

they have the means of doubly guarding

against starvation. The same will apply

to all schoolmasters—to all sempstresses

and persons who use the needle in every

possible manner—to all engravers—to all

artists of every description—and to im.

mense numbers of persons who, having

no very fine work, merely follow the bad

habit of using the right hand chiefly, be.

cause they see others do the like. Why

should not a painter gain as much repu

tation in his profession with his left hand

as his right ? What superstition is there

which prevents him from learning the use

of it ? Leaving the pen and the pencil

for a moment, we may observe that we

have seen wonderful feats done at circusses

and such like places of exhibition, by

fencing with both hands. What is there

to hinder any young soldier from learn

ing to fence with both hands ?

But there is another very important

advantage of this ambidexter education,

which we have hitherto entirely over

looked. Consider the additional labour

that might be done, if painters, writers,

•ngravers, &c. were to be able to work

with beth hands with equal skill. When

the right band tired, they would only

have to "change hands and fall to work

again like new men.—At this very mo

ment, we have been writing nearly the

whole day, our right hand is aching in

every joint, but the left is perfectly un

wearied. We could write on for some

hours yet, for we do not feel at all wearied

any where but in the hand ; but we are

compelled to lay down the pen. Imagine

the benefits resulting to society, were

Mr. Brougham to be able to change hands,

instead of stopping in his labours, on a

similar occasion, and you will instantly

try to educate your children, if you have

any, to write with the left hand.

Newcastle Magazine.

No. LXXVIII.

THE GENEROUS CAVALIER.

Two knights of Portugal, both of whom

are probably still in existence, entertain

ing a mortal enmity towards each other,

were incessantly occupied in studying the

surest means of taking revenge. The one,

however, who first conceived himself in

jured, surpassed his adversary in the vigi

lance with which he watched every occa

sion of carrying his designs into execution.

This ferocious disposition was further

nurtured by the circumstance of his in

ability, either in force or courage, suc

cessfully to contend with his enemy,

which, while it compelled him to stifle

the expression of his hatred, led him to

reflect upon every secret method of annoy

ing him in his power. Though formerly

of noble and virtuous dispositions, this

unhappy feud had so far disordered his

better feelings and his judgment, as to

induce him to commit one of the most

atrocious actions recorded in history. He

watched his opportunity of surprising aTid

assassinating both the father and brother

< of his nobler foe, intelligence of which fact

having reached the court, a proclamation

was forthwith issued by the king, forbid-

ding his subjects, under' the severest

penalties, to harbour the author of so foul

a crime, while officers were despatched on

all sides in pursuit of him.

After perpetrating the deed, the assas

sin, hearing the proclamation everywhere

bruited in his ears, and believing it im

possible long to elude the vigilance of his

pursuers, torn at the same time by the

agonies of remorse and guilt, came to a

resolution rather of dying by the hand of

him whom he had so deeply injured, than

awaiting the more tardy and ignominious

course of justice. For, having satiated

his revenge, the idea of what he had once

been, and of his lost feme and honour.
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rushed with an overwhelming sense of

despair across his mind ; and he felt a

dark and fearful satisfaction in yielding

himself up to the sword of his deeply in

jured adversary. With this view he

secretly issued from his retreat, under

cover of the night, and having before day

break reached the residence of him whom

he deemed his executioner, he presented

himself in his astonished presence with

the fatal poniard in his hand, kneeling

and baring his bosom as he offered it to

the grasp of his foe.

Impelled by a sudden feeling ofrevenge,

and viewing the assassin in his power, the

cavalier was in the act of plunging the

steel into his breast, but restraining his

passion, and conceiving it dishonourable

to take so inglorious an advantage, he

flung it from him, and turned his face

away. At length commanding his emo.

tion, he declared that he would never

stain his hands with the blood of a de

fenceless man, much less of an unarmed

knight, be his offence what they would ;

and with singular greatness and genero

sity of soul, proceeded to assure the assas

sin of his safety, as long as he remained

with him. Witnessing the terrors of re

morse and guilt which seemed to sting

him to the quick, and leaving his further

punishment to heaven, his generous foe

attended him the ensuing night on horse

back, beyond the confines of the kingdom.

Yet, on his return, unable to forget the

sad source of his resentment, he hastened

to the court of Portugal, and on obtain

ing an audience of his majesty, said that

he had heard of his enemy's escape from

the country, and that he was now proba

bly beyond the reach of justice, glorying

in his iniquity. It was therefore incum

bent upon him to adopt some other means

of redressing the wrongs he had suffered,

and his majesty would oblige him by

granting a safe conduct to his foe, to re

enter the kingdom, so that he might meet

him in single battle. " There is only one

condition," continued the knight, " I

would beseech your majesty to grant ; that

if I should be so unfortunate as to fall

beneath his arm, your majesty will please

to absolve him from all his offences, and

permit him to go free ; and if, as I firmly

trust, I should come off victorious, that

his fate shall rest in my hands." The

king, with some difficulty, being prevailed

upon to grant these terms, the noble ca

valier immediately despatched messengers,

bearing at once' a safe conduct, and a

public defiance to his enemy to meet him

m the field, and yield him satisfaction in

single combat, according to the laws of

honour, before the king and court. Wil

ling to afford his enemy the revenge he

sought, the assassin, to the astonishment

of the people, made his appearance on the

appointed day in the lists, clothed in com

plete armour, and accepted the challenge

proposed. On the heralds sounding a

charge, they both engaged with appa

rently equal fury ; hut the injured knight

shortly wounded his antagonist severely

in several places, and stretched him on the

field weltering in his blood. Instead,

however, of despatching him, as every one

expected, on the spot, he raised him up,

and calling for surgical assistance, had

him conveyed to a place of safety. His

wounds-proving not to be mortal, the

noble cavalier, on his recovery, accompa

nied him into the presence of the king,

and declared publicly before the whole

court, that he granted him his liberty and

his life, entreating at the same time the

royal pardon for him, and permission to>

reside in any part of his majesty's domi

nions.

In admiration of his unequalled mag

nanimity, the king readily conceded what

he wished ; while the unhappy object of

their favour, overwhelmed with feelings

of remorse and shame, humbled himself

before his generous conqueror, and ever

afterwards evinced sentiments of the ut

most gratitude and respect to the noble

cavalier, being at once the most faithful

friend and follower he ever had.

^pWtaeellam'ea.

ANTIQUITIES AT HASTINGS

CASTLE.

Two stone coffins were found in the re

mains of a vault, in excavating the ground

on the inside of Hastings castle, July 30,

1824. The skeletons in both were

complete when first opened ; the top

coffin contained the skeleton of a child,

which mouldered away in the course of a

day ; the lower one, that of a man about

five feet nine inches high, this was per

fect (with the exception of the ribs having

fallen in,) when I saw it five days after it

had been exposed ; the lower jaw con

tained all the teeth, which appeared to be

then very fast fixed. The coffins are

built with rough stones of different sizes,

and no labour seems to have been used in

forming any of them, except the head and

shoulder stones, which are worked out to

form a rough circle.

F. M. R«

* We thank our correspondent for the sketch

which accompanied this article, but, although we

doubt not its correctness, yet the subject is not a

good one for an engraving. For a view of Has.

tings Castle, see Mirroh, No. 154.
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MEMORABILIA OK THE

ANCIENTS.

Julius Cmsatl fought 500 pitched bat-

ties, and killed one million and a half of

men.

Manlius, who threw down the Gauls

from the Capitol, had received twenty-

three wounds, and taken two spoils before

he was seventeen years of age.

Senatus fought 120 battles, was eighty

times victorious in single combat, and re

ceived forty-five wounds in front.—He

had among his trophies 70 belts, 8 mural

3 obsidional, and 14 civic crowns.

Cato pleaded four hundred causes, and

gained them all.

Cyrus knew the names of all the sol

diers of his army ; Lucius Scipio of the

Roman people.

Chaimides could relate all that he had

ever heard in the same words.

. Julius Caisar wrote, read, dictated,

and listened' to the conversation of his

friend at the same time.

A philosopher is mentioned by Pliny,

who being struck by a stone forgot his

alphabet. A. man reputed for his stu

pidity falling from a horse, and being

trepanned, became .very remarkable for

the sprightliness of his genius. . .:

The orator Corvinus forgot his own

name.

Mithridates spoke to the embassadors

of twenty-two different nations without

an interpreter.

Julius Viator lived to an advanced old

age without drinking water, or using any

kmd of liquid nourishment.

Crassus, grandfather of the Triumvir

Crassus, who was slain by the Parthians,

never laughed. He had on this account

the surname of Agelastes.

STije <5atfjmr.
*' I an but a Galkerer and disposer of other

men'i staff."— Wotton.

LITERAL EPIGRAM

To the author of a poor Sonnet on the

River Dee.

Had I, Sir, been U,

And quite in tho Q,

As 'twould have been easy to B

I'd soon let you C,

Whilst sipping my T,

By far better lines on tho D.

ENGLISH GIANT.

John Midtjleton, bom in the year

1578, was remarkable for his large sta

ture and extraordinary strength. It is

traditionally reported, that Sir G. Ireland

took him to London, and introduced him

to the presence of King James I, dressed

up in a very fantastic style ; on his return

from London a portrait was taken of him,

which is preserved in the library of Bra

zen Nose College, Oxford. Dr. Plott

says, " his hand, from the carpus to the

end of the middle finger, was seventeen

inches long ; his palm, eight inches

and a half broad ; and his height, nine

feet eight inches, wanting but six inches

of the size of Goliah. .

THE LAST FOLLY.

A volatile young Lord, whose con

quests in the female world were number

less, at last married. " Now, my Lord,"

said the Countess, " I hope you'll mend."

" Madam," says he, " you' may depend

on it, this is my last folly."

IMPROMPTU. - -

On seeing an Acquaintance with a shabby

... , Coat.

. I met a friend the other day

Whose coat was rather CD;

When told, no wonder, you will say ;

Bis poekets were quite M T.

ON SWEARING. : '.

Weak is the excuse that is on custom

built;

The use of sinning lessons not the guilt.

ON CHARITY.

" What numbers, once in Fortune's lap

high fed,

Solicit the cold hand of charity !

To shock us more, solicit it in vain."

AN EPITAPH ON A PRESSMAN.

No more shall register imperfect, vex,

No more shall friars pale, provoke my

ire, ' -

No more shall bites or picks my brain

perplex,

No more the Devil's aid shall I require.

N» more shall gloomy monks retard my

xt w*y'

No more shall overlays my patience

try»

No more shall batters stop me half a day,

No more shall I the ironfrisket fly. "

My body has been overrun with care,

My soul shall undergo a Strict revise,

And if my Founder thinks my proof is

fair,

. I quick shall join my Saviour in the'

skies.

Shandy.

Printed and Published by J. LLUBIRD,

143, Strand, (near Somerset House,) and sold

by all Kewsmen and Booksellers.
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Buckling Hai.l, the seat of the

Dowager Lady Suffield, near Aylsham,

Norfolk, of which the ahove is a view,

drawn for the Mirror, was the mansion

in which Anne Boleyn, the beauteous but

ill-fated queen of that faithless tyrant,

Henry the Eighth, was born. The man.

sion was built and is now in the possession

of the Hobart family ; its principal in

terest is however created by its having

been the birth place of a lady so elevated

and so disastrous in her fortunes.

Anne Boleyn, perhaps few of our

readers need to be told, was the second

wife of Henry VIII. She was born in

the year 1507, and was the daughter of

Sir Thomas Boleyn, afterwards earl of

Wiltshire and Ormond, by Elizabeth,

daughter of Thomas Howard, duke of

Norfolk. At the age of twenty she was

appointed maid of honour to queen Ca

therine, the first wife of Henry, who

afterwards being divorced, she was mar-

Tied to the faithless monarch on the 25th

of January, 1532, and afterwards crown

ed queen with great pomp. In the Sep

tember following she gave birth to Eliza

beth, afterwards queen of England.

Queen Anne Boleyn was very favourable

Vol. vi. T

to the reformation, to which the king was

at this time inimical, and Henry becom

ing enamoured of another object, got

charges of the most scandalous and im

probable nature brought against her,

which ended in her condemnation, and

on the 19th of May, 1536, she was be

headed in the Tower, her own brother,

Viscount Rochford, and four others being

tried and executed four days afterwards.

The fate of this unfortunate princess

is sufficiently known ; and the account of

her personal attractions and amiable qua

lities only serve to increase the indignation

which every one must feel at the wretch,

who like the base Judean, could cast " a

pearl away richer than all his tribe." In

the Harleian MSS. at the British Mu

seum, No. 2194, there is an affecting

account of the summary trial and execu

tion of this unfortunate queen. The MS.

purports to give the names of the " Lord

High Stewards of England from the time

of William the Conqueror to that of

Charles the First ; with the proceedings

against the several criminals who were

tried before them." The following ex

tract relates to Anne Boleyn :—

" Thomas Duke of Norfolke, Lord

273
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High Steward of England, att the tryall

of Queene Anne Bulloigne, who, on the

15th day of May, in the 28th yeare of

the raigne of Kinge Henry the Eight,

was arraigned in the Tower of London,

on a scaffold for that purpose made in the

King's Hall, the Duke of Norfolke sit

ting under the cloath of state, the Lord

Chancellor on his right hand, and the

Duke of Suffolke on his lefte ; the Earl of

Surry, sonne of the Duke of Norfolke,

sittinge directly before his father, a degree

lower as Earl Marshall of England, to

whome were adjoyned twenty-six other

peeres, and among them the Queene's

father, by whom she was to be tried.

The King's commission beinge read, the

accusers gave in their evidence, and the wit

nesses were produced. The Queene sittinge

in her chaire, made for her (whether in re

gard of any infirmity, or out of honour

permitted to the wife of the Sovereigne),

havinge an excellent quick witt, and be

ing a ready speaker, did so answeare to all

objections, that had the peeres given in

theire verdict accordinge to the expecta

tion, shee had beene acquitted. But they

(among whome the Duke of Suffolke, the

Kinge's brother-in-lawe was chiefe, and

wholly applyinge himselfe to the Kinge's

humour), pronounced her guilty. Where

upon, the Duke of Norfolke, bound to

proceed accordinge to the verdict of the

peeres, condemned her to death, either by

being burned in the Tower Greene, or be-

i headed, as his Majestie in his pleasure

should thinke fitt.

" The sentence beinge denounced, the

court arose, and she was conveyed back

againe to her chamber ; the Lady Bolen,

ner aunt, and the Lady Kinsman, wife to

the constable of the Tower, only attend

ing her.

" And on the 1 9th of May, the Queene

was brought to the place of execucion, in

the greene within the Tower, some of the

nobility and companie of the citie being

admitted, rather to bee witnesses than

spectators of her death, to whom the

Queene (having ascended the scaffold),

spake in this manner :—

" ' Friends and good Christian people ;

I am here in your presence to suffer death,

whereto I acknowledge myself adjudged

by the lawe, how justly I will not say ;

1 intend not an accusation of any one.

I beseech the Almighty to preserve his

MatV. long to reigne over you, a more

fen tie or mild prince never swayed septer ;

is bounty and clemency towards me I

am sure hath beene speciall ; if any one

intend an inquisitive survey of my actions,

T. intreat him to judge favourably of mee,

and not rashly to admit any censorious

conceit. And soe I bid the world fare

well, beseeching you to commend me In

your prayers to God.'

" This speech she uttered with a smyl-

ing countenaunce, then kneelinge downe

with a fervent spirit, said ' to Jesus

Christ I commende my soule, Lord Jesu

receave my soule,' and repeating these

words very often, suddenly the stroake of

the swoid sealed the debt that shee owed

unto death.

" Nowe the court of England was like

a stage, whereon are represented the vi

cissitudes of ever various fortune; fot

within one and the same month yt saw

Queene Anne florishingc, accused, con

demned, executed, and another assumed

into her place, both of bedd and honor.

The first of May (yt seemeth), she was

informed against, the second imprisoned^

the fifteenth condemned, the seventeenth

deprived of her brother and friends, who

suffered in her cause, and the nyneteenth

executed. On the twentieth the King

married Jane Seimour, who on the nyne

and twentieth was publiquely showed

Queene." •--jjp.

A statue of Queen Anne Boleyn still

adorns the grand staircase of Blickling

Hall.

0tS i&ote »oofc.

No. rv.

" A thing of shreds and patches."

THE TRIP TO MARGATE," &c.

(Continuedfrom page 233.)

We had rambled nearly a couple ofmiles

in the direction of Northdown, hoping

shortly to reach a village or hamlet so

named ; but Tobykin, ridiculing the ex

pectation, manifested his disbeliefby ven

turing sundry sage remarks on the supe

riority of South over iVoWAdown mutton,

although there was no living evidence

thereofdiscernible ; whensuddenlyourpro

gress was stayed by music'* magic charms

its Eolian sweetness made us pause. At

first I imagined it wafted from the deck

of one of those gay steamers that are per

petually flitting to and from the continent ;

but my companion was not so easily mis

taken—his ears had already been simi

larly assailed, and the charm as inoppor

tunely dissolved ; unwilling, however, at

once to dissipate the pleasing illusion, he

suffered me, on wending our course home

ward, to draw my own inferences, until

our near approach undeceived me, and I

eventually discovered it to proceed from a

junto, designated a military band, in the

pay of the proprietor of a newly esta

blished library at Margate ; not, of course,

purposely retained as disturbers of the
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pewne Of this devoted place, but admirably

qualified to accomplish it. This gentle-

man is said to have graduated at Cam

bridge, and that his band had followed

his example is devoutly to be wished.

Only conceive, dear Mr. Editor, its deaf.

ening effect, in an ordinary sized drawing-

room ! Orpheus is said to have moved

stocks and stones by his ravishing musical

skill, and may not this outrageous disso

nance move even bricks and tiles, at the

imminent hazard of life and limb ? Truly,

judging from appearances, this votary of

the Muses, much as he is to be respected

for his politeness and urbanity, is not

likely (whatever be his claim to acade

mical honours) to attain the distinguished

character of Moderator.

. A glance at Bettison's and other rooms,

here frequented in the way of lounge,

terminated our day's enjoyment. The

oppressive heat of these places at this

period of the day is intolerable at the

several bathing-rooms, which may most

appropriately be termed gratuitous vapour

baths, the attraction of juvenile pianists,

and at the libraries the incessant rattle of

dice, suffice to collect large assemblages

of folks (the majority of whom are well

dressed females) hardy enough to hazard

the perilous change of temperature, un

apprehensive of consequences. Perhaps

no cause is more prejudicial to health than

transition from a heated room to the

chilling atmosphere of our variable clime,

and yet it is risked annually here by

thousands, whose plea for visiting the

coast is, in nine cases out of ten, grounded

on ill health.

The style of performance at these places

is pleasing and cheerful ; but the charac

ter of the music is chiefly volatile and

trivial, intended rather pour passer le

terns, than as an organized species of

amusement. One of their cxhibitants, a

Master Deane, evinced both sweetness of

voice and brilliant execution ; but he

seemed in a fair way of being spoilt by

the flattering attentions of the ladies.

His tones are weak and tremulous ; but,

conscious of this, he manages them with

considerable adroitness, and, judiciously

selecting such airs as are best suited to

the compass and power of his voice, he

imparts a plaintive and touching tender

ness of expression, that seems to have

established him a star of some magnitude

in the Margate horizon. In itself, per

haps, no place is more insipid and unin

teresting ; it can boast of no promenade,

if we except the pier and jetty, which are

too distant from its most respectable

neighbourhood to be pleasantly accessible.

The new esplanade constructing, promises

to remedy this evil, and to afford substan-

tial protection to that part of the town in

its vicinity, which, apparently, must here-

tofore have been sadly exposed in tem

pestuous weather ; but this improvement

is but slow in progress.

One trait that strongly marks the good

sense of the visitants is the rational hours

observed by them ; by eleven the busy

turmoil is over, and the gay throng dis

persed to their several homes to " steep

their senses in forgetfulness," an example

we felt no reluctance in following.

Our next day's excursion was to Broad.

stairs, to which place there is a choice of

route either through Kingsgate or St.

Peter's, and we so arranged it as to pay

our devoirs to each in their turn. Our

little party consisting of Adelbert, Toby-

kin and self, sauntering cheerfully on—

" The day so pure, so calm, so bright,

The bridal seem'd of earth and sky,"

Elate with pleasurable expectation, we

felt all the influence of the enlivening

scene. On quitting the town, we seemed

isolated from its congregated multitude.

The beauty of a park may be heightened

by the presence of a gay assemblage ; but

boundless Nature needs not adventitious

aid ; her minutest and most gigantic pro.

ductions harmonize with a perfectness that

no effort of art, however meritorious, can

approach. A writer of some celebrity,

alluding to the difficulty of giving even

the most trivial objects an air of novelty,

observes, that not a spray has trem

bled in the breeze, nor a leaf rustled to

the ground, nor a diamond drop pattered

in the stream, that fragrance has not ex.

haled from the humble violet, nor a daisy

unfolded its crimson tints to the morn

without challenging observance, and being

wrought into some beautiful morality.

How idle were it, then, to hope to convey

amusement from the familiar, though

pleasing sources to which our walk gave

us access.

Indifference about early habits and

healthful exercise may naturally exist in

crowded cities, where there is so little in

ducement to roam abroad; but that it

should prevail where incitements to their

adoptioi) present themselves, is matter of

astonishment and regret. I one evening

heard a lady remark to her companion, as

though it had been matter of congratula

tion, that she was quite delighted with

the place, for that, reclining on her pil

low, she could every morning witness the

departure of the packets ! So pernicious

is the influence of idle habits, that they

would seem to dictate seclusion from the

gentle airs of Heaven at times when their

balmy freshness renders them most grate

ful and alluring.

T 2
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It was pleasing to obseive that the

building mania of Margate has not ex

tended to the neighbouring villages, which

yet preserve their original bounds and

rustic simplicity. Those immediately

adjacent are, during the season, much re.

sorted to by families seeking health and

seclusion from the busy throng ; and

among these favourite retreats, the pretty

village of St. Peter's ranks pre-eminent.

Its humble occupants, with common dili

gence and attention, must find their con

dition greatly ameliorated by the incessant

influx of new faces, and the consequent

increased consumption of the simple pro

ducts of their industry. Its gardens are

of considerable notoriety, and well fre

quented ; but being anxious to reach

Broadstairs, we had not time to visit

them. Our eagerness, if we except the

pleasure the walk afforded us, was but

indifferently repaid. The handsome and

substantial appearance of the harbours of

Margate and Ramsgate widely contrast

with the simple and pretentionless pier

of Broadstairs, though the latter may be

fully adequate to the purposes for which

it may be required. Those spacious and

secure shelters render one of correspond

ing beauty and stability here superfluous,

as its principal utility would appear to

be, the accommodation of fishing-boats

and pleasure yachts.

To persons unused to retirement, this

place must seem peculiarly dull, although

its elevated line of terrace commands an

interesting and extensive marine view,

replete with interest. The surface of its

mighty expanse was beautifully serene,

and we were almost disposed to feel in

credulous of its treacherous character ;

but a tragical occurrence a few days pre

vious, in which two lives were sacrificed,

painfully undeceived us. Towards the

horizon might occasionally be seen a ves

sel's mastslpeering over the mighty sphere,

as she neared the shore, her hull invisible ;

and the intermediate space was dotted

with a plentiful sprinkling of vessels of

various nations flitting to and fro, swelling

and diminishing, in all the agreeable va

riety of light and shade. Amidst their

fantastic gambols was seen, embosomed

on the flood, the gaudy majestic steamer,

fitted alike " to point a moral or adorn a

tail !" the latter streaming its dusky, un

broken, and interminable length through

the pure ether, unmingled, serving to in

dicate the vessel's constant and steady

course to her port of destination. Like

the bright luminary of day, though storms

may veil her from our gaze, and the un

stable winds rise in fierce contention, yet,

smiling at their impotent rage, she glides

majestically and determinedly on, fit em

blem of a virtuous life. Her equipments

resembling the variety of knowledge

needful to freight our frail barks ; her

crew our passions ; her track nor to the

right nor to the left, but to the haven

whence recompense ensues.

At Adelbert's suggestion, we had made

the Albion our head-quarters ; and though

we were highly gratified by the attention

and excellent treatment we experienced,

we were not long in discovering that his

election owed its most powerful recom

mendation to charms divine, although of

mortal mould, in the daughter of its pro

prietor, and to this day, poor fellow, he

is not " fancy free." Nor is it surprising,

for she is a most interesting girl, and is

distinguished, par excellence, as the lily

of Broadstairs. Adelbert's animation in.

tuitively subsided as our time of departure

drew near ; but as the day was waning

rapidly, there was no alternative, and it

will long be remembered by all of us as

one of interesting remark and pleasurable

converse. It would be an unreasonable

trespass to task my memory, or occupy

" The Mirror" with the good things

uttered by my agreeable companions

during this delightful ramble ; nor would

modesty, in deference to their abler pens,

permit it. Proceeding homewards through

Kingsgate, we hastily glanced at its cas

tellated, disjointed, and grotesque build

ings, betraying, apparently, more of pret-

tiness than utility ; and thus terminated

our excursion to Broadstairs.

( To be concluded in our next.)

HOME.

That is not home, where day by day

I wear the busy hours away—

That is not home, where lonely night

Prepares me for the toils of light ;

'Tis hope, andjoy, and memory give

A home in which the heart can lire.

These walls no lingering hopes endear—

No fond remembrance chains me here;

Cheerless I heave the lonely sign—

Eliza ! cans't thou tell me why f

'Tis where thou art is home to me,

And home without thee cannot be.

There are who strangely love to roam,

And find in wildest haunts their home ;

And some in halls of lordly state,

Who yet are homeless, desolate.

The sailor's home is on the main—

The warrior's on the tented plain—

The maiden's in her bower of rest—

The infant's on its mother's breast ;

But where thou art Is home to me.

And home without thee cannot be.

There is no home in balls of pride,

They are too high, and cold, and wide—

No home is by the wanderer found,

'Tis not in place it hath no bound ;
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It it a circling atmosphere,

Investing all the heart holds dear :

A law of strange, attractive force.

That holds the feelings in their course.

It is a presence undefined,

O'ershadowing the conscious mind ;

Where love and duty sweetly blend,

To consecrate the name of friend.

Where'er thou art is home to me.

And home without thee cannot be.

My Lore I forgive the conscious sigh ;

1 hear the moments rushing by.

And think that life is fleeting fast,

That youth with us will soon be past.

Oh 1 when will time consenting* give

The home in which my heart can live?

There shall the past and future meet.

And o'er my couch, in union sweet.

Extend their cherub wings, aud shower

Bright influence on the present hour.

Oh ! when shall Israel's mystic guide

The pillar'd cloud onr steps decide ?—

Then resting spread its guardian shade

To bless the home which love hath made.

Daily my love shall thence arise

Our hearts' united sacrifice ;

And home indeed a home will be

Thus consecrate and shared by thee I

WHAT IS LOVE?

Oh 1 wbat is love I prithee tell—

Say, gives it pain or pleasure ?

This much I know—alas! too well—

Hearts can't be bought with treasure.

Oh ! yes the treasure of the mind

Is richer far than gold ;

Pure sentiments, and thought refined,

These chains my heart would hold.

ELEANOai T

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT

HORSE-RACING.

OF

(Continued from page 263.,)

In our last we brought the history of

English horse-racing down to the time of

Queen Anne and George the First. It was

during the reign of the former that what

are called "King's Plates" were intro

duced, not as gifts from the King's own

purse, but the produce of a legacy be

queathed by a lover of the turf, for the

express purpose of encouraging improve

ment in the breed of horses.

In an old tract, entitled " Anecdotes

relating to Horse-racing," we find the

following account of this sporting dona

tion :—" Gentlemen were so partial in

breeding their horses, chiefly for the sake

of shape and speed only, without consi

dering that those which were only second,

third, or fourth rate in speed, were then

quite useless, untill the reign of Queen

Anne, when a public spirited gentleman

observing this inconvenience, left thirteen

hundred guineas out of his estate for thir

teen plates, or purses, to be run for at

such places as the crown should appoint,

whence they are called king's or queen's

plates, or guineas. The condition is, that

each horse shall carry twelve stone weight,

the best of three heats over a four-mile

course ; by this method, a stronger and

a more useful race was soon raised ; and

if a horse did not win the guineas, he was

yet strong enough to make a good hunter.

By these crossings, as jockeys term it,

we have horses of full three-quarters blood,

or half bred, suitable to carry any bur

den ; whence the English horses are al

lowed to be the best, and are greatly es

teemed by foreigners."

The latter part of the reign of George

the First, or the commencement of that

of his successor, was also remarkable for

the commencement of a work dedicated

expressly to a record of this truly Eng

lish sport ; we allude to the Racing Ca

lendar, which was commenced by fllr.

John Cheny, of Arundel, Sussex, who,

in 1726 and 1727 issued " Proposals for

printing by subscription once a year, for

seven years successively, an Historical

List of all Horse-matches run for in Eng

land, of the value of 10/. and upwards in

each particular year of the seven preced

ing the publication of each book ; con

taining the name of the owner of each

horse, &c."

The Racing Calendar was published

by subscription, price seven shillings and

sixpence, and the first volume had 450

subscribers. So eager was the author to

give " a full and true account" of the

races, that in the ensuing year he says,

he " travelled the kingdom over, con

tracting a correspondence in every part

with persons who, at the very times of

sport, are to take accounts for me where

I do not appear. 'Tis this, together

with the trouble I have often taken of

riding from man to man for information,

to render these accounts as just as pos

sible, has delayed the publication."

It appears by an advertisement prefixed

to the volume of 1732, that as " the di

version of horse-racing had advanced to

such a height," and as " the subscription

inclined near to the point of expiring,"

many of his patrons recommended a con

tinuance of the work on an enlarged scale,

viz.—a sheet calendar, every fortnight as

at the present day, for transmission by

post, in addition to the yearly book. This

plan was adopted in 1734 ; the terms were

five shillings in advance, and ten shillings

and sixpence annually. Prefixed to the

volume for 1735, we find the old story of

numerous ^complaints of the, lateness of
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the time ere this book is published. To

remedy which in future, " with a view of

hastening it a month," a new arrange

ment is made from that of the previous

volumes, " Newmarket always began the

book ; so that at soonest it could not go

to press till the month of October was ex

pired ;" next followed the account of

those places where King's plates were run

for; then the various counties in Eng

land in alphabetical order. The sports

of this year are digested in order of time.

The rules and regulations to be observed

in running for the Kino's plates, by per

mission of the Duke of Richmond, Mas

ter of the Horse, and signed by John

Adams, Esq. Clerk of the Stables, is ap

pended to the volume for 1739, which

also contains " a list of the prizes of the

present year, showing the qualifications

required," &c. In 1740, " it was the

pleasure of the legislature to take this di

version of horse-racing under considera

tion, and to prohibit by law the running

for any prize, unless the same be of fufl

fifty pounds value, or run for at New

market or Black Hambleton. Since the

day which first gave influence to that law,

there have been but very few free prizes

run for in this kingdom." The motives

which induced the government to inter.

fere ate stated in the Ipreamble, viz

" Whereas, the great number of horse

races for small plates, prizes, or sums of

money, have contributed very much to

the encouragement of idleness, to the im

poverishment of many of the meaner sort

of the subjects of this kingdom, and the

breed of strong and useful horses hath

been much prejudiced thereby." So far

from the provisions of this Act operating

to the prejudice of horse-racing, the re

sult has proved quite contrary. It may

not be deemed out of place to observe

here, that the number of subscribers now

# amounted to nearly one thousand, more

than double the original number.

That the sturdy champion of the turf

took alarm at the measure, and that his

alarm was without foundation, is evident

enough at the present day ; had the writer

of this article, however, lived at the time,

he probably would have been influenced

in a similar way : so circumscribed and

narrow are the views of the majority of us

poor bipeds. We are no longer furnished

with details of the racing at Kentish-

Town, Hampstead, Highgate, Hackney,

Tothill-fields, or the Artillery.ground, it

is true, but our Calendars record the con

tests for the Doncaster St. Leger, the

Derby and Oaks at Epsom, the Grand

Duke Michael Stakes, &c. at Newmar

ket. Instead of thirteen, as at that day,

we have now twenty-three royal plates

annually contended for, exclusive of thir

teen run for in Ireland.

A clause in the act provides, that be

quests left by will for any plate or prize,

whether arising from rents or interests

of money, shall continue in force, and

not be in any way affected. A penalty

of 200/. is imposed on any person en

tering a horse, &c. to run for any prize

less than bOl. in value ; and 100/. for

advertising any plate, &c. under the like

amount.

The volume for 1740-1 commences with

the account of the sports of Earn, in

Cheshire ; Kipling Coates, in; Yorkshire;

and Barham Downs, in Kent ; where, we

learn, " the foregoing prizes are all free

from the influence of the late Act of Par

liament, being settled for ever." As the

very early Calendars are in the possession

of but few persons, perhaps we shall be

considered as neglecting our duty did we

not present to our readers the history and

origin of these free prizes.

Two of the four were founded at Farn,

by subscription, about sixty years ago,

from the interest of which the two prizes

annually arise, appointed to be run for on

the Monday and Tuesday following St.

Chad's day ; both free for any horse, &c.

The value of the first, by the Foundation

is" nine guineas, and the second twenty-

one guineas ; the entrance money of the

precedingjear is always added to the re

spective prize ; but there is a very severe

circumstance or two relating to the se

cond, viz.—that every non-subscriber pays

five guineas entrance, and five guineas

more if distanced ; but both the entrance

and forfeits, as well as the entrance of

subscribers or their successors, are all

added to the twenty-one guineas in the

following year.

The prize at Kipling Coates was found

ed by a body of fox-hunters, appointing

it to be annually run for on the third

Thursday in March, who, taking an af

fection to the Wolds of Yorkshire, in

some respects resembling the downs of the

southern counties, were pleased to deposit

the sums whence the prize annually arises ;

and although but sixteen guineas, yet

as the time of running for it is in the in

fancy of the season, it is looked upon as

a proper taste-trial, or proof how horses

have come through the winter ; many of

considerable form in the north have often

started for this prize.

The ten guineas at Barham Downs

(appointed to be run for annually on

Easter Tuesday) is said to have been

founded by a well meaning public-spirited

lady, who, at her leaving the world was

pleased to bequeath a donation, in order

to add her latest mite towards the perpe
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tual support of the spirit of those elegant

diversions.

(To be continued.)

THE ADVANTAGES OF UGLI-

NESS.

(For the Mirror. j

The charms of beauty have long formed

the favourite theme of the most eminent

pens. Its omnipotence over us poor de

vils of males has been always forcibly

(and in very numerous instances painfully

too) acknowledged ; the highest enco

miums have been launched forth in its

praise, and the most laboured invention

cannot depict it in brighter colours. Since,

then this subject has been already so

amply discussed, let us, just by way of

novelty, consider the benefits of ugliness !

Don't be alarmed, ladies,—'tis by no

means either intended to depreciate your

matchless attractions, or by odious com

parisons to make ugliness paramount to

your charms.

It has been asserted that " ugliness

carries with it a considerable portion of

dignity ; and that magnificence of com

mand, authority, &c. are ill supported by

a regular set of features." Whether this

opinion be correct, or whether it may not

be attributed to spite, in such as being

destitute of personal attractions them

selves, would, like the fox, sour the for

bidden fruit, we presume not to determine.

It is however, certain, that many of the

most exalted families in Europe have been

remarkable for hereditary ugliness. Again,

look to the Roman emperors, survey the

busts of the ancient philosophers, and

you will find most of them, as It were,

critically deformed for attracting atten

tion, and consequently better calculated

to leave a strong impression of their doc

trines.—Need we cite ^3 sop, Socrates,

or the more modern cases of Heydigger

and Scarron ? Of this, however, enough,

which we trust is sufficient to prove the

dignity of ugliness.

2. Ugliness is again of advantage, be

cause it often stimulates to excellence.—

How often do we find the finest features

spoiled by pride and a bad temper ? In

toxicated with the false homage of syco

phants, the fair damsel too commonly

thinks herself secure of undiminished

affection,, and relying on the power of

beauty alone, she often neglects those

mental and domestic attainments, which

should endear the matrimonial chain ; but

ugliness reminds her possessor to make

up for deficiency of form by the more

lasting attractions of a well cultivated

mind, and an engaging demeanor.

3. Ugliness is likewise advantageous,

since it checks vanity, so universal an at

tendant upon beauty, that it proves its

bitterest enemy It not only creates much

ill will among rival fair ones, but what is

much worse, opens the door to many

temptations ; aware of this general fail

ing, the devotees to beauty never fail to

sacrifice largely to its vanity, that they

may take the first advantage resulting

from too frail credulity.

4. Ugliness also is a sovereign remedy

against envy. Beauty is perpetually

liable to malignant insinuations and cruel

side hints, more particularly from its

sister sex ; but ugliness not only averts

these, but even enlists the fair themselves

on its side.—" It is true, ma'am," cries

one, " Miss H is hump-backed, but

then she has all imaginable discretion ;

Miss A is certainly extremely home

ly, but were you in her company an hour

or two, you would be highly delighted,

she is always so extremely agreeable ;

and though Mrs. M is monstrous

ugly, she is an exceeding good kind of

woman, &c."

The last comforter we shall name for

ugliness is, that it is the guardian of vir

tue, it is a potent security against the nu

merous temptations to which beauty is

continually exposed; let then, such as

now bewail their want of beauty, in future

rather console themselves by their happy

exemption, and agree with the poet,

* Had you less beauteous been, you'd known

less care :

Ladies are happiest moderately fair."

Some may perhaps object, that beauty

is a relative term, or to use the common

phrase, " all fancy ;" away then, with

your paltry symmetry, mere eye-traps,—

empty shadows :

« Talk of blooming charms and graces,

All is notion—all is name ;

Nothing differs but their faces,

Every woman is the same.*

To be serious, how many of us prefer

ugliness to beauty ? for, whoever forsakes

the intrinsic charms of virtue for the ima

ginary pleasures of vice, is in love with

ugliness. Jacobu s.

LEAVES FROM A JOURNAL.

No. II.

THE PILGRIMS AND THE PEAS.

When Peter Pindar visited the grand

mother of Polwhele, the historian of

Cornwall, about a week before her death,

she said, " all is well but for the crumb's

under me, they are so hard, boil them

and it would do as the story says." She
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then told the " Pilgrims and the Pease."

Pindar was delighted at the idea, and

afterwards, as every one must know, em

ployed it in a delightful comic tale.

EXERCISE.

Among the few anecdotes of Abernethy

delicate enough to be printed, is the fol

lowing. A lady consulted him, " You

know my usual fee," said he. Two gui

neas were instantly laid on the table. He

put them in his pocket and pulling forth

a sixpence, put it into her hand, " there,"

sa;d he, " go and buy a skipping-rope,

for all your illness proceeds from want of

exercise."

DIONYSIUS.

Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, who

wrote most wretched verses, was so en

raged at the opinion of Philoxenus, who

declared them to be miserable, that he

aent him to prison. Next morning, being

supplicated by his friends, he released

him, and invited him the same night to a

magnificent banquet. Here the tyrant

recited some ranting nonsense of his own

composition, and turning round, asked

Philoxenus what he thought of it. The

other' without giving a reply, called to

Dionysius's myrmidons and said, " lead

me to prison." The tyrant could not re-

»train a laugh and pardoned him.

TOUCIIING THE SPANISH.

Iir the late war with Spain, a party of

French were sent to seize a treasure es

corted by some Guerillas. When they

returned, defeated and woe-begone, their

comrades crowding round them, asked

if they had touched the Spanish. " No,"

said they, " but the Spanish have

touched us."

HEADT AND NEEDFUL.

" I say," cried a fashionable youth to

an old usurer, " the ready is needful."

" Yes," said the other, " but the needful

is'n't ready."

Everard Endless.

EPITAPHS.

Mr. Editor,—The following Epitaphs

are copied from the tomb-stones in Prit-

tlewell church-yard, one mile from South

end.

George Piercy.

on an infant.

Just with her lips the cup of life she

prest,

Found the taste bitter, and declined the

rest,

Averse then turning from the face of day,

She softly sighed her little soul away.

ON THOMAS HALLIDAY, AOK0 2$.

How lov'd, how valued ones, avails thee

not,

To whom related, or by whom begot $

A heap of dust alone remains of mtr,

'Tis all thou art, and all the proud shall be.

ON MATTHIAS MITCHELL, AGED 22L.

No warning given unceremonious fate;

A sudden push from life's meridian joy !

ON ROBERT DODD,

Glazier, who died from the mortification

of a wound occasioned by accidentally

falling amongst broken glass.

Stranger, or friend, whose feet shall haply

tread,

Above the chambers of the mould'iing

dead,

If youth and modest innocence be thine,

Welcome, fair pilgrim, to th' instructive

shrine ;

Think, by no warning was I ta'en away,

Prepare ! prepare ! this migh,t be your

last day ! .

In Memory of

MR. THOMAS FOX,

of 352, Oxford-street, who was

unfortunately killed by falling into the

machinery of the Royal Sovereign

steam-packet,

during an excursion to the Nore,

on the 22nd July 1825,

Aged 26 years.

EPITAPH

In Darley church.yard, Derbyshire, to

the memory of four Sisters, who died

shortly after each other, the eldest being

twenty, the youngest nineteen.

Ye thoughtless youth, who now so gaily

tread

O'er the dark mansions of the solemn

dead,

Pause here awhile beneath this awful

tomb.

Here lieth four, cutoffin beauty's bloom,

Who once, like you, possessed each win

ning grace,

Each sweet attraction both of mind and

face; '

Scarcely attain'd to life's fair smiling day,

Ere the dread fiat summon'd them away,

Like some fair fiow'r, who native charms

adorn,

And give fresh verdure to the verdant

morn,

Blooms for awhile, till cold inclement

skies

Nip the fair plant, it sickens, droops, and

diet.
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&tje &omfc of Wixgil

Thk tomb of Virgil, the prince of Ro

man poets as he is justly called, is situ-

ated near Naples. What it might have

been in its original state it is difficult to

say, the all conquering hand of time

having used It so roughly, but we know

that it originally bore an epitaph dictated

by himself, and which is as follows :—

Mantua mo genuit CalabrI rapnere tenet none

Forthenope ; cecini Pascua, Rnra, Doom.

Virgil's tomb does not appear to have

been built in the manner of other Italian

remains of antiquity, owing probably to

the construction as well as the epitaph

having been ordered by the owner ; how-

ever it still retains a venerable and pleas

ing richness from the numberless tints

time has bestowed on it, and the various

plants, shrubs, and wild flowers which

cluster as if emulous to outvie each other

in numbers and richness, in a spot so

hallowed. " It is here," as a writer some

half century ago says, " the gay may

learn thought, and the contemplative

mind indulge itself in all the luxury of

pleasing meditation. It is a happy re

flection the arts are so encouraged, that,

without the expense and danger of tra

velling, we can survey whatever is cu

rious and entertaining in foreign parts ;

at the same time the very object above

mentioned puts us in mind of the fluctu

ations of all things; as Italy, that

school of the arts, mistress of the world,

now presents a fatal reverse to its former

situation ; and the Italian now scarce

knows to and by whom those venerable

piles were raised in his own country, that

foreigners so much admire."

JOHN BROWN, THEWILTSHIRE

BEGGAR.

John Brown, an aged beggar, who

died at Broughton Gifford, near Melks-

ham, last month, was in the early part

of his life apprenticed to a weaver, and

for a few years after he arrived at matu

rity, followed his employment, working

for a respectable clothier of Melksham.

It is nearly forty years since he became

a mendicant, which he continued until

within three days of his decease, on the

24th of September last, at the advanced

age of 77.

The circuit to which he confined him.

self in his excursions, did not extend

much beyond the' clothing district of

Wiltshire, and part of the adjoining

county of Somerset ; but his visits were

generally very regular, and when rebuked

for repeating them too often, he would

reply that it was so long since he came

last (mentioning the time,) adding, " and

I come only once in so many weeks."

Though in general importunate in his

supplications for charity, yet when re.

fused on the plea of there being nothing
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for him, he would coolly observe, as he,

walked away, " never mind, never mind,

it will do when I call next time." In

some of the villages at a distance from

home, he has appeared as a silent peti

tioner, imploring the assistance of the

spectators by signs only. On such occa

sions he was known by the name of the

dumb-man, and was generally successful

in obtaining food or money ; but when

seen by some of his neighbours, and

reproved for his deception, he has readily

found his speech, saying, " you mind

your business, and I will mind mine."

He would sometimes observe to his neigh

bours on returning from his excursions

that he " would rather see the heads

than the tails," at the different houses he

went to, thereby insinuating that the

masters were more attentive to his plea of

distress than the servants. When at a

distance from any houses, he has been

known to accost the labourers in the

fields, begging a part of their food, say

ing, he was nearly perishing for want ;

and so meagre and abject was his appear

ance, and his manner of imploring them

so earnest, that he has been relieved by

those who could ill afford to share a pit

tance of their food.

The plaintive manner in which he

would solicit aid, his dejected and woe-

worn countenance, and the wretchedness

of his dress, would impart to those igno

rant of the contrary, the Idea of his

being

* A poor old man,

Whose trembling limbs had borne him to your

door."

A few days before his death he went to

a gentleman's house where he had been

frequently releived, and invited one of

the servants to attend his funeral when he

died, which he said would not be long

first ; he entreated him to^attend, whether

he received any further invitation or not.

The hut in which Brown lived and

died corresponded with its inhabitant :—

its exterior, mean and wretched in the

extreme, whilst its interior contained an

assemblage of poverty, filth, and mis.

applied articles of value, blpnded to

gether', without any regard to ordeT or

discrimination. This hovel, for it de.

serves not the name of a house, is about

fifteen feet in length, by five in breadth,

and seven in height, comprehending only

one apartment, and in this miserable

abode its miserable inmate had huddled

together the following, amongst other

articles :—One bed and bedstead, four

chairs, three boxes, seven tea-kettles, four

saucepans, five frying-pans, two gridirons,

ten pepper-boxes, four Hour dredgers, forty

table and tea-spoons, three tea-canisters,

four tea-trays, one hundred and twenty

dowlas and Holland shirts, one hundred

and thirty pocket and neck handkerchiefs,

forty cravats or stocks of cambric muslin,

twenty pair of stockings, two night-caps,

thirty-four pair of shoes entirely new,

and a great number of old ones, three pah-

new buckskin breeches and many old ones,

five coats and four waistcoats, three pair of

gaiters (new), six hats three narrow and

three broad brims, four smock frocks, a

silver watch and a pair of plated buckles

for shoes. A large quantity of old silver

(shillings, &c.), which sold for £12. at

the rate of 5Jd. per shilling ; and about

£3. worth of old sixpences, halfpence,

and penny pieces ; four large bags full of

meat, in an advanced state of putrefac

tion, and about two bushels full of pieces

of cheese, too bad to be given to pigs.

In a neighbour's house, Brown had

deposited a large chest and three boxes

full of linen, shoes, and other articles ;

for the preservation of which the person

was paid £10. after his decease.

Notwithstanding he had collected so

large a quantity ofclothes, some of which

were in excellent condition, he was

frequently known to go into neigbouring

towns to purchase wearing apparel, linen,

&c. which on his return home he would

put away in the most incongruous man

ner—(as for example, a pair of old shoes,

with rusted nails, wrapped up in a new

shirt) ; yet he would not leave his resi

dence otherwise than in an old ragged

suit, which betokened the most extreme

want, and added to the wretchedness of

his appearance.

Upon dividing the property which was

found, and which is supposed to have

included a considerable sum of money of

the present currency (one statement hav

ing been published, of there being up

wards of £140. found in money, inde

pendent of other sums placed out at in

terest) it was apportioned to ten nephews

and nieces ; but in the division thereof

considerable disturbance ensued, so as to

render it necessary to call in the aid of

constables in order to preserve the peace.

ME. BLOOR'S INSTRUCTIONS

FOB SWIMMING.

[In No. CI/VI. of ths Hibror we inserted a

letter from Mr. Bloor, on the utility and prac

tice of swimming ; and we now quote the fol

lowing remarks from a letter which the same

gentleman printed in the Monthly Mugaziiu

some years ago—Eo.J

The immense number of persons that

have been drowned renders it unnecessary

for me to use any argument to shew the

propriety of every person learning to
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Swim ; When I say every: person, I mean

females as well as males ; for, why should

not they learn to protect themselves from

the danger of a watery grave as well as

we ? Their lives are dearer to us than

Our own ! They have hands and feet, and

the same capacity ; and no doubt are as

capable of learning as we are ; and, with

all due regard to their delicacy, I should

be proud, very proud, to have the honour

of being their instructor, and could, I am

persuaded, adopt a plan by which it may

be accomplished without the least violence

to their modesty ; but, should they object

to the instruction by a man generally, the

necessary art might be communicated to

a few females, if there are not such

already taught, and it may thus be made

general.

Besides the utility of learning to swim,

what a delightful amusement is bathing

in fine clear water, and how conducive to

health ! it is a blessing bestowed by our

great Creator, which the better and more

lovely part of our raee, or the greatest

part thereof, do not enjoy. This, how

ever, Is the case in this country.

In order to assist the young swimmer,

I would recommend as an useful assistant

a large |gut from the bullock, called by

butchers ^the wizen, or perhaps whizen ;

this gut is about two inches diameter, and

perhaps from fourteen to twenty-two

inches long. I have found three of them,

altogether amounting to about four feet

long, tied round a boy of nine years old,

quite sufficient to support him on the

water. From this, I suppose, as much as

measures ten feet, or twelve feet, will be

sufficient for an adult. They are to be

>tied round the body, beginning close under

the arms, with the first and the next close

to it, and so on with the rest, having one

round the neck. If they are long enough

to go quite round the body all the better ;

in which case a person may tie them in

front, and can do it himself; and, it may

not be amiss to prevent them slipping

downwards by fastening a string to each

from that on the neck, or by putting it

over the shoulders, or the like. But I

think, the best way to fill them will be,

when they are just taken out of the beast

and cleaned, to tie them round anything

of the shape of a man's body, and blow

them not very tight, as they, will be the

stronger ; and, should not a right curve be

obtained, they will be more pliable by

being slackly filled. The use of these

will be found far preferable to corks or

bladders, for they are an hinderance to the

spreading of the arms ; but not so these.

I have now to add a little by way of

caution, and I have done ; and first, I

advise^those who bathe in strange waters,

and.have not the means of exflmJnlng'.lrieir

bottom not to plunge in violently, for fear

of stakes or broken glass, or stones and

the like ; such things are not uncommon.

I am informed that a young man, fell on"

a stake in the New River, and his life

was despaired of.

A few years ago, I myself was swim*

ming in the Thames on my back, and

very narrowly escaped running my head

against a buoy ; therefore, it is safer for

those who swim here to be a little nearer

the middle, and look for some time before

they turn on the back, that no buoy has

just plunged under water and is waiting

to effect their destruction ; and also to

watch if any boat is approaching, with

which they may come in contact-

It is also necessary to caution all per

sons against dropping in head foremost,

and that vertically, near the edge of any

water whose banks are of a soft muddy

kind. It lately happened that a son of

mine immersed in this kind of way into

the New River; his head stuck in the

mud, and it appeared to him about a

minute before he could extricate himself.

&t)t ^eleetor;

Os,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

ANECDOTES OF MR. SHERIDAN.

FROM MR. MOORE'S LIFE OF SHERI

DAN, JUST PUBLISHED.'

( Concluded from page 269.)

SHERIDAN'S IMPROVIDENCE.

His improvidence in everything connected

with money was most remarkable. He

would frequently be obliged to stop on

his journies, for want of the means of

getting on, and to remain living expen

sively at an inn, till a remittance could

reach him. His letters to the treasurer

of the theatre on these occasions were ge

nerally headed with the words " Money

bound." A friend of his told me, that

one morning, while waiting for him in his

study, he cast his eyes over the heap of

unopened letters that lay upon the table,

and, seeing one or two with coronets on

the seals, said to Mr. Westley, the trea

surer, who was present, " I see we are all

treated alike." Mr. Westley then in

formed him that he had once found, on

looking over this table, a letter which he

had himself sent, a few weeks before, to

Mr. Sheridan, enclosing a ten-pound note,

to release him from some inn, but which

Mr. Sheridan, having raised the supplies

in some other way, bad never thought of
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opening. The prudent treasurer took

away the letter, and reserved the enclo.

•ure for some future exigence.

Among instances of his inattention to

letters, the following is mentioned. Going

one day to the banking-house, where he

was accustomed to receive his salary, as

receiver of Cornwall, and where they

sometimes accommodated him with small

sums before the regular time of payment,

he asked, with all due humility, whether

they could oblige him with the loan of

twenty pounds. "Certainly, sir," said

the clerk. " Would you like any more

—fifty or a hundred?" Sheridan, all

smiles and gratitude, answered that a hun

dred pounds would be of the greatest con

venience to him. " Perhaps you would

like to take two or three ?" said the clerk.

At every increase of the sum, the surprise

of the borrower increased. " Have not

you then received our letter ?" said thet

clerk ; on which it turned out, that in

consequence of the falling in of some fine,

a sum of twelve hundred pounds had

been lately placed to the credit of the re

ceiver-general, and that, from not having

opened the letter written to apprize him,

he had been left in ignorance of bis good

luck.

DRAMATIC SKETCHES OF CHARACTER.

Thi following extracts are from an un

finished comedy by Mr. Sheridan, on

Affectation, every species of which he so

happily describes :—

Character—Mr. Bttstle. ,

A man who delights in hurry and in

terruption—will take any one's business

for them—leaves the world where all his

plagues may follow him—governor of all

hospitals, &c.— share in Ranelagh—

speaker everywhere, from the vestry to

the House of Commons—" 1 am not at

home—gad, now he has heard me, and I

must be at home."—" Here am I so

plagued, and there is nothing I love so

much as retirement and quiet."—" You

never sent after me."—Let servants call

in to him such a message as " 'Tis no.

thing but the window-tax,' he hiding in

a room that communicates.—A young

man tells him some important business

in the middle of fifty trivial interrup

tions, and the calling in of idlers ; such

as fiddlers, wild-beast men, foreigners

with recommendatory letters, &c.—an

swers notes on his knee, " and so your

uncle died ?—for your obliging inquiries

—and left you an orphan—-to cards in

the evening."

Can't bear to be doing nothing,—" Can

I do anything for any body any where ?"

—" Have been to the secretary—written

to the treasury.*'—" Must proceed to meet

the commissioners, and write Mr. Price's

little boy's exercise."—The most active

idler and laborious trifler.

He does not in reality love business—

only the appearance of it. " Ha ! ha !

did my lord say that I was always very

busy ?—What, plagued to death ?"

Keeps all his letters and copies—

" Mem. to meet the hackney-coach com

missioners—to arbitrate between, &c. &c."

Contrast with the man of indolence, his

brother.—" So, brother, just up ! and I

have been, &c. &c."—one will give his

money from indolent generosity, the other

his time from restlessness*—" 'Twill be

shorter to pay the bill than look for the

receipt."—Files letters, answered and un

answered—" Why, here are more un

opened than answered !"

He regulates every action by a love for

fashion—will grant annuities though he

doesn't want money—appear to intrigue,

though ^constant, to drink, though sober

—-has some fashionable vices—affects to

be distressed in his circumstances, and,

when his new vis-a-vis comes out, pro

cures a judgment to be entered against

him—wants to lose, but by ill luck wins

6,000/.

What are the affectations you chiefly

dislike ?

To see two people affecting intrigue,

having their assignations in public places

only ; he, affecting a warm pursuit, and

the lady, acting the hesitation of retreat

ing virtue—" Pray, ma'am, don't yon

think, Ac."—while neither party have

words between 'em to conduct the preli

minaries of gallantry, nor passion to pur.

sue the object of it.

A plan of public flirtation—not to get

beyond a profile.

Then I hate to see one, to whom Heaven

has given real beauty, settling her features

at the glass of fashion while she speaks

—not thinking so much of what she says

as how she looks, and more careful of the

action of her lips than of what shall come

from them.

A pretty woman studying looks and

endeavouring to recollect an ogle, like

Lady—, who has learned to play her

eyelids like Venetian blinds.

An old woman endeavouring to put

herself back to a girl.

A true trained wit lajs his plan like a

general—foresees the circumstances of the

conversation— surveys the ground and

contingencies—detaches a question to draw

you into the palpable ambuscade of his

ready-made joke.

A man intriguing, only for the reputa

tion of—to his confidential servant, " Who

am I in love with now ?"_" The newv
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papers give you so and so—you are laying

close siege to Lady L. in the Morning

Post, and have succeeded with Lady G'.

in the Herald—Sir F. is very jealous of

you in the Gazetteer.'"—" Remember to

morrow, the first thing you do, to put me

in love with Mrs. C."

An old man, who affects intrigue, and

writes his own reproaches in the Morning

Post, trying to scandalize himself into

the reputation of being young, as if he

could obscure his age by blotting his cha

racter—though never so little candid as

when he's abusing himself.

" Shall you be at Lady 's ?—I'm

told the Bramin is to be there, and the

new French philosopher."—" No—it will

be pleasanter at Lady 's conversa

zione—the cow with two heads will be

there."

A fat woman trundling into a room on

castors—in sitting can only lean against

serve surprised by an Impromptu—pro

ceeding to storm with Pindarics, she, at

last, saved the further effusion of ink by

a capitulation."

Her prudish frowns and resentful looks

are as ridiculous as 'twould be to see a

board with notice of spring-guns set in a

highway, or of steel-traps set in a com

mon—because they imply an insinuation

that there is something worth plundering

where one would not, in the least, sus

pect it.

The expression of her face is at once a

denial of all love-suit, and a confession

that she never was asked.—the sourness of

it arises not so much from her aversion to

the passion, as from her never having had

an opportunity to show it—Her features

are so unfortunately formed, that she

could never dissemble or put on sweetness

enough to induce any one to give her oc

casion to show her bitterness.—I never

her chair—rings on her fingers, and her *saw a woman to whom you would mora

fat arms stiangled with bracelets, which readily give credit for perfect chastity,

belt them like corded brawn—rolling and Lady Clio. " What am I reading ?"—

heaving when she laughs with the rattles " have I drawn nothing lately ?—is the

in her throat, and a most apoplectic ogle work-bag finished ?—how accomplished I

—you wish to draw her out, as you would am !—has the man been to untune the

an opera-glass. harpsichord ?—does it look as if I had

A long lean man, with all his limbs been playing on it ?

rambling—no way to reduce him to com.

pass, unless you could double him like a

pocket-rule—with his arms spread, he'd

lie on the bed of Ware like a cross on a

Good Friday bun—standing still, he is a

pilaster without a base—he appears rolled

out or run up against a wall—so thin,

' Shall 1 be ill to-day ?—shall I be

nervous ?"—" Your la'ship was nervous

yesterday."—" Was I ?—then I'll have a

cold—I haven't had a cold this fortnight

—a cold is becoming—no—I'll not have

a cough ; that's fatiguing—I'll be quite

well."—" You become sickness—your

that his front face is but the moiety of a la'ship always looks vastly well when

profile—if he stands cross-legged, he looks you're ill."

like a caduceus ; and put him in a

fencing attitude, you would take him for

a piece of chevaux-de-frise—to make any

use of him, it must be as a pontoon or a

fishing-rod—when his wife's by, he fol

lows like a note of admiration—see them

together, one's a mast, and the other all

hulk—she's a dome, and he's built like

a glass-house—when they part, you won

der to see the steeple separate from the

chancel ; and were they to embrace, he

must hang round her neck like a skein of

thread on a lace-maker's bolster—to sing

her praise, you should choose a rondeau ;

and to celebrate him, you must write all

Alexandrines.

The loadstone of true beauty draws the

heaviest substances—not like the fat ..,.,,..

dowager, who frets herself into warmth He who rob. the bag's stores of the least bit of

to get the notice of a few papier m6ehi

fops, as you rub Dutch sealing-wax to

draw paper.

A lady who affects poetry.—" I made

regular approaches to her by sonnets and

rebuses—a rondeau of circumvallation—

her pride sapped by an elegy, and her re-

MT TRUNK.

(TO ANNS.)

Have yon heard, my dear Anne, how my spirits

ore sunk ?

Have yon heard of the came ?—Oh I the toss of

my trunk,

From exertion or firmness I've nereryet slunk;

But my fortitude's gone with the loss of my

trunk T

Stout Lucy, my maid, is a damsel of spunk ;

Yet she weeps night and day for the loss of my

trunk !

I'd better turn nun, and coquet with a monk;

For with whom can 1 flirt without aid from my

trunk r

» • • •

Accurs'd be the thief, the old rascally hunks,

Who rifles the fair, and lays hands on their

trunks !

junk

Is haitg'U—while he's safe who has plundered my

trutik ! n

• • • •

There's a phrase amongst lawyers, when nunc's

put for tune ;

But, tunc and nunc both, must I gritve for my

trunk! .
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Huge leave* of *»» J™** commentator, oW

Bruuck, , ,

Perhaps was the paper that lined my poor trunk I

But my rhymes are ail out, for I dare not use

at—k.

'Twould shock Sheridan more than the lossof my

trunk !

SPIRIT OF THE

$ufcUe journals,

THE GREEK CHIEFS CONSTAN-

TINE BOTZARI, COLOCO.

TRONI, AND CONSTANTINE

CANARIS.—By Count Peechio.

CONSTANTINE BOTZARI.

A paintkr might have made a picture

of Constantine Botzari, when we went to

visit him in his bivouac. He was stand

ing under a large poplar, his warriors

made a circle around him, all stand.'

ing. Neither gold nor silver glittered on

his person. His dress was simple and

modest, like his character. Over a pesgli

of light blue cloth he wore a white capote

of long goat's hair, the usual capote of

the Suliots. Accustomed to distinguish

the commander of these troops by the

richness of their dress and their arms, we

were making a survey around whilst we

were already before him. A carpet spread

upon the grass, for his convenience, was

his only distinction. A profound silence

reigned in this assembly of immovable

warriors. Botzari was quietly smoking ;

he received us coldly, and yet kindly. He

is from Suli, and the brother of Marco

Botzari, the Leonidas of the Greek revo

lution. He is thick-limbed and robust,

though of the middle stature, and is said

to resemble his brother. His is the name

dearest to the Suliots, of all the surviving

names of that martial colony. His

soldiers are almost all Suliots ; and

amongst them many of his own relatives,

who follow him in his wars, and, more

from love than from right, always fight

at his side. General Roche announced

to Botzari that the French committee had

selected the son of Marco Botzari to be

educated in France. Botzari replied that

he was grateful to the committee, and

that he wished his nephew to become

well-informed.

Gere.—" Are you versed in the history

of the ancient Greeks and their deeds ?"

Bote,—" We have not read their his

tory, but we have heard it."

Gen..—" The career you pursue will

procure you honour amongst your contem

poraries, and immortality with posterity."

Botx.—" The aim of our actions is

solely the good of our country."

Gen.—" The death of your brother

will always redound to the glory of the

Greeks."

Botz.—u The Greeks only desire a

death like his."

Gen..—" Is there amongst the Suliots

any one who bears the name of some

illustrious ancient ?"

At this question, a cousin of Botzari,

who was standing behind him, in a reso

lute tone, answered : " The heart, and

not the name, makes the hero." . .

Gen.—"Should you like to have a

king in Greece ?"

Botx.—I think that a king would be

desirable for the good of Greece in iu

present circumstances."

The general had purposely proposed

this question to many other chiefs ; and

the answer of them all agreed with that

of Botzari. I know not, to speak plainly,

if confidence is to be placed in the sin

cerity of these answers, as the Capitani

appeared too condescending, either from

politeness or from dissimulation.

C onstantine Botzari, as I have already

observed, is the idol of his companions in

arms. In the last affair of the 19th of

April, they saved him at the price of

their blood. He was dismounted from

.his horse by an Egyptian officer, who was

on the point of taking him prisoner. His

soldiers and relatives, ashamed of losing

their captain, resolved to save him at all

hazards. They made a hedge around

him with their bodies—they fight, re

treating—they thrust him along—they

carry him nearly a mile ; when the enemy

presses forward, they make head against

him—they fight—they fall, and replace

each other, and in this manner leaving

seventeen of their dead on the field, they

bear him off in safety ; and they not only

recover his horse, but they take from their

enemies, whom they had slain, twelve of

their's. In this conflict, which renews

the battles of the Iliad, six brothers, rela

tives of Botzari, fell, to preserve his life

and the honour of the Suliots. On

taking leave, Constantino Botzari kissed

us on the month, This is the most

tender kiss of friendship that can be

given in Greece.

COJ.OCOTRONI.*

Whew I beheld Colocotroni sitting

amidst ten of his companions, prisoners

of state, and treated with respect by his

guards, I called to mind the picture that

Tasso draws of Satan in the council of

the devils. His neglected grey hairs fell

upon his broad shoulders, and mingled

* For an interesting memoir of this distin-

guisked Warrior, see Hkror, No. 157.
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with bis rough bend, which, since his

imprisonment, he had allowed to grow,

as a mark of grief and revenge. His form

is rugged and vigorous, his eyes full of

fire", and his martial and savage figure re

sembled one of the sharp grey rocks which

are scattered throughout the Archipelago.

I presented him the compliments of

Bobolina, and announced to him that in a

few days he would be free. He thanked

me by the interpreter, and asked what

was the news. I told him that the Egyp

tians were on the point of gaining posses

sion of Navarino; and that they were

formidable, not only for their personal

valour, but for their tactical skill, and the

cavalry in their army. He observed,

that to conquer the Egyptians, it was

sufficient merely to levy men, and then

(suiting the action to the word) to fire.

" I know," added he, " the positions in

which tfteir tactics and their cavalry

would be useless. Do you know what

has given the victory to the Egyptians ?

Unity of command ; whilst the Greeks

are ruined by the mania that every one

has for command without experience."—

Whilst he raised his arm in speaking, I

noticed upon it a sabre wound, and asked

him where he had acquired that honorable

decoration. " It is not the only one that

I bear on my person," he replied ; and

thus saying, he showed me another mark

of a shot on his left arm, another on the

right side of his breast, and a fourth on

his thigh.

Whilst speaking, he hastily ran over

the beads of a rosary ; and, instead of the

Turkish gravity which the Greeks have

contracted, he rolled his eyes rapidly and

fiercely, arose and sat down, agitated as

if still a klepht in fear of the ambushes

and attacks of the enemy. General Colo-

eotroni is certainly not a man of the

common stamp. A few days afterwards

he was set at liberty, and received by the

government in Napoli di Romania with

all due dignity and honour. On the act

of reconciliation with the government, he

replied without premeditation to the

speech which one of the legislators ad

dressed to him. In his unpolished reply

is a remarkable passage, in which he said,

"Ln coming hither from Hydra I have

cast all rancour into the sea ; do you do

so likewise—bury in that gulph all your

hatreds and dissensions : that shall be

the treasure which you will gain." He

was speaking in the square of Napoli,

where the inhabitants had been for several

days excavating the earth, in the hope

(common in Greece) of finding a hidden

treasure.

CONSTANTINE CANARIS.

I inquired for the habitation of Capt.

Constantino Canaris, desirous of becoming

acquauited with that intrepid leader of

the fire-ships. I found him by the side

of his wife, playing with his son Mil-

tiades, a child of three years of age. He

received me with frankness and courtesy,

and made his elder son, Nicholas, pre

sent me with a half-blown rose, a mark of

affection in the Levant. Canaris is a

young man about thirty-two, frank and

gay, and at the same time extremely

modest. I could never induce him to

relate any of his deeds. He is loved by

all his countrymen ; but envied by the

Hydriots, through whom he has been

left this year without the command of a

fire-ship. His gun was hanging against

the wall. His arms and his courage are

all the riches of this intrepid man, after

having burnt four of the enemy's ships of

war. Last year, having avenged the

burning of his country by that of an

enemy's ship, he presented himself at

Napoli di Romania, poor and in want of

everything. Whilst each inhabitant was

engerly making him some present, he

said before the legislative body, "I would

much rather than all these gifts receive

another fire-ship to burn in the service of

my country." Whilst we were speaking,

his wife, with matronly dignity, suckled

an infant three months old, named Ly-

curgus. She is an Ipsariot, of great

beauty, grave and modest a Minerva.

New Monthly Magazine.

" I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

mens staff.» - Wotton.

LINES ON LIBERTY.

Oh, Liberty ! how fair thy angel face,

Which gives to ev'ry thing a double

grace—.

That crown's with joy Britannia's little

isle,

And makes a barren moor or mountain

smile.

How wretched he who lives and is not

free;

For showers of gold I would not part

with thee ;

For, nothing Fortune gives or takes away

Could for thy loss, sweet Liberty, repay.

A. Walker.

EPITAPH ON AN IRON HEEL.

Released from the burthen of human

frailty, which was borne without mur

muring, lie the remains of poor Tip, an

offspring of vice. At his birth he dis

covered such a heat of disposition, that,

but for repeated blows from the author of

his existence, he would not have been
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formed fiw society. Driven to extreme*,

he was a hanger-on, and generally at the

bottom of many a black thing ; yet, when

he held fast to his duty, no one was better

fitted to strengthen the understanding.

Still was he too often trod on in return,

and was left at length entirely forsaken

by him to whom he had always proved

a steady adherent. Worn out in consti

tution, no longer on a footing with any

one, good or bad, he fell a heart-broken

victim to the pressure of his cares at an

early age.

LINES TO AN INFANT.

Translated from the Persian, by Sir

William Jones.

On Parents' knees a naked neV-bom

child,

Weeping thou sat'st while all around

thee smiled ;

So live, that sinking in thy last long

sleep,

Calm thou may'st smile while all around

thee weep.

A TRUE IRISHMAN.

AN OLD JOKE VERSIFIED.

Pat at a mirror stood, with eyes

Close shut ; when one, in great surprise,

Exclaim'd, " What means the ape ?"

". What mane I, honey ? Widout book

That's answer'd—to see hot) I look

When I am fast aslape."

W. H.

EPIGRAM.

(For the Mirror.)

- How is it, my friend, that

Wherever I stray,

Mine ears are regal'd with

A jack-ass's bray ?"

* Why the reason's most plain ;

Birds of a feather

Have always been known, Sir,

To flock together. H.

ANSWER TO AN INVITATION

To spend an hour at a Tavern.

The King's most humble servant, I

Can scarcely spare a minute ;

But I'll be wi' ye by and bye,

Or else the de'il is in it.

LINES,

Written extempore by a Captain of a Ship

upon his going to the Sun Tavern, at

Ratcliff, and left in a note in the key-

bole of his door, in expectation of an

Exciseman's coming to vk'tt him, -who

teas reputed a sober, frugal man, and

intended as ajeer on hisfrugality and

employment.

At the sign of the Sun,

As sure as a gun,

You'll find us inspir'd with Fort ;

Without children or wives

To ruffle our lives,

And free from dependence at court.

Thus by freedom and wine,

Like Suns we all shine ;

And when you our footsteps have trod,

With each generous soul

Your fame we'll enrol, • -

And enlist you under Bacchus our god.

THE EXCISEMAN'S ANSwER.

Nor the charms of your wine,

Nor your Sun in a sign,

I value so much as my gold ;

My children and wife

Are the joys ofmy life, . >• '.

And a drunkard I hate as a scold.

In honesty's cause

And just excise laws

I spend my days cheerful and merry ;

From each honest mind

Acceptance I find,

And I laugh at the wonders of Sherry.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A. B.C. on London Improvements. Memoir 0/

Henry Kirke White. The Pleasures of Travel-

ting. The Death of Goliah, and several other

original communications in our next.

TV. C. ffc. on Masonry? in a week or two.

Several articles which remain under consider

ation, shall he disposed of in onr next.

J. F.'s communications have been received,

and shall have insertion.

Jacobus is informed that we do not renounce

poetical contributions altogether, but we should

only deceive our correspondents if we gave them

hopes that one twentieth part of the poetical

articles we receive could obtain insertion. W»

thank him for his forbearance, hut many pieces

have been delayed as long as those to which he

alludes, and that unavoidably.

We almost fear the length of C. W. B.'s

article on the Runic Mythology, and should wish

to have the conclusion previous to our commen

cing it.

Greece, by C. T. J—s is a very creditable ju

venile attempt, but he will do better things by

and by, and thank us for not hurrying him into

print.

T. M. B. will perceive that the article to which

he Rlludes has been inserted, but the drawing

did not appear to us sufficiently interesting. It

shall be returned to him.

Printed and Pvolishtd by J. LIMB1ED, 143,

Strand, (near Somerset-House,) and sold by at!

Hewsmen and Booksellers.
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i&oeijester ©astle, ffcnt-

The ruins of Rochester Castle, of which

the above is a good view, are situated on

an eminence which rises abruptly from

the Medway, and overlooks the rich and

beautiful valley through which that river

has its course. It was erected by Wil

liam the Conqueror, or according to some

historians he only repaired a former build

ing, on the same site, which appears to

have some foundation, as frequent men

tion is made of the " Castrum Roffense"

in the Saxon annals. Whichever it was,

he. entrusted Otho, bishop of Baieux,

wkh the execution of it, and ilso with

the custody of the fortress ; but Otho

proving unworthy of the trust reposed

in him, was seized and sent as a prisoner

to the castle of Rouen, in Normandy,

where he remained till the accession of

William Rufus, who reinstated him in

his former rank and possessions. He,

however, afterwards shewed his ingrati

tude by raising an insurrection in favour

of the king's brother, Robert, duke of

Normandy. Upon this, Rufus laid siege

to the castle, and having forced the gar

rison to surrender, banished the bishop

ftom his dominions.

The castle having sustained consider-

Vot. vi. U

able injuries during the siege, the king

committed the repairs to the care of bi

shop Gundulph, and the prior of Roches

ter. The former not only rebuilt the

walls, but also erected the keep, a square

tower which perpetuates his name, and

ranks him amongst the most eminent ar

chitects of the Anglo-Norman times.

This castle underwent several other

sieges, the most memorable of which was

by king John. It was then defended by

the barons, but was forced to surrender

after an investment of three months.

Edward IV. about the eleventh year of

his reign, repaired the walls both of the

castle and the city, since which time

they have been neglected, and have fallen

to their present state of decay. The

principal entrance was on the north-east,

and was defended by a tower-gateway,

with outworks on the sides. The out

ward walls measuring three hundred feet

in length, were strengthened by several

round and square towers The keep oc

cupies the south-east portion of the castle

area; it is of a quadrangular form se

venty feet square at the base, its angles

corresponding with the four points of the

compass. The walls, which are twelve

289
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or thirteen feet thick, incline inwards

from the hase. The interior is divided

by a wall into two parts, with arched

doorways of communication upon each

floor. In the centre of this wall is a

circular hole for a well of considerable

depth, and open from the top to the very

bottom of the keep. This tower con

sisted of three floors besides the base

ment, but they were removed when the

tower was dismantled in the reign of

James I. At the north-east angle is a

winding staircase which ascends to the

summit, and near it is a small arched

doorway leading to a nairow, vaulted

apartment underneath the tower, sup

posed to have been a dungeon for cri

minals.

Several estates in the county of Kent

hold ofRochester Castle by ancient tenure

of castle guard. On St. Andrew's day, old

style, a banner is hung out at the house

of the receiver of rents, and every tenant

who does not discharge his arrears, is

liable to have his rent doubled on the re

turn of every tide of the Medway, until

the whole is discharged.

S. I. B.

THE ADVANTAGES OF EDUCA

TION AND SCIENCE.

At a meeting of the mechanics of Dept-

ford, held last week for the purpose of

establishing a Mechanics' Institute : Dr.

Olinthus Gregory, who has consented to

be the president, spoke in powerful terms

on the advantages of education to the

lower classes. After happily ridiculing

the dangers which some persons antici

pate from the diffusion of knowledge, he

thus proceeded :—

It is said that immediately you are in

structed in science you become unfitted

for the practical arts ; as if the improv

ing of your heads would lessen the skil-

t'ulness of your fingers. I contend, from

actual observation, that the contrary is

the fact. Will a mant because he may

be told that queen Elizabeth reigned after

William the conqueror, make the worse

journeyman blacksmith? Because he

may be instructed in geography, and

learn that the Cape of Good Hope is in

Africa, and Cape Horn in South Ame

rica, will he make the worse locksmith ?

Improvements are far more likely to be

suggested to those engaged In the prac

tical application of a science to the use

ful purposes of- life, than to those whose

attention is devoted to its theory. I know

of several improvements that have been

made in an engine at Woolwich-yard by

the persons engaged in the labour of

working it. There are, besides, other

advantages resulting from the knowledge

of science. Opportunities will some

times occur when that knowledge will be

of the utmost possible consequence. I

will mention two cases bearing upon this

declaration. Two young men, neither of

whom could swim, were about to bathe

in a place where the water did not appear

above four- feet deep. One of them, how

ever, who had studied a little of optics,

and knew that the rays of light refracted

from water, that is, in passing from a

denser to a rarer medium, would become

bent, and consequently apparently elevate

the bed of the river, cautioned his com

panion to stop, just as he was on the

point of plunging into the stream. This

probably saved the young man's life, for

it was subsequently ascertained that the

water was above six feet deep. The se

cond is an instance of the life of a sailor

being saved through the scientific know

ledge of a cabin-boy ; this lad had read

in some book, that the specific g»avity of

the whole of a man's body was to a simi

lar bulk of sea water as nine is to ten,

and consequently that it must float upon

its surface ; but the man kept lifting his

arms above the water, which the lad saw

would counterbalance the less specific

gravity of the remainder of the body;

he therefore kept calling to the sailor,

" Keep your arms down." This advice

was attended tu for more than twenty

minutes, and the poor fellow's life was

eventually saved. This poor cabin-boy

was no less an individual than the sub

sequently eminent Mr. Nicholson, editor

of the Philosophical Journal, who, in

connexion with Dr. Birkbeck, first gave

that impulse to the mechanics which is

now felt at the remotest parts of the

kingdom. Here, then, is a striking in

stance of a man bursting from obscurity

—of genius shaking oil' the trammels

that bound it, and springing into new

life and freedom. You all know what

the poet says—

« Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark utlfathom'd caves of ocean bear ;

Full many a flow'r is born to blush nnseen.

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Is it not possible, then, that there may

be many such a gem here ; that there

may be in this room the bud of many

such a, flower ? What was Sir Richard

Arkyxight, W man to whose genius this

country is indebted for very much of its

commercial prosperity—to whose im

provements in the machinery for spinning

cotton we are indebted for being enabled

to keep the cotton trade chiefly confined

to ourselves—what, I say, was the great

Arkwright? A barber. Yet we owe
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our proud superiority in this department

of our national greatness to the unassist

ed efforts of Dick the barber. Who was

Ferguson ? A simple peasant, a man

who, wrapped in his plaid, passed the

winter nights in contemplating the hea

vens, and who, by arranging his beads

upon the cold heath, at length completed

a map of the stars. Who was Dr. Hers-

chel, the discoverer of so many impor

tant astronomical facts ? A boy who

played the pipe and tabor in a foreign

regimental band. Who was Watt ? A

mathematical instrument maker. Who was

Brindley, whose canals have given such

an accession of power to our commerce

by the facilities of internal communica

tion ? A millwright. Nicholson, a cabin-

boy; and Ramidge, the best maker of

ieflecting telescopes in the world, a Scotch

cutler. Now, without labour, without

perseverance, without science, Sir R.

Arkwright would have remained Dick

Arkwright, the barber—the great Hers-

«hel would have piped on till the end of

th« chapter—Watt would have made

spectacles—and all the others would have

continued in that obscurity from which

they emerged with such astonishing biil

liance. And what is it that renders us fit

to be raised into such distinction ? Why,

our being Englishmen. From the cow

boy up to the throne, there is not an in

dividual who does not enjoy the higher

elevation for being an Englishman. What

is it that makes George the fourth the

greatest monarch in the world ? Not his

splendour, nor his army, nor his navy (

but that he reigns over the most free, the

most intelligent, the most inquisitive,

the roost virtuous people on the face of

the earth."

IMPROVEMENTS.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sin,—There is an old and ill-natured

Latin phrase, the spirit of which seems

in a measure even to have been centered

in Alexander the Great, when he lectured

his tutor, Aristotle, namely, that " a

man's knowledge is worth nothing if he

communicated it to others."' If this

selfish character could prevail, what ad

vancement should we have obtained be

yond that which rude nature had im

planted—where would have been the

excitement for the production of those

rich and sound volumes of which we are

so well supplied—where would have been

the anxiety to put into action those never-

to-be-forgotten inventive powers which

first fathomed the use of steam, and have

since puMued its powers—where would

have been all those means by which

health is preserved, happiness increased,

wealth augmented, and divine revelation

promoted—and lastly, where would have

been the situation of England, with all

her proud and magnificent attainments,

glittering and alluring as they are, which

How in so many varied streams with such

a mighty torrent, and concentrate in one

grand and general ocean of all that is

sterling, sublime, and great. " Yea I

the whole globe itself would have been

deficient.

Happily it is a property in the heart of

man to be diffusive, and its excellencies

extend over the face of creation almost

as freely as the hand wafts the healthful

and refreshing breezes. Every new-born

year, therefore, brings with it fresh and

generous channels for the scope of know

ledge in the arts and sciences, and me

chanism, and architecture, and all men

are proud in acknowledging, that " to

direct a wanderer to the right way is to

light another man's candle by one's own,

which loses none of its light by what the

other gains."

I have been led to these observations

through the perusal of an article in the

new series of the European Magazine,

and by my anxiety that no check should

be offered to any fresh openings likely to

encourage that inestimable treasure,

knowledge, or that no impediments

should be raised to any inventions or im

provements of whatever magnitude, or

however simple. Although there may be

very many ingenious inventions and ad

mirable improvements, which at first

view appear unprofitable, or of little

service ; it must be borne in mind, that

our steam-engine, through which we are

enabled to accomplish so many valuable

undertakings, was even within the me

mory of many individuals, pronounced

by the then greatest scientific men to be

a machine that could never be relied upon

for its regularity, and consequently of

little value. Our streets are now bril

liantly illuminated with gas lights, a cir

cumstance that we now let pass unnoticed,

but had we been told half a century ago

that the means of light would have been

thus communicated, how much would

the idea have been ridiculed ; indeed

even when gas itself had been for some

time known, the idea of portable gas

became an object for several puns, but

all this has gone, and we are blessed not

only with portable gas, but coal and oil

gas.

Probably these circumstances appear

equally obvious to all individuals, and

without descanting upon the folly of

supposing that the nineteenth century has

U 2
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Attained the highest summit of knowledge.

I shall make the following extract from a

debate in the House of Commons, in the

year 1671, on the subject of building a

new bridge at Putney, which I copy from

the European Magazine, where it has

been transferred from Greg's Debates,

vol. i. p. 413.

« Die Mortis, Ap : 4. 1671.

" A bill for building a bridge over the

.river Thames from Putney was read.

On the motion that it be read a second

time—Mr. Jones (Member for London),

rose and spoke as follows :—

" Mr. Speaker—It is impossible to

contemplate without feelings of the most

afflictive nature the probable success of

the Bill now before the House. I am

sensible that I can hardly do justice by

any words of mine to the apprehensions,

which not only I myself personally feel

upon the vital question, but to those

which are felt by every individual in the

kingdom, who has given this very im

portant subject the smallet share of his

consideration. I am free to say, Sir, and

I say it with the greater freedom, because

I know, that the erection of a bridge over

the river Thames at Putney, will not only

injure the great and important city which

I have the honour to represent ; not only

jeopardize it, not only destroy its corres

pondences and commerce, but actually

annihilate it altogether, (hear, hear !) I

repeat in all possible seriousness, that it

will question the very existence of the

metropolis ; and I have no hesitation in

declaring, that next to pulling down the

whole borough of Southwark, nothing can

destroy London more certainly, than

building this proposed bridge at Putney

(hear, hear !) Allow, me, Sir, to ask,

and I do with the more confidence, be

cause the answer is evident and clear, how

will London be supplied with fuel, with

grain, or with hay, if this bridge is built ?

All the correspondences westward will be

at one blow destroyed. I repeat this fact

boldly, because, as I said before, it is in

controvertible ; as a Member of this Ho

nourable House, I should not venture to

speak thus authoritatively, unless I had

the best possible ground to go upon, and I

state without fear of contradiction, that

the water at Putney is shallow at ebb,

and assuming as I do, that the correspon

dences of London require free passage at

all times ; and knowing as I do, that if a

bridge be built there, not even the com

mon wherries will be able to pass the

river at low water, I do say, that I think

the Bill one which only tends to promote

a wild and silly scheme, likely to advan

tage a few speculators, but highly un

reasonable and unjust in its character and

provisions ; because, independently of the

ruin of the City of London, which I con-,

sider inevitable in the event of its success,

it will effect an entire change in the posi

tion and affairs of the watermen, a change

which I have no hesitation in saying, will

most seriously affect the interests of his

Majesty's government, and not only the

interests of the government, but those of

the nation at large."

Mr. Waller followed the Honourable

Member for London, and gave it as his

opinion, that the erection of a bridge at

Putney could not be considered as op

pressive, even were a toll laid upon the

bridge, because, said the Honourable

Gentleman, " those who dislike paying

the toll may go by water, and so pay

nothing, (hear, and a laugh.) It seems

to me," said the Honourable Gentleman,

" if it be a bad thing for Southwark it is

a good thing for Westminster, where the

Court is, and where we are, (a laugh ;)

at Paris, Sir, there are several bridges—

at Venice, hundreds. What then?—

Paris is not ruined, and Venice flourishes.

I must say I think the opposition offered

to this bill shews considerable want of

patriotism ; no object in my mind can be

more beneficial to the country than the

extension of its resources, the multipli

cation of those avenues and approaches to

the metropolis by which the public wealth

may be increased, and the national cha

racter elevated ; no object in my mind is

better calculated to extend the reputation

of this country, or its mercantile advan.

tages, than a bridge over the river at Put

ney, (loud cheering.) Besides, Sir, if I

may be permitted to make such an allu

sion, I think it by no means irrelevant to

throw out, by way of observation, that

the King cannot hunt in London ; if the

King wishes to hunt, he must cross the

water. This is a fact incontrovertible by

gentlemen on the other side of the House,

and a fact which I think well worthy our

consideration ; in short, I have no hesita

tion in saying, that the measure of build

ing a bridge over the river at Putney, is

one which, independently of the advan

tages to which I have just cursorily al

luded, cannot fail to be of the greatest

utility and convenience to the whole Bri

tish nation."

Sir Thomas Lee, in a very excellent

speech, expressed at some length his fears

that the bill was little better than a job,

and that its object was to improve the

value of the new buildings about the

neighbourhood of the House of Commons,

(hear, hear ! and a laugh.)

Col. Birch rose and said, " Sir, it seems

to me, that in a popular view of a subject
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like this, it matters very little whether

men are actually aggrieved, or whether

they think themselves so ; now, I have

no hesitation in saying, because I have

brought all the powers of my mind to the

subject, that whenever a cart carries any.

thing to the City in the ordinary course

of affairs, it takes something' back to the

country. The only difference in point of

fact, then, whether the proposed bridge

at Putney be built or not, comes to this,

that people bringing provisions from the

country into this neighbourhood will take

back something in the country out of this

neighbourhood ; but what of that ? If

they do not go to the City to get what

they want here, somebody ftom this part

of the town must go the City to get it for

them, (hear, hear !) I really see nothing

seriously objectionable to the bill before

us."

Mr. Secretary Trevor rose amidst ge

neral cheering ; the House having sub

dued itself into quietude, the greatest

attention prevailed. The Right Hon.

Secretary then said, " Sir, it may natu

rally be expected that upon a subject of

such vital interest as that, which we are

now called upon to discuss, I should say

a few words. I do assure you, Sir, that

it is far, very far from my wish, upon a

matter so ^highly important as the erec

tion of a bridge at Putney, to say more

than I consider it my duty to submit,

with a view rather to direct, than lead the

judgment of the House. I have consi

dered the matter with all possible atten

tion, and with those advantages which

circumstances naturally afford me; and

as I wish Honourable Gentlemen to put

aside all feelings but those strictly appli

cable to the circumstances of the case, so

I most candidly declare my sentiments

upon it. It appears evident to me, Sir,

(and I trust I shall be borne out in the

opinion I have deliberately formed,) that

no new law can well be made without, in

some degree, having reference to a law

previously made, and that whatever im

provement; are contemplated, the Legis

lature, in forwarding such improvements,

may probably transfer an inconvenience

from one set of people to another ; it ap

pears evident to me, after all I have done

in this business, that passages over rivers

are, in fact, great conveniences, and I

really am at a loss to understand why

there is any serious opposition raised ab

stractedly to a bridge at Putney ; be

cause, although Putney is farther up the

river Thames than London, Honourable

Gentlemen who speak so warmly against

the proposed bridge at the former place,

because it is likely to infringe upon the

vested rights of the watermen, might, by

a parity of reasoning, contend that there

ought to be no bridge at London." (The'

Right Hon. Secretary sat down amidst

continued cheers.)

Sir William Thompson being loudly

called for, rose and made the following

speech :—

" Sir,—When a convenience has'been

long possessed, it grows as it were into a

custom, and therefore the observations of

the Right Hon. Secretary, with regard to

London bridge, do not, as it appears to

me, at all apply to the romantic and vi

sionary scheme of building a bridge over

the river at Putney ; one thing, indeed,

may be well enough remarked upon in

the Right Honourable Gentleman's speech

—he talks of the objections which might

be made to London bridge by those who

oppose the imaginary bridge at Putney ;

it is true, that those who would support

the one, would annihilate the other, for if

a bridge be raised at Putney, London

bridge may as well be pulled down,

(hear, hear !) Yes, Sir ! I repeat it—

because this bridge, which seems to be a

favourite scheme of some Hanourablc

Gentlemen whom I have in my eye—if

this bridge be permitted, the rents neces

sary to the maintenance of London bridge

will be annihilated ; and, therefore, as I

said before, the bridge itself must even

tually be annihilated also. But, Sir, this

is not all. I speak affectionately of tha

City of London, and I hope I shall never

be forgetful of its interests, (hear, hear,

from Mr. Jones ;) but I take up the

question on much more liberal principles,

and assume a higher ground, and I will

maintain it. Sir, London is circum

scribed—I mean the City of London ;

there are walls, gates, and boundaries, the

which no man can increase or extend ;

those limits were set by the wisdom of

our ancestors, and God forbid they should

be altered. But, Sir, though these land-

marks can never be removed—I say never,

for I have no hesitation in stating, that

when the walls of London shall no longer

be visible, and Ludgate is demolished,

England itself will be as nothing—.

though, Sir, these land-marks are im

movable, indelible, indestructible, except -

with the Constitution of the country, yet

it is in the power of speculative theorists

to delude the minds of the people with

visionary projects of increasing the skirts

of the City so that it may even join West

minster. When that is the case, Sir, the

skirts will be too big for our habits ; the

head will glow too big for the body, and

the members will get too weak to support

the constitution : but what of this ? say

Honourable Gentlemen—what have w«

to do to consider the policy of increasing
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the town, while we are only debating a

question about Putney bridge ?—to which

I answer, look at the effects generally of

the important step you are about to sanc

tion ; ask me to define those effects par

ticularly, and I will descend to the tni-

nutuB of the mischief you appear prone

to commit. Sir, I, like my Honourable

Friend the Member for the City of Lon

don, have taken opinions of scientific men,

and I declare it to be their positive con

viction and mine, that if the fatal bridge

(I can find no other suitable word) be

built, not only will quicksands and shelves

be created throughout the whole course

of the river, but the western barges will

be laid up high and dry at Teddington,

while not a ship belonging to us will ever

get nearer London than Woolwich ; thus,

not only your coin-markets, but your

Custom-house, will be nullified ; and not

only the whole mercantile navy of the

country absolutely destroyed, but several

west.country bargemen actually thrown

out of employ. I declare to God, Sir,

that I have no feeling on the subject but

that of devotion to my country, and I

shall most decidedly oppose the Bill in

all its stages," (hear, hear, hear !)

Colonel Stroude said, that he approved

of the notion of the bridge at Putney,

although he must confess there appeared

a somewhat too sanguine expectation of

carrying a question of such importance,

on the part of its advocates. The gallant

Colonel observed, that no city was so long

as ours on the bank of a navigable river,

without more bridges than one 5 and al

though, as being a Colonel In the army,

it was not exactly in his province to med

dle with bridges or quays, or such sort of

things (of which he professed himself

sincerely to understand nothing), yet it

struck him, as a military man, that if the

river Thames were frozen up, and no ve

getables or provisions of that sort could

be forwarded to London by boats or

barges, then a bridge (which, although

liable to be blown up or blown down,

could not well be frozen up) would afford

a constant and seasonable supply—be

sides, in case of mutiny, he considered it

would be a wonderful advantage to have

this communication always free and open.

Mr. Boscawen, before he came down

to the House, could not understand what

possible reason could be adduced in fa

vour of a bridge at Putney ; and now that

he had heard the reasons of Honourable

Gentlemen, he was equally at a loss to

account for them. If there were any ad

vantage derivable from a bridge at Put

ney, perhaps some gentlemen would find

out that a bridge at Westminster would

be a convenience. Then other Honour.

able Gentlemen might dream that a bridge

from the end of Fleet Market into the

fields on the opposite side of the water

would be a fine speculation ; or who knew

but at last it might be proposed to arch

over the river altogether, and build a

couple more bridges, one from the Palace

at Somerset-House into the Surreymarshes,

and another from the front of Guildhall

into Southwark, (great laughter.) Perhaps

some Honourable Gentlemen who were

interested in such matters would get up

in [their places and propose that one or

two of these bridges should be built of

iron, (shouts of laughter ;) for his part,

if this passed he would move for leave to

bring in half a dozen more bills for build

ing bridges at Chelsea, and at Hammer

smith, and at Marble-Hall stairs, and at

Brentford, and at fifty other places be

sides, (continued laughter.) " Now, Sir,"

continued the Honourable Gentleman,

" some Honourable Gentlemen have

talked of Paris and Venice as examples

for us to follow. Why, Sir, Venice is

built in the water, and if it were not for

bridges there would be no streets ; what

has that to do with London ? As to

Paris, it is true there are many bridges,

and what is the consequence ? There is

no use for watermen ; and are we for our

advantage, even admitting for argument's

sake any to arise, to compromise the

vested rights of the watermen ? (hear,

hear, hear.) I, for one, say no ; but

when I say no upon this particular point

abstractedly, I do not mean to say that I

for one alone disapprove of the measure

in toto ; neither the people of Middlesex

nor of Surrey in the localities desire it,

and I must say that at best it is a new

conclusion to no end."

Sir John Bennett was of opinion, that

tne Lord Mayor and Aldermen sanctioned

the proposed bridge at Putney, inasmuch

as that of two evils they preferred the

lesser, and thought to avoid that which

was threatened to be built at Lambeth.

Mr. Low rose and said—" Sir, I feel

myself called upon to say a few words

upon this very important question, be

cause I am authorised to state (which I

feel it my bounden duty to do, after what

has just dropped from the Honourable

Gentleman who spoke last,) that the pre

sent Lord Mayor is of a very different

opinion from his immediate predecessor,

(hear, hear, hear.) I really speak nothing

but the opinion of the worthy chief ma

gistrate, when I say, that if any carts go

over Putney bridge, the City of London

is irretrievably ruined. This, I have no

hesitation in saying, is the matured opi

nion of the present Lord Mayor I (hear,

hear, hear.) Some Honourable Gentle.
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men, who seem to think that the body of

Thames watermen are nobodies, (great

laughter,) treat their vested rights with

something very like contempt ; and even

those who condescend to consider the in

terests of that body with a little compla

cency, tell you that the ferry in that

remote part of the river encourages but

very few hands ; now, Sir, that I deny,

(hear, hear.) I have procured a list of

persons employed in the ferries at Put

ney, from which I can assert, that very

many watermen^actually subsist upon the

produce of the ferry there, (hear, hear.)

Now, Sir, there is another pomt to which

I must speak ; the projected bridge, I

understand, is to be built of wood, (much

laughter.) Honourable Gentlemen may

laugh, but such is the fact ; and although

one Honourable Gentleman has just now

humorously suggested iron as a material

for bridge-building, (hear, hear,) it is, if

not less strange, not less true, that it is

proposed to build this visionary Putney

bridge of timber, (hear, hear.) As to

the possibility of the undertaking, I leave

that to the projectors; but I presume

timber wherewith a bridge across the

Thames is to be built must be vast and

large, and that the bridge must consist of

many arches ; if that be the case, I have

no hesitation in saying, that these pieces

of wood, thick and numerous as they must

be, will stop the tide altogether, (hear,

hear, hear.) And when the tide ebbs in

the short space which intervenes between

London bridge and Putney, there will

never be sufficient water in the river to

admit of the passage of the smallest boat,

(hear, hear, hear.) I repeat, Sir, never

after the tide ebbs will there be sufficient

water for the smallest boat to row between

London bridge and Putney ; in short, I

state here, without fear of contradiction,

that if the odious measure is carried, the

river above London bridge will not merely

be injured by it, but totally destroyed as

a navigable river," (hear, hear.)

Sir Henry Herbert next addressed the

Speaker in the following words :—" Mr.

Speaker, I honestly confess myself an

enemy to monopolies. I am equally op

posed |to mad visionary projects, and I

may be permitted to say, that in the late

King's reign several of these thoughtless

inventions were thrust upon the House,

hut most properly] rejected. If a man,

Sir, were to come to the bar of the House,

and tell us that he proposed to convey us

regularly to, Edinburgh in coaches in

seven days, and bring us back in seven

days more, should we not vote him to

Bedlam ? Surely we should, if we did

him justice ; or if another told us that he

would sail to the Indies in six months,

should we not punish him for playing

upon our credulity ? Assuredly, if we

served him rightly. Well, then, Sir,

here are persons proposing to build a

wooden bridge over the river Thames, in

an unfrequented part of the country, and

which they imagine, from the mere no

velty of the speculation, we shall agree to.

I say, Sir, suppose the, matter worthy of

discussion, it is of too great importance

to be discussed in such a House as this.

Why, Sir, there are not a hundred and

fifty members present : what would our

constituents say ? what would the country

at large say, if we decided a measure of

such importance as the building a wooden

bridge at Putney in so thin a House as

this ? I must think it would appear ex

tremely strange to let this Bill go to a

second reading after all we have heard so

reasonably alleged against it."

The cries of question here becoming

very general, the House divided,

For the BllI 54

Against it 67

Majority against it... —13

The numbers in this thin House being

121!

After reading this extract is it not sur

prising that in those days when men who

are now considered to have possessed

some little share of talent, shined, Wal

ler, Shaftesbury, and Rochester, for in.

stance, so much ignorance should have

been displayed. I know it is a principle

taught by some authors, and received by

others, that we should not believe any

thing beyond the capacity of the under

standing, this by a careless observer may

appear a sound doctrine, but it is a prin

ciple calculated to interrupt the progress

of knowledge in general, which, justly

speaking, has no limits, as its resources

are as extended as time itself.

Your's, most respectfully, Sir,

A. B. C.

ON SUGAR, AND THE SUGAR

CANE.

This useful condiment is the concrete

juice of the saccJurum officinale, or

sugar-cane—a plant which grows wild in

both Indies, though now extensively cul

tivated in the West, for the production of

sugar ; the method used for which, it is

presumed, will be acceptable to the readers

of the Mi iiror.

Although sugar is principally obtained

from the sugar-cane, yet other plants yield

it. In North America it is made from the

juice of the maple tree ; it is likewise
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contained In the roots of plants, as those

of the carrot and- beet—in the stems, as'

♦he birch, maple, sugar'cane, some palms,'

in the leaves, as those of the ash—in the

flowers, the fruits, and the seeds. It

exists in wheat, barley, beans, peas, and

other leguminous seeds, especially when

they are young, in considerable quantity.'

Sugar was first noticed by Paul Eginetta,

8 physician, in 625. .It was twice men.

tioneid'by Chaucer, who-flourished in the

14th century. The Greeks and Romans

seem to have been but little acquainted

with this useful plant. Among the latter,"'

Lucanand Pliny are the'only -authors who-

name it; and Arrian the only Greek.—

The first of these writers, in enumerating

Pompey's Eastern auxiliaries, describes a'

nation who made use- of the cane juice as'

a drink—Dukes bibebant ex arunding

succos. The industrious naturalist says,'

Saccharutn et Arabia fert, sed laudatius

India ; and the Greek historian, in his

TrepnrKovs of the Red Sea, tells us of a

neighbouring nation who drank it also,

Me\( to KoKa/xivovro Aryo/tcpoi'SAKXAPI.

The cane, however, as it was a native- of

the East, so has it been probably cul.

tivated there time immemorial. The'raw

juice was, doubtless, first made use of ;

they afterwards boiled it into a syrup,

and in process of time an inebriating

spirit was prepared by fermentation. We

have no historical record of the period

when the distillation of spirit was in.

vented. The Greeks and Romans were

ignorant of ardent spirits ; but it is cer

tain that spirits were very early known to

the northern nations. The sugar-cane

itself was unknown to Europe till the

Arabians introduced it into the southern

parts of Spain, Sicily, and those pro.

vinces of France which border on the

Pyrenean mountains. Although it is

undoubtedly a native of the American

continent, and islands adjacent, yet the

culture of it, and the art of making sugar,

were carried from Spain to the Canary

Islands, and thence extended, about the

15th century, to the West Indies and the

Brazils, the former place of which sup

plies the greater part of the consumption

of Europe. From being a luxuiy, it has

now become one of the necessaries of life ;

and although solely used as a condiment,

it is a very wholesome and powerful arti

cle of nourishment ; for during crop time

the negroes in the West Indies, notwith

standing their increased labours, always

grow fat. The plant is propagated by

cuttings of the stalk, taken near its top,

and laid horizontally in the ground. The

canes are cut for the purpose of making

sugar between the sixth and thirteenth

month of their growth ; when the stems

have acquired from seven to ten feet in

height, and a proportionable size. This

generally happens in the months of Feb

ruary, March, and April. As soon as

they are cut, the canes are stripped of

their leaves, and crushed' between iron1

rollers, to express the juice, which A' re

ceived into large leaded vessels, called re-

eiiversi whence it is immediately conveyed

into a capacious copper vessel, named the

Harifier, where it is mixed with lime, Ini

the proportion of a pint to 100 gallons of

juice, and heated to the temperature of

140o. -A thick scum soori forms on the

top, ftdm under which the clear liquor la

drawn off by. a cock, into' a large coppee

boiler, where it is boiled till the bulk of

the liquor is very considerably diminished.

The boiling Is successively repeated In

four other coppers, progressively smaller \

and from' the last, which is called the

leache, it is conveyed into shallow wooden,

coolers, where it grains, and the con.

ereted mass separates from thi uncrystal-

lizable matter or molasses. This mass

is' then put into hogsheads, having holes

iti the bottom, thriugh each of which the

stalk of a" plantain 'leaf is thrirst ; and

when the molasses is drained off, ihe pro

cess is finished. In this state the sugar

is brought home, under the name of raw,

or muscovado sugar; In Europe, however,

it undergoes another process for its puri

fication. This was first practised in

England in 1569.' It is coarsely ground,

dissolved in lime water, and clarified with

bullock's blood ; then boiled down to a;

proper consistency, the impurities being

skimmed off as they rise, and poured into

conical earthern vessels, where it is al

lowed to grain. The point of the cone is

perforated, and the base covered with

moist clay, the moisture of which perco

lates the sugar, and runs off through the

perforated apex, which is placed under-

most, carrying with it any uncrystallized

impure syrup. In this state it is called

loaf sugar, and requires a second purifi

cation before it is considered as com

pletely refined sugar. When the evapo

ration is carried only to a certain length,

and the syrup permitted to cool slowly, the

sugar assumes a regular form of crystalli

zation, and becomes sugar candy—

either brown or white, according to the

degree of its purity. In the West Indies

the skimmings of the sugar, &c. tee. are

fermented ; and by distillation, yield that

agreeable liquor rum (that from Jamaica

being reckoned the best), which, in its

natural state, is pellucid like water, but

derives its colour from the wooden pun

cheons in which it is brought to England.

Cl»V13.
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Sijegfif&%• or 1&ofcin i^ooU'a Ifcaee* '

Shepherd's, or Robin Hood's Race,

was a curious labyrinth or maze, cut in

the ground, on Snenton Common, about

a mile from Nottingham, and within a

quarter of a mile of Robin Hood's, or

St. Ann's Well, of which we shall give

an account in our next. This maze, of

which the above is a correct engraving,

though only occupying a piece of ground

about eighteen yards square, is, owing to

its intricate windings, five hundred and

thirty-five yards in length ; at the four

angles were oval projections intersecting

the four cardinal points.

Dr. Deering, in his " History of Not

tingham," printed in 1751, gives an in

teresting account of Shepherd's Race ; we

differ, however, with him in considering

the cross croslet at the corners as a proof

that it was made before the Reformation,

it being more probably a compliment to

some person who might bear the cross

croslet fitchee in his arms. The follow

ing is the description of this maze by Dr.

Deering :—

" Shepherd's Race is made somewhat

in imitation of those of the ancient Greeks

and Romans, who made such intricate

courses for their youth to run in, to acquire

agility of body. Dr. Stukeley, in his

Itinerary, speaks of one of Roman origin

still in being, at Aukborough, in the

county of Lincoln, called Julian's Bower,

which comes pretty near ours ; he says it

is a kind of circular work made of banks

of earth, in the fashion of a maze or laby

rinth, and that the boys to this day divert

themselves with tunning in it one after

the other ; that which I mentioned differs

from the Doctor's, in that it pretends to

no Roman origin, and yet is more ancient

than the Reformation, as is evident from

the cross crosslets in the centres of the

four lesser rounds ; and in that there are

no banks raised, hut circular trenches cut

into the ' turf, and those so narrow that

persons cannot run in them, but must

run on the top of the tuif. Nobody can

at this time give any account when it was

first made, nor by whom ; neither is it

known whose business it is to keep it m

repair ; but might I offer my conjecture,
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I should think"this open maze was made

by some of the priests belonging to St.

Anne's chapel, who being confined so far

as not to venture out of sight of hearing,

contrived this to give themselves a breath-

ing for want of other exercise."

The Doctor thinks the name of Shep

herd's Race of no old standing, and.pro-

bably occasioned by the shepherds while

tending their flocks lunning on it for

exercise. In Blackner's Nottingham, a

conjecture is hazarded, that the labyrinth

was cut by the shepherds in days of yore,

which is not very probable. Be this as

it may, Shepherd's Race, so long sacred

to rural amusements, was ploughed up on

the 27th of February, 1797! on enclosing

the Lordship of Snenton. Thus says

Blackner, " A spot of earth, compre

hending about 324 square yards, (only

about the fifteenth part of an acre,) sanc

tified by the lapse of centuries as a place

of rustic sport, by the curiosity of its

shape and by the magic raptures which

the sight of it awakened in our fancies of

the existence of happier times, could not

escape the hand of avarice which breaks

down the fences of our comfort—the

mounds of our felicity—and destroys the

reverence of custom, if an object of gain

or of ambition presents itself to view.

Here the youth of Nottingham were wont

to give facility to the circulation of their

blood ; strength to their limbs, and elas

ticity to their joints, but callous-hearted

avarice has robbed them of the spot."

We may observe by the way, that as a

maze or labyrinth is easily constructed,

and occupies so small a space of land, we

wonder gentlemen, and even retired tiades-

men, do not form them in their grounds

for amusement and exercise ; there are a

hundred villas near London with useless

and even unornamental grass plots which

might be converted into pleasing laby

rinths. Mazes might also relieve the

monotony of the tea gardens in the envi

rons of London, and even if formed in the

parks, might amuse the juvenile prome-

naders. Shepherd's Race will supply a

good model, and in a preceding number

of the Mirror we have given the plan of

the Maze at Hampton-court; which would

serve for another more simple in its con-

structijn, but much more difficult to

perambulate.

THE DEATH OF GOLIAH.

(For the Mirror.)

His heart is cold—his head is low,

And his pride of strength departed ;

Wither'd in death the dauntless brow,

And the look that terror darted.

O ! Elali's vale is red with gore;,

And steel with steel is clashing ; •

But where is he who rush'd before,

Like a flame through the columns dashing ?

Young hero of Elah ! did sleep

Thy sword in its scabbard that morning 1

No—many a maiden shall weep

When she sees not her lover returning t

And many a widow lament

The chariot wheels delaying

Of the lord of her heart, thou hast sent

To his long sleep, thy prowess displaying \

Te daughters of Israel rejoice,

With tabret and wild cymbals sounding ;

And rais'd be the loveliest voice,

The fame of the hero resounding.

But vainly the sword of the brave ..

Might flash, like the meteor gleaming.

Had the Lord not arisen to save

His chosen from slavery redeeming !

But hush !—for the scoffer's at hand,

And the spirit of song hath departed ;—

O ! 'tis strange in a far distant land,

That my harp from its willow is parted ?

Seleet 2&tograpfj£,

No. XXXII.

HENRY KIRKE WHITE.

Bonaparte, in the plenitude of hi»

affection for us, was pleased to call us

" a nation of Shopkeepers." If such, we

must at all events have much relaxation

from the business of the counter, since

we are enabled so successfully to cultivate

every denomination of literature, science,

and the arts, more successfully, I will

venture to say, and certainly more uni

versally, not only than that hectoring war

rior's own country, but than any country

in any age. Indeed, when we consider

the mighty workings of our Briarean

press, that upwards of a thousand new

works are published annually in London,

exclusive of our Universities and provin

cial towns ; and that we poor " shop

keepers" issue, on the last day of each

month, from our metropolis alone, up

wards of one hundred thousand periodi

cals ! any ono that considers these things,

I say, will rather call us " a nation of

Authors." Of such of these in the poetry

schools as have died during the present

century, it is my intention to publish at

intervals a compendious narrative. I beg

to assure the readers of the Mirror,

that the materials of each memoir will be

drawn from the most authentic sources ;

and I shall intersperse them with obser

vations critical and moral, and often ori

ginal, as the subject may suggest.—We

will commence with
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HENRV' KIB.KE WHITE.

This " Bard of brief days," (as one of

his panegyrists has apostrophised him),

was the second son of Mr. John White,

a butcher, of Nottingham. He was born

on the 21st of March, 1785. From three

to five years of age he was under the care

ef one Dame Garrington, an ancient gou-

vernante of that city, who seems to have

been peculiarly qualified to " teach the

young idea how to shoot ;" and who, with

very affectionate treatment, combined so

much solid and effective instruction, that

her little pupil thought fit, soon after

leaving her, to turn teacher himself. Ho

was actually discovered one day in the

kitchen, teaching his father's maid ser

vant to read and write ! We may infer,

too, that she made no small advances

under her little preceptor, for he seems to

have thought sufficiently well of her abi

lity,to submit to her inspection his first

attempt at composition,—a tale of a Swiss

emigrant. On this circumstance, his bio

grapher (Mr. Southey) remarks, " He

gave it to the servant, being ashamed

to shew it to his mother. The conscious

ness of genius is always at first accom

panied with this diffidence ; it is a sacred

solitary feeling. No forward child, how

ever extraordinary the promise of his

childhood, ever produced any thing truly

great]!" Now this is, in my judgment,

at variance with fact. " Among the

English poets," says Dr. Johnson, " Cow

ley, Milton and Pope might be said to

' lisp in numbers ;' and have given such

early proofs, not only of powers of lan

guage, but of comprehension of things,

as to more tardy minds seem scarcely

credible." And now for the coyness of

these three : Cowley was so shy as not

only to write, but publish a volume of

poems in his thirteenth year 1 Pope had

the modesty to exhibit his crudities, as

we are told, to his father, and perhaps to

every body else that came in his way !

Of Milton we read, " He was at this

time (his sixteenth year) eminently skill

ed in the Latin tongue ; and he himself,

by annexing the dates to his first compo

sitions, (a boast of which the learned po

litician had given him an example) seems

to commend the earlinets of his own pro

ficiency to the notice of posterity .'" So

much, Mr. Southey, for the " diffidence"

always resulting from " a consciousness

of genius." Did not these " forward chil

dren ever produce anything truly great ?"

Far be it from me to encourage the im

pertinence and petulance of " forward

children," which seldom need such en

couragement, and than which few things

are more disgusting ; all I contend for is,

that neither forwardness nor bashfulness

are either of them any test of genius,

since equal capacities have, in innumer

able instances, been accompanied by both.

That modesty is a criterion of good dis

positions, I will allow, and to their ac

count, therefore, instead of that of genius,

we will lay the little incident we have

discussed.

Jn his sixth year Henry was placed

under the Rev. John Blanchard, who kept

at that time the best school in Notting

ham. He remained with him till about his

twelfth year, a long but not very easy

interval ; for his father, who still intend

ed him for a butcher, compelled him,

over and above the school drudgery, to

employ all his leisure hours, and one

whole day each week, in carrying out

meat. If any thing could have crushed

his mounting spirit, surely this would.

A curious circumstance attended his re

moval from this establishment.—One of

Mr. Blanchard's assistants, when he came

to receive the money due for tuition, took

the opportunity of informing Mrs. White

what an incorrigible son 'she had, and

that it was impossible to make the lad do

anything ! This information made his

friends very uneasy ; they were dispirited

about him ; and had they relied wholly

upon this report, " the stupidity or malice

of this man," says Mr. Southey, " would

have blasted Henry's progress for ever."

Ab una disce omnes. Too many men, it

Is to be feared, embark in the important

task of education, with no better qualifi

cations than this man seems to have pos

sessed. Indeed, in the present constitution

of our schools we cannot but expect this.

So humiliating and laborious are the

duties, so meagre the comforts,

(* * * qweque ipse miserrima ridi

Et quorum pars magna fui.

QuanquRm animus meminisso horret luctuque

refugit,)

so contemptible are the emoluments (not

so much very often, as half the operative

mechanics get, and think too little), so

much is there to encounter from the su

perciliousness of upstart ignorant princi

pals, and the impertinence of vulgar, ill

disciplined boys, that few men of talent,

and very few who can turn their talents

into any other channel, care to enter

the profession at all, and if they do,

they take good care to be quickly out

again. No Goldsmith ever stayed long

in a school—to comb boys' hair !• I am

quite aware there are exceptions, that

* I think Goldsmith, or one of bis biographers

says, be was ouce asked to do this, while an as-

sistant. We know, at all events, be quitted the

profession in disgust.
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there are able and honourable men in the.

profession, both principals and assist

ants ; but, as a body, they arc not so. I

do think (and I testify what I have seen),

that our English schools are half a cen

tury behind the increased and increasing

improvements of the age. " Oh ! reform

it altogether."

Henry was then placed under a Mr.

Shipley, who seems to have appreciated

bis talents with much more discrimina

tion. His home comforts also were^ma-

terially increased about this time, his

mother having opened a ladies' boarding

and day school in Nottingham. Still,

however, his family was unable to give

him that education and direction in life

which his talents deserved and required.

It was now determined to breed him up

to the hosiery trade, the staple manufac

ture of his native place, and at the age of

fourteen he was placed at a stocking-

loom. With all his dutiful affection,

however, he could not help expressing

much dissatisfaction ; till at last his mo

ther articled him to an eminent attorney

of Nottingham. This was in 1800.

He now prosecuted his classical studies

with much ardour, never permitting them

however to interfere with his professional

duties. His intense application had in

deed already a very visible and alarming

effect on his health. He distinguished

himself about this time in a magazine

then in publication, called the Monthly

Preceptor; and subsequently in the

Monthly Mirror, which gained him the

acquaintance of another very respectable

contributor, Mr. Capel Lofft, and of Mr.

Hill, the proprietor. Their encourage

ment induced him, in 1802, to prepare a

small volume of poems for the press. In

consequence o{ an increasing deafness,

which would incapacitate him for the bar,

he had now turned his attention to the

church, and the profits of his poems were

to carry him through the university.

These, however, were insufficient, nor

was it without much difficulty, nor till

three years afterwards, that he obtained

even a sizarship at St. John's College,

Cambridge. Here he carried all before

him ; his extraordinary talents were

blended with so much benignity and

goodness, that he gained the love even

of his vanquished competitors, the ad

miration of all good men, and the respect

even of the vicious. Such intense appli

cation, however, was ill adapted to a con

stitution naturally infirm ; and to this he

fell prematurely a victim, on the 19th

day of October 1806, in the twenty-first

year of his age.

WlLUAM FaUK.

RIDDLES AND OONUNDRUMS.

We are not very partial to liddles and

yet they often serve to beguile the tedium

of a winter's evening, and to exercise the

ingenuity of the young. We are, how

ever tempted to select the following from

Friendship's Offering, for 1825 ; and we

do it thus late in the year, as the publi

cation of the forthcoming volume will

enable us soon to give the solutions, for

the benefit of such of our readers as may

not be able to make the whole of them

out, though a few we are sure will give

them little difficulty :

1. Why is a basket -of apples like ah

army of volunteers ?

2. Why is the root of a tongue like a de

jected man ?

3. You eat me, you drink me ; explain

if you can ;

I'm sometimes a woman, and some

times a man ?

4 Why is an under-done egg like an

egg over-done ?

5. Why are Algiers and Malta as oppo

site as light and darkness ?

6. What three letters spell Archipelago ?

1. In what sea would a man, by choice,

take up his abode ?

& Why is a beggar, led by a dog, like

the Chancellor's wig ?

0. What is the distinction between a

lady and a looking-glass ?

10. Why is the letter S like the furnace

of a battery ?

1 1. Why is a hired landau no landau ?

12. How can you add to nine so as to

make it six ?

13. Why is a lean monarch like a man

meditating ?

14. Why are all the letters in the alphabet

but the three first exiles ?

15. If all the letters in the alphabet were

asked out to dinner, why could they

not all go ?

16. What is it that is above all human

imperfections and yet shelters and

protects the weakest and wickedest,

as well as the wisest of mankind ?

17* What river is it which flows between

two seas ?

18. Why is intending to pay a debt the

same thing as paying it ?

19. Why is a man, about to put his fa

ther into a sack, like a traveller

journeying to an eastern city ?

20. Had you rather a lion eat you or a

tiger?

21. A letter in the Dutch alphabet denotes

a woman of rank ; walk on it, and

it describes a woman of inferior

rank ; reckon it, and it makes one
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of a still lower rank ; give It a title,

and it must yield precedence to all

the before-mentioned ladies ?

22. What little children always have ;

What married women nei'er have ;

What Paul had behind, and Luke

before,

And Captain Luttrell had behind

and before ?

THE PLEASURES OF TRAVELLING.

A DISSUASIVE TO INVALIDS.

(For the Mirror.)

Ye stay-at-home ladies, whose laughing eyes

glisten

At a traveller's tales, to a traveller listen.

I will tell you the pleasures that may he expected,

To gladden your hearts in the tour you projected.

You'll he tax'd well at Dover,

And sick halfseas over ;

And bother'd at Calais,

For tho' in a palace

Of an inn at , you will get little ease,

Disgusted with dirt, and tormented with fleas.

Postilions will vex you,

And the language perplex you,

And you'll cry out «How far is

From London this Paris ?»

And then of the streets and the smells you'll

complain,

And the water,—and wish yourselves safe back

again;

But on you must go,

'Tis the fashion, you know ;

Tho' but half alive,

You forward must drive

To Switzerland's mountains, and if you hare

breath.

Yon must climb up their crags till you're tir'd to

death.

And then on to Italy,

Where you'll be cheated prettily.

And with beggars be pester il,

And hare your skin fester'd

With moschitoes; and wfiat too is not to be

wonder'd

At—near Terraclna you'll be stopt and plun-

der'd ;

There'll be screamings and fainting•—

You'll be ennui'd with paintings;—

You'll be flea-bitten , bug-bitten , sick ofma/ aria ;

In short you will envy the life of * paria.

So pray stay at home.

And let others roam,

Who come home the thinner

For many a bad dinner.

Do you, with the blessings of home, well con

tented,

Laugh at others' adventures, or true or invented.

Phi Pai.

memory of Sir Alexander Gordon. If

you think it will give any satisfaction to

your readers, it is entirely at your service.

Your's,

Joannes W

Sacred to the Memory

of

Lieut. Col. the Hon. Sir Alex. Gordon,

Knight Commander of the most honour

able order of the Bath,

Aid-de-Camp to Field Marshall Duke of

Wellington,

and third brother to George, Earl of

Aberdeen,

who in the 29th year of his age,

terminated a short but glorious career,'

on the 18th June, 1815,

whilst executing the orders of his great

Commander

in the Battle of Waterloo.

Distinguished for gallantry and good con

duct in the field, he was honoured with

repeated marks of approbation,

by the illustrious Hero ;

with whom he shared the dangers of every

Battle,

in Spain, Portugal, and France,

and received the most flattering proofs of

his confidence on many trying occasions.

His zeal and activity in the service ob

tained the reward of

Ten Medals,

and the honourable distinction of the order

of the Bath.

He was justly lamented by the Duke of

Wellington, in his public despatch,

as an officer of high promise,

anil a serious loss to his country ;

nor less worthy of record were his virtue»

in private life ;

His unaffected respect for religion ;

His high sense of honour;

His scrupulous integrity ;

and the more amiable qualities,

which secured the attachment ofhis friends ;

and the love of his own family.

In testimony of feelings which no Ian.

guage can relate,

a disconsolate sister and five surviving

brothers,

have erected this simple monument,

to the object of their tenderest affections.

SPIRIT OF THE ~*

publie Dotmtals.

THE ROAD OVER MOUNT

CAUCASUS.

This remarkable road, the sole land-

communication between Russia and Geor-

Sia,—Having lately visited the plains of gia, and following the same line which

Waterloo, I copied the following Inscrip- has been known to the ancients by the

tion from the monument erected to the appellation of the "Gates of Caucasus,"

COLONEL GORDON'S MONU

MENT.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)
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has been "frequently described, but never

as far as wc recollect, by a person who

had seen it in its former and present state.

This advantage has been enjoyed by Mr.

Eichfeld, who gives a very animated de

scription of the stupendous work in a

Russian Journal, from which we lay the

following facts before our readers.

The author observes, that he saw this

road in the same state of insurmountable

difficulty, as it most probably was at the

time of Darius Hystaspes, who, finding

It impassable for an army, was compelled

to pursue the farther route along the Black

Sea, in-order to reach the Scythians, whom

he wished to attack. This road winds

through a narrow pass, containing, on one

side of the iange the beds of the Aragawa

and Kur, and on the other that of the

Terek. The greatest obstacles were found

on the north side, or that of the Terek ;

and these were of such a nature, that an

insignificant fortress, placed in the nar

rowest point of the pass, was found suf

ficient to protect the Trans-Caucasian

nations of old against the incursions of the

predatory tribes who inhabit the northern

parts of these mountains. The ruins of

this fort still subsist under the name of

Dariel, meaning in the Tartaric language

a difficult road. The Romans kept a

garrison here during the time they raled

in Persia and Armenia. It was continued

by the Greek emperors, till the sway of

the Mohammedans introduced new rela

tions amongst the people on both sides of

these mountains, and this pass fell into

the hands of the native tribes. It came

into the possession of the Russians in the

reign of the empress Catherine ; but they

were soon compelled to relinquish this

perilous station ; and it was not till 1801,

when Russia felt sufficiently strong to

take a permanent footing on the southern

shores of the Caspian, that this pass was

regularly occupied by that power, and

the present road was first planned, and

ultimately executed.

The difficulties of the Caucasian pass

on the Russian side, began near Balta,

the first settlement of the Ossets, about

fifty-eight English miles from Mosdok.

From thence to the small town of Kas-

beg, a distance of about twenty miles, a

cleft is formed through the overhanging

rocks, which rise perpendicularly in many

places to a height of sixty fathoms and

more. The width of this cleft is very

unequal ; but at Dariel it is no more than

thirty fathoms. Near Kasbcg the rocks

form an opening, as if it were on purpose

to afford a view of the snowy mountain of

the same name. Behind this place they

close again, and continue in this manner

as far as Kobi, where the pass takes a

sudden tum, and presents to the eye of

the traveller, wearied by the dull unifor

mity of naked rocks, a small valley co

vered with verdure. On leaving this

valley, a steep ascent of about seven miles

in length begins, leading to the summit

of a mountain, which forms the actual

boundary between the northern and south

ern sides of the ridge. A large cross is

raised here, inviting the traveller to give

thanks for the mercy which has conducted

him so far ; and even the mountaineers

offer something, though merely a frag

ment of their dress, to the god who has

led them to this boundary. Here eternal

silence seems to reign ; life and vegeta

tion cease ; even a bird of prey rarely

soars up to this inhospitable height.

A narrow path running along an abyss,

which the eye is scarcely able to fathom,

leads to the village of Kaituar. Before ar

riving at the cross, every circumstance re

calls the bleak north ; but here anew world

opens. The grateful breath of the south sa

lutes the wanderer at the first step ; and the

eye is delighted on beholding the beautiful

valley of the Argawa, gentle declivities

covered with houses, and everywhere the

traces of a happy and industrious popu

lation. Everything here is new; the

fragrance of flowers, the hues of the fo

liage, all is different ; and even the echo '

seems louder and clearer. The farther

we advance the more we feel the beneficial

influence of a southern sky. The travel

ler arrives at Zshet, where the Kur and

Argawa -unite their lovely waters in a

broad valley, and where, in the fourth

century, the first cross was planted by the

hands of a woman, named Nina ; not of

hard wood, or still harder stone, but of

the supple vine, confined in a proper shape

by this female apostle's own hair ! One

step more brings the traveller to Tiflis.

The reader will observe that we have

as yet presented him with a mere sketch

of this road. The difficulties on the north

side of the ridge seem to have been of a

frightful kind. The pass is filled with

ruins ofmountains, which frequently form

high and steep masses ; and between these

the Terek precipitates its agitated stream,

winding round with foam and noise, or *

breaks through them, hurrying down

wards to seek a more peaceful bed, which

it finds behind Balta. . Near Kob it has

a perpendicular fall of nearly one worst,

hurrying along with it everything that

opposes its violent progress ; and at Da

riel, where it is hemmed in by rocks, its

horrible roar is deafening to the ear. But

the violence of this river is most frightful

in spring, when the returning sun fills its

bed with new supplies from the ice which

perpetually caps the summits of thejse
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mountains. It was along the rocks over.

.hanging this fearful torrent that the ad

venturer who dared to cross Mount Cau

casus had to find his way, where, in one

spot he had for a distance of fifteen wersts

(about ten miles) no other footing than a

few ledges, which often would scarcely

admit of the tip of his toes, and no other

hold for his hands besides a few shrubs,

the seeds for which must have been car.

ried into this wilderness by birds. He

could not walk, but he had to climb side

ways on hands and feet ; and if he missed

his hold or footing, he was dashed to

pieces amongst the projecting rocks, or

thrown an immeasurable depth into the

riveT, which rolled its furious waves below

him. The most dangerous spot was at

Dariel, where the traveller had to force

himself through a narrow chasm, in which

many had lost their lives. The moun

taineers, however, moved even here with

perfect case, and two of them would con

vey a traveller in perfect safety, tying

him, if necessary, fast to their own bodies,

and untying him, without ever losing

their equilibrium. This chasm was about

fifteen fathoms long. Behind it the for

mer mode of travelling was resumed, till,

on arriving at the site of the ancient fort,

the wanderer found a short repose. A

little farther was another perpendicular

chasm of about four fathoms deep, just

large enough to admit a man, and in

which the traveller had to descend as

through a chimney ; and continuing his

dangerous course, he would at last come

to spots where the river threw fewer im

pediments in his way. The principal dif

ficulties began at Lars ; but even near

Balta it was necessary to avoid the Terek

by climbing up to the hills on a sort of

crazy ladders, the steps of which seemed

ready to break every instant under the

traveller's foot. Between Tshim and

Lars the passage was comparatively easy

along the heights, but all the rest of the

pass was difficulty and imminent peril.

(To be concluded in our next.)

GOLDSMITH.

W$t ©atijerer.
" I flm but a Gatherer and disposer of other

mens »luff."— Wottou.

A BEAUTIFUL COW.

A poetical Auctioneer, in Glouces

tershire, made use of the following lines

in describing a beautiful cow :—

Long in her sides, bright in her eyes,

Short in her legs, thin in her thighs,

Big in her ribs, wide in her pins,

Full in her bosom, small in her shins,

Long in her face, fine in her tail,

And never deficient in filling her pail.

While Goldsmith was completing the

closing pages of a novel, he was roused

from his occupation by the unexpected

appearance of his landlady, to whom he

was considerably in arrears, with a huge

bill for the last few weeks' lodgings. The

poet was thunderstruck with surprise and

consternation i he was unable to answer

her demands, either then or in future. At

length the lady relieved the nature of his

embarrassment, by offering to remit the

liquidation of the debt, provided he would

accept her as his true and lawful spouse.

His friend Dr. Johnson chanced, by good

luck, to come in at the time, and, by ad

vancing him a sufficient sum to defray the

expenses of his establishment, consisting

of only himself and a dirty shirt, relieved

him from his matrimonial shackles.

' EPITAPHS.

Mr. Editor,—Having observed that

you sometimes insert curious epitaphs in

the Mirror, I send you a few, that I

collected in some retired churchyards in

Herefordshire.

I. IN PETERCHUBCH.

Sickness was my portion,

Physic was my food,

Groans was my devotion,

Drugs did me no good.

The Lord took pity on me,

Because he thought it best—

He took me to his bosom.

And here I lies at rest.

2. Encomiums is but flattery, she was

a good wife, and pray God bless her soul.

3. IN 1ILAKIMOUE.

26 years I lived single,

5 a married life,

Long time I was afflicted,

And then I lost my life.

4. «r MICHAELCHURCH.

John Prosser is my name, and England

is my nation,

Bowchurch* is my dwelling-place, and

Christ is my salvation ;

Now I am dead, and in my grave, and all

my bones are rotten,

As you pass by remember me, when I

am quiteforgotten.

This is the place where all must come ;

On earth there is no perfection ;

The soul shall meet the body great,

Both at the resurrection.

M. M.

» A TiDaje about four miles from Miehaelchurch.
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EPIGRAM UPON AN EPIGRAM,

One day in Chelsea meadows walking,

Of poetry and such things talking,

Says Tom, a merry wag,

« An epigram, if smart and good,

In all its circumstances, should

Be like a jelly-bag."

came. The scholar, scratching his head

apd feeling it bald, exclaimed, " You

wretch of a barber, you have waked the

bald man instead of me."

Your simile, I own, is new,

But how'll you m;ike.it out? says Hugh,

Says Tom, "I'll tell thee, friend ;—

Make it at bottom round, and fit "

To, hold a budget-full of wit,

And'tfwre* it at the end."

Jacobus.

FROM A LADY

To a squinting Coxcomb who much an

noyed her.

If Argus be the poet's prize,

Who look'd with just one hundred eyes,

How much more praise to you is due,

Who look a hundred ways with too., .

An honest tar was heard to describe the

dress of his wife thus :—On my return

from the Cape she was bamboozled in all

her rigging, that I hardly knew her stem

from her stern ; and as to her midships,

that was lumbered up with a vengeance !_

—Even her studding-sails were all apeak ;

her clue-garnets afoul of her reef-tack

ling, and her fore-sheet so lubberly belaid

to her cat-head, that on putting her about,

I soon found she missed stays, and away

she went, bomb ashore, on the rocks of

Scilly! ,,.;..• -.

' A DIFFICULT QUESTION.

Clodpole, as sleeping in his cart he lay,

Some waggish pilferers stole his team

away;

He waking, cries, " Why, how now,—

what !

Why be I Clod, or be I not ? ' ~

If he, I've lost six geldings, to my smart,

If not,—oddsboddikins, I've - found a

earl"

Some time ago, in the Court of Common

Pleas, Mr. Shiel, in an argument relative

to a matter of account, addressing the

Court, said, " My Lord, I shall demon

strate this point by ^numerical."—" Mr.

Shiel," said the learned and facetious

Lord who presided, " let us have no more

new miracles." •'-—, " '....'•

END OF COURTSHIP.

Thomas in high Dutch did court a

wench,

And to his grief she answered him in

French. - .. -

« DOUBT SHALL HAVE THE ,
•;•- . CREDIT." . , ;

" The goods I have bought, Sir, have I

must,

' I hope you're not afraid to trust,'

You recollect you have said it."

'' Why, Sir, there's many rogues about,

. And you are one, I have no doubt—.

And I'll give doubt the credit !"

Atiauis.

An Irishman, on seeing an acquaintance

leading, exclaimed, " Arrah, honey !

an' whose the arther o* that work?"—

" Fait, my jewel, an' how can I tell that

same ? " Why, my dear, look to the

ind on't, an' ye'll see that." " Tis Finis! "

rejoined the other, " A clever fellow, that

said Finis ; why,he's the arther of every

book."

. EPITAPH

In Denmark Church-yard, Ireland.

Here lie the remains of John Hall,

grocer. The world is not worth a fig, and

I hare good reason for saying so.

TRAVELLERS.

The following bull, though somewhat the

worse for wear, is worth recording.

An Irish scholar, a bald man, and a bar

ber, travelling together, agreed each to

watch four hours m the night in turn, for

security. Theharber's lot came first, who

shaved the scholar's head while he was

asleep, then waked him when his turn

THE LAWYER AND CLIENT.

Two lawyers, when a knotty case was

o'er, ,

Shook hands, and were as good friends as

before.

" Faith," said the client, " how came you

To be such friends, who were such foes

just now ?"

" Thou fool," said one, " we lawyers,

though so keen,

Like shears, ne'er cut ourselves, but

what's between !"

Printed and Published by J. LI.VB1RD,

143, Strand, (near Somerset House, ' ami sold

by alt Newsmen and Booksellers: .. .
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T115 celebrated palace of the Escurial

has not undergone much alteration since

Francisco de los Santos described it, but

Spain itself has been completely revolu

tionized since this ecclesiastic thus pomp

ously wrote, " in the most illustrious

kingdom of Toledo, the centre of the

monarchy of Spain, which is composed of

so many large and opulent provinces, nine

leagues west of Madrid, the court of its

monarchs and the metropolis of two

worlds, is situated the Escurial."

The name of the building has a very

humble origin. Ferruginous ores abound

in the neighbouring mountains. Escoria,

from the Latin scoria, is the term in the

Spanish language for metallic dross, and

Escorial is the topographic derivative,

signifying the place of reception for this

dross. A corruption from the etymology

has occasioned the exchange of the second

vowel, whence the name Escurial.

This palace is seated on an acclivity,

which forms part of the chain of moun

tains that extend to Segovia, where, taking

a direction north-west, they unite with

the Pyrenees, which separate the terri

tories of France and Spain, expanding on

a broad base from the gulf of Lyons to

Vol. vi. a

the bay of Biscay. The country adjacent

to it is barren and inhospitable ; a vast

forest extends before it, infested by the

savage boar and prowling wolf, and re

luctant naturo yields a scanty produce to

the laborious peasant. It would indeed

be a difficult task for the historian to per

form, if he were always required to assign

reasons for the conduct of the characters

introduced into his narrative, by what

caprice the son of Austrian Charles was

introduced to select the unfriendly tract

for the construction of this enormous edi

fice, it is at this day impossible to deter

mine ( it is, however, an instructive lesson

to after times, that the treasures of two

worlds, and the ingenuity of man for

twenty-two years, should have been ex

hausted in unproductive exertions.

One convenience this situation pos

sessed, which, however, is far from being

peculiar to it in the country to which we

are referring ; the materials of wood and

stone were supplied from the forests of

pine, and from the quarries in the vici

nity. The building is not usually de

scribed with sufficient accuracy, andhence

it has been imagined to possess a singu

larity of form much greater than appears

305
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on a view of the structure ; it is precisely

in the shape of a gridiron in culinary use.

The far-famed builder of this artificial

quarry, was Juan Baptista de Toledo,

" in whom (to use the language of the

historic parasite) all qualifications and

sciences concentred." The principal sub

sequent improvers were Antonio de Vil-

lacestro de Toledo, and his pupil Juan

de Herrera. The stone has an unusual

polish and brilliancy, and veins of blue

and brown undulate upon it. The prin

cipal faqade is to the west, the height of

the central dome is tremendous. The

building has four fronts; those to the

east and west extend five hundred and

eighty feet, those to the north and south

four hundred and twenty-five. This

quadrangle is adorned with four spires,

each of which ascend two hundred feet.

The entrance from the west is by three

gates, the pedestal of the grand portal is

of marble, and supports a row of Doric

semi-columns, of fifty-six feet in altitude.

Over these appear others of the Ionic

order. In the interval of the first is the

principal entrance, twenty-four feet high,

and twelve feet wide. Its decorations

consjg£.of gridirons, and of a colossal sta

tue, in white marble, of St. Laurence, by

Juan Baptista Monegro. A fillet at the

height of thirty feet, occupies the whole

range of the building.

The limits to which we are prescribed

do not admit our descending to minute

particulars. The structure is composed

of four stories, and they compute fourteen

thousand doors, eleven thousand square

windows, and eight hundred columns.

It comprises a royal palace, a church,

and all the appendages of a monastery,

and of a mausoleum for the interment of

the sovereigns of Spain ; and the expense,

even in the time of the founder, is said to

have been twenty-eight millions of ducats.

Philip the Fourth built the pantheon,

or mausoleum. On the 7th of June,

1671, a chimney taking fire, this vast

edifice was in imminent danger of being

burnt to the ground : the conflagration

continued fifteen days without intermis

sion, and four large towers sank amid the

general ruin. The whole was restored

under Charles the Second, and in its pre

sent state, if it be not the most correct

and elegant, it is confessedly the most

magnificent royal residence throughout

Europe.

The orders employed in the principal

port of the building are the Doric and

Ionic. As a subject of architecture, it is

too much broken into parts, by which the

simplicity is destroyed ; the narrow high

towers, the steep sloping roof, and the

small windows disgust the eye. Its mag

nitude is great, but the works of nature

which rise behind it in multiplied forms,

of the mountainous character, diminish

the imposing effect. The best Station to

contemplate this structure is at the dis

tance of about a thousand yards on the

descent towards Madrid, where the bleak

mountain behind it is excluded from the

angle of vision. The church, which is

in the centre, is richly, but not profusely

ornamented. The cupola is bold and

light. The high altar is composed of

marbles, agates, and jaspers of great

beauty, the produce of Spain ; into it are

introduced the five orders of architecture.

Two magnificent catafalcos occupy the

arcades of this sanctuary ; on one side

appears Charles the Fifth and his family,

excepting Philip the Second, who is placed

opposite, with our Mary of England, and

his two other consorts. Beneath is the

mausoleum ; steps descend into the vault,

over the door of which is inscribed—.

« Hie locus sacer mortaHtalis exuviia catholico-

rum regum."

A place destined to the reception ofthe

dead should be so constructed as to im

press the observer with pious reverence ;

weeping figures, stuffed ravens, skulls

and bones, and the startling peal of the

minute bell are not necessary to excite

this feeling; but an awful solemnity

should prevail in the structure devoted to

the reception of these silent relics ; from

these principles the architect has greatly,

deviated ; the style is too gay, light, airy,

and fantastic, more suited- to the merry

ghosts of Luciai :, than to the decencies of

Christian burial.

( To be concluded in our next.)

CHARACTER OF HENRY KIRKE

WHITE AND HIS WRITINGS.

In our last we gave a biographical me

moir of Henry Kirke White, and we now

insert some extracts from his poems, with

critical remarks.

Pascal divides eminent men into three

classes, heroes, scholars, and Christians-

The least commendable, in a moral view,

are the first ; the second are better ; but

even these inferior to the third. The last

two characters seem, in Kirke White, to

have been united.

Moral Character.—In all social

relations he was eminently exemplary ; a

dutiful son, an affectionate brother, a

warm friend. Indeed, it is impossible,

says Mr. Southey, to conceive a human

being more amiable in all the relations of

life. In his earlier years his opinions in

clined to Deism. These, however, were
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soon dissipated, and succeeded by a piety

at once rational and fervent. Of this his

letters, his prayers, and his hymns will

afford ample and interesting proofs. His

system of belief was what is called evan

gelical. Be this scriptural or not, it had,

in this instance, the most beneficial effects.

It was, in him, a livimg and quickening
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to expect from twenty the maturity of

forty. It is sufficient praise for Kirke

White to have done well at an early age,

in,which none of our poets, perhaps, have

done much better. " Cowley, Milton,

and Pope,'- says Dr. Johnson, " are dis.

tinguished among the English poets by

it was, m him, a living and quickening the early exertion of their powers; but

11 h^"rt w? whi.ch,?anctified all ^ works of Cowley alone were publ shed

his hopes and all his affections ; which in his childhood ; and, therefore, of him

made him keep watch over his own heart,

and enabled him to correct the few symp.

toras which it ever displayed of human

imperfection. His temper had been irri.

table in his younger days, but this he had

long since effectually subdued ; the marks

of youthful confidence, which appear in

his earliest letters, had also disappeared ;

and it was impossible for man to be more

tenderly patient of the faults of others,

more uniformly meek, or more unaffect

edly humble. In fact, no person can

Study such a character without admira

tion, interest, and profit ; and enviably

felicitous is that man's religious state,

who can rise from a review of the prac

tice of Henry White, without thinking

very meanly of his own. To every can

didate for the ministry, to every friend,

to every Christian, I would say, " Go and

do thou likewise."

Literary Character.—When we

consider the disabilities he laboured un

der till the last two years of his life, his

attainments cannot but appear extraordi

nary. When, after Henry's death, his

manuscripts were transmitted to Mr.

Southey for publication, he, and his

friend Mr. Coleridge (who happened to be

present), were equally astonished at the

proofs of industry and genius they exhi

bited. There were papers upon law, elec

tricity, chemistry, the Latin and Greek

languages, from their rudiments to the

higher branches of critical study ; upon

history, chronology, divinity, the fathers,

&c. I have inspected, says Mr. Southey,

all the existing manuscripts of Chatterton,

and they excited less wonder than these.

Of his classical and mathematical attain

ments, his academical honours are suffi

cient evidence. He was acquainted also

with Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and

French. His genius was comprehensive

and brilliant, fitted alike to every pursuit,

and excelling in all. In fact, had his

body been half as vigorous as his mind,

he would have lived to be, it is probable,

not only one of the first divines, but one

of the most profound and elegant scholars

of his day.

Poetical Character We do not

ask fruits of the spring ; it is quite enough

that we have an earnest of them in its

blossoms. In like manner, it were idle

only can it be certain that his puerile per

formances received no improvement from

his maturer years." And I would ask,

what poem did Cowley publish, in his

mmority, superior to the " Clifton Grove"

of Kirke White, written in his sixteenth

year? The greater number of his poems,

says Mr. Southey, are of so much beauty,

that Chatterton is the only youthful poet

whom he does not leave far behind him :—

« Thou soul of God's best earthly mould,

Thou happy soul I and can it be

That these * * ♦ »

Are all that must remain of thee l»

WORDSwORTH.

In support of Mr. Southey's assertion,

I would refer my readers to the poems

themselves. These, however, may not

be within the reach of all ; I shall pro

ceed, therefore, to make one or two short

extracts. Were I asked to prove Kirke

White's claim to the character of a ge

nuine poet, I think I could very safely

quote the following lines among innu

merable others <—

« Tes, my stray steps have wander'd, wander'd

far

From thee, and long, heart-soothing Poesy !

And many a flower, which in the passing time

My heart hath register'd, nipp'd by the chill

OfnndeserT'd neglect, bath shrunk and died.

Heart-soothing Poesy ! though thou hast ceas'd

To hover o'er the many voiced strings

Of my long silent lyre, yet thou canst still

Gall the warm tear from its thrice ballow'd cell,

And with recalled images of bliss

Warm my reluctant heart. Yes, I would throw,

Once more would throw, a quick and hurried

hand

O'er the responding chords. It hath not ceas'd—

Itcannot, will not cease ; the heav'nly warmth

Plays round my heart, and mantles o'er my

cheek ;

Still, though unbidden, plays." » »

• * * . * * * * #..,.

If this be mere verse, if this do not stamp

him a poet, I confess I do not know what

poetry is. I had intended to quote much

more ; but, on consideration, this appears

superfluous, and would be encroaching

too far on the valuable pages of the Mir

ror. I cannot do better than conclude

my notice of this amiable youth with

some pleasing lines, written on occasion

X2
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of his death, by Josiah Cornier, author

of " The Star in the East," and other

poems :—

What is this world at best.

Though deck'd in vernal bloom,

By hope and youthful fancy drest,

What, but a ceaseless toil for rest,

A passage to the tomb ?

If flowrets strew

The avenue,

Though fair, alas ! how fading, and how few t

And every hour comes arm'd

By sorrow or by woe ;

Conceal'd beneath its little wings,

A scythe the soft-shod pilf'rer brings.

To lay some comfort low ;

Some time t' unbind,

By love eutwin'd,

Some silken bond that holds the captive mind .

And every month displays

The ravages of time ;

Faded the flowers ! The spring is past I

The scatter'd leaves, the wintry blast,

Warn to a milder clime ;

The songsters flee

The leafless tree,

And bear to happier realms their melody.

Henry ! the world no more

Can claim thee for her own 1

In purer skies thy radiance beams !

Thy lyre employ 'd on nobler themes

Before th' eternal throne ;

Yet, spirit dear,

Forgive the tear

•Which those must shed who're doom'd to lin

ger here.

Although a stranger, I

In friendship's train would weep ;

Jjost to the world, alas ! so young,

And must thy lyre, in silence hung.

On the dark cypress sleep ?

The poet, all

Their friend may call,

And Nature's self attends his funeral.

Although with feeble wing

Thy flight I would pursue,

With quicken'd zeal, with humbled pride,

Alike our object, hopes, and guide,

One heaven alike in view ;

True, it was thine

To tow'r, to shine,

But I may make thy milder virtues mine.

If Jesus own my name,

(Though fame pronounc'd it never,)

Sweet spirit, not with thee alone,

But all whose absence here I moan,

Circling with harps the golden throne,

I shall unite for ever ;

At death, then, why

Tremble or sigh ?

Oh 1 who would wish to live but he who fears

to die !

Willust Palin.

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OP

FREEMASONRY.

( To the Editor ofthe Mirror. )

As various surmises and criticisms have

been formed, and illiberal attacks made

upon the subject of Freemasonry, I, some-

time since, when master of a respectable

country lodge, compiled, and at sundry

times delivered, the following. If you

think proper it should occupy a page in

your highly entertaining miscellany, the

perusal of it may be amusing to many of

your readers, amongst whom is

Yours, &c. W. C.

Masonry is an institution founded upon

a sublime, rational, and moral principle,

with the praiseworthy design of recalling

to our remembrance the most important

truths in the midst of the most innocent

and social pleasure, and promoting, with

out the least ostentation, or the hope of

reward, the most diffusive benevolence,

the most generous and extensive philan

thropy, and the mostwarm and affectionate

brotherly love.

The brightest titles suffer no diminu

tion of lustre by being professors of it ;

even nobility itself acquires an additional

distinction by countenancing and protect

ing so ancient and venerable an institu

tion. If antiquity merits our attention,

where shall we find a society in the known

world that has so just a claim ?

As masons, we are well infoimed from

Holy Writ, that the building of King

Solomon's temple was a most important

crisis, from whence we derive many mys

teries of our art. This great event took

place above a thousand years before the

Christian era, consequently many centu

ries before that wise and learned philoso

pher, Pythagoras, brought from the East

his sublime system of truly masonic in

struction to illuminate the western world ;

yet, remote as that period was, we date

not from thence the commencement of our

art, for, although we are indebted to that

wise and glorious King of Israel for many

of our mystic forms and hieroglyphic cere

monies, yet the art itself is coeval with

the creation of the world, when the great

and glorious architect of the universe,

upon masonic principles, formed from

chaos this beauteous globe, and command

ed that master science, geometry, to lay

the rule for the planetary orbs, and to re

gulate, by its unerring laws, the motions

of that stupendous system in just propor

tion, rolling round the central sun.

In all civilized ages and countries ma

sonry has been universally admired. Men

of the most exalted characters have con

sidered it their glory to honour and pro

tect it. It is an art, for whose dignity
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and protection many hundred lodges have

been established in the four quarters of

the habitable globe ; and in whatever else

men may dispute and disagree, yet they

are unanimous in supporting so amiable

an institution, as it annihilates all differ

ences, conciliates all private opinions, and

renders those who by their Almighty Fa

ther were formed of one blood, to be of

one heart, one mind, brothers bound ;

firmly bound together in one unalterable,

one unalienable tie, the love of their God,

and the love of their fellow-creatures.

Masonry must and will always keep

pace with the culture and civilization of

mankind ; for we may with truth aver,

that where Masonry is not, civilization is

not to be found. In rude and barbarous

countries and in savage climes, where

operative masonry never lays the line or

stretches the compasses, we must be con

vinced that neither liberal art nor useful

science can ever shine upon them, but

where Masonry exerts its heaven-directed

talents—where it erects the lofty temples,

spacious palaces, noble bridges, and bene

volent hospitals—where it gives to its pa

tron Architecture completion and glory—

then does it eminently display the im

provement of youth and the delight of

old age, the ornament of prosperity and

the solace and comfort of adverse hours ;

it pleases us at home—it is no incum.

brance abroad—it lodges with us, travels

with us, and adds pleasure and amuse

ment in all our solitary retirements.

The professors of masonry are possess

ed of certain signs and tokens, known only

by themselves, which have been pre

served with inviolable 'secrecy from re

motest ages. These were originally

adopted that they might know each other

with the greater ease and certainty from

the rest of mankind, that impostors might

not .intrude upon their confidence and

brotherly affection, and intercept the fruits

of their benevolence. This, amongst ma

sons, became an universal language, and

which, notwithstanding the confusion of

tongues, or the forbidding alienation of

custom, draws from the heart of a stran

ger the acknowledgment of a brother, with

all its attendant endearments.

The decorations and symbols of the

craft serve to characterise our noble insti

tution ; and the emblems are certain in

dications of the simplest, purest, and most

important moral truths. Masonry con-

' nects men of all nations and of all opi

nions into one amicable, fir m, and per

manent association ; binds them by new

obligations to the dischar ge of every re

lative and moral duty ; and thus becomes

the most essential support and brightest

ornament of social life ; opens a wider

channel for benevolent actions, and adds

a new source to human happiness. Its

laws are reason and equity ; its principles

benevolence and love ; and its religion

purity and truth ;—its inclination is peace

on earth, and its disposition good will to

wards men.

Let us be cautious, then, my brethren,

that our private as well as public conduct

may never contradict our professions.

Let us studiously avoid being guilty of

any vice or impropriety, that may tarnish

the lustre of our jewels, or bring a dis

grace upon the credit of the craft. Ma

sonry will rise to the zenith of its glory,

if our lives do justice to its noble prin

ciples ; and the world will see that our

actions hold a strict and uniform corres

pondence with the incomparable tenets we

profess. Remember, brothers, we are the

associated friends of humanity ; that our

sacred union embraces in its philanthropy

the amities of the Gospel ; and that cha

rity, in its largest extent and widest ex

ercise, is our distinguished characteristic.

A Mason's disposition should be mild as

the autumnal breeze, open as the air, and

genial as the sun, cheering and comfort

ing all around him ; his deeds should be

pleasant as the clear shining after rain,

and diffusive as a dewy cloud upon a har

vest day.

If we have truly and sincerely at heart

a real love for the honour and dignity of

Masonry—if we square our lives and

actions by the unerring laws transmitted

to us—if in our dealings with mankind

we act strictly on the level—if, in our

deportment through life we walk humbly

before God, upright as the plumb-line,

and within compass, then shall we merit

and obtain the distinguished character of

good men and true, as also that of wise

and experienced Free and Accepted

Masons.

W.C P.M. BC. of the

H.R.A.C.

North Brixton.

8T. ANNE'S WELL, NOTTING

HAM.

St. Anne's Well is situated one mile

north of Nottingham. Near the well,

which is frequented by many persons as

a cold bath, and reckoned the second

coldest in England, there stood anciently

a chapel dedicated to St. Anne, whence

the well obtained the name it bears,

though before this chapel was built it

was known by the name of Robin Hood|s

well, and by some is so called to this

day.

The people who keep the bowlmg-

green and public-house, to promote the
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holiday trade, shew an old wicker chair,

which they call Robin Hood's chair, a

bow, and an old cap, both these they

affirm to have been this famous free

booter's property ; this little artifice

takes so well with the people in low life,

that at Christmas, Easter, and Whitsun

tide, it procures them a great deal of

business, for at those times great num

bers of young men bring their sweet

hearts to this well and give them a treat,

and the girls think themselves ill-used if

they they have not been saluted by their

lovers in Robin Hood's chair.

Of the chapel I find no account ; but

that there has been one in this place is

visible, for the east wall of that quondam

chapel supports the east side of the house,

which is built on the spot, where that

place of worship stood. In the room of

the altar is now a great fire-place, over

which was found upon a stone the date of

the building of this chapel, viz. 1409,

which, says Dr. Deering, whilst legible,

one Mr. Ellis, a watchmaker, took down

in his pocket-book and communicated to

me ; by this it appears that it was built

in the reign of king Henry IV. and who

knows whether it might not be founded

by that king, who resided about that time

at Nottingham ? it did not stand much

above two hundred years, for my oft

mentioned anonymous author does not re

member any of the ruins of the chapel,

who wrote his account in 1641, which,

however, he might plainly have seen, had

he taken notice of the east wall of stone,

when all the rest of the present house is a

brick building.

St. Anne's well was about a hundred

years ago a very famous place of resort,

concerning which, take the above author's

account in his own words.—

" At the well there is a dwelling house

serving as an habitation for the woodward

of those woods, being an officer of the

mayor. This house is likewise a victu

alling-house, having adjoining to it fair

summer houses, bowers or arbours, co-

vered by the plushing and interweaving

of oak boughs for shade, in which are

tables of large oak planks, and are seated

about with banks of earth, fleightered

and covered with green sods like green

carsie cushions. There is also a building

containing two fair rooms, an upper and

a lower, serving for such as repair thither

to retire to in case of rain or bad weather.

Thitherto the town men resort by an an

cient custom beyond memory.

" Among the meetings I may not omit

one royal and remarkable assembly at

this place, whereof myself was an eye

witness, which was, that it pleased our

late sovereign king James, in his return

from hunting in this forest, to honour this

well with his royal presence, ushered by

that noble lord, Gilbert, earl of Shrews

bury, and attended by many others of

the nobility, both of the court and coun

try, where they drank the woodward and

his barrels dry."

THE COLOUR OF RUM.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—Observing in the Mutnoa of this

day a communication from Clavis, on the

subject of sugar, wherein he states that

rum " derives its colour from the wooden

puncheons in which it is brought to Eng

land," I take the opportunity to remark,

that he has conceived a very erroneous

idea of the means by which the colour is

produced—being by the introduction of a

compound called " colouring," composed

of burnt sugar, &c. ; and it is evident

the colour is not occasioned by the wood,

from the fact of a vast quantity being im

ported in its original state—viz., white

and clear as water Your notice of this

at your earliest convenience will oblige,

Your's, &o.

29th Oct., 1825. PaSCHe.

©rigins anU Sntonttons.

No. VIII.

CANDIDATE.

It was the custom, while the Roman re

public subsisted in full vigour, for the

candidates for high offices to appear on

the day of election in long white robes;

Intimating by this, that their characters

likewise ought to bo pure and unsullied.

Hence the origin of our word candidate,

from candidus, white, pure, sincere, up

right, &c. In the Roman commonwealth,

we are told, they were obliged to wear a

white gown, during the two years of their

soliciting for a place. This garment, ac

cording to Plutarch, they wore without

any other clothes, that the people might

not suspect they concealed money for pur

chasing votes ; and also, that they might

the more easily show to the people th»

scars of those wounds they had received

in fighting for the defence of the common

wealth. It was also unlawful to put up

for any public office, or magistracy, un

less the candidate had attained to a cer

tain age, which differed according to the

offices sued for.

FRANKING LETTERS.

The privilege of franking letters by

Members of Parliament occurred in the

debate on the Post-Office Bill in the year
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1660, concerning which the following is

related in the 23rd volume of the Parlia

mentary History :—" Colonel Titus re

ported the Bill for the settlement of the

post-office, with the amendments. Sir

Walter Earle delivered a proviso, for the

letters of all Members of Parliament to

go free, during their sitting. Sir He-

neage Finch said, ' It was a poor mendi

cant proviso, and below the honour of the

house.' Mr. Prynn spoke also against

the proviso. Mr. Bunckley, Mr. Bosca-

wen, Sir George Downing, and Sergeant

Charlton for it; the latter saying the

Council's letters went free. The ques

tion being called for, the Speaker, Sir

Harbottle Grimstone, was unwillmg to put

It, saying, he wew ashamed of it. Never

theless, the proviso was carried, and made

part of the Bill, which was ordered to be

engrossed." The Lords subsequently

disagreed to this proviso, and it was ulti

mately tibrown out. At a subsequent pe

riod, however, both houses did not feel it

to be " below their honour" to secure for

themselves this exemption from postage.

ELECTION RIBANDS.

A Parliament was held at Oxford in

the beginning of 1681, on which occasion

the representatives of the City of London

assembled at Guildhall on the 17th of

March, for the purpose of commencing

their journey. Many of the citizens met

them there, intending to accompany them

part of their way, together with others

who were deputed to go to Oxford as a

sort of council to the City Members.

" Some of our ingenious London weavers,"

says Smith's ' Protestant Intelligence,'

" had against this day contrived a very

fine fancy ; that is, a blue satin riband,

having these words plainly and legibly

wroughtupon it,' No Popery, No Slavery,'

which being tied up in knots, were worn

in the hats of the horsemen who accom

pany our members."

CHILTERN HUNDREDS.

Op the hundreds into which many of the

English counties were divided by King

Alfred, For their better government, the

jurisdiction was originally vested in parti

cular courts, but came afterwards to be de

volved to the county courts, and so remains

atpresent, except with regard to some, as

the Chiltern Hundreds in Buckingham

shire, which have been by privilege an

nexed td the crown. These having still

their own courts, a steward of those courts

is appointed by the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequor, with a salary of twenty shillings,

and all fees, &c. belonging to the office.

This is made a matter of convenience to

the Members of Parliament ; when any of

them wish to resign, he accepts the no

minal office of the stewardship of the

Chiltern Hundreds, and by this vacates

his seat.

ADMIRAL.

According to Ducange, the Sicilians

were the first, and the Genoese the. next,

who gave the name admiral to the com

manders of their fleets, deriving it from

the Arabic amir, or emir, a designation

applicable to any commanding officer.

GIVING aUARTER.

This term, lo well known in warfare,

had its origin in an agreement between ,

the Dutch and Spaniards, that the ran

som of an officer or soldier should be the

quarter of his year's pay. Hence to beg

quarter was to offer a quarter of their pay

for personal safety ; and to refuse quar

ter, was not to accept the offered ransom.

CITY ARMS.

The introduction of the dagger as a part

of the City arms, instead of the plain

cross, which was previously used, and

the title of Lord prefixed to Mayor of

London, was first conferred by Richard

II. in consequence of Sir William Wal

worth (then Mayor of London) killing

Wat Tyler in Smithfield.

COAL.

On the authority of chronology, this use

ful and necessary mineral was first disco

vered near Newcastle, in the year 1234 ;

and Stowe observes they were first used

in London in the reign of Edward I., but,

says he, " the smoke was supposed to

corrupt the air so much, that he forbad

the use of them by proclamation."

RED HErrINGS.

In a curious old pamphlet, published in

1599, called the "Lenten Stuffe," the

author says, " The discovery of red her

rings was owing to accident, by a fisher

man having hung some up in his cabin,

where, what with his firing and smoking,

a smoky firing, in that his narrow lobby

(house), his herrings, which were as white

as whalebone when he hung them up,

now looked as red as a (boiled) lobster."

F. R—Y.

OR,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS. .

REMINISCENCES OF MICHAEL

KELLY. "

The following interesting anecdotes are

from a work on the eve of publication,

entitled, " Reminiscences of Michael
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Kelly, of the King's Theatre, and The-

atre Royal Drury-Lane : Abroad and at

home."

dr. o'leart and cubran.

I had the pleasure also to be introduced

to my worthy countryman, the Reverend

Father O'Leary, the well-known Roman

Catholic Priest ; he was a man of infinite

wit, of instructive and amusing conver.

sation. I felt highly honoured by the

notice of this pillar of the Roman Church ;

our tastes were congenial, for his reve.

renee was mighty fond of whiskey punch,

and so was /; and many a jug of St.

Patrick's eye-water, night after night, did

his reverence and myself enjoy, chatting

over that exhilarating and national beve

rage. He sometimes favoured me with

his company at dinner ; when he did, I

always had a corned shoulder of mutton

for him, for he, like some others of his

countrymen, who shall be nameless, was

ravenously fond of that dish.

One day, the facetious John Philpot

Curran, who was also very partial to the

said corned mutton, did me the honour to

meet him. To enjoy the society of such

men was an intellectual treat. They were

great friends, and seemed to have a mu

tual respect for each other's talents, and,

as may easily be imagined, O'Leary versus

Curran was no bad match.

" One day, after dinner, Cm-ran said

to him, '* Reverend Father, I wish you

were Saint Peter."

," And why, Counsellor, would you

wish that ) were Saint Peter ? asked

O'Leary.

" Because, Reverend Father, tn that

case," said Curran, " you would have

the keys of heaven, and you could let

me in."

" By my honour and conscience, Coun

sellor," replied the divine, " it would be

better for you that I had the keys of the

other place, for then I could let you out."

THE DUKE d'aQUILLON.

One morning he called on me, and said

he had a favour to beg of me. 1 request

ed him to command my services i he said,

" My dear Kelly, I am under many obli

gations for your repeated acts of kindness

and hospitality to me and my friends |

but still, though under a cloud, and la

bouring under misfortunes, I cannot for

get that I am the Duke D'Aguillon, and

cannot stoop to borrow or beg from mor

tal ; but I confess I am nearly reduced to

my last shilling, yet I still retain my

health and spirits 5 formerly, when I was

a great amateur, I was particularly par

tial to copying music,—it was then a

source of amusement to me> Now, my

good friend, the favour I am about to ask

is, that, sub rosd, you will get me music

to copy for your theatres, upon the same

terms as you would give to any common

copyist, who was a stranger to you. I am

now used to privations, my wants are few ;

though accustomed to palaces, I can con

tent myself with a single bed-room up

two pair of stairs ; and if you will grant

my request, you will enable me to possess

the high gratification of earning my mor

sel by the work of my hands."

I was moved almost to tears by the ap

plication, and was at a loss what to an

swer, but thought of what Lear says,

" Take physio, pomp V

and " to what man may be reduced."

I told him I thought I could procure him

as much copying as he could do, and he

appeared quite delighted ; and the next

day I procured plenty for him. He rose

by day-light to accomplish his task—was

at work all day—and at night, full dress

ed, In the Opera House in the pit. While

there, he felt himself Duke D'Aguillon ;

and no one ever suspected him to be a

drudge in the morning, copying music

for a shilling per sheet ; and strange to

say, that his spirits never drooped ; nine

Englishmen out of ten under such cir

cumstances wduld have destroyed them

selves x but the transitory peace of mind

he enjoyed was not of long duration ; an

order came from the Alien Office for him

and his friends to leave England in two

days ; they took an aficctionote leave of

of me : the Duke went to Hamburg, and

there was condemned to be shot. They

told me that he died like a hero.

Sheridan's nzAiino.

Expectation was on tip-toe; "Pi-

zarro" was advertised, and every box in

the house taken, before the fourth act of

the play was begun to be written; nor

had I one single word of the poetry

for which I was to compose the music

Day after day was I attending on Mr.

Sheridan, representing that time was

flying ; and that nothing was done for

me. His answer uniformly was, " De

pend upon it, my dear Mic, you shall

nave plenty of matter to go on with to

morrow ;"—but day after day, that mor

row came not, which, as my name was

advertised as the composer of the music,

drove me half crazy.

One day I was giving a dinner to the

Karl of Guilford, the Marquis of Ormond

(then Lord Ormond), my valued friend

Sir Charles Bampfylde, Sir Francis Bur

den, George Colman, J. Richardson, M.

Lewis, and John Kemble ; and, about ten

o'clock, when I was in the full enjoyment
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of this charming society, Mr. Sheridan

appeared before us, and informed my

friends that he must carry me off with

him that moment to Drury Lane ; begged

they would excuse my absence for one

hour, and he would return with me. I saw

it would be useless to contradict him, so

I went to the theatre, and found the stage

and house lighted up, as it would hare

been for a public performance ; not a

human being there, except ourselves, the

painters, and carpenters ; and all this

preparation was merely that he might see

two scenes, those of Pizarro's tent, and

the temple of the Sun.

The great author established himself

in the centre of the pit, with a large bowl

of negus on the bench before him % not

would he move until it was fmished. I

expostulated with him upon the cruelty of

not letting me have the words which I

had to compose, not to speak of his hav«

ing taken me away from my friends, to

see scenery and machinery, with which,

as I was neither painter, nor carpenter,

nor machinist, I could have nothing to

do : his answer was, that he wished me

to see the Temple of the Sun, in which

the chorusses and marches were to come

over the platform.—" To-morrow," said

he, " I promise I will come and take a

cutlet with you, and tell you all you have

to do. My dear Mk, you know you can

depend upon me ; and I know that I can

depend upon you ; but these bunglers of

carpenters require looking after."

After this promise we returned to my

house ; I found my party waiting ; nor

did we separate until five o'clock in the

morning.

But if this were a puzzling situation

for a composer, what will my readers,

think of that in which the actors were

left, when I state the fact, that at the time

the house was overflowmg on the first

night's performance, all that was written

of the play was actually rehearsing, and

that, incredible as it may appear, until

the end of the fourth act, neither Mrs.

Siddons, nor Charles Kemble, nor Barry*

more, had all their speeches for the fifth I

Mr. Sheridan was up stairs in the promp*

ter's room, where he was writing the last

part of the play, whilethe earlier parts

were acting ; and every ten minutes he

brought down as much of the dialogue as

he had done, piece-meal, into the green

room, abusing himself and his negligence,

and making a thousand winning and

soothing apologies, for having kept the

performers so long in such painful sus

pense.

STRATAGEM TO GET A WATCH.

Mr. Harris, the late proprietor of Co-

vent Garden Theatre, who had a great,

regard for Sheridan, haB at different times

frequent occasions to meet hhn on busi

ness, and made appointment after appoint

ment with him, not one of which Sheri

dan ever kept. At length Mr. Harris,

wearied out, begged his friend Mr. Pal

mer, of Bath, to see Mr. Sheridan, and

tell him, that unless he kept the next ap

pointment made for their meeting, all

acquaintance between them must end for

ever.

Sheridan expressed great sorrow for

what had been in fact inevitable, and po

sitively fixed one o'clock the next day to

call upon Mr. Harris at the theatre. At

about three he literally made his appear

ance in Hart-street, where he met Mr.

Tregent, jthe celebrated French watch

maker, who was extremely theatrical,

and had been the intimate friend of

Garrick.

Sheridan told him, that he was on his

way to call upon Harris.

" I have just left him," said Tregent,

" In a violent passion, having waited for

you ever since one o'clock."

" What have you been doing at the

theatre ?" said Sheridan.

" Why," replied Tregent, " Harris is

going to make Bate Dudley a present of

a gold watch, and I have taken him half

a dozen that he may choose one for that

purpose."

" Indeed," said Sheridan.

They wished each other good day, and

parted.

Mr. Sheridan proceeded to Mr. Har

ris's room, and when he addressed him,

it was pretty evident that his want of

punctuality had produced the effect which

Mr. Tregent had described.

" Well, Sir," said Mr. Harris, " I have

waited at least two hours for you again ;

I had almost given you up, and if—

" Stop, my dear Harris," said Sheri

dan, interrupting him ; " I assure you

these things occur more from my misfor

tunes than my fault ; I declare I thought

it was but one o'clock, for it so happens

that I have no watch, and to tell you

the truth, am too poor to buy one ; but

when the day comes that I can, you will

see I shall be as punctual as any other

rnan."

'' Well, then," said the unsuspecting-

Harris, " if that be all, you shall not

long want a watch, for here—(opening his

drawer)—are half a dozen of Tregent's

best—choose any one you like, and do

me the favour of accepting it."

Sheridan affected the greatest surprise

at the appearance of the watches ; but did

as he was bid, and selected certainly not

the worst for the cadeau."
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TALLY HO.

When Kelly was at Vienna, an Italian

of the name of Botterelli, who had mar-

ried an English woman, a singer at Vaux-

hall and Ranelagh, applied to him to get

the Emperor's patronage to a concert,

which he obtained, and the house was

crowded.

At the end of the first act, the beau

teous Syren^ led into the orchestra by her

caro sposo, placed herself just under the

Emperor's box, the orchestra being on

the stage. She requested me to accom

pany her song on the piano-forte,.—I of

course consented. Her air and manner

spoke " dignity and love." The audience

sat in mute and breathless expectation.

The doubt was, whether she would melt

into their ears in a fine cantabile, or

burst upon them with a brilliant bravura.

I struck the chords of the symphony—

silence reigned, when, to the dismay and

astonishment of the brilliant audience,

she bawled out, without feeling or re

morse, voice or time, or indeed one note

in tune, the hunting song of " Tally hoi"

in all its pure originality. She continued

shrieking out Tally ho ! tally ho ! in a

manner and tone bo loud and dissonant,

that they were enough to blow off the

roof off the house. The audience jumped

up terrified ; some shrieked with alarm,

some hissed, others hooted, and many

joined in the unknown yell, in order to

propitiate her. The Emperor called me

to him, and asked me in Italian what

Tally ho ! meant ?—I replied I did not

know, and literally, at that time, I did

not.

His Majesty the Emperor finding that

( even I, a native of Cheat Britain, either

could riot, or would not explain the

purport of the mysterious words, retired

with great indignation from the theatre ;

and the major part of the audience, con

vinced by his Majesty's sudden retreat

that they contained some horrible mean

ing, followed the royal example. The

ladies hid their faces with their fans, and

mothers were heard in the lobbies cau

tioning their daughters on their way out,

never to repeat the dreadful expression of

" Tally ho !" nor venture to ask any of

their friends for a translation of it.

BON MOT OP BANNISTER.

A person of the name of Bowden made

his appearance at Covent Garden in

Robin Hood, and was received with great

applause. In the same box, with Ma

dame Mara and myself, sat Charles

Bannister, who had originally acted the

same part of Robin Hood ; a person next

to him, who wbs vehemently applauding

Bowden, had the bad taste to say to

Bannister (purposely, I suppose, to mor

tify him), " Aye, aye, Sir, Bowden is

the true Robin Hood, the only Robin

Hood;" on which Bannister replied,

" Sir, he may be Robin Hood this year,

but next season he will be robbing

Harris." This jeu d'esprit produced

some merriment.

MOODY AND THE BAILOR.

Moody, in early life, was sent out to

Jamaica, and on his return to England,

went on the stage, unknown to his friends.

I do not recollect the name of the ship,

in which he told me he came to England ;

but he informed me that he worked his

passage home as a sailor before the mast.

One night, some time after he had

been on the stage, when he was acting

Stephana, in the Tempest, a sailor in

the front row of the pit of Drury Lane,

got up, and standing upon the seat,

hallooed out, " What cheer, Jack

Moody, what cheer, messmate ?"

This unexpected address from the pit

rather astonished the audience. Moody,

however, stepped forward to the lamps,

and said, " Jack Hullet, keep yourjaw-

ing tacks aboard—don't disturb the crew

and passengers ; when the show is over,

make sail for the stage-door, and we'll

finish the evening over a bowl of punch ;

but till then, Jack, shut your locker."

After the play was ended, the rough

son of Neptune was shewn to Moody's

dressing-room, and thence they adjourned

to the Black jack, in Clare Market, (a

house which Moody frequented,) and

spent a jolly night over sundry bowls of

arrack.

MATHEWS AT THE " SCHOOL OF

GARAICK" CLUB.

One night, when we were full of mirth

and glee, and Moody seated, like Jove

in his chair, a waiter came in to tell Mr.

Henry Johnstone that a gentleman wished

to speak to him in the next room. In a

few minutes we heard a great noise and

bustle, and Henry Johnstone, in a loud

tone say, " Sir, you cannot go into the

room where the club is : none but mem

bers are on any account admitted ; such

are our rules."

" Talk not to me of your rules," said

the stranger ; " I insist upon being ad

mitted." And after a long controversy

of, " I will go ;" and "You sha'n't go ;"

—the door was burst open, and both

contending parties came tumbling in.

The stranger placed himself next to

me, and I thought him the ugliest and

most impudent fellow I ever met with.

He went on with a rhapsody of nonsense,
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of his admiration of our society, that he

could not resist the temptation of joining

it,=—filled himself a glass of wine, and

drank to our better acquaintance.

Moody, with great solemnity, re

quested him to withdraw, for no one

could have a seat at that table who was

not a member.

The stranger replied, " I don't care

for your rules ;—talk not to me of your

regulations—-I will not stir an inch !"

" Then," cried the infuriated Moody,

" old as I am, I will take upon myself

to turn you out."

Moody jumped up, and throttled the

stranger, who defended himself manfully;

—all was confusion, and poor Moody was

getting black in the face ; when the

stranger threw off his wig, spectacles,

and false nose, and before us, stood

Mathews himself, in propria persona.

60 well did he counterfeit his assumed

character, that except Henry Johnstone,

who was his accomplice in the plot, not

one amongst us suspected him.

CORSICAN CURIOSITY.

The traveller in Corsica never meets

with a beggar. If he is accosted in his

road, it is generally with the question of,

" What news do you bring with you ?"

and others relating to his journey, his

business, &c. Often these inquiries ex

tend beyond the trifles that generally en

gross conversation, even in more civilized

countries. The Secretary in Chief of the

Prefect related to us the following anec

dote :—I was travelling in the interior

quite incognito; a peasant came up to

me, and asked as usual for news ; I told

him immediately of the marriages, deaths,

&c. that had then lately occurred at

Ajaccio. The peasant replied, " I don't

want to know those matters ; I wish to

be informed what the Allied Sovereigns

are now doing." The peasantry never

feel the least abashed ; and whatever may

be the appearance of the traveller, they

come towards him, rest on their muskets,

and begin a conversation as familiarly as

if the parties were intimate acquaintances.

Each man seems to consider it a duty to

bring home as much news as he can learn

in his rambles, and to communicate it to

bis countrymen ; and thus, in the absence

of public facilities of communication,

knowledge is transmitted from one end

of the island to the other.—Benson's

Sketches in Corsica.

SPIRIT OF THE

^ubtte gjournals.

ACRE.

This town is at present the strongest in

Syria, being eneompassed with a new

wall. Being obliged to spend several

days here to wait for an opportunity of

going to Damascus, we had full oppor

tunity of observing the effects of the war

between the two Chiefs. Three or four

human heads were frequently brought

into the town in the course of the day, cut

off by the Pacha's troops from some of

the enemy's stragglers, or, in default of

them, from the poor peasants. This war

was occasioned by mere private feuds,

and unauthorised ' by the Porte. The

young Pacha of Acre, who acted in a

most rash and ungovernable way, opposed

with success the stronger Chief of Da

mascus by means of the mountain troops

of Lebanon. He resolved on cutting a

deep and wide trench all round the town,

effecting a communication with the sea on

each side, which was not impracticable,

as the point on which it stood advanced

considerably into the sea. But the trench,

If executed, could not avail in any way

for the defence of the town, as it was more

than a mile distant, and an attacking

army would find it easy to pass it in the

night. But the Pacha believed the place

would be impregnable if the water flowed

all round it ; and to effect this object, he

made the whole population go out and

work from morning till evening. The

soldiers were seen going about the streets,

and compelling by blows the idlers they

met, to go and dig at the trench. The

town was nearly emptied ; and on walk

ing one day to the spot, we found all ranks

of people, rich men, merchants, and do

mestics, mingled with the poorer classes,'

working up to their chins in the ditch,

each with the wicker basket in his hand,

which they filled with the earth, and then

threw its contents above the bank. Some

others were employed in digging, and

overseers were set over the whole ; rations

of bread and water were served out at

mid-day, and at sun-set they were al

lowed to enter the city. We walked out

a short distance, and stood beneath some

palms to view their return. The better

order of people came first, the poorer fbl,.,

lowed; amongst both were seen several

noseless and earless people, who had been

the objects of Djezzar's cruelty. The

mountaineers, who had been compelled to

come and assist in the work, came last,

singing their mountain songs with great

cheerfulness. The gates were closed on

them, till summoned to resume their task
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the next day. This prince, Selim, is the

second in succession from Djezzar. The

instances of the latter's cruelty are innu

merable. He seemed to take a supreme

delight in destroying ; yet he has built

the handsomest mosque and bathing-

house in Syria. Beside the former are a

quantity of fine palms, and a beautiful

fountain. He was a rigid Mussulman,

and never failed to attend the mosque

twice a day, and died in his bed at last in

Eeace, at the age of eighty years. The

istory of his prime minister, the Jew, is

tragical and interesting. This Israelite

was an uncommonly clever man, and so

well versed in all the affairs of the pro

vince, as to be invaluable to Djezzar, who

cut off his nose and ears, however, for no

reason on earth, but still retained him his

prime minister. Suleiman, his successor,

who governed only two years, could not

do without the Jew's services ; and on the

present Pacha Selim's accession, he stood

in as high confidence as ever. " In those

days," said Anselac, the Jewish merchant,

who was bewailing to us the fate of his

friend, " no Turk dared to turn up his

nose at a Jew in the streets of Acre, or

discover the least insult in his manner ;

but the face of things was changed at

last." The unfortunate Israelite had

served Selim for some time with his usual

integrity and talent, when his enemies,

taking advantage of the young Pacha's

ignorance and weakness, persuaded him

that his minister, from his long inter

course with the Porte, and deep expe

rience in intrigue, would probably be

induced to maintain a secret correspon

dence, and detail his master's exactions.

The next time the minister appealed, he

was ordered to confine himself to his

house, and not appear again at the palace

till sent for. He obeyed, trembling and

astonished, and remained in safety se

cluded amidst his family and friends.

But the habit of ruling had taken too

strong hold on his mind ; this quiet and

inactive life pressed heavily on the old

man's spirits, and he resolved to venture

to go to Court again. He came and pros

trated himself before the Pacha, and

humbly demanded to know what his of

fences were, and why he had been de

prived of his office. Selim was very

angry at seeing him again, and bade him

instantly begone. The advantage he had

thai' given his enemies over him was not

lost. A few evenings after he was at

supper with his family, when one of his

servants told him two messengers from

the palace were below ; he instantly knew

their errand, and tranquilly retiring to

another apartment, requested & short time

to say his prayers, and was then strangled

by the mutes, and his body thrown into

the sea. " I was returning," said Anse

lac, "on the following evening from Si-

don, and saw a body on the shore, partly

out of water ; and on coming to the spot,

found it was that of my friend and coun

tryman, the minister, of whose cruel

death I had not heard." This poor man

removed soon after with his family to

Beirout, under the Consul's protection,

as he thought the Pacha might take it

into his head to serve him in like man

ner, or strip him of his property. Djez

zar was called the butcher, partly from a

small axe he carried at his sash of an ex

quisite edge ; and he sometimes amused

himself by coming behind a culprit, or an

innocent person (it mattered little which),

and, hitting him a blow with it on the

back of the neck, putting an instant pe

riod to his care. During one of Djezzar's

journies to guard over the deserts the ca

ravan of Mecca, his nephew, Sulieman,

found access to his seraglio : the chief,

on his return, discovering the circum

stance, drew his hanger, and stabbed seve

ral of his wives with his own hand. The

Porte often attempted to take him off,

but the various Capidge Bashis sent for

that purpose were none of them suffered

to enter his presence, as the death-war

rant of the Sultan, if exhibited in pre

sence of the offender, is never resisted

even by his own guards. He very civilly

received all their kind inquiries after his

health, and the welfare of his province,

and took care to have them taken off

snugly by poison.

New Monthly Magazine.

THE ROAD OVER MOUNT

CAUCASUS.

(Concluded from page 303.)

In order to form a regular road through

the midst of all these impediments, it was

necessary to work a distance of no less

than thirty-two wersts. Rocks were le

velled, galleries excavated, the river turned

into a straighter and more regular bed,

and its power, as it could^not be sub

dued, divided and lessened. Its winding

course formerly required twenty-four

bridges within a distance of twenty wersts.

These bridges were made of slight wicker-

work, supported by half rotten beams ;

fabrics which threatened and sometimes

occasioned destruction to those who ven

tured over them on foot or horseback.

They were kept up by different mountain

tribes, who levied a toll upon the passen

gers : and woe to them that tefused to

satisfy their demands ! an instantaneous

death was their lot. Sometimes they le
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vied their toll on the traveller» entering

the pass ; and their stations were so v/ell

chosen, that it was impossible to escape.

Most of these bridges having become use

less, have been destroyed, and two dur

able ones built near Wladikawkas and

Dariel. The natives are prevented from

enforcing their ancient claims upon tra

vellers ; but a toll is levied upon mer

chants by Russian officers, and afterwards

distributed, according to the rank of each

individual, amongst the natives.

The immense task was accomplished

within six years, and now there is a road

across these mountains, as good as the na

ture of the ground will admit. It is only,

however fit for use in summer ; in winter

it is impassable," especially between Kobi

and Kaitaur, near the cross. Both the cold

and snow set in with the severity of the

highest latitude ; the wintry storms, pent

up amongst the narrow passes, raise such

masses of snow as totally to obscure the

air ; and the mountains, throwing off their

burdens, completely fill the glens which

separate them. At such a season, nothing

but death awaits the bold adventurer who

dares to advance within those passes ; and

many are those who, fancying that no

thing can withstand man's courageous

enterprize, have been engulphed in the

snow, and perished.

As soon, however, as the falling of the

avalanches has ceased, every effort is made

to restore the communication ; and the

snow being heaped up in mounds, the tra

veller may again venture to tread the

rocky path which leads to the southern

declivity, where all traces of winter, and

all the difficulties attending its severity,

at once disappear.

In order to facilitate the passage over

this stupendous bulwark of nature, and

to allow the traveller a place of refuge

and rest, in one of its highest vales a fa

mily of Ossets reside, established there

by the Czars of Georgia, and now pen

sioned by the Russian government. They

are to Mount Caucasus what the monks

are to Mount St. Bernard.

The difficulties of preserving this road

are, however, not solely confined to winter.

In the year 1817, f"'m tne beginning of

May till near autumn, these mountains

were deluged with rain. Enormous masses

of stone and earth, often covered with large

trees, were carried down into the pass,

sometimes forming new islands in the

middle of the Terek, whose waters, swell

ed to an incredible volume, swept away

the labour of years, destroying nearly the

whole line of road which had been built

with so much exertion, and among the

shores. All means of communication

being thus cut off, a rope bridge was

formed from one ridge to the other, upon

which, as is frequently done in America,

passengers were drawn over the raging

torrent.

No time or labour was lost in re-estab

lishing the communication between Rus

sia and its Georgian territories ; and in

less than four months the road was again

practicable. Scarcely, however, was this

Herculean task accomplished, when the

winter set in with unprecedented fury ; an

avalanche of an immense size detached

itself from the neighbouring mountains,

and carrying with it all that could impede

its mighty career, to a course of fifteen

wersts, filled the pass of the Torek to a

great distance, and to a height of fifty fa

thoms. The river was for a time stopped,

until, uniting all its strength, it broke a

passage through the midst of this moun

tain of snow. But it was necessary to

carry the road, for nearly eighteen months,

over the tops of the hills, till the snow,

gradually melting and lowering, became

condensed into ice, and was burst with

gunpowder ; a defile was then cut through

it, with the old road, although much da

maged, for its foundation.

It was in this condition that M. Eich-

feld saw it in the year 1819. Since that

period the road has been completely re

stored, but still requires very extensive

repairs at the end of every winter. It is

apprehended that the fall of avalanches,

such as that described, will take place

every seven or nine years, when Maunt

K>sbeg is so overloaded with snow as

to be compelled to throw off its super

abundance. The ruins which those ava

lanches leave behind after the snow is

melted, are such as a speculative traveller

would consider as the effects of the deluge.

Nothing but volcanoes seem wanting to

unite all the terrors of nature in these wild

regions ; for earthquakes are not uncom

mon here, some of which have continued,

with more or less violence, for a month to.

gether ; for instance, in the years 1804

and.1817- In fact, it may be said that the

years 1817 and 1818 were most formidable

for these regions, as much in a moral as in

a physical point of view ; since some of

the mountain tribes displayed at that pe

riod more than ordinary fury and determi

nation ; such, indeed, as compelled the

Russian government to resort to a war

almost of extermination, in order to secure

not only this mountain pass, but likewise

the peaceful inhabitants on both sides of

the range, against the ferocious depreda

tions of these untameable hordes. They

rest, the massy stone bridge which at seem now either to be entirely destroyed,

Wlawdikawkas had connected its two or so weakened and hemmed in with forts
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and garrisons, as to be unable to stir be

yond their respective boundaries, or to act

in concert with one another. Even the

savage Tshctshenzi are constrained to

peace, and the road from Kisgar to Der-

bent, formerly so perilous to travellers,

may now be pursued with perfect security.

Asiatic Journal.

No. LXXIX.

JAN SCHALKEN'S THREE

WISHES.

A DUTCH LEGEND.

At a small fishing village in Putch

Flanders, there is still shown the site of a

hut, which was an object of much at.

tendon whilst it stood, on account of a

singular legend that relates to its first

inhabitant, a kind-hearted fellow, who

depended on his boat for subsistence, and

hid own happy disposition for cheerfulness

during every hardship and privation.

Thus the story goes :—One dark and

stormy night in winter, as Jan Schalken

was sitting with his good-natured buxom

wife by the fire, he was awakened from a

transient doze by a knocking at the door

of his hut. He started up, drew back the

bolt, and a stranger entered. He was a

tall man, but little could be distinguished

either of his face or figure, as he wore a

large dark cloak, which he had contrived

to pull over his head after the fashion of a

cowl. " I am a poor traveller (said the

•stranger), and want a night's lodging.

Will you grant it to me ?" " Aye, to

be sure (replied Schalken) ; but I am

afraid your cheer will be but sorry. Had

you come sooner you might have fared

better. Sit down, however, and eat of

what is left." The traveller took him at

his word, and in a short time afterwards

retired to his humble sleeping-place. In

the morning, as he was about to depart,

he advanced towards Schalken, and giv

ing him his hand, thus addressed him :

" It is needless for you, my good friend,

to know who I am ; but of this be as

sured, that I can and will be grateful ;

for when the rich and the powerful turned

me last night from their inhospitable

gates, you welcomed me as man should

welcome man, and looked with an eye of

pity on the desolate traveller in the storm.

I grant you three wishes. Be they what

they may, those wishes shall be gratified."

Now Schalken certainly did not put much

faith in these promises, but still he thought

it the safest plan to make trial of them ;

and, accordingly, began to consider how

he should fix his wishes. Jan was a man

who had few or no ambitious views ; and

was contented with the way of life in

which he had been brought up. In fact,

he was so well satisfied with his situation,

that he had not the least inclination to

lose a single day of his laborious exist

ence ; but, en the contrary, had a very

sincere wish of adding a few years to those

which he was destined to live. This gave

rise to wish the first. " Let my wife and

myself live fifty years longer than nature

had designed." " It shall be done,"

cried the stranger. Whilst Schalken was

puzzling his brain for a second wish, he

be-thought him that a pear-tree, which

was in his little garden, had been fre

quently despoiled of its fruit, to the no

small detriment of the said tree, and

grievous disappointment of its owner.

" For my second wish, grant that whoever

climbs my pear-tree shall not have power

to leave it until my permission be given."

This was also assented to. Schalken

was a sober man, and liked to sit down

and chat with his wife of an evening ; but

she was a bustling body, and often jumped

up in the midst of a conversation that she

had only heard ten or twelve times, to

scrub the table or set their clay platters

in order. Nothing disturbed him so

much as this, and he was determined, if

possible, to prevent a recurrence of the

nuisance. With this object in view, he

approached close to the stranger, and in a

low whisper told him his third and last

wish ; that whoever sat in a particular

chair in his hut, should not be able to

move out of it until it should please him

so to order. This wish was agreed to by

the traveller, who, after many greetings,

departed on his way. Years passed on,

and his last two wishes had been fully

gratified by often detaining thieves in his

tree, and his wife on her chair. The

time was approaching when the promise

of longevity would be falsified or made

manifest. It happened that the birth

days of the fisherman and his wife were

the same. They were sitting together on

the evening of the day that made him 79

years, and Mietje 73 years of age, when

the moon that was shining through the

window of the hut seemed suddenly to be

extinguished, and the stars rushed down

the dark clouds, and lay glaring on the

surface of the ocean, over which was spread

an unnatural calmness, although the skies

appeared to be mastered by the winds,

and were heaving onward, with their

mighty waves of cloud. Birds dropped

dead from the boughs, and the foliage of

the trees turned to a pale red. All seemed

to prognosticate the approach of Death :

and in a few minutes afterwards sure

enough he came. He was, however, very
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different from all that the worthy couple

had heard or fancied of him. He was

certainly rather thin, and had very little

colour ; but he was well dressed, and his

deportment was that of a gentleman.

Bowing very politely to the ancient pair,

he told them he merely came to give no

tice that by right they should have be

longed to him on that day, but a fifty

years' respite was granted, and when that

period had expired, he should visit them

again. He then walked away, and the

moon, and the stars, and the waters re

gained their natural appearance. For the

next fifty years everything passed on as

quietly as before ; but as the time drew

nigh for the appointed advent of Death,

Jan became thoughtful, and he felt no

pleasure at the idea of the anticipated

visit. The day arrived, and Death came

Sen trembled in his hand aa he thus ad-

ressed him :—" I confess that my former

conduct towards you merits blame, but I

have done with such knaveries now, and

have learnt to know that life is of little

worth, and that I have seen enough of it.

Still, before I quit this world I should

like to do all the good I can, and was en

gaged when you arrived in making a will,

that a poor lad, who has been always kind

to us, may receive this hut and my boat.

Suffer me but to finish what 1 have be

gun, and I shall cheerfully follow wherever

you may lead. Pray sit down, in a few

minutes my task will be ended." Death,

thus appealed to, could refuse no longer,

and seated himself in a chair, from which

he found it as difficult to rise as he had

formerly to descend from the pear-tree.

His liberation was bought at the expense

pttseellanCes.

preceded by the same horrors as on the of an additional fifty years, at the end of

former occasion. " Well, good folks which period, and exactly on their birth-

(said he), you now can have no objection day, Jan Schalken and his wife di ed

to accompany me ; for assuredly you have quietly in their bed, and the sait water

hitherto been highly privileged, and have flowed freely in the little village, in which

lived long enough." The old dame wept they had lived long enough to be consi-

and clung feebly to her husband, as if dered the father and mother of all its in.

she feared they were to be divided after habitants.—European Magazine.

passing away from the earth on which

they had dwelt so long and so happily

together. Poor Schalken also looked very

downcast, and moved after Death but

slowly. As they passed by Jan's garden,

he turned to take a last look at it, when a

sudden thought struck him. He called

to Death and said, " Sir, allow me to

propose something to you. Our journey

is a long one, and we have no provisions ;

J am too infirm, or I would climb yonder

pear-tree, and take a stock of its best fruit

with us ; you are active and obliging,

and will, I am sure, Sir, get it for us."

Death, with great condescension, com

plied, and ascending the tree, gathered a

great number of pears, which he threw

down to old Schalken and his wife. At

length he determined upon descending,

but to his surprise and apparent conster

nation, discovered that he was immovable ;

nor would Jan allow him to leave the

tree until he had given them a promise of

living another half century.

They jogged on in the old way for fifty

years more, and Death came to the day.

He was by no means so polite as he had

formerly been, for the trick that Schalken

had put upon him offended his dignity

and hurt his pride not a little. " Come,

Jan (said he), you used me scurvily the

other day (Death thinks but little of fifty

years !) and I am now determined to lose

no time—come."

Jan was sitting at his little table, busily

BONAPARTE'S BIRTH-PLACE.

The general plan of the town of Ajaccio

is very simple. One broad street leads

from the sea to the barracks ; another,

nearly as wide but much shorter, cuts

the former at right angles ; besides these

there are many subordinate streets, ex

tremely narrow and dirty.

The house in which Napoleon Bona

parte was born is among the best in the

town ; it forms one side of a miserable

little court, leading out of the Rue

Charles.

It is very accurately given in the recent

work of Las Cases. At present it is in

habited by M. Ramoulino, one of the De

puties for the Department of Corsica.

Among other curiosities which this resi

dence contains, is a little cannon, that

was the favourite plaything of Bonaparte's

childhood. It weighs, according to HI.

Joly de Vaubignon, thirty French pounds.

This toy-cannon may have given the first

bias to his disposition. As Ajaccio was

his birth-place, so was it the scene of his

first military exploit. In the year 1793,

Bonaparte, then Chef de Bataillon of Na

tional Guards, was sent from Bastia to

surprise Ajaccio, at that time in pos

session of the Corsican rebels. Leaving

the frigate in which he had entered the

employed in writing, when Death entered", gulf, he headed fifty men, and put off to

He raised his head sorrowfully, and the take possession of the Torre di Capitello,
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a tower on the opposite side nearly facing

Ajaccio. No sooner was this point car

ried, than a dreadful tempest arose, which

rendered it impossible to return to the

frigate. He was forced, therefore, to for.

tify himself against the insurgents, who

assailed him on all sides ; a state of great

danger ensued, and he was even reduced

to feed on horse-flesh. Whilst in this

condition, he is said to have harangued

the rebels in that strain of emphatical

eloquence which prevails among the Cor-

sicans, and to have succeeded in gaining

over many of the opposite party. On the

fourth day, before he abandoned the tower,

he attempted to blow it up, without suc

cess. The fissures still apparent in the

tower are attributable to that attempt.

A BLOW-UP OVER LONDON

BRIDGE.

Among the King's pamphlets in the

British Museum, is a sort of advertise

ment, printed in 1647, of an experiment

offered to be tried at London Bridge, by

a Captain Bullmer. It is intitled, " The

proposition of Captaine John Bullmer,

remaining upon record in the Office of

Assurance, London, for the blowing of

a ioate, with a man or boy in her, over

London Bridge in safety."

The Captain thus states the particulars

of his wonderful performance :—

" The said John Bullmer propoundeth,

that he (by God's assistance) shall and

will, at, in, or with a flowing water,

set oute a boate or vessell with an engine

floating, with a man or boy in or aboard

the said boate or vessell in the river

Thames, on the east side of London

Bridge ; which said boate or vessell, with

the said man or boy in or aboard the same,

shall the same tide ('before low water be

come) by the art of the said Bullmer,

and helpe of the said engine, be blowne

so high with a breath of man as that

the same shall passe and be delivered

over London Bridge, together with the

said man or boy in or aboarde her, and

floate againe in the said river Thames on

the other side of the said bridge, in safety,

&c."

We have not met with any subsequent

account of the means by which this feat

was to be performed, or whether it ever

took place or not ; but it certainly (if not

a deception) seems to give place to none

of modern days.

ject of Admiral Payne, wrote the follow

ing note to him :—

" Dear Payne,—Pray were you bred to

the sea ?"

To which the Admiral returned, for an*

swer :—

" Dear O'Byrne,—No ; but the sea was

bread to me."

IRISH BULL.

A biogbaPhy of Robespierre, which

appeared in ,an Irish paper, concludes in

the following ludicrous manner :—" This

extraordinary man left no children behind

him except his brother, who was killed at

the same time."

THE BATHOS.

BY PROFESSOR POB.SON.

SinCE mountains sink to vales, and val

leys die,

And seas and rivers mourn their sources

dry; . -

" When my old cassock," says a Welsh,

divine, .'„.-, ._--,

" Is out at elbows, why should I repine ?"

Cfje oatfimr.
'' 1 am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."—tfotton.

TO COrrESPONDENTS^

The length to which our Anecdotes from Mich.

Kelly's forthcoming work has extended, has pre

cluded the insertion of other articles intended

for our present Number, and limits our space

for answers to correspondents.

The gentleman who sent us an original design

for a building shall hear from us in a day or Iwo.

We thank our fair correspondent for her kind

note on the subject of the lines attributed to

Lady Byron; we always doubted their authen

ticity, and are happy to learn the disavowal of

them by her Ladyship before we gave them fur

ther currency. The offered autograph will be

very acceptable.

The Reculvers, A Friend to Humanity, R.

C—w—n, The Village Pen, Leavesfrom a Jour

nal, and several other original articles, are in

tended for our next or the following Number.

We much fear the communication of G. W. B.

will bo too long for us. Some of the misceUa-

neous articles shall have an early placer

The article sent from Whithy (if mcluding one

or two drawings) has been mislaid, but we hope

to find it in a day or two.

The following have been received :—ft; W. W.;.

P. P. ; jH, with poetical communications from

Constant Readers, Louisas, Boratios, and a host

of love-sick swains and damsels, which we really

know not what to do with.

O. W. ftPs last communication shall have a

place when we give an engraving of the place to

which it relates, which will be in a few weeks.

We fear the drawiug seot us by Ricardiu Ur-

banus would not make a good engraving.

The amusing anecdote ofW. S. is too well known.

The late Capt. O'Byrne, of eamblino: . triJtted and fMiW by J. limbird,

memory, having made a. bet on the sub? JffCS^SKXr"^"-"*^
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Bi.eniif.im, of which the above is a fine

view, from a drawing by Mr. J. P. Neale,

is a splendid monument of a hero's glory

and a nation's gratitude. To perpetuate

the memory of the military services of the

illustrious John Churchill, Duke of Marl

borough, the royal manor of Woodstock,

with the demesne, comprising the hun

dred of Wootton, was granted by Queen

Anne to him and his heirs for ever, to be

held by Grand Serjeantry ; the terms of

which tenure are, that annually, the Duke

or his successors in the title, shall present

to the Queen, or her heirs, at the Castle

of Windsor, a standard of France, on

August the 2nd,• being the anniversary

of the day on which the battle of Hoch-

stet was fought, near the village of Blen

heim, on the banks of the Danube, in

1704, where a most glorious and complete

victory was obtained over the French and

Bavarians. This grant was confirmed by

Act of Parliament, passed oh the 14th

March, 1705 ; and half a million of mo

ney was voted by the House of Commons

for the completion of the Palace, which

» The anniversary of this victory, by the

change of the style, now falls on the 13th of

August.

voi. vi. y.

took place in 1715, one year after the

death of the Queen.

This noble monument of national mu

nificence was erected from the designs of

Sir John Vanbrugh, who has produced a

most magnificent result, highly flattering

to our national pride, which is consider-

ably raised by a contemplation of this

supeib Temple of British Victory. It is

situated about half a mile fr6m the town

of Woodstock, and about eight miles

from the University of Oxford. The ge

neral plan of the house consists of an ob

long grand centre edifice, connected by

colonnades to two projecting quadrangular

wings, which on the principal front form

the three sides of a great court, enclosed

by iron palisades, the whole building

being in extreme length 850 feet, and co

vering seven acres of ground. The wings

are appropriated to the offices ; each con

tains an open court ; that on the north

east is called the Kitchen court, and on

the south-west is the Stable court.

The principal front stands north-west,

opposite to which is the Park, intersected

in a direct line by the bridge, and a long

avenue terminating at Ditchley %pte :

other entrances to the Park and grounds

321
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are, Wootton gate, the Triumphal gate,

Hensington gate, Eagle .gate, Bladon

gate ; entrances at Long-acre bridge and

Handborough bridge, Combe Green gate,

Combe gate, Stonesfield gate, and Gorrel.

gate ; which occur in a circumference of

about thirteen miles. On the south-east

are the gardens and pleasure grounds, in

tersected by the windings of the river

Glyme ; the gardens on the east, and va

rious plantations on the west side of the

river. The Park, including the gardens,

contains 2,700 acres ; a ride of about four

miles in circuit is formed within the outer

boundary.

The usual approach to this magnificent

residence is by the Triumphal gate, at

Woodstock, consisting ofa spacious centre

arch, and two posterns, having its entab

lature supported by double detached co

lumns raised on pedestals, and bearing on

the exterior this inscription :

PORTA HAEC EXTRVCTA EST ANNO

POST OBITVM ILLVSTRISSIMI JOHAN-

NIS DVCIS DE MARLEOROVGH JVSSV

ATQ.VE AVSPISCIIS SARAE CONJVGIS

DILECTISSIMAE CVI TESTAMENTO

COMMENDAVIT OPERA QVIBVS VLTI-

MAM irSE MANVM NON IMPOSVERAt.

O.VANTA FVERINT DVCIS IN REM-

PVBLICAM MERITA INGRESSO TIBI

FLVRIBVS DICET COLVMNA O.VAM

OPTIMAE CONJVGIS PIETAS PONI VO-

IVIT VT PERENNE ESSET IPSIVS

GLORIAE SAEQ.VE DILECTIONIS 110-

NVMENTVM.

A. D. MDCCXXIII.

On the opposite side of the gate, within

the Park, is the following translation :

THIS GATE WAS BVILT THE YEAR

AFTER THE DEATH OF THE MOST IL-

LVSTRIOVS JOHN DVKE OF MARLBO-

ROVGH BY ORDER OF SARAH, HIS MOST

BELOVED WIFE, TO WHOM HE LEFT

THE SOLE DIRECTION OF THE MANY

THINGS THAT REMAINED VNFINISH-

ED OF THIS FABRIC. THE SERVICES

OF THIS GREAT MAN TO HIS COVNTRY

THE PILLAR WILL TELL YOV, WHICH

THE DVCHESS HAS ERECTED FOR A

LASTING MONVMENT OF HIS GLORY

AND HER AFFECTION TO HIM.

MDCCXXIII.

The scene presented, on entering the Park

from this gate, is one of striking grandeur.

The house is here seen in an oblique

point of view, and its architecture is from

hence displayed to the greatest advantage ;

the attention is strongly arrested by the

and rising above the trees, the column

and statue.

« Here spreads the lawn, high-crown'd with

wood,

Here slopes the vale, there twines the flood

In many a crystal maze.*

LINES TO A YOUNG LADY.

(For the Mirror. )

Oh ! fly with me, His passion's hour,

The world is gone to sleep,

And nothing wakes in brake or bower,

But those who love and weep :

This is the gulden time and weather,

When songs and sighs go ont together,

And minstrels pledge the rosy wine

To lutes like this, and lips like thine.

Oh ! fly with me, my courser's flight

Is like the rushing breeze,

And the kind moon has said good night,

And sunk hehind the trees :

The lover's voice—the loved one's ear—

There's nothing else to speak and hear ;

And we will say, as on we glide.

That nothing lives on earth beside.

Oh ! fly with me, and we wiil wing

Our white skiff o'er the waves,

And hear the tritons revelling

Among their coral caves :

The envious mermaid, when we pass,

Sh£^*"',ase her song, and drop her glass :

Fo^hco^ill break ner very heart, .

To see'ftbw fair andjdear thou art.

Oh ! fly with me, and we will dwell

Far over the green seas,

Where sadness rings no parting knell.

For moments such as these :

Where Italy's unclouded skies

Look brightly down on brighter eyes ;

Or where the wave-wed city smiles,

Enthroned upon her hundred isles.

Oh ! fly with me ; by these sweet strings

Swept o'er by passion's fingers—

By all the rocks, and vales, and springs.

Where memory lives and lingers—

By all the tongue can never tell—

By all the heart has told so well—

By all that has been, or may be ;

And by Love's self—oh ! fly with me (

l.h.

THE ESCURIAL IN SPAIN.

( Concludedfrom our last.)

The Escurial was much despoiled by the

French during the Peninsular war ; our

description will, however, show what it

was previous to this epoch, when the Es

curial was in all its pride. The statues

that were interspersed in various parts of

the structure were not excellent, and, in

combination of objects that form this most deed, scarcely tolerable. The pictures

delightful landscape, including, in one exceeded every other collection in Europe

view, the palace, the valley, lako and except the gallery of the Saxon capital,

bridge, amidst^plantations of varied tints, Our Charles I. during his love expedition
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to .Spain (when Prince), purchased many

pictures which were in this palace ; but

It was principally enriched with the plun

der of the Italian nobility. The follow-

ing interesting particulars of the palace

were written in 1802 :—

" The library contains a most admirable

collection of manuscripts. The man of

science contemplates these works of inge.

nuity with alternate joy and mortification.

He sees, with satisfaction, the ardour of

talent displayed by the learned Arabian,

and solitary monk ; but he laments that

the maxims of ecclesiastical policy have

prevented the gates of this temple of ge

nius from being thrown open to all man

kind. Our literati travel over the deserts

of Thebais, and through the ghats of In-

dostan, beneath the fervour of the southern

sun, to seek fragments and inscriptions,

which is the labour of one generation to

discover, and of many succeeding ones to

explain. If the learning that is enclosed

within the pale of the monastic institutions

in Spain were permitted to forsake its

boundary, sufficient employment would

be found for the antiquary without these

laborious exertions ; the secrets of Sara

cenic erudition would be unfolded, the

sublime sentiments of Garcia would fill

with rapture the poetic enthusiast, the

sprightly and inventive talent of Lopez

would delight his imagination, and a new

character would be given to the century

which should be indebted for this impor.

tant acquisition.

" The eventful day which gave occasion

to this extraordinary application of hu

man industry, is an important epoch in

military history. The*battle of St. Quin.

tin was fought on the feast of St. Lau

rence, and a portion of the laurels won

on that day contributed to the fragrant

garland of British honour. Whatever

relates to Philip has some collateral con

nection with English history ; he was the

husband of one British queen, and the

suitor of another ; and the affairs of this

country and of Spain were for a consider

able period united in one common cause.

" When the historian rises" from the

melancholy view of the decline of empire

to the contemplation of ancient splendour,

he compares present degradation with for

mer magnificence, and the powers of his

fancy afford him consolation under his

temporary grief. It is thus by the assist

ance of the imagination that the Mend of

humanity^ is constrained to seek relief

from the contrast between the condition

of Spain in our own day, and in the latter

part of the sixteenth century. At this

period the language, the arts, and the

erudition of Spain, were the fashionable

attainments at the courts of Vienna, Mu

nich, Brussels, Naples, and Milan ; and

the marriage of Lewis XIII. with the

daughter of Philip III. so completely in

troduced the learning of that kingdom

into France, as to make it disgraceful not

to be versed in it at the court of Versailles.

" The Cid of Decastro is the original

of the tragedy under the same appellation,

from the pen of the father of the French

drama ; and it was by abandoning the

pedantry and declamation of the Italians,

and by the imitation of Diamante and his

countrymen, that Corneille was enabled

to substitute the ebullitions of nature and

the conflict of the passions, for the frigid

imitations of the Greek school.

" The .Moorish legions, impenetrable as

the Macedonian phalanx, and impetuous

as the hosts of Attila, extending their

conquests through the earth, blended the

prowess of arms with the sentiments of

virtue and humanity ; anxious for the

honour and the authority of their pro

phet, they yet respected more highly the

felicity of mankind ; and the vanquished

slave prostrate at their feet, in the gene

rous temper of toleration, was permitted

to retain his gods and the rites of his

religion.* It was from this liberality

that the arts and sciences of the erudite

Arabian became diffused in Spain ; and

the ardour of liberty promoted by the

elective governments of Arragon, by the

Cortes, the Justiza, and by the indepen

dent civil and military authority of the

great cities, contributed to preserve in the

minds of the natives that masculine and

energetic character which appeared in

their writings, and commanded the ad

mission of their literature into all those

countries where the operations of intellect

are respected, or the feelings of the heart

consulted.

" But the arts of Spain were not more

conciliatory than her arms were terrible.

While the English were wholly unsuc

cessful in their enterprises beyond the

Atlantic, the golden mines of Peru sup

plied the throne of Spain with treasures

that appeared inexhaustible. The coun

try was at that time populous ; and the

kingdom of Portugal, with the whole

commerce of its oriental settlements, and

all its naval power, had been recently

united to the Spanish crown. The pope

and the princes of Italy were subject to

its authority. Germany was connected

with it by the closest domestic and poli

tical relations ; the Netherlands appeared

ready to be resigned to their ancient ser

vitude ; and Camden informs us that when

Elizabeth openly undertook the protection

of the revolted Flemings, the king of

» Robertson, Ch. V-

Y 2
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Sweden boldly asserted ' she had removed

the diadem from her own head.'

" The folly of Henry VIII., who was

the alternate tool of emperors, kings, and

popes, had rendered England contempti

ble abroad ; in the reign of Edward VI.

the foreign transactions were inglorious ;

Boulogne was surrendered, and soon af

terwards Calais submitted to the same

fate. By expedients of finance irregular

and unconstitutional, in the reign of

Mary, ten thousand men were levied and

sent to the Netherlands under the earl of

Pembroke ; this force joined the general

of Spain, Philibert, duke of Savoy, one of

the most distinguished commanders of the

age. With the accession of the English

troops his army amounted to sixty thou

sand men. The camp was in the neigh

bourhood of the fortress of St. Quintin,

which was defended by the gallant ad

miral Coligny, nephew to the duke of

Montmorency, constable of France. The

latter endeavouring to relieve the place,

Philibert fell first upon the advanced

guard, and then upon the main body of

the French army, over which he gained a

complete victory, and in the action the

flower of the nobility of France and four

thousand men were slain. Among the

prisoners was the constable, who, pre

ferring rather to die than to survive his

defeat, threw himself into the thickest of

the enemy, but was surrounded and seized

alive.

" Such was the important victory on

the feast of St. Laurence. Among the

ingenious contrivances of papal policy,

we learn from Erasmus, vota or vows had

been introduced in the thirteenth century,

under the pontificate of Boniface VIII.

Those who refer the origin of this prac

tice to the council of Chalccdon, speak of

vota of a more simple and dispensable

kind ; but under Boniface these solemn

acts were enjoined on princes, to answer

the designs of ecclesiastical policy, and

were not cnly obligatory but indefeasable.

When the mind of a powerful and bigot-

ted prince was agitated between hope and

fear on the bed of sickness or on the eve

of battle, he was informed that the prayers

of the church would be efficacious ; but

these prayers could only be employed by

the priest, or listened to by the saint to

whom they were addressed, on certain pre

scribed conditions : a monastery was to

be erected for a new order of religious

votaries, or an extensive domain was to be

alienated to those already established.

Such is the origin of the convent arid

palace of the Escurial, founded by the

most proud, bigotted, and untractable

prince in Europe, and completed by the

most feeble and, superstitious : a durable

n onument of the glory of the general, anil

of the disgrace of the prince, whose armies

possessed the gallantry to obtain a vic

tory which he had not the wisdom to

improve to the purposes of national

glory."

REFLECTIONS ON AUTUMN.

(For the Mirror. j

" Autumn," says the moralist, " is an

emblem of declining life." It is that

season of the year in which nature offers

to the reflecting mind the most frequent

and convincing proofs of the mutability

of all earthly productions ;—then the

vegetable world decays and dies, and the

appearance of the country is totally

changed. In spring all is health and

beauty ;—in summer, all richness and

perfections ; but in autumn, all is withered

and decayed—scarcely a vestige remain

ing of that luxuriance which we so re

cently admired. The seared and withered

leaves—sad emblems of mortality !—

which fall so fast from every tree, strew

ing the ground with desolation, admo

nishing us that we too, frail and weak

like them, must soon die ; and deeply

impress upon our minds the truth and

beauty of those lines of Homer :—

Like leaves on trees the race of man is found,—

Now green in youth, now with'ring oa the

ground ;

Another race the following spring supplies,

They fall successive, and successive rise ;

So generations in thin course decay,

So flourish these, when those have pass'd away.

The garden which but a short time

since was adorned with flowers of every

hue, exhaling perfumes sweeter than those

of Arabia, is now desolate ; only a few

evergreen shrubs remaining as evidences

of its departed beauty. The fields have

changed their lively green, varied with a

thousand flowers, for the dark and sombre

livery of winter.

Nor are these changes confined wholly

to the inanimate world ; the insects,—

" beings of a summer's day,"—number

less in variety as diversified in colour,

have felt the chilling influence of autumn.

Where are now the gaily painted butterfly,

and all the thousand nameless tribes (many

of which could scarcely be perceived by

the unassisted sight,) which so lately

filled the air ? Bull and mute are the

choristers of the grove—the lark, the

linnet, and the nightingale,—whose wild

notes cheered the mid-day traveller, and

solaced the evening hours of the humble

cottager ; or else with the swallow, they

have sought for summer suns in happier
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climates. The red-breast alone retains tion not to be equalled by those of the

awhile bis sweetly plaintive note, to chant, sublimest creations of art ; every vicissi-

as it were, a dirge for his departed friends, tude exhibits some striking and attractive

The long and dreary nights also warn peculiarity, and whether developed amid

us of the long and dreary night of the the chilling blasts of winter, or under the

grave. * milder influence of more genial seasons,

• These changes in the natural world are if the heart is so framed as to consider her

evidently intended by providence as warn- perpetually varying aspect, " well ordered

ings of that great change which we must, and sure," emanating as it does from the

ere long, experience. We have our spring, great source of every excellence, her cha-

our summer, our autumn ;—youth, man. meleon changes will naturally inspire sen.

hood, and declining age, follow each other sations of admiration and delight.

in rapid succession. We all know the The advanced period of the year warns

brevity of life, and daily experience proves us to bring our remarks upon Margate

by what precarious tenure we hold exist- and its vicinity to a conclusion. With.

out further preface, therefore, we will

briefly notice a place we were induced to

visit, interesting to all familiar with the

coast. A trip to the Reculvers is perhaps

of very ordinary occurrence ; but common

as it may be, it is not the less deserving

of notice. To the distant observer its

. „ , . . ,, sacred fane yet towers apparently unin.

And shall these warnmgs, so kmdly given, jured b the flevastation o^ime Jd ._

be allowed to pass unheeded and umm- dent bm on the & meig fc

proved ? No, let them not be g.ven m what u hag been is£fthat meets th

vam ; let not our moments be passed m A brmiant momm ed >

idleness or folly ; but rather m the con- us to a sailm b(£t to £si/itg

slant endeavour to ""prove m knowledge TOins . but^as is * mmonl the

and virtue, agreeably to Dr. Johnson s the temptation proved delusive, for a storm

recommendation, so emphatically ex- intervened, and the boatmen pronouncing

the experiment dangerous, the project was

deferred to the following day. Elemen

tary warfare is at all times grand and im

posing ; but rarely does it paralyze our

faculties or rouse our fears so effectually,

as when we are at the mercy of the wind

and waves. On dry land we feel chiefly

u Forth like a flower at morn.

The tender infant springs to light,

Youth blossoms with the breeze,

Age, with'ring age, is cropt ere night :

Man like a shadow flees. *

Montgomery.

emphatically ex

ptessed in the following lines ; so that

when our lives shall close, we may have

the happiness of reflecting that our time,

the most precious of all the talents com.

mitted to our charge, has not been mis-

spent :—

« Catch then, oh ! catch, the transient hour.

Improve each moment as it flies ;

Life's a short summer, man a flower ;

He dies, alas ! how soon he dies.

H.

pig 0ott aSooft.

No. V.

" A thing of shreds and patches."

THE TRIP TO MARGATE, &c.

( Concludedfrom page 276.)

THE RECULVERS, &c.

Snugly seated by a cheerful fire, the

coast can scarcely be thought of without

a shudder, it being so natural to associate

the idea of bleakness and desolation with

thejapproach of winter. Every startling

gust excites the idea of attendant peril,

and the risks and hardships of the devoted

mariner are present to our imagination in

every variety of suffering. To the ad- day, could not at once be shaken off,

mirer of Nature, however, all seasons are although there was no ground for present

interesting ; her diversity, whether incle- apprehension ; but a little lively badinage

ment or otherwise, fills the contemplative from our beaux at last overcame every

mind with ideas of grandeur and perfec- scruple. A good sea.boat and a gentle

for others, conceiving we may in a va

riety of ways screen ourselves from im

pending danger ; on the contrary, where

nought but a plank intervenes between us

and destruction, our helplessness, save

through Divine agency, is alarmingly

manifest, and the whole current of our

thoughts is immediately concentred in

self; the heart alternates between hope

and despair ; we are transported beyond

the present time, and " read the future in

the instant." Happy is the case of those

to whom the lesson is salutary ; but we

must check our gravity, or go thankless.

Reverting to our purposed sail to the Re-

culvers, we accomplished it on the day

following. The mixed expression of de

light and apprehension apparent in the

countenances of the ladies of our party

would have amused a physiognomist- A

lively remembrance ofthe risk that threat-

ened such an attempt on the preceding
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breeze constitute much of the pleasure of

a sea-port. It is, perhaps, the idlest con

sumer of time, as far as personal exertion

Is concerned ; but not the least salutary

with reference to health. Buoyant spirits

or sombre countenances constituted our»

freightage ; and the rallying and merri

ment of the former gradually contracting

and dimpling the lengthened visages of

the latter, imparted a harmony of feel

ing that greatly enhanced our enjoyment

of the excursion. The line of coast we

passed, although not romantically beauti

ful, is prettily studded with pleasing

objects to engage the attention, while

Bklmming the surface of the smiling deep ;

and certainly no species of travelling can

vie with water conveyance for ease and

comfort. Though the frame may be pas

sive, the mind possesses its unobstructed

energies, and reflection and social converse

each in their tum can be indulged in un

restrainedly.

Arrived at our destination, a difficulty

presented itself that occasioned some de

bate before it was surmounted. The

sandy beach lay very inviting before us ;

but the tide had not advanced sufficiently,

and we had no means of gaining it but

by seeking refuge in the arms of the tarry

swains who had the management of our

boat. A fastidious dame has some coy

reluctance to surmount before committing

herself to the protection of a pretty fel

low, but to be clasped in the rough em

brace of these monsters was not patiently

to be endured ; fmding, however, we had

no alternative, submission became a duty ;

but what most provoked us, was to see

the gentlemen of our party step quietly

on shore from the boat (the tide having in

the interval made sufficiently to admit of

it), and thus prevent our retaliating upon

them for laughing at our difficulties.

Arrived as it were on the threshold of

security, we were not alike fortunate in

gaining it harmless. One of our com

panions, exulting in conscious liberty,

attempting to use it too hastily, stumbled

and fell prone on the pebbly shore, where

she lay extended " many a rood" (ruder,

perhaps, she will think in me to mention

it), and never was the stoical discipline of

the preventive service men more austerely

manifested. One of them (surely not of

mortal mould) stalked by without a pity

ing glance, not heeding her distress.

• How strict soe'er hU charge, or mute his voice,*

A sense of duty, if not feeling, should

have challenged scrutiny—

« Official learcfa, if aught about her contraband,

Her baste would fain have screen'd.*

The beach wore the appearance of great

eare to prevent further encroachment ; and

as we picked our track over its ruggedly

paved causeway to gain the summit of

the beetling cliff, on which the relics of

the sanctuary are strewed, we were not a

little startled by the remnants ofmortality

scattered in our path, bleached by expo

sure to the unceremonious elements ; a

glance upward at once explained this sin

gular appearance—the strata of the soil

disclosed the secrets of the tomb, unveil

ing to the garish eye of day its shrouded

tenantry long mingled with; their kindred

dust. Whether the precautions of the

Trinity Company (who have been at some

expense in strengthening its feeble towers

for nautical purposes) will arrest the hand

of Time, which seems to have marked its

site for oblivion, it is hard to say ; but

the present condition of its grave-yard

excites a feeling at which the heart recoils.

We could not but contrast the peaceful

serenity of Birchington, an intermediate

village, which we had visited a few days

previous. At the latter place, Bowring's

exquisite aspiration might be thought of

with complacency, and we hope to be

pardoned for introducing it, in considera

tion of its sterling merit. It runs thus :

• If 'twere but to retire from woe,

To undisturbed eternal rest.

How passing sweet to sleep below,

On nature's fair and Howry breast !

• Buttyhen faith's finger points on hign,

From death's decaying dismal cell,

Oh I 'tis a privilege to die,—

To dream of bliss ineffable I

• In balmy sleep our eyes to close,

When life's last sunshine gilds our even.

And then to wake from long repose,

When dawns the glorious day of Heaven im

However restless our brief span of ex

istence may be, the desire of repose in the

tomb is so congenial to our natures, that

we cannot but regard its spoliation, from

whatever cause, with painful emotion and

regret. We lingered about its ruins with

feelings of deep commiseration, and not

without apprehension that the soil whereon

we trod would shortly become the prey of

the devouring element which had already

so greatly circumscribed its boundaries.

An inscription from among the few that

were legible we subjoin, not on account of

style or beauty of conception, but rather

as a memorial that may ere long have no

other record than in the pages of the

MntitoK. It was in memory of

Sarah Whiteing,

died July 29, 1780.

In sweet repose here lies interred the dust.

Whose paths were peace, whose actions

always just j
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May her soul ascend to the harmonious

sphere,

With hymns of prayer to meet her Sa

viour there.

We will just venture a parting word of

caution to others in similar circumstances

to ourselves ; and that is, not to overlook

their need of refreshment. Half famished,

owing to thetediousness of the passage to

the Reculvers, and the subsequent delay

till our curiosity was gratified, we were

not disposed to be scrupulously nice in

our appetites, nor was it needful, for we

necessarily had to put up with rude fare,

which hunger, nevertheless, made palata

ble ; after which, with a fair wind we

speedily regained Margate, and the next

morning bade its amusive shores a long

adieu. J.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE

DISPLAY OF THE KNOCKER.

( To the Editor ofthe Mirror.)

Sia,—I was about to apologize for ad

dressing you on so trifling a subject ;

but when I consider that it is entirely at

your option to receive or reject, I think it

unnecessary—more particularly as my

object cannot be thought reproachful,

inasmuch as it is derived from the desire

of adding to the variety of your amusing

articles. No doubt some of our lectores,

on viewing the title, will ejaculate baga

telle ! but let (dare I yet include you by

saying ?) lis remind them of the trifling

amusements with which the greatest

scholars of ancient and modern times

have been recreated, as a relaxation from

study. This should satisfy the critical

part of our readers ; but I trust, accord

ing to the various dispositions of the

world, (of which no doubt you have your

share among your readers), they are not

all so—for my observations in the busy

scenes of life have frequently shown me

what trifles will sometimes affect a per

son, who would be quite indifferent in

the most important affair : indeed, 1 have

observed men's eyes to sparkle with de

light at the snuffing of a dim candle, who

perhaps would be heedlessly playing with

a lap-dog, while another was reading to

him an account of the loss or gain of a

kingdom ! I may therefore modestly ex.

pect some benevolent readers ; but this

exordium has already surpassed in length

the space I intended my subject (with

your permission) should intrude upon ; I

will therefore be brief.

We will first notice the tradesman's

knock, when he applies for the purpose of

witnessing the pi ogress some ten or a

dozen of his men are making in the houi;e

of my Lord , who, with his family,

is out of town—a circumstance which

gives him an opportunity of displaying

his consequence, by giving a loud and

important peal—(What a zest does his

canity receive if an acquaintance happen

to be passing by at the time ! )—But the

supposed pleasures arising from vanity

are fleeting as the wind. No sooner does

he commence his course of visits (after

the account is delivered at Christmas),

than this forxando salute gradually dege

nerates into an andante movement of

three pianissimo quavers.

The coup of the fashionable world

seems to be considerably decreasing in

length—(a commendable recession from

the too -footman- like - manner formerly

practised)—but the gentleman still ad>

heres to the allegro poco-forte, and may

be described—a quaver, six semi-quavers,

and a quaver : again—four semi-quavers

with three quavers, with, of course, the

greatest variety imaginable. The lady,

as we may suppose, carries her innate

delicacy and tenderness even to things,

deemed by the plebeians, unworthy of

notice, thus with the knocker. Observe

how elegantly she raises it—-how graceful

the position of every finger—what a

tone I In such hands certainly the

knocker ig unparalleled, when, with a

moderate movement, it counts (poco piano

ma non troppo) four semi-quavers and a

quaver ; or, a quaver, three triplet semi

quavers, and a quaver; or a quaver, two

semi-quavers, and three quavers, &c. The

knock of persons (such as poor relations,

dependents, and those coming to beg fa

vours) at the door of superiors, generally

commences with a stumbling blow, as if

the knocker slipped from their hands,

and followed by two others, the last not

being quite so loud as the second—seem

ingly doubtful whether three blows would

not be considered too presumptuous-

Much about the same is that of visitors

from the country—that is to say, three

quavers. The coup of Messrs. Coach

man, Footman, and Co., is well known,

and consists of an amazing number offorte

demisemi-quavers, with an occasional for

xando quaver. Mechanics give one

crotchet forte ; beggars one crotchet

piano. The most clumsy knock is that

made by a person who thinks himself as

good as Mr.B (the house-keeper),

although Mr. B " may have a finer

house, with carriage and nonsense, which

some people get some way or other" with

which he is unacquainted, but finds that he

himself can only obtain a bare livelihood

by honest means and fair dealing. Such

a one, I say, gives the most awkward

coup, tor he is at a loss to know in what
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state of comparison to place himself—

fearful of giving too loud a nourish, lest

he be thought presumptive, and therefore

he badly received—yet he feels indignant

at the idea of giving a peal unworthy of

himself. Thus struggling between fear

and pride, he lets the knocker slip from

the hand several times, according as his

mind changes from one to the other.—

The most decisive knock is that of the

two-penny postman ; this is invariable ;

every body knows it. There is no altera

tion whatever, except that it is more par

ticularly violent in rainy weather, when

you have no portico to your door ; but

whether it be from the desire of obliging

you by delivering your letters promptly,

(fearing he may have occasion to repeat

fie blow), or from the fear of getting

wet through, that he increases the violence

during this unpleasant season, I think it

no very difficult matter to determine. I

shall conclude with observing, that if any

person wish to give a very rapidflourish,

the best way is to stretch the muscles of

the arm to their full extension ; it will

then be very easy to communicate to the

knocker a tremulous motion—which mo

tion the sight of this lengthened paper

has given to me. I will therefore, for

the present, bid you farewell.

W. H.S.

ANECDOTES OF INTREPIDITY,

OR WONDERFUL ESCAPES.

(For the Mirror.)

THE NEGRO AND THE SERPENT,

Some time since, two negroes belonging

to the estate of J. Hopkinson, Esq. were

sent by their overseers to cut grass for

the cattle, and were each of them sup

plied with a cutlass for that purpose.

They proceeded till they came to a large

savanna, where after cutting as much as

they could carry, they fell asleep.

One of them, named Martin, was

awoke from his slumbers by a most extra

ordinary and painful sensation in his

legs, which from their weight he was un

able to move. He glanced at them and

to his astonishment and horror found

them nearly as far as the thighs in the

mouth of a tremendous serpent.

His shrieks and cries awoke his com

panion who, struck with terror at the

monstrous reptile before him, fled. Mar

tin felt himself absorbed more and more

every instant, without a seeming possi

bility of escape, however, urged by des

pair, he caught up the cutlass that lay by

his side and resting himself on his hand,

gave the serpent several severe cuts. The

monster annoyed and alarmed at this

assault, with a violent effort disgorged*

the courageous slave, but his legs were

dreadfully lacerated and lorn by the ser

pent's saw-like teeth in their passage out.

The reptile now perceiving his enemy

more distinctly, folded himself up and

prepared to dart at Martin. Aware of

his intention the slave though smarting

with agony, got up and prepared to meet

his adversary, who considerably weakened

by the wounds he had received, dashed

forward with a very faint and languid

spring. Martin stepped aside and his

opponent fell without injuring him in the

least. Before the serpent recovered him

self, the gallant negro rushed round, and

with one blow severed his tail off, and

thereby mortally wounded him. The

triumphant conqueror finished his feat by

cutting off his antagonist's head.

Shortly after he was found by his run

away comrade, who had brought assis

tance, senseless by the side of the bleed

ing serpent. He had fainted with pain

and the loss of blood, but medical assis

tance soon restored him to health, and

healed his wounds.

In consideration of this wonderful pre

servation, Martin was presented with his

freedom by Mr. Hopkinson, through

whose exertions and kindness he is now

in a good way of business as a trader, ia

Jamaica.

TIGEB BUFF.

IfiEPTENAUT Duff of the Honourable

East India Company's Service, was dining

with some brother officers a few miles

from Bengal ; while in the height of plea

sure and mirth they were interrupted by

an immense tiger, who springing among

them, seized Mr. Duff by the leg, and

throwing him across his shoulders, made

off with the rapidity of lightning. The

transaction was so instantaneous that long

before his companions recovered their

consternation, Duff was borne from their

sight.

On consulting together, they agreed

to take their pieces and proceed in search

of their unfortunate comrade, tracking him

by the progress of his destroyer through

the fern and bushes. In the meanwhile,

Mr. Duff was carried at that rapid

rate for near half a mile, when the tiger

began to relax in his progress and pro

ceed much more leisurely. As they went

along they came to a piece of wood that

had been used as a wedge, Duff' snatched

it up, for at that very moment an idea

seized him that with it he might conquer

his foe. They had gone a little farther

when the soldier cautiously extending his

hands with their united strength, dashed

the wedge into the tiger's mouth, and
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succeeded in driving it so far in that he

could see the animal's tongue. The tiger

howled and raged most fearfully, but

Mr. Duff aware that this was his only

hope of life and liberty was equally des.

perate, at length the tiger mad with pain

and rage relinquished his opponent's leg,

and he sprung from his back. It was

now a most appalling crisis, for Duff had

.urged the wedge in and seized the ani

mal's tongue ; his howls and cries of pain

were dreadful, and was heard by Mr.

Duff's companions, who were unable to

guess the reason. At length, with a last

and desperate effort, the lieutenant tore

out his antagonist's tongue by the root,

and then, though exhausted and almost

breathless, he took his pen-knife out and

succeeded in stabbing the tiger to his

heart. Shortly after his companions came

up, and were struck with horror and sur

prize at beholding Duff apparently dead

deluged with blood, and the tiger lying

by stretched out at length with the wooden

wedge upright in his mouth.

They made a litter of boughs for him

and bore him to the next Indian village,

where they procured medical aid and he

shortly after recovered from his wounds

and scratches, and was always afterwards

denominated " Tiger Duff." His friends

went and skinned the tiger and then

having had the spotted covering beauti

fully dressed, presented it to him as the

strongest instance of their admiration at

his courage.

Duff was killed on the continent a few

years after, when be had attained to the

rank of colonel.

G. W. B.

APOLOGIESFORDOINGWRONG.

It often occurs that persons guilty of

Iniquitous measures, apply some flatter

ing unction to the stings of conscience.

Butler, the witty writer of Hudibras, who

seems to have studied human nature very

deeply, puts into the mouths of the knight

and his attendant many facetious pallia

tions for their malpractices. As an ex

tenuation for perjury, he brings in Ralpho

to say—

* For if flic devil to serve tail turn.

Can tell ttae truth, why the saints should scorn

When it serves theirs, to swear and lie,

I think there's little reason wtay i

Else he has a greater pow'r than they,

Which twere impiety to say :

We are not commanded to forbear

Indefinitely at all to swear ;

But to swear idly, and in vain,

Without self interest or gain :

For breaking of an oath, or lying,

Is but a kui« of self-denying^

And he causes the lawyer to use the fol

lowing expressions, when consulted by

the knight, as a justification for a similar

crime ;—

* For in all courts ofjustice here,

A witness is not said to swear.

But make an oath : that is, in plain terms.

To forge whatever he affirms. »

Temures, who promised the garrison

of St. Sebastian, that if they would sur

render, no blood should be shed ; and

when the garrison surrendered, and Te

mures buried them all alive, no doubt

consoled himself for the treachery in hav

ing completely fulfilled his agreement,

the spirit of which he had so inhumanly

and treacherously violated.

Seleet IStograpijg.

No. XXXIII.

THOMAS BURGESS, BISHOP OF

SALISBURY.

Among the prelates of the present day,

respectable as they are, there is not one

more distinguished for piety and learning

than Thomas Burgess, late bishop of St.

David's, and now bishop of Salisbury.

In domestic life he is extremely amiable,

and one of the mildesl and unassuming of

men. This venerable prelate has lately

been translated to the see of Salisbury,

after presiding for twenty-two years over

the diocese of St. David's. The esteem

in which he was held during this period

by all ranks of society was proverbial,

and the clergy and laity of the archdea

conry of Carmarthen have lately express

ed their sense of his important services

by subscribing for a splendid vase as a

present to his lordship. Of this beauti

ful piece of plate we shall give an engrav

ing in our next, from the original ; in the

mean time a memoir of his lordship can

not fail of being acceptable, exhibiting

as it does a striking instance of worth and

talent rising from a comparatively humble

station to the highest rank in society.

Dr. Thomas Burgess, now bishop of

Salisbury, is a native of Odiham, a vil

lage of Hampshire, where he was born

about the year 1754 or 1755. Maternally

he is descended from Dr. Nicholas Ro

binson, bishop of Bangor. His family

filled the same station in life as those of

Abbot, Tillotson, and Moore, prelates

eminent for their piety, and celebrated

for their virtues rather than their birth.

The father of Dr. Burgess was a very re

spectable man, and for many years a gro

cer at Odiham, in Hampshire ; his fa

mily consisted of three sons and three

daughters.
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Thomas, the subject of this memoir,

received the rudiments of his education

from Mr. Webb, a school-master in his

native village. After this he was sent to

Winchester, where he was admitted on

the foundation, and here he became ac

quainted with Mr. Addington, now lord

Sidmouth, and to this school friendship

Dr. Burgess has been in some degree in

debted for his elevation, He was after

wards removed to New College, Oxford,

and was elected to a scholarship of Corpus

Christi College in the year 1778. He

was successively tutor and fellow of

Corpus, and was a resident member of the

University for sixteen years. While an

under-graduate in the year 1778, he pub

lished Observations on the Greek Trage

dies of Sophocles, Euripides, and JEs-

chylus, which are comprised in Burton's

Pentalogia, the edition of which was

completed by him in \11% in an early

part of which year he took his Bachelor

of Arts' degree. In the following year,

he gained the chancellor's prize for an

Essay on the Study of Antiquities. In

1781 he published his edition of Dawes's

celebrated work, the Miscellanea Critica,

to which he prefixed a large critical Pre

face, and a copious Appendix of Notes,

the value of which was greatly increased

by the insertion of his friend Mr. Tyr-

whitt's learned, acute, and interesting

observations. By this generous friend he

had been induced to continue his resi

dence at the University after he had taken

his bachelor's degree, that he might pur

sue his classical studies instead of devot

ing himself to the ministry of the church

the moment he was qualified for it by age.

To this he was not only induced, but (as

we leam from a commendation of Mr.

Burgess to Mr. Nicholls in his Literary

Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century)

enabled by an annual gratuity from his

learned and manifest friend, equivalent to

a curacy. In the year 1784, he took a

rapid long vacation tour through Flan

ders, Holland, and Brabant, in which he

became acquainted with those very emi

nent masters of Greek learning, Valken-

aer, Ruhnkenius, and Wyttenbach. In

1787, he passed six weeks at Paris, and

was there also fortunate in obtaining the

friendship of Barthelemy, the author of

Anaeharsis, the editor of Largus, Anec-

dota Graca, &c. and Larcher, the trans

lator of Herodotus. In 1788 he visited

Holland, and passed six weeks at Leyden,

on which occasion he had the good fortune

to be the instrument of a literary under

taking of no small consequence to the re

public of letters. On being informed by

M. Ruhnkenius that Wyttenbach had

completed all his preparations for an edi

tion of the Miscellaneous Works of Plu

tarch, and that no bookseller could be

found to undertake the publication, he

wrote to the bishop of Salisbury, Dr.

Barrington, now bishop of Durham, on

the subject, thinking that such a work

would be an object for the delegates of

the Oxford Press. Bishop Barrington,

with his usual promptitude in the pro

motion of learning, undertook to recom

mend the work to the delegates, who

readily closed with the proposal, with

what infinite advantage to Greek litera

ture, the public, who are in possession

of this most valuable edition of Plu

tarch's Morals, have long since decided.

The late Dr. Heberden, who was very

fond of Plutarch, more than once ex

pressed himself, even in terms of grati

tude to Dr. Burgess, for this literary ser

vice. While Dr. Burgess was at Leyden

he printed his first Prospectus of his

Maseni Oxoniense, of which two Fas

cial! were published.

In 1782 he took his master's degrees,

and in the course of the year was ordain

ed, we believe, deacon and priest. In

the year 1785 occurred an event, which

evidently has had a material influence on

the subsequent part of Mr. Burgess's

public life. In this year, while he was

diligently engaged in his literary pursuits,

and in the duties of college tuition, the

bishop of Salisbury, not less unexpectedly

than kindly, appointed him his domestic

and examining chaplain. The first pub

lication of a religious character, that was

found among Mr. Burgess's works, was

the Salisbury Spelling-Book, for the use

of Sunday Schools, in 1786, which was

soon followed by two Tracts—on Herod's

Rebuilding of the Temple of Jerusalem.

In 1789 he printed an anonymous tract,

entitled Considerations on the Abolition

of Slavery, and the Slave Trade, which

he has since acknowledged in the list of

his publications. This tract has been

lately reprinted by some friends to the

Abolition of West Indian Slavery.

In the year 1791 he preached and pub

lished A Sermon on the Divinity of

Christ, a sequel to which he preached

and published in the year 1818. In the

year 1791, when the see of Durham be

came vacant by the death of bishop

Thurlow, the bishop of Salisbury suc

ceeded him by the king's special appoint

ment, and Mr. Burgess accompanied his

lordship to Durham, as his domestic

chaplain, where, on the first vacancy that

occurred, which was within a few months

after his arrival at Durham, the bishop

gave him a stall in the church of Dur

ham. In the year 1795 the bishop of

Durham collated him to the rectory of
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Winston on the Tees, In which delight-

ful situation he passed a great part of the

last eight years of his life, dividing his

time between the duties of his parish,

his prebend, and his attendance at Auk-

land Castle.

We are now arrived at a part of Mr.

Burgess's life, the recollection of which,

while it is calculated to make a favoura

ble impression on the public, will tend

not a little to tranquillize his own mind,

smooth the brow of affliction, lessen the

pangs of disease, and, alas ! it is to be

hoped, disarm even Death himself of

half his terrors. The sirbject to which

we allude is the Slave Trade—a traffic

which, in the language of Cicero, may be

fairly considered &afrons fraudium, male-

fidorum scelerum omnium. As Chris

tians, such a practice but ill accords with

the benevolent spirit of our religion ; as

men, it is in direct opposition to the

rights of humanity ; and as a people, who

boast of liberty for their birthright, pur

chased by the blood and the exertions of

their forefathers, it appears alike a satire

on their principles and their practice :—

« Tell them'in vain they grace with festive joy

The day that freed them from oppression's

rod,

At slavery 's mart who barter and who buy

The image of their God." *

Animated by these sentiments, which

have since, to a certain degree, obtained

the sanction of the legislature, Mr. Bur

gess, who appears at that period to have

resided in Christ Church College, Oxford,

in February, 1789, published a work,

entitled " Considerations on the Abolition

of Slavery and the Slave Trade, upon

grounds of Natural, Religious, and Poli

tical Duty," in an epistolary form. He

begins by stating his design, and observes

that he has beenjnduced to examine how

far this traffic is encouraged by natural

and revealed religion, in consequence of

a position in Mr. Harris's " Scriptural

Researches," which affirms " that the

Slave Trade is conformable to the princi

ples of the law of nature delineated in

Scripture."

The reverend and learned author ad

mits of the propriety of trying the licit-

ness of this odious commerce, "by a

criterion which is the ultimate rule of all

human actions—the Holy Bible ; " but

he maintains, on the other hand, that it

Is neither encouraged, nor enjoined there.

After taking a review of the principles

from which the scriptural doctrine of the

slave trade is said to be deduced, it is re

marked, that customs merely recorded in

the sacred writings are not sanctified by

* Mason.

the record, and that the data laid down

by the adversary are not to be tolerated.

In this work the learned author very

justly observes, that slavery, even in its

mildest sense, considered as an "unli

mited, involuntary, uncompensated sub

jection to the services of another, Is a total

annihilation of all natural rights." He

confutes the ridiculous assertion, "that

the slaves in the West Indies are happier

than the poor ofour own country," which,

in his opinion, could have origmated only

from the possession of inordinate autho

rity, and insensibility to the blessings of

a free country.

" Where the poor slaves are consi

dered," says he, " as mere brutes of bur

den, it is no wonder that their happiness

should be measured by the regular supply

of mere animal subsistence. But the

miseries of cold and want are light, when

compared with the miseries of a mind

weighed down by irresistible oppression.

The hardships of poverty are every day

endured by thousands in this country, for

the sake of that liberty which the advo

cates of slavery think of so little value in

their estimation ofothers happiness, rather

than relinquish their right to their own

time, their own hovel, and their own

scanty property, to become the pensioners

of a parish. And yet an English peor-

house has advantages of indulgence and

protection which are incompatible with

the most humane system of West Indian

slavery. To place the two situations of

the English poor and West Indian slaves

in any degree of comparison, is a defama

tion of our laws, and an insult to the

genius of our country."

He then replies with equal force to the

assertion, " that if the West India slaves

are not happier than the poor of England,

at least they are happier in the West

Indies than in their own country." And

he observes, among other arguments, that

the amor patrice of a savage is an instinc

tive passion, more powerful perhaps,

because more simple, than the patriotism

of an European.

(To be concluded in our next.)

SPIRIT OP THE

Slutolie journals.

LARRY CRONAnT OR AN IRISH

TRIAL.

Larky Cronan was a stout hardy

Irish lad of five-and-twenty. Like Saint

Patrick, " he came of dacent people.' *

» « St. Patrick was a gentleman,

And he came of dacent people-"

Ihisb Song.
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He was a five-pound freeholder—paid his

rent punctually—voted for Tiis landlord

and against his conscience—seldom miss

ed a mass, a fair, awake, or a row-

hated, and occasionally cudgelled the

tithe-proctor—loved his neighbour—had

a wife and five children, and on the

whole, passed for one of the most pros-

to his challengers," and manifested no

ordinary powers of physiognomy in put.

ting by every juror that had any thing of

" a dead, dull, hang look." He had

even the sagacity, though against the

opinion of the attorney, to strike off" one

country gentleman from his own barony,

a friend of his in other respects, but who

perous and well-conducted boys in his owed him a balance of three pounds for

*— Aii.i.:.. i .— -i:-i ..-. —.» illicit whiskey. Two or three sets of

alibi witnesses, to watch the evidence for

the crown, and lay the venue of his ab.

sence from the felony according to cir.

cumstances, were in waiting, and, what

was equally material, all tolerably sober.

The most formidable witness for the prow

secution had been that morning bought

off. The consideration was a first cousin

of Larry's in marriage, a forty-shilling

freehold upon Larry's farm, with a pig

barony. All this, however, did not pre.

vent his being " given to understand by

the clerk of the crown" at the summer

assizes for his native county, that he

stood indicted in No. 15, for that he on a

certain night and at a certain place, fe

loniously and burglariously entered a

certain dwelling-house, and then and

there committed the usual misdeeds

against his Majesty's peace and the sta

tute ; and in No. 16, that he stood capi

tally indicted under the Ellenborough and a plough to set the young couple
""" ' :" x,~ '" " ~" going. Thus prepared, and his counsel

now arrived, and the bustle of his final

instructions to his attorney and circum.

standing friends being over, the prisoner

calmly committed the rest to fortune, re

sembling in this particular the intrepid

mariner, who, perceiving a storm at hand,

is all energy and alertness to provide

against its fury, until, having done all

that skill and forethought can effect, and

made his vessel as " snug and tight" as

the occasion will permit, he looks tran

quilly on as she drifts before the gale,

assured that her final safety is now in

other hands than his.

The trial went on after the usual fa

shion of trials of the kind. Abundance

of hard swearing on the direct ; retrac

tions and contradictions on the cross-ex

aminations. The defence was a master

piece. Three several times the rope

seemed irrevocably entwined round poor

Larry's neck—as many times the dexte

rity of his counsel untied the Gordian

knot. From some of the witnesses he ex

act ; and in No. 18, for a common as-

sault. I was present at his trial, and

still retain a vivid recollection of the for

titude and address with which he made

his stand against the law ; and yet there

were objects around him quite sufficient

to unnerve the boldest heart—a wife, a

sister, and an aged mother, for such I

found to be the three females that clung

to the side bars of the dock, and awaited

in silent agony the issue of his fate. But

the prisoner, unsoftened and undismayed,

appeared unconscious of their presence.

Every faculty of his soul was on the

alert to prove to his friends and the

county at large, that he was not a man

to be hanged without a struggle. He

had used the precaution to come down to

the dock that morning in his best attire,

for he knew that with an Irish jury the

next best thing to a general good charac

ter, is a respectable suit of clothes. It

struck me that his new silk neck-hand

kerchief, so bright and glossy, almost

betokened innocence; for who would

have gone to the unnecessary expense if tracted that they were unworthy of all

he apprehended that its place was so soon

to be supplied by the rope ? His counte

nance bore no marks of his previous im

prisonment. He was as fresh and healthy,

and his eye as bright, as if he had all the

time been out on bail. When his case

was called on, instead of shrinking under

the general buz that his appearance ex

cited, or turning pale at the plurality of

credit, being notorious knaves or process-

servers. Others he inveigled into a meta

physical puzzle touching the prisoner's

identity—others he stunned by repeated

blows with the butt-end of an Irish joke.

For minutes together the court and jury

and galleries and dock were in a roar.

However the law or the facts of the case

might turn out, it was clear that the

crimes of which he was arraigned, he laugh at least was all on Larry's side.

manfully looked the danger in the face,

and put in action every resource within

his reach to avert it. Having despatched

a messenger to bring in O'Connell from

the other court, and beckoned to his at

torney to approach the dock side, and

keep within whispering distance while the

In this perilous conjuncture, amidst all

the rapid alternations of his case—now

the prospect of a triumphant return to his

home and friends, now the sweet vision

abruptly dispelled, and the gibbet and

executioner staring him in the face

Larry's countenance exhibited a picture of

jury were swearing, he " looked steadily hcroical immobility. Once and once
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only, when the evidence was rushing in

a full tide against him, some signs of

mortal trepidation overcast his visage.

The blood in his cheeks took fright and

fled—a cold perspiration burst from his

brow. His lips became glued together.

His sister, whose eyes were rivetted upon

him, as she hung from the dock-side,

extended her arm and applied a piece of

orange to his mouth. He accepted the

relief, but, like an exhausted patient,

without turning aside to see by whose

hands it was administered. At this crisis

of his courage, a home thrust from

O'Connell floored the witness who had so

discomposed his client ; the public buz

zed- their admiration, and Larry was

himself again. The case for the crown

having closed, the prisoner's counsel an

nounced that he would call no witnesses.

Larry's friends pressed hard to have one

at least of the alibi's proved. The coun

sel was inflexible, and they reluctantly

submitted. The case went to the jury

loaded with hanging matter, but still not

without a saving doubt. After long de

liberation, the doubt prevailed. The jury

came out, and the glorious sound of " not

guilty," announced to Larry Cronan that

for this time he had miraculously escaped

the gallows. . He bowed with unas

sembled gratitude to the verdict. He

thanked the jury. He thanked " his

lordship's honour." He thanked his

counsel— shook hands with the gaoler

—sprung at a bound over the dock, was

caught as he descended in the arms of his

friends, and hurried away in triumph to

the precincts of the court. I saw him a

few minutes after, as he was paraded

through the main street of the town on

his return to his barony. The sight was

enough to make one almost long to have

been on the point of being hanged. The

principal figure was Larry himself ad

vancing with a firm and buoyant step,

and occasionally giving a responsive

flourish of his cudgel, which he had

already resumed, to the cheerings and

congratulations amidst which he moved

along. At his sides were his wife and

sister, each of whom held the collar of

his coat firmly grasped, and, dragging

him to and fro, interrupted his progress

every moment, as they threw themselves

upon him, and gave vent to their joy in

another and another convulsive hug. A

few yards in front, his old mother bustled

along in a strange sort of a pace, between

a trot and a canter, and every now and

then, discovering that she had shot too

far a head, pirouetted round, and stood

in the centre of the street, clapping her

withered hands and shouting out her

ecstacy in. native Irish until the group

came up, and again propelled her for

ward. A cavalcade of neighbours, and

among them the intended alibi witnesses,

talking as loud and looking as important

as if their perjury had been put to the

test, brought up the rear. And such

was the manner and form in which Larry

Cronan was reconducted to his household

gods, who saw him that night celebrating

in the best of whiskey and bacon, the

splendid issue of his morning's pitched

battle with the law.

New Monlhly\Magazine.

RIGHTS OF WOMAN; OR, A

CHANGE IN THE ADMINIS

TRATION.

It is far from my wish to hurt your feel

ings, Air. Editor, or that you should be

more than reasonably agitated or affected

by the confession, but I am a widow—

and what may, perhaps, be still more

alarming, I am a blue—not a light sky

blue or celestial, but a deep one. It was

my fortune, good or bad, (that's as peo

ple may think), to lose my husband when

I was about thirty—how long ago that is,

you may learn by the Parish Register—

when I tell you where to find it. He was

an extremely worthy man, and we were

very happy together—very happy indeed

•—and I have resolved never to be so very

happy again !

« Earthly happier Is the rose distill'd

Than that which, witheringon the virgin thorn.

Grows, lives, and dies in single blessedness.*

So says Shakspeare, speaking ofmarriage,

very inconsistently as I think, in A Mid

summer Night's Dream—but I have had

enough of it. My goW man, for he was

good, is, I have no doubt, gone to hea

ven ; and I am too pure a Christian not

to be glad of it^'

Egg'd on to matrimony, I bore the yoke

kindly ; but my genius was always of a

stamp ill adapted

« To suckle fools and chronicle small heer."

Even in my teens, such was my classical

education and studies, I could never en

dure what all my sex seemed most to ad-

mire, I mean those many-named animals,

beaux, macaronies, fribbles, fops, dandies,

or whatever their appellation of the hour,

or, as Addison calls them, " women's

men :"— ,

" In catching birds," says he, (Spec

tator, No. 156.) " the fowlers have a me

thod of imitating their voices to bring

them to the snare ; and your women's men

have always a similitude of the creature

they hope to betray, in their own conver

sation."
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Now, these " women's men," or ra

ther men-women, and their conversation,

I never could abide ; but I had my share,

and do not speak with contempt of it un.

advisedly, or without experience. I am

not sorry for my past sufferings, heavy as

the infliction was, for having a mind

" looking fore and aft," as Bacon terms

it, 1 wish nothing to escape my knowledge

or observation. That " all is vanity"

I am very ready to believe with Solomon,

but he did not say this, until he had tried

every thing (indeed, it would hare been

very unjust if he had), and / would fain

Imitate his example. 1 have no great

opinion of the wisdom of mankind, but as

he passes for the wisest, I have no objec

tion to copy him in this particular.

That I think but little of those worthies

who style themselves the lords of the cre

ation, being rather lords of their oton

creation, will appear by the result of my

long consideration, great reading (espe

cially in history), and deep reflection on

the government of the different nations of

the world. Nothing is often so ridicu

lous, and nothing in general can be worse

than their management of affairs ; but I

know and shall propose what will be far

wiser and infinitely better for the welfare

of the world.

It was observed by one of the ancients,

that his infant son governed Greece, as

thus : " It is true," said he, " that I ap

parently govern Greece, but what is the

fact ? My wife governs me, and this'.little

boy governs her, therefore the government

is clearly in the hands of this child." So

are the great men, as they call themselves,

of a later periodi influenced by women,

and frequently imagine, good easy souls !

that they are apti;jj[uaicoqiding,to the. dic

tates of their own, t« sound.uaanly sense"

-—fiddle de dee-—when they are but pup

pets set in motion by our .wires behind

the curtain—after a lecture. What says

one of themselves, Evremond, Lord of

St. Denis, who was born on the 1st of

April, 1613, but by no means so great a

fool as many who have made their entree

on other days of the year.

" Good and bad women," says my

Lord of St. Denis, who, like other men,

will think there must be bad amongst us

as it is amongst themselves, " either

sweeten or poison the cup of life ; so great

is their power of producing evil or the

contrary by their conduct. Under the in

fluence of love, a dull man becomes bril

liant, and to please his mistress, cultivates

in himself every agreeable accomplish

ment that can adorn a human being.

When women know the power of their

sex, and use it discreetly, the 'philoso

pher, the manof phlegm, the misanthrope,

and the person of amiable qualities, alike

confess themselves but men. The domi

nion of the sex subjugates those likewise

who appear to govern others. A woman

soon gains admittance to the cabinet of

the politician ; to them every door is open,

and every secret disclosed. The magis

trate and the prince think no more of their

grandeur or their power ; all restraint, all

reserve is laid aside ; and puerile free

doms of speech succeed to studied ha

rangues and affected gravity of looks. The

man of business and of retirement, the

young, the old, the sage, drop their cha

racters before women. The studious man

leaves his closet ; the man of employ his

negociation ; the aged forget their years ;

and young men lose their senses."

This Lord of St. Denis was a very

clever fellow ; he knew " the rule of right

and the eternal fitness of things," which

he has clearly pointed out in appreciating

the distinctive power and majesty of the

sexes.

He further observes, " that a woman is

a more perfect creature than 'a man, sup

posing each to have attained to their

highest degree ;" for he thought it " more

possible to find the stronger reason of man

in a woman, than the charms and endear

ments of a woman in a man." If some

women are weak, 'almost as weak as the

common run of men in society, why is it ?

Another writer has answered the ques

tion :—

" It is, says he, " as unfair to censure

uneducated women, or, what is worse, wo

men condemned to a wrong education,

for the weakness of their understandings,

as it would be to blame the Chinese wo

men for little feet ; for neither is owing to

the imperfection of nature, but to the con

straint of custom."

It appears," says a third, for I know

men like to hear men talk, and love their

own authority, " it appears a very natural

thought that Providence intended women,

rather than men, for the study and con

templation of philosophy and scientific

knowledge ; as the delicacy of their frame

seems fitter for speculation than action ;

and their home province affords them

greater leisure than men, whose robust

and active natures seem calculated more

for labour and mechanic arts." Bos pigcr.

Suclt being the case, and taking it for

granted that all the real good that is done

by our governors has its origin indirectly

through the advice and counsel of the sex,

I see no reason why they, true patriots as

they are by profession, should not at once

retire and resign the government directly

into the hands of the women. Filtering

water may make it clear, but this filtering

of our good sense through such a muddy
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and leaky conduit must deteriorate it both

in value and effect. Better far to " take

the good the gods provide you," and from

the pure and unadulterated source.

Mrs.Wollstonecraft wrote a book on the

Rights of Woman, which pleased me very

much, and profound have been the rumi

nations it has occasioned me. I desire no

usurpation, and I consider this none, but

rather the destruction of one ; I court no

revolution, but such as the very nature of

things requires—that is, as if we were to

say, let horses move with their heads fore

most instead of their tails ; in a word, I

wish, as the lady elegantly expresses it, in

Macklin's Man of the World, to " let

every tub stand on its own bottom."

Many years have I cogitated this mat

ter, but nothing definite, lucid, and satis

factory could I discover, till I fell on

(don't be frightened) the EKKAr;<riafwcu

or Concionairices of Aristophanes. Ah !

I exclaimed, here it is—this is the part

and parcel of the constitution, which wo

men were expressly born to fill, and form

ed both by nature and by art to embellish

and maintain. A few words will, I ap-

Srehend, be necessary (for your readers

Ir. Editor, are not, I fancy, all blue)

with respect to the plot of this piece, as

leading to a clear understanding of my

plan, to make this country indeed " the

envy and admiration of surrounding

nations.

Praxagora, wife of Blepyrus, accord

ing to Aristophanes, having very properly

considered the weakness and wickedness

of government when trusted to the direc-

tion^of man, resolved to take the reins into

her own hands, and to this end convenes

the women ; and speedily convincing them

of the propriety of her proceeding, ar

ranges the mode by which the men are to

be displaced, and they to take their seats

in council. Men's clothes are thought

necessary ; this seems silly, but it was

perhaps judicious not in the first instance

to shock the weak prejudices of long-es

tablished habits—habits, indeed, and no

thing else. A beard was also deemed

requisite ; nature had denied this, and for

the following very impertinent reason, as

I find it in the Menagiana :—

* Quam bene prospiciens generi nature loquaci,

Cavitjut imberbis reemina quasque foret ;

Nimirum linguam compescere nescia, radi

Ukesis posset faemina nulla genis.*

i. e.

« Nature regardful of the chattering race,

Planted no beard upon the woman's face ;

Not Packwood's razors, tho' the very best,

Could shave a chin that uever is at real."

However, a beard is indispensable, and

they furnish themselves accordingly.

Custom justifies many absurdities. We

think " the wisdom's in the teig," but the

ancients thought it dwelt in the beard ;

and in this particular it would not be wise

to dispute about the wisdom of either

party.

( To be concluded in our next.)

^U'seellames.

THE HUMBLE PETITION OP THE LET-

TER W. TO THE INHABITANTS OF

LONDON.

Whereas "by you I have been hurVd

From the first station in (he world,

Condemned in vice to find a place,

And wit h the vulgar show my face ;

I humbly ask to be restored,

In all that's proper, to a word.

But what I most complain of now,

Is that the women cut me so ;

"When any girl becomes a wife,

I'm turned away for all her life—

And even in her widowhood

I maynt return to her abode.

Therefore with reason 1 complain,

Oh ! let me not be heard in wain ;

And born within the sound of Bow,

I trust I'm not your care below.

ANSWER.

Your prayer is graciously received,

But you can never be believed ;

With v* you often spell your name—

Then is it just your dupes to blame 7

As long as you act parts so double,

Wejcamiv't deem you worth our trouble ;

But rest assured that nought will hurt you.

As long as you remain in virtue.

ANECDOTE OF MR. SHERIDAN.

The late Richard Brinsley Sheridan was

more celebrated in the senate than in the

field, and enjoyed more pleasure in pop

ping at his political antagonists than at a

covey of partridges. A few years before

his death he paid a visit to an old sports

man in the sister kingdom, at the com

mencement of the shooting season ; and

in order to avoid the imputation of being

a downright ignoramus, he was under the

necessity of taking a gun, and at the

dawn of day setting "forth in pursuit of

game. Unwilling to expose his want of

skill, he took an opposite course to that

of his friend, and was accompanied by a

gamekeeper, provided with a bag to re

ceive the biids which might fall victims

to his attack, and a pair of excellent

pointers. The gamekeeper was attrue

Pat, and possessed all those arts of blar

ney which are known to belong to hig

countrymen ; and thinking it imperative

on him to be particularly attentive to his

master's friend, he lost no opportunity of

praising his prowess. The first covey,
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and the birds were abundant, rose within

a few yards of the statesman's nose, but

the noise they made was so unexpected,

that he waited until they were out of

harm's way before he fired. Pat, who

was on the look out, suppressed his sur.

prise, and immediately observed, " Faith,

Sir, I see you know what a gun is ; it's

well you wasn't nearer, or them chaps

would be- sorry you ever came into the

country." Sheridan reloaded and went on,

but his second shot was not more success

ful. . " 0 Ch—t !') cried Pat, " what an

escape ; I'll be bound you rumpled some

of- their feathers I" The gun was again

loaded,' and on went our senator; but

the third shot was as little effective as the

two former,—" Hah !" exclaimed Pat,

although astonished at so palpable a miss,

" I'll lay a thirteen you don't come near

us againto-day ; master was too near you

to be pleasant." So he went on, shot

after shot, and always bad something to

console poor Brinsley, who was not a lit.

tie amused by his ingenuity. At last,

on their way home without a bird in the

bag, Sheridan perceived a covey quietly

feeding on the other side of a hedge, and,

unwilling to give them a chance of flight,

he resolved to slap at them on the ground.

He did, so, but to his mortification they

all flew away untouched. Pat, whose ex

cuses were now almost exhausted, still

had something to say, and joyfully ex

claimed, looking at Sheridan very signi

ficantly, " By J—s, you made them lave

that any how !" and with this compli

ment to his sportsman-like qualities She

ridan closed his morning's amusement,

laughing heartily at his companion, and

rewarding him with half-a-crown for his

patience and encouragement.

W)t &at&erer.
'* 1 am tmt a Gatherer and disposer of other

men s stuff.* -Wotton.

QUIBBLE.

Too late for dinner by an hour,

The dandy enter'd from a shower—.

Caught, and no coach when mostly wish'd,

The beau was, like the dinner, dish'd.

Mine host then, with fat capon lined,

Grinn'd, and exclaim'd, " I s'pose you've

dined—

Indeed, I see, you took—'twas wrong—

A whet, sir, as you came along!"

AUTHORSHIP.

An old author, whose name we forget,

used to say it was his paradise to com

pose, his purgatory to revise, and his

hell to coirect the printer's proof sheet.

NOBLE SENTIMENTS. ' ' ; : .,

Alfred the Great said, with a heart

truly English, " he was desirous that all

his people should be as free as their own

thoughts ;" and king George the third

of glorious memory said, " It is my wish

that every poor child in my dominion

may be taught to read the bible."

————

SMOKING IN TURKEY.

Among the higher order of the Turks,

there is an invention which saves them '

the trouble of holding their pipe when

smoking : two small wheels are fixed on

each side of the bowl of the pipe, and

thus the smoker has only to puff away, -

or let the pipe rest upon his under llp, '

while he moves his head as he pleases.
r t

; ST. PAUL'S. V

It was the fashion, says Osborn, in the '

time Of James I. for the principal Gentry,

Lords, Courtiers, and men of all pro-'

fessions, to meet in St. Paul's church by '

eleven, and walk in the middle aisle till

twelve, and after dinner from three to '

six ; during which time some discoursed '

of business, and some of news. '

NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS. :

In England, says a modern traveller,

pay a man, he will do whatsoever you

require ; in Geimany, it is necessary to

add, that he must do, and in Prussia, to

give a blow.

EPITAPH

In Rippon church-yard, Yorkshire.

Reader, who, gazing on this letter'd

stone,

My fate displaying, thoughtless of thine

own,

On this important truth thou may'st rely,

To thee both death and judgment may be

nigh.

Oh ! let this solemn thought, whoe'er thou

art,

Find place within, and regulate thy heart.

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

In our next Mirbob we shall give a fine engrav.

in^ and description of the Cambrian Vase, made

by Messrs. Lewis and Alston, as a present from

the Archdeaconry of Carmarthen to the Bishop

of Salisbury.

A description of the house of which H. C. P.

has kindly sent us fi drawing, will be Acceptable.

Of C. M. T.'s kindness and good wishes we .are

fully sensible . .The translation is intended for

insertion. The promised narrative will be ac.

ceptable. t

Printed and Publithed by J. l.lilBIHD.

14.V Strand, (near Somertet Hotite,) anil luld

bi ait Kenjtman iwd Bookuttrrt,
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Vases which are of undoubted and al

most untraceable antiquity were known

to the Egyptians and the Greeks ; and

Denon says, the Etruscan or Greek vases

found in Italy were, in fact, Egyptian

vases. Mr. Dodwell, however, in his

Greece, says, the Etruscan have no re

semblance to those of Greece, the graphic

and polychiomick kinds of the latter na

tion are the scarcest. By the former are

meant those upon which the figures are

mere outlines. The black and dark red

are the most ancient. The polychromick

are composed of all the different colours

which the subjects require ; and these are

the scarcest and most valuable of all.

Vol. vi. T>

Formerly they were made of clay, th«

first material in all nations, as pottery

was consequently the most ancient of all

the arts. In the Egyptian vases the pe-

ricarpia or seed vessels of plants seem to

have suggested the patterns, and leaves and

flowers the ornaments ; the fine handles

were often formed of parts of animals.

Of late years vases have been made of

the precious metals, and given as prizes

to be contended for, or as marks of re

spect and esteem. Of the former class

was the gold cup given by the stewards at

the last Doncaster races, an engraving

of which has already appeared in No.

CLXIII. of the Mibeoe.

337
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_ The Cambrian vase, of which we now

give a correct and spirited engraving, from

the original design and models, is a

splendid and beautiful piece of plate

which has just been executed with great

taste by Lewis and Alston, of Bishops-

gate-street, as a present from the clergy

and laity of the archdeaconry of Car.

marthen to Dr. Burgess, late bishop of

St. David's, but recently translated to the

See of Salisbury

The design of the Cambrian vase is of

the ancient Druid order, emblematical of

the Principality of Wales ; its decora

tions which are national and appropriate

throughout, are introduced with great

taste and effect ; the rich scroll water-lily

handles terminate majestically with

Druid's heads, and the light 'spiral out

line contrasts admirably with the central

shape, and the delicacy, yet boldness of

the embellishments. The body of the

vase is handsomely chased in relievo, re

presenting the palm and olive, encircling

the inscription on one side, and the arms

on the other, exquisitely engraved ; above

which rises a rich chastely executed oak

band, and on the margin a massive

water-lily border.

The cover of the vase is surmounted

with a mitre and cushion. The whole is

supported by a triangular pedestal, on

which is chased three oak trees, and in

the compartments are three beautifully

modelled bards reclining on their harps,

the whole being richly chased white and

burnished. The weight of the vase is

three hundred and forty-five ounces ; it

is two feet high, and will hold ten quarts.

The following is a copy of the inscrip.

tion :— ,

" To the Right Reverend THOMAS

BURGESS,

D. D., f. n. s., f. a. s., and p. n. s. t.

Late Lord Bishop of St. David's, now

Lord Bishop of Salisbury,

THIS PIECE OF PLATE

Is presented by the Clergy and Laity of

the Archdeaconry of Carmarthen, and

others

In testimony of their admiration and gra-

titude for his Lordship's important ser

vices and strenuous exertions in im

proving the state and condition of

the Diocese of St. David's du

ring the long period of twenty-

two years that his Lordship

presided over the See.

AUGUST, 1825."

The drinking hom of Owen is cele

brated as

« The drink of heroes, form'd to bold

With art enrich d and lid of gold ;»

but notwithstanding the honours the

bards have conferred on the convivial

vessel, we are confident that in richness

of design and beauty of workmanship

the Cambrian vase far surpasses it. King

Owen's cup is celebrated in song as one

* Whose fame on record shall be found,

So long as horns and mead go round.*

And the present vase will, we have no

doubt, record as lastingly the name of

the distinguished prelate whose virtues it

is intended to commemorate; and long

continue an honourable and much prized

heir-loom in the family. In the present

and preceding number of the Miaior

we have given a detailed memoir of the

present bishop of Salisbury, which with

the engraving of the cup will foim an

interesting memorial for the friends of his

lordship, and the admirers of his talents.

SONG

Translated from the Italian of « Cara mano

dell' amore," sung by Signor Velluti, in the

celebrated Opera of« II Crociato in Egitto.*

By Miss C. M. T n.

f For the Jffirror. I

Fledge of affection ! dear, dear, hand,

To kiss thee thus what joy I prove ;

Nought now I hope, nought more demand

Than Jbis rewardfrom thee—from love.

While reigns thy sire, 'ueafh laurel shade

And in his people's hearts—to thee

My sacred vows of faith ore paid,

My candour—my fldelity.

Ah ! 'tis not fame that can be dear,

Or triumph welcome to my breast;

Unless thy soothing smile is near—

Unless by thy affection blest.

THE KINO AND THE PEOPLE.—A SONG.

(For the Mirror.)

When the sun star of Liberty burst upon day,

And ages of tyranny moulder'd away ;

To to. it for ever, great Albion made known

The lineage of Brunswick, were call'd to the

throne.

Britannia then eRger her joy to evince,

Bade fame sound the birth of a Briton-born

prince.

-Twas done -—and the ocean-queen made a de

cree,

That his name should be lauded by land and by

sea!

And the toast shall be England,

The toalt shall be England,

The ting and the people !

'Twas given—and Briton's proud flag once un-

furl'd,

Her commerce and glory branch'd over the

world!

From climate to climate her splendour arose,

And shew'd her in power the dread of her foes.

And long mighty England thy navy shall ride

Unrivall'd in conquest, refulgent in pride !
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And while British seamen iheir laurels display,

What nation or power can tear them away ?

And the toast shall be £ugland,

The toast shall be England,

The king and the people !

TJnaw'd and unshaken in valour or worth.

To a long race of heroes shall England give

birth !

And while British records their actions impart,

Their fame like a Nelson's, shall live in each

heart !

Blest sea-begirt island, thy ships like a charm,

Can shield and protect love and beauty Irom

harm!

And while thy proud bulwarks unmatch'd rule

the sea

Thy Britons shall triumph united and free t

And the toast shall be England,

The toast shall be England,

Tile kituj and the people I

Utopia.

ON THE COLOURING OF RUM,

&c.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—Your correspondent Pasche is,

perhaps, unaware of the circumstance,

that although vast quantities of rum are

imported in its original pellucid state, yet

a still larger proportion arrives coloured,

or rather discoloured, and that by the

puncheons in which it is brought to Eng

land.

To those of your readers who may be

unacquainted with " the art and mystery"

of coopers, it is right to explain, that

during the progress of forming a cask, a

fire is always kindled in a certain grating,

kept for the purpose, and the cask set

over it ; this is done to render the staves

pliable, and is indispensible to their fitting

tight. Now it sometimes happens that

the flame scorches the cask, and from this

accidental charring arises the discoloura

tion; the spirit (being considerably

stronger than what is allowed to be sold

in England) acting on and dissolving the

colouring matter. The charring being

entirely accidental, is the reason why the

contents of some puncheons on importa

tion are strongly coloured, others paler,

and the rest colourless, from the cask

being more or less charred, or. escaping

the action of the flame altogether. To

render the spirit uniform, and conse

quently more agreeable to the consumer,

it is afterwards coloured to a certain depth

with burnt sugar and other matters. It

is to the same cause that brandy owes its

colour, all spirits being originally desti

tute of colour.

Ardent spirits differ but little from each

other, being all mixtures of alcohol (or

pure spirit), water, and a little essential

oik or resin, which gives them their cha-

racteristic flavour, and the quantity and

nature of which constitute their sole differ

ence, although each has a peculiarity of

action; thus brandy, which is distilled

from wine, is simply cordial and stoma

chic; rum from the sugar-cane, heating

and sudorific ; gin, Hollands, and whis

key, from malt, juniper berries, &c.,

diuretic ,. and arrack from rice, styptic,

heating, and narcotic, and ill adapted to

European constitutions. Any of them,

however, taken in moderation, and pro

perly diluted, increase the general excite

ment, communicate additional energy to

the muscular fibres, strengthen the sto

mach, and exhilarate the mind. As art

article, however, of daily or dietical use,

particularly if taken in immoderate doses,

Or long continued, ardent spirits, besides

being the source of much moral evil, and

debasing the human character nearly to a

level with that of brutes, are the occasion

of many diseases.

Clavis.

THE FIFTH OF NOVEMBER AT

LINCOLN.

(For the Mirror.)

In no place that I ever witnessed or heard

of is the anniversary of the ever memo

rable fifth of November, commonly called

Guy Faux day, or Gunpowder Plot, so

rigorously adhered to, and celebrated with

such spirit, and, in many instances, with

such animosity, as in the ancient city of

Lincoln.

For at least a fortnight before the day

of celebration, squibs and crackers, and

not unfrequently pistols, are heard in all

parts of the town from six to nine in the

evening, much to the dismay of the peace

ful inhabitants. Previous to the last two

years the disgraceful and brutal practice

of bull-baiting used to be a characteristic

of joy (or rather of a brutal and inhuman

disposition) on this eventful day ; but this

is now, it is hoped, totally abolished,

though not out of humanity, which ought

to have dictated it, but from the inability

to procure money to purchase an animal

to torment for the sport. The bull was

purchased by subscription ; but two or

three of the principal contributors having

been appointed to public offices, shame

now deters them from subscribing to such

a disgraceful purpose.

At least ten days before the memorable

fifth of November, Guy Faux is exhi

bited through the respective parishes,

every parish having one, which is gene

rally an effigy of some person who has

been guilty of an unworthy action. On

the evening of the fourth, the Guys are

suspended across the main street of the

Z2
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city in every parish, from two opposite

chimneys, and remain until the fifth,

when large fires are made under them, by

which they are burnt down. At two

o'clock in the morning the sport begins,

when every inhabitant is awakened from

sleep by shouts and halloos, discharging

of guns, pistols, and fireworks, and blow

ing of horns. This is continued more or

less during the whole day ; at the same

time active preparations are going on for

the bon- fire. About six o'clock all the

shops are closed for their own safety, and

the grand gala commences. So many

large fires at so short a distance from each

other, present a most alarming spectacle;

fire-works are flying in all directions ;

mischief is planning in every corner ;

squibs and crackers are thrown amidst

groups of spectators ; females running

and screaming, with serpents at their

heels, as a punishment for their impru

dence ; and all seems like confused war

fare. The towering sky-rockets have a

splendid appearance at a distance, which

are not unfrequent. And to crown the

whole, Mr. Bedford, an ingenious citizen,

plays some truly admirable devices, which

greatly enlivens the scene. About nine

the fires 'are nearly consumed, and the

fire-works almost exhausted ; at ten all

bustle and confusion is hushed into the

most profound silence. Thus the fifth

of November begins, continues, and ends

at Lincoln, equalled, perhaps, by no

place in the kingdom.

R. H. D.

LEAVES FROM A JOURNAL.

No. IV.

' (For the Mirror.)

AwKwARD JOKES.

Last year a criminal just about to suffer

under the hands of the immortal Jack

Ketch, gave an extraordinary instance of

sang jroid. " You seem to have caught

cold, Mr. Ketch," observed he. " No I

hav'n't, not yet," responded the finisher

of the law, " if I had, I'd soon hang

him up, as I now do you," at the same

time adjusting the noose under the left

ear of the unfortunate punster.

ECCENTRICITY.

In a seeond-hand book shop in Beech-

street, Barbican, kept by a Mr. Simmons,

a book entitled, " The Confutation of

Atheism," is exposed for sale, with this

title on the outside (the first leaf .being

absent without leave) " A good book for

Atheist—gprice only nine-pence."

ABSENCE OF MIND.

Perhaps there are few more extraordf-

nary instances of absence of mind than the

following, which is related of an opulent

banker in Bourdeaux, by the inhabitants

of the town, but has not yet, as far as I

know, appeared in print. He was in

quiring of one of his clerks, named Rich

ard, as to the occupations of his numerous

dependants, " Where is De la Motte ?"

—" In the counting-house, Monsieur."

" And Cadeau ?"—" Assisting him,

Monsieur." " And that little scoundrel,

Richard, you haven't said a word of him,

where does he hide himself; I haven't

seen him for a long time ?" A burst of

irrepressible laughter recalled him to the

right use of his senses, and he was con

siderably surprised to find " the little

scoundrel, Richard," standing before

him.

EXTRAORDINARY FAREWELL SER

MON.

The following equally extraordinary and

affecting story, was related to me some

years ago, and I therefore hope the par

don of my readers if I err in a few unim

portant particulars. I do not think it has

ever appeared in print before :—

The Rev. Henry Peckham, a Methodist

preacher of some note, stepped into a dis- .

secting room, and touched one of. the

dead bodies, one day, forgetting that he

had just before accidentally cut his fmger.

He became infected, and the doctors who

were called in pionounced the accident

fatal ; at that time service was performed

at the Tabernacle, or at Tottenham-court

road chapel, I forget which, on Friday

evenings. Conscious of his approaching

death, he ascended the pulpit, and preach

ed a sermon so affecting as to draw tears

from many of his audience, and at the

conclusion, added, it was his farewell ser

mon, " not like the ordinary farewell

sermons of the world," he said, " but one

more impressive from the circumstances,

than has ever been preached before. My

hearers shall long bear it in mind, when

this frail earth is.mouldering in its kin

dred dust." The congregation were un

able to conjecture his meaning, but what

was their surprise when on the Sunday a

strange preacher ascended the pulpit and

informed them that their pious minister

had breathed his last the preceding

evening.

TALLEYRAND.

In one of the decrees of the National

Convention against the Christian religion,

wonder was expressed that it should have

continued so long, " I warrant," observ

ed Talleyrand to a friend, " that then;
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freethinking tenets will never excite sur

prise on the same account.

GUILLOTINE CHIT CHAt.

Lombard de Langres, in his Memoires

Anecdotiques pour servir a I'Histoire de

la Revolution Francaise, relates the fol

lowing anecdote :—As the victims at one

time by the guillotine were seldom below

seventy, the sack used to receive their

heads was ample and capacious. When

Danton was executed, he entered into a

conversation with Herault de Schelles, at

the bottom of the scaffold, whilst the vic

tims were summoned to mount one by

one. Those two remained the last, but

at length the executioner called out to

Herault. They approached each other to

embrace, but the finisher of the law pre

vented them : " Va, cruel .'" said Dan-

ton, u nos tetes se rechercheront dans le

sac," " Go, cruel fellow ! our heads

will find.one another in the sack."

THE MONARCH AND THE SPIDER.

Peter the Great, Czar of Russia, had a

mortal aversion to water and to spiders.

He conquered the former, but to the latest

hour of his life he could not bear the

sight of one of the Arachnean insects.

Of this a curious anecdote is related : In

one of his journeys he graciously entered

the cottage ofan obsequiouspeasant, to pro

cure refreshments, but before he sat down

he cast his eyes around the room, and

asked if the house was infested by spiders ?

" Oh, no," said the master of the domi

cile, " I have your Majesty's own aver

sion for the ugly rascals, and the only one

that ever ventured here I've nailed up to

the ceiling, as a warning to all others."

The Czar involuntarily looked up, and

there sure enough was the odious reptile

impaled in terrorem. Overcome with

aversion and anger, he laid the boor

sprawling on the ground by a well applied

box on the ear, for his injudicious speech,

and rushed out of the cottage

* Sans beef, sans bread, sails cheese, sans

everything."

THE LEARNED HORSE.

Toby, the Sapient Pig, is by no means

the most sagacious animal that has ever

astonished the good citizens of London.

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth, a man

named Bankes got a great deal of money

by showing about his horse, which, Sir

Kenelm Digby says, in the thirty-se

venth chapter of his Treatise " Of

Bodies," " would restore a glove to the

due owner, after his master had whispered

that man's name in his ear," and " would

tell the just number of pence in any

piece of silver coyn, -barely showed him

by his master." When the attractions of

this extraordinary steed began somewhat

to subside, Bankes took it to France, but

there the priests stirred up the populace

to tear him and his horse in pieces, as

wizards. Bankes shamed them of their

rash conclusions, and proved to the con

trary, by making the horse bow at the

sign of the cross, which it was thought a

wizard was prevented from doing by his

infernal contract with his Satanic Ma

jesty. He then proceeded to Rome, but

there both he and his steed were actually

burnt, on the exploded supposition of

magic.

HUMANE TLEASANTRY.

It is from the chivalrous pages of old

Froissart, the warlike canon, that we cull

the following .anecdote :—A knight of

the household of the Count de Foix,

when the great hall fire was in lack of

fuel, proceeded to the court-yard in search

of some, and there encountered a jack-ass,

loaded with panniers of good dry wood.

This new Sampson caught him up in his

arms, carried him to the chimney, and

threw him into the fire, heels uppermost."

" A humane pleasantry," says Sir Walter

Scott, " much applauded by the Count,

and all his spectators." Alas ! that some

prototype of the Member for Galway was

not amongst them, to hurl the knight

after the jackass.

THE PILOT—A TALE OF THE SEA.

When Sir Francis Drake took that rich

Spanish galleon the Cacafogo, or Spitfire,

he removed all its countless loads of

wealth ashore ; and whilst he did so, the

Spanish pilot called out to him, " We

will change names for our ships—call

yours the Cacafogo, and ours the Caca-

plate ;" or in plain English, " call yours

the Spitfire, and ours the Spitsilver."

Everard Endless.

Origins anU Sn&enttons.

(For the Mirror.)

; No. ix. ,

EARLY BOOKS.

Several sorts of materials were used

formerly in making records ; plafes of

lead and copper, the barks of trees, bricks,

stone, and wood weie the first materials

employed to engrave such things upon,

as men were willing to have transmitted

to posterity. Josephus speaks of two

columns, the one of stone, the other of

brick, on which the children of Seth wrote

their inventions and astronomical disco

veries. Porphyrius makes mention of
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some pillars, preserved in Crete, on which

the ceremonies, practised by the Cory-

bantes in their sacrifices, were recorded.

Hesiod's works were originally written

upon tables of lead, and deposited in the

temple of the Muses, in Boeotia. The

ten commandments delivered to Moses

were written upon stone ; and Solon's

laws upon wooden planks. Tables of

wood, box, and ivory were common among

the ancients ; when of wood, they were

frequently covered with wax, that people

might write, on them with more ease, or

blot out what they had written. The

leaves of the palm-tree were afterwards

used instead of wooden planks, and the

finest and thinnest part of the bark of such

trees as the lime, the ash, the maple, and

the elm ; from hence comes the word

liber, which signifies the inner bark of

the trees ; and as these barks were rolled

up, in order to be removed with greater

ease, these rolls were called volumen, a

volume ; a name afterwards given to the

like rolls of paper or parchment.* Thus

we find books were first written on stones,

witness the Decalogue given to Moses ;

then on the parts of plants, as leaves

chiefly of the palm-tree ; the rind and

barks, especially of the tilia, or phillyrea,

and the Egyptian papyrus. By degrees

wax, then leather, were introduced, espe

cially the skins of goats and sheep, of

which at length parchment was prepared ;

then lead came into use ; also linen, silk,

horn, and, lastly, paper itself. The first

books were in the form of blocks and

tables ; but as flexible matter came to be

wrote on, they found it more convenient

to make their books in the form of rolls ;

these were composed of several sheets,

fastened to each other, and rolled upon a

stick, or umbilicus, the whole making a

kind of column, or cylinder, which was

to be managed by the umbilicus as a

handle, it being reputed a crime (as we

are told) to take hold of the roll itself.

The outside of the volume was called

frons ; the ends of the umbilicus, cornua

(homs), which were usually carved, and

adorned with silver, ivory, or even gold

and precious stones ; the title was struck

on. the outside, and the whole volume,

when extended, might make a yard and

a half wide, and fifty long. The form,

or internal arrangement of books, has also

undergone many varieties ; at first the

letters were only divided into lines, then

into separate words, which, by degrees,

were noted with accents, into periods, pa

ragraphs, chapters, and other divisions.

* The name is derived from the Latin volvo,

to roll up, the ancient manner of making up

books, as we find in Cicero's time tho libraries

consisted wholly of such rolls.

In some countries, as among the orientals, '

the lines began from the right and ran

leftward ; in others, as the northern and

western nations, from left to right ; others,

as the Greeks, followed both directions,

alternately going in the one and returning

in the other, called Couslrophedon ; in

most countries the lines run from one side

to the other ; in some, particularly the

Chinese, from top to bottom. Again, in

some the page is entire and uniform ; in

others divided into columns ; in others,

distinguished into texts and notes, either

marginal or at the bottom ; usually it is

furnished with signatures and catch words ;

sometimes also with a register, to discover

whether the book is complete. To these

are added summaries, or side-notes, and

the embellishments, as in old books, of

red, gold, or initial letters, will be more

particularly accounted for on reference to

the Mieror, No. CXXXIII. ; they had

likewise, as with the moderns, their head

pieces, tail-pieces, effigies, schemes, maps,

and the like. The end of the book, now-

denoted by Finis, was anciently marked

with this character <J, called cornit;

there also occur certain formulas at the

beginnings and endings of books; the one

to exhort the reader to be courageous, and

proceed to the following books ; the others

were conclusions, often guarded with im

precations against such as should falsify

them. Of the earlier books we have no

thing that is clear on that subject. The

books of Moses are doubtless the oldest

books now extant ; but there were books

before those of Moses, since he cites seve

ral. Scipio Sgambati and others even

talk of books before the deluge, written

by the patriarchs Adam, Seth, Enos,

Cainan, Enoch, Methusalem, Lamech,

Noah and his wife ; also by Ham, Ja-

phet and his wife ; besides others by

daemons or angels ; of all which some

moderns have found enough to fill an an.

tediluvian library : but they appear all

either the dreams of idle writers, or the

impostures of fraudulent ones. A book

of Enoch is even cited in the Epistle of

Jude, ver. 10 and 15, from which some

endeavour to prove the reality of the ante

diluvian writings ; but the book cited by

that Apostle is generally allowed, both by

ancient and modern writers, to be spu

rious. Of profane books, the oldest ex

tant are Homer's poems, which were so

even in the time of Sextus Empiricus ;

though we find mention in Greek writers

of seventy others prior to Homer, as

Hermes, Orpheus, Daphne, Horus, Li

nus, Musams, Palamedes, Zoroaster, &£.;

but of the greater part of these there is

not the least fragment remaining ; and of

others, the pieces, which go under their
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names are generally held by the learned

to be supposititious. Hardouin goes far

ther, charging all the ancient books, both

Greek and Latin, except Cicero, Pliny,

Virgil's Georgics, Horace's Satires and

Epistles, Herodotus, and Homer, to be

spurious, and forged in the thirteenth

century, by a club of persons, under the

direction of one Severus Archontius.

Among the Greeks, it is to be observed,

the oldest books were in verse, which was

prior to prose. Herodotus's History is

the oldest book extant of the prosaic kind.

To books we are indebted, as one of the

chief instruments of acquiring knowledge ;

they are the repositories of the law, and

vehicles of learning of every kind ; our

religion itself is founded in books, and

without them, says Bartholin, " God is

silent, justice dormant, physic at a stand,

philosophy lame, letters dumb, and all

things involved in cimmerian darkness."

The eulogia which have been bestowed

upon books are infinite ; they are repre

sented 'as the refuge of truth, which is

banished out of conversation ; as stand

ing counsellors and preachers, always at

hand, and always disinterested ; having

this advantage over all instructions, that

they are ready to repeat their lesson as

often as we please. Books supply the

want of masters, and even, in some mea

sure, the want of genius and invention,

and can raise the dullest persons who have

memory, above the level of the greatest

geniuses if destitute of their help. Perhaps

their highest glory is the affection borne

them by many of the greatest men of all

ages. Cato, the elder Pliny, the Em

peror Julian, and others, are on record for

their great devotion to books ; the last

has perpetuated his passion by some

Greek epigrams in their praise. Richard

Bury, Bishop of Ilurham, and Lord

Chancellor of England, has an express

treatise on the love of books.

FOREST OR GAME LAWS.

It is generally allowed by all who have

made remarks, that the Game Laws, as

they are now, and have subsisted for ages,

are a disgrace to the noble fabric of our

free constitution, and it is not the more

remarkable since they had their origin in

slavery as the following passage from

Blackstone sufficiently demonstrates :—

" Another violent alteration of the Eng

lish constitution (he says) consisted in the

depopulation of whole countries for the

purposes of the king's royal diversion ;

and subjecting both them, and all the

ancient forests of the kingdom to the un

reasonable severity of forest laws, im.

ported from the continent ; whereby the

slaughter of a beast was made almost as

penal as the death of a man. In the

Saxon times, though no man was allowed

to kill or chase the king's deer, yet he

might start any game, pursue and kill it,

upon his own estate. But the rigour of

these new constitutions vested the sole

property of all the game in England in

the king alone ; and no man was allowed

to disturb any fowl of the air, or any

beast of the field, of such kinds as were

specially reserved for the royal amuse

ment of the sovereign, without express

license from the king, by the grant of a

chase or free warren; and those fran

chises were granted as much with a view

to preserve the breed ofanimals, as to in.

dulge the subject. From a similar prin

ciple to which, though the forest laws are

now mitigated, and by degrees grown

entirely obsolete ; yet from this root has

sprung a bastard slip, known by the name

of the Game Laws, now arrived to, and

wantoning in, its highest vigour ; both

founded upon the same unreasonable no

tions of permanent property in wild crea

tures ; and both productive of the same

tyranny to the commons ; but with this

difference, that the forest laws established

only one mighty hunter throughout the

land, the Game Laws have raised a little

Nimrod in every manor ; and in one

respect the ancient law was much less

unreasonable than the modem ; for the

king's grantee of a chase or free warren

might kill game in any part of his fran

chise ; but now, though a freeholder of

less than one hundred a year, is forbidden

to kill a partridge on his own estate, yet

nobody else (not even the lord of the

manor, unless he hath a grant of free

warren) can do it without committing a

trespass, and subjecting himself to an ac

tion." Indeed, the whole body of the

Game Laws, as they now stand, are

replete with perplexity, absurdity, and

contradiction. What can be more ridi

culous, than that the legislature of a

mighty empire should require one hun

dred a year as a qualification to shqqt a

poor partridge, and only forty shillings

to vote for a senator? But the Game

Laws enacted by Henry IV. of France,

of whom it is recorded, that he hoped to

see the day, when the poorest peasant in

the kingdom could Have a fowl for his

Sunday's dinner, is not a little curious, if

we are to believe M. Lequinio, in a wprjf

published by him in the year 1702, en

titled, Les Prejuges Detru%ts,—prejudices

destroyed. " By an article of this mo

narch," says he, " it was decreed, that

every peasant found with a gun in his

hand, near a thicket, should be stripped

naked, and beaten with rod.s around it,

until the blood came." So that the life
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of mac was sacrificed to the repose and

existence of hates and partridges, des

tined for the pleasures of " the good

Henry," as every true Frenchman, we

are told hy other authors, gloried in

styling him. It may however be remark-

ed, and wc question in the words of a

political writer, if since the first records

of human society, there was ever intro

duced in the form of law, any thing so

truly despotic as the attempt to claim a

monopoly of wild animals, for certain

privileged classes of people.

AXTIMONT.

Ckt/de antimony, styled by the ancients,

stibium, is a mineral that consists of

sulphur, the very same as common brim

stone, and a substance which comes hear

to that of metals, called the regulus. By

the whimsical alchymists it was styled the

red lion, because it turns red ; and also

the philosopher's wolf, because it con

sumes all metals but gold ; or, as others

define it, a semi-metal, being a fossile

glebe, composed of some undetermined

metal combined with a sulphureous and

stony substance. Antimony is a black,

striated, ponderous, friable, metallic, or

semi-metalline body, dug out of several

mines in many parts of the globe, that

from gold ones is reckoned the best, and

is an useful article in the materia medica,

but its history is not a little curious, be

ing named antimony, from anti-monichos,

from poisoning some monks, as it is

said, who made too free with it, and in

1566, one Jacob Graing published a trea

tise to prove it a dangerous poison, and

advised the magistrates to prohibit the

sale thereof, as they had done of quick

silver and orpiment. They took this ad

vice, and the use of antimony was forbid

the same year, by a decree of the faculty

of Paris, which was confirmed by one of

the parliament. In the year 1637, the

same faculty allowed its use as a cathartic;

and in 1666, the free use of antimony

was permitted by the parliament of Paris,

in consequence of an opinion of the fa

culty of physic given in its favour ; but

one Besmier, a physician in Paris, had

been previously expelled the faculty for

using it in practice. To Basil Valentine

we are beholden for first discovering the

medicinal uses of antimony, as it was

this great chemist who first used it in

wardly, and enriched medicine with many

preparations of this excellent mineral.

Having thrown away some antimony he

had used in the fusion of metals, he per

ceived some swine, who had accidentally

eaten of it, to purge considerably, and

soon after to become sleek and fat. This

gave him the hint of. trying what it could

do in human bodies. With this view he

made a multitude of experiments with

antimony, and at last determined its effi

cacy ; after him several other learned

chemists pleaded the cause of suspected

antimony, and in particular, Alexander

Van Suchten, Glauber, Fabor, with

many others who were very fond of it.

Surprising it is then, that some physi

cians, and these men of parts and learn

ing too, should have so strenuously op

posed the introduction of antimony into

medicine, without (as it appears) any

manner of evidence from experience,

which, after all, is the safest rule to go

by, and treat it as a downwright delete

rious poison. In Short, then, this sul-

Shurated semi-metal, so far from being

eleterious, is in its natural crude state,

no poison at all, but a safe medicine of

great efficacy, an excellent resolver and

purifier of the juices. F. R—T.

POPULATION, PRIESTS, &c. IN

ROME.

The last Census of the inhabitants of

Rome, taken at the period of Easter,

1824, gives us the following statistical

particulars :—The number of the inha

bitants is 188,520, of which 66,237 are

females. There died, between the years

1823 and 1824, 5,249 persons (43 every

three days), of which number 2,252

were females. The number of births is

4,028 (38 every three days), of which

number 2,288 are females. Protestants,

Turks, Infidels, and Jews, are not com*

prehended in this number.

There are at Rome 81 principal

churches, 32 bishops, 1,470 priests,

1,613 monks, 1,318 nuns, 469 semina

ries, 1,290 poor in the hospitals, and

1,080 detained in prison. The number

of marriages was 1,369 (one hundred

more than in the last year). The num

ber of families is 33,774. At the com

mencement of 1824, the population had

increased by 2,241 persons, and within

these nine years, by 10,126.

ZARAGOZA.

Then Zaragoza—blighted be the tongue

That names thy home without the honour

due !

For never hath the harp of minstrel rung,

Of faith so fully proved, so firmly true !

Mine, sap, and bomb, thy shattered ruins

knew,

Each art of war's extremity had room,

Twice from thy half-sacked streets the foe

withdrew,

And when at length stern fate decreed

thy doom,

They won not Zaragoza* but her ehil.

dren's bloody tomb !

Southey.
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3TfK Jfort of ®utreUroog, in 5nUta.

The capture of the fort of Outredroog,

of which the above is a correct view from

a ^drawing made by Sir Claude Martin,

was' one of the many triumphs of the Bri

tish arms under Lord Cornwallis during

the war of the Mysore, in the years 1791

and 1792. The height of this fort is

about 1,200 feet, and the length about

2,100 feet ; the pettah whence the above

view is taken stands about 350 feet per-

pendicular level oi the country north of

the rock.

The British army had captured by as-

sault the celebrated fortress of Savendroog,

when, on the 23rd of December, 1791,

Lieutenant-Colonel Stuart's detachment

marched against Outredroog, about twelve

miles west from Savendroog ; and next

day, the 24th, Lord Cornwallis followed

with the army, and encamped at Magre,

between these two forts.

The Colonel, on his arrival before

Outredroog, sent a party to summon the

place. The killedar, who, when sum

moned last year, had answered that he

would not surrender his post till we first

took Seringapatam, seemed still deter

mined in that intention, and, to avoid any

communication, fired on the flag of truce.

In consequence of this conduct, Colonel

Stuart made his disposition to attack the

lower fort and pettah next moming.

Captain Scott, of the Bengal establish

ment, with four battalion companies of

the 52nd and 72nd regiments, and his own

battalion of Sepoys, was sent on this ser

vice ; while another body made a feint,

and opened some guns on the opposite

side of the fort.

Captain Scott carried the lower fort by

escalade so rapidly, that the killedar sent

to request a parley. While this took

place, an appearance of treachery was ob

served in the upper fort, and that the

garrison were employed in moving and

pointing guns to bear upon the assailants.

Fired at this sight, and impatient of the

delay, the troops again rushed on to the

assault. Lieutenant M'Innes, of the 72nd

regiment, led the storm with part of the

Europeans and the pioneers, commanded

by Lieutenants Dowse and Macpherson,

supported by Captain Scott, who followed

In more regular order with the rest of his

force. Some of the gateways were broke

open, others escaladed ; till passing five

or six different walls, which defended this

steep and difficult rock, the troops at

length gained the summit, and]put the

garrison to the sword. So infatuated were

the enemy, that whenever they saw a

single European above the walls they

fled ; and although such was the steep

ness and narrowness of some parts of the

road in the ascent, that a few resolute

men might have defended the place

against an army, it was only at the last

gateway that they attempted any resist

ance, and that only by firing a few mus

ket shot, by which two soldiers were

wounded. The killedar was made pri

soner ; a number of the garrison were

killed ; and many, terrified at the ap.

proach of the Europeans with their bayo
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nets, are said to have precipitated them

selves from the rock.

deleet Biograptjg.

No. XXXIII.

THOMAS BURGESS, BISHOP OF

SALISBURY. .

(Concluded from page 331.,)

Soos after Dr. Burgess had been pre

ferred to a prebendal stall at Durham, and

been collated to the rectory of Winston on

Tees, he determined to settle in life, and

married Miss Bright, the daughter of a

gentleman of fortune, with whom he

obtained a considerable addition to li is

estate. He was not, however, inattentive

to the honours of his University, and in

1802, repaired to Oxford, to take the de.

gree of D.D. The accession of Mr. Ad-

dington, now Lord Sidmouth, to the office

oftPremier, afforded him the opportunity

of testifying the force of his school and

college friendship for his friend Dr. Bur

gess, who had not, like many persons si

milarly situated, ever called on the exalt

ed statesman, though he had passed twice

through the capital.

Soon after his return, however, a letter

was received by the post, with the name

of " Henry Addington," on the super

scription, on which, unconscious of his

Intended advancement, he coolly replied,

that some of his correspondents had ob

tained a frank from a gentleman to whom

he himself was formerly known !

On breaking the seal, and unfolding

the cover, he read as follows :

" Dear Sir,—Although many years

have elapsed since we had any personal

intercourse, yet to convince you that I

continue to bear you in mind, I have to

mform you that the bishopric of St. Da

vid's, which is now vacant, is entirely at

your service.—I am, dear Sir, your most

obedient, &c. &c.

" H. Addington."

Soon after the receipt of this very kind

and auspicious epistle, Dr. Burgess re

paired to London, waited on the minister,

in Downing-street, on purpose to make

his acknowledgments, was presented to

the King, and consecrated and inducted

in due form. Thus the lawn sleeves were

at last tacked to his garment, unexpect

edly, yet not undeservedly, and by the

intervention of singular events. But he

was not dazzled by the glitter of the epis

copacy ; and it was truly, as well as

kindly observed, by the Prelate of Dur

ham, " that his friend Burgess had ac

cepted his new situation from gratitude,

for with such a man a bishoptic could add

nothing to his happiness."

The See of St. David's is one of the

least opulent in the English church. It

is only charged in the king's books at the

sum of £426 2s. Id. ; and was, until

very lately, a very inadequate provision

for a dignitary. It is now said to amount

to near £3,500 per annum.

1/ In the year 1804, the Church Union

Society was formed, in the diocese of St.

David's ; the chief object of which was to

form an institution for the education of

young men intended for holy orders,

whose domestic circumstances precluded

them from the advantages of an Univer

sity education. The Report of a Com

mittee appointed to carry the plan into

effect we subjoin, because it has since

been stated, we trust erroneously, that the

prelate who signed this very Report, as

Chairman, has, [since bis elevation to the

See of Salisbury, declared he will only

ordain such candidates for holy orders, as

have previously obtained degrees at one

of the two Universities of Oxford or

Cambridge. The following is a copy of

the .

" Report of the Committee on a proposed

Establishment for the Education of

Young Men intended for Orders, who

are precluded the advantagesof an Uni

versity Education. .

" The distance of this diocese from the

Universities, and the poverty of the

greater part of its benefices, place an uni

versity education out of the reach of most

candidates for orders. It has, therefore,

long been the wish of some zealous friends

of religion and the establishment, to pro

vide some appropriate and effectual means

of clerical education within the diocese.

The steps which have led to the plan now

proposed to the patronage of the public,

may be seen in the Appendix to the An

niversary Sermon.

" At the meeting of the rural deans,

on the 2nd of- July 1806, it was pioposed

to build lodging-rooms at Ystradmeirig

for the society's exhibitioners. Upon in

quiry since made, it appears that there

are local difficulties, which render this si

tuation not so convenient as was expected.

These difficulties have induced the society

to think Llanddewi Brefi a preferable si

tuation. The parish of Llanddewi Brefi

is part of a manor belonging to the Bishop

of St. David's, who is willing to grant to

the society ground enough for the neces

sary building, garden, &c. Llanddewi

Brefi recommends itself also on several

other accounts, as a place of education for

the ministry : such as its seclusion from

populous society, its* vicinity to some of
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the Bishop's best patronage, which might

serve as rewards to the ability and dili

gence of the masters ; its spacious church,

which is large enough to accommodate a

numerous society ; its convenience for

stone, fuel, &c. ; and its healthy situa

tion. Llanddewi Brefi at present appears

the preferable situation, because no other

has been suggested which possesses so

many advantages, or which has not some

counterbalancing disadvantages. But

choice of situation is still open to the so

ciety, and the committee earnestly solicit

communication and advice from all friends

to the proposed establishment.

" An establishment for the purpose of

clerical education will bring the plans

of the society into earlier maturity than

the proposed lodging-rooms at Ystiad-

meirig ; which were judged eligible chiefly

On account of their intended vicinity to a

very valuable school long established.

But in the new situation, the seminary

will assume the form (which the society

has always had ultimately in view) of an

establishment, which does not aspire to

the dignities and advantages of university

education ; but will embrace a course of

professional studies, which the most learn

ed and accomplished schoolmaster cannot

provide for his pupils. In the seminary

of Llanddewi Brefi ittis intended to have

distinct courses of lectures—

" 1 . On theology and Christian morals.

" 2. On languages—Hebrew, Greek,

and Latin.

" 3. On elocution, and the study of the

Welsh language.

" 4. On church history and church es

tablishments, with especial reference to

our own church. t

" 5. On the duties of the clerical pro

fession, and the existing laws relative to

the church.

'' It appears that a sum not less than

ten thousand pounds will be necessary for

building apartments for n master and

three lecturers, and rooms for thirty stu

dents, with the requisite appendages ; ex

clusive of what will be required for the

permanent maintenance of masters and

students. It is proposed to begin the

building as soon as £2,000 are subscribed

and received.

" The.society's first intentions are con

fined to the building of a house sufficient

for the residence of a master, with lodg

ing-rooms attached to the house for eight

students, with a library, (which also will

serve as a lecture-room), and a dining-

room. These two rooms will be so ar

ranged, as to be convertible into lodging-

rooms, whenever the society's finances are

competent to increase the number of scho

lars, and to build a distinct dining-room

and library. The first establishment will

be proportioned to the society's present

means, and consequently much short of

the extent to which it is intended to be

carried, according as the society's finances

for this object increase.

" The society are in possession of two

plans for the building of the seminary ;

one by a liberal benefactor to the society,

and another by an experienced architect.

Till the intended building is ready to re

ceive the masters and students, the pro.

posed exhibitions for scholars at Ystrad.

meirig school continue open, as is pro

vided for by the fund for clerical educa

tion ; which is at present sufficient for

four exhibitions of ten pounds a year each.

" The seminary at Llanddewi Brefi

will not at all supersede the usual term

of classical education at school; as no

scholars will be admissible at Llanddewi

Brefi, who are not nineteen years of age,

and who have not passed at least four

years at one of the licensed grammar-

schools in the diocese.

" The Committee have only to add,

that the society have to provide,

" I. For the building of the seminary.

" 2. For the salary of the master or

masters.

" 3. Forthe maintenance ofthe students.

" A seminary intended to facilitate the

theans of education to future candidates

for orders in this diocese, who are preclud

ed the advantages of an university educa

tion ; to remove impediments, which have

contributed to the growth of schism ; and

to advance the usefulness and credit of the

established church, is an object which the

committee hope will meet the approbation

and favour of all friends of religion, cha

rity, and learning who have no connexion

with the principality ; but they look for

ward with confidence to a zealous and li

beral encouragement of their endeavours

from its more opulent natives, and from

all who partake of the patrimony of the

church in this diocese, whether incum

bents, sinecure rectors, or impropriators.

" T. St. Davids,

" President."

By the persevering co-operation jof the

clergy of the diocese, with some muni

ficent contributions from England, the ap

probation and aid of the two Universities,

the munificence of the king, and the fa

vour of his majesty's ministers, the great

object is now nearly completed. St. Da

vid's College is built on a plan which

does credit to the taste of the architect,

Mr. Cockerell ; and one half of it is in a

state fit for the reception of students.

In the month of October 1820, the Bi

shop of St. David's received his majesty's

commands to form an institution, to be
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called The Royal Society of Literature,

which his Majesty has most munificently

endowed with eleven hundred guineas per

annum ; a thousand guineas being allotted

to ten persons eminent for their literary

services to the public, and one hundred

guineas for two gold medals, to be given

annually to authors distinguished by

works of great literary merit, or by useful

discoveries in literature. The medals of

last year were adjudged to William Mit-

ford, Esq. for his History of Greece, and

to Signor Angelo Mai, librarian of the

Vatican, for his various important disco

veries of works of classical antiquity, sup

posed long since to be lost. The medals

of the present year have been adjudged to

James Rennel, Esq. for his geographical

works, and to Charles Wilkins, Esq. for

his works in Sanscrit literature.

Although we do not entertain a very

favourable opinion of the Royal Society

of Literature, the members of which have

within the last few days been allowed

to prefix to their names the initials,

M. R.S.L. (Member of the Royal So

ciety of Literature), yet it must be allow

ed that the ten pensions of 100 guineas'

t appear to have been distributed with an

honest impartiality and discrimination.

On the death of John Fisher, Bishop

of Salisbury, Dr. Burgess was promoted

to that See, an appointment which does

honour to his present Majesty, and is

certainly a due reward to the learning,

talent, and private worth of the indivi

dual on whom it has been conferred. The

Bishop of Salisbury is a prolific writer,

and most of his works are polemical,*and

strictly'orthodox. In the relations of pri

vate life, we have already stated he is

amiable ; and that he was much esteemed

in the diocese over which he so long pre

sided, will be seen by the description, in

another page of this Mirrok, of the

splendid Vase which has been presented

' to him by a portion of his late diocese.

SPIRIT OF THE

$ublie journals.

THE CITY OF DAMASCUS.

The city of Damascus is seven miles in

circumference ; the width is quite dispro-

portioned to the length, which is above

two miles. The walls of this, the most

ancient city in the world, are low, and do

not enclose it more than two-thirds round.

The street, still called Straight, and where

St. Paul is, with reason, said to have lived,

is entered by -the road from Jerusalem. It

is as straight as an arrow, a mile in length,

broad, and well paved. A lofty window

In one of the towers to the east, is shown

ns as the place where the Apostle was let

down in a basket. In the way to Jeru

salem is the spot where his course was ar

rested by the light from Heaven. A

Christian is not allowed to reside here,

except in a Turkish dress : the Turks of

Damascus, the most bigotted to their re

ligion, are less strict than in other parts

in some of their customs. The women

are allowed a great deal of liberty, and

are met with every evening in the beauti

ful promenades around the city, walking

in patties, or seated by the river side. The

women of the higher orders, however,

keep more aloof, and form parties beneath

the trees, and, attended by one or two of

their guardians, listen to the sound of '

music. Most of them wore a loose white

veil, but this was often turned aside,

either for coolness, or to indulge a pas

senger with a glimpse of their features.

They had oftentimes fair and ruddy com

plexions, with dark eyes and hair, but

were not remarkable for their beauty.

Women of a certain description are often

seen in parties, each mounted on a good

horse, well dressed and unveiled, driving

on with much gaiety and noise, with a

male attendant to protect them from in

sult. The fruits of the plain are of va

rious kinds, and of excellent flavour.

Provisions are cheap, the bread is the

finest to be found in the East ; it is sold

every morning in small light cakes, per

fectly white, and surpasses in quality even

that of Paris. These cakes with clouted

cream, sold in the streets fresh every

morning, the most delicious honey, and

Arabian coffee, formed our daily break

fast. 'I

This luxurious city is no place to per

form penance in ; the paths around, wind

ing through the mass of woods and fruit-

trees invite you daily to the most delight

ful rides and walks. Summer-houses are

found in profusion ; some of the latter

may.be hired for a day's use, or are open

for rest and refreshment, and you sit be

neath the fruit-trees, or on the divan

which opens into the garden. If you feel

at any time satiated, you have only to

advance out of the canopy of woods, and

mount the naked and romantic heights of

some of the mountains around, amidst the

sultry beams of the sun, and you will

.soon return to the shades and waters be

neath ^with fresh delight. Among the

fruits produced in Damascus are oranges,

citrons, and apricots of various kinds.

The most exquisite conserves of fruits are

made here, among which are dried cakes

of roses. The celebrated plain of roses,

from the produce of which the rich

perfume is obtained, is about three mile*
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from the town ; it is a part of the great

plain, and its entire area is thickly plant

ed with rose-trees, in the cultivation of

which great care is taken. One of the

best taits we ever tasted was composed of

nothing but rose.leaves.

There are several extensive cemeteries

around the city. Here the women often

repair in the morning to mourn over the

dead : their various ways of manifesting

their *grief were striking, and some of

them very affecting. One widow was ac

companied by her little daughter ; they

knelt before the tomb, when both wept

long and bitterly. Others were clamorous

in their laments ; but the wailing of the

mother was low and heart-breaking. Some

threw themselves prostrate, with shrill

cries, and others bent over the sepulchres

without uttering a word. In some of the

cemeteries we often observed flowers and

pieces of bread laid on the tombs, beside

which the relations sat in silence.

The great bazaar for the reception of

the caravans at Damascus, is a noble

building ; the roof is very lofty, and sup

ported by pillars ; in the midst is a large

dome. An immense fountain adorns the

stone floor beneath, around which are the

warehouses for the various merchandize :

the circular gallery above opens into a

number of chambers for the lodging of

the merchants. The large mosque is a fine

and spacious building ; but no traveller

is permitted more than to gaze through

the door as he passes by. Its beautiful

and lofty dome and minaret form conspi

cuous objects in every view of the town.

Many of the private houses have a splen

did interior ; but there is nothing sightly

in the part that fronts the street. The

passage of two or three of the rivers

through the town is a singular luxury,

their banks being in general lined with

trees, and crossed by light bridges, where

seats and cushions are laid out for the

passengers. The bazaars are the most

agreeable and airy in the east, where the

richest silks and brocades of the east,

sabres, balsam of Mecca, and the pro

duce of India and Persia are to be found.

But one luxury, which Wortley Monta

gue declared only was wanting to make

the Mussulman life delightful, is scarcely

to be found in Damascus—good wine.

The monks of the convent have strong

and excellent white wine ; but a traveller

must be indebted to their kindness, or go

without. The numerous sherbet shops in

the streets are a welcome resource in the

sultry weather. The sellers are well

dressed, clean, and remarkably civil.

Two or three large vessels are constantly

full of this beverage, beside which is kept

a quantity of ice. The seller fills a vase

with the sherbet, that is coloured by some

fruit, strikes a piece of ice or snow into .

it, and directly presents it to your lips.

Our abode was not far from the gate

that conducted to the most frequented and

charming walks around the city. Here

four or five of the rivers meet, and form

a large and foaming cataract, a short dis

tance from the walls. In this spot it wag

pleasant to sit or walk beneath the trees ;

for the exciting sounds and sights of na

ture are doubly welcome near an eastern

city, to relieve the languor and stillness

that prevail. A few coffee-sellers took

their stand here, and, placing small seats

in the shade, served you with their beve

rage and the chibouqe.

The streets of Damascus, except that

called Straight, are narrow ; they are all

paved, and the road leading out for some

miles to the village of Salehieh, is neatly

paved with flat smooth stones, and pos

sesses a good footpath. Small rivulets of

water run on each side, and beside these

are rows of trees, with benches occasion

ally for the accommodation of passengers ;

near which is sometimes found a movable

coffee seller, so that ease and refreshment

are instantly obtained. The houses of the

city are built for a few feet of the lower

part with stone, the rest is of brick. The

inhabitants dress more richly than in any

other Turkish city, and more warmly than

to the south, for the climate is often cold

in winter; and the many streams of water,

however rich the fertility. they produce,

are said to give too great a humidity to

the air. It would be a good situation for

an European physician; and Monsieur

Chaboiceau, a Frenchman, who has re

sided here forty years, being now eighty

years old, appears to live in comfort and

affluence, has good practice, and is much

esteemed. The great scheik mountain,

crowned with snow, is a fine and refresh

ing object from the city ; and large quan

tities of snow are often brought from it

for the use of the sherbet shops, and the

luxury of the more affluent inhabi

tants. Every private house of any

respectability is supplied with fountains*

and in some of the coffee-houses, a jet

d'eau rises to the height of five or six

feet, around which are seats and cushions.

We passed our time very agreeably

here. In the evening some of the friend's

of our host came to sit and converse, and

we sometimes rode into the plain, at the

extremity ofthe line of foliage. The num

ber of Christians in the city is computed

at ten thousand, natives of the place, of

which those of the Greek religion are the

most numerous, and there are many Ca

tholics and Armenians. They appear to

live in great comfort, in the full and un-
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disturbed exercise of their religion and

their different customs. The intolerance

of the Turks is' more in sound than in

realfty ; in all our intercourse with them

we found them polite, friendly, and hos

pitable, and never for a moment felt the

feast personal apprehension in their terri

tory, whether in towns or villages, or when

we met them in remote situations. They

are a generous and honourable people, and

vindictiveness and deceit are not in their

nature. The state of the Jews at this

time in Damascus was particularly fortu

nate ; the minister of the Pacha was

one of fheir nation, and they enjoyed

the utmost freedom and protection. Every

evening they were seen amusing them

selves outside the walls with various pas

times, and the faithful were looking on

with perfect complacency. One morning

while walking about the city, we heard

the report of several cannon, to announce

the beheading of two commanders, who

had taken flight along with their troops,

at the battle with the forces of Acre and

Lebanon a few days before. .

( To be concluded in our next.)

MR. CHARLES KEMBLE'S ADDRESS

On the appearance of Monsieur Mazurier at

Covent Garden Theatre, as Punch.

Come, all ye admirers of punch,

Come and gaze on our Polichinel;

Did ever a soul wear his bunch.

Or scream with his voice half so well ?

Our prince (to whom long life I wish)

Calls the marquis's punch ' quite the thing l»

And is our punch a less pleasant dish

To set before— even a king 1

And lord Hertford himself—would I could

But persuade the great Stannaries' Warden

To patronise me—and he should

Mate my punch for me at Covent-garden I

And Devonshire's duke, too, should come,

And confess that my punch did surpass

Even his ; though [ wouldn't, like some.

Wish mine to befrappe de glace.

And ladies of punch-loving fame,

, Should find a Polichinelle * suits

Even them ; and I'd call on thy name,

Most punch-loving relict of 1

Come, lady, and bring in thy mite

The of , thy lover !

And thou'lt see in his shipwreck, I weet,

How he's sometimes, like thee, habeas over.

Or behold him devour'd by the whale.t

And to sighs of deep sorrow resign thee I

That all sorts of whale-bones would fail

In the effort, good lack ! to confine thee !

» The young gentlemen ofthe garde du corps

in their slang call a glass of spirits un Polichinel.

f Polichinel avali par la baieine, a piece

which had a prodigious success at Paris'.

From the west end of town let me turn,

And addrtsu the wise men of the east

Can they all my arguments spurn,

Unless Punch's attractions have ceased ?

No, never ! till Tom's in Cornhill,

« Leaves arrack (as sings Shakspeare) be

hind ,"

Till the potent iced punch made by Will

Shall have gone, like queen Man, out of mind.

And next I appeal to each Scot ;

(Though I know that the punch is divine

Wliich Glasgow calls hers} will they not—

Will they not make a trial of mine ?

Oh, yes, and the Irish who love

Punch of all kinds, and love to be frisky*

Will acknowledge my punch far above

Their own brewage of Inishone whiskey !

They shall come, and the deeds that are done

By Mazurier shall strike each beholder

With wonder, for, just like a gun,

He can throw his leg over his shoulder !

And his joints are so supple, they seem

As if they were hung upon wires ;

And his leaps, and his walk, and his scream,

Are what every Parisian admires.

And so will the English, I ween.

When they've witness'd the things he per

forms ; •

But even if they hiss, 'twill be seen

That his shipwreck has used him to storms.

But crowds I have no doubt will go,

And see him again and again ;

And parties, for French punch, I know,

Will quit their punch a la Romaine I

News of Literature.

RIGHTS OF WOMAN.

(Continued from page 335.,)

What are we, at our time of the day,

to think of Mr. Owen and others,. with

what they are pleased to call their new

schemes ? Why, if the wisdom of

women had been properly and respect

fully attended to, the Saturnian age would

have been restored long ago—perhaps

never lost—and we should not now have

been gaping and staring at their dri

velling imitators.

I shall only notice a decree, which,

considering the above statute as it affects

the amassing of wealth, is admirable for

the even-handed justice it displays—for,

I may say, its deep knowledge of human

nature, and tender solicitude for the peace

and comfort of society. Young men in

their addresses to the fair sex, were al

ways by the new law bound to give the

preference, and do homage in the first

instance, to the old and ugly—the young

and handsome took their turn next. How

judicious ! passing through Purgatory

to Paradise was sure to happen ; but re

verse the journey, and it is rather doubt

ful whether it ever would be taken. The
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peace of the city is here especially provided

for. A scene follows,which places the ladies

in a very singular situation, as it respects

their vanity and the display of their

charms. Two ancient dames lay claim

to a youth, one insisting that he is com

pelled by law to obey her, on which the

other says—" iVo, not if another old

woman appears that is uglier!"—

These were indeed the good old times ;

we hear of no such boastings in our

day.

Now, having weighed this matter well,

I can anticipate no reasonable objection

to a dissolution of ministry at the next

dissolution of parliament ; and that their

places, as well as the various seats in the

senate, should be filled by women. I

would not go beyond this experiment at

starting, although I cannot conceive how

any one can deny that we are as well

fitted for the bar as the senate.—Sir

Fretful, in The Critic, (himself an ex-

cellent one), says—" The women are

the best judges after all." However, I

waive these offices for the present ; but I

cannot help thinking that women are too

much overlooked in providing effectively

for the bar. What great things might

we not predict from their fascinating

small talk about and about it ? In that

indispensable qualification, puxzling a

cause, and in all those misty charms of

forensic eloquence, which so adorn and

fractify the practice, they would doubtless

be found equal (flattering as the compli

ment must appear) to any and all the

other stuff anal silk gowns that rustle

through our courts. " If any one ques

tions their powers, (the eloquence of

women), let him," says Addison, " but

be present at those debates which fre

quently arise among the ladies of the

hritishfishery,—debates held, where, as

Goldsmith expresses it, "they sell the

best fish and speak the plainest English."

But I shall confine myself to the House

of Commons, and our superior qualifica

tions to figure with effect in that quarter.

Speaking or talk is, as I take it, the

principal ingredient in a senator—dumbies

are always laughed at—we shall therefore

be respected. " Nature," some one has

observed, " gave men two ears, and only

one tongue, to signify that he should

hear as much again as he says." Our

bitterest enemies will not affirm that

Nature has successfully imposed any

such restriction upon us ; and we are not

only eloquent, but teachers of eloquence—

I don't speak of love, and its effects on

simple Cymons, but rest our character

and fame on the sober facts of history.—

Aspasia instructed Socrates in eloquence,

and his wife, in that part of rhetoric

"stirring the passions," was, as every

one knows, very much his superior !

At first, I imagined that there would

be a great, and, perhaps, unseemly con

test amongst us who should beSpEAKEr,

but since I have learnt that the Speaker

is the only one that don't speak, I think

we shall agree in abolishing this unna

tural sinecure, for I despair of finding

any one amongst our body qualified for

the office. In every other respect we are

as debaters and legislators armed at all

points. Public business is often much

delayed by the complaint of members

(tongues of course) being fatigued, and

adjournments take place ; or the neces

sity for recreation, and prorogations fol

low. Now, our members will never need

adjournment through fatigue, nor pro

roguing for recreation, as we desire none

better than talking all the year round.

Both administration and opposition oc

casionally get themselves into scrapes and

difficulties, from which, being mere men,

they appear to want the wit to extricate

themselves. Such will never be the case

with us ; and I ground this opinion, not

only on the vulgar saying, that " a

woman has only to lock at hex apron

string for an excuse," but I have the

authority of Simonides, (no flatterer of

ours, as his Iambics will prove), who

says that " Godformed woman from the

crafty fox, knowing all things good and

bad This is unquestionably that sort of

Fox-ite best suited to meet and overcome

all the turns and chances of office.

For our laws, they will be simple ;

and simplicity in legislation is a merit of

the first order. We shall at once sweep

off or reform the statutes at large, ana

declare away the common law, as it re

gards its iniquity touching ourselves.

We wish our first act to be an act of

justice ; and what can be more just than

to see that one half the country, and that

half allowed to be the most beautiful, be

in the enjoyment of an equal administra

tion of the laws, lights, and immunities of

the state ? We shall be content, subject

to such enactments and alterations as

" the wisdom of the house '' may hereafter

deem requisite, with equal advantages,

notwithstanding the clear and indisputa

ble inferiority, both in mind and body, of

our predecessors and their constituents.

We shall have our own peculiar privileges,

and shall, of course, look with a very

jealous eye at all breaches. Bringing the

house into contempt is at present a breach,

and such poor things as men acted very

prudently in making it one, but we shall

need no such safeguard ; however, not to

seem to innovate too much, I think it

may be as well to let that remain. Thus
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shall we endeavour to shame men by our The Gatherer .
moderation , and we shall continue to act “ I am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

on this principle " quamdiu se bene
men ' s stuff. " - Wotton .

gesserint,” as long as they conduct them .
selves properly — that is , to our satisfac- ALONZO , Cano was one of the best ,

tion . .
painters ever educated in Spain , and was

I suppose thatnothing ismore evident, still more celebrated as a sculptor. The

or Ukely to be less disputed , than that former appears to have been his favourite
women are peculiarly adapted to manage art, though he more eminently excelled
the house, and few , when so disposed , in the latter, which he seemed to regard
more expert in dividing it. Further, it as a relaxation from the severer study of

may be safely presumed, from his Mac his principal pursuit. This artist appears
jesty 's acknowledged gallantry, that he literally to have felt “ the ruling passion
will have no objection to them on parti. strong in death ;" for when the priest
cular occasions as privy counsellors ; nor who attended him presented the crucifix ,
is it likely that he will ever refuse to re - he turned his eyes away, and refused to
ceive them in his Cabinet. The office of look at it, because the sculpture was so .

Secretary of State for the HOME depart- badly executed ; but asked for a plain
ment will, I foresee, prove very onerous ; cross, which being brought to him , he

but it will devolve upon hands especially devoutly embraced it and expired .
well calculated to give perfect satisfaction T . W .

to both sides of the house in its improved

condition . A short penal actwill set all

these little matters smooth and straight.
- PUNNING CONUNDRUMS.

But this is not the place or time to enter WHY are oysters, which are ready to be

into the minutie of government, or to sent into the country, compared to guns ?
discuss state affairs- it is enough for the Because they are barrell’ d . "
happiness and the hopes of the country , to Why does the performancés at the

know that all such mischiefs as they have ' theatres on the south side of the water

hitherto suffered will no longer be in . get more applauded than on the north

flicted on them by Mankind .
side ? Because they are nearest to

It would be premature, and indeed it clap 'em (Clapham .) ;

is impossible forme at thismoment to be Why is a coach -horse 's harness like

prepared with my budget, but having re . ' the means of discovering a robbery ?

ported progress in this desirable end, I ' Because there are traces to its
shall beg leave to sit again ; and when : Why should a singer be compared to a
measures are determined on , and papers banker ? Because he lives by his notes.

printed, they shall without delay be laid -Why should a dancer be compared to
on the reader's table. : SAPHIRA. a person that sells fish ? Because he lives

by his heels ( eels.) .
# Though I think it an excess of Why is Greenwich Park to be com . .

vanity in men to suppose that they can ' pared to a church ? Because there is a

teach us anything, yet I have no objection steep hill to it ( steeple.) . "

to make them as useful as their limited

capacities will allow of. Therefore I : A DISCOVERY . ,
perfectly approve of Captain Clips, andProfessor VOELKER , who have opened A GENTLEMAN praising the personal

a Gymnasium ; and taking probably the charms of a very plain womnan before

hint from our dress, consider ladies al. Foote, the latter whispered him , “ And

ready equipped for gymnastic exercises. why don 't you lay claim to such an an

The Captain , I understand , at present complished beauty ? " . " What right have

attends several boarding schools, and I Ito her ?" said the other. “ Every right :

perceive by the advertisement that “ the by the law of nations, as the first dis •

conductors of various female seminaries" coverer ! ” .

are desirous of putting themselves under
his instructions— the young ladies will FINE WOMAN .
no doubt be found equally pliable. This MADAME DE STAEL inquiring of Bona .
is all very proper ; and may prove an parte who he accounted the finest woman

excellent training for us women , with a in the world , the Emperor replied , “ She

view to our taking the command of the who

armu. Males may so far be rendered ber of children .”

mne who has brought forth the greatest num .

useful ; and there can be no earthly ob

jection , in point of qualification, to the Printed and Published by J . LIMBIRD ,

continuance of MEN -milliners. 143, Strand, (near Somerset House, and sold
by all Newsmen and Booksellers.

ill to it (steeple.)
.
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This magnificent castle, situated on the

south-east angle Of the town of Aber-

conway, in the county of Caernarvon,

stands on a steep rock, whose base is

at high water washed by the river Con

way, which is here about the breadth of

the Thames at Deptford. Its general

figure is irregular, being composed of a

square, to which on its west side is joined

a pentagon, each of three figures, forming

a court. It was defended by eight large

round towers, flanking the sides and ends.

From these towers, towards the inside,

issued slender circular turrets, rising

much above them, constructed for the

purpose of commanding an extensive

prospect over the adjacent country ; to

wards the land side it was surrounded by

a moat. This castle was built by King

Edward, in the year 1284, on the spot

which had formerly been fortified by

Hugh Earl of Chester, in the time of

William the Conqueror. The walls,

which are embattled, are from 12 to 15

feet thick, and quite entire, except one

tower on the south side, whose lower part

has fallen, owing as is said to the rock

whereon it stood giving way.

The common entrance is on the south-

Vol vi. 2 A

east side, near the east end, by a Steep and

winding path ; the passage is now almost

choked up by the fragments and ruins

of the inner walls. There was also an

other entrance on the north side, near the

west end ; both these entrances were co

vered by an advanced work, protected by

small round towers, beyond which, at the

west end, was the moat, crossed by means

of a drawbridge. There was a large well

in the inner court, now almost filled up

with rubbish. On the south side, the

remains of the great hall are still to be

seen—it is 130 feet in length, 32 broad,

and 30 high ; the walls and window-cases

entire ; the roof, which is destroyed, was

supported by nine arches of stone—these

are still remaining. On the east side, in

one of the towers, is shewn a small room

called The King's Chamber, in which is

a Gothic .niche finely carved. This is the

only part of the castle that appears to

have been ornamented. Hither King

Richard II. fled, on his arrival from Ire

land in the year 1399 ; and here he argued

with the Archbishop of Canterbury, and

the Earl of Northumberland, to surrender

his crown to the Duke of Lancaster, after

wards King Hen'y IV. This laid the

3s3
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first foundation for those wars between decayed and sunken roof ; “ Ah !” said
the Houses of York and Lancaster, which he, ós how I envy the lot of those poor

so long deluged England with blood . It fellows there . If anything displeases or

was repaired and fortified for King Charles threatens them in the place they inhabit,

I. during the civil war. This castle gave nothing detains them , they can depart
the titles of Barons, Viscount, and Earl without delay. Happy , thrice happy are
to the family of Conway . It now gives those who at this present moment have

that of Baron to the descendants of Sir no wealth - no fortune- no property - no
Edward Seymour. ties. Ah ! why did we not escape six

A fine wood extends from the castle to weeks ago ? Wemight have effected it

the summit of the hill, from whence the then . Oh, that we had been wise ! oh ,
prospect over the river and neighbouring that wewere out of the frontiers, reduced
country is very delightful. A consider to the labour of obtaining ourown living,
able trade was formerly carried on in this but free, and sheltered from these dread .
town, particularly in the exportation of ful and intestine shocks !” During this
corn , but it is now much decayed , al. discourse I had remained motionless, and

though there are still some considerable I now regarded him with an inexpressi.
merchants residing in it. The church is a ble emotion. After a few moments ' si .
handsome Gothic structure , and in the lence, I said, “ What's the matter ?
church - yard is a stone with the following What has happened ? What fear you ?”

remarkable inscription : 6 Alas ! Julian," cried he, - our fate is
i “ Here lieth the body of Nicholas cast. If the monster doesnot perish this
Hooker, of Conway, Gent. who was the morning, we are all annihilated . How
one -and-fortieth child of his father Wil- say you ? My mind misgives me— the
liam Hooker, Esq. by Alice his wife, and wretch will triumph - We shall be strip
the father of seven -and -twenty children . ped of everything ; given up to plunder.
He died the Twentieth day of March , Oh ! why did I not follow the advice of
1637.” my wife.” . In saying these words he
Here was anciently a Monastery for sank into an arm chair , and covered his

Monks of the Cistertian order ; but the face with his hands. “ For Heaven ' s
whole of the building has been long since sake,” replied I, with a vivacity mingled

demolished . The government of the in spite of myself with bluntness, “ cease

town is vested in two Bailiffs, assisted by your useless complaints, which are only

a Common Council of the principal in - tolerable in themouths of women . What' s

habitants. all this ? ” Durand was exceedingly hurt
at this answer, and was on the point of

signifying it to me, when a mournful and
THE FALL OF ROBESPIERRE. terrible sound struck our ears it was the

From Les Parvenus, ou les Aventures tocsin , 'larum of woe ! We remained

de Julien Delmous, écrites par lui petrified with horror ; we thought our
last hour was sounding ; we gave our.

meme : par Mde. de Genlis .
selves up for lost. In an instant the doorIt was on the ninth Thermidor * of the of the study burst open , and Sophia Du

second Republican year, that is to say , rand rushed in bathed in tears, folding
the 27th July 1794, that I awoke a little her two lovely children in her arms.
after the dawn of day with a sudden start, " Ah, my dear husband !” cried she.
a kind of convulsion which I had con - " you would not listen to me; it is all

stantly had for two or three weeks, on over with us ; we are undone ; Robes .

rousing myself from a most painful pierre carries all before him .” “ Whence
sleep.

this intelligence ?” “ I have heard it all
I dressed myself, and went to the house — see , yonder the servant is returned .

of my friend Durand ; he had risen , and TheMunicipality arms for Robespierre,

was alone in his study, but instead of and the whole city is in a tumult. At
writing at his bureau as he was accuse these words Durand precipitately opened

tomed to do, he was pacingup and down a chest, snatched out a casket, spoke to
the room with rapid strides - his extreme his wife in an under tone, covered it with

agitation struck me I questioned him his mantle, and hurried out of the room .
- he answered nothing. He advanced I guessed he was gone to hide his mo

towards the window , opened it, and lean - ney and papers, which in fact was the

ed with a dejected and sorrowful air on case. “ Oh , unfortunate riches ! ” said

the rails of the balcony. He saw upon Sophia , transported with grief ; “ cursed

the top of a neighbouring house twomen wealth , of which he hoped to become the

engaged in new roofing and repairing the guardian and preserver, you will only

* Thermidor, a name given to one of the serve to -day but to make our ruin in .

months, signifying the « hotmonth .» evitable. Oh ! that we had been born in
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humble Wife ; would that we had remain the NationalGuard, and bribed by Ro

ed in mediocrity .” “ In the name of bespierre , was marching at the head of
· Heaven, ” interrupted I, “ Sophia , I con . thesatellites of the Municipality, in order
jure you , answerme: Is Robespierre de- to attack the Convention. In any signal
nounced ?" _ “ He is, and your friend political crisis, public interest may in an
Le Dru is one in the plot." " Where instant transform into liberators degene.

make they the attack ? " " At the Con , rate and contemptible creatures. The

· vention .” “ " Tis enough . ” At these most guilty Jacobins, who at this mo.

words I sprang towards the door, flew to ment dared to attack the usurper, were

my chamber, seized a poignard from my all of them courageous defenders of their
walking-stick which I had purposely country and of the rights of humanity ;
hidden there, thrust it under my waist. and the Convention , degraded as it wasby

coat, snatched my hat and hastened out so many shocking crimes, in declaring itself
of the house. I saw , in fact a terrible thus against the common enemy, became

• commotion in the street, and numerous a respectable senate, which one ought to

• groups apparently in great animation ; protect at the peril of his life

but decided upon joining Le Dru, and
Facts.

resolved to share his fate , be it what it
might, I stopped at nothing , I heard ( To be concluded in our next. )
nothing. My heart sickened in passing
the Greve," which was completely covered

LINES,
with armed men, who ever and anon
shouted out, “ Long live Robespierre & WElive Roheonierra WARN from this chequer'd world my spirit doth

depart,
Robespierre for ever ! Huzza !” ť And I have ceased to foel delightor woe - .

l'arrived at the Convention quite out And Death 's chillbreath shall freeze the current

of breath '; I had the utmost difficulty in ofmine heart,
the world to penetrate into it , at last I Which gaily now with purest love doth flow ,
succeeded , and forced my way through No monument or churchyard epitaph I crave.com
the crowd ; I sought Le Dru with the ( The which is oftmore pompous than sincere) ;
greatest eagerness ; I perceived him : I But only wish that one I lovemay seek mygrave,
sprang to his side : he beheld me with And on my lifeless clay bestow a toar /

L . P . C .
astonishment ; he pressed my hand, and
I said to him in a low tone,' “ We part
no "more !” At this moment Robes A FRAGMENT.

pierre, atraigned and accused, was at the
WHEN the sun rises bright in the East,

In its brightness no pleasure I see ;
tribunal : the paleness of his countenance

As the charms of the day are increased ,
was more livid than ever ; his languish I sigh , but in vain , to be free.

* ing eye-balls were swimming in blood ; *
his ignoble physiognomy betraying, in When the flowers are blooming in spring

stead of insolence nothing but horror and No pleasure they promise for me ;

As the bird flutters by on its wing
yacuity, while everything appeared to I languish in vain to be freo .

announce to me that his frightful reign
was drawing near to an end. In fact à How sweet is the evening gale ,

confused noise was heard all around us . As lightly it strays o 'er the lea ;

and afterwards repeated shouts of “ Down But sweeter by far 'twould prevail

with the tyrant; down with him .” With Were I as itswild zophyrs, free.

what ardour did I not join in these heart . Come Winter ! congenial gloom !

stirring liberating sounds. Robespierre; Thou suitest bestwith the grief ofmy heart
as cowardlyas he was before arrogant and As cold as it were in the tomb
barbarous, suddenly assumed the charac To the pleasures which Nature impart.

ter and countenance of a suppliant ; he For the beauties of summer nor spring

descended from the tribunal to the bar, No joy e ' er affordeth for me ;

where soon were ordered alongside of him As thebird flutters by on its wing

Saint Just, Couthon , Lebas, and Robes I may sigh , but in vain , to be free .

pierre the younger. However, the S . W . E .

'larum of woe still sounded ; a report
was brought that Henriot, commander of ON THE LATE ARCTIC EXPE .

DITION
* The place of public execution at Paris, si

milar to our Tyburn . ( For the Mirror . ;
f A fact. These men were sent by themem GREAT BRITAIN has long taken the lead

bers of the Commons at Paris , who were of Ro
of all other nations in voyages by sea,

- bespierre 's party . .

The whites of his eyes for several months whether for thesakeof conquest, discovery,

had become the colour of blood .
or more weighty reasons. In our own

Facts time and generation we see no relaxation

- 2 A 2
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in the ardour for such expeditions ; nay,

it is rather augmented than diminished.

It will certainly be difficult for modem

navigators to surpass the first introducer

of tobacco, the great, but cruelly used,

Raleigh ; or Drake, who enriched his

country by the plunder of the Spanish

galleons ; nor is it likely that the fame of

the thrice globe-traversing Cook will

soon have a successful rival. But these

and many others may be considered on

the whole as very fortunate' voyagers, the

immense expenditure of labour and mo

ney being repaid tenfold by their ultimate

success.

Could consummate talent, unwearied

fatigue, with an adequate command of

money to supply all things comfortable,

indeed absolutely necessary for an hyper

borean voyage, have insured success,

Captain Parry and his followers would

not have returned unrewarded from

the ultima thule. Never had any expe

dition such consentaneous comrades as

this ; here were no bickerings, no muti

nies, which poor Columbus had to distract

him when almost at the haven of his

wishes. Captain Parry and the other

officers of the expedition took every pre

caution to prevent such unpleasant occur

rences. Who is ignorant of that excellent

expedient to banish ennui and its often

dangerous results, viz. the publication of

a daily paper ? of the nightly amuse

ments, consisting of theatrical entertain

ments, masquerades, &c. But, alas !

human skill and almost superhuman toil

have not yet given, even the most san

guine, more than a passing hope that the

main end of all these exertions, that great

desideratum, the North West passage,

will ever be made, though its existence

seems more than probable. These cold-

enduring mariners have in some former

voyages received the minor reward of dis

covering many before unknown varieties

of animals, &c. which impartial nature

loves to place in frozen climes, as well as

in those which are more genial. But we

are told that this voyage has proved less

successful in this way. This leads us to

fear that Salmon was but too correct in

the opinion which he has given us (in

his " Modern History," written a hundred

years back) concerning this grand geogra

phical problem, where, after discussing

an hyperborean voyage which had taken

place, declares he firmly believes the dis

covery of this North West passage was

next to an impossibility. Whether Cap t.

Parry has determined on another voyage

is not yet made public ; most likely he

will again make an attempt, which seems

peculiarly fitted to his undaunted mind ;

but we fear, though loth to express such

a fear, that he must be content with the

laurels already gathered in the polar re

gions, nor hope to obtain that which

seems fated to be classed with those im

probabilities, if not impossibilities, the

philosopher's stone, elixir of life, and

quadrature of the circle—a North West

passage.

GULIELMUS OF KENSINGTON.

THE HISTORY OF MUSIC. \

( Concludedfrom page 164.)

Dramatic Music.— Madrigals.— Intro

duction of the Italian Opera.—Pur-

cell. — Handel.—Oratorios. — Music

in England in the last and present

century.

The annals of modern music furnish no

event so important to the progress of the

art as the invention of recitative music,

which gave to the lyric drama a peculiar

language and construction. The Orpeo

of Politian the first attempt at musical

drama, which was afterwards perfected by

Metastasio. This species of composition

originated with some persons of taste and

letters in Tuscany, who being dissatisfied

with every former attempt at perfecting

dramatic poetry and exhibitions, deter

mined to unite the best lyric poet with

the best musician of their time. Three

Florentine noblemen, therefore, Giovanni

Bardi, Count of Vernio, Pietro Strozzi,

and Jacobo Corsi, all enlightened lovers

of the fine arts, selected Ottavio Rinuc-

cini, and Jacobo Peri, their countrymen,

to write and set to music the drama of

Dafne, which was performed in the house

of Signor Corsi, in 1597, with great ap

plause ; and this seems the true era,

whence we may date the opera or drama,

wholly set to music, and in which the

dialogue was neither sung in measure,

nor declaimed without music, but recited

in simple musical notes, which amounted

not to singing, and yet was different from

the usual mode of speaking. After this

successful experiment, Rinuccini wrote

Eurydice and Arianna, two other similar

dramas.

In the same year Emilio del Cavaliere

composed the music to an opera called

Ariadne, at Rome; and the friends of

this composer and of Peri respectively

lay claim to the honour of the invention

of recitative, for each of these artistes.

The Euridice of Peri was, however, the

first piece of the kind performed in pub

lic ; its representation took place at the

theatre, Florence, in 1600, on the occa

sion of the marriage of Henry IV. of

France, with Mary de Medicis; and

Pietro della Vclle, a Roman knight and
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amateur musician, who, inlGIO, published

an able historical disquisition on the sci

ence, expressly says, the first dramatic ac

tion (ofthe secular drama) ever represented

at Rome, was performed at the Carnival

of 1606, on his " cart, or movable

stage ;" when " five voices or five instru

ments, the exact number that an ambu

lant cart would contain, were employed."

Thus it seems, the first secular drama in

modem Rome, like the first tragedy in

ancient Greece, was exhibited in a cart.

Simple madrigals, for chamber music,

have been claimed as the invention of

James Arcadelt, chapel-master to the

cardinal of Lorraine, who published five

books of this species of composition, in

1572 ; but they appear to have been in

use at the commencement of the century.

This style, which was much cultivated in

the 17th century, is now disused.

The 17th century, to the music of

which we have slightly alluded, gave

birth to the famous Purcell, who is the

glory of England, as a composer ; and

whose works are still highly prized, not

withstanding the changes which have

taken place in musical taste. In this

century, harmony and counterpoint un

derwent a great change, by the abolition

of the ancient modes, for ancient musi

cians looked upon all harmony as allow

able, which was exempt from a succes

sion of fifths and octaves : and thus a

number of bad combinations were fre

quently made, such as the" sixth and

third, &c. and the gradual adoption of

the two in use at the present day, the

major and the minor mode.

Chamber and dramatic music were

much cultivated, and underwent great

improvements in this century. In the

former accompanied madrigals and can

tatas were introduced ; and in the latter

the talents of Scarlatti were successfully

employed, in making the melody con

formable to the expression of the words ;

and he was followed by a host of com

posers, who in the department of dra

matic music have left little to be

wished for. The first public theatre

opened in Rome was in 1671 ; and in

1677 the opera was established in Venice.

In 1680, at Padua, the opera of Bere

nice was performed, in a style which

makes all the processions and stage para

phernalia of modern times shrink into

insignificance.

In England, public concerts were in

troduced by Baltzar, master of the king's

band, and to Sir Willam Davenant, we

are indebted for introducing dramatic

music about the year 1656, when a piece

called The Cruelty of the Spaniards in

Peru, was represented, by " vocal and

instrumental music, and by act of per

spective in scenes." These scenes and

decorations, according to Downes, were

the first that were introduced on a public

stage in England. Though this appears

to have been the first opera which was

performed, as early as 1617, the stUo

rccitativo is mentioned by Ben Jonson,

as a recent innovation from Italy ; and

from that time it was used in masques,

occasionally in plays, and in cantatas.

Several musical writers flourished in

England towards the close of the 17th

century, particularly Purcell, whose

tutor, Dr. Blow, directed, that amongst

his best titles to immortality there should

be inscribed on his own tomb, " Master

to the famous Henry Purcell."

Purcell's music is truly English in the

matter, though in the manner he has

imitated Palestrina, Carissimi, and Stra-

della. These masters he imitated, ac

cording to his own account, because he

was satisfied that " the system of har

mony and melody which they had re

duced to practice, was founded on just

principles." His superior genius can

only be duly estimated by those who

make themselves acquainted with the

state of our music previous to his time ;

compared with which, his productions

for the church, if not more learned, will

be found more varied and expressive ;"and

his secular compositions will seem to

have descended from a region with which

neither his predecessors nor contempora

ries had any communication. His melo

dies are so easy, as to induce a belief,

that the singers possessed considerable

power of execution ; but the fact was far

otherwise. It was not till the introduc

tion of the Italian opera amongst us,

that the capacity of the vocal organ was

understood, and Purcell, therefore, had

to struggle against formidable impedi

ments. In many instances he has sur

passed Handel in the expression of Eng.

lish words and national feeling, and his

success as a musician may fairly be sum

med up in a single sentence. — tk His

beauties in composition were entirely his

own ; whilst his occasional barbarisms

may be considered as unavoidable com

pliances with the barbarous taste of the

age in which he lived."

During the 17th century whatever at

tempts were made to naturalize the opera

in this country, the language was always

English ; however, about the end of the

century, Italian singing began to be en

couraged ; the first opera performed

wholly after the Italian manner is recita

tive for the dialogue or narrative parts,

and measured melody for the airs, was

Arsince, queen of Cyprus, in 1705. It
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was written by Stanzani, of Bologna,

and the English version, set to music by

Thomas Clayton, one of the royal band,

in the reign of William and Mary, was

then presented. The translation was bad,

and the music execrable ; yet this drama

was performed twenty-four times in the

first, and eleven in the second year. Mr.

Addison's opera of Rosamond followed :

it waB set to music by Clayton, who was

but a very indifferent composer.

The arrival of Handel in 1710, forms

an era in the history of English music ;

and in the same year, the Academy of

Ancient Musia was established at the

Crown and Anchor Tavern, in the Strand,

by Dr. Pepusch, and a number of other

gentlemen, where the best compositions

were performed. In 1714, Geminianl

came to England, and his presence did

much for music, already greatly im

proved by the wonderful productions of

Handel ; and in a few years " music

quitted that tranquil and unimpassioned

state in which it was left by Corelli ; it

was no longer regarded as a mere soother

of affliction, or incitement to hilarity ; it

would now paint the passions in all their

various attitudes ; and those tones which

said nothing intelligible to the heart,

began to be thought as insipid as those of

sounding brass or tinkling cymbals."

About 1715, concerts became favourite

species of recreation at our fashionable

watering places ; and they have since

multiplied both in town and country, so

that scarcely a town of any note is now

without its periodical concerts, where,

frequently, the best singers and instru

mentalists are heard ; and the repetition

of which gives the inhabitants of the

provinces a taste for good music, which

must tend materially to promote the cul-

jtivation of the science.

Handel has the honour of having in

troduced to the English public a species

of musical composition comprising more

. of the stupendous and commanding

powers of the art, than had ever been

witnessed in this kingdom. The sacred

drama, or oratorio of " Esther," which

was set by that great man, in 1720, ex

pressly for the use of the chapel of the

Duke of Chandos, at Cannons, was the

first production of the kind performed in

this country. It was wonderfully effec

tive ; and on its subsequent representa

tion at the Opera House, it was received

with great applause by a very numerous

audience. It was represented frequently

at subsequent periods ; and in May, 1 732,

It was performed at the King's Theatre

for ten nights (when Handel first intro

duced concettos on the organ, a species

of music wholly of his own invention).

and4without action, in the same manner

as oratorios have ever since been performed

in this country. In 1776, the Concert

ofAncient Music was established in Lon

don, chiefly at the suggestion of the Earl

of Sandwich—an institution intended to

preserve the solid and valuable produc

tions of the old masters from oblivion,

and of which Mr. Joah Bates was for

many years the sole conductor. These

concerts are still continued, and are now

conducted by Mr. Greatorex, assisted

by a Board of Directors, of which his

Grace the Archbishop of York is one of

the most active and efficient members.

In 1784, the first commemoration of Han

del took place; and in 1787, the Glee

Club now held at the Crown and Anchor

Tavern was established. The Vocal

Concerts of Messrs. Harrison and Kny-

vett, and those of Mr. Salamon, where

Haydn presided, and Madame Mara was

the principal vocalist, were the precur

sors to the introduction of a species of

music which has almost superseded that

of our English composers. In the year

1813, the Philharmonic Concerts were

established in London, with a view chiefly

to the cultivation of instrumental music.

These Concerts are still continued, and

embrace nearly all the eminent professors

in the metropolis. The works of Beetho

ven, Mozart, Haydn, Rossini, Cimarosa,

Cherubini, &c. are now more familiar to

our ears than those of Purcell, Boyce,

Ame, Shield, Callcott, Webbe, or Bi

shop ; the establishment of the Royal

Academy of Music, however, which took

place in 1822, by forming a national

school, will, it is to be hoped, enable

us to render England as distinguished for

its musical productions as it is already

celebrated for its superiority in almost

every other branch of science or the arts.

Here we close our History of Music,

which might have been much extended,

but it will be found sufficient to trace the

progress of the science. Great changes

have taken place in singing as well as in

instrumental compositions within the last

century. Madame Mara had introduced

a pure and elevated tone ; Mrs. Billing-

ton, Brahara, and Catalani have, how

ever, succeeded in producing a taste for a

florid style, with a redundancy of orna

ment and graces, in which the execution

of the singer must be wonderful, but in

which simple melody and harmonious ex

pression are little considered. Yet, though

"fashion," which "in everything holds

sway," has created either a real or affected

penchant for the voluptuous compositions

of the Italian school—the heart is Mill

true to nature and to ieeling ; and

such simple and pathetic airs as Braham's
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Kelvin Grove, Auld Robin Gray from

the lips of a Stephens, or of What though

I trace from those of a Travis, will leave

a more lasting impression than the most

astonishing exertion of vocal ability from

professors of the highest rank in the

school of art. This however we must

allow, that the talents of a Catalani are to

us as delightful as they are surprising.

SUNDAY AT BOULOGNE BAIT-

ING OF ANIMALS.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sie,—In No. CLVI. of the Mieror,

I observed some remarks of your corres

pondent, A. B. C. on " A Sunday at

Boulogne," in which he laments customs

which can never fail of attracting the

notice of every Englishman ; but jf your

correspondent is (and that with good rea

son) shocked at the theatre being open,

&c. how much more must his disgust be

excited, when I tell him that this people

not content with the imitations of horrors,

must see them in reality. In the latter

part of the summer they go to church at

one o'clock for the second time, and come

out at two or half-past, when the greater

part of them repair immediately to the

chateau on the ramparts, there to witness

" Lea Grands Combats d'Animaux,'"

(which are only to be seen on a Sunday),

and consequently a great number resort

thither. I saw on the Saturday before

one of these " combats," a bill of fare

stuck upon the wall, in which was a list

of at least forty poor beasts, who were

condemned to be tortured for the amuse

ment of the public, (and as a sacrifice I

suppose Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam as

Messieurs les Cures were always constant

visitors, and incog, principal directors of

them) in which list I saw there was a

wolf and a donkey which were to be the

principal combatants, though to be sure

there were numerous horses and dogs,

which were paired, bears and wolves, &c.

&c. in great numbers, the prices were

fixed at " Vnfranc aux Premiers," and

" Dix sous ana secondes."

At one o'clock even, the crowd was So

great that the military (as usual) were

brought out to keep back those, " whose

spirits were willing, but whose pockets

were light," from having a sight, and

those most wise people of this most

polished country of France actually stood

there five hours—i. e. till the baiting was

over, to hear what they could, as there

was a full military band playing all the

while to inspire the combatants. After

the battles were done, the spectators

rushed out, and those who had most

money left, ran. to the .theatre, those who

had least were to content themselves with

the " Tivoli," and those who had none

with sorrowful faces walked home.

" Sfect;li Admirator."

FRENCH REFINEMENT.

FIGHTS OF ANIMALS.

Our neighbours in France occasionally

rate us, and not wholly without reason,

for our passion for animal combats ; but,

in reality, these things take place a.s fre

quently at their side of the Channel as

ours. We shall translate one out of five

hundred bills of this description, and

leave it to our readers to decide between

the polished Parisians and the unpolished

men of the Fives Court i—

" BARRIER DC COMBAT ANCIEN

CHEMIN DE PANTIN.

" The Sieur Gerot, successor to the

Sieur Mouroy, proprietor of the estab

lishment hitherto known under the de

nomination of the Combat des Animaux,

has the honour of informing the public,

that his exercises will take place every

Sunday and holiday To please the pub

lic, to promise little, to keep what is

promised, and to surprise agreeably.

" To-morrow, Sunday, the 8th of

May, 1825, will be a grand combat of a

young and vigorous bull. This furious

animal, without equal for agility and fe

rocity, will be attacked vigorously by

dogs of the greatest force and first-rate

shape, who will relieve one another turn

about. Messieurs the amateurs, and also

the bourgeois, will have the liberty of

letting loose their dogs against the in

domitable animal.

" The bear of Poland, lately arrived

at the menagerie of the Combat du Tau-

reau, and who has never appeared or

fought in the arena. This young and

vigorous animal will fight for the first

time.

" The famous wild boar of the Black

Forest will be hunted and pursued by

dogs trained to this kind of exercise.

" The wolf of the forest of Ardennes

will fight, and be hunted and pursued,

in an astonishing manner.

" The combat will be concluded by the

raising of the famous bull- dog (in the

original Bouldogue) ' Maroquin,' so well

known for the force of his jaw, to more

than fifty feet high, in a brilliant fire

work of a new and very extraoidinary

nature.

" Les Fanfares, sporting airs suit

able to this kind of amusement, will be

performed turn about.

" Price of admission.—Pit 75c. (7|(t.);
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Amphitheatre, 1 fir. ; Boxes, 2 fr. The

office will be opened at two o'clock, and

the diversions will commence at five. In

case of bad weather the whole place is

covered. Bear's grease is sold for the cure

of rheumatic pains, freckles, and other

complaints. Sieur Gerot sells and buys

all sorts of dogs for the protection of

country and town houses, cures them of

sickness and wounds, and takes them to

keep. Tickets once taken, the money

will not be returned. Children under

seven years of age will only pay half-

price. A great battle every Monday."

The delicacy and humanity of all this

is quite " refreshing ;" and the day on

which it was to take place, Sunday, is

equally laudable. In another of these

bills we find the following assurance,

which must be highly satisfactory to

Messieurs the amateurs—" Nothing shall

be neglected to render the combat obsti

nate."

ANSWERS TO THE RIDDLES, &e.

in No. CLXIV. of the MIRROR.

When we Inserted the Riddles In No>

CLXIV. of the Mirror from Friend,

ship's Offering for the year 1825, we

promised the answers on the publication

of the volume for 1826, in which it was

promised they should appear. A change

of plan and editorship has however taken

place, and the promise has not been kept.

We therefore insert the solutions given by

a Correspondent, H. J. G. We must also

add, that Sam Felir sent a string of an

swers to twelve of the riddles, &c. which

vary very slightly from those we have

adopted :—

ATTEMPTED SOLUTIONS OF THE

RIDDLES, &C IN NO. CLXIV. OF

THE MIrrOR.

1. It contains Colonels.

2. It's down in the mouth.

:i. A medlar.

4. Not well done.

5. Because the one is governed by Dey

(day), the other by Knight (night).

6. Sea.

' 7. See of Durham.

8. He's cur-led.

9. The one reflects ideas, the other ob

jects.

10. It makes hot shot.

11. It's a landau-let.

12. IX.—SIX.

13. He's a thin-king.

14. They are beyond the 0.

' 15. Some will come after T.

16. A hat.

17. The river Thames, between Batter-

tea and Chelsea.

IS. It's settled.

19. He's going to Bag-dad.

20. The tiger.

21. A Dutch-S ; march-i-on-S ; count-85

Viscount-S.

22. The letter L.

H. J. O.

HANDEL.

The celebrated composer Handel, had

such a remarkable irritation of nerves,

that he could not bear to hear the tuning

of instruments, and therefore this was

always done before he arrived at the the

atre. A musical wag, who knew how to

extract some mirth from Handel's irras-

cibility of temper, stole into the orchestra,

on a night when the Prince of Wales was

to be present, and untuned all the instru

ments. As soon as the Prince arrived,

Handel gave the signal of beginning, 00a

tpirito, but such was the horrible dis

cord, that the enraged musician started

up from his seat, and having overturned

a double bass which stood in his way, he

seized a kettle drum, which he threw

with such violence at the leader of the

band, that he lost his full-bottomed wig

in the effort. Without waiting to replace

it, he advanced bare headed to the front

of the orchestra, breathing vengeance,

but so much choked with passion that

utterance was denied him. In this ridi

culous attitude he stood staring and

stamping for some moments, amidst a

convulsion of laughter ; nor could he be

prevailed upon to resume his seat, until

the Prince went in person, and with

much difficulty appeased his wrath.

ORMSKIRK CHURCH.

At Ormskirk, near Liverpool, the church

has two steeples, one pointed, the other

square. This singular circumstance is

thus accounted for :—Two sisters of the

name of Orme, resolved to provide the

town with a church, but not being able

to agree about the form of the steeple

(the one wishing it pointed, and the other

obtuse), it was at last agreed that each

should build one according to her fancy ;

and consequently it was ornamented with

two steeples.

NEEDLE-MAKERS.

It is a curious fact, that this company

had their charter, or were incorporated,

in 1686, by Cromwell, and were the only

company not incorporated by a <

head.
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Coleijester Castle.

Os an elevated spot to the north of the

High-street, Colchester, in Essex, stands

the castle, of which the above engraving

is a view. The erection of this fortress

is, by Norden, ascribed to Edward the

elder, but other writers give it no greater

antiquity than the time of William the

Conqueror. In its general structure it Is

Norman, though from the quantity of

Roman bricks used in its walls, it is pro

bable that it was raised on the site of a

Roman building, and with no small por

tion of its materials.

Colchester Castle is built in the form

of a parallelogram, the east and west

sides measuring 140 feet each, and the

north and south sides 102 feet each ; at

the north-east and north-west angles are

projecting square towers, at the south

side on the west is another square tower,

and on the east face a semi-circular tower,

the external radius of which is 20 feet.

The foundations are 30 feet thick; the

lower parts of the wall 12 feet, and the

upper part nearly 11 feet thick. The

principal entrance is near the south-west

tower, beneath a strong semi-circular

arch, with three quarter columns, having

capitals ornamented in the Norman style)

this was anciently defended by a port

cullis. On the right within the entrance

is a niche, where the guard or porter was

stationed ; at a little distance beyond is a

square room, at the further end of which

is a flight of stairs leading to the vaults.

The outer walls of Colchester Castle

are nearly perfect, and by their vast thick

ness and solidity, evince the importance

that was attached to this situation at the

time of its erection.

Sir Charles Lucas and Sir George

Lisle were confined in a strong, dark,

and miserable arched room on the ground

floor in this castle; their heroic deaths

form an affecting narrative in English

history.

Seleet Biograp^

No. XXXV,

RICHARD SAVAGE*

Richard Savaoe was born January

10, 1697 ; he was the son of Anne, coun

tess of Macclesfield, by Captain Savage,

afterwards Earl of Rivers, and might have

been considered as the lawful issue of the

Earl of Macclesfield ; but his mother, in

order to procure a divorce from her hus

band, made a public confession of her

adultery in this instance. As soon as this

spurious offspring was brought to light,

the countess treated him with every kind

of unnatural cruelty, and such as will

for ever entail infamy on her memory,—,

resolving that the witness of her shame

should not remain in her presence, she

committed him to the care of a poor

woman at St. Albans, to educate as her

son. She prevented the earl of Rivers

from making him a bequest in his will of

£6,000, by declaring him dead. She

endeavoured to send him secretly to the

American plantations, and at last to bury

him in poverty and obscurity for ever

she placed him as an apprentice to a shoe

maker in Holbom. About this time his

nurse died, and upon his searching her

effects, which he imagined to be his right,

he discovered the secret of his birth, and

the reasons for which it was concealed.

He now left his low occupation, and tried

every method to awaken the tenderness,

and attract the regard of his mother, but

all his assiduity was without effect, for

he could neither soften her heart, nor

open her hand. He was now reduced to

the greatest distress, and he was advised

by his friends to publish his poems, by

subscription, several of which had ap

peared in some form or other. Pre

parations were made for this purpose,
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and he had treated his mother with great

freedom in the preface of the intended

volume; this circumstance being made

known to the countess, a sum of money

was given him, and the preface suppres

sed, but the work itself was published,

and in the dedication to lady Mary

Wortley Montague, is the following re

markable sentence :—" Nature seems to

have formed my mind as inconsistently

as my fortune ; she has given me a heart

that is as proud as my father's, and a rank

in life almost as low as the humanity of

my mother." In 1723, he brought a

tragedy on the stage in which he himself

performed a part ; the subject of which

was " Sir Thomas Overbnry." While

employed upon this work he was without

lodging, and often without food'; nor had

he any other convenience for study than

the fields or the street, and when he

had formed a speech, he would step into

a shop, and beg the use of pen, ink, and

paper. The profits of this play amounted

to £200, and it procured him the notice

and esteem of many persons of distinc

tion, some rays of genius glimmering

through all the clouds of poverty and op

pression ; but when the world was begin

ning to behold him with a more favour

able eye, a misfortune befel him, by

which not only his reputation but his

life was in danger. In a night ramble he

fell into a coffee-house of ill-fame, near

Charing-Cross, when a quarrel happened,

and one Mr. Sinclair was killed in the

fray. Savage, with his companions, were

taken into custody, tried for murder, and

capitally convicted of the offence. His

mother was so inhuman at this critical

juncture as to use all means to prejudice

the queen against him, and to intercept

all the hopes he had of life from the royal

mercy ; but at last the countess of Hert

ford, out of compassion, laid a true ac

count of the extraordinary story and suf

ferings of poor Savage before her majesty

and obtained his pardon. After this he

was taken into the family of Lord Tyr-

connel, and was allowed a pension of £200

a year ; he now produced his poem of

"The Wanderer," addressed to that no

bleman, with the highest strains of pane

gyric. These praises, however, in a short

time he found himself inclined to retract,

being discarded by that nobleman on ac

count of his imprudent behaviour. He now

thought himself again at liberty to expose

the cruelty of his mother, and accord

ingly published " The Bastard, a poem."

This had an extraordinary sale, and its

appearance happening at a time when the

countess was at Bath, many persons there,

in her hearing, took frequent opportuni

ties of repeating passages from it ; and

shame obliged her to quit the place. His

poverty still increasing, and having no

lodgings, he passed the night often in

mean houses, which are set open for any

casual wanderers ; sometimes in cellars,

among the riot and filth of the meanest

and most profligate of the rabble, and

sometimes when he was totally without

money, walked about the streets until he

was weary, and lay down in the summer

upon a bulk, and in the winter, with his

associates in poverty, among the ashes of

a glass-house. His distress now became

publicly known, and his friends proposed

that he should retire into Wales, with an

allowance of £50 per annum ; to be raised

by subscription ; on which he was to live

privately, at a cheap place, and lay aside

all his aspiring thoughts. His impru

dence, however, threw him into a goal at

Bristol, where he expired, 1743, and was

buried in the church-yard of St. Peter, at

the expense of the goaler.

Thus ended the existence of a man, on

whom fickle fortune deigned not to smile,

and never allowed him the smallest share

of the vast wealth of his unnatural mother.

He, like poor Chatterton, is an eminent

Instance of the uselessness and insignifi

cancy of knowledge, wit, and genius,

without prudence or a proper regard to

the common maxims of life.

___ G. S.

STije ^eleetor;
OK, . . ,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

REMINISCENCES OF KELLY.

A HOAX.

At the Edinburgh Theatre was a very

great favourite, Mr. Wood, who was es

teemed an excellent master of elocution,

and a very worthy man, but a great oddity.

His great ambition was to do every thing

that Garrick used to do ; he rose at the

same hour, shaved, breakfasted, and dined

at the same hour ; ate and drank what

ever he heard was Garrick's taste ; in

short, nothing could please him more than

to copy Garrick implicitly, and to be

thought to do so.

I was walking with him one day ; and,

knowing his weak point, assured him that

King had often told me, that when Gar

rick was to perform any part to which he

wished to give all his strength and energy,

he used to prevail upon Mrs. Garrick to

accompany him to his dressing-room at

the theatre, and, for an hour before the

play began, tub his head, as hard as she

could, with hot napkins, till she produced

copious perspiration ; and the harder he
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was rubbed, and the more he was tempo-

rarily annoyed by it, the more animation

he felt in acting. This (as I thought it)

harmless joke of mine, turned out a mat

ter of serious importance to poor Mrs.

Wood ; for, a long time afterwards, when

ever he had to act, particularly in any

new part, he actually made her go to his

dressing-room, as I had suggested, and

rub away, till she was ready to drop with

fatigue, and he with the annoyance which

her exertions produced. The effect of

the process upon his performance, how

ever, did not, by any means, keep pace

with the labour.

bheridan's intentional, or

KELLY'S BEAL Hi: M.S.

One of Mr. Sheridan's favourite amuse

ments, in his hours of recreation, was

that of making blunders for me, and re

lating them to my friends, vouching for

the truth of them with the most perfect

gravity. One I remember was, that one

night, when Drury-Lane Theatre was

crowded to excess in every part, I was

peeping through the hole in the stage cur

tain, and John Kemble, who was stand

ing on the stage near me, asked me how

the house looked, and that I replied, " By

J—s, you can't stick a pin's head in any

part of it—it is literally chuck full ; but

Dow much fuller will it be to-morrow

night, when the King comes !"

Another of Mr. Sheridan's jests against

me was, that one day, having walked

with him to Kemble's house, in Great

Russell-street, Bloomsbury, when the

streets were very dirty, and having gone

up the steps while Mr. Sheridan was

scraping the dirt off his shoes, I asked

him to scrape for me while I was knock

ing at the door.

THE TwO SHERIDAN9.

Tom Sheridan had a good 'voice, and

true taste for music, which, added to his

intellectual qualities and superior accom

plishments, caused his society to be sought

with the greatest avidity.

The two Sheridans were supping with

me one night after the opera, at a period

when Tom expected to get into Parlia

ment.

" I think, father," said he, " that many

men who are called great patriots in the

House of Commons, are great humbugs.

For my own part, if I get into Parlia

ment, I will pledge myself to no party,

but write upon my forehead, in legible

characters, ' To be let.' "

" And under that, Tom," said his fa

ther, write ' Unfurnished.' "

Tom .took the joke, but was even with

him on another occasion.

Mr. Sheridan had a cottage about half

a mile from Hounslow Heath. Tom be

ing very short of cash, asked his father

to let him have some.

" Money I have none," was the reply.

" Be the consequence what it may,

money I must have," said Tom.

" If that be the case, my dear Tom,"

said the affectionate parent, " you will

find a case of loaded pistols up-stairs, and

a horse ready saddled in the stable—the

night is dark, and you are within half a

mile of Hounslow Heath."

" I understand what you mean," said

Tom, " but I tried that last night. I un

luckily stopped Peake, your treasurer,

who told me that you had been before

hand with him, and had robbed him of

every sixpence in the world."

SONG BY SHERIDAN.

One day, waiting at his house, I saw

under the table half a sheet of apparently

waste paper ; on examining it, I found it

was a ballad, in Mr. Sheridan's hand

writing ; I brought it away with me, and

have it now in my possession. On my

return home, the words seemed to me

beautiful, and I set them to music. It

is, of all my songs, my greatest favourite,

as the poetry always brings to my mind

the mournful recollection of past happy

days. It was also a great favourite with

Mr. Sheridan, and often has he made me

sing it to him. I here insert it :—

No more shall the spring my lost pleasure re

store,

Uncheerd, I still wander alone,

And, sunk in dejection, for ever deplore

The sweets of the days that are gone.

While the sun as it rises, to others shines bright,

I think how it formerly shone ;

While others cull blossoms, I find but a blight,

• And sigh for the days that are gone.

I stray where the dew falls, through moon

lighted groves,

And list to the nightingale's song;

Her plaints still remind me oflong-banish'd Joys,

And the sweets of the days that are gone.

Each dew-drop that steals from the dark eye of

night,

Is a tear for the bliss that is flown ;

While others cull blossoms, I find hut a bligh!.

And sigh for the days that are gone.

SPIRIT OF THE

$ublte journals.

THE JOURNAL OF AN INDO

LENT LADY.

I know a young lady who lias very

pretty pretensions to idleness, but who

has no objection to dancing the'livelong
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night, and who would woik at a ball-

dress fifteen hours at a stretch, rather

than not go to the assembly. Of this

young lady's life, the following specimen

as set down by her mother, may afford

some idea, and it proves her to be a real

amateur.

Rose at ten. Regretted not being able

to lie an hour longer. Lamented the ne

cessity of cleanliness. Dressing a great

bore. Dogs in this respect happier than

men. Watch-boxes still better.

Breakfasted till eleven. Sauntered for

half an hour, and played with the cat.

N. B. She scratched both my hands.

Half-past eleven. Sunk in an arm.

chair, with a novel, read the same page

three times over, and fell asleep. Got up

to walk to another chair, and was told

I'd a hole in my stocking. I wonder

why the maid does not mend them.

Twelve. Played half a lesson on the

piano. What can Rossini mean by

writing such difficult music ?

One o'clock. Took up a needle and

thread, and looked out of the window at

the cattle feeding for three quarters of an

hour. Cows lead happy lives. I wonder

why man does not ruminate.

At two. Luncheon.

Three. Forced to walk out. I hate

exercise. Was told my petticoat Is longer

than my gown ; but what does that sig.

niSw?

Half-past four. Very tired and hungry.

Played again with the cat. Made Fidelle,

the French poodle, fetch a stick three

times out of the water. N. B. Fidelle tore

my glove to pieces. I wish my brother

had been by to take It from him.

Five. Played at scratch-cradle, and

then three games of Trou-madame till

dressing time. Can't think why mamma

does not allow me a maid to dress me.

N. B. Scolded for throwing my hair-

papers about the room. What has the

housemaid to do but gather them up. It's

monstrous tiresome to be scolded.

Six. Dinner. After coffee sat still

doing nothing till bed time. Thought

half-past ten would never come. Went

to bed very tired. N. B. Doing nothing

is extremely troublesome, and I hate it

exceedingly But then what can one do ?

Speak, Witches !—an Actor's nativity cast

How long shall this strange popularity last?

Ye laugh, jibing beldames '—Ay ! laugh well we

may !

Popularity ?—Moonshine !—attend to our lay :

'Tis a breath oflight air from Frivolity's mouth t

It blew round the compass east, west, north, and

south;

It shifts to all points; in a moment 'twill, steal

From Kemble to Stephens, from Kean to O'Neil.

The Actor, who tugs half his life at the oar.

May founder at sea, or be shipwreck'd on shore :

Grasp firmly the rudder : who trusts to the gale.

As well in a sieve for Aleppo may bail.

Thanks, provident hags; while my circuit I run,

'Tis tit I make hay in so fleeting a sun,

Yonharlequin Public may else shift the scene,

And Kean may be Kemble, as Kemble was Kean.

Then let me the haren of competence reach.

And brief—but two lines—be my leave-taking

speech.

* Hope, Fortune, farewell 1 I am shelter'd from

sea;

Henceforward cheat others;—ye once cheated

me,'

JVVw Monthly Magazine.

LONDON LYRICS.

AN ACTOR'S MEDITATIONS DURING BIS FIsST

LONDON SEASON.

How well I remember when old Drury Lane

First open'd, a child in the Thespian train,

I acted a Sprite in a sky-coloured cloak,

And danced round the cauldron which now I

invoke.

THE CITY OF DAMASCUS.

( Concluded from page 350.)

The greatest luxuries the city contains

are the coffee-houses ; many of these are

built on the bosom of the river, and sup

ported by piles. The platform ^of the

coffee-house is raised only a few inches

above the level of the stream. The roof

Is supported by slender rows of pillars,

and it is quite open on every side ; in

numerable small seats cover the floor,

and you take one of these and place it in

the position you like best ; the river, the

surrounding banks of which are covered

with wood, rushes rapidly by close to

your feet. Near the coffee-houses are one

or two cataracts several feet high, with a.

few trees growing out of the river beside

them ; and the perpetual sound of their

fall, and the coolness they spread around,

are exquisite luxuries in the sultry heat

of day. At night, when the lamps

suspended from the slender pillars are

lighted, and Turks of different ranks in

all the varieties of their rich costume

cover the platform, just above the sur

face of the river (on which, as on its

foaming waterfalls the moonlight rests,

and the sound of music is heard), yon

fancy that if ever the Arabian Nights'

enchantments are to be realised, it is

here.

These cool and delightful places were

our daily and favourite lounge ; they are

resorted to at all hours of the day ; there

are two or three others constructed some

what variously from the, former. Alow
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gallery divides the platform from the tide,

fountains play on the floor, which is

furnished with sofas and cushions ;

music and dancing are always found

here. Together with a pipe and coffee,

they bring you two or three delicious

sherbets, and fruit of some kind is also

put into the vase presented you. In the

middle of the river that rushed round one

of these latter cafes, was a little island

covered with verdure and trees, where

you might go and sit for hours without

once desiring a change of place. The

Arabian story-tellers often resort herei

their tales are frequently accompanied by

a guitar ; the most eminent among them

are Arabs. There are a few small coffee

houses more select, where the Turkish

gentlemen often go, form dinner parties,

and spend the day.

There are several charitable establish-

ments in the city, in which provisions are

distributed to the poor, and medicines to

the sick : one of these is a spacious and

magnificent building. The Turkish gen

tlemen are very fond of riding in their

superb plains ; towards the east the vast

level affords a fine area, and walking is

far more practised here than in the capi

tals of Egypt or Turkey, from the at

tractions, no doubt, '.of the promenades

around the walls. On the north-west is

the fine and lonely mountain of Ashloon,

near which passes the road to Palmyra.

We had an ardent desire to visit this

ruin, but one or two serious obstacles pre

vented it. The great number of tall palm

and cypress trees in the plain of Damas

cus, add much to its beauty, particularly

in the village of Salehieh, where we spent

some hours in the handsome house of a

rich man, who allowed it to be hired dur

ing the day, for the reception of strangers.

The large saloon was a beautiful apart

ment, opening into a small and delight

ful garden, through which ran a cool and

rapid stream ; the windows looked to

wards the plain and city. Some of the

houses, in the abundance of the luxury

of water, have small and handsome re

servoirs in their gardens, the sides of

which are neatly walled and shaded, and

into which fountains play.

A good and handsome house can be

hired by a traveller at a low rent ; and

" this will be found the most independent

and agreeable mode of residence : the

great drawback in this, as in most other

oriental abodes, is the want of society.

In a visit of a few weeks this cannot be

felt ; but in a protracted stay of years,

as there are a few instances of, a man's

soul, as well as body,must be orientalized.

Yet who can leave the superb climates

and scenes of the east, without joining in

the eloquent and just lament of Anasta-

sius, when gazing on them for the last

time, as he sailed for Europe, to revisit

them no more ? Early associations also

may contribute to the impassioned and

romantic remembrances which an eastern

journey never fails to leave behind. The

transition from the garden to the wilder

ness—the shadow and repose of the tent

in a cheerless and burning plain—the de

sert fountain and palm—the kind wel

come in the wild, and the devotions of

its people, offered up in the stillness of

its scenery—these are the living and vivid

pictures which delighted our early ima.

ginations, and the only ones nature pre

sented to the first ages of mankind, and

to the patriarchs and prophets who were

the favourites of Heaven.

The appearance of the Arabs who enter

the city is picturesque. We one day met

a procession of chiefs, who had come

from the deserts on a visit of ceremony to

the Pacha. They were well mounted,

and were mostly" slender men, with ex

pressive features and piercing black eyes.

Their cloaks were of cotton, with various-

coloured stripes, and they wore light yel

low turbans ; they seemed out of place,

and looked as if they would much rather

be making a dash at the city, than pay

ing a visit of ceremony.

The women are frequently seen walk

ing in the bazaars ; they universally wear

a white cloak, covering also the upper

part of the head like a hood, and shoes

and slippers ; the latter, as is the custom

of the men, are worn within the former,

which are always left at the door of the

apartment. They often appear out in

small boots of yellow leather, and do not

in the streets seem quite such hideous

figures as in Stamboul and Cairo. The

tunic, or short vest, is often richly em

broidered t in winter it is of cloth, with

an edging, even at the wrists, of white

fur ; the pantaloon invariably worn, is of

silk, and fancifully adorned or spangled,

and fastened by a sash round the inner

vest ; over these is worn the robe. The

blue eye is unknown among the Turkish

ladies, and a few of their iet-black locks

are generally suffered to fall beneath the

turban. Their hands are beautifully

small and white, and adomed with rings,

and bracelets also on the wrists. No sup

port to the bosom is ever used. The

dress altogether, although it hides much

of the symmetry and beauty of the figure,

gives it a grand and imposing air, parti

cularly the elegant cashmere turban, of

which European ladies, if they possess it,

spoil the effect by not knowing how to

put it on*—Ibid.
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ANECDOTES OF EARL CHAT

HAM AND MR. PITT.

When- Mr. Pitt was a youth, some law

lord (could it be Lord Mansfield ?) one

morning paid a visit to Lord Chatham at

his country residence. Whilst they were

conversing, his son William came through

the library. Lord asked who is that

youth ? Lord Chatham said, " That's

my second son—call him back and talk

to him." They did so, and Lord

was struck by a forwardness of knowledge,

a readiness of expression, and an unyield

ingness of opinion, which even then was

remarkable in the future minister. When

he had left them, Lord Chatham said,

" That's the most extraordinary youth I

ever knew. All my life I have been aim

ing at the possession of political power,

and have found the greatest difficulty in

getting or keeping it. It is not on the

card* of fortune to prevent that young

man's gaining it, and if ever he does so,

he will be the ruin of his country."—

Blackwood's Magazine.

ANECDOTES OF DR. PARR*

Dr. Parr said Dr. Johnson was an ad

mirable scholar, and that he would have

had a high reputation for mere learning,

if his reputation for intellect and eloquence

had not overshadowed it; the classical

scholar was forgotten in the great original

contributor to the literature of his country.

One of the company reminded him of his

first interview with Dr. Johnson, as re

lated by Mr. Langton in Boswell's account

of his life. After the interview was over,

Dr. Johnson said, I do not know when I

have had an occasion of such free contro»

versy ; it is remarkable how much of a

man's life may pass without meeting

with any instance of this kind of open

discussion."

To this remark Dr. Parr replied with

great vehemence, " / remember the in

terview well : / gave him no quarter.

The subject of our dispute was the liberty

of the press. Dr. Johnson was very great;

whilst he was arguing, I observed that he

stamped. Upon this I stamped. Dr.

Johnson said, ' Why did you stamp, Dr.

Parr?' I replied, Sir, because you

stamped ; and I was resolved not to give

you the advantage even of a stamp in the

argument." It is impossible to do jus

tice to his description of this scene ; the

vehemence, the characteristic pomposity

with which it was accompanied, may

easily be imagined by those who knew

him, but cannot be adequately represent

ed to those who di,d not.

In the party there was Dr. ——, an Arian

m inister, and Mr , a Socinian minister,

with these gentlemen he appeared on terms

of intimacy and regard ; and as the even

ing advanced, and he became excited with

wine (I do not mean indecorously excited),

he invited them to drink a parting glass

with him, and went round to the other

side of the table to touch glasses sociably,

first above, then below, and then side to

side, or, as he called it, hob-a-nob—it

teas a parting glass, for they never met

again. Seeing that he was on such friendly

terms with these gentlemen, I said to him,

I suppose, Sir, that although they are he

retics, you think it is possible they may

be saved ? " Yes, Sir," said he, adding

with affected vehemence, " but they must

be scorched first." We talked of econo-

my ! he thought that a man's happiness

was secure, in proportion to the small

number of his wants, and said, that all his

lifetime it had been his object to prevent

the multiplication of them in himself.

Some one said to him, " Then, Sir, your

Secret of happiness is to cut down your

wants." Parr—" No, Sir, my secret is,

not to let them grow."
• •••*•

Some one had said in his presence that

Mrsv Barbauld, in the Essays which she

published conjointly with Dr. Aikin, had

written an excellent imitation of the style

of Dr. Johnson. Parr—" She imitate

Dr. Johnson ! Sir, she has the nodosity

of the oak, without its strength—the noise

of the thunder, without its bolt—the con

tortions of the sibyl without her inspira

tion." It is curious that when the imita

tors of his style were mentioned before

Dr. Johnson, he himself said that the

only person who had succeeded was Miss

Aikin, for she had imitated not only the

cadence of his sentences, but the cast of

his thoughts.—Ibid.

STJje STopograptjer.

No. XVII.

Thb hamlet of Battle Bridge, situated in

the parish of St. Mary, Islmgton, is sup

posed to derive its name from its conti

guity to the spot where the celebrated

battle was fought between the Roman

general Suetonius Paulinus and the in

jured queen Boadicea, A.D. 61 r and there

are circumstances that seem to make in

favour of the opinion. Here was for

merly a small bridge over the river Fleete ;

but the highway is now carried over an

extensive archway, which covers the

stream to a considerable distance. The

operations of the Roman general, in his

arduous contest with that unfortunate
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princess, were, it is most probable, con

fined to the northern vicinity of London.

Tacitus, who had the most authentic in

formation, states, that after Suetonius

had abandoned London, as untenable by

the small army under his command, he

determined on hazarding a battle. No

situation in the neighbourhood of the

capital could afford a more advantageous

position than in the high ground in the

vicinity of Islington, both in regard to

security, and as a post of observation for

an army apprehensive of immediate at

tack by an immense superiority of force.

The opinion that the scene of the dread

ful conflict was not far distant from this

spot, is strengthened by the remains of

an encampment which may yet be seen in

the immediate neighbourhood. In a field

a little to the N.W. of Islington Work

house, a camp, evidently Roman, and

supposed to be that occupied by Paulinus,

previous to his engagement with the

Britons, may be traced ; and by the cir

cumstance of the skeleton of an elephant

having been in a field at Battle Bridge.

At No. 17, Weston-place, opposite the

Small-pox Hospital, resided the notorious

female impostor Johannah Southcott.

It is recorded by Stowe, that " in the

reign of Edward IV. a miliar of Battaile

Bridge was set on the pillorie at the

Cheape, for seditious wordes spoken by

him against the Duke of Somerset."

J.H.

KniK-Micn aei., Isle of Man, is an ex.

tensive village, pleasantly situated near

the sea. Near the entrance to the church

yard is a lofty square pillar of blue stone,

with an inscription in Runic characters,

which both Mr. Beauferd and Sir John

Prestwich, bart., have attempted to de

cipher ; but their explanations furnish a

singular specimen of the uncertainty which

attends the translation of ancient inscrip

tions. Mr. Beauford reads it as follows 1

" For the sins of Ivalfir, the son of Du-

ral, this cross was erected by his mother

Aftride."—By Sir John Prestwich, bart.

it was translated thus : " Waltar, a son

of Thurulf, a knight right valiant, lord

of Frithu, the father, Jesus Christ."

Within the churchyard is another Runic

inscription, on a square stone pillar ; and

also a tomb to the memory of the benevo

lent Dr. Thomas Wilson, bishop of Sodor

and Man ; who, after a life passed in acts

of exemplary philanthropy and piety, was

buried in this cemetery, in March, 1755.

He was born in 1663, at Burton, a small

village near Great Neston, in Cheshire—

Several tumuli, and other vestiges of

ancient manners, are remaining in this

parish : the cairn-vktel is composed of

small stones heaped together.

aaseful ©omeatte ^ints.

EASY METHODS OF ANALYZING

FLOUR.

Take a tea-spoonful of flour, putting it

into a wine-glass, which fill up with clean

water, stirring it up well; allow it to

stand for half an hour, then decant the

mi|ky fluid off the top, which consists of

starch in a state of solution. To the re

mainder add a tea-spoonful of sulphuric

acid (oil of vitriol), which, if it is pure,

will dissolve the whole of it. Allow it

to remain for ten minutes, then fill the

glass again with water, when the burnt

bones, plaster of Paris, or chalk, will be

easily discovered at the bottom. Should

the adulteration consist of chalk, a violent

effervescence will ensue upon the addition

of the acid. Or, take a small quantity

of the suspected flour, put it in an iron

spoon, pass the flame of a candle with a

blow-pipe upon it. Should it be pure it

will burn black ; but if it contains any

of the above-mentioned ingredients, the

white particles will immediately be visi

ble.

SUBSTITUTE FOR COFFEE.

A foreign journal recommends rye as

a wholesome and economical substitute

for coffee, and gives the following direc

tions for preparing it :—It is first to be

well cleaned, and boiled till it becomes

soft, care being taken that it does not

burst, and then put to dry in the sun, or

in an oven, and afterwards burnt and

ground like coffee. To use it, take as

much water as it is wished to have cups of

coffee, and boil and strain it, adding a

third of real coffee, and the whole will re

semble pure coffee from the Indies, and

will not require so much sugar as the com

mon sort.

BLACKBErrY JAM.

This conserve is the greatest, the most

innocent, and certainly the least expensive

treat that can be provided for children ;

and (with the exception of treacle) is the

aliment of all others useful in regulating

the bowels. The generality of jams and

jellies are made with white sugar, and

the proportions are weight for weight with

fruit : hence the obvious objections to

their frequent use among children are the

constipating nature of the loaf sugar, and

the enormous quantity that must be eaten

of it before a sufficient bulk of the pre.

serve can be obtained. The indisposi

tions to which young persons are liable,
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probably proceed from the acid formed in

the stomach from their indulgence in

sweet things. The cheapness of this de

licate jam is astonishing ; at the expense

of 9d. or l0d. they might provide their

little families with 31bs. of a wholesome

luxury. To make it, add to every pound

of the berries half a pound of the coarsest

moist sugar, and boil it rather more than

three quarters of an hour, keeping it

stirred from the commencement.

PLANTING TREES.

The best month for planting trees is

November ; observing the old saying of

a celebrated gardener, " Take them with

their old leaves to their new graves."—

Just as the sap begins to go down and the

leaves to turn, there can be no better time

for planting all sorts of fruit and other

deciduous trees ; but with respect to or

namental shrubs, and more particularly

evergreens, early planting is of the

greatest consequence. When the wea

ther is open, fruit trees and forest trees

may be planted from the beginning of

October to the end of February ; but

those that are planted before Christmas

will do the best, especially if the follow

ing summer should be very hot and dry.

But evergreens must be planted early, so

that October is a better month for them

than . November, that the soil may get

settled about the roots before the frosts

come, and that the trees may have at

Jeast some hold of the ground before they

have to encounter the heat of the sun and

the cold east winds of March, the most

trying month they have to stand against.

It is folly to ask a gardener whether it is

a good time to plant, if he is standing in

the market with trees to sell. Persons

who have done so, and, at their recom

mendation, planted evergreens in Feb

ruary and March, found that they almost

all died ; while to the gardener, who was

paid for his trees, it was no loss at all i

but, on the contrary, he had to supply

others at Michaelmas. " In the borders

of my pleasure-garden," says a practical

gardener, " I have no shrubs but ever

greens ; and the more I view them in the

winter, the more I rejoice that I planted

no others. Always green and cheerful in

the gloomy months of winter, they give

a beauty to my garden which it otherwise

would not possess. The Portugal and

the common laurel, the broad-leaved phll-

laiea, the red cedar, and evergreen oak—

these, as they grow to some considerable

height, may (with here and there a yew)

be planted in the back ground, and form

a rich variety ; while these—the Grecian

and Siberian arbor vit«, the juniper, the

arbutus, the Cyprus, the silver holly, the

laurestina, &c. should be planted in the

fore ground—especially the laurestina,

which is handsome in its growth, as well

as beautiful in its flower. As it is rather

a tender shrub, it is better to buy them

in pots, and then tum them out carefully,

and plant them in a sheltered and warm

situation, with the soil adhering to the

roots. But no evergreens should be

planted too thickly, as they do not like

the knife, and few persons have resolution

enough to remove a tree before it has

materially injured, and perhaps spoiled

the growth of its neighbour. Where the

soil is good, and the situation open, ever

greens, planted in October, will make

some very vigorous shoots the second

spring, and will fill up the ground they

are intended to occupy with astonishing

rapidity;—In situations where it may be

desirable to plant a few firs, I would by

all means recommend the Scotch. It

looks coarser and less inviting to the eye

than other firs (while it is young), but it

is a tree which improves every year of its

growth, losing that stiffness and formality

which are the characteristics of firs in

general, and becoming richly shaded in

its bark."

£fje ©atuerer. \
H 1 am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."— ffotton. . , ., ,

CURIOUS NOTICE.

TriB following is a literal copy of a notice

left at the door of a cobbier, who had re

moved from a house in 6t. George's

Fields :—

" Eney Hodey as wants Mr. Loveridge

may find him at No. 8, New-street, Fa-

ten hoblisS Anglice, facing the Obelisk.

EPITAPH

; In Kingston Church-yard, HanK.

Live well—Die never,

Die well—Live for eve».

* TO COrrESPONDENTS. ]

Communications from p. T. W., Miss T «.>

F. R-—y., leavesfrom a Journal, No, V. and

the conclusion Of the History of Horse-Racine,

in our next. .1. t» / -•

The following are intended for early insertion ,

On the Colours used in Painting, X., J. N—n ,

Johannes I+—dk, Aches and Pains, CAT. T.'*

Impromptu; the communication of C. P. E.

The Drawing so kindly sent us by S. I. If. u

in the hands of the Engraver.

We shall insert Pasche's rejoinder oil the Co

louring of Rum, and then we wish the discus

sion to terminate.

Erratum in our last, p. 339, col. 2, Km 17.—

for " dietical,* read « dietetical*

Printed and published by ./. LIMB1RD,

113, Strand (near Somerset House), and sold by

all Newsmen and Booksellers.
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Mold consists principally of one broad

street, on a gentle rising, in the midst of

a small but rich plain. The church,

flaced on an eminence, is of the time of

lenry VII. and is adorned with a hand

some steeple, built of late years. Before

the Reformation it belonged to the abbey

of Bustlesham, or Bysham, in Berkshire.

The living is a vicarage, and has depen

dent on it the chapelries of Nerquis and

Treyddyn.

- The architecture of the church is the

Gothic of the beginning of the sixteenth

century, the windows large, and their

arches obtuse. The inside is extremely

•legant, consisting of a nave and two

aisles, supported by seven arches, whose

pillars are much to be admired for their

lightness. They are composed of four

round pilasters, with the intermediate

space hollowed, and the capitals elegantly

carved. Between the springs of every

arch is an angel holding a shield, on

which are either the arms of benefactors,

or the instruments of the passion. The

arms of the Stanleys, who long possessed

the manor, are very frequent.

'At the eastern ends of the two aisles

are three Gothic niches, beautifully

carved. The two in the south aisle aie

almost hid with monuments. Among

them is a very superb one in memory of

Robert Davies, Esq. of Jilanerch, with

his figure in a standing attitude, dressed

in a Roman habit. He died May 22,

1728. . - "

Near it is a mural monument of his

grandfather, another Robert Davies, of

Gwysaney, the paternal seat and the resi

dence of the family, before the acquisition

of Llancrch.

Near this is one in memoiy of Robert

Warton, alias Parfew, first Abbot of

Bermondsey, and Bishop of St. Asaph,

in 1036. He was interred at Hereford,

but this monument was erected as a

grateful memorial of his benevolence to

this church by loan ap Rhys. Above

are his arms in a shield, quartered with

those of the See of St. Asapn.

Near the church, on the north side,

stands the mount from which the town

has the Welsh name of Wyddgrug, or

Conspicuous Mount. On its summit

stood a castle, which, in the time of

Henry I. was very strong. About 1144

it was taken by storm, and razed to

the ground by the Welsh, under their

369
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gallant prince Owen Gwynedd. It was

afterwards restored, and in 1198 again

taken by Llewelyn ap Iorwerth ; and a

third time, in 1267^ by Gruffydd ap

Gwenwynwys, Lord of Powys.

THE LADY IN TOWN;

A SPORTING EPISTLE.

I For the Mirror. )

Dear Sin,

When this once reaches you.

There will arrive a Lady too ;

One now entrusted to your care,

That never breath'd the Town-smok'd air ;

Kay, more, (nor is it food for laughter),

Whom half the country lads ran after !

Tho* this I can with truth proclaim—

She was consider'd thorough game ;

Wild as ihe wildest tit could be.

And yet with no one made too free ;

Indeed, her modesty was such—

She shrunk, like Daphne, from the toueh !—

And yet, for sport, the liveliest thing

That ever made the Welkin ring i

A kind of paradox—downright ;

All loose by day ; all prim by night !

In short, iu spite of form or feature,

A little Hare-brain'd timid creature.

And now having spoke of her virtues and vices,

(And a word to the wise very often suffices),

Strip her naked with speed, if you think her

worth tasting,

And give her, be sure, now and then, a good

basting.

Dress her up, if you like, with the sweets of a

jelly,

And a pudding will not prove amiss in her belly.

In fact, take what freedom you will, I declare

You will find the young Puts just the thing to a

Hare.

Utopia.

PROPOSAL FOR FORMING AN

OPINION-OFFICE.

(For the Mirror.)

" Quot homines, tot sentential," is cer

tainly a very trite adage ; for, there is,

perhaps, nothing so vague, diversified,

and even contradictory, as the opinions of

mankind in general. Indeed, in point of

fact, a large majority have literally no

opinion ; some, because they are too idle ;

others, because they are utterly incompe

tent to form any. The phrases, " I

think," or, " I conceive so and so," are

too frequently used by many, who will

not give themselves the trouble of exer

cising either thought or conception upon

the subject in question. Others, also,

having no mental estate of their own, are

compelled to borrow the ideas of their

neighbours ; and this sometimes reduces

them to sad shifts, and renders them con-

opinions of others by their words and ac

tions, second consideration must readily

suggest that this is a very absurd notion.

Experience fully proves, that all knaves

and hypocrites say and act contrary to

their real opinion ; nay, more, that many

an honest man is sometimes compelled to

imitate the example. Thrs, however,

does not at all alter the genuine, internal

sentiments of either class ; for, as Hudi-

bras quaintly observes,

" He that's convinced against his will.

Is of hisoira opinion still."

With a view to remedy tljese inconveni

ences, which have long been so seriously

felt and acknowledged, 'the projector of

the " Intellect Company," (vide Mih-

ROr, No. CXXIV. page 54) begs leave

respectfully to propose that an office be

forthwith instituted for regulating and

promulgating opinions, to be called " The

Thought Warehouse, or Opinion

Office ;" and that, for the better accom

plishing this desirable object, suitable

premises be immediately erected in the

most conspicuous and central situation of

this great city ; also, that for the more

effectually conducting the institution pro

posed, the following regulations be adopt

ed by the officers and all subscribers, viz.

1. That no person, of whatever rank

he may be, do hereafter presume to form

any opinion until arrived at years of dis

cretion ; and as it is clear that many never

reach thereto, all such persons a»e to con

sult the office—they are yet minors.

2. That in future no beaux, coxcombs,

&c. be allowed to have an opinion upon

any subject without first applying to this

institution (except in their own sweet,

persons, and in the latter case inquiry .

would be needless).

3. That physicians, barristers, critics, .

&c. who may be necessitated to consult

our office, be charged double the usual ,

fee—to this they certainly will not object,

since they make a profit thereof, by sell

ing their opinions to others.

4. That no one be permitted to apply ,

the words " vile stuff ! trash ! ridicu

lous !" &c. to any new work, until sanc

tioned therein by the office ; or, in case

of their not being subscribers, they must

first transmit a declaration, that they have

at least read the same.

5. That no person have the hardihood

to purchase two opinions upon the same

thing, so as to use one at court and its

reverse on 'Change—one for town, an

other for the country.

6. A more detailed prospectus, with

terms, &c., will shortly be submitted ;

but the proprietors thought it but right totinually liable to error ; for, although it

is a very common practice to estimate the -apprise all who wish to patronise the plan, ,
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Of the above laws, previous to entering

their names upon the books. They are

anxious to give all "fair play," and will

strenuously endeavour to explode and

ridicule the too common practice of con

demning books, men, and measures with

out a previous candid examination.

Jacobus.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

The following paragraph from " Maun-

drell's Journey from Aleppo to Jerusa

lem," struck me at the time of my reading

it as a remarkable circumstance ; it occurs

at p. 78. fourth edit. Perth. 1800 :

" I cannot, in this place, omit an ob

servation made by most of our company

in this journey, viz. that in all the ruins

of churches which we saw, though their

other parts were totally demolished, yet

the east end we always found standing,

and tolerably entire. Whether the Chris

tians, when over-run by infidels, redeemed

their altars from ruin with money, or

whether, even the barbarians, when they

demolished the other parts ofthe churches,

might voluntarily spare these, out of awe

and veneration ; or whether they have

stood thus long, by virtue of some peculiar

firmness in the nature of their fabric ; or

whether some occult providence has pre

served them, as so many standing monu

ments of Christianity in these unbelieving

regions, and presages of its future restau-

ration, I will not determine. This only

I will say, that we found it in fact, so as

I described, in all the ruined churches

that came in our way, being, perhaps,

not fewer than one hundred; nor do I

remember ever to have seen one instance,

of the contrary. This might justly seem

a trifling observation, were it founded

upon a few examples only ; but it being

a thing so often, and indeed universally

observed by us, throughout our whole

joumey, I thought it must needs proceed

from something more than blind chance,

and might very well deserve this animad

version."

THE FALL OF ROBESPIERRE.

(Concludedfrom our last.)

A part of the Assembly rushed out

with impetuosity to attack the recreant

Henriot. Le Dru and myself were of

this number; but the conflict was neither

long nor bloody ; all the Sections* had

reunited for the good cause, and we

quickly put the dastardly troops of Hen-

riot to flight. In the meantime Robes-

• The city was divided into sections at that

time similar to parishes.

pierre found means to go and take refuge

in L'Hotel lie Ville. The victorious

sections besieged him there, and forced

their way in. Robespierre, alone, trem

bling for his fate, kept out of the way, in

an obscure corner of the hall. A gen

darme, named Charles Meda, perceived

him, and fired a pistol at him, which

fractured his lower jaw and covered him

with blood. They then transferred him

to the " Committee of the Public Safety."

It was in this place where he had pro

nounced a million of sentences of death ;

it was on this very table where his dia

bolical rage put the signature to so many

death-warrants ; that he passed half the

hours of his frightful agony ! He was

unable to walk, or stand, or to keep him

self upright I they threw him upon that

table which had been polluted with his

Crimes | upon that very table where his

pen commanded so many murders, and

which was at last inundated with his

own blood.+ Some moments after, an

unknown of a noble and majestic port,

but whose countenance bore marks of

sternness and severity, slowly traversed

the hall, stopped before the thunder

struck tyrant, and addressed him in these

memorable words : " Well, Robespierre,

there Is a Providence 1"J After having

witnessed this horrible spectacle, I pro

mised Le Dru an Interview in the evening,

and ran to the prison of Edelia, that is to

Say, to my little chamber. Edelia was

at her window, and everything In her be

trayed the most lively emotion ; nor was

it less depicted upon the countenances of

the other prisoners j she had heard the

tocsin, but was ignorant as to the events.

It was with extreme regret that I found

myself unable to give her the least intel

ligence ( every body uneasy in the house

was at the window ; I dared not even

trust myself to make certain signs to her,

mortally fearing the malice or the gaol-

keeper, a great partisan of Robespierre's.

Not being able to remain where I was,

I went into the street into which led the

iron grated door of the prison. I walked

up and down for more than a quarter of

an hour, when the boisterous voice of a

public crier arrested my attention, and

conveyed to my ears the most joyful pro

clamation, and I gathered, with inex

pressible transport the following words,

although they were pronounced at a dis

tance : " Grand arrest of Catilinarian

Robespierre and his accomplices."§ I

was in hopes that the crier would pass

through the street of the prison, and in

fact he came into it, but one of the sen

tinels, in pursuance of the keeper's orders,

ran up to him, and presenting his bayonet,

t Fact. \ Fact. $ Fact.

2 b a
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said to him, " Will you have the good

ness to hold your noise, and depart in

peace ?" " Get you gone yourself," said

the crier, still more energetically point

ing with his finger to the prison, " there

are some poor creatures confined there,

and they must know what's going on.""

I had made up my mind firmly to defend

this poor fellow, if the guard had per

sisted in his orders, but they respected

his humanity, and suffered him to bawl,

even at the very door of the prison, these

words of liberty and life, " Grand arrest,"

&c. I applied my ear to the iron grat

ing, and I heard a great rumour in the

house : some running ; noises of people

ascending and descending staircases ; and

echoes of names one after another with in

conceivable rapidity. I presumed, nor

was I mistaken, that the benevolent pro

clamation produced its natural effect. I

returned to my window ; for once Edelia

was alone at tier's, I hastened to present

her with a sheet of paper which should

confirm the happy news. My own joy

redoubled on seeing the transports of

Edelia ; but all of a sudden she made me

a sign that some one was entering her

apartment, and I tore myself away from

mine.

I then went to communicate the joyful

circumstance to my mother, sister, and

friends ; afterwards I returned home.

I saw Durand again, who was now re

assured ; and having forgot his mortal

fears, and his canting repentance tor not

having taken flight, was ridiculing the

terrors of his wife, and triumphing in

having had the wisdom to remain. I

recommended Boutet to his attention,

who had always been very kind to me ;

he had not entered into the conspiracy

against Robespierre, but he had done

nothing against the opposite party.

Le Dru came to see me about ten

o'clock in the evening ; we cordially em

braced one another; He informed me

that Robespierre had been transferred, in

order that he might pass the night there,

to that dungeon of the gaol-house where

he had buried the principal part of his

victims, and that he would be executed

the next day. f did not go to bed, and

I think that during that night, nobody

in Paris allowed himself the least repose.

Every one seemed to enjoy a new life,

that too with so much transport, that they

did not wish to lose a single instant of it.

Every honest man found, in the signal

chastisement of this public malefactor,

not only his personal safety, but that of

his dearest connexions and friends.

The next day, July 28, Robespierre,

leated in a cart with twenty-two traitors,

» Facts. See « Biiloire da Pritotu.*

his accomplices, was conducted to punish*

ment, followed by an immense crowd, in

the midst of the most dreadful execrations

of resentment and hatred. They ordered

the cart to stop before the house which

he had occupied, and there a woman with

dishevelled hair, like an infuriated bac

chante, made up to the cart, and shrieked

out, " Monster ! avaunt ! down, down

to Hell, loaded with the maledictions of

wives and mothers !"-), Arrived at the

Place of the Revolution, Robespierre

was carried upon the scaffold stained with

the blood which he had ordered to be

shed, and the hand of the executioner

terminated his detestable life and that of

his Accomplices.* Thus perished, at 3d

years of age, the most sanguinary of all

traitors.

It is somewhat remarkable, that in his

first writings (ten yeaTS before the Revo

lution), he made an emphatic panegyric

upon Louis XVI. ; and that at the tri

bunal, in his 'first discourse as Deputy,

he declaimed against the pain of death,

and proposed to abolish it. An imper

turbable coolness, not only in peril but in

cruelty, served him instead of courage

and genius. He was the only tyrant

amongst us that caused the French to

experience, in the bosom of cities, terror

and desolation. For his politics consult

" Diet, de MM. Chaudon et de Landing,

article Robespierre." The result of their

judicious reflections is, that in times of

trouble, the idols of the people are always

either unprincipled men, or very danger

ous fools.

Lolium, Junior.

t Fact. \ Fact.

ON THE COLOURING OF RUM.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—I must claim your indulgence for

again intruding on your valuable time ;

but I wish to submit a few brief obser

vations in reply to Clavis, whose expo

sition of the cause of colour in rum, which

appeared in the Mirror of the 19th inst.

is in point of fact far from being satis

factory.

He says, the reason why the contents

of some puncheons on importation are

strongly coloured, others paler, &c. is,

from the extent of charring which the

casks receive, during the progress of fer

mentation. He adds, that the spirit is

afterwards coloured, in order to produce

an uniformity ; from which any person

would naturally infer, that were it not for

the accidental charring of the puncheons,

all the rum brought into this country

would be in a pellucid state, and that the
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colour it possesses when it reaches the

consumer's hands (that portion of it which

is derived from the state of the casks ex

cepted,) is wholly occasioned by the

dealers here introducing colouring to

" render the spirit more agreeable to their*

customers " 1 trust I have understood

his meaning rightly ; but with all due

deference, I assure him, and all who feel

any interest in the subject, that such an

assertion is positively incorrect. I am

fully aware that the greater proportion of

rum which arrives in the market is co.

loured, but the condition of the wood,

whatever it may partially, does not en

tirely occasion it.—I speak of its appear

ance on importation. '

With the " art and mystery" of coopers

I do not profess myself particularly ac

quainted, and I was not aware of fire

being used by them in any other instance

than when a cask, by long disuse or other

cause, becomes musty, and is thus render

ed unfit for service ; fire is then invari

ably applied to burn out the affected parts,

and restore the vessel to its original purity.

I do not attempt to dispute the point with

him ; however, be that as it may, I am

convinced, by the strongest incontrover

tible proof, that the colour, or as he more

properly expresses it, discolour, is effect.

ed previous to its being cleansed, or put

into the casks, in the colonies where it is

distilled, and not subsequent to its arrival

in this country. I remain, your well-

wisher,

Pasche.

November 21, 1825.

CUPOLA AND PIAZZA.

(For the Mirror,j

We often find, even in the circles of

genteel life, the term cupola applied to a

dome (and indeed we have the sanction of

Dr. Johnson for the meprise), whereas it

properly signifies the Cathedral, or prin

cipal church, &c. in a city. In Italy

(from whence we acquired both words),

the latter is generally crowned with a

cupola, which has led to the error. In a

similar manner piazza is frequently ap

plied to the range of porticos surrounding

the space to which they are annexed, in

stead of the space itself enclosed by those

porticos ; whereas the word piazza, in

Italian, signifies a square, or open space

(as synonymous with the term place in

French), consequently the Piazza of

Covent-Garden is in reality the market

place, and not the surrounding porticos.

C. M. T n.

LEAVES FROM A JOURNAL.

No. V.

CLERICAL ORIGINALITY.

A short time ago, the posthumous

works of a popular American preacher,

were published by a respectable trans

atlantic bibliopole. A review soon ap

peared of them in a widely circulating

periodical, replete with praise of the

warmest kind, but ending with words to

this import, " Our raptures would have

been still greater if we had not chanced

to read them some time ago, as the pro

ductions of one TU^fson."

CLERICAL ELOQUENCE.

" The house of God," shouted a fa

vourite minister some time ago, " shall

spread its branches far and wide ; nations

shall gather under its wings, armies shall

fight beneath its banners."

AN IRISHMAN PUT TO THE BLUSH.

The nephew of a very rich old maid had

for a long time been absent in India, and

was supposed to have perished. An Irish

fortune-hunter who accidentally obtained

a knowledge of the fact, foimed a design

of imposing upon the aunt by represent

ing himself as the confidential friend of

the absentee, giving a circumstantial ac

count of his decease, and after having

thus procured a favourable introduction

of endeavouring to become her husband

and heir. He accordingly went to her

house and was introduced into a vestibule,

where another young man was seemingly,

like him, awaiting the approach of the

mistress. Supposing him a friend of the

family, he determined to make the ami

able. " Were you acquainted," said he,

" with the nephew of the lady of the

house." " Yes," said the stranger, with

some surprise, " intimately so." " It

will grieve your heart then," said the

Hibernian, " to know that the poor dear

young man is now as dead as any door

nail." " Indeed," said the other, still

more interested, " how do you know it—

are you certain." " Quite," was the re

ply, "these very eyes run over like

butter-milk when they saw him die in my

arms." " Pray, Sir," with some aspe

rity, " who are you." " A firm and fast

friend of the deceased," said the fortune-

hunter, " but allow me, if you plase, to

ask, in return, who are you?" "Thepoor

deceased himself, just returned from

India," said the stranger, rising. Won

derful to relate, the Hibernian blushed

crimson as he blundered out a dozen

awkward apologies, and made a precipi

tate retreat.
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THE UNSKILFUL ARCHER.

It is a pity that the jokes of antiquity

are not collected together ; they would

make a most interesting little volume.

Diogenes, the cynic, was the great Joe

Miller of the olden times. Dr. Jorten

used often to regret that he had not made

a collection of all the ban mots of the

philosopher that he had met with in the

course of his studies. Many of them

have been put in the mouths of later wits

as will be evident by refering to the pages

of any budget of wit, and then to the

ancient historians who have treated of the

sage of the tub. I have, in some work,

met with thirty or forty witticisms as

cribed to him, strung together, but the

following is not, I think, in it. Once

seeing an unskilful archer vainly endea

vouring to hit the mark, he went and sat

down before it. When his friends asked

him the reason, he replied, " for fear he

should hit me."

sCIPIO NA9ICA.

It is a trite observation, that wit is often

a misfortune to the possessor. Scipio

Nasica lost his election for the sedileship

(so we are informed by Valerius Maximus

in his tenth book) by inquiring of one of

his voters whose hands were hard and

dirty through rustic labour, " whether he

used his hands or his feet in walking."

The cituen was so enraged that he gave

his vote against him, and his companions

following his example, gained the office

for Scipio's rival.

A SEA GREEN BALLOON.

A gentleman reading in the news

paper, a few days ago, that Mr. Charles

Green's balloon had escaped from its

guidance and fled to the ocean, commented

on the circumstance with some surprise.

" For my part," rejoined a wag, " I

think it nothing extraordinary that Mr.

C. Green's balloon should elope towards

the green sea."

PLAIN ALL OVER.

A person commenting on Mrs. Bland's

style of singing in Madge, observed,

that one of its principal merits, and in

which its chief beauty consisted, was its

being surprisinglyplain. " In that case,"

said a friend, " she may lay claim to

beauty also, for I'll be hanged if herface

isn't the plainest in London."

p's. and a's.

An eminent lexicographer who hated the

letter O, and boasted he could do any

thing with the English language, formed

a design of banishing it as an interjection,

and introducing Q in its stead. " It

is ridiculous," said he, " to suppose

that we derive the custom from the

nature of saying, O, when we experience

pain or pleasure. If it were I could not

have conquered it as I have done ; at pre

sent on the occurrence of any unexpected

evil I shriek Q." To prove this he

gave himself a few slight strokes on the

arm, saying each time " Q, Q, Q," but

his friend observing they were by no

means either hard or unexpected, gave

him a hearty good thump on the head, at

which the astounded lexicographer un

awares bellowed " O," and destroyed his

theory.

NO flatterer.

A few days ago an author on calling at

his bookseller's was informed by the

worthy bibliopole that he did not intend

to publish the new work he bad just sub

mitted to his inspection. " Why," said

the hurt scribbler, " what is the matter

with it, does it contain, in your opinion,

anything offensive to public morals ?"

" On the contrary, it recommends virtue

in every page." " What, do you think

it calculated to offend any great men V*

" Not in the least." " Why then do

you reject it ?" " Because it is exces

sively stupid, and the man that wrote it

can be no better than an idiot." It is

said that the author left the shop, foam

ing at the mouth. The above is a fact.

nothing but good after deatb.

Two of a formidable gang of Irish

thieves being taken and condemned to

die, great apprehensions were entertained

by their comrades lest they should split.

The captain accordingly obtained admis

sion to them the night before their execu

tion, and said that the gang had united

in a subscription to give them in case

they should keep the secret till they were

hung, a snug little cottage for the rest of

their lives.

AWKWARD LAW.

Charondas, legislator of Thulium, an

ancient Grecian colony, made a law, that

if any one proposed the abrogation of any

of the old laws, he should do so with a rope

round his neck, if he succeeded it was to

be taken off with honour, if not, the un

lucky senator was to be forthwith " hauled

up to the yard-arm." How would some

of our modem members of parliament

look if this law was in force in England ?

look before you leap.

In ancient times, when a town was be

sieged that had good hopes of defending

itself with success, a law was generally
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•proposed that the fiist man that spoke of

surrender should be hanged. A magis.

trate who carried one of these leges dura

by a casting vote, suddenly recollected

on seeing the enemy advance to a certain

gate, that he had left it unlocked the

night before, he having been entrusted

with the key. " Some traitor has be

trayed us," he exclaimed, " we must

unavoidably surrender." The words had

scarcely proceeded from his mouth ere he

was dangling from the battlements, in

consequence of the law he himself had

carried.

Everard Endless.

sighing of a contrite heart." Here still

remain—

' Religion's cells, thnt still outhrave

JUVENILE WIT; OR, THE POSER POSED.

(For the Mirror.)

A Pedant, to perplex a .-Mid,

Asked, « mere is God ?'—The pupil smil'd—

Embarrass'd not a jot ;

For God's ubiquity he knew,—

So straighi replied, " I'll tell when you

Tell me where he is not."

W. H.

3Tije ^eleetor;
Os,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

' THE SKELLIG ROCKS.

BY t. CEOFTON CrOKER.

The Skellig Rocks, though once cele

brated as the resort of religious pilgrims,

are now seldom visited for the objects of

prayer and penance. Weary, and often

dangerous, were the journeys made by

the Irish peasant, in atonement for trans

gression ; the doctrine of his church re

commended such pilgrimages, and they

were zealously performed.

Few places, indeed, could have been

selected more difficult of approach, or,

when gained, with less of worldly attrac

tion than the Skellig Rocks. Situated

nearly three leagues from the extreme

south-west point of Ireland, the stormy

waves of the Atlantic often rendered* ac

cess impossible ; even when the sea was

calm, their rugged and precipitous forms

frowned destruction on the little bark be

neath, and the sea-fowl fluttered and

screamed, " as with warning voice, around

them." Verdure there was none to soothe

the eye of the weary pilgrim ; all was

nakedness and barren rock, towering

above the ceaseless roar of waters. Yet

here, on the most fearful points of these

inhospitable crags, hither in succeeding

ages crowded those whose creed induced

the conviction that such toil aided " the

The force of tempests, and the weight of days,

Yet, in each wall Time's busy finger plays,

Marking its slow, but no less certain, doom.

On man's proud works. On man himself ho

preys,

To him he gives but flitting hours to bloom,

And, sparing none, lays dust to dust within the

tomb."

I This once celebrated pilgrimage is now

seldom performed, except by the travel

ler, whose curiosity may urge him to the

visit ; but there are few who, beyond the

luxurious wildness of Killarney, venture

to explore the ruder scenery of Kerry.

The recollection of a recent visit to the

Skelligs may be worth preserving, as, in

a short time, those vestiges of antiquity

will probably disappear before the hand

of modern improvement, as the Ballast

Board of Dublin have determined on the

erection of a light-house, preparations for

which are actively going forward.

The great Skellig consists of two peaks,

which shoot nearly perpendicularly up

wards in proud companionship ; the

highest, said to be seven hundred and ten

feet above the sea, the other, five hundred

and sixty. The lesser Skellig, distant

about a mile from the greater one, pre

sents a bold and more lengthy outline,

singularly studded with fantastic brooks

and points.

Such is their distant effect. On ap

proaching the greater Skellig (at whose

base our masted boat appeared an incon

siderable speck), the rushing sound of

the waves dashing themselves into showers

of white spray, and the shrill cry of birds,

echoed from the wave-worn caves, came

on the ear with a terrific and almost over

powering noise.

Upon ledges of inaccessible rock, count

less rows of gulls and puffins were seen

perched with extraordinary regularity,

braiding the side of the rock, like strings

of pearl upon dark hair ; to nothing else

could I compare the sight. The innu

merable quantity of sea-fowl, which lite

rally jostle each other, led to a strange

belief, that the great Skellig possesses a

certain attraction, which draws down all

birds that would fly over it, and obliges

them to alight and remain upon it ; this

is the tradition related by the boatmen,

and confirmed by the authority of Dr.

Keating—the historian of Ireland !

. We wefe fortunate in gaining the land

ing-place with less than common exer

tion, although more than one wave broke

over the boat. The sea was said to be

unusually calm ; yet, without the assist.

' ance of a rope, thrown to us from one of
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the cliffs, it is doubtful if we could have

reached it. From the landing-place, irre

gular flights of steps led up by the side

Of the rock, in the formation of which, no

advantage presented by Nature had been

neglected ; these steps were by no means

easy of ascent, and in some places fright

fully overhung the water, without a pro

tecting rail. A cross, about four feet in

height, formed in the rudest manner from

a common flag-stone, was reared at the

most unsafe passes, to mark a fitting sta

tion for prayer. But modem pilgrims, if

I may judge by irjy own sensations, will

feel inclined rather to pass on without

ceremony, than to pause and pray before

them. For such, however, to complain

of the ruggedness and horror of the path,

is unjast to former devotees, as a boat

man, who remembered it before the com

mencement of the present works, expressed

his surprise at the " smooth and elegant

stairs" which had been made.

On the summit of the lowest peak, the

superintendent of the works had his tem

porary abode, surrounded by eight or nine

little stone cells, in shape resembling bee

hives. These cells, respectively dedi

cated to different saints, were termed

chapels, and were crowded together as the

irregularity of the rock admitted, without

order or arrangement, which in a degree

might have been effected. The largest

cell or chapel, dedicated to St. Michael,

could not contain a dozen persons, if it

had flat gable ends, in outline, like a

Gothic arch, and side walls, with a corres

ponding curve ; within was an altar of

coarse stone, above which hung an un

skilful representation of the crucifixion,

carved in wood, and upon the altar lay

the upper part of a human skull, much

decomposed. Near this chapel a walled

recess was pointed out, as a well of fresh

spring-water—certainly remarkable from

its situation—but the supply could not

be abundant, as it contained, when we

saw it, only some slimy moisture. The

other chapels being converted into depo

sitaries for gunpowder, to be used in blast

ing the rock, farther than exterior exami

nation was impossible ; their construction,

however, appeared similar, and consisted

of stones curiously dovetailed together,

without mortar or cement of any kind.

The apartment of the superintendent

we found decorated with numerous fes

toons of egg-shells, which had a singular

and really imposing effect. Here we saw

a small bronze figure ofour Saviour, about

four inches in height, found by the work

men in excavating.

Beneath the windows of the apartment

was a confined spot, covered with withered

grass, which the slight coat of soil seemed

unable to support ; this place was calkd

the burial-ground, and two or three tri

fling mounds were to be seen, not larger

than those of an infant's grave. Legen

dary tales record that Irr (to whose father,

Milesius, the colonization of Ireland is

ascribed) was shipwrecked and buried

here :—

'* Irr lost his Hfe upon the western main,

Skellig's high cliffs the hero's bones contain. "

The boatman, who acted as guide,

would doubtless have favoured us with

much of legendary lore, had he not per

ceived the absolute necessity of a speedy

departure. The sky, since our landing,

had gradually become overcast with dark

masses of clouds, the sea-birds shrieked

louder and more wildly than before, and

everything foreboded a storm. We de

scended in haste, and, seizing the oppor

tunity of the fall of the water, sprung

into the boat, which we soon rejoiced to

see clear of these rocks. This abrupt

termination of our visit allowed no time to

ascend the higher peak, which it is pro

bable we might have wanted nerve to per

form; the writer, therefore, ventures to

transcribe, in an abridged form, Dr.

Smith's account of this awful pilgrimage.

After visiting the cells or chapels, the

pilgrim proceeds to the highest point of

the rock, part of which ascent is per

formed by squeezing through a hollow

passage, termed the needle's eye, resem

bling the funnel or shaft of a chimney.

On surmounting this obstacle, he arrives

at a small flat space, about a yard broad,

which slopes down both sides of the rock

to the ocean. On the farther side of this

flat, which, from its narrowness on the

top, is a kind of isthmus, the ascent is

gained by climbing up a smooth sloping

rock, leaning out only a very little, and

called the Stone of Pain, from the labour

of scrambling up, with no other assistance

than a few shallow holes cut in it, as

places to fix the hands and feet in. This

kind of sloping wall is about twelve feet

high, and there is much danger in mount

ing it ; for if a person should slip, he

might tumble on either side of the isthmus

headlong into the sea. When this is

passed, the remaining part of the way up

to the summit is much less difficult. On

the top are two stations to be visited,

marked by stone crosses ; the first is

called the Eagle's Nest, probably from its

extreme height—this pinnacle is easily

gained by the help of some steps cut in.

the rock ; but getting to the second sta

tion, which is called the Spindle, or Spit,

is attended with the utmost peril The

Spindle, or Spit, is a long narrow frag

ment, projecting from this frightful height

over the waves that fret and rage beneath.
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Hi* walked to by a path only two feet In

breadth, and several steps in length.

Here the devotees, women as well as men,

get astride on the rock, and so edge for

ward, until they arrive at a stone cross,

which some bold adventurer formerly cut

on its extreme end, and there^ having re

peated a paternoster, conclude the pe

nance. The return and descent is but a

repetition of these horrors.

The Amulet.

DISCRETION THE BETTER PART OP

VALOUR ;

A new Song of Ancient Pistol's, by Horatio

Smith, one of the authors of the ■ Rejected

Address*l.*

On day as I was strutting, with ray customary

swagger,

A puppy he cried out, * Pistol ' you're a coward

though abragger."

Mow, this was an indignity no gentleman could

take, sir !

So I told him pat and plump,— " You lie !—under

a mistake, sir !"

Fools may be fool hardy, still, but men like me

are wiser,

And if we get a fighting fame, it is for fighting

shy, sir !

Said I, * Sir, ifyou take the wall, you take it to

your ruin ;*

Then forth he popped his knuckles, and gave

my nose a screwing ;

« Zounds and fury I" bellows I, « there's no

bearing this at all, sir I"

So I lifted up my cane, and I gave the rogue—

the wall, sir I

Fools may be fool-hardy, but men like me are

wiser.

And if I get a fighting fame, it is for fighting shy,

sir I

I told him for his insolence I must have satisfac

tion,

When be gave me such a kick, that it drove me

to distraction ;

My patience now was overcome, so nobody will

wonder.

That I donbled up my fist, and immediately

knocked—under !

Fools may be fool-hardy still, but men like me

are wiser.

And if we get a fighting fame, it is for fighting

shy, sir I

Friendship's Offering.

KELLY'S REMINISCENCES.

MORELLI.

Lobd Cowper, it appears, was the

great patron of Morelli, who was in the

early part of his life his lordship's vo-

lante, or running footman.

One night, when going to bed, his

Lordship's attention was attracted by

some one singing an air from an opera

then in vogue ; the person was seated on

the steps of a church, opposite to his

Lordship's palace ; the prodigious quality

of the voice, the line ear and excellent

taste displayed, astonished his Lordship.

He ordered his valet to inquire who the

extraordinary performer could be. The

valet replied, " that he knew very well ;

it was young Giovanni, one of his Lord

ship's volantes. His ear for music is so

perfect," said the valet, " that whatever

he hears he catches instantly : he often

sings to the servants, and is the delight

of us all." The following morning, Gi

ovanni was ushered into his Lordship's

breakfast-room, where he sang several

songs, in a style and with execution to

surprise him still more ! His Lordship

ordered Signor Mansoli, Signor Verolli,

and Camproni, Maestro di Capella to the

Grand Duke, to hear him ; they all de

clared it the finest voice they had ever

heard, and that he only wanted instruc

tion to become the very first bass singer

in the world ! " Then," said Lord Cow

per, '» that he shall not want long—from

this moment I take him under my pro

tection, and he shall have the best in

struction Italy can afford.""

His Lordship kept his word ; and for

two years Morelli had the first masters

that money could procure. At the end

of that time, he was engaged as primo

buffo at Leghorn. He then went the

round of all the principal theatres with

great eclat. At the Teatro de La Valle,

in Rome, he was perfectly idolized, often

singing at the Carnival. He was engaged

at the Pergola theatre ; and his success,

on his return to Florence, was triumphant

indeed ! I have often heard him say,

that the proudest day of his life was that

on which his former master, Lord Cow

per, invited him to dine with him.

MOZARt.

Mozart was a remarkably small man,

very thin and pale, with a profusion of

fine fair hair, of which he was rather

vain. He gave me a cordial invitation

to his house, of which I availed myself,

and passed a great part of my time there.

He always received me with kindness and

hospitality. He was remarkably fond of

punch, of which beverage I have seen

him take copious draughts. He was also

fond of billiards, and had an excellent

billiard-table in his house. Many and

many a game have I played with him,

but always came off second best. He

gave Sunday concerts, at which 1 never

was missing. He was kind-hearted, and

always ready to oblige ; but so very par

ticular when he played, that if the slight

est noise were made he instantly left off.

Mozart's " Marriage of Figaro" was

first produced at Vienna, and its reception
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was such as might be expected. Kelly

was one of the original performers in it,

and the only one now living.

It was allowed that never was opera

stronger cast. I have seen it performed

at different periods in other countries, and

well too, but no more to compare with its

original performance than light is to dark-

ness. AH the original performers had

the advantage of the instruction of the

composer, who transfused into their minds

his inspired meaning. I never shall for

get his little animated countenance, when

lighted up with the glowing iays of ge.

nius ; it is as impossible to describe it, as

it would be to paint sunbeams.

I called on him one evening ; he said

to me, " I have just finished a little duet

for my opera—you shall hear it." He

sat down to the piano, and we sang it.

I was delighted with it, and the musical

world will give me credit for being so,

when I mention the duet sung by Count

Almaviva and Susan, Crudcl perche fino-

ra farmi languire cost. A more delicious

morceau never was penned by man, and

it has often beeh a source of pleasure to

me to have been the first who heard it,

and to have sung it with its greatly gifted

composer. I remember, at the first re

hearsal of the full band, Mozart was on

the stage, with his crimson pelisse and

gold-laced cocked-hat, giving the time of

the music to the orchestra. Figaro's

sqpg, Non piu andrai, forfallone amoro

so, Bennuci gave with the greatest anima

tion and power of voice.

I was standing close to Mo2art, who,

sotto voce, was repeating, " Bravo ! Bra

vo Bennuci I" and, when Bennuci came

to the fine passage, Cherubino, alio vit-

toria, alia gloria militar, which he gave

out with Stentorian lungs, the effect was

electricity itself—for the whole of the per

formers on the stage, and those in the

orchestra, as if actuated by one feeling of

delight, vociferated, "Bravo! Bravo

maestro! Viva! Viva grande Mozart I"

Those in the orchestra I thought would

never have ceased applauding, by beating

the bows of their violins against the

music-desks. The little man acknow

ledged, by repeated obeisances, his thanks

for the distinguished mark of enthusiastic

applause bestowed upon him.

SHERIDAN.

ReMBIE came to him one evening, and

they again drank very deep, and I never

saw Mr. Sheridan in better spirits. Kem-

ble was complaining of want of novelty at

Drury-Lanc Theatre, and that, as mana

ger, he felt uneasy at the lack of it. " My

dear Kemble," said Mr. Sheridan, " don't

talk of grievances now." But Kemble

still kept on saying, " Indeed we must

seek for novelty, or the theatre must sink

—novelty, and novelty alone, can prop

it."

" Then," replied Sheridan with a smile,

" if you want novelty, act Hamlet, and

have music played between your pauses."

Kemble, however he might have felt

the sarcasm, did not appear to take it in

bad part. What made the joke tell at

the time was this, a few nights previous,

while Kemble was acting Hamlet, a gen

tleman came to the pit-door, and tendered

half-price. The money-taker told him

that the third act was only then begun.

The gentleman, looking at his watch,

said, it must be impossible, for that it

was then half-past nine.

" That is very true, Sir," replied the

money-taker, " but recollect Mr. Kemble

plays Hamlet to-night."

NEAPOLITAN LAZZARONI.

Kelly was at Naples during the memo.

rable eruption of Mount Vesuvius, in

1779, and he relates a singular instance

of priestly influence over the Lazzaroni,

who demanded of the archbishop to give

up their wooden patron saint, St. Janu-

ario, that they might place him near the

volcano, in order to suppress it. The

archbishop refused, and the Lazzaroni

finding themselves disappointed, held a

council, and I saw them in an immense

body march to Pausilippo, whither the

king and queen had retired, determined

to force the king to order the saint to be

given up to them. The king appeared

on the balcony to address them, but in

vain ; the queen also (enceinte) came

forward, but without avail. The royal

guard and a Swiss regiment were ordered

to disperse them ; but they were not to

be intimidated, for neither entreaties nor ,

menaces could divert them from their

purpose. " The saint ! the saint ! give

us up our saint !" was the universal cry.

Just as popular fury was at its height, a

man appeared, whom, the moment they

saw, the wolves became lambs ; the mob

fell on their knees bare-headed and in

total silence. He addressed them in the

following conciliatory manner :—

" What do you come here for, ye infa

mous scoundrels ? Do ye want to dis

turb our saint, in his holy sanctuary, by

moving him ? Think ye, ye impious

rascals, that if St. Januario had chosen

to have the mountain silent, ere this, he

would not have commanded it to be so ?

Hence ! to your homes, ye vagrant* !

away ! be off ! lest the saint, enraged at

your infamous conduct, should order the

earth to open and swallow you up."

This soothing speech, «ided by a kick
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to one, and a knock on the head to an.

other (fairly dealt to all within his reach),

dispersed them without a single murmur !

So that what the supplication of their

sovereign, backed by the soldiery, could

not effect, was accomplished by one man,

armed, indeed, with superstition, but with

nothing else !

This man was Father Rocco, well

known to have possessed the most un.

bounded power over the lower orders in

Naples ; of no saint in the calendar (St*

Januario excepted) did they stand in such

awe as of Father Rocco. He was a sen.

sible shrewd man, and used the power ha

possessed with great discretion. He was

much in the confidence of Chevalier Ac

ton, and the other ministers.

Previous to his time, assassination!

were frequent at night in the streets,

which were in utter darkness ; and tha

government dared not interfere to have

them lighted, lest they should offend the

Lazzaroni ; but Father Rocco undertook

to do it. Before each house in Naples

there is a figure of a Madona, or some

saint ; and he had the address to persuade

the inhabitants that it was a mortal sin

to leave them in the dark.

MADAME CATALANI.

At Bangor Madame Catalan! heard the

Welsh harp for the first time. The old

blind harper of the house was in the

kitchen : thither she went, and seemed

delighted with the wild and plaintive

music which he played ; but when he

struck up a Welsh jig, she darted up

before all the servants in the kitchen, and

danced as if she were wild. I thought

she never would have finished, and, on

quitting the kitchen, gave the harper two

guineas.

BON MOT OP LORD LYTTELTON.

The celebrated and witty Lord Lyttel-

ton, and several other English gentlemen,

went in a barge to see the ceremony

of the Doge wedding the proud Adri

atic. They had on board with them a

laquais de place, a talkative fellow mak

ing a plaguy noise, explaining everything

that was going on. This unfortunate

Cicerone was standing up in the barge,

and leaning over it, at the moment the

Doge dropped the ring into the sea ; the

loquacious lacquey bawled out with all

his might and strength, " Now, my

Lord, look, look, the Doge has married

the sea !"

" Has he," replied Lord Lyttelton,

" then go you, you noisy dog, and pay the

bride a visit p and, giving him a push,

into the sea went the poor prating valet ;

he was taken up immediately, without

having received any Injury beyond a

ducking, for which he was well repaid.

THE LATE DUKE OP NORFOLK.

The Duke of Norfolk had a happy knack

of telling a story. One, I remember, he

told us with great naivelc :—.

Amongst his Grace's owls at Arundel

Castle, was one which was named Lord

Thurlow, from an imaginary likeness be

tween the bird and his Lordship. One

morning, when the Duke was closeted

with his solicitor, with whom he was in

deep consultation upon some electioneer

ing business, the old owl-keeper knocked

at the library door, and said, " My Lord,

I have great news to give your grace."

" Well," said the Duke, " what is it?"

" Why, my Lord," said the man,

" Lord Thurlow has laid an egg this

morning."

Not recollecting at the moment that

the owl had been nick-named " Lord

Thurlow," the Duke was not a little as

tonished ; and until the keeper explained,

the solicitor was dreadfully scandalized

by such an audacious calumny upon a

noble Lord, who had been so long upon

the woolsack.

Ariosto (the mad poet) one day pass

ing a potter's shop in Ferrara, heard the

owner singing a stanza of the Orlando

Furioso. He listened, and found that the

potter mangled it miserably, rendering a

most beautiful passage rank nonsense.

This so enraged the poet, that having'a

stick in his hand, he broke everything he

could reach. When the poor devil of a

potter remonstrated with him for destroy

ing the property of a poor man who had

never done him any injury, he replied,

" 'Tis false ; you have done me injury ;

you have murdered my verses, and I have

caught you in the fact. When pressed

to pay the poor man for his property, his

only answer was, " Let him leam to

sing my poetry, and I will leave alone

his pottery."

SPIRIT OF THE

publie journals.

APHORISMS FROM MENU.

HOSPITALITY.

Grass and earth to sit on, water to wash

the feet, and, fourthly, affectionate speech,

are at no time deficient in the mansions

of the good (although they may be in

digent).

No guest must be dismissed (who

comes) in the evening by shouse-keeper ;
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he is tent by a retiring aun ; and, whether

he come in fit season or unseasonably, he

must not sojourn in the house without

entertainment.

Let not himself eat any delicate food

without asking his guest to partake of it ;

the satisfaction of a guest will assuredly

bring the house-keeper wealth, reputation,

long life, and a place in heaven.

Even to a merchant (vaisya) or a la

bourer (sudra) approaching his house in

the manner of guests, let him (a biamin)

give food, showing marks of benevolence

at the same time with his domestics.

Let him take care, to the utmost of his

power, that no guest sojourn in his house

unhonoured with a seat, with food, with

a bed, with water, with esculent roots,

and with fruit.

DUTIES OP RULEES.

Let the king prepare a just compensa

tion for the good, and a just punishment

for the bad ; the rule of strict justice let

him never transgress.

Holy sages consider, as a fit dispenser

of criminal justice, that king who inva

riably speaks truth, who duly considers all

cases, who understands the sacred books,

who knows the distinctions of virtue,

pleasure, and riches ;

Such a king, if he justly inflict legal

punishments, greatly increases those three

means of happiness ; but punishment it

self shall destroy a king who is crafty,

voluptuous, and wrathful.

Just punishment cannot be inflicted by

an ignorant and covetous king, who has

no wise and virtuous assistant, whose un

derstanding has not been improved, and

whose heart is addicted to sensuality.

What a king has not gained (from his

foe), let him strive to gain ; what he has

acquired, let him preserve with care ;

what he preserves, let him augment ; and

what he has augmented, let him bestow

on the deserving.

That prince, of whose weighty secrets

all assemblies of men are ignorant, shall

attain dominion over the whole earth,

though he possess no treasure.

At noon, or at midnight, when his fa

tigues have ceased, and his cares are dis

persed, let himdeliberate withhis ministers

or alone.

Perfectly let him consider the state of

his kingdom, both present and future,

with the good and bad part of all his

actions.

That king shall never be overcome by

his enemies who foresees the good and

evil to ensue from his measures ; who, on

present occasions, takes his resolution with

prudent speed, and who weighs the various

event* of his past conduct.

Iiet him consider the business to be

expedited, the expedients collectively,

and himself, who must apply them ; and,

taking refuge completely in those three,

let him strenuously labour for his own

prosperity.

Understanding what is expedient or in

expedient, but (in a court of justice) con

sidering only what is law or not law, let

him examine all disputes between parties

in the order of their several classes.

Neither the king himself, nor his offi

cers, must ever promote litigation ; nor

ever neglect a law-suit instituted by others.

As a hunter traces the lair of a beast by

the drops of blood, thus let a king inves

tigate the true point of justice by delibe

rate arguments.

A king who inflicts punishment on

such as deserve it not, and inflicts no pu

nishment on such as deserve it, brings

infamy on himself while he lives, and

shall sink, when he dies, to a region of

torment.

Let no king, how indigent soever, take

any thing which ought not to be taken ;

nor let him, how wealthy soever, decline

taking that which he ought to take, be it

ever so small.

Be it known, that a monarch, who pays

no regard to the scriptures, who denies a

future state, who acts with rapacity, who

protects not his people, yet swallows up

their possessions, will sink low indeed

(after death).

Those ministers who are employed in

public affairs, and, inflamed by the blaze

of wealth, mar the business of any person

concerned, let the king strip of all their

property.

Whatever business has been concluded

illegally by his ministers, or by a judge,

let the king himself re-examine.

By protecting such as live virtuously,

and by rooting up such as live wickedly,

those kings, whose hearts are intent on

the security of their people, shall rise to

heaven.

Thus conducting himself, firm in dis

charging his royal duties, let the king

employ all his ministers in acts beneficial

to his people.

Asiatic Journal.

THE MILITARY CHARACTER

OF PRUSSIA.

If France is the dressing-room of Europe,

Prussia is unquestionably its barrack-

yard. Nothing that is other than mili

tary is held valuable. The remaining

classes are merely considered as the camp

followers and suttlers of an immense

army ; but the army itself—parte* moi

de ca .'—it would repay you for the sea.
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sickness in his Majesty's packet, the odour

of the Blanknesse herring-boat, and the

dreary journey through Mechlenburgh,

to be present at a single parade. The

admirable equipment, perfect carriage,

and discipline of the straight, military-

looking men, the air ehevaleresque of

their officers, and the almost incredible

precision of their movements, have never

been attained by any other army in Eu

rope.

The mode ofrecruitment is well adapted

to the preservation of a great military

force. Every male subject of twenty is

liable to serve* in a regiment of the line

for three years ; after which he is trans

ferred to the embodied Landwehr for the

same period ; and finally he is discharged,

on condition of assembling with the Local

Landwehr for thirty days' service in each

year. Formerly the nobles entered the

army as officers, but they have lately lost

that last remaining privilege, and com

mencing their career as cadets, must pass

the same rigid examinations for every

grade, as others who are not " Herr Von,"

and consequently " Hochvolgeborn."

London Magazine.

• Students, merchants, clerks, &c. are only

obliged to serve fur one year.

No. LXXX.

BASIL, PRINCE OF NOVOGO-

ROD.

Boguslas, prince of Novogorod, was

eighty years old when he died; having

reigned sixty years, and latterly in great

tranquillity. Basil, his only son, was

about twenty. Freed on a sudden from

the yoke of paternal authority, and sub

jected only to the guardianship of a

mother who worshipped him, he soon

gave a loose rein to dispositions which

were naturally boisterous. He spent

whole days in the street, entering into the

fames and sports of the men and grown

oys : but woe to the one with whom he

grappled in earnest ; the hand which he

squeezed was crushed for ever, and the

head which he struck could think no

more.

The inhabitants of Novogorod did not

like these sports of their young prince ;

and the older posadniks (municipal offi

cers) assembled in the town-hall to deli

berate. After the session, they went to

the mother of Basil, and said to her—

" Thou art a worthy woman, Amelfa

Timofeiewna ; watch better over the con

duct of thy dear boy, Basil, son of Bogus-

las, that he may not pass his days in

mischievous strife; already his (ports

have cost lives to our city." This ha

rangue vexed the good lady Amelfa;

but she promised the posadniks that she

would take better care of young Basil,

made them a low courtesy, and saw them

to the door. She next sent for her son,

and spoke to him thus—" In the name of

God, my dear boy, do not run about, and

enter into the sports of the men and ths

youths. You have the strength of a

knight, but you do not know the use of

it. The hand which you squeeze is

crushed for ever, and the head which you

strike can think no more. The people

are displeased, and the posadniks have

come to me with complaints. If a revolt

should happen, what could we do ? You

have no father to protect you ; I am but

a widow ; the inhabitants of Novogorod

are very numerous i my dear son, take

your mother's advice, and, as you are

strong be merciful."

Basil, the son of Boguslas, listened

quietly to the remonstrance of his mother,

and when she had finished, he bowed and

said—"My dear mother, I care neither for

the posadniks nor for the people of Novo

gorod; but I care much for your good

advice, and I promise you not to go into

the streets and play with the men and

the boys. But how shall I amuse my

self, and try the strength of my arm ? I

was not born to sit behind the stove, nor

was the strength of a nobleman given to

me for nothing. When my time comes

I will humble the posadniks, and all the

Russias shall bow before me. But as yet

I am your ward. Let me then choose

myself companions, among whom I may

try the strength of my arm. Give me

some mead and strong beer, that I may

invite the strong and the bold, and find

friends worthy of me."

The lady Amelfa Timofeiewna granted

his request. On each side of the castle-

gate was placed a huge barrel, one of

mead, and one of strong beer, and to each

was chained a golden cup ; and a herald

stood by with a trumpet, crying—"He.

that would eat and drink his fill, he that

would wear a pelisse cloak, he that would

get money to spend, let him enter the

castle of Basil, son of Boguslas ; but

first let him weigh his strength ; Basil

will put it to the proof, and receive only

the strong and the bold." Thus cried

the heralds from morn to eve, but nobody

gave heed.

Meanwhile, Basil sat looking through

the grate of his chamber, to see whether

any comrades came to him. Still nobody

asked for a draught out of the golden

cups. At length, towards night, Fo-

mushka, the tall, walked up to the gate.
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He struck with his knuckle the barrel of

oak, and filled the golden cup with a gush

of mead, which he emptied at a draught.

When Basil saw this, he descended from

his apartment into the court where fr'o-

mushka stood, went up to him, and gave

him with his fist a sounding blow behind

the right ear. Fomushka did not stir,

his stiff black curls seemed not to have

yielded to the stroke. At this the heart

of the prince leaped for joy. He took

Fomushka by the hand, and led him up

stairs into the gilded chamber. Then he

embraced him ; and they both swore, on

the honour of knights, to be for ever com

rades and brothers in arms, to live and

die for one another, to eat of the same

dish, and to drink out of the same cup.

Then Basil made him sit down at the

oaken table, and gave him, after meat,

sugared fruits from the south.

The next morning, as Basil was look

ing out of his grated window to see

whether any one came to drink out of his

tun, he beheld Bogdanushka, the little,

who went up to the butt of beer, kicked off

the golden cup, and lifting the tub with

both hands to his mouth, emptied it.—-

Then the young prince called Fomushka.

They went down together into the court

as far as the gate, and both ran their spears

against the head of Bogdanushka ; but

their lances shivered to splinters against

his skull, and Bogdanushka never flinched.

Then they took him by the hand, and led

him through the wide court, up the grand

stair-case, into the gilded chamber, where

all three embraced, and swore to each

other fidelity and fraternity unto death.

Presently the news spread that Basil,

son of Boguslas, had chosen for his com

panions the bravest of the young men,

and lived fraternally with them. The

posadniks were troubled at this, and as

sembled at the town-hall to deliberate.

After they had taken their places, the

sage Tshoudin advanced into the middle

of the hall, bowed to the four sides, and,

stroking his long beard, thus began—

" Hear, posadniks of Novogorod, and all

you of the Slavonian people who are here

together. You know that our country is

without a head, while our prince is a

minor ; and that, until he is ripe of years

and reason, we are masters of Novogorod

and its territory. This young man, who

is destined one day to reign over us, pro

mises nothing good. Scarcely has he

passed his childhood, when he displays

an impetuous character ; his very sports

are cruel ; already he has made widows

and orphans ; now he is collecting about

him the boldest of the young, and living

fraternally with them. Can this be with

good intentions ? This it behoves us to

learn. Let us then order a feast, and in

vite the young prince, so we shall see his

temper, and that of the country. We

will offer him wine. If he drinks not he

is to be suspected—he has projects to con.

ceal ; if he drinks, we shall know his

mind ; in wine there is truth. Should we

perceive that his intentions are not good,

we must strike off his head. Other princes

are to be found in Russia, from among

whom we may choose ; and were there

none, we could do without them."

Then all the posadniks arose, and

bowed before the sage Tshoudin, and cried

with one voice, " Thy speech is wise, be

it done as thou hast said."

The next day, at break of dawn, were

begun the preparations for the feast.

Tables of oak were arrayed in the town-

hall, and white cloths were spread over

them. Meat was roasted in the oven, and

sugared wares were bought of the mer

chants. Along the walls, and round about

the room were barrels of mead, and beer,

and wine, and by each a cup of gold, or

of silver, or of polished wood. When all

was ready, the posadniks were deputed to

the castle to invite the princess and her

Son.

When the good lady Amalfa Timo.

feiewena had heard their message, she

answered in the following manner :

" Sports and dances become me no

longer. When I was the bride of Bo

guslas I came to your feast ; but now

that my life is closing, a lonely room

suits me best, where I can offer my

nightly prayer. My son is young, be

contented if he adorns your feast."

Then the posadniks went to the young

prince, and begged him to come. He

answered, " I should like to come, if my

mother deems it right;" and having

asked her leave, she granted it. But she

gave her son good advice how to behave

amid the treacherous posadniks, whom

she knew but too well. " Drink, my

son," said she, " but do not drink too

much. The posadniks are cunning, and

want to put you ito the proof. Be on

your guard ; and if they begin to vaunt

their riches and their shrewdness, let them

boast on, and do you boast of nothing.

Above all, be affable, and hurt no one by

neglect or scorn." After these words she

embraced Basil, who went to the feast.

The posadniks received him at the bot

tom of the staircase of the town.hall, and

accompanied him into the hall, and of

fered him the place of honour. Basil

said, " No," and seated himself at the

bottom of the table, " as young men

should do," he observed. Then the po

sadniks took him under the arms, and

dragged him to the upper end of the table.
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" Here," they saW, " your father was

wont to sit, leam to sit here likewise.",

Then they offered him a cup of sweet wine.

Basil drank, and ate of their meats and

comfits, but sat still and silent as a young

girl.

By degrees the posadniks began to grow

merry, and to talk, and to glorify them

selves. One boasted of his horse, another

of his wife, another of his money, another

of his strength, another of his shrewdness ;

and at last all began to talk at once, and

each heard only his own voice of praise.

But Basil, son of Boguslas, did not fol

low the example, he let them boast on,

and sat still. Then the wise Tshoudin,

and the rich Satka, addressed him in these

words, " Why do you sit silent, Prince,

you have much cause to boast, and yet

say nothing ?" The Prince answered mo

destly : " Posadniks, you are considerable

and respectable men, to you it belongs to

speak boldly and freely. How can I,

young and an orphan, have anything from

which I can claim merit before you ? The

gold I possess is not of my acquiring.

My turn will come some day, and then I

may talk like others."

The pbsadniks were surprised at an

answer so modest and discreet, and began

to talk one with another in half whispers.

When their sentiments were ascertained,

Tshoudin filled a great cup of strong

wine, and offered it to the young prince,

saying, " Let him empty this cup, who

loves the great Novogorod, and the Sla

vonian nation."

This time Basil could not avoid to

drink, he therefore took the cup, and

drained it to the bottom. But now, when

the posadniks recommenced their boast

ing, the wine operated on the young

Prince, and he said, " Hearken, you con

ceited fellows, know who Basil is, the

son of Boguslas, and hold your tongues.

Basil is the Lord of Russia, and the whole

Slavonian nation owes him allegiance, and

Novogorod owes him tribute, and the po

sadniks are to bend before him."

At these words the posadniks became

angry ; they sprang from their seats, and

called out at once, " No, thou shalt not

reign over Russia, nor will we bend before

thee. Thou art impetuous and cruel.

We want no such ruler, therefore go out

of our town at break of day, and out of

our shire by set of sun, or we will com

pel thee to it."

" I fear neither you nor any one," re

plied Basil ; " collect the forces of No

vogorod—I defy them ; we will see whe

ther you can compel me to quit my coun

try. Mine it is by birthright, and mine

it shall, remain until death. Novogorod

and the Slavonian nation belong to me,

and you are all my subjects." At these

words he arose, crossed the crowd of af

frighted posadniks, which opened to give

him passage, and thus he left the ban

quet at the town-hall.

After his departure, the posadniks be

gan to recover from theii astonishment.

They made merry with the threatenings

of the angry boy, as they affected to call

him, and resolved to collect the troops of

the city, and to expel him on the next

day. " His young bones," said Satka,

" shall bleach on the heath. How should

a child be a match for us ?"

The alarm-bell rang in all the city,

and the men who were of age to bear

arms were mustered in the market-place.

When the good ladyAmalfaTimofeiewna

heard this, she inquired the motive ; and

when she learnt that Basil son of Bogus

las had angered the posadniks by his bold

words, she went to his room, and blamed

him for his rashness : but perceiving that

he was still drunk, she led him into a cool

cellar, and bade him sleep] there until he

was sober. Amalfa Timofeiewna then

went to her treasures, and took out a

golden cup, and placed in it rings, brace

lets, and gorgets set with jewels. Accom

panied by women, she then proceeded to

the town-hall, where the posadniks were

collected. She entered the hall, bowed

low, placed her cup on the table, and with

soothing words endeavoured to engage

the posadniks to pardon in her son the

ebullitions of youth and drunkenness.

" If you make no allowance for his years,

surely some is due to the memory of his

father's virtues, who was so long and justly

dear to the great Novogorod." These

humble words served only to increase the

pride of the posadniks, and they answered

insolently—" Hence, old lady, with your

jewels and your gold, we want them not ;

what have you to do with the quarrels of

men ? we will have the head of your tur- '

bulentboy."

The good lady then returned to the

castle, shedding bitter tears, and ordered

the gates to be shut to guard against

events. On the next day, the posadniks

marched with the city troops towards the

castle, and summoned it to surrender.

At length they broke down the gates,

and the troops rushed into the court like

waves of a swollen river, which had burst

the bank that should confine its course.

At the noise of weapons and the cry of

soldiers Basil, son of Boguslas, awoke in

his cellar. He sprang on his alert feet,

and, finding the door fastened, broke it

with a blow of his fist. In two leaps he

was in the court. Being without arms,

he seized on a balk that stood at hand,

and began to strike with it the inha^ '
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bltants Of Novogorod. Hi» terrible wea-

poo deala fatal blows, aright and left ;

the citizen-soldiera fly before their sove

reign. : Komushka and Bogdanushka col

lect comrades, and. drive before them

the Novogorodians. The young blood

of Basil boils ; and he does not hear the

cry for quarter, until the fugitives are

stopped by the impetuous stream of the

Wolchowa.

The posadniks now abandon the field

of battle, and assemble in the town-hall.

They take a golden cup, filled with rings'

and jewels, and walk to the castle to;

solicit . an audience of the good lady

Amelfa Timofeiewna ; but they stop in

the street opposite to h.:r windows, noti

presuming now to enter the court. They

bend to the ground their proud heads,

*nd cry in a plaintive tone—" O I our

queen and our mother, take pity on us ;

we have angered thy son, our sovereign,

do not forsake us ! Basil, in his wrath,

is making a desert of Novogorod : inter.

cede for us that we may be spared." The

princess heard, but turned not on them

her lovely eyes ; she sent word—" You

have begun ; you must finish. What has

ap old lady to do with the quarrels of

men ?'* • ,. . . . t

The posadniks returned to the town-

hall, and drew up a writing, submitting

themselves and their posterity, and their

city and country, to the son of Boguslas,

and declared Basil to be sovereign of

Novogorod and of all Russia. They gave

him full power and authority to levy'

taxes ; and with this act they returned to

Fomushka and Bogdanushka, who now

undertook to intercede for them. These

knights were affected by the prayers of

their countrymen, and cast away the clubs

which they had employed in hostility.

They took the writing of the posadniks,

and holding it in the air they said—

", Hail, Basil, son of Boguslas, hurt not

thy subjects ; the posadniks lay at thy '

feet their city and -its' domam; thou art

absolute sovereign of Novogorod and it»

dependencies ; here is the deed of cession."

When they approached they kneeled

down, and the posadniks kneeled down,

before Basil ; and the people followed

their example, and all exclaimed—"• God

save our king Basil, son of Boguslas !"

Then the young prince curbed his

anger, and suffered his strong arm to re

pose. He took the writing, and promised

amnesty. They returned comforted from

the river-side; and Basil reigned over

Novogorod. His government was firm

and fortunate ; commerce spread, and in

dustry throve. Neither civil dissension

nor foreign war troubled any more his

sway, for all people abroad and at home

feared Basil, son of Boguslas.

fctjr (Satfrem.
*. I am hut a Gatherer ami diipoaer of after

men's stuff.*— Wotion. '

UPON GIN.

Mr mother's gone to pop the clock.

My father's gone to take his " daffy,"

My brother's off with sister's frock,

And then he'll join my parents and

friend Taffy ;

.While I must sit at home the cradle to

rock s

They drink gin, and I drink eafi—

But never mind, dear Jack, we seldom

meet,

I've got a tanner left—with it well have

a treat.

'*Oh, gin! blue ruin! daffy! or what

you. will^"

My heart'st delight, the chastener of all

care, - i i

To thy eternity a bumper I will fill,

Of friends, thee and my uncle never

. . need despair: ,,..••• .

How oft at Thompson's vaults, on Hoi-

born-hill. •

I've felt thy power, and-did the Char. :

ley's dare;

While I've a thing to pop I'll ne'er for

sake thee,

If I do, I wish the— may take me.

Timothy Love-a-Drot.

, . ; ; . BON MOT. . k. .

" Move On," exclaimed a stockbroker to

a Jew that was before him in Lombard-

street, " your two legs take up the whole

width of the pavement." " Well," re

plied the Jew, is that to he wondered at,

when you see it is only two feet wide V

X,

ALL WEATHERS.

In England, if two are conversing toge

ther,

The subject begins with the state of the

weather ; -

And ever the same, both with young and

old,

'Tis either too hot, or either too eoW ;

'Tis either too wet, or either too dry ;

The glass is too low, or else 'tis too high ;

But if all had their wishes once jumbled .

together,

The devil himself could not live is such

weather.

Printed and PuMuntu by J. LlMBIHtt,

143, Strandt(near Somerset floueej and *4td

ill ail jV'«»iaw» and Beekttelltrt. . . .
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The wan of India have almost invari

ably been productive of great spoils, and

there is many a family in England whose

sole wealth has been derived from this

source alone. The present contest, how

ever, against the Burmese, is not we be

lieve likely to yield so much to the vic

tors, and what is gained will be at great

expense of blood and treasure, since the

Burmese fight bravely, and when forced

to retreat carry off all they can, and de

stroy what they cannot take with them.

Among the few trophies of our arms

in this war, the Rath, or Burmese Impe

rial state carriage has been brought to this

country, and is now exhibiting at the

Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, where the

carriage of Bonaparte, taken at the battle

of Waterloo, formerly attracted thousands

of visitors. The Burmese carriage, toge

ther with the throne, which is studded with

20,000 precious stones, fell into the hands

of Colonel Miles, in August, 1824, when

hecommanded an expedition which had for

its object to run down the enemy's coast

of Tenasserim, and seize upon their va

luable ports. The carriage was captured

at Tavoy, and with it the workmen who

built it, and all their accounts. From

these it appeared that it had been three

years in building, that the gems were sup

plied from the king's treasury, or by con

tributions from the various states, and

the workmen were remunerated by the

government ; independent of these two

very important items, the expenses were

stated in the accounts to have been 25,000

rupees (£3, 125), and as the stones amount

in number to no less than 20,000, it can

not be too high an estimate to reckon the

whole cost at a lac of rupees (£12,500),

which was its reputed value at Tavoy.

The Viceroy of Tavoy, from whom this

carriage was taken, and who was taken

prisoner, was a man of great personal

strength, and of unbounded ferocity. In

an incursion into the Siamese territory,

he had taken a prince of that nation,

whom he caused to be confined in an iron

cage and starved to death. By an extra

ordinary coincidence, when this monster

was conveyed as a prisoner to Calcutta,

this very iron cage accompanied him.

Retributive justice would have demand

ed Mm to be its inhabitant. The state

carriage was also conveyed by the same

vessel, and being constantly before his

eyes, excited his savage rage by bring

ing to his mind the rich treasure he had

lost. •,•'-

The carriage, which is exhibited in a

lofty and spacious room, is a curious spe

cimen of Oriental workmanship. The

length of the carriage itself is thirteen

feet seven inches, or, if taken from the

extremity of the pole, twenty-eight feet

five inches. Its width is six feet nine

inches, and its height, to the summit of

the Tee, or emblem of sovereignty, with

which it is surmounted, nineteen feet two

inches. The carriage body is five feet

seven inches in length, by four feet six

inches in width ; and its height, taken

from the interior, is five feet eight inches.

The wheels, which are of one uniform

height, remarkable for their lightness and

elegance, and very peculiar from the mode

by which the spokes are secured, measure

only four feet two inches ; the spokes

richly silvered, are formed of a wood of

extraordinary hardness, called in the East

iron wood ; the felloes are cased in brass,

and the caps to the naves are of bell-metal,

very elegantly designed. The pole is of

the same hard material as the wheels, but

remarkably heavy and massive. The ex

tremity of the pole is surmounted by the

head and fore part of a dragon (a figure

of idolatrous worship in the East), very

boldly executed, and richly gilt and or

namented.

The material of the other parts of the

carriage is the wood of the oriental

sassafras tree. The body of the carriage

(which is nearly square) is composed of

twelve panels, three on each face or front,

and these are subdivided into small

squares of clear and transparent rhino

ceros and buffalo horn, which are highly

estimated in that part of the East ; these

squares are set in broad gilt frames,

studded at every angle with raised silver

ed glass mirrors ; the higher part of these

panels has a range of rich small looking-

glasses, intended to reflect the gilding of

the upper, or pagoda, stages ; the whole

body is set in, or supported by, four

wreathed diagon-like figures, which are

fantastically entwined, and neatly carved

and ornamented ; the scaly or body parts

are of talc, and the eyes of pale ruby

stones. The interior roof is also set with

small looking-glasses studded with raised

mirrors ;—the bottom or flooring of the

body is of matted cane, covered with

crimson cloth, edged with gold lace, and

the under, or frame part of the carriage,

is also of matted cane. The upper part

of each face of the body is composed of

sash glasses, set in broad gilt frames,

which are drawn up and down after the

European fashion. On the frames of the

glasses is much writing in the Burmese

character, " which " the description sold

at the exhibition says, " being unknown

in this country, cannot be decyphered* ;"

it may, however, be supposed to be some

* Surely there are persons connected with the

East India House or College wuo understand

the Burmese language.
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adulatory sentences to the " Golden Mo

narch " seated within. The body is staid

by braces of leather, and the springs,

Which are of iron, richly gilt, differ not

from the present fashionable C spring,

now in general use in this country—

though massive, they give to the carriage

a motion peculiarly easy and agreeable.

The steps merely hook on to the outside,

and therefore must be carried by an at

tendant; they are light and elegant,

formed of a gilt metal, with cane treads.*

On a gilt bar, before the front of the

body with their heads towards the car

riage, stand two Japanese peacocks, a

bird which is held sacred by this super

stitious people ; the like number, simi

larly placed, are perched on a bar behind.

On the fore part of the frame of the car

riage, mounted on a silvered pedestal, in

a kneeling position, is the 7Ve-bearer,

with a lofty golden wand in his hands,

surmounted with a small Tee, the em-

Mem of sovereignty ; he is richly dressed

in green velvet, the front laced with jar-

goon diamonds, with a triple belt of pre

cious stones round the body, consisting

of blue sapphires very fine, emeralds,

and jargoon diamonds ; his leggings are

also embroidered with sapphires. In the

front of his cap is a rich cluster of gems

the centre composed of white sapphires

encircled with a double star of rubies and

very summit of this emblem of royalty

bears a small crystal banner which floats

In the wind. Gilt metal bells surround

the chief stage of the pagoda, as well as

the tee, which, when the carriage is in

motion, emit a soft and pleasing sound.

To these bells are appended heart-shaped

crystal drops, and at every angle will be

seen a slight spiral gilt ornament, en.

riched with crystals and emeralds.

It is remarkable that the design of this

pagoda roofing, as well as that of the

great imperial palace, and of the state

war-boat or barge, bears an exact simili.

tude to the chief sacred temple at Shoe-

madro. Every Eastern Bhuddish sove

reign considers himself sacred, and alike

to be worshipped with the deity itself

so that, seated on the throne in his pa

lace, or journeying on warlike or plea

surable excursions in his carriage, he be

comes an object of idolatry. This iden

tification of religion and kingly power

existed in the East, and in Assyria and

Egypt, in the earliest ages, and is equally

found in the states now existing.

The seat or throne, for the inside, is

movable, so that when audience is given

at any place the carriage may be destined

to stop at, this throne can be taken out

and used for the purpose. It is made of

cane work, very richly gilt, folds in the

centre, is covered by a velvet cushion,

emeralds ; the cap is likewise thickly and the front is studded with almost every

studded with the carbuncle, a stone be- ''""" "'" :— ' ~ .' --.'-.-. .'-

tween the ruby and the garnet, little

known to us, but in high estimation with

the ancients. Behind are two figures,

tneir lower limbs curiously tattooed, as

is the custom with the Burmese.

Bui the most beautiful and imposing

part of this magnificent object is the pa

goda roof, with which it is surmounted.

This is formed of seven stages, progres

sively diminishing in the most skilful

proportions, until they terminate in the

tee, the emblem of royalty, which is sup

ported by a pedestal. Here the gilding

is resplendent. The design and carving

of the rich borders which ornament each

stage are admirable, and these are studded

witti gems of every description and va

riety, many of them of extreme beauty

and rarity. The greenish and purple

amethysts which are set in the movable

belts of the tee; are" very large, and the

* Hearing that his Burmese Majesty was ra

ther curious in his carriages, one was sent to

him some few years since by our Governor Ge

neral, which failed in exciting his admiration—.

be said it was not so handsome us his own. Its

having lamps rather pleased him, but he ridi

culed other parts of it, particularly, that a por

tion so exposed to being soiled as the steps,

should be folded andput up within side.

variety of precious stones including the

onyx, cat's-eye, pearl, ruby, emerald,

sapphire, both white and blue, coral, car

buncle, jargoon diamond, garnet, corne

lian, &c., the whole being disposed and

contrasted with taste, though very rudely

set. The centre belt is particularly rich

in stones, and the rose-like clusters or:

circles are uniformly composed of what is

termed the stones of the orient ; viz.

pearl, coral, sapphire, cornelian, cat's-eye,

emerald, and ruby. The same descrip

tion of buffalo-horn panels, which adorn

the body of the carriage, will be found'

very ornamental on this throne, at each

end of which are niches for the reception

of extraordinary jos-god figures, called;

Sing, a mythological lion, very richly

carved and gilt ; the feet and teeth of

these creatures are of pearl, the bodies

covered with sapphires, hyacinths, eme

ralds, tourmalines, carbuncles, jargoon

diamonds, and rubies, the eyes being of a

curious tri-coloured sapphire. There are

also six carved and gilt figures in a pray-:

ing or supplicatory attitude, which are

placed on the throne ;-their eyes- are ru

bies, their drop ear-rings cornelian, and:

their hair the light feather of the peacock.

The cfiattah, or umbrella, which over

shadows the throne, is not so muck for

2 C 2
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service, as for an emblem or representation

of regal authority and power.

In order to convey some faint idea ot

the effect of the whole, two artifical ele

phants are yoked to the pole of the car.

riage, though the manner in which they

are harnessed when they draw the state'

carriage is not known.

Our engraving, which is from an ori

ginal drawing, gives a good view of this

curious state carriage.

RIDDLES AND THEIR SOLU

TIONS.

Since the commencement of the Mir

ror to the present time, scarcely a week

has passed without our receiving from

correspondents one or more puzzles, in the

shape of enigmas, rebuses, charades, co

nundrums, &c. These we have generally

refused, on account of the numerous an

swers they would entail upon us in prose

and verse. In No. CLXVI. of the Mir-

B.OR (not CLXIV. as we erroneously

stated), we were, however, induced to give

a string of riddles and conundrums, from

an annual publication for 1825, in the

hope that the (Edipus, who had put the

ingenuity of his readers to the rack for

twelve months, would at least gratify

them with a solution in his volume for

182C ; but there were " other rulers in

Israel," and in this we were disappoint

ed, we therefore, in No. CLXX. of the

Mirror, inserted the answers of a Cor

respondent ; and we have since received

so many letters on the subject, as will

make us pause before we again meddle

with riddles, except on particular occa

sions.

A lady, who signs her letter with the

initials E. H. B. suggests that the an

swer to the third riddle—

" You eat me, you drink me, explain if

you can,

" I'm sometimes a woman, and sometimes

a man,"

is not a medlar, but a toast, which is cer

tainly a better solution. The same an

swer is also given by (Edipus. The lat

ter correspondent solyes the fourth riddle,

" Why is an underdone egg like one

overdone ?" by the answer " It is hardly

done."

The 9th riddle, " What is the distinc

tion between a lady and a looking-glass?"

Is answered by E. H. B. that " the one

speaks without reflecting, and the other

reflects without speaking." Recollect,

it is a lady writes this, for we should

not say anything so derogatory to the sex.

The followmg letter has also reached us

on the subject :

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—The solutions by H. I. G. of trie

riddles, &c. contained in yourNo.CLXVI.

appearing to stand in great need of cor

rection, I beg to hand you a few new so

lutions, and at the same time to request

of your readers better answers or expla

nations to Nos. 6, and 20,* which, I must

confess, baffle my attempts to expound

them, although I cannot comprehend the

solutions of your Correspondent. The

solutions I speak of are,

No. 1. Every core has its kernel—(ss.)

Every corps has its colonel.

No. 7. Adriatic—(sc.) A dry attic.f

No. 9. The one reflects, the other does

not. N. B. This is explained in the well

known epigram on a mirror :

• Just like the fickle sex I change, His true,

But I reflect, that's more than women do."

In No. 5. Malta, being now governed

by the Marquis of Hastings, the Ionian

Islands may be substituted, as they are

still governed by a knight. I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

St. John's Wood, G. L.

December 6, 1825.

* With all doe deference to our correspondent,

the answer to No. 20. is strictly correct ; and we

are sure, unless be is weary of life, and he is ec

centric in his wish for dying.be would rather that

a lion should eat a tiger than eat him.—Ed.

t (Edipus gives the same solution.

CONWAY CASTLE.

(To the Editor ofthe Mirror.)

Sir,—Conway Castle, of which you gave

a bold and accurate engraving in No.

CLXX. of your Mirror, was a secret

repository of many antiquities during the

civil war in which tile unfortunate Charles

the First was engaged. Here he brought

a quantity of plate and other valuables,

and especially many fine paintings of the

Italian, Flemish, and Dutch schools, to

secure them, in his love for the fine arts,

from his unreasonable enemies. They

were not discovered until after the regi

cide ; when Oliver Cromwell, to his eter

nal shame be it said, sold them to fo

reigners for sums by m> means equal to

their value.

G. W. N.

CONWAY CASTLE.

Suggested by a beautiful Sketch of it by

» Moonlight.

(COMMUNICATED sY E. W. B.)

Hioh in the starry vault, 'midst fleecy clouds,

The full orb'd moon her brightest splendour

gave,

Flay'd on the bosom of the wbiten'd shrouds,

Kiss'd the bright oar, and trembled on the

wave.
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Soft blew the freshen'd breeze along the share,

And not a sound disturb'd the pensive ear,

Save the low dash of yonder distant oar,

Or the faint billow gently breaking near.

In awful beauty, o'er the tranquil flood,

Her ancient tow'rs old Conway rais'd on high.

Majestic still in ruin'd pomp she stood,

The proud memorial of years gone by.

On her high battlements and turrets grey.

With fond delight the pensive moon-beam

smil'd,

And o'er the wreck of many a former day

Around their base in massy fragments pil'd.

A mild and partial light she gently threw,

And shew'd the blasted oak which stood beside,

SUU unrefresh'd, though wet with eve's soft dew,

'Reft ofits leaves, and bending o'er the tide.

So shall the works of Genius live sublime.

When meaner things shall moulder and decay,

And bid defiance to the hand of time,

While tyrants fall, or nations pass away.

ORIGINAL ANAGRAMS.

sY HISS K. THOMPSON.

(For the Mirror) '

Merry parson. No prayers, Mr.

Signor Velluti, of th' To lute or viol, ah!

T. R. I. Opera-House. prithee sing for us.

Hasten here, surgeon. Go, nurse, then hearse.

To learn Italian. Latin in alterato.

Ah ! would ye lose strife? Do haste, sell your wife.

One Newton, astrono. No ! not one more new

mer. star.

Si E. sinceramente vero. 0, 1 am sincere, en fas.

riti.

HISTORICAL GLEANINGS.

(For the Mirror.)

BELLS.

Bells, though not large ones, hecame

common throughout Europe towards the

tenth century, and were hung in the

wooden towers of churches ; the altars

alone were ordered by the canons to he

built of stone.

In the reign of Athelstan, Tudketut,

abbot of Croyland, gave that monastery

the first set of bells, Ingulphus asserts,

ever known in England; nevertheless,

there had been single bells in England in

the seventh century ; the venerable Bede

makes mention of them.

The application of bells, as well as the

degree of favour shewn to their music,

seems to have varied much at different

periods. We are told by 51. Paris that

the bells were not allowed to ring at

funerals, apparently from their aspiring

to gay ideas. On the other hand, at a

time somewhat later, the citizens of Bour-

deaux, who had for rebellious behaviour

been deprived of their bells, refused to re

ceive them again, having never been so

happy as since they had been rid of their

odious jangling.

The means of supplying life with neces

saries was but imperfectly known and

cultivated. The poor Pagans, of Sussex,

though starving for want of food, knew

not how to catch any fish except eels,

until Bishop Wilfred (who in 678 took

shelter in that district,) instructed them

in the use of nets. He took three hundred

at a draught, and thus supplying the

bodily wants of his catechumens rendered

their minds tractable to his doctrines, and

easily accomplished their conversion.

STOVE AND CLASS.

Stone towards the end of the eleventh

century, came into use in large buildings ;

and glass was not uncommon in private

houses, although looked on as a luxury.

BOW CHURCH AND BOW BRIDGE.

In 1087, St. Mary's Church in Cheap-

side was built on stone arches, whence its

epithet Le Bow, or de Arcubus. The

stone bridge which Queen Matilda built

at Stratford, in Essex, near the same

period, gave also the name of Le Bow to

the place ; these are testimonies of the

scarcity of stone arches in the eleventh

age.

LONDON BRIDGE.

In 1176, one Coleman, a priest, began to

build London bridge of stone, in conse

quence of an order made by the king and

council ; it was about thirty-three years

before finished, and the course of the

Thames was changed during that time,

by a trench, probably that made by Ca

nute from Battersea to Rotherhithe.

bt. Paul's.

St. Paul's, in London, having been con

sumed by fire, was rebuilt in 1 187, and

the following year, on arches of stone ;

a wonderful work, say the authors of the

day ; but although the workmen employed

in the business were from France, and the

materials from Normandy, yet even the

city of Paris could not at this period

boast of any pavement in their streets.

Flobio.

ON BELLS AND BELL-RINGING.

(For the Mirror.)

The oiigin of bells is very ancient,

small ones were first introduced, but those

of a large size hung in towers by ropes

are of a much later date. Among the

Jews it was ordained by Moses, that the
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lower part of the robe which was worn *

by the high priest in religious ceremonies,

should be adorned with pomegranates, and

gold bells introduced at equal distances.

The robes of the kings of Persia are said

to have been adorned in the like manner.

The Arabian princesses wear on their legs

large hollow gold rings, filled with small

flints, which sound like bells when they

walk ; and these with similar appurten

ances, give notice the mistress of the

house is passing, so that the servants of the

family may behave with respect, and

Strangers may retire to avoid seeing the

person who advances. Calmet supposes

that it was with some such design of giv

ing notice that the high priest was pass

ing, that he wore little bells at the hem

of his garment, and it was also a kind of

public notice that he was about to enter

Into the sanctuary. In the court of the

king of Persia, no one entered the apart

ments without some warning ; and thus

the high priest, when he entered the

sanctuary, desired permission to enter by

the sound of his bells, and in so doing

he escaped the punishment of death an

nexed to an indecent intrusion. The

prophet, Zachary, speaks of bells of the

horses, which were probably hung to the

bridles or foreheads of war horses, that

they might thus be accustomed to noise.*

(See CalmeCs Dictionary.)

Among the Greeks those who went the

nightly watch-rounds in camps or garri

sons, carried with them a little bell,

which they rang at each sentry-box to

keep the soldiers appointed to watch

awake. A bellman also walked in funeral

processions, at a distance before the corpse,

not only to keep off the crowd, but to

advertise the flamen dialis f to keep out

of the way, lest he should be polluted by

the sight, or by the funeral music. The

priest of Proserpine, at Athens, called

" hieiophantus," rung a bell to call the

people to sacrifice. The hour of bathing,

at Rome, was announced by the sound of

a bell. Servants in the houses of the

great were called up in the morning by

the sound of bells. Bells were hung

upon triumphal chariots, and affixed to

the necks of criminals going to execution

—to warn persons to avoid so ill an omen

as the sight of a condemned criminal.

To this superstition some persons have

attributed the custom in England of ring-

ing parish bells while a malefactor is on

his way to the gallows ; though others

have generally supposed it was intended

as a signal_to all who heard it, admonish-

* This is practised in modern days to waggon

horses, to lull or. soothe their labour, for music

bath charms to soften labour.

f The daily priest; See Livy.

ing them to pray for the passing soul.

Phaedrus mentions bells annexed to the

necks of brutes ; taking their bells away

was construed to be theft, and if the

beast was thus lost, the person who took

away the bell was to make satisfaction.

Sheep had them fastened round their

necks io frighten away wolves, or rather

by way of amulet, or to direct shepherds

where to find their flocks. The first bells

are said to have been made about the

year 400, at Nola, in Campania, whereof

St. Paulinus was made bishop in 409, at

least, it is asserted, he was the first who

brought them into use in the church. Be

fore his time rattles were used. Ovid,

Martial, Statius, and others, mention bells,

under the appellations of tintinnabula, or

sounding brass. The first tunable set

of bells in England were hung up in

Croyland Abbey, in Lincolnshire, 960.

We do not hear of any bells before the

sixth century, when they were applied to

ecclesiastical purposes. In 1010, it is

said, Lupus, bishop of Orleans, being at

Sens, thin besieged by the army of

Clotharius, frighted away the besiegers

by ringing the bells of St. Stephens. The

city of Bourdeaux was deprived of its

bells for rebellion, and when it was offer

ed to have them restored, the people re

fused it, after having tasted the ease and

comfort of being freed " from the con

stant din and jangling of bells. Formerly

the use of bells was prohibited in the

time of mourning. T-he-custom of bless

ing bells is very ancient ; J some say this

custom was introduced by Pope John

XIII. but it is evidently of an older

standing. Nankin was anciently famous

for its large bells, but accidents happen

ing from their enormous weight, have

caused their disuse. The Egyptians have

none but wooden ones, except one brought

by the franks into the monastery of St.

Anthony. In Russia, bells are of an

enormous size. One bell at Moscow

weighs 127,836 English pounds. It has

always been esteemed a meritorious act

of religion to present a church with bells,

and the piety of the donor has been esti

mated by their magnitude. According

to this mode of estimation, Borus Godu-

nop who gave a bell of 288,000 pounds to

the cathedral of Moscow, was the most

pious sovereign of Russia until he was

surpassed by the empress Ann, at whose

X Schiller, the German poet, wrote a poem

called The Sour/ of the Bell. The easting of

bells is, in IGennaiiV, an event of solemnity

and rejoicing. The senmliag of a belt calls to

mind extraordinary events, such as birth, -marr

;-iage, death, fire, rebellion, &c. &c.

See PicarVe Religious Cereawniea, published

at Amsterdam, 1799.
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expense a bell was cast, weighing 432,000

pounds, which exceeds in size every bell

in the known world. This famous bell

fell down (the beam to which it was fas

tened being burnt) in 1731, and a frag

ment was broken off towards the bottom,

which left an aperture large enough to

admit two persons abreast, without

stooping. The Russians are very fond

of ringing of bells; but they produce

nothing like harmony from them. The

sole excellency consists in striking the

clapper the oftenest. The changes that

may be rung on bells are truly astonish

ing. If it were required to find how

many changes may be rung on seven bells,

the answer would be 5,040. On twelve

bells it would be 479,001,600. Supposing

ten changes to be rung in one minute,

that is 10+ 12 or 120 strokes in a mi

nute, or two strokes in each second of

time, then according to this mode of

computation, it would take upwards of

91 years to ring over all those changes on

the twelve bells. If two more bdls were

added, so as to make the whole number

fourteen bells, it would require, at the

same rate of ringing, about 16,575 years

to ring all the changes on fourteen bells

but once over. And if the number of

bells were twenty-four, it would require

more than 1 17,000,000,000,000,000 years

to ring all the different changes upon

them which no hell-ringer could weather

out, and would kill a thousand genera

tions of them : this is ringing the changes

with a vengeance,*' and " out Herod's "

those of the Stock Exchange and the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, backed by

the honourable member for Aberdeen.

The practice of ringing bells in changes

is said to be peculiar to this country,

which for this reason is called the ringing

island. It has been reduced to a science,

and peals have been composed, which

bear the names of the inventors. Some

of the most celebrated now known were

composed about 50 years ago, by Mr.

Patrick, so well known as " the maker

of barometers." In modern days, " the

great unknown " has bells which speak a

powerful peal, for one cries breakfast,

another lunch, another boots, another

punch, then off they go in a swelling

peal, with dinner, coffee, supper, then

close in piano, with boot-jack, slippers,

and chamber-candle—after which it's all

" nid, jiiiy nodding at his house at hame."

P. T. W.»

* See Beckmann's Inventions, mid Rees's

Cyclopaedia, likewise Schiller's beautiful poem,

Tit Sang of the Bell, translated by Solheby.

COUNTRY LIFE.

(For the Mirror.)

Milton has justly observed that to him

who has been long pent up in cities, no

rural object can be presented which will

not delight and refresh some ofhis senses,

and surely the charms of nature may be

enjoyed, the healthy breezes of the morn

ing may be inhaled, the calm serenity of

an autumnal evening may cause to glow

with feelings of delight and rapture, the

heart of him who is neither naturalist,

botanist, or philosopher, the mind as

well as the body may be benefitted by

change of occupation only, and more so

by occasional relaxation. The body, we

find, is generally invigorated and refresh

ed by a country visit, whether we intend

it or not, but whether we shall return to

our homes with our minds improved, our

spirits revived, and our hearts gladdened,

must mainly depend on ourselves ; let us

not then scorn the pleasures and attrac

tions of rural life if we return from them

peevish and disappointed, but let us

rather examine if there be not something

wrong in ourselves that we have been

thus blind to the numerous enjoyments

which nature presents.

The man who passes a life of idleness

in town, and merely exchanges it for a

life of idleness in the country, will find

little more than tediousness and vacancy,

the "drowning kittens, and placing duck's

eggs under a hen," may indeed be the

only novelty of a day, and a very welcome

relief to his mind, and he also who has

all the best feelings of his nature seared

by avarice, or whose taste is vitiated by

the falsely styled pleasures of the gaming

table and other midnight revelries of the

town, will find enough of ennui during

his ten days' residence in the country ; to

him whose mind and affections are ab

sorbed in schemes of future gain, or wea

ried with the concerns of his counting-

house or his shop, to him rural scenery

will present few charms, the landscape

will smile in vain to him, flowers may

blossom, birds may warble, and gales may

waft their fragrance in vain, he heeds

them not, or if he heeds them at all it is

only with an involuntary exclamation, a

transient admiration which dies with the

breath that utters it ; hut shall the hum

ble, untaught peasant live'a life of happi.

ness and content amid nature's loveliest

scenes, and shall the citizen who would,

fain boast of superior understanding, not

taste of her beauties ? Can he not look

through nature up to nature's God ? Oh,

surely that mind which is rightly directed,

will ever find a glow of devotion in his

breast in contemplating the beauties of
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nature, as our great moralist observes,

" that mind will never be vacant which is

frequently and statedly called to medita

tions on eternal interests, nor can any

hour be long which is spent in obtaining

some new qualification for celestial hap

piness"—he who visits the country in ex

pectation of happiness and tranquillity

should yield himself to the objects which

there surround him, and forget as much

as possible' those duties and avocations

which occupied him when at home.

N. B.

Origins anU Snbenu'ons.

No. X.

CAPS AND HATS.

The introduction of caps and hats is re

ferred to the year 1449. the first seen in

these parts of the world being at the entry

of Charles VII. into Rouen, and from

that time they began to take place of the

hoods, or " chaperons," that had been

used till then. When the cap was of

velvet, they called it mortier; when of

wool, simply bonnet. None but kings,

princes, and knights, were allowed the

use of the mortier. The cap was the

head-dress of the clergy and graduates,

churchmen and members of universities,

students in law, physic, &c. and as well as

graduates, wear square caps in most uni

versities. Doctors are distinguished by

peculiar caps, given them in assuming

the doctorate. Pasquicr says, that the

giving the cap to students in the univer

sities, was to denote that they had ac

quired full liberty, and were no longer

subject to the rod of their superiors, in

imitation of the ancient Romans, who

gave a pileus or cap to their slaves, in

the ceremony of. making them free. The

cap is also used as a mark of infamy in

Italy. The Jews are distinguished by a

yellow cap at Lucca, and by an orange

one in France. Formerly those who had

been bankrupts were obliged, ever after,

to wear a green cap, to prevent people

from being imposed on in any future

commerce. For a singular enactment in

the regulation of wearing caps, &c. in

the reign of Elizabeth, vide Mirror,

No. CXXXIII.

AMBER AND AMBERGRIS.

Naturalists have been extremely in

the dark about the origin of amber:

some have maintained it an animal sub

stance, others take it for a resinous juice

oozing from poplars and firs, frequent on

the coasts of Prussia, where it is found

in great abundance. But the generality

ef authors contend for its being a bitu

men, which trickling into the sea from

some subterraneous sources, and then

mixing with the vitriolic salts which

abound in those parts, becomes congealed

and fixed ; the result of which congela

tion is amber. However, as good amber

is found in digging at a great distance

from the sea, it is presumed to be wholly

of mineral origin, and is a bitumen, once

liquid, of the naphtha or petroley,m

kind, hardened into its present state by a

mineral acid of the nature of spirit of

sulphur, or oil of vitriol ; more espe

cially as these substances abound in the

earth, and an artificial mixture of them

produce a body very much like native

amber, and affording all its principles on

a chemical analysis. The natural colour

of amber is a fme pale yellow, but it is

often made white, sometimes black, and

in both cases is rendered opaque by the

admixture of extraneous bodies. Some

times it is tinged with metalline particles,

and remains pellucid ; but the most fre

quent variation from the yellow, is into a

dusky larown. The opinions concerning

the nature and origin of ambergris are

as various as those relating to amber.

Some take it for the excrement of a bird,

which being dissolved by the heat of the

sun, and washed off the shore by the

waves, is swallswed by whales, who return

it in the condition we find it. Others

imagine it a sort of gum, which exuda-

ting from trees, drops into the sea and

congeals into ambergris. Others again

contend for its being formed from honey

combs, which fall into the sea from rocks

where the bees had formed their nests.

And lastly, others will have it a sort of

bituminous juice which springs out of

the bottom of the sea, as naphtha does

out of some springs, and there thickens

and hardens. But the later writers have

referred it to the mineral kingdom, to

which in all probability it belongs, being

a frothy and light bitumen exudating

out of the earth in a fluid form, and dis

tilling into the sea, where it hardens and

floats on the surface, or is thrown upon

the shore. Ambergris is found on the

sea coasts, particularly those of Africa,

from the Cape of Good Hope to the Red

Sea, in lumps, sometimes very large, in

the middle of which are frequently met

with stones, shells, and bones.

F R—v.

Jktleel Biograpijg.

No. XXXVI.;

MEMOIR OF SIR JOHN HAW

KINS.

The worthy subject of this memoir was

born in London, on the 30th of Ifarch,
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A. D. 1719, and derived his descent from

that renowned Admiral Sir John Haw.

kins, the illustrious navigator in the reign

of Queen Elizabeth. The object of his

choice for a profession being that of a so

licitor, he was articled to Mr. John Scott,

an attorney of eminence, where, before the

expiration of his clerkship, he had ren

dered himself a very able lawyer, and liad

acquired a love for literature in general.

He was particularly partial to poetry and

the polite arts ; and the better to facili

tate his improvement, occasionally fur

nished to the Gentleman'* Magazine,

and other periodical publications of the

time, essays and disquisitions on several

subjects. About the year 1741, a club

having been instituted by several ama

teurs of music, under the name of the

Madrigal Society, to meet every Wed

nesday evening ; and his clerkship being

now out, Mr. Hawkins became a member

of it, and continued so many years. Fur-

suing his inclination for music still far

ther, he became also a member of the

Academy of Ancient Music, an* of this

he remained a member till a few years

previous to its removal. Impelled by his

own taste for poetry, and excited to it [by

his friend Foster Webb's example, who

had contributed to the Gentleman's Ma

gazine several elegant poetical composi

tions, he had, before this time (observes

the Encyclopaedia Britannica), himself

become an occasional contributor in the

same kind, as well to that as to some other

publications. The earliest of his produc

tions of this species now known, is sup

posed to be a copy of verses " To Mr.

George Stanley, occasioned by looking

over some compositions of his lately pub

lished," which bears date 19th February,

1740, and was inserted in'the Daily Ad

vertiser for February 21, 1741 ; but, about

the year 1742, he proposed to Mr. Stan

ley the project of publishing, in conjunc

tion with him, six cantatas for a voice and

instruments, the words to be furnished

by himself, and the music by Mr. Stan

ley. The proposal was accepted ; the

publication was to be at their joint ex

pense, and for their mutual benefit ; and

accordingly, in 1742, six cantatas were

thus published, the first five written by

Mr. Hawkins, the sixth and last by Fos

ter Webb ; and these having succeeded

beyond the most sanguine expectations of

their authors, a second set of six more,

written wholly by himself, was in like

manner published a few months after, and

succeeded equally well. In the year 1749,

Doctor, then Mr. Johnson, was induced

to institute a club, to meet every Tuesday

evening at the King's Head, in Ivy-lane,

near St. Paul's, It consisted only of nine

persons, and Mr. Hawkins was one of the

first members. From a very early period

of his life Mr. Hawkins had entertamed a

strong love for the amusement of angling,

and his affection for it, together with the

vicinity of the river Thames, was un

doubtedly his motive to a residence at

Twickenham. In 1760, he republished

" Walton's Angler," with notes, &c.

which altogether reflects much credit on

Mr. Hawkins. His propensity to music,

manifested by his becoming a member

and frequenter of the several musical so

cieties before mentioned, and also by a

regular concert at his house in Austin-

Friars, had led him, at the time that he

was endeavouring to get together a good

library of books, to be particularly soli

citous for collecting the works of the best

musical composers ; and, among other

acquisitions, it was his singular good for

tune to become possessed by purchase of

several of the most scarce and valuable

theoretical treatises on the science any

where extant, which had formerly been

collected by Dr. Pepusch. With this

stock of erudition, therefore, he, about

this time, at) the instance of sorae friends,

set about procuring materials for a work

then very much wanted—a History of the

Science and Practice of Music, which he

afterwards published. On the recom

mendation by the well-known Paul White

head to the Duke of Newcastle, then Lord

Lieutenant for Middlesex, his name was,

in 1761, inserted in the commission of

the peace for that county ; and having,

by the proper studies, and a sedulous at

tendance at the Sessions qualified himself

for the office, he became an active and

useful magistrate in the county. Ob

serving, as he had frequent occasion to do

in the course of his duty, the bad state of

highways, and the great defect in the laws

for amending and keeping them in repair,

he set himself to revise the former sta

tutes, and drew an Act of Parliament, con

solidating all the former ones, and adding

such other regulations as were necessary.

His sentiments on this subject he pub

lished in octavo, in 1763, under the title

of " Observations on the State of High

ways, and on the Laws for amending and

keeping them in repair;" subjoining to

them the draught of the Act before men

tioned, which bill being afterwards intro

duced into Parliament, passed into a law,

and is that under which all the highways

in England are at this time kept repaired.

Of this bill, it is but justice to add, that

in the experience of more than sixty

years, it has never required a single

amendment.

An event of considerable importanceen

gaged him, in 1764, to stand forth as the
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champion of the county 'of Middlesex,

against a claim then for the first time set

up, and so enormous in its amount, as

justly to excite resistance. The city of

London, finding it necessary to rebuild

the gaol of Newgate, the expense of which

according to their own estimates would

amount to £40,000, had this year applied

to Parliament, by a bill brought into the

House of Commons, in which, on a sug

gestion that the county prisoners removed

to Newgate previous to their trials at the

Old Bailey, were as two to one to the Lon

don prisoners constantly confined there;

they endeavoured to throw the burthen of

two-thirds of the expense on the county,

while they themselves proposed to con

tribute one-third only. This attempt the

magistrates for Middlesex thought it their

duty to oppose ; and accordingly a vigor

ous opposition to it was commenced and

supported under the conduct of Mr. Haw

kins, who drew a petition against the bill,

and a case for the county, which was

printed and distributed amongst the mem

bers of both Houses of Parliament. It was

the subject of a day's conversation in the

House of Lords ; and produced such an

effect in the House of Commons, that the

city, by its own members, moved for

leave to withdraw the bill.

The success of this opposition, and the

abilities and spirit with which it was con

ducted, naturally attracted towards Mr.

Hawkins the attention of his fellow ma

gistrates ; and the Chairman of the Quar

ter Sessions dying not long after, he was

on the 19th of September 1765, elected

his successor.

On occasion of actual tumults or ex

pected disturbances, he had more than

once been called into service of great per

sonal danger. When the riots at Brent

ford had arisen, during the time of the

Middlesex election in 1768, he and some

of his brethren attended to suppress them ;

and, in consequence of an expected riotous

assembly of the journeymen Spitalfields

.weavers in Moorfields, in 176!), the ma

gistrates of Middlesex, and he at their

head, with a party of guards, attended to

oppose them; but the mob, on seeing

them prepared, thought it prudent to dis

perse. In these and other instances, and

particularly in his conduct as chairman,

Tiaving given sufficient proof of his acti

vity, resolution, abilities, integrity, and

loyalty, he on the 23rd of October 1772,

received from his Majesty the honour of

knighthood.

In 1773, Dr. Johnson and Mr. Stevens

published, in 10 vols, royal 8vo. their first

joint edition of Shakspeare, to which Sir

John Hawkins contributed such notes as

ire distinguished by his name, as he af

terwards did a few more on the republica

tion of it in 1778.

After sixteen years' labour, he in 177*5,

published in 5 vols, quarto, his " Gene

ral History of Music," ("replete," as

Butler observes, " with curious informa

tion and valuable anecdote,") which, in

consequence of permission obtained in

1773, he dedicated to the king, and pre

sented it to him at Buckingham House on

the 14th of November 1776, when he was

honoured with an audience of considerable

length both from the king and queen.

In 1787, Sir John published his " Life

of Dr. Samuel Johnson," " which," says

Butler, " whatever some snarling critics

may say, abounds with literary entertain-

ment." With this production he ter

minated his literary labours ; and having

for many years been more particularly

sedulous in his attention to the duties of

religion, and accustomed to spend all his

leisure from other necessary concerns in

theological and devotional studies he now

more closely addicted himself to them,

and set himself to prepare for that event

which he saw could be at no great distance.

In this manner he spent his time till about

the beginning of May 1789, when find

ing his appetite failing, he had recourse to

the waters of the Islington Spa. These

he drank for a few mornings, but on the

14th of that month while he was there,

he was, it is supposed, seized with a pa

ralytic affection, as, on his returning to

his carriage which waited for him, his

servants perceived a visible alteration in

his face. On his arrival at home he -went

to bed, but got up a few hours after, in-

tending to receive an old friend, from

whom he expected a visit in the evening;

At dinner, however, his disorder return

ing, he was led up to bed, from which he

.never rose, on the 21 st of the same month,

about two in the morning, dying of an

apoplexy.

Such was the end of this exemplary

man, in whose character we find every

thing to praise, nothing to condemn.

The following fact, which is related in

the Encyclopedia Britannica, is so highly

creditable to the memory of Sir John as

a magistrate, that I cannot forbear to in

sert it :—When first he began to act, he

formed a resolution of taking no fees, not

even the legal and authorized ones, and

pursued this method for some time, till

he found that it was a temptation to liti

gation, and that every trifling ale-house

quarrel produced an application for a

warrant. To check this, therefore, he

altered his mode, and received his due

fees, but kept them separately in a purse,

and at the end of every summer, before

he left the country for the winter, he ire
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Hyered the whole amount to" the clergy-

man of the parish, to be by him distri

buted among such of the poor as he

judged fit.

Lamented shade ! can words thy loss proclaim,

Or paint the greatness of thy never-dying fame :

Oh ! thou, whose worth no tongue can tell,

Saint, Christian, best of men, farewell !

His body was interred in the cloisters

of Westminster Abbey. He married

Sidney, youngest daughter of Peter

Storer, of Highgate, Esq. (with whom

he had in marriage ;£10,000,) and by this

lady left issue two sons and one daughter.

_- v

SPIRIT OF THE

publie gjournnls.

SUTTEES IN INDIA.

A moor of increasing disgust to the-

practice of the self-immolation of widows

on the part of the natives, appears from

the feet, that of ten suttees prevented in

the Southern Concan, in the year 1819,

four were dissuaded from their purpose

by inhabitants of villages, or relations of

the intended victims. In another case, a

widow of a brahmin in the thanah of

Poree, Calcutta division, in August 1823,

prepared for the ceremony, and threw

herself into the burning pit where the

body of her husband was consuming, but

almost immediately leaped out and made

her escape. She recovered from the burns,

and her family did not abjure her, but

received her as usual.

Some of the cases of cremation were at

tended with singular circumstances. In

the zillah of Moorshedabad, a woman of

the Kaet caste, aged 26, performed the

rite of anoomarana, her husband having

died at Rajmahal. Endeavours were made

to . dissuade her, but she was determined.

On the pile, her composure lasted as long

as the flames were confined to her lower

extremities ; when they reached her breast

and face her fortitude gave way, and, by

a violent exertion, she disengaged herself

from the faggots, and sprung from the

pile at the feet of the magistrate, who re

newed his efforts to deter her from sui

cide. She, however, insisted on returning

to the "pile, complained loudly of his in

terposition, broke from his hold, endea

voured to climb up the burning logs,

Invoking the aid of her relations, who

lifted her into the flames, which speedily

eonsumed her to ashes. The victim of

superstition was firmly impressed with

belief that this was the third time of her

Soul's incarnation. She assured the ma-

giatate that the sacrifice was not terrible

or new to her, as she had performed the

rite at Benares and Canonga, adding, that

she knew what her sufferings would be,

and ;how they would be recompensed.

A case in the zillah of Balasore (April,

1823) shewed the unalterable resolution,

as well as the motives of the victim. The

suttee was a brahminee, aged 27 ; she

replied to the darogah, who attempted to

dissuade her from burning, in the follow

ing words : " I burn with the hope of ob

taining pardon of my sins along with the

body of my husband, who, to my fancy,

it still |alive ; as, by the death of my

husband, I consider myself as dead, and

consequently I feel no regret in com

mitting myself to the flames; after due

observance of the rules prescribed by the

shastres, I shall obtain forgiveness of

suicide, and free myself of any like (?)

attached thereto."

Amongst the Bombay papers, mention

is made of a ceremony called palashvudee,

which consists in consecrating an image

of rice, supposed to be identified with the

deceased husband, along with which the

widow burns. This species of sacrifice is

not clogged with the requisites essential

to the sahamaran or the anoomaran, and

sanctions an almost unlimited performance

of suttee.

- If the paramount law of India be Ma-

hommedan, as affirmed by the author of

" Observations on the Law and Constitu

tion of India," it seems to be no invasion

of the rights of the Hindoos to apply the

Mussulman code to these cases. The

magistrate of Ghazeepoore (Mr. Melville)

seems of this opinion : he observes, in a

letter (8th July 1823) to the judges of

the Court of Circuit of Benares, " I 4»

not think any new rules or regulations

upon the subject are requisite. Under

the JMahommedan law, 1 conceive, any

person aiding and abetting another in

committing suicide would be punishable ;

all I wish for is, permission toearry into

execution laws which have been hitherto

dormant." -

Asiatic Journal.

#stt0tellames.

JOE TREFUSIS.

Joe Trefusis was said to be a natural

son of Oliver Cromwell, but did not seem

to have any resemblance of features with

the father, If we may judge by the pic

tures and engravings of the protector.

Joe had a long chin, and naturally a

most consummate foolish face, by nature

formed for suitable characters ; yet a per

son of infinite humour and shrewd con

ceit, with a particular tone of voice and
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manner that gave a double satisfaction to

what he said. Adhering strictly to honesty,

without guile or falsehood, he acquired

the appellation of Honest Joe !—a cha

racter he bore with justice. Joe, by the

following account of himself, must have

been very young on the stage :—.He en

tered a volunteer on board the ship where

the Duke of York commanded in the

channel, in that memorable sea engage

ment with the Dutch Fleet, commanded

(he used to say) by Van Tromp, in the

year 1673. When the preparations were

making for the battle, Joe, though a

volunteer, confessed that fear began to

invade him; but when the man at the

top-mast-head cried, " A sail !" then,

" Two sail ! " and after, " Zounds ! a

whole wood !" Joe's terrors augmented,

but his fears came to the full height—

when a sailor asked him, " If he had not

performed on the stage ?" Joe replied in

the affirmative. "Why then," replied

the blunt tar, " to-morrow, if you are not

killed by the first broadside, you will see

the most bloody tragedy you ever saw in

your life."

Joe was so inimitable in dancing the

clown, that General Ingoldsby, on seeing

him perform one evening, sent him five

guineas from the box where he sat. Joe

dressed himself next day, and went to

the castle to return thanks. The General

was hard to be persuaded it was the same

person ; but Joe soon convinced him' by

saying, " Ise the very mon, your honour,

an't please your ex-cell-en-cy ;" and at

the same time twirling his hat as he did

in the dance, with his consummate foolish

face. " Now, now I am convinced," re

plied the General, laughing, " and thou

shalt not shew such a face for nothing

here"—so gave Joe five guineas more;

which so well pleased him, that he paid

his compliments in his awkward, clown

ish manner, and, as Shakspeare says,

" set the table in a roar."

SOFHOS.

GAMING.

The following is a copy of Mr. Justice

Ashhurst's charge to the Grand Jury for

the county of Middlesex, delivered Feb. 1,

17'J2. The vice which it so forcibly con

demns having much increased lately, in

duces us to reprint it t—

" Gentlemen of the Grand Jury, I

have had repeated experience of your abi~

lities and readiness to discharge every

part of your duty ; and I should not have

solicited your attention touching the im.

portance of the service in which you are

about to engage, were it not for one evil

that is daily increasing ; and if anything

can be done to restrain the progress of it*

it would be doing a most essential service

to the public. The evil that I mean is

that of excessive gambling, and the great

number of houses that are kept on foot

for that destructive vice.

" This evil is not confined to those who

are guilty ; but what is to be lamented, it

also extends to their innocent families, as

we see by daily experience. It is a prac

tice which extinguishes every generous

principle in the minds of those who are

addicted to it ; for certainly nothing can

be more ungenerous, more unfeeling, and

more immoral, than for a number of per

sons to meet under the semblance of

friendly intercourse, and to use their ut

most endeavours to reduce each other, as

well as their families, to beggary and

ruin. This practice estranges those who

are guilty of it from the society of their

own families, which ought to be the seat

of domestic happiness, in order to enjoy

the precious pleasure which arises from

the chance of cards. It seems strange that

men can barter their real happiness for so

unsubstantial a gratification.

" Gentlemen, the habit of excess and in

ebriety, though a practice very disgraceful

to a rational being, is still in its conse

quences a less destructive crime ; for,

though the individual is likely to put an

end to his own existence, that is, perhaps,

but a small loss, and he may make room

for a worthy successor ; but a man who

has fallen into the habits of gaming, pro

bably will leave behind him no other

legacy to his children but poverty and

want, and the painful remembrance of

their father's vices and folly ; and what

ever virtues his descendants may possess,

they are left without the opportunity of

bringing themselves into the world, and

without that improvement of knowledge

and education, which might enable them

to be useful and ornamental to their

country.

"Gentlemen, his Majesty, from that

parental regard and affection which he has

for all his subjects, in his royal procla

mation, discovered great anxiety to dis

countenance and punish all kinds of

immorality, and particularlyrecommended

to all those who were connected with the

magistracy of the kingdom, to be vigi

lant and active to discover, and effectually

prosecute, all kinds of vice and immo

rality, and particularly the suppression of

all kinds of gaming-houses. I wish his

Majesty's proclamation bad been attended

to with that regard which it deserves ;

but I am sorry to say, that even in that

part of the metropolis which is nearest to

the royal residence, there are more gaming

houses than in any other quarter, as if
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the design was to set at nought his

Majesty's paternal and gracious inten

tions.

" Gentlemen, the legislature has long

been sensible of the evil tendency of this

pernicious vice; accordingly, we find

that even so long ago as Henry VIII.

laws have been enacted to discountenance

and punish this vice (see 33 Henry VIII.

9 Ann, and 8 George II.) These are the

principal acts of parliament that have

been made on this subject. Now, Gen

tlemen, to be sure the law in this case, if

it were put in strict execution, might be

sufficient to check this growing evil ; but

I am aware that it can only be expected

from a grand jury to present such things

as shall be brought forward to their know

ledge. But I hope the persons who are

possessed -of that knowledge will have

public virtue enough to bring it before

you, and stand forth to prosecute ; such

will merit the warmest thanks of their

country. At all events, such as are en

trusted with the office of magistrates

ought to attend to his Majesty's procla

mation, to be strict and vigilant, and to

refuse to grant licenses to any of those

houses, when they have reason to suspect

any such practices are carried on ; and

although we should not be able to do so

much as we could wish, we should do all

we can to awaken in the public a just

sense of the mischievous consequences of

this vice. I have great reason to hope

your interposition will produce a good

effect,"

THE GOODWIN SA1NDS.

The Goodwin Sands, which have ex

cited such fatal interest by the loss of the

Ogle Castle on them, and which have so

often caused the destruction of our ships

and their ill-fated crews, are very re

markable banks, situated between the

North and South Forelands, opposite

Deal and Ramsgate, and about seven or

eight miles from the coast. The length

of the sand is about ten miles, and the

breadth nearly two, and consists of a more

toft, fluid, porous, spongeous, but withall

tenacious matter, than the neighbouring

sands, and consequently of such a quality,

that when a ship strikes upon it there is

little chance of her getting off, the na

ture of the sand being such as to swallow

the vessel up, sometimes in a few hours ;

while the surf which breaks upon them

renders all attempts to approach the ill-

fated vessel impossible. The waves break

over the sands with fearful violence, and

are plainly discernible, although at a dis

tance of ten or twelve miles. This will

enable the reader to form some idea of

the tremendous waves which, with a west

wind, the worst that can blow at that

spot, hurried the Ogle Castle to destruc

tion, and her despairing crew to a me

lancholy death, when almost within sight

of their destined port. When the water

is off these sands, they become exceed

ingly hard and firm, so that people may

land, and stay for hours upon them in

summer; indeed cricket-matches have

been played upon them, but woe to those

who do not quit at the proper moment,

for in a very short time they become a

quick-sand, and float to and fro with the

waves, and then they retire again, settle

as before. When the Trinity House,

some years since, formed a design to

erect a light-house upon them, the engi

neers employed, penetrated to a great

depth with their boring augurs, but they

could reach no solid bottom, as the

spongy materials reach to such a depth as

to render the design utterly impracticable,

and a floating light was in consequence

established. On the 26th of November,

1702, a most dreadful storm arose from

the W. S. W. and blew for many hours

with great violence, during which thir

teen men of war drove from their anchor

age in the Downs, ran upon the fatal

Goodwins, and were totally lost, with

nearly all their crews, only seventy-one

being saved. Concerning the origm of

these sands there are various opinions,

but the common received story of their

having once been the estate of Godwyne,

earl of Kent, the father of Harold, who

fell at Hastings, is now exploded, as

well as their having been an island called

Lomea, and to have been destroyed by

the sea in 1097 ; the most probable opi

nion of our best antiquaries being, that

instead of these sands being occasioned

by an inundation of the sea, they were

caused by the sea's leaving them at the

time of that terrible inundation in the

reign of king William Rufus, or Henry

the First's reign, which drowned so large

a part of Flanders and the Low Coun

tries. This desertion of the sea in these

parts might have been further increased

by following inundations in other places,

especially upon the parts of Zealand,

which anciently consisted of fifteen

islands, eight of which were swallowed

up in Henry the Second's time. Such

are the Goodwin's, which no vessel ought

to pass without a pilot.

STEAM ENGINES IN LANCA-

. SHIRE.

The following list of steam engines

with their aggregate horse power in the

principal manufacturing districts of Lan
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cashire, in September, 1825, is copied

from Bames'e Histary of Lancashire :-~

Ashton-under-Iiine. . . .

Blackburn

Bolton (and vicinity) .

Burnley (and vicinity)

Bury (township)

Chorley (parish)

Clitheroe

Colne (chapelry)

Haslingden (township) ...

Kirkham

Lancaster (township)

Leigh (parish)

Liverpool (on shore)

————— (afloat, in steam

packets)

Manchester

Middleton (township)

Oldham (and vicinity) ..

Prescot

Preston

Rochdale (and vicinity) . .

St. Helen's (and vicinity)

Stayley Bridge.

Todmorden

Ulverstone

Warrington

Wigan

Stockport

Total ...

In addition to the above, there are in

this county 305 cotton-spinning concerns,

41 bleach-works, 60 calico-printing works,

44 woollen manufactories (various), and

about 100 collieries ; making upwards of

500 establishments ; the principal part of

which are worked by steam, and to sup

ply the deficiency there are many steam

engines in other concerns not enumerated

above. Assuming, then, that there are

5.00 additional steam engines, at an

average of 15 horse power each, the

numbers will be in the manufacturing

towns, as quoted above, 1,048 engines of

23,894 horse power ; and in other parts

of the county, 500 engines of 7,500 horse

power. . Total 1,548 engines, 31,394

horse power.

Of the. above mechanical force the

power of 20,000 horses is probably em

ployed in the spinning' of cotton, each

power yielding, with the aid of machi

nery, as much yam as 1,066 persons pro

duced 50 years ago without it ; so that

the quantity of yam now spun daily in

Lancashire, by steam, is as much as

could have been spun with the distaff and

tile spindle by 21,320,000 persons—an

amount equal to the total population of

No. of Horse

Enpir.es. Power.

34 840

31 408

83 1,604

37 571

15 205

11 187

5 110

8 87

3 64

1 45

6 147

16 286

73 1,030

79 3,931

212 4,875

3 82

96 2,061

5 57

44 981

57 1,048

69 1,369

29 773

13 210

2 27

33417-

32 5*j7

1,96567

1048 23894

the United Kingdom of Oreat Britain

and Ireland.

Estimating the consumption of each

horse power at 1801bs. of fuel daily, and

the working days at 300 in the year, the

result will be, that the steam engines at

work in this county consume 756,820

tons of coal yearly. i

CURIOUS LEGAL OPINION.

The fdllowing novel case was submitted

to Mr. Gurney, the Counsel, for his

opinion :—

" Case for the opinion of Mr. G.—

Emma, the daughter of W. and A. G.,

was born after the house clock had struck

and while the parish clock was striking,

and before St. Paul's had begun to strike

twelve, on the night of the 4th of Janu

ary, 1815. As there are great estates in

the family it may be of some importance

to ascertain whether the said Emma was

born on the 4th or 5th of January. Your

opinion is therefore requested whether

the proper evidence is that given by the

house clock, the parish clock, or the me

tropolitan clock."

" Answer.—This is a case of great

importance and some novelty, but I do

not think I should be much assisted in

deciding it by reference to the ponderous

folios under which my shelves groan.

The nature of testimony is to be con

sidered with reference to the subject to

which it is applicable. The testimony of

the house clock is, I think, applicable

only to domestic—mostly culinary pur

poses. It is the guide of the cook with

reference to the hour of dinner, but it

cannot be received as evidence of the

birth of a child. The clock at the next:

house goes slower or faster, and a child

bom at the next house at the same mo

ment may, according to the clock at that

next house, be bom on a different day.

The reception of such evidence would

lead to thousands of inconsistencies and

inconveniences. The parochial clock is

much better evidence, and I should think

that it ought to be received if there were

no better ; but it is not to be put in com

petition with the metropolitan clock;

where that is present it is to be received

with implicit acquiescence. It speaks in

a tone of authority, and it is unquestion

ably testimony of great weight. I am

therefore of opinion that Miss Emma G.

was bom on the 4th of January, 1815,

and that she will attain her majority the

instant St. Paul's clock strikes twelve on

the night of the 3rd of January, 1836."
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SWIFT OUTWITTED.

S*'iFT, Arbuthnot, and Parnell, taking

the advantage of a fine frosty morning,

set out together upon a walk to a little

place Lord Bathurst had, about eleven

miles from London ; Swift, remarkable

for being an old traveller, and for getting

possession of the best rooms and warmest

beds, pretended, when they were about

half way, that he did not like the slow

ness of their pace ; adding, that he would

walk on before them, and acquaint his

Lordship with the journey. To this pro-

posal they readily agreed ; but as soon as

he was out of sight, sent off a horseman

by a private way, (suspecting their friend's

errand,) to inform his Lordship of their

apprehensions. The man arrived time

enough to deliver his message before

Swift made his appearance. His Lord

ship then recollecting that he had never

had the small-pox, thought of the follow

ing stratagem :—Seeing him coming up

the Avenue he ran out to meet him, and

expressed his happiness at the sight of

him ; " but I am mortified at one cir

cumstance," continued his Lordship, " as

it must deprive me of the pleasure of your

company ; there is a raging small-pox in

the house. I beg, however, that you will

accept of such accommodation as a small

house at the bottom of the Avenue can

afford you." Swift was forced to comply

with this request ; and in this solitary

situation, fearful of speaking to any person

around him, he was served with dinner.

In the evening the wits thought proper

to release him, by going down to him in

a body, to inform him of the deception,

and to tell him that the first best room

and bed in the house were at his service.

Swift, though he might be inwardly cha

grined, deemed it prudent to join in the

laugh against him ; they adjourned to the

mansion house, and spent the evening in

a manner easily to be conceived by those

who are in the least acquainted with the

brilliancy of their characters.

for a short time, they appear of a dark

chocolate colour. They certainly have

the property of assuming, in some degree,

the colour of what they are placed on ;

but for instance, though I placed them

on white paper, I never saw them turn

white. The most remarkable thing in

this animal is, the construction of its

eyes, which are placed in little movable

globes in the head, which globes turn

every way, and project a little, so that the

creature, with one eye turned forward,

and the other backward, can see every

thing around it, without turning the head,

which it is incapable of doing, except in

a very small degree.

» r riii but a Gatherer and disposer of oth«

men's stuff."—ffotton.

IN THE CHURCH-YARD OF

HATFIELD, HERTS.

The world's a city full of crooked streets ;

And death the market-place where all

men meet.

Ifdeath were merchandize, that men could

. buy'

The rich would always live, the poor must

die.

IN THE CHURCH-YARD OF

DARTFORD, KENT.

We all must die we know full well,

But when or where no one can tell ;

Strive, therefore, to live godly still,

Then welcome death, come when it will.

A Pedestrian.

THE CAMELEON.

The following is an extract of a letter

from Madagascar, a large island in the-

Indian Ocean, published in the Salem

Register «—

Among the curiosities which I saw at

Fort Dauphin, was the Cameleon. I had

a number of them which I kept for some

time. They are shaped like a lizard,

except that the back is not so flat. I have

seen them from two to thirteen or four

teen inches long. The prevailing colour"

of the chameleon is green, or a yellowish

green.—When excluded from the light

Lord Bridport, when he com

manded the Channel fleet, was called the

" whiting-catcher," from his being so

often in Port. At a dinner given by tlie

mayor of Plymouth, he said " Captain

Trowbridge, I suppose you have no ob

jection to fill a bumper to the health of

the commander-in-chief." " Not any,"

replied the captain, " but hand me the

claret, for I am quite tired of drinking

him to port."

EPIGRAM.

Quoth a starved poet to a thievish spark,

Who search'd his house for money in the

dark ;

Forbear your pains, my friend, and go

away ;

You'll not find now, what I can't in the

day. ,
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LINES ON A WINDOW.

BY A LADY.

The power of love shall never wound

my heart,

Tho' he assails me with his fiercest dart.

THE ANSwER.

The lady has her resolution spoken,

Yet writes on glass in hopes it may b»

broken.

REV. ROWLAND HILL'S PUN.

The Reverend gentleman when at college,

had a conversation with some of his com.

panions on the power of the letter H,

when it was contended that it was no

letter, but a mere aspiration of breathing..

Rowland took the opposite side of the

question, and insisted on its being to all

intents and purposes a letter, and con

cluded by observing if it was not it was a

very serious thing for him, as it would

occasion his being ill all the days of his

life.

NAUTICAL EPITAPHS

fn THE CHURCH-YARD OF St..JOHJJ,

HORSLYDOWN.

v - (For the Mirror.)

1. Oh Captain , who was drowned at

,. . Gravesend.

Friends, cease to grieve, that at Graves-

end

, My life was clos'd with speed,

For when the Saviour shall descend,

'Twill be graves' end indeed.

2.

Though boist'rous winds and Neptune's

' waves

Have toss'd me to and fro,

In spite of both', by God's decree,

- I Harbour here below.

Where at an anchor I do lie,

With many of the fleet, .:

Expecting when I do set sail

My Saviour Christ to meet.

I» the same church-yard is the following

Welsh epitaph,'with a translation of which

perhaps .your correspondent Gwylim Sais

may furnish your readers :—

Dan Gudd mae ffym Grudd mewn Gro

. Atwailod oer Wely rwy heno .

Holl leuenghyd Ca'n Druain Dro

Neach heddyw chwi DDwech iddo.

Clavis.

epitaphs'.

Mr. Editor,—Having passed through

a small and solitary church-yard, near

Folkstone, in Kent, I was much amused

with the following epitaphs. If you con

sider the style, poetry, and language worth

recording, they are at your service.

A Man op Kent.

1.

Hear lyfcth the bones of Mary Rogers,

who left this world a.d. 1692 ; she was

a goode mother, wifee, and tlaughterr.

Al goud people, as you pass,

Pray reed my hour glass ;

After sweets and bitters it's down,

And I have left your pretty town.*

Remember soon you must prepare to fly

From all youi friends, and come to high.

* Folkstone.

2.

This ston his sacread to the memory of

poer old Muster Thomas Boxer, who was

loste in the goud boate Rouver, just

coming home with much fishes, got near

Torbay, in the yeareofhour Lord 1722.

Prey, goud fishermen, stop and drop a tear,

For we hav lost his company here ;

And where he's gone we cannot tell,

But we hope far from the wicked Bell.*

The Lord be with him.

• A public-house that be frequented to the an

noyance of his lamily.— Written In pencil in the

stone.— M. K. , . ...... . . " ". T /

3.

To the memory of my four wives, who

all died within the space often years, but

more pertickler to the last, Mrs. Sally

Home, who has left me and four dear

children ; she was a good, sober, and

clean soul, and may i soon go to her.

A.D. 1732.

Dear wives, if you and i shall all go to

heaven,

The Lord be blest, for then we shall be

even." } A

William Joy Home, carpenter.

TO CO-RESPONDENTS.

The Escurial.—A beautiful view and descrip

tion of the Palace of the Escurial, which has

just been destroyed or much injured by fire, is

given in No. CLXVII. of the Mierok. '

A view of the New Buildings for the Hlijh

School ofEdinburgh, with ap historical descrip

tion, in our next. * - ' ,

Mr. Hayter's original plan for a Mate in an

early Number.

Many of our correspondents witl find their in

quiries answered by the insertion of their com

munications in pur present Number. ' Others

sball receive answers in our next ; in the mean

time we thank them all sincerely.

Printed and Published by J. LIMB1RD, 143,

Strand, (near Somerset House,) and soli by all

Newsmen and Booksellers.
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The city of Edinburgh has long been

celebrated for its scholastic institutions,

and it holds a very honourable station

among the seats of learning in Europe,

which is the more remarkable, as it was

a long time, compared with the antiquity

ofother seminaries in the kingdom, before

Edinburgh could boast of an university.

The earliest notice of a school in the

Scottish metropolis occurs in an act of the

town council, in 1519, in which it is de

clared, that no inhabitant of the city

should put their " bairns" to any other

school within the town " Dot to the prin-

cipall grammer scule of the samyn,"

under a penalty of ten shillings Scots,

(ten pence sterling,) and they also ordered

that the books taught in this seminary

should not be used in any of the other

schools of the city.

This grammar-school, which appears

to have been of royal foundation, being

found inadequate for the purpose, the

town council, in 1578, began the found

ing of a college, but they were obliged to

drop the design in consequence of the

opposition made by the Archbishop of

St. Andrew's and others against it. In

order, however, that the children might

Vol. yu 2 D

not be altogether destitute of education,

they agreed to pay one William Bicker-

ton, the sum of £260 Scots for building

a house for a school, and this was the

commencement of the High School of

Edinburgh. The insufficiency of the sa

laries, however", having led the master and

usher to propose quitting their situations,

the council found it necessary to ordain,

" that every scholar, whose father was a

freeman, should pay quarterly to the

master three shillings Scots, and to the

usher two shillings, exclusively of the

quarterages received by them of scholars,

sons of unfreemen ;" and that no person

should keep a grammar school within the

city or liberties, without leave from the

magistrates ; encouragements which seem

to have retained the services ofthe teachers.

An occurrence happened in this school

in 1595, which strongly marks the fero

cious manners of the age. On the 15th

of September, a little beyond the time of

the usual recess from school, the scholars,

impatient that this relaxation was with

held, assembled tumultuously, and went

in a body to the town-house, to demand

of the magistrates their wonted privilege.

This request being refused, the insurrec-

401
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tion became more systematic and formid

able. Having provided themselves with

provisions and arms, the scholars took

possession of the school-house, with a

determination to hold it out both against

their teachers and the magistrates, until

The original building of the High

School was erected, as was also that of

the College, on the ground of Kirk of

Field, then first appropriated to public

purposes, a situation which, at that time,

had the advantages of being quite de-

their demand was complied with. The tachedfrom the town, of free air, and open

town-council, on hearing of this, imme- space around it. This building continued

diately deputed John Macmoran, one of to serve its purpose without addition or

their number, with some of the city offi

cers, to endeavour to appease the young

gentlemen by accommodation, or reduce

them to obedience by force. The magis

trate accordingly went to the school-house,

but was refused admittance. He then

ordered his attendants to force open the

enlargement for two centuries, as it was

not until 1777 that the increasing popu

lation of Edinburgh induced the citizens

to erect a larger and more commodious

edifice, on the same ground close to the

old one, which was then taken down and

the space enclosed. The foundation of

door. One of the chief mutineers, the the school was laid on the 24th of June,

son of William Sinclair, chancellor of

Caithness, called out to them to desist,

and being armed with a pistol, threatened

death to the first who should advance.

The magistrate, regardless of the threat,

persisted in his duty, and young Sinclair

too fatally kept his promise. He fired

his pistol ; Macmoran fell, and immedi

ately expired. Upon this the scholars

1777, by the late Sir William Forbes,

grand master of the free-masons, assisted

by the mason lodges in the city, and ac

companied in procession by the magis

trates, the professors, and the masters and

boys of the High School. Since this

erection, with the exception of a small

addition made to the rector's room, and

the division of the common-hall into two

surrendered, and were committed to pri- class rooms, no alteration has taken place

son. They were soon, however, released ; in ' the building, although the increasing

and the delinquent, through the interest population of Edinburgh, during a period

of his friends, got the affair compromised.

The institution at its first commence

ment consisted only of a master and usher,

but in the year 1598, the system was im

proved by a regulation, which appointed

four regents or masters to preside over

that number of classes, and assigned to

each class the authors to be read in it.

of nearly fifty years, has rendered an ex.

tension of accommodation in the schoel

necessary.

Not only is increased accommodation

wanted, but the present situation of the

school,' however excefientrand advanta7

geous at the first and for a long period of

time, has, ever since the commencement

At this time, too, it was provided, that of the New Town, but chiefly since its

the two under-masters should have an more recent and rapid extension, become

annual salary each of £20 Scots, toge- extremely inconvenient for the body of

ther with 13s. id. per quarter from their the inhabitants whose sons form by far

scholars ; that the third master should the largest proportion of the pupils, both

have a quarterly allowance of 40 merks in respect of distance, and of access by

Scots, and from each scholar 15»., and the crowded thoroughfare of two bridges,

that the principal master should have 200 The removal of the school, therefore,

merks of yearly salary, and 20s. per quar- from its present obscure, confined, and

ter, with other regulations. The masters incommodious situation, has long been

were then " discharged from receiving in the contemplation of the Town Council

any bleise-silver from their scholars, and of Edinburgh, the patrons,

likewise bent-silver, other than four pen- In pursuance of this design, they

nies at one time," and were required to turned their attention to different situa-

furnish security to the amount of 500 tions in the New Town, and the site they

merks that they would not resign their have fixed upon, on the southern slope of

offices without half a year's warning. the Calton Hill, adjoining to, and north

In 1709, the common-council decreed, of, the Regent's road, is one which com-

that for all times coming, the following bines many advantages essential to a pub-

should be the rule of payment ; the rector lie school. It is of easy access to those

to have a salary of 300 merks Scots yearly,

4s. sterling per quarter for each boy in

his own class, and Is. quarterly from

every scholar in the other classes ; and

the four inferior masters to receive an an

nual salary each of 250 merks, and 4*.

sterling " from the several scholars in the

respective classes."

districts which are found to supply the

largest number of pupils ; it has ample

space for play-ground, which cannot be

hemmed in by other buildings, and it is

uncommonly well aired. The situation

is one, which, while it affords room for a

building constructed with a view to full

accommodation for conducting every
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branch taught at the school, requires also

that such an erection should be of an or

namental character, as it will be a con

spicuous object from many points, and

particularly prominent on entering the

town by the splendid approach of the

Regent's road. The Town Council have

called in the aid of Mr. Hamilton, an

architect of celebrity, of whose plan we

give a correct and spirited engraving. It

has been highly approved by the first

judges, as not only elegant in itself, but

harmonizing with the magnificence of the

surrounding scenery. The foundation of

the building was laid with the usual ce

remonies on the 28th of July last, by

Lord Glenorchy, Grand Master of the

Masons in Scotland.

The expense of the building, to con

tain five class-rooms, of proper size and

ventilation, with the appropriate addi

tional requisite apartments to each, a i

common-hall, library, writing-school, and

other rooms, which the improved system

of education renders necessary, is esti

mated at 17,000/. The Town Council

are limited, by motives of prudence, as to

the sum they can allot from the funds

of the city ; and although, in addition to

this, they expect a considerable sum from

the sale of the present school-house and

ground, yet it is to the public that they

look for the greatest proportion of the re

quired amount, and we trust they will not

appeal in vain, since few objects are bet

ter worthy the support of not only Scot

land, but of England, than the High

School of Edinburgh, where so many

eminent men have been educated.

Of the dimensions of the new building

we know nothing ; but as to the merits

of the plan, we agree with the writer of

an article in the Literary Chronicle,

" that if the design of the architect be

realized,—which does not uniformly hap

pen in public structures, where either

want of sufficient funds, or other unfore

seen circumstances, occasion deviations

from the original plans,—his building

will be very classical and picturesque,

and will prove a great ornament to the

northern Athens. Mr. Hamilton, the

architect, appears to have formed his de

sign more particularly with a view to the

grouping of the various parts ; and in this

respect he has produced much originality

and novelty, although the various features,

considered separately, have no particular

pretensions to this quality."

Who ueither .spreads his swelling salts.

Nor trusts too much to presp'rous gales ;

Nor, when the winds and ocean roar, .

Presses too much upon the shore.

Who loves In peace through life to stray.

Will always choose the middle way,

Free from the cares which wealth attend,

Nor helpless, yet without a friend ;

He will not see, with envious eyes,

The rich and the ambitious rise.

The storm high palaces has shook,

Whilst the poor cot does calmly look

On the rough blast : the pine is torn

From its deep roots, and far is borne ;

But, with their humble station blest,

The shrubs secure in valleys rest.

That sonl is truly reckon'd great,

Prepared for evry kind of fate,

Not wishing riches to command,

Not fearing poverty 's cold hand :

The stormy winter comes from Jove,

That god the winter does remove.

Though mis'ry now attends your ways,

Soon you may number happy days ;

The god who rises in the east,

And ends his journey in the west,

His lyre he does not always sound,

Nor always do his shafts rebound.

Whether adversity's your guest.

Or you prosperity has blest,

Conceal whatever be your fate,

And keep your mind in equal state ;

And when arise inviting gales.

Quickly contract your swelling sails.

J.J.

THE TENTH ODE

OF THE SECOMU sOOK OP HORACK.

Happy the man who void of fears,

His bark of life securely steers ;

THE FATAL ROSE,

(an authentic anecdote,)

Translatedfrom the Italian of Rossinclli,

BY 3IISS c. m. T N.

(For the Mirror,j

The following interesting and authentic

narrative has been hitherto witheld from

the public through motives of delicacy

towards two unfortunate individuals con

nected with it, who would necessarily

have recognised events (notwithstanding

the suppression of names) in which they

bear so conspicuous a part. That heart

however which would have been more

immediately wounded by the recital, has

long ceased to beat, and one of the pub

lic journals has recently conveyed to me

that in the cold precincts of the tomb,

now sleeps the other. I send forth, there-

fore, the little detail, which may serve not

only as a source of passing amusement,

but furnish a mournful illustration of the

force of superstitious prejudice, and the

ascendancy which, unchecked, it some

times acquires over both judgment and

reason.

In the year 17— I had occasion to visit

England for a few months, and on the '

2D2
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eve of my return was commissioned with

several letters to Italy by several families

to whom I had, during my residence

on the British coasts, been introduced.

Amongst these was one presented to me

by Mr. St. V , a young man with

whom I had frequently been in company,

and who had excited within me a con

siderable degree of interest, not only from

his prepossessing appearance, but more

particularly by a deep cast of melancholy

which pervaded his fine countenance.

It was that sort of calm, unobtrusive

sadness which irresistibly and intuitively

wins* upon our sympathy, and united as

it was to a noble deportment and grace

ful symmetry of form, it was impossible

but to imbibe a warm predilection in his

behalf. He was young—a foreigner—

and the dignity of his air announced him

of good birth and family, as much as his

easy politesse characterised the gentleman,

and his .refined conversation the scholar. I

had received my introduction to him by

a family of distinction in the metropolis,

and was prompted to make many inquiries

respecting him ; but further than that he

was a Portuguese, unhappy, and incorri

gibly insensible to all the bright glances

of ladies' eyes, I could learn nothing. The

letter he had confided to my care was ad

dressed to the Marchese —— in the

vicinity of Florence, and I determined

to deliver it in propria persona, indulg

ing a hope that I might perchance gain

some information relative to the myste

rious stranger. I returned to Italy—I

fulfilled my self introduction at the Villa

del 1' and found in the appearance

and manners of the Marchese as much

to -conciliate admiration and esteem as in

those of the interesting unknown. I was

however struck by observing the same

melancholy cast of countenance as that

which in him had excited my attention.

On mentioning the name of Mr. St.

V , while tendering the letter, a sud

den start involuntarily agitated his frame,

and there was a tremor of the hand, a

quivering of the lips as he received it,

indicating too plainly that some tender

chord of the heart had vibrated to a

painful recollection. This introduction

was only a prelude to a series of sub

sequent visits ; a mutual exchange of

friendship commenced between us, which

ripened into reciprocal confidence, and

ultimately obtained for me an entire elu

cidation of the melancholy exhibited both

by him and the Portuguese. Frequently

during my visits I remarked the Marchese

cast a glance of mournful earnestness

towards a small vase stationed on a mar

ble pedestal at the extremity of one of

the rooms. I was once left alone in this

apartment, and approached to examine

the vase, thinking that it might perhaps

be decorated with some painting of in

terest ; but no, it was of simple con

struction, bearing neither device not

motto. A proper sense of honour de

terred me from removing the cupola that

surmounted it, added to which, I am not

of the class of the fairer sex, and conse

quently exempt (your gentle pardon

ladies) from that all powerful stimulant,

curiositi. A short lapse of time however

furnished me with an ample explanation.

The only child of the Marchese was a

young and beautiful girl, who combined

every mental accomplishment and elegant

qualification, with a warm and gentle

heart. I once had a view of a miniature

resemblance of her, and it presented a

perfect picture of faultless, feminine love-

liness. From her earliest years, however,

.she evinced a strong propensity to super

stition, and though this might in its first

stages have been constitutional, yet, it

had certainly been greatly matured and

augmented by the solitude in which (from

a very delicate state of health) she was

compelled to pass much of her time, and

by a course of reading in which she was

inconsiderately indulged by a sort of

gouvernante who had resided in the family

ever since the demise of the Marchesa.

To this propensity the fair Eloda owed

her death. At about the time she entered

her eighteenth year she was accosted by

one of those wanderers who infest society,

earning subsistence under pretence of

divulging future fate ; and from her re

peated importunities was at length in.

duced to submit her white palm to the

sibyl's inspection. Whether the amiable

girl had in any way incurred the resent-

ment of the reputed prophetess is not

known ; but apparently actuated by some

vindictive motive, she' informed her in

nocent hearer, that ere long she would

visit a spot as yet unknown to her, where

she would meet on a flight of marble

steps, a dark looking stranger, a fo

reigner, that he would present her with a

rose, and that if she suffered herself to

accept it, she would shortly afterwards

die. Trivial as may be deemed the na

ture of such a prediction, yet, on a mind

naturally timid and susceptible, it fell

with irresistible force. In vain was every

tender argument, every persuasion of

parental and affectionate eloquence adopt

ed ; the sweet girl could not overcome the

terror and depression which the prophecy

had cast on her heart. At every new in.

traduction to a Stranger she started and

turned pale ; her health at all times de

licate, became so mournfully impaired

that it was deemed requisite to try the.
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benefit of change of scene. The Mar.

chese determined therefore to make the

tour of Italy. Arrangements were

speedily made, and early in the summer

of 17— the tender object of solicitude

commenced, attended by the anxious

parent, and the gouvernante her last

journey.

The novelty of objects, the sublimity

of scenery in the vicinity of Naples the

awful, speaking grandeur of the burning

mount, and the refined and festive circles

in which from their rank they found an

easy access, and frequently mingled all

combined in some measure to recall the

spirits of the fair sufferer. The 'tint of

returning health again smiled "on her

cheek, and the Marchese was beginning

to congratulate himself on having all his

anxieties removed, when one day he or

dered the carriage to be driven to the

Piazza della He had heard of the

arrival of a family with whom he had

been long on terms of intimacy, and

pleased himself with the idea of the gra

tification he should derive in introducing

his Eloda to their domestic circle. They

entered the piazza, they alighted from the

carriage, and were beginning to ascend

the steps leading from the entrance, when

the attention of the Marchese was arrest

ed by feeling the arm of his daughter

suddenly tremble. He hastily turned a

glance of inquiry on her ashy countenance,

when with a hurried agitated motion of

earnestness she pointed to a stranger then

issuing from the portico, and in a broken

and scarcely articulate voice, she exclaim

ed, " The rose—the rose /" The cava

lier caught the exclamation without hav

ing time or opportunity to remark the

perturbation of the speaker, and naturally

concluded that it was merely an admira

tion of the flower he wore which she was

expressing, and as the shadow of a lady's

wish is tantamount to a command, with

that air of gentle gallantry so peculiar to

finished politesse, he advanced and pre

sented the rose. It was the action of a

moment ; before another had elapsed the

proffered gift was hastily thrown aside,

and both hands extended to raise the fairer

faded flower—the unfortunate Eloda. She

had beheld the action of the stranger—she

saw the fated . rose tendered for her ac

ceptance^—she'saw the large, speaking eye,

the dark tinted cheek, proclaiming him

the son of other climes ; in the lapse of

an instant she saw all this ; the dreadful

prophesy lushed cold on her heart, like a

bolt of ice, and with a loud, last, heart

rending shriek of despair, she sunk dead

at his feet.

That the circumstances connected with

this melancholy, catastrophe, should «o

nearly associate with the sibyl's prediction ;

and further, that its prediction was true

is certainly remarkable ; yet we may in a

great measure attribute its accomplish

ment to the tender susceptibility of the

victim. The rencontre with a stranger

in a spot remote from her native scenes,

could be nothing singular, any more than

that he should have in his possession a

flower, which at that period of the year

blooms in such luxuriance; but the

combination of circumstances acting on

a mind naturally disposed to superstition,

and enfeebled too as it was by anxiety

and ill health, were too powerful a shock

to be overcome. The sorrowing father,

who followed to an untimely grave the

wreck of all his withered hopes, was not the

only mourner ; the ill-fated stranger, who

had thus innocently sent her to the grasp

of death, could never again be revived to

happiness. Wherever he wandered, still

on his dejected fancy remembrance re

called the glance—the agonized glance,

which he had been instrumental in closing

for ever. Still on his ear rung that fear

ful shriek—that heart-breathed cry—the

last tone that was ever to escape the lipa

which he had silenced to speak no more.

Still on remembrance lingered the fault

less form, the beauteous image which he

had sent like a blighted blossom to the

grave. The suffering he evinced endeared

him to the Marchese, a mutual friendship

was interchanged between them; and

when the Portugusee bade adieu to Italy,

in the hope, of divesting memory of its

bitterness, still a correspondence subsisted

on both sides, till it was annulled by

death. The gouvernante had preserved

the rose with scrupulous care, and hence

there arose the frequent glance of mourn-

fulness which I witnessed, directed by the

Marchese to the vase in which its wither

ed remains were deposited ; hence, too,

the air of sorrow and mental suffering so

apparent on the countenance of the Por

tuguese. The morning on which the

foregoing melancholy detail was related

to me, was the anniversary of Eloda's

birth-day—the succeeding one found the

Marchese sleeping at her side.

ON BEAUTY.

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sia,—As a truly beautiful woman is an

object that can never fail to call forth ad

miration from every man, whether in the

vigour of youth, or in the autumn of his

years, it may not be uninteresting to

leam what really constitutes the beauty

of the human body, and to observe what

rules have been with judgment given to
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distinguish the same. " What ! rules

given whereby a beautiful woman may be

known ; that which is so evident to every

eye, to be defined by rules ? ridiculous !"

I fancy I hear the reader exclaim. But,

if the reader will have a little patience,

perhaps he may find that beauty may

very well be defined ; and that to de

scribe the true characteristics of a beauti

ful woman requires more judgment than

perhaps he supposed. I have therefore

taken the liberty to extract and send you

what Felibiens has laid down upon the

subject, and which may be looked upon

as an .excellent criterion for beauty ; and

as. he does not appear to be generally

fcoown, if you think it worth your while,

perhaps you will give it a place in your

work, the end of which is, and which has

so far answered the expectations of its

readers, as its name imports, " Lectorem

delectando pariterque numendo."

. In the Entretiens, vol. 2, the beauty

of the different parts of the female form is

chiefly as follows :—" That the head

should be well rounded, and look rather

inclining to small than large; the fore

head white, smooth, and open (not with

the hair growing down too deep upon it) ;

neither flat nor prominent, but, like the

head, well rounded, and rather small in

proportion than large. The hair, either

bright black, or brown, not thin, but full

and waving ; and if it falls in moderate

curls the better ; the black is particularly

useful for setting off the whiteness of the

Beck and skin. The eyes black, chestnut,

or blue ; clear, bright, and lively, and ra

ther large in proportion than small ; the

eyebrow* well divided, rather full "than

thin, , semicircular, and broader in the

middle than at the ends, of a neat turn,

bat not formal. The cheeks should not

be wide,- Should have a degree of plump

ness, .with the red and white finely blend

ed together, and should look firm and

soft. The ear should be rather small than

large, well folded, and with an agreeable

tinge' of red. . The nose should be placed

so as to divide the face into two equal

parts; should be of a moderate size,

straight, and well squared, though some

times a little rising in the nose, which is

but just 'perceivable, may give a very

graceful look to it. The mouth should

be small, and the lips not of equal thick

ness ; they should be well turned, small

rather than gross, soft, even to the eye,

and with a living red in them ; a truly

pretty mouth is like a rose-bud that is be

ginning to blow. The teeth should be

middle-sized, white, well ranged, and

even. The chin of a moderate size, white,

soft, and agreeably rounded. The neck

should be white, straight, and of a soft,

easy, flexible make; rather sang than

short, less above, and increasing gently

towards the shoulders : the whiteness and

delicacy of its skin should be continued,

or rather go on improving to the bosom ;

the skin in general should be white, prOi

perly tinged with red, with an apparent

softness, and a look of thriving health In

it. The shoulders should be white, gently

spread, and with a much softer appear

ance of strength than in those of men.

The arm should be white, round, firm,

and soft, and more particularly so from

the elbow to the hands. The hand should

unite insensibly with the arm, it should

be long and delicate, and even the joints

and nervous parts of it should be without

either any hardness or dryness. The fin.

gers should be fine, long, round, and soft;

small, and lessening to the tips of them ;

and the nails long, round at the ends, and

pellucid. The bosom should be whits

and charming, and the breasts equal in

roundness, whiteness, and firmness, neU

ther too much elevated nor too much de*

pressed, rising gently, and very distinctly

separated. The sides should be lOngj

and the hips wider than the shoulders^

and go down rounding and lessening gra

dually to the knee. The knee should be

even and well rounded. The legs straight,

but varied by a proper rounding of the

more fleshy patts of them, and finely turn

ed, white and little.

" It is very fortunate, however, for the

human race, that all men do not judge

exactly right of beauty ; for if that was

the case, what misery would ensue, what

blood would be shed, and how often should

we see the Sabiee rape again realized in

the country in which beauty predominated;

but happily fancy has more to do with

beauty than judgment. There is an infi

nity of tastes, and consequently an infi

nity of beauty ; for to the mind of the

lover, supposed beauty is full as good as

real. This increases the extent of beauty

vastly, and makes it in a manner univer

sal ; every body may be beautiful in: the

imagination of some one or other ; some

delight in a gentle natural rosiness of com-

plexion, others in a high exalted artificial

red ; some nations in waists dispropor

tionately large, and others in waists' as

disproportionably small. In short, the

most opposite things imaginable may

each be looked upon as beautiful in dif

ferent countries, or by different people in

the same country.

" Personal beauty may be considered

under these four heads :—Colour, Form,

Expression, and Grace ; the two farmer

being, as it were the body, the two latter

the soul of beauty. ..:..."

" 1. Colour.—Although this is the
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lowest of all the constituent parts of

beauty, yet it is vulgarly the most strik

ing and the most observed ; the beauties

of colour requiring much less ofjudgment

than any of the other three. The most

beautiful colour of the body is a fine red,

beautifully intermixed and incorporated

with white, and diffused in due propor.

tions through each part of the body ; for

all this sort of beauty is resolvable into a

proper variation of flesh-colour and 'red,

with the clear blueness of the veins plea

singly intermixed about the temples and

the going off of the cheeks, and set off

by the shades of full eyebrows, and of

the hair when it falls in a proper manner

round the face. However, the' general

persuasion seems to be well founded, that

a complete brown beauty is preferable to

a perfect fair one, the bright brown giv

ing a lustre to all the other colours, a vi

vacity to the eye, and a richness to the

whole look. Raphael's most charming

Madonna is a brunette beauty.

" 2. Form This takes in the turn of

each part, as well as the symmetry of

the whole body, even to the turn of the

eyebrow, or the falling of the hair. Per

haps, too, the attitude, while fixed, ought

(o be reckoned under this article; by

which is not only meant the posture of

the person, but the position of each part,

as the turning of the neck, the extending

of the hand, the placing of a foot, and so

on to the most minute particulars.

" The general cause of beauty in the

form or shape in both sexes, is a propor

tion, or an unison and harmony in all

parts of the body."

C. S.

THE DYING POET.

Beneath a rug, whose verdant hue,

Sfaow'd it could other service do,

On desk or dinner table.

A meagre, song-worn poet lay,

Near, as I think, to that sad day,

When swans to sing are able.

Life's toilsome epic nearly past,

Ho felt that day might be his last,

So thus he closed his lays :—

* Way e vry bard descend like me.

Resign 'd into eternity,

And cover'd with green baize ! (bays) ■

Frane.

ANECDOTES OF MR. ABER-

NETHY.

{For the Mirror.)

A gentleman fanner from a distant

part of the country, either fancying there

was Some derangement in his system, or

wishing, after having seen the other

sights of the metropolis to visit one of its

principal lions, viz. Mr. Abernethy, ac

cordingly went to him. " Do you make a

good breakfast?" inquired Mr. Aber

nethy. " Pretty good," answered the

patient. — " You lunch ?" — " Yes, I

take luncheon."—" Do you eat a hearty

dinner?"— " Pretty hearty." — " You

take tea, I suppose ?"—" Yes, I do^"—

" And, to wind up all, you sup, I sup.

pose ?*'__" Yes, I always sup."—" Why,

then, you beast," said Mr. Abemethy,

" go home and eat less, and there will be

nothing the matter with you."

A lady who went to consult Mr. Aber

nethy, began describing her complaint,

which is what he very much dislikes.

Among other things she said, " When

ever I lift my arm, H pains me exceed

ingly." — " Why, then, Ma'am," an

swered Mr. A. " you are a great fool for

doing so."

W. P. P.

DEATH OF JOHN, THE GREEK

EMPEROR.

(For the Mirror.)

John, the Greek emperor, one day hunt

ing a wild boar, having wounded him

with his spear, the boar, enraged, turned

round, and bore hard forward against the

weapon, which forced the emperor's hand

backward against the point of a poisoned

arrow that was hanging in a quiver on

his back. The wound was but slight ;

but the strength of the poison so great as

to cause a raging pain, which still in

creasing, and his hand and arm swelling

to an alarming degree, there was no re

medy but for his arm to be cut off, which

desperate and uncertain cure he was ut

terly against, often pleasantly saying,

while in the greatest pain, that the Greek

empire was not to be governed with one

hand. But his agony still increased with

the effect of the poison, till grim death

put an end to his sufferings.

J.N.

THE BURMESE.

In our last Hiuob we gave an engrav

ing and description of the Burmese car

riage, captured during the present war in

India, and we now add from the well

written catalogue sold at the exhibition,

an interesting account of the Burmah

empire and the Burmese.

It is a fact, no less extraordinary than

true, that there are no countries on the

habitable globe, where the arts of civilized

life are at all understood, of which our

knowledge is so limited and imperfect as

of those lying immediately between the
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British possessions in India and the Em

pire of China.

Burmah itself is not so much a country,

as the designation of an active and vi

gorous race of Mountaineers originally

inhabiting the line of mountains, sepa

rating the great peninsula, stretching from

the confines of Tartary to the Indian

Ocean, and considered by many the Gol

den Chersonesus of the Ancients. Pour

ing down from these heights and native

fastnesses, this enterprizing and arrogant

people have successively fixed their yoke

upon the entire peninsula of Aracan, and

after seizing successively the separate

states and kingdoms of Ava, Pegue, &c.,

have condensed their conquests into one

powerful state, called the Burmah Em

pire, from their own original name. This

great Hindoo-Chiuese country, has gone

on extending itself on every possible oc

casion, subduing Assam,* Aracan, and

even part of Siam, so that on all sides it

would appear to rest upon natural bar.

riers, which might well seem to prescribe

limits to its progress, and repose and se

curity to its grandeur. Eastward, im

mense deserts divide its boundaries from

China ; on the south it had carried its

arms to the ocean, subduing every oppo

nent—on the north, it rested upon the

high mountains of Tartary, dividing it

from Tibet, an effectual barrier—on the

west, a great and almost impassible tract

of jungle wood, marshes, and alluvial

swamps of the great river Houghlv, or

the Ganges, interposed its boundaries

between itself and the British posses

sions ;—but beyond this boundary, and

skirting the conquered country of Assam,

lay the district of Chittagong, the point

whence has originated the present obsti

nate contention.

The events of the Burmese war show

these tribes to us under such very differ

ent qualities from any other enemy we

* Assam is an extensive and fertile province,

which the Burmese have recently added to their

territory. It contains an area of about 60,000

square miles. The people are of a warlike cast,

and have stood many powerful contests with

neighbouring states. On one occasion, Moham

med Shar, Emperor of Hindostan, attempted the

conquest with 100,000 cavalry, but the whole

were speedily annihilated. That the. Burmese

should have succeeded in subjugating a nation

that was heretofore enabled to withstand such a

mighty force, is a proof, if any were wanting, of

the warlike prowess of these resolute people.

Their constant aggressions have perfected them

in every species of attack and defence, among

the latter ofwhich, their stockade system has at

tained the highest degree of perfection. A moun

tainous country, closely intersected with nullahs,

or thick reedy jungles, sometimes thirty feet in

height, is the situation chosen for the stockade.

have had to cope with in the East, that

their history demands a more able inves

tigation than this hasty and imperfect

sketch can be expected to afford.

The population is estimated by Symes,

at seventeen millions—by Judson, a re

cent missionary traveller, at nineteen—

and by Cox at a much lower number;

this is a subject of investigation upon

which the data is so uncertain that it is

difficult to decide which is the most cor

rect statement ; recent conquests may pro

bably have brought up their numbers

pretty nearly to Major Symes's estimate.

The people are represented to be lively,

industrious, and energetic, and further

advanced in civilization than most of the

Eastern nations ; they are frank and can

did and destitute of that pusillanimity

which characterizes the Hindoos, and of

that revengeful malignity which is a lead

ing trait in the Malay character ; ' some of

their men are even powerful logicians,

and take delight in investigating new sub

jects, be they ever so abstruse, but learn-

ing is confined to the male sex, all the

boys being taught by the priests, females

not being allowed the advantages of edu

cation, except in the higher classes.—

Their books are numerous, many of them

written in a flowing and beautiful style,

and much ingenuity is manifested in the

construction of their stories.

The monarchy is arbitrary, the sove

reign being sole lord and proprietor of life

and property in his dominions, his word

is therefore irresistible law. Every male

above a certain age, is considered as a sol

dier—the absolute property of the sover

eign, aad liable to be called into service

at any moment. In speaking of the want

of faith he experienced from the Burmese

authorities, Capt. Cox says—" It is a

farce to talk of treaties with the present

rulers of this people, in their present state

of information—their ignorance of their

true interests is only equalled by their

pride and presumption."

The climate and soil of the country

are alike excellent, and Burmah may be

called the Garden of the East, although

agriculture is but little attended to.

The general salubrity of the air is best

evinced by its effects; the inhabitants,

male and female, are a hale robust race ;

and strangers in general preserve their

health, or recover soon if they arrive sick.

There are only two months in the year

that are extremely hot. The country

presents a rich and beautiful appearance,

and if cultivated, would be one of the

finest in the world, but the poor have little

inducement to labour under their present

hard task-masters.

Capt. Cox remarks, " Wherever I
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have landed, I have met with security and

abundance, the houses and farm yards

put me in mind of the habitations of our

little farmers in England."

The whole empire enjoys the great and

inestimable advantage of being traversed

from north to south by a vast navigable

river, the Irrawaddy, which takes its

rise from the mountains of Tibet, and

flows into the sea at Rangoon, that is,

the gulf of Bengal. It abounds in the

finest and most valuable timber in the

world, and the nullahs or chancels con

nected with the great rivers, are so innu

merable that by their means the transport

of it becomes easy to every quarter of the

globe. The teak tree, so valuable in

ship-building, equalling our oak in bulk,

the white sandal, the ebony, the syca

more, the Indian fig, and the banyan,

which is in itself a grove, add the fresh

ness and beauty of shady bowers, im

pervious even to an Indian sun. The

various minerals and metals, particularly

gold, abound, and the art of gilding,

which seems always to have followed the

abundance of the precious metals, seems

here to have arrived at a high perfection,

as the splendid specimen before us fully

testifies. Tradition affixes the early period

of 500 years before Christ, as the tima

when the superb Temple of Pegu, another

extraordinary example of the perfection of

the art, was gilded. They have quarries of

a diaphonous marble, of most resplendent

beauty and of great utility in architecture,

the slabs of which are prohibited for sale,

and their pure white statuary marble

equals, if not surpasses, the fmest spe

cimens Italy can produce.

The Burmahs' mode of calculating

time, is of the earliest antiquity, like the

Mexicans and ancient Egyptians, it is

done by lunar computations of months,

adding every three years a month of thirty

days, as an intercalary period. They ce

lebrate the first day of their new year

answering to our 12th of August, with

great rejoicings, and they have also very

imposing purificatory ceremonies at the

close of their year. It is likewise worthy

of notice, that the month of the vernal

equinox, from the earliest ages of anti

quity, from the usages of Babylon and

Assyria, has been preserved to this day

throughout the East. The Burman Sun

day falls on the day of the new and full

moon, and the days of the moon's quar

tering, making four in each lunar month.

Their language is the Pali, a derivation

of the Sanskrit, and allied to the sacred

dialects of India, their poetry is extremely

melodious, which as well as music, is

ardently encouraged.

The Chinese are the purchasers ofall the

precious minerals that are suffered to leave

the country, they also take offlarge quanti

ties of a peculiar species of a brown cotton,

used in making their nankeens, and in re

turn give their silk, velvets, gold and silver

leaf, and thread, of which immense quan

tities are consumed in gilding their pa

godas, and a variety of miscellaneous

articles.— Vide Col. Franklin's Narra

tive. At Raynangoong are the celebrated

wells of Naptha, or earth oil, in which

article the traffic is immense. At this

place and its vicinity there are no less

than 520 of these oil springs, each it is

said producing 1,825 lbs. per diem—the

net profit of each will bring, at least, 1,000

tecals per annum.

The Burmans are Boodhists, or plainly

speaking, a nation of atheists ; they be- '

lieve that existence involves in itself the

principles of misery and destruction, con

sequently that there is no eternal God.

The whole universe, they say, is only

destruction and reproduction—it therefore

becomes a wise man to raise his desires

above all things that exist, and aspire to

the state in which there is no existence.

Rewards and punishments follow meri

torious and sinful acts, agreeably to the

nature of things. Guadama, their last

Boodh or deity, in consequence of meri

torious acts, arrived at that state of per

fection, which made him deserving of

annihilation—the supreme good ! Boodh,

or Guadama, appeared in Hindostan about

2,300 years ago ; it is but a new form

given to the old transmigratory system,

which has existed from time immemorial.

Brahmanism and Boodhism long struggled

for the ascendancy ; at length the family

of Guadama was dethroned, his religion

denounced, and his disciples took refuge

in Ceylon and the neighbouring countries.

Their sacred writings were composed about

500 years after, and from thence conveyed

in the Pali, a sacred dialect of the Sans-

krit to the Indo-Chinese nations, where it

has since maintained its ground. - In

Ceylon is still supposed to be deposited

one of the teeth of Guadama, which sa

cred relic his Burmese Majesty made

formal and earnest application to" Captain

Cox, our resident at Rangoon, to obtain

for him. The great Dagon Pagoda at

Rangoon, has the superlative felicity

of containing six or eight hairs of the

deity, to which the tooth would doubtless

be a most important acquisition.

The Burmese are remarkably supersti

tious, attributing every species of cala

mity that befals them to the influence of

evil spirits. Thus, when the cholora

began to rage in Rangoon, and all was

terror and alarm, they manfully attacked

these ideal enemies with swords and
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saves, mftking the most outrageous

noises, in order to dispossess them from

the several houses they were supposed to

htfve gained a footing in. No one ven

tured to remain inactive, for it was as-

serted and believed that the spirit would

enter and retain possession of every house

where anything like quiet was to be

found ; but the disease still continued to

rage, and the uproar was more fatal, it

may be supposed, to the sick, than to the

ideal beings against whom it was directed.

Most of the royal family are alchymists.

They produce a mixture of drugs, which

they state will make people invulnerable ;

and the extraordinary stories they tell, and

would have you believe, of their power

aver the metals, is highly singular and

amusing.

SPIRIT OF THE

$ubIie journals.

THE DISADVANTAGES OF

BEING SHORT.

Of the disadvantages of being short, I

shall exhibit one, in order to demonstrate

that Statius was quite right, when, de

scribing a little hero, he says,

- • Major in exiguo regnabat corpore Virtus",

which my late worthy tutor, Olinthus,

for reasons best known to himself, used

to make me translate as follows :—

u Maior Virtus commanded a small corps."

The name Of major revives all my

by-gone military propensities. I was

One of the first who enrolled themselves

as volunteers, when the rage for pipe

clay and red coats was some years since

rife among the cockneys, and a counter

revolution broke out in Tooley-street, in

order to check the progress of the French

revolutionists. Now, howbeit, I shewed

more fiery zeal in marches and counter-

Inarches than any of the corps, I dis

bursed, by one half, less in scarlet broad

cloth ; a remarkable economy which

would have pleased Mr. Hume, and which

Induced our witty Colonel R r to

designate my military exertions as the

" cheap defence of nations." On »nP

Occasion (it was while leading on my re-

Mnient to the glorious storm of a furze

hush, during a review on Wormwood

Scrubs,) I was honoured with the favour

able notice of his late Majesty—God bless

him ! he inquired, " who had fastened

that little warrior to his sword ?" and the

late Duke of Richmond, who stood by,

observed, that " there was no fear of my

•ducking in battle, since the range of mus

ket shot would always be considerably

above my head." After the affair-was

over, the Officers gave a dinner, at which

t presided ; and which I am obliged to

confess did not pass off with so much

eclat for me as the sham fights, owing to

an envious " tall fellow" of a corporal;

who, I presume, owed his litigiousness to

being by profession a lawyer. His first

sally was by a protest against drinking a

toast unless the chairman was present ;

he was told that I was in the chair ; but

he denied, in the first place, that any per

son was visible, and urged with too legal

sophistry, that " lie nan apparentibus,

et non exislentibus eadem est ratio.'"

Cries of" support the chair" had no effect

on him ; he argued that the case was in

formal, and that we were proceeding $ede

vacante. Perceiving that my moony

visage was partially eclipsed as by a black

cloud, by a decanter of claret, I attempted

to rise in order to support the dignity of the

chair ; but with all my exertions I found

that I could only bring my chin on a level

with my soup-plate. In this position I was

at least, like Falstaff, the cause of wit in

others. One gentleman compared me to

the old caricatures of persons in a barber's

shop, alternately waiting with basins be

neath their chins in order to be shaved.

Another, less barber-ous, thought that

my cry of " Chair, chair," resembled the

still small voice of that obsolete personage

ycleped conscience, who is heard, though

not seen. Another did me the favour of

calling me the ''invisible boy." The

chair, I believe, was indeed somewhat

to ,blame for the company's oversight.

It was unusually wide and capacious

(purposely selected, no doubt), in ot-

der to give occasion to the good things

which were showered upon me, as soon as

the company, by rising, and standing

affectedly on their tiptoes, were enabled

to discern the presidmg dignity therein

deposited. One compared me to a child

hi a go-cart ; another said that I resem

bled a mouse under a canopy of state ;

and a third said that 1 reminded him of

the lady in the lobster.

In the midst of the inextinguishable

roar of laughter which these sallies occa

sioned, one of my bottle cronies, who,

perhaps, feared that the joke at my short

figure was. too long, or that its protraction

might contract his future enjoyments at

my house, supplied me with a stool. On

this, after mounting the table with an

air of offended dignity, I enthroned my

self, ahd was thus enabled to put in a

rejoinder to Corporal Latitat. This ad

venture and some others gave me a dis

taste for the military profession, and de

prived the country of my services. What

sad results arisefrom little things !

John Little.

European Magazine.
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TABLE TALK ABOUT SHERI

DAN.

Mas. Lum, whose " Readings" were

commemorated in my fifteenth Letter,

has removed into Berners-street. I cannot

say that I admire the street, frowned

upon as it is by the Middlesex Hospital;

however, there she is, and her first dinner

party was composed of Lord Robert

Ranter, Colonel and Mrs. Nightingale,

Sir Hans Dabs Oliphant and his lady,

Augustus Thackeray, and Mr. and Mrs.

Mudford. Mrs. Lum, who is a very in

tellectual woman, had rather not give

dinners at all ; but people won't be read

to upon any other terms. " Now I am

going to be sung at," said Madame Ves-

tris, with a distasteful air, as she walked

upon the stage to encounter " Water

parted from the sea." For myself, I

would rather be sung at than read at, on

any day in the year, especially when

Madame Vestris is the singer ; but every

one to his liking. Mrs. Lum's soup and

fish passed off very well, being enlivened

with the Cayenne of Mathews's old joke,

played off by Augustus Thackeray, viz.

that the talk of the table, if it turns upon

the viands that then graced it, must ne

cessarily be soup-or-fish-ial. The first

course, too, passed away without any ac

cident ; but, between. its disappearance

and the advent of the second, there oc

curred one of those hitches in the scenery,

which, whenjthey take place at either of

our Winter Theatres, are honoured by a

hiss. How cooks manage as they do, is

to use a miracle. To bring so many

dishes to bear upon one given moment,

notwithstanding the irregularity of guests

in arriving at the place of appointment,

appears to me a feat that may cope in

merit with the skill of a Marlborough or

a Wellington in bringing armies into the

field. Upon the occasion in question,

however, the cook, like General Mack,

was at fault. Lord Robert Ranter saw

Mrs. Lum's distress, and gallantly stepped

forward with a story about Sheridan to

relieve her. " Did I not see Moore's

Life of Sheridan in the drawing-room ?"

inquired his Lordship. " You did,"

answered the lady ; " I mean to read it

to you this evening, provided we get

through Southey's Book of the Church in

tolerable time." Lord Robert bowed his

gratitude, and continued : " I am sur

prised that so clever a man as Mr. Moore

should have omitted the story of Sheridan

and the plate-warmer. Your servant's

recent rencontre with that machine re

minds me of the anecdote." Mrs. Lum

looked towards the door, and, finding it

still closed against the second course,

smilingly requested to hear it. " Sheri

dan," resumed Lord Robert; "wwdining-

at Peter Moore's with his son Tom"

" Whose son Tom ?" inquired Mr. Mud-

ford—" Sheridan's, of course," answered

his Lordship—" Oh, I did not know,"

said Mr. Mudford ; " I thought Peter

Moore might have a son Tom he was

your last antecedent." —"Well," re

sumed Lord Robert, " poor Tom was at

that time in a very nervous debilitated

state. The servant, in passing quickly

between the guests and the fiie-place,

struck down the plate-warmer. This

made a deuce of a rattle, and caused Tom

Sheridan to start and tremble. Peter

Moore, provoked at this, rebuked the ser

vant, and added, ' I suppose you have

broken all the plates ?' ' No, Sir,' said

the servant, ' not one.'—' No !' exclaimed

Sheridan ; ' then damn it, you have made

all that noise for nothing.' "—Lord Ro

bert, while narrating this anecdote, like a'

skilful general, kept his eye upon the

door, which opened with a boiled turkey,

aa he uttered the words " nervous debili

tated state." The narrator spoke in slow

time, to allow of the deposit of the par

tridges and sweethreads ; came to " start'

and tremble" on the arrival of the trifle

and plover's eggs;, and concluded the

anecdote with " noise for nothing" as the

last dish was placed upon the table.

" What kindness and humanity !" eja

culated Mrs. Lum to herself, " thus to

draw off the attention of the company

from an empty table-cloth ! But his ta

lents shall not go unrewarded. I will

give him an extra evening's reading ; he

shall have Mr. M'Culloch's ' Political

Economy' all to himself."

Every guest at table secretly deter

mined to make the most of this story ;

but, from lack of Lord Robert's tact,

they none of them produced any effect

from repeating it. Augustus Thackeray

carried it off on the next evening into the

city, to a dinner give'.i i-/ h Blackwell-

hall factor, in King's-arms-yard, Cble-

man-street ; and, aiming to extend Lord

Robert Ranter's two-act-piece into a five-

act comedy completely spoilt it. He

thus prefaced it :—" Your mention, Sir,

of Hurley's Peeping Tom reminds me of

poor Tom Sheridan. My first acquaint

ance with him was on the coming out of

Caractacus—a serious pantomime—at the

late Drury-lane Theatre. I believe Tom

wrote the wrestling scene between Wal-

lack and Miss Bristowe—then two chil.

dren. But of this I am not certain."

At this period of hie narrative, Thackeray

had obtained " the ear of the court," as

the phrase is in Westminster-hall and

had he " got over the ground," -he might

have " obtained his rule." " Mr. Dun
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der," said the late Lord Ellenborough to

a barrister of the oveilaying species,

" the court is already with yon, unless,

by persevering to plead, you wish that it

should be against you." A hint like

this would have been of Immense service

to Thackeray, who thus went on—" On

the night before its representation, Tom

Sheridan was in the green-room, and so

was I. Tom was engaged |to sup with

Sir John.Carr, in the Temple, and asked

me if I knew whereabout his chambers

were ? Yes, said I, in Garden-court. I

am going that way, and will show you.

' Thank you,' said he. Poor fellow ! I

never saw him afterwards. Let me see,

where was I ?"—" In Garden-court, Sir,"

said a complaisant Bill-broker who sat on

Thackeray's left hand. But by this

time, from the length of his prologue, his

audience had dwindled away, one by one,

until, to adopt the Rev. Sydney Smith's

phrase, " he had preached himself bare

to the very sexton." Still, however, he

proceeded, and was in the act of enlight

ening his solitary listening Bill-broker

upon the subject of Sheridan and the

plate-warmer, when a rival annalist set

the table in a roar, and effectually drowned

poor Tom Sheridan by the following

story :—" You all knew Charles Tessier

—{manes, " All, all")—Well ! after liv

ing some years in Austin,friars, he took

to Tiigh life, and went up to Grosve-

nor-street. He was invited one day to

dine with a dandy colonel (whose promis

sory note he had indorsed) in Upper

Brook-street. In stalked little Charles,

at seven ; and meaning to do a bit of

grandeur, exclaimed, ' Ican't think what

could be the matter with my horses just

now. The coachman could hardly ma

nage them. He was obliged to drive

them three times round Grosvenor-square

'to make them quiet.*—' Why the fact is,

Tessier,' said"Dawes,"the banker, ' they

were frightened—they did not know where

they were. If they had been in Finsbury-

square they would have been quiet

enough.' " This sally fell soharmoniously

upon the ears of a set of dwellers in Old

Bethlem, Tokenhouse-yard, Lothbury,

and Savage Gardens, that poor Thack

eray was regularly floored. The counter-

laugh came upon him " like a roaring

lion from Tophet," if I may be so bold

as to steal a simile from the gay deceiver

of Moorgate.

Sir Hans Sabs Oliphant went away

from Mrs. Lum's with the anecdote in

his sensorium, and thought himself per

fectly sure of an audience in Lady Brom

ley (a very quiet deaf old woman, who

will listen to anything), in a private box

at Covent-garden , theatre. Unluckily,

Miss Paton performed Mandane ; and

Sir Hans, who has no taste for anything

but Shakspeare, was telling the story,

while that lady was singing "Fly, soft

Ideas, fly !" The state of Lady Bromley's

auriculars rendered it necessary that Sir

Hans should tell his tale rather in alt :

this the audience, who have got a knack

of being attentive when Miss Paton sings,

took in dudgeon ; and accordingly cries

of " Silence, turn him out, throw him

over," put Sir Hans's soft ideas to the

rout; and Sheridan's plate-warmer was

once more thrown prostrate.

Mr. Mudford took the anecdote to the

table of a " serious" family at Gravesend ;

but being in the act of moulting his pro

fane feathers (he has been since regularly

evangelized by his wife), he told Sheri

dan's retort without the oath, and conse

quently " missed stays." Col. Nightin

gale conveyed it to a house dinner at the

United Service Club; but unfortunately

the company, jointly and severally, had

gotten into that vile trick of telling a

parcel of stories, one after the other, about

Sheridan, consisting of the old hash of,

composer of wine and importer of music—

making a creditor trot his horse up and

down Clarges-street, while he bolted into

May Fair.—Cumberland and his new

tragedy,—the Forty Thieves, which was

nick-named at the time Sheridan and his

Thirty-nineThieves—et hoc genushomne.

In the midst of all this the poor plate-

warmer could only " take its turn, and be

forgotten." Mind I am not blaming the

story-tellers : every man, especially at a

club, has a right to tell his own story ;

but for myself, where conversation, or

rather narration, takes that turn at table,

I make it a rule to call for my hat. There

is no enduring it. I really believe I know

every story that ever was told. What

would I not give to be possessed of less

wisdom ! Whenever a man asks me at

table, " Did you ever hear the anecdote

of—" I constantly interrupt him with

" Yes," without ' waiting for his noun

substantive.

Shakspeare talks of evil deeds, which

" return to plague the inventor." It is the

same with stories. Lord Robert Ranter,

on the day se'nnight which succeeded his

narrative, actually had his own story told

to him at table by a dull man from Dun

dee, who would not be stopped, do what

his lordship would. " Did your lordship

ever hear a remarkably good story about

Sheridan?"—"Yes, sir, I have heard

them all."—"It happened at Peter

Moore's : you must know poor Tom

Sheridan was far from well, and—"—" I'd

thank you for some bread ;"—" So, sir,

the servant in going too near the—"—"A
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glass of water, if you please ;"—" Fire

place, knocked down—"—" Lady Somen,

shall I have the pleasure of—"—" The

plate-warmer— " Here Lord Robert

called out the whole posse comitatus, and

the narrative danced on to the follow

ing miscellaneous tune : " Upon which

Peter Moore said—"—"No potatoes—"

"Feeling for Tom Sheridan—"—" Sherry

for me, but take which you like—"—" I

suppose you have broken all the— "

"Champagne by all means."—"No

gravy, but I'll trouble Captain Watts—"

" No, sir," said the servant—" But"—

" Peter Moore"—" More brocoli and no

butter." To such casualties will the

most undaunted narrator be subject, who

tells his stories when people are hungry !

After all, the pleasantest people at

table are those who never tell stories at

all. The merest trifle that springs from

occasion is worth a hundred of the best

jokes or narratives that ever were trans

planted. It is the same upon the stage.

The moment Mr. A. says to Mr. B.

" Pray be seated," and sprawling out his

legs, commences with " It is now fifteen

years since I first became acquainted

with your father, then on foreign service.

At the commencement of our friendship

an incident occurred—" From that epoch

I date a buzz of inattention from pit, box,

and galleries. Not that I mean to banish

story-telling from all places. There are

several dull streets where they may be

resorted to with propriety. Old Burling

ton Street and Stratford Place are very

good story-telling streets, especially when

the Opera House is not open. When that

seat of song is accessible, people are

plaguily apt to ring for their carriages,

and leave you in the middle of your ca

tastrophe. A friend of mine, in fact,

out of the Opera season, was cut short in

the midst of a lamentable fire of his, that

happened at Birmingham, by seven men

jumping up from table to go and hear

" Cherry ripe," at the little theatre in the

Haymarket. Ever since he has looked at

the play-bill before hand. The dinner-

hour in London is now so late, and there

are so many music lions and lionesses

prowling about upstairs in the two draw

ing rooms, seeking what of Mozart and

Rossini they may devour, that it requires

the agility of Mazurier himself to whip in

an anecdote at table. I have two very

good stories of my own that I have been

trying to tell these seven years without

success. It is as difficult as getting a

writership to India. One of them, how

ever, I contrived to file off" in Drury-Lane

green-room, under the bust of Mts. Sid-

dons. I knew my cue as well as the

actors who heard inc. The play was the

"School for Scandal," and I knew myself

sure of Mrs. Candour, Lady Sneerwell,

Sir Benjamin Backbite, Crabtree, and

Maria. The call-boy, I was aware, would

leave them alone for three long acts.

They had nowhere but the green-room to

go to. The story was as follows :—Old

Wewitzer was joking and laughing at

rehearsal, instead of minding the business

of the scene. Raymond, who was then

stage-manager, took him to task for this,

and said, " Come, Mr. Wewitzer, I wish

you would pay a little attention."—

" Well, sir," answered Wewitzer, " so I

am—I'm paying as little as I can."—

My other story is about Sheridan and

Delpini the clown—the man who, on the

Prince of Wales's refusal to ask Harris

to give him a benefit, said, " Very well,

sir, den I must go to your Papa's Bench."

This, however, is not the story in ques

tion. What I have been dining out so

long to tell, relates to a quarrel between

Sheridan and Delpini. There is no time

like the present: I will tell it now.

Sheridan and Delpini fell into high words

relative to an arrear of salary due to the

latter, as Man Friday in the " Robinson

Crusoe" of 'the former. Sheridan, pro

voked at what he deemed the insolence of

the pantomimist, told him that he had

forgotten his station. " No, indeed,

Monsieur, Sheridan, I have not," re

torted Delpini : " I know the difference

between us perfectly well. In birth, pa

rentage, and education you are superior

to me; but in life, character, and be

haviour, I am superior to you 1"

New Monthly Magazine.

THE BROWNIES.—A DANISH

TRADITION.

There is scarcely a house in Denmark

where things thrive, and go on in a proper

manner, that has not a browny to take

care of it. Lucky is the servant-girl and

the stable-boy to whom the browny is

favourable, for then they can go early to

bed, and yet be assured that every thing

will be ready for them the next morning.

It draws water and sweeps the kitchen-

floor for the girl, and cleans the horses in

the stable for the boy ; but he is, never

theless, an utter accredited enemy to all

noise and disorder. He generally goes

dressed in gray clothes, and wears a red

painted hat ; but just before Michaelmas

day he puts on a round hairy cap, like

the peasants.

In the church there is likewise a browny,

which keeps things in order, and punishes

any one that may be inattentive during

service : this browny is called the kirk-

grim.

We are told of a browny, who resided
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in a house in Jutland, that he, every

night, when the maid-servant was gone to

bed, went into the kitchen in order to

take his broth, which was accustomed to

be left for him on the dresser in a wooden

bowl. But one night when he tasted his

broth, he was exceedingly angry, for he

thought that the maid had forgotten to

put salt into it. He got up in a fury,

went into the cow-house, and strangled

with his bony hands the best cow ; but

as he was very thirsty, he thought he

would go back and drink up the re

mainder ; but when he had tasted a little

more of it, he discovered that there was

salt in it, but that it had sunk to the

bottom of the bowl. He was now very

much grieved that he had wronged the

girl, and, in order to repair his fault, he

went again into the stalls, and placed a

box full of money by the side of the dead

cow : and when the people found it they

were enriched at once.

But it is no easy manner to get rid of a

browny at your pleasure. A man who

dwelt in a house where the browny ruled

things with a very high hand, determined

to oust the place, and to leave him there

alone. When the best part of his furni

ture was removed, the man returned to

fetch away the last load, which mostly

consisted of old boxes, empty barrels,

and such rubbish ; he bade the house

farewell, and drove off without seeing

anything of the browny ; but happening

to turn round, he saw the creature rearing

its head from one of the boxes in the

waggon. The man was exceedingly mor

tified to find all his trouble to no purpose ;

but the browny began to laugh heartily,

and, with a broad grin upon his features,

said to the man—" So we are going to

flit to-day !"—Monthly Magazine.

pUstellaiwrs.

LOUIS BRABANT, THE VEN

TRILOQUIST.

Louis Brabant, the valet of Francis

I., could not only emit a voice from any

distance, or in any direction, but had,

also, the art of counterfeiting any voice

which he had ever once heard. By this

extraordinary faculty the following impo

sition was committed. Brabant had fallen

most desperately in love with a young,

beautiful, and rich heiress, but was re

jected by the parents as an unsuitable

match for their daughter. The father hap

pening to die, Louis waited on the widow,

who was totally ignorant of his singular

talent, pretending to condole with her on

her loss ; when suddenly, in the open

day, in her own house, and in the pre

sence of several friends, she hears herself

addressed in a voice perfectly resembling

that of her deceased husband, and seem

ing to proceed from above, " (Jive my

daughter in marriage to Louis Brabant !

he is a man of great fortune, and of an

excellent character. I now suffer the in

expressible torments of purgatory for hav

ing refused her to him. If you obey this

admonition, I shall soon be delivered

from this place of torment. You will, at

the same time, provide a worthy husband

for your daughter, and procure everlasting

repose for the soul of your poor husband."

The widow could not, for a moment, re

sist this dreadful summons, which had

not the most distant appearance of pro

ceeding from Louis Brabant, whose coun

tenance exhibited no visible change, and

whose lips were close and motionless

during the delivery of it. She consents

immediately to receive him for her son-

in-law. Louis's finances, however, were

in a very low situation ; and the formali

ties attending the marriage-contract ren

dered it necessary for him to exhibit some

shew of riches ; nor must his real circum

stances give the supposed ghost the lie

direct. Accordingly, he goes to work on

a fresh subject ; one Comu, an old and

rich banker, at Lyons, who had accumu

lated immense wealth by usury and ex

tortion, and was known to be haunted by

remorse of conscience, on account of the

manner in which he had acquired it-

Passing over preliminary steps and pre

parations, behold Louis Brabant tete-d-

Ute with the old usurer, in his back par

lour at Lyons, preparing him for the en.

suing operations, by artfully turning the

conversation oh religious subjects, the re

ality of demons and spectres, the pains of

purgatory, and the never-ceasing torments

of hell. During an interval of silence be

tween them, a voice is heard, which to

the astonished banker seems that of his

deceased father, complaining of his dread

ful situation in purgatory, and calling on

him instantly to deliver him from thence,

by putting into the hands of the worthy

Louis Brabant, then with him, a large

sum of money for the redemption of

Christians in slavery with the Turks;

threatening him at the same time with

eternal damnation, if he did not likewise

take this method to expiate his own sins !

It may readily be supposed that Louis

Brabant affected a due degree of astonish

ment on the occasion, and that he farther

promoted the deception by acknowledging

his having devoted himself to the prose

cution of the charitable design imputed

to him by the ghost. An old usurer,

however, is naturally suspicious ; accord

ingly, the wary banker made an appoint-
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ment with the ghost's delegate for the

next day, when, to render any design of

imposing on him utterly abortive, he took

him into the open fields, where not a

house, a tree, a bush, or even a pit was in

sight, capable of screening any possible

confederate. This extraordinary caution

called forth all the powers of our ventri

loquist. Wherever the banker conducts

him, at every step his ears are saluted on

all sides with the complaints and groans,

not only of his father, but of all his de

ceased relations, imploring him for the

love of God, and in the name of every

saint in the calendar, to have mercy on

his own soul and theirs, by effectually se

conding with his purse the holy intention

of his righteous companion. Cornu could

no longer resist the voice of Heaven ; and

accordingly carries his guest home with

him, and pays him down ten thousand

crowns ! With which sum the honest

ventriloquist returns to Paris, and mar

ries his mistress. The catastrophe proved

fytal to the old usurer; for, the secret

being revealed, and reaching his ear, he

was so greatly affected at the loss of his

money and the mortifying railleries of his

neighbours, that he took to his bed, and

soon died.

SINGLE-STICK and WRESTLING.

Or all the ancient martial games, once

the pride and delight of knights and

damsels, but two have remained to our

time — single-stick and wrestling; and

these, if the mistaken policy of many of

our magistrates is persevered in, will pro

bably not long survive. Whenever these

pastimes, as they are called by the Berk

shire peasantry, are announced, a breach

of the peace is apprehended; the sub-

officers of justice are put in motion (at

least in the neighbourhood of the metro

polis), and by menace, or by force, the

play is prevented. 1 presume to question

the propriety of this conduct from the

following considerations.

In spite of the predilection for the arts

of peace which obtains in this country,

the fall of empires and proscription of

commerce on the continent have forced

us to acknowledge, that to enjoy our com

merce and its fruits, we must possess

brave soldiers, as well as industrious ma

nufacturers ; and no one who has con

sidered the subject will deny, that the

exhibitions of single, stick, the art of self-

defence, has a great tendency to this

desideratum, as it generates a martial ar

dour both in the players and spectators.

In the proportion that this ardour is

fanned and felt amongst the populace, a

greater or less proportion of true military

spirit will be received with it into our

army and navy, and our dragoons and

boarders feel more confidence in them

selves; of whom the latter particularly

are nearly as little acquainted with the

use of the broadsword, their most effec

tive weapon in boarding, as with the bow

and arrow ; which is the true reason of

the capture of so many of oar armed ves

sels the last war in the West Indies,

where calms so frequently permitted the

enemy to lay them aboard.

With the ..utility of wrestling I was

forcibly struck, when reading in the

Guardian, No. 133, the remarkable duel

in 1613, between Lord Bruce and Sir

Edward Sackville.

On these accounts, and believing that

the greater the quantum of martial spirit

possessed by, and the more contented our

population, the more secure our property

and stable our empire, I contend that

these lawful exercises should receive

every encouragement, and cannot but

think the magistracy would be as much

revered, and more beloved, did they med

dle less with the sports and recreations of

the lower classes, or interfere only to

make their holidays more happy.

THE JEWS.

The ancient clothing of the Jews con

sisted of a robe or mantle, which was the

upper garment; the tunic, which was

under it, and reached from the neck to

the heels ; under that, linen in the na

ture of a shirt ; the girdle ; a sort of

drawers ; the tiara, and the sandals.

ST&e (gatijerer.
' I am but a Gatherer ami disposer of other

men's stuff." -Wotton.

EPIGRAM.

Can you a reason for quizzing glasses

find?

Yes! Puppies, you know, are always

born blind.

USE OF LIQUOR.

Colonel Snelling states, that when

a Dacota Indian in America, in the vici

nity of his garrison, loses any of his rela

tions, he repairs to him with a note from

the Indian agent, desiring that he may

receive a bottle of whiskey. When asked

by the Colonel what is the use of the li.

quor on so melancholy an occasion, the

Indians uniformly answer, that it is to

produce a flow of tears, for, indeed, with

out it they are unable to cry !
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TAME RAVEN. HORRID WAR.

It is related in Goldsmith's " Natural

History," that at the seat of the Earl of

Aylesbury, in Wiltshire, a tame raven

that had been taught to speak, used to

ramble about in the park ; there he was

commonly attended and beset with crows,

rooks, and others of his inquisitive tribe.

When a considerable number of these

were collected (round him, he would lift

up his head, and with a hoarse and hol

low voice shout out the word, " Holla !"

This would instantly put to flight and

disperse his sable brethren ; while the

raven seemed to enjoy the fright he had

occasioned.

EPITAPH

EPITAPH.

(To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—Reading in the Mirror an in

complete epitaph on a Mr. Miles, has

induced me to forward you the original,

the author of which I knew well. He

had a friend of the name of Henry Miles,

with whom he passed many a social hour ;

and he one day said, " Harry, I will write

an epitaph for your tomb-Stone ;" and ac

cordingly presented him with the fol

lowing :—

" This tomb-stone is a mile-stone ; and

why so?

Because beneath lies Miles, he's Miles

below.

A little man he was, a dwarf in size,

Yet now stretch'd out, at least Miles long

he lies.

This grave, though small, contains a

space so wide,

There's Miles in length, and breadth and

room beside." A. O. Z.

In a German publication, the loss of men

during the war, from 1802 to 1813, in

St. Domingo, Calabria, Russia, Poland,

France, Spain, Portugal, and Germany,

including the maritime war, contagious

diseases, famine, &c. is stated to amount

to the dreadful sum offive millions eight

hundred thousand. .

In the church of St. Martin, Leicester.

Here lieth the body of John Heyrick,

of this parish, who departed this life the

second of April, 1589, being about the

age of seventy-six years. He did marry

Mary,, the daughter of John Bond, of

Warden, in the county of Warwick, Esq.

He lived with the said Mary in one house

full fifty-two years, and in all that time

never buried man, woman, nor child,

though they were sometimes twenty in

household. He had issue by the said

Mary five sons and seven daughters. The

said John was Mayor of the town in 1559,

and again anno 1572. The said Mary

lived to ninety-seven years, and departed

the 8th of December, 1611. She did see,

before her departure, of her children, and

children's children, and their children, to

the number of 142.

INSCRIPTION ON A SIGN

BOARD, '

Fixed to a Post in the Dover-road.

Thomas Phillips does live here,

He'll sweep your chimneys, and not dear;

If your chimneys should be on fire,

He will put it out at your desire.

Small boys for register stoves ;

Clean cloths for upper apartments. . -

. , IMPROMPTU.

Ijt a party where it was proposed, on dis

cussing the question of Phrenology, to

have casts taken of all the heads present,

one gentleman, a rather antique dandy,

whose hair was strongly suspected to be

tinged with another colour than nature's,

peremptoiily resisted the plan, till over

come by the persuasionsofa lady to whom

he was doing the amiable : upon which

the lady produced the following im

promptu i—

Love triumphs, and the struggle's past ;

To seem less queer in beauty's eye,

He'll " set his fate upon a cast,

And stand the hazard of the dye."

Literary Gazette.

SHERIDAN AND BURKE.

After a very violent speech from an

opposition Member, Mr. Burke started

suddenly from his seat, and rushed to the

Ministerial side of the House, exclaiming

with much vehemence, " I quit the camp,

I quit the camp !"—" I hope," said Mr.

Sheridan, " as the Honourable Gentle

man has quitted the camp as a deserter,

he will not return as a spy."

TO COrrESPONDENTS.

Although we have received many communica

tions from our Correspondents since last week,

and many previous ones have not been more than

generally acknowledged, yetwe are nnavoidably

compelled to defer our answers for another week.

Errata.—No. CLXX. p. 360. col. 1. line 37,

for CLXIV. read CLXVI.

C. M. T., on looking a second time, will find

the word correctly accented.

Printed and Published oy /. LIit BIRD,

143, Strand, (near Somertet HouseJ and told

by alt JVeuwnen and Booksellers.
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STfje plount of ©libes, front ^Jerusalem.

The first sight of an Eastern city is ge

nerally imposing ; and the effect is the

more striking when the traveller comes

upon it after having for hours, or perhaps

days, traversed a desolate and cheerless

region. The general aspect of the country

in the immediate neighbourhood of Jeru

salem is blighted and barren ; the bare

reck looks through the scanty sward, and

the grain seems in doubt whether to come,

to maturity, or die in the ear.

A few gardens still remain on the

sloping base of Mount Zion, watered

from the pool of Siloam ; the gardens of

Gethsemane, the Vale of Fatness, are in

a sort of ruined cultivation ; the olive is

still found growing spontaneously in

patches at the foot of the mount to which

it has given its name ; there, too, the

read to Bethany still winds round the de

clivity ; and Mount Olivet itself retains

a languishing verdure.

The Mount of Olives forms part of a

ridge of lime-stone hills, running N.E.

and S.W. It is the second of its sum

mits which overlooks the city. The

above engraving represents the appear

ance which it presents as seen from the

Vol. vi. 2 E

terrace of the Latin Convont of St. Salva

dor. " On rising," says the Rev. Mr.

Jowett, " it was pleasant to view from my

chamber window the wild scenery of the

Mount of Olives. This mountain gra

dually increases in beauty till about the

second hour after sunrise, when it swells

and slopes upon its side, and presents at

this season of the year ( November) a very

soft variation of light and shade. If the

heart desire some holy reminisc«nces,

these may still be enjoyed, pure and na

tive, as the eye turns towards Mount

Olivet. There no violence, or none that

merits notice, has been done to the sim

plicity of the scene." From this summit

is obtained a bird's eye view of the city

of Jerusalem, which many travellers have

pronounced to be the best. It commands

the whole circumference of the town, and

nearly all the more striking details—the

Church of the Sepulchre ; the Castle of

the Pisans ; the Armenian Convent ; the

Mosque of Omar, in the midst of its

beautiful garden ; the Mosque El Aksa;

St. Stephen's Gate, near which is the

Turkish burying-ground ; the barren va

cancies and ruined heaps which occur

417
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within the walls ; and the Christian

burial-ground and tomb of. David on the

unenclosed part of Mount Zion.

For the view of the Mount of Olives,

and this description, we are indebted to

an interesting little annual, the Amulet.

The view is from a sketch made by Sir

William Chatterton, Bart.

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF A FEW

GOOD THINGS FOR CHRIST

MAS FARE.

t For the Mirror. )

GRAPES

Abe the fruit of the vine ; which is a na

tive of most of the temperate regions of

the earth, and is cultivated with care

wherever its fruit can be brought to per

fection. Its culture is supposed to have

been introduced from the East, where it

was cultivated, and wine made from the

fruit, in the earliest ages ; for we are

told, that Noah " planted a vineyard,

and drank of the wine, and was drunken."

In Great Britain, it was cultivated in

731, when Bede finished his History,

and at one period was brought to con

siderable perfection ; for it is stated in

the Museum Rusticum, " that theie

were vineyards in different parts of this

country, from which wine was made ;

and we are informed, that in the cellar

of Arundel Castle, there were sixty

pipes of excellent Burgundy (artificial?)

the produce of a vineyard attached to the

castle." But from the greater value of

the ground for the cultivation of corn,

vineyards are now scarcely known in

England, and the vine only cultivated

for the dessert. There are many varieties

of the Vine ; that which is called the

Alexandrian Frontiniac, yields the most

delicious grapes for eating, and the Sy

rian the largest bunches : the last is sup

posed to be the sort which the spies, sent

by Moses to examine Canaan, cut down

at the brook Echsol ; "a branch with one

cluster of grapes, and they bare it between

two on a staff." Strabo relates, that in

Margiana, bunches of grapes were pro

duced, two cubits, or a yard long : and

in some of the Archipelago islands, they

weigh from 30 to 40 pounds. The Sy

rian grape in this country has produced

bunches weighing ly !2 pounds. The ce

lebrated Vine in the gardens at Hampton

Court, which was planted in the year

1769, and allowed by all foreigners to

surpass any in Europe, produced in one

season 2,272 bunches, weighing lOcwt. ;

it measures 72 feet by 20, and is about

13 inches in girth.

Are made from grapes, either by cutting

the stalk of the bunch half through when

the grapes are nearly ripe, and leaving

them suspended on the vine till their

watery part is evaporated by the heat of

the sun, whence they are called Raisins\of

the Sun; or, by gathering the fruit when

fully ripe, and dipping it in a ley made

of the ashes of the burnt tendrils ; after

which it is exposed to the heat of the sun,'

or to that of an oven, till dry : the former

are reckoned the finest, and are imported

in boxes, others in jars, and the inferior

kinds in mats, &c. Spain is the country

which supplies us with the greatest quan

tity of this article, and Malaga the port

whence they are exported chiefly. Gre

nada, in Spain, and Calabria, in Italy,'

are supposed to produce the best fruit of

any part.

CUItllANTS

Are a smaller kind of grape, brought to:

us principally from Zante and Cepha-

lonia : they are gathered off the bunches,

and laid to dry in the sun, and then

packed up in large butts. They were

first planted in England in lofi5, and

called Corinthian grapes, being originally

from Corinth, which at length was cor- .

rupted into Currant.

In the preceding account of the Vine, it '

will have been perceived that wine was

manufactured from the fruit in the earliest

ages. Ancient historians mention', that'

the Asiatics iirst learned the art of culti

vating the vine from the Egyptians ; the

Grecians from the Asiatics ; and the Ro

mans from the Greeks. We learn from

Pliny, that the Romans were very curious .

in searching after the most excellent

wines ; the distinction between many of

them consisted in the place of their ma

nufacture ; as the Setiranum, Cacubum,

Falernum, &c. &c., which were the most

delicate wines of Italy in the time of that

author. Among the wines of Greece, .

they esteemed the Maronean, Thracian,

Chian, &c. Their luxurious taste car

ried them in search of the wines of Asia,

as those of Mount Lebanus, as may be

seen in the same author. In the wine

countries, when the grapes are fully ripe,

they are gathered, and immediately sub

jected to the press, by which the juice is

separated from the skins and seed; at

Madeira, (and at Epemay. where the

best Champagne is made) the grapes are

previously picked from the sulks, and

freed from all the unsound ones with

great care. In some places the juice is

concentrated, by suffering the grape to
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remain on the vine, the stem of each

cluster being cut half through, the afflux

of any fresh juice from the plant is pre

vented, and the moisture exhaling the

gtape is nearly dried to a raisin. The

sweat Hungarian and Spanish wines arc

made from grapes that have been thus

half dried. The wine of Chio was made

from fruit treated in the same manner,

and which was esteemed by the ancients

for its strength, sweetness, and exquisite

aromatic flavour. On the jr."ee being

pressed, it is collected into vats, and in

this state is called must ; it is kept in a

temperature of 70 degrees. The compo

nent parts soon begin to act on each

other ; the liquor becomes turbid, an in

testine motion is evident in it, its tem

perature increases, a scum collects on its

surface, and carbonic acid gas is disen

gaged. This is the process of vinous fer

mentation. Its activity gradually de

creases, the scum and impurities subside

to the bottom, and the liquor clears,

having lost its saccharine taste, and be

comes wine. It is then put into barrels,

and in due time into bottles ; in both of

which kind of vessels the 'fermentation is

continued, although in an imperceptible

degree.

On the proper quantities of sugar con

tained in the grape, and the manner in

which the fermentation is conducted, de

pend the strength and goodness of the

wine. When the fruit abounds in sac

charine matter, and is not completely de

composed, or the fermentation checked,

the wine retains a sweet taste ; a more

perfect decomposition, with a brisker fer

mentation, render it strong and spirituous :

but if the quantity of sugar be small, a

thin and weak wine is produced. In

England, the fruit containing little sac

charine matter, large quantities of sugar

are added in the manufacture of wine ;

but in foreign wines none whatever. When

wine is bottled early, the fermentation

still proceeds, and a large quantity of

carbonic acid gas collects ; this, on the

drawing of the cork, causes the frothing

and sparkling appearance of Champagne.

When the husks of the coloured grapes

are allowed to remain in the must during

the fermentation, the nascent spirit acts

on them, and extracts the colouring mat

ter and astringent property, and thus

gives colour and flavour to Port ; for it

is only in the skin of the grape that the

colour exists : when the juice alone is

fermented, coloured grapes will produce

White Wine. The colour of wine is,

however, frequently artificial ; a deep

red is almost always the effect of foreign

additions, as red-wood, logwood, elder

berries, &c. &c.

Wine was first made in England in

U4a

Various circumstances, such as climate,

soil, and the modes of conducting the fer

mentation, modify the taste and flavour

of wines ; the essential component parts

of all arc, however, the same.

Wine, when good, and of a proper age,

is cordial and tonic ; but when new it is

flatulent, debilitating, and purgative,

and intoxicates sooner than old wine. In

a dietetical point of view, the temperate,

use of it promotes digestion, and gives,

additional energy to the action of the

heart and arteries, strengthens the animal

functions, exhilarates the spirits, sharpens

the wit, and calls into action all the in

tellectual powers ; but when taken in ex

cess, intoxicates, producing sickness,

headach, and nervous tremors ; and, like

ardent spirit, its habitual excessive use

extinguishes the faculties both of body

and mind, producing indigestion, ema

ciation, dropsy, and a iong train of dis

eases and wretchedness.

Is a spirituous and inflammable liquor,

extracted from wine and other liquors,

and likewise from the husks of grapes,

by distillation. It is prepared in many

of the wine countries of Europe ; and

with particular excellence at Languedoc,

in Anjou, and other parts of the South of

France : indeed in every part of the

kingdom where vines are grown. The

brandies of Nantes and Poitou, whose

qualities are pretty nearly alike, are the

best made in France, and the most

esteemed throughout, being uncommonly

well flavoured, fine, and strong. In dis

tilling brandy, the strong heavy wines

are preferred : though in France, where a

great deal of wine is made, particularly

at the commencement of the vintage, that

is too weak to be a saleable commodity,

it is a common practice to subject this

wine to distillation, in order to draw off

the spirit. When good wines are used

for this purpose, it is expected that they

should yield at least one-sixth of their

quantity of spirit. The apparatus for

distillation is composed of three parts:

the boiler, into which the wine is put,

and fire applied beneath ; the capital,

fitted on the top of the boiler to receive

the spirituous vapour ; and a pipe twisted

spirally, like a corkscrew, which is im

mersed in cold water, and through which

the vapour passing, is condensed, and

flows out in the form of a pellucid fluid ;

that part of the spirit which comes over

first, has the strongest, richest, and

highest flavour. Brandy is naturally

clear and colourless as water. The dif.

2 E 2
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ferent shades of colour which it has in

commerce, arise partly from the casks in

. which it is kept, but chiefly from the

addition of burnt sugar, saunders wood,

and other colouring matters, that are

added intentionally, and which are neither

of advantage or disadvantage to the qua

lity of the spirit.

Is distilled from the juice of the sugar

cane, molasses, the skimmings of the

pans in the making of sugar, &c. in the

west Indies ; principally at Jamaica,

Antigua, and Barbadoes : the former be

ing accounted the finest. When a suffi

cient stock of materials is got together,

water is added, and they are fetmented

in the common manner. When the wash

is duly fermented, or to a due degree of

acidity, it is distilled in the manner

stated for brandy, and the spirit made

proof ; though sometimes it is made up

to a much greater strength, nearly ap

proaching alcohol, and is then called

Double Distilled Rum. When first

drawn, it is as clear and pellucid as wa

ter, and if prevented from collecting ad

ventitious colouring, all rum would

arrive in England perfectly colourless.

Sliced pine apples are frequently put into

the puncheons of rum, especially when

designed as presents for European friends :

this gives the spirit a most delicious

flavour, and hence the designation, Pine

Apple Rum.

HOLLANDS.

A superior kind of gin, so named from

the country where it is distilled : it is

made from a spirit obtained by fermenting

wheat, malt, rye, meal, &c. and twice

rectified over juniper berries. They pay

so much regard to the water employed,

that manysend vessels to fetch it on pur

pose from the Meuse ; but all use the

softest and clearest river water they can

get. jScheidam is noted for producing the

finest Hollands, vast quantities of which

are annually imported into Great Britain.

Our Geneva, or, as it is usually de

nominated,

* GIN,

is. an imitation of the Dutch spirit, and

is made after the same manner ; to which,

however, it is inferior in flavour, although

it is considered, when unadulterated with

noxious mixtures, to be equally as whole

some as the Hollands.

WHISKEY

is distilled from barley, &c. fermented :

it is simply the first distillation, without

any >ubsequent rectification or flavouring.

. -- .- . ClAVfS.

CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS.

Last year at this period we devoted a

considerable portion of a number of the

Mirror to an account of Christmas

Customs and Recreations, and having

had the pleasure to find that it was' ac

ceptable to our readers, we pursue the'

same plan this season. For a general ac

count of the more usual customs observed

at the anniversary of this festival we must

refer to our former volumes, in which the

subject will be found treated at great

length, and embodying much interesting

information.* A few particulars yet re

main to be added, some of which, though

rather antiquarian, are sufficiently curious

to deserve a record in the pages of the

Mirror.

It wasanciently the custom inYorkshire,

in the Christmas holidays, to dunce- in the.

church, after prayers, crying or singing

Vole, Vole, Vole, &c. In the west rid

ing of Yorkshire, at Christmas Eve, at '

night, they bring in a large yule log or

Christmas clog, and set it on fire, and lap

their Christmas ale, and sing " Yule, '

Yule, a pack of new cards and a Christ

mas stool." In several parts of Oxford

shire it is the custom for the maids to ask

the men for ivy to dress the house ; and if

the man denies or neglects to fetch in ivy,

the maid steals away a pair of his breeches,

and nails them up to the gate in the yard

or highway. In the north riding of York

shire, it is the custom for the parishioners

after receiving the sacrament on Christ

mas day, to go from church directly to the

alehouse, and there drink together, as a

testimony of charity and friendship. It

was formerly a custom for the butcher of

Merton College, Oxford, about Christ

mas time, to invite the scholars to a treat

at his house, when he used to provide a

bull for the steward to knock down with

his own hand ; whence this treat was

called The Kill-bull. It is still, we be

lieve, a custom at Queen's College, Ox

ford, to have a boar's head (or the figure

of one in wood) brought into the hall,

every year on Christmas day, ushered in

with an old song, in memory of a noble

exploit said to be performed by a scholar

of this college, in killing a wild boar in '

Shotover Wood.

CHRISTMAS EVE. '

Oxen were then presumed to kneel in

their stalls and moan. The sexes used,

on or about this time to change dresses,

and go about among neighbours in this

disguise feasting ; a custom supposed to '.

have been derived from the Sigillaria,

festival days added to the Saturnalia, or

• See Miruob, Nos. 8, 03, 64, 65, 118, ana 119.
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Qulnquatria. On the night of this eve

candles of an uncommon size, called

Christmas-candles, were lit up, and a log

of wood, called a Yule-clog, or Christ

mas block, was laid upon the fire to illu

minate the house, and, as it were, turn

night into day. One author finds it in

the Cyclops of Euripides; but it was

probably Druidical, being only a counter-

Sart of the Midsummer fires made within

oors on account of the cold weather.

Furmety, common on this eve for break

fast and supper, is absurdly derived by

Bryant from Noah's ark. At Hamburgh

the servants had carp for supper. In the

Isle of Man they had a holiday towards

evening, sat up all night, went to church

at twelve, heard prayers, then hunted the

wren, killed her, and next carrying her on

a bier to the church, buried her with dirges

and whimsical solemnity. There were

also other local singularities.

" In Germany, on Christmas Eve," (Mr.

Aubrey gravely observes), '. many sinfutl

things in some places are dun by young

maids or men, e. g. a mayd washeth her

feet in a brazen bason, and afterwards

throwes out the water, and placeth it in

any place, and hearknes to it, by this she

will know what manner of man the future

husband will bee ; when she heareth

scribbling, she taketh it, that he will be a

scholar or scrivener ; if she heares sew

ing, a taylor or shoemaker, &c. V'ea, as

some say, maids will keep a piece of

meat at the first and three following Ad.

vent Sundays, and at twelve o'clock at

night before ChrVmas, doe lay the table

cloth, and sett up the said meat, without

laying on it any knyf,—then say, '..Here

I sifand wouldfain eat, ifmy sweetheart

would come and briny me a knyfe ; ' where

upon a ghost in shape of a man presenteth

her with a knife, and such a one her fu

ture husband will bee.—Aubrey MS.

A. D. 1686." \ . -

Another Christmas custom in Germany,

- recorded by Mr. Aubrey, is as follows :—

" The night before Christmas, they take

a trencher, and put upon it a little heap

of salt, as big :as a walnut more or lesse,

for such and such a one, and for them

selves two, and set it in a safe place : in

the moming when they find the heap or

heaps entire, all will live the following

yeare ; but if any or more are melted

down a little, they take it that the same

man or woman will dye for which it was

designed."

CHRISTMAS PAY.

The Yule, or Christmas feast, is in fact

the Mother-night, or feast of the winter

solstice (from which the commencement

of the year was dated), common to all the

Northern nations, and observed long be

fore the introduction of Christianity. In

the North, after service on Christmas day,

they ran about crying Vie, Ule, Ule.

Evergreens were stuck up, the laurel be'

ing among the Romans the emblem of

joy, peace, and victory ; according to

Chandler a relic of Druidism, that the

sylvan spirits might repair to them. The

misletoe is unquestionably of Druidical

origin. According to ancient Chroniclers,

Arthur kept the feast of Christmas.

These holidays were observed during war

with high festivity, and even homicides

and traitors indulged in peace and joy.

The lords kept it chiefly with the king ;

and it was the season when the great gave

new clothes" to their domestics. Barons

feasted the whole country, and a whole

boar was sometimes (not merely the boar's

head, stuck with rosemary,, and an apple

or orange in the'mouth,) put on the table,

richly gilded, by way of "brawn. Ships

sailed only, with the foremast, in honour

of the season.

In Barnaby Googe's translation of

Naogeorgus, is the following account of

the incipient customs at this season :—

« Then comes the day wherein (he Lorde did

bring his birth to passe, -

Whereas at midnight up they rise, and every

man to masse

This time so holy coQuted is, that divers

earnestly

Do think the waters all to wine are chaunged

sodainly;

In that same houre, that Christ himself was

borne, and came to light,

And into water straight ngnine transformdo

and altered quigbt.

There are beside that mindfully the money

still do watch, :

That first to aultar commts, which then they

privily do snatch.

The priestes, least other should it have, take

oft the same away,

Whereby they thinke throughout the yeare to

have good lucke in play, . .

And not to lose : then straight at game till day

light do they strive,

To make some present proofe how well their

hallowde pence will thrive.

' Three masses every priest doth sing upon that

solerane day,

With oifrings uulo every one, that so the more

may play. '

This done, a wooden childe in clowtes is on

the aultar set,

About the which both boyes and girls do

dannce and trymly jet ;

And carrols sing in prayse of Christ, and, for

to helpe them heare,

Tie orgMns nunswere every verse with sweete

and solerane cbeare.

The priestes do rore aloude ; and rounde

about ill. parentes stande

To see the sporte and with their voyce do helpe

them and tieir haude."
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CHRISTMAS SPORTS. 5 Turbots

• 7 Brills
THESE were, formerly , playing at cards

8 Carp
for counters, chess, draughts, jack -pud .

2 Perch
dings in the hall, fiddlers and musicians,

1 New Salmon
who were entertained with a black- jack

5 Plaice
of beer and a Christmas pie, singing the

200 Herrings
wassail, scrambling for nuts and apples,

Sprats .
dancing round standards decorated with

29 Soles
evergreens in the streets , the hobby-horse

32 Eels
dance, hunting owls and squirrels , the

Salt Fish
fool-plough , hot cockles, à pendulous

5 Does
stick , at one end an apple at the other a

36 Hares
candle, so that he who bit at the one

18 Pheasants
burned his nose, blindman 's buff, forfeits ,

2 Grouse
and sports of all kinds. For the purpose

29 Partridges
of conducting these amusements there was

90 Wild Ducksappointed a Lord ofMisrule, or Master of
4 Wild Geese

the Revels, who was sometimes crowned,
28 Teal

and attended with all the paraphernalia of
24 Wigeon

royalty during the twelve days. Hewas
5 Bald Coots

also called Christmas Prince, or King,
1 Sea Pheasantthe Abbot of Unreason , in Scotland, & c .

2 Mews
the title being taken from the Abbot of

12 Moor HensFools, in the feast so called ; both ' cus.
toms being derived from the Saturnalia . I Water Dab

5 Curlews
A mock -play, as of Alexander and the

1 Bittern
King of Egypt, was usually acted by

121 Woodcocks
mummers about this time. In themum .

67 Snipes
meries usual, the chief aim was the oddity

8 Wild Turkies
of the masks and dresses, attended with

12 Golden Plovers
exhibitions of gorgeousmachinery . They

17 Quists
who could not procure masks, blackened

Land Railsor painted their faces . The chief per
6 Galenas

formers in the interludes and plays were
4 Pea Hensaccording to Burney, the gentlemen and

children of choirs ; and these interludes 16 Pigeons
110 Larkswere also usual in the Inns of Courts, as
24 Stares.were revels and dances, during the twelve

98 Small Birds
days, before and after supper . The mas

ter of the revels was to sing a carol, or 44 Turkeys
24 Capons

song , after dinner and supper , and order
13 Ducksothers to sing who were able. So early as

1509 , Puritanism began to object to these 7 Geese

sports of our ancestors. · 62 Chickens

14 Ducklings
CHRISTMAS FARE. 8 Rabbits

The following is a copy of the bill of 5 Pork Griskins
14 Veal Bursfare, from the original in our possession ,

2 Roasting Pigs• at the Bush Inn , Bristol, for the year

1789. Though the list of articles is not Oysters, stewed and Scolloped

so numerous as in the bill of a French Eggs

15 Hogs PuddingsRestaurateur, who dresses eggs six hun .
Scotch Collopsdred ways, yet it is infinitely more sub
Veal Cutletsstantial, and presents such a collection of

· Harricoed.Muttonviands as are not to be found in a Paris.
ian larder. The Bush Inn at the time * Maintenon Chops

was kept by a Mr. John Weeks :
Pork Chops

Mutton Chops
“ CHRISTMAS, 1789.

Rump Steaks
Turtle Sausages

British Turtle Tripe
Giblet Soup Cow Heel
Peas Soups 4 House Lambs
Gravy Soup · VEA L , -

9 Cod 5 Legs 1 Loin
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10 . BEEF, 3. to it backwards, first reckoning the number of

7 Rumps i Sirloin 5 Ribs the hour at which he has placed the hand ;
MUTTON, for example :

14 Haunches 8 Necks . 4 Legs Suppose the hour at which he intends
PORK, to rise be 8 , and that he has placed the

4 Loins 1 Leg 2 Chines hand at 5 ; you will add 12 to 5 , and tell

2 Spare-Ribs him to count 17 on the dial, first reckon .

COLD, ing 5 , the hour atwhich the index stands,
Baron of Beef, 2 cwt. 3 grs. 7 lb . . ? and counting backwards from the hour at

3 Hams 4 Tongues which he intends to rise ; and the number
6 Chickens 11 Collars Brawn 17 will necessarily end at 8 , which shows

2 Rounds Beef ; that to be the hour he chose. .

Collard Veal and Mutton ,
Collard Eels Harts' Tongues RIDDLES, CHARADES, CONUNDRUMS. .

French Pies Riddies.

460 Minced Pies . 10 Tarts
211 Jellies 200 Cray Fish Destin 'd by fate to guard the crown ,
Pickled Salmon 7 Crabs Aloft in air I reign ,

73 Sturgeon Pickled Oysters : Above the monarch's haughty frown ,
Potted Partridge Or stateman 's plotting brain .

1 SPIA . ; Potted Pigeons sko In hostile fields, when danger's near,
24 Lobsters . I'm found amidst alarms;

44 Barrels Pyfleet and Colchester In crowds where peaceful beaux appear,
Oysters." · I instant fly to arms.

2 .

CHRISTMAS AMUSEMENTS.
Sixteen adjectives, twenty-four pro

nouns, a disappointed lobster, an oyster in
TO MAKE TWO OVALS OUT OF A love, and nineteen radicals, may all be

CIRCLE. expressed in one common liquid .

Take a circular piece of paper or paste . 3 .

board , and draw on it another circle from Since Diogenes' time I'm the least habi.

the same centre, but only half the diame- tation ,
ter : divide both circles into four cqual That e'er was contriv'd in a civilized na

parts, place two of the larger segments tion ;
together ; and two of the quadrants of the So far and so wide sure no mortal e 'er

inner circle placed one ai each end will strolls,

complete the oval. The other two seg . For I visit all places between the two

ments and quadrants will of course make poles.

a similar oval, and if they are neatly cut
they will be very correct. , I counterfeit all bodies , yet have none ;

Bodies have shadows, shadows give me
TO TELL ODDS AND EVENS.

one ;

A PERSON having an even number of Lov' d for another's sake, that person yet

counters in one hand , and an odd number Is my chief enemy, whene'er we meet,

in the other, to tell in which hand the Thinks me too old , though blest with
counter is. Let the person multiply the endless youth ;

number in his right-hand by an odd num . And , like a monarch , hates me speaking
ber, and the number in his left-hand by truth .

an even number, and tell you if the sum
of the products added together be odd or Something — nothing — as you useme ;
even . “If it be even , the even number is Small or bulky, as you choose me ;

in the right-hand ; but if it be odd, the Short-liv 'd child of grief and pain ,

even number is in the left-hand. Live for a moment die again .

TO TELL AT WHAT HOUR, A PERSON Eternity I bring to view ,

INTENDS TO RISE .
The sun, and all the planets too : :
The moon and Imay disagree,

Let the person set the hand of the dial But all the world resembles me.
of a watch to any hourhe pleases, and tell

Charades.you what hour that is ; and to the num
ber of that hour you add in your mind
12 ; then tell him to count privately the My first is either good or bad,
number of that amount upon the dial, May please or may offend you ;
beginning with the next hour to that on My second in a thirsty mood ,
which he proposes to rise, and counting Can very much befriend you.

5

1 .
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My whole, though called a cruel word,

Is often deem'd a kind one ;

With smiles it sometimes may be heard,

With tears, at others, blind one.

' ' '. ," 2.

My first a blessing sent to earth,

Of plants and flowers to aid the birth ;

My second surely was designed

To hurl destruction on mankind :

Mywholeapledgetrom pardoning heaven,

Of wrath appeas'd and crimes forgiven.

My first brave Nelson yielded, 'midst the

jar

Of angry battle, and the din of war;

My second, when from labour we retreat,

Far from polite, yet offers us a seat :

My whole is but my second more com

plete.

4.

Where you place your child is my first

—what you make your child is my se

cond-—and a court ornament is my whole.

Conundrums.

1. Why are hay and straw like specta

cles ?

2. Why is a poker in the grate like a

king's counsel ?

3. Why is a handsome woman like

bread?

4. What is the difference between twice

eight-and-twenty; and twice twenty-eight?

5. What is that which when brought

to table is cut, but never eaten ?

6. Why is the letter F like Paris ?

THE TWELFTH CAKE.

(For the Mirror.)

Twelfth day ! ever gladly thy night shall be

greeted !

. ' And each noble heart of its pleasures partake ;

Like friends truly prized, shall thy presence be

treated,

And health, love, and joy, give a zest to the

cake.

When the wcrM-beams of light, like the sun,

sets in glory,

And the offspring of mirth meet for harmony's

sake,

Then the call shall prevail for the song and the

story,

And health, love, and joy, give a zest to the

cake.

When the sons of content round the fire-side

mingle.

And the votaries of glee, to their rites, are

awake ;

Then the toast shall go round to the married and

single,

And health, love, audjoy, give a zest to the

cake.

When the lot shall be drawn, for the laugh to be

hearty, , . '

Not a frown nor a murmur, good humour must '

shake; - • •

Whether dish-clout or queen, must be hail'd by

the party,

And health, love, and joy, give a zest to the

cake.

Then push round the glass to the TweUth-

NighVs employment, .

And push round the jest for festivity's sak^ ;

Social mirth shall prevail for the bosom's enjoy

ment,

And health, love, and joy, give a zest to the

cake, '

Hail, England! fair isle, where beauty *s-star

blazes !

And Twelfth-Night Is welcom'd for liberty's

sake,

May thy king, like his glory, be laurelI'd with

praises, • »

And health; love, and joy, give a zest to the

cake.

Ut6fia.

LOVE'S DELUSIVE DREAM.

Mouru not that love's delusive beam ^

Ne'er glanced on thee its halo brightness;

For ah ! 'tis but -a fairy dream, ,

A fleeting spell of rainbow,lightuess.

'Tis better few to stand alone, *. - -

By no fond link of life united,

Than live to view those ties thine own,

And then by death or falsehood blighted.

Of all the sunny hopes sent hither,

Our path of destiny to cheer,

How ninny iu their spring time wither.

And oh ! how few that are sincere.

F. R. O.

THE VESPERS.BELL.

When shall we meet, my Rosa, say,

I have a lover's tale to tell.

* Oh ! we will meet when falling slow

u The sound of evening vesper's bell.

Why wait till eve, my Rosa; say,

Oh ! I'll not say you know too well,

I love to wander with thee love* "-

When sounds the evening vesper's bell.

Ned • * »

THE JOURNAL OF A TEMPLAR-

( To the Editor of the Mirror.)

Sir,—According to desire, I beg to trans

mit to your inspection The Journal of a

Templar.

a Ready to go anywhere, with any one, to do

anything.*

Lord—I forget who.

Sunday, June 2oth. Rose at eleven

out of tooth-powder, and must send for

Dekroix—ate a light breakfast—dried

salmon broiled too hard, first time the
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cook displeased me, shall therefore look

out for another.

Twelve o'clock.—Read John Boll till

one—Very opiniative and supercilious—

don't approve, and must let him know of

It against next Sunday.

Two o'clock Took a slight luncheon

—appetite very bad—could only eat the

leg and wing of a black cock—took a

glass of Madeira, ditto of Noyeau—no

food—pulse full and hard, must send for

)octor Jalap.

Three o'clock Ordered my horse.

Fouro'clock.—Rode out—weather hazy,

and horse skittish ; by the bye, very in

convenient in the Park—must get a mar.

tin gale—turning round to take a full view

of " Achilles," horse backed against the

Marquis of ; obliged to apologize,

Miss Prettyman looking on ; pretended

not to see her, and overheard some ladies

disputing what would do best to improve

the appearance of the statue ; one re

marked, " we should not be ashamed of

nature's operations"—put that down in

my note book, also that the author had

black eyes.

Six o'clock.—Looked at my watch.

Seven o'clock.—Cantered home.

Eight o'clock Dressed to dine at Lady

W.'s, met the divine Miss L. B., said a

few soft things, and observed she looked

hard at the decanter—hoped to have the

pleasure of a little wine with her—got in

for a tit bit of the Alderman's walk—cut

a very good joke, but they didn't take—

explained—company looked queer, and

Miss turned to address the Colonel—

couldn't guess the meaning of it ; was af

terwards told it bore a strong resemblance

to a faux pas of a present party—blank

news.

Eleven o'clock Dinner being 'over,

made an awkward apology for retiring,

which was as courteously accepted, and

took a coach home to my chambers—

Doctor Jalap been waiting two hours,

sorry to hear I was ill, felt my pulse, like

a horse's hoof, looked at my tongue, re

commended care, shook his spindles, and

prescribed an antidote—paid him his fee,

the knave smiled ; strong idea he was

grinning in his sleeve, and shall employ

Surgeon Positive in future.

Twelve o'clock.-—Went to bed—ano

ther complaint against my laundress—

bolster not shook enough—didn't fall

asleep for half an hour—N. B. tied a knot

in my pocket handkerchief that I might

not forget it.

Monday, June 26th.—Woke at nine—

very feverish—sent for Surgeon P.—

bleeding recommended with antifebrile

administrations—arm tied up, and all in

readiness—at this crisis, received a letter

from Jack Randall, announcing his benefit

at twelve—wouldn't lose it for all the

world—jumped up, damn'd the lancet,

call'd poor quack Positive a superlative

ass, and bade him come another day—

N. B. gave orders not to be at home to

him.

Eleven o'clock.—Chocolate not quite

milled enough, milk rather turned—high

ly incensed ; shall not deal with the same

man again, second time he has offended

me—N. B. to try the new milk company.

Twelve o'clock.— Cut the leaves of

" Coke upon Littleton," sent last year as

a present from my grandfather.

One o'clock.—Started for the Fives

Court, arrived too late for the turn-up

'tween Spring and Langan—got into dis

pute with a tall pugilist ; the rascal

threatened to mill me—told him I was

above noticing him ; happy thought !—

coming out found my pocket handkerchief

gone.

Two o'clock.—Stepped into a pastry

cook's ; ice gave me the tooth -ache—took

a little mulligatawney, and recommend it

as a remedy.

Four o'clock.—Walking in the Arcade,

met Lady W. with Miss B., convinced

they saw me, though they looked another

way—shall not call there again—left my

card at the Countess of A.'s.

Six o'clock. - Returned home, found a

billet doux from Sir L. O. F., recom

mending an early walk next morning to

the Ring, leaving me the choice of " re

quisites".—very polite and agreeable truly

—must go—honour's everything—Morn

ing Post delightful—d—n the fellow.

Seven o'clock.—Dined alone—excellent

turtle, but veiy inferior tutbot—spirits

rather depressed—drank a bottle of Cham

pagne, and feel myself rather better.

Doctor Jalap stepped in, glad to see me

look so well, ascribing it to the draught

he had the honour to send me, (which,

by the bye, was on the mantle-piece)—

found some excuse for dismissing him—

hate such visitors ; put one in mind of

Death and the Alderman.

Eight o'clock.—Surgeon Positive . rap

ped at the outer door, kept my footman

in conversation a quarter of an hour, and

I since learnt tipped him a crown-piece

—laughed heartily—fleecing lascal bit—

N. B. footman wants new buskins.

Nine o'clock.—Will Careless called in,

and we adjourned to " Silver Hell"—came

off flush fifteen guineas at fives—won't

play at threes again—sure to lose—stept

into the little Haymarket, Act. II.

scene 2. Madame Vestris's fetters fell off

in Macheath, and Liston slipped down ill

the Farce, to the great disparagement of

his inexpressibles—never laughed more
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heartily in all my life—met a friend, with

whom I took supper—lost four rubbers

running, with my previous winnings, and

a few guineas to boot.

Tuesday Arrived home at three in

the.morning—finding myself low, took a

flass of brandy—wonder what weighs so

eavy on me, ascribe it to the unusual

custom of black bohea—recollect my ap

pointment at five—give orders to prepare

my Mantons, snuff my candle set down to

write the above, and determined, by some

means, to make myself immortal, send it

to Will Careless, for insertion in that

highly fashionable periodical,

" The Mirror."

P. S. As you will be desirous of hear-

ing the event of that morning, I may add,

that having received a bullet (in theybscio

superficialis, against which, as a first-

rate but eccentric Leech observed, a bul

let having struck, might by its strong

tendinous sheath, be warded off, and by

the action of the muscles pass round the

body and come out at the point it entered.

N. B. within the bounds of possibility,

hut not of probability—mercy on us !) he

has resolved to disavow his former course

of living, and I have no doubt, should it

rje desirable, but he will hereafter favour

the public with the details of his " refor

mation.

Your obedient servant,

Will. Careless alias C. I. S.

OH,

CHOICE EXTRACTS FROM

NEW WORKS.

DECEMBER IN LONDON.

Ir there is no denying that the country is

at its worst during this much abused

month, it must be conceded, in return, that

London is at its best ; for at what other

time is it so difficult and disagreeable to

get along the streets ? and when are they

so perfumed with the peculiar odour of

their own mud, and their atmosphere

so rich in the various " choice compounds"

with which it always abounds ?

But even these are far from being the

prime merits of the metropolis, at this

season of its best saturnalia. The little

boys from school have again taken undis

puted possession of all its pleasant places ;

and the loud laughter of unchecked joy

"once more explodes on spots from whence,

with these exceptions, it has long since

been exploded. In short, Christmas,

which has been " coming" all the year

(like a waiter at an inn), is at last actu

ally come ; and " merry England" is, for

a little while, no longer , a phrase of

mockery and scom.

The truth is, we English have fewer

faults than any other people on earth ;

and even among those which we have, our

worst enemies will not impute to us an

idle and insane levity of deportment. We

"still for the most part, as we did five

hundred years ago, iwus amusons triste-

merit, selon I'usage de notre pays. We

do our pleasures, as we do our duties,

with grave faces and solemn airs, and

disport ourselves in a manner becoming

our notions of the dignity of human na

ture. We feel at the theatre as if it weie

a church, and consequently at church as

if it were a theatre. Our processions to

a rout move at the same rate as those to a

funeral, and there are, in proportion, as

many sincere mourners at the former as

the latter. We dance on the same prin

ciple as that on which our soldiers do the

manual exercise ; and there is as much

(and as little) of impulse in the one as

the other. And we fight on. the same

principle as we dance ; namely, because

circumstances require it of us.

All this is true of us under ordinary

circumstances. But the arrival of Christ-

mat-time is not an ordinary circumstance);

and therefore now it is none of it true.

We are merry-makers once more, and feel

that we can now afford to play the fool

for a week, since we have so religiously

persisted in playing the philosopher dur

ing all the rest of the year. Be it ex

pressly understood, however, by all those

" surrounding nations" who may happen

to meet with this candid confession of our

weakness in the above particular, that we

permit ourselves to fall into it in favour

of our children alone. They (poor things!)

being as yet at so pitiable a distance from

" years ofdiscretion," cannot be supposed

to have achieved the enviable discovery,

that happiness is a thing utterly beneath

the attention of a reasoning and reasonable

being. Accordingly, they know no me

dium between happiness and misery ; and

when they are not enjoying the one, they

are suffering the other.

But that English parents, generally

speaking, love their children better than

themselves, is another national merit

which I must claim for them. The con

sequence of this is natural and necessary,

and brings us safely round to the point

from which we started ; an English fa

ther and mother, rather than their off

spring should not be happy at Christmas

time, will consent to be happy at that

time themselves ! It does not last long ;

and surely a week or so spent in a state

of foolish felicity may hope to be expiated
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by a whole year of unimpeachable indif

ference ! This, then, is the secret of the

Christmas holiday-making, among the

" better sort" of English families,—as

they're pleased somewhat invidiously to

call themselves.

Now, then (to resume our details), " the

raven down" of metropolitan darkness is

" smoothed" every midnight " till it

smiles," by that pleasant relic of past

times, " the waits ;" which wake us with

theii low wild music mingling with the

ceaseless sealike sound of the streets ; or

(still better) lull us to sleep with the

same ; or (best of all) make us dream of

music all night, without waking us at all.

Now, too, the bellman plies his more

profitable but less pleasant parallel with

the above ; nightly urging his " masters

and mistresses" to the practice of every

virtue under heaven, and in his own mind

prospectively including them all in the

pious act of adding an extra sixpence to

his accustomed stipend.

Now, during the first week, the thea

tres having begun to piepare " the grand

Christmas pantomime, which has been in

active preparation all the summer," the

carpenter for the time being, among other

ingenious changes which he contemplates,

looks forward with the most lively satis

faction to that which is to metamorphose

him (in the play-bills at least) into a ma

chinist ;" while, pending the said prepa

rations, even the " Stars" of the company

are " shorn of their beams" (at least in

making their transit through that part of

their hemisphere which is included behind

the scenes), and , all things give way be

fore the march of that monstrous medley

of " inexplicable dumb show and noise,"

which is to delight the galleries and dress-

circle, and horrify the more genteel por

tion of the audience, for the next nine

weeks.

Finally, now occur, just before Christ

mas, those exhibitions which are peculiar

to England in the nineteenth century ; I

mean the prize-cattle shows. " Extremes

meet ;" and accordingly, one of the most

unequivocal evidences we have to offer, of

the surpassing refinement of the age in

which we live, consists in these displays

of the most surpassing giossness. The

alleged beauty of these unhappy victims

of their own appetites acting with a view

to ours, consists in their being unable to

perform a single function of their nature,

or enjoy a single moment of their lives ;

and the value of the meat that they make

is in exact proportion to the degree in

which it is unfit to be eaten.

To describe the joys and jollifications

attendant on Christmas, is what my con

fined limits would counsel mc not to at

tempt, even if they were deacrlbable mat

ters. But, in fact, there is nothing which

affords such truly " lenten entertainment"

as a feast at second-hand; the Barme

cide's dishes were fattening by comparison

with it. Mirror of the Month*.

LACONICS.

The following morceaux are extracted

from the first part of an elegant and in

teresting little work, just published, en

titled " Laconics ; or, the Best Words

of the Best Authors :"—

To endeavour to work upon the vulgar

with fine sense, is like attempting to hew

blocks with a razor.—Pope.

The age of chivalry is gone, and one of

calculators and economists has succeeded.

—Burke.

There is none made so great, but he

may both need the help and service, and

stand in fear of the power and unkindness,

even of the meanest of mortals.—Seneca.

Old friends are best. King James

used to call for his old shoes ; they were

easiest for his feet.—Selden.

You cannot spend money in luxury

without doing good to the poor. Nay,

you do more good to them by spending

it in luxury—you make them exert in

dustry, whereas, by giving it, you keep

them idle.—Johnson.

A contented mind is the greatest bless

ing a man can enjoy in this world ; and

if in the present life his happiness arises

from the subduing of his desires, it will

arise in the next from the gratification of

them.—.Addison.

In the bottle, discontent seeks for com

fort, cowardice for courage, and bashful-

ness for confidence.—Johnson.

Shakspeare was the man who, of all

modern and perhaps ancient poets, had

the largest and most comprehensive soul.

All the images of nature were still pre

sent to him, and he drew them not labo

riously, but luckily ; when he describes

anything, you more than see it, you feel

it too. Those who accuse him to have

wanted learning, give him the greater

commendation ; he was naturally learned ;

he needed not the spectacles of books to

read nature ; he looked inwards, and

found her there.—Dryden.

He that calls a man ungrateful, sums

up all the evil that a man can be guilty

of.—Swift.

All smatt'rers are mote brisk and pert

Than those that understand an art ;

As little sparkles shine more bright

Than glowing coals that give them

light. Butler.

I look upon indolence as a sort of sui.

cidc ; for the man is efficiently destroyed,
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though the appetite of the brute may

survive.—Chesterfield.

Fortune is ever seen accompanying in

dustry, and is as often trundling in a

wheelbarrow as lolling in a coach and six.

—Goldsmith.

THE ITALIAN BOAT-SONG.

The moon shines bright,

And the bark bounds light,

As the stag bounds over the lea ;

We love the strife

Of the sailor's life,

And we love our dark blue sea.

Now high, now low,

To the depths we go,

Now rise on the surge again ;

We make a track

O'er the ocean's back,

And play with his hoary mane.

Fearless we face

The storm in its chase,

When the dark clouds fly before it;

And meet the shock

Of the fierce siroc,

Though death breathes hotly o'er it.

The landsman may quail

At the shout of the gale,

Peril's the sailor's joy ;

Wild as the waves

Which his vessel braves,

Is the lot of the sailor boy.

Bulwer's Autumn in Greece.

THE PRAISE OF LITTLE WOMEN.

I wish to make my preaching short, as all good

things should be,

For I was always fond, I own, of a short ho

mily;

Of little women, and in courts of law a most

brief plea ;

Little well said, makes wise, as sap most fructi

fies the tree.

His head who laughs and chatters much, the

moon I'm sure must sway ;

' There's in a little woman love—nor little let me

say ;

Some very tall there are, but I prefer the little-

nay.

Change them, they'd both repent, the change,

and quarrel night and day. • ».

Love prayed me to speak well of all the little

ones—the zest

They give, their noble qualities, and charms i—

I'll do my best ; .

I will speak of the little ones, hut don't think

I'm in jest;

That they are cold as snow, and warm as fire, Is

manifest.

They're cold abroad, yet warm in love; shy

creatures in the street ;

Good-natured, laughing, witty, gay, and in the

house discreet-

Well-doing, graceful, gentle, kind, and many

things more sweet,

You'll find where you direct your thoughts,—yes,

many I repeat.

Within a little compass oft great splendour

strikes the eyes,

In a small piece of sugar-cane a deal of sweet

ness lies ; '

So to a little woman's face a thousand graces

rise,

And large and sweet's her love; a word's suffi

cient for the wise.

The pepper-corn is small, but yet, the more the

grain you grind,

The more it warms and comforts ; so, were I to

speak my mind,

A little woman, if (all love) she studies to be

kind,

There's not in all the world a bliss you'll fail in

her to find.

As in a little rose resides great colour, as the

bell

Of the small lily yields great and roost delightful

smell,

As in a very little gold exists a precious spell.

Within a little woman so exceediug flavours

dwell.

As the small ruby is a gem that clearly does

outshine

For lustre, colour, virtues, price, most chil

dren of the mine,

In little women so worth, grace, bloom, radi

ancy divine,

Wit, beauty, loyalty, and love, transcendently

combine. - : »

Little's the lark, the nightingale is little, yet

they sing

Sweeter than birds of- greater size and more re

splendent wing;

So little women better are, by the same rule,—

they bring ;

A love more sweet than sugar-plums or prim

roses of spring. , ;,'. - ,

The goldfinch and Canary-bird, all finches and

all pies, . :i m . . i

Sing, scream, or chatter passing well,—there'*

quaintness in their cries ;

The brilliant little paroquet says things ex

tremely wise ;

Just such a little woman Is, when she sweet

. * love outsighs.

There's nothing that with her should be com

pared—'tis profanation ;—

She is a walking Paradise, a smiling conso

lation ;

A blessing, pleasure, of all joys a sparkling

constellation :

In fact—she's better in the proof than in ths

salutation 1

Small women do no harm, kind things, though

they mag sometimes call

Us angry names, hard to digest : men wise as

was Saint Paul,

Say of two evils choose the least,—by this rale

it must fall,

The least dear woman you can find will be the

best of ail !

Times Telescope.
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THE MANNER OF WATCHMEN INTIMAT

ING THE HOUR, AT HERRNHTJTH, IN

GERMANY.

VIII. Past eight o'clock! O, Hen-nhuth, do

thou ponder ;

Eight souls in Noah's ark were living

yonder.

IX. 'Tis nine o'clock ! ye brethren, hear it

striking ;

K«ep hearts and houses clean, to our Sa

viour's liking.

X. Now, brethren, hear, the clock is ten and

passing ;

None rest but such as wait for Christ em

bracing.

XI. Eleven is past ! still at this liour eleven,

The Lord is calling us from earth to

heaven.

XII. Ye brethren, hear, the midnight clock is

humming ;

At midnight onr great bridegroom will be

coming.

I. Past one o'clock ; the day breaks out of

darkness :

Great morning-star appear, and break

our hardness.

II. 'Tis two I on Jesus wait this silent season.

Ye two so near related, will and reason.

III. The clock is three ! the blessed Three

doth merit

The best of praise, from body, soul, and

spirit.

IV. 'Tis four o'clock, when three make sup

plication,

The Lord will be the fourth on that occa

sion. , t ,

V. Five is the clock ! five virgins were dis

carded,

When five with wedding garments were

rewarded.

VI. The clock is six, and I go off my station ;

Now, brethren, watch yourselves for

your salvation.

Brady's Varieties of Literature.

JACK KETCH.

In 1663, Dun was the name of the pub-

lie executioner, and the executioners long

after that, went by the same name. Mr.

Butler, in his Proposals for farming

Liberty ofConscience, published in 1663,

amongst other resolutions, gives the fol

lowing one :—" Resolved, that a day of

solemn fasting be; and, among many

other particulars,' lastly to be delivered

from the hand of Dun, that uncircum-

cised Philistine." His predecessor's

name was Gregory, as appears from the

prologue to Mercwrius Pragmaticus, a

tragi-comedy, acted at Paris, in 1641 :

" This trembles under the black rod, and he

Doth fear his fate from the Gregorian tree ."

and in a paper called The Parliament

Kite, 164c), mention is made of him :

« What would you say to see them fall

With both t&eir houses vile,

Because (hey have deceived us all,

Now Gregory they'll beguile !»

Sir William Segar, garter king-at.

arms, was imposed upon by Brook, a

herald, who procured him, by artifice, to

confirm arms to Gregory Brandon, who

was found to be common hangman of

London. And from him, probably, the

hangman was called Gregory for some

time. The name of Dun, which suc

ceeded that of Gregory, is mentioned by

Cotton, in Virgil Travestie, published in

1670, b. 4. p. 124 ;

« Away, therefore, my lass does trot, . '

And presently an halter got,

Made of the best string hempen teer.

And, ' 'ere a cat could lick her ear,

Had tied it up, with as much art

As Dun himself could do for his heart.■

The name of Dun was continued to

these finishers of the law twelve years

longer, when one " Jack Ketch," about

one hundred and forty years ago, was ad-

vanced to that office, who has left his

name to his successors ever since. This

appears from Butler's Ghost, published

in 1682. When the author wrote the first

part of it, it is plain that Dun was the

executioner's name or nick-name i

« For yon yourself to act 'Squire Dun—

Such ignominy ne'er saw the sun ; "

but before he had printed off his poem,

Jack Ketch was in office :

« Till Ketch observing he was chous'd,

And in his profits much abus'd,

In open hall the tribune dunn'd,

To do his office, or refund.*

None of these, however, in their office,

could come up to the Dutch headsman,

mentioned by Mr. Cleveland, and of

whom it was reported, " that he would

do his office with so much ease and dex

terity, that the head, after the execution,

should stand still upon the shoulders."

Ibid.

JOHN CROSLAND THE HANGMAN.

About the reign of Oliver Cromwell,

or the beginning of Charles the Second's,

a whole family, consisting of a father and

two sons, of the name of Crosland, were

tried at Derby assizes, and condemned

for horse-stealing. As the offence was

capital, the bench, after sentence, en

tertained the cruel whim of extending

mercy to one of the criminals, but upon

this barbarous condition, that the par

doned man should hang the other two.

Where favour wantons in cruelty, it

becomes detestable, and gives greater

offence than even the culprits. The offer

was made to the father, being the senior.

As distress is the season for reflection, he

replied with meekness, " Was it ever

known that a father hanged his children?

How can I take away those lives which I
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have given, have cherished, and which

of all things are most dear ?" He bowed,

declined the offer, and gave up his life ;

but this noble reply ought to have pleaded

his pardon. It was then made to the

eldest son, who trembling answered,

" Though life is the moat valuable of all

possessions, yet even that may be pur

chased too dear—I cannot consent to pre

serve my existence by taking away his

who gave it ; nor could I face the world,

or even myself, should I be left the only

branch of that family I had destroyed."

Love, tenderness, compassion, and all

the appendages of honour, must have as

sociated in returning this answer. The

proposition was then made to the youngest

son, John, who accepted it with an avi

dity that seemed to tell the court, he

would hang half the creation, and even

his own judges, sooner than be a sufferer

himself. He performed the fatal work

without remorse, upon his father and

brother ; in which he acquitted himself

with such dexterity, that he was appoint

ed to the office of hangman in Derby,

and two or three neighbouring counties,

and continued in it to extreme age. So

void was he of feeling for distress, that

he rejoiced at a murder, because it brought

him the prospect of a guinea. Perhaps

he was the only man in court who could

hear with pleasure a sentence of death.

The bodies of the executed were his per

quisite : signs of life have been known to

return after the execution, in which case

he prevented the growing existence' by

violence.—Loving none, and beloved by

none, he spent a life of enmity with man.

The very children pelted him in the

streets : the mothers endeavoured to stop

the infant cry with the name of " John

Crosland." He died about the year 1705.

—Ibid:

OPHELIA ON THE BTASE AND AT

HOME.

Oua hero applied his hand to the

knocker, and insinuated what may be

termed a true-lover's rap—palpitating,

mysterious, and intermittent. A little

sandyJiaired girl appeared at the sum-

monsi " Is Ophelia at home ?" he fal-

teringly exclaimed, for in the confusion

of his senses, he had forgotten to ask her

real name. " Ophelia ?" she replied

with a stare, " Miss Muggins, Sir, I

suppose you mean, howsomdever,"

" Muggins, Muggins," echoed Edward,

" good God ! what a name ! however,

show me the way up, girl," and, as he

ascended, those consoling lines of Shak-

speare came promptly to his recollection—

« A name, what's in a name,

A rose byany other name would smell as sweet*

On reaching the head of the stairs he in-

voluntarily halted, overcome by a pleas

ing palpitation, arising from the con

sciousness that he was now going to see

all that earth yet retained of heaven.

His conductress, however, made ho al

lowance for a lover, but suddenly threw

aside a dingey garret door, with this im

pressive remark, " A gemroan wants

Miss Muggins." In an instant he was

in the midst of a room, to which the

Black Hole at Calcutta must have been a

palace. His situation was ludicrously

picturesque. There stood the Muggins

and her mother armed, the one with a

poker, the other with a frying-pan ; by

their side was a pug-dog, fat, friskey,

and belligerent, and to the right in the

distance, flanked by a coal-skutUe, towered

the black Tom cat, in a high state of

wrath and animation. To make matters

worse, this tenderest daughter of Polo-

nius, she who drowned herself for the

love of the lord Hamlet, was actually

frying sausages for supper. " Eternal

powers ! do I live to write this historic

fact ! Ophelia frying sausages ! !" &c.-1-

November Niyhls.

pitstellam'es.

BURMESE CRUELTY.
I

The viceroy of Rangoon, a place taken

during the present war against the Bur

mese, was a monster of cruelty, of which

one instance will be a sufficient proof.

Two men having been heard to speak

disrespectfully of government, were con

demned by him to be shot in the follow

ing manner :—A bull's eye was painted

on the breast of each, and being bound

to a stake, they were fired at by twenty

men, who, whether from design or acci

dent, missed them ; after this agonising

ordeal, they were remanded to the place

of their confinement, and brought out

the following day to undergo the same

treatment, the result of which was how

ever different, for their bodies ' were '

pierced by many balls. The cruelty of '

this people, in their punishments, has

long disgraced their annals. Crucifixion

is in common use; the barbarity of

which is increased by the crosses being of

such moderate height, and placed in such

situations on the banks of the river, that

the alligator, with which it abounds, may

be tempted to spring at the prey ; in

other cases the cross is taken down, with,

the suffering wretch still writhing upon

it, and set afloat on the river, where it is

soon devoured by the alligator. Melted

lead is often poured down the throats of
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criminals, and this is as a punishment

for even trifling offences.

THE DEVIL AND THE LAW

YERS.

It is the general received opinion that

there is a certain intimacy always carried

on between the inhabitants of Inns of

Court, and his Satanic majesty. When

the various volunteer corps were formed,

each was distinguished by some appro

priate appellation—the residents in- one

parish were called the St. James's—of

another parish, the St. Pancras'—and in

various places were raised the queen's

own regiment—the duke of Cumber

land's own regiment, and so on ad infini

tum. Shortly after sprang up the " Tem

ple corps," when the modest title they

had assumed, not pleasing the public,

they immediately received from them an

addition by which they are universally

known, viz. " The devil's own regiment."

How this is, the following anecdote will

explain.

THE LAWYER'S PATHOJJ.

Saint Evona, a lawyer of Britain,

went to Rome, to entreat the pope to

give the lawyers a patron ; the pope re

plied, that he knew of no saint not dis

posed of to some other profession.—His

holiness proposed, however, to saint

Evona, that he should go round the

church of San Giovanni di Lalerano

blindfold, and after saying a certain num

ber of Ave Marias, the first saint he laid

hold of should be his patron. This the

good old lawyer undertook, and at the

end of his Ave Marias, stopped at the

altar of saint Michael, where he laid

hold, not of the saint, but unfortunately

of the devil, under the saint's feet, cry..

ing out, " This is our saint, let him be

our patron .'"

THE BOAR'S HEAD, CHEAPSIDE.

" Prince Henry Meet me to-morrow

night in Eastcheap, there I'll sup."

Hen. IV. First Part.

" P. Henry Is your master now in

London ?

Bardolph Yes, my lord.

P. Henry.—Where sups he ; doth the

old Boar feed in the old frank ?

Bardolph At the old place, my lord,

— in Eastcheap."

Hen. IV. Second Part.

Alas ! for the poor Boar's Head, which

once could boast such visitors, and which

Shakspcare has immortalized, as the ren

dezvous of the facetious EalstalF, his

Royal Hal, and their ragamuffin asso

ciates. .

Was Hal to rise from his grave, he

would blush for his favourite Boar's

Head ; the blood would perhaps be sum

moned up to Sir John's purple visage ;

nay, even the brassy cheeks of Bardolph

might be invested with a crimson, as deep

as that with which his nose was generally

illumed, on seeing the tavern they once

loved so well, in its now comparatively

obscure situation. A Boai's Head;, carved

in stone, still ornaments the front of a

building in Eastcheap; but the sculptuie

and structure are both modern, and to

make matters still worse, for antiquarian

prejudices, the bricks, when I saw them,

had been newly brightened with ochre,

and the grim Boar, partakingof the general

improvement, had been painted Waterloo

blue, with rosy lips of red, and teeth that

would have done honour to any dentrifice

employed to scour them.

Mr. Rowe observes, " that many read

ers lament to see Falstaff so hardly used

by his old friend." Johnson seems to

think he had his deserts :—for shame

Doctor, I could approve of Hal's refor-

mation, and the kingly courses he after

wards pursued, without admitting the

propriety, or justifying the harshness with

which he rejected the jolly knight on his

elevation to the throne. Thousands had

his vices, who had not one atom of his,

humour ; indemnity and patronage might

have been offered to every one who could

lay claim to his wit, without adding to

the rewards or enlarging the adherents of

folly. ' .

" l am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."— IVotton.

INSCRIPTION

To tlte memory of General Wolfe, slain

in the service of his country at Quebec,

in North America.

Ir nobly fighting in a nation's cause,

And bravely dying to maintain its laws ;

If great exertion, honesty of heart,

And all the zeal true courage can impart :

If these can make the laureate hero shine,

These, Wolfe, were thine, pre-eminently

thine.

Too early lost—yet glory crown'd thy

days,

And fame grows hoarse, unequal to thy

praise.

But, oh ! thy death, illustrious chief, de

stroys

The sudden buret of universal joys.
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Our patriot king in pity drops a tear,

And mourns a conquest that was bought

so dear.

Oh ! let the muse thy fortitude proclaim,

And on thy tomb thus register thy name:

" Here lies brave Wolfe, who fought on

freedom's side,

Bled for his king, and vanquished

tho' he died."

POSTURE MASTERS.

MoNsiEtm MazurIer, whose flexi-

bility of limb calls forth so much as

tonishment, at one of our winter theatres,

probably exceeds all his predecessors in

the science of contortion ; but that similar

exhibitors were known in London for.

rherly, and probably as perfect as our

present attitudinarian, will appear from

the following advertisement in Dawkes's

News-letter, February^ 1711 :—"At the

Duke of Marlborough's Head, in Fleet-

street, in the great-room, is to be seen

the famous Posture-master of Europe,

who far exceeds the deceased posture-

masters, Clarke and Higgins. He ex

tends his body into all deformed shapes,

makes hip and shoulder bones meet to

gether, lays his head upon the ground

and turns his body round twice or thrice

without stirring his face from the place ;

stands upon one leg, and extends the

other in a perpendicular line half a yard

above his head, and extends his body

from a table with his head a foot below

his heels, havmg nothing to balance his

body but his feet; with several other

postures too tedious to mention."

ADVANTAGES OF A THICK

SKULL. . 1 .

In Woodville (Mississippi) a duel was

lately fought between Judge Childs and

General Jour. The former was shot in

the head, and of course not materially

injured. He was armed with a double-

barrel gun, the general with a rifle.—

American Paper. '

BEARING CONFINEMENT.

The following advertisement appeared

in the Reading Mercury :

" To grocers :—Wanted a situation, by

Charles Hewett, who can bear confine

ment, having been apprenticed to Mr.

C. G, of Reading, who would not allow

him to go and see his parents for the last

six months, though living within six

miles of Reading.

" Goring Heath, Oxon,

'.r.June 30, 1821." p. T.

TO COrrESPONDENTS.- ' '

On Saturday next, 1 wo Numbers of the MlH«ff*

will be published ; one will contain the Title

aud Index to the VoIumeraDfl will be embellish.

f (1 with a portrait of Captain Parry, the cele

brated navigator, engraved 6n' steel,' with an

account of bis last voyage. The other Number

will contain the' Spirit of the New Year's and

Christmas Gifts for 182f , with au appropriate

engraving.

The First Number of a New Volume of the

Mirror will be published on the Cth of January.

when we hope to receive a considerable addition

to the very liberal support with which the

Mirror has been honoured by the public.

Notes of an Itinerant, Chapter I. shall appear

in the first number of our new volume, to be

published on the 6tti of January.

. The Visit to a Coat Pit, «nd B. on Matrimony

and Celibacy, io an early number.

The Essays of /. M. though possessing consi

derable merit are of too grave a character for.us.

The Lines on a worthy City Baronet are-not

worth mending by the addition 6f Johannes.

J. S. Vp.s article on. Vmes, is partly antici

pated in our present number.

The following communications are. intended

for insertion though their number will prevent

us giving them a place very early :— .

Alpheus. Mr. Trefusis'S Journal of aTemplar.

A Glanoe at Windermere. W. X. on Napoleon

Bonaparte. . Epitaph for a Country School

Mistress. J. S. W. A. W. Ned**'. C.' P.,

X. r. Timotheus. S. G. B. M. Gnlielmus

of Kensington .

' We cannot decide on the Tale of E. P. K. by

the small portion of it sent..

Juvenal's Epigram is too political.

We agree with A Lover of Rum and Rum

Punch on the subject of bis letter. .

. The Epitaph on Peg is indelicate.

W. V. H. may expect to see himself in the

Mirror.

A. J. G. D.

We refer Stephen to "Hulbert's Biographical

Sketches."

C. P's Lines are not sufficiently correct.

The Ruins of Paulin Zell shall be looked out,

and either inserted or returned.

The Lines of Lord Bgron on a Scull are too

well known.

The hint of /. R.J. shall he attended to,* and

his communication have a place.

Mundus shall be gratiiied. '.*.' ". . -'

. To Julian. Is not the Bolton he. names. the

burial place of Henry Jenkins ?

The article On the Economy ofSpiders though

highly curious, would be much too long for us.

If J. B—e will allow his communication- to

stand over a few months it will be more season,

able, and shall not be forgotten. . . i

Georguis- Novice is so patient and so kind that

we will try to make room for his Verses on

Smoking.

A. B's Ode to Contentment is too prosaic.

Zamiel's Poem is not a Sonnet.

Errata, p. 399, col. 2, 1. 26, for death, read life.

p. 391, col. 1, 1. 20, for 10 + 12, read 10 x 12.

Printed and Published by J. LlMBIRfi,

113, Strand; (near Somerset Ihruxe, I and S014

by all Sewsmeu ttnd Booksetters. •J * ..--J
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Naples is remarkable for its picturesque

situation, Rome and Florence for their

exquisite treasures of art ; while Venice

alone, which has no delicious scenery,

and but few collections to boas:, possesses

on the other hand, a peculiar charm

which the abovementioned cities have not

—that of the romantic. What indeed

has a better claim to the epithet of ro.

mnntic than the celebrated place of St.

Mark with the adjoining piazzetli ?

Enclosed on three sides by magnificent

edifices, this place runs down close to the

sea ; the spray of which, when it is agi

tated, reaches the pillars supporting, the

one, the celebrated lion, and the other

the image of St. Theodore. On the left

Vol. vi. 2 F

appears the lofty pointed steeple, and

near it the church of St. Mark with its

numerous singularly shaped cupolas,

which have more of an Oriental than

Christian air. In front of it, on metal

pedestals magnificently decorated, are

planted three tall masts bearing at their

tops the arms of Candia, Cyprus, and

the Morea; from which on particular

occasions prodigiously large red and

white streamers float down to the ground.

On the right, upon the roof of the pa

lace that forms an archway is the re

markable clock, with its large detached

bell, upon which, at noon and midnight,

two metal giants Galled i Mori, strike

twelve piodigious blows with their pon-

433
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derous hammers. Proceeding down the

Riva de' Schiuvoni, the street of the

Sclavonians towards the Doge's palace,

supported by innumerable arches curi

ously wrought and resting upon as many

pillars, what an extraordinary scene pre

sents itself ! It is not merely that jugglers

and conjurers of all sorts here display

their tricks, while the more elegant papu

lation of Venice, intermixed with Turks,

Greeks, and Dalmatians, in splendid

national costumes pour along towards

the Giardini publici ; no, the eye of the

intelligent observer is here met by a very

grave, but not less romantic, point of

view, namely, the palace of the State

Inquisitors, the prisons of three different

kinds, (of which the Piombi, or lead

roofs, and the Pozzi, or wells, were the

most famous) and a structure, the name

of which strikes painfully on the ear—.

the Ponte de- Sospiri, the Bridge of

Sighs bestriding the dark canal del Or-

fano. Through its silent walls, with

their small, closely-grated windows, the

condemned were conducted from sentence

to execution. The entrances are secured

on both sides with immense iron bars

and padlocks. We need, in fact, neither

the mysterious descriptions of the more

ancient writers on Venice, nor the expo

sure of the most atrocious cruelty, and

the most arbitrary despotism furnished

by Count Daru, in bis recent masterly

history of that republic, to form some

conception of the horrors of the secret

tribunal. The mere sight of the gloomy

arches, and of the strong iron gratings is

quite sufficient.

For the beautiful view we have given of

an object so interesting as the Bridge of

Sighs, we are indebted to a charming

print in Mr. Ackermann's Forget me Not,

drawn by S. Prout, and engraved by

H. Le Keux. The original does honour

to the talents of the artists, and the work

of which it is one of the many embellish-

ments. - '

annual ^erioUttals.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S

GIFTS.

Last year we devoted an entire Number

of the Mirhor to an account of those

periodical works which appear only once

a year. We described the several New

Year and Christmas' Gifts,- the various

Pocket Books, and even the Almanacks ;

of the two latter classes we shall at pre

sent say nothiig . they have appeared as

usual, calculated for the various classes of

society, in shapes so* various, that his

taste must be fastidious indeed that is not

Satisfied with some of the pocket books

or almanacks that are published. We

shall therefore confine ourselves to ex

tracts from those more expensive publi

cations, the Christmas and New Year's

Gifts ; and wc begin with

THE FORGET ME NOT FOR 1820.

This elegant little woik, which was the

first of the class published in England,

by that enterprising bookseller, Mr. Ack-

ermann, has reached its fourth volume.

1 1 is rich in embellishments and in literary

variety. As a present, the Forget Me Not

is admirably calculated : it is protected

by a case, and there is a page highly or

namented, on which to inscribe the name

of the donor, and the favoured person to

whom it is presented. From the same

work we copy the following

SONG.

By H. Brandrelh, Esq.

I looked on the waters—all calmly they lay,

Anda light bark full proudly was bounding away ;

Love sat at the helm, the sails courted the wind,

While heedlessly Pleasure and Beauty reclined.

I looked on the waters—the billows rose high,

Love quitted the helm, Pleasure fled with asigh ;

The gale came on sironger, the vessel went down,

And Beauty was left there to straggle and drown.

And thus 'tis, I said, in the voyage of Life :

Love sits at the helm, all with Pleasure is rife ;

But let only Misfortune's dark billows rise high.

And Beauty's deserted, to live or to die.

THE LITERARY SOUVENIR

FOR 1826.

By Alaric A. Watts.

This is a beautiful volume, whether we

consider its literary merits, or its embel

lishments, which consist of several exqui

site engravings by the first artists. As a

specirat.i of its literary contents, which

are furnished by some eminent living

writers, we quote (though somewhat

abridged) the tale of - —

THE DIAMOND WATCH.

It was a glorious evening in the summer

of 1793—sky and cloud blending in one

uniform flood of splendour. The bright

ness of the heavens was reflected on the

broad bosom of the Saale, a river which,

passing Jena, falls lower down into the

Elbe, whence the commingled waters roll

onwards till lost in the Noordt Zee.

On the banks of this stream, not more

than a mile from Jena, rose a mound of

some extent, its sloping banks clothed

in the beautiful uniformity of a vine

plantation. Its summit was open and

spacious ; intersected, at intervals, by

narrow dells redolent of flowery perfume,

and eloquent with the voice of babbling
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rivulets. In one of these dells sat two

peisons, enjoying the delicious coolness

of the hour, after one of the most oppres

sive days of an unusually sultry summer.

Their dress was remarkable, and suffi

ciently indicative of their pursuits. Their

sable garments and caps of black velvet,

their long streaming hair, combed down

the shoulders and back, and the straight

swords suspended from their right breasts,

denoted them to be two of the burschen,

or students of the University of Jena.

They were approached by a little old man,

whose garments of blown serge appeared

to have seen considerable service.

" A good evening to you, Meine Her-

ren," said the little old man, with a most

polite bow, as he approached the students.

" What think you of this ?" taking from

his pocket a golden watch richly chased,

and studded all over with diamonds.

The students were delighted with the

splendid jewel, and admired by turns the

beauty of the manufacture and the costli

ness of the materials. The elder youth,

however, found it impossible to refrain

from bestowing one or two suspicious

glances on the individual whose outward

man but little accorded with the posses

sion of so valuable a treasure.

" You seem pleased with my watch,"

said ;the old man to Theophan Guscht,

the younger student, who continued his

fixed and longing gaze on the beautiful

bauble ; " perhaps you would like to be

come its owner?"

"Its owner!" said Theophan, "ah,

you jest ;"—and he thought, " what a

pretty present it would be for Thyrza

On our wedding-day."

" Yes," replied the old man, its owner,

" I am myself willing to part with it.

What offer do you make me for it ?"

" What offer, indeed ; as if I could

afford to purchase it. There is not a

bursche in our university who would ven

ture to bid a price for so precious a jewel."

" But," said the old man, again ad

dressing Theophan, " were I to offer you

this watch, a free present, you would not

refuse it perhaps ?"

" Perhaps I should not ; perhaps,

which is yet more likely, you will not

put it in my power. But we love not

jesting with strangers."

" It is rarely that / jest," returned the

old man ; " those with whom I do, sel

dom retort. But say the word, and the

watch is youts. There is, however, one

condition annexed to the gift."

" A condition—what is it ?"

'• The condition on which you acce.pt

this bauble,—the condition on which

others have possessed it,—iis that you

wind it up every night, for a year, before

2 F

sunset. If you fail in fulfilling the con

dition, you die within six hours after the

stopping of the watch. It will stop at

sunset if not wound up before."

" I like not that condition," said Theo

phan. " Be patient—I must consider

your offer."

He did so ; he thought of the easiness

of avoiding the possible calamity ; he

thought of the beauty of the watch ; above

all, he thought of Thyrza and his wed

ding-day. Then turning to the old man,

" Give me the watch—I agree to your

condition."

" You are to wind it up before subset

for a year, or die within six hours."

" So thou hast said, and I am content ;

and thanks for thy gift."

" Thank me at the year's end if thou

wilt," replied the old man ; " meanwhile,

farewell."

" Farewell—I doubt not to be able to

render my thanks at the end of the term."

. Theophan was surprised, as he pro

nounced these words, to perceive that the

old^man was gone. He quitted the spot

on which he stood, and moved homewards.

He entered Jena, sought his lodging, put

by his watch, and, lighting his lamp,

opened his friend's folio Plato (with Blun-

derdrunck's marginal comments), and

endeavoured to apply to the Symposium ;

but in ten minutes he closed the book

with impatience, for his excited mind re

jected the philosophic feast, and he strolled

into the little garden which his chamber-

window commanded, to think ofthe events

of the evening, and, with a lover's passion,

to repeat and bless the name of his Thyrza.

Time waned, and the watch was regu

larly wound up. Love smiled, for Thyrza

was not cruel. Our bursche had resumed

his studies, and was in due time consi

dered as one of the most promising stu

dents of the whole university of Jena.

The day but one before the happy day

that was to give to Theophan his bloom

ing bride had arrived. It was a fine

morning, and, being at leisure, he be

thought him in what manner he should

pass the day. Any novice can guess

how the problem was solved. He would

go and visit Thyrza. He set out accord

ingly, and was presently before the gate

of David Angerstell's garden. The case

ment of a projecting window was open to

receive the light breezes that blew across

the flower beds, at which a young female

was seated,—a beautiful, taper-waisted

girl, with a demure, intelligent aounte-

nance, light twining hair, and a blue,

furtively laughing eye. True as fate,

that blue eye had caught a glimpse of her

approaching lover. In a moment he was

by her side, and had kissed with eager
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lips the soft little white hand that seemed

almost to melt in his pressure. The

lovers met in all the confiding tenderness

of mutual affection. They strolled out

into the garden, for the considerate pa

rents of Thyrza had shown no disposition

to interrupt their discourse further than

by a mere welcome to their intended son-

in-law.

Theophan and Thyrza rambled, and

looked, and whispered—and rambled,

looked, and whispered again and again—

and time ambled too gently for his motion

to be perceived. The maiden looked on

the sky ; " How beautifully the sun has

set," said she.

"The sun set!" echoed Theophan,

with a violence that terrified his compa

nion—" the sun set ! then I am lost. We

have met for the last time, Thyrza."

" Dearest Theophan," replied the trem

bling girl, " why do you terrify me thus ?

Met for the last time ! Oh ! no, it can

not be. What ! what calls thee hence ?"

" He calls who must be obeyed ; but

six short hours—and then, Thyrza, wilt

thou bestow one thought on my memory ?"

She spoke not, moved not : senseless

and inanimate she lay in his arms, pale

and cold as a marble statue, and beautiful

as ,a sculptor's brightest dream. Theo

phan bore her swiftly to the hoifse, placed

her on, a couch, and called for assistance.

He listened, and heard approaching foot

steps obeying the summons, pressed his

lips to bor cold forehead, and, springing

from the casement, crossed the garden,

and in ten minutes was buried in the ob

scurity of agloomy wood, or rather thicket,

some mile or thereabouts from Jena.

Overcome by the passionate affliction

that fevered his blood and throbbed in

every pulse, Theophan threw himself

down on a grassy eminence, and lay for

some time in that torpid state of feeling

in which the mind, blunted by sudden and

overwhelming calamity, ceases to be aware

of the horrors of its situation, and, stun

ned into a mockery of repose, awaits al

most unconsciously the consummation of

evil that impends it.

He was attracted from this lethargy by

the plashing rain, which fell upon him in

large thunder.tirops. He looked around,

and found himself in almost total dark

ness. The clouded sky, the low, deep

voice of the wind, booming through the

trees and swaying their high tops, bespoke

the approaching storm. It burst upon

him at length in all its fury. Theophan

hailed the distraction, for the heart loves

what assimilates to itself, and his was

wrung almost to breaking with agony.

He stood up and shouted to the raging

elements. He paused, and listened, for

he thought some one replied. He shout

ed again, but it was not this time, in

mere recklessness. Amid the howling of

the tempest he once more heard an an

swering shout : there was something

strange in the voice that could thus ren

der itself audible above the din of the

storm. Again and again it was the same ;

once it seemed to die away into a fiend

like laugh. Theophan's blood curdled

as it ran ; and his mood ef desperation

was exchanged for one of deep, fearful,

and overstrained attention.

The tempest suddenly ceased : the

thunder died away in faint and distant

moanings, and the lightning flashes be

came less frequent and vivid. The last

of these showed Theophan that he wag

not alone. Within his arm's reach stood

a little old man, whom Theophan had

no difficulty in instantly recognizing.

When the momentary flash had sub

sided, the student and his companion were

left in darkness, and Theophan could

with difficulty discern the form of his

companion.

" Do you remember me ?" interrogated

the mysterious stranger.

" Perfectly," replied the student.

" That is well,—I thouglit you might

have forgotten me ; wits have short me

mories. But perhaps you do not aspire

to the character."

" You, at least, must be aware I have

little claim to it, otherwise I had not

been the dupe I am."

" That is to say, you have made a

compact, broken your part of it, and are

now angry that you are likely to be called

upon for the penalty What is the hour ?"

" 1 know not ;—I shall shortly."

" Does she know of this,—-you know

whom I mean ?"

" Old mah !" exclaimed Theophan

fiercely, " begone. I have broken the

agreement,—that I know. I must pay

the penalty,—of that too I am aware, and

am ready so to do ; but my hour is not

yet come : torment me not, but leave me.

I would await my doom alone."

" Ah, well, I can make allowances.

Youare somewhat testy with yourfriends ;

but that we will overlook. Suppose now,

the penalty you have incurred could be

pretermitted."

The student replied with a look of in

credulous scorn.

" Well, I see you are sceptical," con

tinued the old man, " but consider ? you

are young, active, well gifted in body and

in mind."

" What is that to thee ;—still more,

what is it to me, now ?"

" Much ; but do not interrupt me.

You love, and are beloved."
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" I tell thee again, cease, and begone

to—hell"—

" Presently You are all these now,—

what will you be, what will Thyrza An.

gerstell be, to-morrow ?"

The student's patience was exhausted :

he sprang on the old man, intending to

dash him to the ground. He might as

well have tried his strength on one of the

stunted oaks that grew beside him. The

old man moved not,—not the fraction of

an .inch.

• " Thou hast wearied thyself to little

purpose, friend ;" said he : " we will

(jpw, if it pleases you, proceed to business.

You would doubtless be willing to be re

leased from the penalty of your neglect ?"

" Probably I might."

',' You would even be willing that the

lot should fall upon another in preference

to yourself?"

The student paused. " No ; I am

content to bear the punishment of my own

folly. And still—oh, Thyrza!" he

groaned in the agony of his spirit.

" What ! with the advantages you pos

sess !—the prospect before you,—-the life .

of happiness you might propose to your-

self,—and more, the happiness you might

confer on Thyrza ( with all these in your

reach, you prefer death to life ?"—

" Stay : were I to embrace your offer,

how must the lot be decided ;—to whom

must I transfer my punishment ?"

" Do ' this ; your term shall be pro

longed twenty-four hours. Send the

watch to Adrian Wenzel, the goldsmith,

to sell ; if within that time he disposes of

it, the purchaser takes your place, and

you will be free. But decide quickly,—

my time is brief, yours also must be so,

unless you accede to my terms."

" But who are you to whom is given

this power of life and death, of sentencing

and reprieving ?"

" Seek not to know of what concerns

you not. Once more, do you agree ?"

" First tell me what is your motive in

offering me this chance ?"

" Motive ?—none. I am naturally

compassionate. But decide; there is a

leaf trembling on yonder bough, it will

fall in a moment. If it reach the ground

before you determine Farewell !"

The leaf dropped from the tree. " I

consent !" exclaimed the student. He

looked for the old man, but found that

he was alone. At the same time the toll

of the midnight clock sounded on his

ear : it ceased,—the hour was passed, and

he lived !

It was about the noon of the following

day that the goldsmith, Adrian Wenzel,

sold to a customer the most beautiful

watch in Jena. Having completed the

bargain, he repaired immediately to

Theophan Guscht's lodgings.

" Well, have you sold my watch ?"

" I have; here is the money, Mein

Herr."

" Very well ; there is your share of the

proceeds."

The goldsmith departed, and Theophan

shortly afterwards directed his steps to

wards Angerstell's house. At the same

window, in the same posture in which he

had seen her the day before, sat Thyrza

Angerstall. But the Thyrza of yesterday

was blooming, smiling, and cheerful,—

to-day she was pale and wan, the image

of hopeless sorrow ; even as a rose which

some rude hand has severed from its stem.

Theephan's blood grew chill ; he pro

ceeded, and had almost reached the porch

of the house when Thyrza perceived him.

With a loud cry, she fell from her seat.

He rushed into the room, and raised her

in his arms.

She recovered, she spoke to him. She

reproached him for the agony he had need

lessly caused her by his cruel conduct the

evening before. He obtained a hearing,

and explained just so much of the history

of the watch as related to its purchase,

and the condition annexed to it. This he

asserted was a mere trick of the donor,

he having broken the condition, and being

yet alive.

" It is strange," said she, " that I too

am connected with a watch similar to

yours. Last night I lay sleepless—'twas

your unkindness, Theophan ; and as I

lay, the thought of a watch, such as you

describe, presented itself to my mind ;

how, or why, I cannot guess. It haunted

me the whole night, and when I rose this

morning it was before me still."

" What followed, dear Thyrza ?" in

quired the anxious student.

" Listen, and you shall hear. Think

ing to drive away this troublesome guest,

I walked out. I had scarcely left my

home two minutes, when I saw a watch,

the exact counterpart of my ideal one."

" Where,—where did you see it ?"

" At our neighbour's, Adrian Wen-

zel's."

" And,—you,—you ! " His words

almost choked him.

" I was impelled by some inexplicable

motive,—not that I wanted or wished for

so expensive a jewel,—to purchase this

watch."

" No,—no !" exclaimed the agonized

student, " you could not do so !"

" Theophan," said his mistress, what

ails you ? and why should what I have

said produce so fearful an effect upon

you ? I shall "

*' It is nothing,—nothing, dearest
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Thyrza !—I will return instantly, and tell

you why I have appeared so discom

posed."

He left her, and passed out of the gar

den. " I could not," said he, inwardly,

" tell her that she was murdered,—and

by me too !"

He hastened on without an object, and

scarcely knowing whither he was directing

his steps, passed down the path which

led by Angerstell's house, in that depth

of despair which is sometimes wont to

deceive us with the appearance of calm

ness. So deep was the stupefaction in

which he was involved, that it was not

until some one on the road had twice

■poken to him, that he heard the

question.

" What is the time of day ?"

Theophan looked round, and encoun

tered the large, horribly.laughing eyes of

the giver of the fatal watch. He was

about to speak, but the old man inter

rupted him.

" I have no time to listen to re

proaches : you know what you have

incurred. If you would avoid the evil,

and save Thyrza, I will tell you how."

He whispered in the student's ear.

The latter grew pale for a moment, but

recovered himself.

" She shall be safe," said he, " if I

accept your terms."

" Agree to what I have said, and

fetch hither the watch within half an

hour, and she is delivered from her doom.

She shall be yours, and——"

" Promise not more, or give thy pro

mises to those who value them. Swear

that she shall be safe ! I request no

more,—wish for no more on earth."

" Swear !" repeated the old man ;

" by what shall / swear, I prithee ?

But I promise,—begone and fetch the

watch,—remember, half an hour ; and,

hark ! thou accedest to my terms ?"

" I do."

So saying, Theophan sped back to the

house, unchecked even by the loud laugh

that seemed to echo after him, and

reached the room in which he had left his

beloved.

It was empty !

" Thyrza ! Thyrza !" shouted the stu

dent,—" the watch ! the watch !—for

Heaven's sake, the watch 1"

The reverberation of his voice from the

walls alone replied.

He rushed from chamber to chamber in

a state of mind little short of desperation

—descended into the garden, and at the

extremity of the principal walk he beheld

Thyrza.

" The watch ! the watch ! as you value

your life and my but haste, haste,

—not a word,—a moment's delay is

death !"

Without speaking, Thyrza flew to the

house, accompanied by Theophan.

" It is gone," said she ; " I left it

here, and '?

" Then we are lost ! forgive thy "

" Oh ! no, no, it is here," exclaimed

she, " dearest Theophan ; but why "

He listened not even to the voice of

Thyrza ;—one kiss on her forehead, one

look of anguish, and he was gone !

He sped ! he flew !—he arrived at the

spot where he had left the old man. The

place was solitary, but on the sand was

traced the words—The time is past !

The student fell senseless on the earth.

When he recovered, he found himself

on a couch,—affectionate but mournful

glances were lost upon him.

" Thyrza, Thyrza !" exclaimed the

wretched youth, " away to thy prayers !

but a soul like thine hath nought to

repent. Oh ! leave me,—that look !

go, go !

She turned away, and wept bitterly.

Her mother entered the room.

" Thyrza, my love, come with me.

The physician is here."

" What physician, mother, is it ?

" No, he was from home, this is a.

stranger ; but there is no time to lose."

She led her daughter from the apartment.

Your patient is in that room," she added,

to the physician, who entered and closed

the door.

The mother and daughter had scarcely

reached the stair-head, when aery, which

was almost a yell of agony, proceeding

from the chamber they had left, inter

rupted their progress. It was followed

by a loud and strange laugh, that seemed

to shake the building to its foundation.

The mother called, or 'rather screamed

for her husband ! the daughter sprang to

the door of the patient's chamber ! It

was fastened, and defied her feeble efforts

to open it. From within, arose the, noise

of a fearful struggle,— the brief exclama

tions of triumphs or of rage,—the groan

of pain,—the strong stamp of heavy feet,

—all betokening a death grapple between

the inmates. Suddenly, something was

dashed upon the ground with: violence,

which, from the sound, appeared to have

been broken into a'thousand pieces.

There was a dead silence, more ap

palling than the brunt of the contest.

The door resisted no longer.

Thyrza, with her father and mother,

entered the room ; it was perfectly deso

late. On the floor were scattered innu

merable fragments of the fatal watch.

Theophan was heard of no more.

On the fifth day from this terrible
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catastrophe, a plain flag of white marble

in the church at , recorded the

name, age, and death of Thyrza Anger-

stell. The inscription is now partly

obliterated ; so much so as, in all proba

bility, to baffle the cuiiosity of any gentle

stranger who may wish to seek it out, and

drop a tear on the grave of her who

sleeps beneath.

To this we shall add a poem by a

veteran poet-

YOUTH RENEWED.

sY JAMES MONTGOMERY, ESQ.

SPRmartowErS, spring-birds, spring-breezes,

Are felt, and heard, and seen ;

. Light trembling transport seizes

My heart,—with sighs between ;

These old enchantmenti n 1 the m;nd

With scenes and seasons left behind ;

Childhood, its smilei and tears,—

Youth, with its flush of years,

Its .morning clouds and dewy prime,

- More exquisitely tinged by time I »

Fancies again are springing,

Like May-flowers in the vales ;

While hopes long lost are singing,

From thorns like nightingales ;

And kindly spirits stir my blood,

Like vernal airs that cnrl the flood :

There falls to manhood's lot

A joy which youth has not,

A dream more beautiful than truth.

Returning spring,—renewing youth !

Thus sweetly to surrender

The present for the past,

In sprightly mood yet tender,

Life's burthen down to cast,—

This is to taste from stage to stage,

Youth, or tho lees refined of age ;

Like wine well kept, aud long.

Heady, nor harsh, nor strong ;—

A richer, purer, mellower draught

With every annual cup is fraught.

FRIENDSHIP'S OFFERING FOR

1820.

[ By T. K. Ilervey, Esq.

This is the third of the annuals, and it

presents very strong claims to popular

favour, on account of its literary and

graphic merits. The following very spi

rited Ode on the death of I>ord Byron, is

one of the gems with which " Friendship's

Ottering" is studded.

IRREGULAR ODE ON THE DEATH OF

LORD BYRON.

sY THE HEV. CO. COLTON.

We mourn thy wreck;—that mighty mind

Did whirlwind passions whelm.

While Wisdom wavered, half incuned

To quit the dangerous helm :

Thou wast an argosy of cost,

Equipped, enriched in vain,

Of gods the work, of men (he boast,

Glory thy port, and doomed to gain

That splendid haven, only to be lost ;

Lost, een when Greece with conquest blest

Thy gallant bearing hailed, t

Then sighs from valour's mailed breast,

And tears of beauty failed I

Oh! hadst thou in the battle died,

Triumphant e'en in death,

The patriot's as the poet's pride,

While both Minervas twined thy wreath

Then had thy full career Malice and Falo .lelied -

What architect, with choice design,

Of Rome, or Athens styled,

E'er left a monument like thine ?

And all from rvins piled;

A prouder motto marks thy stine,

Than Archimedes's tomb—

He asked a fulcrum, thou demandest none i

But reckless of past, present, and to come.

Didst on thyself depend, to shake the world-

alone

Thins eye. to a'd extremes and endi . -

And opposites could turn,

And like the coneelated lens,

Could sparkle, freeze, or burn ;

But in thy mind's abyss profound,

As in some limbo vast.

More shapes and monsters did alound

To stt the wandering world aghast.

Than wave-worn Noah fed, or starry Tuscan

found.

Was love thy lay, Cj thsera reined

Her ear, and owned the spell—

Was Hate thy theme, that murky fiend

For hotter earth, left hell ;

The palaced crown, the cloistered cowl,

Moved but thy spleen or mirth,

Thy smile was deadlier than thy scowl,

In guise unearthly did'st thou roan, the earth.

Screened in Thalia's mask, to drug the t.ajie

bowl.

Lord of thine own imperial sky, ,

In virgin ' pride of place,'

Ti'.ou soared'st, where others could not fly,

And hardly dared to gazs ;

The Condor thus his pennoned vane

O'er Cotnpoxa spreads ;

But should he ken the prey, or scent the slam,

Nor chilling height, nor burning depth he dreads.

From Aude's crystal Crag, to Lima's sultry

plain.

Like Luc.an'l, early was thy tomb,

And more than Bion's mourned ;

For stt« such lights themselves consume ;

The brightest briefest burned ;-

But from thy blazing shield recoil*!

Pale Envy's bolt of lead :

She, but to work thy triumphs toiled,

And muttering coward curses, fled-

Thee, thine own strength alone, like matchless

Milo, led.

We prize thee that thou did'st not tear

What stoutest hearts might rack,

And did'st the diamond genius wear,

Thai tempts yet foils the attack ;

We mourn thee that thou wouldst not find.

While prisoned in thy clay,

Since such there were, some kindred mmd,

For friendship lasts through life's long day,

Aud doth with surer chain than love or beauty

bind;
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We blame thee, that with baleful light

Thou didst astound the world,

A comet, plunging from his height,

And into chaos hurled ;

Accorded king of anarch power,

And talent misapplied,

That hiU thy God in evil hour,

Or shewed him only to deride,

And O'er the gifted blaze ofthine own brightness

lour.

Thy fierce volcanic breast, o'ercast

With Hecla's frosty cloak,

All earth with fire impure could blast,

And darken heaven with smoke ;

O'er ocean, continent, and isle,

The conflagration ran,

Thou, from thy throne of ice, the while,

Did'st the red ruin calmly scan,

And tuned Apollo's harp, with Nero's ghastly

smile.

What now avails that muse of fire,

Her nothing of a name,

Thy master hand, and matchless lyre.

What have they gained ?—but fame ;

Fame, Fancy's child, by Folly fed •

On breath of meanest things,

A phantom woo'd in virtue's stead,

That envy to the living bring,

And silent solemn mockery to the dead.

Ne'er since the deep-toned Theban sung

Unto the listening Nine,

Hath classic hill or valley rung

With harmony like Ihine.

Who now shall wakeihy widowed lyre ?

There breathes but one, that dares

To that Herculean task aspire ;

But, less than thou, for fame he cares,

And scorns both hope and fear, ambition and

desire.

THE DEAD TRUMPETER.

sY T. K. HERVEY.

WilE soldier ' wake I thy war-horse waits

To bear thee to the battle back ;

Thou slamberest at a foeman's gates,—

Thy dog would break thy bivouac ;

Thy plume is trailing in the dust,

And thy red faulchion gathering rust !

Sleep, soldier ! sleep! thy warfare o'er,

Not thine own bugle's loudest strain

Shall ever break thy slumbers more,

With summons to the battle plain :

A trumpet-note more, loud and deep

Must rouse thee from that leaden sleep.

Thou need'st nor helm nor cuirass now,

Beyond the Grecian hero's boast—

Thou wilt not quail thy naked brow,

Nor shrink before a myriad host ;

For head and heel alike are sound,

A thousand arrows cannot wound f

Thy mother is not in thy dreams,

With that wild widowed look she wore ;

The day—how long to her it seems !—

She kissed thee at the cottage door,

And sickened at the sounds ofjoy

That bore away her only boy !

Sleep, soldier! let thy mother wait

To hear thy bugle on the blast ; «

Thy dog, perhaps, may find the gate,

And bid her home to thee at last !

He cannot tell a sadder tale

Than did thy clarion oh the gale,

When last, and far away, she heard its lingering:

echoes fall.

THE AMULET FOR 1826.

Such is the title of a new annual, which

is very respectable in every sense of the

word. It is on the same plan as the

others, but it is more immediately di

rected to the religious world, though

there is nothing either puritanical or po

lemical in it. The Amulet supplies us

with the following interesting narrative :

AN ACCOUNT OF THE CIIALDA£AN

CHRISTIANS.

BY THE REV. ROBERT WALSH, LL.I).

Chaplain of the British Embassy at Con

stantinople.

There is at present resident in the Ca

puchin convent of St. Louis, at Pera,

Constantinople, Simon Pietri Schevris, a

bishop of this sect. About twenty years

ago he left his see, and came to Constan

tinople, on his way to Rome. He resided

at Pera, with an Armenian family of the

name of Dusoglu, of whom two brothers

held a situation of high trust in the

Turkish mint : they were suspected, how

ever, of improper practices in adulterating

the current coin, and on this suspicion

they were executed by the Turkish go

vernment, and their immense property

seized on. In this affair the bishop was

implicated, and cast into prison, where he

daily expected to share the fate of his

friends ; but as he was poor, and had no

property to seize on, he was at length

liberated as an innocent man ; and, in

deed, it was supposed that the whole

proceeding was a mere pretext, to confis

cate the wealth of a very rich family.

On his liberation, the bishop resumed his

journey to Rome. After a residence of

some time in that city, he has returned to

Pexa, accompanied by a Persian, con

verted to Christianity, who studied at

Rome, and speaks Latin fluently. They

carried with them a Roman missal, and

several traditionary legends, translated

and printed in the Chaldsean language

and character, to be distributed among

the people of the country.

The bishop is a man of a very amiable

character ; his disposition kind and good-

natured, his manners gentle and cheerful,

and as artless and simple as those of a

child. He is about sixty-five years old ;

wears a long venerable beard, turning
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Atom black to grey. His dress is very

humble, consisting of a blue cotton cas-

soc, and over it a brown cloth ferridge, or

cloak, with hanging sleeves, whenever he

goes abroad : his head is covered with a

turban, formed of a black cotton shawl,

and round his waist he wears a girdle of a

similar quality and colour. Besides the

bishop, with whom I was very intimate,

I met several other natives. Among the

rest, his brother, who just came from his

native country, and was seized in Pera

with a dangerous complaint, of which he

died. At the request of the bishop, I

visited him, and was struck with the

affectionate attachment they bore to each

other. All the Chaldseans I met with had

the same characteristics, mild manners,

simple habits, and cheerful dispositions,

dark complexions, black hair and eyes,

rather prominent cheek-bones, and the

whole countenance indicating a Tartar

origin. I inquired from them all an ac

count of their country. It was given to

me in imperfect French and Italian,

spoken by some of the Chaldseans, and in

good Latin, spoken by the Persian priest.

They all agreed in the following par

ticulars : —

A sect of Christians, called by them

selves Chaldaeans, has, from the earliest

ages of the gospel, inhabited the country

on each side of the Tigris, at the foot and

on the sides and summits of the great

chain of mountains which lie to the east

of that river. Shut out from intercourse

with the rest of the world by the nature

of the place, they are never visited by

travellers. The face of the country is

partly plain and partly mountainous ;

Dut the mountain tract is by far the most

extensive, and so very healthy, that the

plague, which sometimes rages in the

countries all round, has never been

known to infect this district. The popu

lation consists of about 500,000 persons,

who are all Christians. They are free

and independent of the Arabs, Turks,

Persians, or Tartars, in the midst of whom

they are situated ; and though several at

tempts have been made in different ages

to subdue them, they successfully re

pulsed them all. The last great effort

was made by the Turks in the beginning

of the 17th century, in which they lost

100,000 men and five pachas, and have

never since attempted to invade them.

The Chaldseans constantly live with arms

in their hands, to preserve their indepen

dence, and they do not lay them aside

even when they assemble in their churches

for divine service on Sundays. Their

government is of a republican, form, at

the head of which is a patriarch, who ex

ercises both a spiritual and civil jurisdic.

tion. Their capital Is Jdemark. It is

situated in the mountainous region on

the banks of- the river Zabat, which rises

in the mountains, and runs from thence

into the Tigris, where it is about four

hundred feet broad. The city consists

of one great street, passing through the

centre, with several others branching

from it, and rising up tile mountains at

each side. It is surrounded by a strong

wall, protected by European cannon,

which were some time ago furnished to

the patriarch by French engineers. It

contains, in winter, about 12,000 inha

bitants, the greater part of whom, in

summer, emigrate to numerous villages»

which are scattered on the neighbouring

hills. The distance of the city from the

junction of the Zabat with the Tigris, is

about four days' journey, or something

more than one hundred miles. The pa

triarch does not reside at the capital,»,but

at Kosharis, a smaller town, situated

higher up on the banks of the Zabat. Be

sides these, they possess Amelia, and

several other towns in the mountains,

rendered impregnable as well by art as

by the difficult nature of the situations.

In the low country, their principal city is

Djeziras, situated in an island on the

Tigris, on the confines of Diarbekir. It

is distant about thirty days' journey, or

nearly nine hundred miles, from the great

city of Bagdat, by land, but not more

than half that distance by water. There

are no other than occasional wooden

bridges in this district, which are often

swept away ; and when the inhabitants

have occasion to pass from one side of the

river to the other, they sometimes use

rafts, formed of inflated or stuffed skins,

for the purpose. The mountains in some

places approach so close to the Tigris, as

to hang abruptly over it, and leave no

passage between them and the river.

This town was formerly as independent

as the rest, and exclusively within the

jurisdiction of the patiiarch : lying,

however, in a low exposed situation on

the confines of Turkey, it has latterly

been obliged to receive a Turkish pacha

as a governor. In the other towns a few

Turks only occasionally reside. The

exercise of their religion is tolerated, but

not openly ; they have therefore no Mi

narets, and the Muezzan is never heard

calling the people to prayer ; and if any

Turk is seen in the street on Sunday

during divine service, he is immediately

put to death.

They have no schools for the general

education of their children, and no printed

books among them : their knowledge,

therefore, is very limited ; and very fewj

even among the better classes, learn to
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read. Instruction is confined to the

clergy, as the only persons in the commu

nity who require it ; and when a man is

disposed to study, he must become a

priest. He is then supplied with such

manuscript works as they possess in the

different churches and convents. Among

these are the Holy Scriptures, translated

into their language, which, though not

printed, are sufficiently common in writ

ten copies.

They do not themselves know at what

time Christianity was first preached

among them, or by whom. They pay

no particular respect to St. Gregory, the

great apostle of the east, whom the Arme

nians revere under the name of Swrp Sa-

vorich. And it is remarkable that the

Armenians and Chaldaeans, though living

in countries in the east nearly contiguous,

insulated among Asiatic nations, and se

parated from the rest of Christendom,

should yet be so separated from each other

as entirely to differ, not only in language,

but in the doctrines and discipline of

their churches. Their patriarchs and

bishops have not the smallest connexion.

The Chaldrcans, at an early period,

adopted the opinions of Nestorius, who

denied that the Virgin Mary was the mo

ther of God, in his divine nature : re

moved, by their situation, from the con

trol of the Greek church, they retained the

heresy in its primitive form, and are,

perhaps, the only sect of Christians at the

present day among whom it prevails. But

though they were not influenced by the

synods of the Greek church, they have not

all rejected the authority of the Latin.

Very early, missionaries from the college

.' de Propagande Fide,' at Rome, found

their way among them ; and at present

they are divided into two hostile parties—

primitive Nestorians, who hold themselves

independent ofany other church, and con

verted Catholics, who acknowledge a de

pendence on the see of Rome. Their

church is governed by three patriarchs :

Simon of Jolemark, a Nestorian.

Joseph of Diarbekir, 1 « .. ..
Mar Elias of Mousoul, ) Csthollcs'

The two latter, though acknowledged by

the Chaldaoans, are not properly of that

nation, but reside in Turkish provinces ;

but the former is strictly so ; and in fact

the Chaldaeans of the mountains, who are

the vast majority, have hitherto rejected

all submission to the church of Rome,

which denominates them heretics, as they

still retain the discipline and doctrines of

their church in their primitive indepen

dence. Among the remarkable events of

their history, is one which they speak of

at this day with considerable interest. At

a very early period, a part of their tribe

emigrated from their mountains, and pro-

ceeded to India, where they settled upon

the sea-coast of the hither peninsula.

They brought with them the original pu

rity of Christian doctrine and discipline,

before it had been corrupted by heresy ;

and this purity, they assert, they still re

tain in their remote situation.

The account which the Chalda?ans give

of themselves is curiously confirmed in

some particulars by othci testimonies.

The ten thousand Greeks, in their re

treat from Persia, passed through the

greater part of their country, and Xeno-

phon particularly describes it.

The Grecians crossed the Tigris at

Sittace, and then proceeded north, having

the river on the left hand. They then

anived opposite a town called Kainai, now

Zin, from whence the people brought over

bread, cheese, and wine, on rafts, made of

skins stuffed with dry hay, a practice fol

lowed in the same place at this day.

They next came to the river Zabatos,

now called by the same name Zabat,

whose breadth was about four hundred

feet, and having crossed it near its junc

tion with the Tigris, they pursued their

way along the banks of the latter rtver,

till they arrived at the mountains of the

Kardouchi, called, with little alteration*

the mountains of Kurdichan at this day.

These mountains hung abruptly over the

river, so that there was no passage be

tween them, and the Greeks could not

pursue their way along the river side, but

were obliged to ascend the mountains.

The character of the people they met

there was that of a warlike, independent

race, who would not submit to the king

of Persia ; and when he sent an army or

120,000 men against them, not one of

them returned. All this exactly accords

with the state of the country at the pre

sent day. The face of nature, the names

of places, the habits and manners of the

people, are described in the same manner

by Xenophon and the bishop, after an

interval of more than two thousand years.

It may be remarked, that the worthy

bishop is a man as illiterate as he is sim

ple, and had never read , or heard of

Xenophon.

A WREATH FROM THE

EMERALD ISLE.

A New Year's Gift for 1826.

This is the first attempt to naturalize

this class of works in Ireland, and we

wish it success. It cannot of course be

expected to compete with those we have

noticed, but it is creditable to the author,

and we doubt not, if suitably encouraged,

will improve. The following extract is

part of one of the articles.it contains :—
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THE FESTIVAL OF St. EGLOJf, AT

ARDMORE.

We had not proceeded far until we over-

took a number of persons—some halt,

some lame, and some blind—all moving

forward as fast as the circumstances of

their various cases would permit them, to

celebrate the festival of the Saint. Join-

ing company with an old man and his

wife, who were trotting along at the rate

of about two miles an hour, on a high.

backed shelty, apparently nearly as old

as themselves—we commenced our in

quiries as to the inhabitants, &c. The

old man was not only very communica

tive, but very intelligent, and being oc

casionally helped out in a sentence by his

better half, was to us a source of great

entertainment. He was well acquainted

with every individual resident within the

compass of twenty miles ; knew to whom

the land of the neighbourhood belonged

of right ; if the real owner had it ; and

withal, old as he was, hoped he would

never die till he should see the right

owner in possession. His own great

grandfather, he informed us, had been a

prince of the country, and his wife was

descended from a line of kings. He

dwelt with seeming pleasure and delight

on the days which were ; and contrasted

them with the wretchedness that now every

where prevailed ; and summed up the

whole by laying the entire blame on the

introduction of the Protestant religion

into the country. As it was not our ob

ject to dispute, either the old man's claims

to ancient greatness, or his opinions on

religious matters, we were very good

friends ; and with all his notions we

could discover that he was of a humane

and benevolent disposition. In the course

of our discourse we learned ftom him that

the generality of the cabins in the country

were exactly the same as the one in which

we had been, with the exception that some

of them had a kind of chimney, formed

of wattles and osier slips, plastered with

clay, which sloped up gradually till they

met in a hole in the roof, and thus suf

fered the smoke to escape ; that in gene

ral, in each of those wretched hovels, fur

nished as before described, from five to

ten persons kennelled together, whose

only food was potatoes and salt, one

scanty meal of which in a day had often

to suffice, when the head of the family

could not obtain employment, which was

very 'frequently the case ; two meals in

the day, he said, were the most the poor

people ever got—of flesh.meat many of

of them knew not the taste, and even the

luxury of a little buttermilk they were

seldom indulged with, the price of it being

far beyond their means. " Och, Sir,"

said the old man, wiping the big tear from

his aged eyes, " if ye had been in this

part of the country at the time the typhus

raged in it, yere hearts must have been

hard indeed if ye could ha' borne the

sights which were seen every day amangst

us. Whenever the disorder entered, a

cabin, its effects were dreadfu'—as. from

being obliged to sleep thegether, and to

breathe the same unwholesome air,

scarcely one of a family escaped ; and

when the disorder left the house, than

those it left behind ye could not find

greater objects of compassion in any cor

ner of his Majesty's empire."

Having now reached Ardmore, which

we found thronged with devotees, our

fellow-travellers immediately began to

prepare themselves for the ceremonies of

the day, by throwing off their shoes and

stockings, and tucking up their clothes

considerably above their knees.

They commenced their devotions by

walking three times round a tower, which

they told us was built by St. Eglon in a

night ; saying their prayers on their beads,

and kneeling iburtimeseach circuit. From

this they resorted to a vault ov cave, where

a woman sold to each pilgrim or voteen a

hanckul of earth, assuring the purchaser

that it was the real ashes of the Saint, and

that no evil could befall the individual

who was possessed of it. After approach

ing on their knees an image set up in the

vault, and embracing it with great reve

rence, they next proceeded to the ruins of

an old chapel, and after encompassing it

three times, all the while tepeating a cer

tain number of prayers, they entered and

went from one end) to the other on their

bare knees, praying as they proceeded,

and embracing the chancel of the chapel

when they had done. They next washed

their feet in a pond of holy water in the

vicinity of the chapel, and after purchas

ing a draught of water from a holy well

close by the entrance, they proceeded to

the last act of their devotion, which con

sisted in passing three times under a great

stone by the sea-shore. This stone, we

were informed, came from Rome, on the

surfa'oe of the water, and landed on the

spot]where it now rests. In passing round

and under this stone, one followed an

other in the way that children play " hide

and go seek ;" the devotees were on their

bare knees, and as the ground is filled

with sharp stones, many of them were cut.

They pleased themselves, however, with

the idea, that the merit of their devotion

was enhanced by the severity of the pains

they endured.

After having gone through their various

evolutions, they then sat down together

in parties, and " laughed a little, and
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gang a little, and joked a little, and sport

ed a little, and comted a little—and (those

who had it) swigged the flowing can."

Wonderful are the cures which the virtues

of the holy well are said to perform—the

blind are enabled to see, the deaf to hear,

and the lame to dance and caper ; while

those who are not cured, eagerly inquire,

" Who has got the blessing ?"

CHRISTMAS TALES FOR 1825.

This is a pleasing collection of tales, ori

ginally destined for insertion in the For

get Me Not, but omitted on account of

the superabundance of materials. It is

intended to be continued annually, and if

the materials in future are as good as

those in the present volume, it will form

a very agreeable addition to our annual

periodicals. The following is one of the

tales:—

A BAY AT CINT11A.

By W. C. Stafford, Esq.

The road from Lisbon to Cintra is one

of the most beautiful and picturesque that

can be conceived. The hedges are lined

with the towering American aloe; and

the luxuriant fruits, the blooming flow

ers, and sweetly perfumed plants of the

south, abound in rich profusion. It is

not more than three or four hours' ride

from the capital to Cintra—and thither'a

young and handsome English officer

" wended his solitary way," with the view

of passing a day or two among the roman

tic scenery which abounds in^ its neigh

bourhood.

The town stands beneath a mountain,

whose side is clothed with a variegated

wood, on which the cork-tree, the olive,

the orange, and the vine, sweetly and

gaily bloom ; and at its summit a convent

rears its massy front, the approaches to

which are of a most rugged and dangerous

nature. Having procured refreshments

and a guide in the town, our adventurer,

whose name was Captain Dillon, began

about mid-day to ascend the steep and

dangerous path, though forewarned that

he would find the fatigue, at that hour,

almost insupportable. He proceeded,

however, and with difficulty reached the

convent, where he was received with a

frank and hearty welcome—the British

uniform being a sure passport to hospita

lity, at that period, throughout the whole

extent of Portugal. Here he cooled his

heated frame by eating the most delici

ous fruits ; whilst the fine and invigorat

ing breezes of the mountain air soon re

stored to him the capacity for active

exertion. Pleased with the monks, who

had little of the ascetic, unsociable dispo

sition of their order—delighted at escap

ing from the contaminated atmosphere of

Lisbon, its bustle, and its noise, to this

pure and fragrant seat of health, and

quiet, and repose, Dillon resolved to pass

the night at the convent ; and the guide

was dismissed, with a handsome present

from the liberal Englishman, which was

received with blessings, " not loud but

deep," uttered by the grateful Portuguese.

" And what ruins are those ?" inquired

Dillon of one of the monks, who was ac

companying him in a ramble round the

grounds of the convent, after he had dis

missed his guide. As he spoke he point

ed to the remains of a castellated fortress,

that crowned the summit of a rude emi

nence, at no great distance from the con

vent.

" Those mouldering relics," replied

Father Joachim, " are all that exist of a

once proud edifice, which, when the Cres

cent lorded it over the Cross in the Penin

sula, reared its lofty towers on high, and

was inhabited by a race of infidels of the

Abencerrages tribe. Now its massy walls

are mostly crumbled into dust, its gorge

ous magnificence has vanished, and the

orgies of robbers and smugglers are cele

brated in those halls, which were once the

resort of the brave and the fair of the fol

lowers of Mahomet."

As he spoke, tw o men were seen steal

ing along the path that wound round the

mountain, in some places overhung by a

projecting precipice, in others covered

with umbrageous shrubs, to the ruins of

which they were conversing. They bore

something between them, that had the

appearance of a body enveloped in a man

tle ; but whether it was male or female,

it was impossible to discover. Dillon

looked on it with interest, as the monk

silently pointed out those invaders of the

solemn stillness which at that hour reign

ed around :—now he lost sight of them,

as they turned round a projection of the

rock ; now they were enveloped in the

foliage of the overhanging shrubs ; but

again they emerged to view, and were

finally lost to the gaze of the anxious ob

server, as they retired behind a part of the

ruined wall, which had formerly flanked

the grand entrance to the castle.

" What can those men be after ?" in

quired Dillon. " Why are they, with

this evident desire to elude observation,

conveying what seems to be a human

form to yonder ruins ? Has some deed of

violence been committed, and are its per

petrators about to consign a dead victim

to an unhallowed grave, or immerse a

living one in the dismal precints of yonder

gloomy walls ?"

" Alas ! my son," replied the Father,
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" such sights are too frequent to our eyes

to excite much wonder, however they

may demand commiseration ; and not un-

frequently the groans of the sufferers from

lawless violence are wafted on the wings

of the wind to these peaceful shades. We

have no power to interfere ; we can only

regard with pity the violations of moral

rectitude and religious duty ; and offer

up our prayers for the safety of the inno

cent and the reformation of the guilty."

" There are but two !" said Dillon :

and as he stood for a few minutes wrapped

in thought, the working of his counte

nance, and the expression of his fine dark

eyes, as he looked towards the ruins,

evinced that he wasrevolving some scheme

to aid the unfortunate being just conveyed

within their walls, if indeed he or she yet

lived. His plan, whatever it was, was

soon formed. He obtained from the monk

a direction as to the easiest way of reach

ing the ruins, and departed, notwithstand

ing the remonstrances with which he was

assailed ; having first taken the precau

tion to supply himself with a brace of

loaded pistols, in addition to his sword

" and a better never decked a soldier's

thigh"—which he always wore.

Proceeding with cautious celerity, he

succeeded in gaining the ruins without

molestation. The path he had followed

ended directly under a wall of consider

able height, skirting the ledge of the pre

cipice, on which the castle had been built.

A little to the right a low-arched entrance

admitted him into a wide area, which had

probably been the once-spacious and well-

fitted hall of the Moslems, but which was

now lonely and deserted. All was silent;

but advancing a little further, the sound

of voices burst upon his ear, and he looked

round to see whence they proceeded. The

place he was in was surrounded on three

sides by a ruined wall of unequal height;

at the ibuith, the remains of a spacious

gateway announced that this had been

the grand entrance to the castle in the

days of its pristine splendour. He ad

vanced within the shadow of its deep

recess, and found that it opened upon a

court, the prospect from which was de

lightful beyond aught that imagmation

could conceive. Nature had here blended

the wild and the beautiful in intimate

union ; and whilst the pinnacles and pro

jections of the mountain were seen dis

persed here and there in rude grandeur,

the beautiful geraniums, the rosemary

and myrtle, the jasmine, the dark cork

tree, and the aloe, at once delighted the

eye, and emitted a refreshing perfume.

A flight of steps from the gateway led

into a court-yard, which at this moment

was beautifully illumined by the rays

of the setting sun. Under a bower formed

of the vine, the jasmine, and the gera

nium, the two men whom he had seen

from the convent were now discovered

playing at dice ; whilst a few paces from

them on the grass lay a female form,

which, even at that distance, Dillon could

discover to be young and beautiful. He

anxiously watched for some indication,

which might point to a decisive line of

conduct for him to adopt : that the lady,

whoever she might be, was not a willing

associate of the two ruffians, for such their

address, manners and appearance denoted

them, with whom he found her, he felt

convinced ; and it was a moment of relief

from a painful state of suspense, when he

saw the two men emerge from the bower,

and, as they advanced towards the spot

where he was concealed, overheard them,

in the Portuguese language, detail their

plans and intentions. He found that they

had been deciding their !pretensions to

their lovely and helpless victim by 'the

cast of the dice ; and the one who had

been successful was a stein and sturdy-

looking villain, on whose face nature had

fixed marks of cruelty in lineaments

which time could never efface. A fero

cious exultation gleamed on his counte

nance; his dark scowling eyes were lighted

up with a deadly expression of passion,

and shot gleams of vengeance from under

his high and overarching brows :—be

advanced to the extended female, and

raising her from the ground with no gen

tle touch, he said something which Dil

lon could not distinguish. The lady

appeared to look up, and, as if recogniz

ing the ruthless being by whom she was

supported, uttered a piercing shriek, which

reverberated in echoes from rock to rock,

and at length died away in the distance.

Dillon knew not what to do ; but his con

duct was soon decided. The ruffian com

menced a struggle with the unfortunate

being that he held in his grasp, who was

near sinking under his lawless violence ;

when, not able to contain himself any

longer, Dillon rushed down the steps,

calling upon them in Portuguese, to hold.

The ruffians seemed paralyzed for an in

stant but it was only for an instant.

Both rushed upon Dillon, who discharged

his pistol, and brought one to the ground.

A short but desperate conflict ensued^with

the other ; but the nervous arm of the

young Englishman at length humbled

this opponent also in the dust.

Leaving the helpless and disabled ruffi

ans, Dillon supported the lady he had

rescued, along the path by which he had

gained the ruins, to the convent, which

they reached with difficulty, owing to the

exhausted state of his chtrge. They were
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received with joy by the monks, who

supplied every necessary restorative ; and

soon the bloom of health again mantled

on her cheek.

I might here detail the tender conver

sation which ensued between the lady and

Dillon, the love of the latter, and the

gratitude, which soon lipened into love,

of the former,—the daughter of a rich

citizen of Cintra, who had been decoyed

from her home by the ruffians from whom

Dillon had delivered her: but though

these occurrences are pleasant enough to

the parties concerned, they are in general

rather insipid to the reader, or to a third

party. Suffice it to say, that in a few

months Captain Dillon and the fair Isabel

do Castro were united, and they never

cease to remember, with pleasure, a day

at Cintra.

SPIRIT OF THE PUBLIC JOUR-

NALS, FOR THE YEAR 1825.

From the title of this work, it will be

evident that a portion of it must have

been anticipated in the Mirror, parti

cularly in the extracts from the Maga

zines. The Editor has also quoted several

articles from the Mirror, and has alto

gether made a very amusing and interest

ing volume, which is embellished with

some good wood-cuts, from designs by

llr. Robert Cruikshank. The following

are extracts:—

THE NEwSPAPER PRESS.

It is not an extreme calculation to state

that there are, upon the eight morning

papers, and six evening papers, published

in London, at least 120 literary gentle

men, receiving weekly salaries to the

amount of 000/., exclusive of those who

-are paid for their communications. If to

the daily papers we add about forty Sun

day papers, and papers published twice

or thrice during the week, we shall

make a weekly sum total for literary ser

vices upon the establishments, exclusive

of what is paid for in another way, of

about 1,000/.; and if we add to this

- amount the sums paid by the whole uf

them to printers, publishers, and others,

in the way of regular salary, we shall have

an increase of at least 1 ,500/.—making a

weekly sum of 2,500'., or 130,000/. pel

annum, paid by the London newspaper

press in salaries only ; and to this we may

add at least 1,200/. weekly, or 02,400/.

per annum, for the remaining expenses,

exclusive of stamps and paper—-making

altogether nearly 200,000/. per annum.

With respect to the number of persons

employed upon the London newspapers,

directly and indirectly, taking in editors,

reporters, publishers, printers, pressmen,

and others, deriving from them their sub

sistence, we are quite able to state it, at

the very lowest, at 1,500, many of whom

derive emoluments which enable them to

live as gentlemen, whilst none are without

a handsome competence ; for it is a fact,

that in no employment are persons paid

more liberally than upon newspapers—

The compositors have, upon morning

papers, each 21. 8s. weekly, and upon

evening papers 2/. 3s. ('d. ; and the press

men are paid equally well, although their

labour has been much diminished by the

introduction of printing machines instead

of presses. When we come to add to the

list of London papers those which are

printed in the country, and in Ireland and

Scotland, we shall find the account still

more curious. The number ofthese may

be taken broadly at 225, most of which

appear once a week, a few daily, and

some twice or thrice a week. Sometimes

there are 240 provincial papers, at others

230 ; we take the average, therefore, at

235 ; but from the increasing intellectual

wants ofthe people, we may safely expect

that the number will be soon 250. Each

of these papers has an editor and pub

lisher, and from three to six men and

boys, as compositors and pressmen. The

weekly amount of salaries paid upon these

establishments must be about 1,800/., or

02,600/. annually ; and the other ex

penses of the establishments may be

about 1,000/. weekly, or 52,000/. an

nually ; all, of course, exclusive of stamps

and paper.

We now come to the circulation of the

newspapers. The daily morning and

evening papers, with those published

twice or three times in the week, amount

to at least 40,000 daily, or 240,000

weekly ; and the Sunday papers to be

tween 50,000 and 60,000—making alto

gether about 300,000 weekly. If to this

we add the circulation of the provincial

press, we shall have a striking proof of

the state of intellect in this country.

Many of the country newspapers publish

two or three thousand copies, but others

not more than four or five hundred.—

Considering however, that several appear

more than once a week, we do not think

we can be charged witti exaggeration, if

we sa/ that they throw off weekly 200,000

copies, making altogether 500,000 copies.

Let this number be compared with our

population, and then say whether Eng

land is not an intellectual country. Of

this number, of course, some thousand

copies go abroad ; but they amount to

little, compared with the gross circulation.

Five hundred thousand copies require

one thousand reams of paper, which, on
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an average of 36*. per ream, would make

1,750/. weekly, or 91,00(1/. per annum—

Thus we have,

London press, annually, \ .£.. s.

exclusiveofstamps and y 200,000 0

paper - J

Provincial press, ditto . . . 93,600 0

Paper 91,000 0

Five hundred thousand")

stamps at id. each I

with 20/. percent, dis- 1 '

count off ..J

£721,266 13 4

We have here more than 700,000/.

sterling, exclusive of advertisements, ex

pended by the newspaper press annually,

of which about 360,000/. go to the go

vernment for stamps and the excise duty

on paper.

It is a curious fact in the history of

newspapers, that in the year 1758, when

Mr. John Newberry, of St. Paul's

Church-yard, London, well known as

the compiler of, and dealer in, many ex

cellent little books for " Young Masters

and Misses," projected a newspaper called

" The Universal Chronicle, or Weekly

Gazette," he engaged to allow Dr. Johnson

a share in the profits of that paper, for

which the latter was to furnish a short

essay on such subjects, of a general or

temporary nature, as might suit the taste

of newspaper readers, and distinguish his

publication from its contemporaries. The

reason assigned for Mr. Newberry's wish

ing to have an essay in his paper, is

exceedingly curious to modern readers of

those " folios of four pages ;" it was, that

the occurrences during the intervals of

its publication were not sufficient to fill

its columns. What a curious fact is this

in the history of political intelligence !—

It is to this dearth of occurrences that we

owe that collection of essays, by Johnson,

called ". The Idler," which first appeared

in Newberry's Universal Chronicle.

Times.

PERPETUAL PERIODICAL

TABLE.

By the following table, the day of the

week on which the first day of any month

in any year falls, and the week-day of any

date whatever, may be found.

Directions—Look in that column

where the day of the week stands, on

which Jan. 1 of the year required falls,

and underneath in that column, opposite

to each month, is shewn the day of the

week of the first of that month. The

column headed L shews the same if the

year happens to be a leap year.

Jan. 1 Sunday.

L

Monday.

L

Tuesday.

L

Wedues.

L

Thursday

L

Friday .

1

Saturday.

L

Feb. 1 W Th Fri Sat. Sun Mon| Tu

.Mar. 1 W Th Th Fii Fri Sat Sat Sun Sun Mon Mon Tu Tu W

Apr. 1 Sat Sun Sun Mon Mon Tu Tu W W Th Th Fri Fri Sat

May 1 Mon Tu Tu W W Th Th Fri Fri Sat Sat Sun Sun Mon

.June 1 Th Fri Fri Sat Sat Sun Sun Mon MonTu Tu W W Th

July 1 Sat'" Sun Sun Mon Mon Tu Tu W W Th Th Fri Fri Sat

Any. 1 Tu W W Th Th Fri Fri Sat Sat Sun Sun Mon Mon Tu

Sept. 1 Fri Sat Sat Sun Suh Mon MonTu Tu W W
Th •

Th !Fri

Oct. 1 Sun Mon Mon Tu Tu W W Th' Th Fri Fri Sat Sat Sun

Nov. 1 W Th- Th Fri Fri Sat Sat ISun Sun Mon MoniTu Tu W

Dec. 1 Fri, Sat Sat Sun Sun Mon Mon;Tu Tu \W W |Th Th Fri
. . -

Jan. 1, 180!), Sunday 1814, Saturday 1819, Friday 1824, Thursday

— 1.810, Monday 1815, Sunday 1820, Saturday 1825, Saturday

— 1811, Tuesday 1816, Monday 1821, Monday 1826, Sunday

— 1812, Wednesday 1817, Wednesday 1822, Tuesday 1827, Monday

— 1813, Friday 1818, Thursday 1823, Wednesday 1828, Tuesday

And so on, regularly advancing one day after each year, except leap years, and then

two days.

Leap Years 1820, 1824, 1828, 1832, 1836, 1840, 1844, 1843.

, Explanation of the use of this Table.— column of Sunday, under letter L, it

Required to know the day of the week would fall on Saturday.

of the 1st of September, 1826. When the day of the week of the first

, The 1st of January, 1826, in the list of any month is known, it is easy to

of years above, is Sunday, ana in the ascertain the same of any date in that

first column of Sunday in a line with month ; so that by the help of this table,

September, Friday is inserted ; conse

quently, the 1st of September, 1825, is

shewn to be on Friday; if 1826 were a

leap year, then, as inserted in the second

the week day of any date may be readily

ascertained, and in a great degree, as far

as respects time, it will answer the pur

pose of an almanack.
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IMITATION OF STYLE.

Every man has a certain manner and

character in writing and speaking, which

he spoils by a too close and servile imita

tion of another; as Bishop Felton, an

imitator of Bishop Andrews, observed—

" I had almost marred my own natural

trot, by endeavouring to imitate his arti

ficial amble.—Literary Chronicle.

THE PHILOSOPHY OP LAUGHTER ;

OR, MR. PUNCH IN ALL HIS OLORT.

You may sing of old Thespis , who first in a cart ,

To the jolly god Bacchus enacted a part ;

Miss Thalia, or Mrs. Melpomene praise,

Or to light-heeled Terpsichore offer your lays ;

But pray what are these, bind them all in a

bunch, . «. . _.

Compared to the acting of Signor Punch ?

Of Garrick, or Palmer, or Kemble, or Cooke,

Your modems may whine, or on each write a

book;

Or Matthews, or Munden, or Fawcett, suppose

They could once lead the Town as they pleas 'd

by the nose ;

A fig for such Actors ! tied all in a bunch,

Mere mortals, compared to old deified Punch !

Not Chester can charm us, nor Foote with her

smile

Like the first blush of summer, our bosoms be

guile,

Half so well, or so merrily drive care away,

As old Punch with bis Judy in amorous play.

Kean, Young, and Macready, though thought

very good,

Have beads, it is true, but then they're not of

wood.

Be ye ever so dull, full of.spleen or ennui,

Mighty Punch can enliven your spirits with glee.

Not honest Jack Harley, or Liston's rum mug

Can produce half the fun othujuggity-jug ;

For a right hearty laugh, tie them all in a bunch,

Not an actor among them like Signor Punch.

English Spy,

Answers to the Riddles, Charades, and

Conundrums, in iVo. CLXXIV. of

the Mirror.

RIDDLES.

1. Hat.

2. Ink.

3. Sedan chair.

4. Looking glass.

5. The letter O.

CHARADES.

1. Farewell.

2. Rainbow.

3. Arm chair.

4. Lappet.

CONUNDRUMS.

1. Because they are forage.

2. Because it is within the bar.

3. Because she is often toasted.

4. Twenty.

6. Cards.

6. Because it is the capital of France.

Cfw ©aifjerer.

1 am but a Gatherer and disposer of other

men's stuff."—tfMon.

AN EXTENSIVE SAVING.

A spice merchant of Constantinople,

carrying a piece of fine cloth to a tailor,

desired to have a cloak and tunic made of

it, and inquired if there was enough.

The artist having measured the stuff,

declared it sufficient ; and then requested

to know what had been the cost of it ?

"Five sequins," replied the customer,

" was the price ; and, considering the

quality, that is not dear." The tailor

paused for a moment, " I am a beginner

in trade," said he to the spice dealer,

" and money is an object to me—give

me two sequins, and I will show you

how you may save three in this affair."

" I agree," returned the other ; and the

two sequins were produced and paid.

" It is well !" said the man of the

needle. " I am a person of my word.

This cloth has cost five sequins, and I

have promised to save you three. Take

it then to some other tailor, and Allah

direct you to one of more experience ;

for I have never made such a dress as

that you want ; and if I attempt it, it

will certainly be spoiled. ,

COSTUME.

In Scudder's museum, at New York,

there is a representation in wax of Saul,

Samuel, and the Witch of Endor. Saul

wears a blue silk coat and small-clothes

covered with spangles ; the witch sits in

a parlour-chair in a printed cotton gown,

with a white shawl, cap, and black

riband ; and Samuel sports a white cotton

night-cap.

LACONIC EPISTLES.

A gentleman, meeting in a coffee-

house a captain of his acquaintance on

the point ofsailing for New York, received

an invitation to accompany him, which

he accepted, taking care to inform his wife

of it, which he did in these terms :

" Dear Wife,—I am going to America.

" Yours truly, T. G."

The lady's answer, equally concise and

tender, was as follows :—

" Dear Husband,—A good voyage.

" Yours, Mary G."

Printed and Published by J. L1MBIRD, 143,

Strand, (near Somerset-House,) and sold in alt

Newsmen and Booksellers.
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Captain patTD, anU Ijte last Wo$ast.

Iw presenting our readers with a portrait

of one of the most enterpiising and skil

ful navigators this country has produced,

we should, as in former instances, have

accompanied it with a memoir of his life,

had we not given this already, in. No. 64

of the Mutitur, when we commenced a

new feature in our work—the Select

Biography, with a memoir of this distin

guished individual. We shall therefore

now merely give an outline of his life.

Captain William Edward Parry is the;

fourth son of the late Dr. Parry, of Bath,,

where he was born, Dec. 19, 1790. After,

receiving an excellent education in that

city, he entered the navy, on board the

Ville de Paris, which was once the flag

ship of the French Admiral de Grasse,

but then commanded by Admiral Corn-

wallis. Young Pairy distinguished him

self from the outset of his career, particu

larly during the blockade of Brest. He'

afterwards served on board the Trihuhe,

and the Vanguard. In 1810 he was pro-:

moted to a lieutenancy, and appointed to

the Alexandria, Captain Quilliam, then'

stationed in the Baltic, where his hydro-

graphical talents were displayed in some

very valuable surveys. Lieutenant Parry

afterwards served on board his Majesty's

ship la Hogue, on the Halifax station,

where he remained, until his father's dan

gerous illness, in 1817, compelled him to

ask and obtain leave to return home.

To this circumstance does Captain

Parry owe his first appointment to a dis

covery-ship, for his time of service on the

Halifax station bad not expired. When

it was determined to send Captain Ross

on a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic

Regions, Lieutenant Parry was appointed

to the Alexander. Of this voyage, as

well as the two that followed, under the

immediate command of Captain Parry,

ample details will be found in preceding

volumes of the Mirror ; and we now

add an account of the last expedition.

The subject of North Polar Expeditions

has been so amply treated of in the

Mirror, that it might only be necessary

to refer to our former numbers* for an

account of preceding voyages, and proceed

at once to die last expedition of Captain

• See the Mmsoa, Nos. 57, 77, 81.

TOL. VI. 2 G

Parry, which was unfortunately inter

cepted, at the moment when success

seemed to dawn upon the enterprising

voyagers, by one of those accidents to

which all navigation, and. particularly in

the Polar Seas, is liable. We shall,

however, first briefly notice the two former

voyages of Captain Parry ; we allude to

those under his immediate command. In

the first voyage, in 1819, 1820, Captain

Parry proceeded up Davis's Straits and

Baffin's Bay, and entering Lancaster

Sound, steered nearly due west, until he

reached an island, which he named in ho

nour of Lord Melville ; here he wintered

in a harbour, in north latitude 7i deg.

44 min., and west longitude 111 deg.

In the conrse of this voyage, among other

important discoveries, Captain Parry

found an inlet nearly in the centre of

Barrow,s Straits, longitude 90 degrees,

opening to the south, which he explored

to somo distance, and found to terminate

in an open sea ; to this opening he gave

the name of Prince Regent's inlet.

In the. second voyage, which was pro

secuted between May 1821 and October

1823, Captain Parry's instructions were

to enter Hudson's Bay, and after ex

ploring Repulse Bay, endeavour to gain

that open sea into which Prince Regent's

Inlet enters ; in this attempt, he was,

however, foiled, by the entanglement of

the ice. The object of the third voyage

was to gain the open sea, which in the se

cond voyage, he could not reach, and

which, in his first voyage, his instruction!

precluded him from entering.

Captain Parry sailed on his last voyage

in May 1824, in the Hecla, accompanied

by the Fury, which was commanded by

Lieutenant Hoppner. In the summer of

that year the ships proceeded through

Davis's Straits to Baffin's Bay, which

they found some difficulty in crossing, on

account of an extraordinary accumulation

of ice which obstructed the ships until the

9th of September ; when freed from the

ice, they proceeded to Barrow's Straits,

which they reached in four days ; on the

26th, the ships had got to the entrance of

Prince Regent's Inlet, in full hopes of a

secure harbour for the winter, and a suc

cessful prosecution of the voyage in the

spring. The winter was now fast setting
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in, and it was with some difficulty the

ships reached Fort Bowen, in lat. 73 deg.

long. 89 deg. This they effected by the

28th of September, and by the 6th of Oc

tober the vessels became surrounded with

what is termed young ice. Fort Bowen

is about one hundred and twenty miles

north-west of the point where Captain

Parry was stopped in his last voyage.

The wintet was a mild one for these

arctic regions, the thermometer never

exceeded 44J deg. below Zero, whereas

during his first voyage it was at 55 deg.

Reading, music, and plays, formed the

principal in-door amusements, and a

masquerade was got up once a fortnight

on board one of the ships ; and although

the disguises were generally penetrated,

the sailors entered into the amusement

with great spirit. In one of the mas

querades, Captain Parry assumed the dis

guise of a poor enfeebled creature, scarcely

able to totter above ground ; and his dis

guise was so complete, that one of the

crew, who had personated an undertaker,

declared him unfit for this world, took his

measure, and proceeded, with some as

sistants, to dig a grave, into which they

hurried their well-disguised captain, who

was obliged to undeceive them, to prevent

premature burial.

Bear hunting was an excellent sport,

and kept the men well exercised ; twelve

white bears were killed, and a great num

ber of fine grouse were shot by the officers

and men without a license, or any dread

of infracting the game laws ; the grouse

was so abundant as almost to cease to be

a luxury with the erews. The ptarma-

gans were plentiful, and some fine speci

mens of them have been brought home.—

Grouse were also shot occasionally, and

formed a delightful change in the messes

of the ships' companies.

The.garden was attended to as before ;

"" but the herbs reared in It did not at all

compensate for the trouble bestowed upon

them. Some cucumbers were grown in

glasses, in the summer, but not of a very

large description. During the winter, the

title of a newspaper could barely be read

at noon-day on deck, so dense was the

gloom which pervaded the atmosphere for

many months. As the spring approached,

exploratory parties were sent on shore,

under the direction of Capt. Hoppner, who

commanded the Fury, to the eastward,

while Lieutenant Sherer proceeded along

the coast to the southward, as far as Fitz

gerald's Bay, in lat- 72 deg. 20 mm.,

which was the point reached by Captain

Parry in this inlet in his first voyage.

• Lieutenant Ross took a northern direction

on shore, and reached beyond Cape York,

which is at the entrance of the inlet. In

the course of these excursions, and others

made for sixty or eighty miles into the

interior eastward, several specimens of

animal, vegetable, and mineral produc

tions were collected, and have been brought

home in the Hecla.

The summer commenced on the 6th of

June, and the ice thawed sufficiently to

enable the vessels to leave Fort Bowen,

when they stood to the southward, and

exploring the coast, reached North Somer

set on the 23rd ; they pursued their course

in the same direction, but were driven

back by contrary winds to Prince Leo

pold's Island, in Lancaster Sound. Capt.

Parry, however, determined on another

attempt to get through the inlet, along

the western shore of which the vessels

were worked until the 1st of August.

The vessel was obliged to keep in shore,

that being the only current, the rest being

one mass of ice. They kept heaving the

lead all the time : she however struck on

a hummock of ice, in six feet water.

Such was the force with which the

Fury was struck, that the stern-post was

torn off, as well as part of the cut-water,

and the main keel broken. Four pumps

were kept constantly going for forty-eight

hours, and the men, though much fa

tigued, laboured cheerfully. The vessel

was got into a sort of artificial harbour,

made by cabels fixed to the icebergs, and

to anchors on shore. •

On the 6th of August the water had in

creased considerably, although the pumps

were kept gouig from five o'clock in the

morning till eight/o'clock in the evening.

The men were excessively fatigued, and

their allowance of provision was increased

by a quarter of a pound of meat and a gill

of rum per day.—It was now determined

to land the stores, in order to lighten the

Fury ; in effecting this, Capt. Hoppner

used a sort of crane, by which he hoisted

the casks up, and ran them along a cable

on shore, which facilitated the landing of

the stores very much ; on the 8th the

spirits were landed ; from this time to the

13th the ice continued to close in on the

ship ; a strong fresh breeze sprung up,

blowing from the N.N.W. ; and another

cable was now employed, in order to keep

the ice as much as possible from the

ship. The next day the water increased,

and was eighteen inches in the well, and

the ice continued to tear the vessel very

much. Capt. Parry now sent Lieutenants

Austin and Sherer and the master carpen

ter to examine the Fury, when they found

that there was no chance of saving her.

On the 16th, a tent was pitched on

shore for the men to sleep in ; the next

day they were employed in tightening the

cables which were fixed to the hummocks
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and* in pumping out the water, and they

had only three hours' rest. On the 18th,

there was a snow storm, and the ice in

creased so much, that Capt. Parry began

to fear that the Hecla would be locked

in; a consultation of the officers was

held, when it was resolved to get her out,

and preparations were made for that pur

pose. It was also agreed to make an ef

fort to get the Fury out into a moie open

sea, and examine her. On the 20th,

Capt. Parry sent twelve of his men to

work on the Fury ; the wind had now

shifted te the N.N.K. On the 21st,

Cape Turnagain, the boundary of Frank

lin's discovery, to the eastward of the

mouth of the Copper-mine river ; but it

is not so far west, byJJ00 miles, as they

made out on their first voyage ofdiscovery.

This voyage was not fertile in disco

very, and yet some important facts have

been ascertained, not only in navigation,

but in medical science, which overturn

the theories of the faculty. In managing

the ships, Capt. Parry found the most

signal advantages from Capt. Phillips's

patent capstan, by which two men can do

the worlc of fifty by the old method ; this

there was a hi"h surf running on the - is so striking an improvement, that Capt.

beach, and more hawsers were employed

to keep the ice from wedging in the Fury ;

the next day she drifted further in shtwe,

just as the tide began to fall, which ba

nished all hopes of getting the Fury out;

in the mean time, the Hecla was sepa

rated from her by a barrier of ice four

miles broad, which induced Capt. Parry

to recall his men, lest, if he delayed it

longer, he might not be able to get them

off. On the 24th, a south wind sprung

up, and the ice between the vessels had

increased so much, that the Hecla was

Parry, on his return, lost no time in re

commending it to the Lords of the Admi

ralty, who, with a laudable zeal for the

service, gave immediate instructions that

all the vessels of his Majesty's navy are

in future to be fitted out with Captain

Phillips's new capstans. On the subject

of magnetic attraction, we understand

some very valuable and interesting disco

veries have been made, which completely

change the old theories on this subject.

One very curious fact was discovered

during the voyage, and that is, that the

five leagues from the Fury ; all hope of more the body was charged with caloric,

saving her was now at an end, as she had the better did it withstand the cold.

nine feet water in the hold, and she was " -:- *' -'. *'• " ' ' ' '.-'-

finally abandoned on the 26th of August,

to the great regret of every person be

longing to the expedition, and particu

larly Captain Hoppner, her commander.

During the time the crews were engaged

in clearing the Fury, a regular current

floating the ice past them at the rate of a

mile and a half an hour, was to them a

strong indication of an open sea not far

distant. The Fury was completely cleared

of everything, even of her coals, and the

repairs nearly completed, when the Hecla previous to going out on any excursion,

was blown off ; and when she returned the longer they could remain exposed? to

and found her consort so nearly destroyed, this cold without injury; and, that the

a regular survey was made, and all hope cold was severe may be inferred from the "

of restoring her to service was given up. circumstance, that the steam from the

- " " " ' " baths congealed in its ascent, and fell in

a shower of snow.

The. scenery in Prince Regent's Inlet

is of the most magnificent description ;

the coast, in some places, presenting a

front three hundred feet high almost per

pendicular : this is supposed to be occa

sioned by the action of the water freezing

During the winter, the heat below deck

was generally 68 deg , while on deck it

was about 45 deg. below Zero, and al

though the men frequently went from

their heated apartments to this extreme

cold, yet there was not a single instance

of cough, cold, or catarrhal affection what

ever among the crews of either vessel ;

the warm bath was frequently used, and

was found highly beneficial in preventing

the cold, and it was remarked that the

more the body was heated immediately

Nothing now remained for Capt. Parry

but to return to England ; the Hecla,

therefore, stood to the northward, and, on

the 27th of August, anchored at Neill's

Harbour, near Fort Bowen. Two or

three days were spent in refitting ; and,

on the 1st of September, the Hecla left

the Prince Regent's Inlet ; on the 17th,

she got through the ice, and passing the in some crevices of the granite, and ex-

Arctic Circle, made the Orkneys on the panding it, like a wedge, until a portion

10th of October ; on the 12th, Capt. of it becomes separated ; this was in-

Parry landed at Peterhead and proceeded ferred from the circumstance, that large

to London, where he arrived on Sunday, masses of granite were_ found on floating

the 16th of October.

The vessels had reached 72 deg. 46

roin. N. lat. and 01 deg. 50 min. W. long.

where the Fury was lost. This point is

about 420 geographical miles N.E. from

icebergs, which made them sometimes be

mistaken for land.

Few collections in natural history were

made during the voyage ; some botanical

and entomological specimens, however,

2G2
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were obtained. A few deer were shot,

and some Arctic bears, on which the dogs

were fed ; the old Esquimaux dog is still

alive, but his mate died, not, however,

until she had left a litter of puppies,

which have also procreated, so that the

breed is likely to be perpetuated. A

good deal of grouse was obtained, which

was found very seasonable. The voyagers

never saw a human being, but found traces

of them in various parts ; should the poor

Esquimaux meet with the stores that were

left, they will be astonished, and at a loss

to know what to do with the prize. Were

another voyage to be made, it is probable

that the Esquimaux would be found

dressed in the uniform of Capt. Hoppner,

or treasuring up articles of which they

knew not the use.

Although the expedition has failed of

its object, yet it is gratifying to find that

it has not been attended by any great

sacrifice of life ; the crews have returned

in better health and spirits than when

they set out, and with the loss only of two

men, who perished by accidents. One of

them fell on a block of ice, and injured

his back, which produced a diseased spine ;

and the loss of the other seems likely to

give strength to the doctrine—orthodox

among seamen, that a particular fate is

attached to every man, whether on sea or

on shore, Death will have his victim at

the appointed hour. This seaman was

one of four mates, who went on a little

expeditidn for curiosity, over a table

mountain, unarmed ; he separated from

his companions, intending to make a little

tour and rejoin them, but had not pro

ceeded far, when he was pursued by a

bear; to assist his speed he threw off

his snow shoes, or boots, and fled, till he

got to the edge of the rock, where he had

to decide, in a moment, whether he would

hurl himself down the almost perpendi

cular steep, or yield to his merciless

enemy — he preferred the former, and

tumbled himself down the side of the

mountain, from a height of about 300

feet, too steep for the bear to adventure.

His comrades having discovered his boots,

alarmed and astonished, now sought the

poor fellow, found him senseless, and

conveyed him to their berth. He re

covered gradually, and at the end of seve

ral weeks was fully restored to the use of

his limbs, when he was attacked by dis

ease, and again nairowly escaped death.

Shortly after this he went on a shooting

party, again separated from his com

panions, and fell through a chasm in the

ice, where there was not more than four

feet depth of water. The cold soon ren

dered exertion impossible, and he was

taken out froeen to death—his body be

coming solid and stiff as a compact lump

of ice. He was, however, immediately

carried to the vessel, where every exertion

possible was used to restore animation,

but ineffectually. It is supposed that he

was reaching after a bird that he had shot,

and that his foot slipped.

The above are all the particulars that

have appeared relating to the last Arctic

expediton ; and for these we have been

principally indebted to the Literary

Chronicle. Captain Parry is, however,

preparing a narrative of the voyage, and

we shall lose no time in making our rea

ders acquainted with it when it appears.

All that skill, courage, and perseverance

could accomplish, has been effected by

Capt. Parry ; and although he has yet

failed of making a noth-west passage, yet

we think he has fully proved its existence ;

and in the course of his voyages he has

enlarged the boundaries of geographical

and hydrographical knowledge, and has

gained for himself an imperishable fame.

Seleet ISiograptjJ?.

No. XXXVII.

ALEXANDER I. EMPEROR OF

RUSSIA.

The autocrat of a great empire is no

more. Alexander at whose bidding whole

legions were ready to do the work of

death, has been compelled to yield to that

unchanged law of nature which equalizes

kings and their subjects ; for when the de

cree of providence goes forth

Sceptre and crown

Must tumble down,

And in the dust be equal laid

With the humble scythe and spade.

Without meddling with politics, to which

we are averse, we shall give a brief me

moir of the life of the late emperor, who

though not a prince of very extraordinary

talents^ occupies a most important niche

in the history of the last twenty years.

Alexander, emperor of all the Russia*

and king of Poland, was born on the

24th of December, 1777- He was the

eldest son of Paul I. by his second wife,

Sophia Dorothea Augusta Maria Fcedo-

rowna of Wurtemburgh Stutgard, and

was married October 9, 1793* to Eliza

beth Alexiewna, formerly Louisa Maria

Augusta, sister of the grand duke of

Baden, bom June 4, 1779. The care of

his education was committed to M. de Is

Harpe, a Swiss colonel, who neglected

nothing to fit his pupil for the high st»-

tion he was destined to fill. He was pre.

]
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claimed emperor, March 34, 1801, and

crowned at Moscow the 27th of the fol-

lowing September. His first care was to

put an end to the war which then raged

between Russia and England ; and he for

some length of time preserved peace both

with England and France, and vainly

endeavoured to act as mediator between

them, after the termination of the short

peace of Amiens. In 1804, however,

the muider of the duke d'Enghien, by

Bonaparte, excited the indignation of the

emperor, who, after presenting an ener

getic remonstrance by his ambassador,

against " a violation of the law of nations

as arbitrary as .it was public," withdrew

his minister from Paris, and in 1805

aigned a treaty of Alliance, offensive and

defensive, with England, Austria, and

Sweden ; acting on which, Alexander

hastened to lead his troops into Austria,

where he arrived only in time to see the

capital fall into the hands of the French.

He then tetreated, together with the rem

nant of the Austrian army, to Beilin,

where he resolved to await the French

army ; but on the defeat of the Austrians

at the battle of Austerlitz, he returned

to St. Pctersburgh, leaving the greater

part of his army on the frontiers of Ger

many. In 1806, being called upon by

the court of Berlin, he again took up

arms, but was again only in time to wit

ness the triumph of Bonaparte. In the

spring of 1807, Alexander joined his

army, which had retreated beyond the

Vistula, and withstood the French with

great bravery ; but having been defeated

in the battle of Friedland, he retreated

beyond the Niemen, where he agreed to

the preliminaries of the peace signed at

Tilsit, July 8, 1807. In consequence

as is believed of a secret article in that

treaty, he declared war against England,

and soon afterwards against Sweden,

which latter war lasted two years, and

ended in Sweden ceding Finland to Rus

sia. During the hostilities which still

subsisted between France and England,

he continued to side with the former

power, and dismissed from his dominions

all the German ministers and agents.

Bnt the time was arrived when he was

forced to defend himself in his own do

minions, with no other ally than Eng

land, against Bonaparte, who led 560,000

choice troops against him, joined with

those kings who had formerly been his

allies, and whom he had formerly assist

ed. The Russians, however, on their

evacuation of Moscow, by burning that

city, destroyed the only means of subsis

tence the French could expect during the

winter ; and thence followed the terrible

destruction of that vast army. The em

peror Alexander now seemed animated

with a spirit of vengeance against the

perfidious invader of the Russian domi

nions. He pursued with unrelenting

rigour : he even published a description

of his person, as if he had been a com-

mon felon. However, Bonaparte es

caped in a single sledge, and reached

Paris ; and so infatuated were the French,

that they actually suffered him to levy

new armies, and lead them into Ger

many in 1813. By this time, however,

the scene had wholly changed.

On March 13, Alexander and the King

of Prussia proclaimed the dissolution of

the confederacy of the Rhine, and declared

their intention of assisting the Austrians,

After having been worsted at the battles

of Lutzen and Bautzen, they agreed to

an armistice ; during which the Russians

were joined by General Moreau, who,

however, soon fell by a random shot be

fore Dresden. After various success, the

great battle of Leipsic was fought, Octo

ber 16th, 17th, and 18th, which completed

the deliverance of Germany. In tile be*.

ginning of 1814, the Allied Monarch»

crossed the Rhine. On the 30th Match,

the Allied Army besieged Paris, and

forced it to capitulate ; and on the 31st,

the Emperor Alexander and the King of

Prussia entered it, amid cries of Vive le

Roi ! Vivent (es Bourbons ! and Bona

parte soon signed Iiis first abdication. On

the landing of Louis XVIII., Alexande•

hastened to meet him, and conducted him

to Paris, which he entered May 4th. A

treaty of peace was signed at Paris, May

30th, 1814, and Alexander left France,

June 1st, for London, where he was mag

nificently entertained by the Prince Regent

at Guildhall. He returned to St. Peters

burgh July 25. On September 25, he

entered Vienna, where he remained until

the end of October. The ratification of

the Acts of the Congress had been signed

February 9, 1815. When the escape of

Bonaparte fiom Elba changed the appa

rent security of Europe into confusion,

great preparations had been made by the

Russians, when the news of the battle of

Waterloo put a stop to their motions.

Alexander himself set out for Paris, where

he arrived three days after the entry of

Louis XVIII. Prom thence he pro

ceeded to Brussels to view the field of

Waterloo ; and, after a short stay, re

turned to St. Petersburgh, which he en

tered amid universal acclamations. From

that time till his death, his policy was

purely pacific ; he attended several Con

gresses, and was almost incessantly mov

ing from one part of the continent to
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another, ot else traversing hla own extes-

sive empire. During the present summer

he has traversed various parts of his ex.

tensive dominions, and had proceeded to

Taganrog, a town in the Crimea, on the

sea of Asoph ; where he was taken ill,

and expired on the 1st of December, after

a short illness. The full particulars have

not yet reached this country, but he is

said to have died perfectly resigned to the

decrees of providence. A few hours be.

fore his death, he ordered the blinds of

his window to be opened, and looking out

on the fine clear sky of the Crimea, he

said " What a fine day !" He was at

tended in his last moments by the Em

press, who had accompanied him in his

journey to the Crimea.

The Emperor is succeeded by his bro

ther Constantine, who, on the news reach

ing St. Petersburgh, was proclaimed

Emperor, by the title of Constantine the

First. '

To this brief memoir we add a few

.anecdotes, illustrative of the character of

the late Emperor Alexander, whose na

tural disposition was certainly very ami

able. The first anecdote, which is from

Dr. Lyall's " History of Moscow," shows

the forgiving disposition of the Emperor :

" A general who commanded a corps

of artillery stationed at the Imperial head

quarters, had incurred, on some trifling

occasion, the serious displeasure of the

Emperor Alexander* shortly before the

battle of Leipsic. His Majesty very un

ceremoniously sent one of his aides-de

camp with an order, that this officer

should give up his command, repair,

within twenty-four hours, to a village

the distance of twenty or thirty miles,

and take charge of a regiment stationed

there. Surprise, indignation, and fury

were successively evinced by the General,

but still he obeyed the mandate. He

left head-quarters with a moment's loss

of time—arrived at his new designation—

examined it—reviewed the regiment—

and immediately drove back to his former

station. At a review of some troops the

following morning, the Emperor soon

perceived him at the head of his corps.

Astonishment and rage were depicted in

the monarch's physiognomy, and he dis

patched an aide-de-camp to know what

the general was doing there, and why he

had left his new station, and dared to

disobey his sovereign's orders ? The

general, who is a man of talents, of ge

neral information, and of unconquerable

and sometimes ferocious spirit, with ener

gy replied to the aid-de-camp, ' Go back,

and tell his Imperial Majesty, that the

present time is highly important, and

that I feel anxious for the fate of Russia ;

tell him that henceforth I serve not Alex

ander, but my country ; and that I am

here, where I ought to be, at the head of

my troops, ready to sacrifice my life in

her cause.' Such an uncomtemplated

and heroic answer, instead of rousing the

furious passions of the mind, as might

have been expected, were despotism really

absolute, had a very opposite effect. The

Emperor seemed palsied, replied not a

word, and was glad to hush the affair to

sleep, lest the general's example should

be too generally known, and become a

precedent for the future for the officers of

the autocrat army. Before the battle of

Mont Martre, the general, who continued

in his former command, had a station as

signed him in the midst of danger,. on

purpose, it was supposed by some, that

his head might be carried away by a ca"n-

non-ball, and thus rid the Emperor of a

liberal-minded and refractory officer. This

gentleman, who fears no danger, rejoiced

on the occasion, fought, and conquered.

It redounds to the credit of Alexander,

that he called for the general on the field

of battle, and bestowed upon him the

Cordon of St. George. Since that period

he has been employed on an important

mission, and at this moment holds one

of the highest and most responsible offices

of the state."

In the above anecdote we have an in

stance of the patriotism of a general duly

appreciated by his sovereign ; in the fol

lowing, which is from the " Percy Anec

dotes," we have a proof of the patriotism

of the Emperor himself :—-

In the memorable war against Russia

in 1812, the news of the entrance of the

French into Smolensko, arrived during

the conferences of the Prince of Sweden

with the Emperor of Russia ; and it was

there that Alexander contracted the en

gagement with himself and the Prince

Royal, his ally, never to sign a treaty of

peace. " Should St. Petersburgh be

taken," said he, " I will retire into Sibe

ria. I will there resume our ancient cus

toms ; and, like our long-bearded ances

tors, we will return anew to conquer the

empire." " This resolution will liberate

Europe," exclaimed the Prince Royal;

and his prediction was accomplished.

The next anecdote is an instance of

imperial condescension :—

The Emperor Alexander, in proceed

ing from Sedan to Paris, travelled in a

berline de voyage. A young peasant, who

had mistaken his carriage for that of his

suit, climbed up behind, at some leagues

from the city. The august traveller or

dered his carriage to stop, and asked his
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travelling companion why he mounted

behind. " Sir," said he, " I wish to go

to Paris to see the Emperor Alexander."

" And why do you wish to see the Em

peror ?" " Because," said he, " my pa

rents have told me that he loves French

men ; I wish, therefore to see him for

once." " Very well, my good fellow,"

said Alexander, " you now see him ; I

am the Emperor." The child, in confu

sion and terror, began to cry, and after

stammering out an excuse, was preparing

to descend to pursue his journey on foot.

The Emperor desired him to remain, say

ing, " We shall go together." When

they arrived at the city, the Emperor re

quested him to call at his hotcl. The

youth did so. The Emperor asked^if he

wished to go to Russia. " With "plea

sure," replied the boy. " Well," said

he, '" since Providence has given you to

me, I shall take care of your fortune."

The youth went away on the following

day, in the suite of the Emperor. A

nearly similar adventure occurred to Bo

naparte, when passing through Eisnach,

on his return from Moscow.

The following are of a miscellaneous

character :—

A young officer of the police, who at

the setting in of the winter was stationed

on the quay at the Neva, to pievent any

one from attempting the passage of the

river until sufficiently frozen, discovered

a person who had escaped the notice of the

guard sink through the ice. Regardless

of danger, he plunged in and saved him.

The Emperor Alexander passing at the

time, addressed the officer in the most

flattering terms, gave him a ring from his

finger, and promoted him.

A letter from the Emperor Alexander

to a nobleman, on whom he had conferred

a patrimonial estate, has this fine con

clusion :—" The peasants of Russia are

for the greater part slaves ; it is unneces

sary for me to enlarge upon the degrada

tion and misery of such a state. I have

sworn not to increase the number of those

wretched beings, and have laid it down as

a principle not to dispose of peasants as a

property. This estate is granted to your

self and your posterity as a tenure for

life ; which is a tenure differing in this

point alone from the generality, that the

peasants cannot be sold, or alienated as

beasts of burden. You know my mo

tives ; I am convinced you would act in

the same manner were you in my place."

A Nobleman in the government of

Woronese, had bought six thousand pea

sants of Prince Trubeczkoi, and at the

instance of Alexander offered them their

freedom, on condition of their making

good the purchase money, which they did

most joyfully, and built a church, to

which they gave the name of their bene

factor.

A young woman of German extraction,

waited once for the Emperor Alexander

on the stair-case by which he was accus

tomed to go down to the Parade. When

the Emperor appeared, she said, " Please

your Majesty, I have something to say to

you." " What is it ?" demanded the

Monarch, and remained standing with all

his attendants. " I wish to be married,

but I have no fortune ; if you would gra

ciously give me a dowry."—" Ah, my

girl," replied the Emperor, " were I to

give dowries to all the young women in

St. Petersburgh, where do you think I

should find the money ?" The girl, how

ever, by his order, received a present of

fifty roubles.

TAGANROK.

Taganrok, or Taganrog, a port town in

the Sea of Asoph, in Russia, has just ac

quired an unexpected celebrity by the

death there of the Emperor of Russia,

which took place on the 1st of December

1825. Of this town, now become so in

teresting, Dr. Lyall in his late Travels

in Russia, gives the following descrip

tion :—

On the evening of the 16th of July,

we left Novo-Tcherkask, and arrived on

the morning of the 17th at Taganrog.

The country was hilly, and, as we ap

proached that town, signs of cultivation,

plantations, and corn-fields, gave a cheer

ful aspect to its vicinity. We had no op

portunity of examining Naktshivan (or,

as it is often written, Nakhitchivan),

which received its name from the ancient

town upon the left bank of the Araxes,

already noticed ; and, like it, is inhabit

ed by Armenians. This town or colony

was founded in 1780, in the reign of

Catherine II. by the Armenian merchants

who emigrated from the Krimea, and has

ever been prosperous, because its inha

bitants have been industrious. Pallas

and Clarke have both given interesting

accounts of it, as well as of Rostof, which

leave little room for addition.

Taganrog is situated upon a promon

tory which advances into the Sea of Azoph,

under East long. 42. 6., and North lat.

47. 10. Its name is composed of two

Russian words, Tayan, a tripod, and

Roy, a hom. At one time a light-house

or lantern was placed upon the point of

the promontory by the Turks, and it is

conjectured that it was supported upon a

tripod ; hence the fanciful derivation of

the name of the town.

I
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The advantages and disadvantages

of Taganr6g, as a commercial port, have

been repeatedly discussed by writers. The

reader desirous of examining these, as

well as its history, is referred to the

works of Pallas, Keuilly, Clarke, Castel-

nau, &c.

Taganrog is become a place of con

siderable importance, and is really a fine

town, though small. The streets are

very broad and regular, but not paved.

The houses are built both of stone and

wood, and are tastefully painted. The

fortress, however, contains a number of

low, mean dwellings. The total number

of edifices in the town were reckoned, in

1820, at 2,000.

In 1802, a particular Governor was

appointed for Taganrog, under whose

administration were placed in 1807, the

commercial towns of Naktshlvan, Rostof,

and Mariople. with their jurisdictions.

Then a committee was formed for public

edifices, and the state of the customs, of

the police, and of other public institu

tions, was improved. Barracks, a qua

rantine, an hospital, a custom-house, and

an exchange, &,e. were erected, and a pub

lic garden was formed.

Among the edifices most worthy of

remark, are the shops or bazars,• the ca

thedral, and two Russian churches, be

sides the Catholic church.

At one period the population of Ta

ganrog is said to have amounted to 70,000

souls ; but, according to a treaty between

Turkey and Russia in 1711, this town

was rased to the ground. By the treaty

of Kainardji, in 177^1 it was definitively

given up to Russia, and since that period,

it has continued to make more or less ad

vancement, according to favourable or

unfavourable circumstances. In 1790,

according to Pallas, the population of

this town amounted to 6,000 souls, of

whom 2,000 were sailors, under the orders

of the captain of the port, 1,500 were at

tached to the garrison under the command

ant of the town, and 2,500 were mer

chants. In 1810, Dr. Clarke says, that

its population did not exceed 5,000 souls;

but he neither assigns the cause of this

low calculation, nor gives the divisions of

which it is admitted ; but he informs us,

that he saw in it the representatives of

fifteen different nations assembled toge

ther at the same time. In 1812, Vscvolo-

joskii, following Pallas, says, the popula

tion ofthe town in question was 6,000 souls;

and, in 1820, Castelnau makes it amount

to 7,651 ; and, during summer, when the

ships arrive, to double this number.

We were told by an excellent autho

rity, which I do not name for fear of com

promising the individual, that in 1828,

the population of Taganrog in summer,

when there were many ships in the har

bour, wai often as high as 12,000, but

at other times that it did not exceed 9,000

or 10,000.

The chief inhabitants of Taganr6g

are Russians, Tartars, Greeks, Germans,

Italians, French, and English.

In the year 1775, the commerce of

Taganr6g, if it deserve such an appella

tion, amounted to seven roubles and

twenty kopeeks importation, and 109

roubles and thirty kopeeks exportation.

Pallas states the amount of the importa

tion in 1792 at 97,653 roubles, and that

of exportation at 370,551 roubles ; and

in 1793, that of importation at 156,058

and that of exportation at 428,087 roubles.

Stchekatof informs us, that from seventy

to 1 20 ships annually arrive at Taganrog,

that the amount of importation was

2,340, 1 1 5 roubles, and that of exporta

tion 2,272,374, in 1806.

The commerce of importation by the

Don, amounted in 1813 to 4,327,084

roubles. In 1822, the commerce of Ta

ganrog was by no means active.

The quarantine lies at the distance

of five versts from the town, on the side

of a small bay. It is a remarkably neat

and well-managed establishment, and

merits the examination of the traveller.

When we were at Taganrog it was in

a state of inactivity. The Greeks, who

compose nearly two-thirds of the popula

tion, had, two years before quarrelled with

the Governor of the town. They accused

him of great impropriety of conduct, in

consequence of which he was regularly

tried by a court of law, and had been ho

nourably acquitted. He had not yet re

turned to the town. It was expected by

many of the foreigners, that with his re

turn, activity and prosperity would again

be seen at Taganrog.
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Jamaica, Hurricane in, 71-

James II. last illness of, 222.
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James, SirWm., Anecdote of, 17.

Jaucour, Chevalier, and the Ghost, 190.

Johnson, Dr., 119.

Jones, Paul, the Pirate. 223. 237-

Juries, Origin of, 1 17.

Katharine, St., Church of, 97.

Kelly's Reminiscences, 311, 362, 377.

Kemble, Charles, Address of, 350.

Kent, Topography of, 146.

Ketch, Jack, Origin of the name, 429.

King and the People, a song, 338.

KirkMichael, Account of, 367.

Knocker, on the display of the, 327.

Laconics, 427.

Lady, Lines to a, 322.

' Indolent, Journal of an, 363.

in Town, the, 370.

Lancaster Castle, Account of, 49.

Larry Cronan, or an Irish trial,' 331.

Law in Scotland, studying, 234.

and Lawyers, Anecdotes of, 238.

Lawyers' Patron, the, 431.

Lazzaroni of Naples, the, 379.

Leaves from a Journal, 259, 279,

340, 373.

Legal Opinion, Curious, 398.

Lemon, Mr., Lines to, 132.

Lent in Rome, 176.

Lines from the Italian, 187.

Literary Souvenir, 434.

Literature of the day, 211.

London Fashions and Fooleries, 210.

Bridge, blow up over, 320. '

- Streets, Names of the, 77.

, Levels of the, 184.

Louis XVI. Execution of, 172.

Love and Friendship, 14. ,

Love's Forgets, 83.

delusive Dream, 424.

Loquacity, on, 258.

Lyrics, London, 334.

Lyttelton, Lord, Anecdote of, 379.

Macassar Oil, to make, 203.

Maelstrom Whirlpool,, the, 148.

Mamelukes, name of, 189.

Margate, Tair to, 186, 195, 231,

274, 325.

Marriage Advertisements, 168.

Married state, the, 247.

Massinger, Life of, 62.

Mathews, Mr., Autograph of, 153.

———— —-, Anecdote of, 314.

Maze at Hampton Court, 105.

Mausoleum in Persia, 150.

Medicine Charms, 57-

Memento Mori, 1C5.

Men and Brutes, faculties of, 104.

Metropolis, origin of Names in the, 77-

Milliners, French, 95.

Mitchell, Wm., Account of, 60.

Mold Church, Account of, 369

Monarch, the, and the Spider, 341.

Mont Blanc, last Ascent of, 258.

Montgomery, Poems by, 439.

Monument, Ancient, 185.

Moody and the Sailor, 314.

Morelli, Anecdote of, 377-

Morgan, Lady, Essay by, 38.

Morning Calls, 58.

Motive, the preponderating, 217.

Mozart, Anecdote of, 377-

Munden, Mr., Autograph of, 153.

Music, History of, 70, 162, 356.

—— Anecdotes of, 214.

Nadir Shah, Anecdotes of, 93.

Negro and the Serpent, 328.

New Englanders, Customs of the, 59.

, Dialect of, 90.

Newspaper Press, the, 446.

Blunders, 87.

Newton, Sir Isaac, hours of, 193.

Nilgherry Hills, 76.

Note Book, My, 186, 195, 231, 274,

325.

Norfolk, Duke of, Anecdote of, 379.

Novelist, The, 4, 19, 125, 169, 209,

270, 381.

November, 318.

Fifth of, 339.

O'Leary, Dr., Anecdotes of, 312.

Ode to the Mirror, 165.

Oils for the hair, to make, 202.

Olives, the Mount of, 417.

Ophelia at home and abroad, 430.

Opinion Office, plan for an, 370.

Oporto, entry of the French into, 174.

Origins and Inventions, 117, 148,

187, 311, 341, 392.

O'Neill, Bliss, Autograph of, 153.

Parsnip Wine, to make, 190.

Parody, 133.

Parr, Dr., Anecdotes of, 366.

Parry, Captain, Voyages of, 449.

Paul's, St., Cathedral of, I77.

Penmanship, minute, 269.

Peninsula, War in the, 173.

Perpetual Periodical Table, 447-

Philosophers, Disputing, 192.

Pigeons, Carrier, 82.

Pindarees, The, 236.

Pitt, Mr., Anecdotes of, 366.

Pizarro, Sheridan's, 312.

Pleasantry, Humane, 341.

Poet, The Dying, 407.

Politeness, On, 68.

Poltioon, Origin of the Epithet.

Porter, Origin of, 259.

Pressman, Epitaph on a, 272.

Prospects, Extensive, 215.

Prussia, Military Character of, 380.

Radcliffe, Dr., Memoirs of, 90, 234.

Reasons, The Four, 131.

Record, The, 92.

Reminiscences, 119.

Revolutionary Festivals, 32.

Revolution, French, Horrors of the, 139.

Retrospection not always pleasing, 197.

Richard Coaur de Lion, 2.

Riddles and Conundrums, 300, 360, 388,

423.
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Robespierre, Fall of, 354, 371.

Rochester Castle, Account of, 289.

Romans, Ancient, Games of the, 83.

Rome, Priests, &c. in, 345.

Rose, The Fatal, 403.

Rousseau's House, 129.

Rulers, Duties of, 380.

Rum, Colour of, 310, 339, 372.

, Account of, 420.

Rural Life, Pleasure of, 197.

Sailor, Noble daring of a, 147.

Sailors, Affection of, 61.

Saladin the Sultan, 3.

Salique Law, The, 150.

Salt in Sugar, To detect, 194.

Samuel, Appearance of, to Saul, 180.

Sand Glass, The, 61.

Sandwich, Anecdote of the Earl of, 194.

Savage, Richard, Life of, 361.

Savoy Palace, Remains of the, 169.

Scarron, Anecdote of, 152.

Scale Force, Cumberland, 1.

Sceptre, Antiquity of the, 149.

Schalken's Three Wishes, 318.

Second Sight, On the, 51.

Sermon, Farewell, 340.

Seven Droog Castle, 17, 53.

Shepherds' Race, 297.

Sheridan, R. B. Anecdotes of, 264, 283,

312,363,378,411.

Sheridan, Dramatic Sketch by, 284.

Short, Disadvantages of being, 410.

Silk-worm, The, 72.

Simile, Oriental, 41.

Single-Stick, The Game of, 415.

Sister, Advantages of a, 30.

Skellig Rocks, The, 375.

Slaves and Slavery in America, 100.

Slave Trade, The, 88.

Slavery in Brazil, 60.

Smugglers, Brazilian, 60.

Soap, Essence of, to make, 203.

Soldier, French, Degrading a, 66.

Songs, 434.

Sobieski, John, 136.

Spatolino, the Assassin, 251.

Sportsmen, Instructions to Young, 152.

St. Edmund's Chapel, 89.

St. Germain's, Church of, 81.

Steam-Engines in Britain, 134.

in Lancashire, 397.

Steeple Builder, 176.

Stockholm, Account of, 45.

Style, Imitation of, 448.

Sugar and the Sugar-Cane, On, 295.

Summer, On, 52.

Superstitions, On, 57.

Suttees in India, 76, 155, 395.

Swedish Artificers, 46. ,

Swallow, the Republican, 59.

Swift outwitted, 390.

Swimming, On, 132, 282.

Symptoms, Various, 194.

Table Talk about Sheridan, 411.

Talisman, the, 19.

, Origin of the Story, 30.

Talleyrand, Anecdote of 340.

Tallyho, Anecdote of, 314.

Templar, Journal of a, 424.

Terry, Mr., Autograph of, 153.

Twelfth Cake, the, 424.

To-Day and To-Morrow, 159.

Topographer, the, 45, 77, 145.

Townshend Charles, Anecdote of, 96.

Travelling, Pleasures of, 301.

Tree, Miss A. M., Lines on, 100.

Trees, Directions for Planting, 368.

Trefusis, Joe, 395.

Trumpets, Invention of, 187.

Ugliness, Advantages of, 279.

Useful Domestic Hints, 103, 190,

367.

Vegetables, Introduction of, 164.

Vendome, Place, 65.

Versailles, Palace of, 209.

Vest, the Bloody, 28.

Virgil's Tomb, 281.

Vittoria, Battle of, 174.

Wales Described, 175.

Walsh on the Chaldean Christians, 440.

Waltheof, the Saxon Chief, Death of,

191.

Warrior, Female, 159.

Watchman, What of the Night, 220.

Watchmen, German, 429.

Watchmaker, Blind, 247.

Water, Danger of drinking cold, 218.

Watch, Stratagem to get a, 313.

Watering Places, The, 113, 167.

Wedding Ring, on the, 242.

Whiskey, Account of, 420.

Whitehaven, Paul Jones's attack on,

237.

White, Henry Kirke, Life of, "299, 307.

Wife, A Curiosity Hunting, 107.

Wines, How to make, 104, 190.

, Account of, 418.

Wisdom, 132.

Woman, Rights of, 333, 351."

Women, Praise of Little, 428.

Workmanship, Extraordinary, 164.

Wreath for the Emerald Isle, 442.

Wren, Sir Christopher, 179.

Wrestling, on, 415.

Wrong, Apologies for doing, 329.

York, Musical Festival at, 227, 243.

Minster, Account of, 225.

Young, Mr., Autograph of, 153.

Youth, Season of, 98.renewed, 439.
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